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STRIKE
VAUDEVILLE BRANCH OF
TIED UP BY

"SUGGESTED" BYJ"BLUE SKY STOCK" PICTURES

4 A'S

M0UNTF0RD AND FITZ

FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES

LEE SHUBERT

v
Held Up by Agreement, Allowing Equity Into American Federation of Labor Equity Mutt Secure
Permission Organizing Vaudeville
^

'•

•

^With

the view of discovering the
embraced In the threat
of Equity to start something in
vaudeville and what. If any, relation there is between the legitimate
.branch of the Four As and the
"A-A.F. or vaudeville branch, a Variety reporter called at the A.A.F.
headquarters and saw the Big
Chief, James William Fitspa trick.
He received much courtesy but no
'information, Mr/ Fitzpatrick declaring he would not discuss the
matter.
The reporter was more fortunate,
ncssibllities

(Continued on. page 9>

SHOWS ON BALL LOT
-oew Arranges with Boston Braves
for Summer Evenings
Christy
Mathewson and Emll
Fuchs, representing the Boston National' League baseball club, entered into

an agreement

last

week

With Marcus Loew for the installation of evening shows in the Braves
Field, Boston, starting May 28 and,
continuing through the summer.'
The plans call for bills including
pictures, musical organizations and
special name attractions which can
he played out of doors at night.
The contract was signed on the
ORening day of the National League
season last Thursday, when Ma-

(

thewson and Fuchs were in New
York with their team.
Terry Turner of the Loew office
left this week for Boston
to start
Preparations, for the new project
which is to be started with a special

publicity campaign.

"ABEN'T

WE

•

ALL" AT GAIETY

"Aren't We All." by Frederick
Lonsdale, now current In London.
is to be the next
attraction at the
Gaiety. New York, opening May 21
"If
JJJth Cyril Maude as the star.

Winter Comes" closes Satu-dav.

"Aren't We All" was seen in London by Hug:*. Ford, bought bv him
Charles Dillingham the negt
flay, and
the following day Ford
caught the Aquitania for New Yori:.
Ford is staging the production. In
the cast will be.
In addition to Mr.
Maude. Alma Tell. Mabel Terry
for

Lewis,

Margaret

John. Lenli?
Howard. Geoffrey Miller and Harry
Ashford,
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"The Wildcatter*'* First-Local Bankers Paying
Rental

n Don't

Wait Until 1924.
New/' Said Shubert
Emerson and Gillmere.

—

Elsie

Brother

•Ferguson's

Head

at

Company

of

Strike

MISS DAY

AND SOMERSET

WILL MARRY
All

MAY

15

Obstacles Cleared to Their

—Ceremony

Union

Home

in

to

Men

Pleaded Contract— Closed Meeting
Sunday Informed of ConEquity

Teriatioa— Demand
Closed Shop or Nothing.
1,000 Members Present
-

in

Their

MARY LEWIS GOING TO
MET FROM "FOLLIES"

The Bankers' Assoc la t ion and the
Bankers' Vigilant Committee are
starting a campaign of education
for the public directed against the
"blue sky** stock salesman and
gypper via the picture screen. At

Accepted by Gatti-Casazza for
Grand Opera Minor Role

(Continued on page 9)

—

in

New York

LABOR LEADER SPOKE

Edith Day and Pat Somerset will
be married May IS in their home
"Go on and strike right now if
on West 58th street.
Carle Carlton, Miss Day's former you are gams'* said Lss Shubert,
husband, recently withdrew his op- who* with Augustus Thomas, was
in conference with John Emerson
(Continjued on page 3)
and Frank Gtllmore of Equity.
"Don't
wait until
1924— strike
DRAPER'S "ROUTE" now." repeated
Shubert.
"Equity will not break any conRuth Draper, lyceum monologise, tracts and so we will wait until
will play a season of Sunday nights 1924."
Emerson.
in
New York next * year. Miss "Rot!replied
Equity broke plenty of conDraper is under the management of
(Continued on page 26;
the Pond Lyceum Bureau, which
will arrange the booking.
Miss Draper's Sunday .nights
booking, which will be consecutive,
EQUITY'S 'BOMBSHELL'
marks an innovation, the first time
a single entertainer will have been
routed for a full season of "onenighters" in New York.
The Equity meeting at the
Hotel 1'laza Sunday ran its
CHTJKCH-THEATRE COMPETE?
course without Its leader. The
Kansas City. May 2.
"leader" had been contemplated
Ticture theatres in Ottawa, Kanas a communication from Fred
sas, have introduced Sunday movies
Stone (an Equity member and
as a retaliation measure against
also president of the National
what the theatre managers consider
Vaudeville Artists— N. V. A.)
an invasion of their field by the
in which Stone would uphold
church.
No admission is charged
Equity's attitude against Sunand when a collection was taken
day performances.
announcement was made the funds
Accounts say the Equity ofwould be turned over to charity. The
ficials had placed much depentheatre owners claim that the Sundence upon Stone's wired reply
day shows are the outgrowth of
to their message asking him to
competition, as they term film exdefine his stand on that quesThe
hibitions at a local church.
tion.
So much dependence by
church* which started the "trouble"
Equity apparently that the Hohas been showing selected films on
tel
Plaza meeting was called
Friday nights, thereby trespassing

RUTH

man-

before the answer

was

in the expectation

Equity could

into

the

theatrical

field,

the

.

t

»

day shows

in the theatres.

it.

Stone's reply is said to have
stated he would not be quoted,
as a member of any organization;
that when he spoke it
would bo ns an individual and
Stone is reported to have added
suggestion he
the gratuitous
did not belie\<- Equity should
interfere
with
attempt
to
vaudeville.
Neither Stone'n name nor wire
a is
mentioned at the Hotel

Plaza meeting

MARATHON DANCER'S ACT
Danced 132 Hours, Slept 12, Rob
Pown and Goes te Work

singing stars.

Miss Lewis gave a voice test of
her golden soprano to the impresario
and members, of the committee. She
is a handsome girl, 22 .years old, and
has held a minor principal role in

"The Follies" for several seasons.
Miss Lewis joins the Met in Us
season.
She is married to an
advertising man.

new

JOLSON'S 70 PER CENT.

133 hours here without hesitation,
quit Saturday midnight, slept 12
hours, had a rub down by his
trainer and then went to work at a
local
theatre,
talking
to
the
audience.
Bessie Edwards is also in the act.
She danced the first 66 hours, but
it's reported the champ is going to
hold out dn her salary end because
she left him midway while stepping..
The audience was. so enthusiastic
it forgot to ask for a look at Kish's
dancing shoes.

"BomboV** Terms

Reported Best
Ever Given at Winter Garden

FANNIE BRICE'S

The engagement o! Al Joison in
"Bombo" at "the Shuberts* Winter Colgate Mansion

New

York, opening May 14.
for four weeks, will see It is said,
the best terms ever given to a visit-

Garden,

ing attraction at that house.

Joi-

son ?s reported receiving a percentage close to 70 with 30 per cent, remaing for the house. Previously the
Winter Garden's usual terms have
been something like 50-50 up to
$15,000, and 60-40 over that amount
on the week.
"Bombo" is a Shubert production,
but JoI?on is interested in the gross
secured by it through a percentage
agreement against a guaranteed
weekly salary.

in

chased by Nicky

HOME

New York

Pur-

A rns tain's Wife

The Colgate mansion

New

in the 70s,
York, an outstanding building

in its neighborhood, has^bejen purchased by Fannie Brice for $100.000, as her home.

In private life Miss Brice is the
wife of Nicky Arnsteia. The/ have

one child.
Arnstein ha« charges again.- 1 him
through the thefts some years ago
of millions in Liberty bonds, stolen
from bank mesengcrs. »,
The Colgate property pt»*chaee

was placed

in the

name

of a corpo-

ration.

SHOW

"PAYS TO PLEASE"

received,

land a "bomshell" right in the

middle of

Show

Mary Lewis of Zlegfeld "Follies"
has been chosen by Gatti-Casazza
Toungstown, O.. May 2.
and a committee as eligible to fit
The champ marathon dancer,
in the Metropolitan Opera cast of Albert Kish, who, they say, danced

FLOPPED WITH STONE

agers claim.
In defending his stand in offering
a Friday night lilm *how Dr. F. F.
Lewis, stated it w;is not an experiment, but that such affairs were extensively used in Other citie.s to
meet a social need, and that he expects to continue the programs for
the benefit of Ottawa^ children and
others Interested. Unsuccessful efforts were made by Dr. W. A.
Elliott,
of the Ottawa
president
Ministerial Alliance, to persuade l>r.
Lewis
discontinue the picture enin
tertainments
in
the 'church,
order that there might be no Sun-

Musical

Springfield, Mass.. May 2.
A east of players may be brought
to Springfield under the auspices
of 'it Pays to Please" organization
of New York City to give a number of performances before groups
of employes whose work
bring*
*he
in co n t a c t wit h th e public.
These plays win be supplemented
by a picture entitled 'II Pays l i
Please."
Pla^rs relating to banks, hotel i

m

forms nee

Mi! in
lion

Clar.i

by Free Show

Chicago,

May

2.

The Jefferson, Goshen, Ind., has
d scontinued vaudeville, as the opposition picture house ran its, program free on the single night the
logger house attempted to present
vaudeville.

—

—

and other businesses
and the cast \\ui be
pei
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COSTUMES
Who will make your next ones?
Those who have bought from us
say—
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BERNHARDT THEA. FIGHT

ENGLISH THEATRE MANAGERS

Municipal Council Would Oust Son
—Household Effects at Auction

STOP ARTISTS' BROADCASTING

May

Paris,

The household

effects

LORD ROTHERMERE Nfl|
THEA. FOR LIGHT OPERA
»

•

a public auction here early
next month.
The Municipal Council owning
the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt objects to Maurice Dernhardt. son of
the deceased, and Ullmann, former

Has West End Site— Success
of "Polly" Caused
i

sold at

and Refusing Permission
George Robey and Billy Merson Prefor Plays
vented Concert Agents Acting With Managers

Holding Secret Meetings

—

—

May

London,
Jjondon

theatre

NORA BAYES OPENS

2.

managers

are

Does 26 Minutes to Restless Audi*
Better Monday Night
er.ee

-when
meetings
secret
holding
they are refusing permission for

—

under their management to
London, May 2.
be employed for broadcasting purNora Bayes opened to a restless
poses; also any of their plays.
audience during her 24 minutes at
Harrod's department store gave the
Monday matinee,
Coliseum
a mammoth entertainment, broad- Miss Bayes refused to be guided
casting It, but George Robey and before opening. If encountering the
Billy Merson were prevented from seme result once more or more
appearing by their respective man- often it will again be her own fault.
agements.
The opening show was attended
All concert agents have .agreed by a number of her American friends
not to engage artists appearing on but during the act numerous nabroadcasting programs.
Neverthetives left the theatre.
artists

her reception was cordial.
is not regarded
as sufficiently impressive for a
There are many
money draw.
travesty points used not understood
here; also the phraseology had not
been properly localized.
Monday night the Coliseum drew
a number of late comers who went
The Sjtoll
k there to see Bayes only.
management has expressed its
opinion Miss Bayes will prove a
less

The present tiun

"EAST

WEST" AGAIN,

IS

FOLLOWING ITS PICTURE
Produced as Flop. But Now
Wants to Reproduce Piece
After Film

fight

for starduo** but.

.

.

.

PLAY

MARIE

—

-

T

.

FRANK VAN HOVEN
Direction;

EDW.

8.

KELLER

"MERTON" BAD FLOP
IN

London, May 2.
Marie Lohr is being saved at the
through
Globe
the. buys by the
ticket libraries. The Globe is doing
about 1,200 pounds weekly, scarcely
that with the libraries, taking 1,000
pounds of the gros's v
Saturday Miss Lohr added a curtain raiser to her comedy. It is
"The Voice Outside," gloomy and
to supernatural but thrilling and well

LONDON THEATRE

,

•

.

played.

"GOODNESS

GOOD

SAKE"

Highly
Elates
Play
Liverpool Opening Point

American

—

May

Liverpool,

2.

"For Goodness Sake," an American piece produced over here by
Sir Alfred Butt, opened in this city
Monday to a rousing reception with
Fred and Adele Astafre, American
particularly
dahcers,
making a
strong hit. The piece is going to

London.
A.

Alex.

Aarons,

who

Jr.,

pro-

duced "For Goodness Sako" in New
York, is associated with Butt in the
English production.
Young Mr.
Aarons is now abroad, having supervised

its

I

French, though Danish is her
native tongue, and can give lessons
to many
prominent local playwrights In the matter of dramatic
in

construction.

'

on the Continent,
America.

House May Be Taken
By English Syndicate

Devonshire

London,

An

English syndicate

May

is

2.

forming

to take over Devonshire House In
Piccadilly.
If the negotiations are
successful, the House will be converted into two theatres and a large

concert

hall.

Consummation

is

reported closely

at hand.

Roderick White, violinist; Duncan
Robertson, baritone (who sailed for
PLAY FOR LEAGUE OF NATIONS New York); Arthur Hopkins, Robert Eugene Lorton of Daily World,
Geneva, May 2.
The municipal council has invited Tulsa, Okla.
Josephine Earle is at present
the federal theatres of Austria to
furnish actors for a series of per- dancing at the Tris Sisters' Blues
Room,
Abbeys de Thaleme cabaret,
formances in September, while the

to

take

place

an
diin

collaboration with Pierre Girard and
J.

Chenevieve.

touring in

OTHER FOREIGN

NEWS
on page 27

now
£26*

week did over

last

£1,800.

Charles B. Cochran, producer, of
the three American hits now in
London, In association with their
American
producers,
says
the
Cohan show is repeating its progress In New York and Chicago;'
slowly but surely building. It may
do* around £2,300 this week.
The other two are "Anna Christie," which is holding to its box
office gait of £2,000 to £2,100, an<
"Partners Again," £1,800.

SAILINGS
Through Paul Tausig & Sons,
104 East Fourteenth street:
May 1 (from New York for Lon*
don), Frank 'and Jen Latona (AquN
tania).

May 3 (same), Charles Gibbf
(Thuringia).
May 5 (same), Archie and Gtrt
Falls (Homeric).
May 12 (same), Hayman ai
Franklin (Majestic).
May 19, Rigoletto Brothers (Geo.
Washington).

May
burg),

Sam

1, (from New York to Chei
Tommy Lyman, Roy Barton/
Lew Leslie (Aqultania),

Salvin,
9

(New York

to London)*

Dr. Thompson (Pres. Van Buren).
April 28 (from New York fop
London), Madam Haverstick>(01yrapic).

May 2 (from London for New]
York), Arthur Hopkins, Mrs. Sam
H. Harris, Mrs. Archie Selwya
(Majestic).
-

RUN FOR THREE-NAME PLAY
London,

The Haymarkel has a
Edward and Ann."

May

2.

hit in "lsa«

bel,

gium, after a

LONDON
k

Arrangements are being made by
which Bransby Will lama will tour

Canada

tho autumn with his
Dickensian repertory, The Dominion may even have a chance of seeing his new version of 'Hamlet,"
which he produced recently in Birin

mingham.

The Vilna players, a troupe of
Yiddish artists in a limited engageat the Kingsway last year, are
considering an offer to go to Ameriment

ca. They have a large repertoire of
pieces.
They did not set London
afire during their West End engage*

fall

during a perform*

A

deputation from the galleritet
who booed "Merton of the Movies"
on its opening night waited at the
stage door for Tom Douglas after
the second performance and apologized for their conduct. They explained they could not hear. Douglas shook hands warmly with the
booers.

M. Dawant, painter, died in Paris,
aged 71.
pianiste,
M.
Gaudy,
French
daughter of Henry Monnier and
widow of M. Gaudy, actor of the
Comedie Francalse, died at Ermont,
France.

THE TILLER SCHOOLS

ment, but have rejected what would
ordinarily be a flattering proposition
to appear at the Pavilion, Mile End,
in the heart of the Jewish district

Crock, the famous clown, has been
married secretly at a Bloom.«burv
League of Nations will be in session Paris.
Clara
Rabinowitch,
pianist,
is
registry
office to Inez Maria Delia
in Whitechapel.
They seem to conin Geneva (Switzerland).
Richard
Casa, also a vaudeville artist. The sider sin h an appearance as not
Strauss with the Vienna philhar- giving recitals in Vienna, Austria; bride
is a Spanish woman 11 years
commensurate with their dignity
Stransky, New York conducJosef
monic orchestra now in South
younger than her husband, who gave
America on an extended tour will tor, is at the Teatro del Liceo, Bar- his age as 42. Grock described himFred Kitchen is producing a n^w
Charles Hackctt, self as
come to Geneva at that time instead celona, Spain.
Charles Adrian Wettach, the revue, employing the old title to be
tenor, is in London, but is listed to son of a French
watchmaker. He used for many years, "Hodge."
nf returning direct to Austria.
A sing
at the Paris Opera middle of made his first appearance In Eng- Everything* will be new excepting
troupe
Rurgtheatre,
from
the
May. Miss Van Hemert, an Ameri- land at the Palace in 1912.
the name of the revue. Jack HasVienna, will be with the visitors

musical festival

the American successes

here.
It is playing to from
to £270 a performance and

ance.

In Paris last week: Arnold Daly,

Geneva during June and July,
rected by E. Jacques Dalcrose,

among

Paris, April 25.
Roger Alzieu, of the Aeros trio
trapeze act, died at Antwerp, Bel-

Play.

a production
bringing ^it to

concert

London, May 2
"So This Is London," the George
M. Cohan comedy, is .the leader

It opened there to £1,100 the first
week, got £900 its second week*
Gerald Bacon to Antipodes
did £1,100 the third, and £1,35»
Gerald Bacon, of the Sanger & last week.
Jordan offices, leaves for Australia
July 1, on busines's for the firm conDEATHS ABROAD
cerning sale of picture rights to

Paris, April 25.

is

Cohan Play Ahead Among Amen*
can Hits in London

May

CONVERTINGJTHREE WAYS

in

AMERICANS IN EUROPE

can singer,
and present plays in German.
Holland.
Meanwhile 700 performers, singers
and dancers, are rehearsing for the

of hig'

"LONDON" LEADING

staging.

I

self of the ill-a*ssorted union.
Mrs.
Pramson has written a solid play

*

ARE SAVING

Frank Van

-

—

it

Encouraged by the results

2.

-

Hoven. CUM<1 and toughed at beLOHR'S
cause ke was years ahead of the
times ,he still kept on, and many
American artists now reaping harvest in England can thank his
Buying 1,000 Pounds Weekly
breaking the way.
P. S. The above was sent to me
by an old admirer, and It sounds so With Gfross Scarcely 1 ,200—
Van Hovey, I am sending it in, and
Curtain Raiser Added
don't forget the best little comedian
in all the world, Dave Chasen.

code, 26

Hammerstein saw

May

?

mjnutes in all.
Next week Miss Bayes also will New York Success Fails
appeaivat the Queens Hall cabaret,
Land* Abroad
Less Than
doubling with her Coliseum engage500 Pounds Last Week
ment.
Willia"hi Mop-is booked -her over
Is West" In London when produced
by J. L. Sacks, that Sir Alfred Butt here.
London, May 2
believes the picture of the play with
Although one of Broadway's bigConstance Talmadge has given It
gest comedy hits just now and since
TRACING BACK
another chance if properly put on
it opened over there, "Merton of the
for the second, tjme. Butt has neEm
in
Material
for
gotiated with William Harris, Jr., Explanations
Movies" is a bad flop In this city.
"Rainbow"
Revue
pire's
rights.
New
York
for
the
in
The piete has not a living chance,
Sacks asserts a title to the Engconceded by its George Tyler manLondon, May 2.
lish rights through having first seagement.
It did 150 pounds the first
More or less discussion is still
cured them and insists he will make
night; 69 pounds second night; 60
His current in the West End concerning
the second stage production.
third; 64 fourth; 40 Saturday matiaim will be disputed, it is under- the "annexation" of certain Ameri- nee and 150 Saturday night.
Since,
stood, on the ground Sacks' con- can material for use in the Empire
it has been doing under 50 pounds
AlRainbow."
production
"The
of
tract called for* 75 performances of
nightly.
"East is West" in England while bert de Courville claims to have
permission from John Murray AnSacks' flop played but 12.
derson to use the Savoy and Brennan skit,. "Which One is your REINE DAVIES AT DINNER
Brother?," and to the charge of
DANISH ACTOR AT ODEON
Hassard Short that a girl number Attending Distinguished Dinner by
Paris, April 28.
Pen Club in London
now
being used at the Empire was
1\ Gemler has this week extended
taken from "The Music Box Revue"
tlio courtesy of the Odeon stage to
London, May 2.
claims
CourVillo
in New York, de
Paul Reumert, hailed as the greatest!
Tomorrow (Thursday) night the
to have secured permission from
actor of Denmark, for a short series
International Pen eiub is giving a
Irving Berlin.
v
of performances of "Professor Klendinner at the Suffolk Galleries to
On top of. this Allan K. Foster, distinguished
ow'"
three-act
drama by Mrs.
foreign authors In
came
over to put on the numwho
Karen Bramson. Reumart played
London.
rises
to
the
Empire
show,
bers for
the title rolo in French, supported
Among
the foreign writers will be
remark that he alone is responsible
by Gemier himself, who not knowRomaine Rowland, Blasco Ibanez,
for introducing the girl number in
ing his words by heart read them
Johann Bojer.
August Brunius,
the Empire show and that it was
from cards placed at the bottom of
Martin TeXo, Kate Douglas Wigused by him in a show m America gin, Edwin
his dilapidated hat into which he
Robinson, and Maxwell
Short
used
year
before
at least a
Aley.
frequently cast his eyes while imit in "The Music Box"— and, furpersonating the disreputable father
Reine Davies, president of the
thermore, says Foster, one of his International
of the maiden saved from dishonor
Story Company of
the
by the aged, ugly professor. But girls, named Joscelyn, gave
New
York, will be among the
he proved his talent as an actor. number to Short and aided him in American guests. Miss Davies is
The story is the selfishness of the staging it. •
over here on behalf of her playOne of Variety's Liondon corre- broking concern, buying
benefactor by insisting on marrying
and selling
spondents alleges he saw a similar rights
the young girl he has saved while
to American and foreign
knowing she has already given her number on Hammerstein's Roof in plays and stories, for the Screen and
heart to a man about her own age. New York about a score of years stage.
ago, and knows the late Oscar
She commits suicide
to free her-

London,

'

afternoon she sang four
songs, then took a curtain, then an
encore, another curtain, second en-

West," will again be stage produced in London but by whom isn't
decided upon just at this moment.
The point seems to be that following the flop of the stage -East

j

/,

:

•

Monday

1s

Decision

investment in the presentation of
Gay'a old light opera "Polly." originally produced .at the Kingsway
administrator, retaining the lease and now running strongly*
at the
In which It
is stipulated
would Savoy, Lord Rothermere ha» determinate if the death of Sarah cided to finance the construction
ot
Bernhardt occurred before its ex- a new theatre in the West
End,"
piration.
The Council has decided to be devoted to that style of enter*
to consider an 'offer from
new tainment.
French tenants.
The location has been selected out
Maurice objects, claiming proro- little details regarding the
title
You remember the old adage, "Out gation' according td the present law must be adjusted. Lord Rotherof sight, out. of mind"? \Vell, that's concerning leases and will fight the
mere
has
commissioned
Edwin
Lutthe reason Frank Van Hoven keeps claim.
»
.
yens, tb© architect, .to make plana
plugging and plugging in this little
space every weeK. No one in this
for the structure, and it is underlittle world has ever done a single
stood that the interior decorations
thing for Frank Van Hoven, in his LIBRARIES
will be the work of Nicholson:

drawing card.

London, May 2.
The Samuel Shipman play, "East

1923

3,

2.

and library

of the late Sarah Bernhardt will be

—

May

SUB

ax:

kell is

staging the production.

OF DANCING
143

Charing Cfoss Road

LONDON

JOHN TILLER

Director,

RHINESTONES
THE LITTLEJOHNS
226

West 46th
Phone

Arthur Collins

produce Arthur
Shirley's play, "Ned Kean of Old
Drury," during the second week in
May. II. A. Sainsbury, who originally toured in tho piece, will again
will

play the title role.
The cast will
include Louis Regnis, Esme Shirley,
(.Continued on page 27)

St.

BRYANT

New York
4:137

WII.KTTK

KERSHAW
GUARANTY TOtST CO
&:2 Fifth

Avenue

JiVK

T'

,

Thursday,

May

3,

VAUDEVILLE

192S

N. Y. LEGISLATURE'S

STOP LOSS SALES PUE FAMOUS \3£?

TO 80; LOEW OFF TO

SESSION CLOSING
,_-,
Confusion in Albany— Leqislature Adjourns May *—
!>

FLAT

17

—

II

Albany. N.

amusement leader.
pressure was at Its
"worst Tuesday some experimental
bear

.

the

group

Players, and, finding
to

Famous

out

tested

fairly easy

it

hammer down, organized a

spe-

drive against that issue. Quotations gave way gradually at first,
the ticker recording fractional recessions from better than 85 to 83.
There was every evidence that at
that level stop loss orders were
touched off. Sales were nearly a
point apart at times until the stock
touched 80 flat, a new low for 7923,

cial

•

•

.

its

Loew. Inc

estab-

4.200

Orpheum
Wednesday—
Fkm. Play-L...
Goldwyn

lished levels promptly.

Loew June Dividend
Loew got into new low ground Loew. Inc
Orpheum
for the
year also at 17 flat. For
thing it is admitted by the
company that no dividend will be
paid in June. .Of course, that has
been standing as a probability for
*>me weeks and it was inevitable
that sooner or. later the definite
news would get out and there would
be selling of weak holdings. Added
to this pressure was
the rather
startling drop in
the amusement
leader which promoted sympathetic

When

400

Thursday—

•

MED

o'-t.llnihie

]>i

tr

!

•

19% 19%
.

the Speaker provided by the contribution of a day's pay of each
Assembly employe, while AssemblyMiller, Democrat of
man Frank
Brooklyn, an old time vaudeville
performer, will enliven the occasion
by original song parodies he has
composed relating to the eccentricities of various members.

A

MILEAGE OPTIMISM
Date for

4%

4%

4%

-

ft

500

5K
8%

*

»V4

+

>4

3«4

5% + %

90S

votlns

The

certificates
basis.

tru*t

petition to stop

Reduced $90 Books Set
Over

The granting of the injunction, to
the Eastern railroads against the
Issuance of the Interchangeable
mileage books has brought to light
a phrase in the* legal opinion expected to prove ultimately optimistic to the adherents of the reduced mileage rate. It reads that
"the action of Congress must be
upheld as constitutional."
Congress held originally on passing the bill recommending the
lower mileage rate that it was not
endowed with the power to fix
rates, but left that t,o the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
C. C. set May 1 for the issuance
of the $90 books to sell at $72,
which date, because of the injunction, jiaa now been set over to
January 1, 1924. On the appeal to
I.

Ind.,

the U. S.

2.

Sunday danc-

ing in this city, placed before city
the Protestant- MinOfficial* by
sterial Association, was met with
defeat Chief of Police L*rry Lane
stated that if the several dance
halls were closed, it would also
mean the closing of tho theatres
and would prohibit the running of
Lnterurban trolley cars, as this is
classed a non-essential Sunday busi-

Supreme Court

it

is

de-

must
which would mean Congress can
fix the rate or will overrule it and
the matter rest with the I. C. C.
In either instance a reduction from
the 3.6 cents mileage is expected.
In the arguments before Congress
a 2.5 cents rate was discussed, although the I. C. C. mileage book
provided for a 2.88 cents rate.
The National Council of Traveling Salesmen's Associations, which
has been fathering the bill for over
five years, is at present arranging
for a series of benefits to raise
funds to retain eminent counsel for
the appeal.
Equity has formally
let

its

CENSOR REPEAL

Uj>

Advocates of Repeal Bill Look for
Action in Albany Today
Albany,
bill to

May

S.

abolish motion picture

censorship, which has been passed
by the Senate, remained passive as
far as the Assembly was concerned
up to 6 p. m. today. Those who
are interested in the measure feel
certain, however, that there will be
some action on the measure tomorrow.
On the inside it is intimated that
f.eorge Eastman of Rochester has
had considerable weight with the
Republican AssembV and that the
opponents of the measure are going
to receive a distinct surprise when
the bill is voted on,
L__

ness

I

1841 Broadway
|

"Falling" and
"Bees' Knees"

"Love Sends s Little Gift
snd
"Wonderful One"

of Reese'

"That Da Da Strain" and
"He May Be Your Man"

It
Is
voiced that the Minsterial
Association is trying t<> obtain a
hold in the city government,
With the thou^it possibly At the
next city eleotlon Ibey will run a
mayor upholding a closed Sunday
town.

"Just

"You

One More Dance" and
Got

to

See

Mama

Ev'ry

Night"
Q. R. 8.

WORD ROLLS

"Dearest"

"Bambalina"
"Oh! Harold"

"Who's Sorry >Now"
"Who's Heart Are You Breaking Tonight*
"Honeymoon Chimes"
f
April, a conoededJy poor month for music, second only In the annual
to July, held up rather well according to the Jobbers. One Arm
it did $8,000 more business the past month than in April, 1922,
which was an exceptionally poor month. The commercial men in the
music business "dope" it out by past experience that sales slump in
April and May, but spurt in June when vacationists, Juno-brides, etc.,
are responsible for increased sales, and falls down almost completely in

slump

reports

July, with the following month marking an ascension ones again.
ever, the past month has not been so bad all things considered.
In sheet music sales the Independent retail stores report "You

>

How-

Know

You Belong To Somebody Else" as holding top sway, while the Kreege
Chain Store Co. reports some weeks found the ballad topped by "You
Got to See Mama Ev'ry Night," "Carolina in the Morning," "My Buddy,"
and "You Tell Her-I Stutter," with numbers like ths following among
the foremost generally: "Dearest," "Crying for You," "Love Sends a
Little Gift of Roses" (a consistent seller), "Lovelight In Your Eyes,"
"Barney Google," "Aggravatln* Papa," "Falling,*' "I Grave You Up,"
"Who's Sorry Now," "Ten-Ten-Tennessee." Others coming along at
a cheerful pace are: "Fate," "When Will the Sun Shine for Me,"
"Wonderful One," the Berlin and Feist dance folios; •'Faded Love
Letters" (sponsored by a Michigan publisher); "November Rose," "I
Love Me," "Nobody Loves You Better Than Your M-a-m-m-y," and
"Yes. We Have No Bananas."
"Bambalina" from "Wild Flower" and Victor Herbert's "Kiss In the
Dark" are running a neck-to-neck rare for supreme honors among the
production' sellers with the "Nellie Kelly" and "Muslo Box Revue"
quota not far behind. "When Hearts Are Young" from ths "Lady in
Ermine"; "Saw Mill River Road" from "Up She Goes"; the perennial
Gallagher* and Shean song and "Parade of the Wooden Soldiers" also
stand out.

EQUITY'S EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

CONSIDER THREE SUBJECTS
*•

-/

Analyze Gillmore and His Talk—
Levy-Mayer Bill Discussed—Don't Want to Be
Too Hasty About Vaudeville

Commencing

to

the highest tribunal
either sustain the injunction

Dealing

May

"Underneath the Mellow Mooa"
and
"Wonderful One"

duced that

Low. Last. Ch*.

22% 22% 22%#

South Bend,

foot

«t,

19%

"Dearest" and
"Baby Blue Eye."

"That American Boy of Mine" snd "Levin* Sam snd
"Down in Maryland"
"Clinging Vins"

A

%
%
+ % consented to ths appearance of
members at a Sunday concert

"BLUE SUNDAYS" DEFEATED

it

STUDIOS OF

seta

5%

"Aggravatio' Paps'* and
"Aunt HagsKs Blues"

"Waltzing the Blues"

a hilarious celebration,
silver service is to be presented to
with

The

WA«H

voRTHwrsT cos

New

on "when issued"

l

STME MIKNK

5% —
17% 17% 17% +

5%

500

Wednesday—
Griffith

came

t'.'V

.

Griffith

^^
1

100

Monday—

+ %
—
%
—%

Tuesday-

out.
Good friend! of the issue, people
who have confidence in its ultimate
recovery, began to figure that October w;is a long way off. a long dull
summer is just ahead, and there is
Plenty of chance that there will be

/

81% 82%

83

Sales. High.

•Goldwyn
Griffith

became recognized that there would
be no June payment another sort
of selling

8.000
1.400
6.500

17% 17% 17%
19T. ^9% 19%

THE CURB

one

liquidation in the group.

900

"The Lovelight

"Honeymoon Chimes" snd

post of the professor in charge of a
boys' high school.
Orpheum at 20ft, a profit on his
One measure introduced last week
buy several weeks ago at 18, and by Mr. Higglns amends section
turned the cash into Loew at 17)4. 2151 of the penal law by permitting
It's all a matter of how you look
music on Sundays in patriotic miliat it.
tary processldns to cities under
Even Orpheum was somewhat af- auspices of veteran associations.
fected
by
the
break
in
FaThe closing days of the session
mous Playera Orpheum, however, which adjourns Friday find legislaseemed to be enjoying good sup- tive matters In general in the greatport, and its retreat was more est contusion; it will be days after
orderly than was the case with the the Legislature adjourns before it
other amusements.
Boston seems will be possible to tell just- what
to be on the buying side and the has happened to important feature
western interests seem to present Mils.
a solid front. No news affecting the
So far as the Assembly is constock came out.
cerned the Legislature will adjourn

.

back to

t.

a Donny brook Fair, with no leadership or headwork to the lower
house at alL Speaker Mac hold has
conducted the Assembly exactly the
same as if he wsrs hack in his old

.

New Goldwyn at 2294
comparing with 82% In January.
Nothing was added to what has
Famous Players behavior at Its been published regarding the capital
bottom added weight to the stop readjustment plan of Goldwyn. The
loss theory, for in two transactions
quotation on the Exchange sagged
near the close it jumped back a little, getting to
a low of 5%. One
'to 81.
trade was reported on the Curb of
Government Case Scare
100 shares of the new l-for-4 stock
Famous Players was vulnerable at 22*4- This came out while the
In a breaking market such as Mon- old stock stood at 5% and repreprice bf four
day's, for, while the Federal Trade sented exactly the
Commission inquiry is on, the bears shares of the old for one of the
The trade was v of course,
are constantly furnished with am- new.
munition and timid margin holders merely a contract to deliver the
are easily put to flight. .In the pic- new voting certificates "when, as
As an opinion of
ture industry the belief is that the and if" issued.
trial will lead nowhere, but it is^a what is likely to happen in Goldwyn,
the trade Is, of course, an
disturbing factor in anything so
sensitive to adverse influences as exact stand-off.
The sale of the
The day the contract is a speculative operation
a speculative stock.
inquiry
started Famous
Players on the short side, while the purlost more than a point, for no rea- chaser of the contract would represon except that margin operators sent a bullish attitude.
werex frightened off.
Griffith made further progress to
The financial columns had been 5%, a recovery from below 4, apprinting a good deal of what looks parently
representing
hopes for
like inspired comment to the effect Griffith's
new picture, which is
that a large short interest had been ready for marketing, and. possibly a
built up in Famous Players, com- better
outlook for dividend dismon, but there was no evidence of bursements.
such a situation. If there Is a large
STOCK EXCHANGE
volume of short coiftracts outThe summary
standing the bears seem content to May 2, inclusive:of transaction* April 26~ to
Thursday—
Sales. Hljfh. Low. Last. Ch».
ride it out.
Ordinarily, after the
Play-L.. . 2,000 86% 85% 86\i + %
sharp dip of Monday, there should Fam.
Goldwyn
2.800
6% 5V4 6% — %
have been a partial recovery Tues- Loew, Inc.'
2,000 18% 18% 18%
4.800 21% B0% 21% + %
day, particularly if the short ac- Orpheum
Boston sold 8.623 Orpheum at 20%621%.
count was heavy. Instead of that
Friday—
85% 85% — %
the stock was soft, getting to a Fam. Piay-L... 800 80
Goldwyn
1.400
5% 5% 6% — \i
low of 81% and making futile, feeble Loew. Inc
1.600 18's 18% 18%
1.900 21% 20% 20% — %
rallies.
It is possible that the posi- Orpheum
Boston aold 500 Orpheum at 20%O?l%.
tion of the reputed pool is influSaturday—
eaced by tho presence of the new Fam. Play-L... None.
1.200
5% 5% 5% + %
Lynch law holdings and Is standing Goldwjn
Locvr. Inc..'.... 1.200 18'i 18
—%
18
aside for the present. There seems Orpheum
400 21% 20% 20%
sold
400
Orpheum
Soston
at 20%.
to be some support on sharp dips,
onday—
but certainly no aggressive policy of Fam. Play-L... 6,100 85
—2%
80
88
Goldwyn
700
5% 5% S% — %
protecting
the
price
in Loew, Inc
was
10,800 18
17
17% — %
evidence.
Orpheum
—%
4,300 21% 20
20
600 93S »2% 92% — %
Dfi., pfd
Friends of the stock believe that
Boston sold 950 Orpheum at 20920%.
the present general selling wave
Tuesday—
81% 82% — %
will have spent itself by the end Fam. Play-L... 4.40O 83
Do., pfd
200 91% 91% 91% —8%
of this week and the amusement Goldwyn
3.800
5% 6% 5%
leader will get

May

"Pais Venetisn Moon" and
in Your Eyes"

"Fate* and
"Lady of the Evening"

ing its closing hours almost Into

.

,

T.,

and the repeal of obnoxious) bluelaw measure* has degenerated dur-

dips from scattered urgent selling
when a speculator could recover
stock sold now at an even lower
price.
More or less balancing that
view there were traders who regarded 17 as a substantial bargain
and, second, because of price and took prompt advantage
stocks,
of it
One shrewd operator sold
technical considerations in the po-

When

<H

which convened in January with a
program ahead of It of liberal law*

first

sition of the

*

FOR APRIL

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

VICTOR RECORDS

The New York State Legislature

of List in Severe Reaction

The amusement stocks were weak,
because the whole market was
going through a drastic reaction,
believed to be aided by sold- out
bulls anxious to accumulate cheap

v

Miller's Parodies at Finish

Market Discounting Pasting of June Dividend -Settled Action Will Be Deferred to October—Rest

>

SIX BEST SELLERS

|

GOOD Y0RKSHIKE C0MFDY
London, May f.
Marsdens" at Everyman's
Monday is an excellent
Yorkshire comedy, praised by the

"Tho

theatre

press notices uniformly.

The executive council of the our part as far as the Equity Shop
Equity Association held a meeting Is concerned."
At the council meeting many diThe principal subjects verse opinions were voiced in tho
Tuesday.
discussed were the Levy-Mayer bill matter of any action In vaudeville
legalising Sunday shows; the Equity afflalrs and no definite decision was
Shop and the best policy to pursue arrived at, the possible consequences
looking to its establishment in 1924, being of too serious a nature to
and the organizing of vaudeville, allow of hasty Judgment.
considering

the. advisability

and

of such a course in view of
probable consequences.
Opinions are divergent of this, as
It' Is realized that in antagonizing

wisdom

E. F. Albee, Equity will add a formidable ally to the legitimate managers.

HUTCHINSON'S FARCE
London, May

2.

"One Too Many" is a conventional
farce by Richard Carton, opening

Monday at tho King's, Hammersmith. Percy Hutchinson made tho
production.
The officials of Equity through
The piece may do In the provinces,
Frank Gillmore charge Albee with but is an unlikely West End candibutting Into the Levy-Mayer bill date,
r
affair, for the mere pleasure of taking a slam at Equity. But members
of Equity,. analyzing the matter, declare Gillmore la responsible for
a cigarette
Albee's action, as when th* Rev.

To know
how pood

Henry Bowl by commenced his campaign against Sunday vaudeville. It
was Gillmore who wrote to Bowlby
in the name of Equity, endorsing
his action, and also gave statements
to the daily press along the same
lines.

These members say

It is

an-

case of Gillmore doing too
talking and they are apprehensive of the result.
It is exceeded that if the Levy-Mayer bill
goes through, it will be a cevore
blow to the prestige of Kqulty and
will probably wreck the morale of
the organization.
In the matter of Equity Shop no
further efforts will be made to meet
the managers on the subject, Equity
officials saying: "If the managers
have anything further to say on
the mrttter, we are willing to listen
but there will be no compromise on

other

much

can ba mmdi
you must try a

really

VAUDEVILLE
DOROTHY RUSSELL'S ACT

PRO RATA DEDUCTION CLAUSE
GOES FOR SIX-DAY TOWNS
and Pittsburgh Excepted
Next Season When Six Days' Playing for
Reason Beyond Manager's Control

Philadelphia, Baltimore
Starts

The pro rata deduction clause in
where no Sunday shows are

t)Ouees

allowed, inserted in the new Keith
contracts for next season, will not
Affect the three six -day town* now
playing Keith vaudeville, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Pittsburgh.

added to all of
the contracts issued for the coming

The clause

will be

In effect

season.

it

will

mean

that

where the Sunday performance

is

eliminated through local legislation
or from any condition beyond the
control of the local manager, the pro
iata amount, based on the number
of, performances given daily, is to be
deducted from the salary of the arti»t.

In towns such as Philadelphia,
and Pittsburgh, which
have always played but six days
weekly, the present arrangement as

Baltimore

Tn those
to salaries will continue.
cities the firtist Is paid the same
seven-day
playing
a
salary as when
town, although the salaries are
hased on 14 or more performances

a week.

The decision to add a clause covSunday situation, as anin Variety several weeks
ago, was arrived at by #the Keith
ering* the

nounced

following local interference
by the Lord's Day Alliance and their
attempt to enlist the sympathies of
through
ihe
artists
vaudeville
Equity connivance.
A letter written recently by one
of the reform executives to a vaudeville official, asking where vaudeville
Mood on the Sunday question, was
identified by several authorities as
smacking strongly of Harry Mountford, head of the vaudeville branch
leagued with Equity.
The Keith people contend that any
Interference or change in the Sunday vaudeville situation would force
many houses to economize, play a
cheaper grade of act and drop numbers of them.

BEST ACTS

Lillian Russell

mg

to V«udovillo

The daughter
professionally

Return

Spa j and now

Some Went
Others
Lobbies

J

in

to

Still

Time TuesdayStandard—Crowds Wait

Daylight Saving

on

—Trains Missed

BERNSTEIN HOPS

,

Nazarro of Opinion Timberg

Miss

Russell

Philadelphia,

recently

.

BETH TATE'S RETURN

newspaper discussion of the
Day-Somerset-Carlton case. Miss

daily

Back to American Vaudeville After Day, however, has at
World's Tour

Following a tour of the world,
Beth Tate, In the single women
class of vaudeville, has returned to

New

all

times re-

tained the solid sympathy of her
fellow workers in the theatre, who
understood the circumstances and
realized -the facts. What struck the
newspapers as a sensational "triangle" was recognized by the profession as an unfortunate domestic
difficulty, with Miss Day held innocent of any "moral turpitude," which
was the charge against Somerset In
the Federal proceedings.

York. She will open next week
to break in on the Poli time with
restricted
material
written
by
Blanche Merrill.
Miss Tate, before leaving for the
other side, was noted among the
single turns for her appearance and
voice. Both are said to have been
At the invitation of the University
improved during her absence.
of California Margaret Anglin will
appear May 29 for one performance
The Liberty, Oklahorna City, has of "Hippolytus of Euripides" at the
changed from pictures to vaudeville Greek theatre, Berkeley. It will be
and pictures. The vaudeville has the seventh performance of Miss
four acts, twice a week, and booked Anglin in the open air theatre of
in

St.

Louis.

the

Greek

•

IN

•

John Kolvoord w connected with
the Keith interests for 26 years, and
charge of routine matters in the
booking department for the last 20

in

years or more, resigned Monday.
Mr. Kolvoord's resignation followed a disagreement with one of
the members of the Keith staff over
some office procedure.

During the most of the period in
which the late Samuel K. Hodgdon
presided over the big time booking

May

2.

The daylight mix-up in this ci
and State put the theatres*! n a stat
of confusion Monday and Tuesday,
and meant loss of money to eve;
box office before things were
straightened out.
#

With tho Derrick
saving

bill

final

antl-daylig

waiting for action by the

Governor following its passage in
both Houses at Harrisburg, the City
Council took the bull by the hornt
Saturday and issued a request to
all

citizens to set their clocks ahead,

beginning Sunday morning.

The

railroads readjusted their schedules
at that time, and schools,, college*?
and almost all places of business
adopted the new time; but the the%j
atres announced an adherence toatandard time.

The first test came Monday morn-,
when the larger downtown film

ing,

housea-opened at 12 and 12:30 Instead of 11 and 11:30 by the new
time, and many people were forced
to wait in front of the theatres for
nearly an hour, followed by a similar occurrence at Keith's, whero
there

was much loud

protestation.
of Keith's,
to switch
to daylight saving time, the change
being made Tuesday. All day Mon
day cancellations of tickets poured
into the various legitimate house

Harry T. Jordan, head
was the first to decide

box

from

offices

suburbanites
getting
not let

commuters and

who had no way

of

home when

the shows did
12 o'clock' and
12:15.. There was much grumblingin the lobbies Monday night, a great
many people arriving at the usual
time and being forced to wait a

out

until

Chestnut.
The decision was made
Monday night, but the change
daylight time did not go into effect
until the Wednesday matinee.
Tha
Nixon-Nirdlinger group, Oarrickj
Forrest ^an« Broad followed suit
1

capacity.

9

HYPNOTIST ARRESTED
Kansas

City,

May

2.

Z. Davis,
charged with
35,
hypnotizing a young woman and Tuesday with an advertisement ad
vising of the switch
to
begirfj
transporting her in violation of the
United States white slave law, was Wednesday matinee.
The
Stanley
arrested at Winfleld, Kan., by FedCompany (both fill
popular
eral officers after a nation-wide and
priced
vaudeville
houses) are atill running on standhunt.
ard time and may continue. They
Charles Paxson, deputy U. S.
are avowedly waiting to sense
marshal, made the arrest, Just as
tho
public's desire on the subject.
the accused attempted to escape in
It
is reported that their
last evening
a motor car. According to the ar"how suffered a big drop in businesf
resting officer, Davis performed in
Birmingham. Ala, last January, as Monday and Tuesday.

T.

making the selections, explained that as the 10 best pictures

task'* of

and the 10 best plays had been
chosen, he was acting on ihe request of the publication's patrons in
iimelighting vaudeville.
The choice in the order named
were: Sophie Tucker, Rae Samuels,

a professional hypnotist.
One young woman was held in
his power for several days. While
unconscious, Paxson says, Davis

Jack Osterman, Joe Cook, Olsen and
Johnson, Morgan Dancers, Van and
Schenck, Chic Sale, Oriole Terrace
Orchestra and Marion Harris. /

MAGGIE LE CLAIR'S ESTATE
Maggie. L,e Clair, of the Phenomenal flayers, a vaudeville act
comprised of a number of veteran
artists, left an estate not exceeding $250 in personality and no will,
when a victim of pneumonia, she

died at St. Michael's Hospital,
Toronto, April 8, according to her
nephew, William Gannon, of 745
Ninth avenue, in his application for
letters of administration upon the
property, which was granted to him
by Surrogate Foley, of New York,
this week.
Miss Le Clair, w ho was the
widow of James Casey, lived
at 249 West 38th street, New York,
and was about C3 years old. She
was an Irish comedienne when she
What the Syracuse "Xcws" said:
made her reputatiop on the stage.
real stars of this week's bill are the Wilton Sisters, who look
She was first s^en in 187j) when and "The
sing as might a eoupla of children with the sweetest of voices,
in a double act with her sister. capable of the
most captivating vocal stunts. Their echoes of the silvery
They were known as the Le Clair notes of the French horn are wonderful.''

MAE

and

ROSE WILTON

"REAL STARS"

Sisters.
Later she married and for
Shea's Toronto, this week (April 30).
17
years she and her husband
Booked solid B. F. Keith Vaudeville Exchange.
toured
and
United
States
the
Canada as Casey and Le Clair, "The
Irish Tenants."
EDDIE BUZZELL'S VACATION
TIEENEY-McCARTHY 2-ACT
Her nephew is her o«»ly surviving
Harry Tiemey ami Jo?< ph Mr
Eddie BuzzcIJ's contract as f*«heir at law, according to his petition for the administration letters. Carthy, authors of "Irene"' and Other fured comedian of "The Gingham
ar
to
inmusical comedy successes,
<iiii" expires May 30.
The actor
vade vaudeville in^ a two-act \iu denies he is preparing an act for
FAY FOR GARDEN
the Keith Circuit.
vaudeville, hut will go on an exAlf Wilton offered the turn to the tended vacation and read a few new
Frank Fay has been engaged for
10 weeks by the Bnubfttfl for the Keith bookers this week and an production scripts.
Buzzell Is reported to have renew Winter Gai d< n show which early opening out of town hr.'s been
They will use their own ceived an offer of $1,000 weekly to
will follow in the Al Jo)son aggre- assured.
'head a new Broadway production.
song compositions and patter,
gation.
I

1

department
Kolvoord
was Mr. solid hour.. Charles Wahamakeft
Hodgdon'e assistant. When Dayton manager of the Walnut, was the
next to announce a switch, and was
V. Wegefarth succeeded to the post
followed by the four Shubert house*
left vacant by Mr. Hodgdon, Kol—Lyric,
Adelphi,
Shubert
and
voord
continued
in
the
same

play.

Walter D. Hickman, critic of the
Indianapolis "Times," has formulated a list of the 10 best vaudeville
arts seen by him at Keith's during
ihe season. The reviewer commenting on the "pleasant but difficult

SHOW

>
-

informed European Commuter Arrives Again
friends in New York she would have
On Broadway
Owes Him $1,200
to resume stage work, and was adto call at the Keith office. The
vised
Freeman
Bernstein, the European
Nat Nazarro served papers in a
formed will have singing and Commuter, hopped onto Broadway
$1,200 suit representing a week's act
Russell,
accomMiss
this week, coming in from somesalary on Herman Timberg this dancing by
week arising from the plaintiff's panied by a boy and girl with a where. He was not altogether cerpianist.
tain where he came from or why
engagement in
Timberg's
unit
he was back, but said he returned
"Frolics of 1922," operated by I. H.
with a bankroll and some perfume.
Herk and E. Thomas Beatty. NaHISS DAT AND SOMERSET
Bernstein contradicted the statezarro's claim is on the theory that
(Continued from page 1)
ment by Peacock & Co. of London
Timberg was his employer arising
from the following facts: When the position to Somerset's stay In that he owed them money for sevshow played in Newark about two America, leaving the emigration eral suits of clothes. Freeman said
months age-the plaintiff handed in proceeding suspended subject to It was nothing, the Variety people
his
notice
which Timberg and Somerset's behavior here. His mar- misread the letter; it was just the
Harry Rose, the company manager, riage will probably end it, as the English way of soliciting another
refused to accept, according to An- chSrge wa« one concerning his sit- order from him. He stated an inCarlton tention of returning to London and
ton Siegal and Herman F. Spell- uation with Mrs. Carlton.
man, Nazarro's attorneys-. They also cleared away all obstacles to-, having Peacock make him ten more
urged him to remain with the shows, ward divorce, stating he did it on suits, on the same payment plan.
Anyhow, said Freeman, what of
holding forth that the unit had five behalf of the child he mentioned in
it?
Everybody owes tailors and
his proceedings.
or six weeks' bookings to go.
husband
former
the
Somerset
is
that's the least of his annoyances.
"While the show played in Pittsburgh, Herk & Beatty went into of Margaret Bannerman, the Engbankruptcy and Nazarro was not lish star, who divorced Somerset,
paid for that week, for which he is naming Miss Day as co-respondent.
JOHN K0LV00RD RESIGNS
He is a relative of the Duke of
suing In the City Court.
Somerset.
Leaves Keith's Booking Office, After
There has been a great deal of
26 Years

Nat

1923

DISGRUNTLE PHILADELPHIA

.

is

custody of her step-father, Alexander P. Moore, the Pittsburgh publisher ("Leader") lately appointed
to

3,

THEATRES ON STANDARD TIME

1

Madrid.

May

Thursday,

of Lillian Ruose!!,

Dorothy Russell,

preparing to return to vaudeville at
the head of an act Following the
death of her mother, Dorothy was
reported to have been provided for
through a trust fund left in the

Ambassador

UNIT SALARY CLAIM

officials

10

Daughter of

•

CRAIG SENT TO PRISON

Burlington, Vt, May 1.
H. Lee Craig, a vaudeville actonj
transported her to Atlanta. He arrested
here Dec. 29, 1922, for passthen fled.
ing a worthless check for
$30.84 at
United States officers tracked the Hotel Vermont, was tried
in the
him across the continent to Los Chittenden County Court in this
Angeles and back to Topeka. He city the latter part of last week,
was next located in Arkansas City, After out over 12 hours, the jury.
but evaded arrest and drove to returned a verdict of guilty.
Winfleld, where the officials caught
Craig was sentenced by the jud,
to serve not less than
him.
one and n
more than two years at hard lab.
in the state prison at
Windsor.
H
SUING PUBLIC SERVICE COM. home is given as Kansas
City, Mo.
Alice Siegert, seriously injured in
automobile* accident in New
Jersey
while
driving with
the
Musical Hunters, is recovering and
has left the hospital where she was
confined for three weeks.
The Casualty Co. of N. Y., with
which company Miss Seigert is insured, has entered suit for her
claiming damages of $50,000 against
the Public Service Commission of
New Jersey. One of its street cars
was responsible for her injuries it
is alleged.
The same attorneys are
also representing Frank Hunter in
a similar claim for $10,000.

J

>

an

2.

by:

Nina Seamons Bestor from Vei
non E. Bestor, leader of one of tl
Benson bands.
Harriet
Alice
Remsen
Arthur Samson Remsen.
Eleanor Pierce Benjamin
Jerome Benjamin, known as
Benson.

PUCK AND WHITE AT
Chicago,

MARRIAGE BREAKS UP ACT
San Francisco, May

DIVORCE ACTIONS
Chicago, May 2.,
Actions for divorce have been fill

Balaban
...

& Katz

have

fr<

J«l

$1,000

May

%,

engaj

for three weeks, to play their

local;

The stage Is about to lose a popudancing team since Fanchon
Wolff of Fanchon and Marco married Bill Simon of the Palais Royal

picture houses, commencing June 4j
Eva Puck and Sammy White, atj

Cafe.

Hiflgins and Bates Dissolve
Hitfgins and Bates, a iwo-girij
vaudeville team,
have divbandolj
their partnership.
liKKhoaJ
Helen
will continue in vaudeville with *j
now partner. Miss hai»- has not]
announced her plans.

lar

Marco, the brother, is reported as
disconsolate over the loss of his
stage partner, declaring he will
giveup his career ns a dancer and
devote himself entirely to producing.

$1,000 a week.

I

|

V

Thursday,

VAUDEVILLE

•

•

May

1OT8

3,

=

=3=

TH SHUBERT UNIT BANKRUPT
IS JACK SINGER; OWES $124,507

=>

SPECULATORS CAUSE ARREST

•

OF PALACE THEATRE EMPLOYE

<*-

J. H.

Voluntary Petition Filed—Owes Herk $16,500— Shun berU Made "Hello New York" Loser by Booking

Extra Attractions with

with Disorderly Conduct
Shaken Up—Specs Waiting
of Hearing Today

GROSS TO EMPLOYES
Giving Friday Night's Receipts

Another of the Shubert vaudewent into bankville unit producer*
was Jack
It
ruptcy this week.
Singer with liabilities of $124,507.53.
Singer brings the list of Shubert
to
uhlt vaudeville bankrupts up
unit
to date, with other Shubert

reported

producers

Upon

INDIAN CHIEF

* IXI

CLAD ONLY

PAJAMAS

contemplating

same step.
The Shubert unit producers now

New Orleans. Mav 2.,
bankruptcy court are I. H.
Chief Oskomon, an Indian dancer,
inHerk and E. Thos. Beatty
with
and co-partners
playing the Loew Circuit, was ardividuals
Herk accounting for liabilities of rested on Canal street Saturday
t,he

M

Max Spiegel, "with
estimated at over $900,000;
the Barney Gerard (not the individual) operating company. $100.con000. ami Henry P. DJxon. who
fessed he owned three suits of sectangible
hr*
for
clothes
ond-hand
assets while owing $43,000.
over $1,000,000:

liabilities

dinger Tuesday

filed

volun-

hi.-*

tary petition in the U. S. District
Holding
Court, listing no assets.
the distinction of probably having
operated the only Shubert unit.

New

York," at a consistent
profit, Singer was forced into bankruptcy through the Shuberts' booking extra attractions with the unit.
.•/Hello. N'ew York." for 11 weeks
"Hello.

night,

chief

•

$5,000

overhead

ing

the bankrupt manager must
add to it the $650 weekly sal-

ary

usually

led the Boys Week parade down
Fifth avenue Tuesday. The organization, sponsored by the Keith Circuit, was later presented a flag Of
the city by Mayor Hylan.

NEW

Higgins was leaving the unit, decided to add his (Higgins*) salary
onto Barry's half-share, obligating
Singer to the extent of $1,900 for
K
the freckled picture actor and reducing the Shuberts' $1,250 to $600.
Similarly, other added' attractions
taxed the show's gross to a consistent financial setback.
The week of Feb. 5. last, the
Shuberts, for a reason unknown to
ainger or his attorney, Lyman Hess,
also attached Singer's scenery and*
other production investiture which

new blackface comedy
include
season.

Vivian Holt and Myrtle Leonard,
singing, dancing and talking, in

HARRY BUM K

,

8a/»:—

We advertise because we believe
more you tell the more you sell.
We have something theatre patron*

do

not see and hear week after
week.
Clean** classy comedy and
some novelty. Twins, but no relation.
Great for productions. See

HARRY WARD, ROSE A CURTI8

OFFICE.

ARTHUR

HARRY

FRAZER

manager

Borbin), two-act.
"The Jazz Craze. 1923," presented
by Eli Dawson and Victor Oliver,
with the Frederick Twins. Alice
Turner, Sam Aero and the Seven
Dixie Boys, singing, dancing and
instrumental.
The Australian Delsos, aerial
novelty. Jimmy Dunedin, agent.
Earl Fuller with new orchestra
of men engaged on Pacific Coast.
Claudia Tracey as singer.

a volun-

Pederson Broth-

including costumes, scenery, shoo?.
Advertising, insurance, printing and
Professional services.

Smith.

Freddy Berrens

bankrupt theatrical man.
m*MUniedjy_ith bur lesque prior to
*" -T:i;.-,i
venture mu> Shubert

show, but Wal-

dron wtfl rename it after himself
*ith Singer as company manager.

Co..

three

people, singing, dancing and instru-

Th "

vaudeville, returns to the burlesque
field
next soason as manas*?
ma
of
Charles u Waldron s show on the
Colurnhj;
wheel.
It was formerly

and

mental.

'The
by

'

.Tazr.

f*i

»-/.<•

of

19jn,"

cm vie. with

si

.

.;•

The

nuptials

automatically
squashed criminal proceedings pending in the Court of General Sessions, New York.

BUNCE

and

l

Albany,

May

2.

It

"Th* Passing Review/' a touafc
tub, with Charles McNultjr »nd Ad
Lum, opens Monday at the MaJeaUc,
Albany, s Y.
i

.

In the Palace box office now are
Goldhart, until recently
treasurer of the Palace,
taking over the duties of the treas*

The-

to

build-

office

He

urer.

The B. F. Keith's theatre in
Brooklyn, which may be called the
Keith's Palace, or the E. F. Albee
have an

William

assistant*

3

St. Louis,
Stories for Offices

theatre, is to

The incident is said to have
further
strengthened
the
Keith
people in their determination to
eliminate the speculators.
A shake-up followed in the Palace
box office when it was discovered
that
the epecs were apparently
plentifully supplied with tickets for
Tuesday night's performance at the
Palace, despite precautions taken
by the management which included
posting of large boards in front of
the house in conspicuous position*,
holding back the regular allotments
that went to the 60-cent premium
agencies, and the posting of "spot-'
tors" to enlighten prospective customers about the Palace ban on
speculators' tickets.
The Cummings arrest is regarded
as a test case by the speculators,
who say they will immediately apply for an injunction restraining the
house from interfering if Cummings
is convicted, or will bring an acLiou
for dunnages agains^ the Palace
*
management.

Adjunct

atre— Loew's

A

new bill was Introduced to prohibit all Sunday parades except religious exercises and actual funerals.

ILL

AND INJURED

Leslie Osborne (Osborne Trio)
ruptured a ligament in hts right
arm last week. It will keep him
He Is confined
Idle for sometime.
to the French Hospital on West 34th
street.

Harold Long, formerly at
Hippodrome,
Charles
and
Weston, formerly at Moss' Regent,

the

are Goldhart's assistants.

CAPT. O'HAY

the Seven Musical

Sheiks at the Orpheum, San Fran-

were crippled last week when
the male dancer went to an osteopath

AT NAT'L EVERTS

Capt. Irving O'Hay, the afterdinner speaker, has been engaged to
house across the bridge.
It will
talk at the New York State Convensurpass the magnificence of the new
tion of Elks. The Grand Convention
Keith's Palace, Cleveland.
at Atlanta in July and the Bankers'
Brooklyn downtown in the sec- Convention at Helena, Mont., Aug.
tion of* the new house, near the 9-10.
pre*Mt location of Keith's Orpheum,
O'Hay, a former burlesque and
is without an office building.
The vaudeville actor, with a remarkable
nearest approach in the vicinity is war record, and a soldier of fortune,
some old-fashioned building near lately turned to after dinner speakthe City Hall.
ing with such success he left th«
the

erection

the

of

big-time

stage.
St.

Louis,

May

2.

to be constructed hero \% now having Its foundation excavated. The Advance Building Co. has the contract. It's said
the theatre will cost $1,000,000.
The location is In the heart of the
city.
Marcus Loew has decided the
theatre it to have a three-story office building in conjunction.

A new Loew
Richmond

De Marcus and

Wagner

retired.

The Loew theatre

sion.

succeeded Fred

as treasurer.
William Rldgeway.
assistant treasurer to Wagner, alsa

ing adjunct of eight stories.
vise

the

theatre

Hill,

L.

shortly to atart.

There are some

I.,

is to go up at
with building

It will seat 2,800.
local Interests re-

ENGAGEMENTS
Fridkin.

Jr.,

and

It

hod a.

"Adrienne."

Katherlne
Cornell,
"Casanova
(Woods-Miller).
Brenda Bond, "Jack and Jill."
George Alison for "Gold Diggers"
(special) at Crescent, Brooklyn, N.
week (stock).
Helen MacDonald, for "Cabaret
Girl" Winter Garden. Loudon (leav"Greenwich Village Follies,*4
ing:
Y., this

Xew

York).

Hubert

Kinney

and

Martha
Showers"

cisco,

ported connected with the project.

because of trouble with his arm.
his arm in such
a condition that he was forced to
The girl dancer did her
lay off.

Richard Carle, Harry Fender, May
Corry Kitchen and Frltkin and
Rhoda,
"Adrienne."
lies" June 2 for Hollywood to reDelyle
Alda,
White's
George
main for one year doing picture
"Scandals."
•
work.
Dwlght Frye, Mary Kennedy, a.

The treatment put

number alone.
Violet Carleton (Dupre and Carleton) underwent an operation, not
serious, yesterday (Wednesday) at
York
the Stern's Sanatorium,

New

Joe Rolley (Rolley and Laird) was
removed from the Golden Gate, San
'

Francisco, to a local hospital last
after the night performance.
Rolley will be unable to work for
about two weeks.

Sunday

Rose Dunbarjfef Adler and Dunbar, was successfully operated on
for appendicitis in the Bay Ridge

d a}

'

(W ednesday^

;

Will Rogers'

Lon

line

Sherlock (Sher-

'Sun

Own Road Show

Afior tfco conclusion of his present picture contracts Rogers plans
a road show with himself at the
h< -ad #mder the direction of Harry
Askln.

The bookings will parallel cities in
which Rogers newspaper contribuhave been syndicated, and
which he has not played nor appeared In recently except on the

Albeit Smith and Julia McMahon.
"The Love Habit."
Thais Magrane and Mary EHen
Ryan, "The Apache."
Richard Bold, George White's
"Scandals."

William Bonsall. "The Apache.'*

tions

Brenda Bond. "Jack and JUL"
Teddy Gerard, "The Bal Tabarln."

screen.

McC'utcheon Sisters, "Go-Co.John Marston, Catherine Dal"

Foy Family
Kddio
I

lock Sitfteri and Clinton) was married to Jamef Howard Clinton, of
the MURf lot, April L'0. In New York
City.

Shelby,
dancers,
(Boston).

Will Rogers will leave the "Fol-

——

MARRIAGES
Florence

[armoniat*.

r

WITH OFFICE BLDC.

BsmitariUOl, Brooklyn, N. Y., jrefter-

ii

KEITH'S, B'KLYN,

EL F. Albee will personally super-

>1

principals; Frederick Twine, Aii<M tuinor. Bam Acroand, Seven Dixie !'•••

Victor

NEW

Reynolds at St.
New York, was the culmination of
a serious charge preferred by Miss

.

Gilmore Corbin and His CaliforEley. $4,200; Lon nie Girls' Orchestra; Corbin replacHascall.
$4,200;
Maurice
Cole. ing Burt Earl in an established act.
11.260; Sam Wilson, $7,560; Betty Earl Is retiring from the turn to
Fuller, $1,500; Daisy Smith, $100;
go to California to put on some big
Louis Hamel and Virginia Hamel, girl musical acts for Palace of
165 each; Edith Abbott, $75; Sally Progress shows.
Chester. Margie Viel, Nessa MedStewart and Oliver, from Eddie
win, Louise McRae, Trixie Warren. Leonard's
(Ralph
two-act.
act,
Ethel Holmes, Peggy Mnrnes and Farnum).
Jessie Clarke, $50 each; Fritz TidW. C. Fields now touting the Ordens. $250; Alma Montcfiore, $30.
pheum Circuit, is offering two acts
Rudolph K. Hynlcka is down for in one in "Golf" and "Juggling."
$2,000 for money loaned in 1121;
The Meyer Davis Orchestra from
J. H. Tooker
Printing Co.. $2,191.59; Paradise Restaurant, Washington,
Georso Stoddard and Fred Herren- D. C, open at a New York Keith
Jeen. for $1,000 royalties due each house May 14. (Ralph Farnum).
for authoring 'Hello. New York";
Fulton and Bart in a new full
sundry items for commercial bills. stage comedy act by Paul Gerard

P« Frank Finney

today (Thursday).

week (April 23)
and Doris Leslie
Edmund's Church. Eiqht-Storv

the
professionally
of
Leslie Sisters, dancers, against Hall.
The latter is an Englishman, professionally Jack Joyce, a monopedic
dancer in vaudeville.

locked up in the

attorney, Augustus Dreyer. He will
be arraigned In 64th Street Court

last

was reported here today that
measure designed to impose a
Franklin (pianist).
6 per cent, tax on race tracks and
Ben Ross and Anna Maybelle, all other forms of amusements
comedy talk and singing.
within the state of New York would
Ann Adams and Lillian, comedy be certain to die in committee In
crossfire and songs.
the Assembly.
Verdi (Clark and Verdi) and
Incidentally the bill to limit race
Glenn (Mrs. Verdi), Italian charac- track admissions to $1 top will also
ter comedy act.
die, as will the bill fathered by SenCharles Morey (Morey, Senn and ator Strauss which was designed to
Dean) and Paul Borbin (Peel and abolish the State Racing Commis-

tary petition in bankruptcy.
Among Singer's creditors are
actors for salaries on unexpired
contracts totaling $77,725, an follows:
Cissie
Hayden,
$20,000;
Frank Dobson, $13,200; Phil Baker,
•18,000;. Gerald Gilbert, $2,625; Inez
P.ree, $1,320;
ers, $5,775; Helen

The marriage
of Harry Hall

TURF TAX DEAD?

Grace Lane and Davey Jones,
singing and talking comedy, "one."
\Dolly Wilson, assisted by Sidney

total of five Shows Herk was Interested in on the Shubert unit circuit.

Van

1

"one."

has never since recovered.
The bankruptcy schedules disclose
an item for $16,500 due I. H. Herk
for ruoney loaned, which brings to
light Herk's financial interest in the
"Hello, New York/' unit, making a

filed

act written.
Miss Gessner, for next

to

Leslie Reynolds
Squashed Criminal Proceedings

New

guilty of disorderly

Cummings was

on the basis of
was waived aside.

Wedding With Doris

the Palace,

West 47th street police etation, but
later parolled in the custody of hi-»

Reynolds,

ACTS

Joe Worth (Worth and Willing),
having married Gertrude Gessner.
late with Lew Fields, is having a

Bobby Higglns.

Herk some weeks ago

Box
Outcome

conduct and was Interfering with
their business by warning patrons
the tickets purchased from th
specs would be refused at the door.

it

JACK JOYCE MARRIES

Mm

having heard that

theatrical

the

of

KEITH'S BOYS' BAND

f

bankrupt

the cross-questioning

Cummings wae

the

posal to divide
salary received

Keith's Bpys* Band, ft>r% their
parade of the- season, 450 strong.

Barry's salary on a 50-50
basis as agreed, and the Shuberts
BOtifled Singer that in addition to
his assuming $1,250 for Barry's sal-

the

2.

Friday

deal.

prisoners.

share

paid

May

night's
(May 18)
Temple
gross
receipts
at
the
(vaudeville) will be turned over by
J. H. Moore to the employes of the
theatre, as his parting gift to them.
The following night the Temple
will close its present season and at
the same time Moore will retire
from the theatrical business.
The Temples here and in Detroit
have been taken over by the B. F.
Keith's interests, which will operate
big time vaudeville in both cities
hereafter.
At present Keith's is
booking the houses only.

The

and

also

for

The war between

Alike

Upon announcing the gift to the
arette. He smoked it and it erased
latter held a meeting
him to lose his power of reasoning. employes the
to decide on the division of the
Judge Leonard fined the Indian
to split it
and his companion $5 or thirty money. It was agreed
equally without reference to standdays.
They paid the fines.
ing or salary of employe. A proThe court was in an uproar dur-

Singer
tion cost and show a profit.
had to contend with playing extra
attractions like Wesley Barry in
Cincinnati at $2,500. Singer had to

The Shuberts,

—Share

Mr. Moore began In Rochester
with Cook's opera house in the
early '80s.
Upon his vaudeville
shows outgrowing Cook's (now the
Family) he built the Temple. The
Family also passed to Keith's in the

the young man to his room and the
fellow offered him a doped cig-

operating expense, which meant a
net clearance of about $33,000 for
the 11 weeks to pay off the produc-

ary,

clad only in pajamas*. The
was chasing a young man

carrying a pair of trousers which
he claimed belonged to him.
The youth was locked up along
When arraigned
With th<» Indian.
in night couit Sunday, with the
place packed with theatrical folk,
Chief Oskomon stated he invited

grossed $88,504.14, or an average of
over $8,000 a week, against an ap-

proximate

—Palace

York, and the speculators with
booths on either aide of the lobby
took a new slant Tuesday nigh-,
when the speculators caused the arrest of Dan Cummings, one of the
Palace
employes,
alleging
that

from The-

Rochester, N. Y.,

Oskomon Says Young
Fellow He Invited to His
Room Doped Him

the
la

Retiring

atricals

IN

Chief

jive

jl

Him

Office

It

I

I

Charge

MOORE DONAHS

in

Foj

in

Loew House

and

Family

Owen,

"#ere

for a full week
I.oew's State, Buffalo, commencteed

Wednesday

ing May II. The act is reported securing $1,650 for the engagement.
\vith the possibility it will be booked
in some of the larger iioow vault
-

\ llle

hou«M*-.

Virginia Stevens, "Elsie."

on is Hendrick«. Edgar Nelt Chester,
tfuy NienoH;
John m. Sullivan, Stanley .lessup.
Waldo Whipple, Irving J. White

son,

I.

Alma

Hn\nes, Hope Sutherland
MftrtS
Frederick Beane, and Edward F®
land in 'Rolling Home."
Edna Buckler, Edith Potter, J«^
Pay ton stock. Bmira, X. v.

•

.

-

*

•«a}|iillilBr:i32rssit:::rc::::::::::::;::::::::::
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SUMMER SALARIES SET

TWO CANADIAN PANTAGES'

TWO

IN

MOVING INTO KEITH'S OFFICE

:::?« :::t:::>3:i;rt::::t::::i t

PBIVlltrB

•••'

toMXiy, May

$

CHANGES

KEITH'S BOOKING

^

S, Ifttt

DIVISIONS

MAKE BIGGEST SHAKE-UP

Keith's Office Asks Agents Not

to Quote Figures Paid by

Other Circuits

Toronto and Hamilton Will Be Controlled by Big
Time Interests M. Shea Interested Loew's

—

—

Also

The P.intagea houses in Toronto
and Hamilton are to be placed in HIP,
for bookings by
Miller, according to
Nathanson
authoritative aourcea.
Mike Shea, owner of the Shea
houses, and a Keith ally ia jointly
interested with the Keith people in.
the deal. The theatres are to come
In on an arrangement whereby the
Keith Circuit will buy in and con-

the

Keith

SPOKANE, GOES

office

Summer Economy Advanced
- by Management as
Reason

them.

has been
playing the Toronto houses on a
booking agreement, reported expiring recently and not renewed. Tantages, Hamilton entered into a pooling arrangement with the Loew
house in that city last season whereby Loew agreed to play pictures at
his house. This was later amended.
The Lyric, Hamilton, one of the
Canadian United string now in the
Keith office, formerly took the Keith
bills hut lately has been playing

Pantages

Mew

Issues

Notice

to

Agents

Booking Acts

A ne

ruling in the Keith office
calls for an agenl to sign the booking slip when a hooking manager
makes an offer for an act and the
act accepts.
This verifies the booking and pre.-

vents
order

'

May

2.

The Hippodrome declared an open

shop Saturday, paying
musicians,

stage

off

bands,

the union

and

op-

erators.

Manager Maurice Oppenheimer
gave as a reason for the changed
Status that it was following a summer economical policy.
The_ local unions may ask their
internationals to designate the Hip*
podrome as unfair.
'

BILLING

NEWARK

Gets First Display Along
Main Railroad Lines

Sells- Floto

The

Ringlings- have

made

little

effort to carry on a billing competition in Newark, *N. J., where they

are preceded by the Sells-Ploto out-

"SLIP" RULING
Keith's

Spokane,

vaudeville

straight pictures.
I
The acquisition of the two houses
would give Keith's two 'houses in
Toronto and two in Hamilton, leaving Loew the only small time operator In the latter city, should
change his present picture
policy back to vaudeville.

misunderstandings*

The

resulted frdm the booking
tangle occasioned a couple of weeks

ag

when one act, "Laces and
Ladles," was booked by mistake in
two houses at the same time. The
mix-up was the means of causing
the suspension of Charles Maddock,
its producer, and William McCaf-

an office hooking manager.
The order also restates the attitude of the booking office to the
effect that an agent must report
back all acceptances of acts for
offers made by booking managers
as soon ae the acceptance has been

fery,

received.

With the former method in vog\ie
an agent could carry around an acceptance of a salary by an act for
several days, meanwhile dickering
with other booking managers in the
Keith offices for a higher salary for
the act in question.

KAJIYAMA'S CO.
Touring Canada With Six Acts as
Cultural Vaudeville Circle

Tameo Knjlyama is touring Canada under the heading of Cultural
Vaudeville Circle, a combination
composte d of six acts headlined by
himself.
The others are Bollinger
and Reynolds, Brierre and Klnpr,
K luting's Entertainers (animals),
Dan Caslar and Beasley Twins,
Clinton and Cappell.
The show
plays at 76c top.
Knjlyama is acting as his own
publicist.
He says the business of
the company while playing through
the Province of Ontario, Canada,
from two days to a week in a stand
according to the sizo of the town,
has been most satisfactory.
•

Barry and Lancaster Keith- Booked
Barry and Lancaster, a former
Shubert unit combination, were
booked by the Western Keith's office
The team will open for
this week.
the Keith people Immediately following consummation of their present Loew Circuit engagements.
It

:

INTO "OPEN SHOP"

&

trol

Johnny Collins9 Record of Booking 17 Weeks

salaries In the Keith of-

win he divided Into two classes.
order was Issued this week requesting agents not to submit an
act to a big time Keith man asking
a salary established by the Orpheum, Interstate or Keith's South-

Keith

The pair were members of "Say
With Laughs," which they joined

last season. Prior to that they were
in a' Columbia Circuit burlesque attraction, following with several appearances in Keith houses before
joining the unit.
Following the Insertion of an ad-

The latter show is on May 7
fit.
and the Ringling-B. B. tops the following Wednesday, May 16.
From the windows of main line
Pennsylvania trains It looks as
though the western circus has been
left a clear field, although within
the town the Ringling paper is

abundant and

is

of better quality

than the opposition. Most of the
stands are of the smaller
sizes, while the Ringlings have a
Sells

number

of 64-sheet flashes.

Office

fice

em thus.
order means the act will be
for a lesser amount bo the
Keith houses than to the three other
circuits on account of location,
minimum traveling expenses, etc
It long has been understood that
vaudeville acts contemplating a
tour of the Orpheum, Interstate
(Texas) or the Southern circuits
are booked at a larger salary than
usually paid in the other houses.
Agents have become careless in
offering acts to the Keith bookers
after they have toured these circuits, stating the salary paid by the
others as the act's salary, ofttimes
raising the salary for an act in the
Keith houses without the usual procedure of taking it up at one of the
regular booking meetings.
Hereafter a new act which comes
into the Keith houses via any cf
the above-named circuits will have
a separate salary set after the Keith
booking men have seen it; an old
act returning to the Keith houses
will receive the salary set by the

—Biggest

West Switched

An

Hamilton

in

Summer

to

The

AFFECTS

N. Y.

AGENTS

Term, Tart X,
Court.

Picture Houses on Percentage
Chicago, May ?.
A touring vaudeville road show
is about to take to the road, playing picture houses on percentage.

composed of Richard AnderRuth Young & Co., Bond
Variety the Keith Morse, Bcmls and Newton, Steve
It Is

son,

office

vertisement In
tendered the turn the western

Green,

time.

Marcel Laurent.

Virginia

Albermarle

and

of ,the biggest booking shake-

in the history of the

Keith organization occurred this week when
the larger' middle western houses
formerly booked through the Chli'
cago Keith's office were switched to
the east and added to the books of

«

and Palace,
Chicago, May 2.
Charles E. Bray, general manager
of the Western Vaudeville Managers
Association, has Issued a ruling that
New York agentj who desire to
place acts with tho Junior Orpheum
'and W. V. M. A. houses must deal
through Chicago agents the same
as Chicago agents are obliged to
deal through New York agents in
placing acts with the Keith and

Orpheum
York

tirr i

through their

New

offices.

Indianapolis, from the
Chicago Keith office go to Collins
with
Dempsey getting Keith's;
Louisville, from Chicago, In addition to the Temple, Detroit, Shea's,

'

*

and the Davis, Pittsburgh (Dempsey).

Buffalo, (Aloz)

addition
Collins
receives
Syracuse, (Blondell), 105th

In

Keith's,

street, Cleveland.

(Dempsey), Tem-

Rochester,
(Aloz),
Keith's
Cincinnati (Dempsey) the Palace,
Cincinnati, from the Chicago Keith
office and Keith's Toledo (Dempsey).
These houses added to the
ple,

*

May

MAY SUE

Hamilton,

JAN.2Z

TIVOMTHE

THEATRE

Miu6caov£S

ccur^ttirv

VAOoeva-tE

enter the agency field. Under the
new line up he regains most of his
former houses In addition to the
eastern stands.
The new arrangement will centralize the booking of the middle
western territory, particularly in
cities like Cleveland, where there

more than one house playing simwith one of the houses
booked out of Chicago. Repeats and
conflictlons can be avoided and an
act kept in the territory for a consecutive number of weeks through
a closer co-operation between the
booking men.
is

ilar policies,

A

summer policy of six acts and
feature pictures three times daily
be installed in several of the
big time houses concerned.
will

Arthur Blondell, who with Jack
Dempsey, took over the Keith middle western houses when Collins resigned, may be shifted to the Keith
popular priced or fifth floor depart-

ment.

SUMMER

PRICES, 15-25

Indianapolis,

May

2.

Keiths Talace, which will have
"split week" policy during the sum«
mer, will reduce admission to 15-25,
making a bid for patronage against
Olson's
Lyric
and the picture
houses.
Girdeller Reported Reinstated

Chicago, May 2.
It is believed that Earl Ginloller
has been reinstated as a booker for
the Pantages Circuit. He ha* b»en
seen entering the North American
building frequently of late, and the
only agencies in that building are

Pantages and Carrell.

TAKES FREEMAN'S AGENCY

&*&/!?

Irving Yates has taken over the
acts formerly handled by Charles J.

I

Freeman, now booking manager

place In Trial

New York Supreme

ups

This is considered one of the most
important steps taken by Mr. Bra/ Colonial, 81st street, White Plains,
since" hie acceptance of the man- N. Y., 23d street, 125th street and
agerial reigns as? it is viewed as Elizabeth, N. J., will enable Collins
Keith people.
"fair" to the Chicago agents, who to route an act for 17 weeks, eshave been required to measure up tablishing a precedent and record
in the Keith organization for an into certain requirements by Bray in
ONLY ACT DOUBLING
dividual booker.
other respects.
The split week houses remaining
It has been the custom for New
Van snd Schsnck Taking Up Earlier
York agents to visit Chicago "look- in the Chicago Keith office will conSeason's Dates
ing for material' and to drop in the tinue to be booked by Glen Burt,
Van and Schenck are the only booking offices in the State-Lake under the supervision of Tink Humact booked to double two houses by building "to shake hands with the phries, in charge. The calibre of the
the Keith Circuit since an edict bookers."
These friendly visits bills will be raised by the new line
against doubling was issued some have always developed that certain up, especially as regards feature
months ago.
acts were routed in certain houses acts which are more easily secured
Acts have doubled since the or- while new material never has been in the east. Burt will continue to
make his headquarters in Chicago
der, but only for a disappointment. easy to locate.
From now on this "bunk" will be but will come east frequently to
The "Van and* Schenck bookings are
tho
to double for the next few weeks. eliminated from
Chicago book- secure needed material and look.
This week the turn is at the Pal- ing situation through. the Bray rul- over eastern acts.
Collins was formerly the Keith
ace,
New York, and Orpheum. ing.
middle western booker, resigning to
Brooklyn; nex^ week Palace and

L

Orpheum Circuit.
The trial will take

One

Must Book Through Chicago
Johnny Collins and Jack Dempsey.
Agents for Jr. and
The Palace. Cincinnati; HippoAssn. Houses
drome, Cleveland; Keith's, Dayton,

HANSEN KEEP

court order for the trial of "Wifliam
Passpart's breach of contract
suit against Martin Beck and the

in

Houses

'

14
Colonial and
UNION
following
which
the
songsters jump to Chicago to open
of Columbus Having ConJames
Hartford, Conn., May 2.
for six weeks at the Palace, Chitroversy With Union
Stockholders of the Connecticut cago.
>ted
State Fair Association have
The Intensive booking Is due to
Chicago, May 2.
to accept the proposition made to the setting back of the Van and
William James, president of the
the association by Thomas W. Schenck metropolitan dates earlier
James theatre company, will sue
Murphy of $200,000 for the land and In the season.
the stage hands union for the
not the buildings known as Charter'
salaries of every act forced to lay
Oak Park.
off through the demands of the
The association will be permitted
S IT UP
union for seven stage hands with'
to have the grounds Labor Day
week for 10 years to hold the state Fills National, Boston, After Week seven acta
fair under provisions of the conJames had an arrangement with
at Bowdoin Square
tract.
the union permitting him to play
vaudeville at the James theatre
Boston, May 2.
with a certain number of stage
Juanlta Hansen, who broke the
STRIKER LEAVES MARINELLI
hands. When the size of the bill
house records at the Bowdoin square
was
to be Increased from six to
E. I* Striker, one of the repre- last week, remained In town for this
sentatives of the Marlnelll agency week, moving over to the National, seven acts the union demanded
another
stage hand.
on the booking floors of the Keith wheie she Is appearing In conjuncCharles E. Hodkins, general repoffice
for the last eight years, tion with the Irving Cummlngs proresentative
of Alexander Pantages,
severed his connection with tho duction, "The Drug Traffic." the tiewas asked to cut out the seventh
Marlnelll office Saturday
up of the screen star with the picThe booking of an act with one ture proving a terrific draw at the act where It was possible, but was
informed that suit would be brought
of the Independent vaudeville cir+
box office.
for the salaries of all acts booked
cuits, with the booking without the
The National has 3,000 seats and and impossible to cancel.
sanction of the Marlnelll office, it Is the combination of star
and drug
said, entered Into Stryker's retirefilm filled the house for the first
ment.
STEWARD, COMMERCIALLY
three days.
The Boston "American" has been
New Orleans, May 2.
Earl Steward, manager of the
LEVEY'S PICTURE BOOKINGS playing the Hansen stuff strong
and a special "all ladies only" per- local Orpheum, has resigned, to enSan Francisco, May 2.
formance added considerable inter- gage in a Chicago advertising conBecause of the increasing demand est.
cern he is financially Interested in.
for material in the big picture house
for special musical and dancing acts
to be featured with picture offerings, Bert Level is inaugurating a
special department which will be
confined to assembling material and
'l.y.'vX'. &«»».*
acts for houses of this character.
He Is going into It on a big scale.

PASSPART-BECK TRIAL MAY 25
May 25 has been finally set by

Keith

New^York

BRAY'S*B00KING RULE

sold

Riverside,

MURPHY'S CHARTER OAK PK.

/Chicago

EXQUISITE

THE

DANCERS

POETRY
OF MOTION

for

the Interstate Circuit. Freeman has
for a trip around the Texas cir-

left

cuit, to

be gone about a month.

HOUSES CLOSING

LOLA
in

and SENIA

"TERPSICHOREAN TIDBITS"

The above billing lin given exclusive headJJncrs only, rn«l I,«>la and
£enia were billed as such during their tour of Australia, 1922-23.

(Keith).
Eric, Pa., closes May l
Palace,
Hartford (Keith) closed
April 29, now playing stock.

The

Empress,

vaudeville, closes

Grand

May

The Rajah, Reading,
Vincent)
urday.
&.

Rapid*

6.

Pa. fcWilrn**
Sat<*d Saf
vaudeville, closed

•

May

Thursday,

BURLESQUE

3.

NEW POP PRICED

IEGEL INTERESTED IN

Arrested

OBITUARY

LEGIT

CIRCUIT PROPOSED

HOME BUILDERS' PLAN
ploye

JOHN

Charged Kraus, Gallagher, Barton in
Kraus Resigns
It -<- Dave

Home

In

.sanitarium,
for a time.

was

actively

interested

•

Cutler was arrested on fhe comlast
plaint of John W. Reyhauser.

and

musical director for Herman Timin
perg. on April 21 and ••booked"
street police station in
the, 30th
Silverman.
Magistrate
$2,000 bail by
On arraignment the following day
Judge Douras granted the motion
Siegal and Herman F.
of. Anton
Spellman. counsel for the comincreased the bail to
and
plainant,
Trial has been adjourned to
$5,000.

May

11- at 2 p.

still

some

retain

and unquestioned ability.
Born in 1873, he was the son of
Dr. Alfred Cochrane Lambdin, once
dramatic and musical critic of the
old Philadelphia Times, and later
ity

REG.

holdings.

comedian

MADDOCK'S
way."

MERVILLE

B.

Featured

with

C.

B.

"50 Miles from Broad-

BOOKED SOLID

editor-in-chief of the Philadelphia
Public Ledger. Hla education In the
theatre began when he was but a
mere lad and continued unto his
death. Every new production was

an adventure

COOPER

IS

FEATURING

BLACK AND WHITE SHOW

The Public Service. Home Builders each week. No set figure will be Boston Has First Mixed Buris a $1,000,000 corporamade covering all dramatic or musilesque Troupe in Two
tion organized by Max S pie-el, but cal shows.
Tne quality of the show
later taken over by Hille* & Rap- will determine how much it will
Decades
Hill.
N.
J.,
Union
of
attorneys
pers,
secure in each class with an addishortly before Spiegel became in- tional amount available for shows
volved in his other theatrical enter- omp ovil
tarJi v
'The newspaper ads for the Jlmmle'
prises which eventually led to the
The circuit will operate at $1 top Cooper "Beauty Revue" . which
bankruptcy courts. The plan of the- admission
admis ,
scale with the routing to
for
building corporation was to solicit rbe handled by Barton and Gallagher, started at the Casino, Boston,
clients via announcements in the both of. whom were connected With an Indefinite engagement during the
on
any
homes
erect
offering
to
press
the American Burlesque Assn. in summer Monday, ca'Wy a top line
site or lot owned by the prospective similar capacities for several years.
announcing tho attraction as a "Big
owner, for a consideration cf 10 per
An arrangement has been entered Black and White Show."
cent, of the^cost of the house down into with Paul Scott for the reThe troupe according to the adand the balance to be paid at the cruiting of companies to be organIt
date of one per cent, a month.
vertisement has 35 white and tS
ized by the circuit itself,
quite a few xTiow
is understood
Dave Kraus resigned the presi- colored performers. It la the first
people invested in the proposition. dency of the Mutual Burlesque Asblack 'and white aggregation to play
Reyhauser invested $900 without sociation Saturday, and the board of the
Columbia burlesque houses
any building action forthcoming. directors accepted the resignation since the days of Sheridan and
His attorneys are of the opinion thin week: Although Mr. Kraus is Piynn's "Big Sensation," about 18
that about 40 in all became involved retiring
as the president of the Mu- years ago.
similarly.
tual, the Olympic, on 14th street,
Cooper show is operated on
A meeting of those interested in New York, remains on the Mutual a The
franchise controlled by R. K.
tHe corporation was held Tuesday, circuit.
contract made last year Hynicka. Columbia Amusement Co.
A
with a view towards starting active for five years, with four more years
Lyman Hess is to run keeps the Olympic in the executive.
building shortly.
During the run of the "Revue" in
representing the contract -holders line
*
up.
Boston, the house will run a midand S. Edward Ginsberg the deKraus refused to comment on his night show every Wednesday night.
fendant.
resignation. From another source it The idea is new for the Columbia
was learned Kraus* resignation fol- wheel outside of a holiday week like
lowed continued internal scrapping New Year's or Election eve.
BURLESQUE
"TUT" IN
among the Mutual directors, and
Minsky's Tark with stock burClark and McCullough and Columbia that matters came to a show down lesque ran a midnight show every
about four weeks ago, when a for- Thursday night during the occuCo. on 50-50 Basis on Franchise
mer executive of the Shubert vaude- pancy of the company, a period of
The new show Clark and McCul- ville circuit was engaged by Kraus six months or more, the past seaA son. The midnight show idea was
tough are to operale on the Colum- as field man for the Mutual.
bia wheel next season is to be couple of the other Mutual direc- coupled up with a sort of Bohemian
palled "tut Tut," inspired by the tors were seemingly opposed to any- %ight racket, with professionals inEgyptian
King
Tut -Ankh- Amen thing Kraus proposed, and objec- vited. It went over well for the
but interest
craze.
It was at first planned to tions were made to the engagement first' two months or so,
of the field man in question. The dwindled as the number of volunCftll the troupe the "Tut-Ankh-Amen
smaller.
grew
professionals
were
objecting
the
teering
objectors
not
to
Burlesquers" or something of the
executive himself, it
•ort, but nobody around Seventh ex-Shubert
seems,
but because Kraus had enavenue and 47th street could progaged him.
COLUMBIA SUMMER CAST
nounce or spell the word.
•
Kraus owns 13 shares of Mutual
"Tut Tut" will be operated on the
This stock according to an Old Timers' Act Will Have Agnes
franchise on which Hurtig & Sea- stock.
Behler and Josephine Sabel
inon produced "Rockets" last sea- agreement of the original Mutual
son.
Arthur, Harris is interested Incorporators must be sold to some
With Clark and McCullough in the other stockholder of the Mutual or
The cast of the Dave Marion sum•how, and will manage it. The the Mutual as a corporation. The mer show which starts at the CoColumbia Amusement Co. will con- Mutual was incorporated first for lumbia, Monday, May 7, includes
trol 50 per cent., and the Clark and $100,000, and later, (about six weeks
Walter McManus,
McCullough interests the remain- ago) the capitalization was reduced Dave Marlon,
Delmar's Lions. Gordon Bennet,
ing 50.
to $25,000.
George Edgar Lothrop, Jr., of George and May Ijefevre, Four
Among those engaged are George
Shelton, comic; Sarah Hyatt, prima, Boston, is now acting president of O'Connor. Sisters, May Marvin, Agand Mae Myers, ingenue. Mike the Mutual. He will continue until nes Hunter, Andy Forrest and Short
Zeleuko, musical director for "Peek- an election decides the next presi- Allen and Lee.
aboo" during its record-breaking dent.
In addition there will be an old
Columbia days, will be "Tut Tut's"
A Mutual meeting of directors timers' act which will mark the rewis held yesterday (Wednesday) turn to the stage of Agnes Behler,
director.
afternoon. The subject of electing a (Mrs. Dave Marion), and which will
new president was one of the mat- include Josephine Sabel, Charlie
EDW. DE C0URSEY DIES
ters to be settled.
Diamond and Eddie Gerard.
Edward De County
resident
Two or three principals and acts
manager of the Guycty, Detroit,
besides those mentioned will be
died of pneumonia April 27. in the
added before the show starts.
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit lie
(COLUMBIA WHEEL)
ValesU.i
Was about 55 years old, and had Prima Donna
tkmbiette
Betty rainier
"Beef Trust" Watson Sticking
been connected with the Columbia IhR'Iiup
Mildred Slmmona
Billy "Beef Trust" Watson has
Ainu
William Devil
Amusement Co. in a managerial ca- Straight
lionb Comedian
Harry Evaneon changed his mind about retiring at
pacity for 13 years. Mr. De CoUrtey Eccentric omedlan
J in McCauley
Ray Clifford the end of the current season, .and
French* Comedian
*M 111 only a few days.
Insenten
Florence Radc liffe Will
rotate around- the Columbia
In his earlier days in the show Doorman
Ike
circuit next year as usual with
l.'iu Kur.ls
business Mr. De Coursey appeared Policeman
arrangeAlley,"
•Kraiisemeyers
in dramatic shows and farce com•dies'.
He operated ins own travelJoseph Leviti presents '"Giggles" menta to that effect having been
week.
WitHon
Watson
last
mads
bj
Circuit
as
his
conling shows also tor
Columbia
first
a number of
Leviti came over t<» the will operate as heretofore on the
years, notably the starring, tours of tribution.
ti»^ American wheel.
Columbia
from
franchise.
Rife
George
hie wife, Nettle
v
.

•

GIGGLES

to

years ago. Hough traveled extensively aftec graduating from the
University of Iowa, spending mu<-h
time in the west, where he secured
the material for hjs stories. He
was married in 1895 to Charlotte
A. Cheesebro.

8AOIE MARTELLE
M. Ryan, known

Sadie

Course;
ul ir star of
the days when
drama waa in the ascendant.
I

Stock Quits
l

'

XCM|

"f k

.

rn

Kuitj's

«?

••'•

Tv*o
s t ock

.

pop-

in.>:..-

GEORGE WESTON

m

April T at his home
New York.
For several summers the deceased
had bee© stage manager at Steeplechase park. Coney Island. A widow
survives.

William Rex
William Charlton, professionally
William Rex (Rex's Circus) who
had retired from vaudeville to give
the Philadelphia
a
his
ie to
the training of
"Times." Then the "Ledger," and all
animals for acts and shows (he has
later became that paper's musical
several animal shows on *,he road
critic. Later he went to New York
and worked for the "Daily Trade now) at his farm in Weston, N. J.,
dictionary.
position with

ter's

He

later obtained

.

Record," writing dramatic criticisms. He came to Baltimore in
1910 and in 1911 joined the editorirl
staff of the "Evening Sun." Shortly
afterward he established his "Three

was injured April 25 and died at
11.80 the same night. He was overhauling his car and had removed
both front wheels. Jacking up- the

Arts" column, which later became
the /nost widely read theatrical
column in Baltimore. Music, paintsculpture,
the
drama and
ing,
opera were his subjects.
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Weeks
Muru^n".*
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1

iterburj
Lcques,
**!" ••!
iii Saturday night, following
a.
tw.o
w< •...}<-'
engagement. The
bu ''
irted
off
poorly
[wvei gol i>..tr,. v than fatr during
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the »1 >ek occupied
the hou^e.
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BURLESQUE ROUTES
WILL BR lor.Nh ON i*.\ar.
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Ring Veteran in Burlesque
featherweight
Joe
Bsmstsin,
scrapper an.d a favorite on the ca^t
I'
win* flourished ai a championwhip contender during the Spanish

War

period

(1898

or thereabouts;,

appearing with the Minsky NaIs
Monal Win' •' ii don burlesque stock
He is doing a boxing
this week.
stunt With Johnny Hirvey as hi*
irrlng

partner.

.

LOVING MEMORY
OP MT FATHER

JOHN

F.
AND BROTHER

VINCENT
Killed April 18th. 111!

OONB BUT NOT FORQOTTHN.

DOC (WILL) ARMSTRONG

JOHN

Doc (Will) Armstrong, aged 42,
formerly of the Three Armstrongs,

F.

SULLY,

Jr.

one of the oldest comedy bicycle car, he got beneath it and started to
work. In some way the Jack slipped.
acts in the business, died April 29 Either the engine
or the axis fell
of general breakdown at the City on Rex and broke his back. He disHospital. Welfare Island; where he played his grit by working out from
had been under treatment for over ander the weight and crawling a
two years. His wife, Anna Area- short distance where he was found.
strong,
male impersonator, was Rushed to the Somerset Hospital,
granted a divorce some time before small hope was held out;
his seizure, and his former partners
The deceased was 60 years old,
could not be located. The N. V. A. originally from England, and had
.

assumed charge

of the funeral ar-

rangements. He was buried in Kensico Cemetery, May 2.
The Three Armstrongs were for
many years a feature with the Butler,. Jacobs
& Lowrey burlesque
shows and were big favorites, as all
were capable aeHors as well as (at
that time) remarkable trick bicyclists.
Their last appearance together was In the B., J. & L. show,
"The Cherry Blossoms."

played all over the world. He was
considered one of the best animal

A

trainer*.

IN

27,

York

of

of the death In

New

Arthur Mees,
widely known choral and orchestral
director.
In recent years he had
conducted music festivals in Norfolk, Conn., and Worcester, Mass.
Dr. Mees was conductor or the Cincinnati May Festival Chorus in 1873
and was assistant conductor of the
American Opera and Chicago Orchestra when it was led by Theodore
Thomas. He waa director of the
Orange Mendelssohn union for 23
City

Dr.

years.

EMERSON HOUGH
Emerson

Hough,

author,

died

April 30 in a hospital in Evanston.

where he had been removed a
few days previously to undergo an
operation for an intestinal dis-

III.,

DIED MAT THIRD.

D0DY STAGING THREE
Dody has been commissioned
three
Columbia w heal

stage

Shows

for next season: Hilly Wells'
"Bubble Bubble;" "Sliding". Billy

Watson's

ahOW.

and

Ed

Daley**

Bhow,

Kirschbaum With Hurtig & Seamon
Dick Kirschbaum, last season advance a !.'. f'jr "Chuckles/* has
been appointed general press representative for the Hurtig & Seamon
Kirsrhbaurn will have
enterprise*.
:•

chaicre

of

Hurtig

&

publicity

Seamen's

cludiriK (lie •sveral

burlesque sl»o#a

for
all
Interest*,

lent

him

OUR OWN DEAR ONE

Hie Brother* and

Sister,

Harry Babi and Denii DuFor
died at hla home in Dorchester,
Mass., aged 09.
At the age of 19
he started the stand in the Parker
House, and later opened the one at
Young's. For the past eight years
his health had been poor.
He is
survived by h'ls widow, four sons
and three daughters.

William H. Brigham
Brigham,
noted
If.
William
throughout New England as a band

and orchestral leader and a chorister,

died recently at

hla

Marlboro, Mass., aged

operation
the
Following
heart and respiratory complications
caused his death. The deceased was
on" >f the best known writers of

J> in

ETERNAL MEMORY

He was Ood's boy, so We
back to Him.

order.

to

survives.

-

CYRIL DUFOR

received In Hartford,

Conn., April

widow
r

Charles M. Cashin
Charles M. Cashin, pioneer In the
theatre ticket agency and news
stand business and proprietor of
the ticket agencies and newsstands
in the Parker House and Young's
Hotel, Boston, for the pas/ 50 year*.

ARTHUR MEES

DR.

Word was

i'J

"Giggles" has a Afst-claes producand a wild
a good cast,
on,
The girla ad lib on t he
Chorus.
dancing seemingly, having grown
careless timing the season. At times
.i
two >vc'.',' d in<-jru; in unison.
The si>.»w. while lalky. holds
(Continued on page 10

*

George Weston, for several years

home

70.

in

In 1871

FOND REMEMBRANCE
OP OUR DEAR .FRIEND
BILLY ALLEN

IN

Whrt Paw"*d

BROWN

«

>•»

profes-

sionally as Sadie Martelle, died last
week at the home of her sister,
Mrs, Jennie Reld, in Jersey City.
The deceased, ill for two years,
was a member .of the Hippodrome
company for several years. Two
sisters in addition to Mrs. Reld
survive.

him and he never associated with picture companies
manner to and • legitimate productions, died
blase

the
affected
familiar among critics throughout
the length and breadth of this land.
His grandfather, James R. Lambdin,
was one of a famous group of
miniature painters, and was also a
His journalistic
pupil of Sully.
career began when he was employed
to assist in a revision of Worces-

•

'

ill

law.
leader of the Baltimore
critics, he had a lovable personal-

plan, Inc..

i

become

was
Dean and

The organizers plan to operate
the new circuit upon the tame plan
as that of the Mutual Burlesque
wheel. A set price will be made for
each attraction before it opens on
the circuit the same amount being
paid by each house for the show
with no sharing terms. The quality
of the show and its style whether
musical or dramatic will determine
the amount it will be bought for

m.

hospital, Balti-

iiad

atrical

houses is being sponsored by Dave
and
Kraus,
Cieorgo
Gallagher
Charles E. Barton, 'all associated
with burlesque for several years

'

He

25.

but a few days /before and his
death came as a shock to the many
readers of his "Three Arts" columif,
to whom his word on matters the-

The first news of the formation
of a new popular priced legitimate
circuit for next season backed by
burlesque interests came to light
this week when papers of incorporation for the Equitable Booking
Association were forwarded to Albany. The new circuit which is to
control a chain of week stand

Builders Plan, Inc.,
the Knickerbocker
brought to
building, New York,
in which Max
venture
light another
bankrupt theatrical
the
gj>i«»gel,
promoter now in a Stamford. Conn,
Service

with offices

Mercy

sion, died in

more, April

The arrest and arraignment on a
Louis
charge of grand larceny of
the Public
Cutler, an employee of

outdoors stories In the country. His

"Jack" to his thousands of friends
throughout the theatrical profes-

From Mutual Presidency

$900

LAMBDIN

O.

John Oldmixon Lambdin. "J. \). most recent success' was "The Covered
Wagon/' now in picture
L." of the "Evening Sun," and
form. Born in Newton, Iowa, 63

With Grand Larceny
of

•

Away

and

April

Hth

GARDNER

he became leader of Brlgham's orchestra,

dances
for

L'S

which furnished music for
throughout New England

He was

years.

the

first

to

At
introduce a singing orchestra.
one time he was leader of the Marlboro Cadet band. A widow, three
brothers and

a

alster survive.

The mother

of Theodore M"<*.
eomposer, died In BurgdofT, de;
my, about a month ago. Mr. M
arrived in Europe in time to be with
her at the end.
-

in

•!

the
in-

CnlumhK wheel

The motheV of Chsa. Ascott ( I H
cot and Eddie) died at her home **
Newark, N. J. April SI. aged 93

_
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"LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE" SENDS

—

sawdust and are running a restaurant on New York avenue, Atlantic

2.

owner, reputed a millionaire, who
pledged his support at the formation of the reform organization in

—

the expressive words "Draw on me
for whatever you need" complained
when urged by wire to remit due*,
replied that to date he had had
four weeks of bad business.
The financial plan of the Showmen's Legislative Committee calls
for so much a car from carnivals
and one-half of one per cent, of the
gross business done with carnivals
by dealers who supply concessionaires with goods. It developed at
the meeting Thursday the dealers
had paid their assessments since
the organization of the movement,
but that not a single carnival enterprise had come across. Spokesman
the dealers walked out on further
support on the ground the pledges
had been made with the understanding the carnivals themselves
benefitting more from the movement than the dealers— should give
it financial support.
There is quite a great deal of expense in connection with the operation of the Showmen's Legislativereceives

is

the

if

committee movement is
a failure, especially as Judge Landis has been successful in baseball,
Will II. Hays, successful in picturedom and Augustus Thomas in the

legislative

legitimate.

The meeting last week left the
committee in uncertainty. There is
no telling at this time whether the
movement is to continue or fall by
the wayside.

ANIMAL TRAINER FINED
Jacobs,

with Sells- Floto,
with Cruelty
Pittsburgh,

•

Charged

May

2.

Because he was a bit rough with
a gentle lion under his direction
Tearle Jacobs, of Kokomo, Ind., a
trainer with the Sells-Floto circus,
was fined $10 and costs yesterday
before Alderman Loury on a charge
of cruelty to animals.
Agents of the Western Pennsylvania Humane Society arrested

J.

$100 a day and
of Chicago

for five years.
at which the finanstatus of the committee was

The meeting
cial

bared was more like a rumpus than

a meeting of a reform organization.
All kinds of charges were aired or
mentioned.
The inconsistency of
carnival men and the
unappreciativeness of others was
the subject of many a tirade, privately or publicly. There was confusion at times which embarrassed

prominent

In

and Midway,

the arrest

UNDER CANVAS

m

Shows

First Stop,

Washington,

3 Days

Buenos

Aires, April

21.

Brothers-Barnum
and Bailey circus made Washing-

The

ton

it

Ringling

outside of

stop (30-2)

first

New York

this season.

The canvas

early last week,

was shipped here

new this season and up and
ready for the show which did not
come in until after dark Sunday
night.
A constant stream to the
grounds Sunday taxed the local
railway system to Camp
street
Meigs, one of the war time camps
here, and the crowd stuck it out
until the arrival of the show, reported due at five.
A large number of the concessions
were open Sunday and did a rushing business, while both sides of

all

Capt. George A. Parker of tiie
state police patrol announced at the
annual spring meeting of Massa.

chusetts

SLOW

in

Brothers and Muggavin-Pallarri a; three weeks in Juno, generally refind nothing in their or- garded
as ri.sky, and when the
ganizations to reform stings the weather break went against them
carnival! that have passed the con- in June wrote off a loss.
fessional point and drives away the
This season they are making their
possible
support of .he smaller engagements more cautiously and

w;:h. provision
thai if lie weather is favorable and
business light they can be expanded.
Committee has done is to write It is reported among the outdoor
It is emphasised thai
letters.
the agents that the Dark men are in a
reforms outlined by the committee mood to go in for big stuff if the
were too drastic to be possible of June break Is In their favor In the

m

Kingling admittedly a clean showman, to head such a movement
some time ago was deadened, in
the opinion of those who talked, l.y

but

t

that the time is ripe f«.r a
revival of public inte est in outdoor

belief

entertainment

here by a vote of 114-7:1.
has already passed the
Philadelphia and PittsSenate.

burgh have announced intentions
observe daylight

saving

to

regardless

of the prohibitive law.
The bill to give $3,500,000 to Philadelphia to help defray expenses of
been
has
the
sesqul-centennial
amended and now provides for
$5,000,000.
bill to legalize

A

Sunday concerts

to have it placed on the
calendar failed after a lengthy deIvfforts

singers

are

demand by the
summer park men. Wartime combrisk

lta te.

Coney Island was running ae near
blast Sunday as is possible
without the opening of Luna and

to

flock In

the

of a
into

Trenton,

\.

ha*

J.,

signed a series of weeks during June
with a different singer each w
the first threo being Amelia King,
.lames Frost iek and Helen Hay.
through John A. Iiria* <>il.
•

«

I

Hay

B.,

2.

.

,

,

week

first

Snow and two

in

little

April, leaving
flakes behind in

this city.

Mrs. Snow had been a chorus "girl
in a tab revue that toured the maritime provinces', prior to her marriage to Snow who has no stage or
carnival inclinations. * He opposed
his wife's return to the stage.
His
life is prosaic, being a baker. Hattie,
he avers, threatened to leave him
and join a tab troupe in St. John,
but he did not believe she was
serious in her intention. He reached
home from work one evening last
week, the two children were alone
in his flat.
His wife left a letter in
which she said she was leaving for
Massachusetts. He has found she
joined
show which
a carnival
opened in eastern Massachusetts
recently, and that she is now known
as "The Cave Girl," and doing a
snake charming act. Snow is cold
enough to declare that Hattie will
be divorced by him just as soon as

Monday.

BLDG.

.

Chicago,

The

May

Boston, May 2.
Boston's building boom may recircuses.
the
banishing
in
Scouts of those enterprises report
that unoccupied land areas large

enough for circus purposes seem to
be no longer obtainable in the city
proper, and a circus in the country
for city people doe;* not pay, they
say.
The circus lot of recent years on
Huntington avenue, opposite the

The

Pittsburgh,
Sells-Floto Circus,

sold to the Durant, Inc., for building purposes.

lias

Sparks

May
the

>

Pla infield. N.

J..

May

17
•

.

»

The ShOw goes
playing

ter,
{

to

the

at

Long Island lasummer report

towns during June and

PATTERSON AND GENTRY OPEN

its

17.

July.

LUNA'S 'KING TUT"

SK0W

Jermond i^ framing a "King
Tut show to open In Luna Pall
Kansas City, May S
Patterson shows and sometime Inter In the month.
lluss
4

'

The

.i.inns

Gentry

Brothers Circus opened Its
regular season .ii Paola, Kan., tod ly.
Phis Is the shows* winter quarters,
and the opening w.i« largely attend-

2.

firs I

May

at Plainficld

The Sparks circus will J y
engagement near New York

first

Killed

Giant

Bull

Elephant

'•Mighty," a. giant bun elephant
of the Ringling herd, was executed
at the winter headquarters of the
circus In Bridgeport, Conn., last
\\e»k.
sixty "rasorbneks" did the
deed.

i.ty.

IN AND OUT
Shaw was oul of

tin- Pal
York. Saturday and Sun*
reported lib

Lillian
ace, N< w
•

Pittsburgh this year, played to
more than 14,000 Monday and to
o\er 15,000 Tuesday (estimated).
Weather was with them.
The Ringling Pros., Barnuni A.Bailey show is coming soon.
in

Boston opera house, recently was

2.

city council of Racine, Wis.,

passed an ordinance limiting
the number of carnivals appearing
there to one a month.
Racine has been one of the best
stands In tins section for carnivals,
with two or three playing there
monthly. Under the new plan the
Greater she* sly shows will appear
lj n
;<n»l
the James Hanschel
carnival in June,

BOOM BANISHING LOTS

sult

RACINE LIMITS CARNIVALS

First in Pittsburgh

something

munity singing
vogue and it has spread over
post-war taste.
created

VVoodlawn,

bill

was reported with a negative r<
ommendation by the committee.

SINGERS IN DEMAND
Bands and outdoor

John, K.

St.

full

2.

tatives

economically

in

May

Harrisburg, Pa.,

It is declared that there Is grafting operating in the south and that
all that the Showmen's Legislative

reported

.

•

c.

Ilattie Snow may be a success as
a snake charmer with a carnival
show, but she is a failure as the
wife of Roy Snow. This information has been received from no lesS
a personage than Snow himself. He
says Hattie deserted him suddenly

ners.

The Derrick Anti-Daylight saving
bill passed the House of Represen-

The
laying out the June shows more

credit for a general
of
this
nature which
he <1< u loping
the outfelt
world,
it
Is
door
that the time
was ripe for the right kind of regulation of what should be considered
"fair" ami "square'' In the outdoor
Held*
The Inclination of Charles

/ sso-

FLOP AS WIFE

Terrific

it.

circuses.

movement
m Pined to

Fairs

So Hsttie Snow Leaves He •Baker
And Their Flakes

in It

PHILAS SESQUI-CENTENNIAL

Bowers

and claimed

Agricultural

elation in "Worcester last wet

t

Those Who lire inclined to view
the committee as a failure regret
the Showmen's League stepped in

2.

state police.

"License for carnivals is permitted by the city ordinance,- and
if we don't want carnivals the orBuenos Aires, April 10.
dinance should be repealed," said
The Trade Exposition here, run- Mayor Reese, in explaining his
ning for four months and represent- stand.
While the question is being a total investment of $68,000,- ing debated the first carnival of the
000, Is a terrific flop.
season opened at Wright field with
A tremendous display, no inter- three "wheels of fortune" operating
est, whatsoever, has been evinced and
paying real 'money to the winFlop with $68,000,000

the dictator, who presided.
The dealers take the position that
they have been double-crossed by
BOOKING
the carnival owners who urged
them to contribute and failed to
Agents are beginning to line up
contribute themselves. The small attractions for park shows, although
carnival men assume there are cer- the park men are cagey this seatain big interests Intriguing to put son.
Last year they opened with
the less important shows out of a splurge in free shows. They took
business.
The fact that Ringling on heavy expense even for ho first

putting into effect and that in attempting too much the framers of
the reform suggested insincerity.

May

Worcester, Mass.,

on games of chance and midways of agricultural fairs will bo
continued in Massachusetts this
year with Increased vigilance under
the direction of special squads ef,

Shows and Ballyhoos Going Along
Boardwalk Despite Ban

tinue

Buenos Aires Trade Show

the street outside the grounds lined
with locally owned stands were doing a land office business also.

PARK

Men

War

I

to do Its stunts.
Jacobs fed the lion raw meat and
then took the meat from the lion's
mouth, said the agents, and on this
was based the fact that the lion

Bin

Police Captain

Tells Fair

Steeplechase.
A huge crowd
paraded the new boardwalk and a
number of shows were in operation
on the shore side adjacent to the
promenade.
Frank Driscoll, son of John A.
Several weeks ago Borough Presithis
Driscoll,
week entered the dent Biegelmann of Brooklyn made
service of Bob Dewey, grandson of the statement that ballyhooe would
the Admiral who is starting a com- be prohibited in the operation of
mercial aeroplane service from New the beach concessions,
but the
York. Young Driscoll is in train- ruling seems to have been changed.
ing as a flier.
There is a new ride close to the
Steeplechase entrance, a caterpillar, possible.
California Frank's Wild West and and both this and the nearby "Bugan American show booked by Mme. house" had workers in front.
The Caterpillar is a venture
Brengk and John C. Jackel, opened
CARNIVALS WIN
Monday in the bull ring in Mexico backed by the Travis people, of
Beaver Falls, Pa. It's a covered Penna. Legislature Likely to Table
City.
ride of the "repeat" type, and is new
Barring Bill
The old historic Chickies Park at on the Island. The Johnny Jones
Marietta, was swept by fire several Carnival outfit had a portable ediHarrisburg, Ta., May 2.
days ago. The fire started from a tion of the feature last season.
The Edmonds bill prohibiting
cigaret thrown away by a careless None have been sold yet, although traveling carnivals from exhibiting
several
have
installed
been
in
parks
the
surrounding
mounhunter in
in Pennsylvania was reported with
^ by the Travis firm, which is oper- a negative recommendation last
tain.
Several hundred acres of timber- ating them on the usual percentage evening by the judiciary committee
Despite the plan.
land were destroyed.
of the house of representatives. The
efforts of the fire fighters the flames
bill was primarily intended to be a
swept over the park destroying
health measure and was framed
LETS IN CARNIVALS
practically every one of the buildwith the co-operation and backing
Youngstown, O., May 2.
ings.
The park, while containing
of the state board of health.
"With Mayor Reese standing pat
some amusements, was principally
It is not likely that an attempt
a campmeetfng and picnic grounds. on his declaration that he had no will be made to place the bill on
authority to forbid carnivals here. the house calendar after the combacking
the
federated mittee's disapproval.
protests
MILLIONS IN EXPO
churches anti-carnival stand con-

it

was gentle and tame, so
was made.

Look Out for Gambling

Will

CONEY GRIND STARTS

the advertisement
of
the
Liazeed Egyptiaw. Troupe, in Variety
recently, the name of Charles I.
Sasse, 300 West 49th street, New
York Citj', representative of the
Jacobs and testified that \\hile act,
now with the Sells-Floto
watching the performance of the circus, was inadvertently omiited
lion that Jacobs was handling they and instead communications were
saw him etrike the lion in the face invited in care of the Sells-Floto
with a heavy blacksnake whip and show.
shot blank cartridges at it to force

Johnson, dictator,
expenses
and $50 a day
the city. In addition to
this an office is maintained in the
Ashland block with a press agent
Mr.
and several stenographers.
Johnson has been out of towfi .Jhree
and four days a week recently. The
deal with Johnson and the other
expenses are estimated to require
a budget of something like $50,000
a year. The contract with Johnson

Committee. T.

when out
when in

be injured

will

a three-year tour of South America, covering Peru, Bolivia, Argentine, Uruguay, British Guiana, Co-

.

the enthusiastic support of a trade

ment world

AFTER MASS. CARNIVj

Circus, after

The opening bill for the Columbia lombia, Brazil, Trinidad, Panama
Park, Hoboken, N. J., free show has and Jamaica, closed. -at the latter
Van Norman, bicycle leap. Mans port, where the entire outfit was
bounding rope, DeBaldi's* disposed of, in preference to payBros.,
dancing horse among others. Bill ing the freight charges to New
Taylor will again be stage director York.
for the open air show.
The acts returned to New York,
April 25, including the Lloyds (5)
Ringling Brothers will not show riding act, Yetta and
Manuel,
In Waterbury, Conn., this year. The Worthy Dufty, Chang Yen Kong
advance agent was notified that the and Co., Rohelia Inza, Johnny
Mcense fee tj)is year would be $300 Judge, Aerial Wests, Sam Nelson
for one day and he thereupon an- and Si Kitchle, equestrian director.
was - The tour, according to the perthat
Waterbury
nounced
marked off the Ringling map.
formers, was a-, financial success,
but one unpleasant incident marDavid
of
suit
In
Chicago
The
ring the tip.
This related to the
Kaaihue against the United Fairs difference in the money rate of exBooking Association was dismissed change. All had American money
by Judge LaBuy as a settlement contracts calling for eight milreis
was effected out of court. Kaaihue to the dollar.
played six weeks only on a contract
This normal rate changed and the
for fairs calling for eight weeks. acts were told that in order to conThe compromise was payment of tinue they must accept a rate of
$300.
four milreis (about 50 cents American) on the dollar, the closing of
The suit of Ray Thompson for the show being the alternative.
$200 against the Western Vaude- Being far from home, most of the
1
ville Managers Association, Chicago, acts stood for this, but Tan Ariki,
was settled April 25 when Judge Casting Dunbars, Loos and Loos
Harry Olson fdund in favor of and the Mangean Troupe left the
Thompson. The Humane society show and returned to the attates.
At attempt to effect an adjuststopped the1 act from appearing at
the fair at Kokomo, Ind., Thomp- ment may be made.
son demanded payment from the
agency.

publication which has always been
Accumulated bills totalling $300
identified with the "grifter" class.
and only $20 in the treasury was
It is believed the outdoor amuse-

the report made to the Showmen's
Legislative Committee last Thursday. Entering into detail of the financial status of the organization
was to emphasize the need of contributions covering the amount assessed against the carnival owners
who fathered the movement. Telegrams had been sent to 10 leading
carnivals appealing for financial
support and not one returned a
satisfactory reply, as was brought
out at the meeting. One carnival

The Shipp & Feltus

City.

»

May

SQU

SPECIAL POLICE

Complain of ExFred and Annie Pelot, juggling •how Sold—Acts Halved 8aUriee
change Rate—
act, have retired from the stage and

Needs Money Carnival Owners Don't Respond
Meeting in Chicago Only Aired Grievances
Committee's Future in Doubt

Chicago.

SHIPP & FELTUS QUIT

1923

3,

>~f-

VAIN CALLS FOR ASSISTANCE
»

May

Thursday.

Rao Samuels did nol op< n this
week at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, N.
v.. becau
f
Mn< ss. Rita «;<>t>id
subst ituted.

Hal ten and
the

bill at

the

Russe'd

week due to
and Blake uiied

this

Illness,
in.

out

wer<

Alhnmbra,

>'•

w

of

Yotlfjj

JhifiiP'on

—
\bm,,{nmunj

t

•CrXtft

—

.

May

Thursday,

1923
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POPULAR

I

REPORTED LIKELY POSSIBILITY

LOVE AND THE

Trot) —
chestra
WONDERFUL

Play Between U. S. and Europe, With Boats
Purchased From Government— Brothers' Recent
Buy of Island Off Florida Coast for $7,000,000

4—

The Ringlings may embark in
According to
maritime activities.
reports, their ship holdings will 'be
almost as .extensive as other enterprises in which they are interested outside of the circus" field.
It is understood the showmen are
about to close with the government
for the purchase of a number of
•hips, to be fitted out as passenger
liners and intended to play between
Here and Europe.
If the plans mature as now outlined the Ringling boats will form
a private American line, although
the V. S. Shipping Board is row
competing with international lines
with the
service
for pa.-sensrer
Leviathan, the star boat of that
-

fleet.

Other enterprises controlled by
% the Ringlings Include several railroads and vast realty holdings in
the west, part of the properties being oil lands. Another land proposition recently entered into is the
promotion of a new Florida resort.
The Ringlings are credited with
having purchased an island close
coast

the

to

was

for

which

$7,000,000

is

opposite

Sarasota, Fla.

The Rlnglings-Barnum & Bailey
from Madison

circus took to the lot

Square Saturday, Washington being the first date under canvas.

The outfit is traveling in new sleeping cars, the Ringlings having purchased 28

coaches from the
government.
The cars were built
during the war for the use of officers. Refitting of the coaches was
made at the show's winter quarters
steel

in Bridgeport.

Circus Acts Back from

The

following

Cuba

American

acts

reached Ne,w York May 1 on the
"Siboney" after a tour of Cuba with
theCirooCanaris:
Helen Clark Trio, Gardner and

Dunham, Three Bernards,

played in Smith's smoothest style.
A piano solo breaks it up novelly.
t

ROXY LA ROCCA

equili-

brists.

Wizard of the Harp
No, it is not Roxy, wizard of the
harp and wizard on an audience,

*

The show people were glad to
the
Garden this season.
were three deaths from
pneumonia and much sickness, a
cowboy and groom being victims in
addition to one of the advance
men.
Mud used when the track
was first made, in addition to cool
weather, explains the unusual illness.
Performers frequently complained of draughts coming up
leave

There

from the basement.
•

BLUE SKY WAKNIKG
(Continued from page 1)

AkMtciatiun.
State Fair

NEW YORK. STATE

PUce.

New Tick

Albany Co. Aari. Soc
(•uba Fair and Racing Auo.
Hroome Co. Agri. Mov

. .

A

J.

reverse.

Dan Ackerman.
.

..

Who's

Sept. io-is
s.-pt. 13-21
Sept. 11-14
Aug. 14-1H
Sept. 23-30
Sept. 3-7
Sept. S-7
Sept. 10-14
Oct. 2-r.
Auk. 28-3t

..

Y
Harrv E. Swift-..
Whitney Polnt..T. Rufun Tracy...
Binghamton
Tiarrv S. Martin.

Rlnffhamton Ind. Expo
CattarauRU* CO, Agri. Hoc
Little Valley
II
F. I.ee
ayuga Co. Agri. Corp
Moravia
XV. K. Kilbotuv.e
m
< hautauqua"Co. Agri. Corp...., Dunkirk
T...A. R. Mavtum
Chemuna: Co. Agri. Soc
Eimira
M. B. Heller
Chenango Co. Agri. Soc
Norwich
W. Smith
Afton Agri. Af*o
Afton
Aug. 21-24
Harry G. Horton
Clinton (o. Agri. Soc
Ai*. 27-81
Plattaburg
Stewart Frazier
Columbia Co. Agri. Soc
Chatham
Sept. S-7
XV. A. Dardess
Cortland Co. Agri. Soc
Cortland
Auk. jt>24
F. J. Bentley
Dutches* Co. Agri. Soc
Rhinebock
Remon R. Front
Aug- 2P-Sept. 1
Essex Co. Agri. Soc
Wentport
Aug. 21-24
J. A. Roberta
Franklin Co. Agri. Soc
Malone
Stephen M. Howard. .Sept. 18-21
Fulton-Hamilton Agri. Soc
Gloversville
Aug. 21-21
Mark Dutcher
Genesee Co. Agri. Soc
Sept. 18-28
Bat a via
Fred R. Parker
Jefferson Co. Agri. Soc
. Watertown
Sept. .",-7
Ernest S. GlUett
T,ewlg Co. Agri. Soc
Lowville
Aug. 2S-.T0
M. M. Lyman
Livingston Co. Fair
Avon
No fair this* year
Hemlock Lake Union Agri. Soc. .Hemlock
Mlsn Mattle L. Reach. Oct. 8-6
Rrooklleld-Madlaon Co
!'
Mr. ok Held.
M. Spooner
Sept. 8-6.
Four Co. Fair As*o
De Ruyter
Aug. 7-16
J. C. StlUmnn
Montr**
Agri. .Soc
Brockport
Aug. 1-4
P. J. Wilson
Rochester Expo
Rochester
Edgar F. Edwards. .. Sept. 3-8
(

.

.

W

.

m

.

Montgomery

Fcnda

Rome

Seely Hodge
E. o. Boyson

Sept. 8-6

Vernon

Vernon

Boonviile Fair Asso...,
Ontario Co. Agri. Soc...
Naples Union Agri. Soc. 4k. ...
c.orham Agri. Soc
Orange Co. Agri. Soc
Orleans Co. Agri. Soc

Boonville

George L. Rowers
.
F. A. White
Flovd D. Rutler

Sept. lft-22
Sept. .".-7

Co. Agri. Soc
<>i„j.U Co. Agri. Soc
Ajrrl. Soc..

.'

Aug. 28-30

Canandaigua
Sept. 18-13
Sept. 6-8
~ Naples
J. C. Holies
Reeds Corners. .Flovd R. Dean
Oct. 4-6
Mlddletown. ...."A C. Madden
Aug. 14-18
13-18
Albion
E.
Kama
Aug.
William
Sandy Creek 8oc
Aug. 21-24
Sandy Creek
Dr. J. R. Allen
Otsego Co. Agri. Soc
S«pt. 4-7
Cuoperatown. ... B. G. Johnson
Morris Fair Asso
Morris
Oct. 8-3
D. F. Wight man
Oneonta Union Agri. Soc
Sept. 17-21
Oneonta
D. A. Dlefendorf
Richfield Springs Agri. Soc
Richfield SprlngiFred Bronner
Agri. Soc. of Queens & Nassau. .Hempstead
Lott Van de Water, Jr. .Sept 2.1
Rensselaer Co. Soc
Sept 8-7
Schaghtlcoke
Farnam F. Caird
Sept. 3-5
Rockland Co. Agri. Asso
Orangeburg
Elbert Talman
Rockland «>. Asso
Aug. 2ft-Sept.
New City
W. J. Elliott
Aug. 21-24
Gourerneur Agri. Soc
Oouverneur
B. J. Carpenter
Sept. 11-14
Raquette Valley & St. Hegiattoc... Potsdam,
F. T. Swan
Aug. 28-31
Saratoga Co. Agri. Soc
Ballston Spa.... Geo. L. Schauber
Sept. 24-28
Cobleaklll Agri. Soc
Oobleaklll
Wm. H. Holding^
Sept. 11-14
Schuyler Co. Agri. Soc.
Watkins
Geo. N. Canfleld
Aug 11-24
Seueca Ob. Agri. Soc
Waterloo
J. Willard Huff
Aug. 28-31
Hornellsville Fair
Hornell
Clyde K. Shults
Sept. 4-7
Troupeburg
Southern Steuben Agri. Soc
H. B. Reynolds
Sept. 18-22
Suffolk Co. Soc
Riverhead
Harry Lee
*
Aug. 20-81
Sullivan Co. Agri. Soc.....
Monticello
Leo P. St rat ton
Sept. 4-7
Tioga Co. Agri. Soc
Owego.. ........ s M. Lounsberrjr
Aug. 27-30
Tompkina Co. Agri. Soc
Ithaca
W. E. Pearson
Union Agri. Soc. of Ulysses, CoAug. 14-17
Trumansburg. .. Joel Horton
vert and Hector
Aug 21-24
Ellenvllle
Brice Moore
Ulater Co. Agri. Soc
Aug. 14-17
Warrensburg. .Fred J. Hayea
Warren Co. Agri. Soc
Aug. 20-24
Hudson Fails. George A. Ferris
Washington Co. Agri. Soc
Aug. 14-17
Eliot B. Norton
Cambridge Val. Agri. ABreed. Asso. Cambridge
later
Date
Lyons
Warn* Co. Agri. Boc
Palmyra Union Agri. Soc
Palmyra
W. Ray Converse.. .Sept. 27-20
Aug. 21-24
...Warsaw
.Guy S. Luther
Wyoming Co. Agri. 8oc
Aug. 14-17
...Perry
...C. E. Chase
Silver Lake Agri. Asso
Aug. 28-81
M. P. Buckley
.Penn Yan
Tatae Co. Agri. Soc
Oct. 0-11
H. L. Woodruff
Dundee Fair Aseo
Dundee
i

.

.

.

ADDITIONAL PENN. DATES

and that
*

Now?" (Kalmar-

Sorry

Ruby-Snyder) is first starting;
show up. and. judging by its

There

Is a tremendous novelty in
connection with the picture series,
is that the picture exhibltor is not going to be asked to pay
for the right to show it, but the local banks in each town will pay the
film rental and give it to the exhibitor gratis. The pictures are not
out and out propaganda for the

WHO'S 80RRY NOW?— Billy Jones
(Vocal)
YOU KNOW YOU BELONG TO
SOMEBODY ELSE — Same—

lending it distinction in contrast to
the full orchestral support on the

Socrctarv.

Sycacrjae
Altariont
Cuba, N.

.

present there is one production finished for the Inauguration of the
educational program. It is entitled
"The Wildcatters," and is to be distributed via, the W. W. Hodkinson
organization.

•

Captain Beck with- with the libOkeh No. 4822
erty lion, "Jim." which he works
without a cage, remained in Havana who is at Keith's Palace, NeW York,
Two of the best known presentthis week (April 30): it is Roxie,
for two weeks at Havana Park.
day
pop ballads are coupled on, this
ono of Powers' Elephants.
disk and interestingly interpreted
by Billy Jones.
"Somebody Else"
(West -Monaco)
has
proved
its
worth, a piano solo accompaniment

FAIR DATES FOR

sustained an order issued by Justice Van Siclen declaring Joseph M".
Schenck in contempt of court and

him $250. Schenck failed to
appear before a referee appointed
in an action brought by John C.
Underbill tp restrain Schenck from
continuing production of "The Paafining

sion Flower."

Ring Lardner and CJene Buck
The "moon" number is a Jerome
Kern
composition
which
BilHe were suspended last week from the
Burke sang in Booth Tarkington's Sound View Ooif Club after it was
"Rose Briar," and the. sort of num- alleged they had been responsible
ber "that" gToWon one "with re'peti- ['w several chorus girls from a current musical show using the club s
tioti,
"Wonderful
You"
is
Werner course for a game or "strip goif."
Janssen's from "Lady Butterfly," in which the contestants took off
melodious and wistfully haunting, nearly all of their wearing apparel

.

The Island

paid.

_

!

.

— Same—

Brunswick No. 2402
This is the type of music the
younger set at the Hotel Plaza, New
York, rave over. Joe Smith is always partial to decorous dance
music, mostly from productions.

^Vill

!

YOU

DAILIES

The Appellate Division of the Supremo Court in Brooklyn lis' week

MOON

(Fox
Joseph C. 8mith and Or-

»

•

NEWS OF THE

DISC REVIEWS

STEAMSHIP LINE

'

=S£C

to

re-

sponse, should prove a valuable
piece of property.
A highly interesting ballad couplet.

and were forced
to

make

their

to call for barrels

way

to the clubhouse.
reported as having
been arranged by a press agent.

The stunt

is

Mary Roberts Rinehart incorporated last week in Delaware for
$500,000 for the purpose of producing and writing books. The incorporators, in addition to the authoress, were Stanley Rinehart and
William Cordon Buchanan.

Paul

Sutherland,,* non-prefes-

sional, obtained a divorce April 25
in Cincinnati from Gladys James
Sutherland on a charge of neglect.
The couple were married in 1922

after a whirlwind courtship. They
separated shortly after. Mrs. Suth-

erland requested that her maiden
name, Gladys Charlotte James, be
restored to her.

DOWN

Reports from Paris state
Linder has disappeared from

GEORGIA CABIN DOOfe-Same-~

a young

IN MARYLAND (Fox Trot)
•—Benson Orchestra of Chicago

Victor No. 19022
This disk marks the return of the
Benson name to the Victor lists, although Roy Bargy is no longer the
director, he having taken over the
Trianon Orchestra (Chocago.) leadership.
Don Bestor is currently
weilding the baton. The orchestra
(whether of the same personnel or
not is unknown) manages just as
superbly as the former Benson aggregation, getting surprisingly much
out of two rather familiar dance
'

tunes.

CRYING FOR YOU (Fox Trot)—
Isham Jones and Orchestra
AGGRAVATIN' PAPA — SameBrunswick No. 2400

Isham Jones' trick of bunching
his warm reeds for' soothing melody
effects is predominant in the "cry"

number by Miller-Cohn, Jones'

fel-

low Chicagoans.

home

in that city.

Max

The mother

girl is reported tp

hi*

of

be anx-

ious to learn the comedian's whereabouts, as she believes It will clear
up the mystery of the sudden dleappearance of her daughter. V

A Erlanger court conwhich started last week was

The Klaw
test

Monday when decision was
reserved and the opposing attorneys were instructed to file' briefs.
The action contests Erlanger's right
to five per cent, interest on capital
he Invested in excess of Klaw's,
amounting to about $270,000.
It was contended the interest was
paid for 16 years, and in accordance to an agreement between the
former partners, but that Klaw protested against its payment following
the split of Klaw & Erlanger several years ago. Following the close
of the hearing, Erlanger Is credited
with saying that Klaw was a valuable witness for him, as he admitted
the interest had been paid without
rested

the protest for a number of years, and
as a, it was shown some of the checks
hatl been signed by Klaw.
fast,
Ex-Governor Nathan Miller repconcluAn ultra danceable dance resented Erlanger as trial lawyer,
sion.
having succeeded the late Levi
record.
Mayer of Chicago as Erlanger's
KEEP IT UNDER YOUR HAT counsel. Charles Evans Hughes.
Atlantic
Dance Jr., acted for Klaw.
(Fox Trot)
When or
whether a real dissolution of the
Orchestra
RUSSIAN ROSE (Fox)— Broadway Klaw and Erlanger interests will be
Dance Orchestra Edison No. attained is problematic. Klaw automatically withdrew from several
51050
The "Hat" number (Eddie Can- leases, notably that on the Colonial,
tor-Charles Tobias-Louis Breau) is Boston, and it is understood some
an independently published com- arrangement has been made whereSosition. which Cantor has been fea- by he is out of other Jointly held

distinguished
torrid clarineting, starting
lazy fox and tearing into
zippy syncopation towards
"Papa''

is

by

off

a

(

—

—

iring in his "Make It Snappy" out-of-town projects.
Klaw and
show and, given half a chance, Erlanger still jointly own a hair
ought to catch' on. It is a lyric song Interest in the "Follies," with Flo
primarily and replete with tomedy Ziegfeld owning the other 60 per
The dance version is in- cent The former partners also own
lines.
gratiatingly infectious and uniquely a goodly portion of the New Am-

sterdam, New York, which is leased
performed by the Atlantic bunch.
"Russian Rose" (Ferdie Grofe- to Erlanger, Dillingham and ZiegFred DeRose) is a unique fox trot feld.
Although he Is not actively parbased on the "Volga Boatman's
Song" classic with a colorful ar- ticipating in any of the jointly held
rangement, In which are worked in properties, Klaw is understood to
RImsky - Korsakov's be entitled to certain fees and salsnatches
of
"Song of India" and Rachmaninoff's aries as agreed to In the partner"Prelude," making for a decidedly ship. Klaw has a record on all the
details, said to be a copy of the
different dance number.
original books made by his son
Joseph. Early in the case Erlanger
Trot)_
(Fox
BLUE8
HALLELUJAH
on
the stand tan titled that his part—Johnny Dunr/s Original Jazz ner's
inclination to go abroad for
Hounds
six months each year led to their
CoSPANI8H DREAM8 Same
separation Antagonism with Klaw's
lumbia No. 3839
son was also a factor.
Both compositions by Perry Bradthe colored publisher-comford,
Paul
Allen,
an
Independent
poser, who, incidentally, Is the man- vaudeville
agent, was held in $2,000
ager of the Jazz Hounds, formerly bail thiH week for
examination FriThey are a day by
with Mamie Smith.
Magistrate Ober wager in
capable aggregation for jazz re- the West Side
Court on a charge
cordings, with the banjolst and of
grand larceny. Several compianist standing out at one time or plaints
were registered against him
another.
by actors,
"Spanish Dreams," deepite the given Allen who alleged they had
money to secure vauderomantic title, is a straightaway vllle bookings
for them.
with
rhythm
retarded
"blues" in a
The Misses Bessie and Margaret appropriate castenet trimmings for
The Theatre Guild completed Its
atmosphere.
McDermott, Scotch actresses, ardrive Sunday night to secure $500.rived at Boston on the "Cameronia"
000 to erect iin own theatre.
The
bond Issue to secure the money was
(Fox Trot)
to visit relatives in New Haven, TUT-ANKH-AMEN
over-subscribed.
Vincent Lopez and Orchestra
Conn.

Eleven additional fair* to be held In Pennsylvania this year were subsequently
They are:
listed by Secretary of Agriculture Willets.

Bucks County Agricultural Society, Quarkerstown, September 12-15.
Huntingdon County Agricultural Association, Huntingdon, August 18-31.
Punxsutawney (Jefferson County) Fair Association, Vunxsutawney, August 51September 1.
Lawrence County Agricultural Association, Pulaski. August 14-11.
McKean County Fair Association, Smethport, September 11-14.
banking institutions, but warnings
Suaquehanna County Agricultural Association, Montrose. September 11-18.
Cowanesque Valley (Tioga Couniy) Agricultural Society, Westfteld, Sept. 11-14.
of the wiles that the wildcat stock
Venango County Farmers and Fruit Growers' Association, Oil City, Oct. 24-26.
Weat Alexmanipulators employ to fleece the
The West Alexander (Washington County) Agricultural Association,
~
unwary.
ander, September 11-1S.
,
Wayne County Agricultural Society. Honesdale. October 2-5.
Edward Q. M. Ferguson, brother
26-28.
Elk County Farmers' Association, St Mary's, September
of Elsie Ferguson, Is at
names, dates, places, secretaries, etc.. of all of the
the head of
A booklet containingbe the
held In the State this year Is now In the hands of the
fairs to
the company which is producing
the seventy-three
printers, and will be ready for distribution within a few weeks.
Pictures, which are being filmed
at
Binghamton, N. Y.
Real fiction tales woven around
WELLS WRITING "SCANDALS"
F0UB A'S TIED UP
fact as to the workings of the
gyp(Continued from page 1)
Billy
K. Wells Is doing the
Pers will be the style of the stories
old
an
encountering
in
however,
"book'' of the new George White's
which will be presented, and picture
names of standing will be included friend still a staunch supporter of "Scandals." Wells has been heretoMountford and Fitzpatrick and not fore identified as a burlesque libretin the casts, so
that the exhibitor
Mount- tist. The show will also 'have a
the latter.
will in reality get free
what would so reticent as
ford is out of town and could not number of former burlesque people
be one of the average type of
probe reached.
featured.
gram pictures.
•

The member referred to above
if Equity proposed to
do anything in the vaudeville situation it would have to secure permission from Harry Mountford and
stated bluntly

CIRCUS ROUTES
Ringling Bros.-B. B.
M;| V 3. 4. 5, Baltimore; week
Philadelphia; 14, Wilmington;
Trenton. N. J. : 16, 17, Newark;
Eastern, l\.

:

19,

Jim Fitzpatrick. He

7.

15.

18,

Scranton.

Sellt-Floto
Altoona, Pa.: 4. HarrisRending. Billed for .Newark,
*

Ma y
bu «;

N

'

Monday.

•May
J'Urg;

3.
•>.

•'..

7

Walter L.^lain
4. Windber, Pa.;
5. Phillips7, Bellefonte; 8, Lewisburg; 9,

Danville;

«»a;

May

12,

10,

Potteville;

Ashland.

11,

Tama-

said:

"Equity has not a chance in the
world to interfere in any way in

WHEN WILL

The seventh annual dinner

vaudeville affairs unless Mountford
and Fitz are willing to allow them
The A.A.F. holds
to co-operate.
the vaudeville branch absolutely
by the terms of the agreement

of the
Vaudeville
Protective
Managers'
Association will be held at the 'If ot el
Plaza, New York, Monday, May 14.

through which Equity was a lmitted (under the White Hat charter) to the A. P. of L. and cannot
be disturbed in the administration

Helen and Josephine Trix are In
New York on a Visit They will re-

vaudeville affairs.
Ami let me
tell you, if Equity thinks organising
vaudeville is a cinch, it has man)
another think coming."

—

—

I

KNOW?— Same—

Okeh No. 4836.
The "Tut" number

Is sub-titled
"Tn the Valley of Kings" and means
much n«« the main titl<\ although
I
as a dance tune it is maj< lically
distinctive.
It
by M-u.te Carlo
;

turn to

th#M'r

Paris cabaret

late this

month.

and Alma Banders, who composed
"Tangerine," and Its ri'-h Orient'i!
motif has been dressed up with
Lopez's Aril -known style of mu-

.si<;«l

Interludes.

Tli<»

of

I

—

,

John H. McCarren resigned this
week as manager of the h uiem
O.

H. New

York.

reverse

number

is

r»

smooth,

melodious eorffeetiony with thi ;<:
rangemeni switchlftg from one key
On a par with any of

to another,
Leper's past

performances.

The Ethiopian Art Theatre, composed of colored players, will take
over the Frazee, New York, next
week to present "Salome" in conjunction with a repertoire of otSe-c
plays.

i<

Adolphe Milar, a motion picture
tor appearing in person at a pic-

st. and 2d ave.,
Monday averted a panic by contlnuing to ping when dense smoke
entered the thvatre from n bornlns
building next door.
The audien<
quietly marphed from the theatre
after being warned by Milar.

ture theatre on 7$th

—

—

Himtm

10
31=

'

J

A

f \f

i

.Trade Mark Registered
Fobllbhed Weekly by ,\ AKIKTV. inc.
Sime Silverman. President

West 4Ctb
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New York
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a motion "on the table" before the Managers' Producing Association contemplating a move to kill the cut-rate system In New York
The intervention of one powerful manager is said to have stopped it from

There

going into

effect.
-

'

What are the managers thinking of?
The cut -rates have kept a dozen costly
alive this season,

$7

Single Copiee

and have helped out

all

legitimate theatres In
but a handful.

New York

VOI* LXX.

Nt>. 11

1JC

The only argument against them may be a remote psychological pail
csophy that the theatre-goers are being educated to get seats at less than
in the same breath t, number of producers admit that
too high on the average. This means that where there
South Bend, Ind., lost their auto- is a great success high prices can be maintained and jthe public will gladly
mobiles in a garage fire a few days pay them even pay exorbitant premiums but where there are less
The garage was located di- attractive shows the public must not get what they don't want at less than
ago.
rectly across the street from the the managers vant to charge for them. Is that it?
>»
Palace. It was through the quick
work of the house attendants that
push attractions that
It .is a demonstrated fact that cut- rates can
the windows and ventilators were have not an immense demand. Cut-rates can do more thanlhat, In selling
closed, and the audience was not for shows that aren't asked for at all. Customers flock In by the thouaware of the fire until leaving the sands. They may want something, may hav^e a first, second and third
theatre after the matinee.
choice. If they can't get those they usually take what they can get. The
lure is the bargain. If these hordes were fastidious choosers they wouldn't
Robert Donaldson and Frederick go to the big basements and take what's available. They would try the
Hewes, who as Donaldson and box offices and "shop" or they would go to the regular brokers or even
Hewes, Inc., have long been identi- to the gyp scalpers.

Hugh Flannery and George Gor- box office prices,
don. Orpheum circuit managers in ticket prices are

—

—

,

fied in theatrical building circles
as the foremost plasterers have split
partnership and will continue their
oast-contracted building contracts
The firm did the
independently.
work on the new Kerch's Palace.
Cleveland, Capitol, New Yark. and
any number of legit houses.
1

It ia almost needless in a theatrical trad.- paper to record as new information the many instances where the cut-rates b*ave saved absolute
failures, and nursed them not for a week but for a whole season. There
are shows in their eighth month in New York that wouldn't have reached
their third week without cut-rates, and lesstr instances, not to mention
th* many extended runs ant the many so-so successes that have lived on
cut-rates and the big hits that have moved to larger houses after the
regulai call has deceased just to have capacity where they' can enjoy
cut-rate prosperity. One of the biggest theatres in Manhattan probAbly
wouldn't have opened this Reason had it not been fer the cut-rate pros-

Gene Barnes, (Barnes and St rem who had a breakdown a couple pers..
of weeks ago, had been ordered by
his doctor to rest for at least two
After all, what counts Jn the financial end of the theatre is the gross at
months. The action of the team to the end of the week not what might have been or* what was hoped for,
recove/ salaries due from Joseph M. but what comes in in money.
And the cut-rates bring in the sure
Gaitea Shubert unit show may be thousands. And they can't give the house less than the house would get
mel)

—

settled in the

meantime.

without them, because as soon as there is box
the cut^rates are proportionately withdrawn.

Th«

Pa.,
Majestic, Johnstown,
playing Keith vaudeville booked by
Joe Woods through the Keith office, switched to vaudeville the last
half only, next week. The first half
will have pictures or stock, to be
decided. The half week or vaudeville is for the summer only.

The Community theatre, Meriden,
Conn., discontinued playing musical
tabs this week, returning to its
former split week vaudeville policy.
The tab policy was tried for three
weeks, a feature picture being used
in conjunction
with the musical
pieces.

R. F. Woodhull % manager of the
J., Inherited onethird of the estate of the late Mrs.
Baker, the owner of the theatre.
His inheritance includes an interest in the theatre which he has
managed for several years.

office

or broker
'

demand

Cut- rates look like the salvation of the theatres at high prices, anyway.
willing to pay and that is a human principle established
$1.50 for a $3 show where they don't want that
same show at $1.50 wher it is a $1.50 show.

—

The people are

beyond controversy

has proven, also, that patrons of high-priced
theatres have always been divided into two classes: those who are willing
to pay any price for what they want and will tolerate no delay, nothing
but the best seats and no substitutes and those who are willing to wait
in line, go almost anywhere, see almost anything at cheap prices.
theatrical history

—

The cut- rates have been honorably handled, there has been no public
outcry against them, anj they have been life to the dying and prosperity
to the

weak.

Walter Kattman, for several years
manager of Loews Crescent, New
Orleans, has resigned to become
aseociated with a commercial enterprise. Rodney Toups, former assistant manager, has been placed in
charge of the Crescent.
%-

the

15-year-old
Bon of
Charlie Wilkens
(White's "Scandals") who has been apprenticed to
the Oliver Stables, will ride his first
race for Billy Oliver, May 2, at
Havre de Grace, Maryland.

_

possible sense could sane

upstairs, as it is now, to
the ground floor and will seat 1,600.

professional

WOMEN AND CLOTHES

A

colorful

and romantic picture has been made from Mr. Hergesheimer'a

novel "The Bright Shawl.'' The gently handsome Richard Barthelmess
fits the hero role.
He is surrounded by three lovely ladies whose intrinsic, charm is enhanced by a picturesque background and a period
when the costumes of the fairer sex were most alluringly feminine.
Dorothy Gish makes a handsome, fiery dancing girl with her coquetish spit-curls, coaxing eyes, flirtatious fans, high combs, flowing mantillas, and her bright shawl. Mary Astor is* the shy charming
daughter. She flutter* about in switching hoop-skirts and tiny pointed
bodices that fall temptingly from her shoulders.
Jetta Gondal is excellent as the sly, wily Chinese beauty, engaged by the Spaniards to
spy against the Cubans.
In the daintiest of lacy gbwns, her face
shadowed by the demurest of bonnets, she creates the effect of a vicious
vampire which proves that those particular ladies were doing business
efficiently even in the modest days of 1850, without skin tight vamp

—

girl

taxi

"A Night in Spain," on the. small time, is colorfully staged with spark.-enoritas and dashing young toreRdors against a hack drop formed
of a great Spanish shawl.
The dancers' silk lace hoop skirted dresses
are of brilliant orange, yellow, blue and green. They swing alluringly

Mng

about revealing just enough of Spanish hose. A handsome senorita
wears a pointed gold cloth bodice with an infanta skirt of gold lace. The
gypsies with their velvet trunks over which flutter rainbow ribbons, are

this

trousers.

*

picturesque.

#

1

Tommy Lyman
May

1 for

and Roy Barton
Europe intending to

produce their singing
later in the month.

*
'

act in Paris

Burns & Schaeffer, operating the
Strand theatres in Freehold and
Bed Bank, N. J., have pinch. < u
the Armory, Key port.'

The remarks made at the Equity meeting Sunday by the Equity leaders
leaving the impression E. R, Albee. head of the I^eithw Circuit, had lent
his support t"o the passage of the Levy-Mayer SundajJ bill through the
Senate at Albany, N\ Y., met a smile of derision when reported along
Broadway from those with. a whole understanding of the Sunday situation.
It would require more than the thoughtless statements to convince
the insiders that the Keith office will foster any bill opening 60 l*»glt
theatres fh

New York

on Sunday against

its

Sunday-booked vaudeville

shows.'
The Keith office Is not credited with being that crazy. Keith's
can't be wildly enthusiastic for any Sunday bill opening up a field now
virtually limited to vaudeville for Sundays in New York state,, at her than

the picture houses.

Another explanation appears to be the correct one and is said to have
been known by the Equity people, but, following their usual methods of
talking at open meetings, was withheld. The Levy-Mayer bill as originally
drafted Is said not to have included vaudeville, and through the omission
it- would have debarred vaudeville while permitting the legit if passed
in its first form.
When that oversight was discovered the vaudeville
heads hastened their representatives to Albany to remedy the error, ac. While Harland Dixon
was on the stage of the Palace, New York, Monday night singing "The Lamp Posts of Broadway" in his act, one of those
song« where the singer sighs for Broadway in preference to a square meal,
a stasue placed up stag* on a pedestal fell to the floor and broke into bita

—

The bankruptcy proceedings for I. H. Herk. with Shubert vaudeville
before it foreed him into bankruptcy, have revealed to Herk how he
stands with hi creditors. Almost without exception they informed his
attorney upon receiving notice of the bankruptcy that they did not wish
to file their claims against Herk or be connected with tire proceedings in
any way. The general tenor was that they believed in Herk and had no
doubt hut th*L- claims would sooner or later be paid by him. The remarkable part is that several of Herk's creditors offered to loan him money
after the bankruptcy petition had been flled.
Keith's Palace, New York, has been keeping up its battle against the
ticket speculators who make their headquarters in small stores near by.
Sol Levoy is in charge of the spec detecting squad. He has about 12
men in and around the theatre lobby, sorting out the purchasers of tickets
from the specs. These are pointed out to Doorman McBride, who refuses
them entrance, and the house refuses to refund the money on the tickets,
the seats remaining empty on that performance. Sunday night about 12
pairs were turned back.
The average Is about three a performance.
Signs and an enunciator continue to warn patrons not to buy of the speca
The latter have had women out trying to "dig" Palace tickets without
much success. Using women to secore tickets is not new. These women
accost men or boys on the street asking them to buy at the Palace box
office, but usually tip it off by asking the person solicited to
buy six or
eight.

Joe Schenck (Van and Schenck) was favored with a $75 deduction la
alimony obligations to Mrs. Amelia Schenck when Justice May in
the Brooklyn Supreme Court decided the songster must pay his wife
1175 temporary alimony weekly, pending the trial of her divorce suit.
By a written agreement Schenck had agreed to contribute $250 weekly.

his

The suit will come up for trial late next month or early in June. Mrs.
Schencka suit for alienation of affections against Lillian Broderick. who
figures In the Schencks' triangle, being a civil action, will not be heard
until the fall session.

One of those typical downtown rich business men who like to talk show
business even if they don't always come through, was making a fuss
over a certain cabaret star in a Village cafe. Eight minutes after he met
her he had promised to star her— yes, in anything. She didn't believe
him, ha\ing heard that stuff before, but she still played the long shot
possibility, and said if he was really interested,
she knew of a great book
and score— a miniature revue. "Oh." he said. "I saw that at the Palace."
"At the Palace?" she asked, thinking he meant one of the girl acts sometimes billed as a miniature revue.
"Yes," he said, "with all the little
people— it was run by a guy name Singer, ain't it?"

CABARET
Joe Tenner has taken a lease of
the Century Roof Garden, Baltimore, and will run it in conjunction
with Izzy Weingarten as a cafe
with
revue
attractions.
Ernie
Young formerly put on rsvuea
there.
Jack Mason has been engaged to put on the new revue, "The

Century

May

Follies,"

which

will

open

14.

Villani
Brothers, Western act.
have retired from the show business,
and have entered the restaurant
Dorothy Gish does probably the best work of her career as the Cuban business on an extensive seals. They
vamp in "The Bright Shawl." And with it goes a story. The part not have on© place near (he .Kcdzle
the lead, but Miss Gish wanted to play it. Those guiding the destiny of •theatre, and another down town,
the picture insisted she play the heroine, but she refused and finally had Chicago. The loop location is vailed
her way. The result is a brilliant performance, the outstanding hit of the Valentino Inn. It is a cosy up-statr
picture.
place, with Lew Kane In chat:-..

made her appearance on most

week, wearing top
coat over a uniform of coat and

left

m

\

see in fighting the institution that
is almost failure-insurance for them all, with maybe only two or three
exceptions, and these not knowing how long they will be in the lucky
position to stand out?

Y.,

down from

first

,

'

men

dresses.

The Orpheum, Kingston, N.

will close the last weak in May and
will be completely rebuilt during
the aummer,
It will be brought

The
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VAUDEVILLE

-

•

What

The girl with J. Rosamond Johnson and Co on the Loew circuit is
wearing a becoming pink Crock made with a basque and chiffon ankle
This gifted colored group are a reai contribution to the vaud*Itsge as they bring to it n« real Negro (oik musk:. The girl should
always wear pink.
.«
skirt.
•

I

i&

I

'?

Equity's declaration at its Sunday meeting of an Intent to Invade vaudevilla with the very plainly spoken sentiment evident against E. F. Aloes,
is not thought likely to extend into the Keith office in its bookings for'
vaudeville. Many Equity members have played Keith's bookings without the Keith office Inquiring into their professional status, nor is it
probable the Keith office bookers will give attention to Equity's attack
on their chief 1 connection with the names of other Equity members that
may be submitted *to them.
,
Equity speakers make so many statements in meetings fo» members that lack substantiation in fact, the remarks about Equity going
into vaudeville might have been explained by the speakers as to
how Equity can do that. It is certain Equity can exercise no jurisdiction of any kind, or character over vaudeville or vaudeville actors'
without the consent or an understanding with ,the Vaudeville Branch
The Vaudeville Branch Is controlled by Harry
of the Four A'jr.
Mountford and James W. Fitzpatrick. T,hey know more about unionism
and the A. F. of L. than. F,rank Gillmore or John Emerson or both, taking
in the Council and giving Equity three labor leaders to boot if that would
help them. And when you speak of Mountford, Savoy and Brennan'a
favorite stage *xpression, "You must come across;' fits in.
Mountford might agree to ride along with Equity on the vaudeville
proposition, bu: Monty if he does, will still keep the ball and chajn locked
right down on his "rights." Some time ago Mountford said he would be
agreeable to. leaving the Vaudeville Branch to other direction (by inference, Equity) only were he not certain that within three months after
his departure, the Vaudeville Branch would be affiliated with the N. v. A.
Who but'Mountford could have pulled that one? *

t

.And

Petite Marie Callahan with Harland Dixon at the Palace, this week,
Louis Linker, operating the Cri- wears an abbreviated costume with white black-edged ruffled bloomers
J., has leased
and a jaunty little black velvet jacket. The dashing "Sunshine Girls'" do
the Majestic, the opposition house, ,their stuff with the precision and^ accuracy of a well trained regiment,
in the same town for seven years.
and the grace of flying birds. They first appear in saucy little buff chifThe Criterion will continue with fon knee dresses with stockings and floppy hats to match. They do the
vaudeville with the Majestic play- finale in pinkish lavender ruffled trunks with
gold lace jackets.
ing straight pictures.
In her delicate pink ballet dress the lovely Vadie floats and whirls about
the stage like a falling fluttering apple blossom, the melancholy Gygi beThe recent golf tourney at the ing the sturdy, sombre tree. The young women of her company, in their
^
Round View Golf Club, Great Neck, diaphanous drapery, combine healthy vigor with delicious grace.
Ottie Ardine makes her stolidly dumb answers to the lively questions
L. I., between the Shamrocks and
the Thistles, found the former vic- of George McKay, garbed in flaming orange trimmed with monkey fur
torious, represented by A. J. and and completed by a black picture hat. For her dance she wears an ankle
Francis X. Hennessy, vaudeville length black and silver gown, neither being particularly distinctive
except for color.
bagpipers.

chauffeur

.

complished* just in time.

"

terion, Bridgeton, N.

Broadway

,

1

Baker, Dover, N.

Tom,

3,

•

'

While the ticket-scalping, subject to argument pio and cor... Isn't
Cente getting much animated attention, the cut-rates, which have* never done
anything but help, are menaced. The cut-rates aren't even debatable.
tl

*©

,

I

,

i
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SUBSCRIPTION:
Annual
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Thursday,

CUT RATES, SCALPERS, PRODUCERS, PUBLIC

KIETY

I

the cafe, says that the girl came in
his office seeking a lost Scarf "find
that he opened his safe to get it foe
her.
He found the scarf wrapped
around a revolver, which was dis-

charged when he was unwroppiof
it.
Police are wondering how the.
scarf got into the safe, and how it
came to be wrapped around a load*
ed revolver.

A bombshell was thrown

Into the

circles of Troy last wtek
four prohibition agents from
Washington seised the old St oil
brewery and locked it Up. claiming
that it was making 4 per cent. beer.
Before the effect of the explosioHi
had been fully felt in Troy, Agent
Murphy, at the head of the H\ing
squad, tossed another bomb into
Silvia Chaulsea, dancer
at the prohibition circles of the capital
Moulin RouSjt Cafe, Chicago, is nl district by saving that the "m >'"
St,
Luke'S Hospitiil, in that <ity, office at Albany 'had plenty of "P"
from a severs bullet portunitles to arrest the now
suffer ins;
heel
wound. Nick SebaMian, manager ot
(Continue don page 47^

liquor
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CUT RATES REMAIN BECAUSE OF
LEE SHUBERT'S THREAT TO RESIGN

•

11

CLASSICS IN COLOR FOR

Ethiopian

—Motion

P.

in

Centralized Ticket J. P: SOUSA
to Abolish Cut
AMOUNT

of

M. A.

Rates Laid on Table

Development
xia.nixera'
Manas i

of

Producing The

the

Association's plans
of a central ticket

agency came to
the

failed,

ft

halt

managers

last

irf

although

was made

a

to Interest

ard Montgomery-Ward
tgomery
Announcements to these big

Harvestep

week Co.

meeting concerns

That
failed to agree on cut rates.
the determination to attempt the
a
such
hit
would
central oitfee idea
snag was apparent at the P. M. A.
been
has
meeting two week* ago. It
Intimated this week that unless cut
rates ar.> eliminated the managerial
ticket project may never be con-

fact
for

called attention to the
that tickets could be secured

"Blossom Time" at tho (ire: t
Northern at "cut rates." Miss Curley was permitted to turn back the
tickets not sold.

I

the table for cided to try it at the Playhouse, in
rates was laid -on
further consideration.
which the Shuberts have an interA defense of the cut rates was est of 25 per cent, of the profits.
made and the value of that kind of The cut -rates for "Peter and
ticket distribution was pointed out Paida" were to $1.76. down stairs,
as valuable at certain phases of a ^1.25 and 85 cents in balcony.
Member
run for certain houses.
managers of Independent houses
their opinion the
stated that in
SALL1E
growth of bargain tickets had reduced the balcony sales at the box
nothing. The Motion for Alimony Denied Suit
virtually
to
office
Involves Schwartz
opinion was expressed that without
of
trade would
class
that
cut rates
be forced to purchase from the box
Sallie Long (Tuey) last In White's

LONG LOSES

offices.

who is chairman of
ticket office committee,
in
favor of cut rate
is strongly
tickets, both those sold in the pubLee Shubert.

"Scandals" was denied her motion
for temporary alimony and counsel
fees pending her contest for a legal

separation from Leo Dovette Tuey.
Justice O'Malley in the New York
Supreme Court in denying the motion opined the 'plaintiff has not
shown reasonable probability of success on the trial of the motion." She
had been Jiving apart from, her
husband for three years, he having
houses lighted.
Tke deadlock in opinion has an taken care of their two children.
angle in the preparation of the Her prayer for a legal separation
central ticket plan, as it has pro- was based on the grounds of abangressed to date. Joe Leblang, who donment and non-support.
Tuey a short time previously filed
proposed the central office plan,
and who
smoothed many a $100,000 alienation of affections
has
kinks, is head of the Public Service suit against Jean Schwartz, the
agency. Leblang has always main- popular song composer, basing his
tained his agency has been of action
on an alleged raid on
value to Broadway and that the Schwartz' apartment.
The song
economics of producing necessitates writer has answered denying the
bargain
tickets
aid
of the occurrence of the raid, introducing
in
weaker attractions, also in prolong- plans of his apartment that vary
ing runs.
There is no doubt that with the alleged description of the
a number of managers agree with place by Tuey's witnesses.
Leblang, and the matter of cut
rates appears to be evenly divided
pro and con. If the P. M. A. legisIN
lates against cut rates it is as-

service agencies (Leblang) and
The Shuberts,
"two for ones."
with more theatres under their direction than any other member,
contend that cut rates are the, only
solution in keeping some of their

•

BURKE

sumed

that Leblang will withdraw
from the central agency project.

Singer

Chicago, May 2.
The violation of the agreement
•f Chicago theatre managers not
_to engage in "cut-rate tickets" by
the Great Northern theatre is attributed to the Shubert office in
New York and not to J. J. Garrity,
Chicago representative of the firm.
The fact that the "treason" was unsuccessful has lessened the feeling
against the Shuberts, but other
managers are now taking the position that the understanding reached
at the meeting some time ago is ho

Tom

longer

binding.

The managers

met

and agreed
that there should be no cut-rate
prices. Garrity spoke for the Shuberts and had a wire from the NewYork office refusing to do business

with cut-raters, making it
Plain the "two for one" idea was
repugnant to them.
The Shuberts are shrewd in theatre handling and it is now be-

Show
notice
leave

Leaving

— Brought

Stunt,

The

first

Actor

—49 Years

Denverites

Harlem

colored dramatic pres-

In an

entation on Broadway will be made
at the Frazee next week, when the

Interview

Tells

Old

Denver, May 2.
here last week

Fred Stone d^iared that since his
conversion and voluntary entrance
"Ethiopian Art Theatre" will ofTer into the Methodist church he does
268 Playing Dates in 31st
"Salome." The organization is also all his work on the stage "for the
Season, Besides
En- billed as the "first international glory of God."
Referring to his conversion, Stone
theatre" and is under white mangagements Opens July 21
agement. Raymond O'Neil having said:
"I am now a Christian, and I'm
charge of the direction. Last week,
The guarantees already received when ^he attraction played the La- proud of it. I didn't join the church
for the coming tour of John Philip fayette, in the colored section of as a press agent stunt or anything
Sousa and Band gross $412,000, ex- Harlem, it was known as the Col- like it. I was, and am, in earnest
about tho whole thing.
clusive of. the larger cities, where ored Folk Theatre.
"Up to the time I was converted, a
The show was booked for the Arthe band rents an armory or audifew months ago, I never looked inlington,
Boston,
where
it
was
torium and plays for the gross replanned to charge $5 top because side of a Bible. Now I read it every
ceipts.
Salome" has never been permitted day, and I want to say that I enjoy
This is a record for a travelling
I get not only
attraction, the nearest approach be- there, either in dramatic or operatic every word I read.
right
ing the concert tours of Olga Pe- form. So much opposition was reg- Instruction but help, and. the
entertainment
istered
kind
of
out of the
by
church
authorities
the
trova and Paderewski, both considerably less than the Sousa fig- booking was cancelled, although the good Book.
company announces a repertory of
"It has changed my life in 6ne
ures.
Sousa's Band will open July 21 "Comedy of Errors," a la Jazz; important respect. I now do all my
'liveryman,"
in
on the stage for the glory of
wjork
a
cabaret;
Moand close March 8 on the 31st anNegotiations now on Here's "Follies of Scapin"; "George" God. I am 49 years of age, and made
nual tour.
and
"The
may take the band to England in The scale Taming of the Shrew." up my mind that the time had come
at the Frazee will be when I must "begin to think seriMarch to remain until July, return$2.50 top. The house is being guar, ously of my spiritual welfare.
I
ing to the States for four months.
anteed.
have & wife and three daughters.
This would mean 16 consecutive
The Syndicate Attractions Cir- They have a right to a father who
months of bookings or the largest cuit, Inc.,
is advertised as presentthinks of something besides material
ever arranged for the musicians by ing
the Colored Art Theatre, to be things.
Harry Askln.
one of the attractions for the pro"Since I Joined the church I have
The guarantees totaling $412,000 posed colored circuit
next season. been visited, via the stage door, by
are for 268 playing dates of two It is hoped to
have a string of 30 many ministers. All Joined In assurdaily.
performances
houses.
The company played six ing me that I have ft clean show,
weeks at the Avenue, Chicago, and and that they believe I am doing
gave one performance In the Loop right in remaining on the stage,
EQUITY OFF G.
S.
at the Olympic. It also played the while
professing Christianity.
I
Howard. Washington, and recently have received hundreds of letters, so
Won't
Arbitrate
Contract Not repeated for a week. Both there and many that some haven't even been
Equity's FormChicago critics accorded the col- opened yet. Only a few take the
v
ored effort considerable commenda- narrow-minded view that I ought to
The Gallagher and Shean contro- tion.
get off the stage, now that I am a
versy is as far from settlement as
The Oscar Wilde version of "Sa- professing Christian.
ever, since reference to the mana- lome" in one long act will be given.
"To sum up, I am mighty glad that
gers resulted in a unanimous de- Evelyn Preer, in the lead, is reputed I have taken the step.
I expect to
cision in favor of Flo Ziegfeld, while an exceptional actress, and also serve God
as an actor, and to serve
on the team applying to Equity to passes for white across the foot- him with all the enthusiasm I have
arbitrate the run of the play ("Fol- lights. As a curtain raiser a play- alwavR tried to put into my work
lies") contract for tfiem, that organ- let by Willis Richardson, "The Chip behind
the footlights.".
ization turned them down, refusing Woman's Fortune," will be given.
Stone expressed profound concern
to in any way consider the matter. The short play has a dramatic be- over the fact that many professional
It gave as the reason that Gallagher ginning and a comic finale.
people are walking Broadway, in
and Shean in making the contract,
New York, seeking engagements.
had not insisted upon getting an
Leftwich Wrote Balcony Travesty
Equity standard form, this in itself
The version of the balcony scene
LARRIMORE'S PLAT
being a breach of Equity rules, from "Romeo and Juliet." as played
which disqualified the team for any at the Friars Club April 25 by
Cleveland, O., May 2.
hope of action in their behalf by George M.« Cohan and Charlotte
The new play for Francine Larthe organization.
Greenwood, was written by Alex- rlmore. ''The White Way," under
If the matter cannot be settled ander Leftwich, general stage di- the management of Sam H. Harris,
by mutual agreement it will prob- rector for the Frohmans. He also will be played, next week hete at
ably go to the court for adjudica- directed the playlet and conducted the Ohio by the Robert McLoughlin
tion.
the orchestra for the presentation.
stock.
The final disposition of the case
means a financial difference to Gallagher and Shean. Their contract
with Ziegfeld calls for $1,500 per
week. If they can gain their release George White and Charles Dillingham are ready to star them in
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The Playhouse put out cut-rate

tickets also for "Peter, and Paula"
for
Mondays, Tuesdays and
summated.
Wednesdays, but as that house is
The di>cusslon last week is said owned by Lester Bryant, who is
:
to have been long and fiery. A mo
not in the managerial combine, it
tion to dispense with cut rates was was not looked upon as a violation
have been acfia'.ly of
to
reported
managerial
the
agreement.
mme - Bryant is making aHout" $1,000 a
passed. The matter was
»
however, and week with "Up the Ladder" at the
diately opened up,
after Lee Shubert had threatened Shubert-Ceniral by using cut -rates
the resolution on cut tickets almost exclusively. He deto resign,

-

at
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per-

the Wcstern Electric. International
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forf sistent effort
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WEEK ON BROADWAY
Frazee

May Cause Abandonment

FRED STONE PLAYING

CONCERT

Winter Garden
Over by Morris

Burke, the singer, has given
to the Shuberts and will

"The Dancing Girl" at the
Winter Garden next week.
His future plans include a conweeks
Bran-

cert tour next season of 35
under the direction of Andrew
nigan. with a light musical
in prospect to follow.

piece

Burke was imported over here
some seasons ago by William Morfor a tour, but had an unfortunate opening on a Sunday night

ris

Hippodrome. New York. His
success at the Winter Garden 'has
been decisive, and he is reported
to receive $^00 weekly in the pro-

at the

duction.

AUTHORESS AND PRODUCER
"The Apache," a new play by
Josephine Turck Baker, will Op n
May 7 afe»the Punch and Judy theatre. New York.
Mrs. Baker, who
If the editress of the 'Correct Kngis
also
the producer
Magazine."
Ilfth

J

FRANdNE

CORNERED FRIENDSHIP RIFT

3

a new show and pay them

$2,500

weekly, under a contract already
signed by all of the parties.

JUDGE DOURAS REAPPOINTED
Judge Bernard

J.

Douras was

re-

appointed a magistrate this week
for a term of 10. years by Mayor
Hylan. His reappointment had been
asked for by every political party in
the Bronx, where the judge is considered bigger than the subway.
Judge Douras, who has been very
considerate of any show people
brought before him during his term
of office, often having gone out of
his way to oblige them, is the father
of the Davies girls (Reine. Marion,
Ethel and Rose).

•SIX-CYLINDER LOVE" CLOSES
Doslon, May 2.
"Six Cylinder Love" will cl"se
Saturday after a month's engagement at the Tremont. The attraction
has played 98 consecutive
weeks, including a 53-week run on
Broadway. Business here has been
excellent, but the leads are withdrawing and the management decided to end the run. Ernest Truex
going into pictures and June
is

AMONG

SYNDICATE'S PARTNERS

Ziegfeld Contemplates Complaining Against Dillingham to P. M. A* Gallagher and Shean and

—

George White Concerned in
There

la

a

rift

in

the

friendship between two of

of

lute

the.

It

the George White "Scandal*" will
at the Globe, New York, for
a summer run June 10 replacing
"Jack and JIM." Dillingham, it is
r
backing the
hite
believed,
Is
venture and that is the reason for
Ziegfeld bringing charges against
both of them before the P. M. A.

mem- open

bers of the three cornered business
combination that comprises A. L.
Erlanger, Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., and
Charles Dillingham. The latter two
are at daggers points over the Gallagher and Shean matter. The situation has developed to such an
extent that Ziegfeld has brought
charges before the Producing Managers Assn. against both Dillingham
and (Jeorge White who are fellow-

mem here,

W

(Jallagher and Shean maintain
that their contract With Ziegfeld
nnder the regular Equity clause
terminate* on June 1, but that they
will work an additional day for the
"Folliea" management and
finish
with the week ending Saturday,

Ziegfeld, according to those on
the inside for the scrap, charges
that Dillingham and White have

June 2.
That wotdd give the team but one
week with the White show prior to
lieved that the participation in the
broken a gentleman's agreement the New York opening in the event
greoment was but to hold the field
supposed to be in existence between that they are permitted to leave the
open for them to dash in ad- of the piece.
tho members of the P. M. A. under Ziegfeld management.
The 'Sally" show of Ziegfeldvantageously. They thought they
which no member is to try to entice
will
sail
for
Europe
Walker
May
7.
TownsThe cast includes Barry
saw a chance with the removal of ley. Marie Bonsai and Jean Deiftaway any artist under contract to loses its season at the Davidson,
'Blossom Time" from the Apollo to cruz; director, Will Gregory.
another member. That is the plaint Milwaukee. May 19. Walter Catlett
COLLIER IN 'JACK AND JILL" Ziegfeld is bringing before the and Leon Errol will be available In
the Great Northern.
It was :*«ranged for Katherine Curley to
Willie Collier may go .into ''Jack board of directors of the P. M. A. New York by June 1 in the event
buy the entire house for Mond.- y KITTY GORDON IN UNIT SHOW and Jill" at the Globe, New York, at their next meeting.
(Jallagher and Shean do walk out of
md Tuesday nights for the summer Joseph M. (!ait*»« is going to put playing opposite Lew Fields. That Ziegfeld would not Btute definitely the present "Follies." Marilyn Milind dispose of the tickets as she on "(.Jive Me a Thrill." his former
tiic report earlier in the wrrk,
I.
Angeles direct
bringing the charges ler :- tit h
trnt he
?
•ftW proper. She had headquartus Shubert vaudeville Unit show, to when Collier returned to New York against his own business part er from .Milwaukee to do a picture
at the office of- the Gerson-Mc- star Kitty
rest
westshort
stated
with
husband,
Jaek
after
taking
a
at
a
he
her
his
was
Pickford.
and
associate,
but
Gordon, with an early
Cutoheon advertising agency. (Bam Opening promised
going to take whatever steps weie a report is the Louis A. Werba at*
He has en traced ern 'springe,
Gerson is the Chicago press repre- Bob ('apron and Margery Sweet.
perpossible
"Adrienne"
would
enters
to
come
Collier
the
in
traction
Whether
necessary
everyway
sentative of the Shuberts.)
She both of whom recently closed with formance is up to him, it was said, protect the contract that he has into the house for the summer In
would sell main floor tickets f or 'Take it from Me." as part ot IfiSfl with the Comedian saying he first with Gallagher and Baean,
the event that the current "Follies"
S-25 and balcony tickets for $1.50. Gordon's supporting cast.
According to the present plana dropped off.
wanted to look over the show.
•
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SPORT HERMAN STILL KEEPS UP

WINCHELL SMITH INCORPORATED;

NEW THEATRE AND PRODUCTIONS

AGGRESSIVE CUT RATE CAMPAIGN

i

Capital

Smith's Plays, Past, Present

—

»

—Concern

of $350,000

to

Down on Ritz Agency Kicks in
Young's Glass Door More Suits Filed Agencies Get Injunction Against Sport Herman

Again Swoops

Handle All of

and Future

—Build-

ing Grain Elevator in Farmington, Conn.

—

—

,

Hartford, Conn. May 2.
Plans for the erection of a large
theatre in New York City And a

DILLINGHAM MISSED HIM

$100,000 grain elevator In Farmington, Conn., probably to be followed

by the acquisition or erection

Chicago, May 2.
Sport Herman, whose rampages
agaiubt
ticket
speculation
have
brought him much notoriety in Chicago newspapers recently, has led
the Chicage "Tribune," (which does
'CLOTHES'
Grand, Malone, N. Y., Would
not generally go out of its way to.
Headlining on the Pantaget Circuit
Not Stand for "Tanpraise or punish a theatre man*'
Ned Norton and Co. of seven people has been acknowledged by all
ager) to play- up Hermanns esca-'
gerine"
$2.50
at
critics to be a real headliner.
Will
pades on the front page.
*
When
be In San Francrsco week of May 13
anyone t crosses his path Herman
and back in New York by the end
Malone, N. Y., May 2.
not
does
hesitate
to
use
his
brute
of July.
The, Grand, here took an unex- strength in whipping him. Not very
P. S.— Who is the guy Van Hovep?
pected action when it refunded 50 long ago, Manager Smith of 'The
Direction
Rear Car" was thrown out of the
HARRY KRIVIT A TOM POWELL cents each to patrons of "Tange- Cort theatre because he
differed
rine" that had come in at $2.50.
with Herman as to the wisdom of
Advertising the thow and scale,
certain policies in connection with
the house management later learned
the stay of the company he rranMUSICALS;
just before t»he performance that
'"""^
aged at that theatre.
the show had played YVatertown,
After his first tantrum
thf> Kits

RE MAKES REFUND

CANTOR WITH ZIEGFELD:

INCREASED SCALE

j

Signs

of

Contract

—

for

Three

SUMMER

THREE DUE

P. M. A.
Friday

Meeting

for

Election

.mp.rUnt_Ch.-«"

fore then.. CJeorge White started
with] his new "Scandals"' Tuesday
and expects to open out of town
May 28. The show will remain
out two weeks, then enters at the

The Producing Managers' Assoelation will hold its annual meeting
Friday at which time the election
of officers and directors will be held.

There is no reported prospective
change in the executive list of the
Sam H. Harris is
organization.
president; George II. Broadhurst,
vice-president; L. Lawrence Weber.
secretary; and Benjamin F. Roeder,
treasurer. The directors are W. A.
Brady, George Broadhurst, John
Golden, Sam H. Harris, William
Harris, Jr., Wjnthrop Anus. Arthur
"Hopkinn,
Benjamin
F.
Boeder,
Henry W. Savage, Edgar Selwyn, L.
Ijawrence Weber and A. H. Woods.
Augustus Thomas will continue as
Ihe executive director of the association.
His is an appointive office,
and when he was invited to the

was

post last season, the assignment
for three years.

WILKES TRYING OUT PLAYS
Denver,

Tom

2

Wilkes, owner of the Wilkes
lessee of the

Company and
Donlum Theatre of
Players

May

this

•

ity,

is

planning to try out plays In D< nvfr
"A Man Of Action," by Finest
This
Wilkes, is to be the fust.
play lately was released for the
Wilkes will show it here,
Screen.
Ihe
f\nd, if successful, send it on
road.

No date
tor

is

as

the premiere*

yet

forthC<

'Scandals" will reach the
boafds in less than a month, according to present plans, although
attractions of the kind usually consume five and six weeks in prepGlobe.

L,.

|

j

j

at

it

lander, who owns the Brnie Young
office
Herman has again
also,
eleaned up the Ritz ome«\
He
kicked in the front Window and
tore all tickets out of the rack. It
is said he resented a s:gn put out
by the office reading:
Save forty per cent, on theatre

a bonus at the dinner, the

Shubert

Lawrence Weber and Frank

Relcher -will produce at the MaBrooklyn, next week a new
play by Robert McLaughlin, "Fires
of Spring."
It was
tried out In
Cleveland) and deals with the r«.
juvenation of a, famous actress living her life over again.
This aetrevs ft said to be a fictional
Sarah
Bernhardt, 'which
character will be played by Joeephlpe Victor. Her support includes
Albert Binning, A. <J. Andrews,
Edward Emery. Herbert Yost, Dorothy Dinsrrlore (lately with Fritz

ton.

CHANGED PEOPLE IN PRIDE"
'

After playing on the road for two
weeks, Oliver Moroscc* brought his
new HiOW, "Pride," into New York,
to open at the Morosco Wednesday
last)

night.

the Cort The?tro, from

their places of business.
ticket agencies have agreed

These

never to handle or have anything to
do with tickets for any attraction
playing

the

Cort

Theatre.

This

latter action is important, especially in connection with highbrow

attractions like "R. U. R," which
depends for patronage largely on
tickets disposed of through brokers.
The theatre name has also been
taken off of all ticket agency

boards.

bid Union

tire

rt)R FINE

x>T

irrrtTesting

made by Joseph Pile, genera] manager of McBride's, he having been
with the agency fo» 15 years. McBride, Sr., will be 76 next month.
He started in business by. conduct-

GREAT NECK TRY-OUT

—

Aarons and Duck Managing Within
Trucking Distance of New York

ARTS

Newspaper Man Leases Theatre

in

The Great Neck, L. I., theatre,
which is three-quarters completed
and which will open this summer,
will be under the management of
Alfred E. Aarons and George Albert
Duck. The latter controls the town's

Boston
Boston,

May

2.

George Holland, a Boston news-

paperman who has had some ex-

perience in theatricals, has leased
the Fine Arts theatre, located in only theatre to date, a 400-seat picthe same building with Loews State ture houpe.
The policy of the new house which
theatre uptown, for five years, acWill scat. 1,100 will be one night
cording to local announcement.
try outs for productions, with picIt is understood that Holland is
tures at other times.
to use the house to play dramas and
Great Neck
musicals, not stock, at a $1 top for is within trucking distance of New
evening performances and '") cents York and productions hooked later
u.r the matinees,
to appear In stands on the Pennsyl*
it is planned to
have four matinees n week, Thr vania or N.Y., N H. ft H. lines can
be loaded without being brought
house seats about (SO
While it is not stated officially back to the city. It is understood
Is believed that
It
Holland agreed
entations will also play in
to pay $16,000 for the house for 40 'other Long Island one nighters.
weeks, starting In September. His
company will be pi iked with an
eye to youth and all conn< •?>.] with CARRILLO'S "KUNNEL BLAKE"
"Kunnel Blake" the first producthe venture will be on tiv. snf<
tion of the newly formed Alfred A.
of 40.
Aarons, In<\, will debut out of town
at Atlantic City June 11, with Leo
SHUBERTS
GET
j

•

•

<

t

•

manager,

The bonus checks were especially prepared and resembled the
form of stock certificates, although
printed in gold.
The presentation of the cup was

PLAN

:

8pqjVT nBully-) Herman,

to prevent

to $500.

ing the newsstand in
Square Hotel.

Tyson, United Tick/* 0f.
Jack Horwita ^,,cr Vat erf all

flees,

in

There wo. several
changes in the cast, Fred Tidden replacing Herman Lieb, Leon cordon
has the Hal Van Rensselaer part
Krelsler)
and Millie Butterfleld. and Martha Leffler is In Dorothy
Gertrude Atherton's latest novel. Slater's place. The remainder are
Black,
Oxen,'*
has a somewhat Julie* Day r starred), Hilda Sjiong,
similar thrme.
Camilla Dalberg, Robert Fisher,
MAY
OLYMBIC
William Ostcn, H.igene Redding.
Chicago. May 2.
Herbert Belmore, Beach Cook, Fred
$50,000 SMALL REWARD
When
•Hurricane''
-Mai tell, Jane Hope, Marie "Taller,
finishes at the
Toronto, May 2.
Olympic a week from Saturday, jt
Edeline Bodan, Kenneth D;>na.
Two rewards are offered in the
now looms up that the BbuhertS
Ambrose J. Small disappearance.
will gain control of the Randolph
"YOU MUST COME OVER*'
One is for $50,000 through locating
street house for the new season.,
The Four Marx Brothers will
Small alive on information received,
Suggestion
that
the
Olympic
and the other js $15,000 for in- head Pheiiy's first summer revue, would cater to burlesque Beat seaformation leading to the Where- aimed for the Walnut Street the- son has been frequently made,
but
atre, May 29. Will and Torn John- Considerable
a bouts of his body if dead.
opposition has been
The' offer revokes all previous re- "tone nre writing th»» »how, which l»nt to the >>uri«'«fp;o
contract* by
wards offered in the Small matter, is being produced by Joseph M. the owners of the building. It
is
it
:aitcs and J. M. Buery.
any Information be
requests
The at- kn..wn the Shuberts have iar.de
wired to S. J. Dickson, chief con- traction may be called, "You Mu
overtures for the Olympic, Intendstable, Toronto, Canada.
Come Over." Galtes favors four- ing if they gain control of it, to
The pre s. nt offer pt rewards word title?, they having been lucky properly remodel muk for the unit
holds good until March ?o. if>24. for him with his "Take It from Mr," vaudeville shows next
season, and
was last ^»«n in Toronto and "Up in the Clouds.' Both th^ later booking low scah priced muft ma 11
2, 1019.
er showt vnr\,- ->
fohnsronen, h
atti ..- '•
•

—

out by

total

excess of $10,000.
There are 69 employees in the various McBride branches, the lowest
bo'nus being $25 and applying to
those recently joining thO Agency,
while the amounts ranged upward

musical

'

—A

New York Idea Get
here for theatres."
sign
did
not name any theThe 50th anniversary of McB/ide's
atre, but Herman thought it his
ti'-kct agency was celebrated Tuesduty
to
tear
it down and clean *JP
day evening*, when a dinner was
After he was through
given at the Hotel Astor. Thomas the place.
McBride, who established the at the Ritz he walked over to the
J.
Young
office
and proceed* d to kick
.agency and who is the father of
John and William McBride, the in the glass floor there.
Morg
suits
for
damages have been*
managers of the agency, was presented "with a gold cup by the em-. entered against Herman.
An
injunction
has been taken
ployees.
Each employee was given
tickets
tickets

The

amount being

The two new

ticket office the establish'
sold to William Fried-

ment was

Dinner, Present and Bonuses in Cet
cbration

"Adrienne"' will be the first of
the new musicals to debut, the
Louis Werba attraction being carded for opening h\ Philadelphia
May 14. It will be parked at the
Cohan and may arrive ahead of
"Scandals."
Werbas
"Barnum
Was. Right" will move from the
Fraz^e to the Cohan Monday, remaining there until "Adi-jenne" is
ready to come in._
"Helen of Troy, N. T., M the LcMaire & Jessel musical also started
rehearsals this week.
A Broadway house has not been definitely
assigned it.
Casting of the summer Winter Garden show is progressing.
will
It
be ".Spice of
1023" and wiil follow Al Jolbon
sometime in June.
Earl Carroll is readying a revue
for his theatre and incorporated
the venture for $200,000 this week.

productions, now playing out of
town, have the prospect of locating in either of three theatres:
Shubert, 44th Street and Astor.
The shows are "Jp the Moonlight"
and "Bal Tabarin,
both well reported from Atlantic City, their
opening point. The latter is there
this WtelC, with tafOOfillght" playing the current term at Washing-

jestio,

I

M

The

top.-

$2

cut-rate
would have to

play here at the same price, refunding the difference of 50 cents
to all of those who had purchased
the $2.50 tickets up to that time

1

i

Plattsburg,

Grand declared

aration.

1

BERNHARDT DRAMATIZED

J

also

VcBRlDE'S FOR 50 YEARS
Production of the summer musiThree are
cals is being speeded.
due early in June and a couple be-

Broadway.

— No

JUNE

"Bal Tabarin"

Wines and Beer," now at the Selwyn, is holding down the real drawing power- of the piece. When the
transfer of the attraction was made
from the Woods to the Selwyn,
there was some talk of the title being changed to "The Good Old
Days," but it was finally decided
to further test the existing title.
Despite unlimited laughs and apparently big approval, the comedy
cannot get started toward consistent big business. It's, another
one of the mysterious angles which
are unsolvable. this season offering
reasons why a play popular with
th:se who attend cannot reap the
harvest of word-to-mouth advertising.
Sunday night dropped to
around $1,600, and with the Thursday matinee now omitted at the
Selwyn, there appears to be slim
chance for the comedy doing better
than last week, when a gross :-i
the neighborhood of $9,000 was
checked.
Under a new title the sharp observers claim it will be a rare-fire
hit
for
the
Woods office* ©n

ANNUAL

IN

"Scandals," "Adrienne" Garden Show, "Moonlight,"

W

The location of the New York
theatre has not been decided, but
Land
its construction is assured.
for the proposed grain elevator already* has been acquired by the corporation.
Because of the success attained
by some of Mr. Smith's plays in
London, the incorporation papers
grant to the corporation the right
to produce plays "in all parts of
the world."
Mr. Howard said that the venture
Is a purely private one. No stock
will be offered for public sale. He
said the authorized capital amounts
to $350,000 and every penny of this
has been subscribed.
In addition to other rights the
corporation will have the power to
produce motion pictures, but Mr.
Howard stated that film production
Is "not the primary purpose of the
corporation."
Film rights f r the
production of Mr. Smith's plays will
be under control of the corporation.

NORTON

NED

Years Opening in Muthroughout the country,
sical Piece
have been announced by Lawrence
A. Howard, one of the IncorporaKddie Cantor has entered into a
tors of Winchell Smith, Inc., of
Farmington, Mr. Smith's home. The contract for three years, to be
starred
by Flo Ziegfeld.
Cantor's
new corporation, named for the first engagement
under the Ziegfeld
noted playwright, has been formed
agreement
will be for three weeks
for the production of plays, proin "The Follies," opening June 4,
motion of theatrical real estate and immediately
after
Will
Rogers
operation of an extensive grain
leaves that show. In the fall Canbusiness.
tor is to be the Ziegfeld star of a
The corporation with capital new musical play with
a story. His
stock of $350,000, all privately sub- terms are
understood to be 10 per
theatrical
the
operate
scribed, will
cent, of the gi'oss with a weekly
enterprises and grain business of
guarantee.
Winchell Smith, and tl.3 two will
Charles Dillingham had been nebe conducted for the benefit cf each gotiating for Cantor for some time,
other. Papers of incorporation have reports
have said. It is also rebeen filed in the Capitol in Hartford. ported Dillingham was just 24 hours
The officers are: President and behind Ziegfeld in making an offer
treasurer, Winchell Smith; secre- Cantor would
have accepted.
tary, Arthur W. Hall of Farmington.
Next season Cantor will, in assoThe incorporators are Mr. Howard, ciation with Frank Fay, produce a
Acting United States Attorney Allan play Fay will star in.
K. Smith and Austin L». Barney.
The corporation will be in charge
of all plays now owned or being
TITLE HURTING PLAY
produced by Mr. Smith and the playwright's future plays will be pro'Light
ines and Beer'' Talked Of
duced through its office. Mr. Hoin Chicago
ward stated that the matter of accepting for production manuscripts
Chicago, May 2.
of plays by other authors will bo
Sharp observers are claiming the
considered at a later date.
iitle of A. H. Woods' play, "Light
theatres

(

i

.-.]

Carrlllo starred.
Booth Tarkington
wrote the play which was originally
accepted for production by William
Harris, Jr., and announced by him
lost season.

Hards

Ira

which
v.

la

Will

due for

stage "Blake"
rehearsals next

r.

FOR NEXT SEASON
Thr Henry W. Savage

oflfh

noun. - for next season, two productions of "The Clinging Vine," as
well as "Minnie arfd Me* With Mitzl,
and the revival Of "The Merry
"Widow." Three new musical shows
will be tried out alro.
Mr. Savage
ha« the rlghtl to a foreign operetta,
which b< may produce.
•

Thursday,

May

3,

LEGITIMATE

1923

NEARLY ALL BROADWAY SHOWS
ARE NOW IN THE CUT RATES

13

WINTHROP AMES' SHOW PRESS AGENTS'

Cabinet*'

'•Boule

City

May

—

21

at

Them*—Managers Are MARRIED 20 YEARS;
Gambling on Continuance of April's Cool Wea- SUING FOR SEPARATION

ther. Through

—Salary Cutting Started

May

Broadway la gambling on the Theatre, booked in for two weeks
weather, hoping for a continuance prior to sailing home.
Next week "How Come" will
through May of April's cool temperatures, and the, expectation this Jeave the Apollo, the colored show
month will supply some measure or being unable to draw enough to
beyond the rent period. break even. "The Dancing Girl has
profits
Though for bookkeeping purposes one Week more at the Winter
rents have been charged off by now Garden and will be followed by Al
are some Jolson for a second engagement in
in most houses, there
which are virtually on a 52-week "Bombo."
)>
The summer musical allignment
basis.
The low gross attractions are has "In the Moonlight" for the
chancing an upward flurry, and* a Astor. "Scandals" for the Globe and
number drawing losingT>usiness are "Adrlenne" at the Cohan; "Bal
countering with salary cutting. The Tabafin" is a possibility for the
though
mentioned
for
general business trend in New York Century
has been downward dating from Broadway. The schedules call for
\vhi:h
alBirthday.
the
musicals
arriving
June.
in
Washington's
"Blossom Time" again topped the
ways has been the turning point of
There, were four big subway circuit list, getting $17,000
the season.
months, starting In November and* at the Broad Street, Newark; "The
ending in February, the boom al- Perfect Fool" a'so got real money,
most equalling- the post-war sea- grossing aimost as much at the
week's business was Majestic, Brooklyn; nearby at the
I^ast
son.
dented by the hard rain of Satur- Montauk. "The First Thrill." a new
day night, and two weeks" notice show, got less than $4,000; "Partto close. may attain for no Ie«* than ners Again" was figured to draw
a dozen attractions at the end of big money at Teller"! but the first
this week in spite of the favorable of- its two week engagement there
weather break.
hardly hit $9,000; "It is the Law"
Saturday will see the withdrawal grossed $5,600 at the Bronx Opera
"KHti" House.
of Broadway's run leaders
stops at the Belasco for the season
Everything In Cut Rates
with a two-season span and 75
With 34 of the 48 shows current
consecutive weeks todts credit It
was the dramatic sensation of last on Broadway available in the cut
season and held its pace with the rate 'office one might well say that
leaders virtually all of this season. "everything on Broadway' can be
Among the Belasco productions only had at bargain prices. At the same
Diggers"
exceeded time the number of buys in the
Gold
"The
advance
agencies
has
"Klki'a" stay, the former running regular
90 weeks, perhaps accounted for by dropped to 19 in number, which the
brokers say is still nine too many
its premiere earlier in the season.
"Chauve Souris," the attraction for this season of the year. A
imported by Comstock & Gest for couple of buys will be lopped off
a limited engagement in the middle this Saturday with the closing of
of last season, also closes Saturday "Kikl" and "If Winter Comes."
The cut rate market is having a
after accomplishing C5 weeks.
It
established the most unique record record number of shows to sell.
Heretofore,
the greatest number of
of the kind by playing at $5 top
admission for over a year. It has attractions it ever had or expected
was
about
28.
The sign boards that
been a great financial success ana
created a Russian craze that it was Indicate the shows on sale have but
able to maintain without opposition, that number of openings and never
paving the way for the astonishing prior to the last two weeks have
Broadway presentation of the Mos- they ever been known to have an
overflow of shows that necessitated
cow Art Theatre.
The closing of the -leaders places extra cards outside of the regular
board. There are six cards tacked
••Abie's Irish Rose'
the top of
.

.

Tit
the list in point 6f run, it now being in its 50th week at the Republic.
Ziegfeld's "Follies" is close behind and will complete 48 weeks
Saturday.
"Abie" looks set for a
summer stay, but show circles gfve
"Rain" the best chance to beat
•KikiV record. with "Seventh
Heaven." "The Fool." "Polly Preferred" and' 'Merton of the Movies"
the other contenders.

(Continued on page 36)

^

—All Road Men Invited
Evils to Be Curtailed

All the press agents of the theatBoule Cabinet" a meloby Eleanor Robson, and rical world are to be organized into
organisation.
one
That seems to
Harriet Ford wUl l>e tried out at
Atlantic City May 21. The attrac- bo the invitation implied by tho
tion will be produced by W.lnthrop Press Agents' Assn., now operative
Ames and Guthrie McClintic. The !n New York City, of which all of
Fannie Newhall Enters Allega- latter was formerly casting direc- the home office publicity promoter*
tor for Ames, but is now managing are members, by calling tho men
tions Against Husband,
on his own. A short story called usually active on the road to the
10 Years Younger
"In tho' Next Room" by Burton open meeting at the Clarldge Hotel
Stevenson is the basis of the play, Friday. May 18.
The affair is to be staged at a
the oddly named cabinet being a
David H. Landau, pouring with special bit of furniture inlaid with luncheon and all road men are in"Partners Again," was served last tortoise shell and brass.
Whether the
vited to be present.
week at the Shu bert -Teller, Brookinvitation means thaf the boys are
The cast has Mary Kennedy, Corlyn, N. Y., in a separation suit by
to be the guests of their New York
Fannie Newhall-Landau, an old delia Otis Skinner. Paul Leyssac, brethren for the eats or whether it
Beatrice Prentice, Wm. T. Clarke
time legit actress, knoWn profesis to bo a "Ditfch treat" affair has
Adrian
sionally as Eannie Newhall.
The Edwin Bellevue, Morris Antrim, not been stated. At the "open
H. Morse, Wright Kramer.
Landaus have been married 20
meeting" the road men arc going to
Charles Bray, George Riddel! and
years, the nuptials taking place in
be asked to join the New York orBruce Elmore.
Mt. Carmel, Pa., where both were
ganization with a view of estabappearing in a local stock c6mpany.
lishing an Interchange of experiAbandonment and non-support
ences as to conditions in the vaare charged. The plaintiff, through
rious towns of the country.
Samuel Sehwartsberg. claims Lan- A. E. A. DEFINES
It will mean that the house manhas
been earning $150 a week
ager, the local box office staffs, the
dau
with few lay offs, appearing in the
advertising agents, and the various
OF
road companies of "Abraham Linout-of-town pass grafters are to be
tabbed. All of the "gyps" employed
coln," "Lawful Larceny" and the
Totash and Perlmutter plays. Mrs.
along the line are to bo tipped off
Equity
Chorus
Informs
Memto
the members and a general lino
Laudau'3 motion for 465 weekly alimony and $500 counsel fee- has been
on conditions is to bo bulletined to
bers When to Play and
the members wherever they are on
adjourned till next Tuesday for
the road at stated periods.
argument by consent of both atWhen to Sign
>

CHORUS

RUN

PLAY CONTRACT

torneys.

Further allegations In the comA paragraph in a folder being sent
mention Laudau's co-habiting with Delight Howclls, formerly out by the Equity Chorus Associain burlesque, at an uptown New tion lias been endorsed by the parent
York residence as man and wife. organization and reads in part:
'If the run of the play contract'
Landau is 45 and his wife is 55.
The defendant is of Irish descent, is signed more than two months
prior
to the opening date as stated
born David H. Magee.
in the contract, you are bound to
that management from September
to June of the season for which the
contract is signed, providing the
production runs that long."
A clause in the Equity chorus. Instructions says:
"A rule has been passed that no
run of the play contract Is to be
Following Cancellation of An- Issued to chorus members unless
an official of Equity chorus Is presnounced "Equity Carnival"
ent at the signing."'
plaint

EQUITY ABANDONING

ANNUAL MET. BENEFIT

"May Party"

ACT FOR BERNARU-C0LLIER
Plena for the Bam Bernard-William collier Music Hall for nest
season, though first coupling Erlanger and Dillingham, now carry tho
It is certain
tatter's name only.
the stars will not have a new house
which was to have been built and
ready for nest season, although
Erianger holds title to a plot on
Wept 44th street* for which tho
hall was planned.
The Knickerbocker is mentioned

music

for tho Bernard and Collier revue,
but signs point to the Fulton being
Collier Is to have
used instead.
entire charge of the pro taction.
engaged is Van
the
acts
One of

and Schenck.

Only Left

Following the report the "Equity
Carnival" at the 48th street theatre

would have to be abandoned, Equity
announcing the abandonment of its
annual benefit performance, which
has beeh a yearly event at the

P.

NATL THEATRE FLOP

M. A.S

MOST DISTINCTIVE OF SEASON

*

Metropolitan opera house.
In view of the financial possibilembraced in the ticket sales,

ities

scriptions, Equity's given reasons
for omitting the show, viz: that the

SOME SHOW!

cost of assembling

Entertainment for Newspapermen,
Without Charge

and rehearsing

those concerned in the stage pre a
sentatlon, music and scenery rehearsals, and the labor attached,
render the benefit hardly worth

of $40,000 in Two
Production May Be Utilized
Did Under $6,000 Last Week at 44th Street

As You Like

Ran Up Loss

It"

Weeks—Closed,

while.

The dinner given by the King
Features Service (Hearst Syndi-

are seven closings this cate) to the American Newspaper
the
Association
at
the others being
"Elsie" Publishers*
will leave the Gaiety dark Friars' Club last Wednesday was
also,
though the house will get voted the greatest show of its
^Aren't You Ail" in two weeks; kind ever produced.
"If Winter Comes" which
Several illusions were specially
flivved
after the first week leaves the Van- built on a large scale and handled
derbilt .dark; "The Laughing Lady" by Horace Goldin with spectacular

There

week,

•

The

council is said to have disall angles and decided to
May 12 at the
give a May party
Astor Hotel.
The decision to cancel the Metropolitan benefit is causing much

cussed

peculation amongst Equity

mem-

(

bers.

BROADWAY

at the

JI0LLAND VISITS

Value* Received";

Joseph Holland, who was starred
years ago in "The Social Highway-

Longacre, which will get "For success.
The stage turns included George
"The Exile" at
which will get "Barnum M. Cohan and Charlotte Greenwood
Was Right." moving over from the in a burlesque. 'Romeo and Juliet;"
Frazee. The latter house, will offer all the Hearst comic artists in a
a colored dramatic organization in skit with Arthur West. Little Billy
'•Salome."
and James J. Corbett; an original
'The Comedian" will move to the Frenchy farce by Jack Lait with
Held. Jr.,
Belasco from the Lyceum which Gcorgie Jesscl, Anna
will
have a premiere in "The Kddie Clark and Dorothy PhilMount back." A fourth opening will lips; Clark and McCullough. Bard
be "The Apache." which will try and Pearl, Ann Pennington and
the Punch a.nd Judy.
The 48th Brooke Johns,- Gtlda Gray and
street will offer a revival of "The Hawaiian girls; Eddie Leonard in
Pave Lewis, Kitty
white
face,
Rivals" for one week.
Lavelle.
the
The current one week showing is Kelly ard EstefS
Girl"
ensemble;
Tom
"The Inspector General" taken from "Glnghnm
Burke} A.-mand Cortes and many
the Cohan,

the Yiddish,
similarly to "AnaV- l'i floor stunts.
thema" .ind equally unsu .essful. oilier rofesslon
The Russian Grand Opera company With no cast for troi priceless talent, ihe expense of the dinner
is
holding forth this week and
said 10 have approximated $20,000.
probably nexi in what is billed as
"A Night of lx>ve" rind described
r
"TO THE LADIES" CLOSED
»8 a medley of the orgaoiz »tioji s
repertory.
"To The L idies" closed for the
The initid venture of the Ameri- season in Boston last week. The
can National Theatre with "At attraction was in for four weeks
You Like It" was a distinct failure and, although the gross was about
at thn 4
h street, withdrawn Sat- $4,500 for the final week, the enurtja) after one week.
The attrac- gagement is claimed to have been
tion
grossed about $<5.000.
The profitable.
house
lmt
dark
is expected to reIt is Uim Kaufman-Connelly com'iRht laur in the month for a sec- edy produced by George Tyler, with
meat of the Moscow Art Helen Hayes featured.
i

i.j

^ t

I

"The

drama

program advertisements and sub-

—

which

1

New York May 18

Atlantic Meeting* in

McClintic

Interested

Extra Cards Needed to List.

ASS'N.

MAY SOON BE FORMED

BY ROBSON AND FORD

I

man" and who left the vicinity
Proadway at that time because

of
of
returned to the big

failing health,
street last week and appeared last
Sunday night at the Lambs Gambol.

For a great many years he has
been living on Cape Cod, and, while
he is enjoying Proadway to its
fullest extent at present, he returns
to the Massaehnsetls hook within
about a fortnight.
Broadway after a 20-year absence
looked like an entirely new town to
the once famous star.

WHY

NOT" OPENS

••As

You Like

it"

ihe

first

etiort

of the American National Theatre
was withdrawn from the 44th Street

Saturday night and the house went

The total loss is estimated
dark.
at $40,000,- the bulk of which was
expended In the production, said to
have cost $25,000 and the remainder
lost in the single week here and in
Washington where the show is ton.
It was decided to withdraw the
quoted at getting $8,000 on the
week. The attraction rates among attraction at P. M. A. meeting last
the most distinct flops of the sea- Friday afternoon. Those sponsoring
y
the Idea appeared to take the failure
son.
Total takings at the 44th Street of "As You Like If phllosphically,
explaining that the production can
was
It
figured
$6,000.
were under
gross of $16,000 was necessary for with slight changes be used for
the attraction to break even, as the other presentations and that the
salary lint was about $6,000 weekly. refusal of Broadway to accept the
At the scale which was topped at work did not detract from the edu$2.50 a gross of about $22,000 was cational purposes Intended. The propossible.
The first night scaled at gram of out of town showings ha t
There- included universities. The produc$f.
top drew about $2,000.
after the nightly takings were $400 tion Itself is credited with an exr
to $. >00, although Saturday's matinee cellent effort, but the critics virgot $1,000 and the night performance tually all agreed the play was a dull
something over that sum, Sunday
advertisements announced a lower-

WEAK

personages, Including Otto II. Kal ii
The men outside of
believed to have subscribed the
funds for the project, with the P.
M. A. lending its assistance in I
managerial way. David Bela?co Is
the director of the staging of the
American National Theatrejs p'.ays,
but the actual direction of "As You
Like It" was done by Hubert Mi:-

being intended t.»
have some sect ton i on the lower
Chicago, May 2.
r
Some Of Sun$L'..
,0.
floor
less
than
opened
"Why Not" at Powers
weak and ni ay get $6.f.00 on this, it>- day's Insertions were killed, others
ess.
inrvfrrir g on e t o p
first week.
The Shakespearean work was
the Equity play that was
It's
thought to have had
chance al the given under the auspices of the
Managers' Association,
Vial;,
if
properly Producing
JSth St., New
but where the loss will be shouldered
managed.
Augustus
certain.
is
quite
not
w
It is now repotted the main.,'
promoted the America
merit is talking over asking the Thomas
nVtiy
edu
company to cut salaries to continue. National Theatre,
The show started Monday to $4ft5, tional venture
the cpnimei iul tl
did $530 last night and got $3ftf
QUtnbcr ci
« »ted
day at the matinee.
ing of the scale.

It

i

>

performance.

The return two weeks engagement here of the Moscow Art Theatre will probably be played at the
The Russians are In
44th Street.

Philadelphia this week and have
two we**ks booked in I'.oston, tha
New York repeat following that.
Originally
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The house closes mar. Last summer, when Jessie
Bonstelle who has maintained a
dropped
a little from company here for 16 summer*, took
Academy
last week and only did $4,000 on the occasion to lampoon the locals) for
week.
their Jack of patronage, and threatened to quit the town, most BufThe Smith Duffy players at the falonlans failed to ha alarmed. It
Academy of Music, Baltimore* -will appears now that Miss Bonstelle
close their Baltimore season Satur- was in earnest, Inasmuch as deday. After trying for eight years spite overtures she has passed up
with excellent productions they Buffalo for other engagements. It
have abandoned the hope of getting is understood that several stock
any money in Baltimore, for the managers have been making insummer at least. Following the quiries, hut nothing definite has marun of "Abie's Irish Rose" for 12 terialized.
weeks, they put on "East Is West,"
"Bird of. Paradise," "Clarence" and
The company under the manage"Gold Diggers." The first show
ment of William O Neil, opening
did fairly well, hut patronage fell
Friday
at the Playhouse, Wilmingoff
until
"Gold
Diggers"
the
opened. The first week It did about ton, Del., recruited by Pauline Boyle,
includes Ann McDonald, William
$6,500, but patronage is off this
week, and the determination to Townsend, Jessica Paige, Hamilton
close Saturday was made early in Christy, Russell Brice, Prank Kirk,
the week s Kay Hammond, the lead- EJeanor Du Bois, Helen McLane,
ing woman, gbes to the President, William Little and Frank Blondell.
Washington, to play leads there, O'Neil will manage and direct the
while David Herblin, leading man, company the opening bill being
was also taken to the Capital City. "Wedding Bells."
around

STOCKS
THE GOLD DIGGERS
Washington,

May

Belasco's "The Gold Diggers*'

2.

was

put over Sunday by Duffy & Smith's
President Players with a "wallop,"
literally and figuratively.
The cast
with but few exceptions Is practically a new one in its entirety, and
entered into the spirit of the pie<e
In such a manner another of those

remarkably smooth first performances for which Harry Manners, the
director, has been responsible for on
so many occasions was repeated.
The casting was a. stroke of genius.
Duffy and Smith are jointly respon-

Andrews, Else Gray as Dolly BaxHelen Eby Rock as Gypsy Montrose, Eula White as Cissie Gray,
Anne Douglas as Eleanor Montgomery and Anne Sutherland as Mrs.

ter,

La marl All scored.
Of the men, the leads, George
Barnes and Robert Lowe, surely did
do extremely well. Mrs. Barnes is
fast establishing himself, and al-

varied nature backed up by attractive productions, for which he Is responsible In conjunction with Harry
Payton, the scenic artist.
The Keeney company presented
'The Trail of the Lonesome Pine"
last week. A standard stock bilk it
served in good stead. The well-organized aggregation, with all members experienced in their line, found
A
little difficulty with the piece.
satisfactory production was built to
back the piece, tho production end
making a strong bid for favor. All
the sets were built by the house
staff under the direction of Rigal!
and his assistant, Thomas V. Morrison, who joined tho company a

'

few weeks ago and recently was

though the Bruce McRae part is secondary to that of '•Jerry," Mr.
Barnes scored again. Mr. Lowe is
very well known in Washington, and
This has brought
ho gave another of his always con- bills the next.
down the general average for. roysistently good performances. Of the
alties and appears
to have apothers Guy D'Ennery, although a.
pealed to the clientele.
Hart.
little miscast, did very well, and
Harry Shutan in his brief moment

•

also got over.

"ABIE'S"

"The production of George Bosel

BEC0RD

Pittsburgh, Pa.,

splendid.

May

2.

After a bad week, less than $2,500.
Marguerite Bryant Stock Players
closed Saturday at the Lyceum.
Originally billing "The Sign on the

SOMERVILLE PLAYERS
Boston. May 2.
Clyde E. MeArdle's Somerville
Players ore rapidly gaining a reputation as a real play nursery. The
draw that these productions bring
has been a surprise, especially
where there Is direct metropolitan
publicity resulting from plays written by men, of the type of Edward
H. Crosby, dramatic editor of the
Boston "Post," or William H. McMasters, a local publicity exploiter.
MeArdle's latest move came In the
form of a rural comedy in three
acts written by Philip Sheffield, one
of his company, giving him the lead
and putting Harry Bond in a minor
role for psychological reasons.
It
worked admirably, with a capacity
floor opening night despite the absence from the cast of Ann Hamilton, his leading woman.
Shetlkld's play, which rejoices In
the title of "Very Bright Green,"
was written under tho stress of a
stock season, a handicap which he
did not entirely overcome. The title
refers to a young yokel named
Green who has the reputation of
being very bright, but a perpetual
procrastinator who procrastinates to
the extent of never having found
time to look the word up in the dic-

vealed
unsuspected powers and
depths of feeling from a dramatic
standpoint.
Local
critics
com-

mented on her fine acting.
play was well received.

The Lyceum Players
the

will

Lyceum, Rochester, N.

Wanda Lyon

14.

The Shubei-tu are entering the
musical stock field this summer,
Two houses In the metropolitan
district will take on, tho warm
weather policy, the Shubert, Newark, and the Majestic, Brooklyn,
the latter one of the subway circuit houses.
Newark will be the
first to
open, scheduled to debut
May 21, with the Majestic a week
later.
Each house will play at $1
top.

Lawrence J. Anhalt, former lesand manager of the Park> New
York, is in charge of the Shuberts
musical stocks and is casting each
see

company. Anhalt was manager of
the
Casino
early
this
season,
switching to the <*th Street when

and

Irene

"Sally,
there.

Mary" moved

The shows

to be given in the subway stock theatres are of the
operetta division. Those chosen for

include "The Choco"Firefly"
and

presentation
late

Soldier,"

"Naughty Marietta."

Miss George has here-

tofore played only comparatively
lighter parts. As Angy Rose she re-

Woman. Louis

will be
Salhern will

The

open at
Y.,

manager Of the Union Square Theatre Players, Pittsfield.

The Charles K. Champlin traveling stock will end its season May
12 in Haxleton, Pa.
The company
will not appear as a permanent
stock during the summer as originally contemplated.
•

May

leading

be lead-

shows, one under
canvass and the other to play in
halls through Maine, will be put out
by Frank Cosgrove. The tent show

managed by Leonard

T.

Meehan

have Jerry Sullivan, Coley CarEmily Seymour, Bower Sisters,
Len Meance, with Sunklst Jazz
Boys and eight chorus girls.
will

roll,

De Wolf Hopper's company

is

leaving the Shubert, Newark, this
week. They did well at first, but
business has fallen off badly. The
attraction was advertised for six

weeks and has run

The new stock which opened
the

Van

at
Curler, Schenectady, N. Y.,

week includes Ruth Robinson
and Harry Hollingsworth, leads;
Nan Crawford and Marie Hodkins.
last

Marjorie Foster and Arthur Chatterdon head the Poll stock to open
May 7 in tho Court Square, Springfield, Mass.
Henry P. Menges is
manager. "East is West" first show.

Kenneth Fox, formerly a

special

one of the New York
has been signed as leading
man for the Joe Payton stock, opening May 14 at the Lyceum, Elmira.
writer on

dailies,

Vaughan Glaser is booking a comin New York for the Fay
Courteney Stock Co., "which will

open

May

at

the

Hanna,

Cleveland,

28.

Charles W. Dingle, leading man
with the Casino Players, St. John's,
Newfoundland, has been confined to
a hospital in that city for several
weeks due to an attack of typhoid.

Kendall Weston, director; Alma
Powell and Fred Hargraves, left the
Leonard Wood, Jr., stock at ths
Palace, White Tlains, N. Y., this
week.

Next week

five.

"Liza" will play the colored show.
The Shuherts intend to pfft musical
stock in later.

The Jeanne Lewis Stock Co.,
playing the Lyric, Houston,
Texas, will occupy the theatre in
Cycle
Park,
the
Dallas,
for

now

Jack W. Lewis and Mabel Has- summer.
tings, who
have been with the
Maude Feeley Stock company in
Notice for the closing of the
Newark all season, closed last Keeney Players, at the Bay Ridge,
week.
Mr. Lewis will spend the Brooklyn, was posted last week.
summer at his mother's home in The company may continue on a
Canton, Ohio. Miss Hastings will
be In one of Al H. Woods' New
York companies next season.

remarkably

sound along conventional

31."

Shuberts Placing Them at Newark
snd Brooklyn

pany

tionary.
The plot revolves around a bootlegging brother of the yokel's sweetheart, a chance to make a fortune
with a preserve jar metal seal and
the ultimate transition of the yokel
into a dynamo of energy and sucH

Lady

Two summer

*

\

Gladys George, leading woman
of the Wilkes Players, scored a real
triumph at the Denham, Denver,
last week as Angy Rose In "Old

ing man. Others include Leonard
for years in stock prior to invading Mudie, Ann Andrews, Gavin Muir,
Jean
Ford, Cecil Yapp.
Broadway-.
Harry
Plimmer will be director and % play
George Marshall is switching his roles, as will Mabel Colcord. George
players fibout from house to house Cukor will assist Mr. Plimmer and
in Washington. This week one may Ascar Maine, scenic artist, for the
be at the Belasco and the next pro- past four years, will return.
duction at the Garrick will find this
particular player in the cast.
Henry Hull, engaged to play the
Marshall has a new leading man lead in "The Man Who CaipeJJack"
with the Alhambra Players, Brdoklyn, is to play the engagement on
a percentage, the stock star receiving 10 per cent, of the gross. He
requested the percentage arrangement In preference to a salary for
the one w£ek.

-

lines, In-

cluding the accidentally intoxicated
spinster, and the substitution of various characters in *a locked room
supposed to contain the bootlegger.
The outstanding fault of the production is Its lack of a theme that
could bring it to Broadway even if

week- to- week

basis.

The Barry McCormack stock ends

at the Fulton O. H., Lancaster, Pa.,
The E. F. Albee slock, which in two weeks. A possibility exists
opens at the Alhambra, New York, the engagement will be extended.
May 7, will be directed by Thomas
Coffin Cook. The cast for the openThe Williafn Augustin stock
ing, "Lawful Larceny," has Wilmer closed Saturday in Framingljam,
Walter, Paula Shay, Ralph Sprague, Mass. The same company will reLaura Gade, Lorraine Bernard and open. May 14 in Taunton.

rewritten.

McArdle gave it a reaj production,
with some thickness stuff in his two
and as it stands it should prove
an inexpensive buy for an alternate
week in average stock companies

Homer

Miles.

sets,

and an

1923

3,

TWO MUSICAL STOCKS

$7,100.

Alan Pollock at the Alcazar, San
stock. Francisco, has not lived up to the
The remaining members of the reg- expectations tof the management of
ular company carried the other that house and his six weeks' enably.
Edward Farrell, a second gagement was cut short to .four.
man, who is making a bid to do Pollock opened in
"A Bill of Divorceleads, brought the Bob Berkeley
role up to one of genuine impor- ment" and pulled an average business
weeks.
for
three
Then he put
tance.
Tom Morrison and Director
Rigali gave full value
in
their on "The Pinch Hitter which it was
mountaineer characters.
Capable thought wodld go the remaining
character work was also done* by three. The comedy failed to hit and
Bernard Craney and Maxine Flood. was takfn off after one week. Louis
The Keeney company, is- considered a permanent feature of the Bennisbh, who had be^en readying
Bay Ridge section. The companv himself to follow Pollock a couple
has been kept intact and has won of weeks hence, was called to speed
many friends'. The policy of late up and he opened Sunday in "Lawful
has been to present the newer Larceny.** Bennison is an old Alpieces one week and standard stock cazar favorite, having played there

to finish her lines.
The balance of the feminine contingent consists of Winifred Barry
as Violet Day no, Madeline O'Brien
as Sadie, Maude Franklyn as Trixie

The comedy

May

Saturday.

sible.
The girls were true to indi- appointed assistant director.
vidual type, and each gave a splenMarie Louise Walker and Jack
did account of herself. Kay Ham- Roselcigh shared honors with the
mond, the new leading lady, Is an leading roles.
Miss Walker is a
acquisition, possessing a most infectitian-haired miss with a wealth of
tious chuckle, and gave to the part
feeling in her work. Roseleigh has
that which it just needed.
Viola proved himself an asset to the comPeach created a havoc. Before the pany nil season.
ability as a
end of the evening the laughs would local drawing card His
has been paracome before she had the opportunity mount in the success
of the

cess.

Thursday,

sk:

-^e.v.

was

'

The

HARRY

ideal vehicle for pretentious

amateurs, as it tarries in its nine
characters no heavy dramatic ri
quirements.
Sheffield should kei p
at the game.
Libbc u-

L.

Brockton Players at the
City, Brockton, Mass., are present
ing
"The Merchant of Venice"
with Kdward Waldmann specially
engaged for this week. Ruth Amos
and Robert Gleckner are also members of the Casj

KNAPP

DRAMATIC EDITOR PHILADELPHIA •INQUIRER"

-

The dean of the dramatic editors of the entire country, who has
occupied that desk on the Philadelphia "Inquirer,"' for more than thirty
Trior to that. Mr. Kn.ipp had been on the road with an opera
years.
company, acting as stage manager.
Walter Plimmer, Jr., has closed
For the past four years, he lias been chairman of the Pennsylvania
Board of Motion Picture Censors, but Isn't '"'agging particularly about with the Theatre Guild of Freeport,
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine' 1
that. Despite Knapp Is of th«> Censor Board, he still claims the friendship L. I., as hading man.
He will play
June Tolllver
Marie I,oui«e Walker of every man on Vine Street (the film row of Phllly).
John Hale
a one week special engagement ii
Hick Ro«H« l»,'h
Mr. Kn*app will \<> sixty' \ ,ii s of .Ige May 22, and is still going good.
JU-b B*Tkil. y
hMwanl Farrell
"East is West" at the Lyceum, EIntle Hilly JU-an
Uornnnl Crane)
(The fburteenth picfiih 6hd Irtif shctcli of the dramatic editors of mira and may go into
<"e Hon
pictures after
Maxine Flood tho country.)
.Tu«ld Tolllver
Tih.iu;ih V. Morrison
that.
Dave Tolllv.r
tlfred I.. Kigali
..

KEENEY PLAYERS

:

The Poli Stock In Worcester,
Mass., this week is presenting "Fitter "Patter" with a chorus of local
girls.

Will
Gregoryi stock manager,
operating in the west for several
years, returned to Xew York last

week

for a

visit.

A dramatic
gent,

stork is at the ReHtllman's
the Oliver, South Kind,

Muskegon, Mich.

sto<-k is at

,

«

l

Indiana.

•'

IjorHiy Tol liver
Cal Hefl'.on

Margaret

Anhur

U<

tho

Bay

II

•

Tho Keeney Players

at

—

.

Ifawkina

Ridge,

Brooklyn, are terminating
their season within a few weeks.
Tho stock has been playing foi
several months, creating a favorable Impression in one of Brooklyn's foremost residential sections

The company recently changed directors, Alfnd L. Kigali, a regular

member since the start of the sen
taking over the direction
son,
Bigali has done well with the organization, presenting plays of a

show opened with
the
Door."
"liruthrr Against Brother" without
changing the billing. On Thursday,
with business very poor, it was de"Plantaelded to close the show.
tion Days," a colored show, waf
hurnrledly booked for a return engagement.
Irish Rose." at the Pitt
doing capacity, $15. coo. Th<
show is already billed for next week
tnd will break all Pittsburgh recds for a run.
Gayety, with Lena Dab's "Broad

"Abie's

Is

still

.:

way

Brevities," did

good business,

this

week

in

Frank Conray.

Eileen

Wilson, former leading woman for
the President Players, in returning to Washington, but this time
With a Marshall company (Garrick).
She is being featured in the advance

/

The Jessie BonSttllS stork at the
Harlem opera house, opening Monday, will have Wilfred Lytell n«
leading man, with others Marie
Curtis, Pauline Krell and Claude
Kimball.
"The Second Mrs. T;.n-

billing with John Cumberland Jov yueray" in the opening bill.
•The Wh«»lc Xown's Talking, next
Tin* Goldstein Brothers will open
week.
a summer stock in the Colonia
For the first time in 16 years, Buf- Pittsfield, Mass., early this month
falo will probably be without a stock Then again will be two companie:
company during the coming sum- in the city. Lansing Earnest b

The Stanley JameS stock
chester, N.

The

11..

in

Man-

closes in two weekp.

"company .has

been

playing
since the start of the season.

The Aborn opera unpany opened
..

stock engagement this week at
he Majestic, Dallas. Texas, an In.Mate vaudeville house.

"*

<

The stork at tho Freeport
heatre, closed hist week.

«I>

'•

1

Powers, .Grand Rapid*, has d>.
It began A i»ril 2'J.

natic stock.

-

«
.

Thursday,

May

j.

3,

1983

>
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INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT

Comment on Equity's position on the Sunday playing question pursues
along its, usual lines. The main trend seem* to be that the Equit/
Council Is composed of players who do not, if they can, take into appreciation the snydler actor. The Council principally holds stars or leading
men* of big weekly salary. Another point made against Sunday playing
in the legit Is that the managers Would either take out the Wednesday
matinee to save the one-eighth salary and the ac^or would not financially
benefit, despite the managers' protestation to the contrary, or that the
manager would contrive to have the actor play the extra performance,
making it nine on the week at his former and accepted salary, if not
Immediately, in time.
Some actors say the matter of Sunday playing should be left to the
actor as an individual. Others are of the opinion if Equity wants to
assume command of the Sunday playing, it should divide actors into
classes, according to salary received, so that each body of actors In their
own close could decide on Sunday pjaying, with the purpose, if the members of, say the leading men class, on a salary basis of from $500 to
$800 a weak agreed not to play on Sundays, a member of that class
refusing a contract with the Sunday placing clause would be in a position
to know that no other-member of his class would accept It, following his
refusal for that reason. The $100 to $250 weekly class might decide to
play Sundays, and while the higher class could possibly prevent a play
being cast that Intended to give a Sunday performance, it would still
permit any other class deciding on Sunday playing to accept such engagements as offered that called for Sabbath work.

15

shows got the returns from the brokers at 7:30, but it was generally
9:80 when tickets cams back for "Scandals."
The affair was most successful The program held over $11,000 in

was reported In excess
and burial fund.

LITTLE THEATRES

The

Louis did

not support the
last week.
The
one of the most successful
the
country
of
in the Little TheIt's growing expensive to uplift the drama; Equity Players sunk about
$125,000 la their several tries, while the Producing Managers' Associa- atre productions and all plays were
tion In Its first attempt, put on under the direction of August Thomas well staged with finished detail. Yet
as the. National Theatre wasted $40,000. "As You Like It" at $2.50 only the artists showed to nearly empty
One night 16 persons Inuplifted the deficit The managers and actors of the professional or com- houses.
mercial stage may both now decide to allow the Little theatre to plod cluding ushers were in the house;
other
nights
went as low as eight
along without competition. Among those In the Little theatre class is
at no time went over 69 inNew York's Theatre Guild, that is doing something more than a com- and
cluding
cast.
It
was announced
mercial manager has been enabled to accomplish the Guild is building
that the bringing of the Devereu*
a $500,000 theatre with subscriptions from the public.
Players to St. Louis was an earnest
attempt by the Artists' Guild, to
George White says he was at the doctor's last Friday afternoon, while make St. Louis one of the Little
400 or 500 girls who waited for him on the stags of the Globe theatre, Theatre centers
of the country.
believed he was at the ball game. White motored in following the closing
of his "Scandals," Chicago, receiving a severe sun and wind burn all
The Yorlck Memorial theatre was
White had advertised in dedicated at San Diego. Cal.,
over his face. It required medical attention.
April 20,
a New York dally for beautiful girls as choristers. No experience neces- the San Diego Players in Milne's
beautiful,
other
not so much, but White "Romantic Age."
and
were
the
Some
sary said
ad.
The theatre is In
selected seven darbs, after the gang had waited for him from 2.30 to 5.30. one of the former exposition
buildPrincipals were also there.
ings in Balboa Park. It received the
The show started rehearsals this week. It will open May 28 in At- title from the pen-name of the late
lantic City, said by Whits to be record time for a big musical production. Edwin H. Clough, formerly
editor
Where It will land on Broadway isn't settled, but there's a chance if "The of the San Diego "Union and
rollles" does go out and "Ardlenne" is given another house by the Tribune."
Francis P. Buckley is
Ziegfeld
current
Erlanger office, the new "Scandals" may succeed the
the director. Emma Lindsay Mark
show.
made her stellar dsbut on this ocA report says Wrlgley the chewing gum maker is behind White in this casion. Havrah Hubbard, Benjaproduction. Last season Al Jolson invested about $23,000 in the White min A. Buker, Thelma Moss and
show, getting It back during the season with a healthy dividend.
Caroline Darling were among the

advertising and' the total gross
proceeds are for the club's sick

of $14,000.

St.

Bevereux Players

company

Is

—

.

In Boston when Patriot's Day was celebrated, one of the features was
the planting of trees in honor of the guests of honor. Among the latter

—

were two showmen George M. Cohan and Charming Pollock. John
Pollock accompanied his brother. During a lull in conversation at the
city hall, Channing turned to Mayor Curley and remarked his brother, too,
was a mayor. Curley inquired the municipality. John fearlessly answered Leonia, N. J. When the many dignitaries, representing the army,
navy and other government departments lined up for position in the front
of the grand stand to review the parade, Channing promptly stepped to
the side of Mayor Curley feeling it his right as a guest of honor. But
Curley called for John Pollock, explaining it was "courtesy of one mayor
to another*' and the playwright was forced out of the front row. Cohap
was not on hand, Eddie Dunn representing him and planting ^he tree In

cast.

During the three dreary weeks sf "Anathema" at the 48th Street, with
"The Slavs Girl." written by
company unaware nightly whether out front was cut rats or paper
with ofttlmes so little of either it was with difficulty an audience could William Onions, a graduate stube sensed, Ernest Glendinnlng in the title role, often had to repeat, dent and winner of first prize In

the

"6-8-20" symbolic of some unexplained Idea of the author. Back stage
with the people that repetition sounded much as though Glendinnlng was
counting us the house. Each time he said It the stage manager would
"He's lying; he's
reply, for the benefit of those nearby on the stage:
lying, there's only 12, there's only 12!"

Flo Ziegfeld intends running the 'Follies" at the

New Amsterdam

all

his honor.

summer, but It is not definite whether Will Rogers will remain in the
show longer than another month. The humorist recently stated he would
The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New York confirmed leave the "Follies" June 2, when the show will have completed a solid
last Friday Justice Mullan's decision upholding the right of a producer year on Broadway, considered a remarkable run for an attraction of the
to buy tickets for his own attraction in order to attain a gross business kind.
Heretofore three months has been the limit for the "Follies" in
equal to the stop limit. The test cast establishing this new point in the- New YOrk.
atrical law was that of Mingold Productions Inc., operating "The Last * Rogers agreed to appear in the "Follies" for the New York run. never
Warning" which asked for and secured a temporary injunction restraining figuring the engagement would last more than four times it usual bookthe Klaw theatre from ousting the show, which several weeks ago pur- ing. Since early in the fall he has been anxious to return to the coast
chased tickets to the value of $294. in that way insuring a total of $7,000, where he will re-enter pictures. He is under contract with Hal Roach
the stop limit in its sharing contract. Two weeks notice had been given for at least two years, but the picture contract has been set back from
the show management, the theatre maintaining the last, minute ticket time to time.
x
purchase Was not bona fide.
There is'no written contract between Ziegfeld and Rogers. The latter
The ruling of the highest court in confirming Justice Mullan, made the recently called at the manager's office and stated he would keep his word
Injunction permanent. No opinion was handed down, presiding Justice about remaining as long as the show played New York, and the manager
John Proctor Clarke stating from the bench the issue was so simple none considers Rogers' word as good as his bond. Rogers, however, is said
was necessary, since such theatrical contracts were plainly the same as to have told Ziegfeld that If he held him longer than the end of the month
landlord and tenant leases. Justice Victor Dowling when the matter was he would never agaiif" appear under his management. On the other hand
argued before the Appellate Court reflected through his questions the the comedian promised Ziegfeld that if released from the verbal promise,
court's view of sharing contracts stipulating stop limits, and said it would he would give the manager first call on stage appearances at any future
make no difference how much money the attraction expended in buying time.
tickets, so long as the gross stipulated in the contract was totaled.
In
brief a stop limit is rent, it being no concern of the theatre how it is paid
as lpng as it is paid.
The decision may be the basis for nullifying ce'rtain clauses inserted
in sharing contracts by some houses, particularly the "prohibition"
aginst buying tickets at the box office for the purpose of making the stop

There was no such provision in the "Last Warning"-Klaw theatre
Most sharing contracts provide for a change in percentage according to the volum** of business it is usual for dramatic shows to share
50-50 for the first $5,000 gross and 00 thereafter, whereas for musical attractions the line Icalling for an increase of sharing percentage may have
three specified sums where the sharing has different percentages. To
make the "grade" and enjoy the increased share, attractions under the
Mlngold-Klaw decision can buy the required amount of tickets without
subterfuge, and as the decision classifies a stop limit as rent, contractual
clauses which attempt to stipulate the manner in which tickets are sold,
will likely not hold In court.
The suit resulted from the Klaws posting an announcement of the
coming of "The Exile" (now at the George M. Cohan) and stopped advanced sales for "The Last Warning." "The Exile" guaranteed the house
$3,500 against the "Warning's" $3,000 minimum," although the Mingold
Productions, Inc., showed it grossed over $90,000 since Oct. 24, 1922 up
Jto Feb. 26. 1923, or an average of $10,000 a week of which $4,400 went to
the house each week.
With the filing of the injunction suit to restrain the Klaws from ousting
the production, the plaintiff also filed a $500,000 damage action against the
same defendants claiming this publicity has hurt their business, as well
as the screen, road and foreign rights. This latter suit is still pending.
The defendants have filed a general denial to the allegations, although it
is generally understood along Broadway that the Klaws pulled a "bone,"
and incidentally incurred heavy legal and other expenses as a result of
limit.

contract.

—

In the midst of the mass meeting held by Equity at the Plasa last Sunday, just after the views against legalizing Sunday performances had
been aired, a member of the council spoke to the chairman requesting to
be excused. He said he had to attend the rehearsal of a sew play which
he Is directing. There was no comment, and the humorous coincident
apparently was not recognized.

the Little theatre contest* of the
University of California, was presented
at
that
college
despite
vigorous protest on the part of ths
Chinese Students club. Exception to
the play was taken by W. Y. Fong,
president of the Chinese clnb, because the plot deals with a Chinese
girl who sold herself Into slavery
to support a younger brother. "The
play shows China at her worst and
not • her best," said Fong.
"It
places the Chinese in a poor light
before the university students."
Baldwin McGaw. director of the
Little theatre, said he believed ths
Chinese students were laboring
under a misapprehension.

The Redlastis Community Players
presented a pleasing program at
the Wyatt Theatre, Redlands, Cal.,
In "Paul and Frances," "Shaft Number Twenty" and "Aunt Fannle's
Mistake," the first two written by
Luclle Crews Marsh, and the last
by Charles H. Marsh, both of that
city.
Merwln Gouldthrite directed.
•

The Masque of Troy, N. T., continue to troupe In "The Thirteenth
Chair."
Last Friday night they
gave the play at the Cambridge
opera house and Monday night of
this week they gave It at St Paul's

Episcopal church in Albany.
~———
*
Arthur Hammersteln was a tennis enthusiast until last week. Then
The Chronicle House. Cleveland,
he arrived at the decision it was too strenuous a game for a youth of
little theatre movement with proThe manager, who has always made It a rule to keep afessionals
his years.
and amateurs, is presentphysically fit, has turned to golf, the official A. K. daytime pastime.
ing this week "A Thousand Years
Ago,"
the Percy Mackaye play. May
stockholders In Mingold, Inc., producers of "The Last
meeting
.

A

of the

Warning" was held Tuesday afternoon.

It

was

called to verify the action

7

week

it

will give

"Hedda Gabler."

It Just finished a consecutive enwhich entered into a new agreement with
gagement
of
three
weeks
in
Mindlin and Goldreyer, whereby the two Mikes in consideration of their "Ghosts,"
another
1
Ibsen.
Leigh
the
dropped
profits,
$150
k^""*"' Al ?™.
contract calling for 50 per cent, of the show's
J** ppenring in
weekly salary each and are out to receive $150 a week for office expenses [ the plays— Charles a
A. Dottour Is
lrom each company sent out next season. It is said but one stockholder manager.
objected, and that he is also an investor in "The Exile" which unlike
"The Last Warning" is a losing venture. The arrangement for the
Mrs.
Nancy Lane Kaufman,
Harry
'.'Exile," however, gave 51 per cent, of the rtock to the promoters.
daughter of Mrs. Franklin K. Lane,
Herschfeld, the cartoonist, reported as an Investor In "The feast Warn- intends to take
up a stage career.
ing," denies he has or had any money in the show.
She has been appearing with ths
San
Francisco Stage guild.
The Actors' Fund Benefit In Boston was held last Friday afternoon at
the Colonial. Without solicitation Mayor James M. Curley addressed a
The Devereux Players are giving
letter enclosing a check for the fund to Thomas B. Lothian,, manager of a performance April 28 at the
Little
the Colonial. The executive In his graciously worded missive said: "No theatre, St. Louis, with the hops
one realizes more greatly than I how the members of ths theatrical pro- of establishing themselves permafession cheerfully give their services, absolutely without regard to per- nently In the city as a Little
their cancellation notice.
thesonal consideration, "on behalf of every good and meritorious appeal. atre organization.
J. J. Podell, of Podell, Ansorge and Podell, argued for Mingold Productions on the appeal, David D. Podell appearing before the lower court. Their hearts are ever and always wide as the sea and their mutual conthe
throughout
known
charity
is
-"
tribution for every good and worthy
Over 300 wires are said to* have been sent to legislators in Albany signed world. The support of the home on Staten Island for the men and women
by the names of members of the Lambs Club protesting against the Levy- of unselfish lives and character deserves the aid and indorsement of every
Subscribe for
Mayer bill permitting Sunday-legit performances in New York ttate. The self-respecting citizen. Kindly find enclosed my mite in behalf of this
wires mentioned the Lambs Club was the best known theatrical club in splendid charity."
America, with its> membership composed of the most prominent actors.
The Levy-Mayer bill passed the Senate at Albany but was not expected
There probably never were more passes glvA away for any show than
to go through the Assembly so easily.
'How Come?" the colored show at the Apollo. It Is a mystery how the
paper was so successfully distributed, but it is understood many wera
George M. Cohan was the hit of the Treasurers' Club benefit show held given away in the subway during the theatre rush hour. It was not
at the Hudson last Sunday night.
William Collier, who usually teams until quarter after nins last week that the lobby was cleared and the
the certain way ta
That
with Cohan, walked out on him, going. to French Lick Springs for a rest pass holders taken care of. Most of the "clickers" were good for one
after the road company of, the 'Music Box Revue" closed its season. person, but required two counter-signatures In addition to that on the
receive it regularly each
Cohan sang a number from 'Little Nellie Kelly" and hoofed to the tune pass. That held up the line frequently. Four representatives of the
week
which brought home the bacon. He said he was booked for a benefit show management checked up on the box office, one being Inside with the
every Sunday in May and the first two in June, hut there wis hope the treasurer, another outside and two alongside the doorman. As the show
grossed but from $500 to $600 nightly that was annoying to the house
res* of that month would be filled.
Will Rogers started in by promising not to kid the treasurers lecause management. The show's top gross was drawn at the midnight show
he had pannec. 'em enough at their beefsteak.
But he thought Cohan Wednesday, when $800 was totaled. *The week, however, missed getting
was off his nut to appear in the show, because the "boys" took away ?5.000. and the show II now said to be "in the box" to the tune of $7J,000.
Annual subscription $7
them the other GO per It is listed to leave the Apollo, which is being guaranteed $4,000 after
give
about half his profy* and now he appeared to
cent, in
Roger- said ho had seen other benefits where another week. *The l*st Warning" may move over from the Klaw as
nt •: -tainment.

of the

new board

of directors

™
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only half a hou?e. but trusted the treasurers to pack the
Will said he n?vor figured he'd be called on for a benefit for the
treasurers and that it wouldn't be any more surprising to him If asked
to go on a1 a benefit for the Standard Oil Company.
Rogers coVeluded
sy sayirg It would b* all right for the president to see the "Follies," as
he \\ ;i s soon quitting the show (it was reported the president chose the
'Music Box" last week becnuse of Rogers comment on Washington incidents). George White als appearedt but the members were nervous frith
his remarks, espe Ml) concerning the comment that other managers'
there

v.-

as

successor.

"~

Foreign

(incl.

Canada) $8

Hudson.

(

.

Gelie Buck and Kin" Lardner were reinstated In the Sound View Gblf
Club, at Great Neck, L. I.. Ia3t Saturday, when they appeared before the
board and pleaded that they were the victims of an unscrupulous press
Strange to say George Nicolal, also a member of the club, war.
i gent.
the strongest in his denunciation of two members who were Innocently
involved in the "strip golf" prooeertings. Incidentally the N. V. American
had a page with pictures of the affair last Sunday.
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SHOWS

CHICAGO'S SLUMP AGGRAVATED;

MANAGERS CANT ANALYZE
—

on Causes Two Shows
Quit One House Goes Dark Six Attractions
Wavering
All Disagree

—

Chicago.

May

—

the tendency always is to
make these post-mortems from a
dramatic viewpoint of value rather
than from the financial angle, which
best tells the producers whether or
not a town has measured up to exsince

2.

Kight how the loop's legit situation reminds the writer of the ofttime repeated story about the blind

men and the elephant. The men
pectations.
examined the pachyderm, one feelWith the sudden closing of "Brising Us tail, another his trunk, the tol Glass" at the Blackstone and the
third its side, a fourth his leg and uncertainty of the new attraction at
so on. Then, when asked what an the Powers, the so-called "syndicate
elephant was like, each man gave houses" face a probable close-down
all around.
The Colonial goes dark
an entirely different description.
So it is among th© managers and May 12, when "Sally" says fare-

producers concerning the causes for well. A new play is hinted for the
the loop's wretched business, which Illinois next month, but there is now
week shot further downward, considerable quandary about it.
with two more shows suddenly de- "Why Not?" will be the only salvaThe Blackparting, another house going dark tion for the Powers.
and with at least six shows wav- stone tried hard to have an attracering to the point of not being able tion pick up- 'Bristol Glass" time,
to withstand conditions longer than but the lock and key told the future
prospects at the Blackstone Saturthroe weeks more.
The opening paragraph of this re- day night. There are no touring
port mustn't b© taken as an infer- companies hereabouts that can be
ence that the managers and wo- rushed into the Powers -managed
duccrs are blind. They know tnat houses, and if sudden bookings are
an unfathomed situation prevails In made they'll have to be companies
Chicago, causing low business hard- sent from Broadway. A close surly believable.
Each manager and vey of the Broadway situation
producer offers his own reasons for doesn't give the encouragetnent that
Colonial - Illinois - Blackstonethe gloom of the hour, and these the
reasons do not agree to any greater Powers can be saved from a general
shut-down
at a time of the year that
extent than the blind men's descripCommuni- has never been hitherto recorded.
tion of the elephant.
cate privately with the house man"Blossom Time" at the Great
agers in the loop, and you'll be told Northern is the only Shubert attraca varied array of causes for the tion that must be followed regardthin gross figures, not any two of ing one of the Shubert houses going
the causes eoinriding. It's all prob- dark sooner than expected. "Blosably the most unusual state of af- som Time" had a most disappointfairs ever tabulated in any of the ing week on its transfer to the
three major city stands outside of Great Northern from the Apollo,
New York— namely, Chicago, Phila- dropping something like $9,000 on
delphia and Boston** It Is known its average done at the Apollo for
there is a general depression around the first week at the Great North"Tangerine" is wavering at
the country at this particular pe- ern.
riod, but the Chicago situation has the Garrick, but it is a certainty
the
managers guessing because that the Shubcrts will keep open the
worthy shows which usually weather Garriclc all summer. "Tangerine's"
any sort of conditions have been draw won't do it, however.
struck, resulting in disappointments
If it hadn't been for the way the
that the public is unaware of but Howard Brothers "put over" this
which are causing the show owners season's edition of "The Passing
considerable worry.
Show" at the premiere at the Apollo,
Inconsistency of ideas is perhaps there would have been cause for
all about the best excuse that can
further worry for the Shubcrts over
he presented for why no nourish- the way playgoers kept away from
ment is given the local legit situa- the theatres last week. Sensational
tion.
Variety has gone to the heart was the Howard Brothers' reception
of the loop's situation for the ad- at the Apollo at the week ago Sunvantages of the producing managers day night's premiere. The brothers
in New York.
It has been clearly
"planted the show" right by their
visible at times that soino of the hard work at the premiere, and
producers have profited by the in- word-of-mouth chatter got around
side tips, but just when some of the town that it was the best presentabetterment that could come by fol- tion of its kind that the Shuberts
lowing these tips, plans would again have cent here for years.
Monlowing these tips, promised to be day's business was higher than the
realized,
plans would again
be town's average for the weak Monswitched.
day nights, and there were other
Consisten efforts, backed up with signs during the week to indicate
patience, will overcome the badness business will hold high for the
six
of the local situation.
The inde- contracted weeks. It was thought
pendent attitude of the ChicagQ that A. H. Woods was angling for
playgoer must bfe matched. Some- a musical show to follow "The
Passthing further must be done to re- fng Show"
at the Apollo, but now
store the confidence of the Chicago
comes word that "The Dancing
playgoer— not the playgoer who Girl" will be underlined. It's a forelives out of town and comes to Chiconclusion that the Apollo will
cago for the Saturday and Sunday gone
be one of the few houses which will
nights, but the playgoer who lives
kept open- all summer.
on the north side, the south side and be
"Steve" is going to be nursed at
the west s*de.
Just because Va- the Princess,
but there was a big
riety realizes there is an important
angle to the whole local legit sit- scare handed the management on
week-end, when the hotels
uation, the Chicago representative the
off-hand picked out a bunch of tele- "dumped back" their stock for Satphone numbers recently, phoned the urday night as early as Friday.
parties who were unknown, and There is no call for "Steve*' at any
merely asked them for curiosity of the outside stands. It's going to be
sake how long It has been sinee a straight box-office window sale for
they attended a loop theatre. The "Steve" if the piece will last more
answers were sufficient for the than six weeks. The patronage for
representative to draw a straw vote "Steve" comes from a clientele
idea in realizing something is keep- never checked at the speculators'
ing the average Chicagoan out Cf stands.
the loop theatres. The faces at a . "Cat and Canary" has shot up its
flag,
announcing last
premiere these nights in Chicago is departure
euuugh assurance to claim ihut weeks in the newspaper advertiseIt
is "known the Kilbourn
there is no longer a strictly repre- ments.
sentative first-night audience here, fJordon offices would like to tally 40
something, when it did exist, al- weeks in Chicago, but this promises
ways made a Chicago opening a to be a hard fight, since it will require six weeks more.
"Cat" lived
gala affair.
The more optimistic ones are on cut-rates after the move from
likening the local situation to the the Princese to the La Salle, but
fellow who changes his diet every once the split-priced tickets were
so often.
Until the new diet is tabooed, down went the gross. "For
established without thoughts of the All of Us" didn't escape the added
old diet, there is an unsettled mind. slump of last week, suggesting that
Probably this is true of the local Frank Gazzolo's hurried trip to
situation for the legit theatres. Thus New York last week will have a new
far this season no producer has been attraction announced for the Siudeable to estimate just what Chicago baker by Memorial Day week. Th*
wants for the town's new theatrical Gazzolo-IIanks combination ie dediet.
No dispute can be made that termined to keep open the Studethe loop hasn't been given a varied baker this summer.
"Peter Weston" is finished at the
assortment of theatrical tastes, even
Harris, again showing a decrease
if the dish at times did overflow
with plays of the same type. There that probably has the Harris offices
have been some mighty bitter dis- seeking a new show at this hour.
appointments for shows this season The Hai ris-Selwyn ownership had
that would he tabbed in any other a hard time getting an attraction to
follow
being
year here as sure-fire hits.
"Partners
Again."
It's
been a general off-season in Chi- flaniiy forced to play •'Hurricane.*'
ago, and just how the newspaper The transfer of "Light Winec and
eritlcs will make a season's resume, Beer"
to
the Selwyn
from 1h<
like they always do about June 1. \Vood«» *nv#d the Selwj n from goIt's going to he infer*-siing to await | ing dark, so now with tin Harris
last

*

*
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IN N. Y.

same plight as waa the Selafter "Partner* Again's" departure, it's impossible to dope just

in the

wyn

how the TWins will function a pre"Light
carious state of affairs.
Wines and Beer" fell below the "Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (50th
week). With withdrawal of "Kiki"
previoua week's gross because of
and "Chauve-Souris" at end of
the Sunday night crowd refusing to
this week "Abie" takes rank as
pay the $2.60 after the $2 campaign
Broadway's run leader. Getting
at the Woods. During the week the
around $12,000. Looks easy for
Selwyn attraction slightly kept
summer.
ahead of the town's average for
night business for dramatic shows, "As You Like It," 44th St. American National theatre's first probut was kept this side of $10,000 by
duction withdrawn after playing
very bad matinee patronage. HereBusiness away off
one week.
after only one matinee w.ill he
after premiere, with scant $|,000
played by "Light Wines and Beer"
total on week.
at the Selwyn, this coming Saturday.
A revision of the balcony "Bvnum Was Right," Frazee (8th
week). Moves to Cohan Monday,
prices for "Light Wines and Beer"
but intended for only month more.
noted
in the lobby of the Selwyn,
is
Balcony trade via cut-rating exso this will be the tell-tale week for
pected in new berth. Dropped off
the Woods piece.
last week, gross being $6,000 or
The wisest of playgoers claim
>ese.
Woods had a New York hit in "Light "Carolina,**
Ambassador (14th week).
Wines and Beer" under another title.
Doubt about this operetta lasting
If the piece can steady itself immemuch longer. In groove of about
diately, following the inconsistent
$8,500 for four or five weeks. Last
policies
which characterized the
week takings dipped under $7,500.
play's premiere in Chicago, the Sel"Cat
and Canary,** National (2d
wyn stands a chance of holding the
week).- Mystery piece which took
comedy longer than last week's
to road from National last fall
gross indicated, although Sunday
came for second try, counting on
and Monday's business of this week
cut-rating and two for ones until
gave little hope.
end
of season. About $5,000 last
It's remarkable the Kray the cutweek, although attendance imrate tickets aie making happy those
proved last half.
who are interested in "Up the Lad- "Chauvc-8ouris,"
Century
Roof
der" at the Central. If there is a *
(65th week). Final week for Coms ip in the cut rates at the Central
the attraction may as -veil pack up
and go.
The cut-rates arc the
Didn't get the inChicago).
foundation for belief the attraction crease in gross transfer from Selwill continue indefinitely.
Lester wyn to this house suggested in
Bryant has thus far managed to minds of those conducting Mme. Pekeep out, of the gloom class with trova's personal campaign hoped for.
"Peter, and Paula" which is doing Will stick two weeks more, with
profitable trade for all concerned.
house probably protected against
Mme. Petrova didn't capture the loss
by star herself. Grossed around
victory she waa, after when she
$4,000.
moved "Hurricane" to the Olympic.
0th
Weston**
(Harris.
"Peter
It is reported that in the four weeks
week). Will make an early departthat "Hurricane" has played here
only one performance went over ure. Keeps slipping despite extra
big advertisements to hold it up.
$1,000, and that was at the premiere.
The star is still handling her own House either will go dark by May
campaign, but it is reported she is 26 or else have a new attraction.
slightly below $10,000.
now satisfied Chicago doesn't want Figured
"R. U. R." (Cort, 2d week). Speplays of this type. The engagement
at the Olympic is now listed to close cial parties held gross close to $9,in two weeks, giving Mme. Petrova 000, but doesn't promise to stick
the six weeks she wanted in all for long. House facing unusual situation of not knowing its late spring
Chicago.
Overcoming the low Monday night and summer attraction. First time
trade by selling the house outright* in years this situation has been rethe Cort gave "R. U. R." a little corded at this house, proving the
profit on the week, but the piece isn't extremes to which the erratlcness
strong enough, despite its literary of the whole Chicago situation has
va^ue, to draw the established Cort gone.
"Light Wines end Beer** (Selwyn.
theatre clientele. The Theatre GuildFigured
play will never do for the late spring 6th week in Chicago).
and summer attraction at the Cort, around $9,000, failing to go higher
making it quite possible that the because of poor matinee trade. InFrazee offices will rush one of their timate theatre makes eomedy go
own stars (probably William Courte- stronger, assuring insiders that
nay) to the Cort in what this theatre Woods office has a real winner in
always plays during the hot months piece despite the slow start in Chia light comedy.
cago. Thursday matinees cancelled
Harry Ridings is pulling every for balance of this engagement
string to keep aloft business fur Strong opinion title is hurting busi•
"Two Fellows and a Girl," for there ness here.
are signs that if this piece doesm't
"Petsr and Pauls'* (Playhouse, 4th
hold longer than the middle of the week).
Length of stay depends
month Cohan's Grand wild go dark upon how soon real hot weather
much sooner than previous plans strikes the town. Held around $7,forecasted. Some word is expected 000, which makes money for both
from Geo. M. Cohan this week.
house and company. If piece sudWith the Couthoui offices schem- denly goes lower house will close
ing to lower the running expenses rather than angle further for
a
at the hotel stands by laying off summer attraction.
help, and with the independents
"Two Fellows snd Girl** (Cohan's
gossiping over the way some of their Grand, 7th week).
Prospects now
brethren are being treated by Sport of Cohan's
holding until about
Herrmann, there wasn't any activity the middlepiece
of the new month.
of news value from the camps of the
Whether or not house will remain
It's
speculators during th© week.
open for summer depends upon Cobeen a body-blow season to the
han's decision this week. Grossed
"specs," and the remaining weeks of
the season will have them picking little over $10,000.
"Up the Ladder" (Centra?. 4th
up what money is possible to lower
Cut-rate hounds picking
the big losses of the year. Rather week).
than continue In the gloomy state this offering ahead of all others,
of affairs some of the house man- and giving the anti-cut-rate managers and "specs" will welcome a agers much to think about. Very
few straight sales made for this
shutdown with Joy.
attraction except at hotels and
'Last week's estimates:
clubs.
Estimated gross placed at
"The Pasting Show'* (Apollo, 1st $7,500.
week). More real enthusiasm and
"For All of Us'* (Studebaker, 24th
applause for Howard Brothers at week). First real noticeable slump,
premiere than they ever received causing managers to announce last
Got away with $4,400 gross weeks. Now looks like a departure
here.
opening night; over $2,000 on quiet either May 19 or 26. Musical ehow
Monday, finally hitting $26,500. Lim- tipped as incoming card.
Hodge
ited to six weeks, to be followed by play did little over $10,000.
"The Dancing Girl."
"8teve" Princess, 2d week). Hard
"Blossom Time" (Great Northern, to sell at hotels, but still getting the
7th week in Chicago). Transfer to flappers.
Matinee business most
this house delicate matter for at- encouraging.
Went little better
traction to entertain hope for sum- than $8,000.
mer run. Dropped to around $10,"Bristol Glass'' (Blackstone. 3d
800.
Will have to do $5,000 better and final week).
A flop. Made
this week to last longer than May quick exit Saturday night after fail19.
ing to do better than $5,500. House
week). dark with little prospect of getting
16th
Colonial,
"Sally'*
Holding between $26,000 'and $27,- now attraction.
"Cat and Canary" (La Salle, 34th
000 wholly through the Saturday
Sunday trade. Close estimate fig- week). Now arranged to hold for
ures trade just about makes it an four weeks longer.
Sunday newseven split for company's expenses. paper advertisements carried last
House will go dark jwith departure weeks. Death knell handed attraction with abolishment of cut-rates.
of "Sally" in two weeks.
"Tangerine'* (Garrick, 4th week). Slipped below $8,000.
Big disappointment for the enthu"Loyalties'* 'Powers, 4th and final
Strange condition*--,
siastic plans whieh had show re- week).
last
maining here for summer run. Some three performances of week, after
of the houses during week sensa
sudden notice to close was posted.
tionally
small.
Hovered around Close to capacity business for la«t
Cannot last long under ex- three performances, giving week's
$11,000.
iting meager call.
gross close to $11,000.
Why Not'*
"Horncant" (Olympic, 4th \*eek opened Monday night.
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AND COMMENT

Figures estimated and comment point to seme attractions being
successful, while the aame gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the eiae of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in busineee necessary for mueieal attraction aa against dramatic
play ie also considered.
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Loop Showmen

May

Thursday,

->l

stock ic Gest'e record-breaking
imported nove+ty. Company saiie
for Paris Tuesday; due to return
early In falL Played at $5 top for
more than year; only Attraction
ever accomplishing run at scale.
"Elsie," Vanderbilt (5th week). Will

bo withdrawn Saturday;, businessabout $7,000, which cannot make
money for musical attraction;
latter now guaranteeing house.
Did well on tour and ought to repeat on road next season.

New Amsterdam

"Follies/*

week).

With

tickets on

late
edition

June

this

til

of

may

"Follies"

through summer.
week were about
tops Broadway.

(48th

hand unrecord-running
last
last

Takings
$31,500.

Still

•

"Give and Take," 49th St. (16th
week).
Marcin's best try this
season.
Pace now around $6,500
or

under.

little

"Go Go," Daly's 63d St. (8th week).
John Cort's lively musical show
will «try for summer stay. Able to
jn uptown
house, with last week's gross al-

draw good business
most

$12,000.

"How Come?"

Apollo (3d week).
Colored show another week to go
on original guarantee and will not

remain longer. Takings for second week around $5,000, and little
improvement over first.
"The
Last Warning" may move over
from Klaw.
"Icebound." Sam Harris (12th week).
May stick through month, but
hardly any longer.
House and
attraction under same management and well liked drama, although not drawing business expected at any time. Last week
under $7,500.
"If Winter Comes," Gaiety
(5th
week). Final week; English play
has not been able to draw measure
of busioess necessary'for house to
make nifchey. Dropped to nearly
$7,000 last week.
"Jack ar/d Jill," Globe (7th week).

Class musical comedy making
tle money, but not what hoped

lit-

for.

Should easily remain until summer musical is readied for Globe.
Last week's $18,000 bit better than
average. White's /Scandals" due
here next month.
"Kiki," Belasco (75th week). Final
week for Lenore Ulric drama,
which rates with most successful
of all Belasco productions. Average pace for entire run not much
under $15,000. Only drama which
held over from last season. "The

Comedian" moves in Monday.
"Lady Butterfly," Astor (15th week).
Engagement -indefinite, although
billed in Chicago for May 13. "In
the Moonlighftprobable successor.
$8,000 for "Butterfly" last week.
"Last Warning/* Klaw 28th week).
Close to end of run. Mystery play
which led field slid under stop

limit last week, when pace $6,000.
Reported -lor 42d street house.
''Laughing Lady," Longacre (12th
week). Run ends Saturday, succeeding attraction
being "For
Value Received." Pace has been
around $8,000, with some cut-rate
aid.
Only little better than even
break
for
starring
attraction
Ethel Barrymore.
"Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (25th
week). Always rated with best of
season's musicals and holds position and pace now, with all sign3
pointing to continuance through

summer. Gross, $22,000.
"Mary the Third," 39th St. (13th
week). Management in hopes of
extending engagement into summer going. WhHe attraction has
not been big it picked up recently
and takings are claimed profitable
show and house at around

for both
$7,500.

"Merton of the Movies," Cort (25th
week). Among best Broadway has
in comedies and rates with leading six n<>n-musicals nominated
for

summer

continuance.

Average

around $15,000 weekly.
"Morphia," Eltinge (5th week). Inexpensive to operate this short
cast drama, which explains profits

from moderate pace.

Few weeks

more.

Last week about $6,200.
Revue," Music Box
(28th week).
Went to rapacity
every night last week, with only
Saturday's matinee bit off. Ought
to be clnrh money getter during
warm weather. Last week again

"Music

around

Box

$24,500.

"My Aunt from

Top now

$4.

Ypsilanti,"

Earl

Adaptation
from Freneh; said to have been
done before with music. Opened
Tuesday as siop gap, house planning summer revue.
"Papa Joe," Lyric (10th week).
Moved here from Princess last
week and expected cut rates would
turn profit. Gross, however, smallest on Broadway, with about $2,000 in. Guaranteeing.
"Peer Gynt," Shubert (13th week).
Strong enough to last until Shuberts are ready to bring In musCarroll

(1st

ical piece for

week).

summer

try; "Oynt*

has been getting $11,000 and over.

—

-

i;

May

Thursday,

*,

ppoUy Preferred," Little (16th week).
Now one of leading calls In
agencies, rating with six strong-

Little's small capacity
est calls.
counts, but no question about
Over $11,000
hit
being
show

which

weekly,

—

1*23

means

-

»

week.

"Wildflower,"

Casino (13th week).
musical shows able to climb
so steadily as this; now acknowledged one of hits of season and

Few

capacity

here.

strength points to engagement
PPride" Morosco (1st week). Late
lasting through summer.
Better
entrant is dramatic production unthan $19,000 last week, not far
der direction of Morosco enterfrom capacity at $2.50 top.
prises. Opened Monday, succeeding "The Wasp," moved over to "You and I," Belmont (11th week).
Claimed best draw of Harvard
Selwyn.
prise plays given at Belmont.
#»Hain," Maxine Elliott (26th week).
Strong cast factor in keeping
Makes half year. mark Saturday.
lower floor business at capacity.
Estimated strong enough to run
Pace
House
$9,000 and better.
Business
season.
next
throughout
small and gross comparatively
remains over capacity for all perexcellent.
<ormances, with $16,200 averaged
"Zander the Great," Empire (4th
weekly.
week). Alice Brady credited with
f Romeo and ^Juliet," Henry Miller
giving one of her best perform
(15th week). "Takings went up
Easily most promising
ances.
last week, extra matinee on anplay brought in after holidays.
niversary of Shakespears drawing
Beat $11,000 last week and has
$1 200. and gross for week going
Good through
chance to Improve.
to nearly $12,000.
The Russian grand opera company
month and maybe June.
entered Jolson's Monday, offering
Irene and Mary/' Century
••Sally.
Moved here last
a medley of operas under name*
(35th week).
of "A Night of Love.'* the title
week with campaign of "two for
being heavily billed. At the 48th
ones" accounting for heavy trade
Street Maurice Schwartz, who
late In week and sending takings
withdrew "Anathema" after three
to better than 412.000.
weeks of poor business, opened
"Secrets," Fulton (l»th week). Went
"The Inspector General." also
to better than $9,000 last week,
when cut rating helped. Pretty
translated from Yiddish, booked
English comedy can ride through
in for one week.
month. Engagement here not what
expected from London success, but
ought to be road winner.
CONTRASTED GROSSES
Booth
(27th
Heaven,1
•Seventh
i

'

week).

playing

Still

extra

Fri-

day matinee, latter performance "Tip Top/' at Denver, $20,000— D.t
richstein Hardly Anything
only one not selling out. Gait con-

-

-—

—

—

—

-

-

—
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Local Public Used Up

State
Boston, May 3.
The count-up at the box a/Bees
last Saturday night revealed Inw
grosses, with' the exception of one
or two Isolated cases. The belief is
that the season Is about finished
for the shows that have been playThis la Indiing for some time.
cated in the flop registered at the
M grossed
Hollls, where "Llghtnln*
only $11,000, a new low figure for a
week's business, and even worse
than was done during Lent.
The figure of last week Indicated
that the show had about used up
However, the
local public.
Hs
show has done a whale of a business
here, and has already set up a record for the Hollls as to length of

.i

;

l

— — —
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ALL UP
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and City Under Different Rules and Box

From Train Confusion

i

>

—Moscow

•

Philadelphia, May 2.
close Saturday, the first of the eight
Philadelphia did the unexpected theatres to close, a not unusual ocweek by being lukewarm to the currence at this house, which depends in a large degree on its somuch-touted Moscow Art Theatre.
Not once during the week did the ciety patronage. *
Lyric touch capacity. The opening
The Forrest next week offers
night, which was expected to be the "Shuffle Along," its length of stay
gala Monday premiere of the whole being entirely problematical.
The
season, saw about a three-quarters only other openings will bo the newhouse upstairs, the gross being re- ly formed Philadelphia Theatre
ported at $3,865, almost $1,000 under Guild's first offering, "A Successful
capacity.
Calamity," with William Gillette and
The Tuesday and Wednesday per- Lola Fisher.
formances had even smaller grosses
On May 14, in addition to tho
(though both beat $3,000) and the Guild's second offering, "Winnie of
matinee is reported at $2,700. The the Wolves/' a new play by Gillette,
first good break came with the first
there will be "Adrienne." After that
performance of "The Lower Depths" the only legitimate attraction anon Friday night. This was close to nounced is the Gaites revue, though
capacity. ' Balcony trade was big all report still has it that "Lady Butterfly" will bo brought into sOmo
week.
The gross for the week hit some- house. Martin Johnson's "Jungle"
where close to the $32,000 mark, plotures are also reported seeking a
$13,000 from top at the $5 scale. house.
Estimates of the week:
Some of the dailies were not altogether enthusiastic In their com"The Changelings" (Bread, 3d
ments, especially on "The Lower week). Final week of the season
Depths." It had been generally be- for this dramatic house, which Is
a
week
would
see
lieved that this
winding up In blase of glory. "The.
jump In business, but a daylight- Changelings" did virtual capacity
saving mixup Monda; put an awful last week, which, at Its $3 top. meant
dent in all the. legitimate houses.
$22,000 or slightly under. This week
"The Changelings," with Henry Is figured to show about $2,500 less.
Miller, at the Broad, did better than but still big money.
the Russians, though the $8 scale, of
"Greenwich Village Follies'' (Shucourse, prevented them from gross- bert, 3d week). Got into Its stride
ing as much. The week's gross is after week opening, and Jumped
reported at nearly $22,000, very big over $27,000.
in this house.
"Hunting Big Game in Africa"
Another show to hit on all cylin- (Forrest,
4th week). Final week for
ders was the "Greenwich Village
Snow
animal plotures, which proved
Follies" at the Shubert. This revue
worth by holding up last week.
was definltley off Us opening week, their
Only matinees were short. "Shufbut glowing notices and good fle Along"
comes In Monday.
weather breaks sent the gross soar"Captain Applejack" (Garrick, 6th
ing last week, a gain of nearly $4,000
week).
Final
week for this show,
breaks
good
being claimed.
With
this revue may stay six or seven which has been a hummer here, but
weeks, as it has no immediate book- which started to slide off last week.
ings and the house is In a similar Gross reported as just beating $11,500.
House dark next week, with
position.
A fourth show to hit big money "Ardienne," new musical comedy, to
was "Spice of 1922," which, in the follow,
"Make It 8nappy" (Chestnut. 1st
third week of its fourth engagement
in this city, played to large takings week). Started very big, with Indications of walloping large gross.
at the Chestnut Street opera house. "Spice" went
away with another
A gross of $14.5C: was turned In. very flne week, over $14,500.
The revue could have stayed In"Kempy" (Walnut, 1st week).
"Make
definitely but for a booking of
Opening weakened by light-saving
be mix-up; is in for two weeks. Flak*
that could not
It m Snappy"
changed.
O'Hara in "Land of Romance"
"Captain Applejack" dipped con- dropped to about $7,000 in second
siderably, and while still playing *o and last week.
plainly
profitable business showed
Moscow Art Theatre (Lyric. 2d
This is Its week). First week a disappointthat the edge is off.
final week, the Garrick then being ment, with gross not passing $32,000.
dark a week before the new Werba whereas at scale used house fould
musical comedy, "Adrienne," comes do $44,000. Only good Friday and
in.
Saturday night nouses pulled gross
The animal film, "Hunting Big above $30,000. This week in doubt.
Game in Africa," surprised the Monday house goes over to first
doubters In its third week at the Theatre Guild attraction, "SuccessForrest. If it had not been for weak ful Calamity," with William Gillette.
Blossom
Tims"
2d
matinees, this picture would have
(Adelphl.
week). 28th week in city, and one
cleaned up.
At the Walnut, Fi«ke O'Hara's of worst grosses of stay. Hardly
"Land o' Romance," in its second touched $6,500.
and final week, dropped to a grow
while
touch $7,000.
that
didn't
Schubert
the
Time,"
"Blossom
operetta at the Adelphl, had another
"Goodness Knows," the producvery bad week and grossed somewhere around $6,500.
tion which the Charles Frohman
The daylight saving trouble men- office tried out In Pittsburgh and
tioned above caused all sorts of Cleveland, has been shelved for
Because of next
trouble here Monday.
season. It is to bet one of the
the passage of the Derrick (antldaylight saving) bill at Harrisburg, early fall attractions which the orThe rethe city council here met Saturday ganization Is to present.
and Issued* a proclamation asking ports, both as to critical opinion
that clocks be changed. Railroads, and the box office, that the attracall places of business, schools and tions received during the two trycolleges followed suit, but the the- out weeks lead the Frohman office,
to
adherence
announced
atres
to. beJieva that it Is a surefire
standard time. Tho result was hun- winner.
dreds of cancellations at all houses
.
laet
whoso
people
from suburban
"The Mountebank," which Is
train left before the shows would
last

LEGIT ITEMS

..

A

meeting of managers was
Monday afternoon, and a
held
change to daylight time was announced for Wednesday.
In the meantime, however, Monday's and Tuesday's business went
way down, and present indioatlons
are that practically every legit
house in town will register a tumble
in gross this week over last.
'Make It Snappy." with Eddie
Cantor, which played at the Shubert
last season, opened a return encasement at the Chestnut street
opera house Monday, and "Kempy"
returned to the Walnut, where it
let out.

was favorably received lost winter.
The Cantor advance sale has boon
tremendous.

'Kempy" will stay two weeks,
anvway, and, if business warrants it,
a third. On June 4 it will commence
its newly announced summer revue
policy with the as yet unnamed production of Joseph M. Gaites.
The Broad brings Its season {<> a

;

«*

IN PHILLY

Players' Disappointment

in "Minnie and Me," was
one of the surprises of the week.
In the first week she did something
like $22,000. but as that was a holiday week it was figured the gross
was a bit too high for her to approach on the second week out, and
a drop to below the $20,000 mark
wouldn't have been a shock to those
connected with the show. However,
the count -up for the second week
showed she had done $21,000, and
during the week
business
the
showed signs of building up as it
capacity
reaching
went along,
houses for the end of the week with
a most substantial advance sale.
Jolson found some weakness in
the town the opening nights of last
week, and a few vacefnt seats wer.«
observed both Monday and Tuesday

.
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tinues at nearly $15,000, and call
one of strongest.
Denver, May 2.
•So This Is London," Hudson (36th
"Tip Top." Fred Stone's musical
getting important
Still
week).
extravaganza, filled the Broadway
money and stands chance of rid- comfortably all last week, seven
ing into hot weather going. Last
week takings beat $12,000. with nights and one matinee, at ?:!.30 top.
This heJag the home town of Stone
management satisfied.
•The Adding Machine," Comedy (7th and his wife, formerly Aloen Crater,
week). Theatre Guild has knack that was freely exploited. The rather
of running their productions at stiff prices didn't seem to hoid baek
Doubtful if this
small crosses.
the customers at all, the gross be- nights. After that there was more
one will last much longer. Moved
strength and he finished strong.
up here from Oarrick last week. iv. not far from $20,000.
is good, though, for strong busiThe success of the totts. show He
Takings about $4,500.
ness for the balance of his local
Knickerbocker
sharply
Vine,*'
contrastel
the
failure,
with
Clinging
•The
stay and should never play to less
This musical has the week before of Leo Ditrichste!n than $20,000 while here.
(19th week).
gone along good popular -priced In "The Purple Mask."* Despite that
"Six-Cylinder Love" also seems
clip, but slipped lately and is not
Ihtrlchstein is famed for being the to be travelling the reverse route,
counted on lasting further than
the business for this show being
end of month. Between $10,000 "greatest lover of the etage," the about $3,000 less last week than
houses which greeted his show
and $11,000.
It wilt leave at
the week before.
(8th would have been a disgrace to an
•The Comedian,* Lyceum
the end of this week, and for two
Belasco
over
to
Will
move
week).
attraction of a quarter its merit. weeks the house will be taken over
Monday when that house loses One night In particular, there ap- by "Molly Darling," with Jack Dongreat "Kiki." ''Comedian" around peared to be less than 300 persons ahue starred. This show was forced
Lyceum gets In sight.
$10,000 last week.
to quit the Tremont earlier this
'The Mountebank."
when it was playing to caA year ago Ditrichstein told season,
The Dancing Girl/' Winter Garden
pacity.
Juvenile
Ben
Lindsey
the
of
(15th week). One week more for Judge
So
far nothing Is mentioned about
this musical show, which goes to Court that he would "never make "The Pool" at the Selwyn finishing
road. Al Jolson In "Bombo" enters Denver again."
While grossing in tho neighup.
Garden May 14 for a month or so.
"Tip Top" will wind up at Detroit borhood of $10,000, with enough of
House will get a summer musical May 15, when Stone will go back to an advance sale weekly to Indicate
afterwands.
Mrs. Stone and her a fair break, it will stay on until
•The Devil's Disciple," Garrick (2d New York.
warmer weather.
week). Guild's last production of daughter, Dorothy, left for the big
The Majestic is dark this week,
this season. Shaw revival hardly town Sunday morning. Dorothy will awaiting the arrival there next
counted on for big business and be given a part In her father's show Monday of the Russian players.
no chance of moving uptown.
next year, according to an announce- This Is supposed to bo made to or*The Enchanted Cottage," Rits (5th ment by the star. "And I will be der for Boston audiences of the
week). Expectation W. A. Brady paying the American stage a com- highbrow type.
The company is
will get fair run with Pinero play
booked in for two weeks, with the
Business pliment by permitting her to appear orchestra scaled at $5 and $3.50 for
In spite of late entry.
he
declared
proudly.
Dorothyon
It,"
takings
off slightly last week;
the evening shows and $3.50 top
about $7,000. Some out-rating but Is not quite 17.
for the matinees.
draw high class.
Two new shows nosed Into town
•The Exile," Cohan (4th week).
this week, both coming Into ShuA. RECEIPTS
"Barnum Was Right" will succeed
bert houses.
"Sun Showers" (muhere Monday. "Exile" guaranteed
sical) came Into tho Wilbur, re$4,000 for four weeks. Gait $7,000 $16,000 May Bs "Purple Mask" at placing Helen Hayes, and being, by
weekly, with $1,000 little less last
Mason "Bad Man," Capscity
the way, the first musical attraction
week.
to play the house this season. "The
"The Fool," Times Square (28th
Monster" came Into the Plymouth.
Los Angeles, May 2.
in
week).
strongly
Indications
Looking over the field with an
Ditrichstein, in "The Purple
Leo
favor of drama running Into falll
eye to what houses may keep open
summer attendance almost as- Mask," opened very big at the for the summer, there seems to be
Purple
"The
Mason
this
week
In
sured from visitors. Still getting
just one possibility, and that Is the
/top gross among non-musicals but Mask." It now looks as though he Tremont, where Cohan is due to
giving
About will do $16,000 on the week.
extra
matinee.
open about the first of Juno with
$16,000.
"The Bad Man," with Holbrook his newest production.
•The Gingham Girl," Central (36th Blinn, is continuing to play to caThe weather, which has been
week). Moved directly on Broadagainst the theatres during the enthe Majestic.
way last week, placing house back pacity at
tire winter, does seem to be giving
"We Girls" is showing a steady the breaks to the houses now that
in legitimate list.
Cast changes
accompanied move. Management gain at the Morosco. Now in Its spring has arrived. In fact, muggy
counting on transients and Cut- eighth \reek the end of its run is weather conditions, not at all good
rates to carry into summer. Re- not in sight.
for business, have prevailed the last
cent pace at Earl Carroll around
week, with considerable rain. The
$9,000.
summer parks in some parts of the
SHOWS
FRISCO
"Th* .Love Habit," Princess (8th
distriot are beginning to swing into
San Francisco, May 2.
week). Moved from Bijou, where
line strong with advertising for a
guaranteeing almost as much as
Mclntyre and Heath, in "Red Pep- near future opening, and the damgrossed.
Originally framed for per," opened well at the Curran halls in most of the beach and counPrincess. Probably $3,000.
Sunday, but fell off somewhat Mon- try places are running full blast
•The Old Soak," Plymouth ($7th
second and final week of to capacity.
week).
Daylight saving went Into effect
With season's run to day. The
credit, an even chance this com- Walker Whiteside at that house in here on Sunday, and this is anedy .staying into summer." also "The Hindu" grossed CJOSC to $.11,- other factor for the theatres to comfiguring to get draw from visitors. 000.
bat.
Estimates for last week:
$7,600 now.
Ina Claire In 'The Awful Truth,"
"The Wasp," Selwyn (6th week). opened big at the Columbia Mon"Lightnin"' (Hollis, 19th week)
Slid off sharply last week, touching
Moved here from Morosco Mon- day.
day, having succeeded "Within
$11,000; very weak.
"The Pepper Box." at the Century,
Tour Walls?' taken off after two
"Minnie and Me" (Colonial, 3rd
Held up very well a bij;
weeks. 'Wasp" showed life, busi- showed a little improvement in week).
ness nrlth iiit -rate aid climbing business, maintaining the pace set surprise -and grossed better thati
The $21,000.
from $t;.000 to $8,000. Guarantee- during the first week here.
Ing here as .'it Morosco.
"Six-Cylinder Love" (Tremont.
show has improved greatly, a id it
Did $12,500
4th and final week).
Up She Goes." Playhouse (26th looks good for the road.
the
last week, as against $14,000
week). Best run of any attraction
week before, and showing signs o,
at Playhouse this season or last.
Would do well if it
weakness.
first muaical here :m| has done "PEPPER BOX REVUE" MOVING
keeps above $10,000 for current
r
business*
Intimate type of
s.in Francisco. May 2.
k
show.
Average $S.oon weekly,
After much tinkering and doctor- wea
"The Fool" rselwyn, 11th
latlsfactory at house and show inBox
Kevu •" with Running about $10,000; not week)
"The
P*PP«r
much
under same management.
"Uptown West," BijOU (2d week) Sophie Tucker ;inrt Geo. LeMalre at change.
the
Century at last is running
1st
(Wilbur,
"Sun
Showers"
^
\'t r
nvi in»>o
tract ion
i" j.irn"»M. moving here insi'wceK smoot h y in k« t44«l w ee k w i th W"~k >. l< '< i-« .1 •lii ion of music al
Astor,
New
York.
"To
which
played
profit.
der $4,000 stop limit, summer business show inn a Slight
schedule
the the Ladies" closed to about $4.4oo
lea re
Cle> erly The
will
for
ho is
attraction
joosted 'mil una 11 xrosa won.
»hd take to the here.
II,
Century Ma
Al Jolcon
("Bombo"), Shnhert
"Whispcr ng
Wires,"
Broadhur?! road for 16 days.
3rd week.
Jolson and Mitzi
i^.T'h
weeR).
stayer t*t
y,on
st
luled in open
May
21
comedy trade
Splitting
the
musical
•• >on'S
this
frnjt
m;. slerv
Of
i"i
two Wi > en- between I hem.
Jolson started oil
plays.
Originally played si 49th In ilos Anui'i's
whieh gait
$10,000,
;• nvnl.
ai
than
bettei
s tree
temmoved
lu«re
I
md
'
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LEGITIMATE

porarily three months ago. Business good' enough t give season's
run. Skidded to less than, $6,500
last

i

due back in
New York
middle of the month.
"The Mon»ter" (Plymouth, 1st

he held last week.
1 1

\

••••'<

>.

1

*

>

Is

attraction
treal,

this

His Majesty's, Monweek, Is believed by the
at

natives to be

a

direct importation

from England, not only as to play
but cast as well. They were given
that opinion through the advance
that was worked out for the *how,
which had a cast that was entirely
composed of English players, even
though they were engaged in New
York.
The piece is due at the

Lyceum next week.
The vaudeville road show headed
by Irene Castle, closed Monday in
Ithaca, N. Y., having completed four
weeks and one day on the toad, the
final
performance In Ithaca, the
dancer's home, being a benefit.
The tour Is reported as" having been
financially

resumed

successful

and

witi

be

in the fa!T.

Col.
William Roche, weakened
from the breakdown which removed

him from

his duties as manager f»f
the Harris, Chicago, is now at KitClemens for a two weeks' rest.
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FORMER FAMOUS PLAYERS MEN
TELL OF BEING EDGED OUT

MAYER TRYING DOUBLE

TITLES

—

Revolution in Picture Making Theory New Title
for Picture to Be Equally Displayed in Type on
Billing With Name of Stage Hit— "Famous Mrs.
Fair," Mayer's

WARNERS' EXCHANGE
DEAL WITH KOHN
New York Exchange,

Example

Buffalo

Exchange and Jersey FranWhen Louis B. Mayer finishes
•Captain Applejack," now being directed by Fred NH>ld,

a new

titlfc

will

it is

possible

be added to the

GOLDWYN

FILES

Largest

Now Broke Goldwyn on

Stands-

ANSWER

the

of the stage play.

title

BUSHMAN AND BAYNE BOOKED
Bushman

andJBayne are the

first

important hooking of Loew's book-]
lng

Involved

chise

—

Testifies to First .Nafl

office.

The former picture stars, who
The Goldwyn Pictures Corp. and
have been playing for the Keith
Warner Bros, have entered Into Circuit, win open at Loew's State,
the Goldwyn Distributing Corp.,
a deal with Morris Kohn, former Cleveland, this month. They will
both of which are named defendants
by which Kohn

by Rigo Hart in a suit involving the*
It Is said
read something like rights to "Theodora" in this counthis when ready for billing, topped try,
have filed answer through
of course with the Mayer and
"Blood Will Tell, Nathan Burkan. Hart contends he
Niblo mention:
the picture rights to
was
given
the screen adaptation of the famous
Victorien
"Theodora"
Sardou's
stage success, Captain Applejack,"
Davenport, who
with the two titles receiving about through Fanny
held
contract
for
exclusive
the
a
equally prominent display.
dramatic rights to the piece in this
If* carried out It will mark alis ajfking for an accountry.
He
most a revolution in the trend of
pictures.
Film producers have counting from Goldwyn on the
picture they released bearing the
proceeded along for years on the
title of "Theodora," and also for
theory that a stage hit is the best
asset for a feature through its gen- damages.
The Goldwyn corporations hold
erally spread fame as a speaking
stage success, with the title looked they acquired the rights to the picture
from an Italian producing orupon as a certain draw and the
story of sufficient Interest through ganization which had obtained the
rights from the heirs of Sardou and
the play's long run.
Mayer is reported to have de- that they had a perfect right to discided that is not the case, basing tribute the picture. At the time the
his conclusions upon
the Mayer rights for the American production
were invested in Fanny Davenport,
lately produced feature, Niblo-directed, "The Famous Mrs. Fair." more than 25 years ago, when motion pictures were not Jn the field
At the Capitol, New York, last week
consequently no screen rights
It did $38,000, not considered
ex- and
ceptional and the title % was sus- were part of the agreement with the
pected of having held back the stage star.
draw, despite it was the same name
of the Henry Miller hit with a long
DAMAGES FOR DISTRIBUTION
run on Broadway.
Los Angeles, May 2.
"Backbone," at the Capitol this
week, a picture that fails to touch
The Affiliated Enterprises, Inc.,
the "Fair" film in any .particular, has asked the courts for an Injuncwas running ahead of last week tion and $150,000 damages against
up to Wednesday.
A. B. Maescher or the Common-Mayer is said to have paid $52,000 wealth Film Co. to prevent it from
for the picture rights to "The Fa- distributing "Night Life In Hollymous Mrs. Fair" and $55,000 for wood." Claims it has* the sole disthe rights to "Captain Applejack." tribution rights fo the picture."

name

Stockholder,

Rowland

may

9

—Was

Sherry Qualifies as Champion Job

Pact

William L. Sherry, once the larg.
est stockholder In famous Players,
of which he was a director and now
without resources, -qualified as the
hard luck champion of the Famous
Players' "alumni" In yeaterday'a
hearing of the Federal Trade Com*
mission's charges of unfair prac-

/i

tices.

His testimony came or. top of
be co-hooked with the feature picture "Modern Marriage." Bushman Samuel Goldwyn's recital of the cirand Baype will Jump from Cleve- cumstances of his b£ing ousted from
land to the coast to play four addi- the company and the more or less
The sketch will in- parallel histories of W. W'. Hodkintional weeks.
son, W. E. Greene and Al LIchtman.
clude a cast of six people.
the Warner distribution franchise
The A. B. C. has bought the New The government seemed to seek to
for New Jersey.
York territory first run rights,, for establish that from the beg'.rning
It is reported this deal which inAdolph Zukor had continued to
the Bushman and Bayne picture,
volves several million dollars, calls
"A Modern Marriage" and will play tighten his grip on the company.
for a large payment in cash and it
The only important witness outweek
of
June
member
houses
It An
takes the place of the bank loans
side of former Famous Players men
This Is the third A. B. C. out3.
which the Warners were negotiating right buy booking of the exhibitor was Richard A. Rowland, now of
to care for the financing of an elabFirst National, who testified that
the other two being
syndicate,
First National had entered into
orate producing schedule for next
"Tess" and "The Ninety and Nine."
sort of working agreement
season. The trade at one time unhandled
by some
The new picture Is
president of Realart,

:

and Charles Goetz, present exchange
for the Warners, take over
the New York and Buffalo exchange,
now owned by the Warners and operate them and in addition assume

manager

'

derstood that the finance negotiawith S. A. Lynch In the South. This
,AmerIcan Releasin *- xt waB mftde
with Alien
Allen
tiona were conaucteu
conducted witn
none
deal had been accomplished -^four or
fpQm |he novel <Lia<j y varley" byfive months ago," or about the time
ity an.
Derek Vane and is directed by
Famous Players took over the Lynch
Harry Warner of the firm left
Lawrence Windom, under the suproperties.
The details of the
New York late last week for Cali- pervision
of Whitman Bennett.
agreement did not come out.
fornia.
Other testimony mimed to show
that independent a producers had
difficulty in getting showings for
high -class product owing to the
control of first-run houses by the
leading companies, principally Famous Players. The witnesses appeared to agree that the leading
companies put over the most consistent line of quality pictures, but
hard to form an opinion
it was
whether the low quality independents was the cause or effect of
Society Addresses 60 theatre control by the big concerns.
Representative of
Previous witnesses had told how
A. Also RepreP.
Broadcasters in
Sherry, Steele and the other orig- ?
inal
territorial men and producers
sented Matter of Copyrighted M'isic
had voted Hodkinson and Goldwyn
out of the board.
Sherry's testimony yesterday went into the way
the same treatment wa» dealt to
reality they
In
are giving the him. Sherry was the original holdChicago, May 2.
The National Broadcaster Asso- authors, composers and publishers er of the New ,York exchange of
free advertising.
•
In turn Mr. Ro- Paramount. He
and the others stood
ciation was formed here at a meetsenthal says that the members of a
half interest to Zukor and Lasky.
ing held at the Drake Hotel. About his organization do not care for
Subsequently, Sherry agreed to turn
CO representatives of the various that particular form of advertising over his territory In return for an
The and stand ready to pay for the ad- agreement calling for a salary of
radio interests were present.
vertising that they do want.
$1,000 a week and 2 per cent, of
purpose of the association Is to
Lately the broadcasting stations the New York profits, and payment
fight for a reinstatement of popuin the neighborhood -of Chicago of a certain amount of stock.
This
lar numbers and jazz n: lodies to have been using anything but
pop- contract was never signed, although
their concert programs, despite that ular numbers and on the occasion Sherry got the stock.
Complaint Filed Alleged
Co. and Allied Labs. the American Society of Authors, when they did slip one of the popuHe remained in charge of the New
Composers and Publishers denies lar hits of the day over which was York exchange for a time and then
Control
Stock Market Brulatour
them that right as far as the com- the work of one of the members of was transferred to head of the Par*
positions of its membership are the A.S.A.C.&P. they refrained from amount
department
purchasing
Also Eastman Sells
of U. S.
concerned without the payment of announcing the station giving it.
much against his wishes, being suca license fee.
On the day following the meet- ceeded in the exchange by Arthur
Jules Rosenthal, of the American ing at the Drake, Mr. Rosenthal White, his former subordinate. As
Washington, May 2.
manufactured and sold approxi- Society, was here and addressed the held a meeting of the. local publish- exchange manager his salary was
In the midst of the hearings in mately 94 per cent of all the cine- meeting for about two hours on the ers' representatives at the Hotel 1250 a week.
In that capacity he
New York City of the charges filed matograph film used in the United claims of the society and then Sheiman here at which he advised had had disagreements with Zukor
against the Famous Players-Lasky States and manufactured and sold asked those present to Interrogate them to try to check up on which on the proposition, he said, that
Corporation by the Federal Trade approximately 96 per cent, of all the him on any questions ^they were In Of the radio broadcasting stations adjustments should be made with
Commission the Commission on cinematograph film produced in the doubt about. They refused to ques- In this vicinity were using their exhibitors who had been oversold.
Monday issued a formal complaint United States. During the period tion and informed him" they would copyrighted numbers.
Sherry didn't care for tie new job
against the Eastman Kodak Com- from March 1920, and September, advise him later of whatever deRobert Charles Bates, as«head of and constantly sought to have the
pany and its allied interests, which 1921, due to competition, by Ameri- cision they came to in the matter.
contract
but
executed
the Associated Independent Music original
The meeting was held at Station Publishers,
includes the Allied Laboratories, can importers of this material manwithout result.
Chicago,
Inc.
The Commission charges that ufactured in foreign countries, the WDAP, which Is at the Drake Ho- various independent is lining up the
Sherry had bought the New York
publishers not
It was behind closed doors.
the Eastman company through con- sale of cinematograph film by the tel.
members of the American Society. rights to the Geraldine Farrar. picspiracy In conjunction with Jules Eastman Company decreased to ap- Only those vitally interested in the
The organization Is endorsed by the ture, "Joan the Woman." for* $125,Brulatour endeavored to re- proximately 81 per cent, of the total proceedings were permitted enE.
Radio Broadcasters of America, and 000, putting up his' Famous Players
trance.
W. Kirkland, attorney for will assist
strain competition in the manufac- sales of such film in this country.
stock as collateral for a bank loan
in
popularizing and
ture of cinematograph films and in
Jules E. Brulatour, it is "Stated in the Chicago "Tribune," was en- "plugging"
worthy compositions via of $100,000, and borrowing $25,000
the sale thereof in Interstate and the complaint, was caused to erect gaged by William Klein, of New
on an unsecured note from -Zukor.
the ether.*
foreign commerce and to control, by Eastman at Long Island City, York, attorney for the Producing
This enterprise made him even more
"dominate, monopolize or attempt during the latter part of 1919. a Managers' association, to repreanxious to be back i'i the exchange
to monopolize the manufacture and manufacturing
laboratory, known sent them at the meeting and to
end, but Zukor advised him to take
McKENZIE'S "TIPPED OFF"
sale of such film throughout the as the G. M. Laboratories, equipped enter a protest in the event that
a long rest and return when someSan Francisco, May 2.
United States,"
for the manufacture of positive the radio people got to a point
thing would be found for him to
Those jointly charged in the com- prints from motion picture nega- where they were contemplating an
"Tipped Off" the initial picture of do.
the American Kenmat Productions of which Harry
plaint are, in addition to the East- tives. Shortly thereafter, Brulatour arrangement with
Before Sherry could rea.ize on
man Kodak Company and Julfs E. was caused by the same company Society.
A. McKenzie, San Francisco at- "Joan," Famous Players ceased to
The CO representatives of the torney, is president, is now com- pay dividends for a time, resulting
Brulatour, Allied Laboratories Inc., to construct or have constructed a
The Burton Holmes Lectures, Inc., second laboratory for the purpose radio interests were from 12 dif- pleted, being edited and titled for In depriving him of inborn*, and
The Craftsmen Film Company, Inc., of manufacture of prints from mo- ferent broadoasting stations. Thorne pre-view in New York.
William compelling him to sacrifice his Fawas elected Matthews, production manager, says mous Players stock.
Kineto Company of America, Inc., tion picture at Fort Lee, New- Donnelly of
Erbograph Company, Cromlow Film Jersey, known as the San-Jacq temporary president of the associa- the film will be ready in a few days.
About a year and a half r.go
tion; Powell Crosley of WLW, CinLaboratories, Inc., Palisades Film Laboratories.
The story Is a screen version of Sherry said he was broke and apJules Brulatour is named as the cinnati, secretary, and E. F. Mc- an original "Scarley Shadows" by plied to Zikor for a loan. He was
Laboratories, Inc., Claremont Film
Laboratory, Inc., Film Developing principal stockholder In Paragon, Donald, Jr., Chicago Radio Labora- Frederick Reel, Jr. Its cast includes given $1"),000 by Zukor and Famous
Corporation, Evans Film Manufac- Inc., a manufacturer of prints from tory, treasurer. Charles E. Erbstein Noah Beery, Tom Santschl, Arline Players on notes, and signed a
turing
Company, Inc., Republic motion pictures located also at Fort of WTAS volunteered to act' as Its Pretty, Harold Miller, Zella Gray, waiver of all claims against Zukor.
Laboratories. Inc., Lyman II. Howe Lee, New Jersey and it Is alleged attorney and announced that the Stuart Holmes and Bessie Wong.
Famous Players and the Cardinal
Film Company, Rex Laboratory, the concern was controlled by the National Association was ready to
Film Co., milker of "Joan."
This
Inc.,
Tremont Film Laboratories, Eastman Co. The, Eastman Co. do battle to the American Society
sum ho still owed.
Giblyn Directing for Bennett
Inc., Mark Ditenfass, and
Oorge caused Brulatour to operate the and if necessary to carry their fight
Two other witnesses were **Charles Giblyn, the director, has •mined yesterday, John w. Quinn,
Eastman, President of the Eastman three companies as separate and to the United States Supreme
been placed under contract by general manager of YJtagraph, an*1
distinct business enterprises with- Court.
Company.
Erbsteln's contention Is that the Whitman Bennett to produce at the Samuel Morris, general manager of
The Eastman Kodak Co., the com- out disclosing the true ownership
plaint states, is the largest manu- thereof or disclosing the fact that broadcasters will be victorious be- Bennett Studios in Yonkers,,N. Y. Warner Brothers, but their quesfacturer of cimematograph film in these companies were controlled )>> cause they do not collect from tho?e He will start work on a picture tioning was featureless. There was
(Continued on page 45)
listen In at their concerts and that
within the next few wteks.
the world, and up to March, 1920,
(Continued on page 45)
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TRADE COMMISSION ARRAIGNS

EASTMAN AS COERCIVE TRUST
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NO MORE PROGRAM
FAMOUS PLAYERS TELLING SALES FORCE

FOR THEATRE OWNERS

IT

LEADERSHIP

IS

WIDENING

1

F p/t Four
#

Month— FEDERAL TRADE'S RULE
Follows GoldON FILM REISSUES

Territorial Conventions This

"Special" Productions'Only— F. P.
wyn* s Announcement on Same Subject

Both
The day of the program picture
pretty
has passed. That has been
picture induswell accepted in the
butJt was made
try for some time,

complete and final w/fhin the iv.s*
few days when- the knowledge
leaked Famous Players -Lasky is
going out of the program producing
the energies of
field and that all of
that tremendous production Institube devoted
tion is in the future to
.proto the turning out of --special
ductions only.

That is going to be the information imparted #to the sales force of
the Paramount organization at the
series of four territorial conventions to be held this month in vari-

ous parts of the country. The four
will take
sales force gatherings
place in New York, Chicago, New
Orleans and Los Angeles. The dute
for the first meeting is New York.
May 8-9, and territory represented
there will be that north of Washington to the Canadian line east

coming fall is figured
at present on 20 productions of
their own with Cosmopolitan likewise contributing 20 .pictures, which
will give Goldwyn approximately 40
pictures on the year and a possibility of getting another 12 from
the open market to enable them to
practically have one a week for the
year.
Thi,?e stars who were of the program "variety, namely Dorothy

Mary

Com pson,
the lineup for
This will leave
son. Jack Holt,
Betty

Miles
will be

Minter and
missing from

the coming season.
only Gloria SwanPpla Negri. Thomas
Melghan. Bebe Daniels and Walter
Hiers.
Of these Gloria Swanson,

Decision in
*

the three that stand out sufficiently strong to go by themselves.

—Smith

a reissued motion picture

advertised for exhibition under a
other than the one originally
used, the advertising matter must

is

name

clearly

indicate

the

new and

in equally prominent type.
This decision was reached by the
Federal Trade Commission in the
case of the American Film Company
of Chicago, a distributor of picture
films.

The commission's Investigation
developed that the respondent entered into contracts with a number
of exhibitors and under such contracts films were furnished the
American Film Company of pictures
titles different from that
under which such pictures had been
formerly

exploited.

Advertising

HEARST FAMILIARIZING
CRITICS IN FILM MAKING

The activities of the candidates
for the presidency of the M. I*. T.
O. A. kept things stirring during
the last week, Al Steffes came on
to rfew York and made his headquarters at the Astor, laid down

Reviewers on Hearst Publica-

1% platform, which will be presented for the consideration of the
delegates at the Chicago convention; James C. Rltter of Michigan,

tions to Visit' Studios

—Es-

sential to Understanding
/

William R. Hearst as part of a
plan to* familiarize dramatic critics
throughout the country with motion
pictures has completed arrangements for the critics of his various
dailies to visit the studios of the

Cosmopolitan Company in New
York. The critics are to be given
a thorough insight Into legitimate
productions In the cities throughout
the United States.
Norman Clark, dramatic editor of
the Baltimore "News." a daily recently acquired by Hearst, arrived
in New York this week to study
picture making at the Cosmopolitan

The others will be surrounded with material accompanied such pictures,
The exchange men from names that a year ago would have bearing the new name in large and studio.
the old name in small. InconspicBoston, New Haven, New. York been considered stars themselves.
INTRIGUE IN BERLIN?
Another
angle
City, Buffalo, Albany. Philadelphia.
regarding
the uous type along with the words
—
Washington and Wilkes- Barre will Paramount sales beginning in Au- "adapted from" or "formerly.**
The commission also found that One of Two American -made Picgust will be that pictures for three
be present v
tures Suddenly Withdrawn
The next meeting will be in Chi- months only will be sold, instead neither the contracts nor the reMay 12-13, with Detroit. of a six months group as hereto- spondent's agents consummating
cago,
Columbus, fore. The' three months group is to same made mention that reissues
Berlin, April 15.
Pittsburgh, Cleveland.
Two American feature pictures
Milwaukee, Peoria. St. include approximately 20 produc- were to be furnished under the conChicago,
Minneapolis.
lately
City,
appeared
over
here, "The Old
Louis, Kansas
tions. which means that Famous tracts.
Des Players-Lasky are planning on
Falls,
Sioux
Indianapolis,
The commission declares that the Nest" at the Alhambra and "The
Moines and Omaha offices repre- turning out something like 80 pro- film company's methods were un- Red Lantern" at the Schauburg.
"Old Nest" has been doing nicely
The New Orleans dates ductions a year, and all of them fair to competitors and deceived the
sented.
are May 14-15, with Atlanta. New specials.
exhibitors who were furnished re- and is going along.
OkThe
and
other, "Red Lantern" while
Dallas
Charlotte,
Orleans,
issues, and the public into the befilm was withdrawn
lahoma exchange men to hear the
lief that such pictures were first run an excellent
after
a week without reappearing.
new order of things In sales for the
pictures.
/
AMERICANS BEST /
%
coming fall.
The substance of the commission'* It has suggested that there has
The final session will be in Los But 3 2 Psr Cent, of Our Film Re- order is that the respondent must been some intrigue at work.

of Buffalo.

.

,

»

1

Angeles

May

2.1-22,

with the sales

forces

from San Francisco, Los An-

geles,

Seattle,

City and

Portland, Salt Lake

Denver exchanges present.

The home office force will make
the four convention points In a speThose who will make the
tour are S. R. Kent, Jesse L. Lasky,
Eugene Zukor, Emil E. Shauer, M.
A. Shauer, George Spidell, G. B. J.
cial car.

Frawley, Claud Saunders, Charles
E. McCarthy, A. M. Botsford, William R. Hoggan. John D. Clark,
George W. Weeks and Harry Ballance.

\

(

This isn't the Initial departure on
the part of Famous Players-Lasky
Into the "special" production field.
Six or seven years ago its Artcraft
productions were looked upon as
,F. P. specials, and in the last two
group.? of pictures released there
were productions held put as "specials" in the F. P. sales campaigns.
In its last group of pictures the
"Super 39" there was a howl by
the exhibitors against the manner
of selling and the boosting of prices
and that is undoubtedly the reason
for the evolvement of a new sales
angle and the idea of nothing but
•specials' 'in the future.
In this
respect the F. P.-L. organization i3
something like three or four months
behind the Goldwyn organization in
its announcement of naught but big
productions that fit the designation
of "special" for next year.
Another factor entering into the
revision of sales and production
plans on the part of the organization Is that out of the "Super 39"
scheduled four of the pictures that
were really expected to be big were

withdrawn.
included In

"The Covered Wagon,"
the schedule, was with-

drawn and is now playing in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles for
pre-release indefinite runs an 1 i3
soon to open in Boston. Next season the picture is to be road showed
and the exhibitors won't be able to
get in perhaps until the fall of 1*24.
The last week or so there was the
decision not to release either "Hollywood" or "Blue Beard's 8th Wife"
during the summer, which will
wipe them off the "Super 8»"
schedule,
which only cover* up
until Aug. 1. and
they will undoubtedly he the first two of the
Hew orde r nf " a p»««p1« rtnly" whVii
is to prevail in the fall.
In addition Famous Players -Lasky
lost

"Enemies

of

Women." which

is

Cosmopolitan originally scheduled
by it and which now Is to be distributed
by Goldwyn.
Likewise
I

cease advertising, selling or leasing

jected in South America

,

reissued motion picture photoplays
RUTH ROLAND'S PROFITS
under titles other than those under
Washington, May 2.
Ruth Roland, who' arrived from
which
such
photoplays
were
origthe coast to aid in the preliminary
The films produced in the United
States are the least immoral, ac- inally issued and exhibited, unless exploitation for the American Hiscording to the findings of the the former titles of such photoplays torical Revue and Motion Picture
censor of Rio de Janeiro who*,' and the fact that they theretofore Exposition which is to open In Lcs
throughout the period under review have been exhibited under such Angeles in July, is also considering
former titles, be clearly, definitely, the plans of several of the producIn a report submitted to the Department of Commerce by Consul distinctly and unmistakably stated ing films submitted for her approval.
George T. Coleman, found it neces- and set forth both in the photoplay Miss Roland has completed her
sary to disapprove but l)£ per cent, itself and In any and all advertising "contract with Pathe under which
of the American film Btories as be- matter used in connection therewith she furnished them* with a number
ing improper for public entertain- in letters and type equal. In size and of serial productions which they
ment* This percentage is remark- prominence to those used In display- released. Now Miss Roiand says
x
she is through with serial producably low when .the percentages of ing the new titles.
foreign made films is taken into
tions for all time and from this
consideration.
Of "the Austrian
point on she is going In for feature
plays 25 per cent, were excluded, R.H.BURNSIDE WILL STAGE productions only.
German, 15 per cent, and Trench 11
The Plar will remain here for an\>er cent.
Motion Picture Exposition Spectacle other ini day! and then return to
the
coast where her real estate inHowever, the censor deemed 22
in Los Angeles
American pictures unfit for juvenile
terests demand her at f cntlon. DurR. H. Burnside, formerly general ing the last year alon* her realty
audiences. He threw out 20 German and three French plays on this stage director for Charles Dilling- holdings In Los Angelei have netted
ham at the Hippodrome, left New •Tier $500,000.
same score.
Producers in the United States York for Los Angeles Saturday

furnished 78 per cent, of the features shown in Rio de Janeiro, Germany 10 per cent, and Franoe 6 per
cent. Russia produced but one film
shown In Rio de Janeiro.

DONALD CRISP DIVORCE, NOW

night.

He

to direct the spectacle
which is to be part of the Motion
Picture Exposition to be held on
the Coast in July.
Uurnside is taking three members
of the Hippodrome technical' staff
with him and, while he personally
will remain on the Coast for only
two days, he will start the preliminary for the pagent. The director

is

asserted.
recently

The Crifps

figured

In

a

maintenance
separate
for
suit
brought by Mrs. Crisp. In her p'ea
alimony she made startling
for
Charges against Crisp.

TOM F0RMAN

IN

DIVORCE

Los Angeles, May

Tom Forma n,
for
for

B.

i'.

2.

director
picture
is being sued

Schulberg,

His wife alleges Indivorce.
Rdellty and sets forth that 'he says
that he Is receiving $500 weekly.
while she knows that he is getting

Coogan has a

sister,

BIRD IN REAL ESTATE
I.o^ Angeles, M >y
'-'•

reported Charles A. Bird la
leaving theatrical work, t.» enj
in realty dealings In this vicinity.
Mr. Bird formerly was general
It

is

manager

He

of

the

D'os

resigned uuout a

coasl

month

studio*.
ag.>-

misunderstanding between the members of the Hays organization and
the Palace of Picture Progress,
which is the official title of th# exposition to be held in conjunction
with the convention.
In Chicago the plans for the ex(Continued on page 46)

ANY PICTURE HOUSE IN TOWN

—

Richest Town in the World Holds Referendum Two
Proposed 5,634
Theatres
Picture
Against*

—

1,659 in Favor

sister, daughter of "a picture exhibitor, Leo Moran, whose
wife died a few days ago.

adopted

Mrs. Moran made a death-bed
wish that her daughter, Priscilla
Dean Moi'an, become Jackie Coogan s sister, and the elder Coogans
carried <»ut the dead woman's wish
in the courts, giving their scroen
star child a lister by adoption.

MONTAGUE LOVE'S ILLNESS
A.

situation. It is quite possible that
he also exercised his influence with
Will H. Hays to try to adjust the

an

$1,600.

C.

t

BROOKLINE VOTES AGAINST

COOGAN'S ADOPTED SISTER
Los Angeles, May 2.
Jackie

through his campaign manager,
sent out the salient notes of the
platform on which he will run. and
Martin
finally the candidacy of
Smith, president of the Ohio unit,
was announced.
From every point comes the Indication that no matter who finally
wins, the idea that Is foremost in
the minds of the exhibitors is the
need for constructive organization
work of a sort that will not only
carry the interests of the exhibitors
forward, but serve the Interests of
the general Industry as well.
In New York one of the Insurgents, In summing up the situation,
stated that he dWp-not see how It
would be possible for Sydney €.
Cohen to withdraw from the field
and permit some one else to become the leader of the M. P. T. O. A.
Even though this speaker was and
stilt is bitterly opposed to the Cohen
regime in the national organisation,
his belief Is that Cohen's general
popularity throughout the country
Is such that his followers will not
Cohen
permit of his retirement.
stated this week that hs was going
to remain firm In his announced intention to step down from the leadRe
ership of the M. P. T. O. A.
wants to devote his time to other
activity.
This to a great extent is
believed to be the exhibitor distribution plan which he has been working on for a number of years and
which at present Is shaping up so
that it promises adoption by the
Chicago convention.
Just what the position of the New
York insurgents is going to be in
regard to attending the Chicago
convention won't come to light until the present session of the New
York State Legislature is conoluded.
With legislative matters finished, it
would not be surprising to hear the
announcement that the entire New
Yorlc crowd would go to Chicago
In a body.
Steffes' visit to New
York during the last week was believed to be largely concerned with
Just this aspect of the New York

is

Los Angeles, May 2.
A divorce action has been started returns to New York May 9, and
by Mrs. Donald Crisp against tier will make another trip to the Coast
husband, the picture director. De- about 10 days after that.
sertion

—

Program

for Constructive National

old

name

Headquarters and Drafts
New Candidate All

of Ohio

Washington, May. 2

When

Thomas Meighan and Pola Negri bearing
i»re

New York

Takes

Platform

Must Be Equally

—

American Co. Case

cials' for the

Dalton,

Titles

Displayed

they were counting on "Little Old
New York," also a Cosmopolitan
with Marion Davies starring, also
switched to Goldwyn.
The floJdwyn situation on "spe-

Steffes

Montague Love, the picture actor,
to open today (Thursday) in
vaudeville for Loew In Memphis

hooked

Ins been forced to cancel his bookwhich included all of the
southern Loew houses, due to Illness. He is confined to the Lenox
Hospital. Boston, hiving suffered a
ings

nervous breakdown.

Boston,

May

2.

5,634 voted against

It

and only

1.050

for It.
In past year* efforts have bsva
of Brookline, Known as the richest
made to locate a picture house in
frown in the world, turned down the Brookline. but the licence was alproposition of two picture housej^ ways turned down by the Board of
This year the Selectbeing located inside the town limits-. Selectmen.
men decided to get the opinion of
The vote was taken last week and the voter.* on the question, but exwas one of the biggest surprises the p'ained they still held the authority
picture interests in this part of the of reversing any favorable action
country had received for some time. and that a vote In favor did not <>f
The town has a population of over necessity mean the granting of

By

a vote of ovei»

3 to

1

residents

.

40,000

*•><!

w.liuo

its

limits

th.

It
people in the state.
was proposed to have two theatres
in the town and ho Board Of Selectmen put the matter before the
Then were
voter* for u. decision

wealthiest

t

llcensos.
Tit & p r oposition

was made
"

trie

by the clergy, school comand school teachers and
members of the Parents-Tea< >hera
many
Association
and
public
target

mittee

ttpee<iie.i

made

afsinsl

it.

'

Thursday,

COVERED WAGON* ROAD SHOWS;
1

WONT BE RELEASED FOR

1924

McCarthy and Theo. Mitchell in Charge of
Touring Companies Will Have 72 Shows on
Road in Legitimate Houses at $2 Top

—

Famous Players-Lasky have
initely

decided

to

withhold

deftheir

BUFFALO BOOKS BIG

"The Covered Wagon" from
the picture thea' :t - for a period of
a year from next September and
special

to road the picture at a $2 top scale.
John C. Flinn, of the F. P.-L. organization, will have charge of the
organization of the road shows

working

In

co-operation with

McCarthy and Theodore

J.

SUPPORTING BILLS

Are

in

Demand

Season

J.

to Offset

at" Lull

Mitchell,

who have been

contracted for to
handle tho bookings, exploitation
and general detail of the entire touring companies
At present "The Covered Wagon"
Is showing at the Criterkn, New
York; the Woods, Chicago, and the
Hollywood in Los Angeles. May 21
a fourth company will open at the
the
following
Boston,
Majestic,

Moscow Art Company

Features

Strong /Vaudeville

there.

Business

Buffalo.
a slight

took

downtown box

offices last

May

2.

drop at
week, but

the fall-off was not material. Continued cool weather is responsible
for good box office takings, and the

present favorable seasonal conditions are holding business at good
levels for this time of the year.
The larger downtown houses are

framing heavy bookings to combat
These the usual public indifference to the
theatres at this season. Loew's announces the coming appearance of
Hose's Midgets and also of Eddie

are the only shows that will be operated until September when, according to J. J. McCarthy, at least
12 companies will be organized for
the country to play the legitimate
theatres at $2 top scale giving two
shows a day.
In both New York and Chicago
the picture has been a decided furore
with the theatre ticket agencies
handling seats and deriving a big
One
profit from the picture's run.
agency on Broadway, just below the
theatre which opened coincidentally
with the film, is reported as having
a profit of $1,000 a week on what
they sell for the Criterion alone, the
picture having come along just at
the time that they opened and saved
the agency a loss which they figured

Foy.

The

Lafayette

said
be
to
angling for heavy feature acts, and
Hipp has strong card of straight
picture features for the coming
is

weeks.
East week's estimates:
Hipp "You Can't
Tool
Your
Wife," first half; "Quincy Adams
Sawyer," second half.
Capacity 2,400; scale, night, 35-50.)
Fore part
of the week not very strong with
comments varied. Did not excite
great deal of attention here and
barely escaped overstaying its welcome.
"Sawyer" did much better.
There is a noticeable strengthening
of the musical features on the Hipp
bills,
past week showing Ladies'
Piano Trio, which excited excellent

—

«

Under $13,500.
they would have until they weath- comment.
Mix
in
Loew's
State Tom
ered this spring and summer and "Arabia," and vaudeville, headed by
entered into next season.
Herman TImberg. (Capacity 3,400;
Therp has been no real road scale, nights, 30-50.) This bill sized
showing of any motion picture along up unusually heavy on the vaudethe lines that "The Birth of a Na- ville end. Fell about $1,000 under
the •preceding week for $13,500.
tion" was handled since that feaLafayette ''Without Compromise"
legitimate and vaudeville, headed by Yvette.
ture was played the
houses of the country. In several (Capacity, 3,400; scale, nights, 35spot 8 big specials have played in 55.) Did well for the week, with the
The
pleasing.
feature
tho legitimate house?, but those Farnum
runs were entirely for exploitation- vaudeville end was heavy here also,
MeCartl.y and and Yvette act proved a real feapurposes.
J.
J.
ture, getting the greatest amount of
the attention from the press. Between
handled
Mitchell
Theodore
"Birth" companies on tour" for the $14,000 and $15,000.
D. W. Griffith organization and are
New Olympic "Hunting Big
looked upon as practically the only Game in Africa." Snow feature went
men in the field whose combined over for second week. Turned profit
for the house. The last half of the
knowledge of the motion picturo fortnight
drew heavy upon the school
situation and the legitimate touring trade and other educational institUr
detail .equips them for the position tions.
Between $2,500 and $3,000.
of handling a proposition which
Criterion— "Adam's Rib." Second
means the sending out of a dozen run of this feature did not get
much. House is trying to get by
ct .lpanies of this nature.
with a minimum of publicity. Does
not seem to be getting any wordThe Cineomatograph Exhibitors of-mouth advertising. About $1,000.
Assoc-ration of Great Britain and
Ireland is to hold its annual conYale University, which is sponsor
vention at Margate on June 12-14 for the screening of the animated
It has sent an Invitation to the history of the Urtited States under
M. P. T. O. A. to have a representa- the title "Chronicles of America,"
tive present abroad at the conven- has continued the engagement of
tion so that possibly a movement Edwin L. Hollywood, who has dimight be started whereby an inter- rected the previous sections, to dinational affiliation might result.
rect the next, entitled "Yincennes."

—

—

—

MAKING HISTORY

IN PICTURES

History is Koinj,' to be made at the Chicago Convention of the If.
P. T. O. A. even though the convention should be the last that is ever
held by the organization, and this seems highly improbable.
For the first time since the inception of the picture industry has
an organization of exhibitors ever remained intact and continued to
function for sufficient length of time to hold its fourth annual convention.

The Chicago Convention will be the fourth annual of the m. P. T.
and that In itself is making history.
But whether that convention is to be a success or not depends
entirely on the exhibitors. The producer! may or may not contribute
to the support of th*' Exposition as they see tit. The exhibitor doesn't
O. A.,

care whether they do or not, for exhibitor! have "more important
questions before them than the succes! of an exposition. The exhibitor Is showman enough to know that after all his success and the
success of anything depends on the nubile, and it is to the public: that
he is going to make his appeal. If there arc those who ate going to
let petty polities stand In their way of achieving the good will of not
only the exhibitors and their organization, but the public as well, it
would seem that they are exceedingly short-sighted. It doesn't pay
to walk over the crushed bodies of one's friends to strik. ;it one's
enemies.
There is one thing, however, that the exhibitor of the country has
got to do at Chi<-afco, and that is bring about better organization
within the ranks of tin M. I\ T. O. A. Kill off the petty j.alonsles
that may *xist In the ranks and cotne out of Chicago with a better
understanding of the needs of one for the other, and on.« branch of
the Industry for all the other brain Ins.
Chicago is th«- place at which to act for the good of all.

$15,000 IN

Made ShowDenver Baby

Only "Grumpy"

—Snow

The two local Paramount houses,
and Princess, had opposite
to tell last week regarding
the drawing power of films. Rialto
played "Grumpy," and stood them
up in the lobbies some nights. The
Princess staged a well-defined flop

Kansas

City,

May

On

$7,800.

(Seats

1,-

Nights, 40.)
Florence Vidor
150.
in "Conquering the Woman." and
Baby Peggy in a comedy. Fell flat
early in week and failed to recover.
Under $3,500.

(Seats
America (Bishop-Cass).
1,530. Prices, nights, 40.) Guy Bates
Post In "Omar, Tent Maker." International News, orchestra and or-

gan concerts special.
500 and $4,700.

Between

$4,-

(Seats
(Bishop-Cass).
Rex Ingram's
Nights, 40.)
2,477.
"Where Pavement Ends," with Alice

Colorado

Ramon Novarro and Harry
International News and

Terry,

Morey.

Fun from the
About

$5,300.

Isis
35.)

Johnny

Press.

Organ

special.

an electric chair and scenes from
different prisons, in the lobby. Al-

2.

with "Conquering the Woman" and
The African wild animal Alms
a Baby Peggy comedy.
Business fought it out In direct opposition
fell off before it started.
The man- here last week with the H. A. Snow
agement decided to stick It out and "Hunting Big Game in Africa" pictake a chance on going into the red. ture at the Orpheum and the MarBaby Peggy, in fact, is now de- tin Johnson "Trailing African Wild
clared here to be more or less of Animals," featured at the Pantages.
a frost as a drawing card. Sev- The showing of these similar feaeral weeks ago a Peggy picture did
tures developed as pretty a bit of
excellent business, but only because opposition work as has been seen
a "Baby Peggy Contest" was staged here for many a day. The Snow
in conjunction with a local newspicture had been extensively cirpaper.
for the Orpheum, which had
With the exception of "Grumpy" cused
been leased for three weeks by the
.films pulled only from poor to fair
Universal company. The Pantages
here last week. Unusual excellence had
been billing "White Shouldera"
of the legit shows and vaudeville
for its weekly offering, but late in
bills proved too strong competition
the week succeeded in getting hold
for the pictures, apparently.
One of
the Johnson animal shots, and
vaudeville house gave 10 acts, as a
rushed out new billing and opened
special; a rival picture house is
playing a stock musical comedy the picture on Its regular bill Saturday, a day before the Orpheum's
company; the Broadway packed opening
date.
The papers played
them in for Fred Stone, who was both
pictures up "strong, and on
born In Denver, and the Denham
of the similarity in names
had an exceptionally good play for account
the Johnson views had some the
the week.
best of it. These pictures also reLast week's estimates:
(Seats 1,- ceived some extra publicity owing"
Rialto (Paramount).
to the fact that the Johnsons are
050. Nights, 40.) Theodore Roberts
Kansas people, J. A. Johnson, father
in "Grumpy," better business than
Martin Johnson, who headed the
Bobby of
In "The Old Homestead."
Vernon in "Second Childhood" filled African trip, being a local resident.
Princess (Paramount).

Picture, Despite

Endorsement, Is Somewhat Over*
shadowed by Popular Priced Johnson Film
Educational

2.

Rialto
stories

Over

CI'
•:>

Animal Pictures Confuting

May

Denver,

in.

II

—

Peggy, Just Flash
J.

3,

GETS TOP MONEY,
ngSS&S LLOYD
KANSAS
AROUND
ing in

J.

May

the other -hand, the Snow picture
received many endorsements from
teachers and club leaders, and has
been held for the second week, although the cash business failed to
come up to expectations, it seemingly being almost Impossible to
draw Kansas citizens to a regular
theatre to see a moving picture at
a dollar top.
At the Royal "Robin Hood," In
Its third week, slumped badly during the early shows in the middle
of the week. The management announced positively that It was the
final week and advertised "The GoGetters" to follow, but Saturday decided to hold the Fairbanks feature
for the .fourth week, which is a
record run for a film in a picture

most next door Wonderland was
showing **The Younger Brothers"
and pulling 'em in with a lobby

show

of severs,! of the
lifelike in wax.

done

desperadoes

The week's estimates:
Newman "The lele

—

Ships"
1,980;

of

Loaf I

(Maurice Tourneur); seatse
mats. 35-50; nights 50-75«k

Milton Sills and Anna Q. Nllson i
Business not up to expectations, feature failing to draw'
the highbrow' patrons of Kansas*
City's leading film house.
<;ross
joint stars.

-

around $12,000.
Royal "Robin Hoo<J"; seats 890;*

—

special prices, 55-75 cents, the latter price covering the entire lower
floor.
This was the third week of
the Fairbanks special and continued
to draw, holding up fairly well with
the first two weeks' showing. The
early shows were a little off, but
the night performances were capacity. Gross close to $13,000.
Liberty
"Safety Last";
seats
1,000; scale 35-50. The second week
of this Harold Lloyd laugh producer

—

and

thriller proved a money-maker,
Harding management, and
proves the drawing power of this
comedian, probably the best bet
with the local picture fans.
The
eight shows daily helped to hold up

for the

the receipts to around $15,000.
Twelfth
8tre«t
"Mr.
Billings
Spends His Dime"; seats 1,100;
scale, 30-10. Had this picture, featuring Walter Hiers, Kansas City's
favorite fat comedian, been shown
at any of the other leading down-

—

town houses it would have drawn
five or six thousand dollars more,
but it Is hard to get the regulars
from the Main street houses to go
out of 'their way even for a chance
to see their favorites
in action*
Critics were kind to star and picture, and it Is evident that Paramount guessed right in adding the
name of Hiers to its star list. Bus!-'

house here. " 'Way Down East" ran
"Torchy" Hines in the same length at the Shubert a ness about normal, $2,100.
with Robert Ed- couple of seasons ago, but no picOpposition films at the vaudeville
son, Edmund Breese and Violet Mer- ture house has been able to go four houses: "Peg o' My Heart," Main
sereau.
Snub Pollard in "Tough weeks without changing. At the street; "Trailing African Wild AniLuck." Isis audiences liked broad Liberty "Safety Last" also devel- mals," Pantages; 'The Star Boardcomedy represented by two stars, oped better than was expected, and er," Globe; "Hunting Big Game in
and business flourished to about the Hardlngs have held it for the Africa," Orpheum.
(Seats 1.776. Nights,

(Fox)..

"Luck"

(six reels),

third week.

$5,200.

Wanda Hawley, Nigel Barrie,
Pedro de Cordoba and Tom Terrisa,
their director, are due to leave the
Twelfth street.
Business tured the Selig picture, "Who Shall other side now for California, havRuined on Last Day
Take My Life™' a propaganda ef- ing completed their picture work In
fort towards the abolishment
of Egypt on Conan Doyle's story "The
Washington, May 2.
capital punishment, and displayed Tragedy of Korosko" for Gaumont,
It was a mighty odd week, the
past one In Washington. Business
Tho spring weather
to bring new

seemed

HEAVY RAIN
Washington's Week's

many

week

last

life

to

the

popular-priced

houses on
The Victory fea-

upward and then downward, and then Saturday night
along comes one of the worst raincontinued
It
storms In years.
throughout the night, flooding large
portions of the city and causing a
number of deaths.

fluctuated

The Alms were diversified enough
to "bring to each of the houses its
share of the regular goers. "Grumpy"
at the Palace, animal picture at the
Rialto and two of the sort that appeal to the women were at the Metropolitan

and the Columbia.

"What

a Wife Learned" at the first house,
while "The Famous Mrs. Fair" was
at the latter.
It would seem that the Roberts
picturlzatlon of "Grumpy" got the
greatest business of the week.

Are You Going to Chicago to the
Convention of the M. P. T. O.' A.

Do You Know Where You Are Going
to

Stop?
If

You

Estimates for last week:
Loew's Palace (seats 2.500; 35-50
(Paramount).
nights) *— "Grumpy"

VARIETY

About

mail,

$10,000.

Moore's

—

Rialto

(seats

50

1,900;

"Hunting Big
Snow's
Splendid play, close to
reaching Palace figure; little under
nights)

you

Don't, the Chicago office of

can be your headquarters for
telegrams and appointments until

locate.

Game."
$10,000.

Loew's Columbia (seats

—

1,200; 35-

"The Famous Mrs.
nights)
50
Without featured
Fair" (Metro).
players, did well on merit; held one
week. Looks to have slipped from
usual gross of the house to about
$9,500.

Crandall's Metropolitan (seats

1,-

700; 35-50 nights)— "What a Wife
Learned" (Thos. H. Ince). Another
flhn minus usual big name. Appar-

ently liked; getting $9,000.

WOODWARD DROPS DEAD
Los Angeles, May

2.

Francis E. Woodward, C5, one
time an actor, but of late >ears a
publicity 4nan here and secretary
of the Los Angeles Theatre Owners' Association, dropped dead in
the yard of his home with heart
trouble.

Guy Woodward,

his brother, died

under similar circumstances about
five years ago while playing
in
Detroit

The Chicago office of VARIETY
the State-Lake Theatre Building.

is in

When You Arrive* in Chicago go to
that office, and those there will be glad
to help you in any way they can.
Let
them know what
at

hotel you finally locate
and your mail and telegrams will be

sent there each day.

Yes, VARIETY is going
DAILY PAPER in Chicago

convention.

It will

to

issue

a

during the

also be delivered to

you wherever you are, if you will advise
the Chicago office of your address.

The
The

date

is

May

*

19-26.

place, Chicago, at the Coliseum.
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PHILLY GOOD DESPITE

.

—

Strand Almost Equalled Capitol's Gross "Covered
Wagon" Holds Up— "Bella Donna" Did $49,000
in

Two Weeks
wm

spotty along BroodBusiness
The Capitol, with
last week.
Mrs. Fair," -dropped
somewhat under the reaj big business that- it has been doing and
grossed one of those weeks that is
average with the house when It
draws on the strength of the -Capiof what the
tol alone, regardless
Strand,
film attraction may be. The
with The Bright Shawl," did a week
its avabove
considerably
that was
erage, the two houses running neck
and neck, with but a few hundred
dollars between them.

way

The Famous

The Rivoli and the Rialto. the two
other big pre-release houses of the
Times square district, also ran

WILD ANIMAL PICTURES
FIGHT IT OUT IN

—

—

—

CLOCK JAMS BOSTONtwo weeks May 13.
Criterion—"The Covered Wagon"
(Famous Playenv-Lasky).
Seats, Time Change Interferes with Business for While
$08.
Scale:
Mats., $1 top; eves.,
$1.60.
6th week. Doing turnaway
Boston, May 2.
and gross of $10,800 last week, about
Toll for

Donna"

(Famous

Sea" under Heavy
Advertising Does Well on
Second Showing
to

Philadelphia, May 8.
The outstanding feature of the
film situation here last week was
the walloping big business turned
in by "Down to the Sea in Ships"
at the Karlton.
This house, which has been limp-

down Chestnut

The Strand, which has been

fol-

•

i

••

*

• - .

Ill
-•«»-

» *

*

FOR ENEMIES OF WOMEN,'

ROOSEVELT BOX OFFICE RECORD
Cosmopolitan Film Did It Last Week in Chicago
"Covered Wagon" Not Sensational at Woods' for
$1.50—"Poor Men's Wives" at Chicago
Chicago.

FRISCO FANS WISE TO

May

2.

Last week saw an addition to the
picture theatres in the loop when
"The Covered Wagon" opened at

PHONEY ADVERTISING

A

street.

Daylight saving slipped into the
situation here on Sunday and the
picture houses all over the town
felt the effects of it, on Monday
night business at the picture housesbeing very light. This Is a repetition of a similar condition in past
years. It takes the picture public a
couple of weeks to get their bearings.

to attend the Pennsylvania relays at Franklin field.
The Stanley had a big week with
Gloria
Swanson
in
"Prodigal
Daughters." The Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by Leopold Stokowski. gave one concert at 9 o'clock

crowds here

Wednesday

The

night.

dallies

gaVe

the event big space. The reviewers
were lukewarm, if not antagonistic,
toward "Prodigal Daughters."
The other two of the Big Four
film houses did not fare so well as
Stanley.
the
Karlton
and the
"Adam's Rib" proved it had exhausted its draw here in Its first
three weeks.
On Saturday "Bella Donna" bowed
in at the Stanton, But it is impossible to get a line on its probable
success by this day '5 business because of bad weather. An awful
dent was put in the day's gross because of the daylight saving mixup. Tuesday, despite not altogether
favorable notices, a promising climb
was noted. The picture will stay at

was

in "The Ne'er
— Thomas Melghan
Do Well'' and "An Old Sweetheart

of Mine."

—Park
"The

(capacity I.tOO; scale 40-00)
Affairs of

Lady Hamilton."

Modern (capacity 800; scale 30lowing a sort of hit or miss policy
leaping from pictures to musical 40)— "Souls f«»r Sale."
Beaoon — Capacity. s«\ib\ .-it'raccomedy, then to vaudeville and
tion same as Modern.
finally back to picture* i
trying to
re-establish the house aim this week
Fineman for England
With Lloyd's "Safety Last." Business at the Strand was almost
Al Fiheman, exploitation man for
ruined by the undecided policy. It Warner Bros., will leave for Engis reported the Strand people paid land July 1 to take up exploitation
plenty to take the comic film away and publicity work there on behalf
from the other houses.
.of the firm.

Loew's Warfield offered "Success,"
Snow's "Hunting Big Game in
an ordinary feature that didn't Africa" is doing more than twice
have much pull to it. James dem- the usual business at the Randolph,
ons, engaged to present a dancing' and the splendid way in which it
feature, served as a draw.
is being handled is the talk of the
"Scars of Jealousy," at the Tivoli, local colony. It gets 50 cents addid an average week's business. mlsslon*an day long, and from the
This offering' was featured consid- opening Sunday until Saturday lu«t
erably with special publicity and played to over 30,000 admissions.
advertising, but the money might The picture is receiving second rejust as well have been saved. The views from the picture departments
public teems to be getting wise to of the dailies and Is growing on
special advertising campaigns for movie fans.
pictures, and they are losing their
Ths Chicago had * big show last
kick.
week, though "Poor Men's Wives,"
The Strand, with Tom Mix in "The the feature, tips off the eftort that is
freighting Streak." didn't do well.
being made by the Chicago to get
This house is underlining Harold
pictures.
"Twenty Miriutes in a
Lloyd's latest "Safety' Last," dehad four
scribed as the "first seven-reel com- Sleeping Car,"" which
vaudeville acts in it; a soprano
edy." It should pack the Strand for
Jesse
a long run tr Lloyd's success here in singer with the orchestra and extra
the past may be taken as a criterion. Crawford at the organ were
Keaton In
The Frolic, with what "has been features, while Buster
accepted as Hoot Gibson's best film. "Balloonatlc" and other short subjects rounded out a good program.
is doing about an average week.
The week came to a close Sunday,
Found"
and
California— "Lost
when a notable event was the
66(Paramount. Seats 2,700; scale,
House awarding of prises in an orchestra
Feature weH liked.
90.)
Peters, Pauline Starke and Antonio competition announced last Augus*.
Moreno, stars, popular here. Topped There was a prise of $1,000 offered
just

least two weeks and maybe three.
The Aldlne had a rather poor
week with the Ince special, "What a
Wife Learned," the weather hitting the town with $17,000.
any natural Increase toward the end
tlranada— "The Girl

for the best orchestral composition,
I
Loved" which was awarded to P. MarJnus
(First National. Seats 2.840; scale. Paulsen, of Marlon, Ind., conductor
"Robin Hood" was shown at the 55-90). Charles Ray. Got $16,000.
of the Indianapolis Symphony OrPalace theatre, on Market^ street, and
Imperial— "When Knighthood Was chestra. The werk is called "Four
at four big suburban houses the In
(Cosmopolitan-Para- Oriental Sketches." It was written
Flower"
Broadway, Colonial, Great Northern mount. Seats 1,400; scale, 55-75.; 10 years ago, but tiiat did not bar
and Allegheny. In Its downtown Marion Davles.
This is second it from the rules of the contest.
showing a big gross waji turned in, week and feature doing only fair, About 90 compositions from 30
and the same is reported for the out- with $8,000.
u
states were passed upon by fr'ellx
lying theatres.
Portola "The Woman Thou Gav
Borov. ski, Adolph Weldlg, musienl
The Arcadia had a fair week with est Me" (Paramount. Seats \100; critics, and Nathaniel Flnston, con
"The Go-Getter" and the Viotoria a scale, 50-75.) Excellent cast is prov- doctor at The Chicago. There were

of the week.

—

—

good one with Tom Mix's "Catch
My Spoke." "Poor Men's Wives"
was a good choice for the Capitol.
A recent change in booking policy
has been Inaugurated at the Regent,
which will hereafter have two films
a week, changing Wednesday. This
house, one of the veterans of the
Stanley company's circuit, has been
running features for a week each for
a good many years.
>

I

in* draw; $9,000.
Loew's Warfield ''Success" (Metscale,
55-75.)
Seats
2,800;
ro.

—

James Clemons heads a dancing revue as a special attraction. It is
well staged.

$13,000.

Tivoli— "Scars of Jealousy" (First
National.

Down

Seats, 1,800; scale, 40-*76.)

to $5,500.

f our other composers
the decisions.

honored

Estimates for last weekj
QanWWH.
Big
"Hunting.
(Seats
(Randolph.)
Snow.)

»n

A.
686.

Scale: Nights, 50.) Around $14,500.
•'Poor Men's Wives"— (First Na(Seats 4.200.
(Chicago.)
tional.)
Big stage proScale: Nights, 65.)

Strand— "The Fighting Streaki" gram. Around $42,000.
starring Tom Mix (Fox. Seats 1,"You Can't Fool Your Wife"—
of Independent 700: scale, 20-30.) Only $4,500.
(McVicker's.) (Seats
this spring is at
Frolic— "Dead Game" (Universal. (Paramount.) Nights, 5».) Fine pic-

The only hint
bookings in the city
the Garrick, whioh, report has it,
will have a month of pictures, com-

Tws

mencing May

pictures, a
Also,
the plan.
fortnight
the Martin Johnson animal films are.
reported as to be housed in a legit
28.
each, Is

when

house

comes

season

regular

the

an end.

to

Seats.

Gibson.

1.000; scale,
$2,800.

Hoot

10-50.)

2,500. Scale:

ture and good
Around $28,000.

program

in

all.

of Women"— (Cosmopolitan.) (Roosevelt.) (Sfrats 4,200.
Scale: Mats., 55; nig' ts, 55.) Over

•'Enemies

BALTIMORE SPECIALS
Two

Pictures Did Big Business Last

Week

Estimates of last week:
Daughters"
"Prodigal
8tanlsy
(Paramount). Hit by critics generally, except for acting of Theodore
Roberts, but had a big- week.
Grossed about $24,000. Presence of
Philadelphia Orchestra, led by Stokowswl, attracted big crowd. (Ca-

—

$24,000.

"Ths
mount.)

May

Scale:

Covered

Wagon"— (Para-

1,150.
(Seats
(Woods.)
Nights, $1.65.) In excess of

Baltimore,
'
$12,500.
«
Movie business here last week
Saturday "The Little Girl Next
was featured by the big play which Door," made recently in Chicago,
"Robin Hood'* in its first week re- opened at the Orpheum, a Jones,
ceived. It had a complete sell-out LInick A Schaefer house. That It is
during the first week and grossed an expose of spiritualism may make
the
pacity, 4,000; scale, 35 and 50 cents more than $16.0p0, doing all
it a fair draw. matinees, 50 and 76 cents evenings.) business the New theatre could hold.
For the current week the Chicago
picture
the
that
now
are
Prospects
(ParaRib"
8tanton-—"Adam's
theatre has Norma Talmadge in
mount). Way off last week, follow- will get at least four weeks at the "Within the Law" and Bartram and
ing waning In curiosity as to risque New before business begins to peter Saxon in "A Tale of Old Pekln"
qualities of De Mille feature. Gave out to the point where It is profit- along with other stage numbers.
way Saturday to "Bella Donna" and less.
McVicker's has "Ths Go-Getter"
"Hearts Aflame." at the Century, and a stage presentation called
probably grossed less than $;»,000 in
"Bella Donna* hard iiit was widely exploited In connection "Under the Chandelier."
five days.
The Orby weather at opening. (Capacity, with the local forest fire prevention pheum is making a strong bid for
week, and held up fairly in business, patronage through the newspapers
1.700; scale. 35 and 50 cents matlprobably doing as well as could be
ness. 50 and 75 cents evenings.)
"Tsjb Little Girl Next Door";
Aldine— "What a Wife -Learned" expected for a picture with no with
"Hunting Big Game" continues at
(First National). Didn't do so much, dominating star.
Covered
"The
Randolph;
the
though apparently helped by word"Safety Last," the Harold Lloyd
at the Woods, and ""F.noof-mouth advertising. Might have film, played Its second and last Week Wagon" Women"
at the Roosev«»it
miea of

Last week business around town
about normal, none of the
houses showing any decided flop
nor any startling gains.* The Park,
swinging back into the routine
column after a season that had been
taken up by display features, did
all things considered, was magnet of
Broadway last week, with Strand's about $6,000. That is just about
box office showing $37,210. only few what the house did last season and
hundred dollars less than Capitol means very fair business.
turned in a much better gross except
Estimates for last week:
with its terrific capacity.
that house was hardest hit of all
State (capacity 2,400; scale 25-56) film theatres by Saturday deluxe.

BRINGING BACK STRAND
San Francisco. May 2.

»

—

—

— "Bella

•

U's

—

Rivoli

•

Woods', and was important in
movie history of *22-'23. Two other
Pictures particularly big advertising cam- Public Figures the Bigger the ceptlonally Interesting film attractions opened here for runs the same
ths
picture,
paign accompanied
day "Enemies of Women" at the
Which had previously played at the
Advertising Campaign the
Stage Advertising Battle
Roosevelt and "Hunting Big Game
Metropolitan Opera House last DeWorse the Picture
Both Do Well
In Africa" at the Randolph.
comber.
The Stanley people emphasized the "first time at popular
"The Covered Wagon" did well on
prices" Idea.
A number of clever
its first week, but not as big a busiThe Rothschild chain of nouses, ness as the photoplay should do,
Los Angeles. May 2.
exploitation stunts were used.
A third week has been decided which includes the California. Gra- considering the enthusiasm that the
The outstanding feature of tire
New Portola and Imperial, James
ha*
Cruse
production
week, cinematlcally writing, was the upon, and there is a rather big nada,
chance that it may stay a .fourth carried off the cream of the business created.
"war" staged by Loew's State and week.
among the big picture theatres for
"Enemies of Women** broke all
the California, each theatre showPhotoplay business was generally the week, with the exception of the records for the flrst week at the
It came within $10 of
ing as its* feature an animal film. good last week, except at the end* Imperial, which held over "When Roosevelt.
of the week, the Saturday afternoon Knighthood Was in Flower" for a breaking the Sunday record on its
The California with H. A. Snow's and evening grosses beisig cut in second week. The California, with
opening day, and -on Monday of last
"Hunting Big Game in Africa" ad- half by a terrific rainstorm. This "Lost and round," scored the week rolled up $$00 more than the
•
vertised that it had the one and only offset the expected boom through heaviest.
house had ever known on a Monday.

and

Metro's

—

Players-Lasky). Seats, 2,200. Scale.
55-85-99.
2d week. On two weeks
first American Pola Negri film drew
$49,000, of which $20,000 was second
week's gross.
8trar?d— "The Bright ShaWl" (Inspiration-First
Seats.
National.
Scale, 35-50-85. This picture,
2,9Qfl.

Down

tending

1

house will hold.
^Rialto— "You Can't Fool Your
wife"
(Famous Players-Lasky).
Seats, 1,960.
This
Scale, §5-86-99.
feature was looked on as a special,
but failed to develop strength of one
at box office. $19,700.

—
..

ing along badly for several months,

—

all

•

»

ft

$24,000

L. A. rode through the week with jammed
lobby every night and queues ex-

The
like an even race.
ner had Pola Negri in "Bella
Donna." held over for tbe second
week, dropping about $9,000 under
the first week's business, and this
week the picture has been moved tb
the Rialto for its third week on authentic picture, while at Loew's
Last week the latter Martin Johnson's "Trailing African
Broadwav.
house had "You Cant Fool Your Wild Animals" countered with a
Wife," getting a little under $20,000. warning to the public not to be
The super -picture of the street, fooled by misleading advertising of
"The Covered Wagon." Is still going another theatre. The battle is still
along at capacity at the Criterion raging as this goes on the wire, and
and getting all that the house can so far neither "box Office has been
hold. This week it was settled that hurt. The week's estimates:
the picture would remain there inCalifornia "Hunting Big Game in
definitely, with the Chicago and Los Africa" <H. A. Snow.
Seats 2.000;
Angeles runs also to be continued, 25-75.) Elinor's orchestra featured.
a fourth company opening in Bostpn Had a fair week.
The exhibitors
later this montht.
Kinema— "Poor Men's Wives" (B.
won't get this picture until the fall P. Schulberg.
Seats 1.800: 25-75.)
of 1924. if then. Next season 12 road Barbara LaMarr in big type. Lloyd
companies are to be sent out, and Hamilton comedy used as filler,
road
expectations
to
up
If they hoi
along
with
musical
attractions.
showings may be continued into the Grossed $10,520.
i
season of 1924-25.
Grauman't "Quicksands" (Para••Enemies of Women" finished Its mount. Seats 2,200: 25-55.)" Helene
fourth and final week at the Central, Chadwick and Richard Dix coThe starred; Doris Eaton and Stanton
getting slightly under $8,000.
picture, although scheduled for re- and Anderson in vaudeville portion.
lease through Goldwyn by the Cos-, Estimated at $11,000.
mopolitan, is to play at the Rivoli,
Grauman'i
Metropolitan
"You
the Famous Players house, for tyto Can't Fool Your Wife. (Paramount.
weeks beginning- May 13. The Capi- Seats 3.700; 35-65.) Leatrice Joy,
tol dates were all filled and no time
Lewis Stone and Nlta Naldi form
available for the production, so that
the histrionic trinity. Creatore scorthe Broadway showing would get ing heavily
with his eccentricity.
the benefit of the exploitation got
Other features. Box office showed
by the pre-release engagement.
$32,000.
This week "Down to the Sea in
Grauman'i Rialto "Enemies of
Ships" rounds out its eleventh week Women" (Cosmo.
Seats 800; 35at the little Cameo, and next week 85.)
Getting big play In second
will be the twelfth and final one at week. Elaborate opening helped adthe house. The Vitagraph feature, vance sale. Got $9,000.
"Masters of Men," is slated to come
Grauman'i Hollywood "The CovIn on May 13. <
Seats
ered Wagon" (Paramount.
Estimates for last week:
60-1.50.)
1.800;
Indian Chieftain
Cameo— "Down to *the Sea in prologue great drawing magnet. AlGrossed
Ships" (Hodklnson).
Seats, 539. most nightly sell-out.
Scale, 65-85.
Tenth $24,250.
11th week.
Mission "Main Street" (opening
week drew $5,744. Concludes its
engagement with 12 weeks to credit Wednesday). (Warner Bros. Seats
May 12. "Masters of Men," Vita- 900; 85-1.10.) Wide publicity camgraph feature, is scheduled to open paign and advertising Lewis' novel
there the following Sunday.
received, along with usual whiteCapitol— "The Famous Mrs. Fair" front opening, gave picture great
(Metro-Mayer). Seats, 6,300. Scale, getaway. Got $12,750.
Loew's State "Trailing African
$5-85-$1.10.
Pulled average week's
business. Picture not credited par- Wild Animals" (Martin Johnson.
Farewell week
ticularly -with the business done. Seats 2,200; 25-65.)
of Dorothy Jardon, prima donna.
Gross around $38,000.
Central— "Enemies of Women" Star appeared in colorful skit, titled
"King Tut," staged by Jack Laugh(Cosmopolitan - Goldwyn).
Seats,
Count-up
lin.
Other features.
903.
Scale:
Mats., 50-$l; eves..
$1-11.50. 4th week. The fourth and showed $15,700.
final week showed $7,990 at the box
office for this feature.
Goes to Ri-

Xething

.

NUMEROUS HANDICAPS

LAST WEEK IN FILM HOUSES
'
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3esr;z=

BROADWAY WAS SPOTTY

••••

(Capacity,
$6,500.
cents straight )

scale,

1.500;

5)

— 'Down

In
to (he Sea
This special, which v. as
Ships."
shown to weak business at ths Metropolitan Opeia House tor three
r.uight on with .•
fa]
week* la

Karlton

Dang

—
which

house,
late

nMmm

h>T»>.

on the

between
:

.

.

I'm

'

map

$9,000

1,100:

••

t'»

r.0-i

Cooper's

um

put

wabbling

n

fi**o*f

and

1

of

reported at
(Ca-

$10,000.
nt scale.)

New

Post

Oscar Cooper, managing Odttor of
the Trade Review, goes 0vei 10 th*»
\Newi" beginning next week.

to capacity

and "Souls

1.

-

audiences at the Rivoli.
opened strong

for Sale"

same house this week.
"Don't Fool Your Wife" is

Olcott Directing "Green Goddess**

at the

doinj?

week, and
with its array of names, all favorites with the flappers arid Hoppers
nics
of Baltimore, should do
follow:
week*! husinei i Oroi
well at the Century

this;

»

•

v ""•<">; scale 25Century (en in
$0-75) --About $l4.oot) last week
with the Metro "Hearts Aflame."

prolog

Special
of the

order

scene of forest

f»r<*

Langdon McCormlck "Storm"
was featured and got by

nicely.

New

(capacity i.soo; scale 2,"-50-

78)— "Robin
stand

in

line

made them
Hood'
all Week and doing

lame thing this week.

Sidney Olcott has been signed by
Distinctive Productions and will
begin work on "The Green Goddess"
for thi-m at the Blograph stw.iios
in the Bronx on Monday.
1

—

celved flattering notices from locsl
press and business augurs well for
several weeks to come.
Psrkwsy (capacity 1.200; seals
25-44)—With Lthcl Clayton film,
"Can a Woman Love Twice?" this
house turned In moderats gross oi.

Picture re- about $3,500.

.*

.

BACKBONE

MAIN STREET
Los Angeles, Mnv

Distinctly! I'icturea Corp. production, featurine Alfred I.unt and Bdlth Hoberta.
Adapted from the Sat. Kve. I'wt. story by
Claranre Budington Kelland. Directed by
Mward S'oroan. Released through Oolduyn. Shown at the Capitol week April 2U.

2.

Warner Brothers' production ftoin tf»<
•oval of th« Mine name by Sinclair L^wi*.
Adapted for the screen by Jul.en ji i>h»oi>,
*>•

Harry

mtth

Beaumont

tho

di rect or

Homer

I

•*"''

4<t.
Scott the photographer. Time.
Time,
minutes.
At the MiMlo,n, Lo» Ang'-'es. wtek A. ml ?3. STvoftM74
Muko Blue
Dr. Will Kennlcoti
Pior*nce Vuior John Thorne
t'arol Mllford
Robert t^rdon t'olonel Tip,
Erik Valborir
Bracken
N"«h It. try Doc
Adolph Valovrjr
Roper
Alan Hale
>li.>«< yjornwtaui
Andre
L ui«e Kazenda Ken
Bea Sore n son
Msrrjf Ifysr*
l>u\c Dyer
The Indian
1

Edith Roberts
Alfred Iaint

Jamea D. Doyle
William B. Mack
, .... Frank Kvana
L».

K. La Croix
Cbarles Fang

Frank Hagney

Marlon Abbott
Mrs. Whidden
When the romance began In France hundreds of years ago.
Bdlth Roberts
Yvonne de Chausson
Andre de Mer»ay....
Alfred I.unt
Cieorge MacQuarrie
Mlnifier of State

Advertised to be shown in 10 reels,
the picture is far too lengths' to ever
install itself in the program houses
as a satisfying feature, due to the Captain of Guards
King
time consumed. 13ut that was at its Robert de Chausson
presentation, and there will

initial

Jai.er

be undoubtedly some drastic cutl-'or those who read the book and
enjoyed it the celluloid version will
disappoint. While it may follow the
script more or less closely, the action jumps to such extremes and so
much of the original text has been
omitted the pictyrization must suf«
fer in comparison.
A consensus of opinion would Jn«d i«-.ate that the producers took a
long chance on making a picture out
of the story, for the book's principal
attribute was the penmanship of the
author in drawing his characterizations of the small-town inhabitants.
That left little action upon which to
build interest for Aiming. The projecting emphatically revealed this
fact. It is certain the picture lacks
the staying power to make it entertainment for a consummation of
tl.ne that approaches the "special"

The

looks to have been
its resources for the
screen, and the directing seems to
have woefully drawn out the presentation through an overabundance
of unnecessary closeups.
Besides
which the actual tade lacks that underlying quality of body. Deletion
will help, and with the draw at the
box office through the title, this
feature may get by, although to say
it is a good picture is to stretch a
all

point.

The tale is that of a small -town
doctor who marries a city girl and
brings her tp his home town, where
she immediately inaugurates a personal campaign to revolutionize the
community's mode of living. Finding the life she has selected flagrantly droll, besides failing in her
efforts to awake the town folks from
their years of lethargy, she becomes
innocently embroiled in an affair
with a local youth of big league
It is in the climax of this
situation wherein the picture makes
its only bid for high attention.
Other than that it is simply a
matter of revealing the routine the
(Gopher Prairie locals indulge in, and
it shapes as a procession of types
before the camera more than any-

^

else.

The

flfiale

is

the

right to

smaller

"Backbone" as a title might mean
Kitty Gordon as much as it means

in the picture. As a matter of fact, it is seemingly exactly
what the picture does lack.
! The one outstanding bit of the tale
is the flashback into ancient France
for about a reel or so, showing the
reason for the advent of the family
that is carrying on the modern tale

anything

in the Maine woods of today.
is a bit that was well handled.

That

This
bringing together of a combination
of

costume

stuff

and a snow picture

stands out.
The outdoor shots

BOB-

C J
Q
L

•.

in the real

snow

were great, the studio set of the
William Walcott exterior of the home of the de Merwith snow,
covered
Adolf MHler says,
also

showed clearly that it was shot inThat .sort of stuff isn't expected in pictures that are presented
in Broadway's pre-release houses.
The story of "Backbone" tells of
a family that has lived for severai
centuries in the Maine woods and
won a fortune from the forests of\
that state. They are lumber people.
The sole survivor of the male line is
Andre de Mersay and his sole blood
doors.

relation living is his granddaughter,
who at the opening of the story is
He has his late sister's
abroad.
adopted son handling his business
affairsyjand discovers that he Is rob-

human

reached

the wife realizes she is beaten
to the situation.

and resigns herself

The playing permits Monte Blue
and Florence Vldor footage to the
point where they overshadow everyone else. Both impress as having
struggled valiantly with their burdens of the rube doctor and the wife.
It is but fair to give Miss Vldor an
"edge," so far as actual results are
concerned. Beyond that and other
than Loulpe Fazenda. who made a
Swedish servant girl stand out, the
cast is pretty much Jumbled and
buried in the ensembles, so that the
full value of the names listed is lost.
Scenicly it holds nothing, with
perhaps the best shot a snowstorm
view, looking down the main thoroughfare of the village. The photography may be said to Average
with that percentage gained through
a minority of excellent bits at close
range upon Miss Vidor. At one point
the lighting is in distinct contrast
with that <Jf the immediate preceding scene.
Hence it Is to wonder what the
producers of this vehicle will do
with "Babbitt," another of Lewis'

life

and human

of

nature,

Vamps—

great

Lord Steyne.

trapped by Becky's

Husband

—Napoleon Bonaparte,
riding to his

doom

—The gaieties of Vauxhall
The

revelry of the most famous
ball in history on the eve of

—The

Battle of

Waterloo

that saved Europe

The remarkable

cast

MABEL BALL1N, HOBART BOSWORTH,
GEORGE WALSH, ELEANOR BO ARDM AN,
HARRISON FORD, EARLE FOX

HUGO BALLIN'S
production of

works, and on their schedule for
The last-named novel
screening.
received much adverse criticism and
is narrated to hold even less material for the camera than
"Main
Street." Then there is the author's
angle, who will, or hps, viewed the
screening of his work with what
must be some misgiving, for "Main
Street" doesn't deliver as a picture.
Skiff.

A

picture house is being completed at Marysville, Pa., built to
replace the old Galen, destroyed by
flre in

November.

The Community Hall

at Gettysburg, Pa., is being converted into
the Lincoln Way Theatre tfy J. Kenderton Kynch, owner of the property.

Coming
The Super

!

Special

-"THE RIGHT 0F~
THE STRONGEST"
Starring

E. K.

May

3,

1923

.

Becky Sharp

—The

t( i>ni

:

W

will see

—The cleverest

viM

bing him. As he orders the younger criminals are such that, once they arM
ma n "from the house he is stricken disclosed, the interest in the picture*
with a heart attack. The younger ends.
Mr. L,urit, however, displayed the
man returns with his companion, a
doctor, who has been without a pa- fact that he is destined to be one of
tient in the town because none of the real vigorous heroic types of
the inhabitants would truant them- screen leading men ef the future.
selves to his care, knowing that and it seems certain that he is dee.
originally he was a horse, doctor. tined for bigger things in pictures.
The two plan to keep the old man Miss Roberts, on the other hand
from all of his friends, and when failedxto fill the requirements of her
the elder de Mersay died during the role.. Her matchless beauty referred
night they continue the deception, to in the atory was far from being
even after the return of the grand- apparent. Major Doyle In a comedy
role, that of a retired vaudeville
daughter.
Then comes a period where a artist who returned to his native
stranger enters the scene and taken town and became the hotel keeper
The Male
over a kimber tract and starts to brought many laughs.
develop it The foster son of the proved himself 100 per cent, for the
de Mersays and his doctor com- screen, and when the picture hits the
panion start a long fight to prevent neighborhood houses the Major
his working, the timber. But finally should obtain a tremendous vogue
he manages to beat them art their in the personal appearance field.
Fred.
own game, and it is disclosed that
he was a descendant of the opposite
side to the ancient romance that
Star,
The
at HIghspire, Pa., owned,
started in France.
by Burt Thomas, a former member'
The principal trouble is that it is of the*Al O. Field Minstrels, has
not a production that one can come been taken over by Calvin BrintQn.
in late on and witness the latter Thomas has left for Philadelphia^'
reels and then see the preceding where he has purchased ai. interest
For the element of sus- in a picture house.
portion.
pense that goes with the deception
of the continued illness of the head
Mae Brooks has made a screen
of the house and the mysterious
spirit-like singing that is supposed test under Julius Steger's direction'
for
Fox.
to break down the will of one of the

*

You

.t

Thursday,

which for generations has re*
mained the brilliant mirror of

ideas.

when

all

H

All in that great

novel

thing

W. Johnson
Hugh Huntley

will look
houses.

I

.

|^

class.

probed of

1

I

I

J.

This is the first of the Distinctive
Pictures that (Joldwyn is releasing.
It is a program production of a little
better than the average quality. It
is a snow story, with the scenes laid
Inciin the north Maine woods.
the
dentally the picture marks
screen debut of Alfred Bunt, who
score^so strongly in Booth TarkingtoiTTS "Clarence" on the stage.
Edith Roberts is co-featured with
him in the picture. "Backbone" does
not rank as a special in the sense of
the word that Broadway accepts
special screen productions, but it

ting.

I

1

i

22
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LINCOLN

and a great cast
•
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PICTURES
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May

Thursday,

1&23

3,
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THE
WITHIN
National
releaaa

First

LAWNorm*

atarrlnr

«*lmadX0. praaanted by Joseph M. Schcnck.
2 jMreen adaption of Bayard Vellivr'a play
i> tba aaina title by Frances Marion, dlHhown at the
TLrtad by Frank lAoyd.
grand. New York, week April 20, 1923.

Mary Turner, while Eileen Percy Is
admirable as Aggie Lynch, but

much

81 mlnutea.
Jlary Turner
jo© Garaon ••••••• ••••••••••«••

Dirk Odder

«

AMle Lynch

Edward Qllder

pjnareit
Helen Morris

ruddy

General

Hastings.

jl w n
j

English' Eddie

naicv

AHJaVs Secretary
Burke. .TT.
.

a'w Cody
Jack Mulhal}
Eileen Percy
Joseph Kilgour
hur S HuK
„ rgu?on
1
vF'
? 1 Sf
Flummer
Lincoln
•

dV

Thomas Rickctts
Lionel Belmore

nC
%!?• Boland
S
.Bddlo £T!
Catherine Murphy
DeWitt Jennlnga

This Is the second Ume that a
screen version of the Bayard Velthe Law," has
lier plav, "Within

The first was turned
been made.
out by Vitagraph about six years
Joyce in the princiAlice
ago, with
On thla occasion Joseph
pal role.
Schenck is the sponsor for the
picture Norma Talmadge is starred
The question is. Will Miss TalHi.
madge pull sufficiently at the box
office to overcome the fact that a
number of people have previously
At the Strand
seen the picture?
fcstinday afternoon any casual obimmediately
anhave
would
server

in

But any one who
swered, "Yes."
watches the Strand business closely
would wonder* /or at the performance that started at 4 p. m. there
were plenty of seats available, and
from then on until 6:45, when the
picture ended, there were no standees at the back of the house. That
the regular story at the Strand,
but perhaps the fact that daylight
saving for the summer became efIsn't

fective at 2 a. m. Sunday may have
accounted for this to a certain extent, for a majority of the people
in the big town forgot to change
their watches in accordance with
the law.
This version of "Within the Law"
Is particularly well done, and Norma
«.TaJniadge is a particularly effective!

Cody

as Joe Carson.

far

is

too
as a

well identified to the fan mind
heavy to have him accepted as jt
heroic crook figure.
It looked as

though the Strand audience was
waiting at any moment to see him
do an about face in his role and
try to knock off the hero. Incidentally Jack Mulhall was all that could
be desired as the younger Gilder.
The cast supporting these principal characters is a lengthy one and
fairly bristles with names that are
well known on stage and screen,
and this should be an asset to the
picture.

Fred.

THE NE'ER-DO-WELL

M

.

was lem

her flip speeches, and these to
a great extent were of necessity
omitted on the screen.
However,
there is a little fault to And with
Norma Talmadfe the fact that Lew* Cody was chosen

Time

•

of Aggie's effectiveness

almost Inherent In adapted novels
which present a troublesome prob-

Adolph Zukor presents Thomas Mfljfian
an adaptation by Louis Stevens of K*x
Beach's novel of the same name; directed
by Alfred Green. At* the Rivoli April M.
Kirk Anthony
Thomas Mcighun
fhiquita
Llla Lee
Edith Cortlandt
Gertrude Astor
Stephen Cortlandt
John Miltern
Andres Garavel
Gus Weinberg
Ramon Alfares....,
Sid Smith
Clifford
George O'Brien
AHen Allan
Jules Cowles
Runnels
La u ranee Wheat
in

The picture is bound to make
good if only on the strength of
Meighan's presence at the head of
the cast.
That one best bet of
Famous Players has a following
loyal enough to support him in
almost anything that will pass
muster. This production is only so
so.
It adds nothing to Meighan's
reputation, but tt r.ake.s a bAtista"tory enough vehicle for an estabThe 'story has
lished
"name."
strong poiiaea, notably a swift and

to

who

the adapter,

is

ordi-

narily faced with an embarrassment
of material. It takes as much resourcefulness and perhaps more
sound judgment to turn a novel into
a picture than It does to create an
original play. In this case the introductory passages by which the
basic situation is planted are a bit
tiresome, but a certain ingenuity of
treatment makes some compensation.

For example, It is necessary to
lay a foundation of character for
the reckless hero. This is done by
way of an enlivening incident involving a wild party of college football players in a Broadway hotel

GOOD-BYE GIRLS
William Fox production starring William
lluaaell.
Story by George Foxhall, adapted
by Jos. F. I'olanl.
Directed by Jerome
Htorm. Shown at Fox'a Academy. N. Y..
April 2»-May 2, 1923. Double featura bill.
Tim<>, 49 minutea.

Vance McPhee

William Rusaell
Tom Wilson
Carme! alevera

Hill Jordan
Florence Brown...;

Corking comedy,

On

laughs.

built solely for

the screen

it

them.
Russell as the author-rest seeker

gets them

one after the other. The story is
one of the mystery affairs handled

worked hard and scored, but not to
any greater extent than did Tom
Wilson, working opposite him as his
servant in blackface. Carmel Meyers
was the little lady of the plot who
had the mysterious box and did all
that was required of her. But why
the title, "Good-Bye Girls." She Is
the only girl in the picture, and he
doesn't say good-bye to her, for the

somewhat after the manner of
"Seven Keys to Baldpate," that has
as

its

only

weak

been the confession on the part of
the doctor that he had arranged the
affair to give his patient
physical excitement, instead of the
rather old-fashioned story of the
girl to the effect that the mysterious
box contained the plans fur a submarine that her father had evolved
and the pursuers were agents of a
foreign government trying to secure

whole

point the finish.

However, for laughing purposes the
picture is certainly well worth playing in the smaller houses, and in the
bigger theatifc.s it will All in on the

in which they capture the whole
chorus of a restaurant revue and double-feature bills to take away the
carry them off to a private dining sting of any heavy drama that might final fadeout has the usual clinch.
room.
This has a good value np be shown.
Fred.
William Russell Jg the author of
spectacular display as well as the
popular flotion, on the verge of a
familiar "cabaret" flash, and likeB. G. Zuner has opened the new
nervous breakdown, who is ordered
wise introduces an element of comby his physician to tak> .\ rest. An Alpine
theatre
In
New Haven,
edy. Altogether, it gets the picture
aunt lately deceased has left him a
well started.
country home, and he decides that Conn. Jack Sanson, who has been
When it is in full ewing, the scene that is just what the doctor ordered. manager of the Princess, Bristol,
shifts to Panama, and we go to On his arrival there the negro Conn., for the last few years, has
plot -planting all over again for a mammy servant informs him that a resigned to become general manmomentary halt. However, when sailing boat in the bay is owned by ager of the Bristol and Palace,
the new situation is established the a young lady who either wants to
'
Bristol.
complications gain speed and vigor buy or- rent the house. The young
in South American political and woman is being pursued by a gang
romantic intrigue and interest is of roughnecks who are seeking to
sustained to the end.
obtain a box that she has in her posMeighan is not at his best. Some- session. For the balance it is noththing of his old ease and sponta- ing but a succession of fights, shots,
neity seems missing, but the reason housebreaking, automobile chases
l^tintS}
is not? apparent on the surface. The and
other mysterious stuff all
production is a fine one in technical worked out for laughs.
details with real backgrounds in
In the finish the doctor Appears on
Panama and well managed "at- the scene and pronounces his patient
mosphere" which registers as au- cured by the rest that he has had.
Look Better«in(iWpar Longer
thentic without conscious effort.
A finisli to the. story that would
Ruah.
have brought a. laugh would have

*/&Madei

'

absorbing

denouement,

but

i

its

earlier stages are draggy.
It does seem that this defect

in

Harriette

Under hill,

of the

New York

Tribune, says:

Can't Imagine Anyone
'-

,

IN

THE

<

//

Ne'erDoWell
*

uy

REX BEACH

PRESENTED BY
ADOLPH ZUKOR.

The

and crash of
trees
driving
their only
them on
chance for life a pool
hiss

flaming

—

of water scarcely deep
enough to cover them
as they lay In the midst
of the raging inferno.
Here a brotherhood of
hate between two men
found its background, a

woman found

love

<*]

a father redeemed his
faith in a

wayward

E. V. Durling. of the Globe, says:
" 'The Ne'er Do Well' comes as near
approaching perfection as mny picture seen at the Rivoli this year."
And the Call acclaims it "the perfect American movie."

and
son.

p "*;*»/

A

Drama

The

picture is doing capacity business at the Rivoli and moves to the
Rialto for a second week starting

Sunday.

Vivid, Thrilling

Directed by Alfred K. Green
Scenario by i/ouis Stevens

with a BIG INCE PUNCH
With LLOYD HUGHES, FRANK KEENAN
and MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
By Anthony H. Rudd.

.''•]

III

=,,

Directed by Lambert Hillyer under the per-

sonal supervision of Thos.

II.

Ince.

distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

WATCH
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At the N. Y. Strand
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PRESENTATIONS
(Extra attractions in picture theatre*, when not
pictures, will be carried and described in this department for the general information of the trade.)

THE 8HERWOODS

(30)

Singing *n<J Dancing Spectacle
22 Mini.; Three Scenee
Warfield, San Francisco
•On the Beach at Waikiki" named
the specialty offered by the Sherwoods <Bob and Gale) at Loews
Carrying a company of
Warfleld.
includes
extravaganza
the
30,
ongs», dancing and abbreviated talk
aimed at comedy. A majority of

ensemble makes for but atmosphere supplemented by five Hawaiians in selections and songs
whilst playing their stringed inthe"

of

types of

the

Bowery

Connors' early period,

pf

Chuck

who danced

Bowery,"
trumentH, and the final full stage
Rosie O'Grady," "Alexanacene revealing a 10-piece mixed "Sweet
finally^
Band,"
and,
Ragtime
der's
orchestra as accompaniment.
Opening in "two" the .«et is brief, "After the Ball." The stepping Tfaa
tumble,
type that
• steamer docking at an Hawaiian of the rough and
was known as "spieling" in the old
port. The company debarks whence
It w^asji'l
(he dancing as
the continuity goes into "one" for days.
the Hawaiians to routine a trio of much as {he old familiar melodies
songs, crossfire dialogue by \ljg fnal brought the applause return.
purser and bellboy, for si)ch his Only the two dancers worked, three
costume says, and then Hie night other people being used to dress the
acene Illusion 'as a hotel piazza, picture.
For the final two minutes the
the beacj* and- breakers in the distance backed by the shore line with Strand Male Qaurtet, arrayed in
policemen's uniforms, pang "Ope of
Tights glimmering therefrom.
An eccentric dance by a girl re- the Finest," softenirtg down to alvealing walking splits and an abil- most a hum for the final fadeout
It was a pretty arity to kick gained attention to be of the lights.
followed by the bellhop'* bit of rangement, didn't take up too much
time,
earned
and
a fair amount, of
stepping, which also drew a fate
quota of appreciation. Betwixt and applause.
In
the dance offering Anatoli
between were spaced Ave songs by
various members of the* company Fiourmann and Mile. Klementowi*'/.
although the majority of singers were the terpsichorean artists.
Fred.
were noted to com* from the orchestra. Most of the melodies were
drawn from the far distant past
CLAVILUX
having the appropriate local lyrics
6 Mine; Screen
of the supposed locale although a
new western ballad, being ex- Rivoli, New York
This is an Unproved form of the
tensively plugged in this city, was
Included, also Van and Schenck's "color symphony" which received a
good deal of publicity when It was
mosquito lyric.
The spectacle routined nicely for tried out in dreenwich Village
the purpose desired and with the some months ago. Here it is refined
scenic and light effects, having the into a strikingly beautiful novelty.
The regular screen is lowered and
ship pull away at night and viewed
from a distance, satisfying those a title explains that the device will
witnessing.
No attempt seems to play a symphony in colors. A desk
have been made to co-operate with light reveals an operator down
the film feature, although the pres- center on the stage working what
looks like a small organ keyboard.
entation immediately preceded it.
Other than this specialty the Apparently the mechanism consists
hou*e orchestra of 20 pieets ren- in the manipulation of prisms, for
dered "Thais" as the overture the screen becomes a shifting,
augmented by the leader, Lip- drifting, Weaving field of color
though someone
It is as
echultz,
taking the "Meditation" tones.
from the opera by means of a violin caught and controlled an autumn
making
sunset,
It
come and go in
solo.
fikip.
brilliancy and intensity.
the

strains

The shining

—

of

"The

colors

— blues,

reds,

greens in every tone ard
graduation. The tones nev^r clash
and generally are in soft, harrose,

Michigan

in
monious values, set off by a fascinating white. The usually indifferRead our magazine published every ent
Rialto Sunday nigfit crowd that
Tuesday
omes for the feattire film were imIf you want to reach this clientele
pressed to the extent of solid apthere is no better medium.
•

pl.iuse at the finish.
The novelty is particularly appropriate to those programs which
make much of high -class music.

Rates very low

MICHIGAN FILM-REVIEW
JACOB SMITH,
415 Free Press Bldg.

Publisher

will

A

of

DETROIT

Rush.

The

13 Mins.; (Wood Set)
Capitol, New York

5 Mins.; Pit

Chicago Theatre, Chicago
Chicago, May 2.
Jesse Crawford's original way of
playing popular songs on the organ
has been copied extensively. For
"Over a year his rendition of organ
solos has been quite as popular a
feature as has been encountered
on a Chicago theatre program.

production

this

Impressions

Organist
Popular Songs

Novelty Vaudeville Show
20 Mins.; Full Stage (Special 8et)
Chicago Theatre, Chicago
Chicago, May 2.

The expense

"THE FORTUNE TELLER"

A SLEEPING JESSE CRAWFORD

IN

(16)

impress bookers and managers.

special set has been constructed,

showing a full-size sleeping car and
a section slides over, displaying inSTREET DANCE (a)
"Four of the Finest" (b)
side of the car a singer, ventrilo5 Mins.; Full Stags
quist, female impersonator and a
Strand, New York
song and dance colored team. When
Joseph PJunkett offered this as a
the expense that must have been
prolog to "Within the Law," although there was no particular bear- necessary to build such an act Js
ing on th« picture itself in the of- taken Into consideration, the obfering, except possibly the fact that servers of the show world will prothe back drop utilized was similar
nounce the offering as a failure.
to a scene in the picture.
Five persons are utilized in the But when the novelty of the enterfirst three minutes of the presenta-, tainment is considered and the 20
tlon, which was devoted to a couple people in it, It Is probably woHh
to

All Exhibitors

MINUTE8

CAR"

Crawford

i«

mechanic

mnr#» of a

than an organist in the way that
he presents his numbers, as he has
a complicated keyboard In front of

him and possibly works

his

and about ten

others, together wit*
(no Capitol ensemble, the total num*

boring approximately about 30 peo«
pie on the stage, presented a most
effective interlude of 13 minute*
with impressions of the Victor Herbert operetta, "The Fortune Teller.*

The

elty galore.

DuittWr*

Orchestral, pr^ade

<:.

'*nu>e^UtUe Dears"

„-•
o.
•

Crawford, gets a splendid result
in picking out parts of the organ
wfotcli resemble the human voice,
gomg from one effect to another for
chorus following Verse or for inwhile.
serts of the "blue" order which he
The nqv^Tty, fj'om" a vaudeville seems to fancy for his purposes.
The words of the songs are
standpoint la the introduction of
Arnold Bait a, a female imperson- thrown on slides and phrased so
ate. Instead of the usual singing that It Is easy to follow the words
and the removal of the wig, Balta and tune at the same time whether
*
one knows any music or not. „
is seated in the car as a traveler.
played
seen
Crawford
"When
When the show is on three girls
bring out his costume, which he "Swingln' Down the Lane," a song
gets into*, and then sings operatic not previously heard -by the reselections In soprano, excepting in viewer. He is continually introducing
When his number
a cadenza when he runs down into new songs.
his own heavier voice for a laugh. starts the organ in the pit rises to
As hit} number finishes he removes a point where all can see the player
his female apparel and takes his and the spotlight makes it possiseat again in male attire (street ble for everyone in the big house
clothes).
The effort at novelty in to observe him.

following

.

"Darning Lesson"

Am>Uo» ONftSBBBi
'*

Mr. <"oomlw end
Mil.-.

the Fight

a*si;t«d b> Mr. cocmU
in the Thick ot
Banitei-s GhaMe. We
•

Our

Taping Kiiftrnble
Do as People Say You
f. •VA'way*
Should"
Miss Herbert. Mia)
Ayrea «•» Kn-omMa
Mr. Mass*
a "Qypsy Love Song"
h. "TIM ynly t:trl For Me' (Original
MHwly)
Mr. i^ sen,
i.
Qjrpay JL>anc« and Finale
iTincipats*. Balltt and Ensemble
Hid*''"

OfM

The setting was that of Hie gypsy
camp in the wood, effective through
some giant trees as the background
and well lighted.
The costuming
for the greater part was gypsy. Two
of the women soloists, Mile. Gam*
ben IJi and two of the ensemble
women were in modern costume; a
male quartet as huszars also lent
color.

The outstanding aocnl

was followed by a gypsy dance
the

for

Fred.

^

finale.

the introduction of a ventriloquist
into the offering is interesting, inasmuch as sucJi a display is talk

Crawford Invariably wins liberal
applause for his songs on the organ and often is given a reception

BOTHWELL BROWN

and nothing else, and contrary to
what some producers think feasible
in a big picture house.
The Chicago audience seemed to welcome
the talk and laughed at the material, which is very ordinary.
The
talking to the voice in the hand and
on the roof of the car, announced
as "radio," is a happy thought.

when appearing in the ascending
position.
On one occasion he used

Female Impersonator and Jazz Or-

The Great Howard
triloquist

is

and works one

the venfigure, the

small boy who is pert to the extent of comedy.
The boy argues
with the newsboy, gets fresh with
young \yomen in the car and is reprimanded by his father or traveling

companion (Howard).

The other

are Frank
has a talking eong

specialties

Sullivano, who
in the guise of a newsboy, directing himself to possible patron*, and
a regular song in which he forgets
his
surroundings;
and Seymour
and Jeanette, who appear tlrst as
porters, and sing and dance, giving
the offering proper punch at the
,

finish.

The curtain riseg with most of a
sleeping car showing, and the end
another in view. They are in
the shed of a depot.
The trains
are called. The people get aboard.
There is a part of one car which
gives way, giving a peep into the
other.
The train starts when the

of

entertainment is completed and a
fellow scrambles aboard at the last

moment. One man and four girl's
in the car attempt to be natural to
give the setting atmosphere, and
are only fairly successful, as none
of the girls is particularly attractive.
The announcer of the trains
Is the only other player tV I might
be said to have a "part."
Loop.

to explain the workings of
tho big organ and made an exceptionally interesting display.
In addition to Crawford's number
at the organ and "Twenty Minutes
in a Sleeping Car," the Chicago
orchestra rendered selections from
slides

I

"Romeo and

Juliet," Into

which was

injected a solo by Nad la Platinova,
soprano, which brought t'.ie number
She has a pretty voice
to a close.
nnd handles it well, making a combination number which won enthusiastic approval. Nathaniel Finston
directed the orchestra for the number.

lA>Of>.

NADIA REISENBERG

and BAND-

(7)

chestra
17 Mins.; Full Stage; Special
Thalia, Chicago

Chicago, May 2.
Bothwell Brown appears with a
jazz band and the audien< e is deceived into thinking a pretty girl
is entertaining with dances and a
Selection on the piano- accordion,
until something goes wrong with
the costume worn when a gruff
man's voice observes: "What the
hell is the

matter with this thing!"

The deception

No
well

in

complete.

one who does not know Both*
Brown as a female impersonwould know the dancer is im-

ator
personating.

Pianist*
8 Mins.

The band starts to play before
the curtain ascends. »An Oriental
with opening in center at
a talented pianiste, and for the bet- bark, displays a band in fitting
ter type of picture theatre where costume.
On one side are trom-.
they appreciate an artiste of the bone, cornet, piano and drums la
concert calibre she should prove a order named. On the other clarinet
high entertainment value.
At the and saxophone. The band plays
Capitol this week she
offering frequently, and at one time the
"Polish Fantaisle," by Paderewski, clarinet has a solo, with accomwhich, to those versed in the paniment.
classics of piano selections, must
Brown's appearances are not for
merfn quite a great deal. Accompa- long.
The* final costume worn Is
nied by the orchestra at the Cap- announced as "how girls will look
itol, the latter seemed to the un- in 1990."
Brown comes on with a
initiated the more effective.
fan-shaped display on his back
The presentation of Miss Reisen- which is the biggest thtng of tho
berg was most* effective! Seated be- kind yet seen. Tho* jazz band Js
fore a concert grand placed in front, only ordinary Brown is very good,
of a sheet of silver hanging flanked with striking costumes. The Thalia
on either side by deep blue she Theatre offers a presentation with
made considerable of a stage pic- pictures, holding attractions for
ture.
Fred.
half a /weeft.

New York
Xadia Reisenberg

Capitol,

is

undoubtedly

.

setting,

;

—

greatest film with the greatest story

Sir Hall

Directed by A. E. Coleby
be screened privately at the

CAPITOL THEATRE,

TUESDAY, May

8th, at 10:30 a.

Broadway,

New York

m. sharp

Admission by ticket only, for which please make application to

THE STOLL FILM
859 Seventh Avenue

was

Girl for Me." rendered
by the tenor, Desire LaSalle. which

THE PRODIGAL SON
on

hit

"The Only

n
will

Girls.

<;.imba r»U|

Manh. "Where'er*

a
by

wfera

given:
a.

feet,

employing an organ costing in
exnpsa of $200,000, which has ii<5Ytoo,

with five singjntwo principal dancers)

8. L. Rothafel.

prjncipals, his

CO.; Ltd
Circle

5605

t

May

.Thursday,

PIC

1923

3,

I

URtfi
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COAST FILM NOTES
ED KRIEG

By

Loa Angeles, May

2.

C

he signed shortly by one of the
Hollywood producing companies.
In the last week the formed Bennett
beauty has beei\ in conference with

may
t>ig

Ggidwyn

Leaky,

Universal

ani|

ofTeialis,
'

who won fame as a
in the 27th Division, in in
isily at work on
Angeles and

John Roche,
aoitiM'v

'

Jjos

Mayer

the :.ouis B.

lot.

With the arrival of

Theda Bara,

vamp, dame rumor has beeQ

aoreen

busy signing her t0 a11 sorts of conMiss Bara, in private life
tracts.
Mrs. Charles Brabin. has not as yet
her mind as to what she
up
made
will do.

Edmund H. Benson and wife will
next Week to Australia as spe-

sail

representative of Douglas FairHis mission will be *o
banks.
stimulate interest in Doug's old and
new United Artist pictures, which
will be distributed in tjpit country.
cial

Conrad Nagel, newly signed Gold-

wyn

star, is

expecwd

to arrive here

His

from the East.

first

Goldwyn

be "Rendezvous,"
which Marshall Neijan will direct.
will

production

Cullen Landis has signed a conHe will be
with Vitagraph

tract

featured.

Rupert Julian ha terminated his
contract with Universal and, according to reports, will not sign
Julian
with that company again.
has just completed" editing and
titling

"Merry Go Round."

_______

-

ON PICTURES

The Bible has a

speech that carries groat weight in some instances, but in the majority of cases is entirely overlooked. It is "Hon-r
The town ok Jennings, La,, voted down a Sunday opening referendum thy father and thy mother."
Last week there was an occurrence in picture circles that brought
—
with a majority of 109 against it.
thought of the Biblical teaching.
A rumor to the effect that the William Fox organization was to present
Up in Albany with its State House and its Gut, there was a little shop
five of its productions nt the Capitol during the early summer was
run by a man who came from one of the Continental countries. He bedenied by B. L. Rothafel, of the Capitol. Among the Fox productions to
be hiiuWu we.* "The Shepherd King," "If Winter <'«imw)" and several came a good American citizen and reared two sons likewise. One of the
sons remained near the father upniate, while the otlifi became an actor,
thrillers.
and in time a picture director, and very successful. As the years passed
Those of Hollywood who believe they have been to parties that were he made up his mind thaMie was going to gratify one, wish that his father
parties may be rivaled by New Yorkers, although .the latter are not^of had often expressed him* elf desirous
6f achieving, and that was to make
the show business. One party given in 'a Fifth avenue establishment last a trip back to his native land to visit his boyhood
companions. A few
Week ran two days anl coat the host $80,000; another waa for one night months ago after he had completed a pletur* production that was hailed
only in a Park avenue hotel and cost nearly as much. Them Is parties!
as an achievement the director went to his father and insisted that he
take a trip around the world with him. and finally to visit the old country.
The Federal Trade Commission's hearings in the Famous Players inLast Friday the director, who is Robert Vignoia, returned to New York
vestigation may proceed for six months or longer, with' a decision unlikely as a passenger on the "Aquitania," but sad to relate while his father was
for a year or more. After the hearings are concluded in New York others with him in spirit, his body rested in the ship's mortuary chapel.
The
will be held for further testimony.
The south and coast will be the elder Vignola contracted pneumonia in Venice and passed away there.
principal points outside New York.
Marion Davics, the Cosmopolitan star, whom Vignola directed in 'When
Knighthood Was In Flower," the picture he completed before starting on
A most unusual act of business courtesy was displayed by S. L. Rothafel the world's tour, with a party of friends and a number of newspaper
at the Capitol, New York, this week in the presentation of the Capitol people went down the Bay on a private yacht to greet the incoming diMagazine. He included in the news events a number of shots of the rector, not having beer, apprised of his lose. They were there to make his
departure of Hugo Rlesenfeld, managing director of the Rialto, Rlvoli and home coming a joyous affair. Arrangements had been made to take the
Criterion theatres, the direct opposition to the Capitol. Incidentally the director from the incoming steamer. Hie brother jvas likewise in the
Capitol audience Tuesday night gave the Riesenfeld screen flash hearty party, as were also two Customs officials to clear the director's declaraapplause, so great in fact that it almost vied with that which was accorded tion. When the speed boat went .to the side of the "Aquitania," the director came into the little craft and explained that he could not accomto President Harding's appearance -on the screen.
pany those coming for him as the body of his father was aboard and he
Through a sudden switch in bookings the Cosmopolitan production, preferred to remain with it.
"Enemies of Women," even though it is* to be released through Goldwyn
T
eventually, is to play the Rlvoli, New York, for two weeks, beginning May
13.
This arrangement came about as there was no immediate time available for the picture at the Capitol and the desire on the part of the Hearst
organization to obtain a Broadway showing at a picture theatre as close
as possible following the four weeks run that the production had at the
!•

Central theatre at $2 top. That it was impossible to get the- picture into
the Capitol at an early date caused considerable friction between the
rfearst outfit and the Goldwyn organization, which, however,
was
smoothed over during the last few days.

Ernest Torrence put his John
Hancock to a Paramount starring
Jesse Lasky* officiated at
contract.
the ceremony.

country
on him.

D.

Hampton and

wife will

^*

William Wellman, husband of
Helene Chadwick, until recently an
assistant fflm director, has been
signed by Fox Production* to direct
feature vehicles.
Ella

HalC

film actress, in private

Emory Johnson,

presented
her director husband with a baby
girl.
This makes the third of a
life

Mrs.

flourishing family.

-

/

Ruth Dwyer, who has been playleads

made

in

in

the

New

Fox Productions

York,

will

shortly

desert that city to be featured
Fox pictures on the coast.

Dinkey Dean,

who

in

played the kid

in Chaplin's "Pilgrim," has
been signed to play a feature role
in a costume .production which will
be sponsored by Z. A. Stegmuller.

role

Donald Crisp has arrived from
Europe, where he made pictures for
Lasky.
He will direct Elsie -Fergueon in her next vehicle.

Tom Mix entered his yacht in the
Honolulu yacht race, which % takes
place in July. It Is said that the
cowboy star wjll be master of his
boat

Every exhibitor in the
exploitation runs are the bunk.
wise that they are. used to jack up the price of the pictures
picture producers and distributors are better off using the
money for something else than to pay guarantees to legitimate theatre J
managers to keep thAr houses open over the summer."
That speech was made by John Znnft of the William FOX organization,
this week, when asked whether or not the Fox organization was contemplating taking over a legitimate theatre on Broadway for the summer
and early fall for exploitation runs, as has been the custom of the organ-

000,000.00

"Broadway
is

I

The

i

TO LOAN

I

J

AGAINST COMPLETED

ization in the past.

MOTION PICTURE NEGATIVES.
RE IE AS E PRINTS FINANCED.

The Fox organization will not, according to Zanft, take over any
theatre at a tremendous rental and try to force runs of any of its product

make

the out-of-town exhibitor believe something that isn't so.
in carrying out a campaign of
rather
that sort is
to be devoted to the exploitation of the picture to the
public of the country so that the exhibitor will get the benefit of it.

just to

The money that would have been sunk

Irene Rich, newly signed Warner
Brothers star, is* confined to her bed
with an attack of influenza.

ing

little

•

leave shortly for Turope, where
they will spend their vacation.

Jese.e

,.-<M

had been a laboratory m.in. Until Marion died nobody knew how
he had financed PrOffrtMlVt, but his will iltclOMd that he haH put
something like $400,000 into the venture.

INSIDE STUFF

pvhllis Haver, who left, the Senmiddle of a picture
rett lot in the
which she was heing starred,

T.I \\*

when the race

starts.

The developments of the inquiry got the old-timers to talking over
ancient days. In the '.jack and forth of chit-chat a rather remarkable occurrence came out, a matter that has never before been published, as far as anybody present remembered. In the General Film
Co.- line-up one of the customs was that none of the licensees ever
would meet and talk matters over with a competitor. That group
of producers simply lived on the top of the world and they were
little czars in their own right.
Hodkinson didn't get along with some of the big men in Genera/,
one of them being Dyer, and as a result be stepped out. The next
record was. the formation of Hodkineon's Progressive, a concern that
did nothing but distribute other people's pictures. Distribution had
been handled only by General and a few fly-by-nights that didn't

COMMERCIAL TRADERS
CINEMA CORP.
126

WEST

51** ST.,

NEW

YORK

amount

to much.
Hodkinson built up a formidable machine doing
Famous Players, Adolph Zukor and others, and it was
concern that subsequently grew into Paramount.
The beginnings of Progressive were always shrouded In mystery
until the death of Frank Marion, who with Sam Long had operated
In the producing field under the trade name of Kalem. Marlon was
a former newspaper reporter on the Syracuse "Herald,'' while Long

business with

this

66,807 Persons
f

SEE

Miss FRANCES WHITE
IN

CHICAGO
ENGAGEMENT
DURING ONE WEEK
WILLIAM MORRIS
Direction

.
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YEARS AGO

(Continued from page

to defeat the

1>

and you know it,"
answered Thomas.
toW him conditions
•Of course
1919

In

tracts

I

he only sneered"
said John Emerson, in speaking to
the closed (for numbers) meeting
of Equity Sunday afternoon at the
Hotel Plara, where ha mentioned

war*

different, but

tha foregoing conversation. The
conference had been held last month
on tha matter of the renewal of the
contract between tha Producing
Managers' Association and Equity.
Its five years' life expires in June,
1924.

Emerson concluded:

"Anyway we

are

glad

L*e Bhubert's attitude.

to

He

know
will be

another Albee and will have the
support of a certain class in the

We

have friends there
P. M. A.
And I want
too but not enough.
you to know that the Kquity Shop
is a matter of life and death to
Equity. It is the only way we can
keep our association together. So
In 1924 it is either Kquity Shop or
strike."

Emerson spoke

of

Thomas com-

demand

for the

Sunday performances.
that

formidable spectre
us, and it is a pity that many of
our members figure from a sordid
standpoint for the few paltry dollars they may get for working on
Sunday. Albee will not lose sight
of this, aiTd these weak ones will
furnish material »for the managers
to

work

Eugene Walter's new play "Paid

on."

in Full* 'had

been introduced at the

New York, by Wagenhals &
Kemper, practically unheralded and
had become the hit of the town.

Astor,

The Keith people had been "granted
S permanent injunction restraining
the New York authorities from interfering with Sunday sacred concerts

in

vaudeville

The

houses.

committee.
It
was denied.
discovered that E. F. Albee's
ex-Senator Walters, had
remained behind and evidently got
But even if the
in his fine work.
bill
becomes a law, they cannot
make the actor work if he does not
want to. And I ask you now, 'Do
the

We

you want 1o work on Sunday'?"
The answer was a general "No."
Gillmore continued: 'This man
Albee is no ordinary antagonist.

|

There had been a vogue for vaudeville
road shows organized and
headed by headliners. They dropped
off in number as the sea-son approached its fag end, but there was
great talk of extending the practice for the following season.

The Alhambra, New York, one of
most profitable vaudeville es-

the

tablishments
city,

was

to

then

the

in

remain open

greater
all

sum-

mer, but the plan of rurtning the
roof was abandoned. They tried it
the summer before, but the capacitywas so small it could not be run
at a profit.
.Tlje Orpheum Circuit was importing foreign acts by the dozen. That

Martiu Beck

had cabled William
Passpart, foreign agent, authority
to sign nearly a score. In the number were the Gascogne Cadets.

to

i

.

.

—

yard.
If I had known how many times that picture was going to be used
within the next 12 months, I would have been a little more careful how
went about posing for it. I could at least have had my hair curled
I
and a few flowers and growing things as a background instead of a
barred window, a bit of guttering, a brick wall and a hospital door.
However, I did get a pretty nurs* into the foreground, and that made
up for a lot of other things.
And then the newspaper men got the notion that my story would be

and came around asking for some pictures
newspapers myself I know what editors say
when reporters come back empty-handed, and I handed over the picture.
That was the start, and since then it has been used by five newspapers,
interesting to their -readers
of me. Having worked on

syndicated in three countries and several magazines with circulation all
over the country.
Now, I suppose I'll have to drag a wheel-chair into every picture I ever
have taken just to convince people it's really me.

!

For several months my medical board had me taking Bulgarian bacilli
on the theory that the big bugs would eat the little ones, though what
the big ones were going to do when the supply of little ones was exhausted nobody seemed to know. They hailed from Boston, and in my
relations with them I should have conformed to all the rules and regulations of the socially elite, though that was hard to do when I was
swallowing them whole. Towards the end of our acquaintance I got over
my fear of their Harvard education and their broad A, and got familiar
enough with them to call them "Back Bay Bugs."

For a long time the doctor has been prescribing hypodermic injections
know what they are but I can't either pronounce or spell 'em) la
order to build up my blood-supply. Then the other day they came in for
a blood test and coaxed from my veins quite a quantity of that very fluid.
It may be all for the best, but it reminds me of the little boy who was
given a niokol a dose for taking cod-liver oil. It worked out so that
exactly when the bottle was gone, he had just enough nickels saved up
to buy himself another bottle.
of (I

There is at least one woman in this world who thinks that cleanliness,
while next to godliness can be carried too far. The incident that led
her to that conclusion occurred a long time ago. but the mention of it is
stiJl good for a laugh from the nurses to whom it has become somewhat
of a tradition.
It was both visitors' and admittance -day in the public ward and the
nurse in charga there received a phone call- from the office to the effect
a patient was being sent up. Accordingly, she waited at the elevator
and presently there emerged from it a party of four women, one with
a slip of paper in her hand. The nurse took the latter by the arm, and
inviting her friends to be seated, led the* way to- the bathroom. On the
way she made inquiries as to the prospective patient's doctor and put ths
other stock questions. The woman spoke a very broken English and in
addition seemed to be somewhat bewildered, and the nurse did not acquire
much information. On arrival at the bath the nurse said pleasantly that
the woman must take a bath and wash her hair.
"But I took a bath this mooning." objected the newcomer haltingly, 'and
I washed my hair three days ago."
The nurse said that she was sorry, but that this procedure was the rule
and, having taken off her clothes and substituted a klmona, left to attend
to several duties. An interval of 15 minutes followed and' then, deeming
enough timo had elapsed, she hurried to the bath. The Woman was sitting
on the edge of the tub, her hair wet, and copious tears streaming down
her face."You mustn't worry." the rturse told her soothingly, "everything will be

,

-

.

all

right."

"But, Miss," said the woman between sobs, "d
time I want to visit my sister."

I

have

to

do this every

assssgl

s'

-

1

(

l

i

1

1,
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in Lexingto«

Complete frankness is one of childhood's most engaging— and sometimes
most embarrassing characteristics. Theresa Maxwell Conover told me
not long ago of the experience she had with the little girl who was brought
tickets for the May party, May
to see her. Miss Conover gave her a welcome and inquired how she was:
As far as could be noticed, sales 'Buffalo Bill Wild West") was the
'I am very well, thank you," the tot answered.
main
feature of Wonderland, Boswere off.
'•Now, dear," suggested tho mother, "you must ask Miss Conover ho*
ton.
In the correspondence given out
.
—saMs——w^aia——
—
she is."
it
was shown the P, M. A. had of"But," the infant protested, "I don't, want to know."
humorously.
fered in the conferences not to en- vealed
particularly
«
the
"necessity"
to
of
ige any actor dropped from mem- reference
Another child story that amused me highly was brought by Alice Rohe,
befship in Equity because of non- Equity's committee informing Mr.
payment of duos or who might be in Thomas about things he is said not than whom there is no better newspaper woman. It concerned her sixarrears in dues at the time of being to have been aware of.
was year-old niece, Jane Howard, who is also the uaughter of Roy Ilowardi
It
engaged.
Thai such a sweeping charged that every concession of- of the I'nited Press. Jane, it seems, ran second to Jackie Coogan in »
concession had Icon made was a fered by the managers was armed recent perfect child contest, she having been accredited with 136 point*
while Jackie won with 160.
surprise to Bhowdom but the P. M
with a "joker."
The young lady, Miss Rohe said, has an
A. slated it was to prove good faith
The attitude of Equity regarding aversion to oatmeal, and her mother has tried everv method of inducing
to Equity thai the managers had tho managers' offer to collect dues her to eat it.
"Jackie Coogan eats oatmeal.' her mother told her at last.
no desire to diminish Equity's mem- or force payment of them is in'I guess that's the other four per cent," countered Jane.
bership nor to aid In ihe disinte- consistent
with the attitude of
gration of the association as feared Kquity officials this season.
is
It
Other oiievsslons known that independent managers
by the leaders.
For the oeneflt or those who allenfTlho Op era niH r t'Ul y prefn j»*« I
were offered to Equity, among them were approached to aid in dues colpass around the advice givey me by Edwin Fnmko Goldman, on how to
being sick beneiit performances to lecting.
In one company it was
teii classical from popular music.
be held in all the theatres on one St tted that, where players who had
"If it threatens to break into a tune any minute and doesn't." In"" »ssert§,
day each season.
not paid dues for fouc yean and it
-teal.''
At Sunday's mass meeting the was asked whether the amounts "itconcessions offered by the managers claimed by Equity woul'l be guaranwere made I'ghl of. Points which
the management refused to
Now that daylight saving has gone Into effect, change the record on
arose in the conferences were re- interfere in any way.
your vnirola to Tour O'clock in the Morning*'

—

He is 'the devil in the box' in this
connection.
He hates Equity and
Now that
all other labor unions.
he has shown his hand, we will
meet him and give him a battle.

.

up

about a year

the Paris despatches).

watch," Brady said, "he
Amaros Sisters and others.
will steer the P. M. A. against you
union actors. You've got to kcop
the whole bunch of them busy, that's
Hassan Ben Ali operated half a
the union method of fighting. Ap- dozen troups of Arabs and was inpoint committees and go to wel- terested in many theatrical venfare associations,
women's clubs tures. He was then in negotiation,
and anti-Sabbath violation societies, in behalf of other agents to bring
line them up with you, and when over
Raisull,
a North African
you strike, they will be with you. bandit chief whose kidnapping opI'll help you myself by getting the
erations had given rise to President
printers unions to declare war on Roosevelt's famous cable to one of
All.ce, to the extent of refusing to the ambassadors, "Perdicaris alive,
print his advertisements if nec- or Raisull dead" and made "the bad
essary."
boy of North Africa" in internaMalcolm Williams introduced an- tional notable. Sam Gompertz was
other resolution to "authorize the behind Hassan in the deal.
council to Investigate conditions in
\ tudeVtlle
and tq take such steps
.T.
Rosenthal managed the
J.
as considered necessary to correct
Casino at the Toledo summer park,
the same, with the full active suitplaying high pricer bills. The parks
port of the entire membership.'' This
Looked the bigge'st attractions and
resolution also was passed.
On the way out. half a dozen were tough opposition for the theaPawnee
tres during the season.
tables were Spread In the lobby with
Bill (Major Gordon W. Lillie. who
barkers
announcing.
"Got
your
later bought a half interest in the
12."

you have

lobbyist,

at this but would undoubted^ :»< i<
his Strength and that of the N.V.A.
to thai of tho P.M. A. In an attempt

Just about this time a few years ago a farmer boy

corporation counsel, however, had
appealed from the ruling of the SuIts a good thing that we're not like the natives of Alaska or the South
preme. Court and the matter- was
Isles or Beloochistan or wherever it is that they wear all their talismans
being, argued before the Appellate
good-luck doodabs. If we were and you saw someone approaching
and
Division in New York. A decision
that would be me, and in saying that I
was expected within a week or so that resembled a totem pole,
instructions."
mean
no disrespect either to the friends who have presented me with the
and the result was awaited with
Peggy Wood begged her hearers
objects du virtu or to the objects themselves.
great interest as a test of managers'
All the way from Italy came a little figure of Our Lady of Victory,
not to allow anyone to make "inrights under the law.
sent by Paul Chute, a duplicate of the one presented to the Knights of
dustrial slaves" out of the actor.
Columbus, and now the carving hangs at one side of the mirror -in my
Ethel Barrymore called upon for
Yvette Guilbcrt, French diseuse, room where I can see it every day. Then there was a Chinese wishing
»a speech, smiled, bowed and said
nothing.
Her uncle, John Drew, had just started an American tour. ring, presented to me by Clara Llppman. But I don't put much faith in
In interviews dealing with condi- that, because it is too small for me, and no matter how hard I wish, it
said the same.
Helen McKellar said if she did tions in France, Guilbert declared refuses to stretch enough to accommodate my finger. Among other things,
nqt believe in Equity she would not vaudeville Was being <fi*rven out of I have received a Jewish "Mazuzza," a picture of St. Joseph, from the
the country by the prevalence of maid of one of my friends, from Jesse McCutcheon Raleigh, the originator,
have been present.
A Mr. Findlay introduced a reso- obscene songs and other objection- a statue of the Good Fairy, and a bracelet made of elephant's hair brought
ly Mrs. Tom Lewis from Paris.
hit ion that: 'The Equity Associa- able kinds of entertainment. (ApI'm hoping that some kind friend will send me one of those machines
tion absolutely refuses to consider parently the situation was as bad
any offers from the P. M. A., re- or worse than the present one which that does sums while you wait. I know that when I get well I'll never be
able
Jo figure out all by myself just how much credit should go to each.
being
discussed
at this time in
fuses to allow Its members permis- is

left

labor bodies of this state"
Emerson then stated that in joining hands* With the P.M. A. to pas
the Levy-Mayer bill, Albee was
doing it merely as an opening blow
at the dignity and authority of
Equity, and thai he would not stop

.

1

Albany we were assured that the
bill would bo killed in committee
by Hugh Frayne and James P. Holland, and killed for keeps, but we
learned
differently,
and I
soon
begged for another hearing before

We must do something for the
vaudeville actor, and it's up to
Equity to show the actor that it's
up to him to get into the fight for
Mr.
the closed theatre Sunday.
Gompers and Mr. Frayne know Mr.
Albee and they have promised us
the support of the A. F. of L. and

building material. If the managers
liked
the producer's ideas they
would signify as muc'.i and the finished act would be assured of 30
or more weeks.

Gillmore read three, letters from
Thomas of a conciliatory nature,
with substantial concessions, remarked by several present, but Gillmore could always find some objection fancied or real, to oppose them.
It is Equity shop or bust with the
Equity officials, irrespective of the
consequences to Equity members
was the Impression secured at the
meeting.
Francis Wilson pulled an old one
when he said, "Stand firm, don't
work on Sunday and in case of a
strike obey your officers and follow

Gill-

"When we

•

their division of vaudeville was in
need of new material.
Managers
representing about SO weeks of time

ago it was an
came together in an informal agree- fired the shot heard around the world, while
ment to encourage producing agents. actor who made the snapshot that went around the world. The man
It was agreed that producers might
behind the trigger in the latter case was my frien*, Thomas J. Ryan, and
which confronts approach them and outline plans for the snap was of me, seated majestically in my wheel chair in the hospital

several others.
After the gathering had sung the
Equity song, Emerson called on
Gillmore to read a letter which the
latter had written to Senator Levy,
regarding the Levy-Mayer bill to
stated

By NELLIE RE VELL
Small time managers figured that

that all negotiations
between the P.M. A. and Equity are
definitely at an end and. "the managers know that we h.Tve nailed our
colors to the mast with 'our demand
Albee is the
for the Equity shop.

John Cope, Harry Browne, Edmund
Breese, Franqjs Wilson, Grant Stewart, Frank Gillmore, Paul Dulzell,
John Emerson (in the chair) and

more

1923

I. 1908.)

Equity

Shop in 1924.
Emerson said

ing to see him in February with all
kinds of "sweet overtures"; of Gillmore and he seeing the managers
March 7. He dealt in sarcasm as
he told how much the managers
admired and loved Equity and the
many nice promises and offers they
had made on condition Equity
would retract its demand for the
closed shop, as they termed it. "All
those offers," said Emerson, "had
loop holes to let the managers out.
had fallen for their tricks,
if we
but we "told them nothing could
alter our determination to enforce
the Equity shop, as we believed, and
do believe, that only through the sion to work on Sunday and alto to
Equity shop is it possible to hold adhere unalterably to its demand
our organization together, and we for the Equity Shop."
must sink or swim on that issue.
During the dUcussiou 'of this a
"April 7 was the last meeting
Mr. Grant said: "As Equity has
and on stating our ultimatum, Gus done so much, why not forbid reThomas and Lee Shubert both de- hearsals on Sunday." This was
clared the managers would never
cheered but when he stated that
accept the closed shop in their theyome members needed the money,
atres. I-.ee Shubert swore that he
and "I myself worked in Chicago
would run moving pictures in all
with Margaret Anglin for 15 weeks
his houses sooner than give in on
and foun(Twhe extra Sunday salary
this point and thus throw hundreds
very handy," he was booed at and
of Equity actors out of work.
down, while Emerson banged
When we told him that the man- howled
the
gavel ami ruled him out of order.
agers would either give in or we
was then adopted
jThc
resolution
would call a strike, he and Thomas
Emerson Introduced an outside
said, 'Very well, go on and strike
to
leader,
Peter
J. Brady,
labor
right now, if you are game. You'll
speak in opposition to the managers,
find us ready for you. Don't wait
had
Thomas
although
Augustus
for 1924— strike now.'
The hurriedly called meeting was been refused the same privilege to
tnanagers* side of the quesattended by about 1,000 members put the
tion before the meeting. Brady«atof both sexes. It got under way at
the employers with special
tacked
the
On
p.m.
closed
at
6
and
3:30
he
platform were Ethel Barrymore, mention of E. F. Albee, whom
said
he
was glad Equity had deMcHelen
Jane Cowl, Peggy Wood,
clared war upon. 'He is
the man
Kellar, John Drew, George Arliss,

legalize
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GIVE WHITEMAN CREDIT

The

Dirty— Comedy

Equally

Fair

May

May

revue,
already has

Band

is

2.

AND PLAY
OVER THERE AND HERE

PEGGY

First

without the necessihia absence, are
Celine, the elder, beties of life.
comes the confederate of Crebe, a
drugs,
cocaine trafficker, and takes
in
while Gevrinette, her sister, falls
a
neighbor,
love with a young
Crebe compels Celine to attempt
debauch her sister. tout the latter
deavoids drugs and prostitution,
and
spite flattering opportunities
numerous adventures after their
father's death.
Celine is finally removed to an
asylum and Gevrinett* dies of consumption In the country, where she
bad been taken by fie journalist.
Clement plays the father role.
Jacquelline does nicely with the terSimone
rifying Crebe character.
Dulac plays the Gevrinette part
sympathetically,, and Nivette is satisfactory as the\dope fiend sister.
to

"Madame Est

"Femme

'

Saisie," originally
Saisle," a spicy

by Pierre
Veber and Andre Mycho, opened
poorly at the fashionable Capucines

comedy

in

acts

three

April 27.
The story is of a poet whose devoted wife decides to secure a man
friend to pay the household exin order that her husband
may. not be disturbed in his literary
work. Her decision is not reached
other means * of procuring
until
money have failed and creditors

penses

seise the furniture.

She consults the husbands of three
who previously appeared

friends

^likely prospects, but they gibe her
when realizing conditions, including
the baliff waiting for a settlement.
The wife, therefore, encourages a
wealthy lady admirer of her husband's work, who offers a reward
for a private Interview with the

famous poet.

The

misunder-

latter,

May Be
London

in

With Miss O'Neil

-journalist.

•ntitled

Presented

standing the situation, declines the
proposal, causing amusing double
entendre dialog. The wife is finally
saved and the debts paid when an
effeminate American Impresario arrives, offering the poet a contract
for a lecture tour.

Etchepare playa the poet fairly.
Berthez is an amusing bailiff, Germaine Reiss, a delightfully tempting
wife, and Marguerite Moussy as the
poet's
have Indifferent
admirer,
roles.

"Millions Tombent" a three-act
farce by the late George Feydeau

produced by Gustave Quinson was
nicely received at the Palais Royale
April 28.
Its
story

Max

Dearly plays the

valet realistically.
Maud Loti is a
plcy Paulette. The remainder of
the cast includes Prince, Duvalles,
Blanca Bilbao and Moussy Field.

HACKETT DISPUTES SELWYN
May

Ixindon,

2.

Walter Hackelt disputes that
Selwyn can place "It Pays

Archie*
to

Advertise" for London presenta-

tion.

Hackett says he and Roi Cooper
the sole English

Megrue control
rights

the piece.
I'p to date
Hackett states he has not been consulted on the subject of producing
the comedy on this side.
to

A Brox
,

The blond
'•

i'l

in

Sister

sister of the

Victoria

May
Bros

2.

girls

most beautiful of women.)
This

is

.

the best of the latest crop
which is not saying

operettas,

of

The

much.

music

by

Walter

Bromme Is either trivial or overorchestrated, but credit must be
given him for trying to do somev
thing
above the average. The
libretto by Richard Kessler and Will
Steinberg haa at least the advantage
of having its third act the strongest.
The story concerns Alice, the
niece of Prince Joachim. She is to
be married to a certain Prince
Georg whom she has never seen,
but whom she has heard has been

affair

with

Molly,

an

When he comes iu lh«
throne he does not want to give up
his sweetheart.' The situation is
solved by Moving him keep her as
a doctor.

his morganatic wife. Such a solution is well enough for Germany, but
in America would be thought imAll the figures are sentimoral.

mentally drawn, except that of an
who is amusing in her
and vitality when she
starts on one of her tirades.
This latter part is played with
perfect mastery by Adele Sandrock,
one of Germany's best old actresses.
If this la old-fashioned acting the
present writer, for one. is all for the
antique. The other parts are rather
pale and sentimental, but Carola
Toelle is charming as the morganatic wife, and Hans Schlndler makes
the prince quite a pleasant Idiot.
Other actors who should be mentioned are Erich Kaiser-Tietz. Berthold Rose and Rudolph Mass. There
is no question that the play is a

old countess,

frankness

Mrs.

Harris cabled

has some amusing moments, but Is much too coarse for

Joachim

Miss O'Neil

to obtain her opinion.

Elsie Kochhahn, from
the part.
Vienna, gives a routine performance
u
as Molly, but Lorie Leux as Alice is
APHRODITE" REVIVED
simply impossible. The piece will
Paris, April 28.
probably continue through the sumThe French opera version of mer, for the Metropol has its regular patrons.
at
remounted
been
"Aphrodite" has
Other Operettas
the Opera-Comlque this week, the
Within the past two weeks three
orchestra being conducted by A. other new operettas have come out.
Catherine. Marthe Chenal appears "Maedi," at the Berliner theatre,
in the part of Chrysis, supported book by Gruenwald und Stein, from
by Allard, Oger, Azema, Vlllabella, the French farce, "Miss Josetta, My
Stolz,
Dupre. Mmes. Baye, Sibille, Esteve, Wife," and music by Robert
generally weak. The only good
Niny Roussel, Calas, Famin, Monna is
things have been taken from the
Paiva.
farce, and that little is usually killed
by the Way it la placed. The cast,
which Includes Hilde Woerner in the
AT SOURCE
WON'T
leading role, is'competent, the only

TAX

May

really amusing performance being
that of Claire Waldorff in a soubret

2.

role.

The music Is by Robert Stolz, and
has really nothing to recommend it

duced and won high praise.

March

Victoria-Palace (vaudeville).

azine.

In other words, the dramatist is
here trying to show the difference
between the true poet, symbolized
by de Musset, who really feels, and
the fake literary artist, symbolized
by Sand, who steals her ideas from
others and has no honest depth of
feeling.

Unfortunately the play

20,

Week

vaudeville acts. Maxwell

Cornelius and
clever.
A. C.
newly arrived
is one of the
here for some

Constance, dancers,
Astor, ventriloquist,

from States,

hit.

He

no

life

played de Musset, Agnes Straub,
Sand, and Wilhelm Dieterle the docEvery now and again they al-

tor.

most interested.
Business Is very bad:
doubt
whether there were 30 paid admissions in the theatre.

»

I

best vents seen over
time. Ivy and Doris
excellent
show with good
songs well presented.
Charteris
and Dickson, two women, clever
and entertaining. One of them /has

Stuart
Barnes,
a good voice.
American monologist, big grip on
his audience with some amusing
and entertaining stories.
His act
Is of the best.
Flying WinskJlls,
probably limit in daring aerial act.
These boys put over some breathholding tricks.
Week March 28,
Cornelius and Constance, A. C. Astor, Charteris and Dickson, Stuart
Barnes, Flying WInskills act, Ivy
and Doris Lee, Haywood and^Hay.

Manager Collins has made the Alhambra a favorite mo^ng picture
theatre. Good orcheetr*runder Conductor Riegelhuth.
March 19-21,
Liebe geht um" ("Love Flies About"). "Afraid to Fight" (Frank Mayo);
produced at the Walhalla theatre. 22-24, "Wet Gold."
Commencing
This music has, if anything, less ex- March 26, Charlie Chaplin in "Shoulcuse than that of the foregoing. der Arms." This excellent picture
Bodanzky
by
Moreover, the libretto,
drawing capacity.
and Hartwarden. is so ridiculous it
GRAND — Manager Lerner is doing
will not
It is

(

NEW

senfeld Directs 'Covered
i),

Wagon'
May -•

Hugo H* I* nf. i.i is omlng directly to London and will dlrecl th«
local showing of Fatuous Plaj era'
"Covere 1 Wagon" special Dim.

n publican Berlin seems" to take Adams
much delight in these comedies houses

that
to

of

bogus royalty with their rather

"

id

'_'6,

in

'Welcome

.Stranger"; full

for this amusing play. March
Stars, Irene Vanbrugh

English

and Dion Bouclcault, opened South
African tour, under direction of Afi prince
rican Theatres, Ltd., with "Mr. Pini
a da ugh
Theatre packed and
iPasssg
Bjr."
child
only
of
the
people,
the
of

hildlfth Minimi ntality.
The plol revolves about
fallen in love with
who l'

production acknowledged suVcess.
Miss Vanbrugh. came before the curtain, thanking the big audience.

STANDARD
Ltd.).

— Leonard

(African Theatres,
Rayne's Co. In "Are

Tou a Mason?" week March

29.

EMPIRE PALACE— Capacity
iness for fine vaudeville,

bus-

due to pro-

London success,
"Round In 50." week March It. Show
well staged and performed, produced
S eas o n
by F. Max well -Stewart.

duction

of

the

promises financial success.
I

ORPHEUM—Despite

counter-attraction bill here drawing crowd,
due to energy of Manager Alexan-

'

Week March 19, Stephenson
and Macbeth, Jack Barty, pictures*
Week March 26, Anna Hana, comedienne; Great Wleland, humorist.
der.

NEW

BIJOU— Week March

19,

"Saturday Night"; Week March -29.
"Orphans of the Storm."
CARLTON, JEPPES, LYRIC-**
Pictures.

Pretoria

#

GRAND—Week

March 19. CornsJ(Americans); Dora
Dare; pictures. Week 26, Stephen(Continued on page .'13).
la

and Eddie

Lee,

unless you happen to like to have
the operetta melodies of year before
last dished up again in diluted form.
Stolz is also responsible for the
music of another new operetta, "Die

I

dramat-

Is

weak and

the characters have
of their own.
Kaiser's style, which is telegraphic, has now become a feeble mannerism with him, and leaves one
quite, cold.
The cast worked very
hard to try to get something out of
It, and it was a pity to see so much
good talent wasted. Walter Janssen
ically

Carew, female Impersonator, good.

bear repeating.
good business with pictures; 19-21,
about the sort of thing one "Cousin Kate" (Alice Joyce); 22-24,
expects in a second-wheel burlesque "Playing With Fire" (Gladys Walshow.
ton); 26-29, "The Gilded Lily" (Mae
BEDROOM SCENE OUT
Th# cast, which Included Alfred Murray); 30-31, "The Son of WallLeu tnner,* Josephine Dora and Fini ingford."
London, May 2.
great
too
under
worked
WOLFRA MS.— This three-session
The official censor has ordered Zernetts,
difficulties and found it quite imout the bedroom scene of the possible'to leave any Impression ex- hall popular bio, under capable conof Manager Phillips; 19-21, "The
"Music Pox Revue" production for cept that they knew that they were trol
Homestretch"' (Douglas MacLean);
over here.
wasting their evening.
"The Blackbirds" (Justin
22-24,
the
at
hodge-podge
certain
A
Johnston); 26-28, "Caught Bluffing"
theatre, called "Die Mode- (Frank Mayo); the serial, "AdvenApollo
Ambassadeurs
at
Vaudeville
konnigin" ("The Queen of Fashion'), tures of Robinson Crusoe"; 29-31,
Paris, May 2.
is just a little worse than anything
The Galloping Kid" (Hoot Gibson).
Oscar Duxrenne opens the Am- f'se. It is the poorest excuse for an
PREMIER Roudebosch)— Manawith
to show models wearing ger H. Phillips, In charge, is doing
attempt
(May
Friday
4)
bassadeurs
a big house here.
excellent business with attractive
local vaudeville, including Mayol. dresses of
Comedy by Critic
film offerings.
which will be continued until a
At the Klelnes theatre, under the
PAVILION (Claremont).
revue is installed in the house.
direction of Georg AlUi.ann, a com- His Majesty's (Mulrenherg), Regal
edy by Fritz Salten, a Viennese dra- (Wynb«rg)i
(Woodstock),
Globe
has
ability,
Mogadon Lease Settled
matic critic of much
Lyceum (Observatory), pictures.
Paris, May 2.
lust been produced. "Das itaerkert
THK PI Kit— Under direction of
for
Tie*,
Stronger
consummated
Band"'
("The
Cora Laparcerie has
the African Theatres. Ltd., vaudesuch is ihe name of this comedy, is ville and nlcturesj big crowds.
the lease for the .M'opador.
wholly worthless, hut there I*
Maxime Guard from Iho Theatre not
Hei"Old
ih"
of
irnitutlon
nun
loo
Johannesburg
champs Blyieei has been" appointed delberg" atmosphere, which now
His MAJESTY'S
Week March
press represents,! ive.
seems t<> be so successful in GerJ9,
week of Vorke and
farewell
amusing
many again. It Is moat

.

7

doctor when receiving news from
Paris that Flaubert wants her to
collaborate with him on a new mag-

HANSON

By

We

Palace

London. May 2.
Jimmy Hussey is opening May
at the

Frauen. (The

wanted to write a play, but did not
have any material ai hand, so he
wrote one any how.
Kaiser has taken his theme from
the relationship between Alfred do
Musset and George Sand. De Musset
fled from Sand in Paris because she
was untrue to him with other mvn
and stole his Ideas to make her meShe purdiocre plays, and BOVela.
sues him to Venice, where he is living happily -alone, and there disturbs him, even having an affair
with the doctor who is called to attend him. But she also leaves this

SOUTH AFRICA

Loud'
in

Schonste der

li

III

London,

her room with Influenza.

Hussey

Die

having an

concerns Paulette, a
A delegation of theatrical and
demlmondaine, whose peasant valet, trades union representative* called
Isadore, Inherits a hundred millions upon the Chancellor of the Exand at the same time her aristo- chequer to suggest that foreign
cratic sweetheart suffers financial artists be taxed at the source.
ruin.
The Chancellor refused to conShe places the ex-valet in her sider it.
former lover's place and her friends
are anxious to curry his favor until
DRINKWATER'S "CROMWELL"
• nephew opposes his inheritance.
London, May 2.
The nephew confesses a moneylender Illegally framed the opposiJohn Drink water's "Cromwell",
tion whereupon the flattery Is again will open at His Majesty's toward
introduced when Isadore definitely the end of this month.
Inherits the money.
The piece is now on tour.

ways new.

HOOPER TRASK

operetta soubret.
Alice Objects to this marriage and
London, May X.
having met Milardo, a tener In an
A plan almost unique in its con- operetta
troop in which Molly singe,
ception is to have Peggy O'Neil
monetary success.
/
Sam Shipman's 4'Crooked Alice runs away to try and get an
play
A "Gewollt" Play '
Georg Kaiser, the author of "From
Square" over here this summer and engagement in the tame company.
In
the
second
Is
engaged
act
Alice
had
Morn to Midnight." has
his latthen appear in it in New York next
to play a role in the operetta, as one est piece produced at the Kammerfall, as per the original intention of
of the girls became sick at the last spiele, "Die Flucht nach Venedlg"
Mrs. Henry B. Harris.
("The Flight to Venice"). It looks
Miss O'Neill received the seifpt moment. They need someone for for the moment as If he had written
the dress rehearsal to take place
of the "Square" and after reading
himself out.
The present play Is
before
uncle
Prince
Georg.
her
and
piece
it thought favorably of the
what they call in Germany "gedoes not wollt"; that is to
say, the author
with a London summer production She meets the Prince, who
know who she Is and tries to flirt
in view. This was cabled to Variety
and printed. When the paper ap- with her; she slaps his face.
Then the dress rehearsal of the
peared in New York cables were
operetta in which Alice makes a
received here by Mf*s O'Neil from
success
and after which Prince
Mrs. Harris, suggesting if the star
again makes love to her.
used the piece in England this sum- Georg
The third act7 is in the sitting
mer, she could continue the run in
H.
room of Prince Joaotiim, who is
New York. Negotlaatlons are con- waking
up after a party the night
Cape Town. March 29.
tinuing.
before. Molly, who has now transLeonard Rayne's Co. in farce
"The Crooked Square" opened in ferred her affections to Joachim, "Tons of Money" at the opera
also .spent the night there and
house. Business Is good. The play
Pittsburgh some weeks ago and has
discovered, to the horrer of the
amusing and well produced.
played a short time in Chicago, is
is
There is some quite Freda Godfrey, recognized as South
when it stopped, with New York servants.
funny
business in, which she steals
MeanAfrica's leading actress, plays Louheld for it until the fall.
the
breakfast brought for
the
ise Allington, making a distinct hit.
while it became apparent Constance
Meantime Prince Georg Basil Osborne does good comedy
Binney was not inclined toward a Prince.
really fallen in love with Alice
has
as
continuance of the engagement,
work. The rest Is in good hands.
and comes to tell Prince Joachim March" 31, "A Royal Divorce," with
it was reported she is to wed a
does not Intend to marry his
wealthy railroad man of Pittsburgh. he
Leonard Rayne as Kepoleon.
Mr.
niece aa he loves the soubret in
Rayne has been absent from the
Mrs. Henry B. Harris visualized
named Alice; which, stage for
some
Peggy O'Neill, in London, as the the operetta,
years.
His
return
course, makes it very easy all
future star of the Shipman play. of
is looked forward to.
Freda Godfrey will play Josephine.
She sent the script to her to read around.
cast Is nothing to boast about.
The
and
Mrs. Harris
for that purpose.
only amusing work is done by
The
Mr. Shipman agreed that were Miss Paul Westermeyer as the director of
The African Theatres, Ltd., panO'Neil to play the piece in London the operetta company. How much tomime "Robinson Crusoe" drew
before New York and then open of It belongs to him and how much capacity for Ave weeks during its
over here, it would be a novel pro- to the libretto we don't know, but season.
Show well staged and
ceeding, calculated to be of advan- rather suspect it is mostly a per- produced.
Flfilip D. Levard prosonal creation. Ferry Zikla aa Prince
tage to the play on both sides.

London,

The piece contains amusing situations sometimes risque and not al-

C.

Berlin, April IB.

/

given
credit for the Hip's record breaking business.

-Faubourg Montmartre," a flveO'NEIL
Duvernols
-ct melodrama by Henri
the
and Abel Tarrlde. adapted from
Cougueformer'* novel, pfoduced by
well,at
»n and Gavault, did not fare
28.
April
the Ambigu Comique
traveling
"Crooked Square"
a
with
The story deals
galeeman's daughters who. during

.

By

S.

Hippodrome

The Whiteman

•

Paris,

new

"Brighter London,"
paid off its production cost.

and Meller Poorly Received

^Farce

BERLIN
-

Condon,
/Ml

-zr

Production of "Brighter London" at
Hippodrome Paid Off

BLOW TO 'CLEAN STAGE'

...

ni LONDON

Mi-

•(Continued from page 2)
Frank Petley, Fred Groves, Roth-

bury Evans, Thomas Paunceforto
and William Farren. The piece was
originally produced at Manchester
in 1919.

Sam Mayo, for many years *
vaudeville star, has gone in for reHis show, "A
vue management.
Week in a Night," opens on the GulBesides playing the
liver Circuit.
leading part the comedian has written the music, book and lyrics.
•Phe cast for "The Insect Play,"
due at the Regent May 5, Includes
Edmund Willard, Claude Rains,

Ivan J3erl w, Harvey Adams, Bromley Devonport, Algernon West, Kinsey Palla, Noella Sonning, Joan

Maude and Malre
sic will be

O'Neill.

The mu-

by Frederic Austin.

At the end of the run of "Plus
Fours,'* at the St. James, Peggy
O'Neil will take the play on tour.
Her route is now being booked.
At the examination In bankruptcy
of Phillip Charles Townsend, described as a theatrical producer, the
Items in his /statement of bankCost
ruptcy were said to be:
of living since 1919, £9,000; losses
on horse racing, £1,000; gifts,
Lewis Waller tours,
K.
£500;
£25,000; E. Lewis Waller, Ltd.,
"Love Flower." £3.500;
£2,000;
"Her Son." Mixed Marriages'* and
Four Walls Told," £6,999;
"If
"Mary" and "The Gypsy Princess,"
King l'p" and "By All
£1.000;
"Just
£2,750;
Means, Darling.'*
£1.500,
Fancy,''
£7.500.
loans.

and

The

Interest on
examination

was adjourned.

j

the Divorce Court April 19
Justice Horrldge granted a decree
conjugal
of
the . restitution
for
Mrs. Eiiraheth Perry
rights to
against her husband, Clifford A.
Perry, known as Laddie Cliff. Plaintiff, an American, said her marriage
took place in Detroit in 1913. Her
husband left her in 1922 and failed
to return despite her entreaties. It
that when the decree
is reported
In

granted Laddie Cliff will marry a
prominent member of bis company,
is

is!

*

'

•

'

r

WARDELL

POWERS DANCING
ELEPHANTS

'

(4)

Full Stag.
/
Palace
Forty thousand pounds of elephant
on a theatre stage la some load.
And some act, besides. This may
be the first elephant turn playing
the Palace. It may be the last
unless Tower's repeats and that it
can easily do. It's .lifltcult to conjure Up another big beast turn

that could follow it.
An attraction at the New York
for many seasons, while
that house played its big produc-

Hippodrom

tions, Power's four animals became
a part of the performance. It will
be Just as large, perhaps more so,

an attraction for vaudeville.
There's a thrill in this elephantine
besides its superb training.

turn,

The present trainer is the son of
The
the original and late Power.
son

things with there
before witnessed.

doing

is

and

MABEL McCANE

DOYLE

Comedy

Cross Talk

13 Mins.;

*

mammoths never

WEEK

'"NEW ACTS THIS

•

2a

14 Mins.;
58th St.

One

and CO.

(3)
,

Skit.

Full

18 Mint.;
Jefferson.

Stage

(Special).

This is Ann Wardeil {formally
Mabel McCane is assisted by two
with Franklin Ardell) and Patsy men and a woman, the latter workDoyle, monologist.
Patsy follows ing off stage, in her latest vehicle.
the "boob" type shooting nonsensical It's a comedy skit with a story based
nifties to Miss Warden's capable
on the inclination of a woman to
feeding. The usual man-and-woman
busy herself with the neighbors'
opening, pair entering from opposite business. That idea of course is old
sides and meeting down center.
but it's always good for the stage.
She asks Patsy what he's lookOne of the men is supposedly a
ing for and
Patsy makes the mirsic publisher. The other plays
familiar dazed replies in his absurd
the part of Miss McCane's husband.
treble voice. She turns out to be
He's a songwriter. At the opening
the boss of an employment agency
It is planted that the husband songand she tries Patsy out on the kind writer wants the music publisher
of job he wants. Patsy's idea is
who lives across the court to listen
that he'd make a good "hammock
to a song he (husband) has written.
tester."
She's for making him a
Miss McCane, as the wife, is to sing
professional
coal
carrier.
Patsy the song for the publisher, but fails
isn't strong for the fuel job, but if
to appear when called for, being enshe has a gas stove he'd be willing
gaged in her favorite pastime of listto turn it on.
ening in on the neighbors' affairs.
This kind of stuff, all fresh and
This particular "listening in" affair
original, and Patsy's odd manneris a battle supposedly between a
isms, fill in the time with a bit of
man and wife in the cross-court
la/.y
stepping by Patsy for the
The wife finally apapartment.
finish. Made 'em laugh.
Bush.
pears and there's a lecture by the
music publisher on minding your

Their baseball game is perfect,
even to ono "pitcher" going out of
the box when ordered and the subto
stitute allowing the "batter"
make a home run. the elephant- WELCH. RAYMOND and CO. (10)
plate.
runner "sliding" to the home
"The Reception" (Playlet)
It's a huge laugh, followed by an- 21 Mine.; One and Full Stage
other for the finish, dancing, frort

which the turn gets

The

its

full

tit.e.

elephant after doing
a Spanish dance does a rag trot,
then a jazz and winds up with a
shimmy, for an encore doing it
again with its rear 4urned toward
biggest

the audience.

One
for

of

an

the

straight

best

audience

is

a«i

frieks

elephant

lightly pbjeing the flat of his fro t
foot on the face of the trainer while
the latter is prostrate upon the
floor.

That was the

.thrill

and a

second came immediately, when tl.
great hulk squatted rijht r.own
over the nian's body until he could
not be seen. Opening, too, was H
piece of fine work, the trainer fencing with one of the animals, the
latter holding a sword by his trunk.
That seemed to call for particular
skillfulness
by the trainer in
guarding himself from the swinging blows of the elephant's sword,
regardless of how dull it might be.
It's a great act for vaudeville,
pretty close to a sensational one at
the Palace Monday evening in the
•

No. 3 spot. For grown-ups it's
highly interesting as well as amusing, while for children there could
be nothing better placed upon the
vaudeville stage.
Sime.

FRANK WARD

and DOLLIES
Finger and Foot Dancing
12 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
Colonial

Frank Ward the last time was doing a single turn using his fingering
dancing dolls for one portion. In
his present offering he has backed
the specialty with a special drop
depicting nursery rhyme characters,
and has spread out the finger dancing into a whole act.

Ward closes his act by dancing
himself, doing a well routined buck
and wing. Prior to that he shows
the dolls in singles and doubles
dancing various styles, each introduced by a rhymed recitation. The
fingers are inserted through apertures and represent the legs of the
dolls.

The

finger dancing

when spread

Paul

Sydell

opens

role

ations in her efforts to climb into
"society."
This scene allows of a
fashion parade with the Introduction
of members of the "400," ea?h being the butt of some joke or piece
of business with comedy results.
Miss Raymond ably holds up the
comedy end.
The gowns and settings are classy
and make the act a good flash. A

the

spot

performance.

The act is really in twr o sections,
Barton at first doing straight for
Burke's comedy, and the girl taking up the assignment later. Burke
specializes on slang, sporting a pearl
derby in the opening section ami
later dolled up as a comic opera
prince,
tion is

The chatter
rather

for that sec-

rough,

but

withal

draws plenty of laughs.
For a talking act the trio's offering is eight to 10 minutes overtime.
Barton split the dialog with a solo,
displaying a lusty tenor. There is
no question about the act being
quadrille.
The act is still a surefire feature sure for a spot in three a day, but
for the better class of small time the players are taking chances by
They went
or intermediato houses, and will do staying on too long.
for a spot on the tetter bills where over for the hit of the show next
whirlwind
dance
and an
f st
Apache number are introduced by a
clever dancing team, and a soprano
solo by one of the "guests" leads
up to the finale, an old fashioned

it

HOLLEY

and

Skit
11 Mins.;
58th St.

One

*

to closing.

has not been seen.

LEE

ought to get along.
in

%*

»r

»*

*

> !

SEATTLE HARMONY KINGS

MURRAY

13 Mint.; Full Stage
Palace, Chicago

Comedy 8ongs
16 Mins.; One

have special arrangements by Jack
directs tho first and
Neill, who
plays saxophones in later numbers.
There is no particularly good music in anything offered, but there
sufficient novelty to hold atten-

When

tion.
critical

and

1923

3,

ALAN

Jefferson

Chicago, April 23.
of the Seattle
flaraiony kings is the novelty of
the act; It gets entirely away from
The various numbers
the usual.

The only value

is

May

Thursday,

the offering develops

Murray and Alan (two men) have
a comedy song turn that w*a prob.
ably suggested by Gallagher and
Shean and Lewis and Dody. it does
not Infringe on either. The boys
start with a comedy song, "Thres
Thousand ^eara Ago/* that's a
wow. One of those nut topicals,
written in a modern style, and
away from the old fashioned extra
verse number, but containing an
the encore compelling values of the
old time chorus sona;
A change of comedy make-up with
each number makes for variety.
The team have Egyptian make ups
for the first song, a sort of Charlie
Chaplin garb for the second, some**
thing about two gals, who are always hungry. The third song has

a pickaninny
and gives it a
first number,
sure-fire
announced by a card placed by a
tights,
"The
girl
green
is
in
Opera," played with Whitey Berqulst at the piano, Frank Doyle on
Herzog banjo and
cornet, Jerry
doubling a second piano for a time;
Hal Hiatt on clarinet, E. T. Nier- the team clad as typical vaudeville
bauer on saxophone, L. C. Nier- hoofers, straw hats, blue suits and
bauer on trombone and, W. H. spats and the fourth has 'em back
a

situation,

dancer comes on
finish.

The

t

TEDDY and 8HEP
Talk and Musical
11

*

Ibee.

Ibee.

WALDMAN

One

Mint.;

23d St.

Teddy Waldman
who was

specialist

with

is

the harmonica

last seen

around

Eva Tanguay, doing a number

from the box and "straight ing" for
Miss Tanguay.
Accompanied by
Shep Waldman (blackfaced) the duo
confine

their efforts

to

the stage.

Both are attired as bellhops, Ted
doing straight. Shep plays the uke
in accompaniment to his partner's
hot blue-lng on the harmonica.
-

The intermediary chatter consists
of punning references to song titles
butcher's lay would be
to wit:
"Till
Meet Again"; the baker's
"All That I Need Is You" etc. The
musical work is the act's forte, and
they delivered consistently in the
second groove until the getaway.
That requires strengthening for a
spontaneous sendoff.
Abel.

We

A

fair
violining
"straight''
to
re- RUTH DAVIS
sponse.
The dog, billed "Spotty, Character Songs
the incomparable," is reclining at 14 Mins.; One
and TAYLOR
the other extreme of the stage and American
A good looking girl with a nice Songs, Piano and Dances
attention
until
escapes
general
shape
and a set of pretty costumes 10 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Cyc).
calciumed when Sydell Interrupts a
second violin number to engage in has an act which badly needs re- 23d St.
A nixed team with the young
some acrobatics with the great vision. There are several lines in
her songs and personal gesticula- woman a dancer and pianist and her
looking little animal.
Torrid canine! but that dog can tions which are far from suitable partner a singer and dancer. Both
members display Individual ability
do some marvelously interesting (to say the least) for a girl.
Three of her songs are a little not brought out to fullest ;i.i Minstuff.
He is propelled through the
air in various formations and posi- blue in tone, and a new repertoire tage in the present combination
She tries hard to
The young woman's grace is
tions nnd always alights as de- is advisable.
sired, balanced either on rear or please, too hard, and a little re- paramount and her work on the
hind Ie-.;p or snout, with on inherent straint with less shouting and mug- piano worth while. The vocal work
sense of showmanship evidenced by ging (always a severe test even for of the man serves nicely d iring cosThe
its desire for true equilibrium by a veteran) may be found to return tume changes by his partner.
straightening and stretching out better results for a nice looking couple opened the show exceptiongirl.
ally well.
Both possess merit, but
gracefully after alighting.
The present act will not carry her are not teamed to the beei a<ivnnVery interesting opener.
tao-a nf *Uh*r.
Hart.

KENNEY

"
-

again with the Egyptian stuff. Incidentally they return to the first
song "Three Thousand Years Ago**
for the finish?
•
The pair look much alike. Similar costuming heightens the resemblance.
The comedy songs are
masterpieces of the lyric art. That
3000 years' ditty is going to be a
classic as the s*bys make their way

over the

circuit.

Alex Gerber wrote

the act.

The

«

act' could

undoubtedly walk*

Into the Palace tomorrow in almost
any spot. They stopped the show
at the Jeff. It's as sure for vaudeville as taxes and • the landlord.

Bell

STANLEY WILSON KELLY
One

15 Mins.;

•

23d Street

The

Jm

(3)

really a
a single

act,

trio

although

carded as
name, is the
standard Stan Stanley audience
routine without changing a period.
It is probably
being done under
license, .the girl, later addressed as
"Miss Stanley,** resembling the former member of Stan Stanley's turn.

The

*

.

straight, instead of admitting

a magician on entrance, enters
with 'a ventrlloquial dummy and
announces he's the greatest ventrilhe's

oquist in the world.

with

'

He

qualifies

a

statement that he will
now get down to the finer points of
the art, but this volplaned over the
well.
Gene Collins, billed as "the customers' craniums. It could stand
The audience comic works
flash," is presumably the dancer. eliding.
This feature is the big thing and a similarly to Stanley and clicks with
manager is unfortunate if the plck- his wise-cracking. One line has the*
anniny should be suffering with straight questioning, "Do you know
what I'm supposed to be?" and the
corns and unable to hoof it.
comic retorting, "What the hell I
Loop.

which she handles compe- a western operatic company. It is pleasing personality and directs
nicely and in a comedy bit with
tently with real appreciation of the his first time in a talking turn, concomedy value of the different situ- sidering which he gives a creditable Langdon does a straight man very

name

accompaniment.
On second they did very well, and
Impress as a young 'couple who

Orpheum, Brooklyn

,i

t

A

Dog Acrobatics
One

»

i

—

PAUL SYDELL

•*

The banjo
Xierbauer at drums.
does not double piano again in the
act and if seems a lot of trouble
placing a second piano for this bit.
The second number rendered was
own business, etc.
"Marquita," a special arrangement
It develops the scrap in the apartment over the way is not a husband permitting a saxophone sqlo for
City.
Neill.
The next was "After Every
and wife battle at all, but some one,
Hubs Weleh, Lizzie Raymond has been robbing the publisher's Party," in which Jerry Herzog
sings, without giving any value exand Co. are reviving the "Mrs. home and beating up his wife.
Murphy's Reception-** act, formerly
The idea is O. K. but it's too long cepting novelty. Then Hal Hiatt
interprets a blues, playing clarinet
done by Welch and Kitty Francis, drawn out.
Miss McCane plays
with new scenes introduced.
A intelligently, handling the farclal without the mouthpiece and mouthpiece without the clarinet. He has a
nifty !itf!e announeer explains the situations legitimately.
Miss Mcaction as It proLV«* vs »'« and Intro- Cane can go along with the vehicle. good idea of edmedy.
Then a card "Watch This Dancduces Rube, another man and a It's an average comedy turn that
rouple of the girls in one, where will work out better as it plays. ing Fool," and on comes the pick
clean up. The encore demands
to
the old scheme of interesting girls There's a bir.of inconsequential
the dancer, but the orchestra takes
in the man, through the medium of
singing by Miss McCane incident.'
offers "A Little Instrumenit
and
his dog, is illustrated.
A special to the action.
tal Conversation" with various indraped set in three is used for the
It will do for the intermediate
struments taking strains of difsilent drama scene which follows.
houses, but for a big time, vehicle ferent
encore
songs.
Another
A man and woman seated on a the act lacks' a lot.
Belt,
brings Hiatt to the center of the
.<
\ folded in a loving embrace,
time
stage
again,
and
this
all
mudo not observe the entrance of ansicians rise for a 'number. The
other man (Welch) who is startled BURKE. BARTON and BURKE
members double in a comedy afterto see the affectionate picture be- Comedy and Songs
piece with Harry Langdon and apfore him. In evident anger he pulls 24 Mins.; One
pear as a little German band, giv-f
a pistol and fires two shots at the 58th Street
the
number decided
extra
couple, and apparently kills them.
Joe Burke, formerly of Burke and ing
He walks over to look at his vic- Burke, Is remembered for his mes- value.
orchestra
This
played
in a local
tims and starts, recovers, and makes senger boy hit Miss Burke is not
his exit with the remark, "Great in the present act, a girl of gen- cafe untU a few months ago, when
guns, I'm in the wrong flat."
erous mould taking the name and it tried vaudeville and was re"Mrs. Murphy's Reception" fol- doing her part of the routine well made, having since toured the Orlows with Lizzie Raymond in the enough.
Evans Barton is out of pheum circuit. Jack Neill has a

out as Ward has it, lacks the
Boy and girl who handle patter
strength to sustain interest.
The
novelty wears off after the second in a promising manner. They open
dance with th^ house giving but with a fliriittlon"bit, the talk routine
perfunotory attention to the rest of following based on his inclination to
get a job. and the girl's instructions
the dancing.
how he should conduct himself.
Ward can retain his present stage as The
dialog is evenly divided, the
setting and idea, but will have to
boy being "dumb" and that getting
inject several straight bits from his
laughter through his business. The
former single to add^ the necessary
material for the most part sounds
strength. The new act is a novelty
original though one "old boy*' Is
lor the first four minutes, then
present that of rolling moth balls
peters out.
Con.
home.
novelty song supplied the
getaway, the boy using a uke for
Violin and
10 Mins.;

.1

this

Out, too.
bit is retained to

care."

"A DAY AT
Dogs
11

dollar-a-kisa

It was always sure-fire.
the comedian is enticed to
rostrum he attempts "April
Showers" vocally and is doused by
a hand pump. The straight is an
able foil and the girl looks "cute"
in the shorts for the kiss number.
Certain pop house laugh producer,
Abel
ing.

Mins.; Full Stags

When

American Roof
This trained dog turn derives its
from the set and props that
are used. It has a beach back drop,
a chute-the-chutes and a 'merrygo-round. The dogs are all small,
of the terrier variety, with a couple
of poodles mixed in. There are
about seven or eight animals.
woman, rather shapely with a
pleasing personality, puts the dogs
through their paces with the assistance of two men.
It is the
woman that does the major portion
of the work. The opening has her
balancing a ladder risley fashion
on the soles of her feet, while one
of the "flogs climbs to the top, rung
by rung, and Anally does a leap
into a shade cloth arrangement.
For the final touch of the act she
balances the merry-go-round in
like manner
and then whirls It
while four of the dogs are strapped
to the horse figures, riding them
astride. It is a neat flash for either
end on the small time.
Fred.
title

The

conclude with, but
the laugh-a-dollar business is miss-

CONEY ISLAND"

the

A GATE8

and

LEE

"State Room 19" (Sketch)
14 Mins.; Full (Special)

Amrican Roof

A

rather

good

little

com

(revived) for the small tuns
houses. The couple are supposedly
skit

making a

trip to

England

for the

first time.
They have been married
three weeks and the husband's firm
sends him abroad on a business
trip
They are both discovered* in
their respective twin beds at the
opening, with the wife in fear that
the steamer has met with a mishap and the husband from his side
of the, room trying to reassure her*
although he Is just as visibly
frightened as she is.
That makes up the action of the
JULIA GERRITY (1)
entire 14 minutes that the playlet
8ongs
runs with the twist coming at the
12 Mins.; One
finish, when an officer enters the
Jefferson
.
stateroom, being attracted by their
Julia Gerrity formerly worked wailing and bickering to announce
with one of the Yerkes bands. Now to them that there isn't the slightshe's a single in "one" with a est danger, as the steamer is' still
woman pianist. Mise Gerrity has a at its dock, not having moved.
splendid chance. She possesses a
Fred.
voice, personality and her delivery
is excellent. She did four numbers CLIFFORD and GREY.
at the Jeff and put every one 6f Hoop Manipulating and Jugg'infl'
them over safely
10 Mins.; Full Stage
A good looking stately brunette
Jefferson.
and decidedly attractive. Miss GerClifford and Grey (man and womrity has stage presence that, gets an) offer a hoop juggling turn that
right over the foots. Pop jazz num- is marked by speed and cleverness.
ber to start, with ballad aocond. Most of the stunts contrived with
comic third and two-four ballad the hoops have been done before,
for finish.
but they're all well presented and
The present arrangement of pub- properly sold.
lished numbers is O. K. for the inThe man Juggles four and fl ve
termediate houses. It will have to hoops with dexterity, and the woman
be special numbers sooner or later. is also an adept manipulator of the
Watch this gal's smoke. She'll barrel bracelets. Act closed and
make the top line in vaudeville be- held in 'em at the Jeff. It's a
fore many seasons have passed.
standard for small or big time.
Bell
Bell.

J*
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HOLT and LEONARD

Piano »"d 8ong»
Mine.; Two. (•pecial Drop).

If
Colonial-

Vivian

(10)

Myrtle Leonard
Mclntyro and Heath's

HoH and

are from
rRed Pepper."

They are

at

the

Colonial this week for a route next
jetton. Following this engagement
remain around the
the girls will
middle west for the balance of the

season.

West or east they will be kept
for they are
as bu s y as they desire
The act carries
in for vaudeville.
remains
One
drape.
* special silk
but the closing
nt the piano for all
medley.
The voices are contralto and so-

dals." The band was at Milwaukee
last week and opens a three weeks'

engagement

at the Palace here this

week.

The elaborate

setting in

which the

orchestra appeared in the big show
is not with it in vaudeville, but
there is a pretty set with the musicians seated on box platforms,
prano, both pure full toned and lower in the center than at the sides.
There
they
are two clarinets, violin,
addition
to
this
resonant. In
have appearance and personalities banjo, piano, drums, bass viol, two
and slide.
Dornberger
that would alibi much inferior vocal cornets
plays a clarinet. The drums doubles
equipment.
In evening gowns they open with a second piano in a couple of numa duet medley of old favorites. A bers. The slide doubles violin for
pionalog version of a pop. song by a moment once in the program.
The program for the first week is
the contralto Stopped the proceedings next. This was topped by the composed of familiar Jazz band numsoprano's operatic flash with the bers which is good showmanship influte obligato interpolated. Another asmuch as people like to hear numbers familiar to the ear rather than
duet carried a special arrangement.
The songs were all selected to have new tunes t -oken In on them.
The numbers. "Waiting for the
harmony
exquisite
of
the
out
bring
'
The closing num- Sunrise," "Hot Lips" (in which the
the two voices.
two
cornets have the spotlight),
death,
ber, which has been done to
sounded brand new as they deliv- "Three O'clock In the Morning"
~ Vaudeville can
use Molt (clarinet
solo
for
Dornberger),
ered it.
"Pack up Your Sins," "Song of InCom.
and Leonard anytime.
— ^——
dia," "Running Wild"
(in 'which
TOMPSON'S ENTER- trombone lias prominence), "Way
Down
Yonder
in
New
Orleans,"
TAINERS (7)
"Vampire Sal" (with Dolly Kay
Colored J«» Band; Singing and
singing)
and
"Chicago"
in
which
•* Dancing
two pianos have a solo.
18 Min.; Full Stage
The arrangements are typically
City.
Whiteir.an and dandy to listen to.
A colored act which attends strict- There
is a disposition to use fewer
ly to its knitting and does not sacriinstruments
than most bands. The
fice entertainment to the so-called
banjo provides most of the afterwell
Is
While
the
act
idea.
•class"
time
with piano and the bass viol
dressed and well arranged, this is
making a three combination of great
only incidental and subordinate to
importance when no effort is being
the ability to entertain. The sponLoop.
taneous
and natural, boisterous made to show soloistR.
comedy of the drummer is the
greatest asset of the act. His jug- "BE YOURSELF" (5)
fling of the sticks, funny antics, Girl Act
and exuberant enjoyment of his 24 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
own work distributes Itself amongst 58th St.
Three girls and two men make up
his co-workers, and there Is at all
Tho girls are the
times that happy grin characteris- the company.
Elroy
Sisters and Nan Pollard, the
tic of the negro under all circumstances, and which is the best as- comedian is Cecil Ardfttfe and the
set of the race, especially behind straight man is unnamea- in the
billing.
The little production gets
the footlights.
A light colored soubrette puts over past on the specialty stuff of the
long
sisters
several songs and dances, her
and the dancing of Miss Pollimbs accentuating the grotesque lard, pretty costuming and an atsteps, and a clever chap of very tractive setting.
It is swamped in
neat appearance does several styles inane talk, much of it lifted from
of different stepping Including some worn burlesque bits and chatter
"good "hock" stuff. Both work light- that reaches the peak of dreariness.
ning fast to sustain the speed which
"I'll throw you out the window,"
Is a noticeable feature of the ensays the straight to the comic. "I
tire act.
couldn't stand the* pane," replies
It's a well staged, good looking the comic to the straight.
And so
act, speedy entertainment being its it goes.
recommendation. Will stand up on
The act has a corking opening.
any bill. Headliner for small time. The curtain rises on a pretty picture of a draped interior, transDINUS and BELMONT REVUE (6) parent through the back and lookSinging and Dancing Scenas
ing out on a brightly illuminated
22 Mint.; Two Full Stage
drop representing a tropical bath(Special drapes)
ing beach.
The Elroy sisters are
American
seated in the center playing that
Two girls and a pianist (a good haunting Hawaiian music, with its
•ne) open the act, the girls secur- slurred lilt, and making pretty picing results from a harmonized duet. tures in fresh summer frocks. This
This is followed by a rube song and promising beginning was presently
dance by a team of nifty dancers, undone by the tumultuous arrival
.another song is the introduction for of the two men and Miss Pollard,
• toe dance by a "light as a feather" apparently tourists* Two minutes
dancer, who has the faculty of of flat talk spoiled a good start.
making a toe dance a pleasure to
Miss Pollard departed to make a
witness without feeling that the change, while the two men busied
dancer is suffering.
themselves
with building a silly
This girl has
personality and sells her stuff like plot about the fat comedian, pre•n artiste. The red haired girl also tending to be killed in order to win
stands out.
his sweetheart. This plot appeared
One of the best men jazz dancers from time to time and was hard to
follows with a finish of acrobatic bear, but the Elroy girls did a
cross tricks, a feature in themselves. splendid bit of dancing, looking beThe change to full stage shows a witching in frocks of silver and

——

SONNY

•

.

,

chamber representing a
Spanish
cafe
"Del Dragon,"
in
which a pantomime has a jealous
silken

Everybody had a song also,
blue.
and Miss Pollard executed a graceful and sprightly dance.

When they ditch nearly all the
two women, one a
two introduce a talk and play up the specialties they
Apache dance, splendidly will have an attractive light flash
The material is emexecuted.
At its climax the re- number.
Now it's buried
jected girl starts a fight which phatically there.
quarrel between
dancer.
The

Spanish

terminates with the shooting of the
dancer and despair of the lover.
This act is ready for the big time,
with its new ideas and capable players, not to mention
the special sets
and costumes.

Rush.

in chatter.

HARRIS and VAUGHN
Songs and Talk.
Mins.;

15

One.

23d St.

Man and woman.

FOUR STEVEDORES
Songs and
15 Min.;
23d St.

Comedy

One

(Special Drop)

Stale quartet in roustabout attire

following

a vocal and comedy rouA tall chap with a huge waistand one member doing a "Wop"

Male member

handles the comedy, with his partner doing the feeding and furnishTho turn
ing the vocal work.
possesses several laughs the majority consisting of bits of long standing.

line

Hart.

f

(2)

Special Drape*
Colonial

Amy Dean, a comely full figured
opens before house olio for a
song and toe dance, well enough

girl

when the turn
full stage showing the flying rings. She is underdressed for
the ring work, making the change
in view, then mounting the rings
for an excellent routine of aerial
gymnastics and acrobatics. A breakaway drop to an ankle hold is one
of the flashes.

delivered to surprise

goes to

Some

aerial

splits

a

beneath

trapeze also deserve comment. Her
wprk is clean cut, workman-

aerial
like

more

and graceful. Shedding a
of her costume she is in

at-

return

to

tractive

tights

for

the

bit

where the rope is used for
some graceful posturing and acrobatic ascents.
For the final trick
MiFs Dean slides head foremost
down the rope to hang suspended
about an inch above the stage.
The girl has appearance, personality, and the other necessary qualities to insure her for an opening or
closing turn for any of the big time
"one"'

Con.

bills.

BRITT and CLIFFORD
Blackface Singing and Talking
13 Mins.;

One

A

* a>

Vadle and Gygi with their girls in
the classical danclng-musloai numas well at the ber, greatly enjoyed. Va/Vie and Gygi
Palace as It looks on paper. It drew are headlining *his week's Wg Palace bill. That tells more than any
capacity Monday evening.
The first part is a bear, though It notice could.
Chic Sale oamn next, with a riot
Newness to
la started off lightly*.
the bill -were the Power's Dancing of laughter throughout his turn,
Elephants (New Acts), that required nothing else in the show touching
the stage to be reinforced through him, of course, for genuine and continuous comedy.
their Immense weight.
Closing were Kay, Hamlin and
Then came Van and Schenck,
shoved into the No. 4 spot through Kay, three men in aerial casting
over
a trampoline net. The latter
doubling this, week at the Orpheum,
Brooklyn. And this Palace engage- is well used for comedy, with the
comedian
of the trio costuming his
ment may tell in part, anyway, why
Van and Schenck are the star two- part.
MacCarton and Morrone opened
man act of all theatredom. This Is. with
fast whirling and an Apache
their 14th week at the Palace, New
York, within one year. Bach en- dance,. For the latter Marguerite
MacCarton is unfortunately saddled
gagement has meant an almost en- with
"My Man" to lead up to the
tire new routine of songs for them.
Only vaudevillians will understand Apache. It has been done too much
and
too
well by others for this
that. This week in the act proper the
boys sang 11 songs, 10 of which were dancer to attempt It. Otherwise the
brand new to their turn. They spent acrobatic dancing got quite a lot.
Bimc.
their mornings la'st week selecting
numbers from music publishers, (Jus
Van taking one route, Joe Schenck
another, and even Billy Grady, their
agent, helping out by calling on the
Another of those special weeks
publishers Van afe Schenck couldn't this time Music Week. This writer
visit.
That's n«r living on a rep; has seen half a dozen or more of
that's giving value received to pub- these well-meant interruptions by
And they stopped specialized interests (specialized
lic and managers.
the show two or three times before even though undoubtedly publicadding the three encore songs to spirited) and each of them has been
the rest with Joe Schenck at the out of place. In this instance, one
piano in the pit, while Gus Van sat would easily believe that a plea for
on the gutter's rail above him for muslo and a demonstration by a
the final numbers.
chorus of 60 girls, two pianistes, a
To draw a paradoxical parallel: violinists and a dancer wouldn't bo
Van and Schenck have been theat- so bad. But it was disappointing,
rical partners for about 10 years. draggy and more tolerated than ap-

A

PALACE

fine big bill plays

RIVERSIDE

team of men working in black- On the Palace bill this week is Harone with a high yaller and the land Dixon, formerly of Doyle and
Jimmy Doyle is doing a
other a heavy smoke cork.
Their Dixon.
business suggests that they have at song and dance turn with Eileen
Christie, and a very good aft. Dixon
some time or another been close is doing a very good act. But neither
observers of burlesque.. That imag- is doing as good an act as Doyle
inary business has long since been and Dixon did.
What Van and
worked to death both in burlesque Schenck are among two-men singand small-time vaudeville, so the ing turns Doyle and Dixon were
bit of it that they do failed to get and could have remained as Doyle
Dixon in the samo relative posithem anything from the audience. and
tion among two-men dancing acts.
Their talk likewise was weak, but When Doyle and Dixon were towhen they got to vocalizing tboy gether they had dancing shoes and
struck a responsive chord with tho evening clothes. Van and Schenck
have evening clothes and a piano;
American's audience.
The straight of the act has one Harland Dixon has Marie Callahan
Nothof those high-top tenors, slightly and 16 "Sunshine Girls."
face,

ing at all; those things do happen.
But vaudeville should be almost as
willing to pay as much for Doyle
and Dixon as it is now paying for
Doyle and Christie and Harland

preciated, nevertheless.
The lecturer said It was inconceivable to him that anyone can fail
to love the classics.
And he then
lifted the curtain and had his dozens
of glrle sing and sing and sing and
sing through endless repetitions of
fiat verses of foreign songs, and if he
reads this paragraph he may get an
inkling as to why we blockheads
don't like Grieg and Chopin except
in occasional sentimental or animated strains: because they write
everlasting
"pieces"
instead
of
songs.
The chorus work was tedious.

The

violiniste, a Miss Fried who had
been associated with Kubellk, they
said, played two equally strung-out
bits of art and played them very
feelingly and with fine finger calis-

nasal, to be sure, but great for the
sob ballad stuff. > He put over one
thenics.
of these about half way in the act
The juvenile doll-dancer
was just too hopeless. Ths attempt
and landed with it. A story-song,
utilizing the popular melodies of Dixon and his company of 17. The was a stiff mechanical thing like
Adelaide does so prettily, done
the day in medley form at the fin- principle of business never changes,
vaudeville: the managers jerkily and colorlessly, and running
ish of the act sent them away in even in
play for the box office and the ac- no less than four minutes, accomgood shape, with both laughs and tors might play for their share of panied by a sad-looking planiste. In
applause. The act can build \»p on the gross via salary the more for the whole music thing not one
American tune. A plea to Amerithe vocalizing end and cut the near- the less the more to split.
comedy talk and business to advanIn the act Dixon did extremely cans for music-loving, on the night
I'rcd.
tage.
well with his single dance. His two before the hundredth anniversary of %
doubles with Miss Callahan from tlie writing of "Home, Sweet Home,"
"Good Morning Dearie" were other and the whole program ScandinavVERDI and GLENN
applause makers, while the "Sun- ian, Italian, French, Hungarian and
Italian Talking and Singing
shine Girls" were the big thing, be- Czecho-Slovakian.
Georges Dufranne, a French tenor,
14 Mins.; One
cause they were 16 who looked and
had the delicacy to sing all but his
American
danced well.
encore
in English and to open with
The show has a lot of hits. Craig
Joo Verdi (Clark and Verdi) has
American song, "November
Campbell, No. 2, a position made an
replaced his partner (Eddie Clark)
Dufranne, who was probnecessary through the composition Hose."
with a nice looking brunet girl. Miss of the bill, stopped the show in that ably not remembered by many who
Glenn.
They are doing the same spot.. He never sang better nor was saw him as a tenor who had sung
act as before, the girl now doing he ever liked better, with his pianist, in a road company of "The Merry
Hector McCarthy, getting his share. Widow" here some years ago, went
straight.
a sensation with his melting
As the girl's father, Verdi retains Perhaps it was Mr. Campbell who to
sound flat. notes, warm personality and exthe language twisting Italian statue made Mr. Dixon's singing
George McKay referred to Camp- cellent vaudeville deportment. Dupedifler character.
The girl is an bell when mentioning his own sing- franne is as far superior to most
up-to-date American. Verdi extracts ing. But Dixon's "Lamp Posts on concert tenors in this branch of
laughs through his mixed under- Broadway is Just another, and never entertainment as Al Jolson is superior to his brother 'Harry, who
standing of the persons and histori- will get him anything.
McKay and Ardine were next to was on this bill.
cal circumstances connected with
Harry has a deep, admirable voice,
hits.
leading
the
closing,
and
among
the statues. The girl sings "When
return after a long and that lets him out. His comedy
Will the Sun Shine for Me?" in a It's the act's
Orpheum tour. They brought in a is strained and wrung from the soul
sweet but not too strong voice, and new bit one of the McKay family of hokum. That low stuff is very well
even Al gives us a touch of it ocat the finish both do an Italian op- standing behind the curtain in an
eratic number in which the voices alcove Just off the rear of the or- casionally. But Harry introduced a
chestra, applauding foolishly during song-plugging plant in the audience
blend pleasantly.
and will un- McKay's dance, and always at the and then sang too many songs inIt is a new act
ridic- terspersed with such wit as the
doubtedly develop with playing. A wrong time. At first it seems
ulous and then funny, the audience "came clean from Yonkers" gag—
little more speed and more movestarting to laugh at it, unknowing and that was used not less than
ment by Verdi, with the confidence what it was about or why or whom. eight times. If he had been serious
Which ease will bring, will make the McKay kidded it a bit for more for a moment he might have gotten
The audience liked their under someone's skin.
act standard on the intermediate comedy.
When Al sings a mammy ditty he
encore at about 11.10, although it is
time.
not strong, but that showed how all but dies with it; Harry sings
strong McKay and Ardine are in them only to clown them. There is
SALLY 8ISTERS and RITZ
vaudeville. The rest of the turn is a difference, of course, In the perSongs and Dances
sonality, but there is almost as greatall there, with McKay sort of slap10 Min.; One
sticking Miss Ardine during the a difference in the underlying spirit.
dances and curtain calls, making it Al is an emotional, temperamental
23rd St.
Harry ls»a blackface single
artist
comedy for howls.
Dancing trio, including two girls low
Opening the second part were In "one" because he makes a jo\e
and a boy. The stepping is interof what his brother makes a symrupted at intervals by vocal work.
phony.
Iwiuder teaches the same
The latter misses. Tho girls are MADELINE MacGUIGAN
lesson.
Comedy, yes; but feeling,
too, when playing with love and
apparently recent graduates from
Violinists
mother and homesickness. .When
the chorus. The boy makes a fair
15 Mins.; One and Two
Harry did sing "Buddy," nobody
bid with his dancing.
The radium Fifth Ave.
believed him, and he probably didn't
costumes for one dance are effectis a sweet lookMiss
believe himself.
ive.
The combination should be ing lassllacGulgan
Julian Eltlnge headlined, and the
with more than parsing
satisfied with the smaller out-ofHer selections audience seemed smarter and fuller
skill with the violin.
town houses for some time.
than usual on his account. His star
are of the Semi-classics.
ITorf.
still
J^an Schwartz's
Is
For novelty Miss MaoGuigan Is number
"Don't Go in tho Water." which he
using a self -playing plajho as ac- has been singing some 16 yean
HARRY SCRANTON and CO. (1). companist. It is the same idea
the Cohan- Karris Minstrels.
Wire Walking, Singing and Dancing. Originated by Freddy Berrens, al- since
He does it now in a flesh color
12 Mins.; One and Full Stage.
though Mins MacGuigan attempts Coney, rather "daring": his opening
State.
She used the auto- Is a light comedy thing in silver
no comedy.
with black fur and black
A singing and dancing opening pjano after giving two selections lacs
h<. (lice, and he has two rhlnestoned
g%tv away from the conventional on the apron, the turn going into
spectacle creations for "Cute Lit t:««
Wire routine, act starting in "one" "two" for the latter section.
Oc- Beaut* (a song that would be n riot
ami following acrobatic dance go- casionally she glanced at the piano, in a production) and his Closing
Scranton's BOW waiting for it to play.
ing to full stage.
The ittmt Cteopatra, only slightly changed
partner is an attractive blonde girl was Interesting In th«> audience and during sever*] wessons. Eltlnge still
and a "enpabic wire wal k er
That the is one of the old school artists who
an cnroic u;ih giv e n.
Scranton's leap over a chair. Jazz auto-piano took up it share of the uses no weak stop-gaps bctwr« n
changes, letting the orchestra play
dancing and rope jumping while on music .it the time seemed to pus* wlulf he is off. lie went strongly
the wire give the act solid values. zle some who apparently had not throughout and to a heart-rousing
Bsc< llent opening or closing turn. Men the instrument operate before. ovffilon at the finish. It is amazing
Bill.
Ibcr.
that he can repeat this so many

—

—

—

—

1

The comedian has studied threea-day low comedy carefully. Prohandle the major portion of the ductive of laughs it displays no
comedy.
With additional laughs originality. The wedding finish is
the combination should
Comgo far. The one of the weakest parts.
•toeing bits a good average.
Nu- bination can hold an early comedy
merous houses can use low comedy spot. The over-used material will
singing combinations of this order. hinder graduating from that class.

tine.

wvt r,

"

Dane* and Aerial
• Mine.; One <2J, Full (5), One
Sortg,

23 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).
Palace, Chicago.
Chicago, May I.
Pafcl Whiteman's Cafe de Paris
orchestra, under the direction of
Charles Dornberger, Is playing a
few weeks in vaudeville following
the closing of the White's "Scan-

Hart.

—

.

I
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Hay

Thuctday,
la

his

particular

line

eliding the cut.
start got the«e

The

swift

baby bit, as ever, won spontaneous acknowledgment, Miss Wal-

of crying

work, especially after all element of
Surprise" has long since departed,
and survive all competition as the
outstanding leader of hw field.
Murray and Oakland got on late,
delayed by the long musical exercises, and, handicapped by Miss
Oakland's severe cold, cut her sons.
For this Murray entered in a big
ulster, probably to hide underdrew

comedy

ters also lending considerable personality to the routine.
new

A

green frock has replaced the former
smart gray costuming and is equally
becoming.
Van and Schenck consumed over
20 minutes, with extra responses up
to 11 sharp. The boys have brought
back a brand new collection of pop
Solig.s.

ferent key. Hazel Potter was liked
gindtne'spWof liudor Wt'ch4r-»|i
Brandt and Brandt
ith a song.
fulness. He went for a speech, and
merits.
won real hand with dances, but the
it was on his
"Sadie One of Those Girls," a mu- hit of the amateurs was Ebler and
sical comedy travesty tabloid, never Mack with songs, the boys toting a
seemed to get started. It is weak in uke for the encore number. CoJeen
comedy, and depends largely on spe- Reilly danced and Joe Darcy warBurlesque drama is usual- bled "next to closing."
cialties.
ly the softest thing fn vaudeville to
The mixed minstrel style of amaget a laugh with, but the travesty teur show kept the house in to'the
in this one is too stilted to get the finish.
Ise*
The turn lacks a
results sought.
punch.
Bob Hall extempoed his way into
favor with a resume of the precedThe first half bill at the Jefferson
ing act and versified topical com- was one of the best playing and
ment. A little thing like metrical smoothest running intermediate arprecision doesn't seem to bother rangements evter put together. Many
Hall, and the Broadway didn't care a far more pretentious and expena great deal, either.
sive big time billTias failed to apThe Brian ts closed with their proach
that first half show at the
standard knockout turn, and made
Eight acts, with Mack SenJeff.
the
was
Sale"
"Souls
for
*em yell.
Bow" and Douglas Mc"Bow
nett's
'Dell
feature picture.
Lean in "Boil Boy 13" as the picture
entries. The whole show went over

Paula EJdwardes and Co. closed
export performers
under way on the jump and they with a six-people revue, of which Al
didn't lose one seat holder and even Carpe's eccentric fiddling stands out
in the light routine. Miss Edwardes
held them in for several recalls.
Will Mahoney. a great favorite is Introduced by two of her accomhere, closed, and he too, working plices about having been in various
under even greater hardship of the productions and doing a csme-back,
but that meant little to the Brookclock, pulled out with honors.
Abel
Al K. Hall and his company, which lynltes.
Includes one beautiful and strikingly
(probably the one
talented girl
the one
billed as Carrie Copper
Business continued good at the
who does the dumb-bell and Bowery bits with him), got away with Colonial Monday nighr when the
his comedy dancing and llnkdied lower floor was just under capacity,
The first half bill held seven ads.
the earlier minutes wifh the rest of the house combetter than
but added waff a mixed minstre.
promised. It started with a regular fortably filled.
The usual eight-act bill played show, the special feature. The burnt
burlesque routine between Hall and
a very straight straight man, who smoothly, blended colorfully and cork section ran close to an hour
The hit Monday evening, which made for a
then sang an emotional song^for no entertained throughout.
good reason and later delivered a from an applause standpoint went flfil three-hour performance, startto
Vincent
Lopez
and
Band,
second ing at 8 o'clock. All the Proctor
eulogy on Roosevelt with less reason and not even with much recog- after intermission. Lopez and his .houses are using the minstrel idea,
nition.
Hall does typical wheel musicians did 25 minutes, introduc- with the bulk of the talent recruited
characters except that he wears ing several new numbers with "ef- from neighborhood amateurs.
fects."
straight clothes most of the time.
Hcrron and Bonnie Gaylord
The bill opened with Amv Dean in Bertie
The girl mentioned pulls up the and
playing the circuit have also been
Co. (New Acts), a corking girl
Her work and. of aerialist
speed some.
appearing in the black-faced revues,
working aloft and on the
course, his. because Hall is a sureas true here. It's a good box-otflce
rope.
She started the show appe- card,
fire low comic when he is using his
and it comes in handy at the
tizingly.
knees and making faces, took it to a
Frank Ward (New Acts) in an, tall end of the season.
happy ending.
to Herron and Gayaddition
In
elaboration
of
his
finger dancing'
Lytell and Fant. new and good
lord' the regular show had another
dolls, just made the grade deucing.
young blackface men who run The let-down
burnt cork turn in the person of
was
immediately
remthrough songs niftily and then to edied
the spotting of Seed and Joe Darcy. quite a favorite at the
smashing knee and toe dancing, Austinbythird.
Fifth Avenue and who also fitted i^
They worked just long them. They This pair whammed as one of the ends in the minstrefls,
cleaned.
enough and didn't waste any time "fruit letters"are finishing with the which with the two turns remains
business in which
announcing how good they were, so Austin calls
Darcy was next to closall week.
and thanked. ner matchesfor letters and his part- ing, stepping immediately into the
they were
liked
them with fruits and
Michon Brothers, two young bal- vegetables.
circle after tearing off a solid hit.
Seed
and
Austin
until
ancers of attractive appearance, recently
were doing this routine All he did was to don spectacles to
worked on springboard and perch without the
sanction of Friend, the" ease the glare of the footlights
and pulled weird tricks between originator. The
Klein Brothers, who Darcy has two audience numbers.

COLONIAL

—

FIFTH AVE.

Mandel-like make-believes. The finone whirling on his back iming
the understander's back for a pivot,
«
1 ait.
was a dream.

ish,

A

ORPHEUM
capacity audience turned out

Monday night to welcome Brook
hyn's own Van sand Schenck back
after a brief absence from the borough across the river. The show

...

was ample and the enthusiasm

The audience was

ditto.

consistently faith-

had secured permission, complained
about Seed and Austin. The latter
admitted the facts and agreed to
pay Friend a royalty, Which the author promptly donated to the N. V
A. Sick and Benefit Fund.
The Quixey Four following were
in a soft spot and made the most of
it with solo and quartet vocalizing.
One of the four remained at the
piano throughout the act.
This
member also got over a slow blues
lyric for laughs on the delivery.
The harmonizing averages with

applause acknowledgment
up to the last act, Paula EJdwardes their style of turn, the strength
and Co., which has no alibi for the resting on the clean-cut appearances and showmanship of the four
disloyalty, not even the late hour.
Introducing was Paul Sydeil (New The aet could be shortened a bit to
Acts), followed by the Calts Broth- advantage by the dropping of one
number.
ers, who clicked as usual with their
Morton and Glass closed the first
concerted
hard-shoe
atepping.
George Choos' "Ring Tangle," mu- half of the bill in their delightful
little singing, dancing and talking
sical comedy playlet, fitted the third
Paul Gerard
groove perfectly. Jack Henry and diversion, "April."
Edythe Mayo, featured, exacting all Smith has provided them with an
possible from the lines and business. Ideal vehicle. They are dancers par
excellence
in
addition, the stairway
The assisting 'Straight" couple, stepping
getting big returns. A newHarry Meyers and Estelle McMeal.
duet number helps muchly.
foil the leads' quips advantageously.
After Intermission Topics got conRita Gould, subbing for Rae Samuels all week (the latter out through sistent laughter without conflicting
illness), did surprisingly well. Funny with any of the gags preceding or
how much, the atmosphere of a big- following. Holt and Leonard (New
time house and its general top- Acts) two girls from a legit attracnotch aura can affect an act. Miss tion, made their vaudeville debut,
Could, with the same routine, deliv- showing the turn for future bookered in an identical manner, when ings before returning to the muscaught at an independent house In ical comedy. They are a contralto
Brooklyn a few weeks ago encoun- and soprano song and piano double
tered tough sledding.
The casual with trained pipes and an excellent
clocking of her stuff, judging from repertoire. They wowed 'em.
Lopez next, with Fenton and
the first reception, suggested immeful In its

^
A

diate elision of that colored "mamyet here, placed second in her routine, as before, it got
to the women, leaving little doubt
as to its appeal. Miss Gould, as ever,
flashes a nobby array of costumes,
opening with a "Sally from Peacock
Alley" number, fittingly dressed up
with a King Tut creation. The songstress' quick changes distinguishes
her routine, the pianist merely repeating the vamp two or three times
until she Is ready.

p

and Co. were a comedy

my" number,
'

Moore- Emma

Victor

Eittlefield

riot, (losing
section with their veteran
"on and oft." skit, 'Change Your Act.
or Back to the* Woods." Probably
seen by fully a third of the audience before, its response was as
affirmative as ever. • *
Intermission was marked by (ho

the

first

"Topics" reel, which again biamed
one of its screen gags, on this journal of theatrical enlightenment, but
which never saw type in Variety,
not even in Warn Tishman's "otd
hokum bucket" anthology. The an-

nouncement of the acts to appear at
the forthcoming N. V. A. benefits is
an interesting sidelight on any
name's popularity. Gallagher an1

Shean, after a list of standard turns
had been unreeled, created a decided
Rtirring and buzzing, and Al Jolson
and Eddie Leonard were received

with applause, It may or may not
prove a point on drawing ability.
In

.

celebration

Kmma

of

Music

Week.

Fields, closing the vaudeville, on late
in a tough spot, which didn't

and

feaze

them a

meat and a welcome comedy addition to any man's show. .•

Aesop's Fables, usually up in the
middle of the bill, closed to the
walkouts. This is a good arrangement and gives the closing act a
much better break, getting them on
earlier, etc.

unction.
If there wa*
anything fascinating about her delivery it was the strained, almost
iKxtned expression In the course of
her vocalizing.
Walter and Emily Waiters, the
ventriloqui.il
who have
couple,
worked out a novel comedy routine

lacking

to

in

do their

stuff,

scored okxy.

The

,„

<

BROADWAY
The Broadway did business downstairs Tuesday night.
Behind the
orchestra rail the standee roped enclosures were packed around nine
and the balcony section did pretty
well on its own.
The show wa"s just an average entertainment, starting with the Klrkillos, an acrobatic trio, and winding up with the Brian ts, an acrobatic duo.
So, with acrobatics to
start

and

the kind

finish

with— well,

that's

a show it was.
Zeida Bantley was second, with
Imitations. The house litcd the act,
bringing her back for a speech.
Doyle and Christie next with a
flirtation act that has pleasing talk
ami some excellent daacinj. Do-le
is a regular dancer— not a faker with
phoney leg over log stuff and imitation stepping.
Miss Chrstte's attractiveness does a lot for the turn
and she figures importantly In several double numbers.
A welcome
t>f

to

the

team

specialty

Ben Welch knocked the Br-»a 1wayites f<»r a row of summer bungalow*,

first

He always

does.

When

comes

to sure -fire turns, who
top this remarkable comedian,

it

can
who,

has overcome insurmountable handicaps? Frank Murphy ass la ted capably, as usual, and
the whole act simply radial
the
apparently,

1

was a crap-shooting

lyric,

whioh went over easily and earned
the audience -plant ballad.

Al and Frtnny Stedman. on just
delivered
a femr- banner
ahead,
laughter wallop. There seemed plenty of new bits in. the routine, coming
after Al'* comedy lyric about "Me
Fanny told the orPal's Gal."'
chestra to take a recess and eat
their apples, and several musicians
did just that. The funniest of the
bits was Fanny's insertion of false

which made her upper lip
protrude and made it hard for her
annunciate anything with an
"»"in it. She said she feared nothing* and insisted on warbling.
John Giiiran and Marguerite, who
topped the card, were spotted fifth
and danced to a fine score. Giuran>
single dance started something, but
it was matched by the gracefulness
teeth,

to

Billy Griffiths
of the girl's single.
tried a song solo from his station at
the piano in a rather pleasant voice.
The classy Mary Haynes registered the first hit, the spotting on
fourth being just right for her. Miss
Haynes specializes on lyrics rather

than songs and she has assembled a
of special material quite
ordinary. A "John"
led off held a roller
skate line- which landed for a big
laugh, with the concluding amateur rehearsals bit taking her off Tor
continued returns. An encore was
earned and given, it. too, being
something different. In rhyme she
explained she had an explanation
of Robert Service's "Shooting of Dan
McGrew," being the version of the
routine

away from the
number which

affair

The cork cut-ups Lou"

went right after them, and after
losing a few strays on the opening
kept the rest glued in their seats
with their well-routined hokum and
nut comedy. The act Is down to the

Lincoln .lones. an added
reopened after intermission
with three songs. Mis,s Jones is a
decidedly concert y songstress with
a pleasant enough voice, but utterly addition
devoid of poise and personality and division.
starter,

bit.

The

by the "lady that's known as
herself.
She changed to a

frock of red, a sort of Yukon vamp,
and told of how the stranger from
the east had 'talked me out of a
hundred bucks that 1 swiped from
old

McGrew."

The comedy poem

could not but add to the Haynes
success.

The

Herron

and

Gaylord

turn

stands on Its own. This two-girl
blackface team impressed so favorably on third that it would not surprise if the act won big time, for it
is the feminine version of Flanna-

gan and Edwards' "On and Off," and
rightfully so.
The excuse for the
uncorking bit in a Pullman train is
made logical and the business during an argument while the girls are
washing up Is laughable. Taking on
the minstrel assignment in addition
to their act is no easy task, and it
deserves commendation.
Madeline
MacGuigan (New Acts) was second
and Bill and Blondy opened.
Miss Gaylord in white face was
interlocutress yfor
the minstrels,
Miss IletxtLU^iecorking and taking
an end opposite Darcy. There wore
10 girls and 11 boys in the double
circle, all
in
costume.
Margaret
White, with an acrobatic dance,
Opened the amateur entertainment,
which Darcy said came front nearby and Greenwich Village.
Tie
youthful Miss White gave promise
of future stage work. George Kay
singled vs it h a song for small re-"

Gorman

turns,

but

Gypsy

violinist landed.

Lucille

as a
Reilly and

Walters were announced to recall
memories of George Primrose, and
they encored.
Anne Walters was
to imitate Frances White, her rompers and ribbon being about the o;.ly
resemblance. Ilevelle and Boucher

JEFFERSON
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ground-tumbling turn when thev get
to it after a poor opening song
an*
a bit of ensemble dancing that
mechanically perfect, but as spirit,
less as Bevo. These acrobats
rr.ak*
ft

wj

painstaking steppers.
They
dancing as children learn BpellinirJ.
step by step: but when thev put
the
stejw together they won't Jell. Nin©
times out of ten a specialist is
out
of order when he steps outside hu
specialty. The world is full of amateurs who can shame this trio
at'
danolng, but they are real enter
tainers when they get to their tumbling. The comic has some remark-

able falls, and the straight turns,
twisters and suoh feats are done in
the acme of style.
,
"Mayl*» they depended upon
the
narold Lloyd film "Safety Last" to
the carry the show. It did. for the

h,w

bing-bang fashion, even
opening and closing turns click- was capacity by

in

ing.

3,

second -Ttairfd Foe&vand ,it mvtfj
no consequences, for the small -tl
audiences love it.
Buss, Levan and Pete hare a brL.

7.45

nnd remained

so to the finish, including the boxes.

.

Sankus and Sylvers. acrobat,
started it with a rush. It's a mixed
tumbling team, with the woman a
contortionist a» well as a splendid
ground tumbler. A leap headlong
over five chairs by the man. who

ltnah

™

'

23rd

*

STREET

The Monday night show
St.

got

at the 23d

under way promptly at 8
due to the addition of twe

also classes high when it comes t) o'clock,
tricky acrobatics, such an twisters, acts to the regular layout for that
etc., insured the finish.
day onjy. Attendance was but fair
Julia Gerrity (New Acts) was for the downtown hou$>e. which hassecond and kept the tempo up to been at a good average for some
the mile-a-minute gait the show- time.
The next two turns.
started with.
The Four Stevedores (tf4\y Acts)
Mabel McCane and Co. and Murray started the vaudeville, making
way
and Alan |New Acts), and Clark for 'The Night Before ChrNi ma-/'
a,
The present woefully weak sketch, whien brought
and Bergman fifth.
Clark and Bergman vehicle, easily forth little except recognition tor
comes
had,
the best they have ever
the girl playing the*chitd part. The
pretty near to illustrating what's remaining members, especially the
There are men. left a poor Impression.
wanted in vaudeville.
1 h«
comedy, smart repartee, pleasant regular bill started with Rennv and
kidding and legitimate farcical situ- Taylor (New Acts), who offered cvoutclesses
that
ations; also a set
ernt styles of work and met with
many a musical comedy aeeoneraet approval. Harris and Vaughn (New
scene pointed for the three-dollar Acts) gave the No. 2 spot sr\oral
The couple understand laughs with tried and true low
houses.
vaudeville values and get every comedy.
ounce of value out of the act. The
Frank ifayrie and Co. in "The
woman, playing the school teacher, Third
Degree." a protean offering;
makes the part count by making it held the
sketch position. No. 3.
caricature.
human instead of a
portrays seven characters,
Bergman and Clark were a wow. Mayne
working them out nicely. The story
and deservedly so.
developed is not entirely conRunaway Four next with a med- as
vincing, with the character work of
ley of stunts, including acrobities. the
featured member a big asset of
The
comedy.
singing, dancing and
the turn. The audience appeared infour started like a whirlwind and terested throughout the
minutes
An consumed.
finished like an earthquake.
Kennedy Brothers, in
unusual act that is sure in any type blackface, added several laughs No.
of house.
The two-man combination has
4.
Harry Burns and Co. next to several good comedy
develWith a considerable ratio oped, with the properideas
closing.
amount of
of the patronage of Italian descent snap to make them productive. Foland understanding that language, lowing the dramatic protean turn
it must have been a strong temptathe comedy served them in a capation for Harry Burns to pull a ble manner. Sally Sisters and Kits
bunch of wop phrases, but he stu/k (New Acts) took the next assignto dialect, and not once during the ment, 'gaining fair headway with
act was there any attempt to capi- their dancing.
talize on nationality, which makes
Nellie Arnaut and Co. appeared V
Burns' hit all the more creditable.
next to closing. The musical acroClifford and Grey (New Acts)
batic dancing trio proved a real
closed with hoop juggling. Business
treat. Originally booked to close the
Bell
good Monday night.
show, the difficult next -to-closing
position proved easy going. Cordon
and Ford finished off the evening's
vaudeville,
whanging over laugh
Fair comedy bill made monoto- after laugh
In the final spot.
nous by too much talk. There is a
Hart.
quantity of rough fun, punning and
well-worn hokum, but the comedy
has the familiar element that small1

1

U
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time audiences like and which it
The first half bill played belter
seems impossible to lay on too thick.
On paper the frameup might fool than it read, starting with a speed
an experienced booker. It looks like consistently carried to the finish of
The opener, Harry
adequate variety of material and the program.
abundant specialty. But the pleni- Scranton and Co. (formerly Harry
and
Anna
Scranton).
did a song and
running.
talk
injures
the
tude of
"Be Yourself." girl production (New dance In "one." then went to full
Acts), looks like a special turn, but stage for the wire-walking, a replica
the conversation spoils it. And, to of the olieact. the hew woman holdmake it good and strong, the bill ing up to her task In good shape.
finishes with a three-man acrobatic They furnished 10 mlniUes of good
offering in which there is plenty "of entertainment.
Ruth Davis. Verdi
chit-ohat.
Between the two men- and Glenn, and Dinus and Belmont^p*,
tioned come Ann Wardell and Patsy Revue (New Acts).
Doyle, almost unadulterated crossHarris and Holly, a colored twotalk (New Acts), and for good meas- men act, showed a comedy dialog,
ure in the elocutionary marathon singing and dancing act, up in the
they were followed by Butler and first flight.
Their comedy dice
Parker, another man and woman game is a -darktown classic. «and
combination dealing in persiflage their songs and dances are in keepand such.
ing with It.
The material is new
Will Morris, comedy cyclist, open- and clever and the team can hold
ing, was then nearest thing to an
down a spot on the best bills.
absolute specialist.
He does the
Eddie Carr and Co. registered
tramp stuff a- wheel, elaborated with their usual hit with the
"Office Boy"
a lot of clever trick stuff that reg- skit, and had • this audience In
isters.
It's alt simple matter, iike
hysterics, one laugh crowding the
carrying on a rake in a golf bag. other.
Carr has juwt recovered
stepping on trflT upturned teeth and
from a serious illness, but showed
making the handle spring.
The
ill effects, havin-r speed and pep
breakaway bike has a number of no
from curtain to curtai
surprises, and i-uoh bits of nonsense
and
Marston and Manley.
keep the routing distinctive.
For woman, have a somewhat different
the encore he does a neat leap to the
up-ended wheel, using u bounding nut .act. made so by the comedy
methods of the man. in a semimat for the lift.
English Johnny make-up and charJason and Harrigan are a slaeabl
pair of "sisters " doing a quiet, polite acterization, well clone, and ably fed
1

.

mm

•

routine of songs, melodious enough,
and agreeable. The women are jolly
in appearance and manner, but their
straight piano -song-plano-eong routine is short on punch, running to
the parlor entertainment sort.
Followed "Be Yourself' and Wardell
and Doyle, wirh Butler and
Parker next to closing.
When a
talking art goes into melodramatic
travesty for its fini.«-h it is always
»ure of a certain return in appla |*e
but it lays itself open to suspicion
of passing the buck.
It takes resourcefulness akin to genius to devise and effect a new finish, but
anybody with a mem.»is
tn plav it
safe, us Butler and Parker do, bv
<

did Savoy and Brennan using the tin- announcement, "Going from
the
hitter's material and getting laugha
ridiculous to the sublime, we will
Flo Fox was the comedienne and play the third act of 'Uncle
Tom'l
followed by Joe Clayton on a har- Cabin,*
Parker playing the
Mf.
monica. His chance was spoiled by bloodhound and Miss Butler a cake
tlie pianist accompanying in a dif- of ice."
Ifl
*aj i, stalling a
.

-

by the woman. A couple of songs
arc interjected. Their principal appeal is again the man's clowning.
Both have presence, and the act
will please almost any audience.
Fern, Blgelow and King, two men
and a woman, have a good novelty
knockabout acrobatic act. in\olving
some cleverly executed tumbling
and comedy falls by the men and
dandy cello solo by the girl. A
neatly costumed, clean-cut trio.
"Trimmed in Bcarlet,** Rim. closed!

Henry Chesterfield donat( 1 T«0©
frankfurters and roils at the enter1

tainment

Welfare

on

Islai.-i.

the

hlght Of April LT.. Irving Smith'. rd,
the "assistant secretary of the n. v.
A., under whose auspices the a(Tii r
was given represented the club. Nat
SobM put OH lie show whieh conelated of ea;ru vaudeville tcta
I

J
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XT AUNT FROM YPSLLAMT

BROADWAY REVIEWS

Perereal

OoMn Campbell

,

Tbs Aunt
..............AMoe Fisher
Cbarlea Wharton...
Richard Starling
Lucy
.........Jane Richardson

George Harper
Paul Gordon
Psggy.
*•••••«.»• Flore n os Shirley
John Harper
.......Frank Andrews
Mrs. Harper
Zeffle Tilbury
.

OF LOVE
A NIGHT
Opera Comique)

nearly all familiar. It's first-class
music, especially the long excerpts
from The Merry Widow," "II Tro-

(Russian

presents the Russian
Jmlc ©P«rn potpourri, by Valentin ValenJSSv »t Jolson's 59th St., beginning April
Inc.,

Hurok,

i'lsy In three acts.

Ja

Srrfel Anflmoff

,

Cvu

Sophia Fi.-her
Zlna Ivanova

Jjaria

Kflm vms
.„..ram
vitis

SSoHkoff
v>mllna

Sophia Oslpova

a-iel-.

(

Max

)

Vladimir

Panteleeff or
Ha.l.-.ff

{NlcOlal Busanowsky or
Ivan DneprofT
( Leonid
Gorlenfco or
| Vladimir Radreff
Andre
.#.. David Tulchlnoff
...
Police Captain
...Nastla
Feodorova
A-Maid
Alternating for the first three named also
Genadl.

,

.

Mamonoff, Barbara Loseva and

•re Nicolal

SpeNina Oualeva In the order named.
ars Introduced by Nells and Non»*n and woman dancers, assisted
w,v»
Kretlova
Novltskaya,
Nor.zova,
by Miles
-' M. Kretloff.
•iiltles

The town that tore the cover

off

cornucopia for the Moscow
Theatre Players and M. Balieff'a
"Chauve-Souris" can scarcely be
provincial and prejudiced
called
against visitors on no other ground
than tbey are alien. And so Broadway will be protected when it declass
clines to receive this third
group of troupers in a third class
offering on the same terms as their
the

compatriots.
Briefly S. Hurok's offering is imIt
possible on all possible counts.
is conspicuous in its guiltlessness
It isn't even bad
of any virtue.
enough to be funny. Just Inferior

and wearisome. Tuesday evening,
the second performance of the engagement, was played ft) a threequarters house, obviously seveneighths paper, cut rates or twos-for
Even at that they wouldn't
one.
stay, and the play progressed to a
gradually diminishing audience, the
speeding guests exiting with gesTo get to the
tures of derision.
street 'hey passed a big poster setting forth that the pfay and company had run three years in Petrograd and two years in Moscow. The
show is poor propaganda for Soviet
You can't look hopedemocracy.
fully toward a political experiment
conducted by people who would support such
an entertainment for
three years.

Just guessing at it, one would assume that the company was a sort
barnstorming outfit the Russian
Iof
equivalent of what we denominate a
"turkey" and Us presence in a
I

—

—

first-class New York theatre repreants a gambling showman's flier on
e proposition that the vogue for
things bizarre and Russian would
it sufficient momentum to get
going before the plot was discovIt turned out to be a ten-toone shot that didn't pay off. The
public, for, once, owes a debt to the
American newspaper reporting sys-

give

it

ered.

tem.

The company impresses the American observer as being 100 per cent,
•nthusiaetlo amateur and on the
•vidence of the Jolson stage the
production is in the same class.
First impressions being strong, the
evening was spoiled when the curtain went up, disclosing a stage full
of the most astonishing chorus girls

and choruj

men ever assembled be-

fore the footlights. In the first place,
they wore the dowdiest assortment
of job-lot costumes Imaginable, and
some of the girls' silhouettes were
almost alarming. There were sevoral miraculously thin ones and
a
WBnber of amazingly fat ones, and
not a good shape in the assembly.

To make it complete they must
nave made up with putty knives,
wo word painting can convey an
adeq Ua t e picture of the effect. The
principal

women— notably a hoyden

heroine— are altogether mature or
thereabouts and given to bold, alhe 0,c ' treatment In modeling.
i ne chorus men
also are verging
•on middle age,
slovenly In attire and
josh awful in makeup. The principal men make a
better appearance and ssern to know the elements
ox makeup, but
they wear atrocious
wigs and are prone to stilted
pos8 that are ridiculous
and savor of
i™f
amateurishness.
T ho <;<>medy calls for a paragraph.
n
i
"»s
all the 14-year-old boy
styk»
clowning. They do try so hard to
nny
aml kec'P a wary eye
*%L
ine v
baton wielder at the same time,
ana the combination
of self-eon3 Rtrainc< l effort and
struggle
tn
to £
ue spontaneously humorous at
once is disheartening.
The comeomn without the natural
gift is
oolorous indeed, an>
these good
People make a sorry try at it, according to our standards.
e Was one episode of perhat ruur>
*
minutes .that lifted the
SHJJ,
ciouas— a simple, animated dance

J5

J"

«

i

'

mnn aml woman, Introduced as
a .«
lty at a WTty scene.
Three
Son
aancing girls n formal
ballet steps
.

i

»iso wrro
sightly.
There was no
oinerstpppingthe chorus girls mereambling back and forth. Their
lyn,
"
y purpose apparently
was to
e Voh,m
* to the ensemble numbi,.
thw at limes were agree*
ablr>'
-

P

book

..

may

'

-

,

.

lTlSt

Jt

Tne

score, at least,
i.^
|"»oerstandable.
You couldn't

wrong

on

that,

because

it

and "Pagllaccl."

was mostly

go

Oypsy O'Brien

James. ... ..••..... .....•••. .Albert Hyde
^ary ....«««««. ..«.««, .....••• .Kay Barnes
Bunce
William Eville
•

reci-

The man who wrote "Make Me a
Boy Again Just for Tonight" can
put in a night at the Earl Carroll
Theatre if he hurries and be one.
"My Aunt from Ypsllanti" will take
him back to the nearly-naughty
farces of the mid-McKinley era,
with all the ingredients:
The aunt whose heir the hero is
and who arrive* unexpectedly just
as he brings in the Ingenue and
just before his crony complicates
*r$: ssr&A.
preaonted by the Classic Theatre.
thing* with the pretty model, the
InT. Four!
f r0m tne RuMlftB
°y Nikolai comedy valet, the quick announcing
v,
l
th
«>» B try some
aWi. ™Sn
of each other as husbands and
d ,8l2
HJ»* d * *• weeks' months
run
at
?k? v.^I
K
J- .
Y ld h Art theatre, of which Mr. wives to make intricate complicaK^«r* . ?i" "^or-manager.
English trana- tions, the "Now I'll leave you two
isTim-\\l
g*?
»y Thomas SelUer and Samuel 8. alone to talk it over," the pat enurossman. Playing a one weeks
engagem ?,nt onJ y to. round ou t the period
cur- trances, the exits with "asides" for
,ed
thr0ugh the Premature demise of laughs, the harking back to nifties
k
Anathema."
another Ylddhm trsnslatlon. for repeat laughs at inappropriate
Anton Antonovlch. a Russian provincial
turne, the two girls in two bedrooms
r own Governor
Anna Andreyevna. his wife Walker Dennett at once with the stage between, the
double
cross of love affairs, the valet
--Eda
Von
Buelow
*4
w.
Marya Antonovna,
his daughter
falling for the other family's blonde
Anna Vroom maid, the check written with abant
M u. Luklch,
t ..i., w *..
i^uka
the Inspector of Schools.
En»H Woch don and one scratch of the pen, the
4~,~.- t*.
m
Ammos
Fiodorovich,
the Judge
curtain rise on a dark stage with

—

—

r

INSPECTOR GENERAL
*3sa
•&,*&
HLjmZ
,

,

W

..

.

*.

.

4_. _
Artrmy

Wm

«....

T.

-

Flllppovich. Superintendent
Charities and Hospital Warden

t.,«Ivan

v
Kuxmlch.
._

.

.

Hayes
of

Walter Armln
—
Postmaster

L

the
Arnold Mural
t>
*
^ -v
Piotr
Ivanovlch
Dohchlnsky, Independent country gentleman
Royal Tracy
Piotr Ivanovlch liobchlnsky. Independent
.

country gentleman
W. A. WhUecar
Ivan Alexandrovlch Khlestakov. a Bookkeeper
Maurice Swartz
Oeip. bis servant
Wm. A. Norton
Ukhovertov. the Police Captain
Ben H Roberts
.
.» ..
Svlstunov, Pollee Sergeant. .Arthur Ludwlg
Dershlmorda. Police Sergeant.. A. Boyarsky
Fevronya. the Locksmith's wife
-

i

•
Florence Earle
Ruth Tomlinson
Servant at the Inn
J. Mente Crane
Mishka, the Governor's servant.
A. K. Mll!r>r
4
^ .
Avdotya.
the maid
»..Cefla Koch
Merchants— Philip
Sherman.
Morris
Freedman. Sam Schneider. Fred
Stelnway, Joseph F. Sanoff
Poctor
John K Ine
Koropkin. a guest
a ... Edward M. Grace

The Sergeants —
Wife
_.

.

the

doorbell

the

ringing,

curtain

descending as all complications
have unwrinkled and the proper
couples are kissing and so on ad

—

infinitum.

"My Aunt from

Ypeilanti" openc*d

"cold'* Tuesday. It is an adaptation
from the French by Gavault. It was
played by the French Players at the
Belmont in the original tongue.
Henry Baron, who seems to have
adapted it and produced it, and who
is remembered as having similarly
officiated for "The Rubicon," calls It
hfs "new farce comedy."
It is as
new as it is his and as it is comedy.
- During
the first act the lighting,
to further complicate things, was so
eye-torturing that it was impossible

to look at the stage.

Off right there

was a room lit in solid magenta,
a sheet of blinding color that killed
Artemys Wife
May Harmon everything it found, . made the
Guests— Genevieve
women look green and the men yelMarkham.
Hel-n
Dale. Elisabeth Hunt. Emma Lowe.
low, and gave to the apartment of
.Mary Perry the comedy hero whatever else it
might have needed to make it InAnyway, this vodka-extract play congruous? bizarre and taeteles.-t.
has something to commend it in The other setting, while it did not
that one can understand it instead register naturalness, at least was
of blindly wondering what It's all illuminated so that it could be
about and playing button-button
looked at.
flnd-the-button ^la, the program
Armand Robi Is accused of havscene plotting which Morris Gest ing staged It. Whether or not he
introduced locally with the Musco- lit it, too, he surely directed the
vites—and made 'em like it at $5. action. Robi, .It would be safe to
This is a comedy, however, of ob- guess, also adapted bis stuff from
vious though passably diverting de- somewhere in Europe, though one
velopment with the ever-present who knows French farce
can
aura of musical comedy and the scarcely think he got it from France,
Inherent feeling that the orchcetra where they play such things with
will vamp into a number between breeze.
"My Aunt from Ypsllanti"
the comic opera' Russian provincial was more geared to the temtoo of
town governor and another char- Ypsllanti than Paris. It dragged,
acter, or that the low comedy relief it worried along, It had minutes and
characters, Dobchlnsky and Bob- minutes between laughs, it repeated
ehinsky, would shortly go Into a repeatedly and unnecessarily, it was
song and dance.
•soggy with long crosses, and this
The action takes place in the late reviewer will bet bis week's wages
'30s of the 19th century.
The gov- that the prompt-script will show a
ernor and his henchmen of a cor- total of no less than 200 exits and
rupt provincial town are in palpitat- entrances—probably mote.
ing fear of the reported advent of a
The casting was no more Inspired
government official on a tour of in- than the direction. Florence Shirspection incognito. The presence of ley,* as the model, was alive and
Ivan Alexandrovlch Khlestakov, an animated, though playing too much
impecunious bookkeeper with a on one key as a result of tho
weakness for card gaming which author's technique. Alice Fisher, as
reduces his normal poverty to ac- the up-to-date country aunt, did
tual want is heralded by the Dob- well enough. Jane Richardson, in a
Bobchlnsky duo and the governor whimsical role that was the nearest
makes haste to call on Ivan at the thing to stage value in tho whole
latter's hostelry.
affair, said tho same things over
Ivan (Maurice Swartz) for all his and 'over but said them about as
poverty has still retained the fine well as anyone could have, and
mannera and much of the appear- looked great. Zeffle Tilbury, that
ance of a cosmopolite, which im- gentlewoman of mother parts, was
!

'

'

presses the provincials to the extent
they receive him In a manner becoming of a high official. He Is Invited to the governor's house, makes
love to the latter's daughter and
flirts outrageously with the wife.
and before the last act departure
daughter and
proposes
to
th«
"touches" every one of the bribeaccepting officials for various hundred rouble amounts. In the midst
of the celebration, following the
pseudo-Inspector's departure (explained as a one day's urgent call
on important business with a return
due the following day), the nosey
postmaster, long since known for
his curiosity in reading all mail
that passes through his hands, arrives with a letter Just posted by
Ivan.

The

latter, in

a contemptuous

missive to a St. Petersburg newspaperman-friend, explains in detail
the types of people ho has just
encountered and derisively details
each one's shortcomings, which are
read aloud to the governor's guest

The curtain

falls as a

guard

entev:-

heralding the approach of the real
inspector-general.
In Yiddish the play was considered ns a decided step forward as
regards that field of endeavor. On
Broadway it's another matter, and
the one week's stop limit speal<« for

—

itserft

The

cast struggled willingly with
if none too well, seeming
to have lost something In their assumption of the ro'es dating almost
task,

a century back.

Swartz. n« ever.

;

s

the consummate artist despite the
was occasional presence of an alien ac

was

Hammond..

Dr.

tatives.
The doorman could have
written them with the aid of a capable arranger.
Added to which was the conduct
of an especially ill -behaved deadhead audience, making the evening
complete.
Ru3h.

Its

be brilliant and
11
You can 't u ]] fov jt is
*ST?!. V<rul
in "PUttrring Russian.
Km
1 .the
P"
weight of evidence is

an!i

vatore," "Carmen"
The original music

Elisabeth

cent whlrh

Is

readily overlooked.

Altl

adorable. The rest just sawed away
at the cordwood piled around them.
"My Aunt from Ypsllanti" ought
to do fairly well for about three
weeks, and may run four If the
house Is guaranteed that long.

/

Lalt.

i

t
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Three-act comedy by Leighton Osbom,
produced by ths Players Co. at the Provincetown, New Tork. April 25.

Eda Helnemann
Hannah
Jimmy Gordon. ...... .....Benjamin Ksu«er
Carl Ollck

Mr. Pendleton

Neman

Sims
G«rald Armstrong
Mrr. Sheldon
William
•

Elliott

Cope
Cabot

Lucy Ellen Shreve
Donald

C.

McClelland
Julia

Irene Sheldon*.
Sylvia Pendleton
Billy Craig

Cobb

Catherine Cozzena

Lyons Wickland
«.

T.efghton
eomedy of
acts,

was

"Sylvia." a
life In three
as the fourth

Osbom's
American
selected

production of the season by the
Players Co. at tho Provincctown
tbeatre in Greenwich Village. The
theatre organization has been

little

making rapid strides during the current season, making its home In the
Village a birthplace for Broadway
productions.
"The God of Vengeance," which^jreceded the current
bill, proved a business getter down-

town and later proved a ^oney
maker when moved uptown to a

larger house, notwithstanding adThe "Vengeance"
verse criticism.
piece was an adaptation. "Sylvia"
i* strictly American.
It is a play of
the young married couples of today
specializing on those of the wealthy
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bright spots here and there which girl and by 00ms artlstio dance
would suggest a successful future.
touches.
Mabel Withee does the
Sylvia Pendleton is tho grand- innocent young smiling girl. Among
daughter of a millionaire. The old others are Grace Hamilton, German is 90, and being tired of the trude Mudgt>, Zella Russell, Hattie
ways of the world refuses to talk, Althoff, the dancer, and Clarence
making himself understood by writ- Harvey.
The costuming is a maze of color
ing notes which are read by a male
companion. His one desire is for and design, a constantly moving
his granddaughter to wed. She had picture, ever revealing some new
Bchcucr.
been married secretly prior to the phase to catch the eye.
opening of the story to a man her

The husband
meantime had left for Russia and
some time later is reported dead.

grandfather disliked.

In order to satisfy the old gentleto secure her inheritance,
she induces another young chap to
marry her. This meets with the
approval of her guardian, and the
newlyweds are given all the comforts wealth can give them. Sometime later the first hu&banJ puts in
an appearance. He is given shelter
in the home, and a content ensues
between one and two to determine
who will finally have the girl. Her
final selection falls to another admirer who had been a friend of the
family for many years. It is hodgepodge comedy and when not too
talky is productive. * The first act
drags.
The second brings forth
many bright spots and the third
reaches a happy comedy medium.
The author gives no plausible reason for the many characters of the
piece always being present except
for the fact it is generally understood people in the millionaire class
have many hangers-on. In many instances the players are withdrawn
from the stage very abruptly after
being called upon for a line or two.
This condition is distasteful.
The casting has been well taken
care of. Catherine Cozzens handles
the title role expertly. Miss Cozzens is a young woman who has had
experience in several Broadway productions. The present piece should
prove a schooling for her to do bigger things than she has previously
had opportunities for. Benjamin
Kauser, who staged the production,
appears to advantage In a role of
importance with Elliot Cabot as the
collegiate type of newlywed, giving
the role a realistic touch. Carl Glick
as the grandfather and Norman
Cope as his companion lend much

FOREIGN REVIEWS

1

man and

'

when on

the stage. The remainder of the roles are suitably
filled.
To give the "production a bit
of a Broadway flavor two members
of the cast are given program, mention as appearing through the courtesy of uptown managers.
Two sets are used for the three
acts created by Oscar Libetrnu. The
second act stands out nicely, with
the living room'settlng used for the
Interest

AREN'T

WE ALL?
London, April

A

bright, breezy littfe

12.

comedy

<s

"Arerft We All?" produced at tho
Globe April 10 by Marie Lohr. It
is entertainment of a superior order, dependent upon erudite witticisms rather than plot or situation,
and by Frederick Lonsdale, hitherto
known as a contributor of musical

comedy

librettos.

The Hon. Margot Tatham (Mario

Lohr)

is

spending the

winter In

Egypt recuperating from a siege of

private charity concerts at which,
sho has been singing. She is tho
possessor of a fine voice, and in order not to bo importuned to sing
adopts, another name.
charming
young woman, very much in lovo
with her husband, she returns to
him suddenly without notifying him,
to find him kissing another woman.
The truth of tho matter ft. tho
young husband was tempted into
the kiss by the other woman and
had not thought of taking tho thing
seriously.
But the wife refused to
forgive him, making him very unhappy.
Among other things, aha
said that had the provocation been
under the spell of a romantic moon,
etc., there might have been soma
excuse for it,

A

The young husband has a very

worldly father, Lord Grenhah, very
of a libertine, who wisely selects the British Museum for mooting his lady friends, because, as ha
explains, people of his class never

much

go there.

By a

chain of circumstances

and

Intelligent deductions Lord Grenham
ccmes into possession of the fact

that

the virtuous, indignant
under the spell of a -romantic

wife

moon

•

Egypt had permitted a handsome Australian gentleman to kiss
her, after which, recovering her
in

composure, she rushed homo to her
husband intending to confess ths
peccadillo, but having unfortunately
entered at the inopportune moment.
Lord Grenham invites the Ausfirst and third, weakened only by
tralian to his country home, but the
the furniture. The painting by Robclever wife sends ths Australian a
ert "VV. Berman is harmonious.
jjote telling him her real name and
The Players have an amusing ve- that she
is the wife of the son of bis
hicle in "Sylvia."
It should prove
host When confronted, the Aussatisfactory for the organization's tralian
behaves like a gentleman,
subscribers if never selected for pretending
he had never met tho
production elsewhere.
Hart,
woman before. After the departure
of the Australian the wife says to
her husband: "You really did not
think I was the woman who par*
mitted the Australian to kiss her,
Atlantic City, May 2.
do you?" to which her husband raSpeed and pep and gaiety of color, phes:
"I
knew you were tho
amid constant action are the essen- woman," after which a more com*
tials of "Bal Tabarin," from a>n appleto understanding exists.between
parently, deleted French tale, which them.
began a prosperous summer career
This is a very slight plot for a
with Monday night's performance full play, but the author has proat the Apollo.
vided a well-consiruoted, tightly*
As the Shuberts have decked out knit, brilliantly-written entertainthe event it is more jazzy than the ment that will please the better
most popular colored cafes, more class of theatregoers, and If they
colorful than any of the bright light are of sufficient quantity the piece
entertainments and as full of action will prove a financial as well as an
and activity as tho strutting shows artistic success.
of tho past two h-casons.
Miss Lohr is her usual charming
"Bal Tabarin" is essentially cafe self, pleasing to the eye and generlife as it is not maintained.
Should ally harmonious to the ear, but ocany proprietor offer so many gaily casolnally given to the utterance of
colored costumes, so many pretty strident tones, which grate some*
girls, ao much vivacity, so thorough what.
an understanding of the Intoxication
A fine characterization Is contribof music and aotion, he would have uated by Julian Royce as Lord

.

BAL TABARIN

solved the problem of renewing the
public desire for a speedy life.
Yet withal this hurdy gurdy entertainment "Bai Tabarin" ofers a
chorus garbed in tho usually unn>cossary expense of ths costliest s?)k
hose, and while providing much expectation in the form of noise gives
no real sensation that even sapors
of the vulgar.
Inasmuch as the appeal is enervating yet visible to the whole family, "Bal Tabarin" will probably do
two things: It will secure the dollars from those who want the cabaret at Its best and have a limited
amount of funds to expend, and it
will at the same time draw those
who want to be Jazzed for an exceptionally long evening, beginning with
the early theatre hour. For a summer appetizer it should undoubtedly
appeal.
The plot Is one of those terribly
worn-out affairs that first arrived
with "The Girl from Rector's."
Thankfully It gets lost In the racy
moments of the big second act and
does not bother greatly in the final
scenes except /or the comedy pro'
voked.
The piece has a good cast of experts In making just such remedy
as comes from a collection of saintly persons finding themselves enmeshed In tho running of the fastest
cabaret in Paris, and only one wife
to be satisfied of their innoeenee.
Harry K. Morton, with his elastic
dancing, is the leader of the activity.
He haa a close second in Harry
Kelly, who consents to change his
'

SYLVIA

::

*••/»

costume twice, unusual though it is.
Louis Simon does some very splendid
pathetic acting, mingling with dancThe author has introduced ing. Teddy Gerard won her audiclass.
a corking good comedy idea with ence in the mannerisms of a French

Grenham, Ellis Jeffreys makes a
brilliant widow, and the remainder
of the oast of the occasionally artificial play handle their respective

Ths staging byN
Stanley Bell Is everything that
could be desired.
Ethel Barrymore and one or two
other American stars might be able
to utilize the play In a few of tho
larger cities in the States, but it is
hardly a piece of property that
American managers will go very far
out of their way to secure.
roles Intelligently.

Jolo.,

GRAND GUIGNOL
Paris, April

7.

The bills at the Grand Guignol
now frequently changed, a long

aro

run being out of ths question in
these days. There are four Items on
the program presented by Manager
Choisy last week, the comic and
blood-curdling elements being Judiciously mixed.
Starting with "Jo Grogne moi!*
one-net sketch of Max Hardy about
domestic troubles, there is another
conjural display in "La Nouvello
Heloiso." two-act farce by Alfred
Savoir
(author
of
"Bluebeard's
EiKhth Wife").
It Is a sort of
repliuue to tho Couturier do Lunevllle which, had a short Innings at
the Vaudeville.
Helolse (Theresa

Dormy) Is the wife of a provincial
physician, with few patients, who
elopes with a young fellow from ths
cty . At the end of three years she
returns home, having been abandoned soon after her flight by her
lover.
She since has lived on her
wits »nd otherwise. From a sedate
(Continued on page IC)
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$8

IN

hoiMi open

(All

Indicated

bill*

week with Monday matltee.

the

for

below are grouped

In

win

otherwise

&ot

LANCASTER. FA.
Colonial

dlrlslona according to booking offlooa supplied

nector

from.

Tbo manner In which tbaoo bill* are prlntod does not donoto tbo relative
Importance of acta nor their program poeltlona
* before name denote* act te doing now turn, or reappearing after abaenoe
from T»u<3eville. or appearing In city where lleted for the flret Umi
+,

KEITH CIRCUIT
NEW YOKK

CITY

I'ulare

Kf>ith'e

H

Dixon A Girl*
Ruby Norton
Kerr A Weston
Torch Bearers

World Make BTve
Deagon A Mack
Three Whirlwinds
(Two to fill)
Kelth'e Riverside

Van A Schenek
Giuran A Mguerlte
Vincent O'Donnell
Kent Co
Flo Lewie
Victor Moore Co
T A II Healy

Wm

RAJ
tune

Flfer

to nil)

Keith's Royal
Trlxlc Frigansa

TroctorN OHtti St.
2d half (:-6)
Tonie Grey Co

Tho; 'TkMii On
Furnmn A Evana
Harold Kennedy
(Two to All)
1st half (7-9)

A

Bryant

Stewart

WAGDuoAhearn

(Others to fill)
2d half (10-13)

A

Bernard

A

Garry

Burt
Two Stenards
(Other? to till)
Proctor 'a Mh Ave.
2d half (3-t)
Joe Darcey
Clark A Bergman
Brown A Whittaker
Herbert Clifton

2d half
Sealo
Princess N Tai Tal

D'ANDREA and WALTERS
Featured Dancers

Tom

M

In

Harry Tsuda

2d half

Two

Luatcr.i

Van Dyke A

\

incy

•Kennedy A QavteB

1st half (7-9)

Patricola

A McGowan

Melroy Waters
Lee A Mann

Jones A Jones
Moan* Broadway

Rome A Gaut

Redmond A Wells
Lewis A Dody

Grabler Bcvuo
Heller Sis

Lorner Girls
(One to nil)

A Band

Stoddard

Emily Lea Co
Leedom A Stamper
Williams A Wolfus
Florence Brady

Jack Rube Clifford
•Manhattan Soc Or

McKissick

A H

Jimmie Lucas Co
Doree's Operalogue

Kovacs A Goldr.er
Farrell A Hatch ,.
Lehoen A Dupreese
(One to nil)

HUGH HERBERT
LEFFERT8 AVENUE.
KKW GARDENS. L. 1.
Phone Richmond HIM MSI
2SS

2d half

Frost A Morrison
Paul Nolan Co
Ted Lorraine C»

14 half
Fenton A Fields
(Others to fill)
Keith's Fordhans
Fenton A Fioldo

(One

Holmes A LaVera
Geo Yeoman

(Others to

Irving Fisher
(Others to fill)

BROOKLYN'
Keith's Rwdmlrk
Olsen A Johnson

Moss' Franklin
Belle Baker*
<'altes

»•;

.

Runaway Four
The Show Off

>ns

(Others to fill*
2d half

Hartley A Patt'rs'n
Jean Barrios

Mary Haynes

McWaters A Tyson
E Shirley & Band
B Sherwood A Bro

A Duulop

Lew Seymour Co
(Others to

nil)

(One to

Keith's Hamilton

Duel DeKerckJardto

Orphrum
Rooney A Bent
Al

A Blondv

(Two

to

V

K

Hall Co

A E Hharrock
A Fant
Four Aces
II

fill)

Lytell

2d half

Yorke A Kin*
(Others to

nil)

Keith's

Ruth Roye
Blsa Ryan Co
Bill

nil)

A Pelle
Healy A dona
Davis

nil)

Keith's Jefferson

Aileen Stanley

Lopez Orchestra

(One

to nil)

COUNT

PERRON E

TRIX

and OLIVER

a "Song Symphony"

in

ORl'IIF.lM CIRCUIT
Jans A Whalen
Jean Southern
Block A Dunlop
(Others to nil)
2d half
V T.opez Orchestra
Willie Schenck Co
(others to nil)
Mohh' Regent

Florence Mayo Co
•Hartley Powers Co
Bison Mayo Co
Flo Ring

(Two

to nil)

2d half
Zelda Santlcy
^Claude A Marion

•Four Roote Bros
(Others to All)
Keith's 81st St.
Morton A Glass
Fred Berrens

Harry Burns Co
Moody A Duncan
Willie Hale A Bro
Proctor's 125th St.
2d half (3-6)

Cordon

A

Ford

Mack A Stanton
Doris Hardy Co
Eduards

Chung Hwa
(One

to

Trio

nil)

Moss' Flat tut th
Al Herman
60 Miles from By
The Brianta

A A F

Beard
Henry A Adelaide
Babcock A Dolly
Ellnore A Page
Fourth Alarm
(One to nil)
Billy

2d half (10-13)
Bryant A Stewart
DoVee'o Operalogue

Kt.ilm.in

Corrlne A Himbcr
Millard A Marlln
Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (3-6)
Bert Fltzgibbons
Burns A Allen
Ferry Corwev
(Others to nil)
1st half (7-I>)

Bernard A Garry
(Others to fill!
2d half (10-13)
Tom Patricola
(Others to nil)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (3-6)
Ernie Golden Band

Mr A Mrs J Barry

N. Y.

Jeffrr-on

Roma Duo

B A Rolfe Revue
BALTIMORE
Mary In nd
Osborne Trio
Crawford A Brod'k
Huston Kay
Lydell A Macy
Jesse Reed

Ben Bernie Band
Mahoney
Paul Edwards ttev

BATON ROUGE

Flaherty

(Two

A

Ston'g

to nil)

1st half

(T-»

B
A Boys

McLaughlin A
•I

Courtney

Littlejohns
(Others to nil)

Moss' Rivera

A King

Yorke

Shenck Co

Willie

Zelda Santley
•Four Roote Bros

(Two

to nil)

2d half

split)

'SIR"

Brown A La veil
Browning A Davis

Embs A

Alton
Davis Kev

BIRMINGHAM
Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Two

A Os
Weyth A Wynn

Lusters

Frank

Bus*h

2d half

Orleans

(N,

ELIZABETH.

N.

J.

Proctor's
2d half (3-6>
One Fearful Night
Viola Frayne Co
A Balirint A Dogs
Phil Davis

Lee A Cranston
Lore as Troupe

Smythe A James

Paul
(Others to

fill)

2d half (10-12)'
Breaking It Gently

Ann Meyers

Henry A >d"laide
Gardner's Bulldogs

(Two

Robt Rellly Co
Shone A Squires

Kavanaugh A

to

fill)

Bird Cabnret

McCarton A M'rnne
Dooley A Morton

A

Kelly

A Marconi

Russell

Sis

A Eddy

Brent Hayes
Baxley & porter
Lydla Barry

The Storm
Gordou A Ford
Dosler A Lusby

Kenny A

Mollis

Bun Dodger

II vio
Shea's

GREENVILLE
Grand O.

Homer Romaine
The Creightons
Stanley A Burns
Olcott A Mary Ann
Mabel Ford Co

II.

1st half

Beeman A Grace
ifithel Hopkins
Fred Gray Co

MONTREAL
Imperial
(Sunday opening)
Thank Tou Doctor

Mabel Burke Co
Mallnda A Dade
Francis Arms
•Jones A Rea

A Rauh
A Sawn

Folsom Denny A B
Senator Ford
Arthur Lloyd
Bryan A Broderlck
Walsh A Ellis
-

Arabian Nights

MT. VERNON. N.T.
Proctor's
2d half (3-C)

Prices within reason to the profession.

Dr. M. Q.

CARY

Cor. State

Julius

II ARRISIil

Tannen

C'RBONDALF. PA.
Irving

Taylor Howard A T
Joe Armstrong
•Royal Purple Girls
(One to nil)

RG, FA.

Majestic
Goetz A Duffy
Fred Lindsay Co
Norwood A Hall
Golden Oatfl Baud

(One

to

B. F. Keith's
Bert Hughes Co
Dooley A Sales
Moore A Freed
•King L'Alglon Xlr

A Gerard
Awkward Age

Chief Caupolican

Zieglers

Crane May A Crane
Keystone

A Fraser
Bob Hall
Justa Marshall Rev
to

Wm.

Ebs

Harris

PRESS COMMENT:

"Ketch has the rare ability of being
able to sing in two different voices at
time.
Sounds fishy but HE

—

— UTICA

"HERALD-DISPATCH."
Playing Keith Circuit

NANTICOKE,

PA.

State
2d half

Hector
Joe Armstrong
to

Wm

Redmond A

NASHVILLE

A C

Alva DeRoss Co

N

N.

J.

half

ROANOKL.

\

V

(Others to

Goivin

JACKSONVILLE

•

Arcade
(Sava-nnah

fill)

BR'NSWICK
State

Huber
Allman A Harvey
Demarest A Col'r"
Elsie

solit)

lat bait

B>rnt A Partner

Lorner

(jHrls

1

4

of Girls
half

A

George

Madcaps

Pair of Deuces
•Keller A Bernard
Gordon A Day

SCRANTON. FA.

lotthi.:
1st hdlf

..(C1i.it

i

ROCHEHTKU
Tempi*
A Pr>e

<";ib*on

A Sunshine

A Moore
1

of

Cirls

Palace

nr A Brey

i

Piek
Jerry

*
&

Fallon
Girln

Hank Brown Co

Bily Snarp Fteruj
(Others to nil)

la

A

Tyler

2d half

A Mcy^n
•Ooursehe A Joyct
I'ewitt

M

ried

Agnln

to

ten

i

C!.i..

i

to

nr.

half

2d

Bom

Francis
v

lie. i

FT.

A

•

Ahei

I

.

.*

Pete

'

'\

(One

'

>

n«n

2d

)'..

r

ftlark-eyed

Maiart

Clayton & Lent

Bfdf'd
S<hsrkey Roth A H

(Others to AM)
2d half
(Others to

(Two

to nili

nil)

PADIXAH. KY.
in

ii

Francis A Wilson
Cosrta A Ycr.li
•A A L Wilson

BertaCa Circus

RICHMOND.

-

IND.

Murray
Fiorina"

:

Hughe* Musical
Morgan A Gs

•Stanley. A WlleesR
2d half
Big City I'our

Bremer Co

lvicicv

to

flii)

TF.RRK H
I

Ml.

TF

\l

ili.rly

•

::

Ma honey

X

J

B

lr
•

'

Rig City I'our
"
(Othei ^
2d half
i

Tat ex a Carson

A

A Cameron

Hill

(Two
i

Palace
Middi

.

Co

v

M IYNE.

i

>

l>

Iv' lit

v

'oocia

•

St

odl

Mahony A
-A

hilf

'

tin"

Manning A C

Brown Cu

Trella

fill)

N'. i
<

(Two

'

1st half

A hern A Petereon
Caeear Rlvoli

(Two

K.

John Regay Co

Or piie

F.VSVILI.K.
IND.
Strand
Lloyd Nevada Co

IVIK'vllUUU

Torfc

Glencoe
Valentine Vox

Crolius

half
Melody A Step*

Girls

Inc.

Now

to All)

Id

half

PoH'h
(Scran ton Bplli

Garden

Salle

Clayton A Lennle
Black Byed Susans

Fallon

Wilsons

Sisters

DETROIT

»rtons

Family

<'ui>;>»

it

«

Vok

Weaver Bros

Palaee
Holly A Lee

2d

A

LEXINGTON. RY,
Ben AH

•T A F Bogert
Vnlentine

WATERBI'RV

a
a

to All)

Ben Nee One

2d half

Marcus A Burr
B Shaw's Revue
(One to nil)

risk
Jerry
Hani;

(One

Klass Manning A

Eddie Foy Co

A Romaine
Eastman A Moore

Carr a Brey

Rubini Sisters
2d half

Stone

Cahill

Cold A Sunshine
Southern 4
V Lopez Orch
•Beth Tntf

Eary A Eary
Mabel Harper Co

•Stanley

R A B Brill
A Hays

DuBoia

06 It

Strand

Telephone Bryant ISIS

Eadie A Ramsden
Joe Darcey
Sternard's Midgets
2d half

ADER

KOKOMO. I NO.

JE WELRRS

Palace

F.

Middleton A S'mtoi
(Others to All)
2d half
Morgan A Gates
(Others to nil)

HEMMENDINGER,

E.

Chong A Moey
Lucille

Palaee

Four Volunteers

S3 West 46th Street

SPR'GF'LD. MASS.

)

i

Loraine Serenader#
(One to All)
24 half
Florence Hobson

Hughes Musical t

B. F. Kelth'e
Melody A Step*

1st half

RANDOLPH

NLW HAVEN

)

A O'Connor
Powers A \\\»!
Syko
(One to n:i>

Olympia

Lane A Harper
Jack Wilson Co

DAVTON

PoU's
(W'lks-B're Split)

(Two

•Sadie,

Mooney A Holbein

I

D

& George
Harry L Cooper
Wopler A Davis
•Beth Tate
Mr A Mrs J Barry
C'apps Family

Henry

Roanoke

NEW BEDFORD
Miction- Bros

'

Wade A Dove
Lloyd A Christy

D'm'rst

A Cunneen

Madcaps

Ibach's Ent't'ners

Co

Ortons

•Sadie.

Esther
Cornelia

CLEVELAND

Moran A Mack

nil)

A Moore

Henry

<:.>M

The Diamonds
Ferry Corwey

NEW

to

Palace
Stanley Gallini
Sinking 2
•M'N Kelly A

2d half
'Stanley Gallini Co
singing n

Dooley A Story
Eddie Nelson
(Others to fill)

Everett
A Leonh't
Elaine A Marshall
Howard's Ponies

Griffin

(Two

a

Read's Hippodrome

Phondell 4
Angel A Fuller
Hall A O'Brien

V Lopez Orch

Harry L Cooper
Wopter A Davis
W"I me A D'm'rst

Just OtK Knickrrs

Victoria
1st half

2d half
Phil Davis
Southern 4

Phone

Boy A Boyer

CHARLOTTE

Barrett A Cunneen
Breen Family

4

Duncan

Knapp A

Southern Revue

I

RICHMOND

M

Mills A
Grindeil

Duffy

Barrett

Meyers

WILLIAM

Helen Morattl

1st

Carlton A B'-llcw
D Byton'a Rev
Faye A Donnelly
Proctor's

A H

Palaee
Stanley
•Kingston A Ebner

The Chicago Thoatrical Lawyer
Now Located a
II SO. LA SALLE ST.. CHICAGO. ILL

Four Miners

•S

A

Capitol

2d half

Sampsell

A

Goetz

HARTFORD

Fror.lni

Royal Gascoines

INDIANAPOLIS

CINCINNATI

Norwood A Hall
Golden Gate Band

•Doursche A Joyce
Married Again

.Tahrl

Tom Smith

2d half
Clayton A Claytoa

Ken'dy A Kramer

FTC'BCRG, MASS. John B Hymer CO
dimming*
B F'tzgib'ns A Bro
Ken'dy A Kramer Lime Trio
(One to All)
K A E Kuehn

Fred Lindsay Co

PoU's

DeWitt

2d half
Peters A LeBuff
Mildred Parker
Zuhn A Dreiss
Adelaide Bell Co

Mh*.

(Others to nil)

fill)

YORK. FA.

P0LI CIRCUIT
W'l'ms A
BRIDGEPORT

Oxford Four
(One to fill)

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

2d half

Frank Wilson
Ray Snow A

(Otheas to

2d. half

.Tahrl

Artistic Treat

Dixon, Lynch

Julia Gerrity

Lutes Bros
Marino A Martin
Liza A shufTn' •
(Three to All)
2d half
Harris A Vaugnn
Marino A Martin
Skelly A Heit
(Three to All)

B. F. Keith*

Davis A Bradner
J R Gordon Co
Leo Beers

Irwin

Willie Solar

Empire

(Other* to
2d half (10-13)

~"\ll\

Bostock's School
(Others to nil)
2d half

Wells

Danny Dugan Co
Holland A Ray

A

Besser

Oliver A Olp
Ray A Emma Dean
Vaa-Cello A Mary

RIVER. MASS. Wm- Edmunds Co

F.

nil)

Margaret Ford

PORTLAND. ML.

fill)

.

Arch Stanley

V ARDON and PERRY

F a

2d

Ebbs

Marp
Lane A Harper

Elkins Fay A E
Liza A ShufU n' •

,

VAN and VERNON

N.J.

Plainfleld

fill'

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

I

PLAINFIELD.

(7-9)

Austin

Opera Hone*
Boy A Boyer

Van A Tyson

Davis
Oscar Martin Co
Rome A Gaut
Freda A Anthony

to

2d half
Cello A

Palaee

A Canneld

Brann Co

TOMMY—

Penn

A

A

Sllva

A H Everett
Sampsell A Leonh't
Elaine A Marshall
Howard's Ponies

Coloninl
Fields A Fink

(One

Van

fill)

1st half

Seed

S

LTICA. N. Y.

fill)

J A H Shields
Kelso Bros
Lewis A Dody
DeLlsle
2d half
The Vanderbilts
Alexander A Elm're
Ben Meroff Co .
TivoU A LeVere

Wm

B rmuda Bound

Williams

HEADLINING PANTAGR8 CIRCUIT
Jimmy Lucas Co
This Week (April SO). Empress. Denver.
Daniels A Walters
May 7-8. Pautages. Colorado Spring*.
Ruas L^Van A 1 ete

Palace

Emerald Revue

A

Dixie Four

M'CH'STER. N. H.

Broadway Chimes
(Two to nil)

Proctor'-

(Others to

Mel Klee

The

and
"VOCAL VARIETY"

Claude A Marion
Herron A Oaylord
(Others to fill)
2d half (10-12)
Duel DeKerekjardto
Jans A Whalen
(Others to fill)

A

nil)

Olympia

S<|.

Ed Kane
Allen

2d half (S-C)

.

I'rinc's Nal Tal Ttl
Jarvls A Harrison
Artie Mehlinger
Teddy Clair Co
2d halt
3 Klrkillos

McFarl'd

WILMA

1st half fl-J)

Y.

Sealo

Mlllership

(Others to

NEWARK,

fill)

PHILADELPHIA

•Mason Dixon Orch

KETCH

fill)

Co

Garcia

'

N. Y.

to

LYNN. MAMS.

E Raymond Co

Alf Rlpon A Jigg*
Eleta Garcia Co
(Three to nil)
?d half

Jugglelnnd

(Three

Force

to nil)

Central

-Creation*
Jos K Watson

Boggs A Wells

(One

CAMBRIDGE

II

K a E Keubn

Allman A Howard
Paul Hill Co

Eleta

half

YONKKKS.

to dll)

R A Kmma Dean

Auditorium

Scott

2d half

2d half
Lute* Bros
O'Brien A J'sep'ne
Oliver A Olp

WINSTON SALEM
•m

Proctor's

Cartmeil

fill)

to

(Two

nil)

to

Daun A

Strand
Gertrude Barnes
Franklyn Ardell Co

Tantheon Singers

(Two

Ed Stanley Co
O'Brien A Jos'p'ae

All)

to

Loraine Serenaders

Miachuia

Collette

'

M. A- B. F. Keith (Weetera)

2d naif

Aldlne
Cliff Jordon
Bigelow A Lee
Carleton
Miss Cupid
Margie Coates
Southland Enter
2d half
Betty Donon
Stephere A lovejoy
Salle A Robies

half

A

TROY. N.

fill)

FITTSBIRGH

Princes'*

and Randolph Ste.
H« ond fioor over Drug Store
Entrance 6 w Randolph St.. CHICAGO
W.

(Two

Dezo Retter
The Diamonds
Mary Haynes Co
Jim McWilliams
Guiran A M'guerite

(Two

DENTIST

(Others to

(One

(Sunday opening)
•Rose Selden A Bro
Wilton Sisters

-7

2d

V.

(One

WILMINGTON

The Reuters
Allman A Harvey
r>emerest

Stillwell

A McBrlde

Tracey

Briscoe

Berk

Er'tt

Princes*

JAMES

Sybil Van.-

N.

split)

Raymond A Schr'm
1st half
Barry A Wol fords
Cornell Leona A Z
Creedon A Davis
Combe A Kevins
to nil)

Hall
Julia Gerrity
(Others to fill)
2d half*(10-13)

Duo
Haney a Stone
W A O Ahearn

Lyric

Harry Tsuda

A

Maele Hall
Wise

Ritter a
A Bro Ed Kane

Miohon Bros
Jack Wilson Co

Welch Mealy A

Maureen Englin
Ben Meroff Co

*

'

Co

LEWISTON. MR,

Lime Trio

Elsa Ryan Co
Jackie A Billle
(Others to fill)

N. J.

A Cornlah
A Randolf

Zeck

Allman A Howard
Ed Stanley Co
UWal'E, MASS.
Empire
Harris A Vaughn

HEADLINING

Clown Seal

Capitol

Belli*

MOBILE

Flashes

Wolfe

A Cowan

TRENTON,

Brann Go

Rubin

Van Dyke A Vlncy Great Johnson
Bessie Rempel Co
Danc'g Macdonalds

Wayne A Warren
ODonnMi A Blair

Four Phillips

WILTON
Silva

Polly

same
OERMN'T'W N, PA. the
DID IT."
Orplieum

•Jay A Wesson
Williams A C
Dainty Mai
(On" to till)

(Two

Able O. H.

Harry Jolson Co
King Tangle

Bailey

Fant in o Sisters
Creole Fashion PI

1st half (7-9)

BUI Robinson

Van Hoven

B. F. Keith's
C.autier A Pony

Ten Fyck A Wylle
Reran A Flint
Murdochs A Mayo
.lack Norton A Co

Carter
Elly

EASTON, PA.

Swift

BOSTON

Shea'e
Rich Hayes
Franklin Charles Co

.

Scott

•Alf Rlpon A Jlggg
Franklyn Ardell Co

B Hymer

Fltsgib'ns

W.

•DeJari

BAD

The Vanderbilts

Colonial

Grace Valentine Co
Oscar Lorraine
Movie Masquis

T.

Co

to nil)

TORONTO

•Fagan's Band
Swor A Conroy

ERIE. PA.

Tan Araki Trto
Jos Disk ay Co

Saxon A

to nil)

ALF

D D H?

lat half

III

Roma Duo

Direction of

Weber A Ridnor

Gilfoyle
JAGNolan
Ca»

1st half

Charles Ledeger

Wanka
I

A Button

Jessie Busier

Rolfe Revue
2d half

Daun a

Phil Davis

2d half (10-12)
•Adela A Gunt

Reynolds A White
Fre-rt Harrison Co
H'xige A Lowell

PLAYING
KEITH and 0RPHEUM
TIME

DWYER

•Hartley Powers Co
Caites Bros
A Striker

Seymour

1st half (7-9)

Columbia

Dolly

Praetar'e

HOWARD

Co

A Band

Santrty

H A A

Jack La Vier
(One to nil)

(One

Gilbert Wells

lit half (?-»>

Kovac* A Gohtner
(OthTB to mi)

lot half

Ross A Foss
Green A Parker
B Anderson A Pony
Texas Comedy 4
Thomas A Akers

(Shreveport

Murray A Oakland
Billy Arlington Co

'

Edmund* Co

a Canneld
(One to nil)
td half

BOR^
—GKKTKl'DR
EARLE and RIAL REVUE

(7-»)

Thos J Ryan G*
Mary Haynee
Ted Lorraine Co

Mang A Snyder

B A

B

Mignon
1st half

8a. >

Gordon's
Florence Hobaon

John

A L Co

Dress Rehearsal
O'Nell A Plunkett
Doree's Operalogue

aimers Dogs

(Two

Elisabeth Brice
split)

Will

hair

2.1

McLaughlin A E
Ruth Roye
Bill A BionJv

2d half

Block.

f.ll)

Columbia

to nil)

Bros
I'urman A

to

FAR ROCK AWAY

A R

Lew Seymour Co
(Two

(10-1.*.)

H

fill)

Plctro

AND

Miller Girl*
Eddie Miller

Lynn
•Squires

to

DuBoia

Joe Darcey

Eadlo a Rarasdeei
Sternard's M.ig*^

BRTRTON. MASS. B Raymond

2d half <3-s)

Paul Nolan Co

(One

Great Rastelll
Helen Stover

Howard

Sc

fill)

WHITE PLAI NS

Teddy Clair Co

I

BROCKMAN

Klaias

Temple

Reynolds A White
Freed Harrison Co
(Two to nu>

Babcock A Dolly
One Fearful Night

A

(Others to

Paul Brady
Aileen

td half
Lucille

Williams a Taylor Sketly a He.t
Buckrldge St Casey WHlie Sohr
Royal Gascoines
Gordon's Olympla
(Washington St.)
td half
Cheeter a Do Vera Gertrude Barnes
Master Gabriel Co Paul Hill Co
Besser A Irwin
(Three to fill)

a Hawley

Margaret Ford
a Fink

Innij Bfoa

fill)

N. Y.

Fields

half

John Gelger
Innis Broe

The Buttons

Rspe

2d half

Holmes A LeVere
Martha Pryor
(Two to rill)

to

Maan

2d

Olympla
(Scollay

(Others to fill)
Id half

Diamond Co
Burke A Durkia
King Bros

Stiles

Johnny Clark Co
Ross a Ludovlc
Davo Ferguson Co

Olympic

81st ers

M

105th St.

Lyric

AVBIBN,

(Two

BROCKK AN t HOWARD

DETROIT

(Birmingham

I

Bob Albright
(Two to nil)

Street

ATLANTA

1st half (7-9)

Ceo McFarlane C#

Ryan. Weber
Al Striker

Main

Peters A LeBuff
Mildred Parker
Zuhn A Dreiss
Adelaide Bell Co
2d half

Henry A Adelaide

•Sunbonnct*
Ross Wyse Co
Leigh A Jones
(Others to All)
Mom' Coliseum
Chic Sale

P'K. N.J.

It)

A B

Burke Barton
Wells a Burt
Will Morris

Melroy
Lee A

Vernon

Van a Tyson
Watts

Proctor's

to All)

Be4l

a Capman
Rempel Co Archer a Bel ford
St Waltero
Morgan a Binder
Dancers

WATERT'N,
*

fill)

Chong A Moey

Allen

a

Miller

HetM«*i.'. S9ff3

Boyle

SCHENECTADY

N. J.
Majestic
2d half (1-6)
Nearly Married

fill)

a

Pinto

(Oae to

Wm

BOSTON
Valentino

Sisters

Walters

1933

1,

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT

Rita Gould
McKay a Ardlne

Stranded

Marconi

PATKRSON,

Brockman

Radjub

I'rincexsj

Pressler

Zeno. Moll A Carl
Cupid's Close-ups

H

Asm

A

Watch 'em Grow

Jack Norworth
•

Morgan

SYRACUSE

Libonati

till

split)

Palace

(Others to nil)
2d half (10-13)
Seed A Austin
Venita Gould
•I Courtney A Boys
(Others to nil)
Proctor's 2Sd St.
2d half (3-6)
Indoor Sports

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

The Seebaoks
Dayton a Palmer
Bert Levy

R. F. Kelth'e

CLEVELAND

2d hair

to

(Two

B. F. Keith's

Lions Quartet
(Others to fill)

Aileen
Kelly

(Others

Girls

let half

Russell

For Pity Sake

Du For Boys
Rialto A Li Mont
Jim McWilliams

Emerald Revue

Alan

Harriet

Maxfield A Golson
Joe Laurie

N

LOWELL

B. F. Keith 'a
N.Y.

Brown

(Richmond

Davia A Bradner
J R Gordon Co
Leo Beers

CINCINNATI

Kialto

Bijon

F'ss'm'ns

NORFOLK

A Belle
to nil)
2d half
to

Browne

Margie Coates
Southland Enter

•Frank Bush
Ideal

A

Shriner
T

Carlton

(Two

SAVANNAH

Hyams A Evans

National

(Two

to nil)

BAH
Carleton
Mias Cupid

•Idea!

Tom

Lowe A Stella
Raymond Wllbert

Tom

(Two

2d half
Raymond A Schr'm
Cliff Jordon
Creedon A Davis
Barry a A Woll«,rds Bigelow A Lee

Gus Edwards Rev
Burna A Lynn
Beaumont Sis
Leavitt A Leckw'd
Bob Willis
Foris A West
(Two to fill)
Keiths Colonial

Faber

PA.

Orphrum

the Clouds," "Spice of 1922," and other*.

A

Betty Donn
Stephen* A Lovejoy
Salle A Robies
Pantheon Singers

Diamond Co

ALLENTOWN,

Paul Brady

Murray

Ray Snow A

Adgement

Kelly

AMSTERD'M.

ALWAYS

"Mary." "The Merry Widonv," "I p

Frank Wilson

Watts A Hawiey
A Moon
Beneee A Balrd
A Mack
Du Franne (Others to fill)
a Haley
WASHINGTON
Band
May Tohe a
B. V. Kelth'e
Baader Lavcile Co
Kay Hamlin a Kay
Miller

TheMclntyres
Dixie Hamilton

a Romains

Eastman a Moors
Marcus a Burr
Billle Shaw's Rev

S-o)

Rose

1st half

LOII8VLIJ.E

CHESTER. PA.

Fan's
Cahitl

Crafts

Singer'a Midgets

Burt A Holtsworth
(One to nil)

New York (May

May

WBC'ST'R, MASS.

HAYMAN

and

JACK CONMOB8' REVUE

l4H>w'* State.

(Mobile split)

2d half
Geo L Graves Co
Maureen Englen Co
Gus Fowler Co
(One to fill)

A Lange

Gilfoyle

•Page from H'st'y

Georges

Broadway

Jack Sidney

Three Klrkillos
(One to nil)

THOMAS
reatored with

NEW ORLEANS

Howe A Howe
Four Miners
(One to fill)

LONG BRANCH

Rialto
2d half
Beege A Que pee

Flaahca

HARRY

C'ECELK

CHATTANOOGA

Proctor'*

Burke A Durkm

Belli!

Wells

ALBANY
McFarlai.d A P
Venita Gould
Hodge A Lowell

Earl

Dore's Celebrities)

Thursday,

•

r<

clift

(One to nil)
2d half
Carter A Cornish
Zeek A Randolf
Kelso Bros
DeLlsle
(One to fill)

Dave Harris Co
Ray A Billiard

7)

)

The

A

Donglae

WEEK (MAY
NEXT
VAUDIVILLI THEATRES

BILLS

U

\:

>

l

a R
Bdward* I Hasle/
•••

Elenore

n

ithei

•

I

Pes
i

to

•

i"

'

l

-

May

VARIETY

IMS

3,

ORFHEUM CIRCUIT
vr ~~—

MINNEAI'OIJS

MARGUERITE DeVON

Hennepin
(Sunday Opening)

nCLUSITB DIBSCTION OW
WCSEW A rmtPLAMDEW

A Storey
"Franklin
Farrell Taylor Trio
pe Paris Band Howard A Clark
»ck
Steppe * O'Nell
A Darnell
Ford Dancers
Francis * C
Hassans
rs B'klayem
OAKLAND, CAL.
. Carroll A 8
__

BROOKLYN

,

»

Croaa Co

pn't'n

Carrtllo

n * Hanford
md Gambia
ml Sidney*

Duu'Kan
K«dd«U
Harry Langdon Co
ft

*

Walton

Qlanvllle A S'dra
Qardell Pryer &

Cummins &

W
White

PORTLAND. ORE.
Orphruiu
Frank Mclntyre Co

PLATING LOKW CIRCUIT
Dlsca+Jaat J. H. LPBPf
Roye A Bberle
Tony A Norman

Krayona A Co
Laurie Ordway Co
Sossman A Sloane
Geo Rosener
Will Stanton Co

Sylvia Clark

Orpheum
(8uaday Opening)

Bos dim

Bobby McLean
White Kuhns
Gordon A Rlcca
3

Geae Greene
SAN FRANCISCO
Kokin
Golden Gate
Jean Adair
A B ^ (Sunday Opening)
Harvard
Margaret Pattula
Smith A Barker
Sablni
Ttmpest A Dklnson

Miff

W

FAT
Althea

DBS MOINES

White Bros

Orpheum

•Carter

(Sunday Opening)
Berff 4 English
Whitfield A Ireland

Moran
Farnum A Band
Bice A Werner
Pelly

T

KANSAS CITY

A

Tilllo

Aunt Jemima A B
Morris A Campbell
Toto

SEATTLE
A Edwards

Clayton

Hill Stre«t

Flroslde

Cottage

Reveries
Connelly

Dance Creations

MILWAUKEE
Palate
(Sunday Opening)

Valentines

Harry Holman Co
•Jimmy Morg'n Co
Frank Tinney
ST. PAUL.

BAB
The Wager.

Stranded

Newhoff A Phelps
Walter Manihey Co
2d half
Iahlkawa Japs
Nswhoir A Phelps
Tuck A Clare
Blllle Gerber Rev
(One to All)

A

elyn

Vale

Co

Phillips

A Clara
•»ay Rash 3

Tick

A Goods

Lloyd

*

•Stanfcy

Lillian

Werth

Golden Bird
Artl«

Ncian
•M'Nally Kelly

AD

Hayden

Jd
Lsaclf
elf

half

i^Quinlan
]

Bert Lewis
Adler A Dunbar

3

Bernard A Townes
Baraban Grohs Co
Lincoln Square

Murphy A Bradley
U«rrls

A:

Holly

Let's Go
Criterion 4

•"em BiRelow

A

2d half
Stanley A Alva

a

"»xeiie
[Stevens

Chas lingers Co
f*rt

***ch

r.aguinian
half

2d

Mall

>n

3

NEWARK.

Morley Sisters
Walter Manthey Co

ATLANTA

N. J.

Stats

Roy A Arthur
Mabel Drew
Herbert Ashley Co

2d half
Baltus Duo
Craig A McMahon
Stevens A King

Hall Van A Lee
Grey A Dean
Fred Hayes Co
Bayes A Speck

-

Barlow

A DeRex
A B'lmt B

Clifton

•Dinus

NEW ORLEANS

A U

A

Co

ft Townes
Honey Boys %

Bernard

Avenue B
Nat Burns
Conroy A Howard
Jack Hnllen To

A LancaHti
Kara A Co

A Eva
Norton A Wilson

Nancy Boyer Co
Thos Potter Dunne

half

MARGO

Carey Bannon A M
Harry Abrams Co

BOSTON

(One to

PROVIDENCE
Emery
Ohala A Adrienne
Fid Gordon

Grant

Toomcr A Day
Frank Fay
Homer Girls Co
(One

to

Nick Hufford
(Three to nil)

nil)

Electric

Stuart

Kedslo

PAS
(One

J.

Co

Lyric
Louise ("arlyle

•Cs

A

S

Frank Drvo'e
(One to till)

Co

BL'MINGT'N,

ILL

AR

& Dean

M

Seal*

(On* 'o mi)

Cronln

Orplicum

Strand

R>

11'

2d half
e Kob'tS
a

»:

Geo nosener
Bheftel Revue

Rennington A Soott
Cants A Noil
Jimmy Pavo Co

O A T Harvey
Matth* wr a, A \ I
i4»n> Hark ins* co

(Others

Bllst a
'artton
<

i

<

FARGO,
»V1 -W.

It

A Co

A Baiw'n
to

1

nil)

D.

N.
.

Grand

•Rergei

a

v

>

..

A

CRITERION—Week

A O'Rouke

A

C

Gcrmiston

APOLLO.— March 26-28, Joneg
A Mack and Raine; Alec Fredson and Mile.
Olga Mishka Co
Rejan;
pictures; 29-31, Frank Powcharbot A Tortoni
ell; Cornalla and Eddie; pictures.
Walter Wccms
of Araby
Glenn Chester Co

BELL1NGHAM

'

KruQCrsdorp

VAUfiETTE— March

Pantages

Ths McBanns
Cnolly A Francis
Telephone
Gallarinl

Tangle
Sisters

A

Warren

O'Brien

Les Gladdons

(7-9)

(Same hill plays
Begina 19-12)

EDMONTON, CAN.

II

Ml

A

Leon
Co

Purcella

nil)

Juliet

JOPLIN, MO.
Electric

RINKO—Week

McCullough
Alexander
Carl

Dummies
Nan Halperln

Bros
Travel
(Open Week)

Pasqualli

DeLyons Duo
Jim A Jack
Burke A Betty
Ned Norton Co
Regal A Moore

HAN FRANCISCO

.»>

Dika

Pantages
Sensa tlonal Togo
Five Chaplns
.a Tine A Emery
Marriage-Divorce
Flnlay A Hill
Willie Brothers
I

l.ubjn

POTTER and GAMBLE

2d half

Autumn Three
Leo Haley

Direction:

A Rlrirds
Mack A Velmar*
Rowles A Oilman
Four

Roses
2d

Mack A
i-

M'OHANK

Yuliuar
Bai.<

r

Miller Co

(One

to

Hack

St

i

LKV'WTH,

KAN.

Conn
(|«o

EVOltttiotil

SEATTLK

Salle

A M

Mayo

Itiinm

Pnntogsg
I

>

i

i<>n

3

CAL.

Pantages
Squill) Bros
Chick Buprems

Cape Town.

and also the picTho members contend the
shown tends to demoralize
th,e
young generation.

•

»vi^

Joe

T.n.v.

".

Women's South Africnn party has a

Jack.ton

tough Job to change the taste of the
young generation in South Africa.
The youngsters clamor for sensational stuff, and educational, or films
of such class, finds them cold. The
old adage, "Marriages are made in
heaven," must have an addition to
suit the agitators, that. "DlvefeM are

LOS ANGKLKS
Pantages
Krheppn Circus
Mope Vernon
«•'
N
y A Rogers
Cave Man Lovs
i

l>.i\is

Han

A McCoy

Hid

Holt

a

tures.

class of pictures

Furthermore, that* certain class of
pictures are responsible for many
divorces.
Opinion here is that the

A Roma
& Sm ton

Ttos^
i

Ail

<<•

K lass A Brilliant
Francis Renault

Walter Baker Co
Co

Billy Miller
llatk
Iwfce

OAKLAND.

n.,i,

Mar(ineti«>

Orpheum
Ma<k A

Vantages

»

U

All)

road,

local

tone of the bios

Early A Lalght
Harry Seym'r Co
Krans A White
Oaatlsr'l Toy Shop

ha.f

Billy
I'kko

Lowry

branch of the Women's
South African party is intent on
securing legislation to improve the

2

•D'Lorto

The Cape Town branch of the African Theatres, Ltd., under manageof M. M. Smollan, intend to
give a chance to budding talent
throughout the district.' March 31
will be the tryout night on the Pier,
and promisee of engagements in the
African Theatres, Ltd., halls are
held out to those who prove winners.

ment

A

Globe

Moro A Reckless

Ada Reeve, the English comedienne, arrived at Durban, Natal, from
Australia
under engagement to
Leonard Rayne for a South African
tour. She was, confined »o h<>r hotel
suffering from a nervous breakdown.
Inquiries made before mail leaving
states she is recovering.

Sir

KEITH CIRCUIT
THOS. 9. FITZPATRICK

B. F.

KAN8'S CITY, MO.

Norval

An outbreak of fire In the ear'y
hours of the morning of March 2H
partly destroyed the City Bioscope,

A Layman
A Lewis

•Dunn

19,

tures.

Hoii Trio

Clay Crouch
Callahan A Bilss
Three Falcons
Travel
Laurie DeV'lne
Frankio A Johnnie

March

and DaJey; Jones and Rain*-; pictures. Week 26, Daisy Griff; I^enh
PORTLAND, ORE. Victoria; Kemble and Morton; pic-

Mitsie

A R'm

Maritzburo

Honeymoon Ship

A Byron

Burt Earl A Co
Mariettes Man'k'ns
Beck A Stona

19,

pictures.

Phil La To sea
Sid Gold A Bro

Allen A Taxle
Pr'nc'tn A Vernon

Pantagea

March

Leah Victoria; pictures. Week
March 26, Jack Barty; Broufrhton
and Creedon; Dale and Barling;

Pantagea

SASKATOON

Durban

CRITERION— Week
Griff;

Pantages

WINNIPEG

LaFrancs

to

Frank

Larry Kemble and Morton; Daisy

TACOMA

La Franco Bros.

Will'ms

Sinclair

26-28.

Cornalla and Eddie; pictures. 29-31, Jones and Raine, Fredson and Rejan; pictures.
Powell;

Pantagea
Whirl of World

Nada Norratne

(One

2d,

NATAL

E

2d half
O'Mal'y A Maxfleld
Fisher A Gilmore
Seattle H'm'y K'g3

March

"Four Horsemen."

Pant ages

"WATCH THE DRUMS"

GAP

McLallen A Oarson
8 Mora A Rsokless
(Ons to nil)

Castleton

Tressle

Harmonyland
Jerome A France
Hickman
JO LIFT, ILL.

A Chaplow
Mack A Velmar

Janls

Bcnoni

Hart

Reno Sis A Allen
The Speeders
VANCOUVER, B C

JACK POWELL SEXTETTE

MaJestie
Du Ball A M'Kn'sle
•Gordon A Spain
Four Songsters
2d halt

U'alti

CHAMPAIGN, ILL

Allen

•Maud
I'in> rr

Aubrey

P <t s Keiton
hslf
Spent er A Will'ms
>l
Sinclair Co

St.

p't'n Dancers

CLEVELAND

Mo

Wilson

Simpson

Green A M>ra
LaViKiM A Mh \ Be
Frank Ford Co
Alton

Marry

Majestic
S:an]«y Doyle

TORONTO
Ptekard's

Wynn Co
& Pierce

Bro«ler' k

*

nil)

Yonge

(Others to nil)
Majestic
Roshifr A Muffs
Otto A Hammer

Robinson

Buffalo

<;ir!s

to

half

A Hart

Collins

half

Toomer A Day

Will Morrissey Co

ILL.

Pantages

2d

MAX PHILLIP
(Ono

Youth
D'wn'g

Orpheum

Johnson Bros A J
Fisher A Gilmore
Warr's Symph'sts
(Three to nil)

to nil)

Homer

M'ldy Maids

P'le's

'

Hart Wagn'r A
(One to nil)

W

2d half

pictures.

Sheiks

A Dog
O'Meara A Landls

G'D ISLAND, NEB.

Spencer

(ill)

l.llK'Olli

Broadway

7), Shea's.

V

Travel

(Open Week)
Adonis

BORDEN

FOUR
PHILLIPS
Week
Dayton
A Dupre

Clark

'
Annabelle
Kelton

R

THE ORIGINAL

C A C McNauahton
In Wrong

A

Harry Van Fosscn

Walters

2d

DAYTON

nil)

•Murphy

A

WICHITA, KAN.
Orpin
Grant A Wallace '
Four of Ce
Harry J Conley Co
hill
M'Corm'k A
(Ons to nil)

Four Yllerons
Paul Bahn Co
U S Jaxs Band
Sliver Duval A K
Page A Green
(Open Week)

Chuck Haas

Peplto

Obala A Adrienne
Fid Gordon

Royal Pekln Tr

Long Tack Sam

SPRINGFIELD

(One

Pantagea

EDDIE

Johnny Clark Co

(May
Mawagemsai;

Gjrla

to

A Powers

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
MINNEAPOLIS

2d hslf

Dave

Bender A Arm'stg
Four Tamakis

(Two

Mnjeatlc

Orpheum

half

1st

Co

Mattylee Llpard
Happy Harrison Co

LITTLE ROCK

half

2d

•Petrsms
Lewis A Bs*Jwn
Knowles A White
Harry Downing Co
Marlon Claire

S« holl

Gray.
Patsy

SOUTH AFRICA

Dolls

A

A

Bessie B'ri scale

(Continued from page 2?)
son and Macbeth; Dorval and Daley;

A Moro
2d half
•Gaffney A Walton

Mason

A

Boyle

•Carter

Sd half,
Bros
Foster A Rae
Halligan A Lee

nil)

M

City Split)
hslf

1st

Jsck George 2
Mason A Scholl

DeMoll

(One to

Pace Hack A

TULSA, OKU.
Orphenm
Sinclair

2d hslf

Sallee

half

1st

Linn A Thompson
Bddis Ross
Wheeler Trio
(One to nil)

(Okla.

S'a.iton
Schictl's Manikins

Walter Baker Co
Billy Miller Co

Orphenm
(Tulsa Split)

Csnova

Birds of Paradise

A Lee
Loney Haskell
Barr-Mayo A Wren
The Castllllans

O'Connor Sisters
Jaok George 2

J A J Gibson

to

F A O Walters
Brltt A Clifford
Russo Ties A R

Next

A K

Foo S

The Novelles
•Gordon A Spain

nil)

2d half
Russo Ties A

F A O

Sisters

N. Y.

Avon
DsMarco

Dancing Kennedys
Helen Staples
Marrlson A Dakin
Malia Bart Co
(Ons to nil)

V A B

Novelty

Mack A

Co

Dsnclng Kennedys
Harrison A Dakin
Lee Kids

A Lewis
TOPEKA, KAN.

Tressie

Choy Ling

FT. SMITH, ARK.

Lubln

A

.

Mel'n'tts

2d half
0'Cor«nor Sisters

Bros

GALKSBCRG.

halt

Smith

Engleweod

Frank Fay
Johnnv Clark Co
(Two to nil)

Hoffman A Jessie

IIOHOKEN, N.

.

Sisters

to

Story

Thaleros Circus

Majestic

A Grady

Sis

A
A

Adsms A Ohul

WORTH, TEX. OKLAHOMA CITY

Rubcvills
I^ura Plerpont
Rayafetts Dogs

Hart

&PR'GF*LD, MO.

Hart Wagner A
(One to nil)

Bennett

Cervo

(Others to nil)
2d half
Yost A Glady
Stuart Girls

nil)

A

to nil)

American
Flying Howards
•W Hopkins A C

Big Jim

Anrims

Dave A

t

nil)

to

(One

qriNCY, in
Orpheum

PA.

Liberty

RAD
(One

(Others to nil)

State
Praiuinos

to nil)

nil)

REND, IND.

Rubinl

Bros

Major Rhoads
Clarke
Norton

W

Bender A Arms'tg

A

Crowd

Bellclairs

Majestic
Sayton A* P'rt'nr
Margaret Hessler
Pearson N'p't A P

H

Snow Col'mbus A
to

t

Psntages

Three's a

FT.

2d halt
F'orenls

'.he

Pali

Wiley

MEMPHIS

Belles

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT

2d half

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

2i\

Sommers Duo
Fah Rnsh 3
iOue

Co

Leo Haley

Ulis

Menning Sisters
•City Bound 2
Six Stellas
(One to nil)

•Billy

Et»w Stanisloff Co

Jean tJranese

r

Clady

Renea Rob'ts
Will J Ward
Thre* Alex
t'L'wo to nu)

N. V. City: Bryant 2404

St..

DENVER

Rlalto
.'«

W. 4th

Pantagea
LaYolla
Stephens A H'l'stsr

nil)

ta

Autumn Three

nil)

•Tojetti

J

CHICAGO

Bell

to

WARREN.

WATERTN,

Duo.
King A Ackley
•Bernard A Erma

Pike

P.all

(One

Bernivici

Mark Nelson

half

Raymond
PAG
Harry Mason

Victoria

Brazilian Nuts.

Virginia

A Lyons
Fitch's Minstrels
Holliday A Wlilett

Neo Nestor Co

Lsmpinis
Stanley Dcyle

•Lady Oga Tow'ga

Cortland
Lillian Calvert
Ulis A Lee -.

Laenr

Kelly

N. Y.

I'

Colombia

assisted by

Villon
Stolen

OR LAND,

OTTAWA, CAN.

Bijou
Wilton A Lelo
Morey A Corbln

A

t

DETROIT

Scasatlonal Mead-Balancing Equilibrists

half

Yip
Monte

NOW

YORK,

2d halt
Edna Deal
Norvelle Bros

to nil)

Ferris

2d

7

2d half
Robblns Trio
Tock A Toy
•Joeslyn A Turner

J A K De Marco
(One to nil)

Crescent

Randalls

Sweets
Hughie Clark
Grazer A Lawlor

Klrksmith Sis
Boulevard
Maale Lunette
Bernard A Townes
Morley Sisters
Jack Connors Rev
(One to fill)

Barry

(10-11)

JIMMY DUNEDIN

mi)

to

(Two

Grand
Diaz Monkeys
Wycth & LaP.ue
Fox A Kelly
Carey Bannon & M
Harry Abrams Co

Rlalto

U

A
A

Dunn A Layman

Sossman A Sloane
Helcne Davis Co

A

NEW

KEITH'S PALACE,

(Two

Tarzan

CHICAGO

A McCabe

2d

Hanlon

AJehie Onrl 1
fMarr !« * H„:; y

White Black A

N A

* Brunellfl
Worth & Willing

halt

Jarrow
Greenwich Villagers

L*t's Go
JCmily Darrell

Redflcid

B. F.

Direction

State
Prevost A Goelet
Stevens A Laurel

Moscow" Singers

Delbridge

kAmarnnth Sis
Greeley Square

AT

Sisters

BIFFALO

Harry Scranton Co

Kennedy

ft

D

H Hodge Co
Moss A Frye
Boys of Long Ago

half

Palo

Kate

Yost

NEW YORK HIPPODROME

DIRECT FROM THE

Robert

Family

Heather

Jack Doran
Burt Walton

Berry
Alp Yaph'k'ra

Murphy A Clark

Marcelle Fallot Co
Amoros. A Jeanette

ON A MUN80N

2d

K

Conroy & Howard
'has Jtogcra Co
,Y«nr

Amaranth

Monroe

Vine A Temple
Joe Stanley Co

Joslo

Watmin A

Harmonyland

A Wren Bell A Van
Frank Farron
SHARON. PA.
O !•• i.nar Bail
Columbia
Tojetti A Bennett
OSHKOSH. W S.
J Mack A Girls
Grand O 11
*N1x;n A Norris
(One to nil)

ON HAND OB TO ORDER.
Oklahoma Four

Gibson

.

DARL MacBOYLE
Escluslvs Material of Every Description.

RAE
(Two

Barr-Mayo

Pantages
Ford A Truly
Krylton A DeVos
•

2d hslf

I.

Orpheum

Baraban Grohs Co

half

2d half
Abbott A White

leopards
A 8

lit

(Two

3

2d

1

to nil)

V A Hyman

Val'clta's

Carlson Sis

Grand
Tracy
Lady Alice's Ps # a

Collins

Fox

Kervllle

Calumet
•Marshall

Memories

(I)

S

(Three to nil)

•Tudor A St anion
•Wallace A CI j dor

half

Wyeth A LaRue

Jas Stanley Co
Jennings A Dorney

A Bradford

CHICAGO

Auditorium

Victor!*
Dolls
RAD
(One

The Lumsrs
Untah Masterman
Ruth Budd

KANSAS CITT

(10-12)

Foch Four
Cheyenne Days

(Three

Dreon Sisters

T Hayden

(Three to nil)
2d half
•Brown A Sim'ns
(Others to mil
SO.

NORFOLK, NEB.

ROCHESTER

Doss

Billy

Joe Delvin

FALISABES P'K
McCormick Sis A I

Arco Broa
Jf»tt A Chrystle
Miller

Harrison Moss

Piatov A Natalia
*
2d half
Dias Monkeys

Orpheum
Elcko A Keyo
Herman Berrens

JA

MONTREAL

J B Bernard Co
Bert Hanlon
Ford A Price
National
Ford A Price

•Oensales White Co
Victoria

Kaeon A Cole Rev

Mankin
M'Intyre A H'lc'mb
Bob Ferns Co
Indian Reveries

MARGARITA MARGO, ARDATH DE
SALE8 and HELENS BETH
Direction EAGLE * GOLDSMITH

Playing B. F. Keith Clrenlt

*A T

(Others to nil)
Star
•Robblns Trio

MILWAUKEE
~
Miller

fill)

HENRI

SHEAN and PHILLIPS
Fsstursd with

I.oney Haskell
Clark A O'Neill
J Mack A Girls

half

OGDEN, UTAH
Pantagea

Palace

Hayes A Lloyd

Ma /it Lunette
Herman Berrens
Slmms A Wynne

A Wining

2d

Wolf A Ward

Natalia

2d half
Frank Shields
Stevens A Brunclle

2d

Morton

Lloyd

(Tfiree to All)

Smith
Gerber Rev

Lehr A Kenncdv
N A Brazilian Nuts

2d half
ii
Wllhat Trio

A
A

Hayes

Fernando Page
Morrissey A Young
Guardsmlth Bros

(Ons to fill)
2d half

Chandon Trio
•Healy A Garnella
Oirton Girls
Stanley Chapman
Leona Hall Revue
Farnell A Florence
Australian Ax men

•M FITZGERALD BLDG.. NEW YO
Phonos BRYANT 7»7a—4ttt

Pantages

Cinderella

A C

R'uh'ds'n Bros

OMAHA. NEB.

Pantages
A Lindstrom
Rogers Roy A R
Llttls

10 12)
Yr'.o

A Barry

Maudo Loons Co
Vnrdon A Perry
Hannaford Family

SALT LAKH

LaDora A Be.ckm'n

Alexandria

Chapman A Ring

Louise Carter Co

Alva

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

1th St.

Nat Burns
Laurie jOrdway Cc

A

Blllle

MINNEAPOLIS

Chapman A Ring

BIRMINGHAM

Van A Vernon

American
ink Shields
Delbrldge A O

Aatrim

Vale

Maxlne A Bobby
Chu Chin Toy Co
Vine A Temple
Grey A Byron
Hayes

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

CAL.

II,

<

Rial

ST. LOl IS; MO.
Columbia
S
Ray A Hals
Bob Murphy
M'Goods Lenz'n Co Sylvia Dayns Co
•Jim Ashley
(One to mi)

Hlckey A Hart Rev

Hippodrome

•Jennings A Dorney
Drlancey St.

Moscow Singers

2d half
Wilton A Lelo
Morey A Corbln

LONG

White

It

plays

bill

Pueblo
Santiago

A Bose
Royal Venetian

A Bingham

Stuts

Stars Record
Ford A Goodrich
Lewis A Rogers
Russ LeVan A P
(One to fill)

Dream

Dolly's

Co
Bernard A Townes
7 Honey Boys

(7-JO

Morln Sistsrs

Coulter

Hardy Bros

Pantages

(Sams

Pantagea
Shilks Favorito

Rsymond Bond Co

Bermuda Bound

COLO. SPRINGS

Francta

Five Jansleys

Electric
Trendell Trio
•Carter A Powers
Natalie Ha'ris'n Co
2d half
Austin A Delaney
•D'Loro A Bic'h'ds
Four Songsters

SO.

BALTIMORE

Qua Edwards Revue

Family

O'Nell

nil)

Terrace S

Billy

The Featured Juvenile Dancer and
Clever Mimic
Third Beaaea with

State

Majestic

A

Howard A Co

Bennett A Lee
Hlckey Hart Revue
Brady A Mahoney
Four Tamakis
ST. JOE. MO.

Frank Gould
Dan McCarthy Co

Palace

Dotson

CHESTER FREDERICKS

Xsrville

MILWAUKEE
Olms
JAN
Wells A Winthrop

•Lady Oga Tow'ga
Norvelle Bros

.

4Ill)

i

2d

LOEW CIRCDIT
NEW TORK CITT Antrim A

(One to

ARTHUR StLBER

fUaio

Loew
Fern Bigelow A K Zara LCarmen 3
B A
Waltou
Dreon Sisters
O'Brien
LaMont
Overholt A Toung H'na'n A
A Burt'n Sis

Melnotte Duo
Chu Chin Toy Co

Owen McGlvney
Jee Cook
JUTma A Vanessl Stars of Yesterday
hnny Burka
W
A J Mandell
AlezMrs A J Smith Undqulst A Allen
Wheeler
Fries A Wilson
Aerial

F Da Mar A B

Marshall

Id half

(Three to

half

Geo Morton
Jack Connors Rev

-Girl

Cataract
Lester A Stewart

Billy

Raymond Plks
PAG
Hall
Harry Mason

fill)

2d

Patrlcola
Billy Glason

Whiting A Bart
Wells Va A West

,

(Three to

A

•Kirkw'd
Doss

A Co

MEMPHIS

S

Gates
Hubert Dyer Co
Fisher A Sheppard
Golden Bird
Kmily Darrell
J Flynn's Mins

N'G'A FALLS. *.t\
5

Rlalto

2d halt
Earles
•Wallace A Clyde

Four

A

•Welt'n

RACINE. WIS

Liberty
Du Ball, A M'K'zie
•Gordon A Spain
Four Songstera

Two

Sinters

Big

LINCOLN. NEB.

Harmony Land

Columbia

Midway

Buddy Walker
Phlllipses

fill)

Courtney

CHICAGO

O'Neill
2d .half
Sterling Rose 3

to

Priaeosa
2d half
•Gartella Bros
•Little

A

Clark

(Two

NEWCASTLE, IND

Edna Fisher Co
Mwrdock & Ken'dy
Stones Novelty

Jean Boydell

O'Connor A Clifford
J B Bernard Co
Adler A Dunbar

A Baldwin Edwin Georga

Branson

Sylvester Family
Clara Howard

A

L.
Astoria
Archie Onri A
Artie Nolan

(Sunday Opening)

T Roy Barnes

Loew
Alvarez Duo

Piatov

ASTORIA.

& E
& Hartman JFrank
Whitman
Hughes
Boreo
Rainbows End
Skatelles
•sell A Vernon
Wright A Dietrich
ST. LOUIS
Orpheum
Orpheum
Wylie
Fred

to nil)

LONDON, CAN.

Weston Co

2d

(Sunday Opening)
Blossom geeley Co

LOS ANGELES

half

•Quinn Bros
Celia

(One to

Orpheum

Leva Sisters

(Two

Bobbins Trio
Billy Doss

Warwick

3

Olga Cook
Armst'ng A Phelps

The Cansinos
Bath Kros
Chas Wilson

Little

Orpheum
(Sunday Opening)
Mitty

McDonald

Mayhew

Stella

A Cun'gham

Ford

Charlie Irwin

Main Street
C Fields Co

W

I>ucas

2d

Marshall
half

2<I

.

Sd half
Maxine A Bobby
Bayes A Smith
Miller A Bradford
Lloyd A Goods
(One to fill)
Palace

ajKa their woaiderfol musical last

DENVER

Sis

half

Hubert Dyer A Co
O'Connor A Clifford
Stranded
Marston A Manley
J Flynn'a Mins
Fulton
Harry Scranton Co
Ulllan Morton
White Black A U
Marston A Manley
.Hiyal Entertainers

THE BRAMINOS
Chaodon S

Klrksmith

A

Welton

Duo

Collins

Jan Rubin!

Pantages
F'xw'rth

Alda Earl A Lewis
Tonsy A George

»4»n aVwnp tPatnnsn Mldgr.) W. T.

Id half
A Bolt

•Marsh

Alexander Girls
•O A I Wheeler
(One to nil)
.Brook a A Barry
~Kirkwoud A O'Neil
2d half
Louiae Arnold
BUFFALO
•Freem'n Bent'n Co
Orvllle Btamm Co
Lafayette

Cella Weston Co
Geo Morton

2d

Brandt

Evans

Gary

Garttlla Bros
Llttls Big Girl

SAN DIEGO, CAL. O A B Parka

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

GARY, IND.

Grand

A Morrison
A Pearl

Frost

Metropolitan
Mclnotte Duo
Overholt A Toung
5

Ernest Illatt

(Sunday Openlnf)
Valentino

E

Orpheum
Tar mark

fitate-Lake

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
M TON. 1ND.

HI

ON TO! K

Dooley

33
Oaaelal Dentist to tho N. V. A.

K

made

in

the bloi copen

•

84
T

m

.»

1

.!

VARIETY

»c

-j i

-^

May

Thursday,

1923

3,

•

FOREMOST CREATOR OF FASHIONS FOR THE FOOTLIGHTS
NOW AT
AND NEW QUARTERS
ENLARGED
GREAfLY

I

CHICAGO
18 W. LAKE STREET,
Lake
(Opposite State

Bldf.)

will maintain a theatrical establishment catering to those wl>o desire exclusive gowns, costumes, hats, novelties and merchandise^
Individuals and productions given personal attention.

$1,000.00 FOR A DUPLICATE COSTUME OR SET OF COSTUMES CREATED AND MADE IN THIS ESTABLISHMENT WITHOUT PERMISSION OF ORIGINAL PURCHASER. WE HAVE MAINTAINED THIS STANDARD FOR FIVE YEARS.

LESTER OFFERS

i

*

.
All

matter

CORRESPONDENCE

CHICAGO

rafare to current

otherwise

State- Lake

indicated.

Thaatra Bldg.

J

At this writing It don't look like
was ever going to be possible to
the demand foe jazz bands!
They follow one after another at the
Palace and oftentimes play the
same selections, but each band that
comes in seems -to be liked as well
or better thai Its predecessors, and
every time a number is heard it
gains new admirers. Paul White-

it

.satisfy

forts to entertain soldiers now in
hospitals in such a way that there
can be no refusal to accept this
It is
patriotic bit as he mean* it.
fully 100 per cent, showmanship.
The Yip Yip Yaphankers call their
offering "A Day in Camp" and while
it suggests war in a general way

such thoughts center on the world
war in spite of anything that might
be done to prevent it.

man's Cafe de Paris Orchestra (New
The bill runs: Berg And .English.
Acts) opened Sunday for a stay of
three weeks, and after playing nine Donegan and Steger. Chief CaupoliCressy and Dayne, Tempest
can.
hungry.
audience
the
numbers left
Up to this time there has been a and Sunshine, Leo Carrillo, Cafe de
*

using jazz
to avoid
disposition
bands to close the bill, but as they
seem to be sure-fire at holding audiences In and appear to be the magnet that draws many of the people,
It would seem to be wisdom to pla:e
them to close the shows.
Dolly Kay was programed for
next to closing on the nine-act bill,
with the orchestra seventh, but
but when It came to playing Miss

Paris

Orchestra,

Dolly

Kay and

Yip Yip Yaphankers. It looks better on paper than it actually performs. Dolly Kay and the Cafe de
Paris orchestra receive the greatest
applause, Leo Carillo scores a solid
Tempest and Dickinson
hit and
obtained prolonged applause, Sunday afternoon, though it waa not

and following 1 e band there present vehicle is along the same
was a moment or two wait, but not lines of other Playlets they have
enough to be serious. It is a fine presented and they are in their
act and held the. audience, but it usual form. They deserve a certain
would be of still greater value to a consideration -for their past performances and it must be confessed
bill in another position.
The preponderance of men over that they have been consistent enwomen is due to the presence on tertainers in their line for years,
the program of two ten -men acts never wavering from* the straight
in the band and the Yaphankers. and narrow path to get a laugh
There are 29 men on the bill and six from something suggestive. In this
sketch the strictest possible mogirls. It would seem that the often
bill

echoed dearth of chorus girls is to
be met by the use of men musicians
In bands and that the wailing of
clarinets and saxophones and the
muted tooting of cornets and trombones are destined to take the place
of kicking feet and pretty faces in
the affection of vaudeville fans.
The bill had three punch references
to the war in It.
Cressy and Dayne appear In
"Without a Will-There^ a Way," in
which the sacrifices made l>y those
who remained at home is emphasized.

Leo Carrillo recites a poem by
Herbert Kaufman which is intended
to keep people from forgetting the
ex-servicemen and which he introduces with the declaration that it
must not be taken as cheap patriotCarillo refers to his

own

ef-

rality

is

Old

FUR COAT
—

JOHNNY COAT
Our Experience, Our Reasonable
charges and for Economy** Sake
It Will Pay Tou to Investigate—

Blumenfield's Fur Shop
204 State-Lake Bldg.

CHICAGO
DEARBORN

Miley,
last

Australian

show

at the

exhibition of axe throwing and wood
chopping that is interesting as welt
The Stuart
as being a novelty.
(J iris followed with songs, mostly of
the harmony order, and scored quite
The act is much better
a, success.

present form than when seen
Lincoln Hippodrome last fall
with a third party a pianist.
Raymond Bond and Co. offered a
sketch, in which the work of the
young woman stands out especially.
Ward and
It is fine entertainment.
Dooley do a routine similar to that
identified with the Dooley name, and
their versatility, combined with the
in its

at the

—

125S

WORK CALLED FOR

Our References
Anyone la 8how Buslnesa

trombone,
and the other two play cornet. "Jn

Wrong" was not

t

-en.
•

TO THE PROFESSION

No. 550, introduced into
Legislature by Representative Gallan. which lies in the
Committee on Licenses and Miscellany, reads:
"Be it enacted by the people of
the state of Illinois, represented in
Bill
Illinois

the General Assembly:
That any
person, firm, corporation, association, or any officer, director or em-

BALTIMORE
B08TON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
DETROIT
Kansas city

issue «f

this

effective

of
times at the finish.
Dickinson is the smart
comedian, and is resisted by Florence Tempest, with Gcorse Harriss

Boyle Woolfolk

as Lew Lawson, agent.,
a judgment for $75 at

thorities,

Boonville, Mo.

Variety are

bers of his
Chicago.

at

34
42

ST.

LOUIS

42

42

8YRACUSE
WASHINGTON

44

the

41

$340,000.

38

comedy, pJoye thereof, who or which shall

sway for a brief period. Bob
Murphy and girl partner duplicated

sy held

the success registered at other Chi-

the company

left

Emma

The rental which
pays for the Imperial
July 1.
theatre

formance.

He

Some memcompany have reached

stranded near Omaha.

37

have

{

I.

Frank Rae. who took out a touring vaudeville show several weeks
ago, is being sought by local au-

40

or offer to

arranging an
Daven-

is

May

ROCHESTER

shall

he hasn't seen for

all-girl show for the Capitol.
13.
port, la., for week of

SAN DIEGO ..;.....
8AN FRANCISCO

The Dan Fitch Minstrels open
with the usual half cirole of entertainers and changed to a plantation
scene, where old-fashioned minstrel-

tricks.

whom

with him.

38

sell

Is

Rolle has Just come over
from Sweden. He was once an aJbrobat and his folks were In an act

41

40

whose address

Rolle,

his folks,
30 years.

nually,

Donegan

routine of

Oswald

Seminary avenue, Chicago,
would like to hear from Harry Nilson, Charles Nilson or Adele Nilson,
23(18

44

success. The introduction of their youngster in the
encore is additional Joy. Fred Lewis
was never in better form, and everything he did was enthusiastically
received.
He registered the applause hit of the bill at this per-

and Steger are clever dancers with
a cleverly arrangful act, though they
did an encore Sunday afternoon
which was a knock to the general
good Impression registered. Chief
Caupollcon offers one of the best
singing acts* that has ever»been in
vaudeville. He has a splendid voice,
fine diction and an artistic way of
(Miss) Jeanne Renard at
singing.
the piano contributes towards his
success and docs not go unrewarded,
for he directs the spotlight to her a

O. Martin, the latter representative
of the Pathe Film Co.

PITTSBURGH

37

montreal

in

or dispose of, or
her or its posses-

$700

and the

lease

The present
is
a,

to the

Pi

is $12,000
tak' s efft

lease of the

Columbia Wheel

month.

The house

Is

M

making a success of pictures at
cents under the Paley management
Arthur Freudland has purchased
Harper Theatre and budding

Max Goldberg, consideration
H. O. Stone, real estate
people, handled thedeal. The Hat'
per Is booked in conjunction with
the Thielen Circuit.
from

sell

in his,

sion with intent to sell or dispose bf,
any ticket or tickets of admission
to, or any ticket or tickets entitling
the holder to the use of any reserved
seat or seats in or on any theatre,
athletic field, stadium or other public place of amusement or entertainment within the state of Illinois, at
or for a price in excess of the sale
price established for such ticket or
tickets as printed on the face thereof, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and shall on conviction thereqf be
punished, by a fine of not less than
fifty dollars ($50.00) and not exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000), or
by Imprisonment in the county Jail
for a term not exceeding six (6)

Norman Friedenwald has
all -colored

show which

out an

he

calls

"Plantation Days."
.

The burlesque season at the Columbia Theatre came to close lost
week when Harry Strous' "Talk of
the

now

Town"

appeared. Al H. Woods
takes over -the house and wttt

remodel

It.

Moss' Columbia, Far Rockaway*
beginning May 7 will play pop

cago houses this season.
Hamvaudeville and pictures the last half
mond's White Way Band, in for
and pictures the first half of the
Sundav only played "Love Sends a
week.
Little Gift of Roses," in which a girl
singer was featured, and "Pack Up
Your Sins," "Farewell Blues" and months, or by both such fine and
"Runnln* Wild," in which a dancer imprisonment in the discretion of
had an important inning.
the court."

The Rialto has some exceptionally
good acts this week. From a stand-

meritorious numbers the
Business was not quite capacity bill is one of the best seen at that
theatre in some time. There is no
feature that overshadows former
headline attractions or nothing that
stands out particularly, but nearly
Says:
every act is first class. Jean Grants e, who is headlined, was on third
Artiste who neve 1on» •nrtftsi
CHICAGO wUl enjoj
at the Palace week of Oct. 29. Fox
tall by atarla* •»
and AUyn, a new act around here, is
"CHICAGO'SPalace speed. Victoria and Dupree
have probably played the big time.
Brown. Gardner and Barrett have
4526 Sheridan Road
done ao, though not with exactly
IN CHICAGO'S EXCLUSIVE SBCTIOrf this combination. Hill and Quinnell
RVERY BOOM With • PBlTATsl BATH are caliber for first-class houses.
at the piano.

point

of

John J. Garrlty, western manager
for the Shuberts, left this week for
Ark., where he will
spend a couple of weeks.

Hot Springs,

S.

L.

and Fred Lowenthal and

VICTOR HYDE

HUNTINGTON HOTEL

ONI BLOCK FROM LAKI
TWKNTT MINI TM U All THEATRES

There

la

a

certain

sameness

Rd

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO
Phane Saeley SStl

to the

Auk:— FRED ALLEN

bill

M

STAGE SHOES

RAINBO LAND"

PIATOV And NATALIE
PHOTOGRAPHED THIS SEASOM **

M

EVERYTHING

LOO A

Immediate Delivery.

Btngla Pair Of
Production Order*

sknd ron catalog.

AISTONS,
"

?1* rfh * *'<*«•

No *t*t*

DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM

"IN

.

House

the

The eitiea under Correspondence
aa followa. and on pages:

when the old
smoke and observes. man's quiet but
makes them a big

"EU," the Jeweler

MILLION

girl

CORRESPONDENCE

as witnessed which may have
Baa "too- at Dear.
BxesBssB Cafe. been avoided at other shows when
the acts ran differently.
Fox and
ATTBACTI VI BATES
W1BI BOB ABABJaTATIOWa Allyn, being on ahead qf Charles and
CecM McNaughton with exactly the
same kind of a frameup. worked to
cct bates.
the disadvantage of the latter act.
TirirtTTc
Special Discount to Performers
Baasht aad Said These people were too late irk the
• IV. IILIVlI J
IN CHICAGO
bill witneased to have a fair chance
DAVID LYONS
Licensed R. It. Ticket Broker.
Lovett and Dale handle ordinary
State -Lake Theatre Bldg.,
material better than would be exTelephone Harrison 8t7R
Ground Floor
CHICAGO pected, but provide the weakest
311 S. CLARK ST.
number on the bill. The lady's fortune telling song Is a good idea.
Hill and Quinnell combine comedy,
unicycle stunts and acrobatic
Clark Street, at Lawrence Avenue. CHICAGO
feats to excellent advantage.
It In
MR. FRED MANN Presents
the comedy of the act, though, and
EDWARD BECK'S ENTIRELY NEW GORGEOUS PRODUCTION
the attractiveness of the rcirl that
makes the offering stand out. Jean
C!rane«e is assisted by her brother
Company of forty people with the most wonderful chorus ever seen on a floor and and another fellow, and the fun
ORCHPSTRA
RAINBO
FRANK WESTPHAL and His
comes largely from the fact that the
• two men come out of th* aurtieno*
fc.VMOLS DINNERS AND A LA CAKTK SERVICI

WHEN

One

tetter.
stands out with ner slide
little

The following managers, aotc
and producers have received .discharges in bankruptcy from Judge
Charles Carpenter: Ralph Dunbar,
Ralph Dunbar Attractions, William
A. Grew. John Biltgen and Hording

obtained

"Of course you ladies do not smoke."
Berg and English are announced
by slides on the screen as having
doubled for Harold Lloyd and Snub
Pollard in the movies when acrobatics were necessary. They make
up to resemble these comedians and
do some dangerous falls in a rather
novel

was Just a

Mortgage Building, at 127 North
Dearborn, this week. The new location is not far from the former

Homer

There's
Bring Them Hera
Always Enough Left for a

Phosie

and

evidenced

fellow starts to

couple

DON'T
Thow Away Your

McLiran

Majestic Sunday night and gave an

Leo

Carrillo's delightful
modesty made a fine contrast to
conceit. Cressy
Dickinson's
Homer
band
Kay was seventh and the
eighth, and she appeared for one and Dayne did not go as big as forsong with the band, which put it merly in Chicago. They have been
over nicely, if any boos: was needed. away for some time, which may
Yip Yip Yaphankers closed the,, account in a measure for it. Their

vociferous.

Sunday afternoon. It in the first
time that there have been vacant
scats at an opening performance in
some time.
Loop.
axemen, opened the

that the Rialto .audience would
not appreciate a better number. Victoria and Dupree introduce tumbling
and acrobatic feats as a dancing act
and gain high favor before the real
nature of the offering is disclosed.
The girl is particularly clever. BilJy
Doss is a blackface comeul&n with
a peculiar twang to his voic3. He
is making quite as big a hit as when
His
at the Majestic Feb. 18 week.
material is well selected and his
manner of delivery effectives The
Three Hamel Misses play brass instruments particularly well, and it
might be wishel that their singing
fejt

OFFICE

wa«k unlot

ism.

The brother cheated a little in his Harry P. Munns, attorneys
singing from when at the Palace, counselors, will remove Jheir offices
but it may have been because it was to suite 722-780.' "American Bond 4k

VARIETY'S

(n

• !•!(

at..

UUt*l>«

»

CMtCAOO

Inc.

<Ta4Ii»tW

Chlragi

VILLANIBROS.

VALENTINO !NN
The Loop's

Coziest Cafe, 22 East A^darm Street

aif
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"HOgUPS THAT ARE PIPS—
AfflyNO^MCHUEXONSCIENci: THAN A SNAKE HAS HIPS!"
CLEOPATRA HERSELF NEVER HAD ANYTHING ON THIS "HIGH-BROWN"
-
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By JACK YELLEN and MILTON

Lyric by
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.
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Music by
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MILTON AGER
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LIVELY JINGLE, WITH A RARE COMBINATION OF SNAP

AND SENTIMENT

«

"V V.*i
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By JACK YELLEN and MILTON
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Song Than
"LOVIN' SAM"
K —

AT THE HEIGHT OF ITS POPULARITY
SONG THAT EVERYBODY LOVES

Ik} 3 HTETH
,f

I

I

WHERE THE RAMBLER ROSES RAMBLE 'ROUND MY OLD

I

I
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A Greater
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HARMONY SINGERS: THIS SONG'S

A

GEM FOR

YOL'

THE NEW WALTZ SENSATION

COM LET US DANCE
THE WALTZ OF LOVE
Wonderful for Dancing and Pantomime Acta

Irremtible— Fascinating—Haunting

•

By

A

H BILLY CHANDLER,

Prof. Mgr,

BROADWAYManager

OTTO HILLE, Band

H

now

is

COHAN'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE BLDG.

DROP

IN

NEW YORK

HERMAN SCHENCK

and Orchestra

JACK YELLEN

and

HAL DYSON

l

a

1591

TOM ARMSTRONG

in

CITY
is

with us, too!

CHICAGO!

MILT STEVENS,

Western Mgr.

AND LET HIM HELP YOU "GET SET"
.
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Home

Julian Eltinge's Palatial Los Angeles

"VILLA CAPISTRANO"

i
;

Where Mr.

summer with

Eltinge will spend the

his father

and mother.
.

BROADWAY STORY
(Continued from page 13)
beside the boards and the demand
fairly brisk.

In the advance agencies the shows
held under buys are "Caroline,"
(Ambassador); "Kiki." (Belasco);

"Seventh Heaven," (Booth); "Wild(Casino); "Merton of the
Movies," (Cort); "Rain." (Elliott);
"Zander The Great," (Empire); "If
Winter Comes," (Gaiety); "Jack
and Jill* (Globe); "So This Is London," (Hudson); "Clinging Vine."
"Little
Nellie
(Knickerbocker);
flower,"

and Mary," (Century); "The Exile,"
(Cohan); "The Adding Machine,"
(Comedy);
"Go Go."
(Daly's);
"Morphia." (Eltinge); "The Inspector," General," (48th St.);

"Barnum

Was Right." (Frazee); "Secrets,"
(Fulton);
"If
Winter Comes,"
(Gaiety): "Icebound," (Harris); "A
Night of Love." (Jolson); 'The
Warning." (Klaw);
"The
Lady," (Longacre)
Joe." (Lyric) ."Pride," (Morosco); "Cat and the Canary," (NaLast

Laughing
"Papa

;

tional);
"Up She Goes." (Playhouse);
"The Old Soak." (Plymouth); "The Lo\<? Habit." (PrinKelly," (Liberty) "Polly Preferred,"
cess); "The Enchanted Cottage,"
(Little);
"The Comedian." (Ly(Ritz);
"The Wasp." tSelwym;
ceum); "Music Box Revue," (Music
"Peer Gym." (Shubcrt); "Miry The
Box); ^Follies." (Amsterdam); Third."
(30th St.); "Elsie." (V'a:i"Mary the Third," (39th St.); "The
derbilt); and "The Dancing G»i.
Fool," (Times Square); "Dancing
(Winter Garden).
Girl," (Winter Garden).
Of these the only ones not also

available

in

cut rates

are

GRAND GUIGNOL

"Kiki,"'

"Seventh Heaven," Merton." "Lon-

(Continued from pttge 31)

don," "Rain," "Nellie Kelly," "Poll*
country housewife she is transmuted
Preferred,"
"Music
Box Revue," to a Coquettish
creatine considering
"Follies and "Fool."
every man a prey. She speaks the
The complete cut rate list offers latest slang, winks the other eye
"Caroline,"
(Ambassador);
"ilou and dresses eccentrically
in
the
Come," (Apollo); "Lady Butterfly,' height of fashion. Her family con(Astor); "l'ou and I." (Belmont); sents to forget tlu« past, while her
feeble husband forgives, and as the
"CTptown. West," (Bijou); "Whispup-to-date Heloise only consents to
ering Wires," (Broadhurst); "My resume
marital relations^ on condiAunt From Ypsilanti." (Carroll); tion of being paid a special private
"Wildfiower," (Casino); "The Ging- allowance for that purpose, we see
ham GUI," (Central); "Sally, Irene the dottni puppy raising the wind
among hifl intimate friends for the

Guerrim & Co
'»» lmiim ••
Latest

4CC0RDIUN
fACTORV
the Unite* State*
onl»
(•tor*
ifui m»kr* ani art
•f Rant* — wad* *•»
•i»

The

Wnri

%n~m

c«4uai»tr

JUMMt
*a»

Fra»rt«(w

?*'

the death

after

number

of

A

O'Connell.

of

rebeU meet at old Stone's
does

deter
Larkin (Diener), a soldier in the
English service, from visiting also
the home of his sweetheart. Ellen
Stone (Mile Gonsalves). While he
is there the party hears that old
Stone's son has been killed with
several other rebels, and in revenge
they seize Laukin. Despite Ellen's
pleadings the English soldier is
murdered and his hands nailed to a
door. The friends of the murdered
lad hear of his death but fail to
trace the culprits. Stone, who happens to be a friend of Larkin, fears
for future and implores a witch,
O'Amar (Madame Daurand) to cast
a sj»ell so that the truth may never
be revealed, but Larkin's companions
learn
by following the soldier's
horse (though it is suspected O'Amar
has given away the secret) where
the murder took place.
They invade Stone's cottage, take
his daughter, Ellen, and crucify her
in the same manner as the rebels
treated young Larkin.
TMs story

but

cottage

this

not

.

Irish retaliation, which sounds
like a Corsican vendetta, is

an

of

more

nicely acted

The
by

a one-act comedy
(lignaux. the legitimate

Regis

is

the

of

critic

by the troupe.

item

last

theatrical

daHy

Comoedia. "L'Appel du Clown" is
a clever dialog by a wordly com-

A

edian.

pretty little girl is infatuated by a clown and visits him
in his dressing room at a music hall.
Brought face to face with the per-

former she feels her illusions vanish

and leaves the clown to resume lu>r
normal existence. Jane Ader is the
smitten
young lady, and CJobet repurpose and even borrowing money
from the maidservant to make up mind.-? of (Jrock, both excellent in
JKrmheic.

the requisite funds. A curious state their parts.
mentality for a so-called comedy.
Thfn the horror number, "Les
Crucifies"
two-act drama by C.
of

JUDGMENTS

Inc.; $453.20.

STUD
CREO
FOR STAGE DANCING
(The Only One of

Kind)
Under the Personal Supervision of Theo. Creo

170

WEST

/fs

Pictures

Sales

<$.

Const.

Co., Inc.; City of N. Y.; $o?.l0.
P.
v Film Co., Inc.; City <»f
N. V.: $44 79.
Giovanni Muratori; V. Massimlll-

A T

New

PHONc DRYANT

5i

Vorli City
I

Mt

J.

_ «• :*

»-•«

.

.

NEW YORK CHARTER8
Elsmere Theatre Operating Co..
Manhattan, $10,000; J. and L. Joffe,
A. Adrin.

(Attorneys, Joffe

&

Joffe.

Broadway.)
Elsmere Theatre Holding Co,
Manhattan, realty, $100,000; Ii. and
J. Joffe, J| Weinstock.
(Attorneys,
Joffe & Joffe, 141 Broadway.)
Mack Service, Manhattan, carni141

$10,000; S. Moser. A, Kestler.
(Attorney, N. Kopf, 1482 Broadway.)
H. K. Amuseemnt Co., Mount Vernon. $25,000; M. A. and H. Kolbe. D.
Hein.
^Attorney, C. J. Kennedv,
2804 Third ave.. Bronx.)
Etiquette Frlmi, Manhattan, pictures. $5,000; W. H. Hilsinger, S. and
B. A. Retner. (Attorney, J. S. Carter,
Cohocs.)
U. S. Theatre Equipment Co.,
Manhattan. $25,000; It o. Vfafter.
11. Doyd. \V. (}. Hosford.
(Attornev.
8. R. Lash, 203 West 49th st.)
Willard Amusement Corp., Brooklyn. $600,000; E< Cassin. B. Cuyler.
K. Jenson. (Attorneys. Hovell. McChesney & Clarkson, 50 Court St.,
Drookfyn.)
Gus Edwards Theatrical Productions, Manhattan, $200,000; O. and
L. A. Edwards. A. S. Sher.
(Attorney. J. A. Michel. 38 Park Row,)

Broadway Clarendon Corp., Wilmington, places of amusement. $1.200,000.
(Corporation Trust Co. of
America.)
Mary Roberts Rinehart, producing
and writing books, $300,000; Mary
Roberts Rinehart, Stanley M. Rine-

Wm. Gordon

hart.

Washington.

Buchanan, all of
(Capital Trust Co. of

Delaware.)
Picturola Corp., Wilmington, moving picture machines, $15,000,000.
(Corporation Trust Co. of America)

Texas Charters
Texas Cojlege of Music and

vals.

Houston.

The guardian of a
good complexion

T/For The Boudoir^

STEINS MAKE UP

Grirueff Corp., Manhattan, pic$100,000; J. D. Clrinieff. C.
(Attorney, R. A. Wormsor. 63 Wall st.)
Fan Films, Manhattan, pictures,
$50,000; .E. R, Parry, H. E. Fuhr
(Attorney, H. E. Johnson, Howard

Hemmiek.

^

Booklet Upon Request

s

Beach.)

Grand Canyon Productions, Man-

hattan, theatre managers. $100,000;
M. H. Brennan; O. A. Hoiden. (Attorney, r. c. Simons, 1400 Broad-

way.)
Clinton
theatres.

Productions,
$45,000;

E.

II.

A

For the stage
For the boudoir

Manhattan,

N. dnd

Act,

Houston. Capital, $15,000. Incorporators, J. Li. Matthews, R. M.
P>urleson and M. D. Wagner, all of
Inc.,

A.

iano; $L'62.RO.

Aralma Film

Co.,* Inc.;

S.

W.irm-

brodt; $423.20.

Babe Bernard;
Works; $;:7.10.

C. A.

Taylor Trunk

Lse Morrison; J. Madden; $199.41.
Kenneth Douglas; ll<»tei (.Manage,

fctablKhed

TIIK

STREET

48ih

Just Off Seventh Avenue.

Motion

DELAWARE CHARTER8

INCORPORATIONS

tures.

and A. Antoine, who were
aviators together during the war
William amrJ Margaret Seabury;
and often attached to the famous A. Behrens. $228.17.
LaFayette squadron. The plot conSid Olcort Internat. Productions,
cerns ^he Irish rebellion in 1843, Irtc; City of New York; $44.79.
Affiliated Theatres Corp'n; Galvanic Printing Plate & Matrix Co.,
i'oidloue

Bloomberg.
(Attorney, W. KaufHotisman Comedies, Inc.; Nat. man, 1482 Broadway.)
Surety Co.; $20,105.78.
Genesee Theatrical Enterprises,
Motion Picture Advertising Co.; Batavia, 1,000 shares common stock,
Singer Sewing Machine Co.; $497.34. no par value; active capital, $5,000;
Samuel Geneen end Fred Mclsaac; N. D. Dipeon, J. R. Osborne. (AtFrayer Realty Co., Inc.; $1,090.09.
torney, E. A. Washburn, Batavia)
Gypsy Land Co, Inc.; Austin
Gladsum Amusement Co., Bronx,
Nichols A Co., Inc.; $107.61.
$5,000; J. and C. Rosenthal. A. Stark.
Lewis Selznick; S. Stein et a!.; (Attorney, I* C. Kunen, 303 Broad$2,383.90.
way.)
Inc.; $105.70.

IHEMftiCAL
W STANDARD ENGRAVING CUTS
.115 Win 39

CO. Inc

ft

MEW YORK."

M

ERA

THE
OMAN

I'KKME TUOl J-HSIOX AI

OF

fcRF.YT

1837
ft

RITA IN

Advertittemtnt rit.',^ per inch; *%% per pasre. Clarified advert a* me fit*
panies, theatres*, artlata. musician* ami miscellaneous, wanted aad want",
three lines. 1» Id., each Additional line ?J
<II.spl.is
d tinea la
Annual »•«"I

;

post prepaid, u s. A., lo.ou.
Kditoriitl. Advert Uln* ami Publishing; Office*:
London. H.t.S. I'linnn Regent 4516-17.
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says

The

difference between radio
and the telephone is: With
radio you can talk to millions

without

people

of

wires,

whereas with tho telephone
you have millions of wires
without being able to talk to
anybody.

EA8Y

IT 18

ORK

good material that

hi not
material that' is
not good, but the material I
write is both new and good.
And my experience of many
years as a successful author has
enabled me to develop an "audience hunch" ae to what.will "get
over."
My laugh laboratory is
at 1493 Broadway, New York.

to get

new and new

PLAYING

-

also issue monthly a COMttho hlgtifst
priced jrinted. matter in tho
world), each issue containing
a new and (strictly original
routine
monologue,
double

I

EDY SERVICE

COMPANY

Show Business

the

in

and.miscollnneousgags. Small
in s'ize, but big In laugh dividends.
Xo. 11 now ready,

in air unusual

price $"; or the nrst li issues,
Yearly
$12; or any 4 for $5.
.vilr-criptiona «12 issues), $la.

*

The way

Comedy

»

do that

is

•

anywhere there

to play

By R03T. F. SISK
FORD'S— 'The Fir: t Year."

I

is

a

demand

and agreeable -arrangement'

BALTIMORE

Pantomime,

to

•

AUDITORIUM—Closed for rumLYCEU3I— "Brail" movie).

mer.

,

<

ACADEMJ— "Tlia

"3 o'Clock in
,

the

Morning"

Gold Digg*

:>,"

The way

week (stock).
PALACE -Let s C3g" burlesque ).
FOLLY Mutual burlesque.
NEW— \R«;>in Hood" :<\ week).
oond and

final

<

—

t

RIVOLJ— "Eou:s

vertise

ftr Sale."

CENTURY— "Don't

Your

Tool

to find out

where there may be a demand

is

to

ad

—and in Variety.

Wife."

COSMOPCL..TAN— "The

Go-Get?

tor.''

.

PARK WAV- "The VWafl

Black-

v*

.
•

smith."
•

A' few of the houses

.

,

WORK WORKED

.. »

"The
\y
'

Ma>-' e.0, 'vVoihan," t3:e only
egitimate ^.fouuctlon in town last

I.^eek, played to fair business at the
•-udltorium. retting about $5,000 on
the week. Thin production, scored
by most of the local critics, opened
to fair house Monday night, but
slumped off during the week. Much
was made of fact the curtain here
did not rise until 9.50 and the entire
show was over at 10.40, making it
one of the shortest dramas ever
played for a fuli.eyening's entertainment. It cio*ea"Satu rday and the
house also* closed for the season.
Auditorium this season did very
weM, getting good patronage on
shows not record breakers and getting quite a few $12,000 and $15,000
weeks on straight dramas.
i

i

&tt season

in his

37 weeks of

WORK

for

B. F.

KEITH'S

•

Vaudeville Exchange;

ALHAMBRA
ROYAL
COLONIAL

come from anywhere
Vaudeville, PicLegitimate, Musical Comedy, Stock or Burlesque
a

tures,

may

*

be looking for your services or name

Then

amusements

there are the outdoor

—

circuses to tent. reps

Fords, with "The First Year," this
jareek opened to one of the largest
houses of the season Monday. Balcony packed and lower floor well

!!'

of all kinds,

from

«•

*
-

filled.
Maryland also doing' a tremendous business this week with

Keith

All

bill.

"Brass," the' Warner Brothers picture, opened at the New Eyceum
Monday to capacity audience, this
being attained, however, through
medium of two-for-one tickets.
Business for week, however, looks
good, and, with $1, some money will
be raked through the gate.

COLISEUM

must have people-

Tell 'em

you are

in the

show

business-

SAN DIEGO, CAL.
By ALLEN

FORDHAM
FRANKLYN
HAMILTON
JEFFERSON

H.

WRIGHT

The Jury in the case of Captain
Louis D. Jacobs, charged with the
murder

of FrittJ

Mann, an oriental

dancer, could not agree after being
out for two days and was disstory has come from
charged.
Texas since the trial to the effect
that a sailor, arrested there for the
theft of an automobile from this
state,
confessed to the murder.
Captain Jacoos is being heid by the
authorities for .a second trial.

A

Whitson,. owner

W. W.

of

REGENT

and Tivoli

SYRACUSE
PHILADELPHI/

Tell 'em in Variety-

•

*

»

the

Rialto. Kinema, California
theatres, all motion picture houses, has been elected first
vice-president of the Motion Picture Owners of Southern California.

Flasa,

Jamie Ericksorn the lf-year-old
organist of the Supc-rba theatre. 1ms
completed the musieal score of a
comic opera, to be called "The Toy
Shop."
After long drawn out litigation

in

The International
Medium

the Mexican courts a decision has
been handed down by which the
club,
Lower California Jockey
headed by James W. Coffroth, is to

Al»o the entire

POLI

—

A demand may

AND DELMAR

retain possession of the race track
and adjoining properties, ulth freedom to proceed on plans for the
future. The racing came to a close
April 22.

New

CIRCUITS.

Unpublished

"All of the

Song Numbers
,

Direction

We

can »urrly you with the kind of sons
material you want to Improve your act
and we will gladly dcmon»trate thoee
which may prove available for u^e. We
give you an opporl unity to uee a K^ng
before it la etale. Call toOay.

Room

LEW GOLDER.

'

*

245

(W. of

216;

Romax

West 47th

Bldg.,

Street

Broadway), New

York, N.

Y

News

All. of the

Time"

!

'

•
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BURTNETT MILLER
•

%

NOW AT

•

ST.

'

FRANCIS HOTEl; SAN FRANCISCO

•

'

'
•

I

PERSONNEL

WALTER ADAMS,

BAUGHMAN, Trumpet
"SPECT THOMAS, Trombone
W. VON BINZER, Banjo

HANK

KIRKPATRICK, Drums
DICK WINFREE, Violin

EARL BURTNETT,

H.

L.

MILLER, Saxophone
EARL FIELD, Tuba

J.

constructed and dainty dance offering, in which youth, good looks and
grace are important factors. ^A.unt
Jemima and her Syncopated Bakers
headlined.
The corpulent syncopated singer of darky songs met
with sufficient fa,vor to encore, but
did not strike with the anticipated
fervor.
The band was appreciated.
Buster West, of Wells, Virginia
and West, in the No. 5 spot, took the
individual honors of the show, his

SAN FRANCISCO
VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
I'

•

:

ANT AGES TIIEATBE

Bill. DING

An overabundance of dancing
failed to provide an evenly balanced
artful comedy with his elder and
bill at the Orpheum. This condition
was somewhat relieved by its di- marvelous dancing arousing real enversity, the show being minus the thusiasm. The young woman memusual type »of opening and closing ber works hard and dances well, but
acts, with Beatrice Sardel and Ruth Is not necessary to the act's success.
Pryor, assisted by Marcell White, Ernest Hiatt kept the audience in a
assigned the closing spot and the good humor with a bright monolog

Saxophone
M ARCASIE, Saxophone

usUal laughing Success. Renee Sisters
presented
an
attractively

Piano

edy company the management tried
to keep in effect a full week of
pictures,, but finally
decided on the split policy after
two weeks.

mounted and costumed song and vaudeville and
dance offering to pleasing returns.
Hubble's Kinging Band elicited good
applause. Equilli Bros, opened with

hand balancing.

The Golden Gate

BUFFALO

was minus

bill

By SIDNEY

the services of Joe Rolley of Rolley

and Laird, who was removed

to a
local hospital prior to the first night
show Sunday, due to an attack of

hernia,
Leon Varvarra, substituting, did well in the No. 2 spot with
a cleverly arranged pianolog, run-

ning overtime.

"The Little Cottage," with Frank
Sinclair and Cliff Gordon, including
introductory next to closing. Ifis rather intricate refreshing comedy, good dance speposition. The latter turn, featuring concluding number earned consider- cialties and fair songs, went over
Baby Katherinc, an exceedingly able applause. Walton and Brant, nicely.
Wylie and Hartman secured a
clever little showman, possessing a with a routine more suitable for a
Miss Hartman's nut
true, big voice, piloted the good sing- later position, injected big laughs laughing hit.
style made a big hit and Wylie
No. 2.
ing and dancing family into'a hit.
Olga Cook, with a charming per- scored with his double-voice singing.
fardel and Pryor, following all of
Fred Hughes secured applause
the dancing, did surprisingly well, sonality, good songs and pretty
holding the entire house to good gowns, gave the* bill a touch of ele- honors with his big tenor voice, next
to
closing.
Cummins and White,
gance,
gaining
applause,
heavy
appreciation
with their prettily
"Yarmark," in the second week, minus their baggage, did only fair.
opening with few hand-to-hand
stood up strongly.
stunts.
Helen Pachaud, heading a
new group of Wright dancing school
Bob T'i Salle, well fortified with girls, made a good impression clos-

BURTON

"Shuffle Along," at the Majestic
last w^eek, turned in one of the biggest weeks the house has had this
season? At $2.50 top the gross went
to almost $23,000, capacity and over
for the house. The spectacle of long
lines at the box office is one Buffalo
has
rarely
seen
within recent
seasons.

shooting were difficult to obtain,
even the local newspapers being unable to arrive at a satisfactory explanation of the shooting. It is said
that the accident occurred during
the progress of the performance,
when one of the women members of
the company pointed a gun at Blackford, which was accidentally discharged. At the theatre both the
management and the members of the

company withheld

details

of

Sylvester Family the

'

GROPPER'S
FINE

LUGGAGE

good

lyrical numbers and gags, combined with clever delivery, took the
honors. of. a g<»o.l bill at the Pan?
tages. Lewis and Norton, with .Tack

SOLE AGENT FOR BAL
THEATRICAL TRUNK
HOTEL NOHMANDIK
9

A

BLDG.,

cor. 3Stb
B'way, N. ¥.
i'IM»\i;t FITZROV 3848

!•:.

c

ing the show.

Both the Sells-Floto and the
Ringling shows have selected the
old Carnival Court site, at Main and
Jefferson streets, for their local
showings.

tel April 17,
first degree,

had a wife
is

Mrs. M. R. Keene. mother of
Laft's comedy, "Turning Coast to Lionel II. Keene, western representative of Loew's. Inc., accompanied by
Coast," a well-constructed sketch
capably interpreted, scored big. .foe her son and his wife, are on a visit
Jackson, headlining, closed with his to Los Angeles. Mrs. Keene arrived
here last week from her home in
Baltimore.

The Sherwood*, musical aggregation, at Loew's Warfield, are on a
two weeks' vacation.
This act,
headed by Bob and Gale Sherwood,
has appeared continuously at the

Warfield for the past

weeks.

L'O

You have
glare and

seen her face under the

shadows

of stage lightings
her make-up but it
the time Artists of the
stage use make-up of quality— the
kind of quality that is Leichner's.
Here are creams, powders, paints,
and liquids for all roles— each one
made for artists who want the best of
make-ups. It's thtre all the time

—

You never saw

was there

all

being held in

—

The Majestic closes for the season
week with Ed Wynn in "The

this

Perfect Fool." With the exception
of three nights of Wagnerian opera
by the CJerman Opera Co. on May 7,
* and 9, the house has no further
bookings.
It is likely that several
nature films may be shown here
during May and June.

was accidentally shot
during

a

in

performance

Summer Furs
at a savings of

over

Special

50%

Discount to

the

the Profusion
Purs Repaired and

and

l\etnodeled

B. Blackford, an actor with the
"(Jirls of Moulin Roup:e," at the GarJ.

hand

Fine

as a'material

forced to undergo treatment at the
Emergency Hospital. Details of the

THANKING

The split-week policy at the Hippodrome is in force this week. After
the Hip vaudeville was moved from
the Casino to give over that house
to Will King and his musical com-

MR. JULE DELMAR

!

sure.

REICHERT'S

druggist or supply house,

BORGFELDT ft CO ,16th St. and Irving PI., N»w York

for his kindness

and courtesy during
recent illness.
IN GRATITUDE

Celebrated Grease Paints
and Cosmetics

a. ilehcihimeiq.
GEO.

jail

Exceptionally

girl

here.

On

WHET PREPARATIONS^ THEATRICAL MAKEUP
Sa'e Distributor*:

The Powell

I

Use Leichner's— and be

At your

living.

witness.

den,

Solly Carter, a comedian with the
"Lid Lifters." on the Mutual burlesque wheel in the east this season,
is doing a single in vaudeville out

,

John Leins, accused of slashing
Eva Powell, chorister with "Keep
Smiling," with a razor at Baggs Ho
v

was indicted for assault,
by the April grand jury.
Lcins, who was living with the girl,
cut her severely when she attempted to leave him after learning he

Sale at All ( '•SteSMffS, l>ru*(i*t» anil
Itrrvirtmnit Store*.

JULIUS PAULY,

RAY CONUN

Inc.,

HOLE AOKNTM
J

36 E. 21st

St.,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

.......

v^
-

&S

.

the

shooting.
The hospital authorities
were also unable to give an explanation of the accident.

my

sons

•hursday,

May

V A

1923
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THE CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY
.

OPENED LAST AUGUST

FOR ME.

with.

*

*

HAD some bad seasons.

I'VE
*

9k

*

•

"HOLLYWOOD

FROLICS,"

BLAMING NO ONE but myself.

a Shubert Unit.

2fC

jfC

•

r

OWNED BY

BUT THIS ONE I

O'Neil and Mor'ganstem,

*

*

*
*

HAD A

30-week contract.

IT

,

WAS

never ordered.

*

LIKE

my

putting

REHEARSED FOUR WEEKS,

*

*

*

TWO

WAS OFFERED

and one-half weeks'

-

six

salary.

MADE

IT

*

me ta place.

three days in Washington.

THE EGGS on

*

*

*

*

the table.
*

King Tut

IT'S
*

GOOD

humorous, but.

enough

for

RIGHT

Washington.

NOW

I feel

not the least witty.

*

AND THERE'S

for me.

*

*

and

a difference between wit

humor.

*

*

PLAYED EVERY
*

is

*

*

*
m

GOOD ENOUGH
*

I'VE

for

THAT LAST CRACK

AND IF
IT'S

of oppprtunity.

months.

find-.

*

in the stomach.

*

THE CIRCUIT

'TWAS ANOTHER

IT.

*

*

AFTER LAYING OFF

TOOK

lion's

played three.

THEN KICKING HIM
RECEIVED

head in a

mouth.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

joint

*

F'RINSTANCE THE SHUBERT

<

circuit this

season.

IN

THE
*

IT

United Kingdom since.
*

*

»

WAS WIT; THE promise of 30 weeks.

WAS THE KID'S last fight.
*

*

*

*

*

to.

*
*

BE REACHED
*
*,

in a

row

of opportunity meant to

me

*

*

*

IT

I

on walking.

*

V

-

Breakaway pants again.

*

*

I

.

and chumps.

the circuit of opportunity is

concerned.
*

WAS A
THANK

*

SAP.
*

*

WHAT MIGHT HAVE been a good season.

.

*

*
I

»

*

SO AS FAR AS
v

two

into
'

•

*

*

was divided

'

WISE GUYS

MADE ONE big hamburger out of.
*

1

*

trouper once told me.

*

classes.

*

OR GET OUT those

*

THAT VAUDEVILLE
an.

**

OPPORTUNITY TO keep

*

*

humor.

*

*

A WELL-KNOWN

boat.

*

THE CIRCUIT
I

*

NEXT SEASON— that's
had

•

*

*

*

*'
"

SOME PALACES of mirth
*

*

*

*

/

•

*

•

you.

JOE WHITEHEAD
Whitehead Farm, Marcellis, Mich.

^*^»

—
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.

•

-

UST

an expression of

my

•

.»

<

sincere appreciation to

Mr.E.F.
and the executives

The

Keith Circuit

for the courteous treatment

the past

of

accorded

two years while appearing

me during

in the B. F.

Keith theatres.
.

I

I
j

I

I

Keith's Riverside,

New

York, This (Peek (April 3d)

•

r+>

•
.

MONTREAL
JOHN GARDINER
HIS MAJESTY'S— "The MounteBy

bank."

LOEWS—

Vaudeville and pictures.
IMPERIALi—Vaudeville and pic-

tures.

PICTURES— Capitol, "Prodigal
Daughters"'; Allen. "A Royal Divorce"; Belmont, "The Voice from
Silver
Strand.
Minaret";
the
"Wings"; Crystal Palace. "Hearts of
the World"; Dominion, "Mad Love";
Napoleon, "The Hottentot"; Midway,
"Heroes and Husbands"; System,
"The Kentucky Derby"; Regent,
"Dark Secrets"; Plaza, "The Pilgrim"; Papineau. "The Bells of San
Juan"; Mount Royal, "The Woman
of Bronze."

Unusual tribute

will

shortly

be

HffitfS^g
SHOE
The

World' s largest
manufacturers of the'
footwear.
We
entire
companies,

atrieal
fit

also

KBW

individual

YORK-ir>;t

CHICAGO— Stat*

|{'

W ny

orders,
nt

46th St.

and Monro* HM.

The Dance
of

paid by the Montreal lodge ot Elks,
numbering over 1,500 of this city's
foremost business and professional
men, to George Rotsky, local theatrical manager, in the shape of a
resolution signed on behalf of the
whole lodge, in recognition of Rotsky's valuable work for the order.

IN

ALL STYLES OF DANCING— ENROLL NOW

EARL CARROLL THEATRE BLDG.
and 7th Ave.

will

have gen-

STUDIO

Mr. Lee, who produced the dances and ensembles in "The
Gingham Girl," and other succours is now staging the Shubert's "Bal Tabarin," Century Roof Show and will also stage
routines for musical comedy, vaudeville and revue artists.

St.

man

ROCHESTER,
—

PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT

50th

man. This new

whistling and Jazz dance specialty
was the only male in the cast to at-

tempt hoofing.
Valeska Is the prima donna, a
statuesque blonde who can and does
wear gowns well and possesses a
clear singing voice. Her performance was high class, but the honors
of the feminine section go to Mildred Simmons on work and appearance. This girl, a pretty, well-figured blonde, dances gracefully and

eral oversight ot the theatre orchestra of 70 men, but will largely
devote himself to the Philharmonic,
and Mr. Wagner will have charge
N. Y.
of scoring the pictures and actively
By L. B. 8KEFFINGTON
directing the theatre musicians. leads numbers in encore Inspiring
all through, in addition to
LYCEUM "Shuffle Along," all Herman Martone, second concert manner
master of the Eastman, 'Is assisting reading lines bang up. She is a
week. Next week, "Perfect Fool.**
flash in all of her costumes, which
FAY'S—Fall of Rhelms, La Fol- Mr. Wagner in conducting, and Al- are
many and tasteful.
Betty
lette, Antrim and Vale, Columbia exander Roman, first concert masPalmer is the oonventlonal soubret,
Comedy Four, Lyle and Emerson. ter, is continuing as first violin.
rounding out the women.
Marie Campbell; film feature; ColA female jazz band, Kincaid's
leen Moore and Claire Windsor in
Ladies Jazz Band, in pierette cos"Broken Chains."
GIGGLES
tumes, play jazz and pop numbers
PICTURES— Eastman. "One Exall through Scene Five, on a roof
(Continued from page 7)
citing Night"; Rialto, Firpo-Brengarden.
portion is devoted to
nan fight; Regent, "Making a Man" plenty of laughs, having picked specialtiesThis
by the principals and
standard
bits
from
the
burlesque
Twice";
Woman
Love
and "Can a
closes
the
first
act
Piccadilly, "Adam and Eva" and archives, most of which are introA review of the bits would sound
"The Scarlet Car"; Victoria, "The duced without any attempt; at modlike
ernization.
memory
a
contest between vetIsle of Conquest" and "God's CounNo book is discernible. Bits and eran burlesque producers, but all
try and the Law."
numbers follow each other with no were well selected if the Columbia
A feature act at the Temple this attempt at coherency but all pret- can be used as a criterion. The
week is "That's That," a dancing tily and adequately backgrounded laughs were steady throughout, with
revue with 36 local people, staged by either full stage sets or good- the table bit carrying off the honors.
The show, barring one or two
by Florence Colebroom Powers, looking special drops and drapes.
The principal comedian Is Harry trifling digressions, is clean and free
who usually produces the pageants
for the Rochester Exposition. Mrs. Evanson, doing a boob character from vulgarity. The same cast with
Powers stages an act at the Temple and getting it over. Evanson is a an adequate book can repeat next
quiet worker who grows on •his season without suffering from comevery year.
audience. He was very funny In an parison with the best of the burtable
bit,
"You blow the lesque shows. On his initial proVictor Wagner, who before com- old
ing to Rochester was director of whistle," and in other burlesque duction Levitt stuck to the wellWith the experience
the Criterion Theatre Orchestra, standards. The dialog of all of the worn paths.
scenes contains well cir- thus secured he should improve his
New York, is acting as conductor comedy
of the Eastman
Orchestra since culated gags, with one or two spots attraction next season in the comdegenerating into talkiness that at edy department at least 60 per cent.
Alexander resigned.
It is undertimes slowed up the performance, The cast is there.
Con
but, whether by accident or des'gn,
was followed by a peppy number
that picked up the tempo.
William Davis, the straight, ranks
right up with the best in burlesque
and can be credited with holding up

SAMMY LEE

CLASSES

stood that a noted music conductor,
whose name has not been divulged,
will come here as general music
director of the Eastman and conductor of the new Philharmonic
Orchestra, organized by Mr. East-

Circle

6690

NEW YORK CITY

STUDIO ALSO AVAILABLE FOR REHEARSALS

Do You Smoke

YOU

DO,

SAY

I,

IP NOT, Y

Where

the Profession Meets
70S .Hevanth An. Opp. <'olnm»»i« Thrn.

NKW VOKK

tITV

Gerard

will

The following performers,

all

the

utilize

and costumes

of

George White's "Scandals of 1922,*
which he purchased recently, for the
new show Gerard will produce next
season on the Columbia wheel on
the Al Reeves franchise.
This will be called "Vanities." It
had been Gerard's original intention
to send out the White's "Scandals'*
show for a tour of the territory not
played by White, but with the pro*
duction used as the basis for
"Vanities" on the Columbia wheel,
the road show will be necessarily
abandoned.
«,

[

TAYLOR
XX

A wardrobe

trunk of superior
quality and proven worth.

Only $75
Writ* for CaUlocu*

TAYLOR'S
28 E. Randolph St. 210

CHICAGO

W. 44th

St.

NEW YORK

No. 132

headlining for the Keith Vaudeville

Exchange, wear EDDIE MACK clothes, both on and off stags, and
admit the first step in the right direction is to Eddie Mack, as personal appearance is half the battle.
P
^A ^i^7? E0RQE McKAY (McKay and Ardine) and CRAIG

CAMPBELL.

Riverside— HARRY

Royal— TOM
Weston).
(
nial
«. ?2t.

JOLSON
PATRICOLA

and AL. K. HALL.
and DONALD KERR

~ PAUL

AUSTIN, and

MORTON (Morton
FENTON and FIELDS.

and

Glass),

(Kerr

and

SEED

and

the

& Y CIGARS

I
IF

Barney

scenery, properties

MACK TALKS:

EDDIE

the comedy bits by his excellent
enunciation and domineering personality. His work was splendid as
a rough opposite.
He reads lines
with intelligence and has the poise
and physique necessary to hold up
the comics anywhere in the show.
Jim McCauley, the second comedian, is an eccentric, rod-nosed,
type, and a good opposite for Evanson. Both are new to the Columbia
Circuit this season. McCuukv in a

"SCANDALS" ON WHEEL

J

MACKS CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING
Ju«t a »lep Ea»t of

BERT

IS

AT THE

Broadway on
46th

46th Street

STREET STORE

.

VARIETY
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MEDICAL AUTHORITIES

For
A Clear Head and Voice
AT AtC
aWSKVEESr" CASMINECOuM?^
show. "Two Littlo Girls In Blue."
proved to be somewhat of a disappointment, At the Monday matlnee the girls seemed to be very
weak putting over the songs that
Irving Berlin wrote for them, and
dancing, credited to Wayburn's instruction, was also ragged.
One of the twins Is putting on
weight, majting it easy to pick them
out now a task difficult before
and the act would have dragged
badly if Richard Keene, who acta
as though he^iad been born on the
stage, did not save it at different
times by "his personality plus some
exceptionally line dancing. The act
as it showed Monday was, not up to
the reputation these girls have made
for themselves in the legit, but it .s
difficult to find a reason for it. They
had the advantage ol the best workmen to call" on, and it looks as
though the blame rests on -the
limitations of the girls themselves.
Kate Elinore and Ham Williams'
act if* not changed much as it rune.
She ha<« a startling new costume,
built along the lines that Kate goes
in for, and Williams looks mo«-e
dapper than ever. Their lines are
the same, low comedy standard, with
the house pulled into giving them
the breaks all the way along.
Tom Smith followed the orchestra,
finding the going rather hard, not
due to atry" fault of his. He is using
the same act that has stood by him
before on this appearance, with
Harry Newman* going through the
audience for the same mental teleptheir

—

athy burlesque finish. Smith works
hard and as a nut act keeps within
the limits of polite- entertainment,
not the easiest task in the world.
He always goes big hero and this
week is no exception.
The Four Casting Stars, with
their trapeze and bar work, Okftft
the show.
At the Monday matinee the hou«e
was rather light, in numbers, for no
apparent reason.

WASHINGTON,

BOSTON
By

LEN LIBBEY

This is undoubtedly the age of
orchestra in the vaudeville
theatre.^
If any further proof of this than
the

anil listening to the Leviathan band is something like not
being able to see the parade but
"'earing a bit of the music," as "the

ville

house

story runs.

Judged solely from an entertainment standpoint the band has not
got
it
over several other bands
the success/, that bands have had
this
playing the rircuit this year it was that have played the house
season.
It has a fine stage setting
removed when the U. S. S. Leviathan orchestra, holdfng the spot and the reputation of Whiteman to
put it on top, not to mention the
position at the local Keith house
splurge the Shipping Board gave
this week, appeared.
Before even
publicity.
the band got under way at the Mon- it in advance
In first position Ruth and Gene
day matinee the rrouse had taken It
Fifer, a couple who dance using full
to their hearts and adjudged it with
stage, got away to a good closing
their approval.
And as the act almost
solely because the girl hae
progressed the applause was enough
exceptional merit, coupled with perto show that they still stuck to their
sonality. The youth in the act dooriginal opinion. Sitting in a vaudeing a Russian dance shows much
nervousness and awkwardness and
this was not overcome when he
later did a drunk eccentrlQ dance.
The girl is the act. and as long as
she remains teamed v ith the youth
or until ho shows ability that
there wasn't even an inkling of at

—

the

Monday matinee — she

main the act.
Montana, on

will

re-

in the delict position
with his banjo and a cowboy's suit

D. C.

1

i

_

.

PEKINGESE
SOME CHOICE PUPPIES FOR SALE

SADIE LEONARD
4673

BEDFORD

AVE., Sheepshead Bay, B'klyn, N. Y.
CONEY ISLAND 2951

Phone

Star

of«*BtOADWAY Rose/'

lays:

*

"Nothing
the face

so

and

refreshes

takes

away

the tired, strained look

as Afineralava."
•
I

e^fiNERALAVA

— cor-

rects Skin-Malnutri-

prime cause
the ills which
affect the complexion
tion, the

of

all

c^Tiner ala va- keeps
Young Faces Healthf u 1 and Ros y
moulds Old Faces to
the Contour of Youth!
r

*

Mineralava

21

has

years of solid, enviable
reputation back of it u

By HARDIE MEAKIN
that looked splendid in the glare of
the foot and spot lights, but would
Summer's first sign was the closlast about 30 seconds on any west- ing of the National Saturday with
ern prairie, waa one of the strongest "The First Year.'' Building will be
acts on the bill. He has worked ouu altered for modern offices in addifor himself a collection of numbers tion.
that contain about all that a vaudeville audience would care to hear.
All houses were set with new
Working fast, with no time wasted, openings this week. Poll's has "In
he ran through a short, snappy and the Moonlight,'* the President Playvery entertaining offering, taking ers are giving "The (J old Diggers,"
his final bow to a big hand.
Acts while George Marshall's two stocks,
of thie sort will always find room Belasoo and Garrick, had "Blueon the big time because they can be beard's Eighth Wife'' at the first
snapped into anv bill without much and "No More Blondes" at the Garrick.
All had Sunday night openforethought and go over big.
Lewis & Gordon have their com- ings and each got good business.
edy playlet, "Just Out of Knickers,"
in next position.
Palace,
"The
Picture
houees:
Ashley Buck as
the boy who just graduated from Leopardess"; Columbia. "Prodigal
for
the knickers into the long ones and Daughters";
Rialto,
"Souls
was having his first experience with Sale"; Metropolitan, "Sure lire
a couple of polite gold diggers under Flint."
the tuition of his boy friend did his
work very well, never losing the
Nate Leipzig, always Appearing
idea of the playlet, and with his at the bi« time vaudeville house
comedy stuff had {he upper regions here, is this week at the Cosmo*,
of the house in roars all the time. the rest of the bill at this house
The company Is well selected, every- consisting of "Thf Tento of Allah*
thing is clean and on the bill, as it (film being featured above vaudeH Bd
ran this week, was ideally spotted.
ville), Bud Snyder and "Bluch,
Burnt! and Lynn, who have been Blondell and CO., Lytell Twins and
seen here several times before, have Sauls, Andy and Louise Barlovr,
not changed their act in any start- Follis Bisters!
ling maimer. They are always good
"The Bal T.iOiuin." new Shuoert
for several laughs and as a dan -ins
to rover up reel qualify hoofing
musical piece, opens at roll's Sununder the guise of coniedy. Know- day.
ing how. to handle an audience. to
Mrs. Lawrence Bealus, wife of
all it has to give, the boys were
Marcus Loew**j repreaentaUvt here,
riot from the time they came on.
is practically recovered from a reThe Fairbanks Twins, who w<
cent operation.
last seen here with the legitimate
-

Jlfu RRAY

tJKisl

during which time 'it has
given perfect satisfaction
to hundreds of thousands
of users. Mineralava
cannot be successfully

imitated.

The original

is

your only protection.

On

sale at

all

pendable Drug

Department

de-

and

Stores.

i
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TYLER and ROBERT COURTNEIDGE
Present

*

IN
.
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MERTON OF THE MOVIES"
SHAFTESBURY THEATRE, LONDON, Opened

April 17th

*

The Greatest Personal Success Ever Scored by an American

England

in

!

.

LONDON "TIMES":

LONDON "MORNING POST":
"Mr. Tom Douglas as the youm; hero of 'Merton'
Is the most beautiful and moat touching thing that
has occurred since Miss Edna May appeared here in
1898— Mr. Douglas is beyond all praise— for his acting
alone the play should be seen."

LONDON "DAILY MAIL'
YOUNG ACTOR'S TRIUMPH
t

may become one

ST. LOUIS
JOHN ROSS

The General Film Co. has completed "The Toll," a feature picture
presenting the producer's argument
against the middleman. The picture
Was made for the Producers' Cooperative Syndicate, of which CX S.

.

of

Da net t

is

president.

Mrs. Jack Hughes (Jack Hughes
Duo), at the Grand last week, suddenly lost the sight of one eye. Eotnaf sight
cal specialists believe
will be restored within a week or
ten days. The affection did not unnerve her, and the Duo finished the

the

Paducah

and Costumes

Repaired and Dry Cleaned

OVERNIGHT
We Work While You Sleep
GOWNS CALLED FOR AFTEIt THK SHOW
ihuvkhkd p.r.i OKE NOON NEXT DAI

PHONE CIRCLE

9104

THE OVERNIGHT CLEANERS
at 756th 7th Avenue
Hctwern 49«h and

ffOth Htrrrt*

>

not been for the remarkable acting of
the twenty-year-old Tom Douglas, it is improbable
if the story would have convinced.
But his amazing
grip and understanding of the part won the unstinted
applause of everybody."

"Thoroughly entertaining. Tom Douglas is' so
simple and realistic Uiat you wonder if he could have
been a bad actor even in the imaginary picture."

LONDON "CHRONICLE":

LONDON "DAILY NEWS":
much pathos in the way Tom Douglas
He is such a nice looking boy and acts

is

"One of the best things Is the hero as played by
Douglas. Tom Douglas is the freshest and most
engaging person America has yet sent us."

Tom

plays the boy.
with such touching sincerity."

date.

It

playing and made a careful search her picture and an interesting write
of every one in the place, Question- up. Miss Smith has held this posi-.
ing suspicious characters.
This is tion for eight years, serving under
the hotel banned by Oscar Dane of Earl Steward, John Fitzpatrick and
the Gayoty and other local man- Joseph B. Glick.
She is president
agers. The raid received first page of the Ladies' Auxiliary of the
space in the local dailies.
Heart of America Showmen's Club,

DETROIT
By JACOB SMITH
SHUBERT-DETROIT — "Fabrio'Dancing Girl," at

GARRICK—"Up

the Clouds."
Next, Bonstelle Players for summer

The work
foyer and auditorium.
does not interfere -with the regular
performance, as most of the work
is
Scaffolds are
done at night.
erected each night after the show
and taken down before opening time
next day.
According to Hershel
managing

will cost

director, improvenear $60,000.

The Alamac Hotel was again
raided last week.
Twenty police
surrounded the building and posted
men at the exits. They then began a systematic search of all the
rooms and questioned the occupants.
Four women (not connected with
the theatre) were arrested and ordered held for the Health Commissinoer. Later the police went to the
cafe in the rear of the hotel, where
"Theatrical Night" was in progress.

urn

to stop

EnU

week

KANSAS CITY

May

26.

The International

Company

will

v

R.
acts,
Otis Skinner in "Mia J daily.

SHUBERT—
GAUDEN—Bridge Musical Stock
in "In My Harem."
MAINSTREET—Vaudeville.
PANTAGES—Vaudeville. /
GLOBE—Vaudeville.

ter Antonio."

ORPHEUM—"Huuting

Big

Game

in Africa." film.

NEWMAN—"You

Wife." film.

Can't Fool

My

*

ROYAL — "Robin Hood." fourth
LIBERTY—"Safety Last," third
week.
TWELFTH STREET— "The Ti-

ger's Claw."

The Shubert

May

6,

closes for the season
Otis Skinner in "Mister An-

tonio" being the closing attraction.

The Gayety ended its season Saturday, which leaves nothing but

Fairmont Park wiH be the
of the
to

summer amusement

go after the money,

being announced for

lining

The Mosconi Brothers act at the
Mainstreet this week jumps direct
'Frisco, where it opens at the
Warrteld (Loew).
Willie Mosconi
was out Friday and Saturday on
His
account of an injured ankle.

and katz play bartram and
in

one season

in

Chicago

was

by his
travels with the act

place

Work on
dividing this time between three theatres with

a

new

is

easy.

act every three

weeks,

the answer

filled

the

father,

who

first

places

Daughters," Capitol

its opening
12.

May

berton,

manager

of the

Pantages,

southern end.
He has been succeeded here by James H. Rice, who
has been manager of the State Theatre, Sacramento. California, but
who formerly was with the Pantages organization.

NOW ON

chicago theatre

at Electric Park is bein^ rushed for
the opening. May 19.

.The bill at the Panrages this week
was strong with foreign atmosphere.

Chicago,

then a tabloid version of the "Mikado" and the Sie Tahar Troupe ol
Algerian acrobat*

With the season drawing to a
close at the Shubert, the Kansas
City

Post

Saturday,

as

a

pretty

compliment to Miss Helen Smith
the manager, printed

secretary to

ill.

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
«l»

W. SKth

St.. N. V.

I'hoiit Fits Roy OS44
for Catalorue

•nd

MID-SUMMER
HATS

f&oiA
-JEATRICAL outfitters
Broadway

New York

DISPLAY

WONDERFUL COLLECTION OF

Something
160

W.

45th

Two Doors
(<>•/•

City

Different.
New York City
East of Broadway

St.,

Ditcount to N. V.

A.i

(rom an N. V. A.

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

features

Heading the list was the picture.
"Trailing African Wild Animals."
Next was Gintaro, Japanese juggler;

bartram .- saxton

.

to
Edmonton, Alberta, 'Canada
where he will manage the new Pantages house and also be the Western representative of* the Western
Canada Pantages Circuit. His territory extends from Winnipeg west
to Vancouver, with Spokane at the

1580

many now

1

Photoplays— "Souls for Sale," 2d
week at Broadway- Strand; "You
Can't Fool Your Wife," Madison:
"The Nth Commandment"; "Birth
of a Nation," Washington; Prodigal

A real surprise was caused in
local theatrical circles by the sudden orders transferring Grant Pem-

to

saxton ten months

in

furnish

There will be 25
and two shows will be given

the attractions.

HUGHES

By WILL

of

Productions

\

that balaban

Next.

$3.

NEW

the vaudeville houses and pictures
to furnish the amusements until the
parks open,

is it

Italian picture spectacle.

la."

and during the summer season is engagement.
Manager Robert Smith. Grand secretary in the business office at
The Missouri is undergoing
DETROIT—Fred Stone in
(pictures),
reports
the Electric Park.
a redecorating that embraces not Central
Tip Top."
only the complete remodeling of the booking of the. Lee Kids for week
MAJESTIC— "Thin Ice." Next,
20.
The local lodge of Elks will give "East Is West."
huge lobby, but an entire charge of May
an indoor circus in Convention Hall
of color and environment in the
ORPHEUM— Eva Tanguay head-.

rum

u

1

'Had

LONDON "EXPRESS":

They ordered the orchestra

vu

LONDON "DAILY MIRROR":
STAGE STAR AT TWENTY
TOM DOUGLAS' FINE ACTING IN "MERTON"

souri.

ment

CLEANED
DRY Gowns

"Whether you like the play or not, it is well worth
while to go to the Shaftesbury to see Tom Douglas
Mr. Douglas gave one of the most delightful and
engaging performances I have ever seen. He kept
you so sympathetic and amused you hadn't tlme^ to
think Of the over sentimental plot. If the play succeeds it will be because of him."

x H. H. Maloney succeeds L. Lanning as house manager at the Mis-

Stuart,

Theatrical

—

act.

"There

.

"Mr. Tom Douglas brings to the difficult part of
'Merton* a very charming simplicity and an unforced
emotion which exactly realize the author's conception
of a tragic comedian. Mr. Douglas succeeds throughout the play most admirably notably."

BRILLIANT ACTING

engagement at the Grand.
They
were forced to cancel Paducah to
enable Mrs. Hughes to receive
treatments. Kilkenny Duo will fill
in

Tom

Mr.

LONDON "EVENING STANDARD":

—

By

of

Douglas."

England's lon%
runners because of *^om Douglas' magnetic personality. Mr. Douglas plays in a way to win hearts, to
move to tears, to move to sympathetic laughter* He
is always a real boy. natural in every way. Fair and
has
fresh, even his ungainly walk, his rustic slouch
about it something that is engaging. And there is an
in
his.,
something
touching
and
appeal in his smile
He is. only a boy, actually, in years, but he
voice.
acts as though he had learned how to feel and how
He acts with his body as well as with
to despair.
his voice and his eyes. It was Mr. Tom Douglas, so
young, so good to see, so wholly delightful, who
carried the play through. It was for him more than
for the play that the applause came."
" 'Merton'

LONDON "TELEGRAPH":

"Distinctly amusing, clever acting

Tom Brown
a

visit

suggests

to the

Tom Brown

Music Co.

State-Lake Bldg. (17

W. Lake

St.)

CHICAGO
Everything for the Band and Orchestra
Bnescher Band Instruments ami Saxophones
Selmer Woodwinds
Geo. W. Haynea Flute

Leedy Drums
Paramount Banjos
Gibson String Instruments

:*:t

IWviin^i

V^ A R N I N G

,

'

In

i;

May

Thursday,

3,

1921

! !

theatrical profession all of the stage rights of

and out of the

"BARNEY GOOGLE and SPARK PLUG"
Copyrighted 1923 by King Feature Syndicate, Inc.

FOR THE ENTIRE WORLD ARE WHOLLY AND SOLELY, CONTROLLED BY THE

CARTOON AMUSEMENT COMPANY,
Suite 807
The use

Any

or presentation of either or both of these characters for stage or commercial exploitation

Marian Dave
York indefinitely.

^

"Radio

(May 7-May

14)

Ca6ino Boston

7

indefinitely.

Gayety Buffalo.

14

"Bon Tons" 7 Miner's Newark.
"Broadway Brevities" 7 Empire
Day"

"Follies of
Indefinitely.

7

"French Models"

Gayety Boston,

lyn.

&

14 Hurtlg

lyn.

York.

"Step Along" 14 Star Brooklyn.

"Knick Knacks" 7 Star & Garter
Chicago 14 Gayety Detroit
"Let's Go" 7 Gayety Washington.

Fee On and Off Stage
IpSMMI
8*srt

Send

West 45th
Opp.

Lrwum

St.,

The*.

Bet.

for

Catalogue

at No. 154
B'way tad 6th Art.

I

Adler Fella

Barrett Harry

Ahearn Patrirk"
Alberts Mrs N

Bartlett Ldlllan

Ballinger

*

Barto

A

Clark

Bernard Bobbie
Bernard Mike

Reyn'ds

Lorraine Oacar
Lucille Lillian

Bualck Baba

Lucky .A Yost

Carter Leslie
Clayton H
Clayton I r viae

Mansfield Clinton
Martin Albert

Martin Janet

E

Noble Herman
Norria Wall
Naldl A Owen

Davidson Frank

De Haven Louisa
DeWilfred

SYRACUSE,

Oak At

D'Onsomme Vanloa

Oakea Percv

Downing Bill
Drew Beatrice

O'Connell Nell

Dudley Kstelle
Dyson Jamea

Parker Edith
Parker Sue
Pearce Carl
Poland Juliua

By

Ray Florence

Franks Jessie
Frawley A Louisa
Freta Chaa
Fuller Dorothv
Gibson J
Gordon Cbaa
Gordon Elaine
Gordon Grace
Granville Eddie
Greenwood Bros
Griffith David

Rec A Rector
Redd Joe
Redmond Mre
Reed Geo
Rogers Roy
Roae Robert
Rosen Geo
Ryan Martha
Ryder Etta

Fool Your Wife."

is

being offered for the best second verse received for the
song printed below

Stevenson A Laurel
Stewart Chaa
Styles Florence
Sy vel Lola

Where

Sftfi -

Is

Thayer Raloh
Tlgh Harry
Tyler A

Irwin Irving
Iverson Fretate

Your Smlie?

gj%

Keate Earl
"Kelly

Kemp
1

aSsj the days of b>pplnea»>Vbeoyou prnmhril to be

1

fatt

is

-

your eyci, The loro-ligbt aoes.ai

to

CHICAGO OFFICE
Benson H C
Bothwell Lydle
Brachard l'aul
Barlow Eldrldge
Ballet Eleda
Barnes Stewart

skis*..

Clarke

Edw

Carllng H'lda
(lean

of

U

wel • oome

aot there

Aai

life

seemi Bot worth

Bat

while,

X

Cameron A Germ'ne
Coudy Normaa
Cunard Grace
Daveay Twe
Dantoa Leslie
Day George
Fair Polly
Flopeets Feaena
Freehand Bros
Francia A Lemar

Vfoere

it

your intfe that menot the world

me.

t«

I've

vait-ed

Why

Green BUI
Gibson Hardy

U

the lore you froce ihowed

Law

Walter Mrs
Lloyd Richard
Lee Bryan
Left* Nathan-

McGinn John
NaoJ

A

Maybelle

MoCawley

Wm

A Daley
Meakin Walter
Morrison

Martin Florence
Maok At
Nelaon Melba
Nelson Charlea
Nathans Casper
Nelaon Harry

Stlllwell

dtwatodyoowoi heed

Ptoata;

my

'

pled,

— »he mm

—

,

9 9 9
But why blame ate $©,_

aehasce, «eat

spoil

The truthyoodoBtknow.

Wilson Joe

H

•

oarxo-manceT

Dear,

PITTSBURGH
By GEO.

is

year

soils?

Cspyrlftt

Those wishing

to

smile?

Ml by tlnij

Staff.

MmIc

Ce. hie.

liW

R.

compete for the prize may

submit their

best efforts to

HANDY BROS. MUSIC

CO.

Box 4A, College Station, New York
CONTEST CLOSES DEC. IS, 1923

Boats ars going; very falls arraase early. ForeUn Money
Liberty Honda bought and said.
PAUL TAUSIO A SON, 104 Bast 14th St.. Ifew York.
Phone Stay-resaat 61 36-01 37.
1

VANITY FAIR COSTUMERS,

Inc

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS
BRYANT

219S

Comedy Acts a specialty. Hundreds of Hits to mv credit. Scripts on
hand or to order.
Ask Fred Bowers, Ban Welch, Sam Sidman, Leonard snd Whitney*
Al H. Wilson, Bobby Barry, Julian Rose. Hans Hobert and Co., Gracis
Emmett and Co., Bert Wilcox, Walter Le Roy!

Rose" (sev-

CHARLES HORWITZ

1663 East 16th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Phone

MIOWOOD

10067

vaudeville.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

will celebrate

its
eighth anniversary next week
with a ten-act bllL. Mason-Dixon
Orchestra, that has a large follow-

Eit.

CITY

51st Street

bovarht and aold.

LYCEUM—"Plantation Days."
GAYETY—"Follies of the Day"
(burlesque).
ACADEMY—Stock burlesque
GRAND—"The Bright Shawl"

M

At

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Mala omce

Address:

MILLER

Irish

The Davis Theatre

li|bt Avt.N.T.0.

NEW YORK

Steasaeklp accommodations srrnnurd on all Llaea. at

(film).

Whars

1656 Broadway

Author of the Most Successful Exclusive Material

Washington Lillian
Ward Walter

PITT— "Abie's
enth week).
DAVIS— Keith

ANDREW GELLER

CHARLES HORWITZ

Van a Vera

Keith Catoa

9—

—

they will find fine
shoes of their choice at
ion

WM. ADLER. Manager

Smith Oliver
Stanley George

Waters Guy

Kremka Broa

and screen know fash-

opened Monday with
Frances Alda as the soloist.

KINDS OF PRODUCTIONS
117 West 47th Street, New York City

The
Frank

Toothpicks The

Khaym

Fashionable Shoes
Women of the stage

WE ARE EQUIPPED FOR ALL

RoUe Alfred

Harcourt Leslie
Kervllle George

police court.

Morini, the violinist, was the attraction
Tuesday afternoon, and
''The Seasons," sung by Vreeland.
soprano;
Cuthbert,
basso,
and
Gunster, tenor, with the Syracuse
Festival Chorus, held the feature
spot at night. Miss Vreeland sang
again at the Wednesday- matinee,
and De Luca, baritone, brought, the
series to a close Wednesday night.

Prices.

*

me

Hardy A Gibson

next day.

Kelly Perry
Kelly Arthur

flllveret ts

in vain,

Oaffney A Walton
Georgalee Trio
Gordon Gene Mlea
Far yea to exflaia?

Brttt

Margaret

hum

Watertown. 22d. and Ogdensburg,
Carthage gets the circus the

23d.

-

Worth J

Athenla Mlea

Forwbeo

Walsh Frank
Waahburn Pearl
West A

Wood

Orry

Kelly Sherwln

The Walter L. Main circus will hit
the North Country during* the latter
part of the month. Rome, May 21

festival

Madame

Wiley David
Wilson Richard

KellaraAdele

With the Wieting dark, to remain
so through the summer, and B. F.
Keith's ^iven over to the Music
Festival, the local theatregoers had
slim amusement pickings the first
half of the wfek. The Temple and
picture houses did excellent business, the music festival failing to
cut Into patronage to any noticeable
degree, although Keith's was crowded for every one of* the five concerts.

The

Wallace Jean
Jobnstone Ac nee
Jupitor Geo

ARTISTS COPT

Modtrtto

Harris J
Heater Jamea

Hammondsport.

EMPIRE— "Environment."
Noise makers are under the ban
CRESCENT— "Tess of the Storm in local movies. Alberf Busse, arrested after a disturbance in the
SAVOY—"The Drug Traffic."
Acme theatre, drew a '$10 fine in

Smyth S
Staple C

Hamp Cbaa

Sunday movies have been sanctioned by the village authorities of

Country."

St George Marie
Savoy Viola

Hamel R

BAHN

TEMPLE—Vaudeville.
WIETINO— Dark.
STRAND— "Within the Law."
BOBBINS— ECKEL— "You Can't

Cannes

Fiake Rente
Fletcber Neil
Franklyn Wilson

N. Y.

CHE8TER

B.
B. P. KEITH'S— First half. Syracuse Music Festival;
last
half,
vaudeville.

•

$500.00 CASH PRIZE

Saturday. The original closing date
had been fixed as May 12. but anticMarguerite Bryant Stock Players ipated bookings failed to materialclosed at the Lyceum last Saturday ize. The house, if it is to be perand return* to Washington, Pa., mitted to reopen In the fall, must
opening there next Monday. They be thoroughly remodeled during the
just closed a 30 -week season there summer. Decision will come within
before coming to the Lyceum.
two weeks, it is said.
;

Blllle

INERS

Back

to

Pre-War Prices

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard males a/uflj/.t on hand

SOLE AGENT FOR

HAM

NATHANS TRUNKS THE EAST
MAKE UP SAMUEL
529-531 Seventh Ave., New York City
Roy

Henry C. Miner,

I

added attraction.

Barrell Marie

Ercelle

ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Vaat
Sbtw

Charlie 4 Camaroda and Charlie
Lane are new in the cast at the
The Wieting's season ended with
Academy. Kavalaka, dancer, is the the Chauncey Olcott engagement

Llaxette Mile

Burk Frank

The Cleveland Orchestra, return!
again this spring, was heard at eacl
concert.

La More Harry
La ret to Arthur

M

forbidden.

Law.

ing around here through their dance
work, will headline the hill.

Klrby Edward

Earl Geo

LETTERS
Whrn sending for mail to
VARIETY addreoa Mall Clerk
POSTCARDS. ADVICRTI8ING or
CIRCULAR LETTERS WILL
NOT BIS ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED ilf

FRENCH SHOE8
•f

Gayety

14

Brooklyn.
"Miss New York Jr" 7 Star Brook-

New

Seamon's

Maidens"

"Midnight

"Giggles" 7 Empire Brooklyn.
"HIpplty Hop" 7 Yorkville New

Browning;

Cullen Mrs

Gayety Brook-

7

Kilbride Percv

Bijou Iva
Blackwell Rita

is

criminally under the Copyright

Creeden Billv

MUTUAL CIRCUIT

Toledo.

4

and

B
Bronx Borland
Brown Jessica
Brown Lyman

Miner's

7

York.
"Rockets" 7 Gayety Buffalo.
"Social Maids" 7 Hurtig &. Seamon's New York 14 Yorkville New
York.
-Step on It" 7 Casino Brooklyn.
"Talk of Town" 7 Gayety Detroit

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
"Beauty Revue"

New

Columbia

7

Girls"

New

^

York

—701 Seventh Avenue, New York

infringement of any description will be prosecuted civilly

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Inc

Inc.

IN

Phons: Fitr

0520

*

Between 38th and 39th Strata

\

-

V
v.

Thursday,

May

3,

V A R

1923

eonard

m ark's.

>

Arthur Bergh, for several years
with the Emerson Phonograph Co.,
will he In charge of the recording
laboratory of the Do Forest Phonofilm Corp. This concern will make
motion pictures with mechanical
musical accompaniments, such as
were shown at the Rivoll, New York,

two weeks ago.

49

Operating

Hicks,

Special Rate* to the Profe*non

(of tho better kind

—within means

355

every particular.

Accommodate three

or

more

$12.00

ARRAIGN EASTMAN
the, Eastman Co.

•

The Commission

UP WEEKLY

positive prints at prices far

below those at which competitive
manufacturing laboratories could
supply such prints.
Brulatour up to March 1920, purchased and re-sold in the United
States 81 percent of the output of
cinematograph film manufactured
by the Eastman Co.. and during the
period following to September, 192r,
this was decreased to approximately

45th Street

3560 Longacre.

Each apartment with

WEEKLY—

private bath,

MONTHLY

CHARLES TENENBAUM
Principal

Hildona Court, 341 Weat 46th St., New York
Office in each huiMing.

office,

Apartments can be §een evening*.

Bryant 7912

One, three and four room apartments with kitchenettes,
Directly west of Times
private bath and telephone.
Square. Room arrangement creates utmost privacy.
RATES: $17.00 UP WEEKLY
Refer communications to M. CLAMAN, 241 West 43d

St.

ferred to the Eaatman Company the
legal title and ownership of the O.

M. Laboratories, San-Ja«q Laboratories and Paragon "Laboratories

manufacturing laboratories
these
and that it intended to operate the
same this being done, according to

—

the complaint for the sole purpose
of coercing and intimidating competing manufacturer to induce them
to refrain from further purchases
of cinematograph film manufactured by others than the Eastman

Company..
Shortly after this. In September,
1921, in further carrying out their
conspiracy the Eastman company
and Brulatour drew up an agreement with the Allied Association and
all its members to discontinue operation of three plants referred to
with the understanding that those
members of the association would
confine all their purchases of supplies of cinematograph film to that
manufactured in the United States
and to refuse to purchase any film
offered by American importers of
foreign manufactured film. It was
further understood that the Eastman company would keep the three
working
in
closed laboratories
order so that tl.ey could be immediately reopened should any member of the association purchase Imported cinematograph film from foreign countries.

a—,

THE BERTHA

t«>. i i i i« .

h..

APARTMENTS

COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING.

323-325 West 43rd Street

r.

FURNISHED
CLEAN AND AIKY.

NEW YORK
natal

CITY

cenwealnawa
of
w"i:« mm
f i%

oo

UP

ARISTO HOTEL
101

On* Block Wnt of Broadway
Three. Four and Five-Boom Hieh-CIaa* Furnished Apartment*.
MRS (iKomiH HIK<.KI. M t r
Strictly ProfewlonalPhon»et Bryant —ftO-l
Between

46th anil 47th Htreeta

•444—Bryant dtSS

.....

EIGHTH AVENUE

754-756

rbonc:

Private Balk, 3-4 Roosts. Catering to the comfort
the profeaaton.
STEAM HEAT AND ET.ECTMIO LIGHT

THE ADELAIDE

charges that because* of this comand immediately thereafter publicly
Brulatour supplied the
bination
announced that it had purchased
various producers of motion pictures,

Weat 48th Street
3830 Longacre

*16\00 UP
$70.00 UP
largest maintalner of housekeeping furnished apartment*
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located In the
center of
the theatric** district All fireproof buildlngsT^
Address all communications to

YANDIS COURT
241-247 West 43d Street

publishers that the record companies are imposing upon them in the

{Continued from page 18)

Weat

i

The

adults

<

341-347

m

oon* aPa't*n«nta.
J^il
pbone,LI
kitchen, kitchenette.
:

in

312

HILDONA COURT

Longacre 7132

managers April 25, E. C.
Mills, of the Music Publishers Prowarned that
tective Association,
subterfuge and exorbitant spending

(Continued on page 46)

61 at Street
Circle

«40

Three fend four rooms with hath

At a special meeting of profes-

royalty rate of 1.8 cents, a sale of
over lO.OOo records for an even

West

330 West 43d Street

Modern

Wabash Avenue

350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
IRVINGtON HALL
HENRI COURT

of economical folks)

THE DUPLEX

sional

matter of supplying window streamHe claims that one mechaners.
ical firm went so far as to ask for
streamers for one number costing
$300.
TJiis would necessitate, at a

Hotels

417-419 S.

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments

porting Italian copies of this composition published by Sonsonia, an

in the 'matter of entertaining acts
must stop or fines of from $1,500 to
$2,500 would be imposed. -lie claimed
that more than $100 a week was being spent for theatres, baseball and
fight tickets alone by some of the
publishers.
He added that since
the managers had taken oaths not to
indulge in this promiscuous treating of stage people no further alibis
would be accepted.
Mr. Mills also warned tho various

AT

AND
GRANT—
CHICAGO LORRAINE

Another music infringement has
come to light, this time in the ItalA
ian center in Mulberry street.
large book and music concern was
found selling copies of a foreign
composition under a different title.
Other copies used the original name,
but had different arrangements for
both piano and mandolin parts. The
Mulberry street dealer was also im-

The American pubItalian firm.
lisher has started action in all of
these cases.

B T Y

TffE~BESTPfA7CE"S"TO STOP

*

WITH MUSIC MEN
Harry Tenney la now with the
professional department of Wit-

I

'

West 44th

HOTEL HUDSON

New York

St,

in the heart of the Agents' district

$ 8 and
61* end

FOR THEATRICAL FOLKS
Rooms

with bath tie week up

Up Single
Up Double

Hot and Cold Watsr and
Telephone In Each Room.

jury of other American manufacTelephone 1107-1198 Bryant
turers of such film, and to the inJury of American importers of foreign made film. As a further result
Housekeeping rooms and kitchenette,
thereof, competition in the manu- single
ana double rooms, well furnished,
facture and sale of prints of mo- fti to $16. P. James. MS W. 54th St.. W.
of
Broadway, N. T. City. Tel. Circle 4845.
tion picture film, has been hindered
and in some instances, eliminated,
and through the combination of the able because they did not control
members of, the association by and first class, first run houses in key
with the Eastman Company, and cities suitable for the exploitation
respondents, George Eastman and of a high-grade picture. The other
Jules E. Brulatour, the prices at companies, Famous Players. Ooldwhich positive prints are sold to pro- wyn, Fox and Universal did not
ducers of motion pictures through- take pictures from outside sources.
out the United States have been
Most of the afternoon was taken
fixed and standardized."
up with this line of examination.

102

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

WEST

44th

NEW YORK
Taoae:

STREET

CITY
US Y ANT 7 MS- St

HOTEUTJLTON
(la the

Bee** of New York)

6 S end
$14 and

Up Single
Up Double

Bhowsr Baths, Hat asd Cold
Water and Telephone.

'

264-26*

WEST

46th

NEW YORK

STREET

CITY

rheae: Bryaat esVS-eaaa

Oppo.it* N. V. A.
Those named as respondents by Earlier Mr. Baker had been led
the Federal Trade Commission are through a description of his trip
given until June 8, at 10.30 a. m. to to Bombay to open a studio there
appear for a hearing at the offices for Famous Players in 1920 and to
of the commission here, on the various incidents connected with also was his brother-in-law), that
stances temporarily discontinuing
Mr. Zukor had written a letter to
charges set forth.
the supply of cinematograph film to
his connection with the company
the Paramount directors declaring
competing manufacturing laborathat year and in 1921. This was dithat he (Goldwyn) -would have to
tories. It is also charged Brulatour
rected toward showing that Famous
go.
Otherwise Zukor would quit,
FORMER
F.
P.
with the Eastman company would
Players and Mr. Zukor sought at
for the fame concern could not hold
(Continued from page 18)
extend long term credit to competithat time to acquire control of many
both
of
them. Goldwyn asked Lasky,
governsession,
the
no afternoon
tive manufacturing laboratories who
theatres in America and abroad.
also a director, what he would do
ment representatives announcing
purchased their entire supply of
Under questioning by Mr. Ilawthey had received a quantity of kins as to happening, and converfilm from them while those who got
u!
witness, that he would stand with
-_*«— during
ZJi-!r7ZZ"_~4~4
u~A SiUjfllJLflefL
new' documents and wanted time to sationa
only part of their supply from the
Baker
this period, t»„
*
Zukor on the vote to let Goldwyn
study them.
respondents were denied these privsaid that he discussed the amalgaout.
Asked
how
he
regarded
this
Session
Monday
ileges. This was done, it is charged,
mation of Famous Players and
Two witnesses were examined, Metro with Schauer, Myers and news, Goldwyn said, "I felt as any
to coerce the various manufacturWalter E. Greene and Tarkington "Wanger at luncheon and the trip honest- to-God man would when he
ing laboratories not controlled or
Baker, the former of American Re- expressed the belief that a deal was found his friends wouldn't stand by
operated by the Eastman Company
him." Goldwyn was visibly affected
leasing and the latter of Visugraphlc in progress toward that end.
and Brulatour into purchasing only
At
Films. Baker was the star witness this Mr. Swaine was up with vig- by his own recital.
from them.
He made further revelations of
for the commission so far. Through orous objections characterizing such
In August, 1921 or thereabouts,
him the commission sought to matter as "cumbering the record inside history of the Industry. It
the Eastman Co. caused to be transBecause of the agreement with bring out that an independent pro- with bsck stair gossip."
appeared that the Lasky producing
the association and the adherence ducer had great difficulty in reachW. E. Greene's testimony covered company, allied with Famous Playhave ing the market, owing to the conthereto the evident purpose
the formation of Realart, Select and ers, wanted to get rid of Hodkinbeen carried out and all purchases trol of the several big companies Artcraft by Famous riayers and it son as president of Paramount, as
of film has been confined to the of the first class, first run houses. was sought to show that these cor- one of the steps to securing control
Eastman Company and in pursuBaker testified that the directors porations were a cover for Famous' of distribution. TPhey wanted to
ance thereof the various members of his concern had in view the in- Players operations in ' a certain make new terms with the distributor
of the association have falsely an- vesting of $300,000 in a picture grade of pictures.
as well, but were In a deadlock with
nounced from time to time to the based on an original story by Booth
Hodkinson and were tied up with
Tuesday Session
trade and to other manufacturing Tarkington and called upon him
a 25-year contract to deliver all
laboratories that cinematograph film for advice. He counselled them to
Richard A. Rowland and Samuel Famous Players and Lasky product.
produced by manufacturers other give up the scheme at this time, Goldwyn were the center of interest. It was ahout this time that the Mary
than the Eastman Company cannot "because of the theatre situation." Goldwyn told a lot of history that Plckford Co., Artcraft and such outbe used to gjy>d advantage and said Elaborating this statement Baker was new to the trade, including his side companies were formed, takassociation and its members have said that Famous Players and the departure from Paramount, at which ing over stars whose contracts were
consistently sought to induce and other big distributors were not he was close to tear*, while Row- expiring. Goldwyn testified that a
coerce outside manufacturing lab- available and the independent dis- land revealed for the first time that deal was proposed and carried to
members tributors could not be used because there was a change in the relations the point of consummation under
become
to
oratories
thereof, and «have attempted to In- they could not furnish the entree of First National and S. A. Lynch which a $25,000,000 company was to
duce these others to purchase their to the type of theatre necessary to just before Famous Flayers took be formed and Famous Players and
the Lasky Co. was to distribute
cinematograph film from the East- the successful exploitation of such over the Atlanta man's business.
man Company.
Rowland did not make It clear through Tr+angle.
a grade production.
Negotiations to this end were conthe govwas,
but
what
relation
this
Mr.
McDonald,
attorney
for
cerParagraph 11, says:
tain of the respondents, tried to ernment Indicated that it hopes to. ducted between Lasky, Zukor, Ait156-8
As a result of the carrying out make the witness admit that the make something of it. Later on ken and certain hankers, Srnlthers
of the said conspiracy, combination picture could have been placed with counsel for the commission wanted among them. Goldwyn's account of
East ©f Broadway
and agreement by and between re- HodkAnton, American or Lichtman, to know "What was the effect of the proceedings was rather vague,
spondents herein, the Eastman Com-aW^
stuck to the assertion this First National-Lyn< h agree- but it seemed that the deal was
pany has acquired and now enjoys that his company had quit high ment on the independent exhibitor called off when Paramount (particua virtual monopoly in the manulass
feature production because in relation to an agreement to have larly through Abrams, Steele and
facture and sale of cinematograph control hy the big concerns
made it the first run Lynch houses play all others) showed a disposition to
film In the United States to the in- difficult.
A representative of his First National pictures on a 20-80 make conciliatory terms. Goldwyn
company, Mr. Marshal), had ap- percentage basis?" The reply was also didn't like the proposition uhen
proached First National with the that It crowded the Independent out he found that Aitken owned Wesstc nti
tern Import of England, wba h was
proposition and reported back "not to »- ii luin
Conmatic incl- to hold all Triangle rights.
Perhaps the most
a chance," becsuae First National
at
of
Would no! fake- a single picture and dent of thr Ir'Sl .so f.ir A\as Gold- ferences looking to the deal were
41st Street
Goldwyn
available only to a producer wyn's recital of the circumstances held in Aitken's home.
The Rrndctvou* of (lie Leading l.iplif* of Mtcratnre and the ?taa*.
who h;i<l a considerable quantity of attending his departure from P.tra- went to California to persuade SenThe Best Food and Entcrtalnraeol in New York. Music and Dancing.
mounr. Hi had been to California nett and Griffith to Join the assomateriel to offer.
rfodkJnson, Llchtman and Ameri- and on his return had been informed ciation and found them ;-i .«.«hle,
$1 Oftr Special : A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
!.•'«
least
a sky, w ho the witness testified
fit*
can, he continued, wert no! desk
In the GRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS for LADIES
70 per cent.

Brulatour and the Eastman Company are further charged with delaying deliveries and in some in-
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week and shown the
The interiors are to be

New York insurgents jg
National organization. But
the same time denied that his vt
to New York had that as one
its objects. He also stated that!
attitude of the Minnesota b©
would be that if the Chicago eo
vention did not result in organta
tion of a constructive nature Mi
nesota was going to have it If th
had to get it by going outside
the national organization.

CHICAGO OFFICE

i6o2CapitolBldg

Tabloids, either large or small, but of the highest grade,
that have been carefully reviewed before booked, will
find 'this new service both profitable and responsible.

SIDNEY MWEISM AN

Detroit,

A

in charge:

EITHER SELL OR PERCENTAGE

ween the

-th^

GENERAL

House managers desiring occasional Musical Comedy

fin

each evening In the exposition
and during the days street sc«
'are to be taken around town.
Nat Royster has been engaged
publicity promoter for the ea
and he is working the contest
with the local paper.
Al Steffes before leaving
Minneapolis yesterday (Wedn«
afternoon stated that he did not
lieve that it would ever be pot
to bring about a reconciliation b
t

JHLUBIN
MAMAOLR

BLDG.

JUST ONCE IN A WHILE
A GIRL SHOW WILL STIMULATE-

A9

cagoians to work in a comedy p>
ture to be made during the expi
silion
night.

General Executive Offices

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

position are going forward unA
the direction of Jules J. Rubej
Chicago representative of the exp
A number of unusual features Inv
been secured to attract the publl
and a contest is now being etM
ducted in one of the daily papf
fOr the selection of a cast of Cfc

"Ritter

for

May

gan exhibitors

MANY DAYS OR WEEKS AS YOU WANT

to-

I.

President"

ch

Mid

has been formed here by the

promote the

cat

didacy of James C. Ritter for pre
ident of the M. P. T. O. A. at

& HARRIS
JOHN E. COUTTS' ACKERMAN PHELAN
HERBERT
TABLOID CIRCUIT
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

THIRD FLOOR,

MARKET, GRANT

BLDG.

O'FARRELL 8TREETS
3AN FRANCISCO
WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.
and

ELLA

INCORPORATED

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
SAN

Reputable producers will be given full season of SO weeks after
your Tab has been carefully reviewed and O. K.'d

Money Will Be Made with a
Big Idea, Either Large or Small

FRANCISCO

Big

A new

PAUL GOUDRON. CAPITOL BUILDING, CHICAGO
Detroit

Booking

Office,

206 Breitmeyer Bldg.

office,

•

soundly financed and managed

from a

CALL OR WRITE
6th Floor, EARL CARROLL
50th St. and 7th Ave.,

Now York

trip to

Kansas

Dave

City.

Ringle has been added
writing staff of the firm.

THEATRE BUILDING

to

the

City
is
now profesfor A. J. Stasny.

Vincent Aliarta
sional

manager

.

erate infringements which result in
constant litigation.
It is possible
that eteps will be taken to make
the writers themselves responsible
for any "lifted" melodies or lyrics
that bear their names.

tl

Chicago
convention.
The fli
meeting of the club was held he
today and ways and means we
discussed with a view to lnsurii
the success of* its candidate in tl
national fight.
Incidentally H. M. Richey, g«
eral manager of the Michigan ub
of the M. P. T. O. A., Is the cafl
paign manager for Ritter. He hi
issued a statement setting fori
the platform of the latter and
complete copy is to be mailed
every member of the M. P. T. O.
la the country.
The plans of the Michigan ua
called for them
to leave here ft
Chicago over the Michigan Cent*
in two special cars, to occupy •
entire floor at the Sherman How
and to open their headquartei
there and to establish an office,
is certain that more than 100 el
hibitors of this state will atten
the convention. This unit has bei
one of the most successfully op«
ated of any of the state organisl
tions of the M. P. T. O. A. and tl
slogan of the Ritter campaign
to be "Let's make Michigan's sW
cess national."
I

!

WITH MUSIC MEN
(Continued from page 45)
break, without considering all the
other factors that tend to reduce
the publishers' mechanical profits.
Mills admits that he has no power
the publishers in this
matter, but he says that he can
warn and advise them on something
which is harmful to their best interests and is constanly growing
more serious. The question will be
taken up at the next meeting of the
to

restrict

association.

Frank Clark, western

manager
Snyder,

week

for
left

for Wes»t

Waterson, Berlin

Wednesday of
Baden to take a

&

last
rest.

Ed Bloeden, of Goodman & Rose
to recovering at his home from j
slight attack of pneumonia.

Walter Coghlll, of the J%hn
Church Co., is seriously ill with
pneumonia at the Dixie hospital.
Hampton, Va.

Minneapolis and St. Paul. Bernard
Ryle Is the new Cincinnati repre-

sentative.
The professional managpr of the company. Fred Steele, is
(Chicago expected back the end of the week

•

Chicago.

May t

Nat Royster is handling tbe pul
Sammy Smith, professional m»n- much litigation, was last week, bv lkity for the Motion Pit Hire Pal^
of Progress, which is to be he'd
ager for the Edward B. Marks Surrogate Foley of
New i'ork, im- the
Music Co.. returned Monday from proved and the administrator
•Coliseum in connection wil
vlisa six weeks' trip throi.gh the middle charged from all further
responsi- the gathering here of national 11
i

west.

Rudy Bale Is now representing
Broadway Music Corporation in

the

The first and final accounting of
the Insolvent estate left by Louise
B. Voight Overstrcet, music teacher,
with a studio at the Metropolitan
opera house, who died March 1.
1918, and over which there has been

bilities

as such.

hibitors

May

10-*J«.

Royster eTeeW

a tie-up with the Chicago J0U«
nal" by which Chicago will put
candidate In the field for the i»<
tion picture star- contest and h*
been getting lots of publicity
other newspapers.
'

The next important campaign

of

the Music Publishers* Protective
Association will be directed against
plagiarism and will be a serious
effort to wipe out the evil.
It Is
claimed the market is full of delib-

Larry

Yoell. a

new

K.

P..

Marks

representative in San Francisco.
has been attacked by a severe case
of appendicitis.
His place is Hrlng
temporarily tilled by Fred Bllladeux.

1

I
.

Thursday,

May

VARIETY

1923

3,

no action had

_>n taken."
The raid was made without the
knowledge of Clarence J. Fennessey.
Agent in charge of the territory. At
were
first some of the newspapers

not sure it was bona
soon as they learned

went

to

it

strong.

hut as
was, they

fide,
it

The

fact that the

"crash" was made over Fennessey's
head gave the story another angle
worthy of headline notice. The
agents hud been working quietly in
Troy for three weeks before thesprung the trap which closed the

brewery.

Arthur M. Kraus, New York musibooking agent and manager, is
suing Yoska Babary, a foreign concert violinist, for $7,500 damages,
claiming breach of contract. Babary
is said to have been the former
cal

»

Kiiser's favorite court violinist and

was brought to this cpuntry Hoy
Kraus, who placed' him at the Hotel
Ambassador, New York, where Babary appeared for a time until deciding to accept a contract from the
Hotel Congress, Chicago.
Frances Whitf

is breaking recat Rainbo Garden, Chicago,
where she is now in her second
-Week. Miss White is receiving $2,600

single.

*H
Joe Donegan, perhaps more wide-

known

to the theatrical profession and membors of the sporting
world than any other hotel manager in the country, is out of a Job,

.ly

,

*

at the Bal Taberin, Hartford.

ords

'

v

WILLIE and EUGENE

clude the enlargement of the stage.
All acta holding contracts were

changed to later dates.

|

ii

PASSING
Direction

HIS
PALAIS ROYAL, SAN FRANCISCO, INDEFINITELY
—IRENE—

-

—MARY-

STUART GIRLS
SONGS* PERSONALITY and CURLS
ACT WRITTEN BY CAL DEVOLL
Direction

Providence's new dance hall, the
A peculiarity of the present comArcadia, said to be the largest dance parative low price of Scotch is that
pavilion in the country, has. been the bootlegging price declined while
styled as a ballroom all winter, but the enforcement officers ostensibly
is now putting on its summer garb according to the publicity obtained
and is being widely advertised as were the most active in suppressing
"America's largest roof garden
•rum runners*
Manager Hall recently issued facts
While the market price for the
and figures disputing the claim that wise buyers is now $54 for Scotch,
a new dance hall announced. to be up to $75 for the lay buyer In small
built in New York will be the biggest lots is riot looked upon as an overdance pa%ce in the country- \.
charge though often 'with the lays
so many "being in on it" that each
The Terrace Gardens (Hotel Mor T "taking his bit", forces up the

TOM POWELL
»

8AM
m

h

H.

HARRIS
«2<S

Attractions

St..

W.

of B'way.

Evenings at

Harris Mats. Wed. -Sat.
OWEN DAVIS' New Play

a

West 44th St. Evs.
Mats. Wed. A Sat.

GEORGE

2:20.

M.

1:30.

2:20.

COHAN

Presents the Hit of tho-Town

ICEBOUND"

NEW

HUDSON

8: JO.

YORK'S NEWEST TRIUMPH

"SO THIS IS LONDON!"

—-MARY

IRVING—

•

DUNNE
and DAYE
"FRECKLES
and HIS PAL"

PLAYING

should be bringing at present more
per case than good Scotch.
Before prohibition rye sold for
$18-20 a case (some brands less)
while there was little call for Scotch
that seldom sold in cases to the* pub-

HOWLING SCCCESS."— Eva

LEGAL ITEMS

price

The Frayer Realty Co? "which
operates the Frazee, New York, waa
given a directed verdict for $1,000 byCity Court Judge Peter J. Schmuekagainst Samuel Geneen and Fn <]
J. Mclnaac. who produced "Old Man
Smith."
The defendants were to
bring "the piece into the Fraaee,
March 12 for four weeks on a guaranteed minimum rental of $3,500.
One week's rental was agreed by
Geneen & Mclsaac to bo advanced
to the folding company of the theatre to cover the last ^eek of the
play's tenancy. The producer gave
a $1,000 check aa advance payment
on the $3,500. It was Genoen's check
made out to Mclsaac and indorsed
to the plaintiff. Geneen subsequently stopped payment and the Frayer
Realty Co. sued through La: on La ski
to recover thereon.

is

at the Rosemont, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Post.

COHANS

GEORGE

KM"

MUSIC BOX THEATRE

I'HUSIC

OOL

BOX REVUE'
1

MERTON
THE

%

THE

I

I.

KEITH CIRCUIT

KAUFMAN

SSE

^

MARGARET LAWRENCE

B. F.

Direction

Charley Straight of the Roy Bargy
Band, (Chicago) says he would like
Theatre, W. 43 St. Evs. 8:20.
OTTTTfiKI
St.
to have the story straightened out
JU.bJ.UM Mat8 Wcd and gat.. 2:20. LIDdlX
I IR17DTV THEATRE, W. 42d
1 I
Ma ts. wed. A Sat. that reported him in Variety among
The Sweetest L*\m Story Ever Told
"Best Amerioan Musical Play
SAM H. HARRIS Presets
those who did not appear in the conWorld"
Wide
Whole
in the
test won by Paul Biese's Band out
M.
Straight says he and tho
there.
COMEDIANS
band were just leavrng the Rendez
In the S'ew York and London Success,
in the New Sons; and Dance Show
By Rudolf Besler AV
Vous
at 2.30 a. m. to go to .the
"CC^DCTC"
OuvilLlg
May Edlngton
Arcadia when a phone message ar"LITTLE NELLIE
Staged by SAM FORREST
rived informing him the contest was
over. The Bargy Band didn't "back
8:30.
Evfa.
W.
Theatre,
42d
St.
TirJCC
Ofl
I llflQO OUi
Mats. Thurs. and Sat. down" said. Straight but the judges
SKf/WYNS Present
THE
wouldn't wait until it had finished
-Sat.
Wed.
West 45th St. Evs. 8:15. Mats.
CHANNING POLLOCK'S
He's not saying
its night's work.
8AM H. RAMUS Presents IRVING BERLIN'S
the Bargy Band would have won,
adds Straight, but the other bands
The Appellate Division Friday afwould have known they had been in firmed a $4,000 verdict in favor of
Paul Kelly, playwright,
Anthony
contest.
a
Staged by HASSARD SHORT.
against the John Cort'a Co., Ltd.,
WITH A GREAT CAST
The Play That Succeeded In Spite sf the Devil.
the Cort theatre. New
owners
of
open
Serenaders
The Virginia
The suit arises from an
York.
THEATRHJ, W. 4Stb St. Evs. 1:15
PART
Saturday at the Blossom Heath Inn, agreement between Kelly and Cort
l/Unl
Mats. Wed. and Sat. at 2:16. Knickerbocker ?£'&?$$:.& 53
New York. This 19 tho first local for the lease of the Cort, New York,
HKNKY W RAVAOK OFFERS
A NEW COMKDY-W1TU Ml SIC
engagement of the orchestra.
in December, 1920. The playwright
deposited $4,000 with the defendant
CLINGING VINE
The Versatile Sextette open at as advance rental for the theatre on
show,
MOVIES
OF
the Fountain Inn, New York, May the understanding if Cort's
with PEGGY
"Three's a Crowd" (which was to
Entire Oreh., $2. SO; entire tint Bale.. SI. 50; en15.
Florei ce Nash tire
time
short
theatre
a
With Glenn Hunter
holiout
at
the
try
Ineludins
nieht.
every
50c—
Bale..
2d
H%rry l>on Wilson's story dramatized by day* and Sate. For Mat.— All Orch.. $2; all
preceding Kelly's play, "Tho PhanCeo. S. Kaufman and Mare Connelly Bale.. II. Best Seat* NOW at Box Office.
Ned Wayburn, in his new floor tom Legion"), proved a success
revue for the Hotel Sbelbourne, Cort would return the $4,000. If a
42d St., W. o« Bway.
A 4«th St. Eves. DCDITD1 IP
ftl flQC
ULUDL Broadway
EVENINGS at 1:30. Brighton Beach, will have, accord- flop Kelly was to bring his show
Mats. Wed. & Sat., 2:30
8;3o.
1:30.
.
at
Saturday
and
ing to report, as choristers, girls into the theatre.
Mats. Wednesday
JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON'S
a Crowd" remained at
who are candidates for the next the•Three's
ANNE NICHOL8' New Comedy
Newest Musical Comedy
Cort, and the Cort Co, refused
Wcyburn is to to return Kelly's money. The playZiegfeld "Follies."
receive a weekly guarantee of $2,500 wright took his show across the
for the revue.
street to the Playhouse and started
with Lew Fields. Ann Pennington, Clifsuit for the recovery <>f his four
-THE PLAY TPAT TUTS
ton Webb. Charle* tludela and
Gin purchases are being made "grand" through O'Urien, Maje•B! IN MIMOR"
lulu Mo< <niii.ll
vlnsky & Drii coll.
by
the
with great care nowadays
experts'. Gin is being made through
1V1LL1AM A. BRADY'S MUSICAL
45,n St
KvM a 20.
nr Bw
! YPFIIM
Owen K<nrs is suing Milton
l-.IOt.um Matlneri~ Thurs. «* Sat. at t .20.
pouring a powder into warm water.
COMEDt TRIUMPH
Hirschfleld and Roland west in the
Movm to ltKI.AsC O Then.. MON.. May 7
It's very simple aud deceptive.
City Court, claiming $1,250 as her
"A HIT. A PALPABLE hit:
share for services rendered Ilirs^hDAVID BELASCto Presents
Walter Kaffenberg has returned fi«'ld in disposing of th<> H<r» n
rights i<» 'The Unknown Purple."
to New York.
Miss Bear* demands her brokerage
W. 48th St. Evs 8:30.
Mats. Wrrt &Snt. 8:30.
quarts
of fee from Hir*chn>H alone, stating
Approximately
20,900
in
phe had a private understandthat
liquor, good and \r.n\, which 1>;<<1 acBy SACIIA QOTTBT, A dapted tj Mr. Belanco.
ing with West for disposing of his
cumulated in tii" federal building .it
Hirschfleld
per cent, Interest.
New Amsterdam Theatre W. 42d Btrtrt Malone, N. v., during the past e^
Thea., W. 44th St. Evs. 8:30
only owned 25 j»»r cent, of the show,
ITTI
F-« Matinees
*"*
* * *-,I
Wed. & Sat. 2:30 tunings 8 13. TOPULAn MAT. WEDNESDAY. era] years was destroyed recently. which Miss Bears dis posed of for
Sixasks 10 per cent
F. Ray Comstock A Morris Gcst present
HKGULAIt, MATINEE SATURDAY.
The boose was poured into a sewer $12,500,
in the basement of the building. thereof as h« r commission.
National Institution
Qrders for it destruction were reAlleged breach of cont'raH is th«'
ceived directly from Washington.
for $150,000 filed
The order di«i not cover liquor basis «f a suit Theatre
Co. n the
against the Moore
seised by prohibition agenti lince District Supreme Court at Washingwith
n.
II
Ang<
last summer) when Robert
C., bj Floyd C Cunningham.
ton,
St aged by win. in.;.;. SMITH
wn« nnmnrl npf*m in -i-.t:^.- «.f '.. fmrrmiKn.nn .u i»- vd hat lm w,.* to

"A

"MUFFS"

and

the Canine CortortionUt
Playing Keith, Orpheum and W. V. M. A. Circuits
Direction: WILL JACOBS

.

The Chauncey Gray orchestra

BOOKED SOLID

—

«

FEATURING "MUFFS,"

- It's an extraordinary commentary
on the liquor question th*.t bad rye

with Its .pre- prohibition
lic,
about the same as rye.

'

JACK ROSHIER

dealer's selling price.

THEATRES

SHOW
OF 1922"
MESSRS. 8HUBERT

CHRIS
MANN
AND
ORCHESTRA

been almost solely devoted to Scotch
in consequence.

r»xex8XHC«e»»^x«x«8»xe?^

HOWARD

STARRING IN

and the Hotel Edward, Kansas City,
Good 8cotch is now soiling at
will be closed next week to be remodeled and refurnished under a about dne-halMhe price of good rye
in New York. * Scotch Is selling as
new management.
low as $54 a case, guaranteed in the
same manner as of other times and
A Jugment for $1,683.92 which prices. Good ry*» Also guaranteed,
Harry J. Susskind recovered from is $100-$105 per case, while quesAlbert Jockers, the violinist or- tionable rye is around |85. Vlntese
chestra leader, is the chief liability champagnes are from $110 to
$120
in a voluntary petition in bank- a case (12 bottles). Plenty
ja/ beer
ruptcy filed by Jockers. The latter and ale at the same prices as beformerly appeared at Susskind's fore, with some slight demand for
Pelham Heath Inn, New York, and light wines, also cordials, although
contracted the debt on a promissory very slight for the latter.
note. An item for Income taxes due
Scotch at $54, delivered in New
brings --the
liabilities
total
to York, is a drop from the $125 to
$2,153.27; assets a $1,000 life insur- $140 a case charged within a year
ance policy. Jockers is also known after prohibition became "effective."
as a song writer under the nom-dc- The drop has been steady, declining
plume Al. Trebla (Albert reversed). by $5 decreases up to about three
months ago when it took a sharp
Joe Lanin lias taken Mai Hallett's tumble from $85 to $70 and $75.
place as orchestra leader at Rose- Meantime rye went upward.
The
land, New York. His brother, Sam, demand for Scotch over here since
has been the director of the other prohibition has made America rank
orchestra there for some time. with England as a Scotch drinking
Hallett has accented an engagement country.
Importing of liquor has

(Continued from page 10)
Troy, out that

will
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rison) Chicago, closed April 29 and
undergo repairs which will in-
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"SCARS OF JEALOUSY"

with FRANK KEENAN
STKAM) SYMPHONY OR< HKSTRA
Conductor
CARL EDUUARDB

Joseph

owner

of

X.

is
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V..

Quitner,
manager and
the State, Middletown,
continuing with his law

lialf

••

enterprise

NATIONAL INSTITUTION"
J<M«C|th
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I

i

Boms of the
territory.
iialone
liquor had been held by tho custi mi
department f< r more lhan thre
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at
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allowed

of $100 a w< k.
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Court Tu**sday Walton Urooks was
[awarded Judgment for ?-' " hgalnst
(l

-Under an agreement

Bellitt.

to pay Prool<5; the lutn March 1
UHlitt on that <late told Ilrooks he
had decided not to pay and advised

Brooks to sue.

Brooks and

Bellitt

each invested 4450 for .a vaudeville
The first efproduction last Tall.
[ort was suCCessfvil and resulted in
profits enough to pnMtuos two other
acts. Though the season looked favorable for the acts. Brooks, whose
specialty is danoe direction, sought

to

withdraw

with

Bellitt,

Hi* partnership

frt»m

having received several

new legitimate
direct
shows. As the money was tied up
In the productions, Bellitt claim' d
pay Brooks his
he could not then
offers

to

i

Investment

1020,

In

Henry

•

Brooks

tht-reupon

agreed to accept $-00 as his fthare,
and fui 'h'-r acc< ded to Bellitt's pro(I
ihat «,!>«. money be *»aid in
March,
i
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Miss Maryon Vadie
'and"
^
4

Mr. Ota Gygi
'Headliners at the Palace,

New

York, during the week of

'April 30th, wish to thank

*

Mr.E.F.Albee
'

5

and
»
•

Mr. EdwatdV. Darling

"N
.

of the B. F. Keith Circuit for their uniform kindness and
consideration,

the

country

and

to

heartfelt

excess

to

Keith patrons throughout

appreciation of their enthusiastic

support and commendation^

*

PALACE THEATRE, NEW YORK
Week

of April 30

MARYON VADIE

•

r»>i»,iiia«i iiaiii<»iiiiaiiii»iiii»iH!aiHWiWii'™ ^^

•^iilBtiiTiTulJiilalMLWJiifJntJuV^

and

OTA GYGI

HARLAN DIXON and GIRLS
POWERS ELEPHANTS
CHARLES (CHIC) SALE
VAN and SCHENCK (2d week)
McKAY and AROINE
CRAIG CAMPBELL
KAY, HAMLIN and KAY
McCARTON and MORRONE

,
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—
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CITY,

QUITY IN FOR
I0HN

E.

KELLERD ENCOUNTERS

0PP0STI0N OF EQUITY

—

Organization Informs Members Kellerd Due Next
Week in Detroit Planned to Open His Season at
the Detroit Opera House

—

Equity is informing: members who
aave been engaged by John E. Kelorganization

toire

ARBUCKLE WILL DANCE

Shakespearean reper-

lerd for his

that

the

IN CHICAGO

asso-

ciation will not sanction the contracts they have entered into with
Jtae road star.

Kellerd had planned to open his
.Season at the Detroit opera house
Monday next, presenting Shakespearean repertoire for the first
three weeks and following that to
present modern plays in the usual

CABARET

Fat Comedian,

Now

Carrying

Overweight, Says Offer Has

Been Accepted

Los Angeles. May 9.
stock method.
Fatty Arbuckle says he has enKellerd for years has been one
of the touring actor-managers and gaged to be a dancing attraction at
has season after season taken to the Marigold Gardens (restaurant),
Chicago, appearing there in June.
(Continued on page 28)

Fatty has taken on weight and
the scales up to around
He has not disclosed who will
dancing partner.
The Marigold Gardens did wire
an offer to Arbuckle; that is known.
Arbuckle has been doing but little
(Continued on page 28)

now sends

OLDEST HORSE LIVING
•Clo ver

1

is

52 Years

Old— Will

Die

in Pasture)

Harrisburg, Pa.,
^Clover," the famous
•wned by Dr. U. Myers,
trkssa,

days in

old

9.

horse

of Cataspend the rest of his
the pasture instead of be-

"Clover's"

put at 62 years, and the
egjulne is said to be the oldest horse
living, older than any other one on
tecord. His unequaled age has attrscted
iractea much attention throughout
country.
Many carnivals and
ha
s have
sought to obtain possesof the animal.
Dr. Myers says the steed will live
n!i remaining days In peace.
The
changeable weather and jumps of a
circus, says Dr. Myers, would prove
to? much for the aged animal.
•S*

HARP MARATHON

will

coming a cirrus freak.

;

May

300.
be. his

Roxy La Rocea Playing

in

Shop

Window

is

tion was said to he too high priced
for the Loew
eople for summer

With the marathon craze in
vogue, Roxy La Rocca, "the wizard
of the harp," started on a 24-hour
continuous playing marathoft on the
harp Wednesday morning at 8.30
a. m. in the window of Eddie Mack's
clothes shop at 15S2 Broadway.
While obviously a great publicity
stunt for Eddie, the contest was a
serious endeavor by the harpist to
shatter the record established in
1920 by Enrico Amato, of Florence,
Italy, who played the harp continuously for 5 hours and 55 minutes
at the expense of badly bruised and
bleeding digits. While not lasting
the full 24 hours. La Rocca doubled
Amato's record by playing over 10
hours consecutively, being forced to
quit because of weakness for want
The crowds were
of nourishment.
so large on Broadway Wednesday
afternoon that an officer rdered La

vaudeville bookings.

Rocca

gcot
i

PEGGY HOPKINS-RICHMAN ACT
Peggy Hopkins and Harry Rich-

man were

offered to the Loew
bookers this week as a two -act.
Rlchrnan
recently
M;ie
rejoined
West, the turn playing several
weeks for the Keith Circuit.

The Rlchtnan -Hopkins combinai

side

HURRY S 'GINGHAM GIRL"
Jules Mm y, the Shubert's legit
,

booker, has secured "The Gingham
Girl" for the one and two itighl
stand terrlrrrv for ne?ct spnsnn.
The we«>K stand company will 1>«

to continue his marathon on a
street.
He was accordingly

transported

in

an open

van

(still

strumming the harp) to Mack's
store on West 4 h street, just oft*
Broadway, concluding at 6:33 in the
evening. A number of news photofi t

graphers "shot" the harpist at work.
The only casualties was a general
tirednasi of the bands and tempo-

operated by the producers, Schwab
Kussel.
Murry has been operating a company of "Tangerine" on the one
alghters this year and will continue
*Uh it next season in addition to

by the Lyon A- Healy musical
instrument manufacturing firm of
Chicago that he could break the

Ma new

record.

A

piece.

rary paralysis.

La
$r.,000

Rocca

post.-.i

$:,oo

against
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TWO BATTLES

BRANCH BULL

NEW YORK,

FIGHTS IN

AT MAD.

ALLEGES

OR OUTDOORS

SO.

—

Tex Rickard Arranging with Spaniards No Brutal
Features Blunt Swords Instead of Darts

DUPLICITY

—

Spanish Capital Behind Project
Veiled Threat from Mountford if Equity Persists
in Obtaining Vaudeville
Control The Vaudeville

—

the presentation

bull fights in Madison Square
Garden, New York, in the fail were
being worked out this week by Tex
Rickard and a representative of
Spanish interests who came to New

Equity Officials Secretly Jay O'Brien Her Husband
Dealing with A. F. of L.
Miss Fenwick Last with

Men

details for

of

DIVORCE DECREE

— Assert

Reports

The

IRENE FENWICK GIVEN

Branch People Spreading

Many

'

•

VAUDE.

10,

York especially to launch the project.

Break Equity*
Vaudeville Branch Agreement Equity Said to Be
Following the Advice of
Labor Leaders Talk of
to

Lionel Barrymore

In order that the contents may
be presented in this country, all of
the
brutal portions will bo eliminrecord
Hiding behind the court
of a divorce proceeding by Irene ated, especially the killing of the
animals.
O'Brien vs. James O'Brien, no one
The matter has been discussed
has gotten wise to the identity of
with representatives of the Society
!»
"Skeleton Organizations the plaintiff as being that of Irene for the Prevention of
Cruelty to
Fenwick, last with Lionel BarryA's Meeting
more in "The Claw" (two seasons Animals. It is reported that society
is
not
opposed
to
the
cont.-ts if
The papers on file, otherago).
day Important
wise sealed to the press and only conducted on a humane ba: is. As
plans
the
are
laid at present the
open to the attorneys actively Interested, also painstakingly eschew Spanish Interests will bring over
'19
eight of the best known toreadors
all references to Mrs. O'Brien (Miss
Fenwick) as being a member of the and other men to work in the arena
profession.
Meyer M. Friend, at- including five matadors. In place
Reports have grown clamorous torney, of 120 Broadway, who was of attacking the animals with darts
following the Equity Sunday open appointed referee to take testimony the toreadors will use blunt swords
meeting that Equity executives in the divorce proceedings, will with the contest to be over when
have met secretly fh conference probably not learn of Mrs. O'Brien's the bull has been exhausted.
With the brutal aspects of the
with some officers of the American identity unless he reads this.
James O'Brien is better known bull fights eliminated the pageant
Federation of Labor. These meetend will be increased. This portion
ings, it is claimed, have been held along Broadway as Jay O'Brien.
Miss Fenwick, who was repre- has always proved a big factor in
Their purport
In New York City.
has been, the Mountford adherents sented by Philip Wittenberg* of favor of the contests in Spain and
charge^ to discover a way to vitiate Blckerton, Wittenberg A Fleisher, Mexico. The Spanish interests will
the agreement entered Into by sets forth that she first learned of import all of the necessary equipEquity with Harry Mountford and her spouse's infidelity when he ment and personnel for the work
James W. Fitzpatrick, when, under started regaining out nights and and will handle the arena' themwhen a Jewelry bill for some fem- selves.
(Continued on page 23)
The venture is being backed "ry
inine baubles which she never was
the recipient of came Into her pos- Spanish capital which will bung tho
session. That created the first sus- company over with Rickard to arpicion which motivated her retain- range for the contests either in
IS
OIL
MadUr- Square or if the matter
ing a private detective agency.
Harry Connor of the Val O'Farrel can be settled earlier, in an outdoor
bureau testified that the co-re- arfrna.
spondent, an unknown woman, is
about 28 years old. and was attired
Tyos Angeles, May 9.
BEHIND PUSSYWILLOW"
In a Hudson seal coat and picture
The latest fad amoncr picture
(Continued on page 47)
A syndicate of several metrostars out here is to have oil wells in
politan business men will spon »-r
which they are Interested, named
FREE DURING
after them.
a new musical comedy on BroadJackie Coogan was the first one
way early next season, the worl it
to have a gusher come in. ami while Unemployed Actors Can Work on Zo Elliott, composer of the famous
Hodge's Farm
the Jackie Coogan No. 1 was spurt "Long Long Trail'* number, who is
earn.
now in Paris. The show If tentaIng, the Jackie Coogan No.
Robert Henry Hodge closed a tively titled "Pussy willow."
in with a rush.
on on the Keith time April L'S,
The libretto is by Milt II tgen and
A well named for Claire Windsor,
Kate Horton; lyrics by Mr. Hagen.
in which this Rtnr is said to have and opened for the Loew Circuit
at the Metropolitan Brooklyn.
a third interest, came in a week or May
He will be back on the Keith time
SO ago, and is doing very well.
Th# latest well to come iji i- the with a pew act next season.
on
Hodge In- a IfiO-acre dairj farm
Drilling
Buster Keaton No. l.
the Buster Keaton No. 2 and the in Kingston, N. Y.. and offers free
Who will make your next ones?
Ruster Keaton No. 3. with the same quarters for the summer to unemThose who have bought from us
people interested, starts next week. ployed actors who c.'ui milk or pitch
say—
Asked about social conditions
Oil and real estate investments hay.
are discussed more frequently anil in Freeport. L. [., where he lives, he
1
137 n'wmj Tel. 6510 Pena. N. T. 0Kf
with more fervor on the Coast it said there has not been a scandal
.—11,000 Costumes for Rental
or a murder there in three weeks
prvoent thin motion pictures

—

—
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MILLER-PRODUCED PLAYS

FOREIGN FILM PRODUCERS AND

'

Three American Successes for London— "Goddees" With Arliea
London,

AGENTS INCENSE ACTORS
Indecent

tion in

May

Pictures

Prohman's "Zander, the Great,"
to

EVERYTHING BUT KOKJ

9.

Three American plays are to be
produced over here by Gilbert MilThe first
ler, now on the. ground.
will be "The Green Goddess," with
George Arliss, at the St. James In
September.

—Graft and DecepEngagements —Amateurs' "Pay" — Cinema

German-Made

ARCH SELWY N TAKES

*

I,

London, May

Lo ,n

L

I
,,nr ap,
,
„„„ ,is gradually
Indignation
here
point
boiling
proaching
against the methods of some proSome of the
ducers and agents.
oldest and best known producers
are going out to make what is
called the "confidential" copy of a

I

be the billing of
English-exported show to New
for next season.
It is a re
plan of Archie Stlwyn and
Chariot to tfpen the production
New Year's Eve on Broadway,

I

is

film in -which art is killed by nastiness, as instance a picture made in
Germany some weeks ago and pri-

PRAM
FMPIRE
ri\l/Ill EImTIIxEi

which a very well-known
leading Jady was stripped bone
naked to the waist by an equally
The
well-known "heavy" man.
heavy man Is very sick about it,
hut the woman has not been seen
since, and the producer declares he
tresses, In

Good Run Predicted at Renais-

BAD SCANDAL IMPENDS

i

May

London,

9.

The Butt-DeCourville production
of 'The Rainbow Revue" at the
Empire will lose its Americans this
week, when the six weeks' contract

RIGHT IN L0ND0NT0WN

for the co!ored troupe ("Plantation

They are frightened of "HUSBAND"
becoming marked men and being
English Cast of
black-listed. At the taking of a thescratch.

PLAY

Suggested Friends Prevent Break

When these arape "types."
rive at the studio they are asked
to play parts because they happen
to look them. When they go to the
pay table they are given their supAn exceptionally bad
per money.
rase of this kind occurred the other

"Her Temporary
Husband" Superior to American

day when an old musician called
Waters, a man with long white
hair and a patriarchal face, was engaged as an "extra." On arriving
at the studio to supe in the r.raham
Cutts picture, "Woman to Woman,"
he was asked "to oblige" to play
the part of an old artist. He consented and quickly discovered the
part was an important one, but all
he got was his super pay of one
pound, less agent's commission of
10 per cent.
The cinema artists' agency business in this country is practically a
monopoly, the business apparently
heing done by two people, one of
ihern a vaudeville agent who was
once a small time juggler, the other
a man who until he saw money in
his present graft was the official in
charge of the gentlemen's lavatories
There
at a third rate music hall.
are others equally uncouth, but by
no means as powerful. In the British film business the more you go
down the scale financially the
higher you find breeding and com-

mon

(l(.'l

|n V.

HUSSErS HNENDS
London, May

rical

(layman

-likewise attributed this as
partially responsible for Hussey'a
ensuing reception, not so enthusiasHayman stating
tic by far, with

he thought Huseey would develop
an acceptable routine by ilu mid-

week (today).

Hussey did three songs, with
'Second Hand Rose" and "Fiorodora Baby" failing to get over beanse Husaey'l Jewish dialert, be•

ing technical, was not thoroughly
understood by the house.
For the second performnner Hussey announ d he would endeavor
to give a dialect study of tin New
York type. He broadened his accent and interspersed stories, doing
mu< h better and making a acorf,
The Marmein Sisters at the Finsbury Monday were eagerly -received.
Bobby Henshaw a,lso did excel•<

ly

Monua>

—

—

9.

—

The Municipal Council has de- her terpsichorean

to allow Maurice Bernhardt
six months' grace before vacating

cavalier.

cided

MUSIC

the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt.
Paris managers have signed a petition sugpe*ting a longer time be
granted thereby, supporting Bernhardt's contention it will take two

May

MEN ABROAD
London,

tions

now

9.

followed.

CLEMENCEAU AS STAGER
May

May

9.

Box Revue" opening.

Paris, May'

9.

Florence Walton, American dancer,
will be in the cast of the summer
Marigny, Champs
revue at »he
Elysees, which Will also contain
Arma'nde CassJve, Yvonne. Chase]
and a local comic Milton.
Eataille Henri, listed as one of
the authors, is now reported out of
the running. Henri is taking over
the Cipale music hall here from
Flateau for the summ< r season,
S,
June
will
and
produce one of his "own

revues there.

9.

The ii:ce has created Interest
through the Clemen. an association
with it, he having Isu per vised re«

hearsals, the management declaring
him a remarkable producer.

TOREADOR BADLY INJURED
May

f.

•/

toreador's ahdnnun.

Pearl
after

-«

\

The

of
Paul
three-act
piece
Claude!, "L'Otage,* produced early
In 1914. with Eve Francis, Lugne

May

music for the piece.
"The Outsider," by Dorothy H
don, produced last week at Pol
stone and shortly reaching a W<
End house, is' another of Selwym
also a new play by Frederick Lo
dale entitled ''By Grace' of God."
"Les Vignes de Siegneur,"
French piece by Croisset
Lonsdale
DeFlcrs, is another.
adapting

Vienna, May
municipality

9.

taxation of foreign visitors in order
to foster the season and encourage
foreigners to the city. The reduction includes 20 p?r cent, of the tax
on price of rooms, from 30 to 50 per
cent, on entertainments.
It is a temporary measure for the
summer tourist season, in force

May

company

and

Jean

Fronunt.

with

same

was

re-

at

the

••n'-t

cabled his

Deering's Paris Recital

Deering,
t" give

ReinC opened suecesMf id-

pianist,

at Liverpool.

Thursday (May

is

10).

Paris, Ma. 9
American
an

n

recital

here

IRENE CASTLE IN LONDON
London, May 9.
Mi'. Trenr Cattle (Tnniaine) has
b«
n engaged to dance at the Embassy Club at £300 weekly, Without
date named.
There is some talk Mis* Castle
also may
(theatre)

dan< e

nilwul

the Empire
(adjunct),
nt

Ylrk^ ofnee that the

j

four playlets nightly,
repertoire of over 300 play»i
lets, changing the program weekly*"Walter "VVanger is said to be in*
terested in the Charlot-Selwyn deal*

from

its

May

SAILINGS

9.

farce "Theodore et
Compagnie," created in 1906 at the
old Theatre des Nouveautes, now
disappeared, is being revived at
the
Folies
Dramatiques which
ancient house has again changed its
policy and will present comedy instead of operetta during the sum-

May 29.— (From

San

Francisco

for Sydney), Ruby Norton, Clarence
Senna (.Ventura).
May 23 (London for New York)*

Arnaut Brothers (Majestic).

May

15

New York

for London),

Jack Mills (Berengaria).
May 12 (London to New York}*

mer.

Channing Pollock (Aquitania).
May 12 (New York to Londonf*
George McClellan (Rotterdam),
May 12 (New York for London)*

The bill comprises Bcllcrcs, Jean
Sky, Lurville, Treviux, Mmcs. Marcelle Monthil, Denise Grey.
"Theodore and Cie" replaces L. Ver-

j

Jascha Helfitz (Majestic).
neuil's "Pour Avoir Adrionne" which
May 9 (London to New Yor*)t
had been revived here for a month. Harry Green (Olympic).
May 9 (London to New York)*
PARIS' LITTLE THEATRE
Arch Selwyn (Olympic).
May 9 (New York to London)*
Taris, May 9.
Gaston Baty cstabllshel the Bar- Edward Tait (President Van Bo*
aque Chimere on the Boulevard St. ren).
May 8 New York for London),;
Germain May 3 for performances of
Kenneth Hunter Mauretania). _, Jg
the Chimere Dramatic Society.
May 8 (Same), Mile. Triaf"
The^booth constructed is intended
for a permanent theatre with a ca- (Mauretania).
(

pacity of 500. The project is eliciting curiosity, but the present program is unsatisfactory. It consists

May

8

(New York

for London!

"Cbauve-Souris" Co. (Mauretania)*
May 5.— (New York for London^

Denys Amieis one-act comedy, Marjorie Ram beau, Felix AylmflfrT
Voyageur," and Lueien Ber- H. O. Stnker. Diana Bourbon, Vic-

"Le

nards' three-act comedy,

Je

Veux

RevoiT Xurmandie."

DEATHS ABROAD
and

SHIELDS HAS DIVORCE
London,

May

9.

Ella Shields, charging cruelty and
statutory
Misconduct)
has
been

granted

May

5

Marjorie

(New York to Loiid08>r
Rambeau (Homeric).

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING
143

Charing Cross Road

LONDON
jj

divorce.

JOHN TILLER

Director,

Stanley Lupino's Accident

RHINESTONES

London, Maj 9.
broken his
It may delay the opening a
pavilion of "From Dover to 226 West 46th

Stanley

Lunino has

dhow.
the

Tandy, Mary Forbes, Mr. and
Mrs.
Lawrence Hanray, Erpeat
Hast, Tex O'Rourke (Homeric).
May 5 (New York for London),
Geo. Kelly (Orbita).

tor

Dixie.

I

THE LITTLEJOHNS

'•

liiHiu

1

New

St.

HKYANT

Yor*

43H7

U'll.KTTI-

<

Henri

New

presenting

popular

9.

badly
in
the

indifferent playlet

played had Connie Ediss
centra of it at the Palladium Monday.
Only her former popularity prevented Mian Ediaa being booed.

9.

White ha«« returned here
ial months in retirement.

Paris,

A

WEAK SKETCH ELLA
London, May

A weak

for Meller's support.

Grand Guignol company from Paris
will go over in the fall for 10 week*

this year.
Hotel managers complained their
places were almost empty, owing to

*

CONNIE EDISS'

Chat,

Somerset Maugham's new play*
"The Camel's Back,**~ with Gladye
Cooper producing it in London, la
also on the Selwyn list, while he hftf

to Aug. 31

1

for America.

Cochran, according to the report
Selwyn will present Kaquel Mellat
on your side. Archie is to return
here in July, proceeding with Cochran to Spain to organize a special

has
The Vienna
been forced to restrict the heavy

from

it

Through arrangement with
B.

Simon Max, the French comedian
who created a number of
comedy
operettas, lately died in
Maison de l'Oeuvre» meeting with
a pond reception from an interested Paris. Ht Wall the father of Aime
Simon Qirard.
public of ht« rary f«di\H.
Foe

suscitated

IN PARIS

Paris;

•

VIENNA TAXES REDUCED

of

"L'OTAGE" BROUGHT BACK
Paris, May 9.

9.

Mendes, the well-known toreador,
was seriously wounded in Bordeaux
May
during a bull fight.
Aff«r killing two bulls M« nd«
was confronted by a third whieh
charged, burying its horn i in the

PEARL WHITE BACK

Chariot will sail May 23 on
Majesiic to remain two week*
longer in New York, fumiliarisl
himself with current attract!!
over there to avoid eonflictlontj
Chariot has abandoned his plans fat
putting on revues at the Court the*!
atre here and will dispose of hit
lease for that house.
Among other closures made
Sel\ . n over here for hie firm ( Thi
Selwyns) and American produc
la "Battling Butler," without
Luchanan, as the latter cannot
cure a release. Irving Berlin
promised .Selwyn to write additloi

9.

REVIVING "THEODORE"

DANCER IN MARIGNY REVUE

naturally

George Clemenceau'fl and Charles
Pons* lyrical comedy "Voile du Bonheur" was revived this week at the
Opera Comique.

I'ai -s,

May

When the French version of the
Channing Pollock American play,
"The Sign on the Door.*'*was presented last week at the Renaissance
some of the critics wrote discon-

existing in the States.

see the "Mus.c

Caroline Pavlista, a professional
dancer, was sentenced to one month
imprisonment at Prague for stealing
a $5,000 brooch, the property of Mrs,
L* \\ is Einstein, wife of the American minister in that city. The jewels
were stolen during a fashionable ball
and were missing for several day-.
a jeweler returning the brooch, saying he had bought it from a woman
answering the dancer's description
who claimed it as an heirloom. Her

Paris,

raris,

American music men must be ment.
running out on the bad trade condi-

DANCER GIVEN ONE MONTH
Paris,

roles.

It

heavy taxes on foreigners imposed
by the present Austrian govern-

Over here now are Irving Berlin
years to settle his mother's affairs,
and he should retain the theatre for and Saul Bornstein, partners of
Eerlin, Inc., while Child of the Victhat length of time at least.
The council appeari determined tor is due in on the Aquitania and
leave New York
to uu*t Ullmann, former administra- Jack Mills will
tor of the theatre, and Maurice May 15 on tho Berengaria.
Jack Bobbins of the Richmond'
Bernhardt after six months, and
1- aae the house to a new
tenant who Robbins Company is due here in
July.
has yet to be appointed.
Berlin and Bernstein came over to

Henri

lently.
T-a

too often seen in the

is

of

commencing
9.

Monday at the Victoria-Palace.
His reception was tremendous, with
the English portion of the audience
wondering why.
Manager Jack

Fred

man

another agent
a
younger, unmarried man, despite
At
the objection of the husband.
one time recently, matters went so
far the mother of the younger x "ten
percenter'' openly accused the wife
of "enticing" her son.
Those professing to be "in the
know" declare the "affair" is a
harmless one that the wife is
young and fond of dancing hence
her frequent visits to. nig w t clubs
and Murray's at Maidenhead with

BERNHARDT GETS EXTENSION

arrest

Too many well meaning friends
were over-enthusiastic at Jimmy
performance
opening
Hussey'a

dle of the

all

company

superior to the American presentation of the play.

May

contented Over

the theatre, friends should inter- Hautefeuille, Mercier. with Mmc.
vene to prevent an open break.
Ellys as Rose and Mme. Kreiss as
The wife of a prominent theat- Miss Regan.

LIKED

Paris,

Joe Coyne and perhaps Ne]
Keyes.
There will be 16 Enffl
show girls to be cast for the m

Critics Dis-

London, May 9outward signs fail,
there will burst, upon the local little measure to its .success.
firmament a domestic
Alcover plays Regan, and Charles
theatrical
scandal that will do the amusement Boyer is Derevaux, with Cazeaux
Also in cast
the police inspector.
industry no good. For the good of
are O. L-eclercq, Pierre Gamier,
Unless

inducements were held out by the
London, May 9.
agents, so that the supers brought
"Her
Temporary
Husband,
a stage-struck friend with them
opening last night at the Duke of
who got no money, although the York's,
was most heartily received.
agents doubtless charged it up. AnIt looks good for a run.
other stunt which is causing annoyThe present company is generally
ance is the engagement of supers

who

— Some

tentedly of the piece.
It was very nicely appreciated by
the first night audience and a good
run is anticipated.
Baro:. Henri de Rothschild, under
his own pen name, Andre Picard,
made the French adaptation. Its
title
over here is "Signe sur la
Porte," in four acts and splendidly
played, the latter contributing in no

Theatrical Agents Involved

—

Aldwych

sance

—

Days") ends.
Asked by the management to Quit.
Hayes, Earl Rickard and
is surprised, at the reception of his Grace
art he had no other thought but Grant and Wing assented.
The
"art" when he produced his "great Fayre Four are also leaving. It will
reduce the weekly salary list about
rape scene."
Another thing which is infuriating 1,000 pounds.
It's rumored the show will shortly
the player is the "graft" between
player, agent and producer. Unfor- close at the Empire, when DeCourtunately there is no substantial evi- ville may take it on tour.
Trouble started during the redence on this score, as, although
the players talk loudly enough, they hearsals and it has never ceased.
will not agree to swear to their
statements when brought to the

atre scene recently at the

IN PARIS

RFVIIF
IVCf XJLt

FRANK VAN HOVEN
Asked to Leave at End of This
Doing nicely, now. thank you.
Week Salaries Reduced
Direction EOW. S. KELLER
1,000 Pounds

shown here before an auof buyers, actors and ac-

vately
dience

show made up of the genu
Chariot's London revuoa of the
eight years.
The production will contain **%
material as well. Among the j
cipals now mentioned as going
are Gertie Lawrence, Beatrice
the

ON THE DOOR'

WELL MET

AMERICANS RETIRING

may

of 1924"

follow, also Belasco's "Klki."

SIGN

|%

"Andre Chariot's London R^

Agents' Business a Monopoly, the Cause
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GOOD BUYING CHECKS DROP

SAYS LAIT TO KELLY

AMUSEMENT STOCK GROUP

IN

Hon. (T) Walter* Kelly,
Judge of the Circuit (Orpheum)
Court
-

>

—

Sir A professional wit who can't
hold up his end in an academic debate without indulging in racial
prejudices;
without resorting to
billingcgate Indigenous to the black and-tan cesspools whence he draws
his humor; who would rather pour
poisonous wood alcohol on an adversary than admit like a gentleman

Players Held Steady After Dip Near 1923

Famous

Bottom

— Locw

Makes Good Showing After

counting Adverse Action on Dividend

\

•

The amusement stocks

a

grave

fairly good account of themselves
under severe test. Famous Players

when he's licked and produce a
flask of respectable western bourbon, should be left to the contempt
of* the gallery without benefit of
clergy to reap the stigma of the deliberately foul fighter.
But every square battler, when he
Is hit below the belt and the referee
awards him the negative victory,
weeps and writhes and cries:

HURT BY COMEDY ACT

its

Edwin August Closed "Taking
MarMovies" Through Criticism
ket observers who make the amusements a special study declare that
Reopening for Loew Circuit
the istue is in strong position internally and once the Federal Trade
inquiry is out of the way it will be

hand and worked up.
Trading In all the amusements
ws moderate and the tendency appeared to be to slacken in volume
Compared to other
on setbacks.
classes of stocks such as the motor
taken

la.

•

accessory issues the theatre stocks
did well enough to encourage their
In the case of Famous
following.
Players the weajc holdings appeared
to be pretty well cleaned up on the
bad break of last week. The supposed clique apparently used the
weakness of the whole list to promote an orderly decline for purposes of accumulation. It has been
noted right along that the trading
level is around 82 at which price it
is understood the pool did a great

—
—
—
—
—

The "Taking Movies" act evolved
Edwin August for the Loew

by

vaudeville houses will be revived by

He

the picture director.

will

—
—
—
—

open

with the turn under Loew's bookings at Baltimore. May 21, continuing on Loew's Southern time.
When August first produced the
act for Loew's at the Metropolitan,
Brooklyn, N. Y., he did not like the
tone of Variety's criticism on It.
The Variety reviewer, taking the
act in the manner it was accepted,
for comedy, by the audience, oppressed August, a well-known director of pictures and one of the
earliest among the megaphone men.

full story.
It is melodramatic in theme. Each performrepeated.
The
ance the process is

length but of

the

There were a variety of explanations for the sharp dec''- e that
carried almost the whole list into
new bottoms for the year. Chief
among them were the usual theories
of professional raids and banking
maneuvers to suit the purpose of
big financial interests.
One view
from the inside was that the market

was disturbed by a stock ex-

change questionnaire conducted two
weeks ago and checking up the
brokers on their margin accounts.
The exchange governors are said to
have warned members that margins
must be maintained adequately and
houses with weak accounts had to

The process

liquidate.

speculative

hit certain

hard, but the
were
comparatively
steady. Yesterday Famous Players
held around 84, off about 5 points
from its levels of the past few
months.
The summary of transactions May 3 to 9

stocks

amusements

.

Inclusive:

STOCK EXCHANGE
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FARNUM

Beatrice Curtis errs. Harry Fox)
was rehearsing this- woe!: to Join
"Tin' Gingham Girl" at the Central
<h*.
is

..-»!,.
rr>.;ited l)v Hele n Ford
doing his aci alone In vaude-

—

Newark Station
of Aeolian
Ultimately Abandoned

On Top

COLOR-LINE

The Armory Theatre, Keypor't, N
J„ is now under the management
b
of Burns ft Sen leflfer, who are show- %
four vaudeville arts op Wedirs?
iv.s and
Frld •>*+ u ne
i

'l

On Sundsy — Will

contract. It calls for a sixty-day
contract, with Monday, Tuesday,
beins widely celebrated throughout London and the provinces. Sir Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
F. R. Benson opens a season at the Saturday specified. It also provides
King's, Hammersmith, with "Tne
Merchant of Venice"; Ben Greet's that if at any thus or place the
players open at the Alexandra Pal- actor is called upon to work on
ace with 'Henry V"; the "Old Vic" Sunday, he must be paid double
starts a series of excerpts from the salary pro rata for the day's work;
a
Bard with "all-star" casts; Plymouth twp days'
pay for one day's work.
starts on a Shakespearean repertory
season, and Bridge Adams will be
at the Stratford-on-Avon memorlsj

Newark, N.
color

J..

question

May

Following the collapse of "Angelo"
at Drui y Lane after a brief run of

a month, Maurice Moscovitch went

holiday making to Italy. On his return he will be seen as King Lear.
the big drama houses, the

Both

Lane and

t.

had
the

Market
in
Cafeteria
arrested because, as Johnmi alleged, the manager refused to
serve him and Eloise r.ennett, his
nling woman.
TrstS stated that the proprietors
had given him orders not to serve
colored people.
Beechnut

TT'rpet,

Lyceum, have begun

the

the year badly.

"The Lady of the Rose" closes

down

at

by

May

Daly's

performances.

It

revival

the

12,

will

after 516

be followed

"The

of

big

business in the provinces. In this
George Graves plays his origin il
part, and that of Lily Elsie is played
by Evelyn Laye. Others in the cast
are Carl Brlsson, Derek Oldham, Ivy
Tresmond and Nancy Lovat.

week "Tres-

After a run of a

new Edward Percy

the

passes,"

withdrawn at the
Ambassadors. Percy made an initial
success with "If Four Walls Told,"
which, however, Judging from a
has

play,

been

private

bell.

life

Harry

Hall,

was

dis-

Mrs. Frederick Reynolds was the
complainant.

To know
how good a cigarette
eon bo mad<
you must try a^
8&>

really

statement made In his bankruptcy
examination by P. C. Townsend.
One of the producers, cannot have
been exactly a financial success.

Following their season in London,
Grahame
and
Marie
Tempest
will proceed on a lengthy

Browne
provitK

ill

Marriage

tour.
<>t

They

LUCK
STRIKE

"The
While away

will play

Kitty."

"irSTOASTED"

plated.

the

mu

of

Davis's lease of the Apollo
12, which may necessitate

"A Koof and Four Walls"

If this Is so
to an end.
Phyllis Neilson Terry will tour the
Lite summer.
the
until
but
not
play,
-til probabilt... i-l.« will
Crj.lthe
ity become tbS next trnant of

Coming
-•

(

Ttaa bast

abUtiublt lettruraise

M

m

Apollo.

STUDIOS or

•

Tress was held in $300

MARRIAGE

The marriage of Jack Joyce
(monopedic dancer, vaudeville). and
Doris Leslie Reynolds (Leslie Sisoccurred April 27 In the
ters)
Church of Stoword the Martyr, the
It
Rev. Percival Pyls officiating.
was previously reported as the St.
Edmund's Church.
April 19 In Part VII of the Court
of General Sessions, New York, a
charge preferred against Joyce, in

Merry missed.

Widow" which has been doing

came up
Tom !'.
Rosamond
in a com- ends May

Ogata last week here. J.
Johnson, the colored lead
pany playing Loew's State,
Samuel Tress, manaprer of

!

JOYCE'S

theatre.

they will produce two new plays,
one by Paul Kestcr and revivals of
"Becky Shirpe" and a Somerset
Maugham play are also contem-

DRAWN

•

4

Days' Pay

Ask P. M. A. Ts Accept It
London, May 1.
Marie Tempest, who revived "The
Marriage of Kitty" after the failure
The Equity Council is drafting a
"Good Gracious,
Annabelle,"
of
terminated her season at the Duke new clause which It will ask to bo
Of York's April 28.
incorporated in the P. M. A. -Equity

I

The Shakespeare memorial week

Keller Office)

NEW WJZ STATION

it.

•'•

,

i

8.

t'.iat

i

•

a

EQUITY'S SUNDAY CLAUSE
Two

is

The

Fox
83'

7 *i

81'..

THE CURB
ThuOnffuh

explanation

ville.

SMM

.

and Yonkers

DIRECTION

August misht proceed in his vaudeville work W.'th the trads under-

in

..i

—Greenpolnt

make

HARRY FOX ALONE

«

1

30

RALPH

••

-

-

>f.

jj

..

;

16—Mt. Vernon and Prospect
23— Broadway. New York

"

l\

17%
10%

17

"

thing.

and have

on

.

Ooldwyn

2

When Variety's reviewer, seeing
To further facilitate co-operation
the finished picture on the succeed- for broadcasting, the Radio Corporing week, he stated in his notice ation of America will formally open
that as a picture August had turned a new broadcasting station (WJZ)
out a film of inferior quality. atop the Aeolian building on West
August notified the Loew office he 42nd street. New York, May IS. The
intended abandoning the act Au- Newark WJZ station operated by
gust explained it would hurt his VVestinghouse, affiliated with the
prestige as a director in pictures to Radio Corporation, will bo abancontinue in vaudeville if the trade doned in time.
critics accepted the comedy output
The station has broadcasted the
in that manner. It also failed, said following
Broadway productions,
August, to establish him as a pic- either wholly or in part, the past
ture director among the vaudeville few months: "The Fool," "The Old
managers he playei for with the Soak," "As You Liko It," "Romeo
act.
and Juliet" (Jane Cowl); "CaroThe Loew people agreed with line," the Winter Garden Revue,
August on the theory that Variety's Theatre Guild's productions, "School
notices are read alike by exhibitors for Scandal.'' "Go Go" and "The
and vaudeville managers besides Laughing Lady," as a result of
picture producers and others Au- which legit managers report an Ingust comes into contact with pro- crease in business.
Hugh Grady,
fessionally.
Whereupon August acting for Arthur Hammerstein, Is
withdrew the turn after it had com- arranging for some of the "Wildpleted its final Loew's engagement, flower" people to render some of
the act meantime having appeared the show's numbers, and "Sally,
In, Keith-booked houses around. New
Irene and Mary" Is on the tapis for
York.
other reproduction.
Last week the I oew office sent
The new WJZ station will operate
for August, requesting him to re- from the start on two wave lengths:
vive the turn to play its out-of- 455 for classical programs and 405
town theatres. August dissented for popular, with both programs to
but* later agreed if the L->ew people be broadcast simultaneously.
would find a way to remove the
It has been decided that popular
impression the picture he made in
dance musio is a necessity to the
the comedy act was a serious atmodern
radio program, and arrangetempt or a possibility as such. The
ments for the broadcasting of such
Loew people suffgest^d August call entertainment
ore being made.
Variety
Variety
this

'*

;

-

Plny-L... 1380
I'fd

til It on
>,
Wednesday

4

'*

-1

:.'i

100

.*.',

'

+
5& +

ft

.*iVfc

t;iM

2000
loo
looo
4500
400

pfd

Ooldwyn

U»W,

same

IN LONDON

6

draws from all over.
Through the employment of amateurs, August claims, a finished
product was as impossible as it
would appear to be. The attempt
by the amateurs upon the stage in

the

fall.

—

—
—
2i —Orpheum. Oermantowon
May —Wm. Penn and Plalnfleld
12 —Jefferson and Hamlltom
"
l»— Proctor's, Newark
"
26 — Regent end Rivera
June — 58th Street end 6th Avenue
".
9 —Coliseum end Fordbam
"

s

—

•

Apr. 7 Maryland. Baltimors
"
14 Davis. Plttaburgh
"
21—Orand, Philadelphia

cities

monstration recently made in running the price up from below 18 to
better than 21 and for the time being is standing aside.
The curb
stocks were quiet with further improvement noted in Griffith presum- the first place brought laughter
ably representing hopes for the new from the observers and the "acting"
picture which will be marketed in on the screen when later shown did

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

following week at the same theatre
(after the act has left) the completed film is thrown upon the
screen at every show for the benefit
of the amateurs who participated, their relatives, friends or
neighbors. In big cities it is looked
upon as a "neighborhood stunt" for
out about
the box office and in the smaller

Nothing new has come
Orpheum. Apparently Chicago interests are fatisfied with the de-

1

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

The plan of the act is to have
members of the audience, by invithe movement tation, come upon the stage to. complete a moving picture of brief

part of its buying in
of a year ago.
It would have surprised no one
If Loew had gotten into new low
ground, since it is suffering from
the fact that the directors will pass
the June dividend and would have
been especially vulnerable to bear
attack. The fact that its movements
were orderly and obviously well in
hand argues pretty strong control
at around 17.

2. Who was the "stout, bald man
resembling Irvin Cobb" mentioned
in the Tex Rickard trial?
S. Which
Kelly was penciled in
for a Shubert unit?

—

WILL MAHONEY

at 84 yesterday.

and was firm

The

4. What
was the name of the
male single, billed as the "Virginia
Judge," closed in Tulsa?
I. What is the number of your
White Rats card?
ft. Why
did you leave Salt Lake
City in a hurry?
7. Why did yon refuse to follow
"Never mind the decision let me one of my acts in Kansas City?
get at him."
8. Who was the woman
with a
We have gone several rounds 'n child in her arms that you refused
Where He Will Be Next Seeeeeu
the* presence of a bigger audience to see at the stags door in PittsJuly t Orpheum, Dee Molnee
"
18 Orpheum, St. Paul
than
Madison burgh?
can crowd
into
"
it Orpheum, Minneapolis .
Square Carden.
Every time I
9. How old are you?
"
30 Palace. Milwaukee
socked you on the button you poked
10. What is your waist measure?
A us. 6 Palace, Chicago
13— Main Street. Kaneae City
me on the shield. I started far outII. What Is your rackel?
"
20— State-Lake. Chicago
weighed at the ta.> of the bell, for
12. What do you slip your agent?
"
27—Kelth'a. Columbua
were
metropolitan
you
famous
13.
a
What does your agent slip the
3
Cleveland
Sept.
Palace.
,T
10
humorist and I was only an aspiring bookers?
Keith's, Cincinnati
"
17— Keith *. Indianapolis
from
crowd
tyro
the
sticks.
The
14. What is your next open date?
"
34— 106th St.. Cleveland
was all with you naturally; you
15. Where do you get the "at1
Colonial, Brie
Oct.
were an X. V. A. In good standing mosphere" for your Lenox avenue
8— Kelth'a, Toledo
"
15
Kelth'a. Grand Rapids
and I was a critic of no standing. gags?
"
It—Temple, Detroit
call
Before that Rang you were DempJack
don't you
If. Why
"
20— Temple, Rochester
sey and I was Abe At tell.
Pulaski "the man with the iron
Nov. 5— Shea'a, Buffalo
"
12 Shea's, Toronto
Biit
Even in New York mask" to his face?
now!
"
19 Princess, Montreal
there to such a thing as sporting
17. Why does Sims print your let"
2C
Amsterdam and Schenectady blood. Your rabbit punches anent ters when you never advertise?
3
Keith's, Syracuse
Dec.
"
the flo.is I had written, your butting
18. Why are you the only single
10 Albany and Troy
"
17— Alhambra, New York
ln> a clinch regarding my
private man who gets routes like single
M
24
Riverside, New York
life In the west and In the past, and
women?
"
31
Royatt New York
at last, your wallop beneath the
19. Who writes your material?
Jan. 7 Orpheum. New York
"
belt when you cheered Henry Ford
These questions will do for the
14— Keith's, Boston
•
"
21— Keith's. Lowell
I have a follow-up set
the crowd that had been all your present.
"
2J Keith's. Portland
satisfactorily
way switched. Not only am I rabid when
have
you
4
Albee. Providence
Feb.
above. I don't fancy
pick
myself
painfully,
answered
the
to
up
and
but
11
Palace, New York
"
18— Bush wick. New York
manfully, go at you again, but your they will be necessary. I will give
"
26
Colonial. New York
own gang is screaming to me to you a reasonable time in which to
Mar. 3 Platbush. Njew York
knock j our block off. And I'm the reply, and If you do not, I will.
10 Franklyn and Rockaway
"
Yours until Freeman Bernstein
kid that can do it.
17— > 1st Street. New York
"
24— Keith's. Philadelphia
Jack Lai*.
I, however, will fight fair.
I will hits the troll.
"
21— Keiths, Washington

DIRECTOR'S PRESTIGE

eased off to within a, fraction of
lowest price for the year, but
when surrounding conditions improved Tuesday it rallied vigorously

enter into your personal life.
isstie still is: Are you greater
than the west? In order to clearly
bring out that issue and yet remain
a fair fighter, I ask you to answer
the following questions or any of
them:
1. Who was the W. Kelly paroled
from Dannemora on Dee. 18, 1902

not

B. Bslnsg. composer :>f
Herbcr
Catch of the Season." -The
"The Talk of the
P.;ith."
l'.,,uof
Town" niul Mtlier musical comedies,
died here April L'3. aged 13.

••The

1841 Broadway
l>

NOSTUWalHT COR, »*» ST

"J""!

•

—

—

^

-

VAUDEVILLE

Thursday,

EDDYS HALF MILLION

PRECEDENT FOR SHOW BUSINESS
KELLEY'S BRIEF

—

Half of Estate Goat ta Second Wifa,

Remainder

ON GOOD WILL
*

Ringling Attorney Assembles Data in Substantiation That Man, Not Name,
Counts in Amusements Matter of the Estate of Alf T. Ringling—Variety
Printing Brief Serially for Preservation and Reference

—

[The argument

set

up by John

M. Kcllcy before the Board of Appeals and Review of the Inheritance Tax Division, U. 8. Treasury, in the case of the Estate of
Ringling and
a decision is looked for
fortnight is the most
set of facts ever assemthe subject matter in

Henry and
which

in

within a
complete

Alf. T.

bled on
question.
The entire brief will

be pub-

lished serially by Variety for reference by attorneys and others.]

The

first

installment follows:—

Mr. Kelley makes the principal
tax
inheritance
for
that
point
transfer purposes circus good will
(and the good will of any other

amusement

Institution)

enormously

valuable

may

during

be
the

of the owner, but it is of only
nominal value for transfer, and its

life

value

is

purposes.

not ascertainable for tax
Such qualities are per-

sonal to the owner or builder of

such enterprise.
Mr. Kelley has assembled vast
data to support his contention,
going years back in circus history
to prove it was the men in charge
of the circus and not the inherited
or established name that drew the
public; that time after time suc-

Argument
based upon the following points:
partners have the
Surviving
1. (a)
continue same
to
right
business under the same

Argument

is

The

first

follows:

—

Installment of the brief

(The brief has been copyrighted,
by John M. Kelley. Permission to print or reproduce herefrom
must be obtained from Mr. Kelley,
1023,

office

address

Building,

Palace

New York

City.)

Theatre

Decision by June 14 or

What

is

Question
the transferable cir-

19;
v.

Nay, 187 Mass. 262;

68 L. R. A. 186.

What

is

Hart complaint.
If a decision is not handed down
by the time the high court adjourns
for the summer, June 14, it is not
expected before the court reconvenes
In October.
Maurice Goodman was the associate counsel with Senator Pepper
for the big time that includes the
Keith Circuit, while Eppstein &
Axman are associated with Mr.

name.
Lobeck

v.

Lee, 23 L. R. A. 795.
II.

patch, 149 U. S. 436. 446;
Scudder v. Ames, 43 S W. 659. 671.
position
The only theory upon which good
the good will interest (fractional) of the estates in the circus will value may be established is that
of Ringling Rros. co-partnership is J* applies to the name and reputaof no more than nominal value and tion of Ringling Bros. It could not
from the peculiar nature of the apply to any particular place. The
business is difficult of determina- circus is not a leasehold. The circus passes completely out of existtion.
Henry Ringlinpr died intestate, a ence as far as place or locality is
citizen of Florida, October 11th, concerned when it moves off the lot.
Good will could not attach to the
1918.
It
Alf. T. Ringling died testate, a tangible property of the circus.
citizen of New Jersey, October 21st, is merely an incident in the movement of the circus.
1919.
The principal income of the cirHenry Ringling upon the date of
his death held a one-fourth interest cus (held at Madison Square Oat
in the co-partnership property of den, N. Y., and the Coliseum, Chicago) is derived from exhibitions
the following circuses
Ringing Brothers World's Great- given without either tents, wagons,
railroad cars or other properties
est Sho.vs.
Burura & Bailey Greatest Show brought into use solely for transportation.
on Karth.
Good will cannot attach to a .perAdam ^oref.nugh Vid SeJIi Bros.
formance because' a circus program
Lnoimous Show m United.
Alfred T. Ringling at the date of net only must vary but must unhis death held a one-third interest dergo complete change in dlrael
contrast to the establishment of
in said circus properties.
Agreeable to the department the good will that attaches to ft busi(reus interests of bo,!i estates are ness dealing In commodities and
articles of trade.
together considered.
The matter of good will being so
Upon the date of the death of
Henry Ringling the statute (Act of limited in its entiraty, what value
would there be to the fractional inS»«pt. 8, 1916. as amended) provided
higher rate of tax than applied
on rage 6)
( Continued
under the amended act (Revenue
1

The taxpayer taxes the

.

<

,<

Him Champagne

Eddy, former advertising

In

"The Reminder," a

mom

vaudeville actor, who died issue written and edited by Jj
last July, left half of his estate to Osterman (no, not his father,
his second wife, described in* his Jack) for publicity purposes, is
will as his friend. Caroline Mar- observation by Frisco that hi
garet McGuire, anu the remaining pened out on the coast.
half to a 12-year old son by his flrsf
Young Jack tells it this way:
marriage.
"Frisco and myself went out
His executor, George C. Howard,
was directed last week by surrogate Larry Semon's house one evenii
Foley of New York to tile an In- We had a fine dinner with son*
ventory of th? estate with the court
wine.
before May 22, or to show cause why
"Later, went back to the theatre^
he should not be punished for conand Fisco was telling about it, he*
tempt of court. This action was
said: 'Larry opened champagne lik|f
ba?cd upon a petition Bled by John
water; it tasted that way anyhow^
Imrie, an unpaid creditor of the
Speaking of the N. V. A. heneQfl
estate, for nearly $2,500.
held in Los Angeles, the Ostermaj
Eddy, who^was reported to? have
publication says:
inherited half a million from his
"Friday night there was a
grandfather, a weal (by Canadian
audience (Orpheum theati
match manufacturer, was divorced in the
gave a big donation with gre
who
by his first wife in October, 1921.
modesty. He was discovered, hoi

man and

She charged misconduct with Ruth
Never in
ever, and announced.
Elaine and Carlo Pageno, both actheatre have I heard such an ovl
and with a Mrs. Inez Kelley,
tion as was given this man.
Tl
a divorcee, who aided Mrs. Eddy in
reception lasted fully five minute
her suit by claiming Eddy had dewould not get up and how, Jul
He
ceived her.
tresses,

SHUBERTS AND
—Unit

Killed

Kansas

K. C.

Two Houses

Figuring Next Year for

One

City,

May

9.

Littleton.

wag the

bring

is

a problem.

sat in his seat and stared, but
could be seen there were tears li
The man was Rosc<
his eyes.
Arbuckle."
The whole story oj the At buckle
incident is that Osterman was doing4
the announcing far the N. V. A*&
drive. While talking he was Inter-*
rupted by someone in the rear who
shouted he would double every dollar donated that evening.
Osterman had caught the eye of
Arbuekle, who sat in an aisle seat

j

down front. Fatty motioned Jack
He said to
to come down to him.
the young man: "Jack, I'll start this
with $100 if you promise not to
mention my name."
It was one of the very few times
this winter Arbuekle had been outside his home. Young Osterman saw
a chance to test public opinion. Ha
returned to the stages-held up his
off

The Shuberts hand and

now have two houses

said:

"Ladies and Gentlemen:

I want
you that $100 has been
Century, which has been completed donated by a man in this audience
for a number of weeks, but never who Iras made millions laugh, but
was the victim of a circumstane
opened.
that any one of those millioi
might have encountered just tl
Junius Allen Sues for Divorce
same. It was a misfortune for the
Junius Allen is suing Jeanette millions and for the victim, Mr.
Allen for divorce in the New York Roscoe Arbuekle."
The tumult started and it was reSupreme Court. The defendant is

here; the Shubert and the rebuilt and remodeled

to inform

—

The point on appeal mainly was a colored performer.
ported nothing like the reception
whether vaudeville comes under the
Ell Johnson is the complainant's given Arbuekle ever has been heard
attorney.
in a theatre.

classification of interstate commerce.
Judge Julian Mack in New York

when
trial

the action came before him on
decided it did not and dis-

missed Hart's complaint, asking for
triple damages. From that decision
an appeal was taken.
Attorneys for Max Hart in his action against the vaudeville interests,
said, following Judge Mack's con-

clusion of the trial action of the
case, that they had tacitly consented to the dismissal as an expense
saving. The attorneys stated that
there is little good will interest of they had contested the interstate
the decedent of value capable of commerce point and then appealed,
sale or transfer.
the cost of securing the record of the
There is authority for the prop- action would have reached $10,000.
osition that the only kind of good
As they had accepted an appeal
will which may be transferred is
that which connotes the exclusive would be taken by the other side,
right to carry on the old business they were agreeable the decision

To what does circus good will atTaxable Value of Circus Good Will
This brief deals only with the tach?
The .ircus sells nothing. It parts
taxable good will value of the circus interests held by said decedents with nothing. It exhibits talent.
Good will is not necessarily an inat the time of their death; papers
and affidavits in connection with the cident of every business.
Met. Nat. Bank v. St. Louis Distaxable value of other property bethat

Not Certain Larry Semen SMpi

Son

to

Otis Skinner in "Mister Antonio"
closing attraction at the
Shubert, which ended its rather
spotted
season
Saturday
night.
Starting early last fall the house
had four weeks of Shubert units,
which proved the worst flop the
theatre ha'd ever experienced.
acts.
With the failure of the units to
Senator Pepper replied such a fact receive support the Shuberts sent
was not alleged in the Hart com- a number of their best available atplaint. When Mr. Littleton resumed tractions here and most all were
his argument the first thinb he did given good business.
was to read that allegation from the
Just what the next season will

Douthart v. Logan, CO X. E. 507;
Rowell v. Rowell, 122 Wis. 1, 18,

Hutchinson

B.

KNOWS WATER

:

cus interest of the estate?
Washington, May 9..
what does circus good
2. (a) To
will attach?
The hearing on appeal before the
<b) The rule or place of locality. U.
S.
Supreme
Court was ended May
3. Successful operation of the circus depends upon profes- 3 in the action of Max Hart against
Counsel for
sional skill and personal big time vaudeville.
either side consumed the 45 minutes
qualifications of partners.
circus is an extraordinary allowed each. Martin W. Littleton
4. The
hazard and is speculative. made the argument for Hart, breakPOINT I.
ing his time in halves, with one end
Surviving partners have the right on the opposite sides of the address
to continue same business under made by U. S. Senator Pepper of
the same name.
Penn., for the defense.
Mason v. Dawson, 37 N. Y. 90.91;
A question asked by Chief Justice
Scudder v. Ames, 43 S. W. 659, Taft from the bench during the
671;
argument
of Senator Pepper comBlake v. Barnes, 12 N. Y. S. 69;
manded instant attention. The Chief
2 Bates on Partnership, 605, 667,
Justice Inquired if it vaere not a
673;
fact that vaudeville actors when
2 Lindley on Partnership. 652;
Muore y. Rawson, 199 Muss. 493, travelling transport scenery or prop497;
erties with them for use in their

POINT

ing filed separately.

Fall-

Chief Justice Taft Asked

name,
(b)

the transferable circus
interest of the estate?
"The tax is not laid upon the propcessful properties have failed after erty, but upon its transfer from the
being transferred from one man- decedent to others."
agement to another irrespective of
U. S. Regulations. 37, Art. 1.
the good will of the names they
instances
where surviving
In
bore.
partners continue the business in
This valuable data never have which the decreased partner held an
been made available before. In ad- interest, they may be forced to acdition to the material hereafter count only for that which a court
or hostile administrator could have
presented, Mr. Kelley placed in
sold to a stranger without the consupport of his formal brief af- sent of the surviving partners and
fidavits secured from most of the in hostility to their legal rights.
in
the
operating
showmen now
Rowell v. Rowell, 122 Wis. 1, 17.
What could the executor of the
United States.
The argument attacks the custom Ringling estate sell? Certainly not
of assessing amusement properties the exclusive right to conduct the
circus under the name Ringling
in the same manner as other busiNeither would the executor
Bros.
nesses. The rule has been to conhave the right to sell a right or insider "good will" a factor in de- terest- as "successor'' to Ringling
primarily
termining values based
Bros. The surviving brothers are
upon income, capital and other entitled to use their own names and
the partnership name in the busiIt is Mr. Kelley's
considerations.
argument that the rule should not ness. This is true in law. It has
apply to amusement enterprises been true in fact. But two brothers
out of live now survive. The surfor a number of reasons, the abviving brothers have continued in
transferable
intrinsic
of
sence
the exclusive use of the partnership
and
the
high
good
will
value in
name.
business risk inherent in the form
If the executor is thus limited
of business.

HART CASE APPEAL
BEFORE U. S. COURT

Act of 1918— title IV, effective February 25, 1919) in effect at the date
of death of said Alfred T. Ringling.

Ezra

10, 1923
:=ac

».

'

IN

FRISCO

May

should go against Hart merely on an
in the U. S. District Court,
did, permitting Hart to
appeal at a cost of not over $500.
What the Hart counsel thought
was an important move was the
elision of Hart as an agent who had
been deprived of his franchise by
the Keith office and to present him
to the court as a producer deprived
of his actors by the big time's barring edict, leaving Hart with productions but with no people or
places to play them. This was in
line with upholding tho interstate
commerce claim attesting that a

argument
which it

vaudeville
a commodity
act
is
through the commodities necessary
to complete it without the personality or personal service of the actor.
The defense claimed that all a
vaudeville performance was comWhat the Pittsburgh "Times" said:
posed of is personal service by the
"While the Wilton Sisters have been seen in Pittsburgh before, and
actor. Senator Pepper invited Mr.
are real favorites as youthful entertainers and harmony singers, that
Littleton to go with him to Keith's took nothing away from their laurels on the opening night, for they re(Washington) and see the vaudeville ceived a whirlwind of applause. From that standpoint alone they were
show there to be convinced of it.
the favorites of the bill."
Shea's Toronto, this week (May 7).

MAE

and

ROSE WILTON

"FAVORITES"

ELEANOR PAINTER

BOOKED SOLID
I

B. F.

KEITH VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE

fl*

Miss Sanderson With Crumit
from musical Al and Fanny Stedman Separating
Al and Fanny Stedman intend to
Julia Sanderson and Frank C ruinfor a tour
separate
end
of
the
at
the
season,
are
starting
May
it
due to appear In vaudevill*
houses
of the Keith
Fanny being due to appear in a shortly, both as a team and a single
26 at the Palace, New York.
team
production
and
Al
to
his
with
Negotiations ara
turn by Crumit.
Miss Painter will appear in a
series of scenes from musical shows wife, Rita Stedman, formerly Rita on for the two acts for an early
tour of the I^eith houses through
and operas she has played in, in- Shirley of the Shirley Sisters.
The Stedmans (brother and sis- the Harry Weber office.
cluding a scene from "Thais."
n
Both are playing in "Tangerlnf^
M. S. Bentham office arranged the ter) have appeared together in
GarrWfc
the
bonking.
vaudeville for 11 years.
closes
at
Which

Eleanor

Painter

comedy has been booked

;

.

—
Thursday,

May

(ALLEGING
-

10,

-

UDEVILLE

1823

AGENT TRYING GRAFT,

HORWITZ RECEIVER HOLDS OFF

VAUDEVILLE ARTIST SLAMS HIM

Edwards and Edwards Aggrieved

at

ft

OPERATION OF BOOKING AGENCY

Bob Martini

Loew Agent Claims Agency Property of Corpora-

Claims Cancellation Threatened After First Asking $15 Weekly Above Commission of 10%

.

A

member

of

Edwards and Ed-

wards, sharpshooters, "slammed"
Bob Martini of the William J.
Pllmmer vaudeville agency (booking theatres) Tuesday. Wednesday
Ed wards received a letter from

Pllmmer stating he had "heard
about "the trouble" and asking Edwards

to call.

The

letter

was

ig-

tion—Wife'* Attorney Threatens Contempt
Proceedings Horwitz Defaulted on Alimony

—

TRIPLE BENEFIT SUNDAY

FOR

N. V. A.

JESSIE REED'S ACTION

NAMES DOROTHY BLAKE

SICK FUND

Sues Lew Reed for Divorc
CHARLES ALTHOFF
Expect $100,000 Will Be Realwith an offering suitable for the
Earl Hampton and Hampton
ized
Stone and Rogers
better motion picture theatres that
are now playing vaudeville headand Blake in Another Case
at Each House

—

liners.

This week (Mnv

The

performances for
for four weeks out of the PlimmerL he
glck and ReHef Fund
Martini.
through
arranged
office,
».nHin V had
^d been,
heer
lid the Hippodrome. Metropolitan and
said
understanding
The „^
Edwards, that he pay the Pllmmer Manhattan Opera House next Sunoffice five per cent, and send another day (May 13) is expected to realize
five per cent, of his salary to Mar- ^lose to $100,000 from ticket and
This he agreed to and re- program sales.
tini.
ceived the contracts with the first
Fred SHone, president of the N.V.
week to have started Monday.
Later Edwards states Martini A., will appear at all three houses.
be
would
The Stone show "Tip Top" will be
sent for him, saying it
necetsary for Edwards and Ed- In Detroit this Saturday but Stone
wards to forward him $15 extra will Jump to New
York immediateeach week If playing the time. Edwards replied he would be unable ly following the Saturday night perwould
total
extra
formance.
Will Rogers will also apto agree as that
over 17 per cent, (including the pear at all three benefit performIS per cent.) commission. The fol- ances.
lowing day Martini Informed the
Last minute additions to the proact the four weeks had been c ongrams include George White, Gilda
ce led.
Gray,
Nancy Welford, Ann PenEdwards, after thinking it over,
triple benefit

NVA

m

7) Miles. Detroit.
14) Pantages,

Next week (May
Toronto.

Week

of

May

of

May

21,

Pantages,

Ham-

Week

28,

Address care
Palace Theatre

Orpheum,

EDW.
Bldg.,

8.

Detroit.

KELLER,

New

York.

TWO DIVORCES
Natalie

Ferrari

Wants On<

Kincaide Also
Chicago,

May

t.

Ferrari (Sascha Piatov
and Natalie, vaudeville) has started
divorce proceedings against Martin
Ferrari on ground of desertion.
William F. Ader represents the defendant. A separation suit between
the same litigants Is pending in
New York. Ferrari has been or-

Natalie

ally.

The advance sale assures a capacity attendance at all three performances
with the gross increased
generally
condemned and done
away with by the best agencies. It largely by the auctioning of the
boxes.
The
souvenir programs will
Is the "one performance contract,"
CAUSES MISTRIAL
carrying a cla\ise giving the man- sell for 50 cents.
__i
ager the right to cancel the act
after the first performance.
Martini was formerly a vaudeTimberg's Lawyer, Morganville
performer, of Martini and
Misbehaved and
lander,
Maximilian, magic act.
JAIL
With reference to the Edwards"Talked Back" to Court
Martini rumpus, Walter J. Pllmmer
said Martini was a booking agent
Los Angeles, May 9.
Were it not for the professional
supplying the shows for some
Almost on the day that Barbara misconduct of Emanuel Morgan
houses around greater New York,
lander, an attorney associated with
LaMarr
married
Jack
Dougherty
and an artist's representative as
Harry Saks Hechhelmer, who was
well. Martini has desk room in the out here, her former husband, Phil defending Herman Timberg in a
Pllmmer offices, Pllmmer said, and Alnsworth, a vaudeville and musical suit by Nat Nazzarro for $1,200,
booked acts with Pllmmer, but did comedy actor, was sentenced from the action would not have been
not work for the Pllmmer agency one to ten years for forging checks. termed a "mistrial" by Judge Morris
Mrs. Dougherty divorced Alns- Eder in the Third District Municipal
as an employe.
the action came
Pllmmer said as he understood It, worth some years ago. Alnsworth Court, before whom
up Wednesday. Morganlander, deAlartinl had asked Edwards for $15, was arrested In San Francisco and
spite the Jurist's warning on how
because Martini had lost the book- brought here for trial.
to conduct his case and plead for
Miss LaMarr has announced she his client, repeatedly misbehaved
ing of an act on which he (Martini)
would have made $15 commission is going to sue for damages Oscar and "talked back" to Judge Eder.
through the Edwards booking re- Maryatt of Chicago. Mrs. Maryatt
Ordinarily this constitutes a conIn a divorce action, charged that tempt of court punishable by a fine
placing the act.
Judge Eder merely
It seems according to Pllmmer, her husband had informed her Miss or otherwise.
called it a mistrial and adjourned
Martini had booked an act for the LaMarr was Infatuated with him.
This may or may not
the case.
Auditorium,
the
Montreal, with
have had some bearing on Timberg
Pllmmer agency. Pllmmer informed
suddenly becoming ill In court.
STABBED "PLAYFULLr'
Martini later he was going to reNazzarro claims $1,200 as a week's
Cincinnati, May 9.
place the first act with Edwards
salary with Timberg's "Frolics of
and Edwards.
Mrs. Marie Rosener Pruett, 25, 1922," Shubert unit.
Martini took the attitude that he pianist for the Beebe Musical Com(Martini) was losing the commisedy Co., was stabbed by her husLEGAL POINT
sion of $15 that he would have made
had the original booking not been band, George Pruett, barber, 3086
Does Not Stand
Modification
Oral
cancelled through the Edwards' re- Henshaw avenue, Cincinnati at the
Against Written Agreement
Rial to Theatre, Covington, Ky. Mrs.
placement.
Consequently Martini decided the Pruett had just finished her act and
A novel point of theatrical law
Edwards act should reimburse him taken a seat near the front of the was decided when Gene Barnes was
(Martini) for the lost amount, and house.
awarded a directed verdict for
Her husband, who had been sit- $1,000 against Joseph M. Gaites beit was shortly after Martini so informed Edwards, that the latter ting in the rear, arose and sat next fore Judge Davies and a Jury in the
Court
A few minutes later Third District Municipal
hauled off and hit Martini a wallop to his wife.
Barnes claimed there
the woman screamed and ran upon Wednesday.
over the eye.
his conunder
him
due
was
$2,226
the stage and Into the wings, foltract for the run-of-the-unlt with
Again
she the "Gimme a Thrill" company,
lowed by Pruett.
BEERS' CONCERT TOUR
screamed am Pruett ran into the whereby he was to receive $300
street. Harry J. Meyers, proprietor weekly. Barnes only sued for $1,000
Pianist-Monologist,
with Claudia of the theatre, learned that she had through Kendler & Goldstein, waivColeman and Musicians
been stabbed in the arm, four ing the balance, so as to come within
Municipal
stitches being required to close the the Jurisdiction of the

CONDUCT OF ATTORNEY

A

BARBARA LaMARR WEDS
EX-HUBBY GOES TO

Arrangements

are

being

made wound.

for a concert tour in the fall for

Pruett, after his arrest on
a charge of felonious assault, said

Leo Beers, the vaudeville pianolog- he and his wife had got into a
ist.
Claudia Coleman will be on the "playful scuffle."
She refused to
program, also a pianist and 'cellist. appear In court ngnlnfct him today,
Jennie Jacobs Is representing the but Meyers declared he would prosartists,
who anticipate starting ecute. Pruett was released or $1,000
early in July at Atlantic City.

bond.

AND

Charles Goodman has leased the PETR0VA, CASTLE
OTHERS
Majestic theatre and Airdrome in
Among the names big time vaudeAtlantic Highlands, N. J., for several ville expects to use in the East this
years. Vaudeville, pictures and sum
summer are Mme. Tetrova and
brier slock will be played. The
open- J Irene Castle.

Herzberg,

Reed

professionally

(single, vaudeville),

has

absolute divorce proceedings in the New York Supreme
Court against Lew Reed (formerly
of Reed and Tucker, and currently
of Tremene and Reed), in which

Dorothy
•Fred

dered served by publication.
Mr. Ader is also acting Hor Fred
Kincaide (Kincalde's Ladies' Jazz
Band with the Columbia burlesque
show "Giggles") against his wife,
the wires. When Martini refused at the Manhattan. Bill Quaid will in a divorce action. Desertion Is
be out front at the Manhattan; W. charged. The couple have been livEdwards "slammed" him.
The Pllmmer agency is not a Dayton Wegefarth at the Hippo- ing apart for four years. Mrs. Kinmember of the Vaudeville Man- drome, and Fred Jordan at the Met- caide is Flossie Fields, profeaionropolitan.

Jessie
Jessie

instituted

ilton.

nington, Lou Tellegen, Donald Brian,
called Tuesday at the Pllmmer
agency, asking Martini about the John Steel and Julian Eltinge.
Pat Casey will run the stage at
Martini replied the
cancellation.
managers had wired in, cancelling the Metropolitan, Johnny Collins at
the
Hippodrome, and Jules Delmar
the dates. Edwards asked to see

agers' Protective Association. It is
Issuing the form of contract for
vaudeville theatres that has been

metropolitan attorney, receiver of
J. Horwlts's property, the
receiver has elected not to exercise
his powers. He appeared at Hor-

Arthur

nored.

Edwards had been given contracts

Although Justice Newburger in
the New York "Supreme Court on
Tuesday appointed Max Altmeyer,
of 290 Broadway, New York, a

Blake

(Hampton

and

Blake) is named co-respondent
The Hotel Broadway-Clarldge, New
York, and Room 403, on April' 12
last, are named specifically with
other infidelities allegedly occurring
"at various times and in various
cities of the United States, and during the months of November and
December, 1922, and January. Feb-

March and April, }923," in
which Miss Blake (Mrs.
Hampton) is mentioned. The lat-

ruary,
of

all

ter has a suit for divorce pending
in Brooklyn, N. Y„ against Earl

Hampton, also based on statutory
grounds.

Miss # Reed is asking for $150
weekly alimony and $1,000 counsel

in the Loew Annex
West 46th street late
(yesterday) afternoon
for the purpose of taking possession
of the premises and the assets and
continuing the business of booking
Horwlts's acts, but decided to take
no definite action. The receivership is a result of the Loew booking agent's default of his alimony
obligations to Mrs. Edith Livingston -Horwitz whir has a divorce
suit pending.
The receiver and Benjamin F.
Spellman, Mrs. Horwlts's attorney,
were greeted Wednesday by Horwlts who protested that the office
was not his, but that of the Arthur
J. Horwitz Vaudeville Artists, Inc.,
pointing to the corporate appendix
in small, and faintly painted letters
on the windows) under his own
name in large, bold type. The agent
was taken aback when the attorneys expressed their willingness
to believe his statements).
They
queried him what connection he
had with the corporation. After
first denying any, he admitted owning 60 per cent of the company and
drawing $100 a week. Mr. Spellman
took this with a grain of salt In
view of Horwlts's personal affidavits that last year he earned a
net income of $27,400 and In the
months of January and February

wlts's

office

Building on

Wednesday

alleging that Reed, when in
partnership with Al Tucker, made
$350, and that she earns an average
of $100 to $250 a week,
suit for
last earned $4,600 net These affiseparation, started last July, found
davits are court records in conMiss Reed unsuccessful when It
with Mrs. Horwlts's diwas shown she earned more than Junction
vorce suit
her husband.
Instead, the receiver (Attorney
The affidavits and the complaint Altmeyer)
will file his report today
set forth that Mrs. Herzburg is 25
(Thursday) anent the non -discovyears old and he 28.
They were ery of Horwlts's
personal property.
married June 10, 1914, in New York,
Mr. Spellman will make a motion to
when she was a member of a sister punish
Horwitz for contempt of
team (Hayward Sisters) and he a court
for failure to pay his alimony
musician and leader in a summer rcgulasly.
resort orchestra, allegedly earning
After promising to continue his
$100 a week. Miss Reed complains,
alimony obligation, Horwits paid
through S. Earl Levene, as attorney,
$1,125 down but defaulted on the
that her husband's cruelty necessi-

fees,

A

.

tated intermittent separations.
The complainant states that she
first heard of Dorothy Blake's relations with Lew Reed in. Chicago
last January, when mutual friends

balance,

now

totalling

around

$1,600.

Mrs. Horwits' attorney entered the
sequestration
order,
previously
granted him but which he held off

pending an agreement whereby the Loew booker had agreed to
pay all of his alimony.
of the marriage of Reed and Miss
Mr. Spellman states that the deBlake. She states the couple have
fendant faces a series of Jail comlived at the Hotel Drake, Chicago,
mitments for six month periods
as Mr. and Mrs. Lew Reed.
each, as long as he remains within
Through investigations, it is set
the Jurisdiction of the local courts.
forth. Miss Reed trailed Reed when
Horwitz was only recently released
he met Miss Blake at the Pennsylfrom the Ludlow street "alimony
vania station in New York April
club" and another incarceration Is
12 last at 12:25 midnight and regisImminent
if the receiver so recomtered at the Broadway-Clarldge as
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Blake. The de- mends.
Although ordered by court to
tective employed by Miss Reed in
pay $200 weekly and $1,000 counsel
his affidavit quotes Miss Blake as
fees, an agreement was subsequentsaying: "No, he is not her husband;
ly effected whereby Horwits need
he Is my husband, and I have been
only pay $125 a week regularly and
living with him for over a year, and
he is the man I have been living $75 a week for the 12 sui.imer
filing

advised her of a recent celebration

with."
The sleuth further quoted
the corespondent as saying to him:
"She (Miss Reed) did not have to
go to this extreme, for 1 was perfectly willing jo give her evidence
for a divorce providing sh* made no
application for alimony. I was perfectly willing to pay whatever counsel fees would be necessary upon
condition that she would not mention the said Dorothy Blake as corespondent."
The motion for alimony and
counsel fees was to have been
last week, but adjourned on
consent of Mr. Levene and Kendler

argued

weeks, but he is obligated to make
up the difference between $75 and
$125 in the subsequent 24 payments
at the rate of $150 a week.
The
summer rider is permitted the agent
on the plea of slack season during
the warm months.
The order for the appointment
of Mr. Altmeyer as receiver was
entered Tuesday.
The attorney
the same day posted the $1,000 bond
required by Justice Newburger.
Horwits has had no less than six
lawyers since his legal imbroglio*
with his better half, starting with
the firm of Olcott, Bonynge, McManus & Ernst with Jerome H.
Jacobs reported as the last legal
standby. In between were Included
Harry II. Oshrln, Frederick E.
Goldsmith, and an attorney from

& Goldstein, who have filed a notice
of appearance for Reed.
short time ago Hampton and
Blake had to reimburse the theatre
by order of the Keith office on a
Court.
Gaites' contention was that the play -or -pay contract for walking New Jersey.
If Horwits continues defaulting
entire company, Including Barnes, out of the bill of a Southern vaudehad agreed to a cut, Barnes* deduc- ville theatre early In the week. The in his payments, he Is sublect to
The Judge reason, therefore, was reported be- arrest for contempt of court and
tion being $50 weekly.
sustained Julius Kendler, Barnes'
cause of Hampton's return after Jail for six months with similar peattorney, that this testimony should
pres- riods renewable at the previous half
be excluded, because the alleged the show and discovering the
year's expiration until he decides to
modification of the contract was ence of nother member of the
whereas the contract sued bill with his wife at the late hour. comply with the court order.
oral,
upon is a written one, and if any The man was of a two-act, but not
modifications were to be recognized otherwise identified.
Jack Gardner, former vaudevllllan,
they should have been duly set on
now an agent with a W. V. M. A.
paper.
William F. Ader, the Chicago franchise, is in New York looking
This may result In a number of
over material for next season in the
complications in numerous theat- thoatrical attorney, Is In New York
West.
this week on business.
rical contracts.

A

VAUDEVILLE
SUN BOOKED

TRESEOTATIOir ACTS CREATE

New

QUANDARY IN MIDWEST BOOKINGS

—

-o—

Midwest
and associations are

a quandary

In

as to -what ruling to make regarding the "presentations" In picture
houses, often choice vaudeville arts.
The booking of such attractions in
picture houses may mean explanations to the management of vaudetheatres in the same city
ville
booked regularly while the failure
to book such attractions In such

means

that the picture
Riitnmaticallv become
opposition tfith the development of
theatres

houses will

the "presentation"

field.

The number of vaudeville acts
which are booked for picture houses
In Chicago is surprisingly large and
totals as high as 300 acts for Sat-

CHAS. ALLEN SUSPENDED
Advised Act Not to Accept Long
Term Contract
Charles

Allen

Bentham
ville

office,

indefinitely

sus-

from

idea is befirmly entrenched out
the big agencies
that
this way
must give the matter serious consideration, for the demand for acts
for picture houses is such as to
draw importantly on the supply for
regular vaudeville circuits.

The "presentation"

roming

so

CANADA DEAL

OFF.

Toronto and Hamilton Sticking to
Pantages

in

The Nathanson & Miller houses
Toronto and Hamilton, Canada,

will not go into the
tion, as reported.

ing

fire

Keith organiza-

The

several

for

deal,

hanghas

weeks,

fallen through.

The houses have signed a new
agreement with the Pantaces Cirwhereby the latter will continue to book them. It is understood Hamilton will be used as the
cuit,

eastern starting point for the

Pan

*hows.
Opposition from the CanadianUnited interests, ^hich hold the
franchise from the Keith offlco for
Hamilton through its Lyric there
and the unwillingness of the Keith
people to take Toronto without
Hamilton is said to have blocked
the deal.

Mike Shea,

Buffalo,

was

instru-

mental in promoting the houses for
the Keith fold.
Shea was to have
been interested jointly with the
Keith people when the houses were
%

taken over.

The Rosalie Stewart booking office
has moved from tho Fitzgerald
Building to 110 West 47 street.
.

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
for
$1.75

VARIETY
(three months)

$2 Foreign

The Sun

CHARLES WITHERS

the Keith booking
Friday for an Infraction Celebrated delineator of rural types.
An international hit.
of the booking rules.
The agent is said to have advised
an act against accepting a long
$50 CUT TO $35
term contract representing if it held
out he could secure more salary for
Moscow Singers Complain of Freethem.
port (L. I.) Theatre
It is the first case since the Keith
people Instituted the two and threeThe Moscow Singers have comyear routes where an agent has
been charged with openly working plained to the Vaudeville Managers*
against the practice, although it is Protective Association, alleging they
understood the long term routes
were tendered $35 in lieu of $50 for
were
upon askance
last

urday and Sunday" of the week.
looked
by the
There are many acts being used in
other midwest cities of importance, agents, as most of Ae acts were
booked
direct.
while many photoplay theatres in
The Keith office this season exoffering
are
cities
ihe
smaller
vaudeville acts on Saturday and perimented with the long term
route
at a slightly reduced salary,
entire
occasionally
Sunday and
bills of as many as six or ei^ht in lieu of booking from week to
week,
and was successful in bookacts under the title of "jazz week"
or "syncopation week." The situa- ing many acts direct that had
previously
been handled by an
tion in Chicago is such that thejc
agent.
is hardly ever an act open on SunWhen the acts became dissatisfied
days now, no matter how hard it
may be for some acts to get book- and came Into the Keith office to
ings for all week by bookers who complain, the long term contract
fear they are not strong enough to usually ironed out the difficulties
and eliminated the agent if»the act
make good in regular bookings.
The bookings for picture houses so wished.
at present is handled mainly by
Morris Silvers, who is under salary
"C0ME-0N" LIST
from Balaban and Katz, and possibly other firms, and works out of
Waiters
Agency Using "Names" to
the W. V. M. A.; Boyle Woolfolk,
Deceive independent Vaudeville
who handles some picture houses
and does quite considerable small
A new form of "come on" litertime vaudeville, booking out of the
who ature usually associated with the
Carrell,
Association;
C. L.
selling
of oil stock is being sprung
agency,
operates an independent
and Phil Tyrrell, who has a con- on independent vaudeville managers
by
the
Louis E. Walters Agency in
nection with the Diamond agency.
There are several New York agen- Boston, in a large announcement
sent
broadcast,
containing
the
cies which supply talent to midwest theatres and some in Cleve- names of dozens of headline and
land and Detroit. The charges are standard vaudeville acts.
The announcement gives the im5 and 10 per cent, of the salary
of the acts. No charge Is made to pression the acts are available for
bookings
through
the
Walters
the theatre unless It be a nominal
Agency.
A list of acts "immedibooking fee.
ately

available,"

bottom of the

list,

confined to
includes about

of the acts that appeared in
bert vaudeville units.

Effect

Next

playing the Freeport, Freeport, L.

Sunday, May
The house

office in

New York

is at

present booking about eight weeks
in the east, with the Chicago office
taking care of the middle west
bookings.
According to the new
plans, the New York office will be
in a position to route an act for
approximately 25. weeks with the
Springfield office retained as the
headquarters for tabloid bookings
in that territory.

Comedian Located
Welfare Island

nnmes.
Complaints by several of the
artists
have be'en made to the
Vaudeville
Managers'
Protective
Association which body has the
matter under investigation.

at

m

is repotted.

it

Both houses hare been book
through the Keith office the
it 'being understood under
booking contract existed which hi
several additional years to run
This is denied by parties close

season,

concerned.

all

cancellation

The other
clause

is

out of the Keith

that

exists

would allow Hall to take the
office if

houi

he wanted

to..

Representatives of Pan and Hall *
have had several conferences
garding the houses with nothi
definite as yet. It is an open sec:
Pantages wants an eastern out!
for his vaudeville circuit on accou
of the difficulty of securing eastern
acts to

jump

west.

With Hamilton and Toronto and
a few weeks on the way into Can^^j
ada, Pantages would have a reJf

ern stand in Canada.

After

6.

several

years

without

PLACING SUMMER POLICY

1

is leased by the Olive
Co. and booked through
the Robblns agency. Prior to entry
into the Robblns agency the Free-

ENGLEWOOD CHANGES

Chicago, May 9.
The Englewood, recently acquired
by the Orpheum circuit after having played Shubert vaudeville the
early part of the season, is to
shortly close. It has not been the
financial success as its vaudeville
house the Orpheum anticipated.

terest

ganization.

Kalvoord resigned last week, severing connection after 26 years with
the Keith office.

R00NEY AND BENT'S NEW ACT
The Rooney and Bent new vaude-

John

Singhi,

assistant

to

Jules

Delmar, booker of the Keith southern houses, resigned this week from
the Keith organization to enter a

commercial position.
John Schultz will take over the
houses formerly booked by Singhi,

The house will open late in in addition to assisting Delmar
August with a new policy.
booking the south.
There are rumors that in the
event of the Empress, in the same

in

production act for next season
will bo called "The Shamrocks." It
will carry 17 pcoplo Including a
band.
ville

Summer Policy in Syracuse
A summer policy will go Into
Kelth'8,
Syracuse, May 28 when
Johnny Collins will take the house
over from the books of Jack Dcmpwll play five acts
The li«»
sey.
• picture* twice daily for
and

Hausman,

discontinues vaudeville
Barbara La Marr, film actress,
18 with a musical tab policy and
Jack Dougherty, now being
for the summer.
featured in Universal pictures, were
Loew's Hoboken closes May 13.
married in Los Angeles May 5.
Capitol, Union Hill. N. J., this
Ada Webber, professional, to C.
week; Proctor's, Troy, May 19; E. Richardson, clerk at the Hotel

May

Greensburg, Pa., June 2;
Hippodrome, McKeesport, Pa., May
19! Victoria, Wheeling, W. Va., May
26; Lyceum, Canton, O., May 26;
Opera house, Jamestown, N. Y., May
12; Park, Meadvllle, Pa., May 12;
Strand,

of

the deceased

capable of

transfer?

SCHULTZ ASSISTING DELMAR

NOW

nth*.

has

I.,

burlesque
playing
neighborhood,
MARRIAGES
stock next season, the Englewood
Cora Mancia Chase, coloratura
Columbia wheel soprano of the Metropolitan Opera,
the
will
play
RASTELLI RETURNING
Enrico Rastelli, the sensational burlesque shows.
New York, and Samuel Thurston
Williamson,
Washington
correyoung Italian juggler, who has been
spondent of the New York "Times,"
here for several months, will reHOUSES CLOSING
Haverhill,
Mass.
The
marriage
In
turn to England next week to fulfill
Cross Keys, Philadelphia, disconcontracts there. He is due back in tinues vaudeville May 26, with dra- is an outgrowth of a childhood
formed in Haverhill,
friendship,
December and a 20 weeks' booking matic stock for the summer.
where Miss Chase was born and
has been arranged by H. B. MariKeeney's Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, where Mr. Williamson's father once
nellJ.
during the week and vaudeville held
a pastorate.
It is understood Rastelli is asking
Sundays, dark this week.
A recent marriage, unreported,
$1,500 weekly for next season.
He
The Opera House, Newburgh, N. was that of Artie Mehlinger to
reported
playing
is
the
initial
Y., switches from vaudeville to picThelma Harcourt.
American dates at $850 weekly.
tures after this week.
Claude Archer, stage director of
The Grand, South Bethlehem, Pa., Mitzl, to Lucetta Parker ("Minnie
AL0Z
ROUTING EXPERT closes Saturday to undergo repairs, and Me") in Boston last week.
having been taken on
Jaques Berger, musical director
James H. Aloz, Keith booking a new lease
house by Ben Levlne.
of "The Clinging Vine" last week
man will succeed John Kalvoord as theThe
Hippodrome,
Pottsville, Pa.,
to
Frances Sandler, non- profesthe routing expert of the Keith orunder the management of Charles sional.

I."

circuit

Amusement

all

Shu-

Several "name" acts wired their
agents this week denying knowledge

the hot

The Pantages

overtures to Frank Hall regar
the future bookings of the St
Jersey City, and Capitol, Union

knowledge of. the whereabouts of
Toledo, a full week on the Keith
Harry Ward, a former Hebrew
comedian in burlesque, he was acci- circuit reverted to split week policy;
dentally
uncovered through Nat and three shows daily this week
port was booked by Walter Pllmmer. Sobel, of the Keith agency, giving when a summer policy was installed
The Moscow SingerS were placed an N. V. A. entertainment for the by Johnny Collins the new booker
through the Robblns agency for the unfortunates at Welfare (Black- of the house.
May 6 date by Abe Feinberg. The well's) Island, New York.
Following the performance an in- ,. The house will split with Dayton
management alleges the contract
with a similar policy.
The Keith
caJled for special scenory, which mate of the institution for the blind
was not carried when the act ap- on the island wrote, saying his name houses at Indianapolis and Louis*
ville formerly booked through the
was
Louis
Perser,
that
he
had
been
peared.
The artists refused to accept the a performer, but was unable to be Chicago Keith office will play a
at' the show through pain.
He re- summer policy of three shows daily
$35, claiming they were entitled to
and four on Sunday beginning this
the full amount as long as the house quested it be repeated for him.
*
Investigation by Irving Southard week.
played them. They had not careThe Hippodrome, Cleveland, will
revealed
Peraer's
stage
name
had
not
would
fully read the contract or
have signed the special scenery been Harry Ward, blind and In the remain a full week playing three
shows daily while Keith's 105th St.,
clause, it being practically impos- island institution for five years. He
Cleveland, will continue two a day.
sible to transport baggage on Long is now receiving care and would apvisiting
him.
preciate
any
friend
Island on Sunday trains due to the
There is a ferry to Welfare Tsland
tremendous passenger service.
FAMOUS BOOKS ACTS
The Freeport Is not a member of at the foot of East 26th street.
the Vaudeville Managers* Protective
Sascha Jacobson the violinist and
Association, but is said to have apElsie and Paulson, ice skaters, have
STOCK AT IRVING PLACE
plied for membership in that body
been booked for a tour of the
Solly Fields will place a (burlesque
and refused, because the house has
Famous Players houses by Arthur
stock company in the Irving Place,
not posted a bond when booking
Spizzi.
beginning May 28. The house has
through the independent agencies.
The acts will be added to the
playing
been
German
opera
and
vaThe Plimmer Agency refused to
regular picture programs.
book the house further after a last rious other policies during the winminute cancellation unless the house ter.
The Olympic, on 14th street, a half
posted a bond or the cash equivalent
PRECEDENT IN BRIEF
block around the corner, will also
for the acts* salaries, it is said.
(Continued from page 4)
have a burlesque stock during the
the
summer.

of the Walters Agency and asking
for advice on the best means to
stop the agency from using their

.-<•

Ei

spectable eastern circuit. The lost
of the Miles houses in Pennsylvania
has left him with his furthest east* .j

HARRY WARD FOUND
Burlesque

Western Circuit Looking for
ern Outlet

'

S.
the
M.
of
a big time vaude-

was

agent,

pended

office

Be In
8eason

10, 1923

PAN AND HALL

N. Y.

season was being completed this
week. The bookings for the Sun
houses heretofore have been divided
with a certain percentage of acta
booked out of New York and others
from Chicago and Springfield, Ohio.
According to the new plan all acta
will be booked out of New York and
given a blanket contract for the
entire circuit. It is not planned to
do, away entirely with the out-oftown offices, which will bo conducted on a less important basis,
used for the emergency booking of
acts on disappointments.

—

Chicago, May 9.
booking organizations

Plan to

IJi

A plan to book all of the Gus Sun
vaudeville houses in New York next

Drawing Importantly on Vaudeville Supply As
High as 300 Acts Booked in Chicago Alone on
Week-Ends Mostly Choice Acts in Demand

May

Thursday,

(Jrnnt, Chicago.

Cammlo Cameron (Four Camerons) and Charles Sargent (Sargent Brothers), May 2, at Los An-

Therefore while the principle may
exist that there is some good will*
yet the peculiar nature of the circus
brings it within a special class
where good will if any is without
ascertainable or taxable value.
No Fixed Place or Location
Recent decisions discard the earlier rule that place or locality is
essential in the establishment of
good will. However, we believe the
circus offers an exception.
It is special and unique. It is unlike any other enterprise.
Thers
is no other line of business that
offers a true comparison.
It is common knowledge that a
railroad strike, embargo, quarantine, crop failures and other con*
tingencies that threaten the very
life of the circus may affect but
slightly
the theatre, amusement
park, or baseball that have a fixed
location and are able to conduct advanced sales and issue rain checks.
cite in this connection the railroad strike of 1922 which virtually
put several circuses out of business*
To like effect restricted transportation during the-war, labor troubles
during the war and the recent quarantine during the spread of foot
and mouth disease. During all this
time the theatre and baseball and
other lines of business having fixed
locations were able to regularly
carry on business. The circus can
issue no rain check nor hold ad-

We

vance sales. If the day is lost all Is
lost that pertains to the given stand.
Owing to the high maintenance cost*
loss of a few stands with the circus very often takes away the profit
for a season.
tie-up for a wee*
has often resulted in putting »
show out of business.
So that the law of place or locality Is of particular Importance and
application to the circus.

A

"Circumstances surrounding each
Laurel
Lee-McDonald, married business should be taken into consideration
in determining good willabout a month apo, is at home, 605
M.irmaduko v. Brown, 98 Atl. V69.
Armour boulevard, Kansas City, Mo.
"The
legal definition of good will
Virginia Marr to Perry Charles,
will disappoint one and only comMay 7 in New York. Miss Marr
study of more than a BCOfS of
The Alhambra, Stamford, Conn. was last with tho Chauncy Olcott plete
theories will give ono a full underit company;
(vaudeville), closed Saturday,
her
husband is the standing of legal good will.'
will be a one-floor house next sea- publicist for Palisades park, New
Columbia Law Review, N'<v *!*Z*.
son, mating 1,600.
(To Be Continued)
I Jersey.
Strand, Ithaca, N. Y., June 9; Glove,
Glovcrsville, N. Y. May 19; Oneonta,
Onoonta, N. Y, May 12; Colonial,
Norwich, N. Y., May 26.
t

geles.

:

—

'

•

Thursday,

May

10,

BURLESQUE
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HERK NOW IN POSITION
TO DICTATE TO MUTUAL

DOUBLE "NAMES"

COLUMBIA
The Marion show which

May Qo in Marlon at the Columbia Monday
summer run attraction
Show for Week
show;

Mollie Williams

NO CANDY GAMBLE

MUSICIANS' CONVENTION

started

as the 14th

is a good
very good in the way of pro*entertaining
throughout
and possessing in generous measure
that all-important ingredient of any
sort
of musical
entertainment
comedy that gets the laughs. It's
almost an entirely new show from
the one that played the Columbia in
January. The former Marion show
incidentally was a decidedly satisfying burlesque, entertainment, but
the new one lays over it like Ringlings' big top over the three rings
and four platforms.

25c for

Candy Package, Not
By Geo. Washington

Issued

In St.

Louis Next

Week— 310 Wants

To Get Back

duction,

So— Meeting

Says

Report

to Be Held This Week
Cleveland

in

tails

Louisville
Cleveland,
Cincinnati,
This and the
and Indianapolis.
are
believed
McGrath
held
by
stock
to pla^e Herk in a position where
take
him
to
Mutual
the
he can force
Into the circuit, when, it is expected,
he will be the next president.
With the five and houses in St.
Paul, Minneapolis, Milwaukee. Lou-

Kansas City and Omaha
isville,
pledged to Herk. subject to his future plans, it is said Herk will be
In a position to dictate terms to the
Mutual which. If not acceptable,
will eventually mean an opposition
circuit built around the houses mentioned in the deal.

McGrath has been regarded as the

He

is

backbone of the Mutual.

known as

the largest single

concessionaire in this country and
is independently wealthy, with an

Income

way dependent upon
He is' a shrewd show-

no

In

theatricals.

man and

has long been in favor of
policy

for

Mu-

the

a progressive
tual, believed to be the reason he
threw his support and holdings to
Herk.
When the Affiliated Circuit (Shubert units), of which Herk was
president,

was

Herk

dissolved.

thrown into bankruptcy. He tried
to buy Into the Mutual, but was unsuccessful, due to Columbia Circuit
opposition as represented by Jermon and interests friendly to the
Columbia, it is said. Nothing daunted, Herk was determined to return
to burlesque, a field in which he
amassed a fortune before the disastrous Shubert Vaudeville Circuit

Herk was president
materialized.
of the American Burlesque Circuit,
working his way \o control of that
organization against decided opposition from the Columbia people and
through much the same method
with which his latest maneuver portends.

A

conference between

Herk, E.
Thos. Beatty, McGrath and the Mutual

officials

part of this

set for the

is

week

latter
in Cleveland.

NO DELAY FROM FIRE
Gayety.

St.

Louis,

Suffers

$2,500

Damage -Dane's Fast Work
St. Louis,

The Gayety gave

Its

May

9.

matinee Fri-

day, barely making It after a Are
at the conclusion of the performance
the evening before, which damaged
the house to the extent of $2,500.

The night watchman discovered
the blaze.
He summoned the fire
managers and Oscar Dane, the theatre's manager.
With the fire out
at 2.30, burning from 12.10. it was
a thousand to nothing the house
would he Hosed for the remainder
of the week.
Even nt that

May 14. Final dewere to be settled today
(Thursday).
The plan calls for Miss Williams
to appear in the course of the
Marion showJn one or more comedy
bits with Marlon, and to present

week, probably

Five houses of the Mutual Circuit
controlled by J. J. McGrath have
been purchased by interests representing I. H. Herk. John Jermon,
secretary of the Mutual, has been
ordered to turn over the stock and
holdings of McGrath to a firm of attorneys representing a man who is
said to be acting for Herk.
The houses are stands in Buffalo,

financial

A deal was under way this week
whereby Mollie William* will go
into the Dave Marlon show for a

a specialty or two.
With the booking of Miss Williams
as an added attraction with the
Marion show, the billing will be the
"Marion Show"— Mollie Williams
week, or something on that order.
If the plan goes over Marion may
add a Columbia wheel favorite during the run of the show weekly.
The Williams booking, if consummated, would mark the first Instance of one Columbia star engaging another to appear in a show.
The idea in general resembles the
visiting star plan as practiced in
dramatic stock houses for years.

PHTLLY'S SEASON OVER
Philadelphia. May 9.
Although all Indications point to
an unusually late legitimate season

many of the smaller houses
have begun to shut up shop.
The Casino and the Trocadero,
burlesque, closed a week ago, and
Dumont's (.Minstrels) closes this
Saturday. All three had successful
here,

seasons, the first-named
especially in the fall.

the

best,

The only
burlesque house still open is the
Bijou, which, since the closing of
the Troc and the Casino, has been
advertising in the papers to a
greater extent than all year.
The
management hopes during this period of non-opposition to get burlesque
patrons coming
this
to
house.
This week's attraction is
Harry Fields "Hello Jake" shoV.
The opening of the parks (Woodside

Grove

last
this

Saturday
Saturday)

the closing
the smaller houses.
influence

Willow

and
is

expected to

of

many

of

SHOOTING LICENSE
The shooting

of revolvers in bur-

lesque shows the past season was

decidedly less than in former years.
It seems the insurance companies

The

chief fault of the old show
has been corrected; that was the
weakness of the cast. The new cast
retains the best of the old, including
Marion with his Snuffy characterization; Walter J. McManus. comic;
Gordon Bennett, singing Juvenile;
Mae Marvin, prima, with a real
voice; John Willard, straight, and
Delmar's Fighting Lions. The additions are an old-timers' trio, Eddie
Girard, Josephine Sabel and Charlie
Diamond; the Six Steppers, a female dancing sextet, working after
the fashion of the English Ti'lcr
girls; George and May Lc Fevre,
dancing team; Six Jolly Jesters,
musical act (male), wearing clown
garb, one working in blackface, the
general effect suggesting the Tom
Brown musical sextet; Three Voices,
male harmonists; Agnes Hunter, toe
dancer; Three O'Connor Sisters; the
Petite Six. dancers;
Bryson and
Thomas, colored team; Vinnic Philips, soubret, and
Will H. Ward,

comedian.

These additions supply the necessary specialties that keep the show
moving along at a rapid gait. It
was a great show in the matter of
production and lighting when at the
Columbia before. It's still great in
that respect. In fact, in the matter
of lighting the Marion show might
stand as a model for most of the
other Columbia wheel shows to follow.
There's special lighting from
the foots, side lighting and top lighting, and it's all splendidly handled.
Scenically the show radiates class.
being the 1922 Zlegfeld
It should,
production.
The che'rus is better
•than ever. There are many musical
of
it
interpolations,, considerable
composed especially for the Marion
Marion
show by Earl Bronson.
wrote the book and lyrics.
The Delmar Lions remain a sterling feature for the show, and May
Marvin's vocalizing likewise tops
most of the specialties. Marion is
doing the best comedy work of his
long career in this show.
He has
spent a barrel of money to bring his
attraction up to a high average.
The Columbia patrons ought to
There's
favor this summer show.
something in it to please every class
of burlesque theatregoer. The oluV
timers, for instance, who were a
wow Monday night should attract
the older generation, and there's
plenty to please the younger ones.

that insure the troupes in accordance with the compensation inBell.
surance law in New York and other
states are stricter than in former
years, insisting that a permit be
PEARSON MANAGING
secured in each local stand. This
Arthur Pearson is company manusuaMy costs about $2 a week. With ager of "Barnum Was Right," hav40 weeks playing that means $80
ing taken charge of the Louis F.
extra expense for a show. Most of
Werba attraction this week when
the shows didn't think the shooting
it moved from the Fraxee to the
was worth the expense attached to Cohan. Pearson was one of the
There has always been a fireit.
best known Columbia Wheel burarms license fee in most states, but lesque producers. He switched to
it was not strictly enforced with
Shubert unit vaudeville this seathe burlesque shows, until a couple
son. Ills "Zig-Zag" show, like most
of years ago, when a accident in a
other units, was a big loser and
vaudeville theatre In Chicago, called
withdrawn early In the winter.
the attention of the insurance companies to the revolver play in general.
As a result the burlesque bad
L0THE0P HEADS
man from the west with his noisy
George E. Lothrop», Jr., of Boston,
six shooter has been side tracked
will serve as acting president of the
to a great extent.
Mutual in place of Dave Kraus, resigned, until June 15. On that date
HAINES HEADING STOCK CO. the Mutual will hold its annual
meeting, and election of officers, and
Nat (Chick) Haines will head a
a permanent successor to Kraus will |
burlesque stock company which will be selected. Mr. Lothrop controls
alternate between the Lincoln, the Howard, Boston

MUTUAL

hour Dane dug up
four men somewhere, two of them
carpenters, borrowed the necessary
tools from hotels, and all of them Union Hill, Roosevelt and West
worked until nearly curtain time, Hoboken, New Jersey. Haines will COLLINS AND HLLARD SIGNED
when the house opened.
produce the shows as well as apMarty Collins and Jack Pillard.
On top of that Dane managed to pearing as principal comic. The last season featured comics with
Induce the dailies not to mention
burlesque stock will be at the Lin- the Fred Clark Columbia show
the fire.
coln the first half, and Roosevelt "Let's Go" have been signed by
the second. The houses will play Hurtig & Seamon for next season.
vaudeville and pictures as usual They will head one of the H. & S.
DISPUTE "TUT'* TITLE
has
Jim McWilliams. vaudeville piano- the half of the week they are not Columbia troupes; which one
logist proposes to star in a new occupied with the stock. The policy not been decided.
musical show called "Tut Tut." is for the summer.
Haines who was featured comed- Jack Singer's Burlesque Tab Show
Billy McKenna wrote the book and
lyrics, and McWlJliams the music. ian with Jacobs' & Jerman's "Good
Singer is organizing a bur-

(Columbia) show iast seain tli ice acts, and calls for a Times"
chorus of ten girls.
The show Is son has been re-engaged for next
Scheduled to open May 22, at one year in a similar capacity.
of the shore resorts, probably B. S.
Moss's Columbia, Far Rockaway.
SUMMER STOCK AT OLYMPIC
Clark and MeCullough have also
The Olympic on 14th Street, New
annouti ed they will call their next
season's Columbia wheel burlesque York, finished its season With the
show "Tut Tut," and a. conflict over Mutual whe*L shows Saturday, and
started with burlesque stor! Monthe um or the title is on the cuds.
day. Stevk 'ill be the puli-;. until
about the middle of August, when
KRAUS' EQUITABLE CIRCUIT the Olympic begins playing the .MuThe new popular priced booking tual hows again.
circuit which Dave Kraus and ievJohn and Charlie Burke, of "Dia
eral other burlesque people have momi Palace*' fame in burlesque are
organize rl will be known as the producing
and
appearing
the
Equitable Legitimate Theatre Cir- Olympic stock shows. The Burks
cuit, Inc.
Application for incorpora- Brothers are listed for a Mutual
tion thereunder has been made.
wheel show next season.
It';;

•

i

Jack

to play during tinsummer In the houses adjacent to
New York. Singer will manage tin
Chas. If. Waldron Columbia wheel

lesque tab

show

Chicago, May t.
The annual convention of the
you don't find something be- American Federation of Musk
sides the candy don't hesitate to starts Monday, May It, at the Hoi.-i
return it," is the promise frequently Chase, -St. Louis. Mo.
Executive
emphasized in connection with the committee meetings have been prosale of ''Smiles and Kisses'* at 25c ceeding in St. Louis this week.
The chief interest aside from the
per at the Empress.
This state"If

ment

is

made

after

a

display

of

good value and is truth
such a way as to be mis-

articles of

veiled in
leading.
"All guess

work

packages

the

— no

telling

contain"

what
the

said

whose name certainly cannot
be George Washington.
"It is no

regular election of officers* will be
the efforts of the delegation npiointed by the Mutual Musical Protective Union, to get Its plea for
reinstatement in the- A. F. of M. before the convention for consideration.

The M. M. T. V.. formerly No. 510.
local of the A. F. of M.
gamble," he said at another time, and ousted from the parent body
which, with marked packages that three years ago, has tried at two
the candy boys can easily Identify, preceding A. F. of M. conventions
is business candor.
to
secure reinstatement without
The patronage at the Empress, success.
now in its fourth week of stock
Indications point to the reelection
burlesque, has been fairly good in of Joseph N. Webex to the presispite of the sale of "Smiles and dency of the A. F. of M. as well as
Kisses."
the Weber adherents.
The 2Sc guessing contest might
It is also very likely the A. F. of
bring the house more money if its M. will adopt resolutions calling for
patrons were allowed to keep their a 10 to 20 per cent increase in the
money for return visits, without as wage scale of road musicians.
much of a gamble through leaving
The local scales are not handled
it in the box office.
by the A. F. of M. convention, fixing
of wages being left to the various
local unions in the A. F. of M.
seller

New York

EMPRESS STOCK, CHICAGO
Chicago,

May

t.

SUMMER SHOWS

The stock burlesque company at
the Empress opened April 15, and

so far business has teen about $5,000
Two Started This Week Cooper's
per week.
The company Is under
Did $10,200 Last Week In Boston
the supervision of J. W. Whitehead.
It consists of 24 chorus girls, six
Three Columbia circuit summer
chorus -men and ten principals.
As the Engelwood, Just around run shows were playing this week;
the corner (Orpheum vaudeville). l»
the Jimmie Cooper "Beauty Revue"
to-close and the National, across the
street (recently a failure with Hyatt having started last week, at the
tabloids), is dark, it leaves the Em- Casino, Boston; Dave Marlon show
press with the only picture house
New
starting at the Columbia,
opposition in its immediate section.
The satisfaction last week's fhow York. Monday, and Barney Gerard's
appeared to give to a good-sized
of
tho Day" beginning
audience Thursday night indicates "Follies
the proposition is going to be suc- Monday also at the Gaiety, Boston.
cessful.
The Cooper show (Casino, BosThe Whitehead show last week ton) did (10.200 last week, a midwas called "The Devil's Garden," night show Wednesday adding
produced by Whitehead and George about $1,200 to the gross. This
II. ("Bum") Slocum,
with musical
show started off
numbers arranged by Eleanor Tay- week the Cooper
lor.
Scenery and wardrobe were Monday with about 1900 on the
day.
show
The
Marion
at the ColaU that could be desired, and a
runway into the audience gave op- umbia did about 11,300 on the two
portunity for close inspection of the opening performances Monday.
girls, who look good
both face and Monday night the Burlesque Club
figure. The principals, with the ex- of America had a delegation of
ception of the straight man, are about 125 present. There were a
satisfactory for such an organizanumber of vacant seats in the r
tion, and the chorus girls, while not
dancing as much as they might, of the house Monday night.
The Gerard show started Monday
sing fairly well and wear numbers
on their legs throughout the entire with $1,000 on the day at the Gayshow (there are no bare legs), which ety, Boston. Cool weather was exenables a favorite to be identified pected to help the shows the early
in succeeding numbers.
part of the week, both In Boston
There were two vaudeville acts. and New York.
though possibly they were framed
The matinees at the Columbia.
In connection with the performance
and not regular acts, for Bud Mc- New York were light up to Wednesday.
Intyre did a single and then ap-

—

—

peared in a quartet composed of
Bob Girard, Hyland Thompson.
Bert Barry and Mclntyrc.
Mclntyre Is an important feature of the
early part, doing his single and appearing with Flo Tanner, prima
donna, singing "The Gypsy Love
Song."
The show has George H. ("Bum")
Slocum as principal comic, who Is
clever; Jimmle Barrett, as second
comedian, doing a rotund boob type

LYRIC, NEWARK, STOCK
The Lyric, Newark, N. J. Mutual

wheel house In the regular fieasou
will house a burlesque stock to be
under the direction of Dr. Tunison
and Al Singer. I. B. Hamp will produce the shows. The stock po.icy
will obtain throughout the summer,
following which the Lyric returns
that is entertaining, and Jimmie to the Mutual wheel bookings.
Parelle, who Is only fair as a Jew
comedian. Bob Girard plays character roles very well, making*an
ACTS
Italian bit stand out.
Bert Barry,
Billy Mack and Marga«|t If .-»
engaged for bits, is doing straight,
succeeding
Laurence O'Sullivan, ings.
who could not be satisfied with the
Benny Bernard
•Ankles," 4
conduct of the show. Florence Tan- women, 3 men, miniature rnusi. tl
ner not only makes a popular prima comedy.
donna, but she does one of the mo«t
Stanford and Hamp, comedy tw.>effective comedy

NEW

bits in the

conjunction

with

Jimmie

show

in

Barrett,

an intoxication preten.se. "Looking
for Someone." probably the biggest

number

In the show, with the comwith lanterns and
cages housing candles, was
probably Miss Tanner's greatest applause number, though all that she
ics in the aisles,

bird

/lid

was

ingenue,

well liked. Olive Christian,
led numbers which were

encored and registered a strong personal success.
Carrie Plnelle, soubret.

established

herself

in

the

running mightily in "Hunky Dory,
in which she kidded the six chorus
men, bringing them out for stunts.

act.

Dave Geitaro *nd Ann Gold have
decided to dissolve their stage partnership. Miss Gold will do a single
act, while Genaro will take a partner for a two-man character comedy
turn written by James Madison.
Jack Walsh (Jack Walsh and Co.).
has discarded his old act, and will
be seen in a new art bein^ written
by Johnny Ilyinan.
Auriole

Craven,

Felix Riee, pianist,
cago).

violinl.it,

in

and

revue (Chi-

Billy Brown and Daughter (ChiAnna Rose also led some numbers
cago).
It is Billy's own daughter,
successfully.
show next season.
Virginia.
At
one
point
in
the
performance
The title of Waldron's show will Mr. Whitehead came down from
Rftdraond and Leon* in The
be chanced from the Frank Finney the front of the house and took Party Wire."
Revue as Finney will not be with Slocum to task, questioning the
Inez Courtney with Sid Key
the show next season, the first in character of a joke he seemed about ami Starke Patteson In "A Personal
to spring.
This strange misunderhi rears. Tlu> former title, "TrocaAppearance" by Arthur Swanstrom
standing fooled most of the people
ibios may he revived.
musical skit.
until the argument had been con- and Carey Morgan,
Helen Ware, presented by Mack
cluded, when it was made evident
Changing
Title
''Maids of America"
that it was part of the entertain- Milliard in "Her Dearest Friend.'
from a scene in "Within Four
Mark's "Maids of ment.
Herbert
J,
The show is not without some of Walls." In support. Ann Morrison
America' will rotate around the, the things
ssooolatcd with bur- Sherman Wade, Gent McGrepoi
Columbia wheel next season under lesque, but there is nothing that
lie-*' title.
The present name hat regular patrons of that form of en- S'ancy Lee.
i
Charles Marsh and £d Shubert
been In use for 18 years. The new tertainment will call objectionable.
•

moniker

h is

not been derided on.

LoOV

(Chicago).

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS
EASTERN PARKS FOLLOW LUNA'S
LEAD WITH PAID CIRCUSES

TOO MUCH NOISE
Resident

Near Park Objects
Scenio Railway

Kansas
G. H. Foster,
vicinity of the

City,

May

to

May

Thursday,

10,

11

CONEY ISLAND'S EARLY START

BOOMED BY BIG

9.

who resides in the
new Fairyland Park,

BOARM

now being constructed, brought
week against the Fairyland
Amusement Co., Ingersoll Co. and Concessionaires Report Profit Before Regular Set
and Introduce H. & Smith for $30,000 damages,
to enjoin the further construcStarts
The Caterpillar Best on Island $1,(
Circuit— Ring and
tion of a scenic railway known as
suit this

De Walthoff

Dr.

Shows
Framing Park

to Elaborate

Gate Fee— Wirth

and Platform Show

—

Dreamland, Newark

at

The
charge

Coney

Island's outdoor

show

busi-

SEL LS-FLOTO

platform and grandstand with a
paid gate appears to be on the eve
of a general vogue in the eastern
following the lead of

parks,

possible the old free

FOR SHOW OPPOSITION

Luna

where the
Park, Coney Island,
ground plan of the resort has been
changed to permit of a grandstand
to hold 1,500. The. Idea appears to
be to gradually build up the paid
shows and have them replace as

much as

NOT EAGER

Jumping

— May

Into Brooklyn

Indicate

New

May

21

M.-B.-

B. Playing Policy

show
is dated for Brooklyn
playing on the old circus
lot at Fifth avenue and Third street
used for time immemorial by the
Barnum & Bailey circus and by the
Ringlings but scratched this season
because building operations have
reduced the area to a point where
it was too small for the Barnum

Sells-Flcto

idea.

the park
and fair agents this week, half a
dozen of the leading eastern resorts
are going in for the new plan, prinInquiry
cipal among them Luna.
for attractions is active among all
the park managers, and the tendency appears to be toward building
up thie feature. One manager, Dr.
De Walthoff, with three parks at
Hartford, New Haven and Waterbury, as undertaken a campaign to
enlarge his free shows, providing
seats for spectators, but securing
revenue at the park gate. The De

FroM data gathered from

Walthoff parks have always been
operated with a free gate, but with
the elaborated free shows an admission will be set. The Wirth booking
office will

place the shows for the
contracts already

summer under
signed.

Luna opens Saturday (May 12),
will make a leading feature of

and

open air circus resembling the
permanent circuses In Europe. The

its

May

show

of around 100 cars.
Sells-Floto comes Into Brooklyn
on the Lackwanna from Bingham -

Barnum stands

of Buffalo,

and Rochester, but the
Binghamton-to-H obo ke n jump
changes this schedule and avoids a

this

season.

The show made the

opinion that the switch of the Sells
route to Brooklyn and out of Northern New York did not argue a tacit
understanding to avoid a clash with
the Barnum show. The view was
that Brooklyn presented a good
prospect, particularly if the show
could get in and away before the
really
warm weather, when the
Brooklynites turn to ,the beaches
and ignore home amusements. That
consideration may have had some
weight In hurrying the show into
Jfcooklyn, but there Is a well defined Idea in New York that some
pretty definite policy has developed
within the Sells-Floto management
to lay off battles with the big show.
The Sells outfit has been cut down
to about 30 cars, instead of the 48

I

carried at one time, and that
would argue that It was not making ready for opposition fighting.
It has been commented upon by circus men that Jerry Muggivan has
carried the art of economical management to a fine point. Even those
on the Inside express amazement
that the show can mike such a big
splash on the lot with the amount
of equipment carried in 30 cars.
it

ROCKAWAY'S BOARDWALK
OKLAHOMA IN PAGEANT
May

Kansas City, May 9.
The little Oklahoma city of Miami
is making extensive preparations for
Saturday, May 10, has been set celebration of "Imaim Amohalko"
upon as a general holiday by the week starting today, when music
folks at Far Rockaway, to celebrate and pageantry will have full sway.
the opening of the New Boardwalk A great parade, with floats .showing
from Beach 109th street to Beach the history of Oklahoma, will be the126th street, the first section.
The crowning of
flrst day feature.
The entire boardwalk will open King Amohalko and Queen Imaim
neit summer, and take in the water is another event.
Bands from all
front of the Rockaways.
parts of the state will be present
will
a
have
When completed it
and street dancing and musical enThe railtotal length of eight miles, with all tertainments frequent.

Walk Ready

of

the shows, attractions, conces-

sion,

privileges, hotels,

store*,

usual to seaside promenades.

etc.,

was

pulled
off by an elephant with a small
circus at Lancaster, Missouri, last

and

it

was

led

away.

CIVIC GAIN

Self-Defense
Kansas

City,

roads have granted special rates for
the affair and the greatest crowd
ever in the city is expected.

May

Remember When He

tine,

was a

stunt rider.

After the shooting "Mrs. Griffey,
in costume, rode on her broncho
to Kennett, where she surrendered
To the officials. She pleaded selfdefense, but was held for the action
of the coroner. She told the sheriff
she and her husband had reared
the slain man; that he threatened
to kill her, but she was quicker "on
the draw."
still

ROUBLES

CIRCUS LABOR
Crews Desert

Grab

to

Fill

a

Their Places

so small

their an-

In
of

work-

CIRCUS ROUTES

around the east and apparently headed into New England terRingling Brothers- B. & B.
ritory, the Walter I* Main outfit has
May 7-12. Philadelphia; 14, Wilturned from the crowded territory
mington;
15. Trenton; 16^17, Newand is headed toward the Ohio field
flirting

The new section of the route sheet
takes the Downey tops out f Pennsylvania and Into New York as far
It is exas Ithaca and Auburn.
pected it will continue westward.
«

N.
Scranton.

ark,

PARK REVUE

Kaston,

18,

Pa.;

19.

10,

12,

Camden, N.
Atlantic

J.; 11,

City;

City,

May

Bridge-

14,

New

Brunswick;

9.

two seasons, arrived this week from
Chicago, and rehearsals for the 1923
this

f an
19.

Elizabeth;

L

$75,000 for the sea-

'

popular

ride
on the
is Kibel's Dodg'Em, a 10O
unique In its steady clientele,
several times a night and from week
to week.
Jules Kfbel is of Kibet
and Kane, and was formerly an in*
dependent vaudeville booker and

Bowery

i

'

ride,

producer,

i

OUTDOOR ITEMS
Edward Thomas, an employe

of

the Otis lt4 Smith Shows, now play*
lng Yorkville, Is under treatment at
St. Luke's Hospital, Utica, for in*
juries received when he plunged
N
from a Ferris wheel.

Lakeside park, Denver's
opened Saturday, May

city,

whltt
5,

for

the season. Nothing special was ad*
vertised in the way of attractions.
The opening day was cool and
somewhat threatening, with occasional light sprinkles of rain. Busi-

ness

fair.

Captain Godfrey R. Rodri. ues,
formerly of the Holland army,
brought here by the Kansas City
Star to interest its readers in fresh
air and health walking, has been
engaged to show his travel pictures

Newman week of May 13, and
also appear at Electric park
the following week, where he will
conduct a reducing contest and lecture
on
swimming and health

at the
will

topics.

Advance agents for the circuses
describe a gradual change of attitude on the part of city official!
toward the big tops. Where the
advance agent used to be greeted
jovially, and the whole office called
together to josh and argue for
tickets, the advance man is now met
with cautious formality, and the
visit

is

on a strictly formal

big top

basis.

Main

men

thorities have had with fly by night
ca .nival troupes which have left a
trail of difficulties for public officiali
and brought on a distinct prejudice
against all outdoor amusement ***
terprises.

Barnes'

Walter

will start at once. The revues
May 10, Pottsville, Pa.; 11, Tamnyear will be on a bigger scale qua; 12, Ashland; 14, Pittston; 15,
ever. The park will open May Towanda; 16, Sayre; 17, Ithaca; 18,
Cortland; 19, Auburn.

show

Armstrong

Another

attribute the new
atmosphere to the trouble the au-

15, Perth Amboy;
16,
17, Allontown, Pa.j 18,
Wilkes-Barre;
19,
Binghamton;
Roy Mack, who has produced the
Electric Park Follies, for the past 21, week, Brooklyn.

Kansas

costs
son.

The
Sells-Floto

May
ton;

BIO

J.;

I

that per-

they've stuck.

the other shows

,

some

a Kid

all

The
rne Ai
a
strong people were threatened wit
revocation of their boardwi
license because of the crowd. t(
much even for the very wide wal
but that has been straightened
The concession license for the rkU
exclusive to Armstrong within a $••
mile radius of. Greater New York,

to be doing
better,
ng even better.

New

The circuses are having

MAIN HEADED WEST
With nearly

The Coney Island concessional
further attest to this by the
that other show people, who seld<
If ever see the resort, have
noticed as early visitors, confessed
attracted by the boardwalk.
The biggest thing on the islai
just now is a new ride, the Catei
pillar, operated by the Armstroi
who have had the "House of a 1.4
Laughs" or "Over the Falls"
Surf avenue for years. The Cat<
pillar is a ride charging 20 cent
fare or 40 cents a couple with
$10 intake per ride, which consul
actually about two minutes. Tl
ride on the Bowery Is said to hai
grossed over $1,000 a d »y Saturda]
and Sundays, and the same rM

is the owner of the
The slain man, who
known as Jimmy Valen-

also

The Main show has been in a constant state of emergency. They got
away from Havre de Grace with a
Waterbury, Conn., May 9.
Following the announcement of mixed crew of blacks and whites,
Ringling Brothers' advance agent but the men fell away when other
that the circus will not come to work offered and the performers
Waterbury because of the $300 and others have had to help out at
license fee, children in the city have times.
Circus men say the situation Is
signed a petition to the city adminworse than usual, due principally to
istration.
a
labor shortage all over the counIt says they want the circus and
However, they're reconciled
concludes by asking the editor of try.
the newspaper in which it was pub- because labor shortage means genprosperity
and
prosperity
"Did they eral
lished this question:
make the circus pay $300 when you means high wages and money at
the gate.
were a boy, Mr. Editor?"

Was

Favorable weather breaks flgt
to some extent, but that is
counted mostly in favor of the wi

The woman
was

Oswego, N. Y., May 9.
formers and show employes have
The matter of holding street turned their bands to getting the
carnivals in this city has become tops up and down at times.
the topic of tho day as a result
Small factory strikes appear to
of the common council ignoring both intensify the shortage and furprotest of the ministers in granting nish a remedy. A sample is, the
disabled veterans of American Le- case of the Al G. Barnes outfit. It
gion permission to being a carnival started from around Dallas with a
here next month.
large assortment o* negro workers
to to handle equipment. All went well
opposition
Expressing
his
street carnivals Mayor Neal said enough through Texas, but when
he stands willing to give a month's the show got further north the nesalary as mayor to start a fund to groes quit to grab themselves betmake up what the veterans would ter jobs when they struck places
lose in the event the carnival, is wfth a factory shortage and a
not permitted to come here.
dearth of common labor. Stands In
He says he knows of other men towns where minor strikes were on
willing to make substantial dona- helped, for the strikers were glad of
tions to the same fund. Aldermen a chance to sign on for the double
threaten to grant the license over reason that, the circus would get
the mayor's veto.
them away from strike territory
and probably Into districts where
they could get. other employment If
CHILDREN PLEAD
they tired of the tops.
So far
to

like.

small show.

men has been

Ask Editor

tracted so early and In such^
numbers chiefly because they
to see what the new walk

9.

Mrs. Effle B. Griffey, known as
"Montana Belle," shot and instantly
killed Jordan Murphy, a rider with
the circus with which they were
traveling, at Kennett, Mo., last FriAccording to reports, the
day.
shooting occurred about five miles
outside the town.

end Strikers

ON CARNIVAL

decidedly optimist
ia
Various ride and show operators
port that th^y are from $1,009
$3,000 ahead already as com]
with the same dates last season.
7 The reason therefore, unajiimoi
ly, is ascribed to the attraction
the new boardwalk. The showi
state that people have been

Killed
Jordan
She
Murphy, Circus Rider, in

nual troubles with Jabor

1

free spaces of the park, but there
a grandstand with a gate.
Dreamland, Coney Island, also
operates the same idea, the free

Opening

9.

summer

Pleads

Sells

promptly after the Brooklyn engagement, passing up Boston for

also is

Section

act not on the bills

-

May

Coney Island outdoor show bi
ness is almost in full season awl
According to the concessionaires

MONTANA BELLE WAS
QUICKER ON DRAW"

tops are said to be Mayor Willing to Give Month's Pay
cases the available supply
to Keep Legion Show
headed back into the middle west

The

it a custom to w-k a
Wild West show during the sui. »ner
as a free attraction, but *his season
is considering a scheme to cut down
somewhat on the wild and woolly
f
tures and build up the circus display. The show is visible from the

First

An

City,

a

clash.

has made

—

Kansas

with

Syracuse

play for the ring acts.
Crowley at Hillside, near Newark,

—

Contest
Tractor

week. The circus, a wagon show,
making it an over-Sunday had started to leave town, when
jump and taking the lighterage ser- "Tex," an Indian elephant, balked,
vice of the Bush terminal service and efforts of the circus people
from Hoboken. The Binghamton failed to get him started. A Ford
stand is on Saturday, May 19.
tractor was hitched, by a chain, to
This statement of the route may his fore feet, the engine started and
indicate a new policy of routing the the fun commenced.
Muggivan -Ballard properties in re"Tex" headed in another direclation to opposition with the Ring- tion, walking away with the tractor
ling Bros. Last season the French as though it was a toy. The driver
Licks outfit appeared to be entirely jumped in time to escape injuries.
willing to invite opposition. It had When the "bull" was stopped tfre
been understood before the Brook- tractor was out of commission.
lyn stand became known that the About this time the
elephant's
Sells-Floto people would play the trainer was brought from a sick
northern tier of New York counties bed, directed the chaining of the
along the Central railroad including rebel between two other elephants

Boston stop last year. It was the
first appearance in the Hub and
in that display; Clements Belling
was reported to be only fair on the
and Thurber and Thurber among gate. In the middle west the show
others.
is strong and apparently the presDreamland, Newark, under the
ent intention of General Agent
management of Orestes De Vanney, Harvey is
to make that territory
will have a ring and platform, and
as promptly as may be.
the show wiH be assembled before
Mr. Harvey was registered at the
each of the three dally shows for Clarldge, New
York, this week
a Grand Entry circus fashion. The framing for
the Brooklyn stand.
plan Is to work two acts at a time
Some
circus men were of the
on the platform with a jingle dis-

Frank Wirth is developing a plan
to book a series of summer parks on
the circuit plan.
Those already
lined up for the season make it possibto to start acts at the De Walthoff parks New Haven, Hartford
and Waterbury for three weeks,
and going thence to Mid-City Park,
Albany; Sea Breeze, Rochester;
Williamsport, N. T., Carlin's, Baltimore, and Rendezvous, Atlantic
Other points are in negotiaCity.
tion to extend the plan.

FORD

VS.

ton,

persons to stand without payment
within sight of the shov, but the
principal viewpoint will be from the
stands. Herbert Evans has booked
Victor's band and Mulford's Orchestra, and the show, supplied by Wirth,
will
have Robinson's Elephants,
Whltone,
Riding
Swan Rlngan,
woman diver, who dives 75 feet, or
25 feet more than any of the women

stand.

T
Wins

Well

in

Smith is superintending the work.
excerpt from the brief in the
oase says: "The scenic railway is so
constructed that the said cars
thereon will run with a rumbling,
a rolling and a deafening noise;
that the pleasure seekers on said
cars while taking an incline or a
dip will scream and screech and
make the night and day hideous and
that by reason of such construction
the said scenic railway may produce excitement and loud and boistrous noises."

BULL

Week Ends—Dodg'Era Doing

and

An

21,

big space to the left of the Shoot
the Chutes has been cleared, and
grandstands holding 1,500 have been the usual
There wiW be room also for
built.

show being available without ad "
missiqp fee, and from a paid grand

company is
Ingersoll
of the construction

Elephant

—

Daily on

the Skyrocket.

New Memphis

Quarters

Memphis, May 9.
Tho Al G. Barnes Circus when
playing

here

officially

declared
quar-

Memphis as the next winter
ters for the circus.

..

J

.

:

\

Thursday,

May

10,

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

1923

Kansas

BY CUBAN SUGAR PLANTER
J . D. O'Connell, "the Orphans' Friend/' Finds New
Way to Please Children—Spends $50,000 Yearly

Amusing Kids
St. John, N. B., May 9.
small carnival show containing
animal acta, clowns, freaks and acts

BARNES COMING EAST

A

Dated For Brooklyn and Boston in
June Moving out of Ohio.
pleasing mainly to children, the
show being minus wheels, games,
The Al G. Barnes Circus is com-

—

may be leased for the summer ing into Atlantic Seaboard territory
season by .a sugar planter for the this season. Bill Haines, general
agent, was in New York late last
purpose of touring the Atlantic
week, preparing for a stand in
etc.,

,

Brooklyn in early June and it was
understood he would go on to pave
raemt for children, especially orphans the way for the show's entrance
from the institution* in many eiilo«. into Boston.
All the independent shows appear
I. D. O'Connell, owner of a rugar
to like 'ic Brooklyn stand this year.
plantation in Cuba, may acquire o
The fact that the Ringling Bros,
carnival and operate' it without passed up the "Baby Borough'' aprevenue for about three months. pears to be an invitation to the
For the past ten years he has Nt£H rest of the luo-% Although the announcement has not been made, it
giving picnics and entertainments
is understood the Barnes show will
for children, trip activities extending
into Brooklyn through New
edge
from Georgia to the maritime provconcentrates largely in Jersey following its Philadelphia
I-fV
inces.
engagement and take in a series of
the maritime provinces and Maine
because of having beeiu. boiM and New England industrial towns on
reared In the province of New the way to Boston.
Observers of circus routing methHe ha« held at ieAgrt
Brunswick
one picnic in every State alon r the ods note a peculiar condition this
Atlantic seaboard as far south as season. Industrial centers are genHe has alpo held mr.ny erally disturbed by reports of imGeorgia.
pending strikes, such as that rupicric? In Cuba.
particularly
favoring mored in the woolen trades.. The
Although
orphans. O'Connell. who is a bach- theory appears to be the same in
elor, invites all children to his en- the circus field as in the stock marTo each ket that strikes are an index of
tertainment.'? and picnics.
per
capita
distribution
of
orphan lie gives a 25c. script and a the
penny. He transport the pennies in money and general prosperity. Exbarrels and the scripts in larsre pressed another way, the workers
packages.
At. times he has 15,000 are well supplied with funds when
He gives to all they begin to talk strikes, and that
scripts in storage.
children candy, ice cream and pea- is a good time to get on the ground
nuts.
with a circus. That situation ap;

City,

May

t.

Tentative plans have been made
for the grouping of a number of
8ADIC MARTINOT
the county fairs in the northeastern
Sadie Martinot died from heart
part of the state as a matter of mutual protection of both the fair pro- disease May 7 in the St. Lawrence
moters and the exhibitors. It is State Hospital, Ogdensburg, New
claimed
the
for
opportunity
York.
She was 61 years old and
breeders to be able to show at sevMiss
eral fairs succession with no diffi- mentally ailing since 1918.
culty from conflicting dates, as well Martinot, who was a famous acas the addition of the greatly re- tress of the period extending from
duced overhead expenses of the 1880 to 1905, or thereabouts, was
county association will work benecommitted to the Manhattan State
fits to all concerned.
„
Counties holding membership in Hospital for the Insane in the
spring
of 1918, but under another
the newly organized association are

Ottawa, Craig, Delaware,
Mayes, Wagoner, Cherokee, Adair,
Sequoyah,
Muskogee,
Mcintosh,
Okmulgee, Creek, Lincoln, Payne,
Pawnee, Osage, Washington, Nowata, Rogers, Kay and Noble. It
is

stated the dates for the various
announced at an early meet-

SPARKS UPSTATE
The Sparks outfit goes
state New York territory
Plainfleld, N.

J.,

4

New

Mount Sinai Hospital,
York. Death resulted from tumors
on the lungs, following an attack of
pneumonia six months ago. Mr.
Counihan never recovered completely from the pneumonia attack
and entered Mount Sinai about two
months ago to undergo an opera-

Miss Martinot was born in Jamaica, Long Island, in 1861. She
entered the theatrical profession in

There had been some question 1876 in "Ixion," an extra vaganaa.
whether it would play »he Locg Subsequently
she
appeared
In
Island schedule.
"Across the Continent" and "H. M.
Following the Plainfleed engage- S. Pinafore" at the Boston Museum.
ment will come Newburgh, N. Y„ In London Miss Martinot made her
taken as an indication the Ringling initial appearance at the Alhambra
Bros.-Barnum & Bailey show will in 1880 in "Mephlstoles the 2d."
eliminate that town from its route. Among her famous parts were KaIf the Big Show intended playing
trina in "Rip Van Winkle."
She
Newburgh as usual, It is regarded became one of the most popular
as unlikely the Sparks people would light
opera stars of the day In
rnvade the river town.
"Nanon," which had a long run at
T. \V\ Ballinger, general agent for the Star, New York, in 1883.
She
Sparks, and his assistant, F. W. appeared in more than 200 plays
Frink, were in New York this week. during her career.

FRANK FINLEY MACKAY

ENGAGEMENTS

MKMORY

IN LOVING
of

my

dear brother

ALBERT

INNIS

In body May 14th.
spirit jatill live* with

who passed sway
1922, but

me

on

believe.

wboie

of life and

the stave

FRANK

make

INNIS

They operated road and wheel burlesque shows.
About 20 years ago the firm took
over the ownership of the Majestic,
Perth Amboy. N. J. and years later
secured the Strand, Plainfleld. N. J.
A wife, two daughters and three
sisters survive.

ELBERT ANDERSON HEBBARD

—

(Doc Armstrong not Doe
(Wili) Armstrong)
Armstrong, former vaudeville and burlesque player and now
an agent furnishing people for picWill

Frank Finley Mackay, 92, died tures, states that the death of Will
of pneumonia May 6 at Coytesvllle, (Doc) Armstrong in the obituary
Isabelle
D'Armond,
Crescent, N. J. Mr. Mackay, despite his ad- columns of last week's issue was
Brooklyn, N. Y., (stock).
vanced years, was active until with- an error.. The death according to
Tom Lewis, "Helen of Troy, N. Y." in a short time of his last illness. him should have been reported as
that of Elbert Anderson Hebbard.
Starting as a teacher of elocuCharles Lawrence for "Helen of
professionally known aa Doc ArmTroy."
tion In Baltimore, he became a pubstrong. The two wore partners for"
Olive Vaughn and Marlon Court- lic reader in 1861. He*returned to
15 years in the act known as the
ney, for George White's "Scandals." teaching as an instructor in the
Three Famous Armstrongs.
Clayton White, Cora Williams, public schools of Madison, Wis., reWill Armstrong says that he inmaining in that occupation until formed
pears to be the answer to the al- Lee Patrick, Frank Allsworth, James
the N. V. A. that the dead
1868, when he entered the profesSeeley,
Raffael,
Jack
Lila
and
Frost
man
was in reality E. A. Hebbard
most unanimous desire of the outsion. In 1865 he was with the celeand that he had a brother living in
door showmen to get into industrial for "Rolling Home."
brated company of Mrs. John Drew
the northern part of New York
New England and the New York
Winnie Lightner, "Scandals."
at the Arch Street, Philadelphia,
territory where building trades
Olga Lee, Halifax summer stock. with which he continued until whose name was William Hebbard.
strikes are apparently impending.
Leslie Howard, "Aren't We All?" 1869.
BILLY ALLEN
Other companies with which Mr.
Ann Mason, Katherine and
Carroll A. Allen, known profesMackay was identified were the sionally as Billy Allen, appearing
ILL AND INJURED
Gladys Bennett, "Bombo."
Joe Rowley of Rowley and Leard,
McKay Morris, "The Breaking Boston Globe stock, A. M. Palmer's in vaudeville with hit wife. Belle
Union Square stock, New York, Montrose, died April 18 In the Daplaying the Golden Gate was strick- Point."
and the "Two Orphans." He manen suddenly last week with hernia,
the Chestnut Street theatre in
aged
and had to be operated upon at the
IN AND OUT
Philadelphia in 1876. Among the
St. Francis Hospital, San Francisco,
IN LOVING MKMORY
Belle Baker was unable to open stars he appeared with in his earlier
operation was performed by
of my dear husband
at Moss' Franklin, New York, this career were De Wolf Hopper and
Dr. Reinatein.
CARROLL A. ALLEN
Paul St. Clair Is in the Bronson week, due to illness. Hampton and Wm. H. Crane.
He founded the National ConDied April l»th, HIS.
Methodist
Hospital,
Kalamazoo, Blake substituted.
Mr.
Dramatic
Art.
of
Bryant and Stewart WIN out of gress
Michigan.
His Sorrowing Wife
Mackay
was a director of the
the Proctor's 58th street program,
Maud Elliot, an aerial act ap- the
Actors' Fund of America and active
first half, owing to sickness.
pearing at Lroew's, Baltimore, last
His son,
Billy Beard left the bill at Proc- in its councils for years.
week, is In the University Hospital,"
vis Fisher Hospital,
Atlanta, folMohr
and Wm. A. Mackay, the artist, surtor's 125th St. Monday.
Baltimore, suffering from a fraclowing an operation for appendivives.
Eldridge filled in.
citis.
tured leg sustained when the girl
Allen and Montrose had Just
fell off a trapeze.
The Wyoming
"Oh Boy," (Wodehouse-Bolton) is completed their route on the OrMorrison's, Bockaway Beach, has
pheum circuit in New Orleans and
Duo took the vacancy.
been leased for the summer by to be staged by the members of the
C. M. Blanchard has left St. Luke's Morris & Bernard, and Billy Par- Mutual Welfare League of Auburn were about to .open for Loew .'hen
of
40 of Allen was suddenly stricken and
hospital, where he recently under- nao.
The policy will be a musical Prison, May 21, 23. A cast
went an operation and is convalesc- comedy revue, with the opening set the league's members will have some removed to the hospital, where he
ing at his home.
of the old timers taking part. The died shortly after the operation.
for June 16.
dance numbers are being staged by
Princess Winonah, Indian singer,
EDWARD SPALDING
The Trix sisters expect to sail Charlie Thatcher, late of "Hltchywas rushed to the French Hospital,
Edward Spalding, last seen in
New York, Sunday (May 6), where from New York May 30, for Paris. Koo."
"Hail and Farewell," died May I
it was found an immediate opera>• ^j^*0>m
In Flower Hospital, New York,
tion for appendicitis and adhesions
after a brief illness. He was born
was necessary. Winonah is still in
in Wisconsin S3 years ago and had
a serious condition.
played stock and vaudeville in
Secretary Jewell Mayes, of the Missouri state board of agriculture, to- Chicago before coming to Sew
(Miss)
Bobbie
Lowe (Bobble
Lowe's Revue) was operated on for day announced the roster of the 1923 fair dates, aa reported by the York.
appendicitis at the French Hospital, various organizations, as follows:
Location.
Date.
Secretary.
New York, May 2. She expects to be Name.Missouri Fair..
WELLS HASTINGS
Sept. 4-8
Bethany
W. T. Unfit
Dooley,

White's

"Scan-

dais.

—

To illustrate the principle of the
1«
incident
the
following
quoted: O'Connell ordered ice cream
the
Company
from
Purity Ice Cream
When the icj
of St. John, N. B.
cream arrived, O'Connell found it
was impure and refused to distribute it to his guests. When the
bill for $46 was presented he declined to pay. The ice cream company ordered his arrest. He was
placed in the jail in St. John. Despite the explicit orders of O'Connell to his friends not to attempt to

man,

have him released, he being eager
to serve the jail term rather than
pay the bill, the manager of the St.
John hotel at which he was a guest
went on the philanthropist's bond
for $46. Accordingly, O'Connell was
turned out of jail against his will.
O'Connell has consistently refused
to pay the bill and the case has not
come to trial. The ice cream company is eaid to be responsible for
the delay.
Complaints have been
made of impure Ice cream by many
others and investigations demanded.

no uncommon octo spend
picnics, and he
has given as many as 25 in a year.
There are a dozen cities in the
maritime provinces wherein he has
not missed at least one picnic or
entertainment per year for the past
It has
currence

$2,000

been

for

O'Connell

on one, of his

ten years. He is now
orphans' friend."

known

as "the

EASTERN STATES EXPO PRIZES
Springfield, Mass, May ••
Ninety-three thousand dollars in
prize
offerings,
ah increase of
$12,000 over 1922 and the largest
premium list in its history, will be
offered at the Eastern States Exposition in Springfield Sept. 16-22.
More than $200,000 will bo expended this year in putting on the
exposition.

Lackawanna, N.

Y.,

Bars Carnivals

Buffalo, May 9.
After a protracted fight in its
council chambers, in which personalities were freely Indulged in, the
city of Lackawanna has officially
barred
carnivals
showing
from
within its city limits during the
current s.-ason.

——

Fulton, N. V., Bars Carnivals
Fulton. N. Y.. May 9.
Theie will he no street carnivals

permitted

in

Fulton this year.

The

•

•

MISSOURI FAIR DATES

out again within 10 days.
Josephine Lenhardt, known as
Kay Nieland. a single act In vaudeville, injured in an auto accident and
was taken to the Columbus Memorial Hospital, Chicago.
M/iry Daniel, leading woman of
the Proctor Players, Albany, was
operated upon for appendicitis on

May
She

P. L. Templeton.

fortably.

Mary Hay entered

the Roosevelt

New York. Tuesday sufferwith stomach
An
trouble.
X-ray examination is to be made in
an effort to diagnose the ailment.
The wife of Augustus Thomas
was operated on at St. Bartholomew's hosp ital. New York. Tuesday. She is the sister of Bdinhrldge
hospital,

ing

Kmma

P.

Colby, former Seereiary of 81

it*.

H

W.
,10.

As

I.

Wllaey

Ja< k*>nville

M. Luerkenhoff.
It.

.

A. Black

w. Pugh
J. Worming/ton
A. Cubbln

J.
<)

\V

•

.1.

U
C.
P.

I

t

Oct. 18-20

H.
T.

M.

I

unison

Mr Da nlel

K. Laaiey
f,.

F.

Blanton
Barnes

T. Carrett

.

1

1

...

IN

Who

Aug. 21-24
Auk. 2H-S*pt.
Auk. 28-»»

1

<

.

.1.

i«

Her

1*3

children,

MARION LANODON
ROY TORRET

-A us. 21-14

M

MEMORIAM

JULIA TORRKY
away May t,

passed

and

Aug\ 14-17
Hept.
Sept. 4-7

having been associated in the
early days with D. W. Griffith and
more recently Famous Players -

Manslteld
Ml.- Vrrnuti

Sept. 20-29

Laskjr.

Palmjra

Ftelhhn

N ude .... n

Hept. 4-7
Sept. 18-21
8ept. 5-8
Sept. IS-l.i.

Sept. 25-28

-

I*ast

.
.

week Ocl

Aug ll-K

Paris
Prairie Hill

Aug.

Richland

Sept.

:'.'»-2.*>

12-15

Foil.,

Aug. 2* 31

I'alYsbu r y

Ut « iak Sep t
Aug 17-Sepl

Shelbma..'.
Hikestnn

Sopt. 11-14
Kept. It-IB
Aug. 2*-3t
Aug. 28-31

Savannah
Trenton
Troy
LT pper Crave Oseer

The father of Eli Dawson, for
many years in vaudeville and now
of the producing firm of Dawson &
Olivier, died in New York May 8 In
his 69th year.

Sept. IS-21
Sep*. II 1.1
Sept. 12-1".

.

-

.

home In Hollywood Tuesday. He
was a pioneer in the film industry,

Aug. 7-10

NewCambila

Kagsdalc
H. Harlln

Wells Hastings, scenario writer
novelist, dropped dead at his

and

Multland

Nco*ho
Nevada

.

.O. M.

.

Mnn

I^ckwood
Lupu*
Macon

Baker

V. DeBoi-d

iat

Kahoka
Knox City

..

E. Reedy
J. F. Culler

Association.

<><

Bruwn

.L.

,

Kair....
Shelby County lair
Southeast MiKj-ourl Fair.
unt> Fair.
Grundy
Lincoln County fair. ...
ml i
ount) fair.
'<

L.
,8.

,

Andrew Connty
<

BIRTHS

f"alr

B.

K. McKenoid*.

W.

Clover Leaf Fair Association.
l'lielps County Fair
•>

Fon-at (ireen

Green City
Hamilton

R. A. Frye
A. C. Bruce

Vernon County Fair
New Cambria Fair
Marion County Fair
Monroe County Fair

IImjui

Henry Rohwer

A. E. Johna
W. K. Howt-ll
J.

Newton County Harvest

Sii

DcSotc
Maston

G.

1

*-

Columbia

Cuba

M. Cape

C. J. Davidson
H. B. lba

S.

Fair
Wright County Fair
I.awretx-e County Fair

•••Auir. 28-Sept.
Sapt. 4-41
...Aug-. 7-11

CarutherHvllls
Clarkuvllle

-

J.

Nodaway County

Bolivar
Callao...

Carthsge

R. Kell

H. C. Dunn
E. Martindale

Dade County
Lupus Fair
Macon County Fair

Prairie Hill Fm!i

..

M. Banta

J.

Pemiscot County Fair
Clarksvllle Fair
Booae County Fair
Crawford County Fair
Do Soto Fair Association
Buchanan County Fair
Forest Green Fair
Green City Fair
North Missouri Fair
Randolph County Fair
("lark County Fair
Knox.tjlty Fair

Albany City Hospital.
reported to be resting com- Oaago County Fair
Fair

5 at the
is

North

rolk County Fair
Callao Fair
Southwest Missouri Fair

1

shows were denounced a,t a
Bowles
U
meeting of the Common Council
at
Mi. iin.l Mrs. Arthur We
I.ak. Park
Aug; SO-Sept. 3
Scdalla
Aug. 1R-1»
W. D. Smith
State Fair.
and brouaht
the
statement by their home in New York City, May Missouri
Nov. 17 24
H
HhowF.
Servatius. ..Kansas City
truerlcan Royal Live Stock
Mayor John W. Stevenson that he S, daughter.
The father i< the Hprmgfleld
sept.
sexingntdd
17 2»
n K Kelson
Otsrs stock show
would permit no street carnivals vaudeville
musical
comedy
and
Several of ih»' lairs In last year's lift have bean discontinued, and there
iinnouiv<'
later*
while he heM (ho reins.
will
probably
dates
several
are
which
comedian

tent

#

tion.

17.

Johnny

COUNIHAff

J.

Counihan died May

J.

in

A visitor to. the institution recognized Miss Martinot three years
after hef arrival at Ogdensburg and
informed the hospital authorities of
her identity.

will be
ing.

into upafter the
stand, set for May

WILLIAM
William

The deceased was 61 years old
and born in Ireland. He came to
America at the age of 10 and
name. She was transferred to the started in show business as an erSt. Lawrence State institution at rand boy in a theatrical office in
Ogdensburg-, in December. 1918, and Chicago. Later he developed into
registered there under the name of an advance agent and manager of
Nethersole. Miss Martinot was the shows. With Michael Shannon. Mr.
wife of Louis Nethersole, brother Counihan formed the firm of Counihan & Shannon, some 30 years ago.
of Olga Nethersole.

Tulsa,

coast from Georgia to Canida. The
idea is to provide free entertai.i-

.

OBITUARY

0KLA. FAIRS GROUPED

ONE CLEAN CARNIVAL ASSURED

'

The mother of Maxim Langdon
(vaudeville) and Roy Torrey (Torrey and McGowan) died May 3 at
her home in
Brooklyn. X. Y.

Sheepshead

Bay,

•

The mother of Jack Wilson died
week In Chicago.
x

last

—
I
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DOMINATION

KIETY
Trad* Mark IU(iater*4
rablUhed Weekly bf VABIKTY. In«.
8im« 81Ivtrni«n, President
N«w York City
1(4 Vtit 4ftb 8tr««t

P. M. A.
Augustus Thomas or Lee Shubert running

•*>l*

.V

TOMMY'S TATTLES

the Producing Managers'
Is
Association? It'a not only a query, but a problem. Or do all of the
so,
producing managers of that organisation hare tholr say-so, and If

when do they say-so-outslde

—

of the meetlnge?

The Shubert- Erlanger combination controls about

M

By

THOMAS

J.

GRAY

Railroads' that are going back to the "ten -party ticket rate" reducti
may have been inspired by the number of Jazz bands now on the

New York

the-

Photographs of actors with their favorite police dogs seem to hai
M. A.; the "Independents" have around 18 in
taken thi place of those pictures of the boys In front of their aui
New York. For the Shubert-Erlanger combo tt sounds as though one man mobiles.
<*»
ft
and director— Lee Shubert, your old friend Lee from
SO Centt is spokesman
Odd thinga will never atop happening. A new "beauty" was engage
vaudeville— Shubert vaudeville (sh! hell hear you). While the P. M. A.
No. 12 •independents" may have 10, 18 or 20 managers amongst them and no for a picture in Hollywood last week who was not press-agented
"a former 'Follies' star."
spokesman.
atres represented in the P.

SUBSCRIPTION:
Annual

17

Foreign

I

Single Coplaa

VOL. LX X.

^tsjOm*

~~~~~

""

The Frerch Army Is still laying off In Germany, so we can exi
The complaint against Dan CumPerhaps Augustus Thomas is the speaker for alt; he certainly is the a fresh ou' break of war songs from France to fit the occasion.
mings of the Palace, New York,
Mr, Thomas doesn't appear to be the official spokesman
staff, came up in the West 64th letter writer.
Street Court, and was dismissed at the P. M. A. meetings. If he is. then Lee la trying to cop his franHow areut rewriting some of the late war songs to fit the Fren<
when the complainant failed to chise. For often Lee listens a while, then saya, aa though renting a payment-on-demand idea, using the following titles;
appear. Cummings was arrested on
"Over 1)ue."
a charge of disorderly conduct pre* theatre: "Well, boys, let's settle this; do aa I aay or I'll resign." Is
"It's a Long Way toy Get the Money.**
ferred by the speculator next door that nice?
"God Bye Light Wines, Hello Beer."
to the Keith's Palace, New York,
"It'r a Long, Long Debt ArStalling."
who alleged Cummings was interfer"OL, Ho at They Hate to Give Up in the Morning.**
It looks as If Lee is running the association, meanwhile trying to make
ing with him by warning away pros"We Don't Know Where We're Going, But We Want Ouf Pay."
the boys believe he isn't and the next day at lunch telling Erlanger
pective purchasers of the spec
tickets. The Palace has been con- what he did.
People who think that the Little Theatre movement is a new, su<
ducting a war against the specs by
cessful idea seem to forget that we have had thousands of nickelodeoni
posting signs of warning and keepWhich gats it down to a es. How long can the P. M. A. plod along What could be smaller in a theatre movement than that?
ing "spotters" on duty to warn pa- under the one-man domination, though that one does represent the
trons tickets not purchased at the
There's nothing new about the marathon danring contests, either.
Shuberts and Erlanger. Dillingham A JSieg/eld, or Erlanger, Zlegfeld &
box office will be refused at the
Dillingham? That's getting mighty ticklish, too^ how you use names first We know dancing acts that have been staying on too long for years.
i

t

door.

now in the show business; whether B. F. Albee and Lee Shubert or Lee
Maybe the whole thing is a plot to bring "society" dancers back to
The English company of "Loyal- Shubert and E. F. Albee; A. L. Erlanger and Marc Klaw or Marc Klaw life. We see where one couple danced for 133 hours. This seems too
ties" left for home last Saturday on and A. L. Erlanger; Charles Dillingham and Flo Zlegfeld or Flo Ziegfeld much* time to> give a vaudeville act, and it's not quite enough time
the "Homeric" with Ernest Hast
and Charles Dillingham; P.. S. Moss and William Fox or William Fox and lor a super movie feature.
just making the boat after having
been fined $6 In the West Side Court B. S. IfOSS all good fellows, swearing with and at each other.
on, we may expect to read
If the marathon era;:e should catch
for breaking in the door of his own
something like the following:
apartment at 3 a. m. Saturday. Hast
Joe Tossem, the well known juggler, juggled 20 cannon balls for 104
The P. M. A. if it is eVfT going to atick, should stick now. They should
wanted to take his Pom along and work together (almos\ said hang together), for there's Equity, and since hours yesterday afternoon, breaking the world's record for this kind of
had lost the keys to the apartment. Equity has hooked up with the reformers on "Sundays," the managers juggling. Mr. Tossem might have continued further, but the orchestra
The dog caught the boat with him, may have a chance. They mig"ht try anyway, Lee especially. Lee should leader made a mistake is his music, going from "The Blue Danube" to
through the goodness of Police Of- acknowledge he is only one man in the P. M. A.; his theatres won't run "Yankee Doodle," which was the cue fbs Mr. Tossem to slap rubber
ficer John Mahoney who cashed
anyway while he's doing it and you may depend upon Lee to see that balls up and down the stage. In changing his pose. 14 of the cannon
Hast's check for $10, after the Court
none of the 22 is left out; there always will be 22 splits for Lee of any- balls hit Mr. Tossem on the head. At an early hour this norning the
had refused to accept Hast's check thing that shows up.
repair department of the American Iron Co. reported the cannon balls
;

for $5 to

pay the

fine.

were doing

Here's something for Mr. Thomas. It's about time we commenced tipping someone who may pay attention. Variety's voluminous free advice
Injuries when bowled over by a mobeen so completely ignored we have grown accustomed to that, and
has
tor car at 72nd street and Broadway some weeks ago, has been dis- continue to give it out or habit. It often may be irritating, because we
charged from the hospital. He has feel that with so much free advice handy, we might use a little for ourselves and, boy. we do need it. But that is this for Gus (not a chance of
started suit against David Benetar
and Harry Steiner, asking for $10,- Equity perceiving it); that if the theatre and the actor don't stop airing
000 damages through his attorney, their internal affairs in the newspapers the public may grow So tired of it
Kmanuel Schwartz. The ligaments all the public will not want to see the theatre nor hear the actor. At
in Leonard's foot were torn.
He present the public is willing to see and hear the actors, upon the stage,
alleges he was unable to accept paying for that privilege or read about them and their work, but they
several offers of engagements be- can't keep on relishing reading what Mr. Gillmore thinks or what Mr.
Thomas says, Gillmore talking for the actor he seems so far away from
cause of the Injury.
and Thomas talking for the managers that too often talk for them-

George

who

Leonard,

sustained

—

now

Surf Avenue, Coney Island,
a one way street for vehicular

is

a new ruling having become

effect-

selves.

traffle,

down Surf
avenue from the Ocean Parkway

EQUITY AND NOISE

ive dirceting the traffic

toward Sea Gate. Returning vehicles
come back to the Parkway via Neptune avenue, which runs parallel
with Surf avenue, about a 2,000-foot
block away. The one way regulations, though only starting recently,
have proved decidedly effective in
easing traffic for autos on Surf
avenue.

The opening
*

shows
Braves

Field. Boston, the

office In

home

ofc

the Bos-

ton National League baseball club,

has been postponed from
until
trical

The Four Handkerchief Brothers caused a mild sensation here by
doing their high tossing and pyramid acrobatic work for 382 hours
without stopping. They wore out 74 rosin boards and ruined 602 nearlinen handkerchiefs.

Sue Throaty, "The Little Girl with the Bia^Mouth," broke the world's
singing record by singing "Mammy" for 265 hours. During that time
Miss Throaty sang 2.462 "Mammy" songs, and had 3,024 more to sln£
when called to the phone by a song plugger who had another "Mammy**
Physicians who examined Miss
song he wanted to' demonstrate.
Throatys throat after l**»r performance announced that it was as bad as
ever.

Peter J. Brady has written to Variety (not for publication), stating he
was .mis-quoted in Variety's report of the Equity's closed meeting in New
York April 29. Mr. Brady's protest is of the sentence printed that were
Equity to strike, lie would "induce the printers' unions to declare war on
E. F. Albee, to the extent of refusing to print hia advertisements if nec-

Mike Smalgags, "That Screamingly Funny Fellow," broke the world's
record last week by doing a monolog for 82 hours, telling about the
funny things that happened to him on the street car while on his way
It was the first time Mr. Smalgags had appeared in
to the theatre.
evening clothes, and he might have continued his monolog if the costume company from whom he hired the salt had not called for it.

essary."

Mr. Brady wrote that »•, as publishers and coming into contact with
printing trade unions, knew better, that "such a statement would be
ridiculous and without authority."

Headache's Hearty Jazzers, the band that created a furore by appearing without having the cornet play into a derby hat, broke al^
records for alleged music by playing continuously for 409 hours. Tbey
might have continued to play indefinitely if some public-spirited citiaen
had not had the presence of mind to burn down the cafe in which they
were playing. If the name of the man who did this can be found, there
is some talk of running him for mayor.

of the evening

booked by the Loew

May

28

24.
The amount of elecwork necessary to present the

June

programs, which will Include bands,

Variety didn't print what Mr. Brady knows or we know, nor what the
printing unions will or will not do; Variety reported what was alleged
to have been said at the Equity meeting.
In printing reports, seldom
if ever does any paper seek to erect itself as a protector against "ridiculous" statements attributed to a speaker. If the spei *er made them, he
must stand for them, not the paper which reporta them.

pictures and special name attractions, after dark, caused the postponement.
The entire grandstand
is to be wired for electric lights
prior to the opening.

well.

Harry Slighto, "The Magic Marvel," broke the world's record for card
tricks by doing the same trick for 203 hours. He might have gone even
farther, but the cards melted ha his hands and this moisture caused h
Mr. Slighto announced tb
celluloid cuffs to float into the audience.
next week he will try and break the world's record for the "Egg-ln-a»
Bag" trick.

Slim Tickins, vaudeville agent, created a new world's
by writing collect telegrams to his acts for 873 hours without stopping.
"Working
feat was made easier through all the telegrams reading:
on next week. Will advise later."

The

Wa don't know if Mr Rrady made the quoted remark along with his
other observations, but we do know this that at the closed meetings held
by Equity there have been some most extravagant statements uttered by
Equity executives, state. nents made without substantiation in fact or
otherwise, thoughtless statements that could only be made for one reason
The New Brighton Theatre opens and should never have been made by the leaders of any actors' organizaMonday. Among Manager Robin- tion when addressing members of It.
son's bookings are Eddie Cantor,
Eddie Buzzell, William Kent, Kate
Closed meeting enthusiasm usually dies away when the meeting is over.
Elinor and Sam Williams, Lou Tel- It is possihle the
enthusiasm pervading a closed meeting carries away the
legen, Pat Rooney and Marion Bent,
speakers. They say what they would like to do instead of what they have
John T. Murray, Vivian Oakland, done; what they will
do instead of waiting to do It; what they want to
Olga Cook, Harland Dixon, Marie do,
as though it had been done.

—

Manny Flops, the well known author, read bad reports and noticesa
his acts received, continuously, for 600 hours. It is rumored he ia still
reading them, but the witnesses had to leave, as the mental anguish
Mr. Flops exhibited ruined their pleasure.
Groul Loudly, the popular young stage manager, broke .the world's
record here on last pay day by accepting tips from actors for two
minutes, 8 seconds. At the end of the record run Mr. Loudly announced
he was still the actors' friend and would try not to smash any of ths_
baggage of the few actors who didn't understand his gestures.

Callahan and 16 Sunshine Girls, Ted
Lewie, McKay and Ardine, Fairbanks Twins.

"La Liprouger," the female Impersonator, broke all existing record!
Mr. Brady as a labor leader of the New York State Federation is not by keeping off his wig and walking like a man for 73 hours. He might
apt to be carried away. He is not an amateur leader, such as John Emer- have continued, but the French heels of his shoes wore off on the
son, for instance.
wrong side.
If Mr. Brady says he did not make the remark hung
Bert Schrein, nephew of Martin upon him
in the report of the meeting, we quite gladly accept his stateBeck, has resigned from the Orment, for there
The summer home season will soon be in full blast. Make your
naught to cause Mr. Brady to write Variety about anypheum Circuit staff to enter a com- thing. And he is
must have written, therefore, in good faith. But we will week-end reservations early.
mercial postion with the Corn
acquaint him
the fact; that we have not received any advice from
Products
of
Co.
New Jersey. our Informant with
on the meeting that Variety erred in printing any portion,
Schrein was in charge of the purfor restaurant work (dancing) but
the Equity closed meeting of April 20 or the reports of many Equity
chasing department of the Chicago
refused. In this present trip, with
closed
Orpheum offices, coming* to New before meetings before that one. So if the enthusiasm did carry all
the
facial beauty aside, he is reValentino packed ihe Knickerit, those who were there and listened are aware of the correctYork to locate in the main office.
ported to receive a guarantee of
ness of the report.
bocker Grill. New York, Sunday
He has been with the Orpheum Cir$8,000, with a percentage of the renight, appearing there for that evencuit about two years.
ceipts.
And, Mr. Brady, in the hope that eomehow you may read this, we ing only. He also danced at the
Inn, a road house and
The Rav. Bowlby is out with an would like to put to you a question aa an experienced and able labor Woodmansten Paul's
The New York restaurant men exanother of Joe
places. ValAnnouncement that as executive of leader: have you ever known of an Instance when a labor union wanted
pert Ciovernor Smith to sign the
entino received $2,000, $1,000 for
to
something
decisively,
do
to
put
something,
over
get
to
away with somethe Lord's Day Allicnce. he will soon
Mullnn-Gage repealer. Several New
each appearance. The evening beagain revive his campaign against thing, it started off with brass band tactics; that it gave the employer
York dailies advance arguments pro
years notice of something it Intended to do In order that that employer fore the film player showed at the and con about the Governor's signathe vaudeville theatres in Greater
71st Regiment armory to a capacity
New York, regarding which, he says. might prepare against if; that It made a very noisy noise, and through house,
will call
giving hia regular road per- ture after the hearing he
"We have one conviction In Long such methods expected to accomplish its object? And do you, as an astute formance,
on the bill during the week of May
it was a continuation
labor
man,
believe
it
can
lead
one
result
to
but
with
the managers? Don't
Tsland (Freeport theatre) and we
21.
As the Governor went Into office
of his tour under the management
will use that as n basis of prose- you think they will ihink as every one else is thinking, that Equity is
on a wet platform they are expecthir;
the
Mineralava
of
people
and
Risking
too
much noise?
cution In New York,"
least they
only New York engagement up to ant he will sign It. At
time.
When Valentino Aral say It will keep the police away
thftt
Edgar Allen, booker for Fox. leaven
And don't you thifffc) Mr. Brady, from your experience, that Equity needi j;in into his trouble with the picture from their places of business, ons of
for Wurope. June 4 on a vacation.
loaders who can sexually do something besides drawing their aalariea?
people he was offered 15,000 a week
(Continued on pag< 31)
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One Week

—Two Systems Operating—Life

Saver for Big Capacities
The "two
ticket

for

distribution

one" system
has grown

proportions.

enormous

With

of

BIG REAL ESTATE DEAL

to

the

TAKES

season nearly over and no new desirable productions in sight nearly
.a dozen attractions are prolonging

TWO HOUSES

IN

1

Resigns,

PREPARES FOR EQUITY ROW

in

— Managers

Steering Committee to Handle
Ben

Mallom has tendered

his
resignation to the Shuberts, effecAlthough he may be
tive July 1.
F.

tickets in the cut rate agencies are
balcony locations, whereas two-forones are supposed to be good for
all sections of the theatre.
The
cards distributed carry the prices
the prospective patron is to pay for
one ticket, that being one half of
the box office scale with war tax
to be added.
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Weeks More-

Six

Reaching $12,000
Weekly
Pittsburgh, May 9.
"Abie's Irish Rose," at the Pitt.
held up to capacity its seventh week

and grossed $12,000. Opening Monday on Its eighth week, "Abie" broke
all

last

records for a run In Pittsburgh,
was seven weeks, held by

"Johnny Get Your Gun."
Novel and original advertising has
the whole town talking, and "Abie"
looks good for about six more weeks

$7,000.

The Lyceum
"Plantation

closed Saturday with
Day," and did around

$4,000.

J
•

«

The Academy, considering daygood business and

light saving, did

grossed about $4,000 on the week.

Monumental
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CENSOR PASSES "APE"
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from London Tuesday.
points of his experience
over-seas as expressed by him, are
"Majestic,"
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On the basis of this showing
kins proposes to Introduce to

»r th<»
Style of (••upon issued by Shubert theatres In tbelr plan of selling two theatre tickets
ni>i>lr to excepting date t o be stamped for use and punched ."or price selected, e
5»}j*» rouuon above is
In the particular coupon issued as reproduced coupon i* nood for t h^ first font il.iv.t o f » >i««* w «* r k s t a rting
Monday* or for Thursday and Saturda) matinee, and wan especial!) Issued for Mm employees >>f Campbell,
Metzger & Jacobson, Importers, with offices ai 932 Broadway. New ITork C
Th.- two-for-one ti-k<-t plan differs Horn \U>- «n»t rates through the two-for-ones being actually hnif the
tu- rui
rates are
\u,\ otii<-»' scale plus war tax. ami disposed ol through arrangement with the buyers, while
by the theatres, and with i vu>
sold over the counter of an agency established t"i that purpose, not operat
ing price scheduled, not always one-naif o£ the box office rates
location designa< -i b> price cut rated frequently
Al.so while tho two-f'»r-on<^ admit bearer of coup in
are limited to the balcony of a theatre
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American producer is known in the
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tention of the British public.
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England.
Pauline Lot J has caught the at-

M

about one-third of

"Follies" beauty and
Annabolle Whitford, now Mrs.
B. J. Buchan, ha* been called east
by the serious illness of her mother.
MtM.s Whitford is withaher mother,
apprehensive r.f the result of her
Mines*,
ai
160
Congress street,
KronWi vii
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PITTSBURGH RECORD

Nat

With DUDLEY DIGGES. MARGARET wycherlyJ §5k
and the Select Theatre Guild's All Star Cast of 20. Criti- f i
World, Telegraph, > H?
cired by the N. Y. Times, Herald.
Globe, Sun, Mail, etc., as the Greatest Combination oti jS*
Comedy, Farce, Drama produced in years.

that in the cut rate agencies. Several of last week's departures were
among the two-for-one attractions.

WHITF0RD EAST

8TH WEEK, TAKES

'ABIE/

night price at the
box office rate heretofore is $10 plus
$1 tax, that attaining for Ziegfeld's
first

The Gayety held up last week with
Bozo Snyder, and did a little over
41st Street
E. of

Mat. 2:30.

Kr«. S:30.

By

•

c - c
*

Following opposition to details of
the central ticket agency plan expressed at a Producing Managers'
Association meeting, the P. M. A.
ticket committee, empowered to devise the method of operating tbe
proposed big agency, met last Friday.
No further progress was reported nor expected since the ulti-

at least.

In Seven

c •

•

Producers say the example of the
conditions in the Yiddish theatre is
such that closed shop conditions
would be impossible on Broadway.
The annual session was confined
to the re-election of its officers and
directors, then turned to the Equity
situation, the steering committee be*
lng named to handle the managersactors controversy.

said to

proposed sky-limit first night scale,
figuring it out that ticket speculators would ask as much or more
for tickets falling into their hands.

THE ADDING MACHINE
Hrenes

a

55
n

was suspended for failure to pay
dues, would have virtually made the
P. M. A. a collection agency for
Equity.
Solid managerial opposition to closed shop was registered.

>

•o

m

Equity was determined to attempt

a closed shop. Among the proposed
concessions was the offer not to employ any member of Equity who

scale for the pre"Scandals" at the

Patrlcola.

Cooksey. Mrs. Fiske,

Claire, Curtis

strike.

The managers state they offered
surprising concessions in the conferences to test their suspicion,

mate plan must be submitted and
approved by the association.
miere of the new
Opinion whether the central office
Globe, early in June, will be the last
word in fancy prices if George would be tried is divided.
The
ticket matter did not come
present
White proceeds with his
up for consideration at the P. M. A.
plan. It calls for seats in the first
annual
meeting,
but the ticket comtwo rows to cost $25 each, with the
next two rows at $15 apiece and mittee gathered in the evening at
the offices of Lee Shubert, its chair$10 for the balance of the floor.
man.
be sincere in his
White

The admission

|

"Peer Gym."

MISS

that

until

time.

Frances Starr, Lenore Ulric, David
Marjorie
Wood, Olive
Warfleld.

treasurer,

Ruth Chatterton.
Board of Directors, Fay Bainter,
Holbrook Blinn. Lionel Braham, Ina

beyond June 1924 at an end. Recognition that a conflict between the
managers and actors next year was
acknowledged by the appointment
of a steering committee which is
charged with preparing for a

After playing two weeks more in
the west in "The GuHty One" for
A. H. Woods, Pauline Frederick
will, according to report, return to
Los Angeles, when she will dispose
of her home there.
Miss Frederick, according to report, will seek a divorce from the
New York north country physician
she married a year or so ago as the
culmination of a childish romance.
The couple have been lately Involved in separation proceedings.
Following the settlement of her
affairs Miss Frederick may take a
trip abroad, remaining on the other
side or returning in the autumn to
resume her tour In "The Guilty
One'* piece. Although the play was
looked upon as a failure when Miss
Frederick appeared In It In New
York, she had made $70,000 In

Wyndham.

Howard Kyle;

secretary,

MAY

ticket

• zs,
•*

"The Adding Machine" (Comedy),
"Lady Butterfly" (Astor). "Up She
Goes" (Playhouse), "Cat and Canary"
(National),
"Whispering
Wires"
(Broadhurst),
"The Enchanted
Cottage"
(Ritz),
"Papa
Joe"
(Lyric>.
"Sally,
Irene and
Mary" (Century), '(.Jo Co" (Daly's),
i.s

£«

asaelal

IN CAL.

"Follies." "The Music Box Revue,"
Winter Garden premieres, "Greenwich Village Follies" and "Scandals." During the last season there
has been a tendency away from
night
scales.
Along
lofty
first
Broadway it is predicted that White
will weaken before ordering opening night tickets stamped at the
prices he has fixed, and some quarters believe the scheme may be
part of a publicity stunt, although
it has not been announced.
"Scandals" will have three strenuous comedians this season. Lester
Allen will again figure, having as
team-mates Johnny Dooley and

M. T. W. T.
Thar*. * 8*4.
la sljjg
enly
7 8 9 10
Mat*.
For (1) Person or (Couple)
super Production thU Soa»oo
Guild's
s 3th
5th Htiper
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Current
Broadway
attractions
Using the two for one system are

The number

• C

HOME

SELL HER

»

George M. Cohan, and Louis Mann;

The annual meeting of the Producing Managers' Association last
Friday declared conferences with
Equity aimed to extend the present
agreement guaranteeing open shop

MISS FREDERICK WILL

I

LEAGUE

Campaign Appointed
Offered and

—Concessions

Declined

—$500,000

CUT OUT

Annual Meeting

at

retained by the managers, it is believed the extensive espionage system that covered Shubert houses
and attractions in New York and
out of town will be discontinued.
For the past two seasons the
"system' was at its "peak' and is
reported having cost the managers
upwards of $50,000 a year without
showing results to Justify the expenditure.
The sudden* appearance of men

Lyric and Adelphi in Wana'their Broadway engagements by
The results are not
that method.
maker Estate Properties
always successful, any more than
from Mallom's department in otftthe recognized cut rates in forcing
Difference
of-town theatres, where they would
patronage to a show not wanted.
two-for-one
the
of
take charge of the ticket boxes and
Distributors
Philadelphia. May 9.
count-up, caused ill-feeling among
slips are. willing to guarantee from
This^ city may lose two of its house
managers and treasurers
$2,000 to $3,000 gross for the first
eight legitimate houses if a certaia against the firm. It is known also
week of distribution.
realty deal goes through. A syndi- to have resulted in a number of
It is not unusual for 250,000 cards
weekly being tent out through mail- cate has offered the estate of reliable company managers, with
ing lists for one attraction during Thomas B. Wanamaker $l,2f 0,000 proven ability to handle the major
the week. The highest number of for the properties now occupied by attractions, withdrawing. The saltwo-for-ones sent out was for "The the Lyric and Adelphi theatres, aries and transportation of the speLady in Ermine" when at the adjoining Shubert houses on Broad cial "secret service" auditors were
Century. The expectation is about street, above Arch.
no inconsiderable part of the department's expenditure.
one per cent, of the tickets sent out
It is understood that the owners
The system includes a general
are turned into purchases at the have made a counter demand of
box offices, but the returns were not $1,750*000 and that negotiations are count-up of tickets from all Shuanyway near that percentage in the under way. The Shuberts have been bert theatres, the work being done
latter case.
given to understand the transaction in the 44th Street Theatre building'.
There are several methods of dis- will not affect their leases, which Ticket boxes from Broadway houses
The sim- still have a couple of years to run. are nightly collected and opened up
tributing two-for-ones.
plest is via mailing lists with the If the deal goes through and. the the next morning, the count being
envelopes containing a number of two theatres are eventually torn made against the treasurer's statecards, so that the recipient may down a big offlce buUdln
While this still obtains for
will be ment.
»
further distribute. Another entails4 erected
New York, the checking up of the
on this site,
permission from a big mercantile
This would mean the passing of dead-wood from out-of-town Shuestablishment or other institution to the final legit theatres
north of bert houses has been discontinued.
distribute cards to employees. The Market
street,
the
rialto
being Recently the outside theatres were
cards in that case are printed so circled around Broad and
Chestnut instructed no longer to send in the
that the. firm's name is carried in
or Walnut. Recently the Shuberts dead-wood which was shipped in
bold faced type, giving the impres- secured a permit
to build a new the- bundles. Orders now are to destroy
sion that the cheap rate is a special
atre on Cherry street, just off Broad dead-wood after holding it one
arrangement for that particular es- street,
and in back of the Lyric. week. Long report sheets which actablishment, but as many cards are
Just what effect the new realtv deal companied the tickets from out-ofCards are
to be had as desired.
will have on this proposition is not town houses were referred to as
also given to small merchants and
"8-sheets."
known.
cigar stores, placed on the counter
Recent changes in the system
and welcome to anyone wishing to
followed a house managers' meettake them.
ing held some weeks ago, with Lee
$1,700
There are two systems operating
Shubert presiding. Petty complaints
cut rate distribution.
One is an "Jack and Jill" Moving to Harris about details in theatres filed by
office working on a basis of 10 per
June 4
men from Mallom's department and
cent, of the amount attracted to
resulting in letters from the office
each attraction, with the profit posBy means of changes in the cast of the general manager were mensibilities limited to the number of of "Jack and Jill" the John Murray tioned by some of 'the out-spoken
attractions. A producing firm whicti Anderson musical it the Globe re- bouse managers.
has used the system extensively has duced operating expenses $1,700
A letter stating that ticket enadopted their own system, with last week.
The attraction with a velopes were seen in the rear of
salaried employees instead of pay- gross of about $16,000
turned a the orchestra and lobby at 8.35 was
ing a percentage on the returns.
profit, although lost the week pretermed "asinine." since it was but
Houses of exceptionally large vious with the same takings. Don- five minutes past curtain time.
I
capacity have found the two-for- ald MacDonald, Nancy Gibbs and
one idea a life-saver in keeping Nyoka-Nyoka are out of the show.
ELECTION
open, the Century in particular Choristers replaced the first two FIDELITY
using the system for all attractions named,
while
the
East Indian
The Actors* Fidelity League will
there this season for at least the dancer's bit was dropped.
hold it annual meeting and eleclatter part of the engagement. AtThe attraction is due to move to tion of officers at the League's
i'tractions in houses of average size the Sam H. Harris June 4, at which rooms, Tl East 45th street, Tueshave frequently pulled $1,000 on time it will succeed "Icebound." day, May 29.
Friday nights via two-for-ones, The Globe will get George White's
The official ticket is president,
while Saturday matinee the attend- new "Scandals" as the summer Henry
vice-presidents,
Miller;
ance
is
comparatively
slender, show.
though bargain tickets in the cut
It is claimed "Jack and Jill" can
rate agencies are generally plenti- break even at a little over $15,000
ful at this time of the season for all gross. Although the salary list was
performances.
increased when Lew Fields, Lulu
Attractions
using two-for-ones McConnell
and
Charles
Judels
also employ the cut rate agencies joined shortly after the opening,
though a majority of shows in the recent cutting has equalized the inbargain offices do not use the two- crease.
for-one ticket distribution. That is
explained by the fact that most

PARLEYS

Protested—Cost $50,000

Distributors of Half-Price Tickets Willing to Guar<

Mallom

F.

Effect July

M. A. CALLS OFF

i

i
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COLORED FACTOR IN THEATRES

SHARPLY BROUGHT OUT IN B' WA Y

Born

in

the

United

Genevieve

Died

Two

"Aunt"

Baron's

Henry

LOU TELLEGEN WILL

that there has always been an unf
written rule, despite the ruling

DEFEND WIFE'S SUIT

the courts against race discrimination, has led to a situation in New
"York theatres that is a question of
the moment with the Broadway

Goinq on Stand to Testify for
Stella Larrimore
Merely

—

managers.

Acquaintances

The biggest negro show to hit
New York was "Shuffle Along," at

in

States,

Ward

England

the

orchestra

floors

to

At the Apollo there is a sort of
agreement that there shall be
a restricted reservation on the
lower floor where the colored pa-

makes
shall be seated.
It
less of a three-way division for the house. First, the regular box office sale to white patrons, followed by the seats that
are dumped to the cut rates and
trons

more or

Tellegen -Farrar divorce suit,
Miss Larrimore having been one of

in the

young

several

women named by

Miss Farrar.
Tellegen is squirming over the
espionage he suffers from. It has
reached the stage, Tellegen says,
when it's unsafe for any woman he
knows to even shake hands with
him.

legacy duty on legacies,
£228;
duty.
estate
Transvaal
£2,628;
£296; administration expenses, £1,-

"My Aunt From

Ypsilanti" rated

the worst of- the weak crop of late
spring attractions stopped without
notice at the Karl Carroll Saturday.
The closing was forced as the re-

the testatrix over-valued her estate,
under her will and codicil, executed
March 27, 1922, and Aug. 17, after

payment of all debts, and .specific
legacies, she left no residue for the
"Sir William Treloar's Hospital for

the

floor.

CERTIFICATE FOR LICENSE

opening night
Frank Hopkins tried to make it a
have,

but

for

the

point that as far as the colored
patrons were concerned they were
to be seated as much as possible on
the sides of the theatre, taking the
"rim" seats as it. were.

CAPITOL'S OPERA HOUSE
New New

York

State

Law

All

theatres in

—Capacity

New York must

be thoroughly examined each season before a license is issued and

must have a

"certificate

of

com-

pliance,"

according to law passed
year and now effective. The
measure was designed to safeguard
At the same time, with a talk audiences and requires inspection
to the managers of the Ethiopian by the fire, police, health and buildArt Theatre, Hopkins convinced ing departments, after which the
them they were not going to secure certificate is issued and must be
the support of the colored popula- displayed prominently in the lobby,
tion in sufficient numbers to make "seven feet above the floor."
a box office success of their draSeveral Broadway houses have
matic repertory season and that already secured certificates which
they would have to rely on the are marked temporary pending the
white population to put them over, issuance of the license for the enproviding enough interest could be suing season.
The regulation is
roused in the company itself, at part of the general 'labor law. In
same time advocating that addition to the printed form which
the
white patronage be given the sole holds the signature of a city offinfcht of the lower floor at future cial, the house capacity is plainly
performances,
with
the
blacks written with the number of seats
seated in either the balcony or the on each floor and the total which
gallery.
is supposed to be for guidance to
This was agreed to after a more firemen assigned to nightly duty.
or Jews lengthy discussion.

—————7——

2,300

last

Washington, May 9.
The nation's capitol is to have
a million dollar opera house. The
first steps were announced during
the past week. The company is incoiporated at $1,600,000 and the
building is to be constructed on the
site now occupied by the Bradley
mansion at Dupont circle. Work
will commence by June 1.
%
The razing of the Bradley home
has already commenced. The private theatre of the mansion has
already been demolished and the
Bradley art collection, one of the
rarest in the country, had been
shipped to the Newport, R. I. home
of the
of the Bradley's.
corporation ore Edonard Albion,
president, fleorge Oakley Totten,
Jr. vice president, Mark Reid Yates,
treasurer, and Maritta AlbiCn, secretary. Large blocks of the stock
Officers

have already been subscribed for.
Mr. Albion has been the moving
factor. For three seasons now he
han produced for brief seasons
opera with imported talent appearing in the title roles with the balof the cast being singers
COLORED
BANKRUPT ance
chosen locally. The new house will
be 278 feet long and 136 feet wide
'Dumb Luck" Owes $17,450—$12,000 with a Reating capacity of 2,300.
to Costumer

SHOW

TAIT BUYS PLAYS
Australian Saw Eighty Playa
Seventy-five Days

Bradley Mansion On Dupont Circle

for

Theatre*

in

The Louis Rosen Production

Co.,

the

that

company

was

Word

Equity.

then

came from

the

latter that the show could not proceed. Baron claims to have posted
a bond for $2,500 and that the company was willing to continue, believing the show had a chance. The
salary list amounted to $1,700.

and creditors, £1,906.
The Carroll will probably remain
The appraisal also shows that as dark until a summer revue to be

On the reopened case Tellegen
will tale the stand to testify his Cripples,
at Alton, Hampshire, Kngacquaintance with Miss Larrimore land."
has never amounted to more than a
perfectly harmless friendship.

The sponsors for the show
wanted the colored patrons granted
the same privileges at the box office as the white patrons might

It

evening

aware the show would not continue,
although action was expected by

367.

finally

the colored contingent.
At
the opening of the Ethiopian Art
Theatre Company at the Frazee the
question also came up In regard to
seating colored folk on the lower

LADY DEADLOCK"

"Vanities of 1923" is ready
next month.
"The Gingham Girl"
called

moved from

—

SEASON

proceed even though an amount additional to the bond be posted to
guarantee the salaries for two
weeks. Baron alleges he attempted
to reach Frank Gillmore, but was
refused an interview.

"VOICE" AT CORT
Will Try for

cago

Summer Run

— Drama

in Chiwith Courtenay

Chicago,
Frederic.

May

9.

Arnold Kummer's "The

Voice," dramatic, and with William

Courtenay

star, produced by H.
will open at the local

its

San Francisco, May

9.

Mayor Rolph is determined to put
over and make permanent the
Steindorf
Hartman-Faul
Ferris
light opera company now housed in
the Rivoll. He Is desirous of making it a permanent San Francisco
For this purpose the
a meeting to initiate
a seven-days' campaign to arouse
public interest. The campaign will
institution.

mayor

called

be brought to a close with a special
testimonial

man and

performance for Hart*

Stelndorff.

For a long time there has been
H. Frazee,
Cort May 20, trying for a summer agitation in San Francisco for tbo
establishment
of a permanent muCourtenay was last at the
run.
same house with "Her Temporary nicipal grand opera company, The
first tangible steps towards a realHusband."
Frazee is Interested In the Cort
along with Sport Hermnn, the ticket

ization of the plan are

way with

now under

the organization of the

San Francisco Municipal Opera
agency raider.
Virginia Hammond is of the cast, Company.
The project ig under the direction
also George Parsons and Henry
of Gaetano Merola who for some
Mortimer.
The piece will open May 15 in the weeks past has been trying out

WARNING"

1

It will cost $96,000 a week t«
operate the Metropolitan next sea*
son during the grand opera period,
Cost increases and some salaries of
leading artists, which automatically
increase through long term contracts, account for an advancement
of about 10 per cent in the weekly
expenditures.
Met. receipts are quoted a little
under $100,000 weekly, or slightly
more than the cost of operation^
Although the directors" have never
publicly announced the Metropolitan's tinancial standing, it is claimed
that little or no profit Is made. The
approximate receipts from opera
oi. the season are. set at |2,500,000<
According to the reputed schedule
for next season the expenditure will
be about a quarter million less.
One week will be added to the
season starting next fall, for a total
of 24 weeks. The opening date will
be fixed one week earlier in November than usual, with the closing
date in late April remaining the
same.
It is believed opera will eventually
be played Tuesday night, because
of the increased public demand for
tickets. "Heretofore that night has
been devoted to concerts, with Monday the big night of the week in
opera. By adding Tuesdays a better
allotment of choice seats may be
stread among patrons who are dis-

MAYOR KEEPING STOCK

ANNA ORB

1

Opening Week— Same
Prices With Probable Gross
.$100,000 Weekly

Earlier

two weeks ago.

'

1

r

1923

the Carroll to the CenIt Is said that satisfied.
when the deal for the "Gin" show to
The prices will remain the same,
switch to the Sam E. Harris was with the scale for the orchestra
called off because of a Shubert con- $7.70 and subscription tickets again
tract providing for the attraction to at $6.50. The last seven weeks of
play Shubert houses, the Schwab & this season found attendance and
Kussel "Girl" show was willing to demand off, dating from the deremain, but refused to comply to the parture of Jeritza.
The sale of
house demand of a $4,000 guarantee, upper floor seats, however, was unwhich was effective from the time diminished, including the side secthe "Gingham Girl" opened there tions of the family circle. Tickets
last fall.
those sections are stamped
for
Alice Fisher of the cast, who is across the face that only a portion
related to Paul Turner, counsel for of the stage can be seen. Plans to
Equity, had several conferences with reseat the Met's lower floor may
him and was assured there would be carried out during the summer.
be no bar to the show's continuance
if the cast was in accord to take
chances with getting salaries. The
reputed word conveyed the company
through an Equity representative, San Francisco Committee for Hart*
however, was that the play must not
man Steindorf
tral

The record for conscientious at- Inc. encountered "dumb luck" in its ''GREAT
tention to business is probably held efforts to sponsor a colored producby E. J. Tait, representing the Aus- tion by that title, written by and Margaret Angiin Playing It Warwick With Her At Greek Theatre
tralian legitimate producing Arm, starring Moss and Frye,
fast for the break -in.
the colored
J. C. Williamson & Co.
Mr. Tait vaudevillians, as a result of which
*>.
May
has been in New York 75 days, and the corporation this
Francisco,
fan
week filed its
in that time has reviewed 80 plays schedules
During her engagement in San 0. P. HEGGIE PREDICTS STRIKE
in bankruptcy.
Chicago, May ft.
for his firm.
Francisco this June, Margarct^AngJ. labilities are listed at $17,450 and
O. P. Hegnie, English, in an adTait has contracted for William- assets at $12,000, the
premiere of Paul
chief item of 1in will stage the
the
at
tlnlversitjr
dress
son production in the Antipodes the latter being $10,000
of Chicago,
worth of Kester'a "The Great Lady ~Dead"Merton of the Movies," "Caroline" theatrical costumes in
made from incidents predicted that there will be an aca Worcester, lock," a play
and "Enter Madame." He sailed Mass. warehouse.
Dick' ns' tors' strike this year, and regretted
gleaned
Charles
from
that theatregoers encourage comMay 8 for London on the MauraThe liabilities are mostly for "Bleak House."
tania, joining his family there for salaries due the chorus
According to Miss Angiin, K ester mercialism In the theatre by judgand princiing a play by the cost of the proof
weeks,
be
been
working
play
for
vacation
10
to
spent
the
a
on
pals and a $12,000 item to Louis has
duction instead of hy the quality
in a tour of Europe.
Rosen, 129 West 4Cth street, New four years.
\
Mr. Tait will return to New York York, individually.
Margaret Angiin who is to pre- of the acting.
Rosen's main
"Unfair conditions in the theatriin August en route for tys home.
business is that of a costumer and sent "Hippolytus of Euripides" at
—
the $u,(ioo represents money due the University of California Grei 1< cal profession probably will bring
about
a general strike of the acher
will
May
have
as
Theatre,
29,
him for material and labor rendered.
ILL
Warwick. tors,"' he said. 'Playgoers of this
Robert
chief
support
Chicago, May 9.
country
seem to appreciate and
Warwick is to "lose a stoek enM0R0SC0 SUES CATLETT
Mrs. Archibald McNeil, Jr., who
gagement at the Fulton riayhonse, value more highly, Imported producbefore her marriage was Anna Orr.
A debt fdr $750 dating from 1017 Oakland, to permit him to appear. tions, while they are letting equally
well known in musical comedy, js is the subject of a litigation In Chi"Hippolytus'' will lie given hot meritorious plays of local origin go
seriously ill at St. Luke's Hospital. cago by Oliver Morosco against one performance with Miss Angiin unpat-onized."
.She
was returning from Florida Walter Catlett, comedian of "Sally." as Phaedra, a role that she has
when taken ill on an Illinois Central The sum represents a personal ad- been studying for some time. The
"LAST
CLOSING
tr.iin, being removed to the hospital
vance.
Morocco's attorney is in supporting east besides Warwick
"The Last Warning" at the Klaw.
on arrival in Chicago. A child was possession of a letter wherein the wi'I include members of Miss Ang- N^w York, will close its run on Satborn Thursday last, but it died with- comedian
.^knowledges the In- lin's company now appearing in urday. The Mingold production has
in 24 hour*.
dehtednesH and proposes to pay off "The Woman of Bronze," namely, been at the house for 29 weeks,
Her husband is a former State at The rale of $50 weekly. That Virginia Howell, Janet Cameron, counting thit, its final week.
.Senator of Connecticut, ami is prom- was In » 7. The debt has not been Henry Mowbray, Dorothy .Johnson,
Two weeks ago the show slid
inent ;,. Bridgeport, when :—• relied slne« and interest totaling
iv h< r,
Arthur
Ifarry
Bat fort, under the *u>p liniifVf fG.000, ami
.;•
fi'::» it* fiino being sued for.
the Hosing notice was given.
William street and others.
•

CI

Without Notice

Dame Genevieve Ward, the Ameri- sult of no salaries being paid. Takare quoted at a
can tragedienne, left a net estate, ings on the week
little over $2,000, none going to the
wherever situated, amounting to attraction under the arrangement
about $33,934 part of which is in which called for the house getting
New Ycrk— when, Aug. 18, 1922, she first money.
The attraction was shoe-stringed
died at her late home, 22 A-venue
Rehearsals
Baron.
Henry
by
Regents Park, Middlesex
Road,
were held up for a time when BarCounty, England, it was disclosed on was required to file a bond to
this week in the Surrogate's Court, protect the cast in the matter of
New York, through the filing of a salaries. A concession was finally
transfer tax State appraisal of her given, with a bond covering one
American property.
week accepted by Equity instead of
The gross value of her property two weeks.
•
amounted to $41,952, but what that
Equity advised the company not
fully consisted of was not disclosed
to appear Monday, after informing
in
the appraisal, which merely Earl Carroll
The
conditions.
of
showed that it included her Ameri- house stands to lose about $400 adcan property, consisting of 20 shares vertising which it guaranteed in adof the American Carbide & Carbon
dition to the loss in operation last
Company, valued at $1,130, and 13 week.
shares of Electric Vacuum Cleaner
was not until 7 o'clock Monday

the 63rd Street Theatre, under the
Lou Ttlletjen has changed his
management of John Cort. Within
the last two seasons several col- mind; he's going to enter the reored shows have come into Broad- opened action for divorce comway houses and now there are two menced by Geraldine Farrar. Telle•hows with colored players as the gen's decision was
reached when Company, $1,040.
One is "How
chief attraction.
It also showed that the expenses,
Come?" at the Apollo and the Ethio- Stella Larrimore was given an op- wherever situated, against the gross
pian Art Theatre at the Frazee, portunity of jury trial to refute the value of the estate amounted to
both on one 42nd street block. The scandalous allegations of paid pri- £8,018, only £10 being for the New
advent of these attractions has vate . detectives against her good York administration. The rest were
brought the subject of mixed audi- name before a referee in a hearing for estate duty, £1,583; funeral,

ences on
the fore.

WEEKLY
Stepped

—

Colored folks and colored shows
on Broadway, together with the Tact

10,

I

Dame
Colored Shows on One 42nd Street Block
White and Black Managements Finally Agree
Whites Needed to Put Over Colored Shows

NO SALARIES

WARD LEFT AN
ESTATE OF $33,934

May

Thursday,

voices of local singers.
A meeting was held in Merola'e
studio at which the actual formation of the company was begun with
the selection of 100 local singers to
appear in a huge chorus.

KLEINS

FIXED

IDEA'*

A mystery drama

to be produced
by Arthur Klein is entitled "The Fixed Idea" by Charles
W. Qoddard and William Pinkham.
Mr. Klein may have the play presented hy a. stock company during
the summer to Obtain a line on it.
Klein, who is the vaudeville book-

next

fall

ing manager for the Shuberts, Js
not interested In a recent production of 'Maggie' at Atlantic City,
as reported.

MR. BLIMP" AT MOROSCO
tour for a time
and le.eral weeks In Chicago, will
open at the Morosco, New York,

"Mr. Blimp," on

M;«y 21, succeeding "Pride." The latter \ attraction, whi h opened la*t
week, is due to withdraw Saturday.
Taylo» Holmes will join "Mr.
Blimp," and will be featured.
The show waa produced by T,, :n
'

Henry

Mearjr,

•

'

-

Thursday,

May

10,

•
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WEATHER SO FAR THIS MONTH
GREAT HELP TO

•

N. Y.

THEATRES

ON BOSTON'S RUNS

WITH ELLIS GIMBEL

"Liahtnin' " Closing May 26,
After 22 Weeks—>*The

Navy's Press Agent Leaving

Bat." 25

4.

—

Motor Car Season and Baseball to Buck Waiting
for Jubilee Celebration: Houses Commencing to
Go Dark Cut Rates Hold Majority of Houses

—

—

WELLS HAWKS IS GOING

BAT' BEATS 1IGHTNIN'

Sam

Weeks

ON NEW YORK SHOWS

Wells Hawks, who has tendered
his resignation as publicity director

8am H. Harris' attractions, Is
understood to have accepted an invitation to act as personal representative
for Ellis Gimbel,
of .the
for

!

Critic of

May has

given to secure or sell the picture rights,
said to be the only out for a mathe early part of the month the
jority of production tries.
best of weather breaks for BroadFirst nlghters were dosed with
way's legitimate attractions, but
five premieres Monday, the manthe business generally continues to
decline. Agency trade has dropped agements in no case desiring to
miss a chance to get something at
off to almost the summer minimum.
the box office. From the opinion
It believed that class of patronage
by
the created none of the new ones has
has been largely sapped
opening up of the motor car season. much chance of landing a run.
Baseball may be a contributing fac- "The Rivals" at the 48th St. was
the continued cool in demand at the agencies, but the
tor, although
temperatures has held down atten- business was not up to the measure
pastime parks of the revival's try at the Empire
national
dance in the
with several games called this week last season. The attraction is in
for one week and is a benefit deon account of cold.
Managers are hoping for a flurry signed to recoup some of the losses
of good business attendant to the of the Equity Players' season, as
jubilee in celebration of the 25th will be "Sweet Nell of Old Dn.ry.'
year of Greater New York. The aucceeding next week: it is to be
event starts May 26. Nine of Broad- followed by "School for Scandal.'
way's list of theatres will be dark "The Mountebank"' at the Lyceum
Saturday night. Three are sched- was fairly regarded, but it did not
uled for attractions through the ju- live up to the expectations based
rather good business out of
bilee week, but there is a dearth of on
shows available and a number cur- town. "For Value Received" at the
rent are running to loss. Several of Longacre aroused no enthusiasm
(Continued on page 23)
the latter are si>arring for a chance

March weather

in

"CHAUVE-SOURIS" LEAVES

"VENGEANCE" TRIAL

and Company Depart, After Set for Monday, May 14
Charged
1
Being Attached

Balieff

Nikka

Balieff

and

his

The

"Chauve-

trial

of the

— Indecency

members

of the

sailed for Paris on the cast of "The God of Vengeance,'
"Mauretania" Tuesday following* a charged with having given an inhectic Monday, when an attach- decent and immoral performance at
ment against the show was filed the Apollo, New York, has been set
by Isadore Charnit, attorney for O. for next Monday (May 14), after a
M. Carter, who claimed commission series oi postponements. The case
for booking the Russian show here. will be heard in Part IV, General
Balieff released His show by post- Sessions, Judge Mclntyre presiding.
ing cash bond to the amount of The players are under $300 bail
$18,000. although a second suit for each, including the managers of the

Souris"

was started by

Carter.
Morris Gest, under whose direc*

$20,000

tion "Chauve-Souris" played Broadway for 65 weeks, stated the Carter
claim was a surprise to him. Gest
•aid that Clifford Fischer was paid
$300 a week as booking fee for his
services in clinching the contract
with Balieff. The original negotiations for the attraction were han-

dled by Howell & Bowe. Parisian
agents, and because of their services Fischer, who was formerly a
New York vaudeville agent, agreed
they received a portion of the fee,
that being remitted Ijy Gest.
Carter is said to have originally
made claim for a small sum which
he thought due for having arranged
an Introduction between the prin-

some

Bentham

Moreover,

it

not the truth.

is

There are any number of Instances where this city has
supported, and supported? most
lavishly, visiting productions.
Contrariwise, there are innumerable cases of "New York
companies" practically starving to death here.
But in each the treatment

are
no different from those of any
other community, except it be
they possibly are a trifle more
discerning. They patronize the
100 per cent, attractions sent
to us and pass up the inferior
ones. That is a privilege which
every theatre patron rightfully
exercises.
The real ^rouble— a. d, Incidentally, the direct cause of
s
that certain
the squawk

—

eastern managers

sumed

A. T. S. E. has Issued a
against the Strand, Hempstead, L I., a non-union house controlled
by Salvatore Calderona,
which has been playing road attractions one night a week for many
I.

We

and

ber

non-support and cruelly. The
couple were married April 21. It2i.
and have
•(•-year-old daughter,
Moid.

bar,

i

tion.

t

Miss
Alfred
Bryant,
through
Reek man. of House, OroMsman *
VOrh.iu«s. n asking $25 weekly ali-

mony.

—

reward
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•>

lies

is

n

company,

and

erueltJ

original event.

her attorney.
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I
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they,

«
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HELP YOURSELF" IN FALL

"Help

Yourself,"

the

three -act

Equity,

scheduled for production In
The piece was written by Katherine
Browning Miller, co-author of "Juat
Important subjects will he gone
Boys."
int<», one of which Will question the
The comedy will have a brief
right of Kquity to project itself into
road trial coming into the^metiopthe v uideville situation.
olis about Sept. 1.,
Boh Lankers and Marion Berry
A TAFT IN LEAD
have been engaged for principat
Pylvls Field, Hie lead In "The Cnt roles.

and

Canary"

h:t^ ret
/">*

N

Union,

etc.,

i?

since

from the

oil

!<•

-u.iT

l'

!

»

"•'

reopening,

its
r.ist

hy

i

The
iiiiilv

role

Tttft.

Monday.
a daughter of Laredo
Tift, the sculptor, and a niece of

who

with Iheir onlj
child. .lark Osterman, aid ail of the
telegrams will duly celebrate Un-

On June

4.

.

(.

who
firmer mem-

he stru< n hat
f
[n the face and threatened her
She ask* for
She left him Msy I
n
a1lm»ny. and the custody -»f
At.
William
.«ar old Child
chsi ged

on me.

will attend.

—

is

intestinal poisoning, as ths result
"Bugs"
of his stomach dropping.
was one of ths best handball playis
condition
his
ers In ths city and
blamed on too violent exercise by
physicians.
"Bugs'' made his first appearance
since winter at the Friars last Saturday. Though still weak his fun
Hs explained
streak was visible.
that living In Brooklyn "back-fired

comedy put on as a try out at the
Club recently, In
brinch. Chorus Bronx Women's
August.

from

Representatives

»

It

—

of the four
the international or governing
body of the theatrical unions, Is said
to he held today (May 10) at the
headquarters of the Bqttlty.

w.
's a sinter of Virginia FiSSttlger.
dancer, has brought sutl for divorce
ag^AW*t h»- hiiMlinnd. Clemens H.

Clemens alleging

MEETING

A. A. F. (vaudeville
Union Hebrew Actors'

Chicago, M iy
L. Clemen*,

represents her*eif as
i

A'S

The annual meeting

'FOLLIES" GIRL DIVORCING

a

FOUR

Discussing
Equity and Vaudeville

reflect:

so many
rings around June 9 on his calend ir
one.
new
ft
ho lias had to get
f" r- i'mi-h nprt that day next
month the crackerjack publicity expert known as J. J. Rosenthal id
Katheiyn OsteritUM to the Wedding

n:

-

The Annual Gathering

yours.

of

It Is said the actress was enabled
board the boat without a passport
upon the strength of an affidavit
she had lost the one issued to her.

to

A's.

simply this—
Don't cheat

ROSENTHALS* 25TH WEDDING

<•!•-.. i--., 1 <

fall.

Disgruntled managors, please

drew

a hotel when deciding to sail,
while her husband, Hugh Dillman,
continued to occupy their New York
in

f

to be paid to other stand.
The new house will play pictures
after the "Helen" premiers, but
will book attractions starting next

crete examples of this of late,
one which I might cite bolng
Leo Ditrichstein who is now
at the Mason.
The moral of the thing is

Margaret

.

"Helen of Troy. N. Y.," will debut
June 4, a
Fairmount, W. Va.
BUGS" OVER-EXERCISED
where it will open the new theatre
now being completed and sponsored
in Brooklyn Against Him,
Living
by local capitalists. The LeMalreToo
Jessel musical was originally slated
The
to open at Atlantic City.
Arthur "Bugs" Baer, after an illFairmount engagement guarantees
"Helen" $9,000 for the week, but ness of several months, is again
the house management has the writing witticisms for the New
privilege of playing the show three York "American," although he is
days at Fairmount and three days not covering sporting events. Ths
at a nearby stand, transportation humorist has been suffering with

ingrates!"
However, the following week,
or the week after that, a regular play comes to the same
theatre, with regular artists,
and there is a different story'
Appreciative audito relate.
ences; great business.
have had several con-;

Mrs.

a passport. Ons will be forwarded
her In London. Miss Rambeau wilt
return to this slds In tlms to rehearse with the new A, H. Woods
"The Road Together," by
plsy.
George Middleton. It will open in
the fall. Miss Rambeau was living

home.

W. VA.

IN

at

"We spend our good money
send them entertainment
and they don't patronise us;

ranging for the opening.

Darl».

"Helen of Troy, N. Y.," Guaranteed
$9,000 at Fairmount

to

i

ri

PREMIERE

is

a »id

V..

Manager

—

wake up

If.

•

port that quickly circulates,
Result a poor,
stays away.
unprofitable week and loud
walling from the New York
office, the substance of which

is

sttirtinv

1

und -S.» to the private sanctum,
say, "Here's a job for you:
take this outfit to the coast and
get some spending money."
A short time later Los
Angeles is privileged to witThe critics
ness the show.
come out and "pan" the production and the public, whether
they rely on the reviewers or
accept the word-of-mouth re-

cat!

As Henry W. Savage plans to run
W. a. Brady has put into rehear- "The Clinging Vine" through June,
sal a play hy Theodore Liebler, Jr„ Miss Woods may join the company
entitled "Clod's Pal.- which he will in l'aiis later.
give
Clark SU vernal! i> In Paris, arsummer tryout.

>'

nary conditions we are prepared
Yours very truly,
to render.

and

scenery

time-battered

summoning Road Manager So-

order of her doctor.

»n

this direct working and its
benefits are shown In the above
case, which is not exceptional but
merely indicative of the character of service which under ordilish

With that self-asattitude, they discharge
their New York cast, engage
a lot of second, third and
fourth rate actors, annex some
the coast.

BRADY S CANDIDATE

<i

they

think

can "get by" with anything on

into court.

Rosenthal

I

accorded was justified.
Los Angeles playgoers

E0AD CALL ON LONG ISLAND

.Ta'.<'

New

to
the point from
Broadway, New York.
This is unfair to Los Angeles.

for

Hazel Bryant After Separation
Hate] Bryant, of "Wildllower" (in
private life Mrs. Hicel \Vil1mott>,
has started ,i suit for separation
agaiuvc Lee Austin Willmott alter*
natel;
salesman and manager of

The letter below from the Western Union (Manager's office at 40
Broad direct. New York) gives an
ink: a?
with what accuracy it
checks up its own service. The de- editor of the New York "Herald." a
livery from New York to Lo *r*.on feature story writer of promience.
within 29 minutes is remarkable and he also dipped Into play writinging.
speed.
Ivy Lee, of ths Pennsylvania
Railroad, attracted mors attention
New York City. May 8.
than any publicity director in a
Variety. New York City
decade, springing Into prominence
Gentlemen: You may be interduring a strike and throughout the
ested to learn that your cablegram of May 3. addressed to Vari- war.
Hawks was recently elected presiety. London, which was filed with
dent of the newly formed Theatrical
us at 10.46 a. m.. Eastern standPress Agents' Association, which
ard time, reached its destination
aims to Include road men. During
29 minutes later.
Some time ago our engineers the war he entered ths navy and
gained the rank of lieutenant -comsucceeded in perfecting apparatus
which wilt permit of direct work- mander, assigned to the Intelligence
Department.
It Is understood ho
ing between New York and Lonstill retains connections with the
don. cutting out the retransmisNavy
Department
at Washington. It
sion at intermediate points on
was announced Hawka would exboth sides of the Atlantic which
ploit
this
Park
summer, and
Luna
heretofore has been necessary by
that private publicity work would
all routes.
Under the old system six differ - engage his time thereafter.
erent operators handled a message;
under our new system It is
handled by only two, one at New MISS
RAMBEAU'S SAILING
York and one at London. This
not only quickens the time In
Left Hurrisdly from Hotel— Ho. but materially reduces
transit
band in Horns
the liability to error. Up to the
present time the Western Union
Marjorie Rambeau departed in
Is the only cable system which
such
haste
ths
Saturday
on
has been able to efficiently estabHomeric/shs had not time to secure

strictly

the American reprea joint stock company to take sevHowell & Bowe.
eral American plays over to Paris
and do them in the native language.
'CIRCLE" BOAD SHOW CLOSES
It was planned to sail from New
The road show of Selwyn's "Cir- YTork early in June, after playing
cle"
will
close
at three matinees of "Officer 666' in
Saturday
Worcester. Mass.
French at the Selwyn theatre. May
Its featured players are Wilton 29 to June 1.
Lackaye, Amelia Bingham. Norman
The original plans will he carried
Hackett,
Charlotte
Walker and out. but Miss Wood has had to
Henry E. Dixev.
Withdraw from the company by
sentative

moguls of

theatrical

with ths business of the big department store, but will be in the
nature of personal exploitation.
The appointment of Hawks is the
first from theatricals by big business, although many famous Industries have exploitation experts.
J.
I.
C. Clarke, of the Standard Oil
whose history hs compiled, is one
of the leading exponents of that
art. Clarke was one time managing

Message From New York Delivered
In London 29 Minutes Later

York, that Los Angeles doesn't
respond as generously as It
should to traveling attractions
sent out of the east, more

months.
The union notified the house management some time ago it would
be necessary to unionize the house
cipals.
It
Is understood
he first
asked for $150, but Balieff did not In order to play tire attractions.
The management has cancelled
recognize
the claim.
Gest said
attractions booked in advance
Carter called at his office and men- the
and will continue with pictures and
tioned the "Chauve-Souris" attracvaudeville without unionising.
tion, leaving a program of the show,
but that he saw nothing of Carter
until some time after the show
PEGGY WOOD CANT LEAVE
opened here.
A group of artists comprising
"Chauve-Souris" was then playBeverly Sitgreaves,
ing in Paris. Gest went, abroad, but Peggy Wood,
Kay Laurel. Helen Tilden, Louis
failed to come to terms, Fischer
Alberni and Clark Silvernail. all
later completing the booking.
M. fluent French scholars, have formed
S.

is the opinion
the best known

Price,

west of Chicago, who is
on the Los Angeles "Herald."
appeared
in
that
paper,
U
signed by Price.
Every now and then there is
a hue and cry, emanating from

"Vengeance" reopened at the
Greenwich Village theatre Monday.
The attraction played that house
for a short time prior to its removal
to Broadway, which switch threw

The

Guy

all

REMARKABLE CABLING

t.

The following
of

.»

road

May

critic

charged.

shew

Los Angeles 'Her-

ducers Not to Cheat

attraction and the house, similarly

the

firm of Gimbel Brothers, whd reAmerican shows
cently announced affiliating with
through its Broadway stay, "The
Saks & Company. According to inBat" will take the Boston record
side sources Hawks' new assignaway from It. "The Bat" played ment will in
no way be connected
here for 25 weeks.

engagement of

ald" Advises Eastern Pro-

Los Angeles,

—Other Com-

mercial Publicists

Boston, Mav 9.
"Lightnin"' will leave the Hollls
May 26, completing' & C0uo6CutiVd
engagement here for the run record
holder of the United States of 22
weeks. Though "Light nin' " as the
long distance consecutive playing

GUY PRICE OF COAST

H. Harris

wciii

in

Miss Tafi

Is

William If. Taft.
With ability, appearance and
her. Mi*s Taft will
hnck
'.i
prestige
undoubtedly arrive.

Chief

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
for

VARIETY

.Illation

$1.75 (three month,)

$2 Foreign

LEGITIMATE

14

SHOWS

CUT RATES AS "BLOCK PARTIES"
CREEPING INTO CHICAGO'S LOOP
—

Wallop

in

Face of Record Slump

Chicago,

May

tin

9.

big U&t of convention delegates

that nary a dramatic beaded tins way for the last week in
town reached the $10,000 May and the whole, of Juue. While
last week. It continues easy to not high, "Light Wines and Beer"
note the nakedness of loop trade. had the best call of the week at the
hotel stands among the dramatic
If it hadn't been for Saturday mat"Passing Show" held the
inee and night "Sally" would have shows.
lead call at the hotels for the muHowards
been far outstripped by
in

"Passing Show" for the musical playlead of the town. As It was. the
Howard Brothers business was a
trifle better than "Sally's," the latter's gross being deceptively high
only through the fact of the $4.40
price compiling it.
Checking up the business was a
secondary matter of surprise as to
how unexplainably why the local
populace is remaining away from
the loop theatres. The main topic
of finding was the teasing the opportunities of cut-rate tickets are
offering to the house managers.
Hidden behind Veiled procedure, cut
rates were used during the week at
the Playhouse, Central, Princess,
(Jreat Northern and Olympic. "Block
party tickets" may have been the
nom de plume for the put rates, but
the established fact is that there
were bargains offered and the tic-

sical attractions.

Not able

now

that

to

book

"Peter

to

an

attraction

and Paula" has

waned close
management
tends

to the red ink,
of the Playhouse
hold O. P. Heggie

the
in-

and

others, with a view of producing its

own shows. The

first will be a play
which will have a
premiere May 20. It's the first independent move made by any local
house owner, but the biggest encouragement for the Idea probably comes
from the actors themselves. Lester
Bryant has become so desperate in
trying to keep his house open that
he sanctions any idea, chiefly this
one because of the boosting it is receiving to make a Chicago favorite
of Helen Cahagan, who is included

called "Chains."

in

the Heggie cast.

How much

Figures estimated and comment point to soma attractions being
same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is sxplsinsd in ths difference in
house capacities, with ths varying overhead. Also ths size of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play is also considered.

night after.

"Light Wines and Beer" (Selwyn,

week). Flo Ziegfeld Intends inak,
around $8,000. re- "Abie's Irish Rose," Hepublic (51st
lng second edition of revue, listed
week). Holding remarkable gait
Thursday matinee
for all summer.
for this stage of run, with takings
New production
and small Saturday matinee gross.
insertion date for early June.
If house can keep open with other
$12,000 ane\ better.
Business last week little better
theatres going dark, good chance "Barnum Was Right/' Cohan (9th
than $30,000.
for improvement.
week).
Moved Monday £rO!B
^Tangerin*" (Garrick, 5th week).
Frazee.
Business under $6,000 "For Value Received,". Longa^e
Summer plans completely altered,
(1st week). Succeeded "Laughing
last several weeks, but cut-rating
with engagement closing Saturday.
expected to help here, also better
^Lady," which ran three months.
Adil this one to the real flops of
house location. Not longer than
New show independent, opening
year.
Did. around $11,000.
RayMonday when five premieres opthree or four weeks more.
mond Hitchcock opens in "H itchy
posed each other.
Ambassador
(15th
Koo" May 19, giving house one week "Caroline,"
"Give
snd Tsks," 49th St. (17th
prolong
week).
May
attempt
to
of darkness.
week).
Has had fair rwn, with
run with two-for-ohes, but doubt
"Hurricane" (Olympic, 5th week
pace lately off like most of list.
about operetta surviving far into
in Chicago).
Goes to storehouse
Excellent chances
June. Still claimed to be making
for
making
again making dark this theatre.
money on tour next season. Gross
little money, with last week bet•
Checked around $4,000.
about
$5,500
and
tering
not
$8,000.
figured to
"Blossom Time" (Great Northern,
last much longer.
8th week in Chicago).
In much "Cat and Canary," National (3d
doubt as to what to do. Failed to
Application of two-for- "Go Go," Daly's 63d St. (9th week).
week).
This musical touted for summer
better $11,500. Shuberts desirous of
o»e tickets only chance for second
continuance. Good draw of about
holding show in town because of
engagement of mystery play. Heid
forecast few houses will be opened
$12,000 and same ownership of
over from last season at National,
by June 1.
house and show gives it good
making run of 43 weeks, and tak"For AH of Us" (Studebaker. 25th
chance to last. Cut rating aiding
ing to road early last December.
week). Edge completely worked off.
materially.
$1,000 last week; claimed satisSlated for* May 26 departure. Grossed
"How Come?" Apollo (4th week).
factory.
around $8,000.
Colored show slightly better last
"Follies,"
New Amsterdam (49th
week over third week's business,
but pace still under figure necessary for even break. Was to have
been succeeded next week, but
management has arranged for
continuance. Guarantee of $4,000
likely modified.
Gross last week
about $5,000.
"Icebound,"
Sam Harris (13th

.

END OF LEGIT SEASON IN BOSTON;

longer "Up the Ladder"
will stick at the Central depends
Upon the wording of the contract
kets procured by playgoers who which gave the theatre to the backhave become acquainted with cut ers of the independent booking. One
rates. A later report will relate in- of the hotel specs is known to be
cidents prevailing that will force the "Plugging" "Up the Ladder" hard,
establishing of a cut-rate office in giving the inference that the Centhe loop, regardless of the present tral
proposition
draws financial
stand of the managers or the feel- backing from at least four outside "Minnie
Proves Star's Strength Jolson
ings of "Sport" Hermann. At pres- parties, making the split of the
ent there are those who are inclined losses and profits so small that the
Holding
$30,000
Art
at
to deal in cut rates under the dis- piece can be kept here without harm
guise of "block party tickets," but administered to anyone.
Practically
Capacity
$5
the bargain ticket hunters in the
Carl Reed and James Shesgren
wholesale houses care not under turned over their new play, "Rolling
what title they draw the tickets Home" to the Twin Theatres, drawthe$
them.
ing the Harris for a premiere May
secure
just so long as
Because of the fate of "Why 20, with the departure of "Peter
Boston. May 9.
peculiar heavy type, and would have
Not?" at the Powers, it's more Weston." If the new play fails to
The end is plainly in siKht for the to ge very strong to draw paying
probable than ever that May 19 will hit, the Harris will be forced dark,
audiences for a summer season in
find all of the so-called "syndicate" as it is said Sam Harris intends to legitimate theatres in this city for
this city. Those who claim to be in
houses closed. The Colonial goes hold all his real hits until the new the present season. By the end of a position to
know look for a closing
rather than run the risk of May, at any rate, unless there is a
dark Saturday with the farewell of season
earls/ in June, despite no announcepresent
the
here.
decided
the
change,
hour
At
Selthe
attractions
play•Sally."
Both the Blackstone and
ment has been made.
wyn
Wines
ing
the
"Light
and
houses
here
will
Beer"
will
limited
be
Illinois are now dark, and with no
probably continue through some ar- to probably two musical shows. OutOne of the features of the past
reasons to believe the current Powrangements between A. H. Woods side of the Cohan show, which will week was the manner in which Mitzi
ers theatre attraction will continue
and the Solwyns. If the Woods piece hold on until October, there is noth- held up at the Colonial. Bucking
for more than a fortnight, despite is withdrawn the
real opposition with a show which is
Selwyn will be ing in sight for a summer run.
profit possibilities on $6,000 gross,
compelled to go dark because of lack
This week the feature of the local admittedly weaker than most of
th> predicted situation promises to of attractions.
she has appeared In here,
field was the opening of the Moscow those
come to pass.
With the theatres closing in the
Theatre at the Majestic. On the Mitzi got away with $20,000 last
On the other side of the fence the number they will be after this week Art
week.
This shows a very strong
opening
night,
could
foreseen,
as
be
Shuberts are forced to keep dark the the house owners can.oniy sit back
the house was practicaily capacity. undercurrent, with a big draw com(Jarrick for one week, crediting the and await the turn of matters.
What
did exist could more ing from out of town and with the
vacancies
situation to the big flop of "TanLast week's estimates:
than likely be traced to seats -in the women going big for thp matinees
which closes Saturday.
gerine,"
"Why Not?" (Powers, 1st week) hands of speculators who got caught and the evening performances. In
Raymond Hitchcock is hurriedly r<
Unlei
Unless some sort of co-operative short.
As a general thing Bos- the final week "Six Cylinder Love"
arranging his present edition of )>ii- iss is established, and this is very ton ians do not fall very hard for the did $13,000 at the Tremont, coming
"llltehy-Koo" for the Garrick, v hi< h dubious, piece Will join bunch of de- ticket speculator and
are liable to back strong on the last week and
which will be dark until May 10, parting shows May 19. Gross for whip him' whenever possible.
really turning out to be somewhat
making it a Saturday premiere for premiere week figured close to$»5.000.
of a surprise.
The
Russian players got away to
The LaSalle also goes
Hitchcock.
"Passing Shew" (Apollo, 2d week). the usual fine start. They are in for
Daylight saving and weather condark Saturday with "Cat and Ca- Holds good $2,200 average for gross
ditions that remind one of the sumnary," deprived of the cut-rate on apparently off-nights, swinging a stay of two weeks, and unless they mer that Bostonians
hope to be not
have
a
different
which
fate
from
that
very
low
opand
despite
a
tickets
high enough on Saturday- Sunday to
far off have combined to cut into the
erating basis, finding the present hit $2.1.000. Howard Brothers never has befallen other high-brow attrac- theatre business here. Both condigaff of meager business altogether worked harder to ^alu Chicago tri- tions playing this city in the past tions were expected and have been
seasons the time announced will
too much.
There isn't a question umph (which they have done). En- few
be sufficient. With a house scaled discounted by local managers. The
of doubt but what the LaSalle will gagement limited to four weeks
at a $5 top there is of necessity a summer parks and beaches will be
shortly reopen, but with the New more.
limited following, and many of those in full swing within a couple of
York producers all saying "No."
"Sally"
(Colonial.
week). that would attend a show of this weeks, and then the final blow will
17th
It must be a surprise booking if one
Unless all signs fail Cohan's
Finishes big financial engagement sort at its scale saw it in New York. fall.
is made for the LaSalle.
at record prices of $4.40 top, SaturThe other opening Monday was a musical show will then hold the
While the Howard Brothers con- day night, playing one week at Mil- musical show, a repeat.
"Molly town alone. This season he has protinue the gait they are setting at waukee before disbanding for sea- Darling" returned to the Tremont tected himself, according to local
the Apollo there's no reason for son.
Estimated gross around $23,- for two weeks to pick up some of report, by leasing the house from
worry by the Shuberts over this 000.
the coin left behind when it was May 15 to Oct. 15, and this saves
house, it must he gratifying to 'ho
"Steve*' (Princess. 3d week). Hit forced out of the same house earlier him from begging time after Labor
Howards to realize that ihey have hard for balcony trade ii]<e situation in the season while traveling at an Day, as was the case the last two
<-ome to Chicago at the height of elsewhere ground town. Trad.- this especially speedy gait.
seasons.
the record slump and maintain the week will decide how long piece
Estimates for last week:
The last three woeks are being antrade pace they are now doing. It's will be kept.
"Lightnir/" (Hollis, 20th week).
Slipped little under nounced for "Lightnin'," at the
lie best compliment the local pub$8,000.
Hollis. And not any too soon. Last Last three weeks announced. Slipped
lic should possibly offer to theso
"Cat and Canary" (LaSalle. 3.">th week this show dropped to $9,000
off to $9,000 last week, first week
popular stocks, everything consid- week).
Closes long engagement not even fair.
It is believed that figure been touched, and off $2,000
ered.
Saturday, finding it impossible to with the last weeks announced the from business of week before.
Down at the Great Northern keep alive without help from cut show will pick up somewhat, but still
"Minnie and Me" (Colonial. 4th
Blossom Time'* isn't accomplishing rates, which were tabooed fortnight be
Strong all the time and, dea long way off from the previous week).
the results that will encourage the ago. Between $6,000
and
good
spite handicap of daylight saving
$7,000.
figures.
Undoubtedly
the
Shuberts to hold this musical piece
"Up the Ladder" (Central, 6th show has been held here over the* and stiff opposition, did $20,000 last
as long as the original plans sug- week). Didn't
reach figure of pre- limit longer than conditions justi- week.
gested.
If "For All of IJ 8 " hadn't
vious week through failure of hotel fied but it was brought in to take
"Molly Darling" (Tremont, 1st
fooled everybody and remain at the
call Saturday.
Cut-rate Held still up the balance of the season's time week). Opened to capacity Monday.
Studebaker,
the
Hanks-liazzolo heavily canvassed,
at the Hollis, and at that house a Return.
furnishing
only
•house would have been more practi- life-saver.
dosing the first part of May would
Failed to hit $7,0(»0.
"The Fool" (Selwyn. 12th week).
cal for "Blossom Time" to use for a
"Two Fellows and Girl" (Cohan's h#> quite shucking. As it is. the Dropped off some with others In
summer run. A transfer of "Bios- Grand,
show
lias broken the house record town, due to conditions.
8th
week).
Just
as
long
as
Credited
som Time" to the Studebaker may trade prevents
loss, regardless of for length of stay, and up to the with bit better than $9,000.
yet be fixed, but it's doubtful, since size
of profit, engagement will con- time when the weakness developed
"Sur/ Showers" (Wilbur, 2d week).
the Studebaker management is antinue.
Doubtful, however, if Cohan had turned in some mighty fine <>!•• ned fairly in face of general d« gling elsewhere for an immediate
grosses for a dramatic production.
line which started last week.
attraction because of the tvay "For will hold piece longer than June 1.
Figured around $9,000.
Jolson also finishes at the Shubert
Al Jolson ("IJombo"), (Shubert,
All of l\s" has slipped.
It is the
"Peter
and
Paula"
5th
4th week),
at the end of this week, still travel(Playhouse,
Returns to Broadway
Studcbnker's plana to k«-ep open this
week). Last two weeks announced, ing Strong, but with the end in Sight, next week after averaging $30,000
summer, and the tentative arrange
Business not so
m< uts are to have Walker White- with house management deciding to tie has been credited with maintain- first two weeks.
experiment
with,
a
own productions, ing
gross in the neighborhood of good last week.
vide
appear there in repertoire,
holding O. P. Heggie a« st.tr <-f new $30,000 while playing the house, and
"The Monster" (Plymouth. 2d
starting around June 3.
With "Hurricane' leaving the play, called ''Chains," to open May this [8 on a par with the business week).
he has done in other seasons when
Olympic, the loop witl have live 1'0. Current pres< ntatiou did Jhere. "Lady Butterfly.'' the Morosco
darkened houses at the close of Sat- last week.
$11,000, WHITESIDE, FRISCO
"R. U. R." <Cort, 3d week). De- musical show, is booked to follow for
urday business. Attractions which
San Francisco, May 9.
possibly can stick it out will natu- spite gross of little under $8,000. an ind< finite engagement, depending
small operating ex- greatly on weather and drawing
rally gain a point because of the house, with
Walker Whiteside in "The Hindu"
limited area of th« afrcs*#o which the panses, made profit.
Management ability.
piled up a gross of $11,000 during his
visitors in town can gov Its because ptiii unabls to book attraction that
There is some talk of an attempt second and final week at the Curran.
of this situation that "Llgty Wines* will be necessary to keep housed being made to run
"The Fool"
Current at the Curran are Mcand Beer will probably be kept at opened this summer.
through the summer at the Selwyn,
the Selwyn. The Wood* *how should
"Peter Weston"
10th but local theatrical men .look upon Intyre and Heath, to be followed by
(Harris.
Leo
Ditrlchstein.
b< an appropriate entertainment to \\<«k>.
Tabbed between ffi.OOO and it as unsafe. The show is of the

MITZI DID $20,000 LAST
and Me"
Around
Top To

—Moscow

—

.
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'

AND COMMENT

7th week). Held
sult of cancelling

Figuring

show
mark

!'

IN N. Y.

successful, while the

figuring $1,000 drop over
pifvious week. Uoes out May 19,
with •Boiling Home" Donald Brian)
to follow
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$9,000,

Five Houses Last Week Used Business Expedient
Despite Efforts to Stop It Howard Brothers'

May

Thursday,

WEEK

—

Opens

week).

Around

may mean

$G.,*><»0

week,
or

last

Two

even br<a\\

more probably, with
"Jack and Jill" due to move here

three weeks

from Globe.
"Jack and Jill," Globe (8th week).
Reduction in operating costs via
cast changes lately, with claim
show now can break even at $15,*
000. About $1,000 more last week,

with small profit claimed.
"Lady Butterfly," Astor (lGth week).
Final week. Two-for-one tickets
kept this musical going.
Cast
changes made permit even break,
but last week the gross of $7,500
was hardly a profit. "Dew Drop
In" succeeds Menday.
"Last Warning," Klaw (29th week).
Final week for mystery piece,
which for major part of run
topped shows of kind in takings.

Under stop limit lately, between
$5,000 and $6,000.
"Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (26th
Agency

week).

reported

call

amonc

best and gross of about
places
Cohan musical
within
reach
of
beat marks.
Counted on for summer going.
"Mary the Third," 39th St. (14th
$21,500

week).
Expectation is for continuance into
summer.
With
"Rain" quartered on same street
near by and "Wildflower" across
at Casino and also doing great
business, "Mary" should get share
of

trade.

$7,500

and

recently

claimed profitable.

"Merton of the Movies," Cort (26th
week).

This

summer

candidate

among

solid hits of season. Get*
between $14,000 and $15,000
now and should have little trouble
keeping on right side of ledger

ting

during hot season.
"Morphia," Eltinge (6th week). Ordinarily this house must draw
bigger business than "Morphia's,"
but show has small cast and, with
season nearly done, can make
little
money.
Just $6,000 last
week. Show goes to subway circuit Monday. House will go dark.
"Musio Box Revue," Mueio Box
(29th week).
Monday and matinee trade off last week, but total

of over $24,000

means show

still

among

best money getters on
Broaelway. Looks easy for summer.
"My Aunt from Ypsilsnti," Earl
Carroll.
Lasteel one week with
takings about $2,000, not much
House
more than salary list.
elark.
Summer revue next month,
"Papa Joe," Lyric (11th week). Mystery how this one keeps going.
Takings via two for ones increaseel 50 per cent. with total a
little over $3,000 last week.
"Peer Gynt," Shubert (14th week).
Not letting street afire, but doing
well enough for this time of season until last week, when gross

House will
dropped to $8,500.
probably get a musical for summer.
<17th
"Polly
Little
Preferred,"
week).
Regarded as having ex-

chance to Stick through
summer. Business close to capac*
itv,
while most of list dropped.

Cellent

Has bettered $11,000 for
month and agency call among

la* 4
first

four.

"Pride," Mnrosrn

Saturday.

<

2d w«>ek).

Sentimental

Stops

drama

and rated having no
chance.
Expected to establish
Broadway showing for value to
pictures. Opened Wednesday last
entere-d late

week.
"Rain," Maxlne Elliott (27th week).
Season's dramatic, sensation and

(Continued
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CANTOR SHOW DID OVER $15,000

Got George

AT $1.50 IN CHESTNUT ST.

•

0. H.
•

Followed "Spice's" Lead in Restoring Theatre Unit
Flop—Philly'i Theatre Guild Event of Current
Week Daylight Saving Tangle Straightened Out

—

INSIDE STUFF

H in ton. who

handled the publicity for the Charles
Dillingham organisation tor the last
season and also managed "Loyalties" will sail for Europe next Wednesday. His objective Is Parts and
London. In the latter city ho will
visit his daughter, Margaret Sousa,
appearing at the Alhambra In
"You'd Be Surprised." In France
Col. Hinton will revisit the scenes
he became familiar with while overseas with the New York Regiment
F.

ON LEGIT
Conversation among groups of actors along Broadway during the past
week has mostly run to Equity and Sunday closing. Following is one
sample which may be the general trend of all.
A group of six (evidently all Equity members) discussed freely. One
fairly well known Englishman, a rabid Equity-ite, used up the stock
explanations of those in favor of the Sunday proposition. Aside from
his positiveness that Equity would be successful, his only new piece of
Information was that the Chicago representative of Equity has been instructed to propagandise that city with actors, unions and legislators,
influence the sentiment of all in favor of closing the theatres on Sunday,
or falling In that, one other day in the week.
Arguments were many. One chap put up a logical reply to the one

of colored troops, which he assisted
Col. Haywood in organising.

Philadelphia, Mar t.
ered a good beginning. There was
Business slid off almost all along a rather distinguished audience with
the line last week, but the losses a number of society parties and
Most of the
were pretty evenly divided, so that University people.
no show, except the departing "Blos- notices were full of praise. It is
som Time," can be credited with a considered that if anything can
real bod gross. Local managers are make this new movement withstand
so optimistic there is every indica- the summer heat its start Monday
tion that six out of the eight legit- will do the trick.
At the last moment. Instead of
imate houses will be open close up
having the Garriek dark this week
to June/
There were two returning shows, before the opening of "Adrlenne," it
was decided to book "The Bal TabIn addition to two new presentations
by the Moscow Art Theatre, to en- arin" in for the single week, in itself an unusual arrangement here.
liven the situation last week. Probably the biggest surprise was the This is also unusual in view of the
fine business achieved by "Make It fact that 'The Bal Tabarin" Is a
Snappy," at^ the Chestnut. • This Shubert show, and the Garriek a
Eddie Cantor revue played to good syndicate (Erlanger) house. Secbusiness at the Shubert last year, ond time this year this has occurred,
and last wej»k, the first of its re- the first, "Spice of Life," booked in
turn engagement, the gross went to at the Forrest in the fall. The openover (15,500 at $1.50 top, unusually ing of "The Bal Tabarin" was well
papered, but there was some real
good.
money in, too. The notices were
It was one show which didn't feel none
too good, however.
saving.
daylight
the
of
effects
the
"Shuffle Along" had close to caMonday night, when the real mix-up
occurred, there was virtual capacity, pacity at the Forrest, with little pathe last minute demand at the box per out. It drew good notices all
offsetting the cancellations along the line, and the advance sale
office
sent In during the day. The Chest- is good, but the management is adnut's come-back after the disastrous mittedly worried about its ability to
period devoted to Shubert vaudeville complete a long stay. Emphasis is
"Spice" placed on the words "limited enis the talk of the city.
started the ball rolling, and "Make gagement" in ads and publicity with
It Snappy" seems to be out to beat no hint to the general public that
"Spice's" record. The Cantor show the colored revue hopes for a sumstarted off this week in fine style, mer continuance.
Next Monday there will be two
and is more than likely to stay four
Instead of three weeks, as planned. openings, the second presentation of
the
new Theatre Guild, "Winnie and
Monthe
feeling
while
The Lyric,
day drop because of time change, the Wolves," starring Lola Fisher,
showed a substantial gain with the and "Adrienne" at the Garriek. The
Moscow Art over Its first week. first-named might stay two weeks
The Cherry Orchard" and "The if business warrants, as the Guild,
Three Sisters," the two plays given while adhering generally to single
by the Russians during their final week stays, is not definitely comweek, appeared to be more popular mitted to that policy. "Adrienne"
than either "Tsar Fyodor" or "The w*ill stay only two Instead of three
Lower Depths" here, unless it was weeks as first reported.
With the Broad closed and the
that the first two mentioned were
given only three performances each, Adelphi closing. Saturday, there will
while the other two had six each. be six houses open next week, proSome claim it was a case of con- vided the Walnut* decides to switch
centrated trade that resulted in the 'Bal Tabarin" over there as exbig houses at The Cherry Ordhard" pected. This would be for only a
week or two, as the management
and "The Three Sisters."
-Whatever the reason, the second wants a week to renovate the theweek's gross Jumped nearly $4,000 atre before the beginning of the
over the first week's, the figure be- summer revue on June 4. The GarCapacity riek will have a month of pictures
ing reported at $35,500.
"Adrienne."
was the rule upstairs nearly all following
final switch has solved the
week, the downstairs weaknesses
daylight
saving
situation here to
Tuesbeing prominent Monday and
day and at a couple of the matinees. the satisfaction, at least, of the
The high scale of prices held the theatre managers. The Shpbert and
business down to almost entirely the syndicate houses advertise standard
time, with shows starting at 2.80
local Russian element.
\

A

"Captain Applejack," "The Greenwich Village Follies," and The
Changelings" took normal drops
with the advent of the first real
summer weather, but all turned In
grosses well up on the profit side.
"Applejack," in its sixth and final
week, held to around $11,000, a loss
of less than a thousand over the preceding week. If it had not been for
the light saving mix-up early it
would have shown a definite gain.
"The Changelings" was also hit
by the light saving Jumble, but held
up well throughout its third and last
week at the Broad. Capacity no
longer ruled (as it did the second
week), but a gross of about $17,000

and

vue in tor an engagement.
"Blossom Time'' continued to drop
so badly last week the announce-

ment Sunday

of the final

week was

in the least a surprise.
The
Schubert operetta did nothing at the

not

Adelphi. wl ere it was transferred
when the Russians took possession
of the Lyric, its gross hitting some-

theatrical

field

In

•

Clara Young, star of the Yiddish
company presenting "Ida in Seventh Heaven," has promised to drop
the use of the "Seventh Heaven"
part of the title following an Investigation by the Piracy Committee
of the Producing Managers' Asso-

While Miss Young's pro-

ciation.

duction, a
fringe on

musical,

does not In-

Dropped considvery, very weak at Wednes-

day matinee.

Gross

reported

at

slightly over $24,000. Another week
definitely and possibly more.
*"8huffle
Alono" (Forrest, 1st
week). Big opening night business,
but much doubt expressed as to
ability of colored revue to last sum-

mer as hoped. "Hunting Big Game"
held up nicely in final week.
"Bal Tabarin" (Garriek, 1st week).

hit

around

$11,000,

completing a ~>ery

profitable stay here.

"Make

A

certain management quite well-known as hospitable hosts under
certain conditions is lately reported to have entertained a group of
bankers at a very private party in a very private apartment In one of its
own theatre buildings. Deducing as they say when speaking of bankers
or judges, a party Is a party with always an object and often a result.

John Golden's play, the
title is confusing and the change
was decided upon following an Investigation.
J. Lynn Y eagle, for IS years with
the Washington "Post" and for the
past two years head of the dramatic section picture and musical
departments of the publication, has
left the paper.
Prior to going with
the "Post" Yeagle was connected
with
the
Washington "Herald.".
The dramatic department of the
paper is now practically functioning with but one man, O. E. Glennon, transferred from the city room
of the paper.
'

"Partners Again," with Barney Bernard and Alex Carr, ended Its
season Saturday, •which concluded a two- week engagement In the subway
house. Business was much under expectations, the takings for the first
week being a bit under $§.000. The P. ft P. show was regarded as sure of
big returns \n that section of the city. Bernard and Carr will leave for
the coast to appear in the first filming of "Potash and Perlmutter."
"Partners Again'.' is routed for 40 weeks next season, regardless of reports
they would appear in a new P. ft P. Show In the fall.

I

Harry

A

Henkel has gone from

The announcements for "The Boule Cabinet," a melodrama being produced by Wlnthrop Ames and Outhrle McClintic, wMl carry the authors'
names as Eleanor Robson-Belmont and Harriet Ford. Tho former, Miss
Robson, la the wife of August Belmont, but it was believed her professional name would be used in billing the play. It is the first time the
Belmont name has been legitimately used In theatricals.

Baltimore, to Hagerstown,
Md., representing the Nixon -Nlrd-

Ford's,

Josephine Turck Baker, the Chicago editress of "Correct English." was
there, and having not in the cast of "The Apache," which she wrote and produced.
It
as assistant N-N opened flt the Punch and Judy Monday. The house was rented for two
is embroiled in legal proceedings weeks at $1,500 a week, but the house management Is said to have
with the Washington Street Amuse- insisted a professional appear in the role Miss Baker had selected. She
ment Co., of Hagerstown, over the appears to have fallen for the dictation. It Is understood tho Punch and
possession of Nixon's : a demy in Judy desired a regular cast play the piece, on an outside chance it might
that town.
land for a run.
linger

interests

Walter

W. Arts

.

Si

Goodfrlend

has

left

the

De

Harold Burg, formerly identified with the defunct Affiliated Theatres

Wolf Hopper comic opera company, Corporation, which operated the Shubert vaudeville circuit, debutted this
which he agented this season. The week as a legitimate producer. He Is managing director of the corporaattraction opens at Fountain Ferry tion which produced Ethel Clifton's "For Value Received." The sho*
Park, Louisville, Monday and will opened at the Longacre Monday.
at Carlin's Park, Baltimore,
summer. No agent la emElployed for either park date.
liott Foreman remains as company

for the

manager.

4th week).

erably,

it

Snappy" (Chestnut, 2d

week).
Caught on with bang on
second visit, grossing $15,500 at $1.50
top.
Stays three weeks jind possibly " more.
Hasn't been decided
whether house v/ill have successor
to

the

The Walnut, however, repeat

7.30.

was reported, big money for this Shubert booking in a syndicate
medium capacity house at this sea- house for a single week's stay. Some
son. The grosses established by the notices unflattering. Monday gross
Miller all-star show
closed the fairly good. "Adrienne" Monday. In
final week. "Captain Applejack"
Broad in a blaze of glory after a
rather uneven year.
"The Greenwich Village Follies,"
off the first week, and coming back
strong Its second, did not continue
to gain as expected. A drop of from
$2,000 to $3,000 was recorded last
week, with present indications that
this week will find the revue down
close to, $20,000.
Nevertheless, it
has been definitely decided to keep
the "Follies" in for a fifth week, with
the possibility of a sixth unless the
bottom drops completely out. Business has been below expectations,
but so much better tftan the Shubert
has done most of the season that it
is considered worth keeping the re-

utilising

the new members drive now being
functioned. For the months of June
and July the local association of
commerce has arrayed the biggest
number of conventions ever scheduled for the town. The way bookings now shape up it doesn't look
as If the visitors to the city will
have a varied list of attractions to
select from. Shows in town at the
time will reap the harvest

'

sticks to its determination (taken
directly after the Monday confusion)
to run on daylight saving time.
Estimate for last week:
"Greenwich Village Fellies" (Shubert,

quoted. He said, "I don't think the attitude of the council is consistent.
In the first place, they claim they want the theatres olosed because the
actor needs a day of rest and yet they tell us we can work benefits on
Sundays. That is, we may not work for pay. but we may work for
nothing on 'our day of rest.' I don't want any day of rest. I get plenty
of them and I'll probably get three months' 'rest' this summer. That's
vacation enough for me. A day of rest for workers who work 52 weeks
a year is necessary. They are lucky if they get two weeks' vacation,
but what actor does not get at least three months' layoff in a year?
"Still, if the majority vote for closed Sunday theatres, I'll go the same
route, but they must be closed tight, with none opened, even for benefits.
Playing benefits for
If they want a day of rest let it be a day of rest.
nothing Is Just as much work as playing for pay, and playing benefits
will not help t.> pay the rent or butcher's bllL
"I don't believe the closed Sunday is for the actors' good, except maybe
the stars and the actors who do not have to figure close on the dollars
and dimes. They get value for their services through advertising and
social intercourse, which overlooks the little fellow like you and me.
"Ah. to hell with reformers anyway! If an actor needs the money snd
can get a job he should be allowed to accept the chance Sunday. Monday
or any other diy."
And nearly all of tho others seemed to agree with him.

Chicago Association of Commerce
is

"Make It Snappy"
"Kempy" (Walnut,

by" daylight saving

or not.
2d week).

mixup

last

Hit

Mon-

but showed promising climb,
and started this week well. Gross
reported at $7,100.
"Successful Calamity" (Lyric. 1st
week). First of newly organized
Philadelphia Theatre Guild shows,
planning single week engagements.
Opened with real promise and organization hones to ride through
summer. Moscow Art Theatre in
second and last week climbed,
showing gross of considerably over
day,

Out In Chicago where "Why
Not?" Is playing at tho Powers it
appears that this Is going to be the
final week of tho show. Last week
the gross that tho attraction got

The New York State Assembly adjourned last week without voting on
The
bill framed to permit Sunday night legitimate performances.
was fought in committee, but passed the upper house. It was con-

the

bill

ceded by the sponsors that if put to a vote in the lower house It would
probably have been defeated by a small vote, but showmen who backed
the proposed law declare it is not a closed issue. It is their intention of*""
pushing the bill when the assembly convenes in December, and point out
its passage in the upper branch proves It has a strong chance to eventually become a law.

Teddie Gerard did not play to the satisfaction of the Shubert » when
at Atlantic City last week. A substitution for
the Gerard role Is to be made. Miss Gerard came over here from England
evidently on speculation, as she held no contract with the Shubertg and
"Irene" will ho sent to the road walked Into the "Tabarin" production accidentally.
Another miscast
again next season, the show's fifth in the same piece is said to have been Bob Nelson as a light juvenile.
year.
It will open August SI at
Miss Gerard and Mr. Nelson were saddled with roles something foreign
Oklahoma City and goes to the to both. Irving Fisher may succeed Nelson, although Fisher had prepared
coast after playing Texas territory.
to re-enter vaudeville this week.
There were two "Irenes" out this
season.
The race between Dillingham and Ziegfeld to secure Eddie Cantor as a
star was not so much of a struggle as might have been supposed from
Wagenals ft Kemper are engaging the first report, saying Dillingham lost Cantor by 24 hours. As a matter
the cast for "The Breaking Point," of fact, Dillingham had Cantor by several months, reaching the matter of
a new play by Mary Roberts Rine- a signed contract last fall. Cantor's agreement with the Shuberts and
hart, to open at Atlantic City July 2. his present season under their management in "Make it Snappy" interMcKay Morris will play the lead.
vened with Dillingham and Cantor, permitting their first signed conFor some purpose lsst week Ziegfeld denied he had
tract to lapse.
theatre
Jane Taylor is appearing In Cantor under contract nor would be admit he intends building a
Shubert builder) as the con"Sally, Irene and Mary" at the Cen- of his own with Edward Margolies (the
theatre
all details cleaned up.
without
small
a
reported
as
It
is
tractor.
error
tury, though tho program in
last week listed Ruth Zender InEddie Dunn returned from a trip to Paris several weeks ago. He said
stead.
he had a nice quiet time, explaining that by stating his trip to Paree was
too late. When Edward battled for George M. Cohan in the tree
Ned Nye, known In vaudeville for 30 years exercises
on Patriotic Day In Boston, he had just stepped off the
planting
a quarter of a century, has written
boat, beautified by a light gray Fedora and spats to match. Mayor Curley
a three act comedy which may be
to hold the hat, but not the spats, while young Dunn shoveled
effered
sponsored by McBrlde.i the ticket

was $3,889. Tho show went Into
town without advance work.

broker.

the'

"The Bal Tabarin" opened

earth onto the tree's roots.

$35,000.

Phoebe Lee Is no longer with the "Forties." When Phoebe returned
Time" "Adelphi, 3d
Ceorge Lederer*s activities for from Palm P»ea<*h she did not appear at the theatre except to visit there
week). Twenty -ninth and final week
include the new musical
one evening behind ths scenes. Seemingly the row between Phoebe and
where hrtween $0,000 and I3.2S0. in city, recent slum!) showing r.o next season
comedy, "Suzette," and a revival of
With this work it will have com- signs of abatement leading to <'••
Helen Lee Worthing has not been patched up and as far as Miss Worthing
Last "i'eaches."
pleted
2H
weeks in cision to end record run.
It all started over the fact that Miss Worthing
consecutive
is concerned it won't be.
•'•t\'s gross littl*» over $i»,0(/0.
Philadelphia.
white at Palm !«• h with Miss Leo Introduced the latter to a very
The I'.ro.'ul is closed for tli.> seaThree openings thi-' week, sr*d all
Mutual burlesque, at the Lyric, wealthy Philadelphlan, and Miss Lee immediately annexed him for
show promise. The newly organised son except for amateur perform- Newark N. J., this week, Is followed
luncheon, leaving Miss Worthing flat on the sands. Later the same
Philadelphia Theatre Guild gave Its ances. This week the Savoy comMe," a colored show.
afternoon Miss Lee left the hotel where she and Miss Worthing were
pany, local Gilbert and BuIUwn or- by "Follow
first performance at the Lyric. "A
presents
"Pirates ol
stopping and that was the last seen of Miss Lee until she visited back
Bucsossflll Calamity." with William ganisation,
"The ChangeCiliette end Lolt Fisher. The gross Pen so nee,"
Henry J. Sayers will be the com- stage the other evening and displayed considerable jewelry and 10 onethe
for the first night was reported at a lings" completed three wceKs of fine
pany manager for the Bert Swor thousand-dollar bills, stating she wasn't worrying about working for
gross of over $17,000
"Blossom

•«

1

few dollars short of $700. which at
the low

t,;

ale (SI CO top)

13

business, with

consid- last week.

- 1

*_»

.

minstrels.

time being anyhow.
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STOCKS
AMBITIOUS PROGRAM

OF PHILLY'S GUILD

ARLINGTON PLAYERS

•

Chas. A. Bickford

Lease

of

in

Court Over

Auditorium,

Lynn, Mass.

Conservatory.

Newly Organized Stock Opens
New
Stars and
Well

—

Pl&fs for Future

Bills

Philadelphia,

May

9.

The newly -organized Philadelphia
Theatre Guild, under the management of Milton Shubert, gave its
first
performance Monday to a
packed house, of which a good proportion represented real money.

The play was Clare Hummer's
comedy, "A Successful Calamity,"
with William Gillette in his original role of the millionaire, anxious
to get a night of rest at home.
Fisher, previously associated
with Miss Kummcr's plays, was
also imported for the leading feminine role.
Lola.

The company gave a splendidly
rounded performance and won the
In th© compraise of the critics.
pany «re: Ann Winslow, a cute,

bobbed-hair ingenue; Alan Bunce,
a clever youngster of the HunterAlbert Hackett type, doing the son;
Edward Douglas and Robert Rendel, both of
whom gave ^capital
characterizations as the daughter's
fiances;
Patricia
Morris,
in
a
small role;
Frederic Karr, who
made the butler stand out vividly,

and C. Henry Gordon, Arthur
Margaret
Borough and
Kiohard Spencer.
A smoother performance could
not very well have been given if
the company had been together on
Broadway for a year. The single
stage setting was unusually attractive and in good taste. The expert
stase direction of William H. GllBarry,

mofe was often
The second

in evidence.

of

Normandy"

is

a good

Its beauty
for condensation.
Lynn, Mass., May 9.
bill
lies in the tuneful music rather than
Declaring that the court action
in an unusual story, and with the
songs, "Billow Rocking," admirably brought against him by A. Guy
sung by Duffy; "Legend of the Bell," Caldwell of Lynn, is part of a genjust as well sung by Miss Macken- eral conspiracy to prevent a renewal
zie, and the ever popular, "Look at
of his lease of the Auditorium,
That and Look at This," following Lynn, Actor- Manager Charles A.
in quick succession.tho effect is good
Arlington Players,
backed up by adequate special Bickford of the
scenery, and the flash it makes in has Issued a statement giving his
a city where special presentations side of the case. He alleges the
have practically been limited to bill in equity filed in Superior
gaudy and pointless prologs, can Court, contains misstatement of
readily be imagined.
fact.
Its effect Monday night was to
The bill states that on May 29,
pack the Century as it has not 1922, the parties formed a partnerIt
been packed for some weeks.
ship
to operate a stock company
went over to big applause, and interruption during the action was at the Auditorium, plaintiff putting
in
experiment
$1,000
to secure a year's lease
frequent. It is a notable
and ono which seems likely to suc- and has advanced $1,900 to finance
To one who has never seen the venture, besides loaning the deceed.
the original work no idea of its fendant $500; that the venture has
appeal will be given by the condenbeen very profitable but that Bicksation. In this it is faulty.
ford has put relatives in various
In its presentation here the stage
positions at excessive salaries and
could stand a little more light, as it
Is hard to distinguish features from has made many needless expendithe rear of the house. Just why the tures from the partnership funds;
spots were thrown on when the that the first profits were to be
artists were taking their calls and used to repay his advances, but he
why they were kept darkened while has received nothing and cannot get
the work was on is a matter of
an accounting. He asks that the
Bisk.
stage management.
court order an accounting; that the
partnership be dissolved and that a
receiver be appointed to wind up
its affair and that Bickford be re("Rebecca of 8unnybrook Farm")
strained from issuing checks or inSt. Louis, May 9.
curring expenses in the name of the
Before ari audience that filled
partnership.
the
Empress,
the
every seat in
In reference to the allegation that
Woodward Playere put over "Rebecca of Sunny brook Farm" (Wig- he was to receive $125 a week, but
gin) with exceptional ability.
got much more and discharged the
The players opened at the Gar- leading woman and substituted his
rick early in the season but deserted wife, paying her an exorbitant salit and leased the Empress for the
ary, Mr. Bickford stated that the
remainder of this season after the
They facts are that the leading woman
Shubert units closed there.
now have about 32 weeks to their resigned and that as a result he alThe personnel of the or- lowed his wife to take the lead, she
credit
ganization remains as when first receiving much less than the other
Hazel Whitmore and actress, although fully maintaining
organized.
John Warner are the leads.
the standard set by any leading
Miss Whitmore as Rebecca gavo woman that ever played In the

WOODWARD PLAYERS

attraction of the
Theatre Guild will be a brand new
play, dramatized by William Gillette from the
"Winnie O'Wynn"
stories in the "Saturday Evening
Post."
It will be called
"Winnie a performance of detailed finish and
and the Wolves" and will feature study. It is the best role Miss WhitMiss Fisher. The third play will more has had since coming to St.
in
all
probability
be
"Captain Louis. Mr. Warner did exceptionAdam Ladd. Warner is the
Brassbound's
Conversion,"
with ally as
popular of the male members
Grace George, to be followed by most
and is adored by the fair sex, and
Langdon Mitchell's "New York also recognized for his ability as an
Idea," with the same star.
actor.
William Collier and Franclne
George Doan Borup gave an exLarrimore
in
comedies,
Nance cellent performance as Abner SimpO'Neill in a new play, Lionel Bar- son. Margaret Spooner was equally
rymore as a possibility in a as good as Mrs. Simpson. Caroline
Kitty Rose gave a
dramatization
of
Maugham's Morrison and
performance as Miranda
"Moon and Sixpence" and Ben Ami creditable
and Jane Sawyer. Raymond Brown
are other prospects.
as Jeremiah Cobb accomplished a

theatre.

^

Regarding the rent issue, Mr.
Bickford said the rent is paid in
advance and that the year does not
'expire until July 1. 1923.
Mr. Bickford asserts that Mr.
Caldwell attempted to act as stage

manager and

finally

gave

it

up and

consented not to take any part or
do anything further in any capacity,
although at times he did take subordinate parts.

The statement that he had deposited funds of the partnership in
accounts other than the partnership

'

The

little

theatre tournament at

New

York, conducted in
co-operation with the New York
Drama League, started Monday with
four playlets produced by little theatre groups hailing from Bridgeport,
Conn.; New Rochelle, N. Y.; Greenwich, Conn., and Scarsdale, N. Y.
Similarly four one-acters will be
produced nightly through Friday,
the four best of the five days' competition appearing Saturday matinee and evening, when the David
Belasco trophy will be presented to
the most successful contestant and
three cash prizes of $100 each to the
three best presentations of the 20
plays produced.
While this smacks considerably
of amateur theatricals, with few
professing the entire .scheme to be
anything otherwise, the tournament
furnishes considerable food for reFor one
flection in many respects.
thing, the attendance and the enthusiastic response, fully taking cognizance of the fact each player had
many friends in the audience, really
bring home the need of a permanent one-aot playhouse In New
York. It Is almost a certainty such
a venture would succeed commercially, and it would be folly for the
New York Drama League, through
the medium of Walter HartwiK, its
general manager, who fathered the
present tournament, to abandon any
such likelihood.
As has been often noticed, the
author of the one-act play is limited
the Bayes,

for the main to just such companies
for the presentation of his output.

Vaudeville demands more spontaneously energetic sketches than
the kind presented the first two

Milton Shubert and
McLaughlin whereby they

will interchange stars for their respective stocks in Philadelphia and

Cleveland.
Under the plan a star
may be engaged for four weeks,
playing two weeks in each city, although the dual engagement will
only apply when both managers are
able to use the tame players.
Francine Larrimore and Gregory
Kelly Ruth have been engaged for
both
stocks
William
Gillette
and Lola Fisher, who opemd a two
weeks' engagement in Philadelphia
Monday, will not appear, however,
for McLaughlin.
Milton
Shubert's
Philadelphia
Theatre Guild is his own project.
He has leased the Lyric from the
Shuberts, under a "four walls"
rental.

•

CHIMES OF NORMANDY"
Baltimore,

May

9.

Claiming their theatre is the first
to produce a condensed comic opera
with a troupe of any standing in
connection with a regular motion
picture bill, the Century this week
offers
the old Planquelte work,

"Chimes of Normandy."
J. liumbird Duffy, tenor, and Alice
Mackenzie, soprano, are the leading

singers in the organization, which
It lines up as an ex12.
pensive proposition. Mr. Duffy and
Miss. Mackenzie sang in Baltimore
last season, during the ten weeks'
season which DcWolf Hopper played

numbers

Sara Sherman Pryor is the author and
Stuart Walker- opened in In- director of this playlet, presents! by the
dianapolis for his seventh season Little Theatre League of Bridgeport. Setting' by Charles H. Armstrong.
Members of Margaret Kent
at the Murat May 2.
Julia C. Farnam
the company in "Rollo's Wild Oat," Beatrice Allison, younger sister,
Dorothy Ogdcn Wheeler
opening, were Tom Powers, Spring Donald A'.lison, brother-in-law,
John MacDonald
Byington, L'Estrange Millman, LuKatherine Wheeler Clark
principals for the Newark company clle Nokilas, Boyd Agin, -Corbet Mrs. Jenkins
Mrs. Miles
Eleanor R. Clifford
which debuts at the Shubert May Morris, Judith Lowry, Robert Mc- Dr. Ralph Graham. .Hal Thurman Kearns
21 are James Stevens, Ralph Er- Groarty, Clark Hoover, Elizabeth
"The But" is a serious little play
Thiede, Louis Cassa- Ross, Aldrich Bowker, Jean Spur- dealing with Margaret Kent's sacrole, Elise
rifices for her sister and family,
vant, Carl Stall, Elmira Lane and ney and William Kirkiand.
which have caused her the loss of
Mildred Rogers. Lew Morton will
happiness. Miss Clark and
be the director and Ross Moberly
The stock playing 'Xawful Lar- worldly
Clifford, as the kindly neighA ceny" last week at the Alcazar, San Miss
conduct the orchestra.
will
bors, scored with their character
chorus of 35 is scheduled.
Francis. o, had Louis Bennlson, also parts, and Hal Thurman Kearfls as
another member new to this group, the lank village Samaritan was apThe Bonstelle Players open at the but a return for the Alcazar, propriately cast. John MacDonald
with
week
next
Garrick, Detroit,
Thomas Chatterton, besides Nor- bespeaks of light Juvenile possibiliIn the company man R. Feusier, Fanchon Everhart, ties, although too "collegian" for
"The Goldfish."
are Jessie Bonstelle (reported), Gil- Mary Duncan, Ancyn T. McNulty, the part in the play.
berta Faust, Katherine Alexander, Cliff
Thompson, Leigh Wlllard,
The Revolt of the Mummies
Richard Stevenson, Neil Martin, Hugh Knox.
Presented by the Huguenot Players, of
William Crimans, Millard Vincent,
New Rochelle. Theodore Pratt is the auMinor Watson, Douglas Dumbrllle,
The Players* Guild stock, under thor of this fantastic travesty.
The Slave Mummy
Tht -ndore Jarobson
Frederick Kaufman. The Vaughan the direction of James Gleason, F. The
Melancholy Mummy .. .Eugene Beaupre
Glaser Stock opens In Detroit In W. Guttbert and Thomas E. Jack- The Uvely Mummy
Jerome Brown
Pharaoh
The
Sylvan H'/ffman
June at Orchestra ball, with Frank son, opens May 20 at the Davidson, Valeeta, formerMummy
wife at various stages
Morgan leading man.
Milwaukee. The company will inin her career of the other mummtep,
Hazel Decohere
Elisabeth
Bisdon,
clude
Audrey Socrates, a statue
James LtpStr
James Carroll, with stock? Balrd, Claire Weldon. Mlna Gleason,
F.
A cleverly conceived and exceedoompnnles in St. John. N. B. Hal- Robert Armstrong, John T. Dwyer, ingly bright travesty Is this fantasy,
John Thorne, William Gallagher in which the museum mummies
ifax, Nova Scotia, and Bangor, Me..
will open another company May 19 and George Meeker.
come to life after exhibition hours
and decry the rudeness of the muin Sydney, Nova Scotia.
The Joseph Pay ton stock opening seum's visitors and their discussion
One
Marjorio Foster and Arthur Chat- Monday at the Lyceum, Elmira, N. of the embalmed anatomies.
mummy describes his advent into
terton arp the leads of the Poll stock Y, in "East is West." recruited by
town, where he visited the Palace
will
include Edna of the King
at the Court Squ.ire, Springfield, Oily Logsdon,
of Moving Pictures
The company opened Mon- Buckler and Franklin Fox, leads, ing Is adequate throughout, and the
Mass.
(Continued on page 23)
day wiili "East Is West." Others
(whoever he might be). The cast-

The musical stocks which the
Shuberts will establish in Newark
(Shubert) and Brooklyn (Majestic)
for the summer are expected to be
a transition between road shows
and usual stock organizations. The

.

;

Untold Tale

Boccaccio's
The

Riverside
present

Conn.,

Kemp.

Players, of
playlet

Greenwich
by Harry

tills

by

Produced

takes place
Great Plague. 1848.
Action

in

Mary Hill-Brown*
the

year of th*
""

Baxter Llebler*
Evelyn Wight
Imogen Reynolds
Edith Mills 'ml, ton
Dloneo
Clarence BoylM^
Voices
Merwln Stoughton, Gwendolyn
Gray. Ruth Jaycox,
In the procession bearing the dead—
E. Warfleld Kelly. Jr., John Warner
Arthur Warner, William Crawford.
Florlo
Olivia

Violante
Llxzla

<

This untold
great

Italian

tale,

ascribed to the

novelist,

recites

of

Violante's test of Florlo's love. Violante returns as from the dead, but
Olivia, the
shrew, conceives '.he
idea of falsifying the beautiful Violante's pulchritude, stating that the
plague has transformed the beautiful maiden into a shrivelled old hag.
Florio does not look for himself,
but vows that his love is of the soul
and not of the flesh, and, exiting,
blinds himself so that he may forever visualize the beautiful girl that
was, and never see the ugly woman
he has been led to believe she is.
Exceedingly well played by the

whole company.

The Trysting Place
Booth Tarkington's. comedy of adolescent
youth, us .-i-arkling in miniature as his
"Seventeen. "
Produced by the Wayslds
Players, of Scarsdale.
Lancelot..
,Roy Durst in*.
Mm. Purtia
Eleanor Besse
Jessie...
Margaret M. Con well
Mrs. Brlggs
.......Clara Pleuthner
Rupert
Chester Van Tassel
Mr. Ingoldsby
...... .Hobart B. Upjohn

The action

is

in

a room

'

|

;
'

•

just off

the lounge in a fashionable hotel.
Of Monday's program Lancelot (.Boy Durstine), in his
probably Booth Tarkington's "The 'teens, is enamored of Mrs. Curtis,
Trysting Place" might qualify for a widow. Lancelot has followed the
a vaudeville showing, and that only widow to this supposedly secluded
in the best houses and with consid- spot, with the latter
doing her
erable trimming to comply with the hardest to get rid of the persistent
ideal quarter-hour limitation.
adolescent lover, she having arAnother angle is the players them- ranged a tryst with somebody else
Every one seemingly takes in this nook also. Similarly, Lanceselves.
his or her work very seriously. All lot's sister. Jessie, has arranged to
mature people, away from the skit- meet her Bupert, and both Jessie
tish and kittenish high school age. and
Lancelot's widowed mother,
It is palpable their work is aimed
Mrs. Briggs, has dated Mr. Ingoldsfor something higher, if possible. by for the same place.
ConsiderAny number of the players pre- able comedy is derived from each
possibilities trying to shew the other elsewhere.
professional
sented
ranging from female leads and JuveMr. Durstine's creation of LanceThese little
niles to characters.
lot is well-nigh perfect.
The casttheatre groups, for all their ama- ing
is equally high grade throughteur or quasi -professional aspect,
out, summing up as the most enare unusually well financed, forming
of Monday evening's proan important past of their commu- joyable
gram.
nity and civic life, and the engagement of professional coaches and
Tuesday's program and audience
stage directors Is the usual thing
rather than the exception. This ac- contrasted with the previous evencounts most probably for their his- ing's in its general metropolitan appearance.
trionic proficiency.
Outside of the first, a
The thought presents itself for one Trenton, N. J., offering, the other
thing as regards Equity and 1924. three companies hail from within
Should any trouble develop between the confines of Greater New York,
Equity and the Producing Man- with the concluding "Thursday
agers' Association it is patent what Evening" playlet by Christopher
an unlimited field there is in this lit- Morley, a metropolitan newspaper
tle theatre movement to draw from.
"colyumist." the happiest offering
Not alone from the little theatre, of the evening and a likely conbut from stocks. Both are related tender for final honors.
and lead Into one or another. Quite
The evening's program opened
a few Broadway notables "arrived" with:
directly from such little theatre
Under Conviction

The Rut

Robert

playlet was a pleasing contrast ta
the somber first act.

<

nights.

INTERCHANGE STARS

A working agreement has been

TOURNAMENT

LITTLE THEATRE

The scale of prices is" 50 cents, characterization of the highest
cents, $1.00 and $1.50 evenings order.
Laura Lovett got the most fund account was termed "without
(except Saturday) and $1 at mati- out of a very small part. Virginia foundation" by Bickford.
Mrs. Sadie J. Barry of Salem has
nees.
Every effort is being made Springer's characterization of the
not only been appointed receiver to conduct
to push the subscription sale, and loquacious Mrs. Perkins
hilarious the affairs of the Arlington Players
in
audience
the
kept
groups.
an encouraging response on the
laughter but was a remarkable bit Company until the case has been
There are 20 competing now, and
part of society people and teachers
of stagecraft.
disposed of in court. The order is there are about 300 representative
has been found.
Matinees are
Bobby
were
cast
the
in
Others,
companies in this country. It is
returnable
June
4.
piven Wednesday, Thursday and Reed,
Marian
Fulton.
Marjorie
not
unlikely
some manager is
Saturday.
Waters.
Shilling, Maud Fulton and Helen
the
performances all
are Frank Camp, Rogers Barker, "clocking"
Hotselow.
week
for
such
discovery. Earl
Just
Drevenia,
Thomas Shearer, Felicia
O. D. Woodward, the veteran diCarroll, for one, will engage the
Tan-,
Jane
Jack
Mary
Robinson,
enthusiastic
receiving
is
rector,
most promising of the women for a
praise for giving St. Louis a stock McGrath, Arthur Holman, director; season from September.
Milton Shubert and Robert Mc- company of the highest class.
Edward Howard, stage manager,
Monday's program started with:
Ross.
and Maurice TuUle, scenic artist.
Laughlin Reach Understanding

75

made between

1923

10,

CHARGE CONSPIRACY

at Carlin's Arena, and they became
extremely popular.
Others in the cast include Sadie
Hochmann, Francis Tyler, and
Leode Hieropolis. The chorus has
students from the local Peabody

"Chimes

May

Thursday,

-

3

Offered by the Trenton Players' Gulhl of.
Trenton; written and directed by Mtlnor
Dorey.
Scene: A Pennsylvania miller'*
kitchen; time, early morning in March.
John Delker
Jame* Fitxchsrlea
Ann Delker
Ellen o'Tocle,
Sam Delker
Otto Fische*
Mng Metzger'.
Marion George

1

A

straitlaced Methodist mother,
forever spouting religion, refuses
assistance to her son, Sam, when he
supposedly becomes involved in a
scrape with the town's "bad girl,"'
Mag, and drives the latter from her
doorstep despite the girl's serious
condition and her offspring's concern In the matter. As a result Mag,
always in mortal fear of her "pap,"
seeks recourse to the millrare. The
mother is confronted with the body
of the dead girl and Sam renounces
his parent as wholly responsible,
vowing he is "going straight to the
devil."
(

The morbid theme would try
was a little

eran actors and

vettoq

much

for the company, although
they managed passably well.

A Thousand

Generations and One.
The Great Neck Players of Great Neck.

L.

I.,

present Ethelyn E. Keays' theme of
life set in the home of NlnhlDirected by E. P. Gaff-

Japanese

ga-wa In Tokio.
ney.

Nlshi-rawa

John Mull*r
Elizabeth Macdonald
Clara Vaughan Gaffney
Nishl-gawa Is a modern oriental
of Harvard education and a political figure In his home country, still
clinging to the kimono in deference to his country's customs and
habits, but wholly given to the ways

Kan

Yone

of the western world, including the
manner of worship. He therefore
is unyielding to his devoted wife's
religious homage to the idol, as a
result of which she decides to return
Howto the home of her father.
ever, his love for his mate makes
him bow clown in deference to the
gilded images and pray with his
wife that they be blessed with a
successor to the house of Nishl-

gawa.
Elizabeth Macdonald as Kan. HW
managed exceedingly well and

wife,

(Continued on page 3*)

Thursday,

May
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BALABAN

[THEATRE OWNERS' CONVENTION

Effort

to

Kicks

—

material.

Objects to Sunday

be held In the Coliseum In Chicago
from May 21 to 25 Inclusive, Is about
complete and reveals a wealth of
National President Sydney S
Cohen and other national officers,
have been at headquarters during

the greater part of the week, putting
the finishing touches on tfcfe conThere will
vention arrangements.
be a meeting of the National Board
of Directors and National Executive
Committee in Chicago May 19 before the convention', at which matters appertain'ng to the convention
will be determined.
The convention program will involve the opening of the convention
by National President or one of the
National Vice-Presidents on Monday, May 21, at 11 a. m., and then
the address of welcome by the representative of the Chicago and Illinois
Motion Picture Theatre Owners, followed by an official address of wel-

The effort of Balaban
link up loop theatres

May

9.

&

Kats to
in such a

shape as to have the producers at
their mercy has turned Into a
boomerang, the rush of which is
speeded along by every independent
producer loyal to his associates.

— Regular Black-

The

tale

starts

way

back,

when

Aaron Jones of Jones, Llnick &
Schaefer put over the Randolph theatre deal, and at the same time rid

Declared

list

MUSIC TAX CONTROVERSY
Propose to Try Minnesota Plan as Nation-Wide
Measure Discussing Refund of 25% to Theatre
Owners, Representing Thousands of Dollars

—

SEEK TO SHOW ZUK0R

If

present plans materialise, the

muslo tax question, long since a
subject of contention between the
exhibitors and the music men, may
FIRST
The Inside facts developed' In conbe cleared up during the convention
nection with the presentation of
of the Theatre Owners the week of
Chaplin's "Pilgrim" at the RooseMay 21 In Chicago.
8.
Walter Irwin and J. D. Williams Cohen, the M. P. T. O. Sydney
Perform- velt.
A's presi-

NEW CHEVY CHASE
ances

HAY END

Back — Developed

Chicago,

/
MINISTER BOYCOTTS

NATIONAL RATE

Sew Up Chicago

by "Pilgrim"

Program of Chicago Assembly Announced Group
Insurance to Be Canvassed George Eastman to
Address Gathering
The program for the national contention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America which will

& KATZ'S PLAN

BECOMES BOOMERANG

TO FIGHT FILM STOCK FRAUDS

—

17

n

his firm of several small photoplay

WANTED
on

NAT

Stand in Federal
Trade Inquiry

Washington May 9.
Two witnesses, Walter Irwin,
houses on Madison street It is
The new Chevy Chase Theatre, said Jones' talks with influential formerly general manager of V. L.
but recently opened in the fashion- friends led him to conclude that
S. E. and later head of Famous
able suburban district from which there was no use bothering with
department, and J.
the theatre is named, Is being boy- vaudeville at the new McVicker's Players theatre
cotted in an effort to force the theatre, which was then supposed D. Williams, former general manthe
giving
of
Suncease
house to
to
be continuing a vaudeville ager of First National occupied the
policy, and letting go of other theday shows.
three days of the proceedings up to
Blacklisting the house was sug- atres appeared to be the proper Wednesday in the Federal Trade
procedure.

gested in the sermon, Sunday, ol
the Rev. J. C. Nickolson, Wesley
M. El. Church. He said the theatre
was originally built under an agreement that no Sunday shows woul<
be given.
A fight to the finish has beer
commenced, according to the members of this particular church, who
have been joined by other churches
and civic clubs of the section. Twt
local men, W. B. Stringer) and I
M. Betts, have been appointed head
of a committee to make the fight.
They state the desire to close the
theatre Sunday Is not because of
fanaticism, but that Chevy Chase
has been developed and built up for
but one purpose, that of giving its
residents the privacy and quietness
of the suburbs.

may invite J. C. Rosenthal,
general manager of the American
Society of Composers, Authors >end
Publishers to present his organisation's side of the subject
Consideration of the step was prompted Is
a measure by W. A. Steffes, the
president of the Minnesota division
of the M. P. T. O. A. who communicated with the society on the
subject of effecting of a combined
rate for all the Minnesota members
for the privilege of performing
copyrighted music in conjunction
with film programs. This led to the
suggestion of a national rate.
The present license fee Is ten
cents per seat per year, but Mr.
Rosenthal states that some rebate
may be effected to include the
national body.
26 per cent rebate—not be termed a reduction to
assist the theatre owners la their
other legislative campaigns is a tendent,

Commission's inquiry into charges
Journeying to New York, Jones of unfair practices by Famous
turned over the Randolph to the Players.
.
Universal, receiving $1,000 a week
From both men the Government
profit on the deal, even though he sought to show that Adolph Zukor
held juicy contracts with producers had attempted to get control of
for big pictures then under process First National and the cooperative
A
of
Dever
William
Mayor
of making. When this deal was franchise concern was forced to recome by
consummated there was no thought organize to prevent the carrying
Chicago.
but what the new McVicker's would out of this design. Stock held by
There will be a response to this
play vaudeville, so Balaban A Katz sub-franchise men was converted tative likelihood.
on behalf of the National OrganizaIf such understanding is arrived
took over the Roosevelt from the Into a voting trust so that it could
tion, after which the convention will
commitAscher Brothers with a view of not be transferred, it was testified. at in the course of the exhibitors'
be declared In session and
shutting out opportunity for big
Then will follow a
Counsel for Famous Players tried convention it will mean a saving of
tees named.
producers to dispose of films for to offset Williams' testimony by thousands of dollars to either facreport on the Motion Picture Places
first runs in Chicago, excepting to having the (witness admit that he tion in legal expenses alone, alOf Progress or Exposition previous
Balaban &. Katz.
negotiated With various Famous though the theatre owner has Into the noon recesses.
There had been some active com- Players stars and directors includ- variably been the loser In the court
The first business of the afterpetition for big pictures between ing Charles Chaplin, Mary Plckford decisions to pay $280 damages (the
boon session will be the reading of
Balaban & Katz at the Chicago and and Thomas Melghan in what he minimum allowed under the copythe report of the National President,
"Ascher Brothers at the Roosevelt. admitted was a plan to control as right law) plus $10« counsel fees
Mr. Cohen will give a review of the
Often this opposition bidding ran many of the biggest stars and di- and $10 court costs.
three years in whleh he has been
Steff os has asked the
S. C.
P.
national president and will such sugprices beyond reason. "Beyond the rectors as possible by First Nato hold off filing a number of copywhich could ordinarily tional.
Rocks,"
gestions for the future development
J. L. & S. ADMISSION
clashes
right
infringement
hot
suits
against
several
There were
have been purchased for Chicago
of the organization.
During Monday afternoon, ad- "Stage Portion Quits as Important" for $5,000, was started at $4,000 and between Robert T. Swalne for the various Minnesota exhibitors until
dresses will be delivered by trade
bid up to $7,500. Balaban & Katz respondents and Mr. Williams over after the Chicago conference which
—To
Hsvs "Name" Acts
was request the American Society has
paper editors. Others will also dis—
are said to have figured that the some of his testimony and it
favored complied with.
cuss details of picture presentation
firm could stand to lose several brought out that Williams
Chicago, May 9.
the
but
Zukor,
with
alliance
an
Theaand the exploitation from the
Aaron J. Jones is la New York thousand dollars a week on the
because some
tre Owner's standpoint will be arranging for "name" acts for Mc- Roosevelt rather than to have the scheme^was defeated
"WRECKED LIVES" ON
deholders
franchise
handled by leading exhibitors from Vicker's theatre, which' he Is book- intolerable conditions existing at of the original
"Wrecked Lives/' the dope picarrangedifferent parts of the country, rep- ing "independently," according to that time continue and so arranged clined to enter Into such an
ture, said to be based on the late
ment.
resenting varied types of theatres announcements from
the Jones, for taking over the house. The deal
deal Wally Raid's struggle with the narHulsey
the
history
of
the
All
$200,000
and committees.
Llnick & Schaefer press depart- called for better than
Texas by which Famous Players cotic demon, with Mrs. Wally Reld
The representatives of the De- ment
(which means a profit to Ascher In
and Lynch acquired tie Texas in- (Dorothy Davenport), may come
partments of Agriculture, Post OfIn connection with "presenta- Bros.) a year rent and specified
terests was gone over and an effort Into a Broadway house shortly.
fice, Labor, Commerce, and Interior tions" at McVicker's the press an- that after rent and expenses were
The plan calls for Mrs. Reld's apthat Hulsey was
Of the United States Government nouncements says the "stage por- paid 50 per cent, of the profits were was made to showforced out throvh an attack upon pearance In person.
Pichaving exhibits at the Motion
tion of the entertainment Is be- to go to Ascher Brothers and the
Negotiations for the Earl Carroll
and
Lynch
ture of Progress, will also address coming quite as important as the residue to the operators.
This his banking backers by
Famous Playors. Williams told how were on for the picture and Mrs.
the convention Monday afternoon on cinema."
clause Is said to have been agreed
Zukor negotiated with him J leave Reld, but were called off through
matters pertaining to their Governto with the certainty that profits
First National and take over a new the Carroll setting $4,000 as the
ment displays, and point out the
would never amount to any great enterprise as a salary of $100,000 a rental figure for the house.
FITZMATJRICE
OUT sum.
lines of co-operation between these
year, the concern to handle a group
department activities and the TheaLos Angeles, May 9.
But this deal was no more than of foreign features.
Los Angeles, May 9.
Williams detre Owners.
George Fltzmaurice, the director closed than it came out that Jones
The dope picture that was made
in making offers
On Tuesday the convention will who Is to handle "The Eternal City" had a deal with Paramount by clared his object
direc- on the Thomas Ince lot by Mrs
and
stars
Players
Famous
to
bpen at 10:80 a. m. Reports will be for Sam Ooldwyn, will start shoot- which Jones, Llnick & Schaefer's
Wallace Reld Is to be released
tors was to get them to do their
received from the committee on ing in Rome about June 1.
all Famous Players' pictures were
producing under guarantees through the F. B. O. The wife of
credentials, rules and other comHe Is said to have "pulled a von to be shown and a little 'later it own
National, a system which the late screen Idol, accompanied by
mittees, ready at that time to pre- Strohelm" on the Famous Players developed that the new McVicker's from First
the product in the Adefla St. John Rogers, went to
sent their reports.- This will be fol- by walking off the lot In the midst was to be a picture house and not he believed put
conexhibitors at a lower Washington last week for the
lowed by the report of the national of a production of "The Cheat" he play vaudeville as a policy. Then hands of the
narcotic question.
because when stars produced vention on the
cost
treasurer, John T. Collins of Ruther- was directing.
came the wailing and gnashing of their own pictures there was no
ford, N. J.
The picture was about 50 per teeth on the part of B. & K.
and the negative cost
HAS WEIGHT STORIES
A complete presentation of the cent, finished and Frank O'Connor The Roosevelt has a weekly ex- "soldiering"
In the long run was lower.
Music License question will be made is finishing It
The Principal Pictures Corp. has
pense of $11,000 and after this is
list of payments by
a
have
We
at this session and addresses on that
secured the rights to screen a numRichard Bennett, who has been met the profits, If any, are divided
Nations" for productions by
subject will be delivered by Attor- signed for "Eternal City" sails for 50-50 between the present lessees First
of Harold BeU
PIckford, D. W. Grif- ber of the works
ney George P. Aarons of Philadel- Italy Saturday. Barbara LaMarr Is and the former lessees. As the Chaplin, Miss
Wright The first of these will be
stating
Charles Ray and others,
Worth,"
Barbara
phia, and Attorney S. A. Hanlyiof also under /contract for the produc- house could not get Paramount pic- fith,
"The Winning of
that the guarantee for "The Kid"
late this
Kansas City, Missouri, and others tion.
tures the Independent producers was $800,000 and the picture had which will be put In work
from various parts of the country.
month. The author is at present in
saw that to place their output in the
(Continued on page 40)
These men will handle the legal
Los Angeles conferring with Sol.
(Continued on page 46)
BEATTY AND SHIRK OUT
Lesser and Michael Rosenberg of
details and the other phases of It
Wright
will be presented to the convention
Los Angeles, May 9.
LESSER HEADS COMBINATION the P. P. organisation. Other
SORE AT SHEIK
stories to be filmed by the organizaby Sydney S. Cohen and others.
».
Jerome Beatty and Adam Hull
May
Los Angeles,
Dan
of
Calling
C.
"The
tion
are
Tuesday afternoon, Gov. J.
Shirk are no longer to be connected
Donate to the
A new combination of independent Matthews,"
"The Re-Creation of
Preus of Minnesota, who will soon with the Famous Players-Lasky or- Valentino Wouldn't
distributors has been formed here
Legion
Brian Kent" "When a Man's a
be the United States Senator from ganization on the West Coast after
with Sol Lesser as the head.
Man," "Their Yesterdays" and "The
that state, will discuss "Theatre this week.
t.
May
It Includes organizations covering
Conn.,
Waterbury,
Uncrowned King."
Insurance." The governor is an inJerome Beatty was formerly diAccording to a Waterbury news- the entire country and includos
surance expert and previous to be- rector of publicity and advertising
screen ever re- Balaban & Katz, Chicago; Abe
coming governor, was insurance In the home office, leaving for Los paper, no star of the
Co., GOODMAN'S SENSATIONAL FILM
ceived the panning and knocks that Blank. Des Moines; Stanley
commissioner in his state.
Angeles about a year ago to beDaniel Carson Goodman Is at presout last week, follow- Philadelphia; Flnklestein & Rubin,
Following Gov. Preus in this dis- come the studio representative of were handed
of Rodolph Val- Minneapolis; Nathan Gordon, Bos- ent screening a picture at the Tech
Shirk ing the appearance
cussion, Bruce Dodson of Kansas the distributing department.
representing
Studios, New York, said to be
Craver
Art
R.
D.
had
and
ton
entino, and, in fact before he
City, Mo., a specialist in "group In- was chief of the publicity staff on
of a sensational nature.
after his engagement with the southern states territory.
surance," who has demonstrated in the lot He Is succeeded by Arch left town
In
Lesser
with
In the cast are Mary Carr. MilAll are affiliated
show. The kicks at the
toany instances the great utility of Reeve, w^io has been his assistant his dancing
franchise dred Harris, Charles Emmet Mack,
Sheik are due to his refusal to con- the First National as
into
years.
subject
of
that
plan,
the
number
the
will
carry
but
for
a
^,
organization,
Tyrone Power, Clara Bow, Joe King,
tribute to a fund being raised by holders In that
minor details. Another insurance
to work Skeets Gallagher Joe De Pew, Helen
post of the American only formed combination is
Waterbury
others
and
expert from Michigan
Rowland, Sam Sldman and Jack
POLA NEGRI Legion, saying that he was "up .separately from the F. N.
from Pennsylvania and elsewhere, OPERATION ON
Richardson.
He definancially."
it
aprainst
9.
May
Angeles,
Los
Will also discuss insurance after
Kenneth Webb Is the director and
contribute or sign a pledge
Pola Negri, bethrothed to Charles clined to
RENEE ADOREE'S KLEIO EYES J. O. Taylor cameraman.
which theatre owner delegates will
card and was reported as not being
9.
May
complete the consideration of the Chaplin, was operated on last FriAngeles,
Los
with
and
so
do
in tbe position to
subject. It is likely that this matter day.
Renee Adoree was forced to quit WELLS HASTINGS DROPS DEAD
It
to give the sum of $1.
No news leaked of it until today refusing
will then be referred to a committee
studios because
understood that he received work at the Mayer
recoveris
she
Los Angeles, May t.
stated
was
it
when
It
With instructions to report definitely
suffered from Klelg eyea
$1,000 for his engagement— appear- she
Wells Hastings, author and screen
at a later session of the convention. ing: from a throat infection.
before she will
days
several
half hour in his will be
a
than
leas
ing
perone
only
dead ha*« today.
the
dropped
writer,
Chaplin was
So complete has been the consldbe back on the set.
dancing act with his wife.
mitted to see her.
(Continued on page 46)
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Thursday,

DENVER HOLDS UP

BEST SPRING BUSINESS;

W
Expensive

"BRASS" AT STANLEY

Exploiting

However— "Bella

Needed,

Donna" Only Fair— "Down

Held Over,

to Sea/'

Drawing Sensationally

———

Weather Helps

in

Denver, May f.
A general pickup In business all
over the city was reported last week.
The weather, always a big factor In
Denver, was conducive to downtown crowds, and most films drew
passably well, with no records
broken.
Gloria Swanson and Theodore
Roberts probably pulled nearest to
capacity at the Rialto (Paramount),
while a return showing of Harold
Lloyd In "Safety Last" at the Prinin

—

the Stanley,
finally responded to the campaign
after a rather slow start. The notices were Inclined to be lukewarm,
but that the novel from which the
picture was made has been running
in one of the dailies here helped
boom trade. A Ben All Haggin tabat

of demands for
of several hundreds of thousand dollars and that
Abrams and Walter E. Greene were
approached to advance $25,000 each
They refused but,
to help Zukor.
when the defendant represented he
had just bought a large block of
stdck from Hodkinson at $61 a
share which he agreed to sell in
order to raise the amounts of their
loans when necessary, they acquiesced.
Abrams' complaint was that when
the stock had reached a high enough
margin to enable Zukor to sell and
get back his purchase price and
have enough to pay the $50,000,
Zukor refused.
Abrams asked for his $25,000 plus
interest at six per cent, from June,

of a number
money payments
ject

"Du Barry," was an added
heavily advertised at the
Stanley and helped lift the gross.
The Karlton had a second bangup big week with the whaling picture, "Down to the Sea in Ships."
Word of mouth has boomed this one,
and last week's gross was bigger
than that of the preceding week. It
has been held over this week, the
first time this house has had a picture for three weeks this winter.
Business is holding up so very well
there is a possibility of still another
prolongation of the run. This picture is attracting a clientele the
Karlton has never had before, and
may be a big thing in a business
way for this shopping district house.
The Stanton, with "Bella Donna,"
had a money-making week, but this
much- touted feature by no means
touched the marks set by "Manleau,

feature,

$5,700.

(Bishop-Cass).

Seats

1,530.
Price, nights, 44. Fred
lo's "The Famous Mrs. Fair,"

Nibwith
Myrtle Stedman and Cullln Landis.

International News and special orchestra and organ program. About
14.300.
Isis (Fox).

Seats

Price,

1,776.

"Secrets of Paris" and
Land of Tut-ankh-amen."
Also Monte Batiks in "6 A. M."
nights, 35.

"The
Over

$4,200.

;.

Universal Spent $7,000 to Boom Snow Hunt Film—
Another in Opposition House $11,000 for "Yon
Can't Fool Your Wife" Disappointed

—

U.'s

FRISCO HOUSE
Frolic

Replacing

Kansas City, May $.
It cost the Universal something,
like $7,000 to show the Snow "HunW

Modern ing Big Game in Africa" picture fc
two weeks at the Orpheum. Thi

With

Theatre

promoters leased the house for thi
weeks, but two were only necet
to convince them Kansas City
Universal is to huild its own not care much for it. There
several angles to the failure of
theatre in Ban Francisco.
entertainment to prove a drai
This company has maintained a There seems to be an indifference
lease on the Frolic theatre here for the part of the picture lovers t<
some years. It expired this month. ward any film offered at a regul
This was shown whe
Carol A. Nathan, local U branch, theatre.
announces his concern has acquired "Way Down East" and the "Foi
the property on which the Frolic Horsemen" were tried at the Shubert and failed to draw. When
stands and will demolish it to make Snow pictures were announced the
for'
way for a modern theatre. The the Orpheum, the Pantages rushed
Frolic is small, seating hut 1,000, the Johnson "African" animal films
and is built much on the old nickel- In and ran them in connection with
a seven-act vaudeville bill, which,
odeon style.

San Francisco, May

9.

The work of razing the Frolic is
to begin at once.

By EDWARD
9.

In a decision handed down yesterday the court of appeals, the
highest tribunal in the state, decided' that news reels are subject
to censorship, thus confirming the
weather. Business began to pick up lower courts. The ruling is the outduring the week, and there was growth of the fight made by the
never any doubt about its being held Pathe company, after part of one of
over for a second week, but the pos- their news reels was ordered
sibility of a third is more or less
Motion Picture
remote.
"The Ne'er-Do-Well" is stricken out by the
prominently billed as the successor Film Censorship Commission.
question
was a
The news reel in
to the Pola Negri feature.
Present indications are that, un- movie of a bathing beach, In which
less some such features as "The it was claimed by the censorship
Covered Wagon" or "Enemies of
that several girls wearing
Women" is booked into the Stanton board
too scant attire were included in
with a big advertising splurge, the
scenes.
The decision caused no
house will revert to shorter runs, the
probably not to exceed two weeks, surprise here, as it was the genwhereas engagements of four and eral belief that the highest court
livo have been the rule all winter, I would uphold the lower ones in
with "Robin Hood" staying two their findings in the case.
months. Then, too, it is considered
more than likely that this house will
be one of the few of the Stanley G0LDWYN AND ALMA RUBENS
rhain to close during the summer.
Sam Goldwyn has come to the
It did last year, after a bad season,
decision that he will film "The
and came back with a bang in the
Eternal
City" in Rome, and ear]y
fa
The Aldine, with "Where the this week he was in negotiation with
Cosmopolitan
featured player,
a
Pavement Ends," shared less than
any of the Big Four in business last Alma Rubens, for the leading role In
wopk despite some eulogistic notices the production. Up to Wednesday
especially laudatory on the subject no deal had been closed.
of
Ramon Novarro, the lead.
Harry Relchenbach is to handle
Strangely enough, despite his presence in the cast, it was the matinee publicity for Goldwyn, which practrade that was off. On the whole, tically brings Harry back to where
however, "Where the Pavement ho started, for Jesse Lasky and
Ends" did a better week's business Goldwyn were partners when Relchat the Aldine than any feature at enbach worked for them in the prcthis house since midwinter.
Famous Players-Lasky days.
"Jazzmania" didn't do the business expected at the Palace, where
it was given a second run.
When pensively exploited, and finally reshown at the Stanley a few weeks sponded after rather discouraging
ago this Mae Murray picture pulled start. Business above average for
a big gross, but for some reason it this big house, with gross reported
wasn't so enthusiastically received at $25,000. No doubt but that Ben
at this East Market street house as Ali Haggin tableau helped some.
some of the star's previous pictures. "Souls for Sale," "Safety Last,"
"Bull Dog Drummond" had a fine "Rustle of Silk" and "The Famous
week at the Victoria; Alice Brady in Mrs. Fair" are prospective pictures
"The Snow Bride" had an above- at this house, in order named. Reaverage week at the Arcadia, and ported booked solidly up to middle
"Mr. Billings Spends His Dime" of June. (Capacity, 4,000; scale, 50turned In a fair gross at the Capitol. 75 evenings.)
Only two important pictures
Stanton "Bella Donna" (Paraopened here this week, the first be- mount). Business good, but not of
ing "Souls for Sale," at the Stanley. such a nature as-to warrant booking
and the second, "The Trail of the of over a couple of weeks unless
Lonesome Pine," at the Aldine. The sudden spurt occurs. Reported at
first-named is being pushed in big around $12,000, and probably slightstyle here, with Eleanor Boardman ly under.
(Capacity, 1,700; scale,
heavily billed, because Philly Is her 50-75 evenings.)
Aldine "Where
native city. "Glimpses of the Moon"
the
Pavement
is the Palace feature, with "The Ends" (Metro). Happy ending used
Village Blacksmith" at the Victoria here panned by critics.
Business
and "Money, Money, Money" at the Improved during week, with gross
Arcadia,
about average for house at $7,500.
It la understood that the Stanley
(Capacity, 1,500; scale, 50 straight.)
company is planning to put pictures
"Down to the Sea in Ships" (Hodinto the Garrick during the latter
on). Another very big week for
rart of May, though no official state- this whaling picture, which has
ment has been made and the names proved sensation downtown. Gross
«>f the pictures have not been diwent to nearly $10,500 big figure
thin
vulged. The Martin Johnson Jungle for
house.
none-too-largo
pictures are also reported as duo for Stays third week, and if boom cona showing in a downtown 'house, tinues may be kept fourth, someprobably one of the legit theatres thing Karlton hasn't had since
"Peter Ibbetson" itnd "FooV's Para*J'er its regular season,
•<
intimates for last week:
IK'0;
60
dise."
straight.)
Stanley— "Brass' (Warner). Bi
slaughter,"
Hood"
and
"Robin
'Adam's Rib," at the same house.
It was not helped any by some caustic notices and was hit a rather severe bump at the start by bad

1

Los Angeles, May

Tom

Moore, film

California this

New York

in a
titled

9.

star, will desert

summer
state

to

production

Jack Dillon has been engaged to
the Warner Fabian novel,
Flaming Youth."

direct

The making of the
"Abraham Lincoln,"

historical film,
is

well

under

way.

is

Virginia Pearson, former Fox star,
to be featured in a production to
made at the United Studios.

be

Irene Rich has been picked to play
the role of Queen in Mary Pickford's

forthcoming film of the nineteenth
century in Spain.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

will

release 49 pictures during the year

Of these Goldwyn will produce
24, Cosmopolitan 15, Distinctive Pictures Corporation 8 and two other
independent producers are aso on

1923.

schedule.

I.

—

—

—

••.

,

Rush Hughes, son of Rupert
Hughes, is paying a small part in
Fred Niblo's "Captain Applejack."
Harry Tighe, former vaudevillian,

The

6.

KRIEG

duction.

the management wanting to follow
Theodore Roberts* personal appearance at the Mainstreet. but the
plans were changed and the picture
went on Sunday. The house is also

Mae Murray and her director husband, Robert Z. Leonard, have gone
to New York for the sole purpose- of

continuing its "discovery concerts,*
presenting them at its opening performances Sundays only. As with
the first series, these shows consist

here organizing talent for pro-

is

closing their apartment

some business

deals.

.

low the Lloyd comedy with "Brass"
at the same prices.
At the Newman the offering is
"Grumpy," held back for some time,

engage

"Dust of Erin."

entertainment.

children, while the Liberty will fol-

CENSOR AND NEWS REELS
May

Snow

hurt the

Johnson films were also secured and
run by one of the popular- priced
houses on Twelfth street the sec*
ond week of the Orpheum's date.
MAP
/RTFn
MAY MTT.-nF.Tt
At the Royal "Robin Hood," in Its
Max Milder, who recently with- fourth week, broke all local runs for
in a regular picture house,
drew as representative for Louis a film
and "Safety Last" held up remarkSelsnick in Pennsylvania, was mar- ably well in its third and last week
ried to Madeline Sternberg in Phil- at the Liberty.
adelphia last week. He has joined
For the current week the former
the William Fox film forces in the theatre is exploiting the Hodkinson
feature, "Down to the Sea in Ships,"
sales department .
billed and advertised like a circus
and with the prices dropped back to
35 cents, with a 10-cent price for

COAST FILM NEWS

1917.

Albany,

ORPHEUM

CITY'S

Douglas Mac-

MacLean in "The
Comedy, "Fair Enough." Fun from
the Press. Lloyd Foutz and Ohio
State Jazs Band, extra attraction.
Special act idea is building up business at this house. Grossed around
America

KANSAS

IN

the Colorado

Reported Abrami' Suit for $26,000,
Settled
house situation. This
applies to the four big houses Stanfor
$25,000 started last
A
suit
Aldine
ley, Stanton, Karlton and
Gloria Swanson
Price, night, 40.
and to the East Market street February by Hiram Abrams against and Theodore Roberts in "Prodigal
houses, where a drop-in trade is re- Adolph Zukor has been settled out
Burns
in ChrisNeal
Daughters."
lied upon, the admission scale being of court with the settlement figure tie comedy, "Be Yourself."
Pathe
Zukor was News. Grossed $7,400.
from 35 cents down.
reported at $17,000.
Febsailed
Seats
before
he
(Paramount).
busiserved
Just
Princess
Four,"
"Big
the
to
regard
In
Harold
Price, nights, 40.
ness was reported as unusually big ruary, the action, brought in the 1.250.
last week, with the Stanley and New York Supreme Court, dating Lloyd in return showing of "Safety
Last" Gross close to $7,000.
Karlton again getting the cream. back to 1917.
Seats
Colorado (Bishop-Cass).
An unusually big sum of money was
The complaint set forth that in 2,447.
Douglas
Price, nights, 40.
expended in putting across "Brass"
and the feature 1917 in Boston Zukor was the subSunshine Trail."
film

ANIMAL PICTURE COULDNT DRAW

The

Sunshine Trail," at
(Bishop-Cass) drew
well, It having been noised abroad
that Rex Cherryman, former juvenile with the Wilkes Players here,
was appearing in it.
Km ti mates for last week:
Rialto (Paramount). Seats 1,050.

Lean

downtown

1923

10,

Busi

cess proved strong.

ZUKOR PAYS $17,000

Philadelphia, May 9.
The best spring business of a
number of years Is the way the
Stanley company characterizes the

•

Improvement of

May

and settling of 10 amateur acts, selected from
will hundreds of volunteers
who have

Then they

return to California to

live.

been given the once over at previous tryouts.
Last week's estimates:
Newman "You Can't Fool Your
list of aids to Cecil B. De Mille
Wife"
(Paramount).
Seats. 1,980;
preparatory to filming "The Ten
nights, 60-75.
Leatriee Joy
Commandments." Elles is the son scale,
and Lewis Stone. Added features.
of Harry A. Elles, president and
managing director of the Ritz-Carl- Critics praised picture, complimentton chain of hotels in Europe, while ing Miss Joy, whose costumes were
Chandler has been in motion pic- rich and striking. Business disappointing, around $11,000.
tures for the past twelve years.
Royal
"Robin Hood."
Fourth
Another comedy Ingenue has been weekx Seats, 690; special prices,
promoted to the dramatic heights. 55-75. Gross close to $12,000.
Liberty— "Safety Last."
Third
She is Charlotte Stevens, who has
Seats,
been playing leads In Christie come- week. Eight shows daily.
regular scale maintained,
dies.
Louis B. Mayer has engaged 1,000;
her for a principal role in John M. 35-50. Near $9,000.
Twelfth Street
"The Tiger's
Stahl's "The Wanters."
Claw" (Paramount). Seats. 1,100;
Jack Holt.
Sennett
Virginia Lee Corbin,
youthful scale, 30-10.
movie starlet, is seriously ill with comedy and westerner gave run for

Fred Elles and Edward Chandler
have been added to the already long

—

—

—

Around

appendicitis.

30 cents.

Charles J. Hall, producer has filed
suit against Mrs. James, actress,
for $7,092.
He claims Mrs. James
quit a picture before it was finished.

Opposition feature offerings at the
vaudeville
were "Whits
houses
Shoulders," Pantages; "The Bishop
of the Qaajks," Globe, and "The Village Blacksmith," Mainstreet.

$2,000.

who is now being co-starred with
Ned Banks in comedies, Roscoe
Maurice Cononage, French actor,
ONE ACT WEEKLY
Arbuckle directing, was arrested for who came to America to play an
speeding. The picture was held up important role in Tully's "Trilby,"
while Tighe said "Good morning, decided that his name was too hard Loew's Palace, Memphis, Addinfl
To Picture Bill
judge," and paid a fine.
for the American public to proLouis B. Mayer, the producer, has
returned from a month's vacation in
New York.
Irving Cummings has launched his
third independent production.
The
picture Is to be titled "Broken
Hearts of Broadway," and these
will be In the cast: Colleen Moore,

Johnny Walker, Alice Lake. Kate
Price. Irving Cummings and Creigh-

nounce, so he changed

Robertson, well

Cannon.

expected that the film will be then
small Loew Circuit when It
ready for release in May.
added an act to its picture bill of
Lloyd Bacon, eon of the late those times.
The Palace, after altering its
Frank Bacon, has been engaged by
Universal to direct a series of one- stage, has commenced to add one
reel comedies.

Charles

known agent

to

finished

It is

ton Hale.
Cliff

it

Memphis, May 9.
work
Loew's Palace here is harking
on "The Girl of the Golden West." back to the original policy of the

Edwin Carewe has

Ray

will leave for
will attend the

May. He
Owners' convention.

In

Chicago
Theatre

and casting director, for a long time
connected with Goldwyn, was tripped
King Baggot, of Universal, will
up by a speed cop and the judge
sentenced him to two days in jail, direct Baby Peggy.
which he served. He was also fined
"Harbor Bar," one of Peter B.
$1,000 for having liquor— a small
Kyne's stories, is being adapted to
flask In his possession.
the screen by Thompson Buchanan
Trim and suave as ever, Theda of the Associated Authors' Trio.
Bara, of vampire fame, stepped off
Frank Lloyd, director for Norma
the train in Los Angeles and was
received with open arms by her hus- Talmadge, Is to start production on

—

his

be

De Ross Lederman,

of

film director,

asldo her decree of divorce,
claiming a reconciliation. The pair,
according to reports, have made up
and requested the court to dismiss
the Interlocutory decree granted six
months ago to the wife.

•set

devote
work.

is

all

his time to literary

program

of

CENSOR REPEAL
Albany, N.

May

Y.,

9.

The repeal of the picture censorship law was defeated In the closing
hours of the New York State LegisBetter results are hoped for
next session of the legisSo far as the Capitol disconcerned, which is the
headquarters of the commission, the
lature.

at the

lature.
trict Is

religious films.
I

Jerome Eddy has been
signed to a three year contract by
Helen

J. L.

The Forrest Film Company
ipany

Frothingham.

the
th<

It
latest to enter the picture field.
is paid to have the harkifipf of rich
eastern capitalists. Martin J. Hey]

1924

its

own pictures shortly. They will law has become a Joke, exhibitors
released by Associated First showing about what they please.
One of the most active workers for
National.
the defeat of the repeal of the cenBenjamin B. Hampton says he is sorship law was ex-Sccrctary of
through with the motion picture State Francis M. Hugo, now chief
game for good. In the future he censor of certain educational and
will

band, Charles Brabin, Goldwyn director.

For the third time In that many
years Mrs. Marcella Lcderman, wlfo

act weekly to
straight pictures.

\

Thomas
shortly
line."

on

Ince will start work
Longfellow's "Evange-

IT.

OPERATOR BUYS THEATRE
Shady

Side,

O May
,

9.

The Ohio theatre here has been
purchased by Homo J. Graybill,
formerly electrician and operator at
the Family, Bridgeport, Ohio.

—
'-*-•'
Thursday,

May
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NOTHING STARTLING LAST WEEK

SPRING FEVER HITS

LOS ANGELES BIZ

IN FILM

HOUSES ON BROADWAY

Week Found

Last

Dropping

Week

"Enemies" Next

at Rivoli

Receipts

NEW TALMADGE FILM GOT $44,800
LAST WEEK AT CHICAGO THEATRE

Over

Town

•

Capitol Did $40,000°Despite Panned Feature— Strand
Got Call, with "Within the Law/ 9 $39,000—

All

WJ

Keep Up Gait

Specials

Los Angeles, May

—

—Two Animal

Pictures Con-

—Barbee Loop Theatre Closed —Lubliner &

9.

Whether it was the advent, of
spri.ig California has
spring
its
juml like any other state, general
presumption to the contrary not-

fuse

Trinz Lease Windsor

—

startling turnovers in busialong Broadway last week.
Sunday was off because of
the daylight saving rule effective
that day, and served to knock the
matinee business in all of the

No

ness

The

houses. Two pictures on the street
attracted business above the usual
average of the houses they were at.
They were "Within the Law" at the
Strand and "The Ne'er Do Well" at
the Rivoli. The Rialto had "Bella
Donna." which played its third
week on Broadway at that house
after having had two weeks at the
Rivoli, and the returns for the week
were rather healthy in view of it.
The Capitol, with "Backbone," a
rather mediocre picture rather generally panned by the daily papers,
finished the week with almost $40,000 to its credit, drawn principally
by the strength of the program surrounding the feature.
At the Cameo this week is the
final of "Down to the Sea in Ships,"
which has a total or 12 weeks there
to its credit, and every week was

anywhere from $2,000 to $4,000
above the average business the little

BUFFALO SURVIVED

start

theatre usually does.

Broadway

week

Next

is

be

to

treated to a freak In that "Knemies
of Women." Cosmopolitan, released
by Goldwyn. is to play the Rivoli
The bookinstead of the Capitol.
ing was closed after the Hearst organization had a row with Goldwyn
regarding the dates offered it at the

The matter was

finally
and the picture will get
the two weeks at the Rivoli, with
the possibility a third week at the
Rialto will follow.
Estimates for last week:
"Down to the Sea in
Cameo

Capitol.
adjusted,

—

(Seats 539;
(Hodkihson).
scale 55-85; 12th week). Final week
of whale picture at this house;
$7,719 last week.
"Backbone" (Goldwyn).
Capitol
Ships"

—

(Seats

55-85-$1.10.)
scale
as far as picture concerned, but house attracted $39,950

Weak

5,300;

.sister

on week.
Criterion

—"The

Covered Wagon"

(Famous).

(Seats 608; scale, mail.
$1 top. eves. $1.50.)
(7th week.)
Business up about $100 last week
over previous one through standing

room

Almost

sold.

$10,900.

Rialto— "Bella Donna" (Famous).
(Seats

65-85-95.)
scale
at this house to gross

1.960;

Third week
Of $17,000.

Rivoli— "The Ne'er-Do -Well" (Famous). (Seats 2,200; scale 55-35-99.)
Thomas Melghan's personal popularity got good week's
business;
$24,000.

Strand— "Within the Law"
National).

(Seats 2,900;

(First
scale 85-

Opened somewhat off Sunday afternoon, but by evening
crowds so strong had to stop selling
at 9:30. Almost $39,000.
50-85.)

COMBINED OPPOSITION

Last Week Unusual Combina- "Enemies of Women" at the Rialto
running close seconds. There was
no sensational features, except postion Against Theatres
sibly Loew's State added attrac"Within the Law" Led
tion, a dance act staged by Ernest

Washington

Had

Week—Two

Others Did Well

Washington.

9.

The hef.vy feature programs offered
at the downtown houses are holding business close to the mark and
all tho theatres are heading neck
and neck for the summer season
with full steam ahead.
"Within the Law' proved an excellent attraction for the Hippodrome, the picture being held for
the entire week. Business was con-

sistent and reports had pictures
meeting favorable comment and
good returns all week. A« during

the preceding week, the musical attractions played a heivy part in
the program.
It is apparent this
house Is going In for special features.
Bushman and Bayne are
booked for *a personal appearance

next week (May

14).

The closing of the Criterion, as
predicted, was the other outstanding feature of the week. This one
has bee,n hanging on by the thinnest
broad for some time past. It is
reported that since the opening,
Holy Week, the house has not had
one winning week, business petering out to a few hundred dollars
toward the end of the period.
Last week's estimates:
Loew's 8tate—"The Nth Commandment" and Wm. Morrisey
(vaudeville). (Capacity 3,400; scale,
nights, 30-50.) Strong all week and
mixed bill business getter on both
Picture favorably received,
ends.
movie
stars
while
Morrisey's
(vaudeville act) drew down plenty
A
of publicity during their stay.
numbe of personal appearances at
various business places, together
with newspaper tie-ups, kept the
theatre in the foreground all week.
•

$14,000.

Hippodrome— "Within the Law,"
"The BaHoonatic" and musical fea-

FAIL
Off

May

Buffalo,

Belcher, which saved that theatre
from utter bankruptcy, the film at-

Business at local picture houses
held up remarkably well last week
in the face of an unusual combination of bad conditions.
Daylight
saving went into effect Sunday, the
baseball season opened Wednesday
and a week of perfect spring
weather
proved
a
combination
which should have dealt knockout
blows tc the box-offices but which
only dropped the grosses for small
losses. Daylight saving was figured
by the managers to prove a heavy
obstacle but so far it seems to have
had but small effect upon business.

About

TWO

May

9.

withstanding with the customary
trout season opening or just plain
ordinary bad business nobody seems
willing to say, but the film show
shops had an off week and the managers make no bones about it.
Grauman's Hollywood with "The
Covered Wagon" retained its box
office lead by a good margin, with
"Main Street'' at the Mission and

tures.
nights.

(Capacity,

2,4J)0;

scale,

Talmadge feature
35-50.)
drew attention whole week and satisfactory a« house has had for some
time.

Said

to

have done

traction, "Singed Wings," proving a
poor draw after the critics got
through splashing it with their vitro!
pens.
The receipts approximately

looked like this:
Calif orr.a
"Backbone"

—

wyn).

Seats.

(GoldAlfred

25-55.

2,000;

Lunt and Edith Roberts featured.
Kellum talking pictures also headlined,
with Elinor's exceptionally
fine music an italicized number on
the program. Grossed $9,500.
Kinema "The Isle of Lost Ships"
(A. F. N.)
Seats, 1,800; 25-55.

—

A

Maurice Tourneur production sponsored bj' M. C. Levee. Jack White

Chicago.

into the business of the picture
houses, had their effect on loop
theatres last week, but the photoplays for runs did not feel the approach of nice weather to any great
extent, permitting the blow to fall
on the houses which change films
weekly.

$-'0,000.

"The Covered Wagon" continues

and there is extensive advertising that the film will not be
seen at smaller prices this season.
"Enemies of Women" continues to
big business at the Roosevelt, due
in part to the widespread publicity
given by the two Hearst papers and
to the popularity of the Ibanez name
to please,

through "The Four Horsemen" and
"Blood and Sand."
There are no
presentation features excepting the
singing of a mixed quartet in the
wings and organ solos by Helen
Anderson.
The picture stands up

and it draws long
waiting lines in front of the theatre, which is tho picture man's
thermometer.
Its
actual
figure
25-3.">.
(Universal).
Seats. 2,200;
when breaking the record at the
Reginald Denny featured in Jack Roosevelt waw $26,200.
London story, with Mabel lullonnc
"Hunting Rig Game in Africa"
Warlng's
Scott in second type.
Pennsyhanians, Reginald Denny, has caused so much favorable talk
at the Randolph that a show is anstar of picture, in a personal appearance (the actor sings pleas- nounced starting at 10:30 at night,
has been
ingly) and a somewhat spectacular, and the Johnson film
prolog of Sid Grauman manufacture brought to the Castle In an effort
among the added attractions. Re- to cash in on the publicity campaign of the other.
It is easy to
ceipts. $11,208.
Metropolitan "The Trail of the confuse the two pictures.
The bad business which might
(Paramount).
Lonesome,
Pine"
35-50.
Mary Tiles be expected to accompany the apSeats, 3.700^
Minter, Antonio Moreno and Ernest proach of spring closed the BarTorrence given equal play in bl Mng. bee Loop Theatre, which has been
Herman Heller, imported from San going along all season with checkFrancisco, made debut as orchestra ered success.
Theatre grabbed lot of
conductor.
The Chicago Theatre had Norma
space on him, which helped busi- Talmadge in "Within the Law" last
ness.
The Moscow Artists, Easter week, and a big presentation feature
and Hezelton and Henry Murtagh. In which Barlram and Saxton and
organist, used as fillers. Draw ap- Fowler and Tamara appeared. The
proximately $23,000.
feature held up very well, rind the
"Enemies of show around it made the program
Grauman's Rialto
Seats,
800; as
Women" (Cosmo).
a whole a little stronger than
35-85.
Still going strong, evenings
usual.
McVicker'8 had "The Goholding up. with slight fall-off at Getter" and Larry Semon in
"No
matinees. Grossed $8,850.
Wedding
Bells," and, with presenCov"The
Grauman's Hollywood
tation features, has a highly pleasSeats.
ered Wagon" (Paramount).
ing show.
1.800; K0-$i 60. Seats selling several
Estimates for last week:
days ahead, with big matinees. Big

White Mermaid comedy also listed.
Got $12,000.
Grauman's "The Abysmal Brute"

for the publicity,

—

—

—

—

patronage from children.

Slogan

is

"try and get a seat at night." Predicted will outrun "Robin Hood."

Mission—"Main Street" (Warner
Seats, $00;

(seats 4.200; nights 55); $44,800.

— "The

McVicker's

Clocked about $21,780.
Bros.).

—

Chicago
Norma Talmadge in
"Within the Law" (First National)

85-$1.10.

Sec-

ond week picked up over opener,
with prospects for a good run. Film

(Paramount)
59); $27,500.

Randolph

(seats

and although

the

much

advertising

did

to create Interest it seemingly
failed to convince those that make
up the linos in front of the box

Offlfi s

Fear of the coming of hot weather
and the announcement of two strong
pictures at the opposition houses
caused tho holding of Gloria Swanson in "Prodigal Daughters" at the
Columbia but for one week, although
this star ran up a very likelv gross.
Souls f«>r Sale." Goldwyn's, did very
well at the Rialto.
Estimates for last week:

Loew's
35-50

Columbia— (Seats 1.200;
Gloria Swan son in
(Paramount).

Moore's

Rialto— (Seats 1,000; 50
"Souls for Sale" (Goldwyn v. Liule below $14,00t».
Loew'« Palace— (Seats L'.f.OO; 35nights*.

Brady In "The
leopardess" (Paramount*. Dropped
50

nig his).

Alice

below usual gross of
totai under $7,000.

house,

with

Crandall's Metropolitan
(Seats 1,a.'.-r.O
Sure-Fire
nights).
Did but little. Just above

700;
Flint."
$5,500.

around

at

usual

average.

About

$3,000.

Criterion— "Adam and Eva." (Ca900; scale, nights. 20-40)
Saturday and
Business dribclosed indefinitely.
bled off with local theatredom wondering how policy existed as long
as It did. Probably got under $500
for fina; seven days.
pacity,

Died natural death

It

seems

to

have been

definitely

the title role in the
T.en-Hur."
screen production of
which is to be made by the Goldwyn
Corp., is to be played by James
Kirkwood. Practically every loading man in filmdom has bet-n mentioned at one time and another for
the "IVn-Hur" role, from Rudolph
Valentino down the line. Kirkwood
and Bert Lytell have been prominent.
The director question is still
to be settled, as i« also the adv inability of making the picture in this
country or abroad.
settled

that

cents):

."•«)

(Cosmopolitan)

(seats

Women"

1,275;

55);

—

Wood's
"The Covered Wagon"
(Paramount) imat. $1.10; nights
$1.65). $12,500.

Syncopation Week holds forth at
the Broadway Strand, where Karl
Fuller and band are the big fea
ture, and at the Marshall Square.
where "Monarch* of Syncopation
Land" are billed. "The Little Girl
Next Door" continues at the Orpheum; "The Famous Mrs. Fair"
is at the Chicago; Thomas Meighan,
In "The Ne'er Do Well," at McVicker's.

Lubliner A Trlnz, who operate a
string of theatres in Chicago, have
secured the lease of the Windsor
Theatre on the North Side, less than
two miles from the loop.

DETROIT CAPITOL, $23,000
"Prodigal Daughters" Did
Week— "Soul." $20,000 in 2
Detroit,

It

Last

Wetks

May

9.

Business was extremely good at
the first run houses last wee';,
especially in the evenings.
The two best were "Prodigal
Daughters" at the Capitol and "You
Can't Fool Your Wife" at the Madison, although "Souls for Sale" at
the Broadway-Strand pulled almost

as good its second week as
Estimates for last week:

first.

Commandment."
Adams — "Nth
Just
About $9,000.
Madison —"You Can't Fool Your
Wife." Close to $13,000.
Daughters."
Capitol — "Prodigal
Around $23,000.
Broadway -Strand — "Souls for
fair.

Sale."
$9,000,

2d

week.

making

Approximately
two

$20,000 for the

Washington— "Birth of a Nation."
Slightly
Didn't pull as expected.
over $6,000.
8hubert • Detroit—"Fabiola." poDid little.
rtal at $2 top. 2d week.
Price prevented business In legit
house.

BEATTY AND SHIRK OUT
Beatty is joining the Ai Llchtman
organization and Shirk Is associating himself with the Grand
studios here.

No

special features. Grabbed $9,992.
State—"Singed Wings"
Loew's
(Paramount).
Seats, 2,400; 25-55.
Bebe Daniels starred, with Conrad
Nagel and Ernest Torrence to- feaFilm a fourth-rate draw.
tured.
Ernest Belcher staged dance act,
"From Stone Age to Jazz." easily
got the call. Takings, $12,240.

Are You Going to Chicago to the
Convention of the M. P. T. O. A.

to the

summer

if

mail,

you

line as yet.

(capacity, 2,400;

State

— Agnes

Ayres

scale.

in

K.

The

at-

LINCOLN

.

Picture

GREAT

issue a
during the

to

It will also be delivered to
you wherever you are, if you will advise
the Chicago office of your address.

convention.

Strongest"
with a

Arrive in Chicago go to

Yes, VARIETY is going
DAILY PAPER in Chicago

Right of the

A GREAT

is in

that office, and those there will be glad
Let
to help you in any way they can.
them know what hotel you finally locate
at and your mail and telegrams will be
sent there each day.

30-

— IN—
M

locate.

When You

week.

I

can be your headquarters for
telegrams and appointments until

office of VARIETY
the State-Lake Theatre Building.

"Racing

attractions.
Park (capacity, 1,100; scale 40-60).
"The Affairs of Lady Hamilton," 2d

'

Don't, the Chicago office of

You

The Chicago

2."-

Added

Modern (capacity. 800; scale,
40).
"The Custard Cup"
Beacon (capacity, scale and
traction, same as Modern).

Stop?

VARIETY

Estimates for last week:
.50)

Cast

i

Do You Know Where You Are Gofng
to

normal for this week, although not

down

Hearts."

KIRKWOOD AS BEN-HUR

nights).

*Prndig;ii Daughters"
Above $11,000.

(Capacity, 1,500; scale, nights. 20Exploited by considerable ad-

ditional outside advertising. Ran to
fairly good business and kept house

Big Game"

GHG;

considerably since premiere,
with resultant shorter performance.

better

25.)

Getter"
nights
2,500;

(seat*

Roosevelt— 'Fnem ie» of

cut

t

"Sure-Fire Flint," had
any chance from the start.
practically meant nothing,

Go -

— "Hunting

—

little if
title

(Universal)

9.

$13,800.

The skidding of two films presented business than any previous TalBOSTON OFF
locally was the greatest topic of dis- madge feature.
Around $15,000.
cussion during the past week. They
Lafayette Square "Romeo and
both ran along about the same to His Dancing Girls" and "Heroes and Daylight Savir«g and General Condi
tions
equal grosses last week and regis- Husbands." (Capacity, 3,400; seals,
tered the lowest marks yet.
They nights, 35-55.)
kept house
Bill
Boston. May 9.
both seemingly had some chances of among leaders, although business
In company with the legitimate
getting business, but failed, however, very much off for matinees/ Night
the picture houses last week felt the
to at raet from the very outset, and
with
shows still well attended,
advent of daylight saving.
the slump continued throughout the
room during greater part
The warm weather which preweek. Alice Brady in "The Leopard- standing
week. Estimated between $13,000 vailed early this week also had deess" should have done better on the of
pressing
effect, and it was figured
strength of the star herself; the and $14,000.
Olympic — "The Abysmal Brute." that business would be rather below
other picture,
Its

May

The opening of the baseball season and other forms of amusement,
which might be expected to cut

The date is May 19-26.
The place, Chicago, at the Coliseum.

•

—

PICTURES
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Thursday,

May 40,

1923
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PRESENTATIONS
(Extra attractions in picture theatres, when not
pictures, will be carried and described in this depart*
ment for the general information of the trade.)

—

Bertram and Saxton "Tea Leaves"
and "Cherry Blossoms" and In both

—

selections the big round baritone of

one singer and the high tenor of
the other are employed for harmony

There
In a most effective manner.
la a dance by Fowler and Tamara
which combines classical and society

ful

and

the Quartet, S. L. Rothafel managed
is started with them seated, but
they rise at the conclusion of the to present a really Interesting severse and come down front for the ries of impressions of "RIgoletto"
chorus.
When this song *a con- at the Capitol this week. He is
cluded the curtain at the back of utilizing five of the soloists, eight
the occupied stage parts aud the of his ballet corps and presents the
dragon is made to ascend, exhibiting whole in three sets of scenes. The
a Chinese couple, with the man first is In the Interior of the palace
smoking a long pipe. They come where the minuet is presented and
front and present one of the best the following two sets are both exdances that Fowler and Tamara teriors. The first is but a piece of
have presented at the Chicago. They garden wall with a bench, while tne
exit In the wings, and Bartratn and final set for the Quartet, has a small
Saxton sing their second song. They set house suggested at one side
return and the girl steps In the cir- with a wall coming down the stage
center.
It

was

this

and the other fea-

$1,000,000.00*
TO LOAN
AGAINST COMPLETED
MOTION PICTURE NEGATIVES
RELEASE PRINTS

FINANCED.

COMMERCIAL TRADERSCINEMA CORP.
ST.,

NCW VORJC^^

The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas are unanimous in their
opinion that most of feature pictures now being produced are too long,
and prove tiresome to the spectators. The members claim the long films
are made to enable the distributors to charge a higher rental, but that
they are not satisfactory from the exhibitors' standpoint. A resolution
favoring six or seven reels, and the shortening of longer productions to
that length has been adopted and a copy sent to Will Hays.

The hearings

New York

before the Federar Trade Commission in its
its business methods will last
They will continue throughout the key
cities of the country, starting in Philadelphia after New York, going to
Atlanta, New- Orleans, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco, etc.
The
attorneys for the commission are reported satisfied with results obtained
so far, the testimony having been of a technical nature. The dailies have
dropped the hearings, excepting for casual mention, not securing the kind
of sensational evidence expected. The dailies thought the hearings might
bring out Hollywood and salary stuff.
in

investigation against

about another week

Famous Players and

in

New

York.

the entertainment staged
by Rothafel this week that saved
the show, for the feature picture,
"Vanity Fair," brought many re
marks of displeasure from theIt is generally known on the coast that the husband of a picture star,
Sunday night audience at the last who is suing her for divorce, changed his mind when terms were made
Fred.
show.
to him by the organization with which his wife is under contract. This
concern suggested h© "forget" the evidence he was to put in which
DENNIS SiSTERS, (3)
would have included six people. It is said the agreement calls for a
Harmony Singers
payment of from $125,000 to $150,000 to the husband. The divorce-seek5 Mins. (Garden Set- Special)
ing husband may have besides a heavy interest in the last picture made
Grand Central, St. Louis
by the star for the concern she Is with. This was probably done to keep
St. Louis, May 9.
him from forgetting his promise, as the impending publicity would not
A gorgeous set put the Dennis help the sale of the star's aforementioned picture, or those of hers in the
sisters over at the Grand Central
future, if she would have had a future after the trial.
not their harmony singing. Ralph
Nicholls, director of art and proIllustrating how soft It is to do publicity work for big people. Milton
duction, is worthy of enthusiastic
Wright who had charge of a campaign for $600,000 for the Englewooal
praise.
N. J. hospital, which culminated a fortnight ago. induced two partners in
If the girls are harmony singers
as the program reads they cer- J. P. Morgan &. Co. to pose for the picture camera, and besides got Fatainly have no volume. Seated In mous Players to engage a scenario writer and furnish the production for
the rear of house it was difficult to nothing on the strength 'of the banker-cast. Wright learned that Thomas
W. Lamont and Dwight W. Morrow, of the Morgan firm, and Seward
hear them singing at all.
The management would have Prosser chairman of the Bankers' Trust Co. board were on the hospital
done much better had they allowed fund committee. On the strength of those names he approached Will H.
introduced him to Adolph Zukor and Famous Players cheerthe audience once to feast on the Hays. Hays
fully undertook to furnish the pictures for the charity drive. The drive
exceptional set, hear Gene Rodebrought in mo-e money than it started out for, and on the Englewood
mich's splendid orchestra play a
showing, Wright has secured the job of handling another drive for the
selection, then have Ralph Nicholls
New Rochelle hospital. Warner Bros, will make a two-reeler for this
enter and take a bow.
Boss.
tures of

\l& WEST 51"

09 PICTURES

_

TALE OF PEKIN"

Chinese Singing and Dancing
13 Min.; Full Stage (Special)
Chicago Theatre, Chicago
Chicago, May 9.
"A Tale of Pekin" is an idea of
Bar tram and Saxton, whose prominence in Balaban & Katz's presentations within the last year or to
has centred national attention of
on them,
picture house people
worked out by Frank Cambria, art
director for the three most important Chicago houses of the firm. It
Is a combination of singing and
dancing, using two teams, which is
notable In every respect
There are two songs rendered by

INSIDE STUFF

attitude for the final curtain.
The dressing is a special feature
of this act. The gaily colored costumes of Bartram and Saxton are
rivalled by the two acts of beauti-

costumes displayed by Fowler
Portending changes in an influential bank on the coast may have aa
Tamara The chances are that
some effort has been required to se- effect upon the picture people doing business with it. Tne incoming p e i>
cure these Chinese clothes, which sonnel is not credited with the knowledge of ties Industry its present offiSome of the bank's present officers have been re*
steps with Chinese touches, done are important in the detail that cers have secured.
makes the Chicago Theatre presen- ported as quite heavily interested with certain picture men out there, la
in a highly artistic manner.
Loop.
the Jattcr's film projects.
The setting displays a large black tations notable.
drop with a circle in the centre in
which there is a scrlmmed dragon, "RIGOLETTO"
It is rumored the engagement of a film comedy star to a foreign lumin-,
while gigantic papier mache winged Impressions
ary of the cinema drama may soon be off. At a party given in Hollywood
serpents, such as are told of in the 17 Mins. (Three Sets)
recently, the dramatic young woman became temperamental, scratching
literature of the Middle Ages, are Capitol, New York.
the comedian's face; and the comedian, not to be outdone, patted the
With an orchestral prelude, a
There
on each side of the circle.
lady gently with the harder part of his fists under both of her eyes.
minuet with eight dancers, and
is a small table, and at the ring of
caused the lady to be absent from her studio for several days, and
This
"Cara
vocal selections,
the curtain Bart ram and Saxton are three
rather verified the rumor that all was not going so well with them.
disclosed playing chess.
The song Nome,'* "La Donna e* Mobile" and

^
-A

*v Vie space and the dancer bows to
her with the singers in respectful

9

—

—

event.

"DANCE OF THE HOURS"
(From "La Giaconda")
10 Mins. (Drapes)
Capitol, New York.
Mile. Gambarelli

as Day and
Alexander Oumansky as Night
backed by eight of the members of
the Capitol's ballet corps presented
a really delightful interlude in this
offering.

In

and costuming the
number was perfect and to

lighting

ballet

Oumansky goes credit for the fact
that the dancing kept pace with
the setting.
Fred.

The inside story of why the repeal of the New York state's censor law
did not go through at Albany, according to schedule, places the blame
right on the picture business. Intervention by an archbishop of ths
Catholic diocese in New York City had been procured by Catholics in
favor of the repeal. The endorsement of the archbishop was accepted as
being sufficient to overcome any opposition in Albany against the bill, as
Governor Smith, also Senator Jimmy Walker are Catholics.
Just as everything had been about set out came a moving picture show*
ing a nun with a dual nature jazz dancing in a cabaret, while a lithograph Issued by the picture's maker had the nun in her convent costume
lighting a cigaret with a candle from the altar.
The lithograph was placed before the archbishop and the story of the
picture told to him with the concluding remark: "This is why pictures
must be censored, and it's only one of the reasons."

1

PROVES TREMENDOUS
Motion Picture Theatre Single Attraction

Miss FRANCES WHITE
Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS
i

.

J

PICTURES
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Thursday,

May

10,

1923

21

rve

FRED" WRITES FIRST REVIEW

VANITY FAIR
produeUoa of Thaokw«r'i
"Vanity Fair" with slabs* LiaUtn a* a*ar.
Directed by Hugo' Ballln.
Released by
Goldwyn. At the Capitol, New Yovk, week

OF BROADCASTING PROGRAM
Notice on 100-Minute Radio Delivery by S. L. Rothafel at Capitol Theatre, New York City, Sunday

May

Evening,

— Mainly

6

May f, 1023. Timo, 78 minute*.
Bqeky Sharp.........
Mabel Ballln
Marquis of Sterns...
Hobart Boaworth

Rawdon Crawley

for Exhibitors' Benefit

OIT
«/M
OUITi Ur

THF
FTHFR"
I nc.IV
I nC C

occasion on
which a review of a complete radio
the
attempted,
.been
has
program
purpose of the review is to give
conducting
are
who
exhibitors,
such
large houses of the calibre of the
Capitol a tine on the manner in
which #.'7/. Rothafel is broadcasting
and utiltotng the radio as a business getter for the Capitol, New
York.
At this house there is a microphone arranged to catch the orchestral music, as well as the vocal
numbers given on the stage of the
Capital, including the overture and
music* the accompaniment
bullet
for the news weekly, and. finally,
the tabloid imprcsslonf* of the various Operatic and light operatic pres(This

the

is

first

,

,

entations.

While the fen fur*' picture in being
the program is continued
from the radio broadcast in a studio
which operates through the WEAF

shown

v

station.

The program is giv-en only on
Sunday evenings of each iceek.
The. program herewith reviewed
was presented Sunday night, May
6, beginning at 7. SO and concluding
at

9.

H. L.

Rothafel "signs on" with a

reminds one somewhat of
Will Rogers. It is away from the
stereotyped style of the average radio announcer, and "Roxy" informs

talk that

-

those who are listening in that
"This is the Capitol Theatre of New
York, which^is about to broadcast
its regular musical program that is
being presented for the week, and
there will.be other features."
He then gives a brief sketch of
what the regular musical program
of the house is, also informing them
as to the scenes in the weekly news,
so that they can visualize in their
minds the screen scenes according
to the tempo of the accompaniment.
All this is done in breezy fashion,
with an occasional gag for a laugh.
The introduction of the artists who
are to contribute to the program is
Included in this talk.
Then in a wait for the hook-up'
between the studio and the stage
for the opening of the orchestral
overture the manager devotes his
time to answering some of those
who have written in to the Capitol
management after listening to the
concerts.
This consumed exactly
eight minutes.
The overture, "The Dance of the
Hours," from "La Gioconda," opened
the program at 7.81, and, together
with the ballet presented, ran 10
minutes; the news weekly followed,
consuming 13 minutes, and then
came the "Impressions of 'Rigoletto,' " running from 7.53 to 8.09.
The "impressions" included three
vocal selections, which came across
the ether in splendid manner. This
is especially so of the two solos
given, the first, "Caro Nome," sung
by Editha Fleischer, followed by
**La Donna e Mobile,"
in which

All Exhibitors
in

Michigan

Frederick Josrel and Max Brefel al
ter nate as the Duke.
The quartet
from the opera was less clear, dtie,
no doubt, because the players were
forced through the action of the
business to turn from direct line
with the receiving instrument. This
concluded the regular program from
the house bill, and thereafter the
special contributions from the studio were offered.
"Roxy," after again announcing
that it was the Capitol Theatre, New
.

York, through WEAF, informed the
listeners there were a number of
distinguished personages present to
witness the broadcasting. He Intro-:
duced several, including a radjo inspector, Mr. Bachelder, who is a
bachelor.

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH,
415 Free Press Bldg.

Publisher

DETROIT

Harrison Ford
Earle Fox
Eleanor Board man
WlUard Louis
Robert Mack

If ever the screen presented a
most consummate piece of butchery
of a masterpiece of literature in an
effort on the part of a director to
make a complete series of closeups of his star- wife, this Is the
instance.
This feature should not have been
titled "Vanity Fan*."
That is a re-

on Thackeray. It should
have been entitled "A continuous
close-up of Mabel Ballln in many
flection

•

reels.*'

m

Never
several years at the
Capitol has the writer ever heard so
great a volume of voiced condemnation

Sunday evening at
performance.
Several
evening
in
the

listened to last

the

wouldn't recognise his brain child
In the film footage that Hugo Ballln
turned out with the label of Thackeray's story on it.
The Capitol management Itself
cannot be blamed for running the
picture, for it is a Goldwyn release.
But if the business starts falling off

there Is one thing to be
blamed and that is the type of features that have been shown at the
theatre for the last two weeks. No
house can stand up under this type
of entertainment for its patrons and
The
continue to hold patronage.
Goldwyn people should be the first
to realize that pictures of this type
and- calibre are going to do inesthere,

timable harm to their brand name,
if they continue to foist them on
Broadway audiences at the biggest
theatre of its kind in the world.
The picture has a cast of names
in support of Mabel Ball in, but they
can't do anything to counteract the
Interminable close-ups of the star.
Miss Ballln. however, isn't bad to
look upon, and if given a chance to
have played Becky Sharp she might
have done so, but that would have

last

women

earlier
to know

wanted
how any one could
tell what the picture was all about
It is certain that if even Thackeray
Baw it he wouldn't know, for he

THE DEATH LEAP
London, April M.
This Astoria picture is frankly
sensational rubbish and Is funnier
than any comedy.
Re-subtitled
from the proper angle, it would be
worth a fortune to a showman who
The
had an Intelligent public.
story is sheer tripe, badly told and
without, any continuity, the only
idea of the producer being to make
his "star" accomplish weird stunts
every other minute.
These stunts
are put in haphazardly and have
nothing to do with the story. Neither
is there any excuse for the title.
The little Princess Renee has
been abducted by the Grand Duke
and is being held a prisoner in the
slums, where she is compelled to
beg.
A rich engineer rescues her

and

aided by Albertini, "the
Is
strongest man in the works." The
engineer's daughter falls in love
with this uncouth laborer, but he

has little time for romance.
His
occupation consists of jumping onto
express trains, climbing high steeples, chimneys, diving into rivers,
fighting as many men as the producer can afford and generally be-

the director would have had
to have shot something that might
have resembled a continuity of having in a manner which no man
story, which would have spoiled his ever
has done, not even in a nightclose-up gorging.
mare. In the end the little Princess
"Vanity Fair" Is too replete with sits upon the throne and Albertini
faults to go into them in detail. It wins the love of the wealthy enisn't "Vanity Fair." and not only gineer's daughter. There is no proThe whole
that, it isn't even a fair picture of duction and no acting.
thing is rubbish.
ordinary program quality.
Fred.

come from an audience during meant

the screening of a picture and on
the way Out of the house as was

.

,

.

The initial offering in the studio"
was the "Romanza," by Rubinstein,
played by the 'cello, violin, piano
Italian whistles by four members of the Capitol's orchestra. It
was followed by Douglas Stanbury,

and

who sang "Duna." At 8.19 Edna
Baldrich of Cleveland, a pianist, did
a classical selection, followed by a
rag arrangement of "When Will I
Know?" which Roxy used for another laugh, replying, "God only
knows." Three minutes of cross*flre ad lib between Roxy and sev-

The
critic

It
eral of the artists followed.
Anally terminated in "Betsy" singing
"The Rosary."
"Betsy" and "Louise" is the man-

of the girl artists of the bill, and
this gives a sort of informal Intimacy to the broadcasting relished
by the listening-in fans, for it Is
away from anything else they get
on their machines.

America

m

in

n

i

Enemies

Calling,"

of

Women."

and, in turn, a song, "Two Eyes of
Gray," sung by "Evelyn." It was

then

the

giving unqualified
praise to

"There Is No Death." sung by a
male member of the Capitol force,
scored, followed by a 'cello solo,
Is

of

critics

ner in which "Roxy" speaks of two

"Somewhere a Voice

famous

Chicago Tribune joins
_with all other

8.40.

With 20 minutes to go the program continued with the concert
meister

the Capitol orchestra,

of

Eugene Dormonde Blau, offering a
solo, followed by a duet, "The Flatter," sung by Betsy and Louise, one
of the most pleasing numbers of the

P

Following, "Betsy" sang
"Cheyenne" (to prove that she came
from Texas).
At 8.50 "Roxy" made an announcement regarding "Vanity Fair," the
evening.

"Enemies of Women" has
broken all records at the
Roosevelt Theatre in Chi-

current week's feature at the house,

cago.

and that Charles Ray in "The Girl
next
I Love" is to be presented

ENEMIES </WOMEN

week.

The final number
was offered by the

of the program
Capitol's mixed

*£** j6y~\ficenfe DIasco Ibanez

vocal quartet, running through a
chorus medley of old-time favorites,
beginning with "Auld Lang Syne,"

and

then,

n order, "Ta

Boom -de - aye,"

'WITH

Ra Ra Ra

"The

^ _ -^

LIONEL

Bowery,"

New York," "Rosie
for Two."
"She May Have Seen

"Sidewalks of

"Comrades,"
Better Days," "While the Band
Played On" and "Down Where the
Wurzburger Flows," which was

ALMA RUBENS

In

first

its

Scenario by John Lynch
Settings by Joseph

It is still

did

ness at Grauman's Rialto,
Los Angeles.
In New
records

York
for

it

the

broke all
Central

Theatre at Two-dollar top,
and will open tor an en-

gagement at the Rivoli,
starting next Sunday, May

Urban

In

all

of

"Enemies of

year's

Distributed

box

by GoMwyn-Cosmopolitan

itss-

& KATZ. Present
FLORENZ
sT*ssT<i

A

N
D

1 amara

THEIR ELABORATELY COSTUMED CHINESE DANCE CREATION

NOW PLAYING RETURN ENGAGEMENT
April 30; TIVOLl

THEATRE, May

CHICAGO

7;

these

cities.

Women"

has

been playing against the
strongest opposition picture in the field today 1
the
It la established aft

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION

ADDISON

CHICAGO THEATRE,

It

doing record busi-

MESSRS. BALABAN

IN

week

$2«,m.

18th.

Directed by Alan Crosland

interrupted by a voice that proclaimed itself "the censor" and ordered it out, the routine concluding
with "The Olden Days," and the
signing off by "Roxy" coming at 9
Fred.
sharp.

He sucManagers' Association.
ceeds Charles H. Bean of Franklin,
who recently was appointed postmaster of that town.

BARRYMORE

and

OGrady," "Bicycle Built

Read our magazine published every
David J. Adams, manager of the
Tuesday
Auditorium Theatre in Concord, N.
,If you want to reach this clientele
H., has been elected president of the
there is no better medium.
New Hampshire Moving Picture
Rates very low

Walsh

Ooorirs

George Osborne
Capt. William Dobbin
Amelia Bedley
Joseph Sadley
Sir Pitt Crawley

V

f

Ratlin

BTtsfO

RIVIERA THEATRE, May 14

office sensation'.

PICTURES
3=
SCARS OF JEALOUSY
production with Prank
LUoyd Hugbea and Mararuarita da 1* Mo«« featured.
Htory by
Anthony If. Rudd, directed by Lambert
Hillyar.
Flrat National, dkatrlbutor.
At
Strand, New York, week May U.
Tinv,
•3 minutes.
Coddy Jaket
Lloyd Hughes
Thoa.

ataman

II.

Inee

atarrett.

Newland
Helen Meanix
Jeff Newland
Keke Jakea

Frank Keenan

Colonel

Marguerite de

la

Motto

Edward Rurna
Jamea Mason

While thle story sounds original
in its subject as far as known, unfortunately it has been too familiarly

And
much

then again it is a little
of a narrative and too
little
Intertwined,
of a picture.
though with the tale are some bits
of action, the best a couple of fist
fights, and there is a forest Are
fairly well done. But in total "Scars
of Jealouey" hardly reaches beyond
set.

too

an average weekly release
better houses, and in some

for the
of the
better houses may not reach that
high.
One bad setback, becoming more
evident as the film proceeds, is that

Cajons, stood eo well no one bothered them and everyone thought
On the
less than that of them.
other side of the hill and not so far
away was an old Colonel of the
"yes, suh" brand, with a dissolute
son. Skipping the detail, the father
threw the son right out of his house
and family, and, to make 1*. harder,
lured a crude youth of th Cajons
to his home, builded him up Into
new clothes and IntelHgen 'e, then
lost him when the Cajon difcovered
he was only subbing.
After that the story winds in and
out on the thread with the fights
and the forest Are, and the Cajon
going back after making a man out
of the son, and incidentally copping
the son's girl.
The sub and the son put up a
dandy fight, two of them, either
much better than the captions, for
the captions in many spots were
little short of terribly conventional.
Frank Keenan has the star part
but isn't the star. Maybe that hurts
Lloyd Hughes as the Cajon
too.
youth runs away with the film, with
Edward Burns as the son close up,
while Marguerite de la Motte as the
ingenue is or isn't, according to the
way you see and like her.
That also covers the general
opinion this picture will createsome will and some won't like it.
Many will get ii\ and under its
story, liking that in preference to
its film manner of working out, and
then again moet of the picture fans
will take it as it is superficially presented, an ordinary film meller.
i

there is scarce conjunction between
the title and the eubject. Scars of
Jealousy is accepted as meaning of
the heart rather than the face, if
one facial scar left remaining from
a fist fight Is accountable for the
title.
Otherwise there seems no
reason for the present name of the
picture. This will disappoint all of
those whom the title may attract.
It starts with a sort of prolog in
the days of Louis XIV of France telling how the king chased one of his
nobles off 'the lot into New France
fitfne.
aa then known, now called America
by the drys (only). The new sect
Clem Dunway, age 37, who for
appeared to settle In the moonshine
country among the hills of Mary* seven years has been the head of
land, Virginia, Tennessee or Kenat the Lasky
tucky, wherever they have hills and the scenic department
moonshiners.
According to this studio, Los Angeles, was foundscript,

moonshining

is

an

aged-

business.

The

/

new

settlers,

called

the

THE LITTLE GIRL NEXT D00B
Made aa CblProducad by BaaJr Ooaa.
piractad by
«a«o at ttoa a—nay plant,
W. 0. Van Dyke. Biz real* Flrat atoown
at Orpaanun, Chloaco.
.Paulina Starke
Mary Saocum
••••••...Jamea Morrison
Jim Manning
Mtlly Amory
Tua Wllaoa
Hank Had!

and

circumstances
under
the
suggests something exceptionally
"The
notable in film productions.
Little Girl Next Door" Is very ordi-

There

no one

in the cast
attention
acting or story
to stand out.
The strong point of
the photoplay is the expose of
spiritualistic tricks, only Incidental.

nary'

Is

who commands

and nothing

This

J«

slavery

apeclal

in the

a revamping of a white

film

made when

Barrett

O'Hara was conducting a campaign
In Chicago.
Instead of that theme
has been substituted.
The
picture has a young man fall Into
Instead of the girl, as in the
original picture, but he is rescued
through the Inborn virtue of the
girl, who is wise beyond any reasonable expectations.
The fact that the picture was
dope

evil

made

in

Chicago had

little

value

here, as it was difficult to recognize
the scenes. There is a fight which
may carry some appeal to lovers of
blood and thunder, but this is overbalanced by the opposition that the
film may create on the part of those

great cities.
Pauline Starke plays the country

ADOLPH ZUKOR.

May

10,

1923

James Morrison la
girl verr well.
a nice looking leading man, though
his work la not always convincing.
Carmel Myera la the female heavy
and puts beauty on the aide of

with the villian finally disposed of
and the father of the girl also dying
leaving the young hero to tear up
an L Q. U. for $47,000 he won from
the heavy at stud poker, eo that the
Mltchel Lewis la the male girl will have small change enough
Satan.
heavy and all that the term means. to go to school with.
Here la one thing that this type
Loop.
of picture does and that is help the
poor shirt makers along. There la
SPAWN OF THE DESERT
a fight between the hero and the
Ben Wllaon production atnrrlnx William heavy and the usual shirt tearing Is
Written by William Tuttle. done to perfection. The boys simply
Fairbanka.
Shown at Loaw'a must bare their manly
directed by Ben Wllaon.
chests to
Circle, double featura bill, April 9, 1023.
thrill the film flappers It seems, and
Time, 54 minutes.
William Fairbanka the shirt manufacturers are the
Duka Steele
Hart
Al
Sam Le Saint
gainers by their vanity.
Dempaey Tablor
Silver Bleed
In detail the picture, even as bad
Florence Gilbert
Luck Sleed
as it is, leaves much to be desired.
The day of crepe hair is past as far
A western with all the usual stuff. as appearing before the camera with
A cheap western without much of it is concerned, but one wouldn't
a story that would keep an audience think that to look at this produc*
other than those of the smaller tion. The made to order whiskers
houses at all Interested.
stick out all over, it. That goes for
The opening has a wagon train story as well as characters. Frei.
Perhaps that is going
(2 wagons).
\
the regular thing in all
to be
westerns now that "The Covered
Alice Mills, Ingenue of Pyramid
Wagon" has caught on. From that Productions' "Wife in Name Only,*
point on the story has an association has been engaged to go to Ausbetween an old desert wanderer and tralia to make two special Standard
a young guide. The elder man has
been searching for 18 years for his features.
wife and daughter, stolen from him
by his partner. The younger man
accompanies him on his search because the elder's trusty rifle s,aved
his life with a timely shot at the

hands of the old man.
They wander into a mining camp
where Silver Sleed is the boss. He
runs the gambling house and the
town. The old wanderer recognizes
who think pictures have a greater him as his quarry, and the girl falls
purpose than to portray the evil cf in love with the young man. From

RAN D

Sbtfaltei &tinti>

Same
that point, all apple sauce.
old stuff done in the same old way

PRE3ENTB

JL. !!
1

THE RUST

at 47th Street

BEGINNING SUNDAY,

Mltchel Lewis

Sdward Kennedy

Fifty cents top tor this picture
requires some nerve. The emphaels

MARK

Broadway

Oamel Myera

•

in the billing that It la an expose of
spiritualistic tricks may justify the
high price, which at the Orpheum

dead in his office there. The death
was caused by asphxiation.

— l"

.

Thursday,

MAY

WTTH

13

BETTY C0MPS0N
AMD

The Year's Greatest Novelty

C0NWAfTEARl£

•

ft,

a

" One of those
pictures which

M.C.Levee
Presents

aresaidtohave

MAURICE

everything!"
—Joseph Mulvaney

TCIIRNEUR'A/Mkfav;

*<7ta

ISLE

in

NEW YORK AMERICAN

OF,

is no doubt that The Rustle of 8 ilk' eontains those requisites which go to make a popular offering to the majority. A pleasing entertainment* the sort of thing the public demands."

There

LOST SHIPS

^Dorothy Day

in

TELEGRAPH

"One
seen

of the
in

"A

time."
V. Durling in

NEW YORK GLOBE

delightful mixture ef girlish
and romance.**

effervescence

—NEW YORK

^ llK//

LrittenCen

most sntertaining pictures wc have

some

—E.

CALL

AAapted by Bad* Cowan and Ouida Bergere from Cosmo Hamilton's novel
•-*

%*

Personally directed by Maurice Tourneur; Art Director,
Milton MonaRro; Assistant Director. Seoit It Beal; Cameraman. Arthur L. Todd; Continuity, Charles Malgne; Editing,

Frank Lawrence.

A 3i£6t

.

National

Prase Sheet

—.?-'

Ad Above

^Picture
/i\

m
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Matt and Electros
at Exchanges

:

Thursday,

May

10,

LEGITIMATE

1923

23
aarr:

shows nr hew york

to grow stronger weekly
$2.60 top Is capacity.

Opinion Jane Cowl a

and at
EQUITY'S BATTLES
STOCKS
(Continued from page 1$)
(Continued from page 1)
Belmont (12th week).
and
the
White
Sorogan
Rats' A. F. of L. charter.
Potter,
Ed
Edith
Management has nominated this
comedy for summer continuance Walter Plimmer Jr. Louis Leon Equity was given a union charter
the
closed
with
for
the
recently
legitimate
acting branch
Hall
who
and looks like best draw house
Business quoted at Frits Lleber Shakesperean company of theatrical.
ever had.
The agreement denearly
big
for
small will direct.
$9,000,
bars Equity from engaging in the

Juliet" was characterisation or
decade borne out by sustained
rood business. Expected to re-

supervision of the vaudeville acting stage without the consent of
the Vaudeville Branch.

(Continued from page 14)
bnlr one not under marks of winter and spring. Always over $*&,$00 weekly and standees all per¥ f ormaces.

PRomeo and

Juliet,"

tt«th week).

Henry

"You and

Miller

theatre.

"Zander the Great," Empire

<36tn

week).
for

Moved here

cut rating.

man

organization which held forth
at the Victoria, Chicago, has filed
Liabiliin bankruptcy.
petition
a
ties of $15,718.80 and assets of $23,only.
"The God^ of Vengeance" 605 are listed. The salaries of 40
reopened at the""Greenwlch Vil- actors constitute the major part of
lage theatre Monday.
the liabilities, and the assets consist of scenery and properties.

espe-

Two-for-

©nes at end of week attract most
of business now. May stay three
or four weeks. Between $10,000

and

Conrad Seidemann, formerly manager of the Guman stock, a Ger-

(5th

Frohman
production
week).
highly regarded. Last week got
though rating deserves
$11,000,
bigger draw. Has good summer
chance.
"The Rivals" at 48th St.: one week

until May. but now has
chance to run through June.
111,000 and over.
Century
•Sally. Irene and Mary,"

iuUn

cially

I,"

$11,000.

week).
(1st
Frasee
BROADWAY STORY
"Salome."
Broadway's first colored dramatic
^(Continued from page 13)
organization. Drew attention out
of town and entered here under and the second night't business was
Opened under $300. "The Apache" entered
guarantee arrangement.
Monday. Scale, $2.50 top.
the Punch and Judy as an unknown
An- with Indications it will not extend
week).
(20th
•Secrets," Fulton
other week to go. Bright English beyond two weeks for which time
niece has been under stop limit the house was rented. The colored
takings last week
lately, with
"Cold Feet" suc- "Salome" at the Frazee may get a
about $8,500.
little business.
Against the field
21.
May
ceeds
Little
Theatre
Tournament
<2Sth the
Hssven," Booth
^Seventh
opened
at the Bayes, but. -it was
of
demand
Approximates
week).
*'Raln." rating next in dramatic apparent the players drew their
•

own

business, -although this one has been giving

strength,

«$tra

also

fci

matinee

audiences.

"Pride." which opened last week
at the Morosco, will stop Saturday,
the house going back for one week,

Over

weekly.

$14,500.

•SieThials London!" «udso«^37th "The Blimp" succeeding May 21.
Cohan's comedy virtually
j*©ek>.
completed season on Broadway "My Aunt' From Ypsile.i.tr was
and good chance of running well called off at the Earl Carroll, when
tote summer. Around $12,000 .now. salaries were not paid at the end of
"The Adding Machine," Comedy (8th its first week, the house also going
"The Dancing Girl" will leave
week). Heavily two-for-oned. but dark.
business ordinary, takings last the Winter Garden for the road, with
week little under $5,000. Theatre Al J olson in "Bombo," succeeding
having
considered
Guild show not
Monday. "Lady Butterfly" also goes
much chance.
on tour Saturday wl'Js "Dew Drop.
•The Apache," Punch & Judy (1st Inn" ("In the Moonlight"), the sucweek). New author and producer
cessor.
''Morphia" will try " the
Broadfor
house
this
tiny
selected
way try this late In season. Opened subway circuit, starting Monday,
against other new tries Monday, leaving the Eltinge without an atlittle
holding
comment
with
traction, and "The Last Warning"
promise.
will end its season at the Klaw, that
Knickerbocker
Vina,"
•The Clinging
house also being blank.
(20th week). Another three weeks
In addition to "The Blimp" there
may see end of season for SavLast will be at least three othes arrivals
age's successful musical.
week little better than previous, May 21. "Secrets" will close at the
with about $11,000 claimed.
Fulton, to be succeeded by "Cold
•The Comedian," Belasco (9th week). Feet;" "Aren't We All" relights the
Moved Monday from Lyceum, and Gaiety which went dark last Satexpected to last another three
weeks or so. Business fair for this urday when "If Winter Comes" was
taken off, and the Moscow Art
Belasco show. Arouml $10,000. *The Dancing Girl," Winter Garden Theatre wfll try a second engage(16th week). Final week. In re- ment of two weeks at Jol son's 59th
modeled Garden started exqellent- Street. The house Is dark at presAl Joliy, but tapered off soon.
Love," a medley
son in /BombO" - succeeds nejet ent. "A Night, of
week until Garden's summer show of Russian operas, succumbed after
supposed to
although
one
week,
^ready next month.
•The Devil's Disciple," GarYlck (3d
"The God of Vengeance' is in
week). .. Not much expected of again, having returned to the GreenShaw revival which Theatre Guild
put on. Fairly good trade indi- wich Village Theatre after trying
cated, however, with some call in the Bronx.
rifiTt*npips
"Blossom Time," repeating around
•The Enchanted Cottage," Bits (6th the subway circuit, topped the busiweek).
Might have had chance ness in the outlying houses, getting
for run if put on earlier. Business
now under $6,500, with that $14,400 at the Majestic, Brooklyn.
claimed satisfactory to house and "The Green Goddess" grossed $7,200
show
at the Bronx Opera House; "The
•The Fool," Times Square (29th Guilty One" played to nearly $8,500
week). Dropped off recently and at the Broad Street, Newark, the
Last
extra matinee eliminated.
show's Broadweek takings were $12,000, which takings beating the
"

.

keeps drama in running.
Ought to grab considerable trade
._from summer visitors.
"The Gingham Girl," Central (37th
week). Moved over from Carroll
last week, when business bettered
previous week at Earl Carroll by
about $1,400 for total of little over
still

figures; "It Is the Law"
under $5,000 at the Montauk.

way

drew

Cut Rates Still Strong
This week the cut rate market
with 31 attractions
stofbd
offered at reduced prices.
The shows In the "buy" class are:
That profitable now.
"The
(Ambassador),
"Caroline"
A $10,000.
The Love Habit," Princess (9th Comedian" (Belasco), "Wildflower"
week), one of low gross attrac- (Casino), "Merton of the Movies"
tions. Cast changes have reduced
(Elliott), "Zander
operating expense, but there is (Cort), "Rain"
the Great" (Empire), "Jack and
r little chance of building.
"The Mountebank," Lyceum (1st Jiir (Globe), "So Thlo Is London"
Nellie * Kelly"
"Little
week). Late entrant of the Froh- (Hudson),
man office. Opened Monday with (Liberty); "Polly Preferred" (LitNorman Trevor featured. Show tle), "Music Box Revue" (Music
had drawn well out of town, which Box), "ZlegfeM Follies" (AmsterInto dam), "Mary the 3d" (39th Street),
encouraged
management
bringing it in at this time. Opin"The Fool" (TJmes Square), and
t ton here Is for moderate showing.
Gar•The Old Soak," Plymouth (38th "The Dancing Girl" (Winter
*
den).
week).
Hanging around $7,500,
which ought to afford *margln of
In the cut rates the ehows on sale
profit.
At present gait can ride were:
(Ambassador),
"Caroline"
until hot weather.
"How Come?" (Apollo), "Lady But"he Wasp," Selwyn (7th week).
(Astor), "You and I" (BelMoved two weeks ago from Mo- terfly" "Uptown West" (Bijou),
rosco.
Business about same, $6,- mont),
"Whispering Wires" (Broadhurst).
000, but better attendance claimed
this week.
House due for sum- "Sally, Irene and Mary" (Century),
"Barnum Was Right" (Cohan).
mer musical some time in June.
«
"Up She Goes," Playhouse (27th "The Adding Machine" (Comedy).
week). Will make good predic- "Go Go" (Daly's). "Morphia" (Eltion of lasting through season. tinge), "God of Vengeance'* (GreenTakings now under $7,500. but wich Village). "Salome" (Frazee).
ought to break even with house "Secrets"
"Icebound"
(Fulton),
and show pooled (under same
(Harris). "Jack and Jill" (Globe).
management).
(Klaw).
Warning"
Last
"Uptown West," Bijou (3d week). "The
Getting about $4,500. which for "Clinging Vine" (Knickerbocker).
show of the kind may supply nar- "For Value Received" (Longacre).
row margin of profit, with house "Papa Joe" (Lyric), "Pride" (Mosatisfied to make anything over rosco). "Cat and the Canary" (Naexpenses now* Company on co- tional). "Up She Goee" (Playhouse).
operative basis.
•The Old Soak" (Plymouth). "The
Broadhurst
"Whispering
Wires,"
'The
(Princes?).
Habit"
mth week). Cut-rating, particu- Love
Hio
(Punch and Judy).
Apache"
larly two-for-ones. has kept mysThe
(Ri(z>.
tery piece Koing lately. Approxi- Enchanted Cottage"
(Shu'Peer
Gynt"
(Selwyn),
mately $:>.000. Like other attrac- Wasp"
still

,

^

i

tions playing to
*

sum 11 grosses

this

Garden).

this week so that
16 attractions.

i

woman

eral months, underwent
for appendicitis at ah

an operation
Albany hos-

pital.

Feeley, who Is playing a
stock % season at the City theatre in
section of Newark, N.
Roseville
the

Maude

with her "Maude Feeley Plavproduced "Quicksands," by
Jean Archibald, author of "Call the

J.,

ers,"

Doctor," week

David

out.

Woods saw

t>2

April 30^for a try-

Belasco

and

there

were on!\

Al

H.

Gertrude Vanderbllt has been engaged as visiting star for two weeks
in' the Cleveland Stock Co., one

week

to

new

be devoted to a

Broadway
other week will

possibilities.

play

The

j

see Miss Vanderbllt In the star part of "The Gold
Diggers."

Thomas WHkes

Is

spondence between the Four A's and
the A. F. of L., including per capita

payments and assessment

lists.

In case Mountford gets angry over
his defeat, he can be depended upon
to throw a few wrenches into the
works. "Fitzpatriek resigned from
the vice-presidency of the Four A's
over a year ago. owing to differences affecting the policies with

Mountford

Equity by power

out.

of numbers will wholly control the
International Four A's, although
Equity Is also a local or branch of
While athat International union.
peculiar situation it is not unique in
labor annals.

Gillmore

Chief

Plotter

The Mountford crowd point to
One of' the Vaudeville Branch Frank Gillmore as the chief plotter
members who-* made that statement against their independence in unionadded
ism. Rumors have often linked the
"This is going to be a shock to names of Mountford and Gillmore
several Equity officers who have as both desirous of becoming the
been living In halo of glory through union leader of all American actaking false credit for the success tors. Clashes between them have
Neither Fits- been frequently reported and with
of Equity's -strike.
patrick nor Mountford put In any this hope the unspoken goal leadof 1919.

the piay.

with

rival Jewish locals, settle differences
in the German, Austrian and Polish
branches and attend to all corre-

One report ascribes Equity's present course on the vaudeville question to the advice of high labor men.
While it is said the old guard of the
A. F. of L. continue to regard
Mountford and Fitzpatriek with
some lukewarmness, those two men
are aces, with the radical element
in the A. F. of L.
In labor circles
It is conceded it Is not always tho
largest body which is the stronger.
As showing the depth of the feeling rampant at present between. the
Vaudeville Branch and Equity, it
is said the Mountford -Fitzpatriek
ensemble is openly making a belated claim that Mountford and
without
Fitzpatriek,
alone
and
Equity advice, engineered and directed the successful Equity strike

who was leading
Daniel,
at the hall for the last sev-

Mary

may

body for the actors' unions.
Labor Men Advising Equity

Following the closing last week
of the Proctor Players, who held
forth at Harmanus Bleecker hall in
Albany for a period of two years.

claim for distinction or credit over
that victory and none of ua would

New

due

In
visit is re-

I

ing to the disruptions.

Mountford and Fitzpatriek are
Equity had
Y rk this week. Wilkes*
looked upon as skilful and well-inported for the purpose of securing continued to be on the level with formed union men. Necessity forced
plays for his 'western stocks, also UB."
a great deal of union information
scripts of new pieces Broadway proThe veiled threat that has crept and politics upon them. In their
ducers are holding for the fall which Inter the trouble between the two dealings with Equity when Francis
they might" want to first have a actors' unions is being etreulated Wilson was its president and when
remark by people- Equity wanted its union connection.
in this form of
stock try out.
very closto'"to Mountford:
It
was reported the Vaudeville
to
engaged
been
has
LeeOlga
"It seems the only way the In- Branch upon the composition of the
play leads with the Halifax Stock terested officers of the A. F. of L. Four A's had secured itself' a conNova Scotia, and find to possibly over-Hde the agree- tract in perpetuity that would preHalifax.
Co.,
sailed Saturday on the steamer ment is the' only loophole on a vent Equity from exercising the
"Rosalind," to open May 12 at the charge the Vaudeville Branch, is least jurisdiction in vaudeville.
Majestic.
only a skeleton organization, and to
Mountford later made this plain
call for an examination of its .books
when it became known he had
apand membership lists with the obliged Equity
The Mae Desmond Players,
to turn over to the
pearing at the Desmond, Philadel- object of proving that to be a fact. Vaudeville Branch all of the un"The scheme is foredoomed to earned dues paid to Equity
phia, for several months, will be
by its
transferred to the Cross Keys In the failure through a clause In the members who had passed from
the
same city, May 28, for a summer agreement which admitted Equity legitimate or returned to vaudeville.
Gilmore
and
A.
F.
of
L.
as
the
into
engagement.
|
That
settlement in connection with
Francis Wilson, who both signed it,
a wrangle over It resulted thereThe Jack Ball Players, who have must know. That clause grants after in Equity advising its membeen playing repertoire In Ports- absolute autonomy to every branch bers in vaudeville to pay dues to
mouth, Ohio, all season, are going or local union in the 4 A's, prevent- the
Vaudeville
Branch.
Their
to fill a stock season In Lima, Ohio, ing interference with any one of names
were
transferred
from
the branches, by any or all of the
opening Sunday, May 15.
Equity's rolls to those of
the
others, under any circumstances.
Vaudeville Branch while they re"As Mountford himself drew up mained
Corse Payton has been engaged
in vaudeville.
by-laws
the
agreement
and
for a one week stock starring en- both the
Poor Generalship
gagement with the Blanche Pickert and constitution of the 4 A's, it Is
anyone knows
stock, playing one night stands on ridiculous to suppose
The Mountford -Fitzpatriek conwhat
nor
he,
than
them
about
more
Long Island.
tingent also allege poor generalship
provisions the clauses contain.
Equity Skeleton Too?
on the part of Equity leaders to atA drama or comedy Is being tried
"Further, if the skeleton organ- tempt their vaudeville "ideal" at
every other week or so by the
Equity this time
stock at the Lyceum, Memphis. ization alibi is pushed and
and giving publicity to
Previously only musical pieces were officials with their labor connections their vaudeville intenticn, also In
want a fight, they will probably get the Equity executives practically
done.
Besides being sec- commiting themselves to a strike
all they want.
Branch,
James Thatcher, general manager retary of the Vaudeville of the against the legit managers In 1924,
secretary
also
Mountford
is
allowing the managers' organizaof the Poll stock theatres" has recorrespondence of that tion (P. M. A.) such generous noAH
A's.
4
been
having
office
his
turned to
including the per capita state- tice and through their vaudeville
successfully operated upon for an body,
ments and payments to the A. F. of anouncements perhaps cause the
ear affliction.
L., have to go through his hands.
vaudeville forces of the Vaudeville
"If,
as has been often stated, Managers' Protective Association
Kendall
Raymond Capp replaces
also a skeleton organizaled by E. F. Albee to league themWeston as director of the Leonard Equity Is
Mountford must know it, and selves
with the legit managerial
Wood Jr. Players at the Palace, tion,would
not hesitate to slam this
he
Y.
end.
N.
Plains,
White
back at Equity if goaded to it."
The
Mountford
people admit the
The stories bruited around on beThe Keeney Players, at the Bay
If
of the Vaudeville Branch's Albee forces are implacable fighters
ll
Ridge, Brooklyn, close their season
defeat, while
that
know
have yet to
protect and maintain itSaturday night with "I'ncle Toms effort to
they say at the same time the
self are of such a peculiar tenor
Cabin" as the final production.
they seem to be inspired for the ex- Equity has picked on Mountford
not let- and Fitspa trick for another battle
The Leonard Wood Jr.. Players press intent of giving Equity
within its own ranks. Among union
It is walking into a battle with one
close at the Palace, White Plains.
men the Mouulfurd-Fltzpulrick duo
of Its own before reaching the
N. Y., May 12. completing five weeks
is no puny combination.
in
persists
it
inside,
if
vaudeville
have mentioned

if

it

•

,

j

•

at

the house.

Troctor's Elizabeth. N. J, began
stock Monday. The house has dlsv a ud eville
Koi t h
unt inuert
*b*
bills for the summer.

—

,

attempting to deal for vaudeville
without conference, convent or with
the headf of tint union dtvrnion.
The open o i!,m<i.t has been
made that nciiher he Equity pxchiI

ti\

stock

h

The advance agency buys drofipw

The first blow In the battle to
decide the jurisdictional question
be struck as the position of
executive secretary of the Four A's,
now held by Mountford, will be conStrong and threatening talk has tested for. Frank Gillmore is slated
Equity controls
been percolating through certain for the position.
vaudeville circles since Equity Inti- the majority of votes ar.d Gillmore
may
land.
The
only
plausible reamated it intended to invade vaudeville.
The talk started Immediately son for Gillmore running Is to put
Gillafter the Equity Sunday meeting the skids under Mountford.
more is already treasurer of the
at the Hotel Plaza, April 29, when
that intimation was announced from Four A's. In addition to being executive secretary of Equity. Gillmore
the platform.
was also president of the Green
Charges and claims are reported, Room Club until he quit.
all
circulated
by vaudevillians
The duties of secretary of the
known to be on friendly terms with
Mountford and Fitzpa*trlck, the Four A's is mainly to act as buffer
heads of the vaudeville branch and between the different factions and
of the Four A's international union branches, patch up peace between

Daley will direct.

compai

a musical
'Mary the 3.1" (39th Street.),
pc.plc wiihplay- the summer
and "The Dancing Girl" (Winter
opening May
im

musical in several year*
Climbed from $14,000 to nearly
$10,500 gross last week. Appears

cessful

May

bert).

may make little money.
Casino (Hth week
Arthur HimnifM stein's moat suc-

one

"Wildflower."

Goldstein Brothers install stock
the Colonial, Pittsneld. Mass.,
21, the company organized by
Pauline Boyle Including Ruth Amos
and Walter N. Greaza, leads; LilJane Manners,
Niederauer,
lian
Edith Bowers, Phil Quinn, Bob McClung and Deaver Storer. Carroll

in

of officers of the Four A's wilt 1»held today (Thursday) at 2 p m. at
Kqiiity headquarter**.
As there ix
no opposition, John Emerson has I
walkover for the presidency.

i

/

at

>f

25

Okla

City

Th<»

Gotham,

'he
it
Players
Brooklyn, close Saturday

Blaney

In

<< nor

i

u

ignorance

Cuum

'
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th<
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ca n

plead

agreement

On the strength of the facts abotll
the conditions Equity has wilfully
brought about without apparent or
due mature deliberation, the Mountford .people have made a most remarkable assertion, that would require

existing between Equity and the
Vaudeville Branch, as It wis ilgned

by them.
Skid3 for Mountford
The innu il meeting ind

rowd

tion
i

lor)

li

affect I

and

for

public

i

on tit"
The Mountford
the only explanareflects

Equity executives.
i

•'••.

substantiation

lion,

ifi

ti

these

urn it js
ascribe for Equity*! actions
m u lers,
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FRANK CLARK
81

W. Randolph

St.,

Chicago

DON RAMSAY
24 Tremont Street

BOSTON, MASS.

MURRAY WHITEMAN
3S1

Main Street

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

HARRIS FRIEDMAN
36 East Fifth Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Tbufdajs May

10.

VARIETY
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JOE H1LLER,

Prof. Mgr.

Strand Theatre Bldg.,
*

JIMMY

C.

KESSEL

818 8uperba Theatre Bdlg

L08 ANGELES, CALIF.

MORT HARRIS
602 Rentage* Theatre Bldg

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF

FRANK WATER SON
Globe Theatre Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NEW YORK
BEN FIELDS
304 Fifth Avenue

PITTSBURGH, PA.

•

NEW ACTS THIS

JM

Thursday,

at

•THE TORCH-BEARERS"
Mint.;

PaVace

Full Stage

r«Lui»

*oV

tt...#- A. curt

Booth Howard
Qeors* Warrington

Twiller
Si»inll.-r......

..tha

ff

(7)

22 Mins.; Full 8tsge (Special)
Palace

uort

HtM» Manager;

™i: Matney
ffilK
Fred

George Kelly, of the family that
also boasts of Judge Walter C.
He
wrote "The Torch-Bearers."
had an idea that somebody would
write a satire on the Little Theatre
movement and he might aa well be

Having scored previously
with his vaudeville material he was
well Qualified, but after the playlet
opened its producers believed it
ilrst.

too good and In agreement with
the tall Mr. Kelly, it was made mto
a delightfully humorous three-act
comedy, which opened early in the
season at the 48th Street Theatre,
then moved to the Vanderbllt for
a moderately good run.
As a play, "The Torch-Bearers"
was rrever a big money draw, prin-

the recitation.

evoked a

differInitiated enJoyed it immensely and failed to
understand why It did not pull big

cipally because
ence of opinion.

it

to

Sweeney allows
the opportunity to recline on the

down alongside

attendances. The answer was that
a percentage of the audiences did
not really understand the bumor.
That appeared true both in Nfcw
York and on the road, although the
play made a season out of it.
Rosalie Stewart
Its producers,
and Bert French, have taken the
second act of the play— the original vaudeville act— and are preIn
senting it in the two-a-day.
doing so they have brought from
the original cast two of the leads,
Mary Boland and Alison Skipworth.
Miss Boland did
hoth featured.
not quite know how to take Monday
night's plaudits, when she and Miss

Skipworth bowed from each

old one about not being able
help him up, but he will lay

The

The

of

stage, illustrating the ancient gag.
The business of the pair eating
lollypops, with cross fire, as in the
Duffy and Sweeney act next. During this exchange Sweeney in dis-

pressing.

Reappearances

in

changed coseach
Miss

em-

that
division of amusements deemed the
cussing a soft job with Walter ob- leader. The crown went to herself,
serving nothing could be softer than she disclosing herself as "Vaudelaying there and telling gags, or ville," and the word was projected
something to that effect, unless on the sky above the temples of
they went over to the hotel and amusement.
phoned the act over. This was also
An all-star cast was billed, that
claim being most exaggerated. The
in the Duffy and Sweeney act.
travesty imitation of Jolson by others were Charles Gibney, FlorSweeney, who incidentally executes ence Mackie, Martha Hons and AlIbee.
a first-rate one-handed spring, and fred Florenz.
comedy business with a. unicycle

A

during

which

Walter

does

side

some MISSES

LEONARD

and

BARNETT

clean cut trick cycling (In a very Songs and Piano
limited space in one on the Amer- 17 Min.; One (Special)
Miss Boland has long been of the ican Roof) are also included in the Majestic, Chicago
legitimate. She is the jo/ of "The list of specialties and bits.
Chicago, May t.
Torch-Bearers" as the young soThe act is different, Sweeney's
Freda Leonard and Jewell Barciety matron making her first ama- eccentric
and Mister
character
teur appearance. The role is one Walter's nance kid being away nett are not a happy combination
of the happiest in her career and from. the cut-and-dried for vaude- inasmuch as Miss Leonard's cabaret
needs a contrasting foil in
it is quite likely she will be willing
It was next to closing on the style
ville.
piano.
to continue with the playlet on Roof and was a laugh from start to some modest little girl at the
be styled a single with
cannot
It
tour, though the show may again finish.
Bell
pianist for Miss Barnett sings in
he sent out as a regular attraction.
every number. There Is quite some
John Drew, whose former leading SYRACUSE COLLEGIANS
talk in the act, making it a double
lady she was, saw "The Torchand DOT KINNE (12)
in all that the term means.
Bearers" at the Vanderbllt last fall
of the apron.

„

Syncopation

Miss Leonard is venturesome and
must be credited for some new ideas
(though they are not particularly

and was treated to an agreeable 25 Min.;

Full Stage
B. F. Keith's, Syracuse, N. Y.

surprise with Miss Boland's playing.

He asked why

she had not

embarked in* that class
comedy 15 years before.

A

short

matter was

of

Syracuse,

light

May

9.

than the average
better
home talent contribution to the
cause of jazz was this effort by this

Far

with

descriptive
film
run before the act, ex-

plaining the amateur show was to combination of Syracuse University
he given in the town hall for the syncopation devotees at Keith's,
half of last week.
benefit of the Seamen's Home. In Syracuse, the last
the play the Horticultural Hall was The single fault of the eleven-piece
the
lack of variety
was
orchestra
named (that being an assembly
The jazz selections
place in Philadelphia whence the in numbers.
run; the
general
The action takes were of the same
Kellys come).
place back stage during the presen- use of one or two non -syncopated
tation of the short play with all the melodies would have given welcome
less wearisome
relief and proven
little errors and mishaps that beAs It was, the
to the audience.
fall an amateur show performance
surfeited
the folks down
Collegians
supplying the laughter.
The tripping over the baton is in front with jazz.
There was, however, In the arthe big laugh of the act as it was
rangement of the* selections for the
In the play, while the satire found
I

I

punctuation with Mrs. J. Duro
"I don't
Pampanellis
remark:
think the audience noticed it." Miss
Skipworth much amused as the
boss of the works, while Fred Matney stood out from the others as
the blundering stage manager.
Perhaps the vaudeville version
Is more travestied than in the play,
for when Miss Boland appeared
through the door to say:' "There's
something the matter with the curtain," the line which climaxed the
fun was half lost In the laughter
of the audience.
Her appearance
should be delayed until the house

band some keen musical showman-

effective.

Her

entrance

is

novel

and several bits are bids for popMiss
ularity through originality.
Barnett takes her seat at the piano
and after a moment's wait, Miss
Leonard, appears, leaning against
"Where's your
the front wing.
pep?" inquires Miss Barnett. "I've
"You mustn't
lost it," is the reply.
be grouchy" is the response.
After entering upon the first song
Mids Leonard walks to center of the
stage with heavy footfalls. "Is some
one following you?" asks Miss Barnett, which is a good laugh. At another time Miss Leonard starts to
kid with men in the front rows.
Miss Barnett warns her that she
must not do such things; that she
don't know the men she is addressing.
"Give me a little time and I
On still another
will" she replies.
occasion she stoops down while
singing a part of one song.
The jest about only needing time
to get acquainted is characteristic
The greatest apof the offering.
plause came with concluding lines
of a broad lyric. Miss Leonard can
put over that style of song and Miss
Barnett eontributes Importantly to

GRABLER REVIEW

ship.

MANN

(5)

Piano, Songs, Dances
12 Mins.; Full Stage
Special Drop and Cyclorama
23rd Street
This review is a novelty in one reIt has no prologue nor atspect.
tempt at a story. The numbers
just follow each other. The cast Includes a man and woman dancing
team, a male solo dancer, a girl
singer and a male pianist.

one number doubles as a "dame" for a comedy
It is the solo
adagio travesty.
dancer does some acrobatics, the
pair getting mild laughs on the dif-

The

Broadway.
dance music organisation
Id or* IS making its appeal en

of
s,

basis of straight syncopated musta,
The offering: has no special appeal
aside from its popular style of,

The Instrumental make is
as usual w^th all the emphasis on
the brasses, backed up with %9
energetio worker of the traps, aa
expert banjoist and a xylophone, all
of which help to put the accent on
the high spots of rhythm.
The players are led by a violinist
who works a solo Into the middle
of the routine, a number of ballad*
like quality that
broke up the
monotony of the rags and gave
the program variety, a desirable
quality of change of pace.
The
rest of the offering Is straight jass
dance music, but delivered with a
swing that commands the 'tapping

music

foot The Broadway audience was
slow to warm up, but the Jazs
appeal got to them and there were
three genuine encores before they
were allowed to get away.

"

Summing

it up the
Manhattan
measures up as an ideal numwhere the musical goods are
demanded and price precludes an
organization with an expensive
name.

outfit

ber

'

Rush.
J

_

i

WALTER PERCIVAL

and Co.

(2)

"Stranded" (Comedy Sketch)
18 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
State

"Stranded"

"Egg

was formerly called
It's a comedy

in the Bag."

away from

sketch

of playlets in that
human in its story.

the
it

is

usual run
distinctly
of the

None

pianist, in

conventional running in and out of
nonsensical situations or preposterous comedy business that as a
rule marks the garden variety of
vaudeville sketch.
Any traveling
ference In size.
man can vouch for the authenticity
The mixed dancers are the class. of the sentimental chambermaid
They have three specialties, open- who falls in love, with the "ham",
ing with a corking adagio, follow- actor; and the ham actor inciing with a Russia double and doing dentally is remarkably well chara third double for the curtain.
acterized by Walter Percival. The
The solo dancer stopped the act chambermaid is also a legitimately
with his Russian acrobatic single, conceived type.
Neither Is over-'
consisting mostly of "hock" and done and both are played in an
floor steps. The pianist was "on" easy, reposeful fashion.
after the double dance, .in which he
A slice of life, the tale moves with
appeared. Previous to that number the precision of an adding machine.
the piano stood unoccupied.
The stage setting, too, carries a
The girl singer did well with "Buy sense of reality that is seldom"
My Flowers," which suited her voice achieved in vaudeville and It's all
and personality, but was away off done with simple effects. Skillwith a pop song that required the fully interwoven with the comedy
jazz delivery.
there's a note of pathos that gets
The specialty people are o. k., but over.
the act needs production and an auA welcome addition la
thor, to follow the other reviews. "Stranded" and should keep busy.
Lacking a "name" it won't gel be- Walter Percival does the best work
yond three-a-day circles. It's just of a long vaudeville career in it
a straight dancing turn in its pres- and his support Is flawless.
ent shape. A eyeflorama, special drop
Bell
and picture frame prop represent a
C&n.
good production.

Alternating reliance tfpon
four saxophones and upon two
cornets and a trombone for the
high lights of the featured compositions was a big asset.
Miss Kinne. a dancing and singing co-ed, with emphasis upon the
singing, made a good impression,
and looks like real vaudeville material.
Collegians
Indeed,
the
themselves, by making the sugI<oop.
gested changes in their program, the harmony.
could easily get by on any bill. The
combination has youth, looks, gin- SAM E.
ger and a real knowledge of music. Songs and Talk
Miss Kinne's best bet is the 12 Mins.; One
Is quieter.
The act Is one of the funniest "blues" type of song. She has a American Roof
playlets in vaudeville, particularly wicked strut and a wicked eye to
Sam E. Mann works In black face.
for tnose who did not see the play. back up a saucy personality. Her He has a real asset in a resonant
voice is not strong, perhaps, but it voice utilized to excellent effect in
Ibee.
decidedly better than that of
is
an imitation of Al Jolson crooning
some vocalists who have been here a mammy ditty. He also does CanMcKESSICK and HALLIDAY
with orchestras this season.
tor well.
An opening number has
Colored Comedy Songs.
Bahtu
Talk. Dances
Mann announcing he was an usher
10 Mins.; One
at the Winter Garden and as he took
CHARLES ROOT'S STEPPERS (4) patrons '"own the aisle he studied
23rd St.
Dancing Act
Jolson and Cantor's style.
Straight and comedian, both col10 Mins.; One
There's a bit of talk with the
ored.
Comic works under cork in
Jefferson
Mann has a lot
Jolson imitation.
eccentric suit of clothes. The turn,
tuxedos
boys
in
routine
do
Four
a
more
studying to do as regards gags.
after an opening double song "P.ow
Wow Blues," revolves mostly about of soft shoe steps, working singly, In In addition to the jolson and Canan old song, "If He Comes in I'm pairs and ensemble, in formation tor imitations, he does a couple of
Coin* Out." It serves as the back- and in line. Following this, two do pop numbers, delivering them very
ground for hoke comedy around the an eccentric dance; the other duo well. His songs will put him over
shows n medley routine of waltz, surely in the pop houses, his voice
old "ghost" bit from burlesque.
A bit of stepping is Interpolated essence, Irish jig and drum beats. and delivery insuring that. The ease
before the Lost bit and a strut goes The f<»nr finish ensemble in a fast and skill that comes with experience
should remedy the defects in his
with the'firat. Both arc fair enter- simultaneous dance.
They are not star dancers, but are monolog delivery as h* goes along.
tainers in a vehicle evidently conenjoy
and
their
youthful
seem
Right' now he's set nicely. for No. 2,
to
structed with nothing beyond the
small time in view.
As such it work Right now they ire sure fire a spot which he filled creditably on i
'II
lime No. 2.
for tm
the Root
BcJL
about passes.
Con.
<

24 Mina.i Full Stage

10 Mins.; One
B. F. Keith's, Syracuse, N. Y.

tumbling clown, with St. Clair Monday. Facial expressions designed
teaming for that bit. "Opera" and to be dramatic became grimaces.
"Burlesque" followed, neither imBahn.

tumes for the finale brought
character on for a small bit,
St. Clair then saying she was
powered to give the crown to

10, 1928

MANHATTAN SOCIETY
ORCHE8TRA

(2)

Songs

Syracuse, May t.
Hockey and Green have someA powerful soprano is that of
Sweeney, formerly thing of an idea In "World of Make
Helen Stover, who made her vaudephantasy. It might ville bow at Syracuse, Monday, in
of Mr. Duffy and Mr. Sweeney. An Believe." a
as
programmed
adult assistant is
have been made into a big flash act. the No. t spoL Miss Stover had
Master Walter. It's a nut act, and Instead it might do for once around some difficulty at her opening matia funny one with plenty of sure- in an early spot as here (No. I), nee with her lower register. The
notes were throaty, probably due
A certain quaint hash but hardly more.
fire laughs.
The setting is the Land of Amuse- to careless control.
marks the turn and the method of
securing laughs. There's consider- ment, where dwell the spirits of
She opened with the traditional,
able hoke, some of it familiar, but musical comedy, burlesque, opera, "My Hero," starting the song off
way it's presented and sold circus and drama, all declaring stage, perhaps as tried and true as
the
"The World Is
takes the act out of the regulation themselves the best of their field. the song itself.
run of comedy teams in "one."
The place Is presided over by a per- Waiting for the Sunrise," another
makeHe
Diogenes.
with
a
Sweeney Is on first
son who looks like
number worked to death in vaudeup that includes a battered high explains to an Inquisitive lass (Nola ville (it was even sung In Lou
hat, an umbrella, a lantern, walrus St. Clair) about the various spirits. Tellegan's "Blind Youth" last week),
mustache and nondescript Prince One by one they trot forth.
followed. Next came "Lindy Lou,"
There's an announcement
Miss St. Clair Is featured and Miss Stover's best. "Carolina" was
Albert.
following
with
especially
Walter,
liked,
Master
herself
about
makes
worked in and on Its heels came
which Sweeney does a comedy a burlesque bit. Tillis and La Rue an operatic aria. The finale was a
chink number. Master Walter en- as "Musical Comedy" went over new number by her accompanist,
ters with a comedy kid make-up. nicely at the start with an acro- Mr. Brunice (so she named him; the
Sweeney's efforts to coax Master batic dance. The girl is particu- program was silent), "I've Made Up
Walter into doing a recitation holds larly neat in her work and is easy My Mind to Forget You." It's a
plenty of hefty comedy, winding up to look upon. "Drama" was a weak typical ballad, jazzed up on the
with a whang when Sweeney black- spot, the comedy matter register- second chorus.
jacks the elocutionist to choke off ing hardly at all. "Circus" had a
Miss Stover was over made-up

.

Mr., ffii

BELIEVE*

Comedy Act
18 Mins.F One

(Special)

HELEN 8TOVER

"WORLD OF MAKE

and

*•* Bo**"i! American Roof
P»nu*nellI..AU«>a Bktp^rlh
This is Fred
•••••••••• HoM , W i^r£iS£

Mr*. J I-»uro
Florence
Dr. Ho»sfro«a

U»
Mr

8WEENEY

MASTER WALTER

Comedy

Satirical
Cfi

MR.

(9)

May

HELLER 8I8TER8

BRODERICK,

WYNN

and Co.
Dancing and Musical Revue

(3)

Two

Chicago, May 9.
Jack Broderlck is a dancing
most of
surpasses
who
violinist
them inasmuch as he Is not Only a
highly entertaining one, but an exvarioift
dancer, essaying
cellent
1

Rose

styles.

Wynn

a

is

clever

The com-

girl.

Music

23rd St.

15 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
Majestic, Chicago

dancer and a cute

Songs. Dance.
14 Mins.; One

pany, a male pianist, plays selec-

open

girls of refined appearance
with an introductory song,
one goes to the

following which

harp to accompany for vocal duet
of old. song favorites.
Another duet to orchestra accompaniment had a bit of a dance.
After a change one girl In abbreviated costume of skirt and breastplates returns for a short classical

tions between dancing numbers and dance, while the other changes to
accompaniments for all but one a gold evening dress for a harp
solo, which is the high light of the
number.

As
ing

all

is

alities"
priate.

three are young, the offeras "Youthful Person-

.with

both

turn.

The dancer In white costume
appro- joins the harpist for another bit of

billed

words

vocalizing.

The harpist has personality and
an arrangement In the rear by the voice necessary for this type
The other girl's alto
which a curtain ascends and de- of turn.
Both
consistently
flat.
scends, adding to the effectiveness sounded
try
for
the
popular delivery on
of the introduction of the dancers
Quite an

elaborate

Setting

with

for their various numbers. Broderick's first solo on the violin is

several songs, but lack the ease of
experience for It

T*ie act is routined intelligently,
"Mighty Lak a Rose," played very
low and in such contrast to the but the talents of the girls as a
usual thing of this kind that it is team don't quite measure up as revery effective. His next is dancing gards the singing. For vaudeville
while playing violin. For one num- they should improve with experiber Miss Wynn is shown at rise of ence, when they may advance. Just
curtain in rear in a contortion at- now the turn is a light No. 2 for
They werit
titude and then does classical danc- the intermediate bills.
very well In that spot at this house.
ing with a contortion tinge.
Con.
The pair do classical, jazz and
Egyptian dances, making changes
of costume.
It is a dancing revue
TO TO HAMMER and CO. (1)
which is quite as entertaining in Contortionists
every way as many of those with 10 Min.; Full Stage (Special Set)
half a dozen people.
Loop.
Cit y
Man and woman, both capable
LANG and BENNETT
benders. The male member does the
Songs and Piano
major portion of the work with his

—

6 Min.;
City

•

'

'

,

One

Two men

partner sufficiently capable to handle her

tuxedos singing published numbers. Apparently a publishing house duo.
Should not be
considered seriously as an act.
Mart.
in

own

portion.

The

great eat

amount

of work is done on a small
platform In the center of the stage.
It is mostTy worthwhile.
For house*
using this type of act It will fill the
bill.

Ilart.

-

>
>
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RUTH and GENE FIFER
much more becoming frock at the "Change Tour Act* Ted Healey
Dancing
opening than when lately caught did the gagging in the turn, walk10 Mine,; Full Stage (Cyclorama)
Composed of standard rather than elsewhere. Miss Deagon's baby talk ing for "I was afraid he would take
x
sensational
and
or
flash
the
curnonsense are sure-flre, and the offense." Maurice Elliott as prop
turns,
Riverside
ffth 8t.
rent show is a high -scoring average act was greeted so cordially there
Thi» may be the Furman formerly
Youthful appearing boy and girl Palace bill. Monday night, with at- can be no doubt as to its complete scored as usual. The turn is a
comedy classic and a vaudeville
Smith.
Nash
and
of
formerly of the Three Flfers, and tendance virtually capacity when success.
with Nash, now
standard seemingly unfollowable.
His partner la a woman, the couple evidently brother, and sister. The the lower floor finally filled up, SO
"World of Make Believe" (New
Ruth and Gene Fifer (New Acts)
•ntering harmonising with a Ken- turn as routined carries consider- per cent of the trys went over for Acts) was third, coming after Bill opened the bill. About half
the
Two feminine song singles, Robinson's whale of a score on sec- lower floor was filled Monday of
tucky number. The balance of the able production In costume changes hits.
night.
routine Is at the piano, he playing for the girl who makes a sweet both with piano accompanists, were ond. The colored stepper has been
Con.
with
spotted
in
the
west
for
returning
as
later
section.
Luckily
season,
a
exiting
front,
up
Evans
appearance in her abbreviated cos- it made no
and Miss
difference, though it excellent a dance routine r^ offered
change, during tumes.
for one costume
would have been safer to have the by a single this year. All U I 'is left
which be did two numbers.
The act opens with a double acts farther apart.
of his monologistlc material Tiie two
The warm weather, the appeal
She got the most applause with dance in Russian costume for spins
Rae Samuels, romping on at 10.55, stories one a funny colored soldier
of outdoors,
neighborhood opa new rag number, its greatest ap- and kicks. This is followed by a streaked her way to premiere honors. • yarn and the Jazz trombone imita- position haveand
no harmful effect on
clog
tion.
As
tap
nuance,
which
was
a
and
hard-shoe
It
about
its
as
late
as
ever
was
In
she
being
solo of Russian steps by the boy
peal
attendance
at
this
house,
sk ed to a PP ear - Blessed with ma- dancer he Is of the very best. The the
should be the tip-off for their keep- containing hock steps and splnsjf
". "*""«1 terial very much in her line, Miss precision of his tapping won rounds which Is packing them in, and If
rKi .
# .,
which
fails
to arouse anything
ing their routine fresh. In marked „
Jefferson
regulars
did not
(oased off no fewer than of applause, with business up and the
contrast, a comedy song Just pre- to stereotyped routine.
A toe solo four encores before her "thank you." down a flight of steps winning the flock to fee this show they would
ceding fliwed because of its fa- by the girl In ballet costume is The lyrical comedienne, with "See house solidly.
Robinson landed so be hard to please, Indeed. A word
His solos w,ere also well graceful and neat but not sensa- America First," a ditty that warned well that he tied any thing In the of commendation to th« attaches
miliarity.
of the Jefferson, from manager to
\
received. Both finished with a pop tional, her back kicks getting most. against the gyping Americans have show.
The Whirlwinds are well named. girl ushers, is in order, if only to
parody medley, a quite overdone In evening clothes the boy next to stand for abroad, got Into real
A
trio
of
youths
stride.
She
with
skating
act let them know that their obliging
held the comedy strain
a
idea, but rather weli arranged end after some dreary near-acrobatics
with a lyric, "One of those old fel- bordering on the sensational, they cheerfulness is appreciated and
written in this instance. They ac- and pantomine of business of a lows that were put out of business sent the show off to a wow start. noticed.
drunk trying to pick up a glove, by the radiophone," and who sold The Juggling Nelsons closed, but,
Noel Lester and company, a
cepted one encore.
The Furman and Nash combo (if blends Into an eccentric that passes. his cow and got a wife. She called despite their clever hoop manipula- comedy magician, with a girl asThe girl is discovered on back it a performance with a new and tion and diabolo work, most of the sistant, who does good straight for
this be the same Furman) were
in exposing his tricks, opened.
Viembers of the Van and Schenck stage when the drapes part. She is raggy number. Miss Samuels' num- routine was given to the backs of him
The act is sure-flre for small time,
Billy Tracey the retreating patrons.
/see.
Club of Brooklyn and the nearest in attractive short white dress and bers were supplied by
but better showmanship will be
* the piano for
Halsy
and
Mohr.
/
approach to, the originals in song costume for a double that concludes her was Miss
necessary in order to graduate
B. Walker, a bobbed
Tne present act's billing a mildy registering opening turn haired little blonde.
delivery.
from that class.
suggests the V-S "pennant win- due to the conventional routine of
Charles Root's Steppers (New
On Just ahead was 'The TorchThe trials and tribulations of big Acts) were followed by Sally
ning battery of songland" phrase the dances and individual limita- Bearers" (New Acts), which under
singing comedienne, who
with this line, "Scoring a Touch- tions of the duo. A punchy novelty the same name was a Broadway time vaudeville booking men were Beers,
Everyone con- never more aptly illustrated than at has a sty Is and stage presence peis needed to move them down the show this season.
down on the gridiron of song."
the Riverside this week. The flrst culiar to herself.
nected
With no great
with
the
comedy
playlet
ex*
bcl.
A
bills.
Con.
/
cept the players is of vaudeville. half of the bill on paper looked like voice, beauty or costume, shs sang
Rosalie Stewart and Bert French a great lay-out with I'lo Lewis and four songs and clicked with each.
present it and George Kelly wrote Ben Welch as the comedy entries, wisely lesrving them wanting. With
-THE VOICE OUTSIDE" (3)
AUSTRALIAN DEL80S
constant playing to rub off the
it.
The satire on the little theatre but it isn't.
Dramatic Playlet
Song, Dance, Trapeze
movement wan originally Intended
Miss Lewis, third, is doing a new rough edges, this girl should be
24 Mins.; Interior
6 Mins.; One (2) Full Stage (6)
for vaudeville and was shown for a turn which carries oceans of pro- heard from, probably in production.
Globe, London
Fifth Ave.
"Blondes," a comedy sketch with
tjmc out of town before it was made duction, an
eye-smacking droit,
London. April 28.
Man ami woman aerial duo with into a three-act comedy.
beautiful
costumes and
special two men and two women with a
With the changing of the clocks attempt at novelty opening when
Hariand Dixon, Marie Callahan songs by Eddie Moran and Jesse novel theme, Is full of bright comfor the inauguration .of "summer girl opens In "one* with song and and the 16 Sunshine Girls, held over Greer, her pianist.
It is with the edy lines and situations.
Block and Dunlop, a mixed singtime" here, the managers have dance. The dance portion is o. k., from last week, delivered a wallop, latter the weakness of the turn lies.
closing
intermission.
It
is
underMiss
Lewis' opening song about her ing, talking and dancing act, are a
found it difficult to get their patrons but the lyrics of the introductory
stood that Charles Dillingham ar- ambition to star on Broadway has classy young coupls with a neat
Into the theatres on schedule. fMarle song need attention.
ranged the Keith booking, as he did no merit as a comedy lyric and Idea away from the usual team
Lohr, to overcome this, preceded her
The turn goes to full stage for two years ago when "Tip Top" laid gives her a tough start, which her acts in one. They have a plot Into
delightful comedy, "Aren't We All?" some double trapeze work, both al- off for the summer, after Fred Stone
the
specialties
dovetail
next number, "Giving Kisses Away," which
with a curtain-raiser this afternoon^ ternating as supporters for work be- broke a bone in his foot and after only partly alleviates. A pianolog nicely. The only fault to be found
a dramalet in one act, entitled "The low. The teeth holds are featured. Dixon split from Doyle to take by Greer, who looks a pocket edi- is in their eagerness to please. Both
Voice Outside." It is in direct con- The girl makes a corking appear- Stone's role. Then the English step- tion of Harold Lloyd, meant noth- have personality, and wkh a little
more experience thsy have possipers were called the "Palace Girls." ing, leaving the score
femtrast with the breesiness of the ance in hor gymnastic fleshings.
The Tiller girls' costumes are the inist character song held0. a Acouple bilities for the big time.
comedy, being a gloomy, superVincent Lopes and his orchestra
The flash tricks were a spin by the same as in "Dearie," and the duds of
laughs.
The turn was saved by topped
natural "thriller," by Gertrude Jen- girl, her neck encircled in a loop didn't look as nice as they might,
and cleaned up.
a flapper number which got over
Jans and Whalsn only miss a
nings.
supported by the man in a teeth but their dancing drew a torrent of in "one" due to the kidding with
A widow Is seated in her country hold while hanging head downward. plaudits. There is certainly nothing Greer of Miss Lewis, two proa, dolls perfect score through over-staying
Their cross-fire
home on the night before she is to A similar support had her working like that stepping in vaudeville. Miss and a finale hopper head on^Bhoul- their welcome.
and dancing finish for their flrst
Callahan is an acquisition perhaps
marry a man who has led a rather on a trapeze below.
the cutest hoofing trick on the stage. der dance. When Miss Lewis builds exit had the audience howling from
"wild" life.. Her sister, pleads with
The finish, which is preceded by Her routines with Dixon are the up the earlier portion she will be set start to finish, and that Is where
he;* not to do so, saying she doesn't
an announcement, which labels It prettiest, particularly the number for spots on the two-a-day bills. the boys should havs left them.
The Kitaros, two men and a
like the man
Just an instinctive the •'.slide of death,'' or something danced to the tune of "Blue Danube The finish is sure-flre. The "intiDixon had a tough song mate" kidding with Greer before tha woman assistant, a typical Japanese
aversion. The widow replies, now similar, is a flash, but doesn't live Bluos."
which may have been finale hopper song and dance also act, Is perfect In every detail. Well
that her nine-year-old son is dead, up to its billing. The announcement number,
runs for the end book.
staged,
immaculate and skillful
she feels lonesome, coupled with the could be dropped and the trick get "Danny the Dancer" changed to
Just ahead in the deuce spot Vin- both in the foot Juggling with bar"Annie,"' and one of Benny Ryan's
maternal desire to lelp the man to Just as muqh. On a rope, which he pets.
cent O'Donnell had whammed them rels and the excellent rialey work.
lead a better life. The sister leaves twines around his body for support,
Ruby Norton opened intermission, with four songs of the pop type. The concluding trick Is sensational.
and the man enters, full of brutul he holds the girl in a teeth grip her flrst Palace date since 'a trip The kid tenor has a sympathetic The small man on top of three
sob in his voice, an appealing per- stools balanced on the other's feet.
broad. She depended on o!d favor
desire to embrace the woman he is while the pair of them swing across
f
In addition, he Is caught and whirled like a human
ites and made them almost as well sonality and youth.
to marry the next day. The door the stage aloft.
It is a finished performance
liked as the current. Clarence Senna, is a distinct novelty, being one of top.
swings open slowly and mysteriousIt's a corking opening act for any at the piano, worked in mention of
the few straight singers of this type and can close any bill.
ly. The man closes it, thinking he
bill and with slight rearrangement the foreign appearances by claiming
of song who can still erloy a game
hadn't shut it after him and once should be in demand.
Miss Norton's warbling of "Sunshine of marbles.
Con.
They ate him up at
more eagerly embraces the widow v
Alley" to have been Just as popular the Riverside, where he scored
in London as here, although it is an solidly despite the walk-ins.
Once more the door swings open,
The attendance was very light
American number. He explained it
Ben Welch, assisted by Frank P.
and thfs time the man bolts it, in HAROLD KENNEDY
by saying London's East End is Murphy, followed Flo Lewis, and Monday, probably due to the warm
the belief something Is wrong with Song and Dance
quite like our East Side.
Senna's deserves credit for picking up the weather, which Is the usual, state
Mint.;
One
15
the latch. For the third time the
specialty was a sort of expose of the comedy .burden.
Welch's Hebrew of affairs about this time eacn year.
door opens and through the dark- 58th St.
making of popular songs, "proving" character and Murphy's excellent The show as a whole was also a
Harold Kennedy enters "stooge" that several sprang from the "Merry foiling were liked. The routine re- listless layout.
ness is heard the voice of a child
Frank Shields opened with novwailing piteously: "Mother, let me with a bunch of flowers, stuttering Widow Walts," and inferring that mains the same as heard arounJ
Besides ths
in."
that he has purchased the floral melody originated from "How Dry I the metropolitan houses, with one elty lasso twirling.
Miss Norton flnaled with or two new gags Interspersed. The usual routines of Jumping through,
The widow recognizes it as her offering of chrysanthemums for his Am."
"Some of These Days," and its pair now acknowledge applause dancing and knot tying, Shields does
own offspring and holds converse wife's birthday, but, fearing that probable
the
same
stunts
on
a rolling globe,
current counterpart.
while seated upon the heneh. It la
with the voice, though the man when she hears him pronounce it
Deagon and Mack were fourth. As a corking idea, hides Welch's af- finishing with a full back somercannot hear the "voice" and is she will get wise he has been cele- in other houses, Miss Deagon's flrst fliction and puts the turn over sault through the loop, landing with
the lasso Still twirling.
Using an
under the impression the widow is brating in advance and has there- infantile chirp started the laughter, solely on its merits.
overwrought and is talking to her- fore hit on the happy idea of get- and the split-bit put the house into
Guiran
and .Marguerite extremely long lariat while manipuJohn
an uproar. She used a different and closed the flrst half following lating a rocking ladder with bis
self.
The "voice" relates how the ting watercress instead.
feet and legs, he finishes neatly with
dancing In the opening act and No. a fall with
Kennedy is in alpaca tux and
man had drowned the child, as the
the ladder. Elimination
widow had refused to marry him, straw hat. He goes into a series GRACE LEIGH and DAVID JONE8 3, but going as strongly as ever in of the patter, In which he seems to
adagio
and
classy
routine
of
their
sure-fire
to devote her life to her son. The of stories, more or less
lack confidence, will improve the
Talk and Songs
toe
Marguerite's
stepping.
solo
act and speed it up.
child moans he Is lonesome and un- and more or less familiar, includ- 15 Mins.; One
dancing and Guiran's Russian solo Gremmer, a classy Delbridge and
looking couple
happy and the mother cries she will ing the one about having a case of Broadway
bang over.
A new double, an with better than average
he
insisted
voices, put
boys
the
but
laryngitis,
soon be with him, falling forward
Grace Leigh la a veteran of Apache with a twist into a novelty over one of those acts which, while
bring it along— they drink anything
dead at the feet of the man.
curtain
them
big,
the
waltz,
closed
sketch and cross talk turns. Dave
not startling or extraordinary, on
the
of
version
polite
which Is a
finding them in a wrist and ankle account of its cleanliness
Miss Lohr plays the widow, Susan
is a nephew of Sam Bernard
In both
A "moon- Jones
Guiran has more person- materials and accessories csn
swing.
Claughton, the sister, and Herbert not so polite original.
hold
and does what amounts to a direct ality
than the average dancer, and down this spot on any bin. Ths
Marshall, the man. They enact it shine" number 1st into a dance in impersonation
auGerman
the
of
part- dience liked the team
with dignity and impresslveness, which he featured some perpen- comedian. He has Bernard's rich it matches his dexterity. His
immensely.
personified.
Fulsome
grace
ner
Is
Antrim and Vale, another mixed
but It is all so "creepy" that, in dicular hopping that told. The en- dialect and something of his manapplause rewarded their efforts at team with rougher methods, opened
the hands of less competent artists, core consisted, of two dance im- ner of delivering lines and numbers. conclusion.
with some snappy dialogue.
The
the repeated opening of the door pressions; that of a lame man with
Topics and Aesop's Fables after man followed with a rag number,
The present vehicle looks like a
and
dancing
stiff
and
short
would be laughable, as was often one leg
contender for the better interme- Intermission went well. The culled the woman a song and dance, and
newaverage
for
perfect
had
a
gags
the case with the playlet written a "nance" number.
Antrim,
on
her exit, pulled a monodiate bills. The talk has fair comSent off strong No. 2 at the 68th edy points and several songs and ness, not conflicting with any of logue. Their cat duet finish Is clever
by Tom Barry with a similar bit of
-a&eJ.
the latest crop heard around. .The and amusing without being offen"business," produced In vaudeville St.
by both are Interpolated with con- creator of the Fables has evidently sive.
In New York a few seasons ago.
siderable comedy 'force.
run out of fables and Is now using
Kvelyn Philips and Co"., a woman
FAY RASH TRIO
Jolo.
Jones does a dapper character, current slang.
The cartoons are and four msn In a singing and
Comedy and 8inging
addressed by the woman who Is now titled after completion and not dancing act, need the services of
KOVAC8 and QOLDNER
16 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
seeking to oapture him as "Baron" drawn to conform with an Aesop a stage manager. While Miss PhilPiano and Violin
ips Is capable and the boys good
American Roof.
until it develops in the dialog he tale as before.
Ted and Betty Henley walked dancers (their ensemble dancing
13 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
The main appeal of the Fay Rash is a masquerading barber. That's away
hit.
comedy
the
The
with
could
be better, and only practice
23rd Street
Trio Is their concerted singing, the about the extent of the plot, but it
natural light comedian will fix this), opening with medley
is a
Two girl musicians, apparently of robust high baritone of one of the serves td*support amusing cross- man
with a facile delivery and a per- of songs from productions might be
European origin, dividing their ef- men holding this up. There is a talk, and both characterizations sonality that grows. Miss Healey eliminated without hurting the act.
Played No. 4 at Is a vision of blonde lovelinoss and Miss Philips alone might be a betforts between piano and violin. Both back drop of m race track, which are neatly drawn.
are accomplished musicians with looks good, hut is cheapened by the the Broadway and were liked.
The act is ter act than her present vehicle, a*
an excellent dancer.
Ruth.
chuck full of entertainment all J she puis her numbers over well and
the pianist displaying the greater hanging of two popular song adveris a really good dancer.
through. They galloped in.
flash. The routine is made up en- tisements on it, and what makes
Tuck and Clare are the bright
Van and Schenck doubling from
tirely of standard selections includ- the "ad" so apparent Is the fact
SINGERS (4)
the Palace were the hit of tho bill, spot on this bill. One of the men
ing compositions by Krelsler, Idsst that neither of the songs are used 12 Mins.; One (Special)
following. The two with ever fresh open with yodellng, self-accompaand Hejre Katl. The playing In in the act. The characters are a State.
songs Just eased their way to their nied on a steel guitar, done so well
every instance is up to a high (Hebrew) Jockey, a bookmaker and
Ths four men appear in Russian usual monotonous hit monotonous that it is quite a surprise to diestandard.. The selections are rather a girl sport, while the dialogue for peasant garb and the
first
two for them not the house. Joe cooed cover the team are acrobats, and
The smaller
heavy for vaudeville with no great the most part Is very familiar. The numbers are In that language. a ballad aimed at the upper shelf good ones at that.
one's routine of walkover forwards
variation displayed. The act la a bit drop and comedy are really excess A duet in English and some ex- in bis lyric tenor delivery, while
solos followed with the and walkover backs, ths most diftoo much en the concert order to baggage. The singing department cellent ensemble singing of standard doubles and
gymnastic
finish sans piano and Joe down in ficult and effective of
prove a good buy for all vaudeville can be developed and Just as good compositions follow. All four have the pit.
gyrations, and the contortion feats
houses. Where music of the elassl- results obtained, even better, as far good voices.
"The turn makes a
Victor Moore and Emma Little- of the taller one, with their unobcal order la a big factor it will meet as entertainment value goes.
As good number for the pop houses.
field were a yelling success, closing trusive comedy methods, are of ths
Bell.
the show with the perennially new first grade. The act belongs on ths
requirement easily.
now laid out the act is small time.
Sort.
FURMAN

and

Songs at Pi«no
15 Mint.; On.
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Making good
Fay Rash Trio (New Singer's Midgets.
big time
No. 6 with a turn of this sort is the
Acta) followed.
Lloyd and Goods, two men In acid test. It goes to prove the anblackface, have an act almost ver- cient contention that real humor
batim tho same as that of Harris must hold in it Some quality of
and Holly, two colored boys seen at truth. Clifford* ancient "rube" does
this house a short time ago. There that. It is the character to the life,
is the comedy crap game (done bet- as faithful a picture as the late Joe
ter by the colored team) and the Welch's melancholy Hebrew, which
explanation, was one of the funniest and truest
misused - long - word
with slight variations. Either may things on the specialty stage.
Wilkins and Hughes closed. This
be working under license. The act
young pair have a neat arrangegot plenty of laughs.
on
a
drunk
of dancing numbers, but they
121
na,
a
ment
and
Stanley
slack wire with a neat woman as- make one serious error in their laysistant (who also did a soft shoe out for the finale of a bill. That is
dance in an interval), after a short the interpolation of a long solo by
pantomime hit, did some clever their piano accompanist. This folstunts on the wire, stripping to lows their spirited stepping numbers and precedes the finish, a novel
tights tor his finish.
manikin dance in Chinese costume. The dance Itself is well worth
waiting for, but the break of tho

STATE

"The Four Horsemen" picture redid

vival

State
show the
a pleasing arrange-

business

for
five-act

the

solo gave the crowd
for the exits and

missed the

a hint to start
most of them
which is the best
picturesquenss and- novfinish,

The
Tuesday.
thing, for
was
elty, in the layout.
ment playing smoothly enough and ment as it stands is
first half

The arrangeall

right for

an

as It rolled along. earlier position, but when they are
opening, called on to close a bill it might be
Family.
added a touch of novelty to that worth experimenting with a reIt's
a arrangement to get the Chinese:
usually conventional spot.
turh that hasn't been around so dance before the full audience.
often In the last three or four years.
Hush.
The manipulation of the pool balls
remarkable.
An interesting
Is
exWbitlon that is as entertaining
23rd
as It Is scientific. Moscow Singers,
This downtown Proctor house dismale quartet, No. 2 (New Acts).
carded the professional try-outs
"Stranded," comedy sketch, held
for the first time In several
Monday
the house from start to finish.
Their absence failed to
NeWhofC and Phelps were next to weeks.
make
any
radical difference in the
closing with a splendidly routined
singing turn that radiated class. show, with the regular vaudeville
coming up to the usual good
The couple do double songs of the
was apparent, in
It
conversational type and sell them standard.
Clear enunciation made taking the financial outlay for the
perfectly.
consideration,
that the
first
half
into
the
big
in
every syllable distinct
house greater portion of the amount was
auditorium.
The
State
couldn't get enough of the conver- given over to the vaudeville portion
feature
sational ditties. A standard act of with a moderate priced
registered
heavily having the picture assignment.
It
Its
type.
and
Sherwin
Kelly.
singing
here.
Walter Manthey and company dancing in conjunction with cycle
closed with a flash dancing turn. work, opened. Miss Kelly met with
The turn has a shapely girl toe returns as she went along. Farr-jll
dancer who stands out. The song and Hatch, two-man colored team,
done by the pianiste should be whanged over several telling numeliminated.
The vocalist is a good bers, specializing in southern selec•pianiste and a "looker," but her tions. The boys lengthened the spot
Manthey to 16 minutes and entertained
voice lacks tunefulness.
Is a good dancer with whirling and
throughout.
Their comedy was
pirouetting his forte.
Turn aver- sure-fire and more numbers of that
ages with pop house flash turns In order could be introduced to adthe way of entertainment.
Bell.
vantage earlier in the routine. This
combination gave the deuce spot
more action than it has had at this
building nicely
The Kerville

STREET

t

> i

1 1

BROADWAY

house in some time. Kovaes and
At the scale the Broadway enter- Goldner (New Acts) also used a
tainment can't be beaten in New piano No. 3.
Le Hoen and Dupreece. with their
York. It is easy to understand how
the clientele has been built up on full stage comedy and snapshooting,
were placed in tho body of the
these offerings.
The bill has the
The shooting was effective,
atmosphere of wise picking for a bill.
particular sort of patronage, part with the comedy coming in for fair
drop in and part neighborhood char- returns. Jimmy Lucas and Co., folacter. The offerings get away from lowing, took the comedy honors of
Times square competition, both of the evening. Lucas played to the
the high and of the small tlmo va- audience with ease, piling up laugh
riety.
The frameup has plenty of after laugh with his nut work. His
comedy and a bit of* "flash," but young woman partner appeared to
both are distinctive. The comedy advantage in several flashy costumes and proved a good foil for
is vigorous but not of the loud low
comedy type that the run of small the kidding. Lucas delivered the
Mme.
timers like, and the flash is there necessary comedy punch.
in a subdued way.
It is hard to Doree's Operalogue closed the show.
express the distinction, but it is The operatic organization, employThe house was close to ing several standard selections, held
there.
capacity Monday at 8:15, plainly an up strongly. The members are all
vocally proficient, giving the turn
accustomed condition.
Margaret Taylor, eingle woman considerable merit for three-a-day
Hart.
wire act with singing and dancing bills.
Incidentals, opened handily.
McGrath and Dees, two men singers
and comedians, broke the evening's
ice with a vengeance No. 2, and set
A sweet show at the Fifth Ave.

FIFTH AVE.

for the rest cf the evening.
This pair have a routine quite
their own. There is a small, plump
comedian with a kind of falsetto
tenor and a knockabout style of
clowning working In contrast to a
quiet straight man who is as tall as
his partner Is short, and who has

this week, the line-up of

"sissy" and there
re times when
he overdoes it a little, but it is uproariously funny in a "nut" way,
such as the business of impersonating a nagging wife and bullying
and coddling the straight man. It's
rough fun but It "got" the Broadway crowd and the pair stopped the
show in no unmistakable way.

attired

that are rather more legitimate, but also effective in a milder

Dolls* Ward did well second, cutting
his
finger dancing dolls portion
down to the meat. His dance with
the big doll is a real novelty. With

the

bill

seven acts
being one short of the usual to allow
for clowning "in the Ernie Golden
Band, which closed the show and
scored twice. The band banged over
with their own specialty, which Includes a couple of new "effects,"
then accompanied the clowning of

a bass voice that is most agreeable Tom Patricola. Donald Kerr and
to listen to on its merits. The comic Irene Ricardo and an unprogrammed
gets most of his tun out of playing male who did an operatic travesty
In

"dame"

regalia.

The

clowning strung the turn out about
20 minutes and was hot stuff. The
trio ad libbed like a flock of parlor
entertainers, seemingly enjoying the
stuff as much as the house.
The bill was a perfect blend, with
every act getting over from start to
fin kdi.
The Australian Delsos (New
.Ray Raymond and Dorothy Act), an aerial pa4r, opened thrillMackaye have a manner and ve- ingly, followed by Frank Ward and

hicle

way. Raymond works in a way to
suggest the late Clifton Crawford,
doing an inebriated man -about - a little more variety added Ward
town smoothly and with a good will be set for an early spot on the
sense of comedy. Miss Mackaye is big bills.
a piquant sort of young person useFaber and McGowan. a corking
ful in the feeding department.
A blonde straight ingenue and a
third person, a young man, makes smooth glib wise-cracking straight
up the company.
The sketch is with oceans of snappy material,
merely a loose excuse for wise thirded and landed. The cracks are
cross-talk and the dialog could new and up to the minute. The turn
stand strengthening. It is lacking is one of those "flirtation" ideas, but
in oomedy business, as Is usually as handled, novel and entertaining.
the case of Rketches that take the This act can make the grade in an
place of specialty. Leigh and Jones early spot on the big time.
(New Acts). The Manhattan SoIrene Ricardo, singling, due to the
ciety Orchestra (New Acts) didn't illness of her partner, Max Cooper,
promise much on the billing, but has the basis of a big time turn.
proved the second show stoppers by MisR Ricardo can use one more
virtue of a clean-cut cycle of rag comedy song. Her policewoman Hemusic.
brew character "Whoa Pagliacci"
Jack ("Rube") Clifford In his song is a good opener with comedy
countryman characterization held lyrics and the burlesque vocalizing
the next-to-closing position. It may next is blamed on a fitting lyric.
have been something of an experi- The travestied flute obbligato and
ment to put him in that spot, for pop song In this number all fitted
it calls for a good deal for a single and were well delivered. She did but
comedian with Clifford's peculiar two numbers with patter preceding
qutet and dry style of comedy. Ho the opening song. Another comedy
held down the spot with a score punch Is needed when Miss Ricardo

would

have

done

credit

to

will

attract

the

attention

of

the

WEEK
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bookers and should develop Into a
standard single, If she cares to.
Kerr and Weston followed and
»
mopped up with their dancing. Kerr
is a marvelous dancer of his style.
NELLIE RE VELL
By
w
M:ss Weston, besides looking like
a million berries at all times, Is one
of the best kickers and smoothest
opposites In vaudeville. The cakeDehclou sly -prepared squab, nice fresh strawberries, brought by a friend,
eater and flapper finale double of and a Congressman tucking the napkin under one's obin and
doing the
acrobatic and flat footed stepping
and serving doesn't sound much like a hospital story, but it hap*
carving
a
for
was
good
This
was a panic.
Sunday.
last
after
Election Day, too, so X
It was
pened in my room
speech by Kerr in "one."
Tom Patricola, assisted by Har- know that the august legislator wasn't Just after my vote. The headriet ta Towne, followed and they were waiter at this gastronomic function was Congressman Sol Bloom, and he
another sensation. Patricola and the was assisted in his duties by Mrs. Bloom and then* daughter Vera.
turn ahead of him work as hard as
After the repast Sol and I burst into song, more or less sweet and low,
day laborers, but the results were and whatever the neighbors may have thought, our enjoyment
was comcommensurate. Miss Towne. a cute
plete.
Our repertoire consisted entirely of songs of long ago 25 years
brunette flapper, was rough-housed
Mrs. Bloom, when the performance was ended, advised us that
for comedy by Patricola, also scor- ago.
ing individually with her blues song our voices might be a trifle rusty, but there was no dust on our memories*
Patricola nutted his
and dance.
way to safety and a beg off with his
If you were given the privilege of choosing as the keystone of a meal any
The mandolin delicacy you could possibly think of. any sort of fish, fowl, meat, anything
eccentric clowning.
playing and dance that accompanied in the vegetable or animal kingdom, what
would you select? That was
it went bigger than anything in the
The act was one of the sea- the nature of the question put to me recently by a friend who has a
turn.
son's hits at this usually undemon- wonderful French chef and who as a hostess is famous for her dinners.
No -matter what you guess to my reply, from truffles to capon, from
strative house.
A wine sauces to the most delicious endive salad, you will probably be
Ernie Golden's Band closed.
special effect of a race track is used wrong. For. Just to show what a contrary individual I am, I told my
"Barney caller that I wanted some calves' liver and bacon, prepared by
to accompany the song
herself.
Google," which the musicians sing.
I fancy I can hear Trixle Friganxa say, "Now, isn't that JUst like fier!"
this
end

BEDSIDE CHATS
•
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of
The band spotted at the
show couldn't fail and when the

three favorites walked on for their
it was in the bag.
Con.

A

ad libbing,

jammed'house attended.

—

INCORPORATIONS
Texas Charters
Houston Amusement

North

Co.,

Fort Worth.

InCapital. $25,000.
corporators, E. G. Wallace. H w.
Greenway, O. H. Atkinson and
others, all of Fort Worth.
Ingersoll Co., Galveston.
Capital,
Incorporators, A. Ingeraoll.
175,000.
Mrs. Katherine Ingersoll and G. P.

Prendergast. Purposes playground
amusements.
American Releasing Corporation
IncorCapital, $5,000.
of Dallas.
porators, J. C. Shannon, J. C. Franand J. F. Willingham, all of Dal-

cis

las.

Filming the History of Texas Association.
No capital stock. Incorporators. C. B. Shumway. G. W.
Shumway and J. P. Desmond.
Mount Pleasant Athletic AssociaCapital,
tion,
Mount Pleasant.
Incorporators, T. Guice, R.
$5,000.
F. Llndsey and E. M. Llde, all of
Mount Pleasant.

Conn. Charters

Community Theatre,

Fairfield; capital, $30,000; incorporators,
Joseph Saperstein, Isador J. Goldman, Benjamin B. Stelber.
Pleasure Beach Park Co., Bridgeport; capital, $100,000; incorporators.
F. W. Pearce, of Detroit,
Mich.; S. N. gchnee, of Bridgeport,
and William E. Nevard, of StratInc.,-

ford.

Oklahoma Charters
Tulsa Music Shop, Tulsa. Capital
$25,000. Incorporators, H. P. Downs.
R. A. Irvin and P. R. Chapman, all
of Tulsa.

Vimta Amusement

Co., Vinita.
Incorporators, Karl

Capital $1,000.

H. Lee, Ernest Pitchlunn and

A caller last week, In referring to the grouch column I ran several
weeks ago, inquired if the hospital authorities ever saw the occasional
printed kicks I registered. I told him most emphatically that they did
and that if I thought they did not I would stop writing them. Whatever
my fai:lts and I have enough of them saying things behind people's
back isn't among them. Variety is popular at Twelfth street and Seventh
o venue and everyone reads it ft*ere. An Interne told me that his attention
had been called to my column of blues by a nun. I hope that after this
no one will think that I am any freer with my complaints in my column

I.

C.

McCoy.

New Hampshire

Charters
Theatre Realty Corporation, Manchester. Capital $350,000. Will buy,
lease and operate places of amusement.
W. Vs. Charters
Via- Ken Amusement Co., Huntington; capital, $15,000; Incorporators, H. O. Via, H. B. Kennedy. M.
Kennedy, Claude Davis, J. L. Van
Verth, all of Huntington.

Maine Charters
Astir Co., Lewiston, theatres; cap$10,000; president and treasurer,
William P. Gray; clerk, Dennis A.
O'Brien.

than

in

—

my

hospital.

One of my pet nurses, Katherine Crowe— the one whom I wrote about
when she left last January — has returned from her three months' training
period at the Lying-in Hospital, and tho other afternoon we spent a
delightful half hour "just visiting." Both of us are interested in knowledge, just for knowledge's sake, and whenever together we are roaming
hither and yon through the fields of literature, history, art, science, politics and baseball. On this occasion we happened to pick on Socrates and
there I had Miss Crowe.
She had forgotten how it was that he had

passed on.
"I know," she paid after
throp."
"Zero,"

I

much

cogitation, "they

made him

drink win-

"Winthrop was a blue-law governor of the MassaBlue-iaws killed a lot of people In those days, but

told her.

chusetts colony.
Socrates wasn't among them."
Just at that moment Miss Counihan, another of my favorites, poked her
head in the door.
"Quick, Cour.ie," said I, "what did Socrates die of?."

"What ward was he
Some weeks ago

in?

1

asked Miss Counihan.

'

wrote in McColhim of the snapshot of me that went
around the world and my wish that I had thought to make the backdrop
a trifle more artistic
That photo can be retired from circulation, for I
have had a new picture made. The artist who made the sketch is Leo
Kober, a recen'; arrival in this country, and his advent was very opportune. The committee in charge of the N. V. A. benefit had asked me for
a picture for use in the forthcoming benefit program, and the only one I
had available was taken in the days when ratted hak*. the feather boa
and the leg o* mutton sleeve were nothing else than fashionable. A cut
had already been prepared from the ancient photograph when Mr. Kober a
drawing was made, but due to Mark Luescher's kindness and customary
efficiency, it became possible to make the substitution.
So the picture in
the program will be that by Mr. Kober.
Apart from the fact that one doesn't like to appear before one's friends
dressed right up to the fashion of 15 years ago, I am glad that it has
all turned out eo well, for an artist can be so much
more stingy as to
chins, and other touchy points than can the camera.
During the course of the sitting Mr. Kober let fall the remark that
after, finishing my picture he was going to Washington to
paint President
Harding. I didn't know how much to feel flattered, though, for
he didn't
tell me whether he was complimenting
me by giving me precedence
over Mr. Harding or whether he was just getting his hand on me
for the
job of painting the Chief Executive of these more or less United States.
I

The town of St. Petersburg, Fla„ Is improving. When they first started
In their campaign against the girls appearing
on the streets In their
one-piece bathing suits they would just arrest them, take them befors
Judge Lane and he would fine them. But I see now that he is holding
them for further examination.
I wonder If that's why Will Cressy built a home down there!

ital.

Capital Increase
Goldwyn Pictures Corp., New
York, 1,000,000 shares without nominal or par value, or from $100,000,000
to $150,000,000 for taxation purposes.
Archie Comedies, Manhattan, 500
shares preferred stock, $100 each;
1,000 common, no par value.

JUDGMENTS
Loch Sheldrake Amusement Co.,
Berman, Morris Saper-

Inc.; Philip
stein,

Hyman
and

Berman;

$3,173.80.

Elsworth

Baker;

Barrymore;

Lionel
$80.60.

Florence
ton, Inc.;

Abraham

Green,

Minkoff

Tempest;

P.

J.

Blass;

Cilmoie,

Hamilton Fiim Corp'n;

as

a. Jasons:

$8, 444.75.

Satisfied

Judgments

Gustav

Gennert;
A.
Samuels;
$r.5S.56; Dec. 20. 1919.
Wladek Zbyszko; a. E G. Parage
Inc.:

$90;

Jan.

10,

(Continued from page
of late.

He

1923.

is

through his

1)

reported flat broke,
in the Virginia

trials

Rappe matter, costing hinl every
dollar he owned or could borrow.
The former film funnmker also has
been much secluded since his screen
return was voted down. He Is infrequently seen upon the streets anJ
seldom, if at all, at a place oi
gathering or In the hotels.
The Arbuckle come-back at the
restaurant will determine if he shall
return to the screen, regardless of
any expression of opinion by reformers.

Arbuckle
Pawl Arling- from here.

$140.22.

Seymour Felix; F.
treasurer; $2,339.73.

ARBUCKLE IN CABARET

will

He

motor

to

Chicago

receive $2,500
weekly, guaranteed, against a percentage of the gate.
All over $500 weekly Fatty earns
he will have to turn over to the
government on account of a back
due Income tax liability for $30,000.
Perry Kelly will personally manage and represent Arbuckle.
Is to

Chicago.

May

9.

"Fatty" Arbuckle will appear al
Garden for four weeks

the Marigold

The Hebrew Actors' Union, No. 1, starting June 4. It is said Marimoved Into its new clubhouse, 31 gold Garden has lost quite a bit of
Kast 7th street, May 1. The officers money recently and that Ernie
are Reuben Guskin, Abe Sincoff, Young is risking all on a possible
Charles Welnblot and Jean Green- favorable fling of fortune with the
field. There are about 300 members. reinstatement
in
the amusement
A house warming Is to be held in world of Arbuckle.
the near future.
The course of Chicago newspapers

in the matter cannot be foreseen.
The rumor of the engagement secured first page space in the "Tribune," but It Is speculation how the
press will view the proposition in
the face of complaints from civie
clubs and women reform organizations of vrious sorts. Chicago is a
hotbed of such clubs.

Not a manager of a picture theatre in Chicago attempted to show
an Arbuckle picture following the
scandal in which his name was
prominent.

KELLERD AND EQUITY
(Continued from page

1)

the road with Shakespearean reper<
Until this last season he held
the record in New York for having presented a consecutive number of performances of "Hamlet."
He also held the record for the
lowest receipts ever obtained for
toire.

"Hamlet" in New York when on a
Saturday evening at the Garden

was less than $11.
Last season he made a tour of the
Pacific Coast with his organization
and failed to make the grade, the
theatre the gross

tour bringing a loss.

Fred
Hubner has temporarily
given
up
the
management of
Keeney's Brooklyn, to spend the
summer on his farm in Nyack, N. Y.
Johnny Jacques, his assistant, will
handle the house during his absence.

'

"

.
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OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

of a plodding bookkeeper whom
father has made his partner and
whom father also decides he would
like to have for a son-in-law, and

when daughter bring

I

BROADWAY REVIEWS

home a man

of the world from Chicago and carries in her head advanced ideas as
lacks the sparkle ex- to what her husband must have
pected from the author of "Call the been and seen and done before she
Newark, N. J., May 4.
Norman Trevor
Andrew Larkaday
The opening of the second" becomes his wife, father proceeds Horatio
Archl- Doctor."
Lennox Pawle
Bakkus
Threa-act eomody drama by Jean
is a^-pleasing exception to this to, build up a past for his book- Anthony llylton
T. Wlgney Perclval
a*idproduead at the Ctty theatre, Newark, act
They select a Harry Verity-Stewart
keeper-partner.
Charles Romano
£ifVude Fealeye stock, April 80.McMahon stricture.
.-Arllne
play
Louts La Bey
Qustava
criticism
a
two-week
this
a
f
all
for
..TTvV.
Despite
film
etar
prominent
Kate
* cW » ' r« is there if Miss Archibald or affair in the past. The whole town Parker
P. Cecil Butler
: <?:
WUMain Inland
,
Lillian Kemble Cooper
Aurio)
J flri
tangled talks about the affair and forces Lady
its
unravel
will
Belaaco
.•••::::.^
Gabr
telle Ravine
?
Klodie
:
Marjorie Chard
skeins and Work anew the real pat- the man from obscurity into promi- Lady Verity-Stewart
Nora Swinburne
tern.
It was received with great nence over night and brings the girl lCvadne
enthusiasm.
into his arms.
:: ::::::::»JS^
The Fealy company did well with
The opening of a Frohman play
Complications arrive when the
I*.?..— •• LUlian Concord
Sa^041»»^.
it, notwithstanding they apparently
local picture house manager brings in such a house as the Lyceum in
This play, by the author of "Call rewrote the third act during the the film star in question to town May is an unusual event, and only
David performance.^ Maude Fealy was de- for a personal appearance, she trail- such a combination of circumstances
the Doctor," was written /or
rather ing
director-fiance. as the premature ending of the run
her
along
Belasco and tried out in the local cidedly effective and looked
She had a charm an in- Father likes to get out in taxle with of "Klkl," suggesting the transplantstock at his suggestion. It Is report- darling.
Milton Byron the ladies, and as mother had grown ing of ''The Comedian" to the
envy.
play's
might
the
of
genue
highly
thinks
he
that
ed
The title is a tem- did as well as possible with a hope- dubious of these business appoint- Belasco, could bring about the need
possibilities.
and ments at night he picks a name at of a stop-gap at this stately and
porary one. Didn't Wright Lorimer less part, while Miss Rathburn
Lester Paul played the parents with random from the town's best hotel splendid playhouse. Whether or not
similarly named?
play
a
do
once
humor
unconscious
the
of
a
and
inferiority
dignity
This random guese hap- "The Mountebank" was advisedly
register.
Its thesis is the
Elizabeth Wells de- pens to be the director, and when designed as an inter-regnum, that is
free union as compared to marriage. demanded.
interpretation
vivid
Jeffries
with
a
Mollie
lighted
opens
play
When the
mother calls the hotel to verify the what it will probably be. It has
has been living for some time with of Lillian, and Arline McMahon al- story of the appointment, the di- merit, but not enough for an exGregory Martin without pretense of most stopped the show with her rector, after being informed of the tended stay at' so desirable a theatre.
It is, again, the dramatization of
marriage. Her parents visit her in clever delineation of the servant. call, comes to the house. He sees
English novel making a fair
some perturbation over the situation Without detracting from her splenthe picture of the movie star, his a great
is did work, it might be said she had
"The Mountebank." by W. J.
fear
play.
they
worst
the
that
learn
comthen
and
jealousy is aroused and
Locke, had a vogue almost in the
She argues for her ideals of the advantage of enacting the only plications start in a bunch.
true.
independence from the shackles of real character in the piece.
Gerald Oliver Smith is miscast class of "If Winter Comes," and by
The premiere was somewhat of a as the man of the world, but he has many critics regarded as of a plane
custom, while her father and mother
defend the old order. Neither side gal a occasion, as Miss Archibald a method all his own, is very popu- of literature beyond Hutchinson's
countless seller. As the other was
Lillian, Mollie's sister, when called upon for a speech was
v
will yield.
lar here and went over big.
a story of war and society, this is a
engaged to Jack Hanno, overhearing almost burled in roses, and Belasco,
Meakin.
story of war and the theatre. The
some of Mollie's arguments, decides in response to the cheers of the
mountebank is a clown; he is, as
house, took a number of bows from
she will follow Mollie's example.
nearly as an American trade -paper
But Mollie has her illusions shat- his seat in the orchestra. The cast
critic can classify him (the play
tered when Gregory comes to her took endless curtain calls.
makes his exact status and exact
permission
from
and explains that, in accordance
(Reprinted by
with the compact they made, he
the notice in the Cleveland "Times" work nebulous), a small-time openact. Yet he seems to have some
wishes to say good-bye and their reJ. Wilson Roy, dramatic editor ing
by
Atlantic City, May 9.
standing in his profession in Prance,
She accuses him of not
lations.
of that paper.)
and probably owns a vaudeville
"Cold Feet," a farce with May
playing fair, but he retorts that is
9.
May
Cleveland,
troupe playing the music halls.
exactly what he is doing, as they Yokes, is with us this week at the
"The White Way," a new comedy
From managerial sources
At any rate he is a sawdust-born
agreed that either could leave the Apollo.
other whenever desired. He argues it is inferred that Broadway is the by Margaret Mayo and Aubrey Ken- nobody, but' a cultured and forceful
man
with the diction of a gentleman
that if they' had been marrjed it next stop.
nedy, was given its premiere per- in
the tights of a contortionist and
If the last act pace could be maincould not have happened, but now,
Mon- the clown-white, red-nosed, eccensince he has fallen in love with an- tained through the whole play "Cold formance at the Ohio theatre
Larrimore tric-wigged get-up of a buffoon. He
other, he is free to marry his new Feet" could be voted a clever series day night, with Francine
is working with a dog, which is
flame; and he leaves her, broken of bright lines with many laughs, in the leading role.
hearted.
First nights in the theatre are killed; at the height of his sorrow
but as it stands some of the action
The second act repeats many of in the second act Is rather repeti- rarely satisfactory, and Monday there comes into his dressing room
But tious. The third act provides the
woman perinconsequential
the arguments pro and con.
Several an
night waa no exception.
former, out of luck, who has beMollie, crushed though she is, puts, real situations for humor and the
things stood in the way .of a genuine friended him professionally years
on a bold front and stands her lines that go with them.
players, and
play
or
either
of
test
back. He takes her on in place of
ground, determined her parents shall
The story concerns the aftermath
nervousness must be credited the the dog as a partner.
know nothing of her situation. Her of a wedding, the fainting of the to
shortcoming
And them next living together.
heightened when a bride in the arms of a former lover, principal cause of any
is
anguish
condition
Such
a
production.
the
in
women comes to her home, looks at his mistaken administration of a is not only usual, but it must be She is a sloppy, slovenly, shopit with a view to renting it, and insleeping powder for a restorative, taken into account that it was the talking female ham. He is itching
to get to the front. He bolts at last
timates she is to be married to and the later necessity of giving
first time any of the new company
and enlists. The next act sees him
Gregory the next day. When he en- most of the cast a similar dose to of
McLaughlin players had played a
general. (That sound abrupt and
ters Mollie wildly attacks him in gain quiet.
these
When
organization.
as
an
terms quite mid-Victorian, but he
The situations savor of the bed- matters are given consideration, it plays that way; in the book the
and logical.
Is gradual
transition
coldly replies she is a poor sport. room farce, but never reach any
be recorded that there is good
Stranger things happened in the big
Meanwhile Lillian leaves with her height that strains credulity. Ten should
material on which to build a worthy
to years ago "Cold Feet" might have
war,
and
this is no essential inconlover and .sends a message
repertoire company.
Mollie she is following in her foot- been whisked off the stage as im"The White Way" will prove good gruity.)
As a general, a hero, he is taken
Wildly anxious to save her moral.
steps.
Now we are not even entertainment eventually, but we
in love
sister from her own fate, Mollie shocked.
doubt not that the "play doctor" will up by good people. He falls
shputs that she will have the couple
There Is no cleverer actress of get on the Job right early and diag- with a young noblewoman, who is
Five
taken from the train and rushes out, the uncomprehending than May nose the seat of the trouble. There also a hearty war-worker.
bringing down the second curtain.
Yokes, who usually finds such parts is nothing seriously wrong with the
In the third act Mollie has brought with the title "maid" attached. new comedy, but at present it needs
and Grace Fiikins made a splendid
her sister back safe but quite unre- Such has been her plucking in this a tonic to its vi*' Mty.
to Dolly.
pentant, and she tries to make her play, where she secures impossible
"The White Way" narrows down mother
The new rooter of McLaughlin
Then to Mollie's sums of money from the cast for to two real characters, both well
see her mistake.
gpeat chagrin, her parents come in very trifling reasons. How ahe does drawn and of sufficient contrast to player* looks promising, and with a
and congratulate her upon her mar- it and what sha makes of a rather hold the interest of playgoers. Tem- few more experiences^as an organriage, as they have heard Gregory foolish part are the component rea- peramentality
pitted strongly isation should meet the requireis
She tells sons for saying "Cold Feat" ia a against staldness, and the working ments Intended.
Is to be married today.
The stage settings were praisethem the truth, even as she hears play of farcical promise.
out of two such opposite natures
the chimes ringing for her lover's
Fred Jackson and Pierre Gendron gives the theme to this new play. worthy.
wedding. Then comes the surprise appear aa the authors. Glenn An- This is Veil done, although at times
of the play, when Gregory enters ders has the lead, with Catherine it is slightly overdrawn and on other
and says the chimes are ringing for Doucet and Beth Martin aa the occasions the delineation is inclined
Mollie and himself, as he had leading feminine people In the east to weaken.
believe, however,
Newark, N. J., May 9.
Slanned the whole scheme to force
Boheucr.
that the latter may largely be overThis is the first of Hurtig A Seaer to marry him. And, overcome
come when the cast becomes better mon's new plays which they are trywith joy, Mollie renounces ail furwith each other and ing out in stock here. It is a crookTOWN'S TALKING acquainted
ther ideas of independence.
their respective roles.
detective melodrama of much interThe play is sincere and thoughtWashington, D. C, May ».
The story concerns Dolly Lane, a est.
ful, and has much to comi end it.
This farce, which some time ago struggling actress- who has married
Three crooks have robbed a
The theme is Interesting and vital, had a try-out, was again brought to a western ranchman, whose affairs post office of $2,000,000 in bonds.
and the atmosphere is thoroughly light Sunday and has many of the have become entangled with the They have arranged that Hogan,
He who has planted the bonds, should
wholesome, where the play might components necessary to make a government in a land deal.
easily have pandered
the morbid. success. There is much in its pres- owns several thousand head of oat- tell the hiding place in such a way
Several decided faults may be rec- ent state to be remedied, but the tie, and simultaneously with Dolly's that neither of, the others can get
tified.
Miss Archibald has not groundwork Is there and when the "big chance" before the footlights the stuff without the other. The
given the supporters of free union holes are filled in, the biggest fault, comes the news that Steve her ringleader, "The Duke," shoots Hoa square deal.
dramatist may that of the auditor being always husband has won his case against gan, leaving only himself and Charlie
take sides and oven load the dice ahead of the author, will undoubt- Uncle Sam, and all ia well flnan- Moran to divide. Moran, angered at
against opponents, but should allow edly be done away with.
It was ci&lly
this, refusea to aid "The Duke."
them present their case fairly and slow in gating started, the first act
Dolly makes her appearance for
The play opens with an extraorstrongly.
Even though the argu- being particularly so; it was plant, her "big chance"; she breaks down dinarily fine scene between Charlie
ments for marriage are not always plant, plant for what was to come, in her opening number, but comes and Mabel, who is living in a hotel
logically convincing, from the very and it really wasn't until the middle back with a vengeance, and five with him and is in reality a tool of
Dolly The Duke. They have fallen in love,
first you feel Mollie is in the wrong,
of the second act the fun really curtain calls are the result.
and so stupidly wrong you lose all started. The laughs came from that has won success!
She is now a and as Charlie insists upon marrysympathy with her in the early part point on, though, one on top of the star!
ing her, he tells her his secret
of the first act.
She argues val- Other, and it is all done without the
Steve is dismissed; the "angel
against her protests. He is at once
his newly shot and Marie, the maid, steals
iantly, but her every statement is
on
attention
his
forces
boudoir.
lady's
a
or
aid of a bed
nature part of the code from his pocket.
turned against her, and marriage
John Emerson and Anita Loos are found star; Dolly's better
wins after victory.
Expecting a responsible for the piece and it is rebels at the suggestion or thought
In the last act, which is laid at the
the place where the bonds are secreted,
run for our money, we find one
locks
He
proposition.
his
of
Although
full of sparkling lines.
horse left at the post.
door, but by a subterfuge Dolly after several thrills The Duke is
to tell isn't new
have
they
story
the
Then brought to Justice. Gillespie's idenNext, in developing * the theme,
means, after it is fairly escape;: from his clutches.
Miss Archibald has fallen between by any
once more 8teve stalks into the tity is revealed, and the whole tangle
well enough.
two stools. She could have written under way it is toldtrying the piece dressing room and discovers the is unraveled without stretching the
Woods
ie
A.
H.
man- probabilities too far.
it into a problem play or a farce
Marshall stock at the rascalitv of the "angel" and
comedy (and the latter is patently out with the
horsewhip the
The play reflects credit upon the
Woods sent down John ner: threatens to interferes
and author, whose identity is not defher forte), but in trying to write Garrick.
but Dolly
for whom the piece is follow,
Cumberland,
both she has succeeded in neither.
rethe
by
manager
revealed. Both characterizathe
initely
justTic.'
coming season, and
There is even a gesture of tragedy intended for the The balance of the mark that he has been drinking.
tions and construction are generally
Wilson.
and
where
taking Eileen
Dolly
Mollie
considers
day—
the
good.
wins
Love
-»f
members
the
is made up of
poison.
The ending is purely far- cast local
Notwithstanding minor criticisms,
They all do Steve link hearts aa the curtain
company.
the
cical.
'*Wit Outwitted" is in good shape.
some miscasting, falls!
Most surprising is the failure to ren.arkably well;
ar<*
second
and
deserves to succeed; whether it
It
first
the
While
allowances must be
characterize the persons of the play. but, of course,
has Jmt arc inclined to drag at times, the will or not depends upon whether
With the exception of the amusing made for this. Cumberland
an the public will accept another mysmakes
stanza
third
the
punch
in
him
brought
to
servant (lifted from ,4Call the Doc- such a part that has
tery play.
the theatre ex. client antidote
tor") the characters are human only a niche in the world of
The company gavo a fine perFrancine Larrimore fulfilled all
He was splendidly
in spots.
The surprise ending is all his own.
all
in
leader
formance. Mabel Browne]! was an
was
she
expectations
in
find
perhaps legitimate, but should be at funny and will undoubtedly hi.; .1!- that pertained to success in this admirable Marie, convulsing the
the part another to add to
least indirectly planted.
If Gregory
house with her low comedy work.
initial venture of "The White Way.
were alive and attractive, one would ready lengthy list of successes. hut At' times she gave evidence of ner- William Shelley also did well, while
Eileen Wilson couldn't help
be pained at his defection and deStewart won the sympathies
of the vousness, but actresses are human Helen
lighted at the revelation of his sub- be good, but after "The Lady
charming impersonation of
here with and critics are charitable under by hef*
terfuge, but. as it is, he is nothing Lamp" and her "Buddie*"
"The Duke" was played
Mabel.
such circumstances.
it
but a colorless bit of animated ar- the other stock organization
good as flawlessly bv Edward K*»ane, while
was
Sweeney
Joseph
end
time
her
of
waste
did such excellent
gumentation. The play is somewhat seems a
Barbier
George
start,
the
at
awkward
trifle
a
Steve,
ll
thin, as it has but one idea worked ability to do just the convention
as the evening acting it hurt to see him killed.
once ingenue, as is this part she is but he Improved
out
and
twice
seriously,
cleverly The stage settings were surprisingDavid
William
on.
wore
Austin.
humorously with the servant. The plaving.
ly food.
manager.
As for the piece, it tells the story portrayed the "angel" and
main theme needs elaboration. The
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years have elapsed.
The mountebank has faded away under the rise
of the soldier and commander. Then
the armistice, demobilisation, thousands of others like himself 'suddenly plunged back into civilian
life
officers back to their humdrum
tasks; he with no other trade except
the sGMier no longer needed and
the mountebank. Also he feels that
despite everything he owes it to his
partner and paramour to return to
his old life.
He does it. It is horrible to him.
Moreover, he has lost his "personal-

—

—

—

The general who has com-

ity."

manded divisions can no longer hold
a ten -cent vaudeville audience.
He is between the horror of going down, back to the circuses as a
clown, and trying to engage in soma
business about which he knows
nothing, when he gets an offer from
an old buddy to go to the Solomon
Islands and mine copper.
His
music-hall partner balks; no savage
life for her. At about the same time
the noblewoman turns up on a legitimate enough mission, his partner is
taken off his hands by an old friend
of backstage affiliation, and the
is there at the final curtain.
A very excellent story, and. in the
book, a very powerful one. In the

clinch

dramatization by Locke and Ernest
Denny it is pretty tarky. but that is
not its main fault. It lacks drama
all the way, somehow. Trevor ia too
superior as a clown to make tba

metamorphosis striking. He is
a general in his dog act, or else ha
is a dog-actor as a general: anyway, he plays them both the same—
and they are both written in tba
same tempo, register and mood.
later

The fault is probably more in the
script than in the interpretation. It
wouldn't be plausible to have him
do it any other, way than he now
does, unless the authors had broadened him a bit in the first two acts
so that he would have something to
be refined into for the last two.

He

is

mismated with

his

partner

before he becomes a general, and
only his extraordinary and not always quite human (or even quite
sympathetic) sense of loyalty seems
to be the link between him and bis
miscast life even before the war.

Trevor recites his role In about
one key, never relieved by a laugh,
never less than a leading man, almost a Hamlet throughout. Lennox Pawle. though he faltered ia
some of his lines, stole the performance as the friend of this unusual
person, and Nora Swinburne, in a

what was
"The Mountebank"

British flapper part, took

Nothing

left.

in

really adds anything to the professional careers of any save Miss

Swinburne, who is so young that
she has had no career hitherto*
probably.
The direction in the main is
The play needs lighter
wooden.
shadings, especially in the first two
acts. It starts with the tragedy of
the dog and is more or less of a
Gabrlelle
tragedy ever afterward.
Ravine, with a natural French ac-

missed from almost her first
entrance as the partner, and became
rasping and grinding as she went
along, time after time hitting the
same 'notes some of them pretty

cent,

That

blue.

—

is

life,

all right;

mon-

otones and stupid progressions form

But dram-

most of our existence.
atists

select

not the

the unusual,

commonplace, for the stuff that
makes plays—entertainment. The
unusual may be told with realism,
but sheer realism without point or
flavor isn't art.

The strong story, even though not
strongly played or projected, cannot fail to carry out of the theatre.
This, with the position of the Lyceum aa a theatre of dignity and
solidity, the standard names associated with the presentation, and the
great popularity ol the novel, will

save "The Mountebank" from ignominious failure. But it is beyond
restoration, apparently, as a success
to take its place beside the ranks
of the Frohman color-bearers.
Lalt.

ETHIOPIAN AET THEATBB'
Inauguration of a repertory SSSSSS %F
colored players at the Fraaea theatre, lfww;
York, May 0, 1928, under tba direction of
Praaantln* a one-aat
Raymond O'Nrtl.
dramatic aklt of colored life, entitled "The
Chip Womiin'i Fortune," t»X Willis JUcharrlaon,

and Oscar Wilde'a "Salome."

"THE CHIP WOMAN'S FORTUNE"
Prjer
I,l*a
HI la*

fcv>lyn
K irk pat rick
rion Taylor
r
I*iura Bo
"}

Sydney

Kmma
Aunt Nancy
Jim

•»

SO

,

A Man

*»*>•'•

"•aTome*
Tounr
Pa*e

Syrian

<f Hcrodlaa

rirat Soldier
Second Soldier

("appndocinn

Jokanaan
Halomo
H,.rod

Hcrodiaa
Firat

Jew

Hpoond Jew
Third Jew
Tiipdiinu*
,
Slave of Horodlafc

r*.. ........

Zm

rU

TJ?h
U r Ray
Arthur
Arthur

Ray

Lionel Monaase
I-*wl» Alemandar

Coy Applewhlta
harlra oioen
Solomon Hruca
Evelyn Proar
Sydney K IrWna trtok
Lawra Howman
Charlea Oldan
George J»*;kaon
r Whlt«
*'jlr
Arthur Thompaon
Marlon Taylor
'

w

New York has had the Moscow
Art Theatre, the Jewish Art Theatre and for a brief week the National
This week there arrived
Theatre.
on Broadway, by the way of the
Lafayette, in Harlem's black belt,
at the Fraxee the Ethiopian Art
(Contoinued on page 44)
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Rath Bros

14)

Plasa Dntertalners
(On* to All)

IN

hojiu OPSO

(All

indicated

weak with Monday matltea. Vdii aot otherwise

the

for

)

In divisions, according to

booking offlcas supplied
Tha bllia below are grouped
from.
Th« manncc In which theee bills ara prlntad doea not denote tbe relative
Important-* of ai ta nor their p-ogr«tu positions.
• befora name denotee act la doing new turn, or reappearing after abaense
(ram vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed for tbe Aral time.

YOKK CITY

Baa

Tom Patricola
M Morgan Dunrers
Fashion PI
Olsen A Johnson
Maye Yohe A Band
Helen Ware Co
freol

•

Sankus

i

Co

Smythe A Jam**

to fill)

A

A Rauh
A Sawn
LONG BRANCH
R road way

A

l.aVier

H

Catalano Co

2d half

Hilly

& Mercedes

D

B. F. Keith's
Thsnk You Doctor

WALTERS

and

2d

ALWAYS

•Mary." "The Merry Widow," "tp in

the (loads," "Spl«e of 19%?," and others.

Yes Means No
Seed A A si mi
Venita Gould

(One

Gene

Rert Fit /.gibbons

l»

fill)

lioekw'od

A O'Connor

Lexey

Footer A Pejrgy
I.oinn Troupe

(One

Duci DeKerekjardto
Just Out Knickers
Lahr A Mercedes
(Otliors to fl')
2d half (!•-:•)

(Others to

Harry Fox Co
Martha Pryor
McOrath A Deeds

Proctor's 5»d

Yerkc's Happy Six
Moss' Broadtvny
Mel Klee
Seed A Austin

Paul Nolan Co

Shaw A Lee
Hartley A Patt'rson
*Sun Ronnetts
(Others to fill)
Moss' Coliseum
Three Kilaros
(Others' to

N.
Jeffcr-on

A Stoni'g Vee
Tull.
Dunedin A Play
Syncopated
(One

to

(Tvo

fill*

2d half 17-10)
Pisano A I#andauer

BOB—

HEADLINING
A Loi-kw'od

Dave Roth

(One to

2d

•Blondes

A

Mar' on

(Two

to Mill

W

2d half

(Others

8ehenck Co

Morton A Glass

Rooney A Rent

A

Davis

/vile

(Others to fill)
2d half

(Others to

fill)

fill)

The

A A F Ktedman

to

Lyric
(Atlanta sn'i')
1st half

Rernt A Partner
Douglas A Earl

Rhodes A Watson
(One

Rooney A Rent
Jack Rub' Clifford

fill)

Rill Robinson
TI Stofl'l-ini Ra -1

HUGH HERBERT

Yorlce

A

Oliver

a

Van A

Co
Rabcork & Polly
•The DeIano<i

(Two

to

fill

t

>

•d half

A A F Stedman
Lomas Troupe
(Two to fill)

Moss' Regent
Miller A Captnan
Jack Ruhe Clifford
(Oth»rs to
rd

fiii)

linlf

Gordon A Ford
Geo Ycoin.in
(Oth»ra to fill)
Keith's Hist SI.
Rita Gould

Rockwell

A

Mrl.aughl>ii

r.»T

A

Rl

Nihla

Thunga Wh.i Three
lhach's Enter
rroetor's ISUk Si.
2d half (10-13)
Ftshter c>
Doree's f»j»oralogu»
ivovata A Ooldner
McLInn A Sully
1st half (1110)
'Grace Hsslsm Co

Msano

A

Alax'nd'-r

Ann Mi-ji'ii
llatko's P«vis
tyan W.llerlings

»-.

>.-

-

<

Adolaid

(HATTANOOt;

(1 '.-10,

The Stonn
Murray A Allan
(Others to (111
2d half (W-'.'O)
Victor Moor.^ Co
Julia Gerrity
(Others to fill)
Moss' Rivera
Rurl:e A* Durkin
Morton A Glass
Bight Blue Demons

\

1'Ialto

lat

Jay A

If

lave

hair

Vaudeville's- Mueic

ARRISHl RG, PA.

Earl

Dance

Marion A Mack

W

(Two

to fill)

2d h.ilf
Ethel McDonough
(Others to fill
>

Albany
Proctor's

Roma Duo
Kennedy A Daviet
Folaom Dennv A II
Rob Hall
The Gild d rs|

«"rawford A f!r..i
Oddities of 1.023

(One to
ivelao

|

2d

of

r»

'i

l>

«
i

-

mi)

Hi^rhnfr

i

2d half

<

.

Anderson Sis
Ripon A Jlggs
Joe Dareey

to

nil)

to

A

half

Belli*

Sitito

Mildred Parker

in

Wilson

Co
A De Monde

l»o

(One

to

mi)

nil)

Capitol

Cbony A Mo.
B A

ii

Danny

Carlton

Dvgai Ce

Vom hern 4
M A M J. Barry
2d

half

DeWItt A

half

Murray A Garrinh
P.oos

RddlS Nelson

F.

Duo

ADER

New York

ASTOR HOTEL

HARTFORD
V%.

Split*

half

1st

Danny T»ugan Co
>

Meyers

Meredith A Sno'z r
Fleuretti A J
B'l.rldge f'asey Co
ITales

A

Carson

Ring Tangle

OLympia
Sq)

(•ordon'a

FITCHRURO

(Scollay

Three

Lorders

Loraine Serenaders
Gordon's Olympia

(Washington St.)
Olga A Nicholas

Reed

Jessis

Rohhy Jarvls Co
Barrett A Cuneen
Lime Trio

BRCKT'N, MASS.
Gordon's

Howard A
(Two

r.tnd

Midgets

Stenard's

to nil)

Id

A

Ross

half

Ludovlc
Midgets

Stenard's

(Two

Camming*
Helen Vincent

Coleman Sisters
Rolsnd A Ray
Alice Hamilton

A Ryan

Innis

Emma Raymond
(Two to mo
Ed Kane

Marino A Martin
Carr A Brey

(Two

to nil)

LEWISTON, MR.
Maale If nil
Michon Bros
Peggy Brooks
M'Kisslck A Hal'dr
Bobbie Carbone Ce
Carr A Brey
2d half
Wilson A Keppel
(Others to nil)

LYNN, MAS9
Olympia

Strand

Archer

A

Belford
Willie Solar
Lisa A Shff'ng C
2d half
Wilbert A Dawson

Wyeth A Wynne

A

Blair

A

*Ross

Marino

A

Ludovie
Martin

Lou Tellegen Co
(One to nil)
2d half
Royal Gascoines
Solar

Willie

Paul Hill Co
(One to nil)

TOMM\

— •AIM

VAN and VERNON
MANCHESTER,

Besser A Irwin
Elklns Fay A

CAMBRIDGE
Ed Kane
Klkins Fay A
Valentine

(Two

to

half

A

Hal'dy
Archer A Belford
Howard A Lind
(One to fill)

FALL RIVF.R

T A h Realey
Careei Revu.-

SPGF'LD, MASS.
Pulace

Wood A While
Wl,
KeUo A Delfonde
<i«'ld
A Sunshine
Oreat Johnson
Sadie 1 of Uirla
half

Stanley Calinl Co
Kerr A Knsign
Married Again
Southern 4
4 Ortona

Washington
Smith A Strong
Burns

A

A Harrison
A Oz

Paul Hill Co
2d half
Scott

Daun A

Bobhle Carbone Co
Harris A Vaughan
Liza A Shuffiin' C

NEW BED FORI*
Olympia
Ring Tangle
Dixie Pour
Royal Gascnifirs
ORrlen A .Toslune
(Two to fill)

Empire
Betty

I.>nn
Blair

O'Donnell a
.lark Wilson
Van
'ello K

Wyeth A Wynne

Peggy Hrooks

Hros

MICissick

Oua Fowler

2d

Bell

fill)

2d

Michon

A

Palace
Wllbort A Dawson

Jarvls
Polly
F.

To

i

Men

half

2d

Hetty WashliiRton
Lou Tellegen Co
Burns A Lynn
Van Cello A Mary
(One to fill

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
CHICAOO
Palace

(Sunday Opening)
Frank Tinney
Joe Cook

Rogers A Allen
Williams A Van*ssi
H J Connelly

t

Id half

to nil)

.

Daun A Scott
Harris A Vaughan

Central Sq.

Poll's

Theatrical Attorney

K'<

I.aur.e
U»ne lo nil)

Maek A Stanton

Girls

SCRANTON, PA.

WILLIAM

Ja< k

hair

Kennedy A

of

1

(Wlk's-B're

Now

Maxneld A <:•>!.-. n
A nderson A flravei
2d

Sadie

nil)

2d

Inc.

New

*

Packer

Madrapn

.Toe
•

hair

Chong A Moey
Tclaak A Dean

Gordi

Ronnoke
Vaihano Bros
1

J

A

Ant;er

(One

4

ROANOKE.

A

Anger A Packer
Ben Meroff Co
2d

Tho Comeback

A Harrison
A Oz

Wopler A Davis

Great Johnson
It A
H Carlton

Kuehn

'.'atriro^i
(Otiii is t.)

Chic Sale
The Vaaderbllis
Alleen Stanley
(Others to fi;i)

Flsahea

Willi

Fleurette

nil)

lat

NF.WARK
Proctore
Jimmy Shear

Trella Co

Bunga.lr.ur

Polly

West 4Sth Street

O'Donnell

Palace

•Jungle

I

t

Lyric
(Norfolk splii

half

NEW HAVRN

Jar vis

Oliver

l»

RICHMOND

(ll'-le

Sd

Karl A Mathewa
Ona Munson Co
Mack A Deagon

Four Caatlng Stars
(One to nil)

Wi'mg A Demarest
l'lo Mnyo

Peres & Williams

Fitv

Walthour A P
May A Pinto C
Naureen Englin

to fllH
half

A Rebh n*
Mih'in»y A <'«,

to

I'J

fill*

Harvey A Leighton
Ripon A Jlgga

Blly

K A

State

•d

S

Hrown

la

(One to

poli ciBCurr

R. F> Keith »
Tor Pity Sake
Mabel Burke ('»

half

A

(ill)

PORTLAND

\

May McKay A Sis
Nixon A San*
Doyle A Christie
Sharkey Roth A H

RIDGE PORT

Harry Joison Co

NKW RRl'NSRK

A Pull mm
A Hani

(Two

filer

I'.i'r

I

Palnce
Alls
Alia

Palace
I'h-Uer
fiay'on A Let

'*

&

Harry Wsthlna
Coek A Oattnnn

CINCINNATI
»f

May VrKiiv S'.i
Nixon A Srnn
Doyle A Ch ri:-I> —

II

fill)

7

(Two

hrtif

INDIA NATO

BfOK

Rrorkmana^

2d half

-

If

A Fink

Del.lsi*
(One to

rd

Wilton Sinters
(Cms to mi)

Palace
Meredith A Pn'ojt'r
Anderson Girls
V.itt'9
A Carson

A Dodv

(One to

Kmhs A Alton
D Da via Revue
Shriner

Arm a

Q A P Magi,

till)

Brown A Lave!!
Browning A Da

Pear c .iff in? atari
(one to nil)

Sharkey Polh
(One te fill)

fill*

2d hi
Fields

Jordon

Carter A Cornish
Ti. nry &
m..,m e
Wills
'a

r."W!«

The Mclnt>rea
CffESTKIt. PA.
Ad/rrmrnt
Will Morr.s
ThoOellls

A Cornish
H»nry A Moore

(One

2d half
Edith I^etnont

Out of Knicl;er«
A O Ahearn
Murray A Allan

Chaa Ledeger

Vt.

N. Y.

Gniiiho'

(One to

NASHVILLK

vacation

Now

Week
Frances

(Others to

BOB MURPHY "and"
summer

ANDERSON

London Stepprrs
Oerrlty
(Others to fill)
2d half (17-10)

Ion.

YORK. PA.
Opera Honse

Poll's

Julia

Princess

Bingham Benrh. South Royalton.

T.

Proctor's
Sanl-ua A Silver*

II

-PHILADELPHIA "RECORD"

I

suggests for your

fill)

Comic Playlet

"The act had noveltv and charm."

O'Connor

w«*ssoii

to

TROT. K.

Howard A Lyons

Next

A Mathews
Ona Munson Ce
Mack A De«5»n

Donneliv
Carlton mS Bellew
D ilyt >n R-\ ue

(Two

PlalnSeld

KEITH'S RIVEKSIDE,

Majeslir

<t

Klaahcs

Fob Albriyht

Dean

A

half

Valentine A Rell
Kennedy A Kramer
3
Black Diamonds

Telepheae Bryaat 134*

Oerrlty
(Others to fill)
2d half (17-20)
London Steppers
(Others to fill)

hair

fill)

2d

F'klyn Ardell Co

*

ovsr Drug Store
Randolph Bt. CHICAOO

Stephen A Lovejoy
Moran A -Mack

BLAINFIKLD, NJ.

fill)

LILLIAN LEE

Hainty Marls
Williams A Clark
Syko

Snow A Norin"

A Sales
A Haley
Langford A F
Dooley

KEITH'S, PHILADELPHIA,

Co

(W'st'n-Sal'm split)
Calvin A

2d

Crafts

with

I.n\ ere
J'.ell

Jack Little
Lahr A Mercedes
Holly A Lee

Davis

EVE LYNN-CLYDE DILSON

GREKNVILI.i:
Grand O. H.

half

Frank Wilson

J

tS

floor

W

RGH

to

HEMMENDINGJER,
JEWELERS

E.

Y.

Cor. Stats

Second
KM ranee «

The Awkward Age"

Jim McCool

A btewart

r?d

A

llolm*»«>

Jessie Husl^y Co
Dooley A M< rton
Fsgan'a Rani
Hanako Japs

r.

Rubin A Hi"
Roth A Mulcay
Rrooklyu
ity Pour
Amy Dean To

Clllf

R

.

N.

2d half (10-13)
•Nearly Married
Sylvia Rrann Co

Dr. M. O. CARY
and Randolph Sta

W.

N.

f'.\»-ter

Orplieum

RAE

Perrone

DENTIST

Hlafr

Herbert's Dogs

Ruth Ro>e

Al Shayne
(One to rrn
Keith's Prospect
Id half <
1
Myer Davis Oreh

w

Sryant & Btewa«t

Scifi,

ilryaht

nill 9683

1st half

<>iii

PITTSBl

half

Prices within reason to the prof

Libonatl

1st half (14-16)

McRae a Clegg

A

A Wylie
A Dare
VERNON

(Others to

A Rock

half

Dance Gambol
Bernard
Howard A Lyons
C'wf'd A Brodenck

Hereon A Gaylord
D DeKerekjardto
Jans A Whalen

fi!l)

ERIE. PA.

Crane May A C
Moor? A Frreda

Shea's

1

Rubin A Hal!
Hexazlan A White

King

BUFFALO

LEFFRRTS AVENUE,
KEW GARDENS. L. I.

ttS

Mare MoDfrniol

(Othera to

Psntheon 8ing«rs

(Ons

Boston
Wilfred Du Bois
Barrett A Fa'rnum

Julie

Ferry Corwey
Redmond A Wells

Veronica Co
Stanley Wilson Sis
Bargee's circus

BOSTON

B

1st half (14-16)

Ferry Corwey

Flint

J.

2d half

half
Alleu

Kent A
Orren A Drew
Four Tamakis
(One to nil)

Praetor's

N.

Liberty

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT

YONKERS.

Robles

Prltchard

2d

Gellis
(One to fill)

Capital

A

Lillian

Proctor's
2d half (10-13)

GERM'NT'WN. PA.

Wood A Wyde

Hartley Power? Co

Phone Richmond

Ryan Weber & R

Murray A Oakland
Ruby Norton Co
(Two to fill)

B. F. Keith's
Rinns A Grill
Helen Stowr

Ruby Norton Co

MT.

Julia Ring Co
The Sterlings

O'Donnell

BOSTON

Moody & Duncan
*

J

2d

Juliet

Colonial

Doree's Cclerrititg

I've

Moss' Mai hush
Clark A Der«man

Telle

(Others to fill)
Keith's .leffrriion
Santoa A Ilayea

to

(Sunday Opening)
Rich Hayes
Robbe A Stark
Murdocks A Mayo
Jack Norton Co

Sd half (17-20)

Dave Ha r ris Co
•Ray & Eflllard

Al Striker

2d half

Princess

Revan A
Ten Kyck

TRENTON,
SaMe

fill)

I

Russell A Marconi
Hertha Kramer

Four Phillips

Wan. Penn
Russell A Marconi
H L Cooper Co
Fields A Fink
Stcphers A Lovejoy
(One to fill)

A Hawley

Watts

and OLIVER

I

2d

to

The

A Mary Ann
Tannen

Olcott
Julius

Sully Rogers A S
Orren A Drew
Kent A Allen
Simpson A Dean

fill)

P. loo in A Scher
Mabel Ford Co

Joo Browning
Southland Enter

Melrcy Sis

A Edwards

Gold

to

Homer Romaine

Brown A Harrows

Chief Caupollcan

A Hail
Arnnut Co
A Paulaon

Herbert

Rem pel Co

World Muk' Be

Imperial

half (14-1K)
Bessie Rempel Co
Nellie
Nellie

Median's Doga
Fulton A Hurt
Keystone
Monroe Bros
Margie Coates

KOKOMO. IND.
Strand
Rose Valayda
Brod'ck Wynn Co
Cose a Verdi
Morton JewHl Co

Lillian Bernard
Hr'km'n Howard

Olrls

Wynn Co
A Cameron

Brod'k
•Hill

A Billie
l*t half (14-l>i)

Kelao Bros
DeLiale

Shea's
Stanley A Burns
Railey A Cowan

Emilie I*a

(Sunday Opening)
Paul Decker Co
Fiske A Lloyd
Gibson A Price

1st

Rubin

3

MONTREAL

Ann Meyers

TR1X

BIRMINGHAM

Gellis

Harriet

Ceo Yeoma
•Nanle LeTout
(Two to fill)

A

Treat

(One

i:.)

Hampton A Blake

Z

Creasy

Jos Dlskay
Grace Valentine Co
Oscar Lorraine
Movie Masques

J.

a "Song Symphony"
ORPHKUM CIRCUIT

in

Keith's Orplieum
Julian Eltinge
Fenton A Fields
Irving Fisher

Keith's Hamilton
Geo McFsrlane Co

]>avia

Artistic

Tan Araki

•Rreaki'g It Gently
•Gardner's Bulldogs
Henry A Adelaide

*

PERRON E

Kenny A HoMIs

Lew Seymour Co
Marion A Mack
Eight Blue Demons

N.

Proctor's
2d half (it)

COUNT

Frigunza
Al K Hall Co
Walters A Walt.™
Vincent O'Donnell
Harrys A Wolfords
Trixte

(Others to till)
Moss' Franklin

Weber

IND.

Murray
Ellnore Pearce Co
•Clara Campbell
Lambert A Fish
Class Manning A O
2d half

Dnnse Dc Authentic

WILMINGTON

TORONTO
A Dayne
Geo (Try A O II ara

half

1st

Blgsi

Ryan Co

(Others

4

Aldine

A Band

(One

A Leonh't

Ideal

Kavanaurh A E

Keith's BusliwUk
Gus Rdwards

Mary Hay nes

Z

City

half

Hurry Watkins
Cook A Oatmsn
Alia A Pullman
Ails

Kim

fill)

Morton Jewell to
Jean Middleton
TERRE IIAl'TE

Jenn LaCrosse
(Othera to till.

& A Seymour
A Rand
A Seymour

Dunn A Layman

JAMRS

RICHMOND,

A Pullman
Weber Girls

T.

Harry Fox Co

Santrey
Sintrcy

2d

Ails

Sally Beers
(Others to fill)
2d half (17-20)

Mower

Mlllti-nt
I.'

Adela A Gaut
Chic Sale

D Cameron Co

H Fra belle

it

Neal Abel
Fred Hagen Co
Davis A Bradner
2d half
Zelda Bros
Walter Baker Ce

(One to

Palace
Roscoe Alls Co

Jackie

B. F. Keith's

A

PRAISED BY ALL

ELIZABETH.

half

A Ernie
2d half

INDIANAPOLIS

Lynn

fill)

I

Fred Hagan Co
(One to All)

2d half (10-13)

'

<

DYVYER

WHITE PLAINS

Aaron A Kelly

r

A Marshall

Elaine

(Shrevcport split)

fill)

"TOYTOWN TOPICS"
and ORPHEUM
WEEK-HOUSES AND

Strand

'SIR*'

I

AH. K Y,
Orpheum
Monte A Lyons

fill)

Ellnore Pearce Co

(One to HID

D

PADl

R VANS' V.LB IND.
Gilette A Rita
Sutart Girls
Stone A Hayes

All

(Three to fill)
2d half
Glenooe Sisters
(Others to mi)

fill)

Monte A Lyons

I

Teddy Claire Co

TOLEDO

Smythe A James
Sampsell

to

Ernie

Paul Brady
Hodge A Lowe!
Lee A Mann

Vee A Tully
(Othera to mi)

TIRED AUDIENCES
* USED BY MANY

Y«in

i

2d

Co

(Others to fill)
2d half

I

(oihers to

.

Maurice Diamond

Bhelvey Hoys
Ceahley A subers

IN

II.

(Two

(Three to

Olympic
Artie Mehlinger

Rryan A Brodericlt
Z m A Dries
Stars of Future
Proctor's

2d half
LaFIeur A Portia

Sister

lat half
Cornell Leona A
Dixie Hamilton
Robt Rel'ly Co
Shone A Squires

BROOKLYN

Prescription

FOR KEITH

Ideal

Columhhi

hr'.f

*.o

Rev

BATON ROIGK

Rae Samuels
Claude A Marion
nurke A Durkin

Dave Roth
Claude

fill)

Columbia

Rae Samuels

Around the
Hilly Beard

D'arjr

WATERT'WN

B. F. Keith's
Malinda A Hade
Jeun Solhern
Mr-Farl'd A Palace

TWICE

Tind-ll

Ben

A Christy
A B Brill

•Lloyd

•R

Weaver Bros

Williams A Wolfus
Luster Bros
N Y.

halt

2d

HOWARD DAILY

A La Vera

A Duncan

Intermission
Flo Lewis Co

Roma Duo

Armstrong A

Ellis

Abie O.
Tivoll

Claudia Calemaa
Harland Dixon Co

FAR ROCK \WAY

(Others to fill)
Keith'a Kurd hum

A

Fifer

Leon A Dawn
Rensee A Baird

[BROCKMAN and

Rome A Gaut
K ASTON. PA.

Franklyn ('has Co
Demarest A Cal'ta
Three Whirlwind.-:
Coombe A Nevins
Zeck A Randolph

V. M. A., R. F. Keith (Western)

Leavitt

1,

Maryland

lEKTKCDE

»r

& Band
A teymour

Walsh A

BALTIMORE

EARLE and RIAL REVUE
W.

--'antrey

A L

R'v.ay Kidd>
(T-vo to tli)

Sherman A Hose

•Rlondes

<

7

Armstrong A

Revuo

Slatko's

Venita Gould

ii

Georges DuFranne
Davis A Darnell
Clyde Doerr Orch

2d half

Ann Meyers

fill)

2d half

A Seyrno

IC
II

to ill)

<

*v

•

-

(

Pletro

ALFT.rILTON

DR.

Raader Lave!! Tr
Rose Xelden A Him
Muriel A Phyllis
Hi Ra II

split

AIHNRN,

Burko Barton A H
Montana
Flaherty

Pielii-

Mills

Palace
Pair of Deuces
Clayton A Lennie
Miller Packer A S

Leviathan Band

Freed Harrlaon Co

DETROIT

Pinto A Rovl«.
Stranded

(lt-llii

A

Sjnlrey

lat half

Ted Lorraine Co
Rabcock A Dolly

Gertrude Birnws
Jones A Ray

\

Mi lllceat Alower

The Setbacks
•Dayton A Palmer
Rert Levy

A Morri.on

i

Kay Hamlin A Kay
Huston Ray
McKay A Ardine

Temple

(Birmingham

One Fearful Night

1st half

Nieholo
Shelley A Band
(Others to til!)
2d half
A A- F Frab-lie
Auron A Kelly

Lyric

St.

2d half (lt>lS)

Gold A Edwards
Travers A Douglas

Frost

RttSSell

fill)

I'll

SYRACUSE

ATLANTA

fill)

aplit)

Nellie

2d hnir

?.

fill)

i>n

DAYTOV
P

PERRY

MacCarton A M
Holism A O'Dare
Valerie Bergere Co
Innls Bros

Preetar's
Klrklllos

H. F. Keith's

P'K. \.J.

Wall hour A P
Muiicipal Four
Francis Arms
0>ne to fl'.n

The Storm

2d half

to

\

1 1

LEXINGTON. RY,

Hippodrome

B. F. Keith's

Fola'm Denny Hand
(One to fill)

Strrrt

G A P Map

filli

half (14-1C)

lat

Gordon A Ford
Mary Ha> nes

A

Main

(New Orleans

CLEVELAND

WASHINGTON

SCHENECTADY

Mayo

Flo

Saflit)

Harry Bewley Co
MCr'm'k A Wal'cc

Jack La Vler
Artie MelHnrcr Co
Maurice Dlam'd Co

and

Kelly

td hair

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

(One to fill)
td half

Juggleland

B. F. Keith's

Ed lie Fo> Family
(Two to fill)

Edith Lamont
Lewis A Ood\'

Moron

(Others to

Keith's Colonial

Leavitt

AMU ry

pii

Lyric

H-

|

Sternards
(Others to fill)
2d half (17-24)

(Others to

Tom

4 Ortona

Kelly

(Soranton

HEADLINING PAMTAGKS CIRCUIT

1st half (14-1C)

MOBILE

Mason A Shaw

h.-Cf

A Herman

A LoweU
A Mann

Hodge

VARDON

fill)

2

The Reuters
•Arch Stanley
Helen Moral ti
Tom Smith

Rrico
105th St.
Riaito A Lamont

Plot re

i.

Willie

Paul Brady

Teddy Claire Co

Watson

Caledonian Four
Howard's Ponlsa
Ben Bernle Bsn«
W'RC'ST'R, MASS,
Stanley Gsitnl Ca
Kerr A Ensign
Married Again
J

Harvey A Leightoa
Wood A White
WILKES BARRE Gold
A Sunshine
Pells
M A M J. Barry

CTICA. N. X.

Lee

Wsif 81s A Eddr
Marcus A iturr

Ben Meroff Band

CINCINNATI

A MeRride The Diamonds
Hale A Rro
Sultan

Tracey

Kiir.ab' th

Freed Hurriaon Co

UTny'H Models
The Nagf) s

en

Jim M<-\Villiams
Lew Wilson
Mollis Puller Co

Three Klrkii.os
Jones A Ray
Krgotti A Hernial

Dancers

Featured

N. Y.

Rmlto
L»on A Dnw n
Rensee /*• Har.l
B'way Kid Rev
(One to fill)

HAHRY

Cam

f

a.

Du For U<>s

Cliff, fordan

Rand

Ernie Golden

P

K

Tom

Ergottl

Sisters

BUosj

Jos

Glided Cafe

Worth A Willing

LOWELL

Palace

to ill)

Davis Re\ ue

A

Mlachula
Welch Mealy A M
Powers A Wallace

Bellls

to

R

D'lm'r
Klaie

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

N. J.

2d half (1S-1I)
*Jungls Bungalow

(Two

Rey

Trella Ce
Wopler * Davis)
4 Madcaps

Hob HAM

SAVANNAH

Haney A Stone
Abeam
WAG
Duo

Davis

"WATCH THE DRUMS"
AMSTKRB'M.

fill)

Proctor's .".tli Are.
2d half <!0-13i

A

Pressler

El

Majestic

Emba A Alton

Resrd

(Oat

Walter Kaufman

(Hill.

PATERSON.

Lavell

Browning

JACK POWELL SEXTETTE

Samaroff A Sonia
(Others to fll)

to

A

Brown

The Diamonds

(Others

Fitx
Oirls

A

Hack'tt

Academy

Chas Ledger

Sternardfl
lat half (14 i'.»
Young a: Whee't-r

Caites ltros
Miilerahip A G' r;«rd

Brown

7

Temple

A Dutten

Espe

Sd halt

Alleen

Kennedy A Davlas

I

Edwards A Beasiey
Van Hoven
Weber A Rldnor

NORFOLK

Rath Bros
Plasa Entertainers
2d half
Lloyd A Christie
Nellie Nichols Co

A Duncan

Miiis

Around the Corner

A

Shriner

Hits

id
Syncopated 7

to nil)

ROCHESTER

(Richmond split)
Will Mahoney
Rradnss
•Honey Campb'U Co

The Mclntyres

Palace
Da Witt * Meyers
Tolas* A Dean
B'krldre Casey Co
Joe Dareey
The Comebacks) I

HAYMAN

and

Francis Co

(One

Ross A Fosa
Green A Parker
B Anderson A Poay
Texas Comedy 4
Thomas A Akers

Briscoe

National

Harry Rewlcy Co
ii Cormlck A
W
Kd Loivry

Tind.-ll

I

Tivoll

A

Sally Sis

Ana

Palace
(Mobile splK)
1st halt

Fred Gray Co

WATRRBURT

Featured srlth JACK CONNORS' RXVTJK
Loews Gates Ave., Brooklyn (May lo-lS)

A Rock
ORLKANg

NEW

half

Ethel Hopkins

LOUISVILLE

Hippodrome

2d half

K A

.^her

WolN A Run

I.ahr

Prltchard

CLEVELAND

Port'*

Sampeell A- Leonh't
Elaine A Marshall
R Bernle A Rand

Four Mounters

Lonesome Manor
Four Acea
(One to fill)
Keith'a Royal
Powers' Elephanta
Murray A Oakland
Win Kdmunds Ce

Pantheon Singers

Arcade
(Savannah split)

Singer's Mldgeta

Hart

Two

Roxy LaRocca

to

A

Collins

Orplieum
I.aFluer

(Two

Rloom A

T A K O'Meara
Awkward Age

DANDREA

PA.

•Sally li'TH Co
Nellie ArnauT Co

Jack MrKenna Co
Bernard A- Oarry

Lea Splendlde
Keith's Klver*ide
Healy & Cross
Herbert Clifton
(irctta Ardine Co

K liars A Lynch
Weaver A Weaver

Silvers

A-

W.LKXTOMN,

Proctor's ftHtli SI.
2d half (10-131

& Fant

I.ytell

R mpi

lie

JACKSONVILLE
1st

THOMAS

A Robiee)
L Cooper Co

Redmond A Walls

Berk

•d hair (17 :«)
Miller f- Capr.ian

Keith* Palace

Harry

Heeman A Grace

KEITH CIRCUIT
NF.W

Salts

CUTf

JACK

(One to MI)
3d half

Rlrd Cabaret

Alex

A

f.o\ ••

Si- lera

J

Smltn

I.uras A Ines
Stale- lake

(Sunday
Houdini

opening)

Johnny Burke
T#mpeat A Dick'an
Dolly

Kay

'

Thursday,

May

Taylor •

FarrcJl
j'sph'a

Amoron Co

Bdwin George
Whltcmaa's Band

DENVBB

VARIETY

1W3

10,

Gantlara Br* Mayers
Whltfleia A Ireland

Palace

(Three to fill)
Id hall

I Aaiima
Jaan Boydell
Jean Adair Co
Hughe* A Pam
Gene Green
• Benson
Oroheatra Nawhoff A Phelps
Bhaldon
R oan Bavua

Id half

OAKLAND, CAL.

Ruth Howell 1
Clasa Manning A C
Roof Garden a
(Two to fill)

Laurie Ordway Co
Leach LaQulnlan 3
(Two to All)

BAH

Oi*banaa . .
(Sunday Opantof)
i»nd of ****»•*

2d half

Bam B Mann

Star
Mammy A O IT 1 LONDON, CAN.
Orpheum
Dave Thuraby
Loew
•Toothplcka
Gibson * Coiuialll
Aunt Jemima A B Joe Stanley Co
•Fred'e Silvers
Goelet
Prevost
A
(Two to nil)
jack Benny
To to
Root Garden S
Btevena A Laurel
Koore * KaadajB
Leon Vavarn
(Two to fill)
Warwick
Karl Bmmya Pata Chaa Irwin
2d haif
Hazzard ft Spellm'n •Merrltt A Coughlln
jjrava M'ca'n© A T WUber A Adama
F A F Hatch
Dorothy Doyle Co
Id half
Co
McLean
Bobby
Artlat'a Dream
Sam B Mann
DES MODTB0
(Three to fill)
I.eVan A Bole*
to nil)
Orpheam
PORTLAND, ORE. (Two 2d
In Wrong
half

(Sunday Opanlng)
Lady Taan Mai
Btara of Toatarday

Clayton ft Edwards
Norworth Co
Firealda Raverles
•Harriaon Orcns
I Connelly
Jlantcira Manlklna J A
Frank Whitman
KANSAS CITY
Boreo
Skacellea
Main Btree*

ARTHUR SOBER

Santoro

BOOKING BXCLTJBIVBLT WITH

BRYANT

Phonea

Chaa Harriaon Co

ANGELES

IA>8

meat

LaTour

Elliott ft

Golden Bird

Jack Connors R*v
(One to nil)

Collins

PLATING LOBW CIRCUIT
Direction; J. H. LUB1N

Sanders
Morrison
AHhea Lucas
De Marcos ft Band
Whiting; ft Burt
Olga Cook
ft

MILWAUKEE
Palace
(Sunday Opening;)

Jim Morgan Band
B & B Wheeler
J Mandell
W
Owen McGlveney

MINNEAPOLIS
Hennepin
(Sunday Opening)

B

ft

Palace
English
Dooley & Storey
Mrs R Valentino
ft

Myers

j

|

Hanford

ft

Moran
Howard ft Clark

Polly

CITY

State

Mazie Lunette
O'Connor ft Clifton
White Black ft U
Jennings ft Dorney
Kirknmith Sis
half

2d

A Bobby
ft O

Maxine

Delbridge

F

T Hayden

ft

(Two

K

Orpheum
Melnotte Duo
Polly Lou Dee Co

Tordan Saxton Co

F

to All)

Young

ft

Bayes ft smith
Fern Bigelow ft
(One to All)

T Hayden

ft

Will Stanton Co
American
2d half
Holden ft Onham
Lillian's Dogs
Boston* ft Messenger Bestaff f: Messenger
Let's Go
Maley ft Singer
Walter Manthey Co Amoros A Jeanette
Hubert Dyer C3
Abbott ft White
Al Lester Co
Boulevard
Elliott ft LaTour
HTolden ft Graham
(Ono to nil)
Dreon Sisters
2d. half
Robert H Hodge Co
Gray & Granville
Har'-y Rose
Smith ft Nash
SamrrofT ft Sonla

CHESTER FREDERICKS

2d

M«>!no1te Duo
Herman Berrons

Avenue

Murphy
Amaranth Sis

Senator

Id half
Rtanely ft Alva
Fisher ft Sheppard

Newhoff

ft

McCoy

Walton

ft

Phelps

Dance DcLuxe
Lincoln Squtiro
Marguerite ft A
Fisher ft Sheppard

Marston ft Manley
Jack Connors Rev
2d half

Dogs

Lillian's

"Worth

Willing

ft

Miller

Bradford

ft

Bert Hanlon

Pederson Broa
Greejey Square
Pederson Broa
Overhoit ft Toung
Miller

Smith

ft

Bradford

ft

Nash

2d

halt

Dreon Slstera
Marston ft Manley

Murphy

Senator

B

-

half

Spellm'n

ft

Jrart Boydell

Eckhoff ft Gordon
Clark ftJ^'Nolll
Wtfte Black ft U
Metropolitan
ft

K

Toomer ft Day
Chaa Ahearn Co
(Two to nil)
2d half
Marraret ft Alvares

Chadwlck ft Taylor
Al Lester Co
Klein Broa
Walter Manthey Co
Fulton
Stanley A Alva

Chadwlck A Taylor
Artlo Nolan
Bernard ft Townes
Boys of Long Ago

Sla

Co

Delaneey Street

& Kco
Herman Rerrcns

"R'.cko

stranded
Collins

A

Pillard

half

2d

Kcrwls Krayona Co
Maley & Slngor

Rash S
Morton

•I'.iy

•i^o

Bamarofl ft Sonla
National

Maiino

A Robby
ft U

rltltje

J.rt's

Go
&

I'Vnn
T.orfcwood
Cioldcn Bird

Day

»3lcl<o

HOnOKEN.

halt

A Keyo

Bernard

Boys

of

Francis

Telephone

Tangle

GAP

after the repealrr passed
The story held $5,000
in Albany.
as one of its principal point* *nd It
F'xw'rth A Francla related to Albany where the AssemAida Barle A L
bly put over the revocationary bill.
Toney A George
Howard ft Co

Broadway

LONG BEACH
Pantagea

Gallarlnl Slstera

Warren

ft O'Brien
Lea Uladdons
Travel
Leon ft Mltzle
Purcella ft R'm'sy

Juliet

Five Janeleye

Morln Sisters

Dlka

SALT LAKE

Clay Crouch
Callahan ft Bliss
Three Falcons

M

D ARL MacBOYLE

half

ft

J
S<ott

Noll

Jimmy Savo

Royal Pekln Tro

N. J.

BL'MING'N, IND
Grand
•George La Shay

Two

Strand
Pollyanna
Ford A Goodrich
Stars Record
Lewis ft Rogers
Rusa LeVan ft P

Wake'ld
Wesley

Lyons

ft

U

ft

half

ft Toa w n
Long Ago

ft

Almond

ft

Le Roy
Hazel

ft

Mel

V

Cortland

Selma

Braat*

DuBall

A

Blalto

Bowery

to

KEITH CIRCUIT

THOS.

M'KenzIo
half

2d

Hickman
GAPA Van
Bell

ll.L

KAN. CITY, MO.
The Norvelles
;<>rdon

fill)
i

Midway

ft

L'V'NW'TH,

KAN

Orphrum

Doyle ^ R 'Sunday Orening)

to

fill)

A

Gamble

ft

fill)

BEND, IND.
Palace

Yost

Clo.ly

ft

Murphy
II

Clark
Roberts A Orel
ft

Sammy Dsneen
Four Tamakas
hair

JAN2d Ol meDean
.-l.npsnn

P

ft

Hirst

half

Mattylee Llppard
Plerpont Co
I, am a
Rubeville

Orpheum
1st

Autumn
Janls

Duo

the

that there won't be

active

enforcement

men

forces.
will make

Whether the

Csnova

but the restaurants will be satisfied
to get the annoying cops and their
uniforms out of sight of their places
When there are any
of business.
number of staffs, from headquarters
down to precincts, and all wise
enough to know where to go for
what thr.y want, tho seller's existence is Just one worry on top of
a tout h. The repealer is tough on
the worst brvvk 0t$
have had slnee they got former
Oov. Millet's fool* idea In their
hands.

Hplit)

half
Trio

A Chaplow

A

nayle

Patsy

Hcssle Barrlseale
Chambcrlln A Earl

Dancing Kcn'dys
2d half
4 Singlns Usher*
Carter A Powers
Hilly

MllJ<r Co

Sf. Ila

Mnyhewr

Birds of Farad it a

•

ft

Vegt

half

is

so many for the tellers to give up
to with the cops eliminated from

Mack A Velmar

Joe Tenner t'lntn of Mike I?vrpftrd
and Joe TeHner) has engaged f o
his Century Roof production in Baltlmoie, Which he la running with
Welngarten, the following:
izzy
Muriel Devine, Marie Balisbury ftikl
Wallace Bradley and Marie Hawn
bonis

S Kelton

A

Gage repealer

Spirt)

federal

Great Lester
the sellers give up more on the plea
Natalie Har's'n Co there are more among them to split
(One to nil)
WICHITA, KAN. It with is a question. If the sellers
FT. SMITH. ARK.
1st halt
get off any cheaper they are lucky,
Majestic

fill)

2d half

Voland

OKLA

MA,

Orpheum

l

NAP
Whnel«;r Trio

(Tulsa

to

I

3 Moro A R
I'll n staples

Gray

Linn and Th'p»i>n
Pearson

Pedestrianlsm

(Two

Tl

(Okla X:ity
1st

2d half
Sinclair

OKLA. CITY

ii

T.ottle Atherton
Wall. ico ft Clyde
Four Songsters
Austin & Dela:i> J

(Ono

»Fox ft Allyn
Chas Wilson

SO.

Si>h

Birds of Farad
Carter ft iNrwers
2d half

Rubeville
aura Plerpont Co
Saytuu P*iinei

I.

W

2d

FITZPATRICK

J.

(Others to

Globe

C

ft

•Mennlng Bister*
* M.n-'ui
i

Kmerson A B'ld'wn
Duval A K
Tbe Florinls

Silver,

B'way

B. F.

Calumet
•Franklyn ft Lee

<

Jack George Duo

POTTER and GAMBLE

CHICAGO
1

Rublnl Sisters

Earla

Direction:

2d half
•Mayballa Phlllli
Pearcs & Bcott
(Three to nil)

Calvert & ShaynAlia Axiom

CORTLAND,

HO CHICAGO,

(One to

Girls
ft

fill)

to

rial's

Lafayette
Hardy Bros

Hyams

Hallo
Bros

(One

Manning
Jackson Co
Paul Shine Co

Pike

BLFFALO
Murray

A

Bernlvlcl

Stone

2d
J Gibson

ft

Hart Wagner ft K
(One to Oil)
KAN. CITY, KAN.
Electric

WASHINGTON

Dean

ft

A

Cardo

Hughle Clark
Orarer ft Lawlor

Gould
3

Rruu> He

MaYjerle Burton
Will Stanton <"o

Bennln'tn

Hoffman A Jessie
Villon Sisters
Stolen Sweeta

Raymond

Fr^y ft Byron
Bert Hanlon
Baraban (Irons Co
2d

ft

Lady Oga Towaga
Bobby Jackson Co
Coden A Luken
The Weldonos

Lottie Atherton
Wallace ft Clyde
Four Songsters
Austin A Delaney

Englewood

Parsons

ft

Yonge St.
The Bramlnos

Dayton

2d

Gates

Loach LaQulnlan
ft

FJIlis

DAYTON

L

Harry Rose
Fantasy Dancers

Stevens

La Shay
Wakflld

CHICAGO

GUS SUN CLKCJIT

half
Frank Bhiclda
Pt«vens ft Brunelle

Dance DeLuxe

ft

C'n'olly

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

N. J.

State

Al Rickard

2d

ft

•George

•Lyons

DeMoll Broa

W

Clrey

ONA MUN80N

Toomer

EDMONTON

Based upon a recent de^iaion nf a
federal Judge in California, Prohibition Director Palmer of this
1st half
Harry Mayo ft R
Pantagea
B ft S Kelton
state has adopted a policy of refusEmily Darrell
Hippodrome
Sheik's Favorite
nil)
(Others
to
Dream
SPOKANB
Dolly's
LINCOLN, NEB.
Conroy *• Howard
ing- to return seised cars owned by
OGDBN, UTAnV other parties than the bootleggers
Lincoln
Music Mania
Pantagea
liberty
ORLEANS
NEW
•Hurst ft Vogt
Mallon ft McCabe
Laurie De Vine
Bell A Bva
I'antages
and which had been used for the
Crescent
(Others to nil)
Monroe ft Grant
Frankie ft Johnnie
Frank Farron
(17-19)
Wilton ft l<elo
2d half
transportation of liquor without t!.e
(One to nil)
Q Delmar A Band Early ft Lalght
Davis ft Bradner
Rial ft Llndstrom
H Seymour Co
Hickman
knowledge of the owner. Heretofore,
Murphy ft Clark
Page Hack A
where the driver of the machine
(Othera to nil)
2d half
alone was guilty the car has been
Jerome A France
MAJESTIC
Four of Us
returned to the person claiming it.
Grace Aycrs ft Bro (Three to fill)
_
PRESS COMMENT:
The rum runners './ere not slow In
a baa- Rose ft Thorne
Material
of Bvery Descrlptloa.
iKzclustve
"Do you know what to do for
MILWAUKEE
finding a way to take advantage of
looking throat?" "No," replies the pretty •Gibson Sis ft G
ORD1R.
TO
OR
HAND
tne
ON
says
neck,
Chapman
your
Stanley
wash
this practice. Cars were purchased
"Go
girl."
Majeatle
Seattle H'm'y K'ga
Il« W. Oth St.. N. T. City: Bryant lit* on a conditional sale contract with
•dummy," and the house howls.
Hughea
Musical
1
HERALD"
Ned Nestor Co
—LOS ANGELES "EVENING
Wilson
Aubrey
3
only a nominal payment down. The
Chandon Trio
Healy A Garnella
Rogers Roy A R
Playing Keith Circuit
Kranz A White
(One to nil)
title remained in the seller, who
Farnell A Florence Qauttors Toy Shop I.ittio Cinderella
was supposed not to know that the
ABERDEEN, S. D. Hickey A H Revue
Fernando Page
Morey ft Corbin
SEATTLE
BIRMINGHAM
Morrlsaey A Toung machine was being used for the runOrpheum
2d
half
Chapman A Ring
"
Bros
Guardsmlth
Pantagea
(18-19)
Pierce A Ryan
ning of boose. As a matter of fact,
Bijou
Hayes ft Lloyd
Martinette
•Louis Love Co
Australian Axmen
DENVER
Platov A Natalie
he frequently was a partner, in the
•Baltus Duo
•II ft K Sutton
J Roshler A Muffs Conn A Albert
•Hoban ft Green
2d half
enterprise, it is charged. The maPantagea
Klasa A Brilliant
Camilla Trio
(Two
to nil)
Stevens ft King
Francla Renault
Diaz Monkeys
La Dora A B'km'n jority of the cars seized wore said
MINNEAPOLIS
BL'MINGT'N, ILL.
Billy Barlowe
Wyeth ft LaRue
Geo Mayo
Oklahoma Four
to have been sold in this way. The
Valda Co
Fox ft Kelly
7th St.
Majestic
Dance Evolutions
Jack Do ran
2d half
California decision upsets this
Carey Bannon & M Dave A Tressie
Dallas Walker
Burt Walton
VANCOUVER
Wyoming Duo
•Harry Abrama Co Hart Wagner A B Gaffney A Walton
Belles
Virginia
scheme of protection by holding that
•Ubart Carlton
Pantagea
Raymond
Bond
Co
nil)
(One
to
OTTAWA, CAN.
owner can not escape forfeiture
C ft T Harvey
De Peron 3
Coulter A Rose
2d half
COLO. SPRINGS the
Matthews A Ayres
Haas
Loew
Chuck
Royal
Venetian
S
even though he retained title on a
R ft B Tracey
Pantagea
Larry Harking Co
Cronin ft Hart
Zara Carmen S
Moore A Kendall
Thelma
sale agreement and had
conditional
Allen
Rene Sis A
Melvin Broa
B A L Walton
Tip Yaphankers
(14-lt)
BOSTON
of Its use for unlawful
Tbe Speeders
Hanson ft B'tn Sis
(Same bill plays no knowledge
Orpheum
remedy being agoinrt
Harrison Moss
his
purposes,
BELLINGHAM
Pueblo 17-11)
Official
Deodar
(he
if.
V.
fa
A.
Tarzan
Walters
O
ft
F
the violator of the law. This ruling
Pantagea
T.a Volla
•Britt ft Clifford
PROVIDENCE
by the prohibition
followed
be
will
H'l'ste?
Stephens
ft
Herbert Ash'ey Co
Castleton A Mack
Emery
Three's a Crowd
department in New York state unt".
Krank Fay
Olga Mlshka Co
Belleclalre Bros
Louis Leo
Homer Girls Co
ft Tortonl
Charbot
to the contrary
decision
is
a
there
.493 B'way < Po«nans Bld«. > H. T. Walter Weems
O ft E Parks
Ruth ft Clifford
Randow Trio
by a higher court.
Jan Rublnl
Chaa L Fletcher
Sheiks of Araby
BVFFALO
Lehr ft Kennedy
FABGO, N. D. * NORFOLK, NEB. Glenn Chester Co
OMAHA, NEB.
Hyde's Band
State
Auditorium
Grand
The Msrylsnd Band has replaced
TACOMA
2d half
Pantagea
Deil ft Eva
(It)
•Louie Love Co
The Newmans
Harry McDonald's aggregation with
Pantages
Norton ft Wilson
Jerome A France
•II ft K Sutton
Santiago Trio
Mabel Drew
World
Whirl
of
Nancy Boyer Co
Clinton and Rooney. vaudeville.
Hickman
Camilla Trio
White ft Barry
Thoa Potter Dunne Bvana ft Wilson
Page Hack ft M
Co
2d half
TORTLAND, ORE. Maude I.eone
Edw Stanlaloff Co Hyde'atoBand
Perry
Helens
A
Hart
Vardon
ft
(17-18)
nil)
(One
Pantages
Jules Herbuvesux and his QuyHannaford Family
(Two to fill)
Bergcr ft Seamon
CinCAGO
Phil La Toscs.
SPRINGFIELD
on's Paradise Orchestra of Chicago
ltialto
KANSAS CITS
GALESBCRG, ILL. Lcona Hall's Rev Sid Gold ft Bro
Broadway
made a flying trip to New
recently
Ship
Honeymoon
Manklfr
Pantages
QUINCY, ILL.
Orpheum
Carl McCullough
Mclntyre ft Hale b The Newmans
York to record some foreign numO'Malley ft Mx'fi'ld
Orpheum
Tbe I. uiuars
Mabel Drew
Alexander
Boh Ferns Co
Gllmore
Fisher
ft
the Okeh Phonograph Co.
Masterman
for
bers
Wilson
Untah
Bender A Arms'tg
Mumford ft Stanley Evans ft Frye
Travel
C'th'ne Sincl'r Co
Ruth Budd
(Two to fill)
Moss ft
Indian Beverlea
(Open Week)
2d half
8 V ft Hyman
2d half
Regal Entertainers
Bender ft Arm'stg O'Malley A Mx'fi'ld Allen ft Taxle
The 8slvins propose to start a
Val'cUa'a Leopards
CLEVELAND
3d halt
Pr*nc'tn ft Vernon Carlson Sis A B
(Two to fill)
Just when or
Fisher A Gllmore
Louis Leo
King Tut Club.
State
Dummiea
Ruth ft Clifford
Victoria ft Dupre
GD ISLAND, NEB. C'thr'ne 81ncl'r Co Nan Halperln
MEMPHIS
where is unknown. It's to be strictPasquale Bros
Majeatle
a scheme now
ST. JOB, MO.
idea,
ly on the club
Pantagea
(Sunday Opening)
Electrle
gaining favor, and will be stronger
SAN FRANCISCO Ford A Truly
Bell ft Eva
Cannon Bisters
Krylton A De Voe
assisted by
Pantagea
around New York with the repeal
Frank Farron
F DeMar A B
Josle Heather
DE G Delmar ft Band Clp'lnd
Lyons Duo
MARGARITA MAROO, ARDATH
A Brayton De
of the Mullan-Gage act that clamps
Palet
Palo
A
Jim
Jack
A
(16-18)
8ALKN £nd HELENS BETH
Four of Us
down on the municipal police thing.
Kate A Wiley
Burke A Betty
Mason A Scott
Direction EAGLE * GOLDSMITH
MO.
LOUIS,
ST.
The club plan is to have registered
JOIJET, ILL.
INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
members only admitted. It allows a
Grand
Chaa L Fletcher
McNaugbtona
Orpheum
Trio
Trenelle
Kennedy
A
check up on those present.
Or'nwlch Villagers Behr
McCormick A
Thelma
LITTLE BOCK
Fries A Wilson
Billy Gerber Rev
Jean Qraneso Co
Manikins
flchlotl's
Yip Taphankers
Majestie
Romano Bisters
Brown Gardner ft B
(One to fill)
TORONTO
(One to fill)
Robinson A Pierce Mattylce Llppard
The long and short of the Mullan-

Flaying B. F. Keith Circuit

Amaranth

would graft what prohibidone for the grafting federal men, a legal gold mine that
Cave Man Love
gushed coin and boose.
Davis ft McCoy
A funny story floated around
Harvard Holt ft K

The McBanns

2d halt

ple who
tion has

Hope Vernon
Dewey ft Rogers

Pantagea

Duponta

Lyric

SHEAN and PHILLIPS
Featured with

Pantagea

Schepp's Circus

O'Rouke

ft

La France. Bros

HENRI MARGO

BROOKLYN
Fern Bigelow

Youth
D'wn'g

Salle

SAN DIEGO

Landls
O'Meara
P'le's M'ldy Maids

'

to nil)

2d

Bob La

Joe Jackson

Dog

A

sisSBaasBSasnaVS

Ishil-awa Japa

Hazzard

ft

The Mullan-Gage

GAP

T.»Veaux
Quinn's ft Smith
Laurie Ordway Co

(One

(14-16)

(Same hill plays
Reglna 17-15)

officer.

state enforcement measure spread its evils all over the
state, taking in sheriffs, deputies
and constables, besides the police of
If it did not start every
all towns.
one grafting it made the others get
what those who wouldn't graft
missed. It proved to the state peo-

'

half

Jot dan Saxton Co
Clifton ft DeRex
Dance Varieties

Victoria

Frank Shields
Bayes ft Smith
Nevlns ft Gordon

NEWARK.

Pantagea

Early

Jimmy Roaea Co

fill)

Princess
2d half

Allen

ft

A

a police

New York

Pantagea
Hquilll Broa
Chick Supreme
Ross ft Roma
Lewis ft Norton

SASKATOON

Calvert
Broa'

Uernlvicl

to

LOS ANGELES

Marlon Claire

—

tvHli

Gna Kd wards Revue
Kirkamith Sis
O'Connor A Clifford
Robert H Hod~e Co
Jennings ft Dorney
Johnny Clark Co
(One to All)

Byal

Brown

Long Tack Sam

Selma BraatB
Lillian

Calvert
A Farrell

ft

Knowles ft White
Harry Downing Co

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

The Featured Juvenile Dancer and
CleTer Mimle
Third Season

N. T.

N. Y.

Avon

Empire

and WILMA
"VOCAL VARIETY"

2d half
Artie Nolan

Overhoit

WATERI-N.

fill)

KETCH

LOEW CLBCUIT
NEW YORK

(Three to

mi)

to

Five Chaptns
La Pine ft Bmery
Marriage-Divorce
Flnlay ft Hill
Willie Brothera

Pantagea
Lewis

PHI LHP

MAX

retrains

DeMarco

(Two

ing" it up was to frequently walk
across the dancing floor while the
music was playing and the dancers
were in motion. He "busted" It.
Some of the cops were so accustomed to their detail jobs they grew
careless who they slapped around
the hips when looking tor flasks,
men or women.
The repealer if becoming a law
will wipe out the greatest and
easiest graft instrument ever given

14). Shea's, Toronto.

Management}.

PA.

Liberty

K

ft

N'WCTLE, IND.

Plckards Seals
Green ft Myra
Frank Ford Co
Cosmopolitan D
Alton

B Ritchie Co
BALTIMORE

\V

PAUL

ST.

Berg

The Wager
Four Fords

W

Harvey

2d half
Arnold A Davis
Norton ft Melnotte
Irving Wd vards

Winsor McCay
Geo Moore Co

ft

Dotson

CAT

Matthews ft Ayers
Larry Harkins Co

(Sunday Opening)
The Cansinos
Wellington C Co

WARREN.
J

(May

Neit

WINNIPEG

BORDEN

I-OfW

•Ub«?rt Carlton

Sensational

Sensatloaal Head-Balanrlag Equilibrists

EDDIE

ft Wllaon
Wilson

Montgomery Co

MONTREAL

Wyoming Duo

LOUIS
Orpheum

L

Hedley Trio

Adonis

Ji<azar ft Dale
F Clayton Rev

Grand

ST.

ft

{Continued from page It)
Copel'd A Brayton
which during the police activity In
F DeMar A B
Farron
cabarets
Frank
around Times square had
Four 8ongstera
Harmonyland
Austin A Delancy
as many as three policemen in uniform detailed at one time; one cop
PANTAGES CIRCUIT
on the main floor, another upstairs
Ned Norton Co
MINNEAPOLIS
and the third in the kitchen.
Regal ft Moore
Pantagea
In another restaurant a detailed
Hori Trio
•Zlska
said: "They think I'm a
Tills ft Clark
OAKLAND. CAL policeman
mug,
eh? Well, I'll bust up this
Dancers
•Spanish
Puutagee
Jack Strouse
business."
His method of "bustTogo

A M'Kansie

DuBall

Pol lard
to nil)

•Paul Shine Co

(One to

GABAJLET

2d half

Novelty
Lottie Atherton
Wallace A Clyde

2d half

D

(Two

Weat A Wyse

Swan

TOPEKA. KAN.

nil)

TUB ORIGINAL

A Lea

GENEVA.

to

PHILLIPS
FOUR
Work

Gary

Lillian

(One

nil)

SHARON, FA.

W

fill)

Miller

Francis

A

Pillard

ft

ATLANTA

Gordon A Rica
Tony ft Norman

Howard

A Dunbar
Dean A Girls

(One to

Columbia
Runyan A Trent
Mazle-Holen A D
(One to nil)

Girl

MILWAUKEE

With their wonderful musical lnMraancnt

ft

Cooper A Lacey
Byai A Early

2d half

I

Fl'ng'n

Glee Club
2d halt

Colombia

•Franklyn

FAT

Gl'vllle

Victoria

Oga Towaga

(Ona to

W

~THE BRAMINOS

Runyan A TrentRoma A Roman- )H

Elks

GABT, IND.

Mazie Lunette

D Pollard
Bart Rial Revue
2d halt
Trojettl ft Bennett

I-ady

Peggy Vincent Co
Four Roeders

MEMPHIS
Hoffman ft Meyers
Chaa D»land Co
State
Hiatt
Laurie Ordway Co
Wyeth ft LaRue
Garden Pryor A
(One to fill)
Dlax Monkeya
Sargent A Marvin
Hill Street
Kelly
The Lelands
ASTORIA. L. I. Fox ft Brannon
Smith A Barker
ft M
Carey
Arms't* A Phelpa Four Camerona
Astoria)
•Harry Abrams Co
Cummlm A White
Orpheum
Hubert Dyer Co
2d half
Sablni
Opening) Marjorie Uurton
(Sunday
Baltur Dun
Dance Creations
Tuck & Clare
Fannie Brlce
Hoban ft Green
"Well* V A Weat
Fay Rash 3
Roye Maye A B
Stevens ft King
Three Khite Kuhna Clifton ft TeRex
Orpheum
Drily Barlow e
rtamaa Varieties
VarlMl...
Dance
Mltty A TilllO
Frank Mclntyra
Valda Co
half
Campbell
id
Morris
ft
Sylvia Clark

Croaa

W

A D
ROCHESTER

•Xylo Co

7»7«—4*i«

J A K DeMaroo
Cooper A Lacey

Mamie-Helen

Collins

Cal

Cataract

DETROIT

•Little

PANT AGES CIRCUIT

Oeldca Goto
(Sunday Opening)
Hal Skelly Co

F

ft

Arley
PAL Big
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Franklin

f Karnum A Band
^
BHly Qiaaon
Snow Col'mba A H
A

nil)

Bloaaom Soaley
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Treno

(One to

LeVraux
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Tine Century Serenaders open at
the Mldnite Frollee, Chiraro, May
i :,

for six

we^ks.
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DANCING CHARACTERIZATIONS

Have put
on

off their sailing date until

Booked with

the S. S, "Leviathan."

"H itchy Koo"

Now

Show,

July 4tH, and then

at

sail

new 1923

the

Garrick Theatre, Chicago,

EUROPEAN OFFERS INVITED
Address Care of VARIETY, CHICAGO
All

somehow caught this largely stag
audience to great advantage. Lawrence and Berman have a two -man
talking act which just misses being

cleared of charges of fraud by an
order of the Circuit Court, but the
affairs of the company were ordered
closed. The Muskcjon Trust Co. is
possible to receiver and the decree provides for

VARIETY'S

matter In

CORRESPONDENCE

CHICAGO

refers to currant
week unlets
otherwise)
indicated.

big time, and whjch it is
strengthen.
The straight is nice
looking, and the comedian funny.
Freddy. Silver and Fuller are a

OFFICE
State- Lake
Theatre Bldg.

J
The Majestic show

for this

week

The Tuscano Brothers

close the
flashy axe-throwing dis-

a good one, though not to be bill with a
among the Lest that have play. Barrlck and Hart, who open
been aeen at that theatre under its In one, and after doing a creditable
present policy.
Two acta Guy singing aqd talking number, go into
Voyer in "Marry Me" and Jack full stage, and derive great comedy
Roehier and Muffs—came directly throughout The act is new out this
from the State-Lake, and Frank way. Leonard and Barnett (New
Devoe came direct from the Palace, Acts) and Barrlck and Hart were
where he substituted the last few extra acts on the Sunday bllL
days of last week for Tempest and
Dickinson. The bill was not .per•The Cat and the Canary" leaves
fected until Saturday last, when the La Salle at the end of this week,
Tuscano Brothers were substituted after eight months, or 328 performfor another act billed, and on the ances, in Chicago. It is likely that
day previous Williams and Howard a photoplay will follow it "Sally,"
were placed in the bill when an- which has had a successful run
other act fell out
here, though not as long as exRoehier and Muffs opened the pected at one time, goes to Milwaushow Monday and gave the program kee next week. Olga Petrova is
an excellent start. The contortion withdrawl g "Hurricane" from the
dog is quite a novelty and an aston- Olympic, and the chances are that
ishing
accomplishment for the that theatre will be dark. "Tantrainer. Otto and Hammer in "The gerine" is giving way to Raymond
Duck Hunters" contribute some Hitchcock in "Hitchy Koo," which
good laughs, giving a comedy talk- opens Saturday. Wlllam Hodge n
ing act* a novel atmosphere. Wilson "For All of Us," will end >ts long
Aubrey Trio do some bar stunts, in and successful stay at the Studewhich the work of a fellow old baker shortly.
enough to have earned a bald head
stands out.
They finish in "one"
The Palace bills have been so
with. a burlesque wrestling stunt;
arranged this season the prolaughable.
Broderlck, Wynn and well
grams
for last week and this have
Co. (New Acts) provide a dandy
dancing revue. Williams and How- h .Id interest in the fact that they
not
measure up to those seen
did
ard stop the show with comedy
August*
talk which looks like both "choosing at that house since last
The bill this week is Interesting
and resurrecting" and with paroand it Is a better show than last
dies.
Guy Voyer In "Marry Me." the week, but it is not as good lr its
feature act, is classy entertainment entirety as the Palace maintained
of the girl act variety. Voyer is one until recently.
The trouble with this week's show
of the best of the musical comedy
light comedians and has splendid is that there are too many talking
opportunity in this part. He is as- acts. With the exception of somerendered by
sisted by a capable company, ana thing like a son<£
the offering is notable from both a Aaron and Kelley, second, there is
scenery and costume standpoint. not a song until Irene Franklin
Frank De Voe registers a very big comes on next to closing. There
bit He is a clever comedian, sings are four straight talking acts right
and dances well, and has an at- together, rtartlng with No. 4. They
are: Drvie and Darnell; Mr. Hytractive way of working.
mack In "At Bogey Villa"; Carle,
Francis and Claire, and Wellington
Cross and Co. in "Wives." There
is not a song, not a speck of music,
In these four acts, and while Mr.
Hymack offers novelty, there is a
running line of talk through it, and
Fully Insured
his
dialect
contributes
English
toward making this talking siege
tiresome. These four acts slow up
As as accommodation to ths thethe sho*.- to such an extent that
atrical profession you can store your
Irene Franklin* cannot make as good
furs with ue
as she would otherwise.
la

classed

—

ran just as programmed
Sunday afternoon and no changes
were made in the arrangement Sunday night The bill: 'The Bricklayers" (Leonard Gautier), Aaron
and Kelly, Renee Roberts and
Giers-Dorf Symphonists, Davis and
Carle,
Hymack;
Darnell,
Mr.
Wellington
Francis and Claire;
Cross; Irene Franklin, and Babb,

The

bill

three-man

combination,
with a
blackface doing the principal comwho score at this house. Hughie
Clark is the hit and splendidly qualified for vaudeville success.
Blaise
and Blaise, who formerly were
known as the Pantzer Duo. do some
interesting contortion feats. Hoffman and Jessie contribute an interesting number.
edy,

a division of assets between stock*
holders and creditors.

The third Weber &
show to make a
show starts

Friedlander
tour of the
the circuit
prop.r May 27 at Minneapolis. It
will have Doraldina. Fred Ardath
and others 40 people in all. The
show will be at the Chateau, Chicago, four days, opening May 20.
unit

Pantages

—

John J. Jones, eldest son of Aaron
Jones,
of Jones,
Linick &
Schaefer, has been elected a second
vice-president of the organization.

J.

Mac Welch (Williams and Welch)

CORRESPONDENCE
The
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as follows, and on pages:
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42
36

CHICAGO

32

DETROIT

^... 40

KANSAS CITY

40

L08 ANGELES.....

36

Carroll and SyrelL There is a direct conflict in the work of Renee
Roberts, dancer with the band, and
The same style of
the last act.

dancing

is

done

in

both acts.

The program would be

difficult to

in

this

issue

PITTSBURGH

MONTREAL

SPOKANE
SYRACU8E
WASHINGTON
to

PITT— "Abie's
DAVIS— Keith

32
j^...

Pittsburgh's theatrical district Is
nearly all dark with the closing of
two more houses last week, the

40
41

Gayety and Lyceum. The Gayety
is booked to reopen the first week in
August with Columbia circuit bur-

41

9JL

42

.....

lesque, while the

Labor

...,. 34

be married June 24 to Sally

John Balaban. of Balaban

was driving an auto which
a

collision in

which

J. E.

Day

Lyceum

will open
popular- priced

with

shows. $1 top.

Green, non-professional.

in

R. Miller
Irish Rose."
vaudeville.

ACADEMY—Stock burlesque.
GRAND—"Brass," film.

41

PITTSBURGH
ROCHESTER
SAN FRANCI8CO

is

By Geo.

Variety are

aff

&

"The Three Dreamers" and Jimmle Commoroda, featured at the
Hotel George cabaret, were added

Katz, attractions
figured week.

at

Academy

the

last

Wendt,

"Powder River," the United States
rearrange. "The Bricklayers" would an engineer, who sat by his side,
Government's own film of the World
close the show better than Babb, was seriously injured.
War, will play a return engagement
Carroll and Syrell, but there is a
Riverview park opened its season this time at the Nixon, opening last
big set to make and no act in "one"
week in May.
occupying long enough period for Wednesday.
this to be done. As it is, there are
stage waits, brief, but they affect
Lester,
costumer,
has moved
the general result of the perform- across the street from the State
ance. The fact that Frank Davis Lake theatre building into a buildhas two of these acts and works in ing of his own. The Lester building
both further involves the rearrange- is 18 West Lake street
from the Studio of
ment of the bill. There is an announcement made that one man of
The Western Vaudeville ManCarle, Francis and Claire is ill and agers' Association and the Orpheum
Hargis Connelly
that Mr. Davis will substitute. There circuit have Minneapolis pretty well
was applause at the Sunday mati- to themselves, booking the HenneChicago
nee when Davis tools a bow alone pln-Orpheum, Seventh Street and
for this supposedly impromptu per- Flnkelsteln & Rubin's Palace, as
Miss Stella Mayhew spent a day
formance.
well as having one booked providing
Three acts made sufficient hit to talent for a big cafe and another' last week at the Connelly Studio
come out for speeches Sunday providing the presentation acts for posing for photographs on her way
afternoon. The Renee Roberts and Flnkelsteln & Rubin's picture thea- from New York to Denver.
Giers-Dorf combination, for which tres.
a yountr man clarinetist was spokesman, Wellington Cross and Irene
Frank E. Sayles, organizer of the
Plans are* under way for the
Franklin.
American Amusement Co,
was opening of -a New York Connelly
Miss Franklin is singing the same
Studio this fall.
Announcement
songs she did when at the Palace
will be made later. Those desiring
some time ago and was forced to
Ton are under no obligation
withdraw from the bill. She has
to
be
photographed would do well
Our recommendations are man/ hun
Jerry Jarnlgan at the piano. The
dreda of theatrical patrons
to Bend their names and addresses
idea is the same as Paul Armto the Chicago Studio, 608 Fine Arts
strong's "Woman Proposes." and.
Blumenfield's Fur Shop
Special Discount to Performers
like that act is a hit at the females,
Building, so Mr. Connelly can send
204 State- Lake Bldg.
IN CHICAGO
but so ingenuously clothed that they
CHICAGO
you an announcement of his arrival.
State- Lake Theatre Bldg.,
Phone DRAKRORN 1851
like it
Babb. Carroll and Syrell
1734
Avenue
WOHK CALLED FOR
have a dancing act which is too
Ground Floor
•
CHICAGO
Our References
good to close a bill. Aaron and
Anyone In Show Duslness
A very pretentious lobby display
Phone Seeley 8801
Kelly did very well on second.
Ask:— LaTOY and VESTA
will
be made by « the Connelly
CUT BATES.
R. R.
Bought and Sold. Studio for the stock company orThe Rialto show for this week is
DAVID LYONS
ganizing for the Davidson Theatre,
Size
not so good as usuaL
Licensed R. R. Ticket Broker.
Seeing a
8x10
single performance here is never a
Milwaukee, for the purpose of phoH a*HssB B919
tii a rJ*JU^°SS.
fair test, however, for there is a Ml S. CLARK ST.
CHICAGO tographing the entire company.
constant changing of the order in
=r^
Why sit for new Photographs when you which the acts appear,
"Stolen Sweets" is a girl act betcan get fine Reproductions on heavy ter than the ordinary feature of this
double weight paper in 8x10 size, 25 of one kind sent out by the Loew circuit
It has the usual scenic equipment
subject for only $4.00, or 100 of four sub- and costumes and the usual chorus
girls, but the construction is a point
Loop'. Coziest Cafe, 22 East
Street
jects, $15 jOO.
Post Cards, $4.00 per 100, in Its favor, and everything moves
0n
1
,
<
d
along so rapidly it is highly pleasd, n
* ! *»• H «^. *»"Hn* and hl»h-clase
$15.00 for 500, $25.00 per 1,000.
SESJ;t Tea
caoarec
T^ dances
d« Bc« from
fS!™ S?^*
p. m. ?
to 6 p. m.
ing entertainment.
Phone Dearborn 2568.
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GUARANTEED
STORAGE

FREE

FREE OF CHARGE

EUGENE COX

SCENERY

"EU" the

Jeweler

TO THE PROFESSION
WHEN
I

Ogden

TICKETS

PHOTOGRAPHS

16c EACH

VILLANI BROS.
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VALENTINO INN
Adams
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Bend money order and photos to eopy. Orders
finished promptly,

and sent yon prepaid.

Advertising Photo Corporation
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8 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago

KW KANE TO CltKRT YOU
Grazier and Lawler have another
m
rather pretentious offering from a
scenic and arrangement standpoint,
and it is Mr. Grazier does some toe
Clark Street, at Lawrence Arenac. CHICAGO
dancing which is very good, and
throughout the terpslchorean effort
MR. FRED
Presents
is worthy.
Villon Sisters, who wear
EDWARD BECKS ENTIRELY NEW C.OROEOITS PRODUCTION
the gaily eolored'eostumes of gypsies, and entertain with violin and
piano, made a bigger hit at the show Company of forty people with the most
wonderful chorus ever seen on a floor and
witnessed than would ordinarily be
FRANK WESTPIIAL and His RAINBO OK( IIKNTRA
expected. They play very well but
FAMOUS DINNERS AND A LA CARTB 8ERVICB

MILLION DOLLAR RAINBO
MANN

"IN

RAINBO LAND"

ROOM

May

Thursday.
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Singing

Present
•VISIONS OF isee*

Several Soar*
,

J

nels on

eSTaNDTbIRDIE CONRAD
la fflQXBY

SOSOS*

L6MsE A rifERLTKlT
"iIXHKYRose
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at

THE PEgERET NEWS
lOipheum Re-op****
vaudeville

of

weens

After several

"eek.of

~

tertalnlng bill

"

4 Claaay Interpretations are rendered
by Josle Heather, aided by MacLaughIm. pianist auperb, and Bobby Heather.
Mr*s Heather comes to the Pantages
with a long string of accomplishmenta
before the crowned beads of Europe.
Her vivacious smile, dancing eyes and
exquisite gowns, enhance her act. She
makes a hit . Impersonating society
Panics' "chatter before a dlvorco tribunal and a young woman traveler,

word she says or

and
unusually
every audience, heads an
week
fanfle

Heather—An English
.

.

coined

who

groomed woman who hss appeared
wearthis year on the Orpheum stage,
selected
ink the most artistically
gowns of the season. She is given
good .assistance hy her sister Bobby.
and John McLaughlin, pianist.

I

Cal..

M

We

"What

BERT BAKER

Caa Do"

& CO

ia

PREVARICATION"

March 20

Tu**y.

KANSAS CITY POST

'

sings.

The

Ots>kevssa»Vawdevllle.
Josle Heather, a clever little comedlcnne. stepped into the Orphnm bill
almost unannounced yesterday and carried away honors of the feature act of

little

Miss
rather .Interesting program.
Heather, who la familiar to vaudeville
audierfbes ia Kansas City, having appeared at the old Orpheum theater on
flinth street and several times at the

a

house, hss a personality that Is different Her act savors of the old onsllty
of vaudeville, when individuality and
talent were the necessary requisites of
performers. Assisting her this week is

new

John McLaughlin,

pianist.'

MTww«A.P rtIJB JOURNAL

ence.

moments

offering.

San Diego,

Eta*!

Walter

WARD * DOOLEY

Present

MYSTERIOUS
MASQUEKADEft"

finds especial favor with the

her.
SloMblin and Bobby Hea
in their

dull

THE

.

Jassee J. Mortoa

HERMAN* SHIRLEY

eourtrooaa
a woman visitor In t.a being
tr*d
whariTa divorce suit
audi-

lentTandshe is ably

sings most
chsrtningly a gToup of songs.. Incithe best
is
Heather
Miss
dentally.
.rasrit,

this

act hct
with an unosnally
are excellongs and comedy patter
sopported by

TherVare no

By

Heathers act consists of her own
songs, written for her exclusive use.
aad cash tolls a story. Her voice is
sweet and melodious. For each song
Josle dons a new frock. *A likeable
chap. McLaughlin, la at the piano
and plays a lively air or eo between
jos«e's songs. Her little sister Bob,
Scotch
hie Heather., appears in a
dances
song characterisation and further
The Heather act is
oallr
charin
studies
gnbanced by a few
anfl
acter presented by the versatile
talented Josla Of these a study of

BILL

*

and PARKER
"AT THE DEPOT*

in

a name that is
of England to
another, snd since Alice Lloyd's
success in America no Kaglish comeIs the lovely
beloved
aa
dienne IS so
She Is petite and beautiful.
josle.
with a vivacity that animatea every

HEATHER
HEADS GOOD

So7nmat *ae Pantages
good

MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY NEWS

KattWta*

Harrlaaa

<:

who* voiceJOSIB HEATHER,
are sore to captivate

itr.

Heather

GREEN

known from one end

IM1SS

mmM

g?

'Babble

Singing Several Song*

and. charming Josle Heather. English comedienne, tbpplng the list.

JANUARYjtVj923

»|

and

SANDY SHAW

Pantages.

PRATTLE PQST>1NTELL1GENCER^
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laUrhjah «l

unusually worth-while bijl Is
Alleurrent
at Pantages, w'tb phic
Josle Heather Is

^^J^

New

With Jean McLavakllnt

Seng aad D»n<«

At the Theaters.

was chosen

uo aonga. •**£«*? iSgiHeather
trectlveU'•Sff^L
he wrel

Josle

la a

MORNING OREGONIAN.
FEBRUARY 13, 1023

r.osary orf the piano.

An unuanay.an^

JOSIE

HEATHER

TWINS

PORTLAND. OREGON.

JOtTftNAfc,

fusses around In the Pullman Scat
arranging, her -hair, etc.. and sings
tatchy songs. .MacLaughlin plays the

eonellty. her
cr,aractertlsrandition °Vi2pnrally aha !• moat at-

dienne -of

THE BARK

Scotch Comedian

who

*umrner
and _ wo

picture*
darkness.^ thj^OnJJ—

and

ritllSf

Joala Heather returned again
with Bobby Heather and John McLaughlin, and charmed with her
nicely-arranged] repertoire of exclusive songs. Miss Heather is not
only a hard worker; but she haa a
showman-like routine and a magnetic peraonallty. Her ovation was
honestly earned and heartily given
by the muslo lovers.

,

l>6«14Jfil-L~C.H].
• THREE O. M.»

SttUa--NABHO
*

singing

resistance of her slater. Bobby, as a
Scotch laddie, and McLaughlin at tha
Manoi. Bha won a flno reception from
tha opening audience yesterday afternoon, and after an encore returned
again to tell an amusing Scotch story

A BOSCONi

1iiATto

j5BB¥"A

English

Heather.

whoaa piquancy and
comedienne,
charm have made her a favorite with
American vaudeville audiences, adds
distinction to thla week's bill at The
.Pantages. Bha la the haadllnar by
personality and artlstio
right of
merit. Miss Heather contributes a
uumber of clever aonga and haa the

Heather

Baldwin

I

AT PANTAGES IS

fOMKDIENNE WINS
SEATTLE PAJiTAGBS AUDIENCE

S1XCS1XG

PERCV

EXAMINER
SAN FRANCISCO
1923
MONDAY. Fl^RUARVJ6.
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Pantages Opens

With London
Star Headlining

BOBBY COHAN
ELfltE CLARK
WeU_

S

ASD
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"^

Mwsleai._
l££*

"April 30, 1923,

Omaha Daily Ne^sENGLISH STAR HEADS

WORLD PROGRAM
Miss Josle Heather, vlvaciout stsr
a
of English concert hslH. hesdllnes
World
hill of wide variety at the

those of the average comedienne
wljh their absence of blues, yearnings for Dixie, and sweet mamman.
!Her characterisation of a »oc lety
gossip In divorce court is decidedly

amusing

A WINSOME MISS

serio-comic
Joete Heather London
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Mat"
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HEATHER

delightfully her

wins the love of her
sppeara.
audiences as »oon ss she
writHer songs are all exclusive,
tells a
each
and
uae.
ber
ten for
c«s

has-aU tha "P*P"
so popular, aavsi
I made A*!ca Xloyd
she eometr.es them with •.•""l

STARTING MATINEE TOMORROW
Cesaealeaaa.

Waging
The Char-i.s aad Winaesae Utile

»

name flts^h'er personality! She 1st fresh
and
as a peach, aa ruddy as a cherry
possessing, withal, a charming *»»**<«
songs
as she carols through a perles of smart
of
number
bewildering
In a
frocks and bonnets. Her voice is not
that of a siren, wooing mariners upon
rocky isles, but it is wonderfully unaffected and j-plrlted. She w?e given
a hearty -.velcome yesterday and responded with a saucy di'ty telling all
about a Quaker lassie wiih a wli'k in

Miss Heether's
theater this week.
song offerings differ plesssntly from
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what van and schenck were

but one accepted theatrical pa]
that starts every week to go around the

There

world

10, 1923

to the follies

is

—

it's

bartram and saxton are to special programs
1

Variety,

in

Wherever there are show people, there

it

how

de luxe picture houses,

vaudeville

bookers ever allowed this two-men team to

Variety; no mat-

where; no horizon to Variety's circulation.

ter

May

escape will always remain a mystery.

,

.

,

Martin Beck says he bought Variety in Cairo; the same

week

others bought

it

London, Paris/ Sydney;

in

wherever the show business in English

And

is

all

over and

variety
w

talked over.

Hoop]

not Variety has as yearly
and showmen of all nations,
whether Holland or South America, New Zealand or South
They subscribe because they want it weekly, every
Africa.
issue, as the news medium for the theatre of the world.
as widely

where

it

is

tivoli theatre

subscribers the leading picture

That

universally placed publicity besides the conceded

is

publicity Variety gives at

The show

—

let

the

LEGAL ITEMS

home, to any form of professional

amusement on the stage or screen or

ship

Chicago

in the ring or

on the

Weston was served

Cecile
week at

Forster, one; Ager.Wellen

two; McKinley Music

stein,

&

Bora,

Co., one.

last

D. Wilck effected the sale
Loew's American, New of Laura
Donn Byrne's. "Foolish Matron*"
York, in a suit for $238.76 for royal- story
for pictures to Maurice Tourties due Andy Rice, her author. Rice
should have received 10 per cent, neur for $10,000 laet year. As a re.
of her salary which she said was suit the playbroker ha filed an $80t
Davis -A Davis, the author's attachment against the English
$275.
Miss Wilck claims this ss
counsel,
allege it exceeded that author.
a balance due for commissions.
amount.
Byrne is said to be touring Ireland
Charles H. Peddrick, Jr., has filed now. A letter on file in the Near
a $3,095 attachment in the New York Supreme Court written by
York Supreme Court against the Byrne expresses the author's anger
Triumph Pictures Corp., claiming a at the agent not receiving $15,000
balance due for salary ar the rate of for the story, which value he orig$583.34 for services as general man- inally placed on it.
_____
ager. Engaged April, 1922, his servHarry J. Doering, a transportaices were dispensed with October,
1922, with the understanding, it is tion agent, is suing Lew Fields in
alleged, that he was to be paid up the City Court to recover $1,475.10
advanced the defendant Dec. 9. 1922,
to Dec. 31, 1922.
to transport the "Rita Girls" (Sha-

lot.

business is an open field for talent and showmanshow business know you are in it.

,

Advertise in

,.

THE INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL MEDIUM
"All of the

News AH

of the

Time"

The Doubleday Producing Co. in bert unit) from New York to ChiChicago has obtained judgment for cago.Doering sets forth Fields
$54,000
for
breach of contract agreed the company was to return
against the Russell Producing Co., the money at the rate of $250
in which W. D. Russell and Bernard weekly, starting Dec. 12. Fields did
Russell
were prominent.
They not appear in the show.
operated a picture exchange and
were to handle Frltzi Ridgway and
Lester Cuneo in mldvwest territory.

*mm

WASHINGTON,

ner that does credit to the plays

D. C.

By HAROIE MEAKIN
Summer, theatrically. Is earlier
Poll's,
than ever in Washington.
with a suddenness that was starclosed
and
National
tling, joined the
Saturday, although another attrac-

was booked in for the current
week.
This leaves the local theatre-goers with but stork compaTrue, these stock
nies, in legit.
splendid
doing
are
companies
things, giving us plays that in most
instances haven't as yet appeared
here, and presenting them in a mantion

SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR

^ PERMANENTLY REMOVED
Prom

neck and arms by the

face,

method In the world.
POSITIVB AND PAINLESS.
NO NE HOLES OR CHEMICALS USED.
Has no 111 effects on the skin or health

only successful

and

la

particularly effective In stub-

offered.

George Marshall, with his season
of repertoire at the Belasco, is car*
rying a heavy salary list, and this
week is the second for "Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife." The business, from
all reports, doesn't equal that of
"The Demi-Virgin," but there is evidently little room for complaint,
and last night's opening of the Garrick
company, another Marshall
venture, with A. H. Woods' new
piece,

"The Whole Town's Talking,"

found the little theatre filled.
Terry Duffy and Arthur Smith Company, is appearing in a recital
have everything to be thankful for of dances with Elizabeth Gardiner
at the President.
"The Gold Dig- at the President, May 18. Another
gers" is doing great. True, it isn't dancing feature will hold forth in
equalling "Abie's Irish Rose" on the this house, presented by Smith &
gross receipts, but then, again, will Duffy, in a dance revue presented
any piece do it? They have gath- by Stamford Pemberton. He apered together a cast that would do pears with his pupils. Miss Hawke's
Belasco credit, and their second dancing school pupils also deported
week, from box office indications, themselves at this house Wednesday (9th).
will undoubtedly go over the figures
of the first.

The closing of Poll's was mighty
abrupt.
James Barton didn't d"o a

born cases where other methods failed.
Physicians'

Investigations solicited.

347

Fifth

Opp. Waldorf, Snlte

IRISH

lnst. f

PIPER—SCOTCH PIPER

Violinist

(Musician).

Irish

Step

GAYETY—".Let's

and Scotch Highland Dancer. Play

Ashland 6174

Physicians la attendance.

I

consisting of Rives and Arnold,
Cantwell and Walker, "Dreams."
Frankie Richardson, Harry Bentel.

Francis X. Hennessv

Ave.

B04,

The Cosmos has another of the
big time headliners this week in
Bobby Higgins, the balance of the
bill

Free booklet.

N. Y. Cosmo-Plastic

thing last week in the new 'In the
Moonlight."
It Is wondered if he
ever will with the piece in any theatre, and it waa this that evidently
caused the Shuberts to write "finis"
on the season 1922-23 for the house.
A concert attraction comes in the
latter part of this week.
Manager
R. S. Leavitt is undecided as to his
summer plans. He has made a host
of friends here during his stay, and
it is hoped he will be at the theatre
again the coming season.
Paul Gardner Tchernikoff, ballet
master of the Washington Opera

parts.
Vaudeville. Would Join Musical Act. Burlesque. Irish comedian, or Lady Singer. Partner.

AGENTS. Keep My

Address.

Variety.

New

AREaccommodations
YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Main

York.

A series of 26 individual suits far
copyright infringements by various
picture theatre owners was filed last
week in the U. S. District Court by
different

music publishers.

Included

among

the defendants is
the Sydco Photoplay Corp. and
other holding companies controlled
by Sydney S. Cohen, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, who recently notified
the American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers he would
no longer pay music tax for the
prl^lege of performing the society's
copyrighted catalog. The infringements in Cohen's theatres were
spotted a few days after this notification.

The
mark,

publisher-plaintiffs are: Witfive suite; Harms, five ac-

tions;

Feist,

Stark

&

Bernstein,

six;
Remick, two;
Cowan, one; Shapirotwo; Jack Mills, one-

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS
\M> LEATHER RRIRF

\^Ks

<

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET

NEW YORK

Go."

Thrf picture houses are offering
the
following:
Rial to,
"Racing
Hearts"; Palace, "The Ne'er Do
Well"; Metropolitan, "Within the
Law"; Columbia, "You Can't Fool

CITY

JAMES MADISON

Recently a couple, after dancing 72 hours without stopping, went crazy. They proved
it by getting married.

IT 18
to get

EA8Y

good material that

new and new material

is

not

that

is

not good, but the material I
write is both new and good.
And my experience of many
years as a successful author has
enabled me to develop an "audience hunch" as to what will "get
over."
My laugh laboratory is
at 1493 Broadway, New York.
1

ALSO ISSUE

a COMEDY
SERVICE
(the* highest
priced
every month

printed matter in the
world), each issue containing

a new and

strictly

monologue,

double

original
routine

and miscellaneous gags. Small
in size, but big in laugh dividends.
No. 11 now ready,
price $2; or the first 11 issues,
$12; or any 4 for $5.
Yearly
subscriptions (12 issues), $15.

THE #$£ERA

Your Wife."

says

.s»7

THE SUPREME PROFESSIONAL OROAN OF GREAT BRITAIN
—

—

Steamahlp
arranged on all Linos, at
Ofllcc
Glen Echo, Washington summer
Prlcea.
Boats art solng very fnlli arrange early. Porelam Money park,
dV
,B
e
at
P * r ,n c
£ " *? T pa **- Classified advertisement.:
opens May 12.
Comna n |«- Tr?). a'?r«.r arl,8
£
bought and sold, lilbertp Bonds bought and sold.
musicians
and miscellaneous, wanted and wants, stc.
^ !v,?-;Rf 5
,
i*'
ne 9d<: dlsplayed
Annual subscription.
k;-n»
PAUL TATJSIO A SON. 104 Bast 14th ftt.. Neva York.
Chevy Chase Lake, with Its two post %"?paid U 8. A.? IB.Ooi
**'
nd
Offices:
Phone Stojrresant G130-0137.
dancing pavilions, opened May 9.
35 Wellington Street. Strand,
fSSS?hrVV^SSS.
»
SSfi
ft' CT
London.
W.C.8. Phone Resent
454G-47.
Cables: "The Em, London."
1
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EQUITABLE

1400 Broadway
Suite

309-310

Legitimate Theatre Circuit, Inc.
THEATRE OWNERS AND PRODUCING MANAGERS

IN

WE OFFER THE THEATRES
A New Play Every Week
Perfect Performance at

A

Knickerbocker
Theatre Building

Ail

Times

I

I

TOUCH WITH

New York

City

US^Bi
PRODUCERS®

WE OFFER THE

No Productions to Build
No Company or Rehearsal Worries

A Long Season
Every Stand for One

All

Week

Routes Equal
All Guarantees

No Risks

—

^

chain of theatres offering the most popular successes of the current season, fully equipped and presented
by artists of metropolitan reputation at a cost to the public not exceeding

A NEW EPOCH

IN

SHOW

BUSINESS

FOR

&CENIS

JS?«at

Thursday,

May

10,

1923

This

Is

Not An Aesop Fable But

It

Has

A Moral.

From The CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY.'
After Playing Consecutively For The Leading Vaudeville

Just Another Echo

-

Signed A Contract With Max
Spiegel In 1922 With Visions Of A Production Engagement
Circuits For

Many

Seasons

We

Ahead.

The Production Assumed The Shape Of "Success/' A Shubert Vaudeville Unit, Produced By Max Spiegel For THE CIR-

•

<:

CUIT OF OPPORTUNITY.
Our Contract

Called For 32 Weeks'

Work To Be Played

In

35 Weeks.

I
I

Sharpened Up The Act By Purchasing A New Drop
Which Still Reposes In Spiegel's Storehouse, And Embarked
Upon The Sea Of Opposition.

We

We Worked

Weeks On The Circuit Of Opportunity, 10
Of Which Were At A 10% Cut Which We Had To Accept Or

Bow

13

Out.

I

*

Despite Acceptance Of The Cut We Were Only Paid For 11
Weeks, Leaving A Balance Of 21 Weeks For Which We Were
Never Paid And Never Will Be.
Finally

The Unit Reached

Buffalo

Where

Blew

It

Up With

A Loud And Resounding Crash.
Paid Our Own Railroad Fares Back To New York And
Future Bounded On The North, South, East And West By
Small Time.

We

A

This Advertisement Is "INSPIRED" By No One Or Nothing
But The Desire To Save Other Gullible Artists From The
Danger Of Signing On The Dotted Line When The Line Is Detoured By The- Lure Of "Production."
|

Other Artists Have Signed Contracts With Shubert Productions Only To Discover The Vaudeville Clause Too Late, As We
Did, Therefore, This Reminder.

1
^5

•

THE MORAL
WHEN YOU WALK OUT OF REGULAR VAUDEVILLE
DONT FORGET
YOU ARE WALKING OUT OF A LIFETIME'S WORK

BERNARD

and

SCARTH

9

•

I
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A LONDON
The

at the

May

SENSATION!

OF THE MOVIES "

SHAFTSBURY THEATRE,' LONDON

THE INTUITION OF TOM OOUGLA3

"The special novelty, not to say charm, of 'Merlon,*
that through it runs— better say glides— a delight-

"Morton" should be a success through the genius
of Tom Douglas. Genius is the only word tint fits

is

him. This shy brilliance of a lad of 19. Cy some
strange intuition he shows with an extraordinary
delicacy of touch, the pathos that lurks behind youth's
comedies. I should not be surprised to find him one
day playing the 'really serious stuff' of which he
dreams. "—'WEEKLY DISPATCH."

and very young American, gives a most attractive
and an altogether remarkable performance. He is
indeed, a most welcome comedian and proves his real
worth by scoring highly. 'Merton' is well worth see"
ing if only to see young Tom Douglas

Tom

ful hero, delightfully played.

Douglas, this

— THE

•This is Tom Douglas' first long part, fie plays
with ingenious pathos. When he kneeled to pray, the
Comedy struck a note of reverent sincerity. L thoroughly enjoyed myself with the charm, the naturalness, and the pathos of this young actor (who cannot
have reached hLs majority)."— THE TIMES"

new

REFEREE"

"Tom

Douglas,

in his teens, is so natural.

still

difficult to believe

he

is

acting, but he

is,

and

"Tom Douglas is Che most charming thing that has
do not .recall acting quite so
crossed the Atlantic.
sincere and natural. Mr. Douglas has, in a supreme
degree, the art which conceals art. He is at once a
"ERA."
simple,' lovable boy, and a born actor."

We

—

" 'Merton' introduces to the London stage an actor
of great naturalness and charm, Mr. Tom Douglas.
The clou of the evening was Tom Douglas. An ideal-

—"MANCHESTER DISPATCH"

istic, charming, tactless, nice, young boy has never
been put more appealingly on the London stage."

—"GLASGOW

—

GRAPHIC."
simple

anil

-sincere.

Certainty worth importing"

—"SUNDAY

Tom

an actor of such exceptional
charm, Merton' may repeat its American success in
London. Scenes that could so easily be made ridiculous bring tear* as played by Tom Douglas. There is
plenty of splendid acting in the play. But everything
else is eclipsed by Mr. Tom Douglas as 'Merton'. He
plays with touching sincerity, winning simplicity, and
lovely patheticness. Also he is so nice to look at with
H & M."
his fair hair and his wonderful smite "
'Since

'That boy. Tom Douglas, is the embodiment of
American Youth with its boyish Ideals." "DAILY

beautifully

PICTORIAL."

Douglas

"Tom Douglas

sure of popular success."

is

— "SUNDAY CHRONICLE"

SUNDAY

BUFFALO
Ed Wynn closed the season at th<?
Majestic last week to good business
despite $3 top. generally considered
too high for here this time of year.

Present plans hive .the house dark
for summer, although several storks
are bidQing, and Jessie Bonstelle is

***.

sTAGfc

***

LLER#SQ*3i
The

World's
manufacturers

largest

CHICAGO—State

for

v»

Grauman
manager
partment
Roth,

theatre.',.

He

is

for Universal, a
instituted
by

theatre

new deEugea*

engaged by Cart
keep an eye on the

recently

Laemmle,

to

presentation of "U"
coast playhouses.

features

Woman

AND MAN FEED.

THE

STANDARD ENGRAVING CO
225 Wf»t 39 Sr NEW YORK

veritable "Treasure Island."

For rights, apply Sneddon, author

LOS ANGELES

The Might-Have -Beens," Camou176 West 94th Street,
etc.
'

flage. "

New York

City; Tel. Riverside 8852.

By EO KRIEQ
Frank Egan Wt it straight for
New York the minute he finished

CREO STUDIO
For Sensational Stage Dancing
The only one of

its

kind

STREET

Just Off Seventh Avenue,

New York

PHONE BRYANT

5156

City

a

new drug

play by Oscar Apfel, the film diIt
will
be produced at
Egan's Little Theatre.
rector.

William T. Wyatt, former man-

ager of the M ison, is now selling
stuck for a local concern.

oil

Richard Spier
ing

the

His

j«>b

filled

48th

"Morphine,"

by

is

West
at

now

C<>.»

t

Sam

press agent
string here.

Mission
Cohn.

the

Mike Lyman,

has

been

owner of several
San Francisco, is

cafes here and In
seriously
ill
at

the

California

hospital.

Hoy Stewnrt.
an individual

hit

riim

actor,

scored

when heS^ppeared

LILLIAN SIEGER and GIRLS
NOW

IN

ENGLAND SUCCESSFULLY TOURING THE MOSS AND STOLL CIRCUITS
(BEST WISHES TO

ARNAUT

BROS.)

ia

THEATDICAL CUT

i

Sketch

B'woy at 46th St.
and Monroe Stfl.

WEST

•

"Mr. Tom Douglas is the most beautiful, the most
touching thing that has occurred since Miss Edna
May appeared here in 1898."— "THE POST."

mid-

casting

170

feel very happy over his firs:
experience with a London audience. They were impressed by his absolute naturalness and the charm
of his personality and his success from now onwards
is assured '—"NEWS OF THE WORLD."

Unique Comedy

of theWe
atrical footwear.
fit
entire
companies,
also individual orders,

NEW ¥OKK— 1531

NOTABLE ACTING BY YOUNG AMERICAN
"Tom Douglas must

the folks to drop in and see him in last week In a specially-staged
costume at Shea's during the week. "western" act at Grauman's Million
Norman's graciousness to the rather Dollar.
Betty Ko tug and Co. (Yiddish) small crowd was noteworthy folshowed at the Teck Sunday night lowing his recent Cleveland expeFrank McDonald, one-time owner
in "My Mother's Beau/' a musical rience,
of a
halt
dozen jitney picture
comedy.
Despite opposition gros*
theatres,
ran for Congress at the
ran to $1,000. Boris Thomashevsky
T. tfet
Saturday marked the close
booked for oiu> performance at Teck of the regular Mutual burlesque primary held here last week, but
Sunday (May !.!> In 'Lively and season at the Garden. Stork bur- was defeated.
Happy." Thomashevsky's tir^' ip- lesque inaugurated this week, set
pearance In Buffalo since June. chorus of 24 Kirls and change of
Mike Newman has resigned as
l
1 1*.
principals weekly.
general production manager of the
Hampden,
at
last
Walter
Teck
the
as
st ir
Karyl Norman appeared
feature of Antl-Prohibttion L*Mgue week, played to as small audiences
benefit a^ the M »j^.-<ti-: Sunday eve- as the house has had all season.
"The Black Flag," a. E. Thomas'
•ung.
Norman showed sans
>s«
new comedy, firnt half, and "The
t umes, did several so"^.-<. proved the
hit of the show, md displayed his Itiner of Truth." dramatized from
knack of showmanship when he Browning's "Rmsr and the Book,"
made a neat little speech inviting last half, with 'Hamlet'' Saturday
matinee.
The fir.st two are mentioned as part of the Hampden-National Theatre repertoire for New
York next season. "The Black Flag"
wa3 particularly well received by
the reviewers, being pronounced a

mentioned as a probability
summer.

BURTON

TIMES."

is

—

"As 'Merton,' Tom Douglas was splendid. He was
'Merlon' to a miracle. Were I not a hardened playgoer, I could not believe that such divine innocence
NEWS."
could be assumed."— LLOYD'S

By SIDNEY

Is

was

"Another great American acting discovery was made
last night. He has personality and engaging charm.
His acting in admirable."

'

is

It

it

a wonderful performance."— "ENCORE."

YOUNG AMERICAN ACTOR'S SUCCESS

—

"Tom Douglas

10, lfc&

Critics continue to praise

" MERTON

in

Thursday,

May

Thursday,

10,

1923

.
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"AMERICA'S GIFT
XO THE

USIC LOVERS OF THE

WORLD

Ff

.

SIX

BROWN BROS.
WITH

•

THE ONLY AND ORIGINAL

>

•

»
•

•

FRED STONE productions
under the Management of MR. CHARLES B. DILLINGHAM
Beginning immediately a tour of AMERICA'S BEST PICTURE PALACES
Finishing their ninth successful season with the

MAY 21

....

BALAB AN & KATZ
Chicago Theatre
June 16 at MR. SID GRAUMAN'S MILLION DOLLAR THEATRE, Los Angeles, Cal.
FOR SIX WEEKS
Opening

at

/

This has been the most imitated act on almost any stage. We are taking
method of reaching the people who have been deceived by the imitations,
and also the managers who have knowingly deceived their public with these
inferior impostors, that it is our intention in the future, when any deception
of this sort is called to our attention, to immediately apply to the courts, as we
have already successfuly done, so that the manager who is a party to any
such small dealing, will be forced to return the money to his patrons.
this

RETURNING TO

NEW YORK SEPT.

UNDER THE PERSONAL
DIRECTION OF ARTHUR J. HOUGHTON
GLOBE THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY
i

1 St

»

VARIETY
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FRANK

A Reliable Store
1578 Broadway; New York
Running through 710-720 Seventh Avenue
9

An

Unprecedented Silk
Hosiery Offering at

AL JOLSON'S "BOMBO"

o

wa

Silk

of the split; a sen-

"GLOBE"

"A youth

accom-

tall

some of the

ley

and

with
legs

man,

to

PHILADELPHIA
several

excellent

dancers, young Frank Bernard be-

and limberest

we have

seen

as cooked macaroni.

He

That
much

our

in

window.

a suit

$3.00

New and

improved

Vassar

Running Pants, a pair CI

AQ

Vassar Knit .Underwear for
Men, known the world over
for perfect -fitting garments,

$1.25

to

$25.00

with artistry, too."

LITTLE THEATRES

hattan.

m«mber

Directed by
oC th« cast,

Murray
wt>o

Phillips,

did

both

a
Job*

husband.

None Are 80 Blind
An

"Ironical tragedy" by Mark Hrlllnicer,
produced by the Circle Players of Alan-

TREASURER

with Wm. Fox In two Broadway
houses (reserved) and Academy of
Music (strip ticket) seeks immediate

accept a small engagement with a
minor 'theatrical troupe. Mary has
borne his cruelties and insults for.
these many years in the hope John

acquisition of a new paramour and
"airing" Mary. However, he orders
her to make up an eye lotion for him
before saying goodnight and goodby,
and the dazed Mary confuses the
bottles with a strong acid forgotten
by the neighboring Mrs. Smith.

young women

play brass Instruments in sextette In
hiRh-clnss musical comedy.
Must be

to

under

2.1

ing %'oices

medium

size; with sinnRood looks. New York
at excellent salary to those

years,

and

qualify.

Applr HENRY W. RAVAGE. INC..
*26 West 43d Street, New York

CABARET FOR RENT

theme that, but exby Murray Phillips
and Lucile Arnold, with Miriam

cellently, played

Consists of 12 living rooms, bar, two kitchens, and stage,
balconies, accommodating 600 guests

with two

Apply GEORGE J. GUN3HOR
8678 Bay Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Phone Bemonhurst 0513J
Also Picture Theatre for rent, seating 300, fully equipped, no opposition.

in

the
v

of Brook-

lyn, N. Y., present Christopher Morley's
playlet, directed by Bennett Kllpack. Scene
is the kitchen
In the suburban home of

(1;.- Gordon Johns.
Gordon Johns

aura
Mrs. Sheffield
Mrs. Johns

Becker,
Charles Riley.
Philip

Edward
Thomas

Gallagher,

Kinneally,

Coleman,
Margaret Ryan,

Helen Connors and Loretta Connick.
Alfred E. Smith and Mrs.
Smith will attend the opening
night's performance, which will be
given
at
Catholic
Union Hall,
Albany,

Gov.

The Cathedral Players of Albany,
N.

Y.,

will present the Hamiltonpiece, "Dear Me," in that

La Rue

May

city

Cathedral

21,

22

and

The

23.

Players

are being directed by Walter Doyle, with Frank
Moran acting as stage manager. In
the cast are J. Emmett Wall, Ray-

Fashionable Shoes
Women of the stage
and screen know fash-

A

—

they will find fine
shoes of their choice at

ion

concert artist leaving for

ANDREW GELLER

Europe

will sell some of the
concert dresses very cheap;

1656 Broadway

NEW YORK

also furs, stage jewelry, etc.

CITY

At 61st Street

Phone for appointment, Schuyler 1857

Bennett Kilpack
Esther Davis

1

Effle

Uiwrence Palmer
Rose Blanchfleld

"Thursdav Evening"

Is

a minia-

ture "First Year," with all the apIt
peal of the Broadway success.
is cook's night off, and Gordon Johns
is washing the dishes while his wife,
Laura, dries them. Gordon is lot
saving the left-overs and Laura is
not. That starts a domestic battle,
with the husband raving about

economy, and ends with a

White Lake, Sullivan County, N. Y.
FOR SUMMER SEASON

mond

river route.
Nice, cheerful

1

who

City

of- a home debate between themselves for the
John's business benefit of the young couple who cannot help overhearing, being in adjoining quarters, with the result
from morning till night— acting as Laura and Gordon are shamed into
a blind man on the sympathies of making up. The skeleton is padded
passers-by. John enters, admitting out with truly humorous lines and
he has played his last role tonight business.
The cast on the whole handled
and that his many years' hoard shall
serve in good stead in his part of their assignments superbly,
„ Abel.
a gentleman, calmly confessing the

the country, etc.

Murray Phillips Ravitch as comedy relief
Mary and "Actor" John have been neighbor part.
living together 14 years, Mary having run away with her lover at 18
Thursday Evening
when he left their home town to
The Brooklyn Institute Players

WANTED —Talented

a Value That

Is

Cannot Be Equaled Anywhere
at This Price

a pair

"Actor" John

engagement

connection.

LEVITAN
W. 164th St., New York

Arnold
Miriam Ravltch
T.ucile

Mrs. Smltli

a Pair

$1.00
Here

John becomes truly, blind, which is
really too good for the 30-minute
egg. and Mary decides to travel the

well.

(Continued from page 16)
John Muller was convincing as her

All shades, reinperfect fitting,

$1.85

in

15th

Mary

Special Sale!

Men's Silk Sox

would realize her dream

NEW YORK

MAY

A

of a professional beggar is Idealized
by Mary as that of being an actor

WINTER GARDEN

can send

any part of each one flying in any
direction, and do it gracefully and

at

Men

for

display

•

eccentric

in years.

boy's legs suggest nothing so

625

On

y

e

COMING
TO
THE

•

"PUBLIC LEDGER"

stepper

Raalte.

i

*

ing the best

Union Suit

Bloomers

guaranteed

g\p*\ kicks
known to anyone."

h

ancing.

has

Made by Vat>
forced and
A length.

ac-

Jbh

complished

name of

"Bombo

steps

longest

known

vers yet dignified

with the

tower,

the

in-

maneu-

teresting

These

The New Vassar

Unusual Value in
Silk Bloomers

as the U^rig-

about,

most dif-

and most

Silks.

Frank Bernard, as

"Young Frank

ficult

Truhu and Touraine

Shirt Makew Exhibit
Qualities at $12.50 to $14.00.

Price little ^j£tffr
bloomers.
los because bought rrMMHjU
uwswiaI
before advance.

named

design
Materials in-

Custom

assortment
Complete
of Kayser renowned
3-star quality vest and

CHICAGO
"JOURNAL"

—special

match.

$\X&

Special at

$2.45

-

NEW YORK

strangest,

clude Empire,

XXX

wonder."

sational

dancer ever seen.

plishes

to

—collars

$1.85

»•

Bernard

silk shirts

Silk Vest

"He's a master

eccentric

greatest

Master made
cuffs

Special Offerings

the

,

from top

Wonder

"He's a male
1

value.

A

VARIETY

This store is angling for

!

your trade on the sound basis of good

Plain and fancy Triple
better silk cannot be used in
Every conceivtrie -making of hosiery.
able shade.

to toe.
quality.

all critics

zrrs
pav

Men

1

$1.75
Full fashioned ingrain, all silk

at 47th Street

MEN'S DEPARTMENT

LADIES DEPARTMENT

Sensational Dancer in

as a Dancing

1923

10,

Inc.

BERNARD
Heralded by

May

Thursday,

Mrs.
Sheffield, Laura's mother, and Mrs.
Johns, the husband's mater, are
present that evening, and having
overheard, decide to show up the
young folks' foolishness. That's a
reverse on a usual mother-in-law
angle, both being sympathetically
drawn. They frame a phony verbal

FIRST EASTERN

tiff.

H'M

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Back

to

Pre-War Prices

Mail Orders Filled F. O. B. N. Y. City.
^ Send for Catalogue.
Used trunks and shopioorn samples of all standard makes always on hand

SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 Seventh Ave.,
Phone: Fitz Roy 0620

SOLE AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

New York

City

Between 38th and 39th Str

et»

APPEARANCE

AFTER A TWO-YEAR TOUR OF THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

THREE JUGGLING
NELSONS
MY
in

B.

1

.

KEITH'S PALACE,

NEW

YORK, THIS

"HOOPS

WEEK (MAY

7)

DEAR"

Direction

THOMAS

J.

FkTZPATRICK

Thursday,

May

10,

VARIETY

1023

9///////////////////,

7//S//fflftfflrA

NOW WITH
i

—

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
9*

.

LATEST PRODUCTION
J

BOX REVU E
v

\

SOPHIE

TUCKER

GEO. LE MAIRE

WM. LE MAIRE
»

AND

y

AND

JOE PHILLIPS W.

C.

HAYES

IRMA
ALLRED

CONNOR

COVEY

TWINS

SISTERS

Premier Toe Dancer

Thelma and Velma

Edna and Betty

CENTURY THEATRE
(Fourth Week)

WILL

T.

GOODWIN

Stage Director

SAN FRANCISCO
(Los Angeles, May 21)

-

-

VARIETY

40

SOPHIE TUCKER

Is

a Riot

in

May

Thursday,

•

"THE PEPPER BOX REVUE"

1923

10,

with

HARRY VON TILZER'S
SENSATIONAL SHOW-STOPPING COMEDY SONG
S

With the greatest comedy

BILLY JEROME

lyric

Great for Male, Female, Doubles, Trios and Quartets.
It will

Can be usedas

has ever written.

a Hebrew, Italian,

Dutch or Rube song.

show

follow any song in your act and stop the

KING TUTTING—TUT TUT YOURSELF
WRITE TODAY FOR THIS GREAT SONG—LOTS OF EXTRA CHORUSES

EVERYBODY

IS

HARRY VON TILZER MUSIC PUB. CO
New

Address: 719 Seventh Ave., Cor. 48th Street,

KANSAS CITY
By WILL

R.

GARDEN— Bridge

is

Musical Stock.

NEWMAN—"Grumpy."

LIBERTY— "Brass,"

ROYAL— 'Down

to

film.
film.

Sea

the

Co., pre-

ORIENTAL
ami skin

"Dancing
I

Inexpensive.

Ulbba,

who now

personally

conducts this famous treatment at the

N. Y.

WANTED-Park Managers

COSMO-PLASTIC

Literature sent Free on request.

EDDIE
CLARENCE

MACK TALKS:

No. 133

SENNAr-appearing with Miss Ruby Norton

at Keith's

New

Palace,
will sail

York, this week, is one of vaudeville's best Pianists and
with Miss Norton when she leaves for a tour of Australia

within the next two weeks.

Mr. Senna

is

a nifty dresser and a very

His wardrobe by Eddie Mack will last him

severe critic of clothes.

until his return to this country.

Next,
to stay two

Due

NEW DETROIT—Fred

Stone In
Probably remain second

"Tip Top."

GARRICK — Chauncey

BERT

18

AT THE

Broadway on
46th

46th Street

STREET 8TORE

Friends."

COLONIAL—Nora

Kellogg;

and

Sidney
and
Pearson, Maurice

Lamey &

Girlie;

Brown,

and Costumes

We Work W hlle

Ob

T

PHONE CIRCLE

36 E. 21st

St.,

Gardner

and

9104

THE OVERNIGHT GLEANERS
at 756th 7th Avenue
Between 49th aad 50th Street*
V

Inc..

SOLE AGENTS

.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

CALL

Sid Lawrence has been appointed
manager of the New Regent theatre,
Grand Rapids, scheduled to open
June 15.

THE BURLESQUE CLUB REVUE

ROCHESTER.
By

L. B.

N. Y.
8KEFFINQTON

LYCEUM—"The
FAY'S— ivbba,

Perfect Fool."
Clarke and Dare;

Merritt and Cough
Muhuv. McNeese and Ridge;
lin;
Calvert and Shayne; Kinsella and
Bell; "Driven," film.
"Bella Donna," film
feature; Eastman Orchestra; Geoffrey O'Hara, composer; Vladimir
Dubinski, cellist; Eastman theatre

Charles

S< rr.ca;

CALL

COLUMBIA THEATRE
SUNDAY EVENING, MAY 20
BURLESQUED BIGGEST EVENT
May

at 2:30 P. M.,

13,

when a meeting

ent wlU 8ur Pass
teJBSi e llrtaAnn
U i are partlcu,arly
R a flSalcial stcce ss.
ballet.
Pictures— Bebe Daniels in "The
C
ma be PUrchas d from
World's Applause," Piccadilly; Doug- Th Jtr i RMn ^
K ere mal1
.t
h
order8
e

1

C

MacLean in "Bell Boy 13" and
Leatrice Joy in "Java Head," Regent; Buck Jones in "West of Chicago" and Earle Williams in "You

Never Know."

commemoration

of

the

CALL

TzSSll

£

office

if

V?'

T.

Lou,s Lew"*, Room 203, Columbia
8hould *• addressed. On and after
Columbia Theatre box

tickets will be on sale at the

you miss

100th

.

will be held.

anything ever given as a benefit.
ur e ed to e * ert ever V effort to make

this

gala event you will surely
regret

it

ANNOUNCEMENT

ADELAIDE
HUGHES
STUDIO OF DANCE
45 West 57th Street,
PLAZA 7635
Courses, Students' Classes

SHOW

DELIVERED BEFORE NOON NEXT DAT

Sale at All Container*, Druggists and

JULIUS PAULY.

You Sleep

GOWN'S CALLED FOR AFTER THE

Barrett; Green and Burnett.

In

Summer Normal

the

OVERNIGHT

Celebrated Grease Paints
and Cosmetics

ft

Just a atep Eaat of

at

Repaired and Dry Cleaned

Department Stores.

las

MACK BUILDING

director

art

his

DRY Gowns
CLEANED

REICHERT'S

Olcott.

EASTMAN—

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP

tion of
Capitol.

Theatrical

week

Business poor.

Girl."

w p pit s

"My Lady

INST.,

BROWNING
347 Fifth Ave. °^SSt, <™ dort Apply CHARLES
Riverview Park, Chicago

Neutral coltirely on light effects.
ored curtains have been hung, and
by changing the lifiht combinations
weekly a new setting will be seen
weekly. The change was made at
the suggestion of Samuel Rothafel
and was executed under the direc-

night and the opening
on the following afternoon the entire
stage was transformed. The pre-

Chicago and outside for Next, Bonstelle Players.
MAJESTIC—"East Is West." Next,
Crystal Maize

until fall in

""so

man Tuesday

DETROIT
By JACOB SMITH
SHU BERT-DETROIT — 2d

the other bills. The parts of
Butterfly and Sharpless will be in of "Fabiola."

a marvelous way without
detention. Easy, Safe and

The rage of
Pad. and London, Introduced by the eminent English dermatologist.
Doctor

that a large force succeeded in playing a, new set overnight. The ponderous Italian garden sitting is
gone, the screen is eight feet nearer
the audience, the orchestra is rearranged, and in place of the builtup setting is one which depends en-

cently purchased by Hiram W. Sibley of Rochester and presented to
the Sibley Musical Library of the
University of Rochester, which he
founded years ago. The library has
$1,000,000.
a famous collection of rare musical
manuscripts. Payne's original script
The Pantages theatre did its bit is on exhibition
this week in the
toward making "Boys' Week" a real library, housed in the Eastman
success by admitting any boy free School of Music, adjoining the Eastto the house all day Friday, the man theatre.
only provision to the offer being
that the boy must be accompanied
Between the closing of the Eastby "Dad."

of
tn

Uminary work had been done,

top of Elk clubhouses throughout
the country. The new building, the
of which 'has not been announced, will cost approximately

Ernest Davis has been engaged to
sing the role of Pinkerton in "Butterfly" and the tenor roles in some

SKIN PEELING

the hands of Mr.

site

The Kansas City Grand Opera
Co. will be seen at the Grand theatre again this season for a week
starting
May 7. Five operas
will
be presented, opening with
"Madama Butterfly." The others
are "Faust," "Mignon.'" "II Trovatore" and "The Bohemian Girl."

pany.
With the opening of the
parks this month, the usual slump

City

Cranson.

and Mrs, OtUey anniversary of the first Ringing of
'Home, Sweet Home" in the Covent
Garden theatre, London, May 8. 1823,
Kansas City Elks, which lodge the Eastman orchestra? is featuring
numbers many professionals among that composition this week. The
new original manuscript of the opera of
its members, are to have a
home which will rank toward the which the song was a part was re-

Gardner's New Orleans Jazz Orchestra will furnish the music for
the "Board Walk" in Electric Pal*
this season.

senting musical tabs, at the Garden, continues to draw 'em in and
will stay "as long as business holds
up," according to one of the com-

Youthlfles faro

when the hoiwe will
dark, which will leave
the three pop vaudeand the picture places
the downtown amuse-

in

Ships," film.

The Al and Loie Bridge

expected,

probably go
nothing but
ville houses
to furnish
ment.

HUGHES

New York

•
.

and Stage Training

in all styles

New York

of dancing under the tutelage of Masters of the Art of the

Dance

AND

JUNE 11th TO JULY 14th,
JULY 16th TO AUGUST 11th
These Special Courses under the personal supervision and direction of ADELAIDE &
BOOKLET AND INFORMATION UPON APPLICATIONS
ENROLL NOW AS CLASS NUMBER IS LIMITED

.

HUGHES
-

.

•

•

»

.

Thursday,

May

1023

10,

WEEK OF AMERICAN SEASON

FINAL

PALACE, New

B. F. Keith's

NOW

York,

•

»

"AN INTERNATIONAL FAVORITE"
WITH

CLARENCE SENNA

PIANO

at the

AFTER REPEATED SUCCESSES

,

IN

AMERICA and ENGLAND
SAILING

MAY

29th

FOR A SUMMER ENGAGEMENT

is

IN

AUSTRALIA
1
m
UNDER THE PERSONAL DIRECTION OF

THE FIRST DOG OF THE LAND
"LADDIE BOY"
•BON VOYAGE"

BIDfc

'

ON THE

«i

WHITE HOUSE LAWN

HARRY MUSGROVE,

>

Esq.

Proprietor of Australian Theatres, Ltd.

RETURNING

IN
•
i.

MONTREAL
By JOHN GARDINER
HIS MAJESTY'S— "The Maid

of

Wistaria," Elk production.

PRINCESS—MISS Bobby Folsom

and Jack Denny; Tom Bryan and
Broderick; Wilton Sisters; Senator
Ford; Mart* Walsh and Frank Ellis;
Arthur
Lloyd;
Arabian
Seven
Nights; Rosa Sheldon and Brother.
LOEWS—Vaudeville and pictures.
IMPERIAL—Vaudeville and pictures.

PICTURE

HOUSES — Capitol,

Minaret"; System. "The Prisoner of of most of the billing in this part
Zenda"; Crystal Palace, "Shadows"; of the world, have moved into a big
Maisonneuve, "Thorns and Orange new plant. The main office accomBlossoms";
Belmont,
"Nobody's, modates 300 employes. The firm" InMoney"; Regent, "Racing Hearts"; cludes 680 towns on the Pacific
Strand, "Man and Woman."
Coast in their bill-posting camsuccessful production of "The
of Wistaria" occupied the
stage at His MaJestyV theatre this
week. The house did capacity on
the first three nights, with an advance for the balance of the week
The
indicative of good business.
play was produced under the auspices of the Elks.

SAN FRANCISCO
Bert Levey has added two more
houses to his circuit in California.
The big picture houses in Eureka

and

in

Mann

Ukiah controlled by George
play Levey vaudeville

nr*» to

in conjunction
tures.

with

screen fea-

its

Will T. Goodwin, stage manager
"Pepper Box Revue," is leavHe has been
ing that -production.
engaged to go to the Tremont. Boston, to stage manage tne "Little
Nellie Kelly" show in that house.
Goodwin leaves here July 27.

for the

Foster

NOW ON
WON DERI

\

L

W.

45th

Two Doors

I

St.,

New York

take care

City

from an N. V. A.

with a picture completing the
"Chuck" Whitehead's nine-piece
He denies his reducing was Jazz orchestra, of Whitehead's
by the Miller affair of Dancing Palace here, began a six
Bert C. Miller, or- weeks' tour of the Pantages Cirweek.
last
chestra clarinetist, was previous- cuit, opening at the local house this
Whitehead's gang hare
Success In managing a theatre ly discharged by Oppenheimer be- week.
does not always mean success as a cause, the manager said, Miller stopped the show at every performproducer, according to a suit on file blew sweet notes into his Instru- ance here with their classy act A
out sour. The feature of their number is the stunt
in the courts here against the Cos- ment and they came
Company, orchestra then walked out and whereby all of the musicians play
Producing
mopolitan
at all the Instruments. The playing
Fred A, Geisea, W. A. Rusco, Max called "Chuck" Whitehead's orchesHasse and T. C. Reavis. The action tra, a local union organization, off of the blues is enhanced by a neat
the program. Oppenheimer patched novelty stunt.
is for back salaries amounting to
affair and Miller returned.
$1,743.16, claimed by members of up the
voluntarily
Ferguson at Auditorium
Fl«i*»
the erstwhile "The Girl and the Late last week Miller
suit
left the orchestra and filed
May 11-12 in "Wheel of Life,"
Tramp" road show.
$7,600
The complainants filed the suit against Oppenheimerthe for
manager's
through Equity with Attorney The- damages because of
odore Hale appearing for the plain- remarks about him.
repEquity
litOppenheimer's
the
Manager
That
is
Hale also
tiffs.
tle plan for help-saving at the Hipresentative in San Francisco.
Chief among complainants Is Ivy podrome Theatre is going to enMerton. She says she was starred counter Home difficulty in evidenced
in "The Girl and the Tramp" for a by the moves of the local theatrical
At a closed meeting here
Pacific Coast road tour and that unions.
the company stranded St. Patrick's it was planned by representatives
Day in Red Bluff. Dick Wilbur, of the musicians, stage hands and
A wardrobe trunk of superior
manager of the company, is alleged
quality and proven worth.
to have failed to pay salaries when
Guerrini A Co
the production closed and that the
to
Tfer
LNilDl
M.
money
'
Actors' Equity advanced
Caroline Schrieber is a patient In
the tubercular ward at the California Sanitorium, near Belmont.

Street,

New

ly,

bill.

influenced

TAYLOR
XX
Only $75

L»r,Mt

home

ACCORDION

its first film,

&

West ««th

the Hippodrome as an "unfair"
hnu*e. This appeal is expected ere
the new moon.
Walter Wells and four musicians
who formerly constituted the or*
chestra at the Olympic, Seattle, are
In the Hippodrome pit as a nonunion organization.
The barometer is falling in the
vicinity of the Hippodrome.

Write

MCTOSV

Gold
setting used by Genaro
To Ito Kftn at Iteoamont'e Studio.
ttt

operators' unions to effect a fed*
erate'd council. The representatives
deny that they have thoughts of
boycott for the Hippodromt.

The local unions have not yet
asked their Internationals to rate

'

bring the troupers

border*, leg drop, and ground cloth.
Very beautiful. Cheap for caah.

New

s

SPOKANE, WASH.

By E. J. CR08BY
Manager Oppenheimer, In disHarriett Bennett opened as prima missing the union men from the
donna with the "Pepper Box Revue" Hip, included two union operators.
at the Century Theatre last week. One non-union operator was enFor the last two weeks Ackerman gaged.
& Harris announce $1.60/ top. These
Manager Oppenheimer recently
prices are to prevail when the show
started his summer schedule, droptakes to the road for a six weeks'
ping the Ackermnn & Harris acts.
tour.
He will stage four Levy acts week-

The Kenmat Productions, Inc., a
picture corporation composed of a
Complete fancy Interior of model ahop. few San Franciscans and headed by
oyclorania and front drop, backing two Harry A. McKenzie, a lawyer and

East of Broadway

to N. V. A. •

AL80 TO PROFESSIONALS

who

SCENERY

Something Different.
(0% Oiteount

Kleiser,

FOR SALE

DISPLAY
COLLECTION OF

MID-SUMMER
HATS
160

&

—

—

paigns.

A

Maid

''Where the Pavement Ends"; Allen,
"Dick Turpin's Ride to York;; PaManager Frank Prlestland of His
pineau,
"The
and Majesty's is now negotiating for the
Beautiful
Damned"; Mount Royal, "Brothers Matthews-Cameron Players, an EngUnder the .Skin"; Midway, "The lish stock organisation. If the deal
Footlight Rangers"; Napoleon. "Hu- materialises the stock company will
man Hearts"; Rex Palace, "The open after the close of the regular
Great Alone"; Dlminion, "Broken season for a ten week's engagement
Chains"; Plaza. "The Voice from the

A

chestra, have been secured to appear at the California Theatre, one
of the Rothchild string here.

York

clubman, has finished
"Crossed Wires," and has sent It on
New York. In the cast are
to
Eileen Percy, Jack Mulhall and Wallace Beery.

ir

tut*

tht Unit**

Hie
that

'77-27.
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tor Catalogue

28 E. Randolph St. 210

CHICAGO

W. 44th

St.

NEW YORK
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•en

Frmclsc*
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GONE TO THE DOGS

Waring's Pennsylvanians, an or-

CHARLES HORWITZ CROPPER'S SADIE LEONARD
HAS A FEW HIGH CLASS

Author of the Most Successful Exclusive Material
Comedy Acts a specialty. Hundred! of Hits to my credit. Scripts
hand or to order.
Ask Fred Bowers, Ben Welch, Sam Sidman, Leonard
Al H. Wilson, Bobby Barry, Julian Rose, Hans Hobert and
Emmett end Co., Bert Wilcox, Waiter Le Roy!

on

FINE

mdW hitney,
Grace

Addre..:

CHARLES HORWITZ

1663 Ea.t 16th Street

m JfXSSSFi>m

BROOKLYN,

4

N. Y.

LUGGAGE

PEKINGESE PUPPIES

SOLE AGENT FOR BAL
THEATRICAL TRUNK

Co.,

IIOTUL NOilMANDIB BLOW.
B. «•»• 8St» •% B»war. M. I
raONBt riTEROT 8848

•

FOR SALE

*-

4673 Bedford Avenue, Sheepthead Bay, Brooklyn, N. Y*
PHONE CONEY ISLAND 3961

VARIETY

Thursday,

May

10*,

1923

ARCHIE BELL
CLEVELAND "NEWS''

The

May

1923

1,

ERITU'H rALAC B BILL

The management announces threa
headlinera at Keith's Palace Theatre;
the audience adds another. Perhapg
you never heard of him before;
feel quite certain that I never did,
At least, the name of Frank Dixon
doesn't come to memory. But on©
will not be likely to forget him after
seeing him in his out-of-town news-

THIS

stand skit called "Lonesome Manor."
It is a smartly written trifle on
quite the old lines of "Why. howdy
do! You from Kokomo and me from
Kokomo. Both of us in New York
city.
List's get married."
But the
exceedingly clever manner in which
this young Mr. Dixon puts the whole
business over the footlights and the
rounds of applause that greeted him
yesterday afternoon raises him also
to headline position along with the
galaxy.
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Toothpicks (Jack)
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H
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BOSTON
"The Storm" nearly wrecked th^
bill, and only heroic
efforts and a new lay-out kept the
show from being one of tho«e things
As originally laid out, the Langdon
McCormick spectacle was spotted
seventh place, and when the cumbersome vehicle was jumped to
i

.

closing spot, where- it properly belonged, and the smoke cleared away.
Sybil Vane found herself dropped
from sixth position into the deuce
spot.

original

bill

N. Y.
Bahn

TEMPLE—Vaudeville.

Wilson Joe

Khaym

B.

WIETING— Dark.
STRAND— "Safety Last."
EMPIRE— "Fourth Musketeer."
ROBBINS-ECKEL— "Christian."
ORESCENT— "Knighthood."

Smith Olive Co

Syracuse "got back to normalcy"
this week with full vaudeville programs at the Temple and Keith's.
The latter house last week was
forced to split between the annual
Music Festival and regular vaudeville.
The Festival was not a big
financial success this year, the^sssociation probably breaking even or

making a slight profit. Monday and
Wednesday nights concert drew
good houses, but the matinees on
Tuesday and Wednesday and the
night concert on Tuesday were minus
«•capacity houses.

FREO

The Grand. Auburn, may be sold
by the Burtis estate to outside inaccording

terests,
Rialto.

The block

the Auburn
held at $100,000.

to
is

was

laid out
Co., Harry

LORIS

RENOFF and LEE

thus: Mary Gautier and
Jolson, Jack Henry and

The Colonial. Utlca, will play picEdythe tures during the summer.
*
Sensational Original Novelty
Maye, Wayne and Warren, O'DonWilliam Berestien, of Albany, will
nell and Blair, Sybil Vane, "The
"The great bit; electrifying moment ofStorm," Bert Gordon and Gene erect a theatre in Little Falls, N. Y., the performance, however, is provided In
splendid and unusual dancing of
Ford and Irving Goslar and Rhea ground being scheduled to be broken the
Kred Renoir and J. oris Lee. The g rl Is
Monday night it played: late in the month. The house, to a Pavlowra tn perfection of technique,
Lusby.
occupy
the
did
Kehoe
site,
have
will
Mary Gautier and Co.. Sybil Vane.
making astonishing rises and falls and
Jack Henry and Edythe Maye. a seating capacity of 1,300. Attrac- balancings on her toes, but her acrobatic
leaping* and pirouetting* fairly sent the
Harry Jolson, O'Donnell and Blair. tions and vaudeville.
audience into sustained applause and
Wayne and Warren, Goslar and
left us -thrilled and interested. Miss Lee
After some weeks as booking is a phenomenal dancer, of ama/.ing
Lusby. Gordon and Ford, and "The
Storm."

The change put a
show,

little

more

but

the

agent for the Bob Finlay troupe. grace and Ingenuity, and. Insofar as
w»« concerned, she was
N. Y.. audience
star of the 'Merry Widow.' "

pace* Lester Sparks, of Little Falls.
is back in his home town as

the bill still
creaked and stage waits still exThe house was nearly tight
isted.
at the night show, despite a real
summery day and daylight saving.
Vane's accompanist, Leon*
Sybil
Domque, received the loudest hand
Miss Vane was
of the entire bill.
in good voice, but has not the type
of numbers she needs to offset her
lack of aggressiveness of personin

speed up Ms upward climb.
partner (not billed) is a
valuable adjunct to his act, being an
unusually wholesome type. Jolson
is also using a song plugger from
the orchestra pit instead of a seat
to get around the local censorwh'p
terial tc
His girl

City

ager of the Hippodrome, just taken
over by the Gateway Theatre Co.
from the Linton interests.

The Cameo,

the

remodeled

St.

Johns ville (N. Y.) playhouse, reopened this week. Smith MacGregor
will

manage

the
the

man-

the house.

M
Est.

1NERS

MAKE UP

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

and this singer, who
blended well with Jolscn, did much
toward putting the act over strong.
Al Jolson Is playing the Shubert a
few blocks away, which helped
Detroit. Harry considerably as a draw.

Week
May 21

Next

Week of
May 28—Temple,

Stark Cliff
Stanley George

By Chester

turing Jack Henry and Edythe
Maye. was a bit moist and dragged
a bit during the final five minutes.
Harry Jolson made a slow start
and a fine finish, which is always
good showmanship. He needs ma-

New York

—Toledo and Dayton.

W

"On* of the outstanding features »t
the production ia the specialty dancing
of Miss Lrla Lee and Fred Renoft.
"Adagio" in the last act may. without
exaggeration, be classed as one of the
most brilliant efforts in this direction
ever seen."

X

"There ia a dancing specialty by Fred
Presence of mind of Cleveland
RenofT and Loris Lee which waa reRock, picture operator at the* Pal- warded
ality.
with thunderous applause and
Is one of the big features of the show.
The George Choos comedy tab ace, Watertown, averted a bad fire. One
wonders how it can be carried out
with music. "A Ring Tangle." feawithout an accident; but
done
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amount

Wm

Surrounded by flames, and with his
hands and face blistered by the
blase which started in the projection
booth, Rock grabbed a container of
films and rushed out, closing the
fireproof door
that
blocked the
spread of the flames. Loss about
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snappy. Goslar and Lusby slowed
down the bill back to normalcy, And
Gordon and Ford, in next to closing,
while going big, had an unnecessary
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restrictions,

will clear your head

and Improve your voice

O'Donnell and Blair woke the
house up with a crash, and Wayne
and Warren kept the speed up. their
material being particularly fa«t and
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[Waltz or

Fox Trot
Sensation!

We

Originated the Song Title,

OF LOVE"

"A. B. C.

Fox

"GRAND ADDY"

ME A RING"

"GIVE

Trot

Fox. Trot

,

"JEALOUS OF ME"
Waltz or Fox Trot

GLOBE MUSIC PUB.

CO., New York

City

SIXTH FLOOR, GAIETY BUILDING
by colored players was played to follow the enforced layoff Silas endowed by her with seductive alup with no reference made to a is trying to think of ways and means lurement in the passages that found
of colored life, also to be whereby he may keep his menage her
trying to secure Jokanaan,
However, that little playlet afloat. He informs his wife he is played by Solomon Bruce, and with
proved to be the highlight of the certain that Aunt Nancy, who has real dramatic force in her speeches
evening-.
Without it there would been living with them and nursing with her stepfather-uncle, the King.
have been a tendency to look upon Liza, has a secret hoard. He knows And when Miss Freer danced she
the 4'Salome" effort with a tolerance she has been getting money from dispensed with six of the seven veils
that they would have bestowed on passers-by on the street while wan- that Salome was supposed to have,
children striving to mimic their dering about picking up bits of wood and slipped over a real thrilling
elders, but "The Chip Woman's For- and chunks of coal to keep the house seml-cooch, concluding It with a
tune," typical of the negro as it was, fire going during the odd moments fall before the King that would have
placed the ai/dience in a mood to re- she wasn't nursing Liza, who was
ceive "Salome" In the light of a real ailing, and he is going to insist that
effort on the part of the players.
the old lady pay board.
"The Chip Woman's Fortune" was
At this point Emma, the daughter
played in "one" before three rather of the house, enters, and makes
soiled drapes, that gave the sug- known the old lady has some money,
gestion of an interior of a slovenly but she is saving it against the day
colored home. There was a picture that her son shall be released from
of Booker T. Washington, or pos- prison. Later, when the old lady is
sibly Marcus Garvey, pinned to pne summoned and asked for a loan, she
side and a religious picture on the refuses to give up any of her money
other.
There were three chairs, a until the son shall appear, following
table with an onyx clock and a Vic- this with the reason for his arrest
trola utilized as the props,
and imprisonment, which is more or
At the opening the Vic is jazzing less of an object-lesson as applied
and Liza is seated before it. Her to some of the boys of color, a weird
husband enters, and, to the question tale of a good boy and a wrong
of Liza, explains that he has been woman.
In his defense of her he
"furloughed" from his Job for three had beaten up a hypocritical but indays because of his failure to keep fluential member of the community.
up the installment payments on the Later learning of the true character
music box. Behind his tale is the of the woman he also beat her up,
thought that the whites stick to- and for this was sent away. Later
gether and punish the blacks for on the arrival of the installment man
their shortcomings in meeting their and the released boy almost simulobligations. For, as he explains it, taneously, the secret hoard is unthe musio man was a friend of his covered, the collector staved off, the
boss, and that morning the music Victrola retained and
all Ave playman stopped and looked at him as ers of the cast gleefully
shimmying
he was sweeping off the walk in to the jazzy strains
of the music box
front of his place of employment, as the curtain
descends.
I and then went indoors.
A few minutes after he left Silas (the colored
The one outstanding bit of work
boy) was summoned by his employer was Liza, by Evelyn Freer. Liza, a
and told to lay off for three days slovenly wench in soiled wrapper, of
without pay, this sentence being fol- a high yaller complexion, handled
lowed with a speech that it might be her lines of this character role with
all the consummate artistry of a
"a lesson to pay your debts."
With the possible loss of the Job seasoned veteran of the stage. Sydney Kirkpatt-lck as Silas also con-

ETHIOPIAN ABT

lome''

(Continued from page 29)
Theatre, a company of colored play©rs» presenting their artistry under
the direction of Raymond O'Neily
who, the program states, "has had
many year* of experience with the
stage, both In America and Europe."
The Initial presentation Monday
occurred before a mixed house, with
society near society, that talked
like the real thing and called John
Barrymore "Jack" and spoke of his
wife ae "liiohaer rubbing elbows
with the colored folks of quality,
permitted to sit in the orchestra
section of the house. And then, too,
there was the intelligentsia of the
theatre, represented by long-haired
men and short-haired women, who
bubbled over effusively with comment la all a decidedly mixed
audience.
In the advance advertising "Sa-

playlet
given.

—

—

*.
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of a savings of
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pulled many a better man than he
from his throne.
As King Herod. Sydney Kirkpatrlck was a marvel of endurance in

the terrific long speeches he has in
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During the intermission reference
to the program showed the clever
Liza of the

little

playlet

was

to be

the Salome of the pig production
and that Kirkpatrlck was cast for
King Herod.
The audience was

Famous SHIRT HOSPITAL

BHIRTS,

and Solomon Bruce as her eon, also
lent color. This was all pure negro,
and as such highly enjoyed by the

SAN FRANCISCO

speculating as to just what these
two would do in serious work after
their portrayal of a sketch of negro
life,
and it brought more careful
consideration of "Salome."
For the Wilde tragedy there was
but a single set, somewhat Urbanlah
in effect, with a eye of blue at the

back and sides and a huge column
It was a whale of a
"Salome" presented. The lightings
Inc.
were so handled that the players,
WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT
HAVE MOVED OUR W0RKR00M8 especially the women, appeared
TO LARGER QUARTERS AND NOW HAVE BETTER FACILITIES practically as whites, and one had
FOR MANUFACTURING THEATRICAL COSTUMES FOR THE but to close his eyes to Imagine it
was presented by white players as
8EA80N OF 1923-1924.
for diction.
Tet there were occaIn the center.
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sional lapses into the dialect of the
negro, but they were far between.
The Salome of Evelyn Freer was
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His business as the sodden
«nd sensuous monarch Is well worth
Bowman
eeeing and marking-. Laura
niavs Herodias, the queen, displaythere
in* that earlier In the evening
was much make-up, for under the
lighting as employed in this production she seems remarkably light in
coloring.

,

,

.

The production as a whole is thoroughly interesting, and as such
ahowld attract patronage. It cannot
be expected the negro element of
the colored
New York, even though
population is large, is going to support the company. They will have
to rely on the whites and a vogue
will have to be created among the
really smart society set to make the
Kthiopian repertory season a sucThe chances are that that
cess.
only may be done by certain restric.

those of color
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tions as to where
attend shall sit. The negro undoubtedly will be interested in seeing that
this venture proves successful for
the fellow members of his race, and
be should be willing to waive such
give him
civil rights as the courts
to sit in any part of the theatre for
which he cares to buy a seat.
All that the project needs is exploitation of the proper sort in the
right social channels to make its
vogue last for several weeks at least.
That Salome wiggle of Evelyn
Prerr's should help a lot in the direcFred.
tion of the box office.

335

West

51st Street
6640 Circle

330 West 43d Street

Modern

HILDONA COURT

7132
Longacre
m

341-347

1-2-3-4-room apartments.

Accommodate

three or

more

West 45th Street

S18.00

MOS..

U

^^

Von (The

UP WEEKLY

CHARLES TENENBAUM

YANDIS COURT

Principal

241-247 West 43d Street

office.

Hildona Court, 341 Wast 45th St., New York
Office in each building.

Apartments can be seen evenings.

Bryant 7912

^

;ldw I B DaHh.cIl
nPai 'K

Michelet

V\ lllard

William Vr.k*8
Kftty Summer*...

Mary Kljen Ryan
Barry Townnlwy

Billy t'larke
Kraii Fri z BcaaiUUer
S^nor I>azzarl

Ida Fltihuich

-Lu a ^lbcrn
Marie Bonsa.l

Mm*. Beauoaire

Phone

One, three and four room apartments with kitchenettes,
Directly west of Times
private bath and telephone.
Square. Room arrangement creates utmost privacy.
RATES: $17.00 UP WEEKLY

;That8 MaKrana

Mm*. Viennese

Refer communications to

M. CLAMAN, 241 West 43d

St.

"The Apache" opened cold at the
A bright bit of character Apartment To Rent, Furnished
Punch and Judy Monday. By Tues- listlessly.
helped some.
day th^ piece was well chilled and work here and there
51*t STREET
was ragged in
performance
ready for cold storage by the end The
instances, with cues misled'
Corner Broadway
many
Turck
Josephine
week.
the
of
perThe
occasions.
numerous
on
furnished I rooms, all rooms
product
rul
nome
Ha
a
the authoress, is
Baker,

formance in general would suggest
a second rate stock organization.
"The Apache" should pass on
within a week. From appearances
there were but two paid admissions
Hart.
Tuesday night

111., this being her first
attemp- as a Broadway producer.
Her efforts in Evanston are said to
have been of a literary nature with
an interest "in theatricals acquired
by association with Little Theatre

of Evanston,

movements. The selection of 'The
Apache" for a Broadway debut was
not a wise move. It is said when
first placed in
displayed little
The authoress,
capital herself,

tion bs put on.
1

no chance.

acy of $50,000 last week from the
estate of his foster mother, Mrs.

plot runs from farce comedy
melodrama. It is crudely constructed and talky. The cast has a
cosmopolitan appearance, with sev-

The

CLEAN AND AIBT.

THE ADELAIDE
EIGHTH AVENUE

rW^Umnl

One Bleak West of Bra
Famished Apartments.

III* h-Clase

MRS «H»KHB HIKOKI. MfT

HOTEL HUDSON

FOR THEATRICAL FOLKS

9 t and Up Single
$12 and Up Double

Rooms with bath
Telephone

tit week ap
1197-1 198 Itryant

Hot and Cold Water snfl
Telephone In Bach Room.
102

Picture Arts will be held In

Phone:

A

trial.

reply to the suit brought against

Clendennin J. Ryan, son of Thomas
Fortune Ryan, by Muriel Sharp, a
former chorus girl and model, in
Nassau county, was filed last Friday
The plaintiff alleges
in Brooklyn.
breach of contract to pay her a life
annuity of $500 a month. The reply
was accompanied by an application
havfor a postponement, a hearing
ing been set for Monday. The reply

44th

8TREET
CITY

BRYANT

Tftt-tt

HOTEfFULTON
(la the Heart of

Vow

York)

$ 8 and Up Single
|14 and Up Double
Chowfir Baths, Hot and CoM
Water and Telephone.

WEST

2*4-268

STREET

46th

NEW YORK

CITY

Phone: Bryant SM3-0SM
Opposite N. V. A.

three.

bank account, the
Mrs. Elena Frlsch, formerly an
attachment on the scenery and cos- actress in Budapest, was shot twice
or a bond in the left breast on May 6 by
released,
be
tumes will
may be given to cover the amount Adolph Schoenfeld, who claimed
apparently having seen much serv- of the claim.
that the woman had spurned him
With the exception of some
ice.
after he had spent all his savings of
gold furniture, Which Included a
Stella Larrlmore, a co-respondent $3,500 on her. The shooting followed
grand piano, little else was de- In the Farrar-Tallegen divorce suit, an all-night argument at her apartby
manded.
obtained the right for a trial
ment on West 100th street. The
The members of the cast played jury, to clear her name of the woman is in the hospital and is excharges made against her. by a de- pected to live, while Schoenfeld is
cision handed down laet Friday by being held without bail in the West
the Appellate Division of the Su- Side Court on a charge of felonious
The court unani- assault.
preme Court.
mously reversed Supreme Court
Ernest Hast, a British actor reJustice O'Malleys decision denying
the

her the right of a jury

Born in New Orleans, Mrs.
Fiske married Harrison Grey Fiske

WEST

NEW YORK

v

on June 7-8 under the

I

In

llrV
ltrysitt
SS5S-1

101 West 44th St., New York
the heart of the Agents* district

In

—

money

PhonW

ARISTO HOTEL

tion

held by Balieff in the Guaranty Alberny.
Trust Co. In case there is sufficient

CITY

Private-Bath. 3-4 Rooms, Catering to the comfort aad convenience of
the profession.
„
STEAM F1KAT AND EI.ECTKIC LIGHT - - - • • Sl&.»« UP

The Earl of Northesk, who is to auspices of the Authors' League of
marry Jessica Brown, was unable to America. This was suggested by
Deputy Sheriff Patrick J. Conlin get
leave from his regiment In time Adolph Zukor, who wants the league
served an attachment on Nikita F.
to catch the "Berengaria" on May 5. to co-operate with him in a moveBalieff of the "Chauve-Sourk*." at
probably sailed from Liverpool ment to better the artistic side of
He
the Century. New York, last Friday,
photoplays.
May 9 on the "Olympic.
— —
the day before the show closed. In
a suit brought by Oscar M. Carter,
announced
has
Silvernail
Clark
rare honor was conferred on
who demands $14,000 for alleged that he will take an American reper- theA entire theatrical profession
breach of contract. Carter contends toire company to Paris to present when in a nation-wide canvass to
he introduced Balieff to Morris Gest, American plays in French. He ex- determine the 12 living women who
who brought the Russian company pects to open with "Officer 606" at had contributed most to the art,
Balieff being a
W> this country.
the Femina theatre about June 20. virtue and progress of the United
He shows no marked ability with non-resident,
an attachment was
include Kay Lau- States, an actress, Minnie Maddern
*his production as a stager of placed on the costumes and scenery The company will
Beverly Sitgreaves, Helen Tilrel,
Broadway productions.
Another attach- den. Floyd Murray, William Will- Fiske, was of the small number secompany.
the
of
Mrs. Fiske, who is 58 years
lected.
The cost of producing "The ment was placed on a bank account
Paul Porcasy and Louis old, has been on the stage since
iams,
great financial
Apache" called for no
outlay except for the players' salaries and the rent of the theatre,
both of which are reported as having been put up In advance. The
piece calls for one set, the one used

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

323-325 Wctt 43rd Street

New York

coon shouter.

Geo. F. Schneider, Prop.

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

the necklace for the purpose of effecting its sale, according to Wilfor the com-

Nora L. Ward, who died recently. liam Klein, counsel
The deceased was well known on plainant.
the stage several years ago as a

to

The
eral nationalities introduced.
comedy portion is derived from
pordramatic
The
characters.
these
tion is devoted to the life of a jealous husband and his artiste wife, a
concert pianiste. The entire action
of the two acts proves to be a
dream. It is slipshod in every way.
Gregory, who did the staging, displays little in that direction. Formerly a stock manager In the east,
he has recently been associated with
repertoiro shows in the middle west.

11,452.

own UBe by pawning it for
Cooper was entrusted with

.

THE BERTHA

WtrlftlT

larceny of Irene Castle's
(Tremaine's) Jewels. Cooper is alleged to have converted a $9,000
Castle
Miss ^«oi.«=
iu wibb
oeionging to
necKiace
necklace belonging

_

.

4tfS

Between 46th aad 47th Streets
Three, Four aad Jive-Room

Phono 7129 Circle

fop nls

.

.

—Bryant

long tier* §444

J

754-756

KITTY EDWARDS

grand

and -Pearl,
—---, In
*^-»- -.—
—
of Bard
*«***» v»
Ben
c » Bard
»
"The Dancing Girt" at the Winter
Garden. New York, inherited a leg-

apparently has

It

to rent, furnished; silver and
outside,
All modern Improvements.
linen; piano.

West Side Court by Magistrate
Oberwager Friday, charged with the

DAILIES

rehearsal the piece
chance of success.
having supplied the
insisted the produc-

bath,

UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY

MMB

theTXpache
Apache)^

8560 Longacre.
EacTi apartment with private

phone, kitchen, kitchenette.

xmv iiirKu.si mu.1 ii miner oi nouseaeeping lurmsnea apartments
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located In the center of
the theatrical district All fireproof buildings.
Address all communications to

adults

$12.00

West 48th Street
3830 Longacre

312

Three and four rooms with bath
in every particular.

Wabash Avenue

417-419 S.

in the early '99s.

Mrs.

Fiske

recently

adopted

a

baby boy.

With his son-in-law driving an
auto ahead of him, and with his
jaws firmly gripped around a con-

necting strap, Alfred Hatos, who
formcr\v did a "teeth act" in vaudswas dragged by his molars
vllle,
from New York to Philadelphia
while seated in the sidecar of a
motorejcle. Ilatos, who is 56, traveled the 90 miles this way to see if
he still has the dental ability and
etrength to return to the stage. He
seemed unable to decide at Trenton,
80 miles from New York.

Levinsor. on the State Motion Picture Commission. Mr. Levy Is well
philanthropist and has
done considerable probation work In
the criminal courts of the city.

known as a

_

John Dooley.-a circus

lion trainer,
In serious condition in St. Luke's
Hospital, Philadelphia, after having
Is

been attacked on May
that he was feeding.

7

by a Hon

Mrs. Evelyn Carter Carrington
Short has brought a $60,000 alienation of affections suit against Mrs.
Alice Henley and her husband,
cently in "Loyalties," barely escaped
She charges that
David Henley.
missing the "Caronla" Saturday,
Mrs. Henley won the love of her
a
on
court
when he was taken to
Reginald Carrington Short,
husband,
charge of disorderly conduct just beAn English actress, Mabel Russell, and that Henley, when asked why
fore sailing time. Hast had become
has become a candidate for the he did not object to his wife's ala little too "happy" after a farewell
a
of Commons from one of the leged conduct, replied: "I like
party Friday night, and he was fined House
conservative districts of London. woman with a little devil in her."
$5 bv Magistrate Ryttenberg the
All the persons Involved sre in the
PhllipHilton
Captain
husband,
Her
next day. He had no cash and would
Mrs. Short
his seat because theatrical profession.
have missed the boat had not a cop son, recently lo*t by his election was known on the stsge as Evelyn
irregularities
named Mahoney cashed a $10 check of
agent, and Miss Russell wishes to Carrington.
for him.
take his place.
1

..

.

a throat spehas writEvan Lurrowes Fontaine and her cialist of New York city, Goal"
that
Mrs. Florence Fontaine, ten a play entitled "The
mother
next
Broadway
produced
on
will
be
perjury
have been freed of the
years.
Her name was not charge that followed the dancer's season by George H. Brennan.
last Saturday.
on the passenger list and her de- $1,000,000 breach of promise suit
James R. Cooper was held for the parture on the ship had been denied ag'ainet
General Malleterre, French war
"Sonny" Whitney. Justice
grand jury in $2,500 bail in the at her home the night before. But Seegcr oi the Supreme Court at hero, has asked the judges nf tho
reporters cornered her and she ex- Newburg. N. Y., granted the mo- First Paris Tribunal to prohibit the
T
T 56-8
48TH STREET
plained that she was going for a tion of Edward J. Collins, attorney marriage of his son. Captain aeques
Do You Smoke the
rest, as her health was impaired
the Mallot«rre and Llonelle Zuber, a
the defense, dismissing
for
East of Broadway
claims
that
the
She
He
Shakespeare."
dancer.
much
"too
Parisian
after
charges because of insufficient eviwoman, who Is young and beautiful,
will return soon to star in fieorge dence.
but socially inferior, would ruin his
Middleton'f "The Road Together."
I
son's army career.
The latest English nobleman to
NOT, Y
•Chains." a new play by Jules appear
IF YOU DO, SAY I, IF
In the films is Lord Pat <^
presented
be
will
Goodman,
Eckert
Sam Bernard and William Collier
part
0; EXCEPTIONAL
whose first
Where the Profession Meets
Play- rawly of Annesley.
will nresent "The Nifties of 1923" at
Thea. by William A. Brady at the
io in the picture version of Elinor
Ml Se,snth | A,e. VoCSPP. Iff-M.
house in Chicago May 20, with O. P.
Fulton. New York, in September.
the
GMyil's "Six Days."
HrfzKio and Helen Gahagan as the
The book is by Collier and Glen
and the music by
MacDonough
ads.
thepicture
motion
Talaee
The
Jerome Kern. The cast wITT In ludo
West
e
atre, Port JervK N. Y., was deCommission
Trade
Van and Kchenck.
Dooley.
Ray
The Inderal
stroyed hj tire May 7 with a loss of Harry Watson, Cortes and Peggy,
has Issued an order that requires about
of Broadway at
The flames started
f 20.000.
and 1« Tiller LonCrumit
Frank
the Signet Films, Inc.. of New York
in th<- film booth just as the audiDancing Girls, with other
41st Street
city, to stop distributing motion picleaving after the first don
added later.
t
be
different names from ence was
'•nam^s"
tures
under
e
and
Uterotnre
I.l»hts
of
*j «„ **f
in the evening.
Th# Rendezvous of the landing
Dancln,.
those used in the original exploita- show
The l£ll Food .ad Knt*rUlnm?nt la New ¥ork. Music end
•
tress
tion of the photoplays.
Mildred Harris, picture
Style) $1
Arthur Levy of New York city
Chap'in, was
Our Special: A Sirloin Steak and Potatoei (Any
to Joseph and former wife of
denies some of the allegations made
by Miss Sharp, but Ryan admits
paying her $500 a month for two

Dr.

Marjorie

Rambeau

Frank E.

Miller,

apparently at-

tempted to make a secret getaway
from this country on the 'Homeric"
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An

International Congress on

Mo-

has been choien successor

9

4*

VARIETY

*

E. F.

ALBEE,

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,

F, F.

General Manager

(AGENCY)

v,<i

'

*

(Palace Theatre Building,

PROCTOR,

10, 1993

Vice-Presidait

EXCHANGE

KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE

B. F.

May

Thuriday,

.

1

New York)

•

•

Founder
B. F.

KEITH,

<

Artist* can

EDWARD

book

F.

ALBEE,

A.

direct addressing

PAUL KEITH,

PROCTOR

F. F.

«

W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH
s

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
—

-

1

Broadway,
Phone

\

State-Lake Building

/

NEW YORK

*

New York

PENNSYLVANIA

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

•

-

1441
-

BOOKING DEPARTMENT

CHICAGO

.

3680

THEA. OWNERS' CONVENTION

BOOKING
New
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(Continued from page 17)

WEEKS

Washington, Baltimore
and intermediate towns

Philadelphia,

York,

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

.

Marcus Loews
Booking Agency
General Executive Offices

FALLY MARKUS

IPEW BUILDING ANNEX
160 -WEST 46™ST

NEW YORK

1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

Bryant 6060-6061

jliSgi

I

JHLUBlN
GENERAL MANAGER

BLDG.

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
MARKET, GRANT

and

l6o2CapitolBldg

SIDNEYMWEISM
4AN
IN CHARGE

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
SAN FRANCISCO

by that organization.

PAUL GOUDRON, CAPITOL BUILDING, CHICAGO

POINT FOR FAMOUS

Detroit office, 206 Breitmeyer Bldg.

BALABAN & KATZ'S PLAN

Famous Players -Lasky gained a

(Continued from page 17)
Roosevelt for three or four weeks
dolph Valentino when Now York gave them a better chance than to
Supreme Court Justice O'Malley play them a single week at the
ruled that certain defenses inter- Chicago and then in outlying houses
posed by the "sheik" should be and so bids for pictures for the
stricken out.
F. P.'a motion was Chicago were not considered.
An
for the striking out of the whole example of this
is "Enemies of
point In its court battle with Ro-

discharged from bankruptcy in the
Federal Court of Los Angeles May
When she filed her petition last
8.
October she ownc $"1,481, chiefly
ing and jewelry.
for cl

Mrs. Olive Cornel' w.n awarded
$7,280 in a suit for $25,000 against
Flo Ziegfeld, who, she claimed,

had discharged her from the "Follies of 1920" after she had been
given a contract for $200 a week because he said that her enunciation
was not clear. Ziegfeld argued in
court that she was only an interpreter of melody, and a poor one at
that, and that the words of her

songs were absolutely unintelligible.
A. L. Erlanger and Gene Buck, lyric
writer, testified for him.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., arrived in
4fork on the Majestic May 8
with his mother, 'Mrs. James Evans.
He will go to Hollywood to follow
his father's footsteps aa a picture

New

actor.

New

Magistrate Corrigan of
York
city discharged 196 persons May 8
who had been arrested in a raid on
a hall on East 86th street the day
before for watching a supposedly indecent exhibition by two women.
He said the spectators might have
committed a moral wrong but not

a

legal one.
Jn $500 bail

The women were

lice

raided

1

held

the grand Jury.
this ruling, the po-

for

Notwithstanding
the

Turn Verein

hall,

85th street and Lexington avenue,
the next nighf and arrested 207 men
five women at a stag affair
given by the Pythagorean Brotherhood.

and

SEEK TO SHOW ZUXOR
(Continued from page 17)
grossed up to the time he left First
National $1,400,000, including foreign
rights. The advance to Chaplin for
eight pictures was $1,075,000, paid
in June, 1917; eight Petrova picture
were taken at $70,000 and percentages; Anita Stewart delivered six
pictures on an $80,000 and percentage basis and an option was held
for six more at $100,000 and percentages.
Three Griffith pictures
were set down at $285,000 each, while
Norma Talmage contracted for eight
pictures at $160,000 each, an outright buy. A second contract in 1920
called for 12 pictures at $350,000
each, starring
Norma « Talmadge,
while Constance Talmadge contracted for 12 features at $300,000.
It was testified that Mary Pickford had received $10,000 a week
from Famous Players and had told
Williams that she got more money
under that arrangement than when
she produced her owi pictures f r
First National release.
t:
Is estimated the hearings in
New York will continue for two
more weeks, when the Government
representatives will move on to
Philadelphia. Atlanta, New Orleans
and Los Angeles.
Three'Findlay, O., exhibitors have
been fined from $100 down for giving Sunday shows in January. Sec-

ond conviction.

The next subject considered will
be that of protecting the public
against fraudulent stock sales. This
matter has been a sore spot in the
motion picture industry for some
time, and a great many people, both
in and out of the business have been
victimised by sharp practices along
these lines. This discussion will be
led by a member of Congress.
The other phase of this discussion of protecting the public will be
handled by William J. Burns, chief
of the United States Secret Service,
who will point out the methods by
and through which the theatre
owners and others may co-operated
w'th the federal government in affording the public complete protecalong this line.
Cooperative banking will be the
next subject discussed and will be
handled in the convention by Peter
Brady, of New York City, chairmaa
of the educational department of the
American Federation of Labor, and
president of the Allied Printinf
Trades of New York City
Thai
subject will be handled at the ban*
quet Wednesday evening by Warrem
Stone of Cleveland, Ohio, grand
chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, who is also the
head of the cooperative banks established in Cleveland and elsewhere

CASO OFFICE

O'FARRELL 8TREET8
8AN FRANCISCO
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEINO ISSUED.

fected.

tion

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

eration of this subject by the national officers, that it is certain a
saving of upwards of 25 per cent on
all insurance premiums can be ef-

defense.
The decision practically
interpreted allows Valentino to file

Women," which was booked

-

at the
Roosevelt under a percentage aran amended answer and re-word rangement
is pat for the producer
his allegations.
antee of not less than $4,000 a
week for the picture. This arrangement is phat for the producer
ANITA STEWAET FOE DIVORCE and good for the theatre, but naturally unsatisfactory to Balaban &
Los Angeles, May 9.
Anita Stewart has made a state- Katz, inasmuch as when the picture
ment here she is about to divorce plays to from $22,000 to $24,000 a
Rudolph Cameron, formerly a news- week, the profits must be split with
paperman and actor, who, in addi- Ascher Brothers. The presentation
tion to being the star's husband, of the choice films either at Mchas also been her business manager. Vickers or the Roosevelt has left
She is to leave for abroad shortly the Chicago Theatre without choice
and Cameron is not to accompany material, which is naturally a
Her. The pair have been separated source of annoyance to Balaban &
Katz, especially since its receipts
for some time.
under favorable circumstances may
be enormous; it is known that February receipts, one of 'the best

"DU BARRY" AT RIVOLI

The week

of

May

20 at the Rivoli,

New

York, will mark the first time/
that house has staged an outside
presentation upon its stage. It will
bd the Wayburn "DuBarry" tableaux
with its motive taken from the Ben
All Haggin pictures produced by
that artist in

"The

Follies/'

The turn

for picture houses runs
14 minutes and has 18 people.
It is
in Philadelphia this

week.

.

months
enough

of
this
to make
$42,000 a week.

The

deal

grim" passed

by

season,

totaled
of

an

average

which

"The

On Tueeday, W. D. Burford of
Chicago, national director of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners****
America, and chairman of the committee that framed the equitable
contract form submitted by the national organization to Will H. Hay*
will make a report on "uniform ana
equitable contract." This will take
into account all phases of negotiations with Mr. Hays.

Public service In practical application through "the motion picture
theatre, '* will be reported on by *L
J. O'Toole of Scranton, Pa., chairman of the National Public Serviee
Committee of the Motion Picture

Owners

fit America.
If the thru of Tuesday will not
permit of the entire program as
outlined, the discussions will be extended into the Wednesday seslon,
with such additional business on
Wednesday as may develop from
reports of committees, or will be
introduced on the floor of different
delegates.
George East mn of
Rochester, N. Y„ will address the
convention on Tuesday afterr.oon.
is well as a number of other not-

ables from
country.

to the Roosevelt has
other inside details. Jones, Linick
& Schaefer had it under contract,
but when it was needed for the
Roosevelt, Aaron Jones said that
all he wanted was the expense he
had been put to and that he would
release the film. Under this under-

parts

f

the

the convention banquet will be held in Hotel

Sherman.
It

Pil-

different

Wednesday evening,

3,000

is

expected that at l**ast from
4.000 theatre owners wil

to

be present.*

standing he took $2,500 and let the
film go (o the Roosevelt, laughingly
saying, so it is reported, that he
did not care to put the boots to
the opposition any further.

*

'

-

-

•

May

Thursday,

V A R

1923

10,

a piece so well known to melodrama
lovers.
Having reverted to Its
special type of blooded drama in a
"Night of Temptation" the old

ENGLAND'S 1ST QUARTER

SAW MANY FAILURES

Lyceum

and "Angelo" Most Painful
Vode Houses in Drama
-

i

E X.Y

47

"TrespassesV* ran
Saturday at the

to

other

productions

STARRING IN

"PASSING SHOW OF

AMERICAN

HIS
PALAIS ROYAL, SAN FRANCISCO, INDEFINITELY

and DA YE
DUNNE
"FRECKLES
and HIS PAL"

PLAYING %

v

FIRMS

Direction
-j-i-

big and important, but the
atmosphere of the old play was
missing, an unfortunate defect in

I

I

ing, only got 70.

£50,000 Asked

A. A. Milne's, "The Great Broxopp" was another bad collapse and

8AM

.

SAM.

H.

HARRI8
42d

•

Iff

flSmS
"
u,,w

II.

OWEN

Attractions

W.

St..

I

Bway.

of

Evenings %t

r

8:20.

YPFMI/I
UCU,fl

Tt, "

DAVIS' How Play

* at *

Founded on W.
,with

Eva.
a ao
g^

HARRIS

H.

New York and London

"CCPDCTQ"
OCUnCIO

GEORGE

Msy

"SO THIS

Edlncton

*•

THEATRE. W. 42d
IRFRTY
* *
Mata Wed. A
MUSIC BOX THEATRE LIDLR
"Best American Musical Play

London,

St.

I

Sat;

West 40th St. Ets. 8:15. Mats. Wed.-Sat.
8AM H. HARRIS PrtteoU IRVING BERLIN'S

BOX REVUE'

'MUSIC
SUaed

WITH A CHEAT CAST

PADT
wUnl

THEATRE, W.

*

In

the New Song nnd Dance Show

"LITTLE NELLIE KELLY"

HASSABD 8H0RT.

b»

CO
OU. Mats. Thurs. and
THE SELWYNS Present
CHANN1N O PO LLOCK'S

TliirrC
lrf1C.O

48th St. Eva 1:15
Sat. at 2:16.

I

YNsatrs.

—

Glenn Hunter Floretce Nash
Barry Leon Wllaon'a story dramatized by The
Geo. 8. Kaufman and Mare Connelly
Broadway A 46th

Knickerbocker

Eve».

St.

]

A Sat., 2:30
JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON'S
Mats. Wed.

8:30.

HENRY

"JACK and

JILL"
Clif-

Fields,

DtLAobUM

IVE-aT

Evas. t:20.
St., «r. B'wst.
Sat. at 2.20.
itinera Thurs.

&
MON.. May

Moves to BELASCO Then.,
"A HIT, A PALPABLE HIT:"

DAVID BELASCO

—

SACRA GUITRY.

ITTI 17
L.1 1 1L.C
1

mi
UDLIV^

7

BVENINOS

ANNE

Adapted b*

Mr.

at 8:30.
2:30.

NICHOLS' New Comedy

St.

Matinees Wed.

A

PLAT TPAT PCT8
•C IN HIMOR"

•'THE

"

i

Thea., W. 44th

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

Belasco.

i

WILLIAM

Eva

f:30
Sat. 2:30

A.

Leaders of the American colony
and local critics declare the singer's
voice has improved during her re-

port.

cent American tour.

Staged

t.y

-

Ev!,g:S0

-

W1NCHEM. SMITH
.New

llrjJMni Aaslensan O

Amsterdam Theatre— W. 4*d Street
rOFUl.AR MAT. WEDNESDAY

Evenings 8:13.
K;t«t

SKLWVNS
JANK

«>f

ltn>»<l»ar.

REGULAR MATINEE SATURDAY.

Present

TIIK

as

A

'JULIET"

National Institution

TIIKUREATEST
TKll MI*n OF*
ill- it

Itftjati *>

,

Tb

" t« M.8B.

FRAZEE

Thea
>>

80.

ws.

I2d Si, W,
Wei!.
i-

v.,

Z1EGFELD FOLLIES
ARK
T\

CAKKKK.

Mat TV

t<>

<f

B'eay.

A

Sot.

SM
tranL)

$2.oo

Bt

2

20.

Ilronriway and 4*th Street

"A

"SALOME"

J on* pit

I'lunliett

TIIOS. IX€*E Present*.

MAURICE TOURNEUR'S
I

Ethiopian Art Theatre

NATIONAL INSTITUTION"

Direction

l

Opening

New York With

in

On Labor Day
to

It

— Returning

London Next March

REVIVING OLD PLAY

London, May t.
E. Vedrenne will re-

Liverpool,

-THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS"

STRAND SYMTIIONY ORCHESTRA
.CoadectOI
CARL EOOUAHDE

reported,

a.s

over here under the

1)

hat when he paw the defendant,
O'Brien, meet her December 26 last,

DP SHE GOES"
4R,h st

FOR NEW 'TOLLIES"

Is

(Continued from page

BRADY'S MUSICAL

DI AVUAIICE"

WH1TEM AN ENGAGED

9.

plause.

IRENE FENWICK DIVORCE

COMEDY TRIUMPH

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

May

In

Marie Jeritza reappeared with the
State Op' -a in Vienna May 5, singing "La Tosca" to tremendous ap-

9.

New York City
of HARRY W1IMAMS

Phone Columbus 1636

Opera

with State
Vienna.

Paris,

McAlpin and following
dinner winid up at 521 West 144th
street, New York, where both were
together en dishabille
dl M-overed
upon forcibly entering the premises.
Miss Fenwlck married O'Brien,
who was (airly well Known as a
dancer some years ago, on June 14.

playing

is

title

of "Stop

Flirting."

London,

May

Covent Gardens, Percy Burton has
the
travelog's
from
withdrawn

management.

Fair
Paris
Commercial
Opened today (Wednesday) and inhides two innovations, a music
SS "i» and wine tasting department.

lUnsel feO
motion for alimony oi
It is unexpressly waivi ng this.
di rstOOd
that no private under-

Qmt

for

(ected either.
An action

her support

was

ef-

probably

Curzon, one

Wine Tasting Department

Justice Leonard A. Qlegerfch of
the New York Supreme Court conlirmed the rcf< r</ *s report granting
.Miss Fenwlck an Interlocutory decree of divorce which becomes fin.it
titlee months from April 10, 1923.
Miss Ifenwick did not enter any

itandJng

quite

management
Benrimo

Paris

(

London,

9.

May

9.

The Lowell Thomas Travelog has
Two new theatres to be erected on
moved to i'hilharmonic Hall from the site of Devonshire house are

1919.

>

TWO NEW ONES LEASED
Benrimo and Curzon Likely to Get
New Theatres en Devonshire Site

Thomss Travelog Moves

at the Hotel

with

•

Care

Rsappears

Columbus Ave.

66th Street end

London, May 9.
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra
will return to New York during the
Manager J.
summer, opening with Zlegfeld's
vive May 24 at the Apollo Sir
diately after.
new "Follies" (1923) on Labor T>ay.
Lord Noresk expected to leave James M. Barrie's "What Every
The Whiteman Band will remain
Knows."
last week on the "Berengaria," but Woman
with "Brighter London" at the Hipdid not secure leave of absence from
podrome until the end of July, rehis regiment in sufficient time to "Goodness Sake" Is "Stop Flirting" turning here next March for a nt
London, May 9.
catch the boat.
production at thr» Hippodrome.
The American piece, "For Goodness Sake," produced last week in

Presents

—~^——^^—»—

May

9.

It's reported Lord Noresk is sailing to-day on the "Olympic," but
there is no positiveness to the re-

He

Mata Wednesday and Saturday at

LIONEL ATYVILL
in THE COMEDIAN
By

PEGGY WOOD

May

Earls,

is terVifii

JERITZAIMPROVED

engaged to marry Jessica
Brown, the American dancer, now
Entire Oreh.. $2.50; satire Srst Bale.. 11.50: as.
"udlna nolitlra 2d Bale.. 50e—every nisht. iacludla
home
in Buffalo, N. Y., awaither
at
$2; all
Far Mat.— All Oreh
days and Sat«.
Bale., SI.
Bast Beats NOW at Bex OSlee.
ing his arrival. Their marriage is
follow almost immeexpected
to
42d St.. W. ot Bway.
tr*
L>L7DI
with

ton Webb. Charles Judels and

nr-| SCf*n44th

London,

Offers

WOLLIE WILLIAMS
SIDNEY HOTEL

'

heat at present in
affecting all theatre business.
Paris,,
'». -

There

I0KD NORESK SAILING

&'&?«»-» S3
SAVAGE

9.

panic.

"And So Ad

salts of ths Devil.

THE CLINGING VINE

Ann PeSh»lns;ton,
Lulu McConneU

Lew

W.

Is

May

London,

Infinitum."
Well enough received but not regarded as likely, commercially..
Considered an interesting freak.
Some slight booing at the premiere.

NEW COMEDY—WITH MUSIC

A

Newest Musical Comedy

with

Play That Succeeded

Paris

in

The first hot spell of the season,
as usual, worked havoc in the theatres, particularly the legit houses
of the West End. And also, as usual,
the managers immediately went Into

May
of

Havoc—Terrific

9.

Capek's insect play was put on
5 at the Regent under the title

:;f».

Sat.

OOL

OF THE MOVIES

M
flDL?
ULUDL

St. Eves. X

THE

MERTON
toith

W. 42d

May

as Usual, Works

Heat

.

INSECT PLAY INTERESTING
London, May 9.

t

Mata Wed. and

Spell,

Theatrical

with a Broadway production in
a
Jun\
The Empire may get Tubby Edlin.

GEORGE M. COHANS
COMEDIANS

•

Wide World"

the Whole

in

Hot

Overtures have been made for
Elsie. Janis to- Join "The Rainbow
Revue" at ^the Empire. There is
little chance since Miss Jan: j is reported' having been engaged to open

Post.

'

HOT WEATHER PANIC
IN LONDON AND PARIS

JAMS FOR NEW YORK

LONDON!"

IS

i

Lt

'

Town

ii

'
i

WOODSIDE

The new Tivoli, London, is on the
site ot the former Tivoli music hall.
seats 2,400.

I 30.

i

i

KENNELS

It

"A HOWLING SUCCESS."— Eve.

BAM FORREST

Staged by

1:30.

COHAN

M.

Presents the Hit of the

Success,
Dealer A

By Rudolf

West 44th St. Eva
Mata Wed. A Sat.

HUDSON

Presents

MARGARET LAWRENCE
In the

Lockes' Novel

J.

Including Lianas Pawl*

cast.

.

The Sweetest Lava story Ever Told

8AM

Sat.,. 2:30;

1:20.

LAST WEEK

i

and

'NORMAN TREVOR

and a capable

».

rs.

Eves. 8:30,

St.

MOUNTEBANK

h
e

YORK'S NEWEST TRIUMPH
Theatre, W. 4 J St.
Matfc We<L and

w 44
Thti
-

'

r

Mats. Wed. -Sat. 2:20

"ICEBOUND"
NEW
TTTTTYlW
xuisivn

i

KAUFMAN

I.

i

9.

The new Tivoli is apt to be under
the management of either Goldwyii
or Famous Players when it opens
during the summer. James White,
Its proprietor, has set a price of
£ 50,004) for the house, with Goldwyn
having offered £40,060 r while Famous Players mays secure the property, as T. P. seems more agreeable
to the White figure.
here that Frank
It's .reported
Godsol, accempattied by Nathan
Burkan, the Goldwyn counsel, will
sail from New York May 12 tb be
here for further negotiations.

NEW YORfc THEATRES

|i

WOODSIDE

May

London.

i

OSWALD

I

was

KEITH CfRCVIT

F.

•

.

'

cast

—MARY

IRVING—

FOR

-

.

CHRIS
MANN
AND
ORCHESTRA

.

.

1922 '

MESSRS. 8HUBERT

Direction

London, May 9.
rirst quarter or the new year
Clapham, Kilburn Empire, Putney
had
one for London
proved
a
has
Hippodrome,
Woolwich
HippoThousands of pounds
managers.
drome, Poplar Hippodrome, Camhave been wasted on unworthy proberwell Palace, Islington Empire,
ductions of every kind and the High Street" did 37 at the Apollo; and the Shorcditch Olympia. The
bankruptcy roll Is expected to -be the reviva\ of the wartime success last two named were famous drama
exceptionally heavy.
"A Little Bit of Fluff'' failed to houses before the. boom in vaudeAmong the most painful collapses repeat its record but hung on for ville. As an extra inducement the
can be mentioned the Krei ler play 39 performances at the Ambassa- London County Council will allow
[renamed "Angelo" at Drury Lane. dors; the "Love Habit" at the Roy- these music halls to sell alcoholic
This play and its machinery had an alty managed 53.
refreshment during such time as
enormous amount ot prior produc"If Winter Comes" was probably they are used as theatres proper.
tion boosting but the first night the biggest shock of all.
The
performance knocked, the bottom provinces had been enthusiastic,' it
out of its success and 1t has had Owen Nares, who is .booked
FILM
closed ingloriously after" only a behind, but the ..West End turned
"
month's run.
it down after 53 shows, at the St.
"The Orphans." which opened the James.'; "The Ypung idea" was
TIVOLI
BIDDING
Lyceum dramatic season, was. an hailed' by the critics as the goods
other
bad
failure
although
It
did
the
Savoy,
saw
60
but
it
"only
at
|
register 52 performances.
This is while "The Great Well" at the New,
and Famous Players
one of the very few failures the despite Alfred Sutro's fame as an Goldwyn
Melville* have ever produced. The author and Matheson Lang's followAfter London's New House

The

HOWARD

WILLIE and EUGENE

de-

spite boosting and heroic attempts
to coax into success are also on
anything but stable ground.
The vaudeville managers have
begun their now yearly game of
fighting any of their own particular
type of show and with the coming
of the summer several are turning
over to drama.
Among those in
London doing this p.re the Grand,

like itself.
the other "flops" must be

mentioned' the Isabel Jay play 'The
Inevitable" at the St. James' which
only survived live shows; **<3ood
Gracious Annabelle," which brought
Marie Tempest back to London
after her long absence but only got
15 performances at the Duke of
York's; "Marriage by Instalments"
the Ambassadors reached 19,
aft
"Three's a Crowd did better with
31 at the Court. After that things
improved a little. "Hawleys of the

Comes" Biggesl

Winter

Percy's

Several

more

Is

Among

If

Edward

from a Monday
Ambassadors.

I

Paris,

May

going

of Benrimo
for each.

is

under the
and Frank

backed by Archibald

Entllpfold fur his

new

theatre.

9.

The

«

SPECHT'S BAND IN LONDON
London, May 9.
Specht and 11 musicians
open May 28 at Lyons' new
Corner House restaurant in PicPan!

will

Lupino Lane

is

the latest recruit

Hi*
ranks of management.
a ronu d y «m titled
How Could You'." is undergolng a provincial tryout. If its
;.i

the

—
"Richard,

VfliKura,

—

ption Justifies the move
be brought to the West End.

it

will

cadilly.

Maggie Albanesl Is slowly recovering from her illness, but It will be
some time before she is able to play

in Clemence Dane's new piece, which
was comrecently
Basil Dean should have done at the
menced against Lionel Bavrymore
Is
to appear in St. Martins, but which had to be
I>eslie Heneon
for divorce by his wife, Doris Ran- Shakespeare.
He will play Hromio postponed owing to the leading
kin.
The suit is pending. Barry
lady's health breaking down. jCh«
in "A Comedy of Errors" May 27.
more has been of late intermingling The producer will be Bobort Aitklns title of the ndw piece is '.The Way
Things Happen." It is a comedy.
of the "Old Vic."
stage with picture appearances.
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PRODIGAL MOTOR CAR INCREASE STRONG INTERHT^RODUCER TO TAKE SLAM
AT CRITICS IN PLAY SATIRE
SEEN AS BLOW TO THEATRE
COMES INTO THE
-

i

easure Vehicle Ownership at Peak of 10363,389
May Explain Box Office Drop—Radio Must Alto

Be Considered

*

a. »

%

-

The effect of automobiles on
amusement attendance, and par.

ticularly

la

becoming

showmen

as the most

theatres,

recognized by

powerful of the elements classed a.j
counter attractions to the box office.
The development of all new cr
novel entertainments And recreations has a too been regarded as oppoaitlotfto showdom. with the latest
and
widely
disseminated
most
Radiophone argued pro and con is

a

theatre deterrent. That additional
auto users mean less persons for
the theatres in at least an important percentage Is believed to be
true, and the latest auto census
•hows that there is one motor
vehicle for every &6 persons, the
figures being compiled from the

Union's 48 States.

Attempts

to explain the falling
of admissions to theatres
principal points have been
fragmentary or unconvincing. Co^l
weather this spring, which by all
rules should have made for excellent theatre attendance, has supplied little advantage to theatricals
generally.
business
for
While
legitimate attractions especially has
declined, all theatrical attendance is
tinder normal for this period of this
year. If the increase in motor production and use is the reason; ft
follows that the higher scaled attractions would be more greatly affected, as motor car ownership generally is made up of persons of

number

Is)

r

all

(Continued on page 47)

ON BOOKING

PUN

-

ROGERS AT PALACE

1

ings, to Occasional Clean-

President

LABOR CHARTER IDEA

for the Palace
Flo Ziegfeld consented

ngagement.
the booking

this

The Orpheum

week.

Circuit

is

dickering

With Rogers for four weeks on the
weat coast to be played Immediately
-upon Rogers' arrival in the west before he begins his picture engageRogers is asking $3,500
ments.
for the four coast weeks
be two weeks in Los
I will
las and two in San Franc'.sco.
Eddie Cantor who follows Rogers

Ely
Into

the "Follies'' will also double

to

local Keith

houses through an

Arrangement with the Keith people
.who had him signed for several
eekfl of vaudeville
Ith Ziegfeld.
.

before he signed

-

of

The playwrights

;

roles.

Sears-Roebuck wllKbe brought

ios. Schaffner Inter-

Is

Whether the piece

to New York or not
going to be decided by the recep-

on the Coast Therefore,
quite possible that New York
won't have to undergo the

tion it gets

Offer

it

Is

critics

of America have

Company managers and agents under way a startling move which
The Ethiopian Art Theatre, the
who have returned to town following promises to bring into t£e contro- group, of colored players In their
Increasing closings among touring versy between the actor and the second and probably final week at

(Continued on page 47)

.

•

attractions have verified a peculiar
condition on the road, particularly
in the one nlghters.
The small
stands have been reported "hungry"
for attractions and efforts are* now
being made to establish a corporation owned and controlled by one
night managers which will guarantee bookings.
It now develops
that the one nlghters have expressed themselves as not caring
whether they get attractions or not.
The small stand managers regard
road attractions as "opposition" to
the> picture business, which most of
the houses have developed in the
past few years when there was a
dearth of attractions. This Idea Is

(Continued on page 47)

HIP FOR "MIRACLE"?

*

Reinhardt Sails, But Rumor Saya
Gest Will Produce Piece Here

home Saturday.

It

STRAND RADIOS SHOW
The Strand. New York,

is

to Join

the ranks of the motion picture theatres broadcasting their programs
via wireless within a week or so.
Heretofore the only house in the
Broadway district of New York that
has been using the radio has been
the Capitol which has been working with
The Strand will work through the

WEAR

WJZ

station.

WOMEN

manager a third element as power- the Frazee, are revealed, as being
BAN "FATTY"
ful as either and in position to -be subsidized by two of America's
k
the balance of strength bet we in the foremost
Oppose
His
Comeback
in Chicago
multi-millionaires
and
two.
Minta Ourfee in Vmud»
about to go under the patronage
The Dramatists' Guild of the of a third even more impressive
.

—

.

Authors' League, in a closed mooting, appointed a committee to treat

with the Producing Managers' Association at once and to propose a
compromise in the Equity clpsou
shop proposition. In the event that
the managers do not agree w'th the
authors, or that the managers do so
and the Equity thereafter refuses to
endorse the proposal, the authors
propose to do the most astounding
thing ever done by writers, the flrjt
time in history to form as a labor
(Continued on page 9)

BOOKERS PASSING UP

HEBREW COMEDY ACTS
Activity

was reported

It is practically assured that Reinhardt will return in the fall and in
show circles it is predicted the Hip
will not be razed but will be used
to stage "The Miracle."

new
-

and

ested— Kahn's

up on Show

for

$3,000

important

1

Prefer Steady Picture Earn-

an agreement had been made
Signed for Week at $3,000— Asks with Morris Gest for the presentation
here of "The Miracle" and
$3,500 For Coast Dates
other famed Reinhardt productions.
Wednesday
it was widely circulated
Will Rogers will play the Palace.
ew York, week of May 27, doubling that Gest had secured the Hippoo the house from Ziegfeld "Pol- drome, but the manager denied* the
deal was consummated.
es*' which he leaves June 2. Rogers
receive

Morosco Proposes Comedy in Which the Metropolitan Reviewers Are Held Up to Mirror of Truth—
Premiere in Los Angeles

Wield Balance of Power
At last a play in which the draOffer "Closed Shop" Plan
HIGH FINANCE BACKS
matic critic is to see himself satir—Union for Minor Play*
ised!
However, Oliver Morosco Is
era, White Stars Are Left
NEGRO ART THEATRE to produce a play In Los Angeles
some time during the coming sumFree Agents
mer in which the critics are to play

in

that

II

1

-

Might

Max Reinhardt,' the noted German director and producer, will sail Report Secret Society

.

'

)

Who

Dramatists

ONE NIGHTERS COOL
r

•

«...

the South

Is

Going

On
Hebrew comedians and acts with
Hebrew comedians in their cast are
being turned down by the vaudeville

bookers

in

the south and south-

west.

This applies to the Keith and independent booking agencies. The
booking men attribute the lack of
interest in acts of this calibre to
secret society activities principally.
One act that was booked for the
southern tour last season in the

Keith
houses switched dialects,
changing from Hebrew to Swede
overnight,

after

perceiving

condi-

financier,

despite,

their

failure

of

support on Broadway.
It developed this week that Julius
Rosenwald, president of Sears-Roebuck, and Joseph Schaffner of Hart.
Schaffner and Marx, had financed
the project .when it was broached
(Continued on page 47)

barrymore-b'elasco?

Arbuckle "come back" In Chicago.
The disposition of Ernie Young
Uncon- to book such an attraction may refirmed Rumor-*Picture Off
sult in a new producer for Marigold.
It is reported that overtures have
Lionel Barrymore Is to appear been made
to Gus Edwards, but
next season under the management nothing definite has been done and
of David Bclasco.
Such, at least. in the meantime Young Is rehearsIs the story that has been going ing a new show,
the rounds of Broadway for more
Minta Durfee, Mrs. Roseoe (Fatty)
than ten days. At the Belasco ofArbuckle In private life, opened In
fice, however, neither confirmation
vaudeville In Hoboken this week.
or denial could be obtained, and
Miss Durfee is using her profesMr. Barrymore seemingly is trying
sional name with the Arbuckle name
to avoid newspaper people since
In parenthesis. She-is using a song
Irene Fenwlck confirmed the fact
that they were about to bo married. and dance routine directed by Palsley Noon, and, although formerly
At any rate, the p/odutiiou in
on the stage, she spent most of her
film of Marie Corelli's "Vendetta,"
which was scheduled to be made by time in pictures, appearing In film
the Cosmopolitan, as Mr. Barry- comedies In support of "Fatty."
Miss Durfee's decision to enter
more's next picture, following "Eyes
That Won't See," which Is "Snow- vaudeville followed a personal apblind" renamed, has been called off. pearance in a Springfield (O.) picNo reason was given for this at the ture house, when she Is said to have
studios, but It was admitted that scored. The turn was offered to the
Keith office, but bookers are underthe picture would not be made.
stood to have dodged because of the
Arbuckle angle. Miss Durfee will
"ANGELS" ANGRY
probably be routed over the PanAlthough It was believed contro- tages circuit.
versy among the stockholders of
"The Last Warning" had been all
smoothed over, there was a flare-up
last week, when one out of the 20
Who will make your next ones
persons owning stock in the mysThose who have bought from u
tery show complained to the disLionel'* Future Figures in

As a result the act received
bad 'reports all along the line.
An act offered to the southern and
southwestern bookers this week
which included a well known trict attorney's office. "The Two
Hebrew comedian was turned down Mikes," Mindtin and (Joldrrycr. were
by the bookers on account of the summoned downtown, but the complaint was promptly thrown out.
conditions mentioned.
tions.

M

I

I

I

IIIMW

Chicago, May If.
Eitel Brothers, owners of Marlgold Garden, sat down* on the plan
of Ernie Young to book Boscoe
("Fatty") Arbuckle at the>^ifarlgoid
Garden, for two reasons: (i) Because they are in bad with the
government now; (2) as a response
to the petitions of women's clufa
which opposed the staging of the

^r*-*

,
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11,000

Tel. ISS0

Pens.

Costumes

N.f. Cliy
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VARIETY'S LONDON "OFFICE
CABLE ADDRESS, VARIETY, LONDON
t

RADIO COS. TO PRODUCE

8 St

Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square
'
2 096 Regent
Thursday,

-

—
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HOPKINS' FOREIGN SHIFT

May
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DOUGLAS DECLINES

DUE TO EQUITY HATTER

j

CONTINUE"!

\

PIECES TO BEAT THE

MANAGERS

Wvst End Showmen Ban Broadcasting Performances Wireless Concerns Say They Have Contracts With Leading Performers

—

i

Will Restrict Activities

defl-

I

vUIIvllKI UKI/lL Ubjfctl J

agreed not to permit their
performances to be broadcasted. The
broadcasting companies have countered with a statement they will
ge
B
t0 glve '
Deems Ether
!S5f
£ii
, l j£*J
!!l*iS
adding
have contracts
the f
they ?
with
best military bands and some imporCompetition
tant concert talent.

The members

tional Opera Company have voted to
defy concert agents and will carry
out their contracts with a broadcasting company.
Representatives! of the company
have been using an article from Variety quoting American managers
state broadcasting is helpful to business.

"MUSIC BOX" LONDON HIT
Only 8low 8pot
Solly

Rehearsal Sketch.
Liked

Is

Ward

London, May 16.
"The Music Box Revue" was produced by Charles B. Cochran at the
Palace Tuesday. The entire production scored a sensational success, barring the rehearsal sketch,
during which the gallery became
restless toward the finish.
This portion is to be immediately
condensed, being too slow for the
otherwise speedy production. The
strongest applause was accorded to
Renle Rlano. Solly Ward scored a
knockout with his "They Call It
Dancing" number.
The cast and
production were wildly acclaimed.
•

May

Paris,

16.

issued fty the Society

of Dramatic Authors and Composers
show the society collected in France
on behalf of Its members 28,929,691
francs during 1922, a record figure.
The Opera Comique, Paris, paid' the
most -francs, 862,318, followed by
the opera with
514,418
francs.
Comedie Francat»e, 428,532 francs;
Odeon, 420,061 francs; Palais Royal,
416,368 francs; Vaudeville. 877,761
francs; Porte Saint Martin, 366,737
francs;
Varietes, 329,566 francs;
Chatelet, 429,310 franca; Gaite, 381,-

May

Paris,

16.

via radio.

CHORUS STRIKE WINS
Manager

Remits Fines
Singers Threaten Walkout

When

of Varietes

Paris, May 16.
of
the
operetta,
"Ciboulette" at the Theatre Varietes

The

chorus

Sunday

struck

evening

after several fines had been Imposed
on the members by Letombe, the
director.

The

theatre
the time

at

was

filled to

with

demanding

noisily

the
that

capacity
audience
the per-

formance start. Manager Maurey
promised the fines would be withdrawn and the performance start el
40 minutes late.
-

MORE RUSSIAN SHOWS
May.

Paris,

A

company

designated

pf Jour

the

•

thors'
societies
journalists have

by

the

but

dues,

local

a red card granted
exonerating

authorities

them

of payment. Anglo-American
critics are not given thin facullty

and are charged

taxes on com-

full

plimentary tickets.

VAUDEVILLE IN PARIS
Paris,

May

11.

A ham bra: Tramel

In sketch by
Fauchardiere, Three Huxter
Bros., Towa & d'Hortys. Imperial
1

I«i

trio,

Roger Bros., Haydee's marionThe Poppescues, Mme. Lyse

ettes,

Frank Le Dent, Valenclo &
Carmenetta, The Rion, Loie Ouvrad
Berty,

Ills,

Frank

Marcc-Uc's seal.

Olympia: Alex Gavrllow, AbNns
(looping

the

loop),

Maroelle

Fortunello
Robba, Ghezzi

Stanleys,

Four

Meller Fairly Received
Paris, May 16.
Pierre Chaine's five act adaptation

Anatole

France's novel "Les
Dleux Ont Soif" was received fairly
at the Odeon, May 11. The piece, a
melodrama of the French revolution,
of

well mounted and nicrly played,
hut the style is not suited for the
ub on.
is

"Morton of
Saturday at the Shaftesbury,
will be followed
by Sir Al
Butt's production of "For Goodn
Sake," under the title of "St<
Flirting," with Fred and Adele

fall.

will play through
at the Plymouth the-

"The Old' Soak"

summer

taire.

Tom

atre, following which a season on
the road will be played.
Pauline Lord will remain in Lon-

Christmas

don until

with "Anna

Christie'* and will then be starred
in another Hopkins production in

the British metropolis. Louis "Wohlin "The Hairy Ape" will
probably follow "Anna Christie."
Hopkins says he will restrict his

REMEMBER about fourteen years
ago at Hammerstein's Frankle Van
Hoven ran up and down the aisles
and take candy from ladles and pass
Manager Courtneidge would
it around and put on a lady's 'hat
to send the piece on tour,' but E
and sit down and watch the show las is to appear in
pictures un
and slide on the carpet and say. my
mother used to whip me for this, next fall, when he win produce
and then parade all: over the house new play by a prominent author,
with his boys, even to the gallery. Douglas' pride has been hurt, and W

svctivities next
American
season, *ven -the presentation of
Ethel and John Barrymore being One night when he was doing his bit
doTfbtful,- owing to the uncertainty of Introducing people In the audiof Equity's course of action at^the ence to each other, a man with a re-

expiration of the present, P. M.*A.-

Equity agreement

Thought

He Had

The

cent visit to Dowling's held the
other man's hand and nearly caused
riot, and Van Hoven in the write
up got a panning that said the stuff
was getting stale (I guess Van

Outside/

Owns

London,

It

May

16.

FRANK VAN HOVEN

"MONTSOREAtf" REVIVED
Paris, May 16.
"Montsoreau," a historical melothe noVel, "La Dame de
Montsoreau," by Alexandre Dumas
and Maquet, which was published
in 1847 and dramatized in 1861 and
revived in 1899, has again been re"La
vived,
succeeding Sardou's
Haine" at the Porte Saint -Martin
May 10. The revival, produced by
Convelaire for Coquelin and Ga-

drama from

vault, is excellently
fairly received,

mounted and
with the cast

including Jean Coquelin, Gretillat,
A. LaroChe, Bourdel, Maxime Levy,
P. Almette, Rene Bechet, P. Desty,
De Rigoult, Nobis, Romaine, Claire
Clere and Clary.
•

HENLERES PART

—

»

AMERICANS IN EUROPE

May

London,
Henlcre and

Herahel

16.

his

wifs,

Hoven played Hammerstein's about have separated, It was learned here,
as often as any of them), but 'Willie Mrs, Henlere has returned to th
and Loney Haskell kept tusking for United States after, effecting

him. Remember the write-up Nellie Revell gave Van Hoven on his
audience stuff. Yes nearly fourteen
years ago this coming Thanksgiving
Arch Selwyn sailed recently with at
the Colonial.
the Impression he had secured the
In those days a good many of the
American rights to Dorothy Bran- comics of today were singing Casey
don's play, "The Outside," which Joneses, etc., in dinner suits.
has actually been secured by William Harris.
Direction v of EDWARD 8. KELThe piece has been tried In the LER, who will some day book Dave
provinces, but as yet has not been Chasen, the funniest man in the
world.
seen in London.

but Mr. Harris

was

will not return to America, he says,
until he has achieved success.

a

.SELWYN'S ERROR

Douglas has received sev

offers to finance the. continuation
the ftin of "Merton of the Movies;
scheduled to close at the Shaf
bury Saturday, in hope of buildi
the piece into a success.

NEW

TIV0LI

MAY START

WITH 'COVERED WAGON'

understanding. She recently cam
abroad. A reconciliation is said t

have

failed.

SAILINGS
The following sailings have
announced by Paul Taussig &
May 12 (from New York to
don). Bud Snyder and Co.*

jestic).

May

been
Son;

Lon«
(Ma-

16

(New York

to London, Hill

and Hull (Minnekahda).
May 15 (New York to London)

'

Cinema Holding 2,000 on

His-

Reported Leased
by Famous Players

toric Site

May 19, Paul L Specht, Francis*
W. Smith, Russell Morgan, Harold

Tivoli,

Thompson

Deppe,

John

Francis

O'Donnell, Vincent Joseph TortorH
Frank R. Guarcnte (Olymp:

ello,

New York

to London).

—

h
J
being placed in readiness to open.
July 4 (New York to Londohft
The inauguration may take, place Mr. and
Mrs. Harry' Powers,
about two weeks _ hence with an
(Leviathan).
American feature film production as
-

'

the initial attraction.
The building is in a heavy architectural style, unpicturesque and
somewhat prison-like.
It

was reported

this

week

In

New

June 2 (New York to-.Cherbourg)*
Mitzl Hajos (Majestic).

May 19 (New York to London)—*
George M. Cohan, James B. Donovan, wife, son and maid; Ralph
Whitehead, Santry and Norton and

ALBERTTNA RASCH ACTIVE

Peppi Ptaszynsky, Polish premiere
ballerina, making her first appearance in England, took half a dozen

,

Filming Hugo

curtain calls.

Paris, May 16.
Albert ina Rasch is to present a
special dance matinee at the Comedie Champs Elysees Friday (May
18) and will later appear at the
Olympia for a fortnight commencing May 25.
She will appear at
Gaumont's Palace, a picture house,
for a week,
presenting Nqgue's
Ballet between the pictures.
Her
American tour starts In Rochester

edy by Lechmere Worrall founded
on the Wentworth James novel,
opened at the Ambassador May 14.
The piece is Dorothy Minto's first
London venture as an actor-manager.
It is inane and looks like a

during August.

failure.

HISS MINTO'S POOR START
London, May 16.
"The Piccadilly Puritan," a com-

Joe Young (Berengaria).

tures are to be presented.

Paris,

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING

~

May

16.

American interests have started
work on the filming of Victor Hugo's
novel, "Workers of the Sea," In

143 Charing Cross

Road

LONDON

Naples, Italy.

.

Paris,

JOHN TILLER

Director,

Paris Revivsl

May

16.

The Theatre Paris is to revive
Farrere'e drama, "Homme Qui Assassina'* with Andre Brule, Paul
Escoffler, Jean Toulot, Madeleine

RHINESTONES
THE LITTLEJOHNS
226

West 46th

St.

New

Yoi

Phone I1KYANT 4837

Lely and Germaine Dermoz.

<

London,

May

Ballets

Return

Powers Sailing

May 16.
Chicago, May 16.
Swedish
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Powers, Sr.,
again dance and daughter will sail for Europe
at the Theatre des Champs Elysees July 4 on the Leviathan and will
for a series of performances shortly. make a tour of the continent.
John

16.

William Fox is reported dickering
on the Tivoli.

for a lease

Swedish

Paris,

FOX AFTER TIV0LI

1

Griff (Berengaria).

A. Salien, Chauneey Earl MOTM
house, Arthur Ray Schutt,' Russell

London, May 16.
& cinema theatre
seating about 2,000f which has been
built on the site of the old Tivoli, is

The new

an ar
rangemer.t \rhereby Henlere ha
promised to pay her an allowan
Mrs. Henlere worked In the t
With her husband, but they se
arated some time ago after a mis

York, that Famous Players-Lasky entire "Little Nellie Kelly" comhad obtained a lease on the. house pany (Celtic).
notwithand that it would open with. "The
May 16 (London to New York)/
Josef Stransky, late leader of N.
standing the worthy efforts of
Covered Wagon" under the direction Jimmy Hussey (Homeric).
4
Stroukoff, Manoukbff with a pleas- Y. Philharmonic concerts and now of Gilbert Miller, with Dr. Hugo
May 16 (New York for Plymouth),
ant voice, Mmes. Mazenzewa, Va}- of the Manhattan Opera company, Riesenfeld arranging the presentafestival
at tion.
erskaia, Alexaewtzewa, Marie Bold- will lead the Mozart
John C. Flinn, who heralded Ignace Paderewskl, Mrs. David Be*
lasco, Georgia O'Ramey, Mme. Geont
Baden-Baden, Germany, June 28.
irewa.
the advent of the picture in New
On the whole the show can be
York, is to go abroad and handle gette Maeterlinck (Paris).
May 15 (New York to South*
listed as excellent. Madeleine Celait
the exploitation for the feature In
APPLAUDS HUSBAND
hampton), Charles Dillingham*.
England.
is giving a series of matinees at the
Paris, May 16.
Louise Groody, David Plncus
Colisee picture theatre, featuring
poet,
Russian
Serge Essenin, the
plays by Turgenieff and Chekoff.
CONTROL FROLICS CABARET (Berengaria).
husband of Isadora Duncan, apMay 15 (New York to Bremen)*
Paris, May 16.
peared Sunday evening at RayThe Frolics Cabaret on the Bou- Sidney Blackmer, Slgrld Onegin,
mond Duncan's theatre, reciting his
BOOK COLORED PLAYERS
Charles
Wagner, Paul EisleT
own poems. He made a good im- levard des Itallens is to be reopened
London, May 16.
(Pittsburgh).
The colored members of "Plan- pression, although few in the audi- by Anglo-American interests who
have renamed ft the American MidMay 15— (New York to London),
*
tation Days," from the Butt-De ence understood.
The danseuse frantically ap- night Frolics, with Robert de Bruce Annette Margules (Pittsburgh).
Courville production, "The Rainbow
the manager.
May 12 (New York for London)-^Revue" at the Empire, open at the plauded her husband.
Entertainers mentioned for the
Max Reinhardt, Marie Dressier,Palladium May 28, giving six matiplace include Joyce Barbour, WiniValli Valli, Efrem Zimbalist (Manees and one midnight performance.
MOFFAT'S SKETCH LIKED
fred Roma, Tex McLeod, Mafianna
jestic).
Charles Gulliver will book a vaudeLondon, May 16.
Karekin, Max Rivers and Henry
ville show for two performances
May 12 ,(New York to London),
Graham Moffat in a playlet en- Adams.
nightly.
Marie Dressier, Frieda Hempel, Col.
titled "Till the Bells Ring," written
During the Palladium engage- by himself, was well received at the
Hanford
McNider, Reginald YandexFrench Film Figures
ment the band and part of the cast Coliseum. The plot is simple, with
bilt and wife (nee Gloria Morgan)
Parle, May 16.
will appear at Murray's Club with a mildly amusing idea developed.
(Majestic).
During the Paris trade shows this
negotiations on for a simultaneous The piece is brilliantly played.
May 15 (New York to London),
week 23,280 metres of motion pic-

Pacheco, Maria Rapp, Vera Cooper
with her jazz; Laura de Santelmo, appearance at another cabaret.
Magda Kerner, Billy Revel, Anseroul
troupe, The
duo, Refala,
eccentrics.

London, May 16.
the Movies" clo

'

Choute troupe is appearing here at
- Paris. May 18.
the Treteau Fortuny, a small play858 francs.
In Paris last w*ek: Lucille NelAlbeit the Paris legitimate houses house, under the direction of Ma- son, vocalist of New York; Julia
The program
are more prosperous than the di- noukoff, the singer.
Lydig Hoyt, to study the French
rectors confess to the performer is composed jot short acts of the sta^ge; Hugo Riesenfeld, of the N.
style
of
the
former
Chauve-Souris,
when making a contract, there is
Y.
Rialto, etc.: Channing Pollock.
but business is not brisk
no disputing the provincial theatres
are in a bad way and are continually closing, due to the excessive
taxes now imposed.
All free tickets are taxed, both
for the state, poor rate and au-

Ir

km-

10.

as

Week

This

Producer

heim

Members of the Orchestre de
Paris refused abruptly last Thursday to give a classical concert when
informed a radio broadcasting station had been installed In the building by the postal authorities. Conductor Delausnay stated that despite
the fact the audience had assembled
the musicians refused to give Massenet's Oratorio until the Installation was stopped. The concert manager alleged broadcasting lessened
the attendance at the concerts and
all of the profits were for the radio
people with the musicians and composers getting nothing.
It
is
understood the Authors'
Society is negotiating to secure
royalty contracts from restaurants
and public places receiving concerts

suddenly

ROYALTIES IN FRANCE
Statistics

Cain Their Demand

Na-

of the British

Performance

—Musicians

i

Spite of Offers

Hopkins has two new
plays
by Eugene O'Nel), "The
Fountain" and "Welded," and one]
by Franz Molnar, "Earthly and
Heavenly Love." for production In

the

TO RADIOBROADCASTING

•«

Closes

Piece

Side, Declares the

Arthur

the

The Weat End theatres have
nitely

on This

Borlin

balMs company

with

will

the
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MUSICIANS AND STAGE HANDS TO
MOUNTFORD "DITCHED," REPLACED
BY PAUL DULZELL, FITZPATRICK OUT BACK EQUITY'S HOSED ...SHOT

—

Gild the Axe/' Remarks

ww

Four A's

When

Present

Head
Is

of International
Proposed Disten-

tion Looms, from Other Unions

—

•

-

Gillmore et al. would some day
oust Mountford and Fitspatrlck

-

tendency toward the elimination
and election of officers of the 4 X's,
May 10, Emerson was re-elected of th,e piano player in vaudeville is
president, and while Gilmore re- noticed, especially as regards male
signed as treasurer, his assistant, accompanists for single vaudeville

vice-president, in place of James W. Fitapatrick. "resigned."
The action 01 ditching Mountford
was referred to by Emerson as an
economy. He stated that Mountford's salary of $35 a week was a
drain on the funds of the International, and that Equity was prepared to substitute a man who
would do the work for nothing. He
then proposed Paul .Dulzell for the
Job.

As Equity held
voting

power,

the balance of
organization
that

having 28 representatives present
out of a total of 31, it would have
been useless for any or all the others
to have attempted to prevent Dulsell's ejection.

.

"work for nothing."
Mountford made no effort to block

displacement, but when Emerson and Gillmore started to appoint
a committee to purchase a present
for "our efficient retiring secretary,"
Mountford said he could not accept
a present, remarking, "Why Goldplate the Axe."
There was not the remotest reference to Equity's threat to take
over and organize vaudeville, although were there any such sincere
Intention this was the logical place
to have discussed the matter, in the
presence of the men who hold the
only charter for such purpose.
Several well Informed labor leaders, asked as to the constitutionality
of Equity's threat, stated that the
matter is for the International 4 A's
to' settle among themselves.
If, said
one, speaking for the rest, there Is
internal dissension in the 4 A's, the
A. F. of L. has no authority to interfere in any way, and if Equity
take
over
does
the
vaudeville
branch, the
F. of L. cannot intervene or prevent it.
In case of
resistance to this procedure it would
be a matter for the courts to determine, not the federation.
One source of information, close
to Equity headquarters, also states
that Will P. Conley. one of Mountfords former assistants, is on applicant for a position from Equity,
as a vaudeville executive, in .case
Equity goes through wit h its proposition to organize vaudeville.

RED

STUDIOS OF

sttflE

tmm

1841 Broadway
1%

NORTHWKHT COS

«»th

IVIepl'Oue Columl»u»

ST.

H.MM)

St Louis, May If.
the stage hands and musicians to
The 2tth annual convention of Equity.
The expected application of the
the American Federation of Mu-

*

.

Mutual Musical Protective Union,
s,
sicians started Monday at the Hotel
The houses booked through the Chase, and will continue through- former $10 of New York, for reinstatement had not materialise! up
Keith office by Doc Breed, Roy
Should delegates of
out the week. About 400 delegates to Tuesday.
Townley and Glen Burt this 'week
were present when the opening -the M. M. P. U. appear with a plea
'

•

session

got

morning.

1

150,000 federation

TWO

place.

Five acts of vaudeville will be
flayed in addition to the tab. A
picture war in the Northern New
York city has prompted the man-

agement to discontinue

all

feature

pictures.

V. M. P. A.
Will

EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT FOR

PROTEST

DINNER

Hays Makes Feature Address
Assembled Managers

of the VaudeManagers Protective Association was held Monday night at the
Plaza, New York. Speeches by Will

The ann&al dinner

ville

Hays, E. P. Albee, president of/the
Marcus Helman,
Keith Circuit;
president of the Orpheum Circuit;

Marcus Loew, B. S. Moss (chairman), Jules Mastbaum and Pat
Casey of the V. M. P. A.
More than two hundred circuit
heads and managers with their invited guests were present.
the feature address.

RED BANK LEASE TANGLE
The

Lyric, Red Bank, N. J., playing vaudeville under the management of M. J. McNulty, has become
involved in litigation over an option
for the renewal of the lease held by

McNulty. The owners contend McNulty failed to notify thorn he would
take up the option and they in turn
entered Into -m agreement with
Scnaeffer to buy the house.
Burns
The deal with the latter Was practically Cloted when McNulty. it is
alleged, stated ii^ had forwarded tho
x.-

try

notification

t<»

k"»-p

._

house?.

KEITH SMALL TIME DIVISION

the

Mosely an Agent

Harry Mosely, assistant treasurer of the Keith Exchange, is now
member of the Harry Fitzgerald
Mr. Mosely re»king Agency.
signed from the clerical staff to begin agenting this week.
I

'.'>(

-

looked

in-

Broadway," a Henry Belllt attraction,
after the opening 'matinee.
Bellii alleges that there

School for Managers of Houses Booking Through
Fifth

•

Floor—Aimed as Box

Office

was

not

an

adequate stage 'crew to handle the
act.
which carried considerable
scenery with special lighting effects,
and. that he (Belllt) was forced to
work beck stags and try to handle

As a result the act was so
hampered It couldn't do Itself
Justice and was canceled after the
the act.

Booking Realignment Reported
•

.>

Among

new

said to call for a booking manager to supply the bills for

Innovations
innovations re
ported as under consideration for
installation In the Keith small time
or Family Department as that- parseveral

plan

is

opening matinee, the house refusing
any payment, whatever, although
the

.

act

held

contracts

for

three

days at $150.
The second complaint was filed
houses in a stated territory, rather
than the booking being scattered as by Lamey and Pearson, also can*
celed after the opening show, it 's
it now is, one man booking three
The management, when
ticular
booking division of the houses in one state, four In another claimed.
Interrogated by the V. M. P. A..
Keith Vaudeville Exchange has been and five in another. The new method alleged the act didn't have their
shapes as a plan that wilt. result In
called for years. Is an exploitation
Increased efficiency by eliminating propet scenery, but would abide by
department which would practically extra work. The new territorial ar- (he V. M. P. A. decision. The V. M.
A. decided the artists were enbe a school of instruction for house* rangement is also expected to work, P.
titled to salary for the engagement
managers booking through the fifth out to t*ne advantage of the acts but the house has since failed to
through one booking man being able
floor.
to route an act better as regards ansaer correspondence on the, subject.
In the past many a house manager rail jumps.
'ill
has lost the box office value of a
feature act In the smaller houses ALL SQUARE WITH KENTS
Hoblitzelle Celebrates
the
not understanding
through
Pallas, Texas. May 16.
Couple's Msritsl Troubles Smoothed
Incidental to the celebration of
proper method of exploiting the act
Out Back on Stage
the second- anniversary of the new
in question. The managers appear
Billy Kent and his wife are once Majestic the/it re hero, Karl Hobto' take It for granted their work is
completed when they place an ad- more working together. The Kents litzelle, president of the Interstate
dissolved
ths vaudeville partnership
vertisement In the local paper.
Amusement company, held a big
following divorce proceedings which
This does not apply to the houses
members of the outwere recently dropped. The couple party In which
controlled by the Keith people aa
going and Incoming city adminiseffected an adjustment of their doTheodore
the Keith managers by war of
guests.
were
tration
weekly meetings are kept Informed mestic difficulties and resumed their Roberts, picture actor, appearing on
vaudeville bookings last week at an
of every new publicity angle that
the bill that week, took a promiout-of-town Keith house.
It Is the managers superthe
arises.
in
entertaining
part
nent
Mrs. Kent is a former chorus girl
intending the outside houses, bookguests.
who
met
Kent
when
was
he
•
not
and
Keith
ing only through
corned »ar in a legitimate attraction.
controlled by that agency, that the
They have been married about two
exploitation bureau Is intended to
years and have one child. The Kent
reach, although the Keith managers
turn is a Billy Grady product titled
will be entitled to Its advantages
pood a cigarette
"Shivers." and a standard vaudeand expected to profit by the ex- ville act
really can bo mrndi
ploitation Information extended "as
you must try a
well as the outside managers.
LEAPS TO DEATH
The picture houses have long ago
exand
realized the advantages
Somervllle, Mass., May If.
pected to profit by the exploitation
Sarah Irish, treasurer of the Sominformation extended as well as the ervllle theatre for thf last eight
outside managers.
years, leaped out of a window In her
The picture houses have long ago home on the fourth floor of an
central
of
a
advantages
the
Realised
apartment block last week and was
exploitation bureau, the selling of killed. Her eyesight had been fail
been
having
public
the
pictures] to
ing for several months.
to a point of high efdevelo]
ficiency by managers of houses like
'ii

—

how

BUTTERFIELD ADDS ONE

Strand, KiaUo, Itivoll.
York. The out of town
picture managers have also as a
mght the publicity angle
Class
Hi.-

i

to

>

r-ipitol,

New

etc. in

i

The hou«; which

i

to

Hays made

performances.

first

dependently, canceled "So This Is

*

likely

the

fifth

floor

be realized in an enmanner than hereThe
tofore next season, or before.

booking
tirely

rhlrago, May 1«.
Butterneld has taken over
the Kamona park theatre at Ramona Park in Cirand Rapids and
will open If May 27, playing a musical comedy stoek for a time and
planning to later present vaudevllhr
perhaps.

W

<

perfectly.
It
is
also
will

different
.

,

—No Move in New York Situation

Burt

2%

P.
C. Basis
—

-

__

in<tntti"ii at

Will

of A.
A. T. S. E. at Musicians' Conven-

HEMPSTEAD

A

The brm tbtalnablj

tion

I.

'

MountfordVFltz combination. They
are wondering at the statement, that
BILLS REPLACE FILMS
the 4 A's cannot afford $35 a week
to pay the salary of the secretary, Upstate House Changes Policy in
and that Equity can pay Gillmore's
Local Picture Fight
n,
•
assistant Dulzell $100 a week. And
they add, it is no wonder he is
The Avon, Watertown, New York,
willing to do the secretarial work of playing: vaudeville and pictures, will
the 4 A's for nothing. A protest discontinue the use of feature picfrom the foreign unionists Is that It tures, commencing May 28, with a
ia a bad example for any union of- one-hour musical tab used in their

inis

M. and

under way Monday for reinstatement, it is hardly ..kely
These delegates represent the plea win be considered favormusicans through- ably, if It should evea get as far
out the United States and Canada. as reaching the floor of the conThe first day was given over to the vention.
Jos. N. Weber appears to be al*
usual routine matters such as the
appointment of committees, etc. ready "in" as far as his re-election
Among the speakers addressing the to the presidency of the A. F. of M.
convention were Mayor Henry Kiel is concerned. The election of offiof St. Louis, Frank Geeks, president cers Is scheduled for Fridajf.
pled with outside dates and possibly
per
cent.
Before,
the
houses
went
of the St. Louis local and represenphonograph recording engagements
many have beea averaging up to into the agency the agent received tatives from the stage hands 41. A.
the full five percent, which they T. S. E.) and other affiliated stage
$200 weekly in midseason.
ACTS
unions.
The vaudeville songsters for the collected from the acts.
The Breed houses affected are.
Frank Gillmore. executive secremain have protested the suggested
ACTION
elimination of the. piano players. the. Boston houses, Boston, Olym- tary of the Actors' Equity AssociaHowever, several of the keyboard pia. Sco Hay Square, Washington tion, appeared before the convenGordon's
Brockton; tion Tuesday, and following a
manipulators are currently idle be- Street and
Canceled Bring
cause of this condition, while the Strand, Brockton; Central Square, speech in which Gillmore asked the Performers
Empire, Fall River; co-operation of the musicians and
people thejf. have been working with Cambridge;
Compjaints
to V. M. P. A.
the
forthCummlngs,*
hands
unions
Fitchburg;
Music
stage
In
Hall,
are playing. Most of them ate seeking employment with the various Lewis ton; Olympla, Lynn; Palace, coming Equity "closed shop" battle
--house Held Liable
the
in
President
Weber,
Manchester;
1924,
of
Olympla,
New
Bedford.
music publishers.
Glen Burt's houses 'in the middle American Federation, and Charles
west -also are included having gone Shay, of the I. A. T. S. E.. (stage
Two more claims against the
CHICAGO'S $47,000 WEEKLY into the V. C. A. a week ago. The hands) responded with speeches in Hemp* tead.
Hempstead, L. I., have
which they pledged the backing of
Breed houses go in this week.
been
filed with the Vaudeville ManFederal Tax Discloses Huge Busiagers'
Protective Association by
ness—*700,000 Profit in Year
'
_____
acts trat were canceled after the

Already there are signs of internal
Chicago, May 16.
dissension in the 4 A's international,'
"Uncle Sam" gets something like
and the smaller branch organiza$5,000
a
week
out
of the Chicago
tions are already expressing dissatisfaction at what they call the theatre for war tax during March.
steam roller methods used by the It is a sum total for March which
Equity faction. Mountford has been means an average business of $47,
International executive for 12 years, 000 a week.
It is not believed that there is
eight with the White Rats, and four
With the 4 A's, and the Hebrew and another theatre lK the country
which
'pays so much to the governGorman unions, as well as the Grand
Opera Choral union which he or- ment for war tax.
The
Chicago theatre is said tj
ganized (advancing salaries from a
minimum of $22 a week to $55) have have made $700,000 profit last
• good deal of confidence ia the season.

ficial to

Weber and Chat. Shay Pledge Support

F. of

went into the Vaudeville Collection
women. The women when protesting Agency for the first time.
the uncertain bookings from week
The four Poll houses are now the
to week and the "ctits" have been only
remaining
Keith
booked
propositioned that the elimination
houses
that don't clear through the
of their accompanists would balance
agency.
The
agents are affected
matters for the summer months
The accompanists receive from $75 Inasmuch as the collection agency
to $125 a week on an average. Cou- limits them to two and one half

t

'

Townley and
Time Now Handled on

DROPPING ACCOMPANISTS

A

Hebrew Actors Union,

Jos. N.

CLEARING MORE HOUSES
Breed,

from the control of the vaudeville Economies Found DetirabU Over
Summer Season
situation seems to be on the way of
fulfilment.
At the annual meeting

Paul Dulzell, was elected to the more
Important office of executive secretary, and Mountford was dropped
from that position. Cftto Stelnert,
White
president of the German
Rats, was elected treasurer, and
Jean Greenfield, president of the

_

HAS MORE HOUSES

*

...

Variety's prediction that Emerson,

•

epr-y

:

'

|

s

To know

i

«

-».

VAUDEVILLE

4

Thursday,

May

1923

17,

ISC

SKAU. TIMER LOSES
ON VA1ENT1NO DATE

MOSS TO BUILD CAMEO TWIN
AT BTVAY AND

53D STREET

Thousand at $1.50 Top, but
Guarantee Represents
nicl LUoS

— Designed to Hold Special Pic-

House

•

to Seal 2,000

A new 2,000-seat picture house at
Broadway and 53d street, on the
storage
*JU» now occupied by a
warehouse, will be erected by B. S.
Moss. The plans for the new house
will be filed shortly.
The property has been taken over
by the Mom Interests under a long

term
have

leas*,

actual

been

and

HORSEMAN

will be a
office building.

Former

the

In the past the exhibitor or pro-

for general distribution
to lease a converted legitimate house with two balconies,
sans picture atmosphere.
The new Moss house is to be
erected to supply this deficiency.
First releases will be booked on a

leasing

it

this week.

$1.50 top,

Principal,

Doiores,

under the

Paris,. May It.
who formerly appeared
management of Flo Zieg-

the "Follies", and

feld

In

was

secretly married here

.

San Francisco and Los Angeles Houses, Reported f
Sale, to Be Operated Under New Arrangement
With T. * D. Offer 12 Weeks

+

.

An agreement

TRIBUTE TO STAGE

<

has been ent

Marcus Loew and the
West Coast Theatres, Inc., for the?!
formation of an operating company
to
direct Loew's
Warfleld,
San i
Francisco, and State, Los Angeles,
Into between

FROM WAR VETERANS

.

"Sally."

May

11

William Tudor Wilkinson; a
former horse breeder of St. Louis.
Dudley Field Malone was a witness
to the* ceremony.
The bride's real name is Kathleen
Rose, she having been born in England and taken to America as a
child.
She arrived in Southampton
a fortnight ago and was met by
to

The couple propose

reside in Paris

York

in

and

will visit

to

New

August

$1,500

FLYER

Savoy and Brennan will play the
percentage arrangement split, which Palace, New YoVk, next, marking
win give the producer a shot at a their first week in a Keith house
run on Broadway on equitable terms since last season.
The team will play about four
and In a house which will give his
product the exploitation, presenta- weeks in the local Keith houses bebeginning rehearsals for the
fore
tion and atmosphere found lacking
in -legitimate theatres on Broadway. next "Follies." Their present vaudeWreckers started work on the site ville bookings are at $1,500 weekly,

'

1.009

#

i

ducer wishing to try for a run on
Broadway with a feature before re- Wilkinson.

was forced

There we** about

SHARING DEAL FOR C

The house management stated
/
afterwards that they had lost on the
engagement as they were held up
j
on a guarantee that was put la Ohio Commander Commends both playing pictures
and special
The house to a regular
red ink.
Service to Disabled
attractions. The new company will
small time vaudeville theatre.
~
operate the theatres under the diValentino closed his act with a
Soldiers
v
rection of the West Coast interests,
pan about Famous Players and his
contract with them, as usual.
on a profit-sharing agreement with
At present Jack Curley to travelH. B. Tarnell, Ohio State com- Loew'a
ing two and a half weeks ahead of mander Disabled American Veterans
Several weeks ago Loew's was rethe show handling the booking. John
of the World War. has written the | ported considering a sale "of" the
Wilstack Is following about a week
in
tribute
West
Coast bouses, which was not
ahead of the show handling the pub- following letter to Variety
the people of the consummated, due to the failure of
llcity, while another agent hits in I to the service of
the parties to come together on
about the same time to promote the stage. to the injured soldiers. Comthe price.
The arrangement with
beauty contest stuff and handle the mander Tarnell supplements his
the West Coast Theatres takes the
Mlneralava advertising, he being set open letter with the comment:
responsibility
too
of the Coast house*
to
speak
impossible
"It is
to give the* papers about 10,000 lines
from
shoulders of the Loew ofa town through the W». H. Rankin highly of the profession they (stage ficials the
in
New
York and allows for
people) represent -nor can I describe
Agency.
pooling arrangement in the buyHank Smith is traveling as 24 the wonderfully good work they a
ing
of
pictures
which will materially
hour man with the show, and then have accomplished in putting spirit aid the
houses on the cost of their
on the date c Mlneralava men bit into those men confined in hospitals shows.
the town with the attraction and nor the effective results in restoring
An official statement from the
their morale. They are building up
6 mora follow to sell the preparation
friendship which no amount of yel- Coast said:
to the druggists.
"The vaudeville division of the
Starting in Lowell, Mass., Valen- low journalism nor antagonistic pul- West
Coast Theatres, Inc.. under
tino started taking a pan at Famous pk sentiment can destroy, and I the office
management of Merle D.
Players, and he is continuing it at wish to assure them of this fact.**

•

The decision to build another
Broadway house devoted exclusively

It is said that the vaudeville man
believes a house where a special
feature can be exhibited along the
lines of the big picture houses is
sadly needed in the metropolis.

IN PARIS

Louis

of St.

structure,

string.

partner.

present at the matinee at $1 and

"Follies"

modern theatre and

to the exhibition of motion pictures
followed the success of Moss In the
conduct «f the* Cameo on 42d street,
which developed into one of the best
money-makers 'of the Moss picture

U. S.

Wife of W. T. Wilkinson,

all

of

Bedford, Mass., May 16.
Valentino played his first theatre
date here at the Zitherion on May
11.
Although the Sheik was billed
to dance with his wife, sue failed to
appear, and he substituted a new

New

CO. IN

;*

arrangements
completed toward the

erection

which

DOLORES WEDS

•

'

Seeking Exploitation on Broadway Prerelease Plan
tures

LOEW AND WEST COAST

it

is said.

every stand since.
In some of the towns the agent
ahead is trying to arrange with the
big local hotel or restaurant at anywhere from $100 up, 'to haye Valentino their guest for dinner between his show and making the
*

train.

j

|

Baltimore.

May

10.

Rodolph Valentino and his wife.
with their Argentine Band, came
into the dance hall at Carlin's Park
today after having much ballyhoo
work precede them. The contract
which brings them here was closed
last Saturday between Jack Curley
and Harry Van Hoven, agent for
the park. Van Hoven secured the
N
Valentinos for his place over the
heads of William A. Albaugfc, local
impresario, and the Whitehurst in-

Commander YarneU

Howe,

says:

is

functioning.

"Bight weeks* time throughout
"Dear Friends of the Stage:
"There is one big thing that can Southern California is given, individual
acta and with the acquisibe said about professional people of
tion of the T. D. A L.. theatres In
the stage that can not be said about
any other class of people profes- Northern California the time Will
probably be extended to twelve
sional
or unprofessional in the
weeks aa soon as final co-joining:
country. They have not forgotten
arrangements
are made by Harry
During the war the
the soldier.'
C. Arthur, general manager of the
freely
performers
gave
professional

—
—

who

now

San Franand continuously of their time and cisco whipping
things into shape.
accomplishments, the hour was
"Practically all of the newer Wert
never too late nor the journey too Qo
theatre.
equipped wit
j
long for them to put on a show'4i«—
m ..^
\1.-J7 _l!:
large and
circuit,

^—

for the soldier in ,the hospital; the
front line was well represented by
'show people,' and those who were
refused active participation in tho
fighting forces would not stay at
home, but performed full service to
their country by putting pep and
enthusiasm in those who were doing
the fighting.
*The Department of the State of

to

in

m

modern

stages,

playing some of the bigger road
shows' attractions.
Most houses
play from five to seven acta full
and split weeks."
.1

Los Angeles, May

It.

shows on

Joseph M. Schenck and Adolph
Ramish were the ones that engineered
the
deal
with
Loew.
Schenck's former association with
Ohio, Disabled American Veterans Loew and his present Interest with
of the World War, wish to convey to him undoubtedly played an Imyou their deepest and most sincere portant part in the negotiations.
thanks for the generous giving of
Loew's refusal to consider an abyour time in furnishing entertain- solute sale of the theatres was due
ment to those comrades of ours who to the fact that be wished to retain
are confined in the hospitals. We a first run outlet In both cities for
have never called upon you but the product of the Metro organtoawhat your only question was tion. Incidentally, with the West
'When?' and I assure you that it Coast combination acquiring the
has been greatly appreciated, for we Loew house here, it will give them
know that you go to great trouble a Broadway first run house for the
and inconvenience. Our thanks Is First National productions, which
all we have to give, but believe us
they distribute for all of California.
truly grateful and be assured that Heretofore they have been confined
our hope and prayer is that your solely to the Kinema for their first
connection with the State be long runs and they had to pull the public
and successful.
to the side street house.
In San
"H. B. YARN ELL,
Francisco they will also add an"State Commander, Department of other house to the Turner & DahnOhio, Disabled American Veterans ken string which they lately acof the World War."
quired and they will be able to
juggle the First National and Metro
first runs there also.

house booking was arranged
through Andy Brannigan.

Eight Couples'

terests.

~

Washington, D. C, May 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodolph Valentino
dance at Wardman Park tonight
(Thursday) to a $4 cover charge.
There will be exhibition dances for

a

prise.

t

k

BURKE AS LOEW ACT
Tenor From "Dancing

Girl" Attraction in Film Theatres.

Tom Rurke, the tenor who recently withdrew from "The Dancing
Girl," will appear as a special attraction in the Loew picture houses.
Walter Keefe, who to in charge of
the enteretainment bookings, has
laid out a route of 20 weeks, due to
start May 28.
Burke was

.originally in vaudeappearing in Irish
latter
tour.
He is listed for a
concert tour next season. The pic-

ville,

What

MAE
Morgan

and

ROSE WILTON

-Powell of the Montreal "Star" said:
"The Wilton Sisters, who preserve the illusion of childhood with unfailing charm, provide delightful harmony in their diverting duets. One
sings the Couplets du Mysoli with remarkable purity of tone, ease of
vocalization, and clarity of enunciation. The other plays the violin intriguingly. Both are demure comedians whose work is subtle, smooth,
and of its type as near perfection as the vaudeville stage Is likely to
witness for a long time."

—

3.

—

B. F. KKIT1IS

PALACE,

NBW YORK, NBXT WKBK (MAT

FRIARS' SLATE

WILBUR

The nominating committee

of the
following ticket

Caubort

Abbott,

via the

Friars posted the
to be voted for June 1:
<5eorge M. Cohan;
dean,

IN

»1)

VAUDEVILLE

Crane Wilbur and

Mile.

Suzanne

ENDURANCE DANCERS SUE

ture

Demand

$40,000 for

Making Record

GREETED WITH SUMMONS
What

PROTECTING PREACHERS"
Kansas

City,

May

If.

A city ordinance has just been
passed in Oklahoma t?ity forbidding
the burlesquing of preachers in any
theatre or moving picture house and
mak j the violation of the ordinance
punishable by fine.
The measure, which is entitled a
"Preacher Protecting" ordinance,
names the offense as "Anything
tending to burlesque or bring into

are to invade vaudeville
Keith circuit in a sketch
Damon authored by Wilbur. Both of the
Runyon; treasurer, Ralph Trier; principals are appearing in "The public odium religion or any minsecretary, J. Frank Stephens.
An Monster,"' now at the Plymouth, ister adherent or any congregation
opposition ticket was being, signed Boston.
thereof."
this week
proposing Cohan for
Mr. Wilbur is the author of "The
abboft, Edward E. Pidgeon for secretary, Fred Murray for treasurer, Monster," "Ouija Board" and other
RANDALLS RETIRE
and Lionel Atwill for dean. Irving plays. Alf Wilton is submitting the
New Orleans, May K.
O'JIay was on tho independent list
Randalls, offering a shooting
The
as a governor, also.
act in vaudeville the past 15 years,
Ella Shayne Sues
retired after their local engagement
ERR0L DATED
at Loew's. The couple have a large
Chicago, May 10.
Leon Errol will play the Talace,
Ella Shayne is seeking a divorce ranch in Florida and intend to deChicago, week of June 3.
Errol from Al Shayne and the bill of com- vote their time to fruit cultivation.
may play the Orpheum coast houses plaint against the defendant is reThey sold their rifles and paraigaUy- closed a run in turnable June 4. J. M. Avery i«« at
following.
phernalia before leaving New OrChicago last Saturday.
torney for Mrs. Shayne.
leans.
'

Baltimore, May If.
Suits aggregating $40,000 were instituted in the local courts last week
against the management of the Oarden theatre (C. »E. Whitehurst
house) by eight couples who took
part In an endurance dancing contest recently held on the Garden
roof. They allege that the management refused to pay them $1,000
offered as a prise to those who broke
the then world's record for endurance dancing.
In their complaint papers, some of
which were filed In the .Superior
Court and the rest in the City Court,
the contestants declare that they
were invited by the theatre management to take part in a contest
for the $1,000 prize.
It was stipulated, according to the complaint,
that they were to break the, world's
record by dancing more than 52
hours. They assert that they danced
16 minutes more than the required
time and received for their trouble
$100 each instead of the promised
$1,000.
The contest was started on
April 12.

Popularity Get for Ota
Translator Sues

Gyfi—

.

Ota Gygi lately has become affected with a particular aversion to
acquaintances who rush up to him,
slap him on the back and audibly
greet him by name.
Gygi, when
playing the Palace, New York, two
weeks ago, was thus greeted, as a
result of which a stranger, who was
in the actor's immediate vicinity
on the corner of 47th street and
Broadway, said, "So, you are Gygi.
Well, here's a summons for you. I
had the hardest time identifying

you."

Gygi (of Maryon Vadie and Gygi)
is named defendant in the action in
a $1,000 suit by Charles P. Muller,
who alleges he rendered services in
the translation of a play from the
Hungarian, at Gygi's request, the
latter,

having contemplated a ven-

ture Into legit producing.
lated
play
was "Der

The transReisende

Adrien."
Ciygi, through Robert C. Moore,
his attorney, will generally deny ail
allegations.
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BAH TEAM

NEW TALK WORRIES HIM

ACTIVITY IN TABLOID
T

HELD

Win

Five Straight, Drop Four;

r-

'.

.

Butterfield
*

*

Opens Branch Office

to

Handle That Class

«

newed

Interest

V

•

May

•

16.
,

resumption of tabloid activities
in mid -west theatres devoted regularly at this time to both vaudeville
and piptures is indicated.
^

Many

chief complain* of the managers.
The system of booking Is not coordinated.
The Sun office books
shows for percentage 'dates with a
guarantee of $850 for the sh6w in
most instances. The Hyatt wheel
gives the same shows $1,100 a week
-

of the Bijou Theatrical Enterprise, stances.
The managers of tabloids say that
Company (Butterfield), .of Battle
Creek. Mich., who announces the any point which will not guarantee
opening of an office at Battle Creek the shows $850 is not worth playfor the "booking and routing" of ing. It seems to be out of question
labloida.
E. H. Rathbun has been to give a half decent show without
put in charge. "He claim* to have needing this amount of money each
week.
a route of la weeks mapped out.
The shows generally have a comeTfcjk Carrell agency, which has
dian, a juvenile, a prima donna, a
beenoookirg occasional tabloids in
soubret and a chorus of six or
recent years, but never took any
eight or more. Some of these pringreat interest in such activity, has
cipals do vaudeville acts and occaalso established a department and
sionally people are carried for spemusical comedy organizations are
cialties alone.
Most of the shows
now playing several of the houses.

Sam

Thall

looking after the
of the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association
and recently offered the American
In Chicago
Orpheum
(a Junior
house) to one of the tabloids.
T. B. Hebert,' formerly a field man
for the Hyatt wheel, has opened a
tabloid department in the States
Exchange at St. Louis and Is booking Jefferson City, Ho.; Belleville.
III. (Washington) ;
Vincennes, Ind.
(Lyric); Mt. Carmel, Herrin, and
other one-night stands in Illinois.
He has booked two or three shows
which made long leaps east from
the Sun tabloid time on percentage
Is

have scenery and costumes changes
and more than one bill.

activities

nant

Receiver

Named

"Mansion

James

of

1pr

Author

of

Aching Hearts"

Mackie has been apby City Court
Judge Louis A. Valente for Arthur
J. Lamb,
veteran songsmith and
playwright, in supplementary proceedings by Edgar Wheeler, to. recover a $563 judgment. Lamb,' on
dates.
examination, testified he resides at
The Gus Sun agency has a tabloid the *Hotel Navarre, New York
department which Is booking a few (since moved to Hotel Harding,
points in Indiana and Michigan and from which he has also checked
pointed

B.

received

W

w

of

"Nifties of 1923." the revue starring William Collier and Sam Bernard*, and due to open at the Fulton

for

ten

years,

teamed

with Lester Crawford. It will be
her first appearance in the legitimate.
Miss Broderick, when offered for
musical comedy, was found to be
in demand, a contract for the new

"Greenwich Village Follies" -also
having been offered her.

SHUBERT ACT'S "ALIAS"
BRINGS BARRING ORDER

_

Changed Name and

Spillers

Got By Until Checked

—
BUNCE

UP

/

*—

ALBEE TALKS ON NEW
ACTOR-MGR. RELATIONS
v

Keith

Head Says Peace Must

Come by

—New

This goes for everybody, from the
waiters hi the hotel to the motormen
and conductors on the street cars.
Every time I stick my kisser outside
of

my room some

will collar

me and

would' do
team.

if

well
tell.

he wux

mean in' egg

me what
runnin'

he
the

I have a pretty fair flock of ball
players, and Of course the lineup
includes Cuthbert and Algy, the two

Cooperation

Actors'

Fund Post

female impersonators that I weaned
away from the grease paint and
subdued lights. Bath of them wus
vice- doln* an act all winter and reported

Keith Circuit, was elected first
president of the Actors' Fund at the
annuai meeting of that organization,
held at the Hudson theatre Wednej-

day. He was formerly a trustee of
the Fund.
In a speech acknowledging th«
honor of his new office, Mr. Albee
dwelt upon the improved' condition
and better relations between actor
and manager in vaudeville, and expressed the hope that similar conditions might obtain in the legitimate.
He also presented on behalf of th
National Vaudeville Artists to the
Actors' Fund a check for $5,000.
following
and
officers
The
trustees were elected for the ensuing year by unanimous vote:
,
Daniel Frohman, president; E. F.
Albee, first vice-president; Charles
Wells, second vice-president; Sam
A. Scrtbner, treasurer; Walter Vincent secretary. Trustees for three
years were: Jesse L. Lasky, Henry
Dazlan, John Cope, Walter C. Jordan, Robert Haines and Edmund
Breese. R. H. Barnside and Maclyn
Arbuckle were chosen to fljl the unexpired terms of the late Joseph
Herbert and of E. F. Albee, re•

quite a number of points in Ohio, out);
Is
married, but not living
with his wife, Mabel Lamb, not beWest Virginia and Pennsylvania.
The Hyatt wheel books the Ma- ing aware whether she Is alive; has
jestic in Des Moines, Iowa; the Hip- been separated from her over two
podrome in Peoria, 111., and a the- years;- Is a playwright and songatre in St. Joseph. Ho., regularly, writer by profession; has no royand puts In occasional attractions alty interest In any of his literary
la other points. It effected an ar- output; is financially interested in
rangement recently with the Graves a play of his writing, "Amber
Brothers attractions "Saucy Baby" Fluid," with a Mr. Decoeta, who is
and "Honey Bunch"—but E. V. negotiating for the sale of the
Coleman, the general manager, Is screen rights and its legit producquoted as saying that Hyatt has not tion. He also admitted having sold
three scenarios to Victor D. Gordon spectively.
developed very rapidly.
The Palace theatre at Fort for $2,000, based on his old-time
Mr. Albee spoke of the ImproveWayne, Ind., is playing the Mike popular song successes, "A Bird in ments that had been brought about
Sachs company in stock. The Luna a Gilded Cage." "Asleep in the in the vaudeville branch of the thetheatre at Logansport, Ind., had a Deep" and "Mansion of Aching atrical profession through many
years of untiring effort, patienee
r:ract with Harry C. Lewis for Hearta"
Prior to the appointment of a re- and tolerance.
k, but he took advantage of the
He stated that
two weeks' clause and cancelled be- ceiver Lamb was adjudged guilty through the co-operation of vaudeof contempt of court and fined $250, ville managers more congenial condifore opening.
.The Hippodrome, Peerla, has the which fine has since been paid, but tions had been brought about in the
Bert Harrison show indefinitely not before an order for his arrest vaudeville theatres throughout the
country and that he hoped to obtain
With a two-week clause. The How- was issued.
Although the action was com- like results in the dramatic branch
land, in Pontiac, Mich., opened this
menced
In
January,
Wheeler's
of the theatrical profession, an!
week with the Bert^Smith company
and Has Billy Allen to follow. The counsel has given Lamb several pe- that if such results were to be lastriods
hope
judggrace
in
the
the
of
ing they must be effected in a
Allen show is now at the Capitol In
Lansing. Graves Brothers* "Saucy ment debtor would sell some of his peaceable and co-operative way.
The report of the treasurer stated
Baby" is at the Regent in Lansing, writings to enable him to satisfy
a Butterfield house. "Why Worry" his debt. Lamb has admitted on that the total receipts from memopened the Elite theatre at Kala- court record that there are four or berships, bequests, etc., amounted
pending to H57.J03.6O. and that there was
other
judgments
mazoo, Mich., to this policy this five
included la this sum aa •item of
week. The Capitol, at Jackson, has against him.
$10,571.45, turned over by the Coplayed some of these shows and will
lumbia' Amusement Co.'s burlesque
have the Billy Allen show shortly.
LONG ISLAND BOOKERS
circuit, representing the proceeds
The Majestic in the same city plays
John Hirsh, owner of the Wash- from taxes on free admissions to its
Halton Powell's "High Jinks" the
ington, Lindenhurst, L. I., has taken theatres.
last half of this week.
The total amount of charity disMilton Schuster opened a new over the Novelty, Sayville, playing
show at the Idea at Fond du Lac, vaudeville Wednesdays and Satur- bursed by the Fund was stated to
$115,107.80, and, with other exbe
Wis., this week, which is expected days booked by Harry Lorraine of
penditures, the total disbursements
to go into the Majestic at Dea the Fally Markus office.
The Lyceum, Amityville, L. I., for the year 1022 amounted to $120,Moines. Iowa, for a summer run.
Mary Brown's "Tropical Maids" has been taken over by John Fits- 700.26. An analysis showed that the
opened at the Liberty at Davenport, gibbons, representing the Brewster cost o( disbursing the Fund's char-,
cents per dollar, and it
Iowa, April 23, for a stock engage- interests of Bay Shore, and will ity was 12
stated that this is the lowest
ment, but it is reported that other play vaudeville Thursdays and Sat- was
per
dollar
at which any known
rate
shows are already being sought for urdays booked through the same
which will also supply the organized charity had ever carried
office,
tjliat house, so it is presumed it has
business.
on
its
been unsuccessful. Graves Brothers' shows for the Joseph Deeley houses
"Honey Bunch" is in Its second week in Walden. Monticello and Libat the Post, the finest theatre In erty, N. Y.
ORCHESTRA ON ROAD TOUR
Battle Creek. Mich.
A twelve piece dance orchestra
The spring activities in this line
TOUR
AUTO
FIELDS'
under the direction of B. A. Rortfe
of endeavor will encourage the tabopens
a road tour in Utica, N. Y.,
16.
disMay
rather
Kansas
City,
loid producers, who were'
C. Fields and company, play- May 21. The band will play a route
heartened, as few have made any
stands, appearing in
one-night
of
money this season. *The difficulty ing the Orpheum time, a/e making
They halls and State armories. Some of
of maintaining an organ. gallon if their jumps by automobile.
bookings are off for a week or two go from here to Los Angeles, but the towns will be played under the
have several weeks to make the auspices of the American Legion.
is one of the greatest drawbacks,
Joe White, the Irish tenor, will
according to the producers, while trip. There are four people in the
be an attraction with the band.
the inferiority of the shows is the act.

—

Broderick Has Choice
Legit Engagements

Two

when we drop a

couple they are knee deep In crepe.
That's the trouble in runnin' one of
these bush clubs that is owned by a
ASTRIR FBAXNK gays:
"It's a wonderful thing to have local stock company.
Every sa polio in town owns a
a clean comedy, classy act that is
entirely different from any other in couple shares of stock on the club,
vaudeville. An act with an idea, which gives them the franchise to
songs and sayings that the patrons run the ball club from
the grand
don't hear week in and week«out."
stand.
They hold an indignation
AKTIIl'B—
meetin' every time one of the ball
FRAZER and
players kicks( one. and if the other
in "DOUBLES' TROUBLES''
club gets two hits In a row they
—
f
,
want the pitcher derricked.

E. F. Albee, president of the B. F.

LAMB SAYS HE'S BflOKE

Helen

vaudeville
15.

*

but

pole,

^

in late August, will have Helen
Broderick as the comedienne. She
will work opposite Collier.
Miss
Broderick has been standard in

I'm back at the old racket runnin'
the local ball club.
The season
opened last week and we got off to
a fair start. We win the first five
games, but have lost the last four.
As usual when we win a couple
the local bugs begin order in' a pen-

•

important agencies are opening tabloid booking departments
with a view of arranging consecu- and in some dates pays even more.
tive bookings with small jumps The
Butterfield
office
buys as
Which will enable such shows to cheaply as passible.
The States
have successful seasons.
Exchange (Bentley) plays shows on
percentage,
sixty-forty
The activities to date in Keith straight
western territory are in the hands generally and fifty-fifty in some in-

tabloid

May

Dear Chick:

Chicago,

Syracuse,

Show Be-

*

.

A

for

**

*

•

of "Business and Independent Agents

Mormn' Practice
Dudes

,

SUDDEN
DEMAND
——

BACK;

>

~

•

,.,

;

overweight, but they
dpw to cases now.

are

v

gettin'

i

r can't understand what happened
to this bunch the last week when
lost four straight.
They acted
like a lot of dead men on their feet.
They started off like a flock bf
school boys, but the pep ran out
after the first five games, and for
tl.3 last four days they have been
mopifr around the park like a flock
of malaria patients. Also they have
picked up a lot of new cracks for
ball players.
Yesterday Cuthbert
took a eut *t*a ball a foot over his
head and hit it down to the short

we

stop on one big hop. When he cum
back to the bench I said,
"What's the idea hittih' at bad
baHs like that?"
He took a drink of water and answered, "I topped that one."
A left hander was work in' against
us the next day, and Cuthbert who
is a left-handfd hitter couldn't hit
a foul. He wus swlngin' at curve
balls a foot outside, and wavin' his
bat aroi ..d all afternoon. I spoke
to him about it after the game, and
advised, him to choke his bat and
not try to kill the ball when a
crooked .arm wuz pitchin'. He said
it wouldn't maJke no difference until
be had overcome the mental hasard.
I been managin' apple chasers for
many a year, and have also steered
many a pug to the win column, but
I never heard Any of them talk

The name of the Spillers' AbysTen was ordered removed

sinian

from the "acts available" list this
week by the Keith office, following
discovery that the act changed its
name to the Virginia Serenadefs
after a season of Shubert vaudeville.
Under the new name the act was
booked by the Keith circuit and has
been playing almost consecutively
since Christmas. A few weeks ago
the turn once again changed its
name to Spiller's Abyssinian *en.
The last switch led to discovery of
the deception practiced and the act
wuj ordered withdrawn from further
bookings.
The long standing rifle in the
Keith office has been that an act
may not change Its name or biding
without the consent of the Keith
people. This was necessary to avoid
confusion In keeping track of acts,

many

>

about mental hazards,. When a guy
hits at a wild pitch, he's hlttin' at
balls, and not toppin' them, In
my language. The whole club has
discovered a new lingo, for all they
talk about la "follow through/' etc.
Fer instance Algy used to bit to

bad

.

right field all the time, until I made
him stand back, of the plate where

he could see a" curve ball better.
This season he's up in front again,
and as usual hitthv all to right. The
other outfielders are play in' him
that way, and he canjt get a base hit
when I bawled
to save his neck,
him out about it he said, "Don't get
excited I'm just tryin' my old
stance."
I don't

know whether

they are all
or not, "but if they
it out, the cans will
some of these language teachers. You can't play good

me

tryin' to kid
are and I find
be rattlin' for

of

whom

changed names each

season to deceive the bookers Into
thinking It a new turn that had*
never played the Keith houses.
The deceptions led to many repeats until the rule was adopted requiring the acta to request permission to change. This is the reason
for the barring of the Splller turn,
according to the Keith people.

MAXWELL RETURNING
George Maxwell, president of the
American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers, who was
indicted on May 10 on charges of
writing scurrilous letters to Allan
A. Ryan, defaming' the latter's wife,
has cabled he will return to (few

York

to stand trial.

Maxwell's friends regard the accusation as preposterous, and believe that they will establish his
Innocence. They^polnt to the tact.
that
Maxwell received over it
anonymous letters of fhe same description, stretching back over a
period of nearly six years. He has
been unable to trace any of them.
Nathan Burkan is his attorney.

There was nothing secret in Maxwell's departure two months ago.
After winding up' his affairs in this
country he left to conduct the European affairs of the' association
and of his own firm, O. Rioordi

&

Co.'

It seems more than likely that
George Maxwell will be cleared of
the poison pen charges before he
sets foot on America It Is claimed
from reliable sources that the police have a written confession from
one of the domestics In his home,'
who, It seems, was in league with
a certain Jealous woman to get
Maxwell 'nto trouble.
Until this news 4s regarded aa

positively definite It wilt not* be
given to the dallies, who are just as
set against Maxwell ag ever, dis-

crediting his alibis.
The officials
of the American Society of Composers,
Authors and* Publishers
are convinced of his Innocence and
called a special meeting by telegram
Wednesday( yesterday) afternoon to
send him a Vote of confidence.

baseball unless you can talk it, and
none of these ex hambos is goin' to
change ray language.
It's a funny ball club I've got anyway. You can't get one of them to
go to a show at • night. I have
Segal's Big Insurance
cracked to four or five of them about
New Haven. Conn., May IC.
takin' a little walk after supper and
Louis M. Segal, general manager
takin' in a show, but they are sll of
the Poll
vaudeville theatres.
anxious to get into the hay. When has taken a $t.*o<W,000 insurance
you ask them why the early flop policy, written on the "ordinary life
they act sheepish and say they like plan through the New York Life Into get up early In the niornln*.
surance Company.
of them for I
I'll take that out
have posted a call for mornin* prac- any rate they cant act any deader
»ir.» beginnin* to-morrow.
It they than they have been.
You wouWL
like to get up early we will see how think they wus all up alt night
a good two hour workout before layin' brick by the looks of them at
'

Maybe they will game
more pep In the aftermaybe they won't, but at

lunch suits them.

show a

little

noons, and

time.

More iter,
Your old pal,

i

I.
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$150,000

N. V. A.

BENEFIT
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BRAY RULES NEW YORK AGENTS

ANSWER

TO TALK OF VAUDEVILLE DISCORD
_

MUST DEAL THROUGH CHI
**

t ~

Dealings of

Three Largest New York Houses Crowded and Audience Seated on Stage Fred Stone's Address and

~

$

:sr.

:

*

W. V. M. A, Orpheum and

Keith Wesl

era Required to Be Done by Local
With Chicago Men in New York

—

Will Rogers* Bit

V
Trixie Frigansa, Dud
Kerekjarto, Ida May Chadwick

three

de

Band,

performances
held last Sunday night at the Hippodrome, Metropolitan Opera House

The

benefit

WESTERN BOOKING FROM
\,m
N.Y. DURING

and

Dad, Anatol Friedland and Girls,
and Manhattan Opera House will Tom Burke, Tom Patricola, May
gross In receipts from ticket sales Yohe and Band, Aileen Stanley,
and souvenir programs close to Clark and Bergman, Fred Stone,
Yvette Rugel, Gild a Gray and Com150,000.
The advertising in the .souvenir pany, Van and Schenck, and Wanka.
The Manhattan program included
program amounted to about $80,000,
Marone, Montana, May
the balance representing ticket sales Macart and
Yohe
and Band, Seed and Austen,
.«* ™™~*»«
«Ai<*. which ran Into
program sales,
and
Revue, Al Herman,
Edwards
Gus
who
Thousands
figures.
unheard-of
attended were unable to secure pro- Yvette Rugel, Emily Lea A Co.,
Band* Shaw and
Eva
Shirley
and
them.
for
bidding
grams and were
Seme of the souvenir books sold for Lee, Morton and Glass, Belle Baker,
Anatol Friedland
Lytell
Fant,
and
enthe
as high as $5 apiece, with
Co., Bob Hall. Ida May Chadwick,
tire run sold out long before the &
Eight
White Sisters,
Blue
Demons,
houses were filled.
The total was also swelled by the Lewis and Dody, Wanka* Harry
Burns St Co., "Jack and Jill" Co.,
sale of dollar admissions. Hundreds
of these ticket buyers failed to at- Georgia O'Ramey, Burns and Lynn,
4end, many of them buying the Ted Lewis and Band, Aileen Stantickets to aid the cause, with no ley, Clark and Bergman, Chic Sale,
intention of attending. This applied Dooley and Sales, Van and Shenck,
Rooney and Bent, Leedom and
mostly to out-of-town people.
Stamper, Tom Burke, Trizie FriAll three houses were crowded.
Leviathan* Band, Tom PatrlThe Manhattan Opera House had gansa,
Olsen and Johnson, Beth Berrl
cola,
with
to put 400 people on the stage,
Harry Stoddard
Co., Fred Stone,
many turned away, due to lack of and
Band, Ernest Ball, Mary
capacity.
Haynes, Victor Moore, toa^ BrownThe Hippodrome was packed from ing, The JBruchs, Ben Welch, Arthur
floor to roof, with nearly 1,000* spec- West, John Dunsmuir, Clifton and
tators seated on the stage who could De Rex, Herbert Clifton, Keith's
not be provided with seats in the Boys' Band and Harry Kahane.
The Unanimous and
auditorium.
The artists were transported bespontaneous response of all the le- tween the three houses in taxicabs,
gitimate and vaudeville stars in the not a hitch or a delay marring the
the
city to donate their services to
orderly procession of stars on any
N. V. A. benefit programs and the of the three bills. The houses, both
packing of three such gigantic the- front and back, worked like well
Hippodrome, Metroas

Glen Burt Moves

,

atres

the

politan Opera House and the Manhattan Opera House by an enthusiastic public is a somewhat disconcerting answer to the rumors that
certain organisations or individuals
will try to inject discord into the
A glance at
vaudeville situation.
the names of the prominent artists
the
attest
will
appeared
who
strength of the professional support.
At the Metropolitan standing room
only was the rule as early as 8
o'clock, with the house jammed to
The feature of the long
capacity.
bill at the Metropolitan was the
specialty and speech of Fred Stone,
president of the N. V. A. In the
speech Mi. ftone confirmed the stories published recently about his religious convictions and emphasized
his intent to remxin on the stage.
Will Rogers appesj-ed at all three

houses with his humorous monologue.
At the Manhattan Opera
Rogers turned his back to the house
and addressed his remarks to the
people seated on the stage. It was
a big laugh.
'The Spirit of the N. V. A..*' a
Julia
around
pageant
centered
Arthur, concluded the bill at the
Metropolitan at about 12.20 p. m.
Before the concluding act the bill,
which was opened by a brief concert from the Keiths Boys' Band,
included George M. Cohan, Lowell
Sherman,
Savoy and Brennan,
Lewis and Dody, Charley King and
.

Harry Carrol, Beth Berrl, Rooney
and Bent, Lopez Band, Yorke and

oiled

terminating^ the
benefit ever staged.

machinery,

most gigantic

BERNHARDT MEMORIAL
Wide

Orpheum's Plan to
Tablet to Artist

Interest in

Set

Up

Chicago,

May

16.

The Sarah Bernhardt memorial

iNGfNUE PRIMA DONNA

HILL

MUST PAY $25,205

FOR ACTOR'S INJURY
.

Court Rules

Show

Hill

in

Was Owner

of

Which Dealy

Was

Hurt

James J. Dealy (Dealy and Kramer, the latter his wife) was awarded a verdict for $25,205.34 in 1920
against GuS Hill as a result of the
injury to his left eyeball because
of a defective pistol employed as a
prop in a "Mutt and Jeff'* company
In 1917. Dealy has since been engaged in a lengthy and involved
court battle with Hill to recover on
the judgment. The original Verdict
handed down in Justice Mc Cook's
part of the New York Supreme
Court In June* 1920, was for $30,216.08, but this was modified by the
His
$5,000 reduction on appeal.
counsel, David L. Podell and J. J.
Podell, have been experiencing difficulty In enforcing the judgment
because of Hill's changing of his
bank accounts in names of corpora-

proposition of the Orpheum Circuit
has turned out to be the biggest
publicity campaign ever put on.
There Is wide interest in the contest
for designs for a memorial and the
tions.
selection and placing of the tablet
Justice Wagner** decision this
will attract wide attention. The fact
week clears the matter as follows:
that the late Madame Bernhardt
"The. defendant (Hill) practically
toured the Orpheum Circuit on her owned
the entire stock of the comfirst venture in vaudeville makes the
pany, actually controlled it, minmovement a natural one.
gling its funds with his own propMarcus Helman, president of the erty and using them as his own.
Orpheum Circuit, ana Asher Levy, No corporate returns were made nor
Head of the Junior Orpheum activ- minutes of corporation meetings
ities, are to sail on the Leviathan in
kept, and the evidence clearly shows
July and will be accompanied by
fictitious transfers of all the corWilliam Burlock, press representaporation's property of value to the
tive.
These three will have charge
defendant personally to escape payof the placing of the tablet.
The movement takes on added Im- ment of the plaintiff's Judgment.
Under these circumstances and
portance as leading lights in the
others, not referred to, necessarily
social and artistic world are interconfirming the above view, a court
ested. Larado Taft and Mrs. Rockeof equity will pierce the corporate
feller McCormlck. are among the
entity and enforce the judgment
judges to pass on the designs being
against the real party. In interest.
submitted for the tablet. More than
Judgment ordered against the de100 are already in. .

office will be
booked out of New York for the
summer.
This
includes the
coming
houses booked by Glen Burt which
were not included in the recent
switch which brought the principal
houses from the Chicago Keith office into the New York office, where
(hey were added to the books of
Johnny Collins and Jack Dempsey.
The remaining houses will be
booked by Glen Burt as before, but
Burt will transfer from Chicago to
New York, remaining here for the
summer. Tile houses affected will
continue on the books of Glen Burt/
who will -book* them under the supervision of Tlnk Humphries, head
of the western branch of the Keith
•
Exchange.
The P*laoe, Detroit, and Regent,
Bay City, booked by Will Cunningham through the Chicago Keith office, will be Included in the switch

to

New York

for

summer

bookings.

Tink Humphries, Glen Burt, Mr.
and Mrs. Will Cunningham, Miss
Applegate, secretary and treasurer
of the Palace, Detroit, arrived in

New York
summer.
The

this

week

to

remain

all

decision to place the suiflmer

bookings for the Chicago Keith
houses followed a precedent established several years ago. The Keith
officials

believe thaj

New York

Is

the logical booking headquarters for
between seasons on account of location. Another factor was the rout-

ing of the acts consecutively for all
of the houses booked by Collins and
Dempsey. With Glen Burt here on
the ground all three bookers are in a
position to keep the acts going until
they have played all of the middle

NEW ENGLAND CLOCKS

•

picture twice daily, except Saturday
will be three a

and Sun lay, which
day.

The matinee

will start at 1 p.

m.

Keith

manager

offices,

confined to those who have official
representation on the hooking floor
so that if any question arises It is
possible to get into immediate contact with the booker. The ruling
will apply particularly when the
bookers alPe east looking for ma-

•

terial.

The

ruling provides:
All acts booking through

^

a*Wew
York agent go through some Chi1.

cago representative.
2. If a Chicago agent submits an
act and he has the signed authority
to represent the act and is booked
by an association representative, the
Chicago agent should receive the
entire commission.
S. If a New York agent books 'an
act with the association's representative, he must name a Chicago representative, but if the act prefers
a Chicago agent other than that
•

of the New York agent, the act's
choice must stand,
the event the New York
4. In
agent has no Chicago representative,
he should nominate one to cover the
acts booked through the representative of the association.
The ruling is prompted by the
desire to be consistent for no Chicago agent has any direct standing on the floors, of the New York

KeiTh and Orpheum

offices.

FIGHT WITH LANDLORD
Nirdlinger

Interests in
Maryland
to Force New Lease

Ask Court

Hagerstown, Md., May 16,
Hagerstown's theatrical battle,
precipitated several weeks ago by
the NJxon-Nirdlinger Interests filing
a bill in the Circuit Court asking
for an injuction to restrain Charles
C. Easton, Charles S. Lane, Jr., A. H.
Gunnell and J. O. Funkhouser from
interfering with the possession of
Nixon's Academy, a movie house,
was revived Saturday when the
filed

an answer

to

the

asking for a dissolution of the
injunction.
The respondents claim
there has been no conspiracy, as
alleged, to secure a lease on the theatre or fix a rental price for the
Colonial theatre.
bill,

MONTREAL MGRS. ELECT
Twenty -seven Theatres Represented
in Local Body

Montreal, May 16.
The Montreal Theatrical Manr
agers* Association celebrated the beginning of their third year by a
luncheon at the Press Club, after
which the annual election of officers
fendant in the amount sued for, took place. Abbie Wright, manager
of the Princess, formerly vice-presiwith Interest from June 17, 1920."'
dent of the association, was elected
president; while George Nicholas,

COLOJflAL POLICY
The summer policy which went
into effect this week at the Colonial,
New York, Is six acts and a feature

It.

B

of the Western
has also added his
office, is that all bookings when con*
ducted through agents should be

phrey,

Western territory.
The Chicago Keith office will fill
in acts on the bills with the features
booked through the New York office
defendants
for the summer.

I

Harland Dixon, Sunshine
Girls and Miss Callahan, Peggy Connecticut Sivided;
Maine and
Massachuse s on Daylight Time
Benny
Wood, Lester Donohue,
Leonard, Fairbanks Twins, Eleanor
For the benefit of vaudeville folk
Painter, Lionel Atwill, Ben Bernle
and Band, Rae Samuels, Chic Sale, and others of the stage entering
Grace La Rue, Ann Pennington. New England here is the schedule
Brooke Johns and chorus from of daylight saving as it now pre"Jack and Jill," George White, vails in the States:
Charlotte Greenwood, Val and Ernie
Maine, virtually all cities, dayStanton,
Evelyn
Law,
Queenie light saving; Massachusetts, daySmith and Fred Hildebrand, Eddie light saving; Connecticut, BridgeCantor, Nancy, Welford and Boys, port, Bristol, New Haven, Hartford,
Ben AH Haggin, Tanleau "The Meriden, Derby, Greenwich, New
Green Gong," Maclyn Arbuckle, Britain,
Waterbury,
Torrington,
Eltinge,
Julian
Marguerite
and Rockville, Stamford, all daylight
Frank Gill, Tom Burke, Florctte saving; Rhode Island, daylight savJeffreys and The Brlants.
ing in all cities and towns; New
The Hippodrome program fol- Hampshire, all cities and towns on
lows: Eight Blue Demons, Fenton standard time excepting Derby;
and Fields, Pearl JRegay and Band, Vermont, mostly on standard time.
The Briants, Lewis and Dody, Eddie
Buzzell and Girls, 'Ben
Welch,
I0EW MOB. DROPS DEAD
Williams and-Wolfus, William Seabury and Girls, Healy and Gross,
Abraham Sichel, one of the first
Eva Shirley and Band, Al Herman, Loew managers, half brother of
Rooney and Bent, Gus Edwards and Marcus Loew, dropped dead in his
Company, Joe Browning, Emily Lea theatre,
the
Fulton.
Brooklyn,
and Glass, Ruby Norton, Will Rogers, Tuesday. Sichel had not been well
Leedom and Stamper, Power's Ele- for some time.
phants, Bob Hall, 8. 8. Leviathan
Sichel had been a manager of
Band, Belle Baker, Nita Naldi. Loew houses, starting with store
Eddie Leonard, yllarry Stoddard and shows, for 16 years.
King,

All of the houses booked through

the Chicago Keith

MARGARET WILSON

May

that New York agents "shall have
no direct standing" on the floor of
the Western Vaudeville Managers
East to Act Association, the Orpheum,* Junior,
Orpheum and to which C. 8. Hum*

Collins* and Dempsey—
Humphreys Here Also

With

Chicago,

'The ruling of Charles E.

Another bill was filed during the
day by former Judge Martin H.
Lehmayer, of Baltimore, general
counsel in Maryland for the N-N
interests ,and C. Walter Baker, local
counsel, for the Washington Street

Amusement CoVasks an

injunction
restraining the Colonial Realty Co.
and Messrs. Easton, Lane, Gunnell
and Funkhouser from interfering
with the Colonial theatre, which IS
operated,under a lease to the Washington Street Amusement Co. The
lease expired Friday and permismanager of the United Amusements sion was asked for a renewal of the
Co., and the /Independent Amuse- lease for five years.
Judge A. A.
ment! Co., vice-president; B. M. Doub ordered the defendants to
Garfield was unanimously re-elected show cause on or before May 23 why
secretary-treasurer.
The directors an injunction should not be issued!
are George Rotsky and Frank Norman, whtje G. A. Coughlin was apPASSPART-BECK SKIRMISH
pointed attorney and E. F. McAs the trial of the William L.
Mahon, auditor.
Passpart
suit against Martin Beck
It was also announced that the
new charter had been received and approaches the May 21 date set by
court
order, the defendant's attorthe association Is now incorporated

and the night performance at 7
p. m., with the feature picture shown
before and after the vaudeville programs. Saturdays and Sundays the
with a membership of twenty, rep- neys have been engaging in a numtime will remain the same, with the
resenting twenty-seven theatres in ber of legal skirmishes with Passextra show starting at 4 p. m.
part. Firstly, Charles H. Studin for
The scale has been reduced for Montreal.
Beck charged the complaint was not
the summer policy, and the bill will
worded correctly. Justice Ford acchange twice weekly. The Colonial
MISS TITCOMB'S AUNT'S WILL cordingly has granted Passparfs
will remain open all summer unless
motion to amend it

The will of Caroline A. Barry,
business necessitates an earlier closing.
Johnny Collins will book the who died April 27 and was an aunt
of Heloise Titcomb Wills, actress,
•
house as before.
and third wife of Nat M. Wills, the
late tramp comedian, filed for proWis. Manager Bankrupt
bate last week In the Surrogates'
Court, New York, leaves one-half
Chicago, May 16.
Charles G. Boutin, who has been of her residuary estate to Mrs.
operating the Myers theatre at Wills, krtewh In vaudeville circles
Janesville, Wis., has gone into bank- as La Belle Titcomb, and the other
ruptcy; liabilities, $20,000; assets, half of the residue tb Charles F.
nephew, of the United
$3,000. The house Is expected to re- Lemon,
open shortly under new manage- States Patent Office, Washington,
D C.
ment.

On May 18 Senator James J.
Walker for Passpart will oppose
Mr. Studin's argument of the appeal from the order permitting Passpart a new trial. The suit several
months ago was dismissed by default because of the absence of
Passparfs counsel (not Senator
Walker, who was then tied up with
legislative matters in Albany), who
was trying another case in another
court. Subsequently, Passpart was
granted leave to open the default,
and the date of a new trial was set.
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EXTRA MIDNIGHT SHOW
PUTS COOPER AHEAD

BERKS COMEBACK AS

H.

I.

FACTOR IN BURLESQUE BEGINS
*

Third Wheel Framed— Herk, Fehr, McGrath, Levey
and Schoenecker Allied in

be 15 Weeks

May

Chicago.

'

1«.

I. H. Herk's comeback as a big
factor in burlesque circles got its

COLUMBIA LEASES
OLYMPIC, CHICAGO

start this week when it was con
Armed here today that J. J. Mc

had

Grathr

turned

his five
houses in Buffalo. Louisville, Cleveland, Indianapolis' and Cincinnati to
Herk to be pooled with the Trallis
houses in St. Louis.and Kansas City
and the (Levey interests of Detroit.

as

,

w ejl

An extra show, a midnight performance Wednesday.
the Casino, Boston, put the Jimmle Cooper
"Beauty Review" show at the top
of the' trio of Columbia summer
shows last week for gross business.
The Cooper show did about $9,000.
With the -midnight performance
by

$1,300.

House Replaces Wednesday midnight show
be a regular feature with
Olympic, Taken Over by
Cooper show during Its summer

Mrs.

Cole's

Woods

A. H.

Columbia Wheel

show

en-

performances

IS

different styles of native terpsichore
in each of the foreign lands visited,
with a view to introducing semething new to burlesque patrons
next season. He will complete his
globe circling trip by the end of the
summer, his schedule calling for
arrival back In New York about
Sept. 1.

Columbia Meeting June 7
The annual meeting' of the ..Columbia Amusement Co. and subthe

will

.

giving the

i

The

gagement at the Casino, Boston,

the houses

it won't
be the fault of Henry Jacobs of that
Arm.
Jacobs was in Burmah. India, recently, leaving that place then for
Egypt. Jacobs Is looking over the

Weak

te Eliminate

8tanda— Additions Possible

Sam

make a

manager

general

Scribner,

Amusement

of the Columbia

Co..

over the circuit
shortly with a view to adding new
houses to the wheel to strengthen

will

trip

Some

the
weak spots.
stands played may
next 'season.

the
of
eliminated

be

It Is possible more than one or
two ciM*«-not played hitherto by
the Columbia wheel may be in-

cluded in next season's route. The
general plan appears to call for a
route of 40 weeks for the Columbia
shows next season as against St
the past season. It is also planned
to make the routs a solid one wit h*
out layoffs.
»

)

ii.

it.

.«

i

i

I

< m

•

and Mask With Waldom
Scot tie Friedell and Ernie Macs:
sidiary, corporations controlling a
number of houses, affiliated with the have been engaged as principal
Columbia interests will be held cdmtcs with the Cnas. H. Waldron
Thursday, June .'t In the Columbia] « h ow on Ota Columbia wheel neat
Both WSre with Mutual
offices.
Anion? mat
tera 'seSsW
offlpes, New York.
Y <W:k v Among
matters
tq ,be ..settled wi|l be the question wheel shows last season.
Fr.edetl

in Minne'The Olympic. Chicago, will be a weekly, as against the It waetdy
Milwaukee arid the
performances of the Barr.ey Gerard
Empire. Chicago, which are pledged full week stand on the- Columbia 'Follies of the
Day" at: the Oayety, of extending, the .Columbia^ franto Robert Schoneker, former assist- Burlesque circuit, next season, the Boston,
Abbott Has Mutual Franchise
and the 12 of the Save chises that empire jn 19S4 beyond
house—having been leased by the'
ant to Herk. and a Herk ally.
Marlon show at the Columbia, New. tha<t period for J^ve. years, or longer.
Harry Abbott, manager of 'the
McGrath's former partner, -Vail, Columbia this week for a four-year .York.,
Vha
previous
week
the
directors,
for
jthe.en?
Garden,
and,,
Buffalo, has- been awarded
Officers
torm'at a rental of $60,000 yearly.
la no longer interested in any of the
The house will he remodeled be- Cooper rhow did $10,200, with IS •uipg fiscal yeaq will, also be a franchise on the Mutual wheel
houses.
The partnership was disshows
at
the
Casino,
Boston:
Last
aruau,al.
for
elected at. the
meeting.
next season.
solved by McGrath', due to dissatia- fore the, opening Qf .the next bur- week
was the second of the show's
(

v

Boston-

in

Midnight Performance to
— Be Regular Feature

boosting the gross

over

If the Jacobs ft Jermon shows So
not have the real thing In the way
of Oriental dancing la their several

in

SCRIBNER'S TOUR

Columbia shows negt season

Grossed $9,000

M

to Start

JACOBS 0L0BE TROTTING

,as

apolis, St. Paul,

< n i«...

-

<

faction

with

McGrath

.

Vail.
This decided
in qskitUng the. Mutual
circuit.
MeGrath is the

lesque season.

eral

Sara Scribner, gen-

manager of the Columbia

cir-

£c*s

run.

The Gerard •"Follies" show at the
-completed arrangements SatGayaty, Boston, was third on the
largest concessionaire in America, urday*
list With a gross of $8,400 last week,
The Olympic is owned by Mrs.
with an income ef $2,500 weekly.
Its.flret of the current run.
The third circuit will start with Cbas* Cole of Chicago, and will reThe Dave Marion show at the Co15 weeks, The deal, which has been place the Columbia, Chicago, which lumbia, New
York, In its first week
was
sold
recently
to
A.
H. Woods!
practically consummated, will be
of its summer engagement last
definitely settled as. soon aa Herk's The acquisition of . the Columbia week, did
$8,800. coming in, second.
bankruptcy proceedings are com- gives,' the Columbia circuit two Cool weather looked to assist the
stands in Chicago, the other beinj
pleted.
box office at the matinees last week
Bam Levey, of Detroit, has pledged the Star. and. Garter.
The Olympic is located in the didn't come up to expectations
hia support to Herk.
Levey has
either in Boston or NOW York.
been out of. burlesque since selling heart of the "loop" district, with an
his interests to the* American cir- entrance on Clark street and ancuit.
He signed a five-year con- other pn Randolph. It has about
tract to stay out at that time. The 1.400 capacity, which is to be in/. .OHss. H. Burke
/...Chaa.
creased, according to present plans. r>rt Cohee,
Contract expires in July.
Abe Lerlnaky.. .........
At Wateoa
.
Slippery Dick.^
.....R&x Paine
HiMik Sheepfaee. ,.
XdSie L>H>jrl
Herk will, not attempt to force
Officer Brooiaheas.
John
F. Burke
GIRL
Mine Hifhfeather
Orace Ooodele
his way into the Mutual Burlesque i
Mle» Deaae way.
Jaeque Wilson
Circuit through control of the J. J.
Susie
Sheepfaee.....;....
Santly
May
McGrath houses, but will operate a Springfield Hostess Says Julia Olaf
a «
Stole Her Property
third burlesque 'circuit aiming at
Each year at the and of the regu-.
lar season the Olympic, pn 14th
opposition to the Mutual.
Springfield, Mass., May 16.
street. New York, puts in a stock
The .houses controlled by J. J.
Julia Olaf, also known as Jane company for the summer months.
McGrath, added to the middle west- Meyers, 10 years old,
a chorus girl Instead of the stock holding forth
ern group, which Herk and Herman with
Mutual burlesque show indefinitely It is changed every two
Fehr interests are said to have which aclosed recently, was arrested weeks. The first two weeks of the
current stock seasbn Chas. H. and
pledged, will start the circuit. Field in Springfield Monday
on the eve o?
men are now busy lining up more her wedding on the charge of lar- John F. Burke, burlesque veterans,
As seen
stands for the new circuit, which ceny as she was waiting for a train are staging the show.
Tuesday night It's a great show for
Im to be called the American, it is In tae union
station. She is alleged the money (75 cents top). .
said.
Down 14th street way the natives
to have stoles several articles of
The American Burlesque Circuit, c'othln&. a silk umbrella, an electric call it the "working man's follies."
now defunct, was the No. 2 wheel flatiron and $25 in cash from Mrs. Ziegfeld may have produced more
which Herk controlled and through George C. Stockstall, well-known elaborate spectacles than the frolic
which he climbed to Columbia Cir- Springfield woman. While on a visit the Burke Brothers put on at the
Olympic, but Zlggy never had anycuit circles, leaving to start the at the Stockstall home on Sunday.
thing in his show in ths shape of
Affiliated, which operated the ShuThe chorus girl became acquainted comedy that topped the Burke
bert vaudeville units.
with Mrs. Stockstall when the eom- Brothers' famous "Diamond Palace"
When the Affiliated dissolved pany^jot which she .was a member skit. The old burlesque classic wears
Herk tried to buy into the Mutual, was playing in a theatre in Spring- well. It was funny 25 years ago;
but was unsuccessful due to oppo- Held. At that time she spent one It's funnier today.
John F. Burke's mellow "Tad'*
sition from the Columbia Circuit as night in the Stockstall home and
character stands out brilliantly In
represented by John Jermon and left with a cordial Invitation to re- the "Diamond Palace" afterpiece.
Interests friendly to the Columbia, turn at any time, according to the Mr. Burke does a conventional HeIt is said.
report on the police blotter.
The brew stage type, in the first part. It
The new circuit will Invade the meeting occurred when Mrs. Stock - doesn't mean much, but it's funny
east, where Herk
has a line on stall, who had become Interested in at times.
It's a real old-fashioned burlesque
available stands through his bur- theatrical work, went to the theatre
show with a full-stage house set for
lesque apd Shubert unit experi- to talk with members of the cast of opening, a scene in one aad another
ences.
one of the burlesque shows.
full- stage set for the second part.
When the show closed, Miss Olaf, But it hat what many, a Columbia
or Meyers, returned to her home in show lacked last season slathers of
TABS Bridgeport. Conn., remained there a sure-fire comedy ot the sort, that
BURLESQUERS
The closing of the regular bur- few days and came to Springfield produces real laughs. The cast Is
excellent. The women principals are
lesque season finds more tabs com- to the Stockstall home. She arrived
all good, including Grace Goodale, a
posed^ of burlesque people working in Springfield Friday and stayed prima who may never worry Galliand more stock burlesque houses until Sunday night.
Curci, but "there" 40 Ways when
Sunday the girl is alleged to hav? it comes to putting over a number
open and getting ready to open
than any season heretofore. Over gathered together the articles from with Jazs movements. Jaeque Wil20 tab shows, with principals re- the Stockstall home and placed son, a lithe dancer, also qualifies
strongly on looks; a good number
cruited from Columbia and Mutual them in her suitcase while alt the
leader as well. May Santly, a peppy
shows, are 4iow playing and about members of the family were away. little eoubret, completes the trio of
15 stock houses will be operating 5?he left a note for her hostess say- principal women.
Ray Paine does
ing she was leaving Springfield to several characters. He reads lines
by, next week.
The cool weather has helped the get married. Neighbors said they well and lifts the show every time
business
likewise saw the young woman get into an he steps on the stage. It's a relief
stock
greatly,
boosting the box office returns of automobile beside a young man at to listen to a burlesque straight man
who speaks English with an enunthe small houses playing vaudeville the wheel.
ciation that makes every word audiUpon being arrested the girl de- ble. Incidentally there's a Roman
and pictures and the burlesque
nied that the articlea in her suit- travesty scene in the first part of the
tabs.
Cain and Davenport have re- cave belonged to Mrs. StockstaU, Burke Brothers' show that is a howl
vamped their "Mimic World" (Co- but later when confronted with the with Paine playing Marc Antony in
lumbia show) into a tab. It started list anc a description of the miss- a legitimate heroic manner that rethe late Chas. Ross (Rosa and
Another ing articles, she is said by the police called
in Bridgeport last Wtok.
Fen ton) when the latter was in his
producer to send his to have admitted the theft, but gave prime. The Burkes also shine in this
Coluaibla
her
act.
She
reason
for
was
no
jbI.ow out as a tab la Sim Williams,
scene, which holds many laughs.
The chorus of 16, with a generous
who is rearranging the "Rad^o booke'd ar police headquarters on a
quota of ponies, work with precision.
Girls" to lit the one hour and a charge of larceny.
Mile. Fill, specialty dancer, has all
quarter running time catted for by
the classical wrigglers within memthe lab houses.
MARION
THORNTON
ory backed off the platform.
Fifl
Shannon Dissolve
McAllister, and
Thornton, monoloqlst. has makes the proverbial shaking bowl
Jim
The team of McAllister and
of jelly look as placid as a sheet of
been engaged as an added attracglass. .She's a wonder in her way.
Shannon* featured with burlesque
with the Dave Marion £how
Others included Al Watson, a comshows for several season- p ist. has tion
at the Columbia next week. As fai- petent and hard-working Hebrew
has.
•dissolved.
Harry Shannon
deThornton's
marks
ls
known it
comedian, who assisted in getting a
»: n;
a partnership) with Bobby
but with a burlesque show, al- bunch of laughs across and regisMcAllister has not anWllaofl.
though he has played in vaudeville tered a flock on his own account.
nounced his future activities.
and variety for upwards of 40 Mddie Lloyd, a dancer and comic,
figured in putting over nutnyears.
Thornton has never ap- also
l>ers importantly.
HOUSES CLQSING
wheel
peared with a Columbia
The show Is called "The Joy RidThe Orpheum. St. Louis, closes show during the 21 years of that ers." Business was very good Tu*scircuit's existence.
1 day night.
BelL
May 26.
Burlesque
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GARNETTE

LUCILLE

LOVE TWINS
TWO

LITTLE 8INGING LOVE BIRDS

the Love Twins, whose syncopated harmony was heard la
Carroll's dance revue recently? And if you are a vaudeville fan
you will doubtless remember these dainty singers.
Their act has new songs and scenery, and, as the twins are alone this
time, without Harry'a piano or coryphees, they have improved their line
of song and patter until It is of headline caliber.

Remember

Harry

This week (Msy

13), Palace,

LOS ANGELES "EVENING EXPRESS"
Management HARRY SINGER

Chioaoo.

BENEFIT SUNDAY EVE.

PHILLIPS Of MAEI0N
Through an

Msny Volun24- Hour Show

Burlesque Club Has
teers for

The

benefit performance of the
Burlesque Club of America called
"The Burlesque Revue" wilt be held
at the Columbia, New York, next

Sunday night. May 20.
Enough volunteers have

signified

SHOW

Tom

Philthe Dave
Marion summer show at the Columbia, New York, was not mentioned In Variety's review of the
show fast week. Phillips entered
ths show at short notice and gave
an excellent performance. His late
entry resulted In his name being
omitted from the first week's prolips,

straight

oversight,
man of

their intention of appearing at the gram cast.
Burlesque Club show to date to provide a show that would run for U
FOLLOW ME" FOR BOSTON
hours.
In addition to the vaude"Follow* Me," a colored show
ville acts that are scheduled for apcontrolled
and operated by Iasy
pearance, the Burlesque Club will
put on several sketches and skits on Weingarden, former American and
the order of the Lambs\and Friars' Columbia wheel producer, sUru an
indefinite engagement at the How-v
affairs. These will travesty different burlesque problems and condi- ard, Boston, next week. The «how
has played In the middle west heretions in a comedy vein.
Among the acts listed are the tofore, but is new in the east. The
choruses of all of the Columbia Howard plays the Mutual, burlesque
shows in the biggest ballot staged shows in the regular seaspn.
With the Howard holding a sumoutside of a grand opera performance.
The vaudeville acts Include mer show, the three Boston burmany who started In burlesque and lesquo houses will be occupied with
the
Gayety
having
since achieved fame in the musical attractions,
comedy, legit and big time vaude- Gerard's "Follies," and the Casino
"Cooper's
Beauty Revue.**
The
ville fields.

'

4

.

A

partial list of the acts liste.i for
night's show includes Clark
McCullough. Lester Allen, Jim

Sunday
and

Barton. McCarthy Sisters, Charlotte

Green woo J, Cha* K. Harris, who
wi|t si n g 'Aft oe the Ball." and
oThers of his song hits of other
days; John Steel, and all of the
principal comedians, etc.. from both
the^COlumbia and Mutual wheels,
as wttl as the various burlesque
stock houses.

latter

attraction

is

composed

of

white and colored entertainers.

DIXON'S
The

SHOW

show

IS

Henry

JIG JIG"
Dixon

will

operate on the Columbia wheel next
season Will be. called "Jig Jig"
Dixon will play his show on the
Phil Sheridan franchise on a leasing arrangement with the Columbia
Amusement Co,

#

'

•i^j
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THREE CIRCUSES AROUND

1

UMUSBMBNBRSC*

1; i:n;

CIRCUSES IN STORM AND

N. Y.

STRESS IN MIDDLE WEST

BY PECULIAR ROUTING Barnes

Worst Experience

Barnum, SelU and Sparks Shows Within 12 Miles
of Metropolis Another Jam Indicated Around
Buffalo in June
*

—

For the first time three circuses
were grouped under canvas within
a radius of 12 miles in the metropolitan district. Adjacent New Jersey was the scene of the peculiar
routing this week. The big tops
"drained the draw" Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday (today).
The Ring ling Brothers-Barhum and
Bailey

working northward
were spotted

outfit

through

the

state

Wednesday and Thursday

New-

in

ark, whileTthe Sells-Floto show opposed it five miles away in Elisabeth Wednesday. Jt had already
played Newark, was in New Brunswick Monday and Perth Amboy on
Tuesday.
The Sparks outfit followed SellsElizabeth
Thursday,
Into
Kioto
thereby supplying further opposition for the Rlngling outfit. The
Sparks circus is- a 20-car outfit,
Sells-Floto is traveling in a 30-car
unit, while the Rlnglings are. using
100 cars. The three big tops are
due to traverse New York state and
may play in opposed territory again
on the way to Buffalo. The Campbell Brothers show, a two-car outfit,
is also close by in Jersey this week.

AMUSEMENT WEEK
Kansas City

Boom Parks

licity

-

•

to

in

Drive

Two

of the big events scheduled
this date are the opening of

Masslllon, O., May 16.
One of the worst' weeks since (he
show left winter quarters was experienced this week by the Al G.
Barnes Circus. Opening the week at
New Castle, Pa., the show was

the

new stadium, the home

of the

Kansas City Blues ball team of the
American Association, and the mo-

Business, however, was afrains curtailed business Friday at Findlay and the Saturday stand at Toledo suffered because of continued rains and a
alt

day.

Heavy

fected.

All of muddy lot.
tor races at the Speedway.
Officials of the show said that the
the parks will be open and ready
probfor their guests, and thousands of Wednesday weather here was
ably
the worst experienced for this
expected.
visitors
are
out-of-town
in
the
show
season of the year by
It is the intention to offer special
events at the different outdoor many years. Animals suffered from
amusement places, and the week the cold and many were reported ill.
Despite the blizzard which raged
promises to be one of interest and
all of Wednesday, the John Robinactivity.
son circus unloaded at Wheeling,
W. Va., and made the stand to light
business.
RIVAL
Many carnival companies exhibitRecent Investments in Rock a ways ing in this section during the week
suffered heavily .from loss of busiTotal $2,000,000

4

,

ST. JOHN'S

CRUSADE

in

St. John, N. B., May 16.
Merritt, carnival wresheld by the police in this
city charged with several burglaries.
On one specific charge he is held
for trial on suspicion of having
broken into a grocery warehouse

ness and property. Some lost as
three days' business and in
of the state shows report business light for five days.

•

William

tler^ is

New amusement

many as

building activi-

Rockaways,

ties in the

New

some parts

York,

represent a $2,000,000 outlay at the
shore resort. The new amusement
park at Steeplechase represents a
$1,000,000 Investment by the A. L.

Parks which opened

with beating a woman,
bootlegging and theft. He had been
living with the woman in Moncton
and New Glasgow since the close
of the last carnival season.
Raymond owns a wrestling concession
and performs under the name of

"Raymond

the Strong Man."
George Marshall, another carni-

man who

wintered in

St.

John,

was arrested recently on a oharge
of bootlegging.

He has been with

the World's Standard
several seasons.

Shows

for

KILLED ON COASTER
Albany, N.

T.,

May

16.

SOCIETY CIRCUS AGAIN

—piew

Outfit

•

CARNIVAL BOMB INQUIRY
Local Theatre

Wrecked After Ob

jeetfon to

vance

man

for

legitimate

alongside the track and signaled
with his coat to the starter, who
immediately turned off the power,
halting the three cars on the course
simultaneously.
When the accident occurred, the
car was rounding a curve after
having climbed a grade. The speed
was as low, K. P. Hazard, manager
of the park, explained, as at any
place on the course. O'Neal added
that the car was going so slowly
that he was able to keep his feet
after jumping.

OUTDOOR ITEMS
The

owners of Whalen Park,
Fitchburg, Mass., have installed a
roller coaster and
roller
skating
rink as new attractions.

attrac-

tions, is again booking "society circuses" in which he pioneered but

discontinued

several

years

ago.

Four weeks have already been contracted for, the first show being

May

29 at Harrisburg, Pa.
will sponsor the
event, which will run three days.
Salisbury Beach, Mass, May 16.
Equipment and several profesAn early morning fire destroyed a sional turns are carried, but the
dozen stores and booths, 125 bath- bulk of the show will be given by
houses and partly destroyed the local amateur talent, as formerly.
Su S ar Bowl and other buildings, all . Tfte
, et
circug ,
,
bur
owned by Albion Shaheen of Law-4 lesque
, -M11,„ top „>_„,..
on K
big
the
shows. Vnm
For ».
The buildings stood on the bareback exhibition a mechanician
rence.
site of Cushlng Hotel, which was
is used for comedy purposes. Duchdestroyed by fire several years ago. emin's
first event of the kind was
The loss is estimated at $20,000. given at Newport, with the horse
Most of the stores and refreshment show crowd furnishing the performstands were heavily stocked for the ers.
He formerly specialized on
season. There is partial insurance.
fashionable private cabaret enterThe police are working on the tainment and is credited with havtheor- that the fire was incendiary. ing arranged the show for the
faThey have communicated with the mous Seeley dinner back in the
State police and an investigation is 90's.
*

HRE SWEEPS

dated for

The Women's Club

SALISBURY

M

PARK REVUE
Kansas City, May 16.
The 1923 version of the Electric
Park Revue, under the direction of
Roy Mack- as a free park offering,
will start

Saturday evening.

The revue

May

19.

being built around
"Cheyenne Days,'' featuring all the
many pastimes of the wild west.
Acts and artists to be seen in the
revue
Mignon,
are
Gene and
dancers;
Willis,
Mirth
soubret;
Bddie Mathews, dancer; Hum berto
Brothers, pantomimists; Paeon and
Fontaine, skaters; Henry Antrim,
baritone;
Boila
and
Twinette,
dancers; Josephone Taylor, prima
donna; Happy Harrison's Circus
and the Electric Park I'.mclng
Twelve.
Is

Chicago, May 16.
The Showmen's Legislative Committee has walked out of the Show*

men's League of America by what
viewed as "request." The papers

Show

Is

St. Louis,

May

16.

A bomb, which was mysteriously
thrown In the lobby of the Wellston
(pictures), demolished the front and
canopy and destroyed other property.
The force of the explosion
shattered windows in adjacent business houses. The police are holding,
to be questioned, attaches of a carnival company who had been ordered
to remove their booths from the
side-walk near the damaged theatre.
It is said that Robert Smith, manager of the Wellston, appeared in
the County Court and opposed the
carnival's intention to open a street
fair on the ground that the booths
and other paraphernalia on the sidewailk would obstruct traffic.
The
court then ordered the booths removed. The carnival opened Friday night on a vacant lot a block
west of the Wellston.
The theatre was bombed at 1:10
In the morning, Saturday.
Those
of the carnival that have" been questioned said they knew nothing about
the exploslor.
."

CARNIVAL RAID IGNORED
Chicago.

May

16.

The Lawndale police raided a carnival at 24th street and Crawford
avenue Sunday following complaints
that fortune telling schemes and
fake card schemes were being opCharles Fein berg and six
erated.
others were arrested.
A telephone message to the office
of T. J. Johnson, dictator of the
carnival world, Monday morning,
brought the response that that office
knew nothing about the matter.

of the Legislative Committee have
been moved to the office of Tom
Johnson, dictator in name at least,
and tho "reform** movement is no
longer to be taken as part and
parce- of the Showmen's League.

The break followed a recent meeting of the Showmen's League when
the
matters of the Showmen's
Legislative Committee were taken
up. It was objected that the meeting was called ae the Showmen's
League, on Showmen's League stationery and that that .body had no
right to act on the affairs of a separate organization.
The financial status of the Showmen'fc Legislative Committee Is sucn
that unless funds begin coming in
shortly the activities must cease.
T. J. Johnson receives $100 a day
and expenses when traveling and
$50 a day when In Chicago, and this
eats up money. Besides, there are
the other expenses.
Col. Owens,
who formerly attempted to operate
a co-operative fair department with*
office in the Chicago rooms of The
Billboard, and who previous to that
was identified with «how business
through having 'a pony act called
"Texas Cleo," is out trying to get
carnivals to pay their dues.
He
gets $75 a week for his work, which
adds to the expense of the legislative committee,.
The commercial Interests who sell
carnival folks have paid about
all the money which has come into
all
the coffers of the legislative committee to date, but these folks say
that they won't go any further unless tnc carnivals cough up.
The
Col. Owens effort is to get the carnivals to make good their financial

„„

HALT "T0BUTZXY"

ROW OVER

pledge*.
•

CIRCUS LOT

Salem, Mass., May 16.
Patriotic organizations in Salem
are reported up in arms in protest
against the granting of a permit for
one of the smaller circuses to show
The
in Salem on Memorial Day.
circus has engaged a lot that is only
a stone's throw from the cemetery
where the memorial services are to
be conducted.

ENGAGEMENTS

in the

As a

Windy

•

CIRCUS MURDER

Boss Canvasman Fatally Assaulted
By Colored Hand

Henry Lenny, a boss canvasman f
the Sells-Floto Circus, and

with

John Winston, a colored hand, engaged in the south, had an altercation while putting up the big top

May

12 in Bridgeton, N. J.
The
negro beat Lenny over the head
with a heavy stake, crushing his
skull, death Immediately ensuing.
Winston escaped, but the Ne.v
Jersey authorities have spread a net

Francis Wilson, Charles Richman,
"A School for Scandal."
Marga Waldron, White's "Scan- •for his capture.
dals."

Marguerite

St.

John, "Aren't

We
Chicago Parks Open

All?"*
Alice

Buchanan and William
Courtenay for Harry Frazee's "The
Voice" company, opening at the

Chicago,

May

16.

White

City
opened
to-night,
starting just one week later than

May 21.
Riverview.
The weather was not
Joseph Macauley; Paul Lyssac, favorable to the first week of theHorace Braham, Wright Kramer Riverview season.
and Langdon Bruce for a new play
_
CASE
to be produced by Winthrop Ames.
for ChiDonald Cameron as leading man
ACTS
Cort, Chicago,

Aaron Hoffman has left
cago via Atlantic City to fix up for Josephine Victor, in "Fires of
"Light Wines and Beer," current Spring," the new Lawrence Weber
City.

production*

the trial of Nahum
Rackow's case against Hoffman
and Alexander Carr, alleging that
"Toblitzky Says" or "The End of
the World" is an
unauthorized
translation from the Yiddish of
Rackow, has been adjourned.
result,

BARNES' PRESENTATION
Dallas, May 16.
In appreciation of the many courtesies extended the Ar G. Barnes
Circus, which wintered in Dallas, the

Fund was presented with
and cash.
The new animals include an Alaskan brown bear, two Cinnamon
Dallas Zoo

$1,500 in animals

bears, one fourteen-foot alligator,
four pheasants and two peccaries.

Brooklyn.

now

at

the

Majestic,

NEW

7

June Lamont and her Syncoband,
pieces, novelty singing and in-

WORKER KILLED

carnival of

the

season

May

16.

.

,

->•

strumental.

Phoebe Whiteside, the dancer,
Harry Ashford, Marguerite St.
»'.
and
John
Norah Balfour
for assisted by Yerkes Bell Hop SJ*,
"Aren't We All?" with Cyril Maude, jazz orchestra.
%
Alex Gerber is writing new acts
at the Gaiety, New York.
Anne Davis, Leon Gordon, Jerome for the following teams: Howard
Cowan, Daisy De Witt, "Not So antl Lewis; Pisano and Landauer;
Fast."
Weber and Elliott;
Ross and
Ann Mason, Robert McLaughlin Edwards.'
(stock) players, Cleveland.
Irving Jones, and Charlie JohnLuis Albernl, American repertory son (Johnson and Dean), colored
company in Paris.
two-act,
singing,
and
talking
Mile.
Helena d'Algy, ZiegfeM dancing.
'•Follies."
Britt Wood, new act.
Britt has
Roberta Rcatty. "Aren't We All."
not been in New York for five year*.
Sarah Hyatt, Clark and McCuILuella Gear,
featured in
last
lough's "Tut-Tut."
'Elsie,"
is
preparing an act for
Helen Brodei ick, "Nifties of 1923." vaudeville.
Donald Macdonald, Stewart Walker
Klida Morris, songs.
stock, Indianapolis.
"The Four of Us,
two women
Dora Stroeve, White's "Scandals." and two men. singing and comedy.
Henry Hull, "The Rivals."
Josephine Harmon and Georgia.
Mnion Mears, "Not So Fast."
Sands.
Mabel Withee, Dew Drop Inn."
Marietta Craig in a revival of
Harry Ashford, "Aren't We All°" The Punch."
George Rosner (vaudeville) for
Eddie Heron and Harry Bond,
the next Wintetr Garden attraction. comedy and singing two-act.
Rosner ha's signed a five-year conJames Madison has written a new
.

;

*

CIRCUS

Alliance, O.,
first

'

-

Bernard's "Happy Go Lucky"
William Hadley, aged 22 years,
Hufchey Bernard retires as man- employe of the Al G. Barnes cirner of Miner's, Bronx, this week, cus, was killed here Tuesday right
lie will produce and opt rate a show when crushed between two circus
on the Columbia wheel on the cars when the show was loading.
post.
former
"Folly
Town" franchise, Hadley Joined the circus at Waco, tract with the Shuberts.
act for Dave Thurs'. y.
Dick Collins is now associated' eohtrolled by the James E. Cooper Texas. His body is being held in
Ellis Baker, "The Fool" (succeedJack Hartley (now with Rena
with the World Amusement Service estate. The show has ».. n 'named the Shearer morgue pending word ing Alberta Burton).
Arnold), new comedy act in one, as"Happy <\o Lueky."
Association as press agent.
from relatives.
Lurille La Verne, "Sun Up."
sisted by Adele Hartley.

The

on Long Island opened Monday in
Lynbrook, playing under the auspices of the local American Legion

I

Duchemin, well-known ad-

A. A.

William Eckslorn, an employe in
local factory, was crushed to
death Sunday by a roller coaster being made.
train at Mid-City park after he had
The wind was high at the time,
fallen from the front seat of the and it was at first feared the flames
first car.
would sweep the entire resort. The
William O'Neal, who accompanied burned buildings will be rebuilt at
Eckslorn to the park, leaped from once, it is said.
the car to the narrow board path

a

this

Due hem in Back at Benefit Performance*— Harrtsburg May 29

r

charged

early

season report poor attendance because of the unseasonable weather.

and stolen therefrom goods valued Thompson Co. Algernon Nova and
Alexander Cohen, proprietors of the
at 1300.
Merritt was last season with the Park Inn Baths, are building a
World's Standard Shows, touring I $300,000 indoor swimming pool.
Three new theatres have been
the maritime provinces and Maine
under the name of Bill Merritt, and added this year. They are the Park,
also under the name of Cyclone Mc- built by Jacob Goldberg, at RockDonald.
He was to have started away Park; Central at Cedarhurst
out again this season, but his ar- and the Arverne, built by Isidore
Snyder.
rest interfered with his plana
At the present rate the Rockaw ays
Louis Raymond, another carnival
wrestler and strong man who was will soon rival Coney Island as a
with Bistany's Shows, was arrested, summer resort.

val

Reform Movement to Hu
Needs Money and Carnivi
Men Won't Come Through
Johnson Takes

Office

CONEY'S

Concessionaire* Involved
Criminal Charges

Carnival

SHOWMEN'S HAGUE WVORCI
Tom

\

ly damaging the tents and making
Kansas City, May 16.
Plans for a midsummer "Amuse- the canvas so heavy .that the show
ment Week" for Kansas City and was hours late In getting loaded.
the surrounding territory are being With less than a 30-mile Jump beperfected for the week of July 4th. fore it, the show was until almost 9
The preliminary arrangements/pub- o'clock getting to Massillon, O. Conand a typical
licity, etc., are being looked after tinued cold weather
by W. M. Symon, secretary of the March blizzard prompted officials of
Conventions Bureau of the Chamber the circus to call off the stand, and
During
of Commerce, and the proposed af- the show was not unloaded.
train pulled
fair has been endorsed by Mayor the afternoon the show
weather
the
where
Tiffin,
O.,
on
to
Cromwell, who is one of the directwas cold, but the sun shone brightly
ors of the new Kairyland Park.

for

AND

in

Years

greeted by ideal spring weather.
The following day at Alliance, O.,
the night performance wan cut short
when a snowstorm descended, bad-

Pub-

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE

Stands-

Misses Ohio

ThON4aj; May lfoftMH-v]

,

—

:

*

»

•

-

Thtttaa*;

M.y

iiv

ounotnt: liWiuaEMEBirso

am

well -established branch of the
Authors' League, and is financially
sound. It has within its ranks practically
svery professional playwright and dosens of amateurs and
rnmers. The league took an active

and

HEW EQUITY ELEMENT

KELLY CIRCUS GOOD WILL BRIEF
(Continued from Last Week)

POINT

-

(Continued from page 1)
union and Join the American Federation of Labor as *a unit.

The

-

Successful operation of the circus depends upon professional skill
and psrsonal qualifications.
finesse in amusement creations and
There can bo no Good Will la a features; their judgment in selectbusiness depending upon profes- ing a program of entertainment;
their sense of economy in building
sional qualities or personal charac- and their wisdom in routing the
teristics of the persons who carry show— that impart value to the Institution. The alterations Ringlings
-Masters v. Brooks. 132 APP- £>!• make in a program of entertainment; what they reject; the snap
«74, 880;
and action- they develop in the acts
Black v. Suddoth. 45 L. u. A. presented; the harmony and '•balance" among acts which make up
(Tenn ) 68 J;
Kremelbera; v. Thompson. 108 All. a Ringling program; their principle
entertainment freedom
clean
of
(N. J.) (1117) 625;
from all objectionable features that
Shelton v. Houghton, 21 Fed. Case so
outdoor
disintegrate
often

amusements;
v.

Logan. 85

III.

their personality in
preserving the morale of the organization;
the inspiration in their
leadership—all these intensely personal qualities constitute Ringling
individuality and give value to the
enterprise. These qualities are not
capable of transfer by sale, gift, or

App.

2*4.

"While a Arm name may in some
be deemed a part of the Good
Will of the business,
itself necessarily so,

in eases of business

it

is

not in

and cannot be
which depend

,

v.

McKay,

25

N.

Y

S.'

936

(1205).

In the case of McCall v. Moschwitx, 14 Daly 10, 40,*th« court (referring to the defendant, whose
business was that of a dressmaker)
said;

"We

''

think that this good- will

artist."
And in the case of Mullln v. Mul998 <N. J. Ct. of Errors and Appeals— 1918). the court

said (referring to an undertaking
business)
"We think it is doubtful whether,
in a business of that character,
consisting of personal services,
and evidently dependent largely.
if not entirely, upon the personal
characteristics of the individual,
there could be any good will as
late even as four or five years
after a man's death."
"Professional skill, experience
and reputation are things which
cannot be bought or sold. They
constitute part of the Individuality of the particular person and
die with himu
lfandevllie v. Harmon, 7 Atl. 27.
-

40*

Caldwell, 107 Misc. S16.

Confidence in the Personal Integrity
snd Skill of the Ringlings is Mis-

interpreted for Good Will
As an illustration, the good will
0C a department store or a bank Is
established upon the basis of public
confidence in the continuation of the
sasae standard or character of deallags; maintenance of the same
quality of goods or merchandise. In
the circus the rule Is inversed. The
ot for the same enpublic look.*but for something
tertainment
Patronage rests
new.
and
novel
upon the Insecurity of expectation
There is no uniform
In novelty.
trade or patronage the same as we
find in Industry where good will is
Of approximately 500
factor.
It
available circus cities and towns
only a few are visited annually by
any circus. The greater number are
tatted once every two years or
The circus for the
three years.
most part has Identity or contact
with the people in a town but one
day in about three years and the
programme of entertainment for
which the public pay to see Is maTo
terially changed at every visit.
say that upon this condition good
will should be established and valued upon the same basis that ap-

plies to industrial concerns is absurd. While there may be technically an element of good will, the
fact remains that It is most difficult of ascertainment and in any
sense n*t> more than nominal.
Every circus that goes out makes
its appeal for patronage on the
claim of having something new
and consequently untried. At best
so much so
it is an experiment
that the history of circuses (Brief,
Part II.) discloses an overwhelming
majority of failures. The principles
of merchandising and trade devel-

—

circus business. What is
accepted as good will in the circus
name of Ringlings is more correctly
Interpreted as confidence of the publie in their professional ability and
skill to present exceptional, clean.
•

%

dependable entertainment.
The Name Ringling in the Circus
Business Has Become a Symbol
Denoting -Personal Qualities and
Skill.

•

The Ringling circus is not merely
a big property equipment of 100
cars.

Any showman may

ROXY LA ROCCA

W.

rates.

construct

Wegefarth,

Drayton

Keith

In the seven months of the booking manager, returned to his
year that the circus operates, much desk Monday ot this week after a
of its property is entirely lost
through exhaustion in the process short illness.
of wear and tear.
Mrs. Al Herman is on the mend
(d) Industrial strikes, transporta- from an operation performed May
tion tie-up through railroad strikes,
3, and in order to be in the vicinity
floods, epidemic, quarantine, crop
will play the beaches
failure all spell disaster to the cir- Al Herman
houses until
cus, often to the extent of putting and New York .Keith
the end of July.
It out of business.
(e) Great cost of maintenance,
Alice McCarthy of the McCarthy
buying of supplies and making revaudeville) has suffered
pairs 'at traveling disadvantage. Twins fin
<<S)

—

enCasualty among animals and live a nervous breakdown and has
in Balstock. Loss of property incident to tered a private sanatorium
old
an
Stanley,
Alleen
circus
movement
accomplished timore.

within the shortest possible space
of time often under distressing circumstances without alternative.
Important
Distinction
Between
of Ringling Clsss snd
. Shows
8mall Shows—Capacity of Showman Determines 8ize, Success
and Value of Show,
The big show class of tho Ringling enterprises presents problems
not common to other circuses now
operating as one train outfits. Very
often if the small circus were compelled to exhibit on locations available to the big show it would not
survive. The small circus may be
able to exhibit In the heart of a
city with exceptional advantages
compared with the big circus
crowded to and often beyond the
city limits.
There is involved an
endless variety of harassing circumstances not common to ordinary
business that threatens the very life
and existence of the big circus.
Distinction in Character of Enter*
tainment
For a generation the Ringling enterprises alone have carried extravagant spectacles, pageants and
creations, the expense and maintenance of which is prohibitive to
the smaller circus.
Once a big show always a big
show or it passes out.
Mistory
proves that established patronage
of a big circus is held only by maintaining the equipment and the entertainment at par.
The circus
cannot be reduced in sise nor the
entertainment lowered In quality.
Such attempts have resulted disastrously (see Brief, Part II. Adam

—

Forepaugh Circus,

cus).

—

Pearl

Montague Glass is seriously 111 in
the Roosevelt Hospital following a
wright especially famous
creator of "Potash aad Perlmutter."
Ho was reported on the road to recovery the middle ot this week.

C.

hundreds.

Duncan Released on Bond

ft.

Cincinnati,

May

1C.

Raymond Dun-

Just as Charles

Sells

function as such while be lag a paid
representative of the Producing
Managers' Association.
It was Thomas 'who led the fight
against the Equity closed shop last
year in the Authors' League and
carried the sesolutlon of the writers
against lb
Shortly afterward he
became the "Landls" of the manHe was not at the recent
agers.
remarkable
where
meeting,
a
change of attitude evidenced itself.
Several speakers, notably Samuel
Shipman. pointed out that every
element of human endeavor in the
theatre was well organised except
The Authors' League,
the author.
allied with no body that could enforce action, was* only a semi-social
organization, and in no position to

NEVADA HEME
actress,
Mrs.
Nevada Hesse,
playwright and translator of plays,
died May 11 at her home In New
York, aged 44. She had been a staff
writer for San Francisco newspapers for several years and had
'

translated a

German

Pansy Maness,

"Follies/* Is

back

the show again after being
six weeks.
in

111

Frank Townsend, of Townsend
and Wllber, was operated on for
appendicitis

Oswego, N.

at the City Hospital.
Y.,

May

I.

Mrs. Walter S. Duggan, wife of
the Selwyns* Western representative, will undergo a serious operation at the Michael Reese hospital,
Chicago, today.

him.

number

of French

and

She was for a time
one of the Daniel Frohman stock
companies.
plays.

in

MRS. GEORGE

MOORE

Mrs. George Moore, $7 years old,
wife of the manager of the Orpheum
theatre in Chicago, died Saturday.
May 12. at her home in Chicago as
the result of the bursting of a blood

Mi\ Moors has been manvessel.
back up any demands.
ager for Jones, Linick A Schaeffer
It was pointed out that it the for
many years and is widely known.
managers shut out the actors they
will shut out the authors auto-

LOUIE COHN

matically at the same time; if the
actors beat the managers they will
control the plays and will be in
position to turn down manuscripts,
alter them, etc.
The author would
be squeesed between the two bodies
in

any 'event, and

is today.

It

Louis Cohn, for $0 years Identified
with the music publishing
business in an executive capacity,
died May 13. aged 41. His death

was

pointed out that the scale of royalties is the same today as it was •
hundred years ago; that managers
participate heavily in stock and picture rights toward which they contribute nothing since they produce
the plays for profits as plays originally and do not give the author a
share of those profits, whereas they
share in his outside income on
them! and many other abuses which
for generations have gone on wlth-

Tho Authors* League drafted

the

presenf contract, used almost exclusively between authors and producers, but there is not a month
that an author does not report to
George Gorodetzky, who .played his league an abuse or violation of
soldiers
one of the provisions. The league
the captain of the wooden
1U then writes a letter or sends its atin tho "Chauve-Sourls," fell
with appendicitis just before the torney, but gets little or no recogtroupe sailed for Europe May 8 and nition In the managers' offices since
was operated upon immediately. It tias nothing with which, to fortify
He Is recovering quickly and ex- a demand.
The actors for two years have
pects to be present when the company opens In Paris late In the been getting Immediate respect for
any complaints made through their
month.
union, and the musicians and stage

Martin Van Bergen is confined In
a private sanitarium in St. Louis
from a nervous breaksuffering
Bros. Cirdown. His wife and child are with

Accordingly the man successful
with the small circus may find himself an utter failure with the organization problems, transportation
problems and the entertainment
features of the big circus (see Part
II.

accompanied
her to Baltimore last Monday. The
McCarthy girls' mother died about
a year ago.
friend of the family,

—

Campbell Bros. Circus;
La
Circus; Mighty Haag; Bob
Hunting Shows;
Wheeler Bros.
commonly Shows; Orton Bros. Circus).

upon which good

will is
built are completely reversed in the

Jopment

•>

Park
the operation of the circus that joining the City
it js more properly classed as a vensisting of a billiard hall, dance hall
ture than a business.
and bathing pool and bathhouse,
The circus has never been A paydestroyed by
ing investment. It is not attractive with all contents, was
Of the total number of fire of unknown origin. The propto capital,
circuses that have exhibited in erty was owned by O. W. Walters
America an overwhelming majority
have been complete failures (see and operated by HarrV Thurlow,
list. Part II.).
and was valued at fs.000. InsurOf hazards peculiar to the circus ance to the amount of $2.950' was
we mention the following-:
(a) The Circus upon the railroads carried.
is not transported as common, carrier and consequently does not enjoy the advantages or the protecINJURED
ILL
tion afforded those who ship or
Olive Wyndham Is reported resttravel as common carrier. Circus
transportation is handled through ing comfortably after an operation
privates arrangement.
for appendicitis at* the Post Grad(b) The circus is not protected uate hospital, New York, oh May 1*.
by liability insurance. The exr
traordinary risks impose prohibitive
Franklyn Graham, assistant to

lln. 4>o All. 296.

Re

to the Interests of the playwrights,
fully closed shop
as almost equally perilous. But It

AMD

depends so largely "xm the skill of
the defendant, that it is no more
the property of the co-partnership, or the subject of sale, than
would be the good will of an attornev's business or that of an

In

in the

-in

bol denoting the personal integrity
and business qualities of the part-

Red

chestra musicians, who can Join the
union or stay out as they wish.
The authors regard the probability of a strike as a serious menace

OBITUARY

which the name has become a sym-

:

*ws:

.

"professional partnerships or bankJog; and brokerage partnerships, in

ners.'

foil

" Wizard of the Harp
warrant she charges he gave her
Proving he hi a wtaard of an audi- tion.
ence at Keith's Riverside. New
The committee appointed consists $2(1, in. February and stopped his
weekly
payments. He was released
14).
(Hay
Week
This
York,
Middleton,
of Owen Davis. George
Inheritance.
Montague Glass and William An- on bond.
POINT IV.
thony McGuire. They will ask an
KLA RESORT DESTROYED Interview with the managers first
Circus a great hazard—burdens
axtraerdinsry that rest upon the
The pleasure resort known as the through Augustus Thomas, who is
circus.
Club House. Comanche, Okla.. ad- still a member of the Dramatist*'
So great is the hasard entailed
entrance, con- Guild, but who will naturally not

on the personal attributes of the
partners engaged therein, such as

•

as

can, comedian at the Palace theatre,
the closed shop goes through, they finished his act Sunday night be
realize they are in a precarious
walked Into the waiting arms ot
position, at the mercy Qf both the
and Bullerdick,
managers and the actors, who can Detectives Hayes
who were standing back stage,
close in on them singly or together.
Stella Glenn, actress, Dayton, O.,
If* that happens, the authors inteud
charges Duncan failed to provide
to put in a closed shop of their own,
for her three- year-old child. In a
not in revenge, but for self-protec-

—

12.748;

is

and they view the

?

Douthard

proposition

That the managers and Equity interest in tht actors' strike two
agree that Equity be allowed a years ago,* Thomas acting as an
dramatis'*
the
and
closed shop for minor players, minor arbitrator,
players to be fixed at an arbitrary making several propositions to both
salary line, approximately $500 a sides as a compromise body beweek, and that actors drawing tween the two hostile factions. They
more than that figure%e free agents have their own clubhouse on 46 *h
like concert artists as against or- street and their membership is well

or duplicate the physical property
or hire it built. The Ringling circus embodies! the genius and personality of the Ringlings. It is their

III.

workers have had it for years. The
author, alone, has been an unattached, independent "Patsy" of the
*
theatre, the speakers pointed out
It was hinted that Samuel Oompers had been approached and had
hailed with approval the idea of
writers as a wins; of the Federation, and it was he who pointed out
that in all history such a guild
Obviously, It
would be unique.
would mean that there would never
written at
play
tl
-union
an
be an
any rate, not produced, as the
closed shop
enforce
a
authors would
and no union actor would appear in
a play written by any but a union

—

author.

IK FOND
of

my

MKMOBr

betor»4 mother

Lillian B, Mullen
Who sasMi away afar It

May

her ao«l rest

la

seaeo

MOW ATT

LILLIAN

followed an operation for erysipelas
of the ear at Bellevue hospital. New

York.

The father of Al Wohlman

(sin-

died suddenly in
City May 11. The deceased had been playing cards with
gle,

vaudeville)

New York

friends

until

1

a.

m.

Hs

retired

and was not seen alive again.
About t o'clock the next morning
he was discovered dead In the
bathroom, death having overtaken
him some hours before. Al Wohl-

man had to cancel his engagement
in Philadelphia and hurried home
on receipt of the sad news.
Amanda

Mrs.

Whltford

'

Moore*

known

in theatrical circles for her
charities, died May It In Brooklyn,

N. Y., aged f 5. She was the mother
of Mrs. Annabells Whltford Buchaa
of Chicago, who was prominent In
Funeral
"Follies."
the Ziegfeld
services were held on May IS at the
home of another daughter, Mrs.

Edward
street,

R.

McKee,

100

Congress

Brooklyn.

Capt. E. Q. Herbert, father of the
Dlelys Sisters, succumbed to the
effects of poison gas inhaled while
serving with the British army in
France. He died .May 10 and was
buried with full military honors
May 14 by Los Angeles Post, Veterans of the World War.

The authors are still willing; to
abide by a compromise as set out
_
Mrs. 8adie Lurton, mother of Paul
a logical and what they regarJ.
as
MARRIAGES
as a fair settlement of the knotty Biese, died at her home in Chicago
ft
years
The
deceased
was
May 16.
Louis Wolheim. star of "The question that threatens to wreck
old and was well known to the theHairy Ape" and now In Hearst pic- season and tangle up the relation* atrical profession. Death came sud(formerly between the other two elements on
tures, and Ethel Dane
play- denly. The boys In Mr. Blese's orMrs. Cyril Keightley) in City Hall. which the prosperity of the
wrights depends the actor and the chestra acted as pallbearers.
New York.
-*

—

Railroad Transportation
manager.
Constantly increasing congestion
Gertrude P«!tyn, secretary and
They are In the position of startThe 12-year-old son of Ben All
on the railroads, strikes, quarantine, assistant to N. T. Granlund, direcing no radical measures, even on Haggin and his first wife, now Mrs.
and other ever threatening risks have
publicity for Loew, was mar- their own behalf.
of
tor
they
are
But
brought to the big circus owner a
Faith Robinson Corrigan. died on
problem that is intensely critical. ried Saturday to a non- professional. prepared to make themselves felt May 14 at the New York hospital,
gave her
It needs no argument to point out Thirty girls in the office
and fight for their own protection following an operation for masGreenwich
in
night
the added burden of transportation a party Friday
in the event that either side gets in toiditis.
that obtains in the movement of a Village.
position to control the situation and
five-train circus with its displaceto thus make the playwright stand for
Go"
"Go
of
Howard
Sadie
ment upon the tracks as compared
The mother of Lew Rose died at
Jack Levy, non- professional, in New what is handed to him.
with the one-train circus.
Dramatists' Guild is an old her home In New York City May t.
* York, last week.
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WOMEN AND CLOTHES
i

•
•

OH VAUDEVILLE

,'
•

May Yohe at the Palace this week is stately in a gold cloth gown
with rose, decorated with swinging gold lace panels, front and back, ai
While seated at a table in the Astor, lunching wife two other gentle- lace sleeve drapery over one arm. Her trim ankles, graceful carriage,
rl<
men. Marcus Loew was approached by * Variety reporter for news. He contralto voice and charm of personality make her altogether captlvatli
thought a moment and then said, "Oh. yes—we're building a new theatre
though perhaps in a different way than in "the days of old" when
SUBSCRIPTION:
"
man
it?"
"where
The
Is
men,
—In
an*? he turned to one of the
*
Foreign
captivated the Hope diamond.
$1
_
Annual
17
\
"That's right** said Loew, "in Richmond
!• Cent* answered "Richmond Hill."
Ingle Copies
Henrietta Towne, with Torn Patricola, does her giddy stepping in
Hill— that's over on Long Long, isn't Itf
snappy black spangled costume. The short skirt Is made with pan*
No. IS
VOI* LXX.
and wired feathers. She has two excellent reasons for wearing abbn
lie
A Keith booking agent feels aggrieved at the alleged Infringement by a vlated skirt and chiffon stockings.
carnival man of an appellation heretofore Identified only with hkm In
The Marion Morgan dancers tell their classic tale in thin, scanty, a]
The secretary of the Loew's Hip- s-how business. The said "front handle" usually linked with the Keith propriate draperies arranged in delightful color harmony. Miss Helei
podrome Theater Company, Howard booker is that of "Square Deal." The vaudeville man has consulted seemed rather too anemic, thln_and concerned with posing to ha>
W. Jackson, was elected mayor of counsel with a possible suit in the offing for $100,000 damages, although caused so much trouble. The lithe young archers in deep blue and oranj
Baltimore by a 25,000 plurality. He the agent "off the record" says that he win settle for one new elephant were a buoyant lot; the warriors in their coats-of-mail and helmets witl
la a prominent business m.an of the
blanket.
the Greek comb across the top were stalwart and formidable. Tl
town and was backed by the DemEgyptian dancer, In a brief tunic, danced with fervor and grace.
ocratic City organization against
Kaxyl Norman, "The Creole Fashion Plate," sings the first number
It Is likely the Orpheum circuit will settle upon Los Angeles as the
William F. Broening, the present coast point for its Far Western headquarters. Heretofore the locale a graceful yellow silk lace gown, flowing in a full skirt to the flooi
mayor, and James H. Preston, a for- seems to have been divided between San Francisco and the lower city. Norman is stunning In an embroidered apple green fringed scarf with
mer mayor, who ran on a Citizen's With* Los Angeles racing ahead of anything on the coast theatrically* that wide brimmed Spanish sailor of the same shade. The scarf Is discard*
ticket and who received the support city
showing a backless silver cloth bodice, with skirt of sliced silver panel
is gradually drawing the principal theatrical men of the West to it
of the Hearst and the Scrlpps- for permanency.
and fringe. A smart effect is achieved in a gown of pearl and crystal witl
\
Howard newspapers here. Preston
tight basque and has effective skirt of sliced panels and fringe. Non
lost, however, running third.
During the past winter Frank Cook, genera^ manager for the Rlngling- makes a dashing woman and a likable boy In blue jeans. He change
Barnum show, broke* In the magazines with a story anent .the grafting his singing register rapidly.
The Goldman Band, under the di- propensities of public officials with respect to circus tickets. Cook stated
Helen Ware, as the worried wife in the delightfully clever comedy
rection of Edwin Franko Goldman, in the article every small -town official has an immediate family of at "Her Dearest Friend," is charming In an Alice blue silk with tight fittini
will give a series of #0 free openagent
contracting
Recently
the
pointed bodice and a three-tiered hoop skirt of about the period 1$<
least 10 when the circus comes to town.
air concerts on the Mall in Central fer the show arrived in it Pennsylvania city and set about obtaining Anne Morrison, as the contented, flirtatious wife, coquettlshly wears
Park this hummer, starting June 4 the conasnt of the Board of Aldermen for the showing. "Well," the apricot taffeta calling suit with' a pointed cape, billowy skirt and bodi<
and ending August 26. The con- president of the board stated, "it'll cost you 250 tickets this year." trimmed with dainty puffing. Her lacy, tipsy, flower-trimmed bit of hi
certs will be given nightly except- •What's the big idea?" asked the agent.
"Just this." replied the sok>n, (from 'beneath which bobbed her blonde curls) was enough in itself
ing Tuesday and Thursday eve- "Coek says in the Blank Magazine that every alderman always has make the flock follow her.
_
nings at 8: IS sharp.
Among the 10 in his family. Our board's got 26 members that's 250 tickets. Guess
soloists engaged are Lotta Madden, probably Frank was thinking of us so as -long as we've got the name we
May Marvin, in the Dave Marlon show at the Columbia, has a rich
soprano; Dlcle Howell, soprano; might as well have thejlckets. Remember us to him when you write!" contralto voice with occasional Ethel Barrymore notes.
She Is good
Frieda Kllnk, contralto; Suzzanne
to look at in maroon chiffon with a tight bodice and rufflelt skirt
Clough, mezzo -soprano, and VinThe mystery of what becomes of elephants when they die is explained scalloped at the bottom. A large French bkie bow at the waistline in
v
cent Buono, cornet virtuoso.
by a showman who claims to have been told the secret by an animal front with-long streamers is a modish touch. As the Queen of Animals
expert who has been in Africa. The explanation why the carcasses of the stirs "Sap's" imagination TWalter J. McManus Is a real comeThere was an epidemic of mar- mammoths which die naturally have never been found Is that aged dian)* in a cerise velvet "with rippling side panels, a gold and black
riage anniversaries in the profession beasts repair to a plateau in a mountain fastness. They are supposed girdle and a hat to match.
In the finale she comes on in a black
Sunday, May 13, among them being to be accompanied on the last journey by a herd of young elephants. spangled tube-like affair that is becoming and effective.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Collier, their It Is said the spot Is a vast ne>Vd of whitened bones and ivory, the latter
Thi bare-legged ragamuffins,, in their shred* of coats and gay bandanas,
ISth, which they celebrated at home, worth many fortunes.
The story relates that the elephant graveyard are a happy lot, and the dapper little bridegrooms, for all *hat their
Douglas Manor, L. I., with a party. is 14 days travel from any known habitation. The reason the field has evening clothes arc a bit baggy, are very slick.
Dr. and Mrs. Boyer (Mabel Lewis), not been visited by fortune hunters is that the natives refuse to divulge
In the royal reception considerable liberties are taken with the fashions
their 16th, celebrated at Briar-cliff, the locality and, Because of religious fear, will permit no wl)tte man to of Louis XV, but the pointed bodices, swinging pannieren and high
and McConnell and ' Simpson cele- venture near it.
powdered wigs give the general effect of the period, even though not done
brated their 17th at their home in
in an extravagant style.
When the court docs the shimmy it's enough to. :
Floral Park, L. I.
Women and a piano player appear to follow one vaudeville comedian evoke the shade of Marie Antoinette and all her sedate, white haired, well
like a fatality. In fact the piano player has been fatal in vital instances, covered mlnueting court ladies.
Jack Hanley, the comedy juggler, twice. The last time the piano player stepping in between is reported to
returns to the Ziegfeld fold in the have greatly grieved the vaudevillian. When it happened the first time
Rupert Hughes' story of Hollywood In "Souls for Sale" consumes several
new "Follies."
The adjustment he did not csre so much, things having' grown kind of cold anyway, but reels* in disillusioning movie fans and showing up the hard working press
the
to
get
agents. He tells us movie queens have to set alarm clocks and get-up
eame about this week with Hanley in the second instance they were just warming nip, and again
agreeing to withdraw an $8,000 gate, and through the same guy has nettled the comedian beyond expres- at no end of odd hours to go to work; that the star's attractive bungalow
breach of contract against the "Fol- sion.
•
may belong to some good natured friend and that a novice doesn't
•
lies" impresario on acclaim for 32
always have to sell her soul to get a job. In fact, he proves directors
weeks' salary at $260. The alleged
A stunt in the Singling- rJarnum and Bailey show which at first did and leading men are rather fed up on souls and would rather have some
breach resulted from the "Midnight not draw attention, but which has caused comment since, is thejdea of girl who isn't afraideif work.
Frolic" engagement in 1921.
Eleanor Boardman as Remember Steddon (sometimes a confusing
clown horses. Four are used, special leather shoes being employed, and
the costumes encasing the fore part of each horse with a hat to match. name) is winning in her long medieval gown with flowing hair and a
The/ statement that Proctor's, The characters are a minstrel, clown, ballet and Parisian girl. Each of cap of pearls. Later she is dashing in a bizarre, extremely decollette
Troy, will close May 18 Is an error. the equine costumes cost $350 each, and were designed by Mahhleu. evening gown with a white paradise headdress And large fan to match.
Vaudeville shows will end for the Some of the horses in the pageant are costumed for the first time. The She looks very swagger in her black tailored riding-habit with which she
summer May 26 and the house will cost of new costumes for this season's show was about $35,000, but only wears a silk derby and shocks her country parents in her circus costume
that has no back and not much front to sReak of.
be devoted to stock from the fol- part of the pageant wan changed over last season.
When her wicked
husband returns (a handsome fast working villain) she wears a luxurious
lowing Monday.
accomtea gown of satin with flowing lace sleeves ahd a panel down the back,
which
In addition to the advertising campaign of "Mineralava"
During the stay of the Lee Kids panies the tour of Rodolph Valentino, a special corps sells stock in the which trails off into a long graceful train.
In the melodramatic stdrm at the end the tragic clown takes the sweet
Originally shares were ofin Houston, Texas, they were pre- corporation marketing the toilet accessory.
sented with the keys of the city and fered at $10, but it is reported the price has gone up to $20. Valentino's vamp in his arms, the leading man sticks arou/id until the very moment
allowed to hold public office for 30 original salary was $7,000 and expenses. Valentino Is reported having the director takes his new made star in his arms and her hURband is
minutes. Jane acted as mayor and run behind $75,000 while laying off through the F. P. scrap, and the conveniently killed an< Mr. Hughes, who encumbers the. whole picture
Katherine as chief of police. Two Jack Curley proposition sounded like a good way to clean the slate. The with lengthy captions, adds another wordy argument for the misunderstood people at Hollywood.
laws were "passed" and a prisonep weekly expenses of the enterprises are around $15,000.
was pardoned.
f
^
"The Devil's Bowl" is a commonplace story acted by commonplace
A single woman headlining in vaudeville In the weet has formed a
Donald Kerr and Effle Weston strong' prejudice against a German acrobat through the acrobat having actors saved only by some wildly desolate country and magnificent
have booked a tour of the Moss and demanded the best dressing room in a theatre both were appearing at. canyons. Neal Hart looks continually abused and mistreated as a goo*
When she arrived It natured cow puncher who lets a snippy girl with a jealous disposition
Stoll houses In England, and sail He wrote In ahead, according to the girl's version.
July 3 on the Canopic to open July 16 was straightened out with the dressing room (the only one on the stage) make life miserable for him.
The girl is Mary Walker who has blond hair and looks jaunty in her
in Birmingham.
Also included in assigned to her despite the acrobat's threat he would walk out of the
their contracts is a four weeks' en- theatre in that case. He didn't walk. The girl who Is English proceeds country riding togs. A little life crept into the picture when some quaint
narrow
Mexican streets with their hodge podge of Mexicans in dashing
gagement at the Polies Bergere, to express her opinion of the German in several ways, ending by stating
Parle.
that the German act was given a dressing room one flight up, while two sombreros, fighting cow punchers with broad brimmed hats and strangely
garbed half breeds'were shown. If patient, long-suffering Sam Ramsey
American girls, sisters, on the same bill had to dress in the basement
The Strand and Palace, Lake wood,
had only used a little caveman treatment on the bossy heroine, the
N. J., return to the management of
A couple of /oung men in a vaudeville act appeared at a private func- picture might have been several reels shorter.
Barney Ferber, the owner, next tion in New York the other evening. They were graciously received by
week.
Sol Brill has operated the the mistress of the home, and with other artists, were requested to have
houses for some time under a shar- anything they wanted to eat or drink before leaving. Thanking the
ing agreement with Ferber.' The hostess the men started toward the dining room. Just outside tho door
v
Strand plays vaudeville and the a burly English butler stopped them. He inquired their way, why and
Palace straight pictures.
what they wanted. One of the team commenced to burn but restrained
himself and answered repeating what they had been Informed by the
Jo Paige Smith has returned
lady of the house.
Joe Tenner and Izzy Weingarten form a good stage picture at the confrom the coast and will remain here
The butler in a sneering snarling manner said he didn't care what orJened their revue, "So This Is elusion of each number, ai/d the
through the summer, although it is
anyone had said, there would be nothing served to any actors, etc. The Paris!" on the Century Roof, Balti- close, without marching off after
his Intention to establish his home
English one thought he was going to finish his speech, when one of the more, Monday night, following the singing their song.
over
permanently in the west. He Is
He was picked up from the foot of Ernie Young shows, and disclosed a well, however, and It" went
3 oung men slammed him just once.
drew applause
still active in the vaudeville agency
production built on the tabloid order on the opening.
the stairs having made the descent without touching any one of them.
•
In which Marty Forkins is jointly
Leaving the house, after It is said the hostess had uttered her regrets economically costumed and put tointerested.
The Ernie Young Troupe, which
to the boys over the occurrence, they returned to their own home and gether in a way unfamiliar to the
was managed by Carl Young, an old
according to the account wrote a letter to the hostess saying that in all roof patrons. Tenner is featured in
The Casino, South Beach, Staten
New
York treasurer, went on to Chiof their stage experience extending over 20 years and in all manner of the piece, which was well staged by
Island, Inaugurated Its summer seacago Monday night. Mr. Young, who
places under every imaginable condition, they had never met with the Jack Mason, and during the course
son of vaudeville last Sunday, playwas
with the company during its
of the evening he appeared in sevtreatment extended to them by her English butler.
ing five acts booked by Wenonah
long stay here, made himself a host
i
eral jazz numbers and also did a
Tenney. After the first of June the
friends
of
built up the business
A string of vaudeville houses In territory adjacent to New York are "dope fiend" bit with the old song, at the roof,and
Casino will play vaudeville during
so that it was beginning
financial condition. The houses were promoted by the local "Dreamy Chinatown."
This wasn't
the week with Saturdays and Sun- in a serious
to amount to something. The Young
sale of stock with the stockholders reported dissatisfied with their invest- starting in its original features, but
days only until then.
shows were consistently good, being
ment. Several meeting* have been held of late and the promoter called it went over with the aid of a spot.
handsomely costumed and put on
proper
The principals of the company are capably by Billy Rankin. They Will
Fox's Lynbrook, Lynbrook, Long on the carpet. He has failed to give any plausible reason why
and the investors are preparing to good, consisting of Tenner, Muriel
Island, opened Monday, playing five returns have not been forth coming,
return next season; it is understood.
another
affiliate
chain
possibly
with
in
Devinne, soubret; Mell Joselyn, a During their stay they built conacta of vaudeville the first three take action to force* him Out and
crack erjack oriental dancer; Wal- sistently.
days of the week and straight pic- the same locality.
The Tenner-Weingarten
lace Bradley, juvenile; Marie Horn, aggregation
tures the last half.
have taken the roof on
A peculiar situation in vaudeville opposition exists In the Brownsville toe dancer; Alice Haywood, prima a sharing basis,
just as Young did.
Towers' theatre, Camden, N. J., section of Brooklyn, N. Y., where the Supreme and the Palace, both In- donna, and Marie Salisbury.
Their numbers, which are seven,
will play vaudeville the last half of dependently booked, arc competing. The "Supreme the older house, conAnother noted cafe has fallen
trolled by the Rachmeiler and Rinsler Circuit, has been booked some are'well put on and have plenty of
the week only, commencing May 31
victim to prohibition, Rogers on
times by Jack Linder, who also does the booking for the Premier, managed pep and attractiveness, but they are
The houses are within a few short, and close abruptly, a peculiar Sixth avenue at Forty- fourth street
B. S. Moss left this week for Bat- by John Turtle, which recently opened.
about 10
blocks of each other and are fighting for patronage, although booked in way to finish a roof revue number. having closed its doors
tle Creek, Mich., accompanied by
(Continued on page 36)
(It seems that the company should
the same office.
Paul Mohs
la*.

film* Silverman. President
New York City
114 Wait 46th Street
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Surety for "Ypsilanti" Adequate, But Union Refused
Show. Chance— Players Had Faith Attraction

Would Draw

Increased Business

Salaries for the players in "My
Aunt from Ypsilantl," which was
played one week at the Earl Carroll
theatre, are still unpaid, although
Henry Baron, who produced the
show, filed a bond with Equity as
required. That the matter will go
into, court is virtually certain, because of Equity's refusal to permit
the show to cbntinue a second week.
The bond, which Was filed by two
well known realty operators, is for
$2,500 and, while the salary list
amounted to but $1,700, it Is contended the bond was supposed to
apply on two weeks' salary and that
the contract was not carried out
through the failure to play more
Goldstein, atto;ney for the bondsthan one week. As yet Equity has
not sued out 'the bond, but Nathaniel
men, stated he would file an objec
tlon on behalf of his clients. The
lawyer* said the amount of the bond
would have been paid promptly had
"the two weeks been played.
It was understood Equity directed
the "Ypsilantl" conipany not to continue, because the bond did not
amount to two weeks' salaries.
Baron claimed the players were
quite Willing to continue/having
faith the play would draw increased
business.. "Orders," hbwever, were
given the company by a deputy
from Equity at 7 o'clock Monday
evening of last week to the effect
they should not appear.
The total for the "week was quoted
at $2,100, all of which went to the
theatre, which took first money.
Both the management and the

JU ANITA HANSEN STAR

OF FISKE DRUG PLAY

'

"Dice

of

the

ft

Gods;

terest in the "Follies," w~hile Dilling-

ham Is concerned with the proposed
new show which George White

•

Juanita Hansen, the screen star
who successfully came through a
battle with fhe drug habit, and who
has been appearing in vaudeville
and picture theatres for the past
month, relating her experiences In
conjunction with the publication in
the Hearst papers of her life's story.
is to bo starred on tour in the fall
in a three -act play, "The Dice of
the Gods," in which Mfs. Fiske appeared in New York several months
ago, il the negotiations now pending with Harry Frazee are carried
through
Joseph F. Lee. who Is handling
Miss Hansen's affairs, -has been in
touch with Charles Maynard of the
Erlanger. office for a route for the
star £»nd the attractions in the
smaller cities.
"The: Dice of the Gods'* is a play
dealing with the morphine habit,
and iu principal character is that
of a wealthy society woman who
has been a drug addict for year.).
In addition. Miss Hansen will give
her lecture on the terrors of the

.

drug evil.
One-Eight-stand territory through

bondsmen contend a second week Pennsylvania and
might -have recouped the losses, but
were denied that opportunity
through Equity's orders. Last season the Southern Opera Co., which
tried briefly at the Manhattan, filed
a salary bond supplied by a casualty
company. The latter refused to pay,
claiming as a defense that Equity
should have notified It Immediately

When
and

the

was passed

salary date

salaries not paid.

—

HEAVY FOR DALLAS
Man Promises

Local

Legit

House

Seating 2,000
i

Dallas, Texas, May If.
Dallas Is to have a theatre In
• which to stage legitimate attractions. The builders are J. H< Yeargan, Jr., and associates. Contract
for its erection is to be let within
two weeks. It will be situated in a
Section of the business center that
sprang into prominence by the erec-

tion of the Medical Arts Building.
The theatre will be a three -story
affair, fireproof, of steel, concrete
and brick construction. It will be
erected in time for bookings the

coming

fall.

The seating capacity

auditorium space will be
S square 75x75 and no seat will be
further than 60 feet from the stage,
which is 30x75 feet, with a fortyfoot proscenium arch.
is

2.000;

MAY DO NATHAN PIECE
Will Page is trying to promote a
production of "Heliogabalus," the
play that was written by George

Jean Nathan and Henry

L.

Mencken/

of "Smart get." The principal character in the play is that of an an-

.cient Emperor of Rome who loves
Page .proposes presenthi" liquor.

t

ing Leon Errol in the production
and giving him a hacking of 12 of
the most Stunning "Follies" beauties.
Despite the fnct that this may be
just one of those ideas on the part
of Will PASS with which he hopes
to grab some space, it looks as
though it might he a mighty good
little plan t* try it out for a little
whih* this cummer In one of the
bmall houses.

.

REFUND AT PEOPLE'S
?A

The

illness

of

Mme.

prager and William S

Routine
hwartz. the

leads of the "LonniriR; Hearts" <Yi<'
dish) operetta resulted in n refund
to a sold out house Tuesday at the
People's ,s atre on the Bowery,

11

CAN VISITING STOCK

the south is being
considered, opening late in August.
It is believed that because of Miss
Hansen's experience in the serial
form cf the silent drama she, will
be a draw in the -smaller towns. It
is possible that an arrangement will
be made with the Hearst organization to release for publication In
the. smaller towns the serial story
pf Miss Hansen's fight against the
drug habit, which has been a potent
circulation builder for the Hearst
which handled the
publications
special representative to
story.
handle the serial story rights with
the papers would travel three weeks
in advance of the show with a regular advance crew for billing to go

A

a week ahead.
H. H Frazee stated this week
that he had no plans for the future
in regard to the "Dice of the Gods"
and tha*. he would take the proposal
to have Miss Hansen appear In the
play under consideration for about
ten days, and on his return from
Chicago give his answer.
Mis* Hansen is to play a special
engagement at the Auditorium theatre, Baltimore, opening next Monday, her appearances being in conjunction with the feature picture,
"The Drug Traffic," "with a $1 top

BOSS THEATRE MANAGEMENT?
Yiddish Star Has 25' Per Cent. Interest in Gross
Receipts—Interprets That as Being Financially
Interested is the Venture
•

|

DIXEY SORE, CHALLENGES

Friday (tomorrow) nigrht In the
case of Bessie Thomashefsky, Yiddish actress, who has been booked
for a week's engagement as visiting
star of the Lenox theatre, New
Players York. At rehearsals Miss Thomashefsky objected to some of her supas .
port,
recruited from the Lenox*
stock company, because of their
alleged Incompetence and recom•

Feud

planned for Gallagher and Shean.
Erlanger and Dillingham are jointly

'

interested in a number of ventures,
and with Ziegfeld are lessees of
the New Amsterdam, where it is
planned to continue the "Follies"
through the summer.
The Dillingham-White show, for
which Aaron Hoffman is writing the

"Circle"

of

Reaches Climax
Tour Ends
•

Worcester,- Mass.,

May

16.
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SOMERSET— DAY

theatre, as it will be known under
the Woods regime, will be ready to
—
npen late in Aug u s t.
i
The gallery will be torn out. which
will leave the house with 1 000 seat-

— ——

With everything set for a wedding todiy rit Greenwich, Conn., to
which L'O friends had been invited,
Edfth Day (recently divorced from
Carle Carlton) and Pat Somerset
were obliged to postpone the ceremony until 'tomorrow (Friday) 'owing to the fact that the divorce decree does not become a olufe Until

PENNY'S FUTURE

;

Ann Pennington

Js trying to de-

cide what she should do next seaThe Woods plan is son. She has an offer to appear in
ing capacity.
York.
Both contracted sore throats just to make it an "intimate" house, George White's show with Gallabefore the performance Tuesday similar to th<» Music Box In New Kher and Shean, vaudeville with
•with no understudies eMalnabte it York. "The Naughty Diana" is held Krooke Johns, and another John
was doubtful whether they would he tentatively as the opening Sttrac- Murray Anderson *how. She is
now in "Jack and Jill"
tion.
#
able to appear Wednesday.

New
1

•

I

<

the employplayers, not
of the company's personnel.
She has retained counsel to enforce that contention on the theory
that being employed on a 25 per
cent, of the gross salary (no guarantee) she has a financial interest

.

CHICAGO

..

•

mended and Insisted on
ment of certain other

After traveling together in the
Selwyn's "Circle", company, 27,006
miles and being constantly at
swords' points with each other,
Henry E. Dixey issued a challenge
book and which will be called to Wilton Lackaye on Friday to en"Taking the Town," may be pro- gage in a 10 -round bout following in the. company and is not a mere
duced without Gallagher and Shean. the final performance at the Worces- salaried actress. Also the question
of giving her public a good perPlans called for Ann Pennington to ter Theatre Saturday night.
be featured. Gallagher and Shean's
Rut Lackaye couldn't see such a formance must bo considered.
contract for the new piece is said thing, and the company closed its
to call for $2,500 weekly and they
tour without either of the two act2-F0R-1 PREMIERE
are said to be willing to continue ors settling their alleged differences.
With the "Follies," but are asking Dixey. posted $1,000. supplied by Tried for First Time en "For Value
for more money. Their joint salary friends, he said, as evidence of his
Received" at Longacre
in. the "Follies" is quoted at $1,500' sincerity, and the Milk Fund for
weekly.
For the first time since the sysPoor Children of New York, City
A revised edition of the "Follies" was named, as the organisation to tem was originated "two for one"
is due June 4, at which time the
tickets were distributed for a new
take the money after the bout.
revue will b ave run a year. s Will
Dixey Is 64 years old and, Lackaye attraction prior to Its premiere. The
Rogers will withdraw at that time Is' 61. They have been on the road bargain proposition was employed
and leave for 'the coast, where he with "The Circle* company for the for "For Value Received," which
will begin a picture contract that 'last eight months and have not opened at the Long acre last week.
has been held up due to the long been on speaking terms.
A mo- About 160,006 two-for-ones were
run of the revue. Eddie Cantor will ment's conversation with either sent out, but the percentage of rejoin the show then. Cantor is said would convince one that the dove of turn was small. The out rate agento have been contracted for six peace is extinct so far as each other cies
on Broadway also carried
weeks of Keith vaudeville, starting is concerned.
tickets
for
.
the attraction, that
,,%..
early in June, but It' is understood
r Lackaye not source being ntuch mora productive
Not only would
a release has bean secured, lie is post any money, but he would con- of revenue. The ineffectiveness of
at present in "Make It Snappy." tinue to ignore Mr. Dixey as he has two-for-ones for the new show is
which is winding up lis season in done for months past, he said Fri- not surprising, as the play was virPhiladelphia.
tually unknown. Even that class of
day night.
...
"It is the right of the challenged tickets depend in some measure on
party to choose the weapons, is it the reputation of the shows in quesESTATE UP
"W«ll. tion and
more particularly the
not?" said Mr. Lackaye.
the*n. I will meet Mr, Dixey at a length of time it has been playing.
Referee Rules for Widow of Show- spelling. bee. I will fight him with The bulk of
returns, from two-forman' in Will Contest
books at 20 yards, I to be armed ones is made at the box office late
with the. deadlier weapon, namely. in the week.
Four out of the five objections 'Dixey's Reminiscence's of 40 Years,
Business the first week was about
filed against the accounting of the
$3,800, the contract with the Longon the Stage.
estate left by Max C. Anderson, the
acre stipulating the house take the
late widely known vaudeville perfirst money up to that mark.
This
former and former manager of the
KANSAS PICKS WINNERS week's returns from the two for
New York Hippodrome, should be
one distribution started appearing
overruled, and likewise partly the 'E. B. G." of the 8tar Announoes at the box-office in good number
fifth, excepting that $1,060.05 should
His Choice for the Season
and an even break for the show
be added to the account, according
was expected.
to William Allen, referee, in his reKansas City, May 16.
It is not unusual for new attracport of findings of facto and concluEdward Bernard Oarnett, dra- tions to allot tickets In the cut
sions of law filed last week in the matic critic of the Kansas City Star, rates for the opening night and
Surrogate's Court, New York.
who signs his stuff "E BO." sums first weeks to secure strong attendIn September, 1620, Mr. Ander- up the season's offerings at the Shu- ance. That has not proven detrison's widow, now Nora Howard An- bert as follows:
mental where the show lands. One
derson-Williams, as the administraMost impressive and memorable of Broadway's leaders was cuttrix of the estate, filed her first and play
rated early in the run, but two"Abraham Lincoln."
final accounting of the property and
Most enjoyable comedy— "Kempy." for-ones are regarded as a last
asked for a- court's discharge.
resort.
Funniest comedian Ed Wynn.

—

,

A novel point of theatrical law
and custom must be cleared before

LACKAYE TO BATTLE

In his conclusions of law the
Most Interesting revival Hampreferee recommends:
den in "New Way to Pay Old Debts,"
"That objection numbered 'first'
Green
melodrama "The
Best
be overruled, except that the peti- Goddess."
scale.
tioner is entitled to 76 per cent of
Best musical comedy "Bombo."
the 61,000.05, and each of the obBest comedy drama— "The Purple
QUIT
jectors to 15 per. cent, thereof, said Mask."
being sum total of sertafh dividends
Best characterizations— Otis Skln3
lore-Closings Listed and Some Ar- known as 'rent splits,' belonging to neTTs^Tw^GeorgeAruV
Se
*.
xf^m v « w as
rivals Are Scheduled
the estate, which Was received by »-4«u
Frank McGlynn
Ruhk, tjv««v
Rajah *t
of «..tiu.
petitioner and not included In her Abraham Lincoln, Walter Hampden
Chicago, May 16.
account.
as Othello and J. C. Nugent and
"That the objection numbered Elliott Nugent as father and son In
Four shows left Chicago last SatWeston" 'second' should be and same is "Kempy."
"Peter
night.
urday
leaves the Harris this week and hereby overruled.
"That objection numbered 'third'
will give way to "Rolling Stones."
SHUBERTS' TORONTO HOUSE
The Garrick is dark and opens this should be and same hereby is overwith
Raymond ruled.
Contracts arrived In New York
night
Saturday
by
if
anything
realised
this
week for the signature of Lee
"That
is
Hitchcock .in "Hitchy Koo."
'The Passing Show" will leave the decedent's estate from a claim Shubert whereby the Shuberts are
Apollo June 2, as another attraction, against one Ziegler, arising out of to take over the Princess theatre,
'The Dancing Girl." is scheduled the payment by the decedent's Toronto, from B. C. and F. C. WhitShubert will act in associafor that theatre. William Hodge in estate of the decedent's partner- ney.
"For All of Us" leaves the Stude- ship debts of Anderson & Anderson. tion with Lawrence Solman, manhaker at the same time with noth- 70 per cent thereof belongs to the ager of the Shuberts' Royal Alexanpetitioner and 15 per cent, thereof dra theatre, Toronto, in the new
ing booked to follow in.
ownership.
to each of the objectors.
The Princess will house stock for
"That objection numbered 'fifth*
the present and may play "units"
be and same hereby is overruled.
ADELPHI IN AUGUST
next
season.
Solman in interested
"Th»t the referee's fees ($250) and
Chicago, May 16.
in the Loew and Pantages houses
The work of remodeling the Co- the stenographer's charges ($66) are in Toronto and Hamilton also.
lumbia theatre has started and it a taxable disbursement and chargthat the new Adelphi al.Ie against the estate."
is expected

FOUR

STAR

CO.

IN "FOLLIES''

A

Former Mrs. Fiske Play

'

STAY

MAY

S.

•

'

]

MR.

Gallagher and Shean may remain
with the "Follies" after all,' although the comedians contend their
contract expires June 2. Flo Ziegfeld planned to place the contract,
which is in the form of a letter, Into
.arbitration.
Last, week, however,
the manager appealed to
L. Erlanger to straighten out the matter
and Erlanger is said to have arranged a release from Charles
Dillingham.. Erlanger owns an in-

Frazee Entertains Proposition
for

&

*-:'.-:.

Erlanger Reported Arbitrating
Contract Mix Up of Comedians

.

;

G.

~-

I

that time.

Peggy
been

TJT

Joyce,

"VAHltlES"
nee

Hopkins,

-

has

engaged

for Earl Carroll's
summer show, "Vanities of 192$
which is due at the Carroll late next
month. When formerly on the stage

*•

but her b "
* In Vanities will be Peggy Hopkins Joyce.
Peggy won wide notoriety througl
her divorce from Stanley Joyce, the
Chicago millionaire, but she was well
known on Broadway before that. She
rose f ro. i a show girl and several
years ago was starred in a bedroom
farce by the Shuberts.
The show
failed after a few weeks.
She was
listed as a principal In "The Dancing
Girl," which quit the Winter Garden
last Saturday, but walked out during
i*1

Z^SSu^°£^

rehearsals.

'GIRL" FOB ADELPHI
"The Danrlng Girl." which withdrew from the Winter Garden last
week and is playing Detroit prior to
starting an engagement In Chicago,
will play A. H. Woods' newly-acquired Columbia (to be called the
Adelphi)
Instead
the Apollo
of
there, as first intended. The switch
in bookings resulted in the big business of the Howard Brothers in
"The Passing Show" at the Apollo.
The latter attraction tg averagtng
over $24,000 weekly and the fourweek booking has been extended
indefinitely;
wilt open at

"The

Dancing

Girl-

the former burlesque
house May 28, the Adelphi at that
its place as one of the
| time faking
Loop's regular legitimate string.

—

-

-

LEGITIMATE!
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TWO "BLOSSOM

ILLINGHAM TO IMPORT

WEAK SPRING FLIERS HASTEN
END OF 1922-23 SEASON
Finis
Weather Likely to
Broadway Theatres Dark Than Before the
Many Downstairs Seats in Cut Rates

Turn

in

ore

War

ITALIAN PUPPET

La Soala One Company

Novelty at' London

Indications

are

that

the

at this time, is further proven by
the fact that at least one house is
guaranteeing its attraction, though
conditions were the reverse when
the show recently moved in. As a
rule,
however, houses will close
rather than resort to that method,
except to keep the theatre lighted

early

summer will see more dark theatres
on Broadway than at any time since
Many
before the war-time boom.
new production tries were made this
spring, but the entire group with
Jtrut one exception has thus far failed
Poor business is
catch on.
*to
steadily forcing out the weaker attractions, and a turn In the weather
Rising
speed the closings.
temperature Wednesday might be
immediately reflected In withdrawals of shows known to be playing
on a week to week basis.
That many bouses wHl remain untenanted for a period longer than
usual Is figured on the fact that
fewer new shows are being readied
even for try-outs. Some managers
have already arranged for trying
out candidates for regular presentation in the nearby stock companies,
and pay in that way a line can be
gotten on .the new plays almost as
well as the expensive try-out system. There are about half a dosen
new musicals listed for summer entrance, and they in addition to the
holdovers among the current attractions will comprise the list.
Sure proof of the scarcity of new
shows willing or ready to come In

waiting another attraction.
Slipping business found the cut
rate agencies offering locations on
the lower floor for a number of
shows ready to stop, and those

will

which went out last week. Seats
further front were dumped into the
bargain office as the week progressed, and by Friday, locations as
far front as the third row were
being disposed of in that way. That
accounted for heavy lower floor attendance Friday night which easily
neat Saturday for most houses.
However, though the Douses looked
to be holding real money the ac.ual
figures were mild grosses.
There were seven closing last

CHL BOOZE SCANDAL

week, two being sudden additions.
'The Apache" stopped after one
week at the Punch and Judy, and
'The Love* Habit'* withdrew from
the Princess.
Up to Wednesday
there were four closings set for this
(Continued on page 33)

CAST PLAYS AT CUT
Grossed $17,700 at 46th St.
But Drops on Change to
•

"The Rivals" repeated

successful revival of last season by getting
$17,700 at the 48th St. last week with
an all-star cast.
year ago' it was
presented at the Empire as a benefit
for the Players' club, grossing about
$18,000. The heavy draw at the 48th
its

A

u

"VENGEANCE" CASE ON

ABIE'S"

Trial of Immoral Play Starts Before Equity

Won't Allow Sunday Celebrations, to It's Deferred

Jury

The

•

trial

of the players and

man-

ager of "The God of Vengeance"
charged with giving an immoral and
indecent performance while the a(traction played the Apollo was I
started yesterday before Judge Mc
Jntyre Jn general sessions, a jury
from a, special panel being drawn.
It was expected the case will be
turned over to the jurors Friday.
Yesterday was devoted to evidence
by the police.
Harry Weinberger, an attorney,
who is also manager of the show
appeared for the defence. He injected novelty into. the proceedings
by enacting the role of Rudolph
Schfldkraut in court, in so far as
giving the star's spstchts and the
replies of the ina^w eg the brothel
as protrayed In Ike sfisy.
It was those Uses which furnished
the basis of complaint by the police
and the subsequent arrest of the
players who are out under bail of
$300 each. "Vengeance" is still on
the boards, being in the second week
of a second engagement nt the
Greenwich Village theatre. The attraction sought the village booking
after being unable to secure a
second Broadway house.
•

PARTY CRABBED

attraction
for
one week only.
For the first night $5 top was
charged, $3 top ruling thereafter
for both night and afternoon performances.
Nichols, who wrote and produced
It was understood the presentathe comedy, planned a special pro- tion was in the nature of a benefit
fessional performance next Sunday for Equity Players, but while the
night at the Republic, but prepara- house received a percentage, salaries
tions were dropped wflen Equity ob- were paid. The cast was stated to
jected. Equity advised the manage- have accepted about 25 per cent,
ment that the council recently ruled less than their usual salaries. "The
members must not. appear Sunday Rivals" was moved over to the Earl
nights, except for benefits.
Carroll theatre Monday and is to
It is known Miss Nichols was to be continued several weeks. Busihave paid the company one-eighth ness, however, is not up- to last
of a week's salary for the Sunday week and the takings this week are
night.
not expected to beat $13,000.
Instead the "first birthday per-

"Abie's Irish Rose** will complete

a

solid year on Broadway Saturday
night and; leads the season's list of
attractions in point of run. Anne

has been named for
Tuesday night next week, at which

formance"

time each patron will be presented
with a birthday cake. The management said the Sunday night event
was scheduled principally to accommodate professionals playing in
other current attractions.
"Abie," in Its year, has grossed
1575,000.
It was kicked about for
the first few weeks at the Fulton
last Spring, but averaged $6,700 before moving to'the Republic at the
end of the seventh week. It's average weekly draw in the Forty-second street house has been between

NEWARK BIZ BOOMING
$9,000 and $10,000 and since the first
Last week showed a sudden and of th© year has grossed over $12,000
At
Pittsburgh
where
unexpected boom in most, houses weekly.
here. Coincident .with this several "Abie is running it drew $93,073.25
managers took a chance on running in the first eight weeks. For its 12their shows two weeks. This hasn't week engagement in Washington
happened in Newark for years. the tota; was $97,483.50 and for a
Mabel Brownell started off a week similar run in Baltimore $91,506.50
ago by running "Madame X" two ls «,"<>*«**
weeks to good business. This week
the Broad has continued "Light
TRIO OF WRITERS
nln' " and the Shubert has held over
Gerald Bacon of the Sanger &
"Liza."
Both these shows were
booked for the extra week, but the Jordan offices has arranged a workBrownell extension -was due to a ing agreement (for the purpose of
musical play construction) between
real demand.
three boys who have individual
successes to their credit and have
just finished a joint effort, which
GE0UP OF
PLAYS
Sanger & Jordan will handle. They
Among the new plays announced are
Sydney Stone, author; Irving
for production this summer and fail
Caesar and J. Fred Coots, who will
are: "Conny Goes Home" by Edattend to the lyrics and music reward Childs Carpenter, to be produced by Kilbourne Gordon, Inc.; spectively. The boys submitted the
-The Li'l Rascal" written for Helen play to Edward Royce, who recomShipm&n by Mattie Keene; "Tar- mended it to Sanger & Jordan.
nish" by Gilbert Emery, featuring They have accepted and will proTom Powers, and produced by John duce it.
Cromwell, "The Vigil" by Daniel N.
Rubin, to be produced by Sam HarAPFEL ON STAGE
ris, and "A Song in the Night" to
Los Angeles, May 11
b© presented by Miller A French.
Oscar Apfel, film director, Is to
play the lead on the spoken stage
1

'

•

NEW

St., which is a record there, was
aided by the announcement of the

CHICAGO'S SLIM SHOWING
of

List

That

street

WIDl

I

1

May

courts and resulting in an Injunction victory for the Mingold Productions. The case is still pending,
including a
claim
for
$500,000

1$.

of

past decade.

damages.

WOODS'

CHI.

MANAGER

Speculating on Probable
Siring of Three
Chicago,

Al

«

The chances are

that all of these

II.

Woods

will

Boss

May

16.

have a new

i

PLAY

will be

Jack Norworth ami Gims
produce a stage

Hill will

determined.

ELKS THEATRE DESTROYED

version

New Orleans, May 16.
syndicate cartoon, "The
of the
The Elks theatre, Baton Rouge,
Gumps." Norworth will write the
La., which has been playing legitibook and stage the show.
in the production of "Morphine,"
SHOWS CLOSING
The cartoon appears in 874 news- mate attractions for many years,
•Th© Merry Widow" cloned at which Is to be presented at the papers in the United States and burned to the ground Tuesday. It
New Haven Saturday. Tt was out Egan theatre. Apfel is also the au- Canada, including the "Daily News," will not be rebuilt, as the house has
18 week.*, the tour Including the thor of the play, which he wrote New York, and the Chicago "Tri- lost money the past few seasons
some years ago.
coast.
eune."
) through a scarcity of attractions.
I

P.

M. A.-Ekiuity

.

a-blunable to

Joint

tration board has been
agree on the claim of Helen
for a week's salary against the

Ware
man*

agement of "The Wasp" and the
case will go before an umpire. Miss
Ware was with the show out of
town. Galina Kopernack succeeded
debuted at the

it

"The Wasp" moved
two weeks ago.

Morosco.

to the

Selwyn

The management claimed Miss
Ware refused to continue with the

manager

THE GUMPS" ON STAGE

Jointly

^

Agree en Helen Were Matter

The

when
of

for Chicago with his string
houses but the Central will remain of theatres increased to three with
open all summer, and the list may the remodeling of the Columbia, it
have the addition of the I. a Salle, is rumored. The Woods and Apollo,
which may remain open with "Sun which he now operates, and the
Showers."
Adelphi, as the remodeled ColumThe few legitimate attractions in bia will be*known, will require the
Chicago for the late spring and attention of some capable showman.
summer comes on top of the fact It is reported that overtures were
that Chicago is to have more con- made to John J. Gerrity, Chicago
ventions and large gatherings this representative of the Shuberts, but
summer than it has had in years.
obstacles developed which made
that deal impossible.
There is already much speculation
HENRY'S
Arthur Henry has written a com- regarding the management of the
edy called "Time," which will be Adelphi. The best bet,, for manager
tried out this summer by Stuart seems to be Gene Wilson, present
Walker's stock company in Indian- manager of "Light Wines and Beer,"
apolis, Walker retaining an option and the choice of the rvmor spreaders for treasurer is Joe Bransky,
to regularly produce it.
Henry is the husband of Clare who has been treasurer at the
Martin Herman, New
Kummer, a well-known playwright, Olympic
but it is his first attempt at author- York general manager for Woods,
will come here shortly, when the
ing.
matter of the Woods Chicago staff

ARTHUR

,

BEFORE UMPIRE

Chicago legitimate
theatres which will be open next
week will include the Apollo, Garrick, Harris, Selwyn, Cort, Playhouse, Shubert Central and the
Studebakcr.
There is not an Erlanger-Power house in the lot. It
is the slimmest showing that Chicago has ever known at this time
of year and compares with midsummer of the worst seasons of the
list

^

.

of Ordinary

Chicago,

The

SUES FOR DEPOSIT ON

The show's management bought up
Open Resemblee enough tickets 'to reach* the miniMidsummer
mum, the controversy leading to the

Houses

Starting next week the Shu-

ly.

berts will present "Blossom Time*
both in the Shubert and 44th Street,

the two houses being across the
from each other. Duplicating a success has been reported
but never actually
contemplated,
pared.
The Italian marionette *how is done before. The 44th Street is
present
and the Shubert
dark
at
planned -for the Dresden, the roof
theatre atop the New Amsterdam becomes available Saturday, when
withdrawn.
will
be
Gynt"
"Peer
In the fall.
It« introduct'on of
"Blossom Time'* is the moot sucoriginal ideas, operatio and musical
bits has * attracted attention here. cessful operetta in a decade, easily
It
held
The show is enhanced by excellent outstripping "MayUme."
scenic efforts.
The programs pre- over from last season, compiling a
weeks.
The
,of
attraction
45
sented by the Italians include a run
wide range of farce and comedy and opened In the fall of 1121 at the
the attraction is touted a possible Ambassador and played 40 weeks
"Chauve -Souris" in marionette be- until July last. It then temporarily
„' 1 stopped for six weeks and reopened
cause of the novelties.
Several
Broadway
managers August 7, Continuing at the Amangled for "del Piccoli." The man- bassador until early October. The
agement of the attraction is known shew was then switched to Joison's
to have held to extraordinary terms 59th Street for three weeks and
,when first offered a New York en- was 'again moved, polng to the* Cengagement, asking 60 per cent of the tury, where it was finally sent out
gross, with a guarantee of $5,000 January JT.
Exceptional merit wa*s demonweekly. Captain Malone is credited
with , arranging
the booking for strated by "Blossom Time's" *1o*j
*
Dillingham.
ing down for the siim^tf and suelessf ully continolag Into the highly
competitive, fall season.
That was
borne, fjul again when twice moved.
teBt
of
nttrnct,on
tne
came,
q
Ills*' DCSsT*! 1 !^*
ffAKnlritj ifJiPJJI however, when the show moved to
I the Century, the first company being sent to Philadelphia and a second company continuing the run. It
Further Complications in the appeared to make little difference
In the business, the average for the
Tangle Over Engagement
Century engagement being nearly
at Klaw
$24,000 weekly.
It was claimed the second comThe Mingold Productions, Inc., en pany of "Blossom Time" whs equal
to the first, and the business record
Tuesday, started a New York Supreme Court action fcTrecover $2,549 of number two show proved it here
and on tou.r The first company
against the Klaw Theatre Corp.,
completed a 29-week engagement in
which the producers of the "Last
Philadelphia last week, breaking
Warning" (closed at the Klaw Satthe run record there, while the securday) state is being wrongfully
ond company has been repeating
withheld. The money was deposited
around the subway circuit and
by the corporation as security for
drawing excellent grosses. Cut-rat
the faithful performance of their ing and
"two for ones" were not
house-leasing contract.
No rea- as extensively used at the Century
son is advanced, allegedly, by the for the attraction
as first
Klaw people why the money is not but the latter style of supposed,
bargain
being returned, although requested.
tickets is expected to rule for the
"The "Last Warning" sponsors dual engagement starting Moitday.
and the Klaw management had some /
difficulties several weeks ago when
the theatre posted an announcement
CLAIM
of the Incoming of 'The Exile" because of the "Warning's" alleged
P.
M. A.- Equity Committee Cannot
falling below the $7,090 "stop" limit.

inj
LAOl

Carrol!

J
t

For the first time in the history;
of .Broadway two companies of the
same show will appear concurrent-

London, May It.
"Teatro del Piccoli." the Italian*
marionette show which is running
at La Scala, is reported having been
booked for America by Charles Dillingham.
The importation Is still
Named With 100 Others in In- doing
good business, changing the
show weekly. The figures are about
vestigation Into Grommes
the same sire as used by Tony 8Urg
and Ulrich Affairs
with which the attraction is com-

"RIVALS" DOES BIG,

at 44th St. and

Opposite

"SPORT" HERMAN IN

Chicago, May It.
"Sport" Herman, manager of the
Cort theatre, has been named with
about 100 others of Chicago Loop
prominence to be served with a
writ in the investigation of the
Grommes and Ulrich liquor scandal, which the Federal Government
is conducting.
Chicago, while far from dry, has
been regaining wet principally on
bad "hootch," and the prices that
the bootleggers have been gouging
the drinkers for have ranged as
high as $25 a quart

-

TIMES"

Duplicate at Shubert,

Touted as "Another
f tt
'Chauve Souris

Is

<

ON B'WAY AT ONCE

SHOW

k

•

«>«*, «*'>'. un

certain changes
Thomas Fallon's
her successor was
chosen no notice was given Miss
Ware and she* bases her claim upon
that point. The P. M. A. arbitrators are agreed no notice was necessary and the Equity committee is
in accord the claim is valid.
Miss Ware afterwards joined the

attraction

wero

script.

unless

made

in

When

•

cast 'of "Within Four Walls"
closed after two weeks. She

which
is

now

in vaudeville with an episode from
the play.
Her husband. Frederic
Burt, was also in "The Wasp" but

withdrew at the same time and
Joined "Elsie."
He is also said to
claim a week's salary from 'The
Wasp." Louis H. Kaplan Is the
managing director of the corporation which produced "The Wasp."
Lyle Andrews is mteiested in the
attraction.

MRS.

«

BROOKE GETS DECREE

Mrs. Tyler Brooke was awarded
a divorce from the actor in the
Supreme Court, New York, last
week.
Brooke is appearing in
The
"Wildflower" at the Casino.
wife was formerly professionally
know.) as Elsie BolanU, the couple
having been married eince 1911, but
usual
separated
in
The
1912.
statutory grounds were alleged, an
unknown woman being named. The
Brookes have an 11 -year-old son.

.

-

•
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GITIMATE
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Thursday,

May

1923

17,

STOCK PARTNERS ROW
BREAKS INTO COURT

BA1NBRIDGE WINS ON VISITING

STAR SYSTEM IN NORTHWEST
;
•

Names Drew New Patrons—Would ConUnue ii Strung Stars Were Available—Manager

Different

i

Going East at Season Closing

for

New

Material

•

/*
Try

Minneapolis, May 16.
out of the visiting star system

Minneapolis in connection witn
presentation of stock by the Bainbridge Players has proven to be a

SWITCH

IN

PROGRAM BY

in

successful business adventure for A.
G. Bainbrige, Jr., owner and manager of the local company.

"My. experience with visiting stars
the last few weeks has proven to Ue
a great success, and were it possible
to obtain distinguished stars week
hi and week out I would be tempted
to carry on my latest adventure in
giving people of the Northwest
something to talk about," Mr. Buin-

brldge said. "It happens, however,
that my season will end in about
three weeks and indications are that
when I open next August the stars
will not be available."

•

Mr. Bainbridge thought when he
introduced the visiting star system
a few weeks ago that regular patrons of the theatre who have made
stock a, financial success during the
present season would appreciate the
importance of the stars and make
up the bulk of the crowd .which

would patronize the

•

theatre.

PHIL A. THEATRE GUILD
-Winnie"

leading

the

lady, Gladys Fraain,
his wife, known on

and substituted

the stags as Beatrice Loring, paying her an exorbitant salary. Miss

Frazin sometime ago filed suit
against Mr. Bickford to recover a

Partners of Arlington Players, sum of money which It is alleged
She loaned him for 'the theatrical
Lynn, Seek Legal
venture. This suit is now awaiting
Settlement
a hearing.

—

Lynn, Mass., May 16.
A bill In equity has been filed in
Salem superior court by A. Guy
Caldwell against his partner. Actor
Manager Charles A. Bickford of the
Arlington Players, of the Auditorium theatre, Lynn, in which It Is
charged that Bickford was extravagant in the handling of partnership funds, paid excessive salaries
members of his family and gave
little heed to Mr. Caldwell's advice.

to

The bill asks an accounting of
the Money received and expended

The
well

bill sets forth that Mr. Caldput $3,400 in the partnership

and that Mr. Bickford did not InThs
vest any of hla own money,
plaintiff

stories.

the stock

game

here again next sea-

•

i

Brothers' dramatic stock
Sullivan. 111., this week under

weeks.

The Nat Burns-Edwin Kaaper
stock win move from Halifax to the
Maryland theatre, Cumberland. Md.,
opening June 4 la uH*Mr Temporary
Husband" and continuing with a
one bill a week policy.

A

stock

The

Packard

agency
last

week

reports
.14 fol-

lows: Proctor's Stock Co., Troy.
N. Y.: Russell Hicks, former leading man tor May Robson; Dillon
Ruth
Gilmore,
Deasy, Harrison
Virginia Holland,
Iticnby' (leads),
Harrison Hay and Jeanette Conor;

Helen Stewart and Stoke McCune,
Majestic Sloe!;. Detroit; William

leading

man

vrh^»

has

been appearing in vaudeville and la
about to return to stock is Informing agents he will only accept a
joint engagement with 'a juvenile
man with whom he has been play-

m

ing

vaudeville.

Charles Pitt has returned to the
Trent, Trenton. N. J., as director,
replacing Louis Dean.

lists are said to
be comjng along nicely, and every
being made to interest
is

LEGIT ITEMS

effort

educators.
It is understood the fourth week's
offering will be Francine Larrlmore
In "Scandal," to be followed by the
same star* in a new play instead of
in
"Nice People," as was first

announced.

/

David and Courtney White, special

Biackburn for the Jessie Donstelle
Stock, Detroit; Edwin O'Connor as
stage manager for the Edward
Renton Stock Co., Hamilton, Ont.

The second and

W. CLAYTON PRYOR
Dramatft Critic Dayton "Journal," Editor the "Evening Herald"
Started* career as "sprigger" in a tobacco warehouse and was fired.
Tried factory work, but quit to become a cub reporter on The Miami
(Fla.) Herald.
That didn't take, so he came North and drove a taxi
,

weather

set In.

Then went

to

work

ir

an ammunition

factory,

Vasar Elean

will be scenic
artist.
30 ceut Lop will prevail in
the. afternoon and 45 at night.

A

Norma

Phillips.

Several

Mme

-

eluding Susanna Jackson, Alnsworth Arnold, Virginia Zollman, will
be transferred to Montreal with
other members, including Louis Al-

week: Buford Awnitage and
Olga Lee for the William Augustin
Stock Co.. which opens at Taunpast

Lawrence
Weber's
"Fires
of
stock season at the Harlem opera Sueing" closed In Stamford, Conn.,
May
ii
a
If.
considers
Mr.
Weber
house, New York, with Pinero's
"The Second Mrs. Tanqueray," Jes- valuable piece of property and will
production,
with
give
It
early
fall
an
Bonstelle will produce "The
sie
Vigil," a new play which Sam H. Josephine Victor starred.
Harris will produce in the fall If It
The original company of "Secrets."
shows possibilities. Miss Bonstelle
with Margaret Lawrence, closing at
is out of the Harlem cast this week.
Fulton, New York, Saturday.
the
She is in Detroit supervising the
in
reopetiH Aug. 24
Detroit, and
opening of her summer stock commoves into Chicago the following
pany in that city.
week.

May

14.

#

Stock

at

the

Priscllla

theatre,

to differences over the rent with the
Loew interest*, the owners.

of the Hevia

Having inaugurated a successful

COSTUME FLAT TRY

Andrews and DeMilt (Vanderbllt
lease on the house terminating at
The company will be Productions) have accepted "The
that time.
Greater
Love" for an immediate protransferred to Orchestra Hull. Detroit, for the summer and will re- duction, as a tryout for Its prospects
turn to Toronto to another theatre next season. It Is a costume play of

Ned Seabrook, Charles Brokaw,
Elwood Gray. A. Holly and Gay in September. Gla*er has failed to
Seabrook for the Leon Brown renew his lease on the Uptown, due

members Lewiston, Me

company from Richmond, which closes Saturday, In-

accounting

helping make shells, which he eventually followed overseas. Then yearned
for the higher' things, and got a job writing advertisements for patent
medicines and gas ranges, until he was fired again. Got even later,
however, by marrying the boss's daughter. In between times he was a
motion picture operator. Then art school in Chicago, then France for two
years. Did his "fighting" In the highly-dangerous S.O.8., and was one
^orrected.
-4
of the heroes of the battle of Paris, where he also went to art school
again.
Finally, came home, and after a preparatory course, as city
The people engaged by the Arden
Now, merely to kill time between Corp., a new producing organizaball man became a dramatic editor.
shows, is make-up editor on The Evening Hersld. Pet peeves: .Fatty tion; for "Greater Than the Law"
Arbuckle, Raymond Hitchcock. Cecil B. De Mllle movies and sex plays. have been notified the production
Hobbies: books and pipes. Principal recreation: sleeping. Principal occu- is off. The corporation has also vapation outside of office: sleeping. Favorite shows: nearly all of 'em. But cated its offices In the Aator buildhe gets paid for reviewing.
ing.
(The 15th picture and brief sketch of the dramatic editors of the country.)

ton, Mass.

Stock under the management of
Harold Hevia opens at the Orpheum,
Montreal, May 28, with a company
headed by Robert Gleckler and

final

of the estate left by Dr. Joseph
Fraenkel. famed specialist In diseases, who died April 24. 1*20. and
was the second husband of
Ganna Walska, the opera singer, recently filed In the Surrogates' Court,
New York, is Inaccurate, according
to objections filed last week demanding that the executor be not
freed by the court from further responsibilities until a better accounting fas filed and the alleged errors

The Proctor Players open a summer run at Proctor's, Troy, May 28 bion, George Phelps and Teddie Le
in "Why Men Leave Home."
Ruth Duo. William Blair, director of the
Flckaby and Russell Hicks will play Richmond company, will handle the
the leads; Virginia Holland will be new organization.
second woman, and Dillon Deasy
second man.
Others In the comInquiries af the various stock
pany, and have been extremely gen- pany are Lola Maye, Harry Gilmore, company agencies and play buerous in their columns to the ones Jeanette Connor, Harrison Hoy, reaus indicate that the demands for
The Vaughn G laser stock closes
that have tried the field, there have Massena Clark and Lew Harris. companies and plays are Increasbeen none that seemed able to make Jack Edwards is to direct and Wil- ing. The Paul Scott office has a two-year engagement at the Upliam Amsdell is to be stage man- placed the following during the town, Toronto, June 2, the Glaser
the grade.

bookings for the

Henry Carpenter, manager

of the company, has arranged to return in the fall for a third eel

The subscription

ager.

.

Brown

The Carl Davis Players aloes*
Saturday at the Star, Pawtttcket.
R. I., completing a ssasan of It

day night, and strenuous efforts
have* been made along this line.

Kansas City a number of years ago two weeks* engagement during
When she was connected with the Francine Larrimore's starrLng vi«it
to the Robert McLaughlin Players,
old Auditorium Stock Company and
Ohio theatre, Cleveland;
Burke
later when she was at the head of
Clark, Joseph Sweeney and Lorthe Gertrude Berkeley Stock* Comraine Lally for the regular Mchas
theatre,
pany in the old Century
Laughlin Stock, Cleveland; Dorothy
announced her intention of trying
son. It is known that Miss Berkeley has looked the rebuilt Century
over as a likely place for her stock
venture, and it would not be surprising if she would get the house,
as the Shuberts, who have it on
their hands, are reported as being
willing to stand a loss in getting
rid of their lease* Although the
papers are constantly crying for a
permanent stock, or repertory com-

Alham-

bra. Brooklyn, has arranged wMh
a Brooklyn newspaper to conduct
a popularity contest to secure
amateurs for the stock presentation at the house of "Oh, Lady.
Lady." the week of May 18.

The Fulton O. H.,' Lancaster. Pa,
diseontlnuing dramatic stock last
week, has installed musical comedy
tab stock. Barry McCormack, who
appeared with the dramatic company, Is handling the new musical
organization.
,

it.*

STOCKS
Gertrude Berkeley, prominent in

basis.

the

The Callahan show opened
week at Lincoln. III., with
weather unfavorable. The GordonHewitt show opened last Friday
night It Heburn, Ind.

until cold
»

commonwealth

The management of

last

.

"

ing on a

Is at

Nevertheless.
the
guild
has
trary to his expectations-Mr. Bainbridge has played to an entire new proved Itself deserving of support.
Edward'
Douglas,
during
the
both
set of people since introducing the
first
week as an unsentimental
visiting star system.
\
lover and this week as a poet"It was a great surprise to me
when a lot of new faces appeared gardener, has done especially . well
Edward Rendel Is also proving
at the box office." Mr. Bainbridge
himself popular.
George Graham,
said.
"During the- visit of Mrs.
added to the cast this week, scored
Leslie Carter the bulk of my busl, ndlvldual
and c Henry
ness came from the older class oflrx
__.. —/_..__,_
•-.
Gordon,
Alan «.._„
Bunce and
Frederic
People who have been admirers' of Karr were also excellent.
Lydla
Mrs. Carter for years.
The last Dickson was imported to play May
two weeks Florence Reed has at- Yokes' old role of the comedy maid,
tracted an entire different class than I
d|d R beautifu „ y
my regular patrons. She has been and
The only guest artist this week
greeted by the better class of thea- was Lola Fisher, who
repeated the
tregoers. That Is, those who are insuccess she Scored with Gillette in
telligent and could pay top prices "A Successful Calamity."
She will
to see Miss Reed. It remains to be remain for a
third week, playing
seen what class of people will come the leading role, starting Monday,
to see Sarah Padden during the re- in "Winnie and the Wolves." The
maining two Weeks of the season. staging of "Good Gracious, Anna"Miss Padden will offer 'Kindling' belle" was mbre than adequate, and
1thd ^The Third* Degree/ "
again the stage direction of William
Praise of the Bainbridge Players Gilmore was a feature.
for the support given the visiting
The main trouble confronting
stars has been forthcoming from all the new organization has been to
newspapers. The local stock organ- get business to the house on Mon-

ization after a hard season has
napped right into the work of furnishing good support for the visiting stars.
Both Mrs. Carter and
Miss Reel highly commended the
work of the Bainbridge players.
Mr. Bainbridge at the close of
the present season expects to go
East to buy up new plays for the
•coming season. He hopes to land
atock rights for some of the Broadway successes of this year.

connections as manager of the stock
at the Lyceum, Binghamton, whieh
has been playing two weeks. The
members of the company have
taken over the management, operat-

canvas.

^

'

———

'

"Annabelle" was not as smoothly
presented as was the first attraction of the guild. Miss Rummer's
"A Successful Calamity." . Perhaps
it was the fact that William Gillette's calm and unruffled influence
was removed. Also there were not
enough rehearsals, and the playing

Con- showed

•

"Wit Outwitted," the new Kurtig
have been
A Seamon show, drew good busibut the defendant employed another ness for Mabel Brow net I at the
person in that capacity.
Strand, Newark, last week.
This
Characterising the suit brought stock is cut-rating by
means of
by his partner as "part of a gen- tickets passed rather freely, and it
eral conspiracy
prevent him is hard to tell just how
to
profitable
from renewing his lease on the business is.
Auditorium," Manager Bickford declared the bill "bristles with misWilliam Harder has severed his
statements of fact." the truth of

for by Mr. Bickford and a restraining which will be decided in court.
order against the manager from inJudge Frederick J. McLeod of
curring further liability under the -Essex superior court has appointed
partnership name and that the JArs. -Sadie J. Barry, of Salem, an
Substituted
company be dissolved and a receiver expert accountant, as receiver to
be appointed to liquidate the com- conduct the affairs of the Arlington
Philadelphia, May 1*.
pany and that the defendant be en- Players company until the case has
The second bill of the newly joined from extending the lease jof been given disposition In court. The
organized Theatre Guild of Phila- the Auditorium theatre In the name order is returnable the first Mondelphia was offered to the public of the partnership.
day In June.
_
Monday night. It was Clare KumIt is alleged that Mr. Bickford
The Arlington rlayers last year
mer's "Good Graolpus, Annabelle," was to receive $125 a week, but got were at the Arlington theatre, forsubstituted at the last moment for much more, and that he discharged merly the Castle Square, Boston.
the new play "Winnie and the
Wolves,'* dramatized by William

from magazine

eral director.

that he was to
made stags manager,

Week and "Annabelle"

Gillette

is

alleges

Withdrawn

Is

Dakota institution which

ular

scheduled to open at Mitchell, 8. p..
May IS," may do so if the weather
Is favorable.
There was an Inch of
snow on the ground May 10. It is
the intention of the Root Bros, to
play the Dakotas all the year round,
under canvas in summer, in theatres during ths regular season.
James W. Castle, formerly stage
director for the Fred Whitney productions, is now the Root Bros, gen-

Root Bros/ tented drama, a

1

with a "Maytime" atmosphere,
which reason, probably. Charlie
been engaged and will

1818,

for

Purcell ha
be starred.

1

St<MOvn Foster, who wrote "Old
one of the characters

Blac!; Joe/* »«
•

•

—

•

LEGITIMATE

14
:=*-

»

Thursday,

May

17,

1823

JJ-A...

DARKENED BOSTON LEGIT SEASON AH SHOT;
ONE OF SEASONS WORST WEEKS
MONTH BEFORE NORMAL CLOSING
•

FIVE CHICAGO HOUSES

f

A

4

'

'

t

.

I

r*

.

attractions Monday
premiere of "Chains," whieh intronijslit

Showmen Waiting

to

See

if

Survivors Will Pick

Under Reduced Competition
Supply of Loop Theatres
4

Chicago,

May

16.

Four attractions departed from
the loop last week, leaving three of
the theatres dark for a probable
summer span 'while the fourth,
through the- booking of "Hitchy'

'

Koo," will only keep the lights on
at the Garrick for the current week.
Add the three which went under
lock and key last Saturday night
to the two houses already closed
tBlackstone' and Illinois) and the
tabulation is five darkened houses
for Chicago fully one month ahead
of the usual summer period.
Maybe the lessening of the loop's
area of nightly entertainment will
show a. point ere long that has been
much debated this season. The
point Is the possibility of the shows
that will stick so Improving in business as to vindicate those who claim
Chicago's legit situation in the loop
expanded so rapidly in the way of

—Talk

of

Up

Over-

with the

duces Lester Bryant and John Tuerk
as a new combination of local pro-

ducers. Bryant is the manager of
the Playhouse, while Tuerk is company manager for various William
A. Brady attractions.
Last week's estimates:
"Passing Show" (Apollo, Sd week).
in town for business.
Pace-setter
strange year, and the possibilities of
Tipped off another $24,000 without
"Blossom Time" at the Great North- much effort.
ern and "Hitchy-Koo" at the Gar"Sally" (Colonial. 18th and final
"The
rick will be Closely followed.
Dancing Girl" comes to the Apollo, week). Went to Milwaukee after
up with gross of $22,000.
finishing
following the Howard Brothers, so
"Tangerine"^ Garrick, 6th and final
the musical menu will be furnished,
Disappointing engagement.
for a time at least, by the Apollo, week).

Mitzi

Dropped Over $6,000 Since

"Lightnin*"

Pulled

Houses

Half

to

$8,000

Gross— "Reilly" and "Come Clean" Look Good
4
on the horizon at the present time.
Boston, May 16.
"Lightnin' " doing a business that One is Cohan's newest, "The Rise el
must show a Tory small, if any Rosie O'Reilly" due for its first per*
profit, Mitzi slipping off over $6,000 formance during the coming week;
from the business of the week before It was planned to open next Monday,
and Jaek Donahue's show, "Molly night but the opening has been post*
Darling" grossing -less than $15,000 poned and it does not look as it will
before
Wednesday or
for its first week in the city gives start, off
an idea of how things are going here Thursday. Unless all signs fail, and
theatrically. As was the case with the show is a terrible surprise and
these houses so went the entire city, disappointment, it should be running
theatrically speaking, and it was one at top speed until Cohan's Ujine exof the very worst weeks of the pires next October. The other posseason. It could not be blamed on sibility for a summer run is a show
the weather for despite the. time of now on the road playing through
year the weather conditions here are New England, booked by the Erstill of the sort that call for indoor langers, "Come Clean" which is due
to go into either the Hollis or the
entertainment.
Therefore, the natural conclusions Wilbur May 28 for a summer run.
are that the season is just about The chances aro that It will go into
shot and that the only possibility is the Wilbur for it Is doubtful if the
for a show that is in for a summer Hollis will be kept open after the)
run and is of the style that Bos- last showing of "Lightnin*."
"Come Clean" is said to have a
tonians will go to see during the
good cast and to be on the style of
summer.
(Continued on page 15)
There are two shows of this type
•

Figured around $11,000.
Garrick and Great Northern.
"Blossom Time" (Great Northern,
Forecast is that another fortnight 9th week). Just making the grade
will find all of the so-called "syndiReported
to keep from exiting.
cate houses" closed, since only one
around $10,600.
remains open now the Powers,
(Powers, 2d week).
Not?"
•Why
which is housing the Equity play, No interest.
"break" doesn't
"Why Not?" It Jls figured that a come will go outIfin two
weeks. Litgross of $6,500 will prevent a loss
tle over $5,000.
for "Why Not?" but even that
week).
4th
(Princess,
"8teve"
being
made
up.
To
not
amount is
"Block party tickets" reported to be
have all four of the syndicate houses in existence, helping greatly. Esticlosed before June 1 is a situation
mated around $8,000.
never before chronicled here.
"Peter and Paul*" (Playhouse,
The Twin theatres are making a 6th week). $6,000 gross. "Chains"
good battle to keep open on top of opens Monday next.
the independent struggle to get at11th
(Harris.
"Peter Weston"
«
»
new theatres since the erection of tractions. "Light Wines and Beer" week). Little over $8,000. "Rolling
the Apollo and the double blast of is showing improvement at the Sel- Home" will succeed May 20.
Princess continuance was based
scription period. About $7,000 last
'
the Twin theatres last fall that wyn. Just so long as the weekly
(Selwyn,
Beer"
selling
chances
picture
on
of
"Light Wines and
week.
there possibly may be something gross figures around $9,000, it is. 8th week). Improving all the time.
rights.
About $3,000 last two "The Enchanted Cottage," Rita
logical to the assertion that Chi- probable the Hoffman piece will be Figured slightly below $9,000.
weeks here. Guarantee more than
(7th week). Few weeks more for
cago holds too many theatres for kept here. "Peter Weston" depart*
that.
"H. U. R." (Cort, 4th week). Will
late
arriving Pinero
romance*
the producers to rightly expect the from the Harris Saturday night and stick untn "The Voice" arrives. Hit "Peer Gynt," Shubert (15th week).
Business moderate all the way, tout
Final week for this one, which
average high business which has "Rolling Home," starring Donald around $8,000.
show
have
might
had
chance
a
for
seathis
pulled fairly good business after
been sensationally missing
Brian, comes. It will be a metro"Two Fellows and Girl" (Cohan's
run if brought in earlier. Around
moving up from Garrick. but
There was just a touch of politan, premiere for the new piece, Grand, 9th week). Stuck around
son.
$6,000.
slipped in last three weeks. Little
prom so' in the Improved business which has Carl Reed for its sponsor $9,000.
under $8,000.
House may have "The Fool," Times Square (30th
at all the houses Sunday night and In association with James Shesgren.
"Hurricane" (Olympic, 6th and
week). Pulled sensational bust*
"Bal Tabarin" as summer show,
repeated again Monday night. Any- It will depend upon "Rolling Home" final week). Departed around gross
ness until past few weeks. Drop
"Blossom
Time"
but
returns for
view
the
of
way it gave those with
House dark balance
if July 1 will find the Harris open.
of $3,500.
is proportionately not as great as
second engagement next week.
that Chicago is overstocked with
"For All of Us" has picked June seaso'i
it seems, as. extra matinee was
"Polly
Preferred,"
Little
(18th
week).
26th
(Studebaker.
legit theatres in the loop, under 2 for its departure.
Us"
All
of
"For*
The big sucOught to atdropped.
$11,000.
Comstock and Gest produced thfs
the conditions of the playgoing cess of the Stftdebaker show has week). June 2 now definitely picked
tract summer visitors and may;
hit
while
attention
was diclientele expanding not in the loop been the talk of the town for weeks. for farewell. Grossed $8,500.
through.
verted
their
run
to
Russian
ofshow
6th
(Central.
oh
spots
furthcrest
area but in the"Up the Ladder"
The Cort will probably draw "The
ferings. Has been getting close to "The Gingham Girl," Central (38th
Kept alive with cut-ra^es,
the south and north sides, some- Voice." starring William Courtenay, week).
week). Expectation is for run to
capacity in small house right
thing to believe their contentions on June 3. The Playhouse changes doing $5,800.
continue into July. Moved heYo
along, and is among best sellers in
will be supported within another
agencies.
from Earl Carroll two weeks agoyt
month. Maybe so, say the statis"Rain,"
Maxine
Elliott (28th week).
with business bettering. Over $9,ticians.
Sweetest money getter of all the
000, which is profitable both ways.
The heavy financial "draw" that
dramas this, season, playing to "The Love Habit," Princess. Closed
the
on
"SalTy" madeZiegfe?d's
standee trade from the start and
last Saturday without announcepocketbooks of the local theatrefor all performances. Over $15,Moved here from Bijou
ment.
goers at the Colonial, with the pre000 weekly and likely to hold it
three weeks ago. Lost money in
vailing record scale of $4.40, came to
through into next season.
both houses. Total engagement
an end with the exit of the success"Romeo and Juliet," Henry Miller
eight weeks.
ful osgonizatlon to Milwaukee. For
(17th week).
Next to "Hamlet" "The Mountebank," Lyceum (2d
11 Weeks "Sally" kept up an unbethis is most successful of the
week). Did not develop business
When the slip did
lievable pace.
Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
Shakespearean revivals, and in
that gives hope of a run. the first
come, the slump kept far from appoint of run beats them all. Last
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
week's gross approximating $•,The
proaching the losing point.
week not far from $11,000; fig000.
Show had attracted attenmediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
subhowever,
did
weeks,
last three
ured to stay through June.
tion out of town.
capacities, with ths varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
house
stantiate Flo Ziegfeld's judgment in
"Sally,
Irene
and
Mary,"
Century
8oak," Plymouth (MtM
"The
0|d
Variance
profit.
gross
for
with consequent difference in necessary
shortening the run against the orig(37th week). Will prdbably call
week). Is being cut rated for thai
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
inal plans to hold the piece well into
it a season at end of this week or
During?
fir 1 weeks of the run.
play is also considered.
"Sally" was a huge
the summer.
next.
Has been making money
fall it was among the non-musical
success at the Colonial. The high
ever since, starting at Casino and
leaders, and has been consistent
price charged for "Sally" created a
moving to 44th Street. Cut ratwinner.
Got about $7,000 last
Oort's musical credited with very
"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (52d
new class of playgoers in Chicago
ing here got some return?, but
VFsBBSBBst
good trade at this uptown house.
Completes solid year on
week).
a class christened as "Sally" devobusiness dropped to $10,000 or less. "The Wasp." Selwyn (8th week).,
rates,
cut
aided
by
Has
"been
from
and
Saturday,
Broadway
tees who found themselves in the
Two or three weeks more likelyw
which counted in beating location "8alome," Frazee (2d week>. While
remarkable record should last
predicament of saving money to see
this is second week of the Ethiwith business climbing encouraghandicap. Business claimed around
Business last
through summer.
a show be/ore it left town like the
opian Art Theatre, "Salome" was
ingly last week, aided by cut
$10,000.
week better than $11,500.
urchins were wont to do in the old
off.
"Comedy of Errors"
rates, where It is a good seller*
"How Come?" Apollo (5th week). .taken
days of the circus-coming-to-town. "Barnum Was Right," Cohan (10th
this
offered
week. Takings last
Grossed $7,000 or $1,000 more than
to beat $5,000.
able
not
been
Has
that
week,
Better last
week).
Probably the kids still save their
week hardly $2,000, and colored
previous week.
the gross being slightly under that
credited to new berth (was at
mono} for days ahead of the date
dramatic attraction due to stop "Up She Goes," Playhouse (28th
mark. With the house getting the
Frazce); takings jumped $1,500
of a circus, but it took "Sally" to
at end of week.
week). Brady's musical has been
first $4,000, attraction is losing, but
Over $6,000;
first week at Cohan.
make a new class of playgoers for
holding up to its spring pace.
management extending run to "Secrets," Fulton (21st week). Final
another week, then "Adrienne"
Chicago.
week for clever English play.
business being about $7,500 and
"make" it for the road. Liable to
"Barnum" holds
If
scheduled.
"Cat and Canary" finished its
Chances highly regarded at first
probably profitable, with house
terminate at any time, however.
profitable pace It will move.
record run at the La Salle, compiland business promising, but show
and show under same manage"Icebound," Sam Harris (14th week).
hit a groove of about $12,000, which
ing 26 weeks. There's no question "Bombo," Winter Garden (1st week).
ment.
Another two weeks for excellent
rated it under leaders. About $8,- "Uptown West," Bijou (4th week>'.
that "Cat" could have lasted close
Al Jolson returned to Broadway
drama, which was not able to
to an average business of $10,000
000 last week. "€oll Ytel" sucfor a second engagement after
A short Cast drama which has
climb. Moderate business throughper week if the cut-rates hadn't been
cleaning up on road. When atceeds Monday.
"Jack
climbed and has a chance to stick.
out, but a probable profit.
suddenly cut off at the Ia Salle.
traction was here first it opened
and Jill" listed to move down from "Seventh Heaven," Booth (29th
$5,500 claimed last week, which
now called
Street,
the
59th
Long before It became known to
week). John Golden's most sucGlobe June 4. 'Icebound" under
is
satisfactory for co-operative
amazed
as
Jolson's.
Playing at $3.50 top
cessful
local managers, who were
production since "The
$7,500 last week.
venture and lucky break for house
against $3 for first engagement.
First Year."
"Jack and Jill," Globe (9th week).
at the manner in which "Cat"
Dramatic strength
at this period.
Classy musical Jumped last week,
is second only to "Rain* thus far, "Whispering
was holding. on after moving from "Caroline," Ambassador (16th week).
Broadhurst
Wires,"
Has been better last two weeks;
when business was about $18,000
and looks sure for summer conthe Princess, this report mentioned
(39th week). This one likely to bo
paoe nearly $8,500; operetta can
and netted a profit. Never recovtinuance and may extend into next
the success of the cut-rates at the
run until hot weather stops it.
house.
with
pooled
little
if
make
a
but
setback,
premiere
preered
from
the
was
with
season.
La Salle. So It
Takings down to $5,000 division,
Will probably run into June, but
cast changes lifted performance "So This Is London," Hudson (38th
diction that "Cat" wouldn't last
but, rent period for house is off*
weather will decide.
and it is doing fairly good business
were
long
week). Cohan's comedy winner,
cut-rates
once the
Longest stayer of mystery plays.
(4th
National
and
Canary,"
"Cat
"Scandals"
for
for
due
$3.50
top.
tabooed
which is now topping American "Wildflower," Casino (15tlf week).
It's a solid claim that as
Second engagement of
week).
summer.
soon as New York managers get
attractions in London.
Figured
The musical wonder of the seamystery drama claimed to be mak- "Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (27th
close to the heart of the cut-rate
to run through June. Pace about
son.
Started to moderately good
ones
Two
for
profit.
ing
some
boards
on
the
week).
Has
been
ticket: possibilities, as well as neces$10,500 last week.
business and started climbing
supplying bulk of trade, which is
nearly a year, counting the 22 "The Adding Machine," Comedy (9th
sities to regain the balcony trade in
after first month, each week seeweek.
in
$6,000.
late
run
Its
draw
as
got
weeks'
in
Boston.
houses,
there
week).
will be a
the loop
Final week.
Was suping a sure increase.
Last week
week).
good as ever, with the gross going
ported mostly by cut rates, with
rapid retirement from the present Dew Drop Inn," Astor (1st
$20,700 in.
House can hardly do
James Barton featured in new
to better than $21,000. Looked on
liberal
stand.
distribution of two for
more at $2.50 top.
was
originally
which
musical,
all
thing
summer.
as
sure
ones. Takings are around the $5,- "You and I," Belmont (13th week).
It was a peaceful getaway that
called "Under the Bamboo Tree" "Mary the Third," 39th St. (15th
000 mark.
"Hurricane' had at the OlympK
Continues to attract excellent
and starred the late Bert Williams.
week). Will be run into the sum- "The Apache,"
Probably "Hurricane" was one of
Punch and Judy.
trade and is regarded best attracWhile
breaking
in it was called
has
chance
last
and
a
to
mer
Was
withdrawn
the easiest premiere plays of the
Saturday,
having
tion house has yet presented. Get"In the Moonlight."
toOpens
Comedy strength demthrough.
played one week. Attraction has
year for Chicago to figure as to its
ting between $8,000 and $9,000
night (Thursday).
onstrated several times; average
rented house for two weeks, but
When "Follies," New Amsterdam (50th
char.ee* of sticking here.
weekly. Will try for summer run.
is about $7,500 weekly, and that is
draw
so weak it was decided to "Zander ths Great," Empire (6th
Mme. Petrova's piece was removed
week). Gait for May better than
profitable for both attraction and
stop*.
from the Selwyn to the Olympic, inweek). Empire's season will exThat mark again drawn
$30,000.
house.
stead of closing, on the strength of
tend infco July and perhaps longer,
week.
Revue will break "Merton of the Movies," Cort (27th "The Clinging Vine," Knickerlast
bocker (21st week). Another week
failing to show the least response
which is exceptional for this
record by staying a year, and June
week). London flop of "Merton"
or
two
will probably end season,
house. Agencies doing lively busito a well managed premiere, ths
4 a new 'version of 'Follies" will
certainly the reversa of the Broadwith attraction going to the road
ness with new show and last
statisticians were again fcoled. The
be presented, aimed to take show
way showing. Stands out as one
in August.
Business last Veek,
week climbed, gross bettering $11,Olympic is dark once more, and in
of the comedy leaders and is getthrough summer.
however, bettered previous going;
500.
ah probability the new season wjll "For Value Received," Longacre (2d
ting almost as much money weeknearly $11,000.
"The Rivals," listed for one week at
find this Randolph street th>Mre in
ly as any non-musical.
$14,500
week). Started weakly but picked
"The Comedian," Belasco (10th
the 48th Street, moved to the Earl
the hards of burlesque managers.
and over.
up the last half last week. 'Busiweek). Continuance dependent on
Carrol] Monday,- with revival due
"Tangerine" moved out of the Garness, however, hardly indicative of "Music Box Revue," Music Box (30th
weather; moved here from Lyto continue several weeks more.
rick after a flop, leaving the house
week). Fsom Wednesday on busia run. first week being quoted
ceum last week, with expectation
"Sweet Nell of Old Drury," with
dark until Saturday night, when
about $3,800.
ness is virtually capacity, with
of running into early June. Pace
No
Laurette Taylor, will open at 48th
takings $24,000 (top is $4).
Raymond Hitrhcock with his new "Give and Take," 49th St. (18th
has approximated $10,000 lately.
Street Friday for
subscription
week). A few weeks more will
reason why it cannot run another
edition of "Hitrhy-Koo" will strive
"The Devil's Discfple," Garrick (4th
period of five weeks.
likely conclude engagement.
Has
two months.
"The God
to keep this house open for the
week). Shavian revival attracted
done fairly well, wjlh first three "Papa Joe," Lyric (12th week). Final
of Vengeance" is in second week
summer. Under normal conditions
quite some attention, and Theatre
months played to good profits. An
week. Will try subway time. Satat
Greenwich Village Theatre,
it would be guessed that three musGuild intends trying to extend eneven break at $5,500 last week.
urday the four week guarantee
moving back there from the Bronx
ical shows could last the hot period
gagement over Guild's usual suboui in Chicago, but this year is the "Go Go," Daly's 63d St. (10th week).
period expires. After moving from
•
last week.
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lihood of

DROP

IN PHILLY,

any other producers giving

him a fight because past experience
has shown that his shows can get
over here under the moat torrid
weather conditions when a show
produced by anybody also would
flop.
This is not idle flattery. It la
simply that the town always has

BUT MANY

HOUSES WILL TRY LATE RUN
gone

big for

a Cohan

BEDSIDE CHATS
By NELLIE RE VELL
•
•

production;

he has always come through for
It would seem that after surviving so many other holidays without
them, he has his patrons waiting for giying away
to self-pity, I surely must be Immune from that inexcusable
him and they come in with the
fault But somehow Mothers' Day almost submerged me and I found
Revue and Lyric
jJrValnut
Guild minimum amount of urging.
Some talk was heard about myself dangerously near to sympathising with myself, when I realised
Most Promising for
town about '.'Molly Darling" being
switched over to the Colonial after that more than a thousand miles lay between me and mine.
"Shuffle Along" Doing
Mitsi gets through there. This, howThen there came a wire from my littlest little girl to tell me that she
•
ever, is taken with considerable salt
hoped she could he as good a mother to her lltble girl as I had bean to
by those familiar with the local
situation.
first
place the mine. After that there arrived some pink carnations, and among the
In the
showing of the play on its repeat blooms there was a little card In the handwriting of my other daughter.
Philadelphia. May 16.
markably well, considering that this engagement at the Tremont doesn't
The arrival of some real summer is He second engagement here. Last warrant this action, a balance sheet Though hundreds of miles away, she had arranged to have Mothers' Day
weather sent the grosses tumbling week it ran very unevenly, register- of $14,000 for a week not comparing flowers brought to me, and it had been done out of her vary meager
ing big grosses some rights and favorably with the $20,000 and
last week.
The number of houses planning to low ones others. Nothing was said $22,000 grosses that' prevailed when salary.
There were a lot of other wires on the special Mothers' Day blanks,
continue is unusuaUy large this year. about further continuance until it played the house earlier in the
The Lyric, housing the newly- Monday, when a fourth week was season. Another factor to be con- supplied* by the telegraph companies, from other children's parents and
formed Philadelphia Theatre Guild; announced, with "Happy Days." sidered Is that Donahue would have
the Walnut, which closes Saturday with Harry Delf, booked to follow to play opposition to Cohan's show other parents' children, all reflecting the spirit of the day. And it seemed
but reopens in June with a summer for a limited run. The house has and as both draw from the same as though the more wires and flowers I got the more I wanted to cry.
revue; the Forrest, which will keep taken on a new lease of life re- class he would be likely to be licked
"Shuffle Along" as long as business cently and may stay open late Into from the start. Unless some other Then, remembering that if I looked around for someone else to feel
attraction is found the chances are sorry for. I wouldn't have time to feel sorry for myself.
warrants it; the CJarrick, which has Junt;
a month of pictures following the
The new Shubert musical comedv; that the Colonial will be dark for
fortnight's stay of "Adrlenne." and "Bal Tabarin." had a rather sad the balance of the season.
So I went over the list of my fellow -patients and discovered an ofd
now, though no official announce- time of it at the Oarrick. It was a
"Minnie and Me." grossing less
ment lias been made, the Shubert last-minute booking and if there fs -than $14,000 last week was consider- lady In the public ward who had raised five children and had done
a
with "Lady Butterfly."
one thing that Philadelphiane re- able 'of a surprise. It did $20,000 good job of it.
Two of them were still living, but there were no flowers
Ever.-the Chestnut will stick along fuse tc patronize that's it.
Half the week before that and showed
with its revue policy, since its cur- houses were the rule all week, with great strength. The blame is placed or wires for her, and -I felt sorry for her. Another mother, I learned,
on the show and not oh Mitzi. It is .had had
rent attraction, "Make. It Snappy." the balcony trade off.
three children, but once again she was childless. For her. also,
the only thing that has kept
is doing excellent business, and is
The Walnut had a rather dreary claimed
the show doing good business Is the Ty felt sorry. Then I remembered an unmarried woman who had bean
to be held over for a fourth week. week with "Kempy,"
but arrangeThis leaves only the Broad and the ment were finally made to hold the personal drawing power of the here for seven years and who will be here until the Grim Reaper releases
Adelphl actually out for the sum- this Nugent comedy in 'fcr a third star.. From the first the tip was
show was not up to the her from her invalid's bed. She had never had any little girls or hoys
+
mer months.
week rather than take a chance on out that the
been and has not even the luxury of memories to help save
There is a great deal of conjec- "Bal Tabarin." as had been con- standard of those that she hassuited
her as have the
in* before and it was not
turing here as to what house (or templated.
"Kempy" will wind up seen
I felt sorrier for her than for the lonely mothers.
It was said she was other two.
her
talents.
to
with
houses) have the most success
Saturday, and the house next week not given enough opportunity to do
*
The will haVe an amateur performance
weather engagements.
hot
suited for.
choice lies between the Walnut and presented b>: the Philadelphia Elect the things she is best
Whether Mothers' Day was inaugurated by Miss Jarvis, Uncle Bob
current
the Lyric, with the general belief tr i c C( >nr.prknv. The week ol May 2$ As a result there is a belief
finish of the or the Florists' Association it matters little.
the
that
Savage
after
It la to most of us Just
that the revue will find more trade will fire* the theatre dork, with the
with draw another excuse for heartaches.
during July than the straight shows reopening on June 4 with the new Boston engagement will
For any mother who has ever felt the
tie st
show
have
it rewritten or
the
and
presented by the Theatre Guild.
Gaites revue whose name, it has i.ibati tute another. JDn the road the warm grip of tiny fingers about her 'own or thrilled to their pat on her
m
The latter, however, hard a prom- been decided, will be 'Til Say She show"
might go over on the reputa- bosom, or has ever looked down at a baby's happy face as It was nursing,
Tuesday Is." The cast is headed by the Four
ising opening last week.
tion of Mitzi but it will never be the
night saw a big jump in gross over Marx Brothers.
money maker of those she has been or kissed It's little toes as she was bathing It has already been suffithe opening, and the Wednesday
The wind-up of "Blossom Time'' seen in before. With another show ciently honored. And everything else is gilding the lily.
night gross practically doubled the
had r.cthing of a trlcmphint nature* she would, in all probability, repeat
Monday gross. The Wednesday and about
it.
This Schubert revue had her former successes
Thursday matinees were off, but by outstayed
Work on the book and in fact everything else is temporarily suspended
its welcome by a number
But one new show was booked
the end of the week the crowds were
benefit, and I
coming, and both Friday and Satur- of weeks, and even the announce- into town this week, that being while I wade through the program used at the N. V.
ment
the finale did not succeed "Lady Butterfly" which opened at
of
in
the
saw
lots
of
money
day
real
am having the time of my life renewing acquaintances with eld friends
The week's gross was re- ih dragging trowds to the Adelphi. Shubert on Monday night replacing
house.
The show in it, tearing their pictures out to put under the glass "top of my table.
Jolson ih "Bombo."
ported at about $5,000. and those Just above $5,000 mark.
This week/saw two novelties, the opened against real opposition with And what a thrill of delight at seeing the caption on my own picture,
interested in the venture profess to
find real satisfaction at that figure, premiere of Werba's " Adrlenne'* aTTHBun Showers" playing the Wilbur, tit reads "An appreciation
from the boys in the booking office to 'Our Nell,'
Which normally would mean a neat the Garrick. and the Guild's second and musical shows at two of the
profit.
The fact that Gillette was show. The first-named Is in for two syndicate houses. This is* the final whom B. F. Keith catted the, big sister of vaudevHle."
It must have been some of my ancestors. I am euro It wasn't me to ever
the star of the week meant, how- weeks only, when it goes imme- week of "Ltghtnln* " and is also the
diately to New York. The opening last -of the' two week's engagement deserve anything so big and fine as. that, and I am going to keep It
ever, a loss at that figure.
the Russian players at the Ma r near
A switch was made in the play for night house had some real money. of
me, and every time I find the going too hard or the hill too steep,
the
It was to have been
this week.
Next Monday the only opening jestic. On next Monday night
Majestic
will have "The Covered or. feel like being a quitter, lam going to look at it and remember that
new
play,
"Winnie of the Wolves," a
will bo "Winnie and the Wolves.*
have
I
to live up to what you have all thought of me and done for me and
attraction
at
dramatised by William Gillette from the Guild's third play (unless plans Wagon" (film) for an
a series of magazine stories, but at are' again changed) and after that a house scaled at $1.50 top. It is are still doing.
extensively.
being
advertised
a late hour this, was postponed and there* U nothing in sight until the
x
"The Fool" continues at the
Clare Kummerji "Good Gracious. Walnut revue on June 4. It is unTears ago there originated the notion that In order to "play the
To derstocd on good authority that Selwyn, playing to fair business, tanks'*^ one had to bid farewell to Old New York and aeefc
Annabelle," was substituted.
out such
many this switch appealed as bad Moroseo's "Lady Butterfly*' Is com- but with no definite announcement selected, spots at Mauch Chunk, Pa., and Stebblnsvllle, Kans. Misguided
policy, as "Annabelle". has been here ing into the Shubert (which will be of how long it will be kept on at
persons
also
that
meant
sleeping
thought
different
It
in
a
hotel—
they call
condiUnder
weather
Is
feathe
house.
who
Lola
Fisher,
before, and
dark after this Saturday), but no
tured as guest star, is not believed ofllciaf announcement has as yet tions such as prevail now it oan get them that every night, getting up at I In the morning to catch the
to be enough of a drawing card here been made. A month of Alms will by but with the first hot spell It is accommodation, eating at railroad lunch counters and playing in dusty,
expected to crumple.
Despite its in-lighted "opery houses."
to make a revival of much interest start at the Garrick on May 28.
drawing powe it is rated too heavy
to theatregoers, whereas a brand
But I have found that one can "play tho tanks" in New York, too, even >
Estimates of the week:
for a summer attraction here.
new play, Especially one written by
within the radius of a few minutes' travel from Times Square, asjd I
"Greenwich Village Follies'* (ShuGillette, was considered a strong
This
has
season
long
been
of
a
badly
week).
Dropped
fifth
bert,
will prove it to anyone who is willing to come down to the hospital and
bet. The reason given for the change
in this city, with several shows
week, matinee trade being espe- runs
was that there had not been eVough last
that played hero during the season gaze at the view afforded by my fourth- floor window. Every way the
hard
hit. Might have recouped
cially
eyes are directed they meet with the spectacle of tanks, sprawling unrehearsals for "Winnie** to give It
had cleaning up remarkably at the box- gainly on the roofs
of buildings. Some of them are round and pot-bellied,
a smooth performance. The adver- more if warm weather and rain
office, in direct contrast to conditisements now announce "Winnie" not 1 It town at very end of week. tions which prevailed in other parts others are tall and awkward-looking and all of them are things of
$19,000.
Saturday.
Ends
for the third we.ek.7but there, seems
of the country. "The Bat" which ugliness and a bore forever.
"Shuffle Alone" (Forrest, second opened at the Wilbur on Labor Day
to be some question about this, as
The circumstances of my* tour are different than those of the ordinary
Francine Larrimore is commonly re- ween). 'Negro revue starred a bit holds the record with a stay of 24 traveler from tank to tank, for I at least sleep'
In the same bed every
Korted as coming in fqr two weeks, slowly, but got started soon and weeks, playing to capacity on all but night, hard as it Is; I couldn't get
up at 5 In the morning if I wanted to,
eginning Monday. One of her plays sailed through week to big money, a few weeks of that period. It got
is to be a new one. William Collier although here too Wednesday mati- the cream of the business and the my lunch -Counter is my chest and when my "opery house" gets dusty
House scaled mystery shows which followed here I can always get the nurse to clean It
is another star the Guild Is trying nee was way off.
j.
found
the
very
hard,
to bring in during the hot months, lower than usual. About $21,600.
going
But just the same, four years of "playing the tanks" without a day's
following their policy of light com"Adrienne" (Garrick, first week). "LtghtnhV" will run second with a layoff is probably the non-stop record of the profession.
edies for the summer.
Musical comedy opened with mush stay of 11 weeks when It finally
"Shuffle Along" caused Its back- promise and ought to realize real. closes at the Hollis. This show came
rf*L*
Out of the Thousand Islands I have managed to get a prior lien on
ers some uneasy moments at the promise in two-week stay.
"Bal in here under a big handicap, folstart, but at present everything Is Tabarin" was way off In single week lowing the death of Frank Bacon one. It belongs to my doctor and ha tells me that if I will get a tent and
arid then the illness
of Pollock. enough strength to travel as far as the St. Lawrence I aan have a perfect
rosy for this all-colored revue. The here, grossing less than $10,000.
Despite this it got along very well
Monday "night house at the For"Kempy*' (Walnut, third week). until the past few weeks when It outing. The only thing that bothers me is that half of It is Canadian and
rest was good, but by no means
week of this fine Nugent showed signs of weakening and now half is American. I'm glad I won't need passports to go from the kitchen
capacity, which was taken by some Second
gross failing to
it Is about dona
One of the sur- to the dining room, bu:. will it be considered smuggling every time my
as a bad sign, but Tuesday showed comecly was weak,
Nevertheless,
mark.
prise%of the season was "Just Mar- maid carries a steak—medium rare, please from the stovs to the dining
a definite gain, and by Wednesday hit $0,500
preferred takried" which from a standing start room table T I suppose I'll have to have a couple of customs officers *t
there were only a few odd seats out house management
of this
downstairs, with a big balcony play. ing chance on another week
did so well at the house that if was the door of th* butler's pantry. The matter of liquid entertainment adds
Strong emphases is still being laid rather than switching in "Bal kept on for 14 weeks and then sent another complication. My guests on the front porch can only drink
on the fact that it is "limited en- Tabarin."
on a tour throughout New England. Moxie and those on the back porch can drink anything they want. But
"Good Gracious, Annabelle" (Lygagement," and some of the wisewho will toe on the front porch, I wonder. Of course, that means that a
Estimates for last week:
Second attraction of newly
acres give "Shuffle Along" not more ric).
officers will have to join the others
Theatre
Philadelphia
"Lightnin* * (Hollis. 21st week). couple of prohibition enforcement
than four weeks, but it is generally organized
stationed at the butler's pantry. I can see that I'm going to Have
already
limit
believed that, with any kind of Guild which, as a rule, will
Final week of this show with busweather breaks, It will stick it out engagements to a single week. iness running in the neighborhood a rather large household.
through June, and probably make a BuslneM* picked up steadily last of $8,000 for last week. This is
But what pussies me most Is this:* Why does "my doctor" offer me
substantial profit. *
week with "A Successful Calamity" about half capacity for the house five acres to walk around up there when he Is trying to get a constituThe "Follies" had one of the and reached the $5,000 mark, satis- and not at all satisfactory.
•
tional amendment to prevent me from walking five feet here?
Wednesday matinees the factory to' those in back of the
wors*:
"Minnie and Me" (Colonial. 5th
•
Shubtrt has had all year, and that's movement.
week).
Slid to $13,800 last week,
Hospital for
the
of
photograph
'paper
last
noticed
week
In
the
t
a
going fomp. as this house has had
week
before
and
"Make It Snappy" (Chestnut, off from $20,000 the
And I breathed a silent prayer of thanks that I could
some weak sisters. In fact, the third week). Cantor show has done will go out in two weeks.
Joint Diseases.
«
matinee trade for this cr.t.-kerjack fine business here for a repeat.
"Molly Darling** (Tremont. 2nd have my illness all by myself. It must be something like the plan whereby
off
consistently
been
has
revue
Started to slip some la«t week, but week).
Flopped on the first week they selected the livestock for Noah's Ark. Imagine the patients coming
from the start. Nevertheless, busi- will bt held for a fourth week. Be- playing to $14,000 when nearer in two by two, a couple of appendectomines. a pair of tossilectpminea, a
ness har been good enough to keep tween $13,000 and $14,000.
$20,000 was expected of the show wain of fever patients. However, th^re must be this advantage In havthe revile in for five weeks, whereas
judging it by past performances.
ing one disease between two people; each one could only have It half
four was the expected lini't. Last
"The Foor (Selwyn. 13th w«ek). as bftdly as though it were all his own. But I wonder how they would
SHOWS IN BOSTON
week however, it started t> lip ell
IXropped
to
stay~stlll
$5,000,
but
inaround, and there is doubt if ii
divide a broken baekf
(Continued from page 11)
definite.
shows a* profit on this week'.- figure 'The Fortune Hunter" and "Turn
Showers"
(Wilbur,
3rd
"Sun
The Cr.ntor revue has held up re- to
it Is figured t.* be
the Right."
Mary Moore Is nothing If not consistent. And whether it's through
week). Started to mediocre takings
tint will hit Host onions for a musical; $6,000 first week.
Hie- sort
AI iry'a iens# of illness or a coincident ever since the tragedy that broke
riuht for light entertainment during
bf^
„ M k _j, M spends her summers at Little Neck. I suppose I can divide
"Lady Butterfly" (Shubert, 1st
the summer and if it does run.- to week).
my lim* between Hartsdale apd Back Bay. I'd be quite at home tn
ih" Wilbur will be the only nttrnc"The Monster" (Plymouth. 3rd flcarsdaie Hope I can dodge Cripple Creek.
S
tlnn Ihey will have in their housea
Hotting its share among
iccording to th*» present OlftloMc, week).
for
Now I lay me down to sleep,
itrong enough for 1 summer play- non -musicals.
"Russian Players" (Majestic*. 2nd
ing.
I pray the Lord my doctors keep
$1.75 (three months)
The chances are that Cohan will week). Started to big money, nearly L
My constitution free from bile.
hive the field alone for hi* musg $:•:!. 000 In first week, hut manage
So I can wake up with a smile.
like- rnent expefcts increase this week.
There
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Thursday,

Ington Square Players years ago,
the piece Is another standby for
such theatrical organisations and
should prove effective for some time

EAST-WEST PLAYERS WINNERS

INSIDE STUFF

The acting wan consisto coma
tently good. Arthur Levy and Delia
Mounts stood

IN LITTLE THEATRE CONTEST

May

'

out.

ON LEGIT

17,

1923

,

s

•

The Monkey's Paw

•

Montclalr Player* of Montclalr, N. J.,
present W. W. Jacobs' story, dramatised
Harvey Mansfield
by Louia N. Parker.

"Little

by Twenty

Stone House" Best Offerings

Groupes—White
teurs

Plains

and Forest

Hills

Ama-

Second

The tournament conducted under
the auspices of the New York

Drama League

at the Bayes,

New

York* concluded Saturday night
with the East-West Players' production of George Calderon's "The
Little Stone House" unanimously
adjudged the winner of the SO competing groups, both by judges and

Thursday

follows,

detail

John Murray Anderson will stage the next "Greenwich Village Follies**,
which is due at the Shubert about Labor Day. When "Jack and Jill" was
directed.
Robert O. Bellah produced by ArTderson it was understand he had severed connections wltl
Mr. White
Alice Ham Brewr the Bohemians, Inc., producers of the "Village Follies."
Mrs. White
It appears that
.Harvey Mansfield
Herbert
rejected by Al Jones, general
Sergeant-Major Morris. .Herbert W. Dutch Anderson dictated a contract which was
F. Layton Brewer manager of the Bohemians.
Recently the director and Jones reached an,
Mr. Sampson
This is pretty heavy stuff for am- agreement, and .the contract Is said to cover a period of years.
<

.

ateurs or quasi -professionals. The
Montclalr Players managed rather
well, all things considered, with this
weird dramatic mixture of comedy

night

and drama.

started with:

The

Little Stone Mouse
the
prise-winning Bast-West
Production, directed by Gustav
Russian drama-let, set In the
sitting room of an inn In a small provincial
Russian town. Time: Night, winter, 1910.
Varvara. a aervant
Lola Prlld
Asteryl, a lodger
Henry B. Forbes

Thle

The tournament

la

Players'

Blum.

illustrated

one

thing fully. It brought to light the
need of good one-act playlets for
the little theatre. The amateurs are

A

more

in

want

of

good playlets than

The reported purchase by Sam Shlpman of two apartment houses on
West 181st street, New York, for $600,000 reveals how much money there
must he in authoring. An annual rental of $96,000 is secured from the
property. Shipman has another theatrical man associated with him in
the realty deal. "East Is West" to date has returned Samuel about
$350,000 through his royalty and the Interest in that hit which he wrote*
while another of his hiU* from which he secures royalty only has returned
him so far $121,000. Shipman says he's no oil stock mark, that he wants
bis money somewhere where he knows It will be when he thinks of it,
because, says the money getter, some day his grandchildren will have a

the regular theatre, and where seasoned performers flounder without
Foma, a lodger
the assistance of a workable script
prospect for grandchildren, but
Praakovya
the result is the more disastrous place to live. Up to date Sammy sees no
A Stranger
he hasn't stopped looking, in fact he Is chasing many a prospect.
with the miniature groups.
The Bast-West Players, A Sergeant
public.
The
reason therefore, however, is
With
the
setting, lighting and the
long since noticed in these columns general histrionics worthy
An author of
of pro- easily explained.
lately opened show on Broadway Is understood to have been proas the most advanced and moat fessional sponsoring, it la little standing can hardly be taken to task
representative little theatre group wonder this group was adjudged the for concentrating his ontput with moted in a peculiar way. The producer, sn Independent, was flat though
made
all plans for the presentation except the money. He proposed to
and the more nearly approaching beat of the 20 contestants. It gripped an eye for Broadway or the com- he
the artistry of the Washington thoroughly throughout. The prod- mercial vaudeville stage instead an actress If investing $2,000, she would receive an Interest in the piece*
Square Players, made their initial igal son returns after being thought of the little theatre, where produc- snd also an important role. The girl sent him $750 which money the pro*
appearance Thursday evening as dead and the mother, rather than tions are few and far between and ducer used to cinch the rights to the play as a first payment. Shortly
the first offering of what proved the have her plans for building her sup- royalties ditto.
There is no such afterwards he replaced the actress who had started rehearsals. She took
only and most trying evening of the posedly deceased son's tomb spoUed, thing ^as a curtain raiser in this
letter from the lawyer resulted in
the matter up with her attorney.
series, made so through the length sends him back to the Siberian country as abroad, and the assurand tediousness of "Torches." The mines. Regina Sadorkerski as the rance of a run in conjunction with the manager sending a check for $160 as partial repayment. The man-c
ager had' told the girl that if she invested the balance of the $2,000 she
other two runners-up in the final mother and Mr. Blum as the son a longer piece la thus eliminated.
elimination contest Saturday mati- cored individually.
Ofttimes the players in this par- would still be given a piece of the play. It is believed the attorney for
ticular competition did mush to ele- the actress is waiting to see if the show draws money, and his client reimnee and evening were *The Crow's
-"
The Will O' the Wisp
vate rather thin scripts, but their bursed before proceeding further.
Nest," by William Manley, produced
Br Doris F. Halman, produced by the histrionic labors could not wholly
by the Fireside Players of White
Dramatic Association of Brooklyn, counterbalance
Plains, N. Y., and "The Clock," by Adelphla
the handicap of the
N. Y.
Directed by BIcanor Coryell.
H. H. Frasee Is carrying his arm in a slisg, having fractured a shoulder
Robert Courtney, presented by the* The Country Woman
Helen Mai mud plays. Even the truly advanced set—
Bdltb Hurd tings and lightings, coupled with the blade^recently when he fell.
The* accident occurred at his home during
Garden Players of Forest Hills, The Lady
.Carola Tuchschmld acting, could not overcome it. Con.
L. 1., both of which appeared on the The Maid
friendly boxing bout with William Courtney, who m featured in a new
a
o' the Wlap
Eleanor Coryell trarlly,
where
same Wednesday evening program. TheA Will
the
playlets
were
Frasee production which started in Jersey this week.
pleasant little phantasy, disIn the absence of the donor, tinguished as being wholly played credited to standard authors, the
Lionel Atwlll presented the David by female characters. Each man- difference was marked. Even an inTuesday afternoon a speciafl performance of "The Fool" was given by
Belasco trophy, a silver loving cup, aged rather well although the sum ferior company could have made the
capable author's origination attrac- the Selwyns at the Times Square before an audience of the bHnd. Per*
to he contested for annually, to total was just mild.
tive.
Gustav Blum, the actor-manager of
fprmances of the kind were originated by the late Charles W. (Pmk)
In almost all cases the acting Hayes, who was general manager of the Selwyns. He had arranged a
the Bast-West Players, who acTorches
cepted the prise on behalf of his
The Cranford Dramatic Club of Cranford, proved superior to the plays, which matinee of "Tea for Three" for the blind, but died three daystoefore. The
company. Karl Carroll's offer to N. J., produced "Toreela" by Kenneth only bears out the premise that first event of the kind was given by "Within the Law" at Hayes* sugRaisbeck,
directed
by Clara Low.
there is a very large field for the
engage the actress showing the Oismonda
Margaret Low professional stage to
draw from. gestion.
greatest possibilities for his reper- Aleaaandro ..-.
Robert Whiton
•
.
^
tory company next season, found Pletro
..'.....••..... .Carl Ma son With little schooling several of the
Vera Smith players could qualify for profes"Governor" George Appleton of Maxine Elliott's, the dean of Broad-*
Dorothy C. Cochran of the Clan* Madam tilulia
A Page
Helen Tatnall sional engagements.
AJbel.
celebrated his 77th birthday at his home last
managers,
Street Players the fortunate one.
house
way
sixteenth
century romontic
Her group appeared Thursday in tragedy, set in a castle
Friday, the guests being treasurers and intimates among other house
in Lombardy,
Alice
Gerstenberg's
"The
Pot the piece was splendidly mounted
executives. A number of congratulatory telegrams from well known pro*
Boiler." a little theatre favorite,
with truly beautiful setting; and
The St. Bridget's Dramatic Club ducers were received. Dap McCarthy, auditor for Sam H. Harris, mads
Miss Cochran doing the Mrs. Pencil costumes. The more the pity, for it
role.
gave
"The Bad Man" in St. Brid- the presentation speech.
was hopeless. The players deported
Three contestants appearing in themselves as was best possible but get's Hall, Watervliet,
N.
Y.,
W. Somerset Maugham arrived In New York for several weeks' visit.
the Saturday finals were each tho it was too heavy a burden. How three nights.
George M. LawThe English playwright is an Inveterate traveler and recently cams
recipients of $100 cash prises. The they came to pick up on this in lor,
who
has
had
some
experience
program was rounded out by the which to set forth their efforts Is
from
the Orient; arriving here hy way of the Pacific Coast. His "The
on the -professional stage, played
presentation of Edna St. Vincent something to ponder over.
Camel's Back" la to be produced hy the Selwyns. The show has not
The
Mi Hay's "Aria De Capo," produce 1 author is wholly to blame. It is too "the bad man," and Hugh Donnelly been done elsewhere.
the' comedy
uncle. Joseph
as a curtain raiser to the three | iions;,
~.
w ~ Carr
on g. running almost
aimosi an hour,
nour. %sa\
Cut did
'. ~ ~r
,
prise plays by The Gats of Manhat
in half, it might have meant some- Play** the hero, Anne Farrell, the
In spite of the near mutiny of about 14 "Jack and Jill" chorus girls a
tan.
This group was crowded out thing. It was the direct, cause for heroine, and Ruth Mertaugh, An
few weeks ago, the dally rehearsals of the company keep right on. John
because of the early filling up of the premature exodus of a number gela Hardy. Frank Treaner di
Murray
Anderson is determined to improve the eho.w and the girls have
entries and as compensation for Ha of the audience which was decidedly rected the performance, which
was rehearsed almost every
enthusiasm and willingness to sub- restless almost from the start and for the benefit of the
day since the show opened. Fourteen of them
St. Bridget's
stitute for any group in any emer- almost inclined to audibly "razs"
"walked out" one night, but Charley Judeis induced them to return, and
Drum
Corps.
Margaret
Ryan,
sogency for which purpose they ap- upon conclusion.
they
did
before
Mr.
Anderson
so
heard of It. Lew Fields is working on the
loist, entertained between the acts.
peared nightly, they were permitted
book. An effort will be made for a summer run.
U> show Saturday. The piece is anThe Pot Boiler
Alice Geretenberg'a satire produced by the
Indianapolis will be given the
other favorite with these amateur
Street Players of Brooklyn, N. T.
"Why Not?" which opened at the Powers, Chicago, recently, is
groups and was excellently pro- Clark
biggest Shakespearean event in her
Helen Chichester Otis directed.
now being presented by George H. Atkinson, who Is backed by Grant
duced by the following cast:
Qua. a atace hand
Artbur B. Davis history the night of June 1 by the
* ton^o
*«i«if«iiMi<t**i«iiii o. OflnaT Thomas Plnickles Sud
Mitchell.
Atkinson secured the play under a rental from Louis O.
Little Theatre Society of Indiana.
Columbine
Minna Lewinaon
*
B. Meredith Lansstafl
Macloon for $3,800, on the basis of $1,000 down, and -$150 a week for 10
cothurnus. ......••,••••....
M. Stern Woujdby, the novice
Karl B. Harris In the sunken gardens of the beauThyraM
D. Stem Inkwell, the villain
Theo. Fits-Randolph tiful Parry estate at Golden Hill the weeks, five of which' are to be played this season.
Atkinson is also to
Corydon
I.
Zeitlln Mr. Ivory, the financier
pay Equity 20 per cent, of the profits/ and Macloon 10 per cent. The
.. •*
Considerable credit is due to
Roy B. Fits- Randolph society will present a Shakespearean
when
paid
after
Ruler,
$3,500
10 weeks are played gives Atkinson the production
the hero
Bruce D. Bromley festival comprising ten scenes from
Walter Hartwig, general manager Mr.
Miss Ivory, the heroine
of the Little Theatre department of Mrs. Pencil, the woman. Florence Sparks various plays.
On the hills sur- and the presentation rights of the play on the agreement of paying the
the New York Drama League and
Dorothy C. Cochran rounding the garden arrangements 30 per cent, of the profits. Macloon retains the stock and picture rights
The piece suffered through the will be made to seat 1,000.
the father of this tournament, for
to the piece.
the smooth, showmanly manner In tediousness of the preceding piece
which the competition was con- which brought the night's concluAt the entrance of the 30th Street a large theatrical frame crate has
The
Little
Theatre Guild of Newducted.
With four oifferent com- sion to around midnight. '"The Pot
been up-ended and carries the legend: "Hereafter patrons arriving in
panies and sets of scenery to be Boiler" Apparently was quite fam- ark, N. J., has come to life again
motor
cars will kindly park at the curb while buying tickets for 'Mary
managed nightly, the magnitude of iliar to everybody in the audience, and produced "Marta of the Lowthe tank fe apparent and its happy and still retained its ability to lands" in several of the surround- the Third.* " The sign was ordered hy Lester Segar, house manager, after
working out all the more commend- amuse. Dorothy C. Cochran's per- ing cities starting with Montclalr an auto had crashed into the entrance carrying away two of the glass)
formance here was responsible for last Monday. The other little thea- doors and the iron frame- work.
able.
The judges announced three hon- the Earl Caroll engagement.
tre organisation in Newark has not
orable mentions almost parring the
"The Exile." closing recently at the Cohan after a four-week guarantee
Friday night's program ti+.arted been heard from at all this season.
prize winning trio.
They were
period, may yet become profitable to the stockholders, or at least pay
with:
"Boccaccio's
Untold
Tale,"
by
back
a percentage of the amount Invested. Revenue Is expected through
The
Fast -West Players of New
Thrse Pills in a Bottle
Harry Kemp, produced by the
A whimsically charming fantasy York will play May 26-ft at the the sals of the picture rights, it being claimed $20,000 was offered. The
Riverside Players of Greenwich,
this
one-acter
by
Rachel
Lyman Heckscher theatre a revival pro- attraction Is said to have lost comparatively little, $7,000 at the most. An
Conn.; Booth Tarkington's "Trysting Place" (Wayside Players of Field. The playing by the appended gram of four one-acters. They are eld set was used, so that the production outlay was limited to $3,000.
Hcarsdale. N. Y.) and "Another cart was gracefully In keeping with "The Clod," "Another Way Out/' There is pending a claim of $1,000 against the Klaw theatre,
"The Exile"
the
spirit
of the p'ay. Directed hy
"Way Out," by Lawrence Langne**,
"Night," "The Man Who Married a figuring that amount of damage because of the show hejng advertised
presented by the Players' League of Arthur F. Buys ai'd C. Arthur Coan. Dumb
Wife," and "Night," by Sho- to open there, hut unable to do so because of "The Last Warning" inSone
designed
by
Frances
C.
ChalManhattan.
The individual performances commended were those "oner Coan. Originally produced by lem Asch .the author of the "God of junction. Several Broadway theatre treasurers invested In "The Exile.*
%
of Claudia Ullman (Temple Play- Professor Bakers Harvard Uni- Vengeance."
versity 47 Workihop.
The regular season at the Park, Youngstown, Ohio, closed May 13
ers),
Delia
Mounts
(Players' Tony Sims
Hilda J. Couch
George
League),
Damroth,
with
Dorothy
manager
"So
of
the
This
Is
London!"
Stockbridge The Widow Sims
The
season
showed aTnarked return to better
Edith B. Vlckers
(Stockbridge Stocks) and Murray A Mtddleaced Gentleman. .. .N. C. Bobbins Children's Hour theatre, Is rehears- conditions. High spots, as reported by Manager
Joe Schagrin were
His Soul
F. W. Randerbrock ing a group of players in
Phillips (Circle Payers).
one-act "Greenwich Village Follies," $12,000 In three days; "Good Morning*
Scissors Grinder
Malcolm F- Smith
The judges were: Alfred Brown. A
Ills Soul
The
or- Dearie,"' $9,000 in three days; "Lightnin*. $9,000 in three days. Al Jolson
James H. Blauvelt plays for little theatres.
playwright; Vera Mlkol. of the A Scrub Woman
Anne X. Hays ganization is known as the Cubby holds the season's record
with $11,000 in a two-day stand.
Daily News; Forrest Davis, of the H*r Soul
Alace Crosby
Hole Theatre Players, and Is playTribune;
Mrs.
Frances
Fisher
ing community centres near New
The Mistletoe Bough
There are said to be 10 stockholders in the corporation presenting
Dubuc, of Arts and Decoration, and
The St„.
Stocks of Manhattan, York.
Mieis Martin Leonard, actress.
'For Value Received" at the Longaere.
The producers. kbridKe
Morris Rose, the insurance
Written by Dorothy Stockjudging committee admitted Friday brldse, also in the East. Setting by Archie
agent, was the latest to buy in, investing last Saturday. At that time
that the decisions would be* very Austin Coatcs.
The Triangle Players at their an argument among the investors led
to
Louis
CHne withdrawing from
The
Shopkeeper..
Edward
Hope
Coffev.
Jr.
close and provocative of divergence
Work Shop ("The Rendezvous of an executive position, but he still holds his
His Friend
Ilenjamia Hoagland
interest. The attraction, like
of opinion, which prediction w.is The Ballad Slnser
Dorothy Stockbridge Personalities") on Seventh av*enue, most others similarly promoted,
has
been
unable
to dodge internal disfully borne out.
The slender plot was more than downtown
(Greenwich
Village) sension, particularly when losing business
obtains.
The 1924 tournament, announced counterbalanced by the truly merEarly this week
as commencing May 8, already has itorious acting by the three people took last week to compete with business at the Longaere picked up, "two for one" tickets being turned
nine entries filed. It seems that the in the .east, with Miss Stockbridge the Little Theatre Tournament at 'in in quantity, Indicating the show will increase by 50 per cent, the takings
stunt can stand a semi-annual com- and Mr. Coffey particularly effective. the Bayes roof. The Triangles list of the first week, which totaled a little under $4,000.
Stock and picture
Porcelalne and Pink," by F. Scott rights are expected to pull
petition, fall and spring, at least, if
the show out of the hole In any event, offers
the idoa of sponsoring a permanent
Fitzgerald
(about a bath tub); having already been made.
Another Way Out
.awrence I-an^ner * play, set In a Green- "The Way Out," by Benjamin
one-act playhouse is abandoned. Mr.
F.
Jacob Goldman, who" has occupied the front pages of Chicago newsHartwig's plnn of obtaining an in- wich \ iIIhkc studio, directed by Clarcnoe Blanchard
(about the greater love)
Trout. Jr., for the Players' I,engue of
papers through It being disclosed he has been engaged In receiverships to
timate little theatre on the order of I*
Manhattan.
,
"Sintram of Sknggerack," by Sada a great extent, testified that he owned
the Princess, New York, for such Margaret Marshall
43 per cent, of "Up the Ladder,"
'.Elizabeth HIM
purpose is certain of financial, com- Mrs. Abbey
ja ne Baker Cowan (about a poet's passion for
which Is at the Shubert Central, Chicago. In the list of names of those
mercial, artistic and every other Pomeroy PendlKon. ..Charles I. Tnut. Jr. the sea); "Cocaine," by Pendleton who had obtained funds from Goldman,
Iteroness de MeAu\llle
not repaid, were Julian C. Riner.
Delia M< unts
support.
(about a tragedy of two attorney for the Shuberts in Chicago, Lester
f'harles P. K. Fen ton
Arthur Lev) King
Bryant and Benjamin H.
Each night's program noticed in
Originally produced by the Wawh(Continued on page 33)
Ehrllch. Bryant's name was coupled with the sum of $7,000.
Splrldon,

a stonemason

.

.

Robert Wyckoff
George Laroont
Regina Sadokerski
Gustav Blum
Robert J. Lance
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Los Angeles Exposition Declared a Fiasco Film
Executives Failed in Active Backing—Showmen
Reynolds to Watch Box
to Run It as a Local

'

es

on to Emphasize Concentrated Efforts
Outside Productions Going in for
"Covered Wagon's" Success Prompted

—

—Only Two
—
Specials

—

•

-

All Candidates Agree That
Office
Decision
Strong Constructive Or* 'ganisation
Work Only
Los Angele*, May 10.
Will Bring Salvation of GOLDWYN BUYS
Pare mount Is to have 12 pictures
The Monroe Doctrine Centennial
KIRKWOOD'S MAKE-UP;
for. the first quarter of the year of
Ass'n.—Seven
Exhibitor
and Motion Picture Exposition,
That
CHICAGO ROOSEVELT which has been Widely heralded for
l»»$-24. starting in August.
Possible
Contenders for
MRS. REID SIGNS STAR
was the decision arrived at by S. R
than a year to occupy a month
more
Ri11er
Presidency
Ken*: and the executives of <hu
in Los Angeles this summer, appears
Retain
FavKatz
Steffes
Smith
and
and
Balaban
organization and was unfolded to Actor Who Resigned from 'The
to be losing prestige. At any rate
the, sales force of the organization
ored—Four Possible Dark Lease at $200,000 Year—. it seams definite that the motion
Fool' to Be in Drug
if
first
the district

—

convention held
Yorlt the early part of last
entire eastern territory
was rei.resented at the gathering.
Similar conventions have been held
in Chicago and New Orleans, and
at

In

Horses

New

week.

,

Aschers Get 50 P. C.

Expose Film

The

•

Los ^Angeles, May

16.

James Kirkwood, who has returned here to play an important
role in the production being made
by Mrs. Wallace Reid, under the

the hna. meeting opens in Los Angeles next Monday.
Concentrated sales activity for a
period of three months on the picture*, that are to be released during
that time is to be the order ot
things, and outside of two productions made' on the outside that are

title

of

COHEN WONT

Chicago,

May

1$.

The Goldwyn Corporation today
a deal whereby they pur-

closed

"On

"Human Wreckage." and motion

his wife have effected a reconciliation.
The divorce action that was
filed by wire has been discontinued.
Kirkwood's resignation of the
role of Gilchrist, the minister in

RUN

to Chicago!" is the cry in the
picture exhibitor ranks this

week, for the fourth annual convention of the M. P. T. O. A. opens

chased outright the Roosevelt here,
at present playing the Cosmopol-

Wom-

itan feature, "Enemies of
en," paying tl.700.e00 for the property.
The house is under lease to
Kats, and their flrsj-run
Balaban
They
house in the Loop section.
will retain their lease and pay the
new owners more than $200,000 a
year rental for the theatre.

A

there at the Coliseum on Monday,
although the Palace of Progress de"The Pool" hvNew York, was, ac- voted to the display of the progress
mount next "year are to be Famous cording to the star, tendered after that the industry has made in the
Players -Lasky.jiroduct.
he had been advised by clergymen last couple of years la to be forThe Ascher Brothers, who were
<r*
The first dozen will comprise that he would be accomplishing a mally opened Saturday night. From the original lessees of the house,
Pola Negri in "The Cheat"; Cosmo- bigger work were he to undertake every point of the country theatre turned it over to Balaban *Y KaU
politan'e "The Love Piker'*; "Rug- the role in the screen, production owners are heading for the conven- about six months ago. At that time
gles of Red Gap,"- directed by James to combat the drug evil.
tion scene, and the meeting prom- agreement was to the effect that
Cruse; "To the Last Man," a Zane
Whether or not the star assimi- ises to be one of the most Important the B. A K. firm was to pay ths
Grey story; "Mortal Love," directed lated the spirit of the role that he that has ever been held In the his- rental of the theatre, as well as
by William de Mille; "All Must was enacting In "The Fool" to such tory of exhibitor organisation in the taxes and all other charges and
give the Aschers 50 per cent, of the
Marry," with Thomas Meighan; an extent as to affect his personal industry.
Gloria Swan son in "Zaza" "Salomey Ufa is now more or less a matter
There are at least three candidates profits.
Partner"; of conjecture.
Silent
Jane";
"The
The Roosevelt has a seating cathat are outstanding figures at this
"Taming the Whirlwind"; "The
Aa soon as Kirkwood completes time, although there are some four pacity of 1,275. and is located in
Purple Highway," a Madge Ken- his work in the Mrs. Wallace Reid or fire others who are in the field one of the best spots In the Loop. vertising.
"Lawful picture he ia to be placed under aa dark horses and whoso compaign Playing a "grind" policy, the house
and
production,
nedy
This act explained by a statement
Larceny."
contract by the Goldwyn Corp. to committees will be active on the manages to show as high as a $27,is to the effect that the promoters
000 gross on some weeks. Around
These releases are to cover the enact the title role In Its production scene the Utter part of this week.
now Intend to strictly localise the
*
period of August, September and of "Ben-Hur,"
W. R. Steffes, president of the $20,000 is considered average busi- affair
la an effort to get back the
Minnesota unit ot the M. P. T. O. A.. ness for the house.
October.
money that haa been already exissued the platform on which he
It is the plan of Paramount to I
pended.
proposes to make his fight for elecdevote its production activities to $1,000,000
Ed Carruthers, an outdoor show
tion, and it contained a plan for
LIST
making of nothing but pictures of
promoter, and Charles Duffleld. the
the "special" type and cutting out Stanley a\ Co. to Build It—Turning financing the organisation over the
fire
works exposition manager, have
administration
Tower*
Vaudeville
the
new
Over
that
ento
period
the regular program picture
K. C. Parents -Teachers' Association
been given a contract for ths exwould require to set in motion certirely. Beginning with the last half
Tails What It Regards as Best
position
and It Is understood that
He
proposes.
he
that
reforms
Philadelphia, May 1C.
tain
of the picture year the organization
\^
they will operate much on the sense
The Stanley Company will build also stands for a redrafting of the
expects to place nothing but terrific
Kansas City, May Is.
the Pageant of Progress
the
was
plan
as
organization,
•pedals on the market. Their suc- a new theatre In Camden, accord- constitution of the
Films securing the endorsement
here a year ago.
cess with "The Covered Wagon" at ing to an announcement which will abolishment of advance deposits, of the Parent-Teachers* Association that was held
it is believed, will
for
Reynolds,
bureau
W.
J.
* special is prompting them to take not be made publio until the end of the creation of a credit fight for for Kansas City showing are:
further to do with the
nothing
have
as
well
a
as
exhibitors
weak.
ths
this step.
"Bell Bojs 13," Douglas Mac Lean;
receipts and
watch
except
to
show
It will be a million -dollar house lower film rentals.
"Smudge," Charles Bay; "Masters
James' C. Bitter, of Michigan, Is of Men," Wanda Hawley and Earle protect the money already invented.
and will be devoted solely to the
platform,
It Is said here that the blowup
showing* of films, and will be lo- also in the field with his
"Trifling with Honor,"
WillUuns;
cated at the central corner. Sixth which is all in the interests of a Rockllffe Fellows; "The Detective," was really precipitated oy the reand Market streets. It will accom- greater organization of exhibitors, Jim Aubrey; "Easy Terms," Ed fusal of the motion picture people
modate 2,500 people and will be properly financed to fight tnelr bat- Neely; "Right of Way," "Fortunes to get interested In It and give their
to ths project While,
fitted out with the most up-to-date tles, the co-operation with all interof Wheel." "High Power," "Plant active support
organ in addition to the regular or- ests within the film business no Life," "The Skeleton," "Further Ex- it was announced that ths producers
give their acmatter what branch they represent
would
hers
located
chestra,
"Silvery
ploits of Yorke Norray,"
Arrested for Sunday Show,
When the new house is built the and a general collation of forces for Salmon"; "Oh, Nurse," Jack Coo- tive support to ths exposition, It is
favored It
the battle for the betterment of per;
Stanley
few
only
a
principal
the
now
known
that
Towers,
Mariner." Crawford,
"Silas
Asks for
Texas
house in Camden, will be devoted conditions for the Industry.
"Adam and Eva." "Drums ©f from the start and It was onlyre*
for Kent:
are
candidates
these
.of
Both
was
booking
affair
vaudeville,
the
before
to
entirely
Recall
time
short
Police Chiefs
Fate.
This will an open convention, with all exthrough B. P. Keith's.
f erred to as Rsynolds* private enpower
given
. to
present
this
hibitors
in
houses
Stanley
four
make
terprise.
Austin, Texas, May 16.
*
vo^e, whether their state quotas
city.
Many producers knew so tittle
IN
Following the arrest here of two
are paid or not, so that the exhibitabout the project that they did not
on
exhibitors
picture
motion
ing end of the industry can be
even know the date on which it was
FLAYS
charges of operating their theatres
welded into a solid organisation and
Originally the exto take place.
Kansas City, May 1«.
on. Sunday, one of the picture men,
the differences now existing wiped
position had the backing of the
petition
a
J. J. Hegman. circulated
Kansas City has one suburban out.
Community Development Associafor the recall of Police Commis- theatre manager who believes in
Martin Smith ot Ohio, president
More Members Out on tion and the Chamber ofofCommerce
sioner Harry W. Nolen. In the pe- playing both ends against the mid- ot the unit of that State, is also in Three
film proas well aa the support
tition it was alleged that the "Po- dle. He recently had a Betty Comv - the field, his statement also being
Eve of Famous Sales
ducers. Now It Slims ths two asgreater understanding
lice Commissioner was failing to son picture and his advertisement a call for
sociations, ha vs also withdrawn. As
Convention
enforce the penal laws ot the city read:
and organisation among the exlata ss early this week when a
and State in so far as he was dis"Approved by the Parent -Teach- hibitors.
proposition was made to the Chamare
that
horses
criminating against the picture ers' Association Best Eye Show in
dark
Among the
ber of Commerce that they fake
Los Angeles, May 10.
shows in the enforcement of laws."* Town When He Spied Betty in Her entered 'are F. J. McWilllams of
ths
over the entire project they manThere has been a shake-up in
The fight against blue laws in Silky One-Piece Frisking on the Madison, Wis., and Joseph
Lasky
at
ths
aged to wiggle out of It.
department
scenario
Austin dates back for several years. beach at Walkiki—When He Saw of Missouri, both of whom will bear
Comment generally in both theawith the result that _ throe
lot,
From all indications and from the Her Do the Hula-Hula— No Won- watching, while early this week prominent
re- tre and film circles is that a fiasco
have
writers
script
rapidity with which the petition der the Young American Fell— You New Jersey placed a candidate in.
Kigned suddenly. They are Walde- lias been made of the entire affair.
•
was signed it would seem that the Will, Too."
the field In R. F. Woodhull, who is
raar Young, Aubrey Stauffer and The exposition grounds laid out
—
v
motion picture men have the pubone of the National directors. C. A. Milton Schwartz. Young has an- near the new stadium that was built
He on their side in the prenent batLick of Fort Smith, Ark,, mak.s
nounced that he is going with B. P- to hold the .next Olympic gam*
AGENCIES UNDER FIRE
tle, which is being waged under the
the seventh candidate in the race,
Schulberg. Randolph Bartlett. how- was to. have been the scene of the
Los Angeles, May 16.
very noses of the lawmakers, who
which, on the face of things, should
remaining in charge exposition.
Are in special session as this is beThe motion picture employment prove to be a most Interesting one ever, is still
of the department.
ing written.
agencies, which have been under in- once the machinery of the convenThis shake-up occurring as it $3,000
PRESENTATIONS
vestigation by women operatives tion gets under way.
.Iocs right on ths iieeli of two re»of the local police department, are
lief ore leaving for Chicago yesFort Wayne, ind.. May 1*.
the publicity departin
itions
afternoon
in the reports terday
(Wednesday)
The Strand is spending as ntnei
Samuel Coldwyn Films will start flayed unmercifully
ment with Jerome Heatty and Adam
been compiled by them.
Sydney S. Cohen reiterated his oft- Khirk withdrawing from the organ- as $3,000 for presentations in con
filming "Potash and Perlmu-tter" at that have
of mulcting of im- made statement that he, under no
practice
The
with pictures. Last week*
ennection
has
and
the
studio,
of
Lee
eve
the Fort
ization and right on the
applicants and ama- Circumstances, would consider beOrchestra
convention of the organisa- bill was Clyde Doerr and
gaged Alex Carr and' Barney Ber- pressionable
one. and ing placed in nomination for (C- ales
extensive
most
a
is
Leonard and Barnett an*
teurs
parts
Misses
original
nard .to portray their
tion which is to be held here nest
OS
action
Pierce and Roslyn.
Clarence the report recommends
in the screen version.
k. may Indicate other changes.
n
(Continued on page 21)
taken to stop it.
1: tdger will direct.
"included in the first series of 12, all
of the pictures released by Para-'

;

I

.

CAMDEN HOUSE

APPROVED

i

•

picture end of it win be dropped,
the tranapiringe of the last few days
For some time
foretell the plans.
the plans for the big celebration at
which President Harding and oihrr
officials
ot the government had
promised to be present- hare been
running into snags. But the blowup did not occur until this week.
The first inkling that sll was not
serene came a short Urns ago whan
Frank P. Davidson, director general, who formulated moat of the
expositiofllproapectus, stepped down
and W. J. Reynolds, secretary of the
Los Angeles Motion Picture Proup,
Association, stepped
ducers'
Davidson, after persuasion, consenting to isms In in an inactive and
Saturday tha
unofficial capacity.
press department* headed by 81
Snyder, and 'comprising four assistants, one of whom Is at present In
ths east traveUng. with Ruth Roland,
who is acting aa an exposition delegate, resigned and It Is given out
that their action was prompted by
an order from ths management to
stop all national publicity and ad-

.

EXHIBITOR KICKS BACK

GAINST AUTHORITIES

Showman

SHAKEUP

BOTH WAYS

—
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PHILA. BUSINESS PICKS UP;

MtHMrtK-BS* S*=

SOULS FOR SALE GETS

$25,900

Helps

On

—Negri

Final

led the way,
with Rupert Hughes' "Souls for
Sale," and a number of musical
features, including selections by

Minerva Rose Chadwln, a prominent
local soprano.

The

feature photonot kindly received by

play was
the critics, but

it proved a popudrawing card, especially in the
women's matinee crowd.
Predictions that "Bella Donna"
would not remain at the Stanton
for as long a period as most of that
theatre's features this season were
borne out by announcements Sunday that this Is the last week. This
makes three for the Pola Negri picture, as compared to four weeks
for "Adam's RibH and two months
or more for "Robin Hood."
The
fans appeared rather lukewarm in
their reception of Pola, whose recent European-made pictures have
not had the showings here that they
have had in New York and elsewhere. Business last week lagged
on a number of occasions, and, as
a matter of fact, hardly justified a
continuance for a third week.
The Aldine had a better week
than it has had in some tWhe. with
"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine,"
which was only mildly received by
the critics, but attracted trade by
its name, even at this more or less

all

lar

remote film house.
The Karlton, with "Down to the
Sea in Ships" running its third
week, showed a definite falling

two big grosses, and

off

was

it

finally decided to

switch this week's
picture on Saturday. Nevertheless,
the whaling feature did the best
business the Karlton has seen in
several months.
Neither the Palace, with "Glimpses
of the Moon," nor the Victoria, with
"The Village Blacksmith," had more
than average weeks, but neither did
they slump, and the same goes for
the Arcadia, with "Money, Money.
Money," and the Capitol, with "Are
You Guilty?"
This week has some likely looking high gross winners at several
houses.
The Stanley has Harold
Lloyd's "Safety Last," which, if it
cleans
up as emphatically as
Lloyd's last one, "Dr. Jack," will
come close to the theatre's record.
In connection with the Music Week
celebration, the Stanley also has
Isreal Vichnin, a young pianist of
this city, and a trio, rendering one
of the big' scenes of "Faust."
A
free concert on Sunday, with the

house orchestra, prominent soloists
and a chorus of 400 under the direction of

Sea" Off

May

Washington,

16.

Los Angeles,
T.

Roy Barnes and

May

Henry Gordon Thunder

comprising the program, opened the

•

—Heavy

—

—

—

FILM ITEMS

wyn

production.

Mooney, brother of Paul
Principal
Pictures
Corporation
Mooney with Louis B. Mayer, has
ture "Souls for Sale," while all three
announces that it will film all of
been
appointed
sales manager of the
offering
are
of the Newman houses
Harold BelT Wrights stories.
Paramounts; "The Ne'er Do Well," Oliver Morosco film productions and
"The Go-Getter" and "The Nth is handling the sales on "The Half
Noah Beery has just been signed
Commandment." In the case of the Breed" and "Slippy McGee."
to a three-year contract by Lasky.
two latter films last-minute changes
The latter production is scheduled
were made as the photogravure sec- for
Gloria Swanson is expected to
a Broadway showing during the
tions of the Sunday papers carried
leave for the east within a fortnight,
pictures of the stars of "Scars of summer. Paul Mooney incidentally and while there will make
a picture
returned
last
week
of
from
a
tour
for
Jealousy" and "Sunshine Trail"
at the Fort Lee Studios.
the bills Instead of the pictures be- the country which covered three
ing used.
months, visiting both trfe First NaAccording to Thomas G. Patten,
Last weeks estimates:
tional and Metro exchanges In the the following organizations have
Newman
"Grumpy" (Para- interests of the Mayer productions. announced
their intentions of bemount). Seats, 1,980; scale, 35-50c.
coming members of the Producers
matinees; 50-75c. nights. Gross goGeorge F. Dembow has been and Distributors, Christie Film Co.,
ing close to $11,000.
named as sales manager for the Bray Productions, Distinctive Pic12th St.— "The .Sunshine .Trail" New England
for Goldwyn tures Corporation and the Principal
(Thomas H. Ince picture). Seats, and will handle States
the Boston and New
1,100;
scale.
30c; children, 10c. Haven exchanges, with his head- Pictures Co.
Douglas MaeLean featured. Round quarters in the former* town. .ArSidney
Chaplin,
brother
of
six of "Fighting Blood" furnished thur Lucas, who has been doing speadditional thrills.
Something like cial work in Boston, has been re- Charlie, has been engaged to play
the leading role in Her Temporary
$1,800.
turned to his former duties as Husband," which will be made unLiberty "Brass" (Warner T.ros.). southern district manager,
with der First National supervision.
J.

J.

—

,T

—

—

—

erally believed that for the' rest of
the present season two weeks will
be the regular length of runs at
this house.
"Grumpy" is the Palace feature,

SURGICAL COINCIDENCE
Los Angeles, May 16.

headquarters in Atlanta.

Will Rogers Is to leave for the
coast on June 3, immediately after
closing with the "Follies," and on
June 11 starts work on the Hal
Roach lot at Culver City, Cal., on
the first of the series of 13 two-reel
comedies that he is to make for
distribution by Pathe.
The comedies are to be delivered at the ratfo
of one every 28 days.

Mike Connelly, who has been casting

director

at

the

Cosmopolitan

studios, returned from Los Angeles
within the last week. At the same
time he resigned his connection with

and is about
launch himself as personal manof a number of featured and
players, with an office located

the Hearst organization
to

was operated on ager
picked yesterday morning for appendicitis. star

and judging by the way it
up daily during its first run at the
Stanley, it will be a real money-

The Arcadia has "Love

in

the Dark," with Viola Dana.
"The Rustle of Silk" at the Stanley and "Suzanna" at the Aldine are
two bookings for next week.
Estimates of last week:
Stsnley— "Souls for Sale" (Goldwyn).
Another case where some
roasts in the criticisms didn't count
at all in the business. With Philagirl.

Eleanor

Boardman,

featured, picture went over wi^h
ang, and gross of over $25,000 was
Musical features unrecorded.
doubtedly helped. (Capacity, 4,000;
scale. 35 and 50 cents matinees, 50
and 76 cents evenings.)
Stanton— "Bella Donna" (Paramount), raininess considered good,
1

but

not

house,

up to recent average of

and indications are that de-

mand

Is

ingly

it

about exhausted. Accordhas been decided to take
Pola Negri picture off this Friday,
•The Ne'er- Do- Well" to succeed.
a* a

,,...,

4/Unai.ilu

1

7MV

Shirfey

Maseeh

is seemingly a coincidence that
her sister, Viola Dana, was operated
on for the same thing in the same
hospital, same room, at the same
time by the same doctor a few
months ago and is now recovering.

It

scale, 35 and &0 cents matinees, 50
75 cents evenings.)

and

In

the theatrical district.

For the

time in his life Theodore Kosloff, dancer and actor, is
portraying an American role. This
takes place in "Children of Jazz."
first

Virginia Pearson has been elgned
by Arthur H. Jacobs. She will be
directed by Frank Borzage.
Irene Rich, one of the Warner
Bros, stars, has been loaned to Mary

.

.

William deMille will start on his
next production for Paramount on
The
the Lasky lot aboiit June 1.
title has been definitely set as "MorIt is an adaptation of
tal Love."
Edward Knoblook's "The Faun."

•

Hazel Keener, the "most beautiful
Iowa," winner of the Chicago
prise, has been given a
role in the Maurice Tourneur production, "The Brass Bottle."
girl in

Tribune

^

1

FRENCH FILM NOTES
May

Paris,

Jean Angelo, who played

12.

the
screen version of "Atlantide," has
obtained liquidated damages from
the producer, Leonce Perret, for
having omitted his Christian name
of Jean from the advertising matter.
in

Pierre Antonio Garriazzo, who
filmed the Bible, is in Paris and announces his latest production, in
which Diana Karene is featured,
will be

launched in France shortly.

—-—

i

Henri Baudin has been awarded
francs by the Paris court as
indemnity payable by Miecase, ot
the Silex Film Co., for non -execution of contract, that firm having
failed to screen "Anna Karanlne"
as arranged last year, for which
Baudin was booked for the role of
5,000

Alexandrovitch.

Professor Bedier alleges the version of 'Tristan et Iseut" filmed by
Frantz Jourdain and Nalp&s for the
Union Eclair is a copy of his book,
and is bringing on action against
the offenders, claiming damages.

WANT THEATfeE

Minneapolis, Minn., May 16.
It ia not unusual for 2,000 persons to attend a theatre, but it is
unusual for 2,000 persons to sign a
petition requesting the city council
to grant a license for a new the-

The entertainment tax in France
during 1922 brought to the French
treasury over 20,000,000 francs, compared with 18,644.377 francs in 1921,
14,077,320 francs in 1920 vand 8,783,000 francs in 1919.

The

Stoll

Productions

Film

troupe is at present at Nice, shooting scenes for "Indian Love Lyrics,'*
supposed to be laid in India. Malvlna Longfellow is the principal
woman of the troupe, supported by
Owen Nares, Gardner, Raynol,
Sinclair Hill !s
Travers, Contl.
producer* assisted by Peers, with
Cooper as first cameraman.

A new Anglo-Frsnch producing
concern is being organized with
head offices in France, to be registered as the Argus Films Corporation.

Mae Murray

is

due

in

Paris soon

for exterior scenes.

Marthe Regnier, French actress,
launching out as a picture star
will be seen In "La Guitar et leJazz Band," adapted by Adrien
Caillard from a novel by H. Duveris

and

nois.

Leon Polrier

is

now completing

his last production for the Gaumont
Corporation. It will be a version of

Lamartine's "Genevieve," and is
being partly executed in the Alps.
He then starts on his own account,

and

it is stated Polrier will be at
the head of a big producing company grouping several other producers.

An

exposition

international

will

be held at Bayonne, France, July to
September, under the direction of
the
port,

,

.

Chamber
and

of Commerce of that
also of Biarritz, near by,

frequented by many Americans during the season. A picture section Is
Charles Kurtzman has been placed being organized. Address commuin charge of publicity at the War-, nications to M. Fournier Exposition
ner Bros, studios here, succeeding Commissaire, Bayonne.
Andy Hervey, resigned.
Sarah Bernhardt
was photoFat Carr has replaced Harry graphed at her home a few days
Meyers In the cast of "Little Johnny before she died for a picture,* "La
Jones," which the Warners are mak- Voyante," by an American produced,
ing with Johnny Hlnes in the title Abraham*.
Pickford for one picture.

-

role.

2,000

the

1

.

The Liberty management is this
week relying on the Goldwyn fea-

of

Corp. west coast ex«
changes, Including the territory.
served by Los Angeles, San Fran*
cisco, Portland and Seattle offices.

GOOD PROSPECTS
AS KANSAS DRAWS

the picture.

manager

district

Goldwyn

Crawford, appeared at the Orpheum
Barnes
while between pictures.
kidded the film colony in his act
*
and they liked it.

I

delphia

XBIEG

pointed

II.

his wife, Bessie

Local theatres are getting a wonMack Sennett produces other
derful break in the weather. It has
the rear
continued cool and although a few things besides pictures. In
of his big home In Westmoreland
of our citizens are endeavoring to place the magnate has a regular
FAIL
rush the season with their straw farm, raising ducks, chickens, etc.
hats the managers are sitting back
with* a smile and watching very
Harry Tighe and Ned Spark*,
comfortable grosses running up former vaudevillians, now being dicontinually at their box offices.
rected in film comedies by Roscoe
When something worth while Arbuckle, will spend a month this
along It doesn't take long summer in the east.
They leave
Uneven Results from Pictures comes
for the local movie fan to find it June 1.
t
Exploit aout.
A combination of Thomas
Meighan, always a money -getter
Harry Hammond Beall has estab'
tion
here, with Rex Beach as the author lished a new office and bachelor
of history, which was excellently quarters in Hollywood, leaving the
directed, was sure to get money, but Alexandria fiat.
Kansas City, May 16.
it even went a little higher than
|
Those who had heard that the was expected.
Mark Larkin finds it expensive
"Racing Hearts," with a Para- having twins.
novel "Brass" had been barred from
He was forced to
mount
cast, did fairly' well at Tom
therefore
and
friends.
library,
his
buy double for
the public
Moore's house, the Rialto.
went to the Liberty last week to see
Estimates for the week:
Ernest Wilkes is writing photothe film of the same name, expectLoew's Palace (seats 2,500; 35-53
plays while waiting for his brother,
ing some extra thrills, were disap- nights) Thomas Meighan in "The Thomas Wilkes, Pacific Coast immoney
getter,
A
Ne'er-Doj-Well."
"frankness"
the
of
pointed, for most
doing a little over $13,000 on the presario, to produce two of his stage
plays.
in the book had been "trammed."
week.
The management had boosted this
Metropolitan
(seats
Crsndsil's
Louis B. Mayer, head of the Louis
picture strongly but the business 1,700; 35-50 nights)— Norma Tal(First B. Mayer Film Corporation, has arfailed to live up to expectations, and madge in "Within the Law"
rived in Los Angeles after a four
IndicaNational).
A
week.
good
coming after a three weeks run of tions pointed to Its being held over; weeks' business conference in the
"Safety Last" could almost be. a last -minute decision, however, east with his associates.
classed as a flop. But this was not took it off with a gross at about
Lincoln J. Carter, writer of thrillthe only film that failed to do the an even $13,000.
Loew's Columbia (seats 1,200; 35- ers, is expected to arrive in Los
expected in the way of financial re50 nights "You Can't Fool Your Angeles about June 1. He will furthe
at
picture
"Grumpy"
The
turns.
Newman, was expected to prove one Wife" (Paramount). Regular pa- nish the Fox Co. with several new
of the best sellers of the season, on trons of house filled In gap; picture plays.
account of the popularity of Theo- shoula have filled. Liked by those
Charles Ray within the next few
dore Roberts. The picture started seeing it Did around $10,000, some
Sunday with sell outs but $3,000 to $4,000 under the usual days will leave for Chicago.
off
dropped Monday and Tuesday, pick- gross of the house.
Moore's Rialto (seats 1,900; 50
ing up some after that. The nights
Ralph Bushman, son of Francis
were capacity after Tuesday but the nights) "Racing Hearts" (Para- X. Bushman, is the latest to arrive
mats were not so good. The same mount). Failed to attract to the in Hollywood.
The young actor
story would hold good for the Royal business being done of late by this will go into pictures.
where "Down to the Sea in Ships" house, which for a time went
through quite a slump, but which is
was the offering.
James Woods Morrison, screen
The Pantages also took a whirl gradually getting on a consistent actor,
is recovering from a severe
at extra publicity for "ThevAbysmal business basis when picture preBrute," and used half, sheet tack sented is right. This film got less attack of influenza.
as
style
the
same
cards, printed in
than $8,000 on the week.
Easto Ekman. Swedish screen
those used for athletic events at
star, is to come to Los Angeles,
Convention Hall, calling attention
where he will be featured in a Goldto the boxing events to be seen in

Music Week celebration.
Edwin Carewe's "Mighty Lik a
Rose" is the Aldine feature for a
single week only, in pursuance of
the re-ent policy
of
this house
against extended engagements.
The Karlton hns "Can a Woman Seats, 1,000; scale, 35-50c. PatronLrf>ve Twice?" with Ethel /Clayton. age was not so steady. Gross around
This feature opened Saturday, fol- $6,000.
lowing the three-week stay of
Royal "Down to the Sea" in
"Down to the Sea in Ships." So Ships" (Hodkinson). Seats, 890;
far the Claylon picture has failed prices, 35-50c. Having been dropped
to pull, and is figured by some a back to the regular house scale,
poor choice for this house. It's in from the advanced figures which
for a week only, when it will make prevailed during the "Robin Hood"
way for "The Tiger's Claw."
four weeks.
Business close to
Saturday "Bella Donna" will con- $7,r.00.
clude its stay at the Stanton, and
Opposition pictures at the vaude"The Ne'er-Do-Well," with Thomas ville houses "The Abysmal Brute,"
Meighan, will succeed. This is be- Pantages; "The Forgotten Law,"
ing definitely advertised as a "lim- Mainstreet;
"What Wives Want,"
ited engagemnet," and it is gen- Globe.

maker.

6.

-

week.

The Stanley again

after

to

By EDWARD

Week, Taking $8,000

Philadelphia, May 16.
With the daylight saving mix-up
Ironed out and a stretch of good
weather toward the end of the week,
the downtown film houses all
breezed through with good business
last

Good Weather Break Helped
"Racing
Theatres
All
Hearts" Does Well

Time Problem Solved and Good Weather
Disappoints— "Down

COAST FILM NEWS

$13,000

IS

—

•

Daylight

¥

"/ WASHINGTON GROSS FOR
MEIGHAN

tmhdVy^iyiVmJ»

'»

.

Raquel Meller and Andre Ronanne
Marshall Neilan is considering a are
to play in another picture being
trip to Russia to take scenes for his
realized by Henry Roussel.
It is
forthcoming production, "The Ren- inspired
by her popular song, and
dezvous." In the cast for this prowill be
entitled "Violettes Impeduction he already has Conrad Narlales," being produced mainly in
gel, Syd Chaplin, Lucille Rickson,
Spain.
Emmett Corrigan.

Aldine— "The Trail of the Lone- atre.
Emmett J. Flynn has started work
some Pine" (Paramount).
This unusual step was taken in on "In the Palace of the King," his
Better
business than recent features at Minneapolis this week when a pe- first production for the Goldwyn
this house. Gross reported at about tition bearing approximately
Blanche Sweet, Hobart Bos2,000 Corp.
$8,000.
House expects to recoup signatures was presented to the city worth, Pauline Starke, Edmund
with "Susanna" next week.
XCa- council asking
Lowe, Alleen Pringle, Sam d<
that
body
to
grant
a
pacity,
60
1,500;
cents straight
Grasse and Charles Clary are In tinlicense to George Crisch to build cast.
scale.)
Karlton
"Down to the Sea in and operate a suburban picture
Ships"
Hodkinson). *In third and house.
Marshall Neilan is to direct h;<final week gross slipped considerOpposition to the proposed theatre wifo in a Goldwyn Corp. production.
ably,
reported at around $8,000. came from
church
people. They do "Tess of the d'UbervJlh s." as soon
Taken off Friday and "Can a Woman
as Miss Sweet finishes her work In
Love Twice?" this week's feature, not want a theatre near the church. the Flynn-direeted production.
shoved In. (Capacity, 1,100; scale, The council will act on the petition
HO »•
m i.lr;iiL'ht
next week.
Sam DtniLow, Jr., has Im n ap-

—

Is

Costil. of the Gaumont company.
leaving for the United States this

month.

Jenny Golder, the Australian
Comedienne, who lias been engaged
for the past four years Ht 1'hi Is
music halls for revues, will play in
a picture this summer.

<

.

t

1

1

1

•

a Krench picture actor,
booked by th< Bam ue] son ProducFilm to hold the role of Torio

Montils.
is

tion
in

the Screen version of the opera,

.i
';i'se,'
Sicili.
I

which

J*

to bl

i.i.uli

in

J
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COMPETE

FOR "VANITY FAIR"

$43,500

Snow

Pictures

-

Johnsons

ited with

Cameo's $90,900

for

12-Week Run

The surprise of Broadway for last
week was the tremendous business
that was done at the Capitol with

LOS ANGELES' "MET"

the production of "Vanity Fair." a
picture that was generally conceded
to be a bad baby topping the
street's business and rolling up a
gross of $43,600. The only manner
in which these figures can be accounted for is the fact that the public of New York have come to look
upon the Capitol as an institution
as far as. motion picture presentation is concerned, and they attend,
no matter what the picture is, because of the fact that they are certain to receive good value in entertainment for fnelr money outside
of the feature itself. This, together
with the pulling that the radio
broadcasting is doing for the house,
is what the management attributes
the big receipts to, despite the fact
tjiat a poor picture is shown.
Against the Capitol's big week
the Strand fell off considerably, also
because of tlrf*' fact that the feature
production, "Scars Of Jealousy."
was generally condemned by the
critics and the public refused to
come, the house finishing with. $21.'870' on the week.
This was a 'drop
of -more than $17,000 on what (he
house did the week previously with

•

"The Bright Shawl."

The Rivoli wv In line with third
money on the street.. "The Rustle
of Silk"' was the attraction at the
house, and the gross receipts on the
week totaled $20,184. with the Rialto
acting as runner up and delivering
$19,842 with "The Ne'er Do Well."

with Thomas Mcighan, in

TOPS WITH $23,500

Wagon"

May

Los Angeles.

Seats 539;
(Hodkinson.
Closed last Saturday
after completing a record run of

Ships"

—

suc-

Ned Wayburn, a

NVer
"The
Seats
(Paramount.
Rialto

r»r,-sr(

-!)'.»».

This

1.980;

scale.

Women."

Madison— "The Rustle of Silk"
and the first 1,200 feet of the MarFell
tin Johnson Animal Pictures.
Around
off on account of weather.
$9,000.

AT BOTH BIG HOUSES

Drew

sensation.

,

—

tabloid form added attraction, pullPlayed to packed
heavily.

ing

ture Grosses $18,500
Buffalo, May 1«.
attractions at local picture

Heavy

houses kept business
last week. Continued
appears to be playing
part In averting the

Receipts. $16,740.

Mission— "Main Street" (Warner
Seats 900; scale, 35-80.)
Unique advertising and plenty of it
It looks as
is attracting crowds.
though the picture will have a run

on the peak
cool weather
a prominent
usual spring

drop.

Downtown picture houses are continuing to vie with each other In
offering the local public top-notch

Seats* 2,000; scale. 25National).
50-75.
Picture has been held over
for second week on strength of last
week's business, which was standing room at the full shows and capacity at the intermediate performances.

New— "Robin Hood" (United ArtSeats 1.800; scale, 35-60-75).
ists.
This was the third and final week,
and the gross was $8.000—good,

considering the fact that the entire
town tried to see It the first week.
bills with the heaviest features ob- Picture will move to the Parkway
tainable, both for feature pictures In about a week.
"Vanity Fair" (QoldParkway
and vaudeville.
Seats 1.200; scale. 25-44.)
wyn.
Last week's estimates:
Loev/« 8tste— "Brass" and vaude- Played to $5,000 on the week, which
Capacity, 3.400. Scale nights, was a Jump of about $2,000 over
ville.
30-60. This week's card held strong previous week, even though the
local Interest by reason of the ap- critics did not take kindly to the
Despite this the crowds
pearance of Al Bergman and his So- picture.
clety Syncopaters with Blllle Beck- were attracted.
The act. which was readied
erlch.

$10,-

500.

Loew'i Stats— "The Little Church
Around the Corner" (Warner Bros.
S«*ts 2,400; scale, 25-65.) Eight or

CINEMA BOMBED

Kansas City, tyay 16.
and booked here, drew excellent
"Brass" went particuThe second attempt within the comment.

made

W.

this week.

L. Shelton is

!

larly strong with the feminine oontingent. Over $16,000.
Hipp— "Safety Last." "Fruits of
Faith" and musical features. CaScale nights, 85-50.
pacity. 2.400.
This bill had the town by the ears.

The week showed over

tember, 1920, owing to a disagreement over the work and wages.
Since that time the house has been
picketed by union men. The first
attempt- with the - explosive was
made in July, 1922. and twice stench
bombs have been thrown inte the
theatre.

Lsfsyette

tii.i

but

shown

.

damage

Bronee"

in

weeks and the vaudeville

card ran a close second. Business
continued Rood, but still short at

matinees

Estimated between

000 and $16,000.

In

little

of

Scale
3,400.
Capacity,
Sisters.
Thts picture proved
nights. 35-55.
one of the strongest the house has

list

feel

18,500.

and vaudeville with the Courtney

attempt tore h hole srvwidth In a wall In the
rear of the house, but fortune! dl

This

eral

— "Woman

$15,-

»

Letter." Capacity.
20-25.
This
nights,

Olympic— "Love

Scale
house goin« sloog neatly and probablv benefited somewhat from the
losing of its direct competitor, the
Criterion, Which was scaled at the
1.500.

to the theatre

Itself.

FOWLER

tomnry

week's* run

•cond

it

tb«

Rialto.

Strand - "Scars

Thomas Meighan

(First

n

hi uiai-ln

of

r

<•..

i

.

women

i

Lep

will

i

M

.

May

pallas. Texas,

1«

Bruce Fowler has been named as
city manager for Southern EnMr. Fowler started
terprises. Inc.
As booking manager for the Griffin
Toronto,
at
Circuit
Vaudeville
Canada, and became manager of the

Olympic theatre
He remained it

in

Buffalo in 1915.
theatre until

this

1917

became manager
BUmwood, Buffalo, and reFor the
years.
five
thore
main"!
laat six. months be has b«*en manager of Paramount's Indiana theaFow!<?r then

Mr

tbe

of

tre at

Mr.

Terrs Haute, ind.

will have" charge
Mill. Queen and
tres.
I

r

Fow-

of the Palace,

Crystal thea-

Old

HAMILTON OFFICE OUT
Ooige Hamilton Is closing up

week

star, is directing
D.irothy Dttlton
tho new Meighan production. In the
Abbe, Hugh
Charles
also
be
cast
will
around I2I.K70. which was someT. Carleton. flus
thing HUo $17,000 under what was Cameron, William
Alva Mcand
King
Cyril
Weinberg.
the
bouse
done, by the
icmr.
week.
1

I

$2.H00 last

ward Bound," an adaptation of Peter
Kviv's story. "Tho Light to the
I!.
Ralph Ince. who just
Leeward."
npleted "Leah Kleschna." with

i

weeks»on the main stem.
Rivoli — "The Rustle of Silk" (Paramount. Seats 2. 200; scale. 55-85This feature seemed lo please
99).

About

norain be leading
won.. in for Thomas M<*ifihan In his
next Paramount picture. "Home-

T.iH

Jealousy"
Beats 2.900;

This feature was
35 .'»- ;r,).
rrty pnmr»*d by the daily lit its.
and this hurt Hi" Strand's business
tremendously, even though Inert
was lavish praise for the snow with
Which Joe Plunkett surrounded the
The p,ross on the week was
film.

scale,

•

prices.

Roosevelt "Enemies .of Women"
Seats 1,276; 55
(Cosmopolitan),
exceeded
receipts
cents.
Total

$16,000.

—

Woods "The Covered Wagon"
(Paramount). Matinee, $1.10; nlghte.
Did about
Seats 1,160.
$1.65.
$11,500.

Randolph— "Hunting Big Came

in

Africa" (Universal). Seats 686; all
Did more than
seats 50 cents.
$10,000.

'

'COVERED WAGON' $1.50

SCALE

IS

HUB HANDICAP

bualnea* of dealing
product and will m
at 729 Seventh

He
tr

will

),..

,v> to
ti..n
of

(

'•

bis

independent

In

"P

ivenue,

his ° n,r "

New

York.

Canada t'» handle disThree
Through

Ifopworth historical
which is b«»fhg handled In
the Dominion on a division with the
provinci •! government under the

Reign*. "

»h'

subject,

of 'he Umpire Club.
Chambers
isaaclated
Commerce are concerned.

auspices

which

Film Taking Better as Legit

Season Nears

Its

End
Boston,

May

1$.

With things pointing toward the

DALLAS

IN

new

<

same

—

$29,000.

—

—

nine featured players In picture and
the usual supplementary features on
the bill. Took $14,800.

year to damage, or destroy, the
Ashland theatre by dynamite was

—

Figure for "Brass" and "Wom- houses, getting $16,000, w"hiclf is
about $2,000 over previous week.
an of Bronze"—Lloyd PicRivoli— "The Bright Shawl" (First

Bros.

Got

,

—

BUFFALO PAYS $16,000

—

pulling big.

III vim
fgat'"-^ moved do " n ti urn tit
for its se -oii'l wcfl; on Rruadwa.\
which
$19.1*2,
of
a
grass
and pulled
gave »t ttlmOSl $45,000 for Its two

The
patrons particularly.
gross on the week was $20,150. but
cus
the
given
not
was
;
ihe feature

—

H. A. Snow
Broadway-Strand
African Hunt Pictures. Did around

$10,000. which is mighty big business, weather considered.

m

figure* read $10,887.

Well'

being held fdr a
probably be

will

ceipts.

Seats 800,; tfcale. 35-55.) Has been
attracting good business for several
weeks. Nothing else on bill featured. Grossed $9,000.
Gnuman'i Hollywood—-"The CovWagon" (Famous Playersered
Seats 1,800; scale. 50 -$1.)
Lasky.
Has settled down for what appears
The
will be an all-summer run.
prolog with Indian chiefs and *49ers

Criterion— "The Covered Wagon"
(Paramount. Beats 90 8j scale, mats.
$7 top; eves. $i.5o>. ( Bight h weck.l
Still pulling all that the house will
hold, and only varying la its gross
Lasl
according to standing room.

Do

is

It

followed by "Enemies of

*
on the week. •
"Enemies of
Griuman's Rialto
(Cosmopolitan-Goldwyn.
Women"

manager of the house. He has had
The a dispute with unions since Sep-

feature was generally conceded to
be below the average for this house,
yet the business grossed $43.500» on
the week. The radio broadcasting is
given credit for pulling a large porThe Capitol
tion of the business.
receiving on the average of
is
from radio
10,000 letters weekly
fans as the result of its broadcasting its programs. 'This week business started strong with the Charles
Ray picture, "The Qlrl f Love."

week the

been .right. It
second week.

—

Capitol— "Vanity Fair" (Goldwyn.

Seats 5,300; scale, 55-85-$1.10).

the animal

i

gross of $4,919. the lowest
picture played to since

On the 12
opening at the house.
weeks there was a gross business
of $90,930, which was an average
business of more than $7,500 a week

for the run.

among

play

Donpa" did quite welt at
the Adams. No telling. what might
have happened had the weather

Receipts $12,000.
Ne'er-Do"The
Metropolitan
Seats .3.700;
Well" (Paramount,
scale, 35-60.) Thos. Meighan starred,
Llla Lee and Gertrude Astor featured. The Ben All Haggin tableaux
from the Zlegfeld roof, presented by

ceeded on Sunday by "Masters of
The finali week brought a
Men."
the

the. bill.
the. Inst
.lovers.
'\$ella

Baltimore last week was bang up Snow film, and it was displayed t*a
a theatre which compares with, the
the way around, from the small Randolph
In every way, including
Parkway,
with location. The Snow film was exuptown,
which,
"Vanity Fair" as the attraction, ploited to the limit in Chicago, and
pulled around $5,000, to the larger the tte-up with schools ,and with
downtown houses, the Century, and boys' Organisations has been ,ef-*
the Rivoli. The former, with '.'Prod- fected in such a way that an ."op.
igal Daughters." going to a gross of position" picture of. the same chair
$U>,000, which is about $2,000 better acter had no chance, and, the manthan average. "The Bright Shawl," agers of the Johnson film realised
at the Rivoli, packed them all week this and confess failure ins moving
and. is being held over for a second It after a single week at the Castle.
week, A thing that happens only
""The Covered Wagon." whleh t»
four or five times a year here. The the only photoplay running in. ChicclMes lavished praise on the pro- cago at nigh prices. Is not doing
duction, and stated that It was capacity business*, but t,ho returns
about 95 per cent, perfect, and this are highly gratifying since the patronage comes largely from those
brought the business.
The Century inaugurated tabloid who buy high priced tickets, mainly
operatic
presentations last week through the Couthoui agencies.
Sam Kats gives out aome interwith "The Chimes of Normandy." J.
Humbird Duffy and Alice MacKen- esting, fig 4 res on attendance the last
zie as the stars, and a company of three weeks In Chicago.
He says *
about 12 people. The innovation did "Enemies of >Women," the Cosmomore than its share toward attract- politan special, the first twenty-one
ing business. This week, for "The days sold 125,607 tickets at the
Gondoliers." the company has been Roosevelt theatre. During the same
enlarged to 16 people. The operatic period "The Covered Wagon" at
features are to be given from week Woods' played to 57,345 people.
to week. The regular house cast Is
The business at. the Chicago Thebeing augmented by students from atre for the month of March averthe Peabody Conservatory of Music, aged $47,000 a week, as is shown
which adds a local touch. The music by the Income tax returns, which
critics have been lavish In the praise totaled $9,000 for that one month.
of the two condensed versions pre"Syncopation
Week''
programs
sented thus far.
attracted more than ordinary busiThe third and final week of "Robin ness at outlying houses and added
Hood" at the New theatre did about some sest to a week which would
which is fair business. otherwise have been commonplace.
$8,000,
Estimates for last week:
"Brass," which had a road show
Chicago
"The Famous Mra.
presentation at the Lyceum here a
few weeks ago, came fhto the New Pari" (First National). Beats 4.20(1;
nights, SI cents; Sundays, $5 c*nts.
this week and started with a bang.
About $46.00$.
Last week's grosses were:
McVicker's Thomas Meighan In
Daughter"
"Prodigal
Century
Seats 3,500; scale. "The Ne'er Do Well" (Paramount).
(Paramount.
25-50-76). "Chimes of Normandy." Seats 2,500*, nights. 59 cents. About

all

were fegAured over the rest of
The Broadway-Strand sot

acts

tional-Ince. Seats 1,800; scale 25-55.)

scale, 55-85).

office

These are the same pictures that
previously Were shown simultaneously at the Miles and Regent.
The Madison is presenting about
1.200 feet each week and will run
them about four weeks. The ForWashington booked the older Martin Johnson pictures through the
American Releasing Corp. At the
Colonial was advertised "Soul of a
Beast." a Metro feature, ar,d at several of the Miles houses big animal

Douglas MacLean starred. Mermaid
comedy. "Cold Chills." also billed.
Got $11,000.
"Bavu" (Universal.
Qrauman'i
Seats 2.200; scale. 25-35.) Wallace
Beery featured. Prolog of 20 people
staged by Grauman. Waring's Pennsylvania ns also featured; final week
for band.

to Madison street, where
it takes tank with the "also rana"
of the film world. This, top, in spite
of the fact that the Johnson film
is classed as quite as good as the

Baltimore,- May 18.
Business in the picture houses In

Bushman and Bayne in a personal
appearance with their picture. "A
Modern Marriage" also failed to
bring jthe expected bor office reCharles Murray in turns, although here again is a case
scale. 25-35.)
"The Pill Pounder'." added attrac- of weather interference. The CapiGross on the week around tol has the largest seating capacity
tion.
$13,250.
in Detroit, and two off nights cut
Kinema— "Bellboy 13" (First Na- -quite a dent into the box office re-

of at least 10 weeks here.

that

Waf moved

m

—

—

box

BALTIMORE

arouyid the town are:
California "Wonders of the Sea"
Seats 2,000;
E. Williamson.
(J.

gratifying thus far.
An estimate of the receipts along
Broadway last week are:
Cameo "Down to the Sea In

Was

16.

1

$23,500

this house.

Chicago, May 18.
The value of exploitation In connection with pictures was never
more emphatically demonstrated
$16,000 IN
than In the showing of tho two
"wild animal" pictures In Chicago.
The Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson
film was
In here after the
"Vanity Fair" Gets $5,000 in success ofrushed
the Snow "Hunting Big
Oame
In Africa" was assured at the
Smaller
House;
"Bright
Randolph and played the Castle on
State street but one week, when It
Shawl" Capacity All Week

'PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS,'

the captlpn, "Beware of Imitations.

Next week the Lyric, which has
been playing a legitimate attraction
lor a few weeks, again reverts to a
motion picture policy with the advent there on Tuesday* night of the
D. W. Griffith production, "The
White Rose," which has been playing around in the dog towns for the
past ten days, having opened In
New London last week and then
been taken Into several New Jersey
towns. This picture is coming Into
the Lyric for a run which may last
through the summer.
"Masters of Men" was the attractlon which followed "Down to the
Sea in Ships" at the Cameo this
week, and the business has been

weeks at

factory Showing*

Don't Be Deceived, etc." The Madison advertised the first installment
of the new Martin Johnson pictures.

Last week Los Angeles was hit by
most unusual heat wave that
knocked the business at the film,
box office to pieces. The benches
and other outdoor resorts took all
the trade, while the" picture house
managers" could only look on at the
passing crowds beachward bound
and crab at their hard luck. However, the business drop was not confined to any one section of ihe town;
This
all the houses suffered alike.
is mast aptly Indicated by the fact
that the big new Metropolitan, with
"The Ne'er. Uo Well." did but $23.fi00.
Orauman's "Hollywood, with
"The Covered Wagon," came next,
with a gross of $16,740. which was
nearest of holding" to the pace of
on the
attractions
the
any" of
screens, although it Was somewhat
off even for that picture.
Estimates of last week's grosses

atre.

12

Too Strong for Johnson Films
Which Are Rushed In— "Covered Wagon" Satis-

Detroit, May 16.
change In the weather

The sudden

a

hitting on all six at the Criterion,
where the receipts only- vary as to
the standing room that the house
contains. Last week the gross was
wlth|n a few dollars of $11,000.
The record run of "Down to the
Sea in Ships," which was at the
Cameo for 12 weeks, ended Saturday night. The plcfcure broke every
scrt of a record that exhded at this
little theatre, which, with its small
capacity of 539 seats, managed to
roll up a gross of almost $100,000
on the 12 weeks. That is absolutely
terrific business for the Tittle the-

,

Ani-

played havoo with theatre business
last week.
Up to the time of its
arrival
every indication pointed
to
big
business for everybody.
Weather was mild the first part of
the week, but on Wednesday came
the worst bliszard in many years.
For two days theatre attendance
took a terrible flop, but business
came back Friday and was much
belter on Saturday.
Competition was keen on animal
attractions.
The Broadway -Strand
had the Snow African Hunt pictures
through Universal, and big space
was taken in the dailies, carrying

»«>*«

•

still

is

All Houses— ''Covered
Wagon" Holding Pace

In
"

viously at the Rivoli.

Covered

•

Excessive Heat Hits Business

week on Broadway, the picture having drawn $24,000 the week pre•The

—

List

in

.

.

second

its

CHICAGO OPPOSITION UNDER

and Two Big

Exploitation Tie-up

Broadcasting CredOff $17,000 on Week-

Draw—Strand

SNOW ANIMAL FILMS SWEEP

DETROIT

IN

mal Acts Also

—Radio

Conceded Poor

Picture

Jb9

RIVAL ANIMAL FILMS

CAPITOL SURPRISES BROADWAY

WITH

*

An
of

finish in the legitimate house*, the
picture business in this town aeema
to
be taking on added speed.

"Westbound limited" opened at
Tremont Temple on Monday, playing at a 25-cent top, and "The Covered Wagon" Is due at the Majestic
on next Monday night, playing at
$1.50 top for evenings and Saturday matinees, and scaled at $1 top
for the other matinees.

The show at the Majestic is being plugged big from an advertising and publicity standpoint, but
there Is some doubt whether * pi
ture priced at $150 lop can get over
In Boston.
IMimates

for

la.st.

week:

State (capacity. 2.400; scale. 25of tho Beaut."
Park (capacity. 1,100; scale. 40C0\- Third week of "The Affairs of
Lady Hamilton." House did about

|0>—"Soul

$4.r>6o last

wcic.

Modern (capacity. 800;
— "The Stranger"*

40)

Last week's gross

scale. .1*Bin<[«jf>t

-

$!>.!)00

Beacon (capacity, scale and attraction same as Modern).
C»f«"»J

Myers Sues Again

Angeles, May 1$.
Myers has filed her necagainst
Isadore Kornblum,
ond suit
a lawyer. The first action was dis^The picture star now
missed.
charges desertion.
fjos

Carniel

P

20

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE POINTS
TO BIGGEST SUMMER EVER

PRE-RELEASE OUTLET
But Fairbanks' Lawyer Denies
Will

tfftrsM^lftyWUti

=*

FILM HISTORY OF BILL

INDEPENDENTS SEEKING

Star

P&W& E 9

Acquire

Theatres

—

Los ^ngeles Studios All Active Players Dividing
Time Between Several Features Independents

was rumored that
Douglas Fairbanks was interested
obtain a numbei
to
in a proposition
Last

week

it

—

the bigger cities of
to
$7,000,000
at
the purpose of
the
Independents
Jinked in the association headed by
him pre-release dates to popularize
Rupert Hughes is after a new story
Lns Angeles, May 16.
their wares and thus practically
and will shortly, start working,
compel the houses that were shutIt appears as though Dos Angeles
while Hugo Ballin, after making a
ling oat their pictures to play them
and its environs are to witness the trip to New York with his wife,
This,
because of public demand.
in the matter Mabel, is to return and likewise
ever
summer
busiest
Dennis
F.
however, was denied by
For start filming a feature.
O'Briea, attorney for both Douglas of motion picture production.
of theatres

in

country
t he
guaranteeing

United

for

Spend

Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, yho some months past production has
Eric von Stroheim is hard at work
stated that Fairbanks had no in- been speeding up at a tremendous on "Greed" and just returned to the

,

studio from San Francisco, and
rate in practically all the studis*,
Charles Brabin is, directing Elinor
and at present things seem to be Glyn's "Six Days." Other features
moving along at top speed, which that are planned to go in work
generally believed will be here in the near future are Joseph
it
is
Oranges,"
VWild
m aln'tamed'ontU laTe-ln'the faii. At fHei^esheli^r's
"Tess of the d Ubervilles," "Three
present there is a condition pre- Weeks" and "The Merry Widow,"
vailing which necessitates the ap- with "Ben-Hur" to be the big smash
pearance of some of the most pop- of the year for the organization.

tention at this time of entering the
theatrical field as a operator of
theatres.
lie stated that the rumor mi«ht
have* grown out of the fact that
some time ago when the Federal
Commission
investigators
Trade
were on the coast, it was intimated
to Fairbanks that the Lynch chain
of houses which the Famous Players
control could be purchased at a
reasonable price. Fairbanks is repotted Jo have stated that he was
not interested
It is intimated, however, although
not by Mr Fairbanks' attorney, that
there might be a plan on foot by the

ular of the supporting players of
the silent drama in two productions
at the

independents which might eventu-

in some towns that would enable
them to have their own theatres for
the showing of their films.

IN

in

time, and, in
three,

some

dividing

in-

their

time as best they can between sevIt is a condition, not
eral studios.
only as far as the actor is concerned, but a general condition that
is practically without precedent in
the history of picture producing.
The surprising thing is the tremendous independent activity. At
both the United and the Warner
studios things are moving at a
great pace, while on the Lasky lot
At
there are 17 units at work.
Goldwyn, over in Culver City,
there are about 10 units either
readiness or' already
getting
in
working, while at Fox and Universal they are working overtime.
At the United studios the program for independent production
as laid out at present calls for an
expendituie of more than $7,000,000
during the coming year. The new

ally lead to their becoming interested in the operation of theatres.
The possibility is that their
propaganda campaign for sympathy
might bring about local financing

BLANEY

same

stances,

FILMS

To Screen Many of Famous Melodramas
Charles Blaney, the melodrama
king of the days of the popular
priced combination houses in the
legitimate field, ia going to enter the
motion picture producing field. This
is not his first
venture into the
silent drama. For years ago he was
associated with the old World Film
organization and produced several
pictures for them of the popular
type that proved big money-makers.
At present Blaney is laying plans
for his organization and arranging

building program and installation
of new equipment at this studio,
which called for an outlay of about
completed
practically
$800,000, is
and -at present the Melrose Avenue
plant is having its streets relaid

out and repaved. The United lot is
the scene of the activities of the
First National production units and
for distribution of the pictures.
The Blaney Play Co., in which he those tf Joseph M. Schenck, while
and his brother, Harry Clay Blaney, Maurice Tourneur is also working
are associated, controls about 250 here, as are also <he Sam Rork prothe Arthur Jacobs
of the best known melodramatic ductions and
productions.
The Bchenck organiplays of the popular variety.
zation
on the Norma
work
is
at
Blaney, it is understood, intends

Talmadge

feature, "Ashes for

start producing in about two
months, with an idea of grinding
out something like eight pictures a

geance," which

year.

to

to

Barney

Old field,

the

May
dare

in total, is also

Walton Tully

d«-vil
;

tiating

ORDER DRY SCREEN
Marshall, Texas, May 1C.
Drinking scenes in motion pictures bring the Federal Constitution into disrepute and must be
eliminated when shown here, the
local board of censors has declared.
Dr. G. J. Rousseau, chairman of
the board, says that no scenes showing any violations of the Constitution or its amendments should be

Hashed on the

silver screen.

P0LA BACK AT WORK
Los Angeles, May 16.
who was operated on
week for an infection of the
throat,
has seemingly recovered
and is back on the Da sky lot continuing work in the production of
Pola Negri,

last

'•The Cheat."

Linick Goes Abroad
Chi "ago, May 16.
Adolph Linick, of Jones, Linick Ai
Schaefer, has left for Europe; Peter
.'. Schaefer has gone to Eagle
River,
M,d Ralph T. Kettering to West

Baden.
Miss Harris' Discharge
Tyes Angeles, May 16.
Mildred Harris, formerly Mildred
Harris Chaplin, has been discharged
from bankruptcy hy order of Judge
Trippet. Creditors Claimed there
Was $31,161 90 due th»m.

and which is costing $500,000
make. Work on a series of Con-

stance Talmadge productions, which
are to cost something like $600,000

16.

auto racer is here.
He is negoa motion picture contract
with one of the big companies.

Ven-

nearing comple-

tion

0LDFIELD NEGOTIATING
1a>» Angeles,

is

The public is prompicture some of the
biggest
that have ever been
screened.
While the picture has
many biblical scenes in keeping
with the theme suggested by the
title, the picture will tell a modern
story.
It is said that this will be
the biggest and most pretentious
picture Paramount has ever re-

mandments."
ised

in

this
sets

leased.
Fred EUes and Edward
Chandler are acting as staff aides
to DeMille and he is gathering
about him an organization for this
production that would indicate that
something unusual and extraordinary even for DeMille is afoot.
Work has already been begun on a
tremendous ancient city, which !s
to be utilized in the picture.

James Cruze is about finishing
"Hollywood," which he has been
working on since he completed "The
Covered Wagon," but this picture,
will not be released until the faii
schedule is placed on the market,
even though it was included in the
unit that was to have been released
during the period up to AMg;i*t 1.
Herbert Brenon is to dire :t the
third Pola Negri Paramount. It Is
to be entitled "The Spanish Dancer"
and is an adaptation of the p'riy,
"Don Caesar de Bazan." As soon
as William DeMille returns from
New York, where he is finishing
"Only 38," he will begin WDrk on
"Mortal Love," adapted from "The
Faun," in which William Faversham
starred on the stage.
Jesse Lasky is expected back
from New York within a week or
so, and then all production plans
are to go forward at to;) sreed.

«

At CJoldwyn

four pictures have
just been completed. They are "The
Eternal Three,
r'hree Wise Pools,"
"Red Lights' and "The Spoilers."
Pour new ones have been started;
these are "The Rendezvous," with
Marshall Neilan directing; "In the
Palace of the King,' with Bmmett

*

work under Jerome Stem making
"A Gentleman of leisure," whieh
was originally intended for the late

Wallace Reid.

HAYS SAVES GOV'T FILMS
Harrisburg,

May

16.

Arranges With President to 8tore
The Famous Players-Lasky cam*
Material in White House
eramen will complete here this week
the shooting of the complete history
Washington, May 14.
of a legislative bill showing the con*
Motion pictures of historical value ferences that preceded its introducare to be preserved by the govern- tion, its actual introduction, its conment. Although Congress has made sideration in committee, the public
no appropriation for this purpose, hearing given it, the speeches made
President Harding, following a con- for it in Senate and House and the
ference with Will H. Hays, the signing of it by the Governor.
czar of filmdom, has agreed to store
The pictures are being taken in
these films in a portion of the Ex- connection with the Old Age Penecutive Mansion, which will be pre- sion measure, which, on May 17.
pared for this purpose, until such was approved by Governor Gifford
time as the legislative body of the Pinchot, and is now a law. The law
country supplies funds for proper provides an old age pension system,
care.
but there will be no money availAfter the conference with the able for its carrying put for at least
President, Mr. Hays stated that the two years, for the 125,000 approoffer of the producers and dis- priated
merely permit the
will
tributors of the country to assist m building up of the necessary mathe collection of the films had not chinery..
with the hearty approval of the
The fraternal order of Eagles is
chief executive. The expense of the having the photoplay of the bill
erection of the vault in the White made and will use it for propaganda
House for the storing of the films In other States where there is no
will be berne by the producers and old age pension system.
But two
distributors as the matter is to be States besides Pennsylvania now
the subject of another conference have such laws.
between Mr. Hays and Presid *nt

EAST SIDEMERGER

ACTRESS VINDICATED
Walker, the screen actress,
was cleared by New York Supreme
Lillian

Justice Mahoney last week
when her name was stricken from
the records in the Wilkinson divorce case, a litigation between two
lay people that has been aired in
the dailies because of the mention
of five or six co-respondents. Miss
Walker and Diana Allen, a "Follies"
girl, were among those mentioned.
Miss Allen was cleared previously
when she proved she did not even
know the defendant, Wilkinson, a
wealthy color printer.
Miss Walker testified that she met
Wilkinson only once and that in the
company of a third party.

court

"ANNA CHRISTIE" FILM
Rights Sold to

Thomas

lnc<

Contracts were signed

a consideration reported at
is

costume
French

reported about to do a
picture dealing with the
revolution,
besides
the

O'Neil piece.

EXPLOITING DRUG FILM
Phil Selznick has just secured the
rights to "The Greatest Menace," a
drug film, for Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky and

Ohio and

is

Centralizing* Properties

deal inv6jving about 15 houses
and film playing time totaling
around $5,000 or $6,000 is reported
on the New York lower east side.
The plan is to end the costly competition of opposing groups, one
with Mayer & Schneider and the
other comprising the interests of
Charles Steiner, Harry Blinderman

and Rosensweig.

The properties are
narrow

district

of

within a

all

closely

packed

population and the rivalry Iras been
extremely keen on bidding for ma-

The understanding

in the
that negotiations are on for
one side to buy the other out complete, but which way the transaction will go is not known.
terial.

trade

is

*

last

$3;>,ooe.

Ince

of

A

FILMING COHEN YARNS
late

week between Arthur Hopkins,
Eugene O'Neil and Thomas H. Ince
for the film rights of "Anna Christie" at

Reported Opposing Circuits Talking

-Cos-

tume Play Also

Vaudevillian

to

Produce Series of

Negro Qomedics

Roy Rice, of the vaudeville team
of Rice and Werner, has acquired
the screen rights to Octavus Roy
Cohen's Satevepost stories of colored life. Rice is at presen* in New,
York casting the comedies, his intention being to produce a series of
twin-reelers.
Production activities will be centered in Birmingham, Ala., the locale
of the stories dealing with the exploits of the colored Beau Brummel,

Florian Slappey et al. Birmingham is
planning to road show also the home of Mr. Cohen, the author to be financially interested in
the productions and also in a super-

the feature.
He is trying to tie up two motion picture stars, formerly great
screen favorites, and now regenerated drug addicts, Juanita Hansen and Evelyn Thaw, but thus far
he has been unsuccessful in coming to an arrangement with either
of them. In the event that he fails
with both he is going to try out a

"masked woman"

idea.

vising capacity.
The players will

all

be Caucasians

working under cork.
.

WRIGHT
Series

'

FILMS

HALTED

Put Off
Until
Fall— No
Explanation Offered

SCRIPT CLAIMANT LOSES
Los Angeles, May 16.

Los Angeles,

May

16.

The Sol. Lesser
organization
The action which Aimee Berkeley known as the Principal rictures
Corp., which was to have started
against the Goldwyn Corp., seeking
this week on the shooting of the
to restrain them from presenting

firsl of a
series of Harold Bell
their film production "Flame of the
Wright stories, has definitely postDesert" has been dismissed.
Miss
Berkely claimed that she wrote the poned work on the series until
some time in the fall. No reason
script of the story and that the
is given and no explanation forthcomjTany had appropriated it
coming.

The first of the Wright stories
was to have been "The Winning of
Barbara Worth," in which Florence
Los Angeles, May 16.
Florence Vidor has signed a long Vidor was to have been starred.
term contract with the Principal

FLORENCE VIDOR SIGNS

Pictures Corp. Her first production
addition to these west coast
will be "The Winning of Barbara
on the part of Paramount
Worth." King Vidor is now directthere are at present working in the
ing for GoldVyn and there are rueast Thomas Melghan on "Homemors
to the effect that he and his
I'lynn in charge;
"The Day of ward Bound," Bebe Daniels and wife are
separated, In more ways
Faith," which is being directed by Antonio Moreno in "The Exciters"
than
working for different picture
Tod Browning and Incidentally is and Dorothy Dal ton in a production
organizations.
his lirst picture for the organiza- that has not as yet been titled.
tion, and "The Magic Skin.'' which Agnes Ayres has Just completed ertson-Colc
and like activities. All
Qeorge D. Baker has in charge, for "The Heart Raider" at the Long of these studios are also working
Island studios.
the Achievement Films.
at top apeed, and in the smaller
% Victor Soastrom is soon to start 1
This is only a partial list of what independents, such as the Mayerwork on the Hall Cains novel, "The Is going on here at present and in Schulberg studios, at the other
end
Master of Men," and King Vidor is it there is no reference to either the of Ahe town, things are also humnow working on an original script. Fox, Universal, Ince, Pickford, Rob- ming.
In

activities

'

*

Penna. Eagles to Use Picture;
in Old Age Pension Campaign

der way at the present time, with
the interest largely centered on the
DeMille production, a* Harding.
Cecil
B.
screen version of the "Ten Com-

production of "Trilby" for First
National, and Earl Hudson, who Gloria Swanson incidentally is to
presents the organization here, leave for the east shortly to start
is laying plans for a campaign of work
on a screen production of
production for other units for the "Zaza," which is to be directed at
organization.
the Long Island studios by Allan
The Warner Bros.' plans call for Dwan.
She has Just completed
18 productions to be made for the "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."
coming year and work is going
"To the Last Man," Zan« Grey's
along on two productions at preslatest novel, is to be filmed under
ent, "Little Johnny
Jones," with
the direction of Victor Fleming, and
Johnny Hines starred, and the Wes- it is
to be the first of a series of his
ley Barry feature, "The Printer's
stories that Famous Players LasUy
Devil."
Early next month Lenore
is to do.
This will be the first feaUlrlc is to begin work on the
ture in which Richard Dlx will apWarner lot on "Tiger Rose," under pear for
the organization under his
the direction of Sidney Franklin,
new contract with them. George
and Hope Hampton is expected here
Melford is at work on "Salomy
any day to begin work on the proJane," which has Jacqueline Logan
duction of "The Gold Diggers," in
and
George Fawcett in the principal
which she is to be directed by Wilroles, while Charles Maigne is diliam Beaudine.
During the sumrecting "The Silent Partner." with
mer John Barrym< re is also to be
Leatrlce Joy,
Owen Moore and
on the lot for the making of "Beau
Robert Edeson.
Jack Holt Is at
Brummel."
i

I

under way. Diehard
working on the

is

At the Lasky studios there are 17
either at work or about to
There are 12 productions un-

units

start.

ENACTMENT INTO LAW

BOOSTING "GO-GETTER"
Los Angeles, May 16.

A nifty
ploitation

plan in the way of exfor
a feature picture

was pulled here by Cosmopolitan,
whieh, with the aid of the local
Hearst papers, managed to get the
Chamber of Commerce and the
Mayor to proclaim the week "GoGetter Week" coincident wtth the
showing of their picture "The GoGetter" at the Metropolitan. There.
was a parade of "go-getters" an*!
the lower part of the city was hung
with banners at the city's expense.

/

-

Thursday.

May

17,

P
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*

which Impair or Imperil the invest-

ment of the independent exhibitor,
must be met with stern opposition.
Our rights must be respected. I
that I will relentlessly comTwo pledge
Chicago Monday morning.
bat any individual, group or faction
attached
to
the
be
apeclal cars will
whose policy or program is contrary
delegation from New York is
to leave on Sunday and arrive in

The

tional Sports Alliance,

which

is

to

hold a meeting and huge banquet
at which he is to be the guest of
honor.
Steffes Platform
W. A. Steffes. the candidate of
presenting the platMinnesota,
form on which he intends to make

m

his fight for election, states in part:
"As one of the founders of the
M. P. T. O. A., and with a record of
unceasing loyalty" to the organization in three years of service as a
member of it* board of ^directors, I
renew my pledge of undivided allegiance to the organization and the
principles and ideals on which it
was founded. I pledge to resist all
attempts to swerve it from the principles and ideals on which it was
founded, whether in the form of attacks from without or within.
I greet the present administration.
congratulating it for its work in
behalf of the independent exhibitors
During the
of the United States.
last year the administration has
been seriously handicapped by a
lack of adequate finances, with a result that many of Its aims have been
impossible of fulfillment. This lack
of financing Is due in part at least
to the laxity of members in bearing
their share of the expense of maintaining the organization. The organization to lay faces the most
critical period in its history. Never
befbre have so many vital and grave

^problems confronted it. The members are entitled to know precisely
how presidential candidates Intend
to solve its many problems. To that
tend I declare my policies and program to be as follows:

Xdverse Legislation
Adverse legislation enacted against
the motion picture industry Is the
result of misunderstanding regarding the industry's rights. The socalled music tax, admission tax, ex,

cise tax. are examples. To eliminate
present and forestall future misunderstandings of our rights. I pledge
an administration that Will properly
present our rights to the legislative
bodies of our government.
Constitution and By- La we
The present constitution Is inadequate to assure the democratic administration of its affairs so essential in an organization of its kind.
1 favor a redrafting of the constitution, with such alterations as will
permit the prompt, efficient and
democratic administration of the organization's executive and business
affairs.

Business Administration

As the M. P. T. O. A. Is a protective association of business men, the
administration of its affairs should
be on a strictly business basis, I
pledge a business administration
that will entirely eliminate personalities in the conduct of our affairs,
and undertake to place the organization on a firm business basis.
.

Harmony
At the present time there are state
and regional factions which
through secession have severed their
units

affiliations with the national organisation. As unity is the chief requisite of the organization's strength,
I undertake to amicably settle the
misunderstandings which have di-

vided the organization's ranks and
pledge an administration functioning for the good of all.
I also undertake to bring Into the
organization state and regional units
in unorganized territories.

Government

The M. P. T. O. A- should be governed bv and for Its members. There
should be no usurpation of authority
or power by any officer of the organization. Each should be bounded
by the limitation of power vested in
him by the redrafted and amended
constitution. I pledge constitutional
government to the members.
Relations with Producers snd Dis-

tributors

Our organization does not expect,
nor is to be expected, to make any
concessions to producers and distributer-* not founded on fairness
the good of the entire industry the chief consideration. Any
attempted dictates by producers
and distributors, or their employes,

and With

which encroach on the rights and

privilepes of the independent exhibitors, or any destructive polUn* 9

»f

Its

.prganixation.

Century for them. These do not
represent the insurgent element of
the New York State unit, but are
^exhibitors who, while" still members
of the State organization and the
Chamber of Commerce as well, believe that the success and continued life of the national organisation are matters that are paramount
over all personal differences.
New York State
Incidentally,
Senator James J. Walker is to be
la Chicago next week, but not because of the fact that the If. P. T.
O. A. Is in session there, but to attend the convention of the Interna-

iUi-H^

1

pertinent thought for the exhibitor.
outstanding features are:

CHICAGO HARMONY BATTLE
president

L*_o

to the best Interests* of the Indef pledge an administration* that will accept no
outside interference or dictation,
which will work only for the best
interests of its members and the
motion picture industry as a whole.

pendent exhibitor,

Economy

platform

Is

a simple

one.

I

for a non-political, non-personal
business administration, with adequate finances to carry out ah intensive program of organization.
In allowing my name to be used
as a candidate for the national presidency I do no reluctantly, realising
that it will be a huge responsibility
and will mean a great personal sacrifice.
But the experience I have
had in our own state brings me to
the conclusion that the exhibitors of
the country are only waiting to support an organization the forces of
which are directed in the right
channels.
I believe that the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America should
be run as a great business institution and that results are not obtained through petty politics and
personalities.

Only through careful anticipation
Our organization should be devoid
and preparation can rigid economy of personal ambitions and differbe practiced in the administration ences. We have no place for them
of the organization's affairs. I therefore favor the adoption, of an executive budget as the means to secure

In organisation work.
We are organized to protect ourselves and our
—
investments*

21
distributor, theatre owner and pub- cago Americas and the Herald
lic has been placed before the fourth
Examiner have all arranged for speannual meeting, and to solve It no cial supplements on opening day.
stone has been left unturned by
The entire work of exploitation
those responsible. Jules J. Rubens, has been handled by
Nat Royster.
Chicago representative of the thea- well-krlown theatre
and movie pubtre owners, and A. J. Moeller, genlicity man.
eral manager, have been working
The Palgce of Progress will ilsteadily 18 and 20 hours a day for
the last few weeks to make the huge lustrate In scores of ways the importance of the motion picture to
affair a success.

the public.
The use of the movie
Besides 2,500 theatre owners from In
Americanization and naturalizaeyery part of the United States,
tion work, the promotion of vocascores of motion picture stars and
tional education and better health
directors are expected. Visitors are
will be shown.
Other exhibits wilt
to register in rooms 203. 204 and 205
Indicate graphically the part movof the Hotej Sherman, headquarters
ies play in aiding tb« Red Cross,
of both the convention and the
Palace of Progress. Messrs. Rubens the Army and Navy, the postoffice.
Industry in general, the city, State,
and Moeller will be in charge.
Elaborate plans have been made school and church.
The entire progress of the motion
for the entertainment of the visiting
theatre owners and movie stars. picture will be worked out by a
One event will be a luncheon ten- whole series of exhibits. In condered by the Association of Com- trast to the latest and most perfect
merce. Balaban & Katz, who oper- films- will be run off some of the

ate several movie palaces, have sent old thrillers, including "The Great
When we consider 'the millions of Mr. Rubens 5.000 tickets to the Chi- Train Robbery." one of the first
co-operation which will
three -reelers.
The latest scientific
mean greater efficiency at propor- dollars invested in our business It cago theatre for distribution.
tionately less
between the seems inconceivable that the exhibcost
Andrew Karzas. owner of the developments in the film world will
itors
of
the
country
will
not
support
be shown, Including the new steroexecutive heads.
Woodlawn
and
Stratford
theatres,
and adequately finance their organiscopic film, which throws persons
Financing
zation, and I am confident that they has sent a like number of tickets to
The chief obstacle to accomplish- will once they see their organisation his Trianon (said to be the' finest and objects on It Into relief; sabments during the organization's life placed in a position where it can and ballroom in this country). Through marine photography. X-ray pichas been the lack of adequate will be a power for good.
the co-operation of women's organi- tures, colored films and the refinancing.
Direct assessment of
Reviewing our efforts in the past, zation several novel features of en- cently
Invented
talking-moving
members is an unsatisfactory man- I would say that two things have tertainment are possible.
pictures.
•
ner of obtaining the major portion hindered our progress lack of conVisitors to the Palace of ProgUnusual
exploitation
will
help
fidence
necessary
for
the
and
lack
finances.
the
revenue
of
I
am
Of
ress will see exaetly how a movie
maintenance of the organization also convinced that the plan of or- make this the outstanding event of
One thousand Is made from the manufacture of
and the proper discharge of its ganisation that we have beenJbper- the movie world.
theatres
ating
under
nationally
in
has
not
been
Chicago and vicinity, for the film and the training of playduties.
conducive of results.
instance, have been supplied with era to the flashing of the drama on
I therefore undertake, to negotiate
I am convinced that we should
special
slides, which will flash an- the screen.
a lo: n with members, who wttl have an experienced organizer, to
One of the Important feature
nouncements of the Palace of Progvolunteer to advance the organiza- whom we can give
our
outline of
in
tion $50,000.00 on notes payable
work and insist that this program ress on the screen, with trailers events will be the showing of the
one year, bearing interest at the be carried out. He would be the man showing glimpses of the palace and safety first picture, taken by the
rate of 6 per cent., as the means tJ who would go into states not now with striking posters for the lobbies. Atlas Educational Film company,
secure an immediate financial foot- organized and whip them into effi- Surface and elevated
cars and sub- under auspices of the Motion Pici further propose to limit the cient state units, and they
ing,
in turn marine trains, together with elevated ture Owners of America, and a spedirer; assessment tp $10.00 per the- would be placed in a position where
platforms
and
waiting
rooms, have cial committee on safety appointed
atre, payable directly to the na- they could and would support the
been covered with 10,000 cards and by Mayor Dever. The Aim #111 be
tional organization, undertaking *o national organization.
posters.
Chicago
as well as sur- part of a campaign waged In Chisecure the remainder of the necesEfficient organization will go a
sary revenue through a system of long way toward the solving of such rounding newspapers have been un- cago against speeders and traffic
indirect assessment, such as per- national problems as admission tax. usually liberal in the use of speclaj regulation violators In an effort to
centage on revenue secured from music tax, etc., for when we get and news stories for Ave weeks. The eliminate the alarming number of
distribution of the organization's 14,000 theatre owners together and Chicago Evening Journal is
Just fin- deaths from reckless driving. The
officia screen publication, commis- working as a unit nothing in the
ishing a contest for the selection of Aim will be made under the direcworld can stop them. The. oppor- a cast
sion on insurance premiums, etc.
for a
Such avenues of revenue offer a tunity lies almost within our grasp, taken during three-reel film to be tion of Chief of Police Morgan A.
the convention. The Collins and Captain John Naughproper and efficient mean* to ade- and it takes only a cohesion of our
quately finance our organization forces to accomplish it. But 'first film will be made under the direction ton. head of the Motor Traffic Deof
David
our
forces
must
be
amalgamated,
M.
Hartford.
or
character
The Journal, partment, with Coroner Oscar Wolff
impairing
its
without
prestige, and reduce to a minimum and ttfat is the biggest work of the the Chicago Evening Post, the Chi- co-operating.
national organization. Not attemptthe burden placed on members.
ing a fight with anyone until we get
t?
Film Rentals
all of our forces under one banner,
The excessive 'film rentals being and then you will find that it is unexacted from the independent ex- necessary and that every single situmany instances, ation can be solved by a roundin
hibitor are,
working a severe hardship which is table discussion.
What do I think we should do rerapidly becoming unbearable. Film
Here are a few reasons
rentals cannot be determined In ad- garding Will H. Hays and the moyou
vance, nor can any hard and fast tion picture producers' and distribshould read
rule be adopted In outlining a policy utors' organization? The' answer is
to secure the reduction which must so simple that it seems a waste of
It k
tune even to mention it.
There
that
be made.
Through the elimination of the never has been a problem so big that
FIGtremendous waste now attending two organisations, really organized
really representing something,
the production and marketing of and
in
the
in
could not get together over a tablefilm j rental reduction will be made
iron out their differences. We
and
for
work
to
undertake
I
possible.
them.
want
fight
don't
to
against
elimination of such waste
the
We should be able to fight with
It tells
through securing a form of contract them to solve some of the problems
you which distributors are
that will be equitable and inviolable, of mutual interest, and there is no
in the big houses
and. if necessary, enlisting the aid use, as long as we are to be so intiof the public In curtailing picture mately) allied, of continually having
and which of the
are
lengths, in convincing producers of misunderstandings.
It isn't so in
the fallacy of exorbitant salaries for other businesses, and there is no
and
effort
of
duplication
players,
place for it in ours.
needless expenditures.
The issue has come up as to who
It gives you through these two features
The candidate also went into de- should vote at the coming Chicago
as
tail regarding his insurance plan,
a
convention. Do you know any good
on the
OF,
well as taking a stand against the reason why any state should not be
have the
"block booking" system, and pledged permitted to vote, especially this
himself to establish a credit bureau year? When we get all states effiat your finger tips and
for exhibitors which would wipe out ciently organized, then is the time
the advance deposit system. At the to talk about limiting votes to states
there isn't a* salesman that can put it
same time he decried the practice which have paid their quota, not
And perhaps no one state
over on you.
of the producers of including paid now.
advertising in the productions they could raise this question more than
likewise Michigan, which has paid this year
sell tbe exhibitors, and
Its
reviews are uncolored and unstated he would undertake to con- about 30 per cent, of the entire
biased.
They are
tinue and extend the public rela- amount paid into the national orBut. men,
tions work that the present admin- ganization from quotas.
let's get organized first.
written
istration has been carrying on.
Csndidate
Smith Ohio's
in exhibitor's language.
Ritter Against Compromise
Martin G. Smith, president of the
James C. Ritter, the Michigan M. P. T. O. of Ohio, is also a candiThe
is
candidate, let It be known this week date in the field, and while he has
outline of the
that he would absolutely oppose any not issued a complete
his
$7.00 a year (United States). $8.00
plan for a compromise with the program that he would adopt as
statement
a
American Society of Authors, Com- platform, he has made
Canada.
Special Exhibitor's trial
that is a plea for constructive work
poser.* and Publishers on the quesIn rethe Chicago convention.
rate for three months, $1.75.
tion of the music tax, in the event at
the
exin
gard to the differences
that a proposition for a reduced tax
ranks he says:
was presented to the convention. hibitor
"The so-called 'differences within
His wire stated:
our ranks cannot be compromised.
"There is no compromise between They must be ignored. Let us not
right snd wrong. By making our- allow personalities to interfere with
selves a party to such an arrange- the accomplishment of the really
ment wo would be admitting the tax important task now confronting us."
is Just and that at least a portion
He also decries the fact that the
should be paid. I believe the ex- organization is the result of sacrifice
hibitors of the United States are and effort on the part of a few indiFill Out This Blank and Mail to
demanding that the present copy- viduals and not of the mass, and
right law that makes It possible to makes a plea for the unifying of all
hurder them with this tax should the exhibitors of the country insurbe amended or repealed and that gents and unorganized exhibitorsYork
1*4 West 4Gth Street,
such action should be taken by the so that a solid front can be placed
natioral organization through Con- before the forces that would exterOr leave it at Booth No .28, M. P. Palace of
gress to make thie possible, with of minate the Independent exhibitors,
course the 100 per cent, barking of which forces h»* likens un»<» packs of
of Progress ,an<l receive Variety for I months,
the exh bitors of the country, which wolves.
confident that suca a moveI air
•. • •'••i
Chicago, May 16.
ment would have. In many sections
#
and
of the country the rate of seven
When Mayor "Willi* m R. Dover
a half cents a seat is not sew. The officially opens the Motion Picture
«
picTheatre
entire tax is unfair for motion
the t'oiiseejm
plies Palace of Progress at
other
theatres and
ture
Saturday he will set hi motion the
where the playing of mush- Is * most Important convention ever held
1
1
«
t
»
City
, ..«.. »>js »^
pubhenrfli. to the composer and
by the M. P. T. O. A., officials be"Instead of damaging him."
effective

—

—

Mr. Exhibitor:

why

VARIETY:

THE ONLY PA^ER
YOU BOX OFFICE
URES
KEY CITIES
DOLLARS AND CENTS.

GIVES

FORCING RUNS

ON THE

LONG RUNS

LEVEL.

REAL LINE
THE PICTURE.

LOW DOWN

VALUE

You

THE TRUTH
ABOUT THE PICTURES,
SUBSCRIPTION RATE

A

YOU'LL SAVE THAT MUCH
EVERY DAY THAT YOU BUY

A

PICTURE.

VARIETY

.

New

Name

lisher

Ritter's Platform
Hitter's platform, which has b<*e*

tHsutd

in

book

form,

holds

aonv»

lieve.

No less a problem than
tering of greater harmonv

tbe fos-

between

•btate

••*r»"»

.

p iCT U'ii« S

PRESENTATIONS
(Extra attraction* in picture theatres, when not
pictures, will be carried and described in this department for the general information of the trade.)

PAN-AMERICAN FOUR

lolans AM the gap until their next
appearance with a change of cosMale Quartet
tume, when they sing "Just a Girl
16 Mint.; One
That Men Forget," giving it a draLeClaire, Moline, III.
16.
May
Moline, 111.
matic touch, with the smaller one
The Pan-American Four is one of doing a sort of "Broadway Rose."

MASTERS OF MEN

Walter Hilliard, John Kinnebrew"
and John W. Turner, the basso, who

strategy

tr.e

Cameo "Down

to the

Ships" held forth for about

Sea

M.

v

Mine; Full Stage (Special)
McVickers, Chicago
Chicago, May 16.
The Courtney Sisters are the fea-

12

ture of the "jazz

week" program

at

ninth, tenth and eleventh shanghaied.
rounds of the Willard-Johnson bout,
The third episode of the tale,
which, after being first shown as age of barbarism, recounts the
taken by the regular speed camera, duo's experiences aboard a vagaalso had two rounds (the eighth bond vessel.
A broad discrepancy
and eleventh) as the slow motion becomes apparent to most all of the
camera caught the bout.
It was audience here, resulting In cominteresting and thrilling, with the ment from neighboring spectators.
Rialto's audience being roused to Lieut. I'.reen, immediately on being
* hZ?™ ^various points
kicked back into his senses by the
The pictures look as though they none-too-gentle officers, says: "I
are a sure business getter in any demand to be put ashore. I am an
part of New York State for the officer of the United States Navy.
next month at least. Every one was Later, when Halpin salutes and
interested in Willard'a effort to "sirs" Breen as bis superior officer,
come back. The fact that he did the latter says he has lied; that he
and the chances that he and Firpo Is a valet in oivil life because as an
will be matched for July 4 will make
officer they would not dare/ allow
the pictures hold their Interest him shore leave for fear of comlonger than the average pictures of " nVunication
wlth
an American
a non-championship battle ordi- consul.
«***
narily would. They certainly pulled
However,
through
force of habit
extra business to the Rialto, judgBreen
gives himself away in assisting from a practically all stag
ing the outlaw captain of the ship
crowd present Sunday afternoon.
in
the
flag-signalling.
Captain

McVickers, but do not appear in
connection with the specially arranged features nor are they given
advertising prominence, excepting
as the principal act of the "Jazz"
program. Their offering follows the
«pecia4 numbers and the news weekly cornea between them.
It is not
so difficult for the Courtney Sisters
to follow singing features such as
are presented, but it is to the credit
of the Ultra String Orchestra that
it makes good with a piano
solo and
Fred.
an ensemble number following an
overture by the splendid regular
Holmes Walton, sales distributor
McVickers orchestra and Al Copein England for the Bennett PiclAnd's band.
The Courtney Sisters sing "Way tures, has made an offer for the
Down Yonder In New Orleans" after screen rights of the Sanger &' Jordan
production of some years ago "The
the same entrance they
do in vaude- Girl from Rector's,"
but Jhe deal
tl en Uke chaIra
a * opposite has not been closed.
•
•i
l
Idea of a table ana render Who
Care*?" which gives Fay opportunity
Harold Home is managing Loew's
for comedy. They exit and the
mu,

Palace,

i

I

well balanced.

OF LOST SHIPS

Levee presents a Maurice Tour-

'.

Peter Forbes.
Patrick Joyce.
Mother Joyce
Captain Clark

.

Bert Woodruff
Aggie Herring
Hershall Mavall

Rather a top-heavy melodrama,
bizarre complications in the end

its

become rather staggering as though
author and film producer sought to
outdo Jules Verne in their accumulation of startling and outlandish
dime novel incidents. Nevertheless,

the picture has many elements of
striking Ingenuity.
The locale is a weird spot in the
unknown seas, where all the dere-

have congregated,

licts

from an-

cient Spanish galleons to the ocean

Memphis.

*

Bilker queries: "How did you know
which was the right flag to answer

with?"

and

Breen

recourses

sons, all desperate characters. The
sudden introduction of the beautiful young woman Into this community of brutalized men is pretty
daring fiction for screen purposes,
but there is something of a punch in
the battle between the murderer and
the self-appointed ruler of the "isIt's all
land" for her possession.
rather a brutal romance, but not
without its power, particularly when
the fist fight is one of the most violent and realistic filmed in many a

day.

So much of the story is none too
when the recital goes
further and stages the escape of
hero and heroine in a submarine one
Is Inclined to blink and draw back
from such dime-novel imaginings.
That Is the picture's principal deplausible, but

fect

—

its

flctioning runs

amuck

In

search for effect and the structure
draws an obstinate grin instead of a
gasp. It's all just a bit too feverish
and strained, and the dime novel
story balks interest at a certain
point.

1

This is the second of the Famous
features
Players-Lasky
starring
Walter Hiers, and this picture goes
in for a little broader boob comedy
Perhaps the
than the first did.

adaptation of the story, made by one
who has a knowledge of picture
values of the fat comedian, has

*

'

something to do with the fact that
here is a picture that really has

some laughs

Playing opposite
fn it.
is Jacqueline Logan, who also
contributes a fair share to the proceedings. The picture, however, is a
little too long as it now stands anal
could easily be cut 10 or ir> minutes.
The story is one of those tales 1
that are only too true in southern
California, where a great realty
boom Is in progress. The action
takes place in a town that has
sprung up practically overnight.
James Smith is the banker of the
town and the heroine, his daughter,
is also the cashier and the works
of the banking institution. Next to
the bank is the original shack
around which the town was built,
and here Jimmy Kirk gets a job as
soda jerker at $7.50 per. He seemingly is the only one that is not
cashing in on the town's wave of
Hiers

-

the tale gets the same fliv to take
the banker's daughter riding. The
crooks, however, had not paid off on
the car yet and were only storing it
for a few minutes, having left the
biggest part of the loot in the car.
Then the old motion picture chase
starts.
The father and sweetheart
of the girl are hunting the pair, believing that the fat boy committed
the robbery and kidnapped the girL
The police are looking for him for
both crimes and the crooks are also
on the trail to get the dough in the
car.
The boob, however, turns the
works on them and captures the real
crooks and finally wins the girt'*
forgiveness and her hart* as well.
Incidentally a "joke leased that he
has had put over on him on four
feet of ground between two buildings turns out to be the means of
his getting considerable fortune, for
the lease is for' 99 years and the
bank itself encroaches on his property to the extent of three inches.
The picture might have some of
the chase stuff clipped to advantage
Fred:
1

DEAD GAME

only a resourceful picture maker
could have secured the bizarre ef-

fects of the weird island of stranded
ships.
These are studio sets, of
course, but they convey an astonishing effect of reality.

Regulation western, following ths
ancient formula pretty closely, hi
taking a good deal of interest fr*

The submarine episode has been
elaborately managed.
The scenes
in the subsea craft are absolute in
their actuality, and at the finish the
adventurers do actually come to the
surface In a real sub just as a real

torpedo boat destroyer comes up
from the distance blowing clouds of
smoke. The film must have cost a
considerable sum, and its production

standard Is high, but there are
points where the story overreaches
itself.
The cast is a notably excellent one, with the always satisfactory Milton Sills in the heroic role,
the beautiful Anna Q. Nilsson as
the American girl and Walter Long
playing the vicious ruler of the outlandish community.
Rush.

Southern Enterprises,

Inc.,

Is

re-

ported to have secured an interest
In

the

paying

Criterion,
$10,000 or

Oklahoma

City,

thereabouts.

It

means a Famous Players connection.

A

12-plece orchestra will be
installed at the Criterion, to be operated in conjunction with
the
Capitol in the same city.

its rough riding.
Gibson is alwa
a likable cowboy hero, and In t)

subject does some rather wonderful
feats of horsemanship. One is failing down the face of a steep c\itt
"
mixed all up with the mount a?
another Is the feat of capturing'
bridleless horse, mounting it In
open desert and riding it buckh
furiously across the field of yisidt
This latter performance was a con*
spicuously thrilling bit of filming'.
The story is weak in its artificial
staginess, one of those things with
the will-the-hero-arrive-in-time o*
where - is - the - mortgage-on-the-

ranch things.

Gibson

is

working

with a new leading woman. Sht
doesn't figure in the billing, and this
reviewer wasn't quick enough on
the trigger to take it from the titla
on the fly, being a little stunned by
having to inhale a double feature
bill at one sitting.
She is rather a
colorless actress, pretty in face but
rather awkward in bearing.
The picture has all the official
stuff of the hero who brav*es and
bests a whole gang of outlaws by
force of quick wit.
It isn't explained how he escapes from the

HARRY LANGDON
»

7u

Wari

Robert Dudley

n rf*© ^ rooKS* •••••••••••••••••••••*,,,,
Clarence Burton, Guy Oliver, Cullen Tats

Universal flve-reeler. featuring "Ho©**
Gibson.
Story by Edward Sedgwick, wht
also directed. Projection time. 54 mlnutsa
At Loew's New York, April 24.

to

physical action to take command of
the ship In the name of government, reading the distant warship's
signals that war has just been declared with Spain (all the action le 1
up to the 1898 period) and that the
ship is now part of the U. S. N.
The age of civilization finds Dick
Halpin promoted to offlcership after
distinguishing
himself In
naval

.

grayhound of modern commerce,
B
and the conception is that these prosperity.
Of course, he is in love with the
lost craft have become entangled to
form an island. To this strange banker's daughter, and so also la
spot come the hero, a convicted William Dnvis/a speedy young real
murderer being brought back from estate broker. The latter works fast
Central America to face justice in arrd becomes engaged to the girl.
the States, and the heroine, a rich And finally she lets the soda clerk
v. take her for a flivver ride to break
young American tourist.
Their ship is wrecked and desertr the news to him that all is over.
The night before, however, the bankleaving
crew,
ed by passengers and
them alone on board. Instead of has been robbed, and the crooks
"«0
sinking the big ship drifts to the have been using one of fhoSe
cents an hour rental and drive It
isle of lost ships, which is found to
yourself*' flivvers, and the fat boy of
be tenanted by about 50 other per-

It's a pity, too, for the producer
has employed a good deal of skill
in achieving some of his effects.
The scenes of storms at sea are rethe markably vivid and impressive, and

eighth,

COURTNEY 8ISTERS and ULTRA
STRING ORCHESTRA (6)

C.

r

'

Jimmy
Mamie

Lucille
is

adapted from "The Isle of
monthd Xo very profitable business, neur production,
Ships," by Crittenden Marriott, perand the Strand currently has a sea Dead
sonally directed by Maurice Tourneur and
taking no encore at the first perThis may account for the distributed through First National. Profeaturs.
formance Monday night, probably unusual number of nautical looking jection time, 75 minutes. At the Strand,
J,
_
under instruction, as the program men seen around in this particular New York. May 13.
Anna Q. Mlsaon
Dorothy Fairfax
was long. The Courtney Sisters theatre.
Milton Sills
Frank Howard
Campeau
make an ideal picture house act.
The Morgan Robertson story has Detective Jacksen .«••••••Frank
.Walter Ix>ng

FIGHT PICTURES

Rosa.

Storekeeper

cast

ISLE

in

CENTS AN HOUR

A rural comedy drama by Frank CondW.
adapted for the screen by Grant Carpenter
and directed by Joseph Hanabery. St arris*
Walter Hiers. Shown at the Itlalto, N
**
week Hay 19. 1928. Time. 85 minutes.

day modes.
phiz that, rivals Bull Montana's.
Truly, his face If his fortune, if not
Abel.
for' leading man purposes.

three

60

17, 1923

Kirk, a soda Jerker. .. .Walter Hlera
Smith, his sweetheart
~-.aB
Jacqueline Loaaa I
"
William Davis. Jimmy's rival
„
Rlcardo Cortes
.
..
jAmes Smith, a banker
Charles OaS
Mrs. Smith. Mamies mother

Dick
Sutherland as "Pig" Jones has a

—

attraction.

Spanish
almost

fleet

>

Dunbar's Old
was formerly
Time Darkles. The quartet has«been
playing; picture houses all season
with the exception of a single week, Their set is flashy, the costumes are been pleasantly visualized. It is far
which was filled in at the Majestic attractive, the band is a feature and from subtle in its denouement, but,
for the average film fan. that comin Chicago.
their singing is highly enjoyable.
mends it, if anything. The suspense
The routine of songs offered here
JjOOP*
is not maintained any too long, and
is widely different from that heard
the observer sits back with a, conat the Majestic in Chicago and gives M A STUDY IN DELPH"
tented feeling in the subconscious
opportunity
to
singers
excellent
the
Dancing
knowledge that everything will turn
shine vocally while at the same time 4 Mine.
out hunky-dory for the principal
the numbers are lively enough and Missouri, St. Louis
quartet of sympathetic characters.
contain enough comedy to give the
I
The scenario maker follows the
St. Louis, May 5,
offering value on this score. John
"A Study in Delph" Is a perfect course of least resistance in his unW. Turner sang the only solo, "Old presentation, in time limit, cost and Tolding of the tale. The very first
Black Joe," and he certainly sings It. beauty. As an applause getter It title, ^following .the usual credits,
He has a rich bass voice. "My surpasses many more costly. Charles refers to Mr. Robertson, the idea
Home Town," "Maryland" and other Dahl staged the piece and Isidore being conveyed that a visualization
of the book will be unfolded. The
numbers scored a hit, while a caliope Cohen arranged the music.
audience, if it does become lost 'n
number is done exceptionally well.
The curtains part to a -timely the realiem of the story, is intermitThe Le Claire is operated in con- overture. In the center of stage tently reminded by references to the
Junction with the Delmonte at St. hangs
Thus, after a couple of
a large Dutch plate, in blue author
Louis, and has played some of the
and white. In the center are two reels have run their course, a title
most important presentation num- Dutch characters in costume. They flashes, reading something to the
effect: "We now come to what Mr.
bers.
Loop.
pose; then step down and go Into Robertson calls
the Iron Age."
a wooden shoe dance. Without
The story Is divided into four
stalling they go in to a second dance
CLIFr* NAZARRO and
"ages" stone, iron, barbarism and
ORCHESTRA
and pantomine a flirtation bit, pro- civilization. In sequence the etone
10 Mms.; Two (Gold Drapes)
posal and acceptance then return to age deals with the experiences of
Missouri, St. Louis
center of plate and pose for curtain. the youthful Dick Halpin (Cullen
The dancers are worthy of mention, Landis) at school to shield the
St. Louis, May 16.
erring brother of Mabel Arthur
Nazarro and his band Is one of a Melba Vierdag and \3£oody Wilson (Alice Calhoun),
with the result he
series of acta being routed by the (not the former president) and are is accused wrongly of stealing the
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. for its excellent wooden shoe dancers.
school's athletic
funds, a crime
The
of
beaver-board
plate
made
is
chain of theatres to reach St. Louis.
committed by Mabel's brother. It
results in the boy's running away
Cliff Is
of the famous Nasarro and Is 10 feet in circumference.
Rot 9.
to sea (iron age), where Di£k has
family of dancers. He has nine
become quite adept with his fists
men grouped, all in tuxedoes and
and earned the Interest of Lieut.
with the gold drape background
Breen (Earle Williams) of his
make a splendid stage picture.
Breen's
sweetheart
is
These
are claimed to be exclusive pic- vessel.
George Hall is up front leading and tures for the Rialto, N. Y., and were shown Bessie Fleming (Wanda Hawley).
they put over "Burning Sands" for last Sunday, the day after the heavyweight but a. screen complication that
tournament at the Yankee Stadium for the would and
the opener.
could have been easily
The
benefit of the Mayor's Milk Fund.
Nazarro received a big hand pictures were made by Universal, and explained in real life estranges the
whatever la obtained from their release l» twain.
The crew Is enjoying a
when he entered and rewarded the also
Time, 37 week'* shore leave along with the
to be given to the fund.
fans with a comic number.
The minutes.
officers, Dick cutting up considerorchestra got a nice hand after
The fight special started with a ably in returning to pay back to his
rendering "Song of India/'
There
cowardly schoolmates a thrashing
were several other numbers by number of scenes depicting the work they inflicted upon him after the
orchestra and songs by Nazarro. of the Milk Fund in furnishing life- miseing athletic fund's episode.
nourishment to the poor baThen Nazarro and band put over giving
Dick
decides
desert,
and
to
bies of New York.
Then followed
"Down Yonder in New Orleans." For a number
regalia
for
his
sailor
of scenes in and about the changes
a finish Nazarro does a remarkable big Yankee stadium, where the "civvies" with Lieut Breen, also
bit of foot work with band working bouts were held.
Finally the three sans uniform, seeking him out in
up to a grand finish that sent them rounds of the Firpo-McAuliff bout the slums for the purpose of disIt la a suading him. A atop in a gin-mill
over a positive hit. Nazarro with start the real fighting.
his present offering and George graphic accounting of the bout that for the purpose of administering
first aid to Dick results
Hall's Society Orchestra is a sure snowed how amazingly fast Firpo Is. alcoholic
Then followed the first, fifth, in both being fed "k. o. drops" and
with

the

May

single-handed, with the duo's afbecoming
the
heart
fairs
of
straightened out satisfactorily.
The film is pleasing entertainment, and should deliver in any
Its qualntgrade' picture house.
ness
costume ie fetchingly
of
charming. The women's regalia is
particularly contrasting to present-

The

Sea stories are having their inning along Broadway these days.

At

trapping

la

commander, Cerveres's,

presented by AlTwo other Smith* are
K Smith.
bert
concerned in the technical end of the
picture. David Smith directing and another
of the Smith clan "shooting" some corkAdapted from the late
ing ph' ograpriy.
Morgan Robertaon'a novel by C. Graham
Itaker.
At the Cameo week of May 13.
Runs 78 minutes.
Lieutenant Bret-n
Earfa Williams
Alice Calhoun
Mabel Arthur
CulUn Landis
Dick Halpin
Wanda llawley
Bessie Fleming
Dick Sutherland
"Pig Jones"
Charles K. Mason
Sawyer
Rert Apllng
Mr. Thorpe
Captain Bilker
Jack Curtis
Martin Turne"Nigger*

Vitagrapk. production,

They alternate the lines and make
this number very effective, finishing with a storm of applause, but

best of the colored quartets.
It consists of Charles H. Downs,
formerly of Downs and Gomez;

the

-
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•

i
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WILL START MAKING TWO REEL COMEDIES JUNE 4TH FOR
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XK
watchful eyes of the desperadoes
lortg

enough

to set miles

away and

capture the heroine by holding up
(he stage. You just nave to take It
on faith. Indeed, you have to take
dost .the whole story on faith, hut
the swift riding and the melodramatic finish In which the mounted
tiero dashes on horseback right to
the attar rail, snatches up the bride
land carries her off from the clutches
of the designing villain who wanted
to marry her to get possession of
her property, was unquestionably
thrilling in its crude dime novel,
melodramatic way and effectively
staged to deliver a maximum kick
such as the neighborhood audiences
revel in. That's about the picture's
grade. It was done at the New York
as half a double bill.
Rush.

URE S
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YOUR FRIEND AND MINE

A FRONT PAGE STORY

The film is also fortunate in its
cast.
Enid Bennett, plays a weak
Picture* Production.
Distributed
A. E. Smith present* the Je*a Robbins
Loew-Metro.
Adapted by Winifred willed wife In a natural easy way
Production.
Jjtory
by Arthur Goodrich,
Dunn from playlet by Wiliard Mack. that makes it stick.
Mack has a adapted
by K. W. Deeb*. directed by Je*s
Directed
by Clarene* Badger.
Ptioto- contributory
and
part
also
plays
itobhins.
Projection time. 74 minutes. lOdsraphed by Rudolph Bergnuist.
Special
ward Morton and Kdlth Roberta featured.
production,
Fiv* reela.
Running time. with a likeable ease.
<•>
New Yiwk an half a, double bill,
03 minute* at Loew'a State. New York.
One thing about the film that At
April 24.
Patricia Stanton
Enid Bennett
Hugh Stanton
Huntly Qordon makes it decidedly unusual its hero
Ted Madison
Wiliard Mack is not the central character, thai
Here is a case where an amusing
Mr*. Beatrice Madison
Rosemary Theby being played by the heavy, J. Herbert
Victor Reymler
J. Herbert Frank
Frank. And he plays it as it should scant flve-reeler was wrecked by
Andrea Mertens
Otto I.ederer
expanding
it into a total of around
be
for
pictures,
with
a
leer,
trick
a
Marie Merten*
Aiieen Ray
waxed mustache and cigaret that seven reels. The story has a cerrecalls the heavy villians of the old tain interest, but it simply won't
S. JL.

confined to two reels. If this picture had been about cut in half and
reached
situation
comedy
the
promptly and knitted up economically, it would have been a splendid

by

subject.

•

—

Wiliard Mack's sketch "The Rat"
played by Mack in vaudeville several years ago formed the basis of
"Your Friend and Mine." It classes
with the better sort of Alms pointed
for the first run houses, with the
usual padding out of a story that
while familiar has been capacity
handled in its transition to the

BAVU

melodramas, but not overdoing It.
The tale sweeps along for the
better part and holds interest.
A
bit of hoke here and there has been
dragged in, but its good hoke and
registers.

A

thunder and lightning storm
climax scene is a realistic

for. the
of
bit

spread

The characterizations are

It's

Universal -Jfw.'l production.
M«s.-.|
on
the play by Karl Parroll.
Adapted by R.
It. Snrock and A. O. Kenyon.
Directed by
fituart Paton.
Shown at Vox's Aoademv,
tfW York, April 20-Mny 2. on double feature bill. Time. G7 minutes.
Felix Bavu
Wallace Beery
Print*** Annia...
Eatclle Taylor
IfUchka Vleck
Forrest Stanley

skill-

Two

old men. one
town and the
other its newspaper editor, have
been devoted enemies. In one of
fully developed.

the

mayor

of a small

their quarrels the rich mayor deterto ruin the editor by destroying his business and getting possession of his outstanding notes.
There arrives in the town at this

mines

that
unreasonable
length.
The Inconsequential episodes are elaborated to the last degree Of tediousness, and by the end
of the third reel one's attention is
stretched to the breaking point.
There isn't a spot in the picture
that is not logical, convincing and
neatly done, but nothing happens
but commonplaces, and you can't
concentrate on commonplaces for an

over

time an adventurous youth (Horton). who forces the editor to give
him a Job and later admit him to
partnership in the paper.
The young man starts a violent
campaign against the
publicity
mayor in the paper, against the
wishes of the editor, and by overhour and 15 minutes without feelipg doing the attack brings the loving
drowsy. The acting and direction enemies back to friendship, winning
are faultless, and the story is well the editor's beautiful daughter (Miss
thought out but without dramatic Roberts) in the meantime.
The
action, and with a quiet vein of young stranger's trick flivver and
comedy it Just bores. Edward Hor- the fury of the mayor as one after
ton. whose name strikes unfamlliar- another a dozen different people call
ly on the ear, has possibilities for a his attention to the newspaper atstyle of comedy resembling that of tack both made good comedy.
So
the late Sidney Drew, whom he did the battles of the two old men.
closely resembles in facial appear- rtut the good points were smothered
ance. He has, besides, a first-rate by quantities and quantities of dull

picture production, nicely
the world-old triangle with timed with the tempo of the story.
the picture carrying a sort of mesOthers appearing include Rosesage to husbands that wives Should mary Theby, Otto Lederer, Aileen
come before business. That's been Ray and Huntley (iordon. each a
done before in pictures «and stage good type for the role and playing
plays, but it's one of those things in an experienced, way.
And as a
that's
always good if presented clincher there's that message to
husbands to keep tab on their wives,
OI*a Stropik..
Sylvia Dreamer right.
Joseph Swlckard
frlace Markoff
All pictures are supposed to have and not let 'em play around with
uroff
Nick De Ruil
without
iplette
Martha Mattox good photography and lighting now- heavy villains, with or
mustaches and
cigarets.
adays, but all don't.
This is one waxed
That never failed to get a picture
This is straight drama that was that carries a real big time at- audience and probably never will.
mosphere, not only in Its fighting
equipment of smooth comedy style.
.written for the screen more than it but in the convincing staging given
Wiliard Mack and Enid Bennett Maybe it will mean something to
was for the stage, although it had it.
this producer to recall that the Sidshould carry drawing power. Bell.
a stage presentation in New York
in the theatre that is controlled by
the author. It is screen drama at
Its best, there is punch after punch
In the story as it proceeds, and as
the aotion narrows down to practically four people after the first flare
.of excitement it is easily followed.
Yet with the action confined to
practically one room and carried
on by a quartet of characters "the
suspense is so great that it virtually
keeps the audience on the edge of its
screen.

Drew comedies

ney

were always

Ruth.
m
(Continued on page 26)
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Here's a Picture

seats.

For a Universal

an exceptional picture, and for any one else
It would have been better than the
average. There is but one fault that
can be found with it, and that is
the title. True, it is the name of
the character of the heavy in the
Btory. but it means nothing until
after one has seen the picture. Any
exhibitor that plays this one and
Who happens to have a Russian or
a Yiddish section in his town wants
to plaster it with paper in the native language. It is a story of the
beginning of the Russian revolution, and as such is a whale of a
tale, not^, only for those Russian
(born, but for every one. It is gripping, intense and thrilling.
The story in brief is that of a comrade of the newly formed Soviet
force, who, for love of his Princess.
aids her to escape from the mob
incited to violence by the Treasurer
jpf the revolutionists, who knows
that with the looting of the city he
Will be able to fatten his own coffers.
After the uprising the brute
{Treasurer plans to escape the city
(with the girl who has incited him
to plunder and theft, accompanied
toy his two servants. It is, however,
-necessary to obtain passports from
the rescuer of the Princess, and

When

a Bang!

t

the request

plans to escape

it

is

that's

—because

got everything your

Fight! Love! Thrills!
—that's ""BACKBONE"

•

»

Backbone
means Power

;

\

and Fight/

!

A

•

North Woods' lumber
camps, with handsome Alfred Lunt in the role
of a boy who knew how to fight
and learned how to love!
story of the great

—

"Backbone" was created from start
them up at the box-office.

to finish to

line
w

of him he
the border

Arid

With the passports that have been
stamped by the Treasurer, who be-

it's

It will

up

lining them

It will send the
of your audience.

lieves that they are being made out
to him. He cannot tell the difference because of his inability to read
0r write. Finally alter several reels
©f action, in which both factions arc
Jrorking at cross purposes, the hero
and the Princess escape and cross
the border as the heavy, in pursuit
Sinks through the ice with his team

thrills

right

now!

through the backbone

bring profits to your theatre.

featuring

pf horses and sleigh.
direction is perfect. The early
action with the mob scenes has
thrill after thrill, and the burning of
the city, evidently done in miniature,
Is so handled as to appear as though
a real city was being destroyed. In
the chase stuff a number of falls on
the part of horses was well done,
although there appeared to be a
Suggestion of hobbles on some of the

it's

wants.

made

is

acrtoss

making money!

The

animals.
In casting the picture seemingly
the best possible types were secured.
Wallace Beery as the heavy Bavu
Was really a screen sensation. His
performance can be marveled at. so
gripping is he in his work, and the
duel between him and Forrest Stanley as Mischka is a corking bit of
work. Stanley was the heroic figure that looked and managed to act
the part in a convincing manner.
Kstelle Taylor endowed the Princess with a human as well as an
Imperial atmosphere, and SylVia
Bream er as the sweetheart of Bavu
Contributed a clover performance.
"Bavu" is a picture well worth the
playing anywhere for any class of
audience. But it is one that the exhibitor will have to go out and work
Up, because the .title does not suggest either the storv or the theme.
*~

,y

Alfred L/uiit
I

.

and

•

Edith Roberts
The true lover
must have

BacKbone f#
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THE PURPLE DAWN
Ch-irlea

by Nathm
fetory.

and

t* ri|>t

by

direction

Red Carson.
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NeHinir.
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,

yuan Foo

Won* fh

tally

At Loow's New York.

Resale Love starred.
Time, 53 minutes.

William 8.
,

Al.li

i<

most

please

Keeling production, presented
Hirsch. released t»jr Aywon

It

a

James U. I,ee<>nf
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BREAKING HOME TIES

Inciden-

Mason a

E. S. Manhelm presents the als-reeler
The
via Associated Exhibitors and Paths.
main title are silent as to
billing; and
writer and history ot the piece, except to
Hay that the story was Inspired by "Elli
In the cast are Lea Kohlmar.
Eill."
Blchard Farrell. James Thomas, Betty

to show her figure in a bathing suit, even though it had to be
di igged in by the heels.
In Al Roscoo a .strong leading
was given to the little star, and

chance

man

he carried the picture fully as much
as she did. The balance of the cast

good.
Kui Far
The story deals with a young girl
William Home
r. Ketchell.
m. ilia
Bonner who has managed to become the
Ruth Kei.li.-II
secretary of the District Attorney.
One of those weird melodramas The latter falls in love with her,
The
turned out every ho often by one of proposes and is accepted.
the Independently operating pro- father of the girl is a reformed
ducers. One of tho.se picture! that crook, and one of his former pals,
any self-respecting audience takes on being released from prison, calls
exception to, for it is an insult to on him and, learning of the affair
the intelligence of those that pat- between the daughter and the D.
ronize even the cheapest type of A., forces the girl to assist him in
a crime on pain of exposing her
neighborhood houses.
Why any one should permit nn father.
There is considerable Suspense in
Ingenue lead star of the type of
Bessie Love to appear in a story the manner in Which the girl esthat* Is as utterly impossible and capes detection though more than
far-fetched as this one is a ques- a year after the crime, as she comes
in contact from time to time frith
tion.
Charles R. Seeling is the author, those that were either the victims
Finally
script writer and director of this or pursuers of the crooks.
picture.
He has dedicated the film the girl, who has by this time marversion to the city of San Fran- ried the D. A., makes her confession through shooting the crook
That city will never men
cisco.
who tried to blackmail her, and he
tlon It.
The plot, such as it is, revolves is killed by a fall while trying to
The husabout stolen cans of hop, worth escape from the house.
They were brought to San band then makes restitution to the
$120.
Francisco Bay on a small boat, the Jeweler and the story ends happily.
The continuity is well handled,
skipper of which is Red Carson. He
has aboard -with him a youth by and the direction is fair throughthe name of Bob, whom he has out the picture for the calibre of
browbeaten.
This youngster he program irroduction that it is.
sends ashore with a package to be
Fred,
delivered to a Chinese, Wong Chang.
The boy makes the initial delivery
CALIFORNIA
and then returns 911 board ship with
Burlesque melodrama, with John Gilbert
the money and a note. The latter starred, preseated
by William Fox.
Story
calls for an additional consignment, and script by Charles Banks, directed by
and the boy makes a second trip Jerome .Storm. Four reels.
John Gilbert
ashore, only to be seized by a cou- Don Patricio Fernando..
itiK

Howe and Rebecca Weintraub.

atmosphere, character sketch and has very little
drama. The dramatist was so anxious to make a graphic picture of
Jewish family life that he forgot to
have his people ,do anything that

\V;is

The play

Bessie I-ove

l

1

1

would

ple of

Chinks who have trailed him.

They knock him over the head,
the hop and then dump him

steai
into

an automobile, which carries him
Into the country.
When he comes
to he goes to the village store and
immediately gets a job there, also
falls In love with
the daughter.
Meantime the skipper, robbed of
$120 in hop, has the Ching tong
send a searcher broadcast to find
j

»
4
t

\

the culprit. When he is pegged another auto is sent after him, and he
again knocked on the head.
Then, in the headquarters of the

is

Tong, he

is

beaten and asked where

the hop it. When he canVtell further punishment is administered until he is finally unconscious.
Then
he is placed into charge of the tong
leader's daughter, who is in love

with him, having seen him once in

Don Juan Diego
Don Manuel Casca

constitute

an

Interesting

against
background"
interesting
which dramatic action would have
receive heightened effect such, for
example, as the case of "Humoresque" but the atmosphere alone
is not sufficient.
The picture probably was as much
Inspired by "Humoresque" as by
"Eill Eili," for its central figure is a

—

will enter into a confiiet of wllla
with the cowboy, the preparation
seems to be toward having her
the victor, whereas it turns out the
other way about. One gets the feeling of being hoaxed.
Gilbert Holmes is introduced in a
low comedy role, a crude counterpart of Jeff of "The Virginian," but
the humor is knockabout and rough,
and so is some of the comedy busiDoris
ness portioned to Far num.
Pawn is the leading woman, a personable young player and considerall

Jewish mother.

She appears

in

a

number of finely wrought sympathetic passages, and the character is
smoothly played by Rebecca Weinbut,
as before observed,
nothing happens in the picture of
weight enough to engage one's InThere is never any susterest.
pense or uncertainty as to what is
going to happen. The nearest approach to tension is the episode
early in the picture where the son's
best friend is caught in a compromising position with the son's fiancee and the two men fight it out.
David, the son. thinks he has
killed the other man and flees to
America, the family being Russians.
Presently David is a prosperous
American lawyer, holding a position of responsibility with an eminent firm and looking forward to
a partnership and a marriage with
the daughter of the firm's head!
This change of status is brought
about rather brutally in a few titles,
the object of the scenario writer
being otherwise than tracing the
romance of David, the young immi-

traub;

I

Kstelle Taylor
George Seigraann
Jack McDonald

It is hard to believe that this picture was made with the intention to
burlesque. It looks as though it had
been shot straight and after it was
completed some one decided that
the best thing to do was to kid it
through the medium
of
titles.
Whoever suggested that had the
right idea, and the idea was carried
out cleverly. To anyone who has
seen any of the real romantic
thrillers this picture will be a delight, providing, of course, that they
have a sense of humor. It is a short
subject, for it runs less than four
•

reels.

The tale is that of
ing young Spaniard

a guitar-playIn the early
days of California. He is in love
with a girl who is also of Spanish
extraction, but she spurns him be-

A

17, 1923

cannot be taken a* the best or worst
of pictures of this class. II is melo«
drama of the old school from start
It lacks the polish in
to finish.
many instances of the more modern
film, story, but nevertheless holds a
punch in ev< 7 reel.
Sheila, a country girl, corner to
the city and secures a position in a
department store. With some of her
co-workers aherattends a dance hall
and meets a young chap whom she

marries shortly after.
Immediately after the ceremony
he is arrested as an automobile
one doubled for her in the wild thief. She is placed under arrest
at
horse episode. By a curious coincithe same time as an accomplice.
dence Miss Pawn played opposite
term
is short and she is re*
Her
Herbert Rawlinson In another picbefore him. He escape's with
ture
by Universal, "Fools and leased
his cellmate, who had been conRiches," which filled out the double
victed of swindling but who is will,
feature program. %
Rush.
ing to make amends for his mis-

WHO CAME BACK

GIRL
B.

P.

.

Schulberg

Tom Forman and
Al

feature,
released

produced by
through the

From

l.iehtman Corporation.

the play

by Charles E. Blaney and Samuel Ruskin
Holding, adapted for the screen by Evelyn
Campbell.
Shown at Proctor's 23d Street.
Xew York, for three days, commencing
May 7. Time. 70 minutes.
Sheila
Miriam Cooper
Ray Underbill
Gaston Ulass
Norries
Convict GG5

, .

Valhays
Anastasia

Kenneth Harlan
Joseph Dowllng

Fred Malatesta
...Kthel Shannon

.\

Belle Bryant

MuMoon

...£aSu Pitts

The husband is arrested
doings.
shortly after in the girl's room, he
in the meantime telling her where
money his cellmate had hidden is
located. She goes there, encounters
the other convict and, knocking him
out with a chair, makes her escape
with the cash. She leaves immediately for South Africa. The moneyshe secured was sufficient to give
her every luxury. Later she meets
and falls in love with a rich young
diamond mine owner. He asks her
to return to the U. ff with him as
his wife. She agrees, believing her
own husband dead. The new husband proves to be the first's cell-

In "The Girl Who Came Back," a
stage play of a decade ago is mate.
Both keep their identities
brought back to life on the screen. hidden. The first husband puts in
One of the old standby melodramas an appearance and complications
arise.
The true state of affairs is
of »the stage*, it should be equally
made known and their happiness
effective with a certain class of picassured when the first husband and
ture patrons.
certain demand for
crook are killed.
productions of this order exists another
The story moves swiftly and were
throughout the country. This has
been disclosed by the selection of it not for its melodramatic punches
plays by stpek company managers would have little value. The proas well, as -film bookers. It is ap- duction meets -requirements nicely
parent the old style melodrama has with the cast suitably selected.
its followers both among the picture
For melodrama patrons "The Girl
fans and legitimate theatre-goers.
Who Came Back" will furnish a
Hqtrt.
This latest Schulberg production thrill.

A

MARK

TRAN

grant.

David's father and mother back
Russia have sold their small belongings and come to America, but
David, being a fugitive, has not dis- I
closed his whereabouts, and as they
search for him they suffer bitter
privations in the strange land. As
David advances step by step the
old folks descend gradually to poverty and end in a home for the aged.
There are touching details to the
story of hardship of the loving old
couple, but, as usual, the sob stuff
is laid on pretty thick.
In the end. of course, David finds
them out by accident and all are
happy.
One of the troubles with
the picture is that the scenario
writer has confused his purpose.
There are times when he seems intent on David's romance and times
when his main purpose seems to be
a sympathetic picture of the aged
father and mother.
Confusion results.
The best thing about the
picture is the fine, artless playing
of the casts, who give the Jewish
characters a convincing air of auin

the old man's place and fallen like
a ton of coal. She finds out where
the boy has been and the girl that cause he will not take up arms
he has fallen in love with and slips against the American invader who
across the street into a place that is coming to take their California
has been planted earlier in the pic- The heavy of George Siegnrrann is a
ture as a house of iU-fame. and swashbuckling type who promises to
phones into the country making a lead the native sons to victory, but
date for the girl to "meet rae at the In reality»he has a deal on with an
Federal Building."
few scenes outlaw band by which, when he is
later both are disclosed walking In possession of land grants of the
into each other in the office of the natives, they are tfJ sweep* on the
inspector.
Then there is a trip in scene and kill off the men and grab
a motor boat with three Federal off the women. In the midst of this
men. who arrive on the scene just atiack the U. S. cavalry, with the
in time to prevent the hero from hero at their head, arrive on the
thenticity.
Rush.
meeting his death at the hands of scene and the day is saved.
a Chink strangler, who Is doing his
Its hoak pure and simple, and
work even though another China- good for a laugh anywhere. Fred.
man who has been accused of the
William Fox production featuring Duatln
crime has been killed for it just a
Farnum.
Story
by William Patterson
few feet ahead of this.
White; director, Colin Campbell.
Projec"a re now at the point at which
A Universal starring of Oladya Walton. tion time. 02 minutes. At Loew's New
York.
the picture gets its title.
by KJith Barnard Delano, script by
About a Story
Hugh Hoffman. Directed by King Baghundred feet of film have

May

horsewoman, unless some

able of a

—

ROMANCE

Dolores

Is all

story. That he has made a picture
that reflects Jewish family life vivSo much might have
idly is true.
been well worth while to set up an

•
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IT GO!

THE BUSTER

GOSSIP

We

been

Dufltin Farnum is still trading on
the reputation he acquired in the
dramatic version of Owen Wister's
Freeman Wood "The Virginian," probably the beat
Mn. Hoyne
Carol Halloway cowboy story ever written.
"The
Buster" is a crude effort on the
white sweetheart.
Here
a picture that not only same formula.
It aims at someThe foregoing, as told on the fails to is
live up to the title that it thing of the same order of comedy
screen, made the audience at the
but proves to be a very wlshy and fresh Characterization and if
Now York laugh. The direction is bears
washy sort of screen affair with- the purpose is to furnish simple
draggy in spots and jumpy in out
any particular punch that co'tld entertainment to simple people It
others.
recommend it to the public in the serves fairly well.
In all the picture might well be
smaller houses, It is just a lot of the
The objection to this particular
termed a piece of junk.
Frvd.
old hoak somewhat rehashed in the picture that
must strike any obhope if the public liked it once they server is that its production details
are certain to like it again.
That are careless, a« though the director
seems
to be more or less ;»f a funA William T>>t production ctarrinp shir- eral
figured the film was going, before
trouble with screen prodtu tions
tey ALa.*yi.
.story tyy George Hcarboro,
an unsophisticated grade of film
adapted by Josephine Quirk and William these days.
fans and small
didn't parFurthman.
-Directed
by
Henry Otto.
For the average exhibitor run- ticularly matter. details
Kh <mn at Loews New York. N. Y., double
One trifle illusning a daily change house where he trates the point.
feature bill May 1L. 1023.
Time, 02 mlnThe modern flaphas to have something to fill in on a per from the
ui-a.
city is suddenly introJohn Muberly
Al Itoscoe double feature day it will serve well
duced to the rough and ready ways
Belle Belwyii
Shirley Mason enough providing he
has a fairly of the wild and woolly west. She 1*
Bel wyn
Joseph O Irani
Paul M.«.'.lnh
Richard Tucker strong picture with it and can get represented as the last word in
M-phon Barker
*
VAw. Martln.lale it at a price.
modernity, but when her baggage is
Fred Hi tin
Kr
Kelsey
It is a capital and labor story for jolted
out of the buckboard her suita short distance and drops off in case bursts and the most conspicuJust a fair little dramatic pro- something else and
just is a ous article of its contents is a harAnally
gram offering that will got by nicely picture, that's all. A factory town
in the daily change houses.
The with the third generation in charge ness-like corset of the vintage of
about 1910, an item of wardrobe
story is one that could have boon
of the works. His dad and grand
that no city girl would be found
built up in the
picturlzatlon to dad have been the idols of
the
workdead with in these days.
greater dramatic strength, but it is ers; the
young successor is a hard
That's a sample of slipshod male
an interesting little tale that will task master
and refuses to treat directorship, but the whole picture
with the workers when they make a abounds in similar defects.
One
demand upon him. At that point a isn't always sure why the people do
Southern girl comes to his home. as they do, or how they get away
She is the niece of the girl that the with it. It is asking the audience
young man's lather wanted to marry, rather too much to picture the
but the two were parted by their gently bred city girl as taking the
E.
parents. The girl is an orphan, and wild western community by storm
when the young man is about to seizing a team of half-wild horses
—IN—
turn her out, his secretary takes and driving them at break -neck
charge of the situation.
speed over 'the countryside. In the
Once in the home she no^t only same way she attempts to ride a
wins the heart of the younger Ward. wild horse and all but gets away
but also wins him over to the point with it.
of treating with the workers and
On the other hand, when the purending a strike. In the end there is pose of the scenario writer demands
a proposal and a hippy ending
it the heroine \h just a poor, weak
Not much in that to rave t^hout woman. The story is uncertain In
A GREAT Picture
There isn't anything in the produc- its theme. The planting of the
tion either in acting or direction situation m not sure and definite.
with a GREAT Cast
'thai is more worthy than tie' story
When we meet the capable city girl
itself.
Fred.
and are given to understand she

tinted

a light purple, and that is
"The Purple Dawn," with the Chinese heroine walking out into it and
leaving the boy she has braved all
the dangers for in the arms of his

got.

Caroline Weitherbee
II trim Ward

John Mason
Robert Williamson

Oladya Walton

Ramsey Wallace

Albert Prlaco
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LINCOLN

"The Right of the
Strongest"

I

A 3irot Actional Picture
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May

17,

Fiwinres'

1023

1

87

exhaustion and want of food. There out, the scenes in the mine being
she is found by Thomas, a worker in particularly well handled, cnpeoially
the mines, who takes her home to from a technical angle. The pi ohis parents.
There the good-na- tography is satisfactory, except for
tured giant falls in love with her, certain interiors, which are lighted
and although she does not xoally much too Indistinctly as regards
love him she is so grateful to him the faces, and thus much good facial
course of which many well-known for his kindness to her that she expression Is lost.
physicians and surgeons gave evi- readily agrees to marry him, but on
The acting throughout is superior,
dence. Mary Stopes is a doctor of the wedding night Georg appears, even the bit of Marie's father being
philosophy, not medicine.
In the and the husband feels that some- perfectly played by Hermann Valfilm which is being produced, by thing is wrong, although he is not entin.
Thomas' father is made a
Alec Butler nobody seems to know sure just what it Is. Later on, humorous gem by Leonhard Haskel,
much about the story, and from in- while he is down in the mines, and Liane Haid fulfills the promise
quiries it is doubtful whether the Georg comes to the young wife and she gave in* the title role of Lady
producer does himself. In one scene attempts to seduce her again. Hamilton. But the best performthe heroine, played by Lilian Hall Thomas Is told that he is mere, and ance of all i* the- giant slouching,
Davies, is In the dock charged with he comes home and finds them to- good-humored
and yet pathetic
some mysterious offense, her hus- gether. Georg escapes, but Thomas Thomas of Eugene Klopfer.
band brings down all sorts of anger has seen him and vows to take venTra*k.
on her head from the witness box, geance on him. From this time on
this part being played by Sam Live- Thomas is careless about his
work
sey.
Counsel for the prosecution and is threatened with discharge.
also has much to say, and in the end One day in the mine
Thomas comes
("A <Jlass of Water")
the heroine gets "time.* None knew upon Georg, who is employed
as an
Berlin, May 1.
why these things were happening.
engineer. He chases hinvand Georg
Just an one has about decided
lets his lamp fall and Ignites the that the Germans never were going
"The Four Horsemen" is a steady gases in the mine. Then come terdraw in the outlying houses, playing rific scenes, with explosions, rush- to make another decent film, along
comes Ludw'g Berger with his
as long as three weeks In ordinary ing
of human beings and the falling adaptation of Scribe's old farce.
three-night stand kinemas. The far- of great masses.
Thomas is freed This is one of the very best atmosseeing manager augments his or- of
Georg, as he is killed by a falling phere pictures ever done anywhere;
chestra and has his effects worked
mass of coal, and Marie, disguising a mood, a period of history is creby the man who did them .at the herself,
gets down Into the mine, ated and sustained throughout with
Palace. Music and effects had much
meets her husband and asks for- marvelous deflnlteness.
to do with Jhe picture's success in
giveness. He takes her in his arms,
Queen Anne's England lives bethe West End.
but it seems too- late, for they are fore us again and over It all Is
cut off from the exit by another thrown a delicate veil of fantasy
terrific explosion.
Terrible days of that keeps everything out of touch
waiting follow, while the rescue par- with the every day. The photogLondon, May 2.
ties get nearer. Will they find them raphy also, a very rare thing in
This new Stoll picture, shown at before it Is too late? One headed German pictures, helps remarkably
the Alhambra, is one of the best by Thomas' father almost goes by to sustain this Illusion; many of
screen melodramas this firm has where they are, as Thomas is too the shots are as beautiful as anymade. Keeping well to Sir Arthur weak to answer his father's pound- thing we have seen anywhere— all
Conan Doyle's story, the film runs ing. But they are rescued, and all of which goes to prove that good
smoothly and is full of grip and ends happily.
photography can be gotten here if
Maurice Elvey has seized
thrill.
The direction is first rate through- only trouble enough is taken. It is
every opportunity the story gives
and the result is a "Sherlock

new to find interesting and welldesigned architecture in German
films, but nevertheless the design-

not

LONDON FILM NEWS
London, May 10.
H. Klngo Armstrong, of Incorporated British Renters, will shortly
release "Whom the Gods Would Destroy," a First National picture, said
to have been made In opposition to

•The Four Horsemen."

Tom

of Western Import
Films, has sailed for
is to give
the industry the look over and get
the British rights of as many big
features as he can.

and

P*yl«>s.

Pearl

His business

America.

'

EIN GLASS

Stoll's has completed a big deal
with Canada, having sold five
supers to the Allen Theatres at a
price declared to be the biggest ever

paid for British pictures.
Clarice Mayne, widow of James
Is the latest convert to the
She will play in a screen
adaptation of a novel written by
herself and K. Thurston Hopkins.

W. Tate
studio.

Jane Novak will play the lead in
the Graham Cutt's film version of
Wllette Kershaw's success of the
Globe, "Woman to Woman." As an
opposition attraction the Wilcox
firm ("Astra") have engaged Betty
Blythe to i lay the Lily Brayton part
in their forthcoming production of
England's
Welsh- Pearson,
making a new

'

merely to outline it briefly, it is concerned with Masham, an attractive
young boy, who catches the fancy
both Queen Anne of England
and of the Duchess of Marlborough,
the leader of the war party and the
power behind the throne. The -hoy
really loves Abigail, a little girl emof

ployed in a Jewelry shop.
Lord Bolingbroke, the heacT of
the peace party, now out of power,
for
learns
infatuation
of
this
Masham and uses it to make the
Quren jealous of the Duchess of

Marlborough and to get her thrown
The boy is to marry Abigail.
Ludwig Berger has himself adapt-

WASSER

out.

ed this rather slight story for the
film and the additions he has made
have always been tasteful and never
harmful. He adds, for Instance, *
festival and play -at a castle belong-

ing to the Duchess and gets many
charming scenes between the Queen
and the boy.
The cast, with one exception, was
Lucie Hoefllch, as the
excellent.
Duchess of Marlborough, has not
enough lightness for the role, and
Agnes Straub, who played the role
on the stage, should have been used.
But the Queen of Mary Christians."
the Bolingbroke of Rudolph Rittner and the Masham of Hans
Brausewetter are all performances
of first rank.
It is trus that such a film would
not have a big transcontinental appeal In America, but It should do
well around the better-class theTraife.
atres of the East.

THE SIGN OF FOUR

big
fea-

at the Famous Lasky studio, Islington. Betty Balfour is the "star."

ture

"Tip-Toes,"

Josephine Earle Is throwing up
her cabaret work in Paris and returning to support* Betty Compson
In the Graham Cikts film -version
of the Globe play, In which Willette
Kershaw made such a big hit here.
"Woman to Woman." Since leaving
Gaumont Miss Earle has been seen
seldom in pictures, although she
played in a Sarouelson production
a little while ago.

Holmes" story which

is fine

enter-

tainment of the strong, sensational
type. In his production he has several novel effects, the best, perhaps,
being the race between Sherlock
Holmes in a motor boat up the

Thames and

Hermann Warm and Rudolph

Bamberger; deserve Credit for the
absolute completeness of their work.
The story Is well known, but

'

-Chu Chin Chow."
artistic firm, is

ers,

"Walter Hiers in '60 Cents an Hour*
It is the type of
is excellent.
comedy Paramount does so well."

the vallalns trying to

reach the coast by motor car. During
the race the progress through London of the two parties is shown alternately, and some unusual views
of Thames-side and greater London
When he has completed working are shown, while all the time the exIn "The Wandering Jew" for Stolls citement is working up.
Matheson Lang will be seen as the
No less effective are the scenes
misguided Guy Hawkes. Following, when, the villains' car having beaten
that a "Henry Navarre" story will the launch, Holmes takes to the
occupy his attention. Lang has a open sea in pursuit of the yacht.
long picture contract with this Few more thrilling scenes than
company at what is said to be the these have been seen in screen
biggest salary ever paid to an Eng- drama. Another effective innova-

,

*

—E.

'

,

,

V. Darling in

NEW YORK

GLOBE.

.

tl
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tion is when the detective is explaining things to his friend Watson,
the explanation aided by "ghost" effects instead of by the usual irritating "flash backs."
Some new camera effects are also
The profits of the film season at used for the first time, Including a
the Palace are said to be £7,000, great Improvement on the usual
this despite a rental of £800 and the "fade out."
Stolls and Elvey are
entertainment tax, to say nothing of alike to be congratulated upon this
This is not big feature.
other expenses.
Eille Norwood, who has
profit, but is much better than the been playing the great detective In
majority of theatres and kinemas. George Rldgew ell's two-reelers, is
The big money will come on the excellent as Holmes, and the support
provincial bookings.
Oore.
la yery good.
______
lish actor for

work

Horace Judge,

in pictures.

10 years In
America, has returned here to take
ever the publicity for First National.
after

i

Travel
booming.

and interest films are
"Hunting Big Game in

THE QUEEN'S FAVORITE

Africa" goes Into the Pavilion;
London, May 1.
"Blazing the Air-Way to India" and
This was the, first pioture han"A Wonderland of Big Game" are dled by Adolf Zukor and la said to
both at the Polytechnic; "Wildest have formed the basis of the now
Africa" Is at the Philharmonic, and great Famous Players. After many
Lowell Thomas's new travelog Is years the death of Sarah Bernhardt
being presented by Percy Burton at has caused it to be unearthed from
Coven t Garden.
the vaults of Wardor street, and it
is being exploited for all it is worth,
The producer of "Peg o* My which is' little, according to modHeart" made a bad mistake in the ern standards.
who
people
From
finish of film.
The story la poorly told, the proIt appears that the picture endduction crude and mechanical, the
ed with the presentation of Peg to great tragedienne making her first
was
scene
the king and queen. This
entrance in a cloak which looks reso ludicrous it made the band laugh. markably modern. Throughout the
It was also so libelous the managecrowd and small part people seem
Had
ment straightway cut it out
to be working by numbers.
they not done so It is probable It
What story there is tells of E-izo.would have killed the picture and beth's love for the Earl of Essex,
got the management into very se- of his for the Countess of Nottingvere trouble.
ham and of the lat tor's vengeance.
In the height of her infatuation
"Blazing the Air- Way to India,"
the courtier Elizabeth gives him
with Capt. Geoffrey Malins, goes into forring, saying should he ever be in
the Polytechnic for a run. This pic- a
its return will save him, no
trouble
ture was shown first at the West
Anon his liaison
his fault
End Kinema, but was withdrawn matter
the countess is discovered and
with
the
of
account
on
day
after the first
The queen
Tower.
the
to
sent
is
he
Captain
lecturer's sudden illness.
countess to get the ring,
McMillan, the other aviator, could sends thevengeful husband takes it
her
but
on.
carry
to
time
not be found In
Thinking Eeeex
It away.
Additional interest is being roused and flings
ask for clemency Elizaby the arrival in the Thames of the too proud to
warrant. Later,
death
his
signs
beth
which
supply boat "Frontiersman,"
learned the truth, she dies
will leave shortly to establish the having
"dumps" of food and petrol for the of a broken heart
Great though Bernhardt was as a
aviators who will shortly make a
she proves
second attempt to fly around the legitimate tragedienne artist «-n«
The last flight ended In a hopeless as a screen
world.
the procaused
fame
her
probably
Bengal.
bad crash in the Bay of
ducer to talk to her about such
Lou Tellegen
The Samuelson company Is work- things as make-up.
of roing on a new film, entitled "Married manages to get something
Essex. The
Love." This purports to be a story mance Into his Earl of master.
by Dr. Mary Stopes, the authoress rest of the cast does not
Gore.
of a book on hlrth control with the
same title. The book was recently
the basis of a libel action, during the
SCHLAGENDE

j
j
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<

I
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Walter Hiers zipped right into popular favor
with his first starring picture, "Mr. Billings
Spends His Dime." His second, "60 Cents a__
Hour," is playing to capacity crowds at the Rialto.

And the Critics Say:

WETTER

"The heavy

('EXPLOSIONS")
Berlin,

All Exhibitors

May

9.

This film produced by the Stern
and directed >y Karl
in
Gruner, is one of the very'Tbest seen
here for some time. The director
lead our magazine published every really seems to have caught seme of
Tuesday
the American spirit, and the film
1/ you want to reach this clientele works up to a fine climax.
there is no better medium.
The storv centers aroutwl Maries
affair with Oenrp. t mining engifr
Rates very low
She has a child. Her father turns
MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
her out «h<n he finds that G«'°nhas disappeared, and she k<>«* wanJACOB SMITH, Publisher

Company

Michigan

•

415 Frte Press Bldg.

DETROIT

l

d«<fir.tr off,

finally fallins

I

<!<>wn front

Hiers,

if

he

saw

the

Rialto,
might
the
outside
throng
think that he deserved an increase
Miss Loga% is very
in his salary.
YORK TIMES.
good. »»

isfy

audiences."

—NEW

By Frank

Above

Con.lnn.

it 2-cot.

Pre** Sheet Ad.

,\

"Walter Hiers continues on his merry
He is funny and should satway.

Adapted by Grant Carpenter
lAMOIispiJSYHO, LM>HY<X«~UMATKJM

—NEW YORK

SUN.

Directed by Joseph rfnabsry

Mat* and Electro*
at Exchange*
»#•_#•» ***

*

—
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THE AWKWARD AGE

HELEN WARE

and Co. (4)
••Her Dearest Friend" (Comedy)
29 Mint.; Full Stage
Palace
Heater Van Daiu.;
Ruth Minim
William Minlut
Aloytiua Kilrnatrlck

Sherman Wado
Nancy Lee

Annie

Miniature Operetta

Archer

and

lyrics

by

(Special)

her

vaudeville

j

length play which recently tried at
MacDonough
Glen
Selwyn.
the
wrote it. Originally it was a se-

the house, where the complications
She impersonates a mudevelop.
sic teacher until finally discovered
by the mother. The son informs
the suitor over the phone his real
age, etc., for the final curtain and
tag line.
Dilson puts over a couple of song

ries of episodes surrounding an old
house In New York and at various
times the episodes were presented
as playlets in Lambs Gambols. and dance numbers acceptably and
graceful
About eight years were consumed Miss Lynn proved a
dancer and personable ingenue.
in the writing. Just before the The third role was acceptably hanpremiere on Broadway it was dis- dled by Lillian Lee Anderson.
cerned that the episodes were not
The act held the No. 3 spot and
treated with the necessary contin- can repeat that showing in the
uity and that weakness accounted same position on any of the big
('oh.
for the attraction's quick with- time bills.

drawal.

"Her Dearest Friend" is one of
comedy portions of "Within
Four Walls," being the diamond
the

It is set in the
garter incident.
parlor of an old house, in the year
of 1872. The gowns of the period
are crinoline affairs and the atmosphere is that of 55 years ago.

Virginia

girls, graceful and magGeorge Griffin, juvenile, with
a dandy tenor voice, and Charles
Chase, an acrobatic Russian dancer,
are the members of this company.
When Alex Gerber, who wrote the
well.
act, picked his cast he did
Anv one of them can qualify for the
The
productions.
musical
of
best

Roche, two

Harland

netic;

Eve Lynn and

appearance Thompson
has a conabout two years ago Miss Ware of- Clyde JDllson. The act
theme constructed around
Grand sistent"
the
something of
fered
the efforts of a widow to keep her
Gulgnol school of playlet. She now 21 -year-old son in knickers in order
comes forth with a light romedy to disguise her age from -a prospechand.
which seems ever so much more in tive 'suitor for her Dilson) has beThe son (Clyde
tune for vaudeville and which is come smitten with a chorus girl
played by Miss Ware delightfully. (Eve Lynn) and is clandestinely
"Her Dearest Friend" was an epi- changing to grown-up togs to meet
The girl comes to
night.
sode in "Within Four Walls," a full- her each

For

features

May Capes and

songs deserve special mention, as
they are distinctive, tuneful and
with corking good lyrics. Costumes
and scenery make a splendid im-

pression.
picture opening/ with Griffin
and the two girls making a scena of

A

"Sunbonnet- Sue" was followed by
a toy dance by Miss Capes and Miss
Roche. Next a tenor solo and an
acrobatic waltz by Mr. Griffin and
Miss Capes. Then Miss Roche made
a classic out of a Hula-Hula, going
through its evolutions without suggestive movement. This was followed by an excellent routine of
expert Russian dancing that stands
The
ur> with the best by Mr. Chase.
closing number sung by Mr. Griffin,
with a dancing accompapiment by
both girls, finishing with a prettily
posed picture, brought rounds of

Closing the show at the
taak) at the end
of an exceptionally strong bill, the
14 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
act rang up a high score. The act
American Roof
has ability, class and speed. It is
A real novelty for vaudeville. The ready for the high time and spot
act purports to show a canary as it stands.
trained to sing obbligatos to selections played upon a violin by a girl

THE GOLDEN BIRD

applause.

Broadway (no easy

(2)

Novelty Musical

There is mention of A. T. Stewdepartment store being such a violinist. The bird also imitates the
wonderful place, where narly 500 caflls of other birds tirst played on
persons are employed. One of the the violin.
After the opening selection the
ladies has been shopping; not having any money she just shopped. bird is carried through the audience
The servant girl question Is acute, by an attendant. The singing conmoderated. The auall the maids coming green from tinues slightly
the country and asking "as much dience believe this is due to the rethe
bird to considerable
moval
of
as three dollars a week."
Miss Ware is Hester Van Dam, distance from the musician.
excellently * handled
The
turn
is
a lively matron, blonde wigged and
becurled. She comes to call on and staged by a consummate showRuth Minuit and their talk turns to man. The calls don't follow easily
husbands.
if after the violin cueing, but come
develops
that
It
bubby is docile and affectionate and after the bird has heard them played
willing to pay the bills without ob- over several times upon the instruThe obbligatos follow the
jection, that is a sign he is misbe- ment.
having.
Ruth's husband cornea same method.
The girl's song should be dropped,
home unusually early, and just as
Hester is taking her departure after as It detracts from the turn. She
boasting she knows how to keep hasn't the voice to put over the
her -men friends at her finger ends. semi«<classical song attempted. On
William explains he has been walk- the Roof the turn was swallowed liting, on orders from his -doctor, and erally and can repeat before the
goes upstairs to change his linen. most blase audience. The method
Con.
Enters a cabby, who spills the beans defies lay detection.
that William has been riding in his
carriage with a lady, whose diaFROST and MORRISON
art's

YERKES' HAPPY SIX

(10)

Jazz Band and Soloist
25 Mine.; Full
23rd St.

Just why a nine-piece jazz band
with a soprano soloist, who brought
the total to 10, should be billed
"Yerkes' Happy Six" Is a question.
However, Yerkes has worked out a
combination with nine players that
is
a fair musical organization.
Nothing to rave about, but still good
enough to pass. Catherine Guerra
is the soloist with the organization
and she offers two classical numbers and one high-class ballad.
What Yerkes wants to do if he
has hopes of the big time, and he
undoubtedly has, is to drop the soloist and stick to dance and jazz
music. It is a dance orchestra, and
with such he must enter into competition with those that are of the
best on the big time. To do that
successfully he must turn out music that is better than the average,
and at present he is delivering just
average music, such as one can
hear at any one of the road houses
Songs and Piano
with combinations even smaller
16 Mina; One
than he is displaying.
23rd Street
The boys are neatly dressed in
Jack Frost and Walter Morrison
red coats and white shoes and
are perhaps a new stage combinatrousers. Yerkes opens the routine
tion, but they impress as having
by appearing in front of the spebeen working together for some
cial curtain and singing an introtime. Frost is at the piano throughduction.
That starts them nicely,
out, duetting at times with Morriand there are several numbers in
son, a well-appearing yputh who
quick succession that will get to
clearly enuncltes.
any small time audience. Then
The first two numbers did not along comes the soloist, a goodrate high, nor did the chatter matlooking little dark girl with a nice
ter.
Frost is a composer, having
enough voice, but she Just doesn't
several numbers to his credit. These
belong in the middle of a jazz band
have been used to advantage by
routine any more than does the
other acts and are well handled by
that Yerkes does later on.
this
one.
On second the team number
All of the singing after the openserved satisfactorily here.
Ibee.
ing could be cut and^the band, when
down to straight music, with posTHE DEALANS (2)
sibly a rearrangement of the comFred.
Acrobatic
bination, should do.
.

mond-buckled garter

had

slipped

and dropped

in the cab. Hester recovers it, rewarding the cabby so
well that he proffers "good luck
and may you be three days in
Heaven before the devil knows you
are dead," which won a laugh.
Contrary to expectations Ruth

"TeeTs

the

incident

a welcome

dis-

She tells her husband she
always thought him a bore, but on
finding him to be wicked she expected to have a happy time of it
Hester returns and is handed the
garter, which Ruth says she found
at the door. But though William
and Hester declare flirtations all off
they make a datj for Delmonico's

closure.

the next afternoon.

•

Miss Ware sparked in the role
Anne Morrison a pretty
girl, made a fine impression as Ruth

af Hester.

the contented wife,
MacCiregor played
with assurance and

while Eugene
the
husband 9 Mins.;
skill.

Wade made an amusing
Mack

.

Sherman
tab-driver.

I

I

Two men

+
in

fast routines of ex-

who

produced cellent ground tumbling, with some
"Within Four Walls" is presenting tricks which are new. The heavier
the Ware playlet. Both her name of the two does a row of walk-back
and the act are fine vaudeville forward somersaults, and a full
property.
twister from a stooping position
Jbee.
which are both advanced gymnasTHORNTON and KING
tics.
Comedy, Singing and Violin
The boys work with speed all the
18 Mins.; One
time and are a satisfactory opening
Fifth Avenue
act for any bill.
It is suggested
This is a combination of straight that they remove their coats after
man and Hebraic comic of the mod- their first routine, as the awkward
the
ern type.
Straight starts a song; swinging of these conceals
comic interrupts. , Crossfire ensues grace of movement.
along usual lines, with comic using
eaten -line, "I play a fiddle" for sure LILLIAN'S DOGS
laughs, every time uttered. The bit Trained Canines
where the straight hands the comic 9 Mins.; Full
the latter's watch and the comic, In American Roof
turn, returns the straight his watch
Here is a fair little trained dog
has also been used by another team. act that makes a pleasing opening
Straight has good singing voice turn for small-time bills. The act
and dominating presence requisite to has a certain amount of comedy
acts of this type. Comic works In included that gets it over where it
experienced way with a style and is shy on straight training.
method that send the stuff across
A man assists Lillian in handling
the footlights and insure its reg- the animals and
putting
them
istration.
He also plays the fiddle through their paces. The dogs used
effectively for comedy results and are all small, running to the poodle
Act pom and fox terrier variety. A lot
warbles a song competently.
shapes as standard two-man com- of little props used for the turn add
edy team that will fit into the better to the flash for the pop house bills.
Milliard

bills handily.

Bell.

Fred.

LORRAINE

and

MINTO

with Margaret Davies

Dances
16 Mins.;

BABE LA "ONE FEARFUL NIGHT*

Full Stage

23rd Street

Ted Lorraine Is using pretty
much the same routine as when of
the trio of Lorraine, Cagwin and
Fitzgerald.
Jack Minto and Miss
Davies are the new members.
A song number, "Dancing School,"
supplied the opening, with Minto at
the piano, Lorraine and Miss Davies dancing^ after warbling.
Both
men are togged out in velvet overalls.
"Mon Homme," sung by Ted,
is retained from the former trio act
and comes next. The Apache dance
with Miss Davies was to the girl's
advantage. She was animated and

the long
chorus seeming unnecessary.
The turn closed the bill md ii a
flash for this class of show. Ibee.

the

repetition

of

(5)

Mystery 8atire
20 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
23rd Street

comedy pair that give the audience fore the curtain descends
"the hoke they love." The combina- a surprise twist
the Orpheum
tion has

there is

been playing

The setting is elaborate. There is
a canopy over the main entrance
from the rear and curtains which
drape to the two pianos on stage.
These pianos provide most of the
accompaniment, though orchestra
la used once or twice.
The brunette displays her figure more than
the blonde and In a peacock number she won a big round before she
started to do anything.
She carries on a big stuffed peacock and
makes a striking appearance. The
blonde rags up the chorus of a ballad and does a chorus of "Chicago"
as a tough girl, which are departures from the usual in her routine.
The two chaps at piano are
adequate.

Loop.

and

It

..

can be worked Into a good

vaudeville property.

Ibee.

BERT LAHR

and MERCEDES
Singing and Dancing

One

16 Mina.;
Jefferson

Lahr,
burlesque
Bert
former
comedian, and a pretty and shapely,
little girl of the soubrette type, in
next to closing' position, followed
an array of talent and held the position with credit to themselves and
the entire -satisfaction of the audi*
ence, who encored their efforts until the lights were lowered and con*
tinned until they were thrown on
again.

Some

feat at the Jefferson. Lahr's
his awful voica
"S'Peggy O'Neil" was a
scream every time. His funny talk,
which Mercedes did a great
to
Gene Morgan works In straight straight, had this audience rocking
attire, utilizing a Southern accent in its seats.
The big time can use
effectively in talk interpolated in a this act in any spot.
routine that holds pleasing singing
and excellent hoofing. Morgan does GON2ELL,
and CO. (8)
all of the popular styles of dancing,
Colored Jazz Revue
including some corking loose shuffle
23 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Drop)
stuff to a slow tempo and buck and
American Roof
winging that contains all the taps
Six colored jazz musicians; one of
and Is minus faking.

GENE MORGAN

comedy cop and

Singing, Talking, Dancing
12 Mina; One
Fifth Avenue

singing

WHITE

A letter read by Morgan during whom is probably the best legitithe talk section of his act recalls a mate colored dancer in vaudeville.
somewhat similar letter read by an- The turn opens with a jazz selection
other act. An acrobatic dance Is a fairly rendered, but tinny, due to
strong feature specialty. The pres- the prevalence of four brass pieces
ent talk should be revised and all muted.
strengthened. With that detail at ~
A comic, under cork, In white duck
tended to Morgan can take his single eccentric costume, steps out for a
into any house and get over safely. show stopping acrobatic jazz dance.
The singing and dancing, especially A brown skin gal follows, playing a
the latter, will carry the act easily saxophone, backed by the band. Anas it stands, but new talk will other pop selection is followed by a
straighten out the only portion that buck and wing by the musician that
needs betterment.
Belt.
tops anything seen in seasons.
The girl, in Iridescent dress, next
FOUR MOUNTERS
delivers a pop song and jazz dance
Acrobatic
(getting over fairly), but the song is*
13 Min.; Full Stage
lost, being drowned by the brass in
23d St.
the band. The comic tops his preApparently a foreign turn com- vious effort with an acrobatic jazz.
prised of three men and a young He is joined by the other male
woman. Tumbling and the use of stepper, the pair of them dancing
tables for acrobatics make up the to the loudest applause of the eve-

interesting. A bit later, in a single
dance effort, Miss Davies displayed
a high kick, but should practice a
more varied routine. "The Flame,"
a song by both men, is worked into routine. Two of the men work in
the finale.
Lorraine again teamed comedyN attire,
gaining
several
with Miss Davies and used a laughs with knockabout. The acrolighted table for poses, that also batics reach a good average, with
being out of the former three act. the hand walking bits the best.
The young woman adds color and
Minto had a song single of juvenile
lyrics,

1923.

Situation Is planted calling at*
Circuit and the Delmar houses, but tentlon
to an alleged killer
made their first appearance in the Kolcheck, who was arrested named
about
east at the American this week.
a year ago and found to be a
They tore the show to pieces on the gerous lunatic. He has escaped danand
Roof on Monday night, starting la was reported in the
neighborhood.
with a wow or a laugh shortly after
in the house last Thursday
Some
the opening of the act and continunight found in that enough for a
ing all through the 18 minutes to
thrill and several women gasped.
keep the audience in giggles.
Into full the interior picturing a
big-time act without a
It's a
barren shack deep In the woods. A
doubt, even though Miss La Tour's
heavy
storm Is in progress. A man
voice is rather difficult to get a line
on when she starts after a "blues" with slouch hat and a- areek's
growth
of beard enters, his general
number on- her own. Seemingly sate
However. In description being that of Kolcheck.
is working too fast.
the double close harmony bit that Soon a second individual comes
she does with Elliott she scored. upon the scene and eventually a
third.
All are ejiough like the
Her voice got the numbers over.
Elliott is doing pretty much the escaped terror and each is suspisame as he did when working as a cious of the others. There is a face
His boob clothes and the at the window, pistol shots, a
single.
awkward manner of working all go groping hand at the window (probtoward getting laughs. The instru- ably to make it harder, for it was
ment bits at the finish sends it never explained). The riren from
away with a snap and go that has the asylum sounds every now and
then.
Two of the men seize the
the audience asking for more.
newest arrival, blow" a whistle and
Fred.
turn him over to a guard. One of
the survivors bests the other and
WILLIAMS and VANESSI
he, too, is turned over to the guard.
Dancing mt\d Singing Rsvue
Another
figure rushes in and ac22 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
cuses the last man of being KolPalace, Chicago
check.
The
latter tries to shoot,
Chicago, May ML
gun misses fire and he orders
An ideal presentation by two the
the curtain down.
girls who are highly talented, but
Up to that point the story is inThe
still short of headline honora
teresting.
The three "Kolchecks"
offering draws one of the most imargue
over the manner in which the
portant positions on the Palace bill
act was rehearsed and the author
this week and holds it fairly well.
The program says it is a Fanchon is called in. He explains the trouand Marco attraction and calls the ble with mystery plays is that they
are solved at the end and there
act "Frances Williams and Miss
isn't any mystery, so he decided to
Vanessi." There is another billing
make the audience guess instead.
line -— "Blonde
and Brunette"
which would be a better billing. At that point the guard blows his
whistle at the door and tells the
While Arthur Freed, composer of
boys he is going to take them to
"After the Party." sings that song,
dinner.
They march off in lockand Jack Gifford plays at another
step.
piano, the. offering is primarily a '
first half of the act surely
The
display of the two girls.
One is a bobbed -.haired blonde, sustains interest. It is likely the
who sings jazz songs and does jazz author did wonder how to contrive
finale that would amuse and still
dances, first favoring long skirts, a
hold the suspense of the story. He
but ending in soubrette costume.
may
have succeeded, but the imThe other is a brunette, mighty
pression was that it just missed.
easy to admire, whose forte is posThere
is no question about "One
ing and picturesque dance positions.
Fearful Night" being a good idea

Two

Jefferson

17,

American Roof
A melodramatic comedy witfc
Fred "Broomstick** Elliott anl possibilities. It is a little mystery
Babe La Tour are a vaudeville play with a comedy finish and be*

Broadway
Edltfr

and

Comedy Singing and Dancing
18 Mins.; One

(Ons and FuH Stage)

18 Mins.;

Thursday. 1ft?

FRED ELLIOTT
TOUR

M 8 UN BON NETS"

(3)

Musical Farce
20 Mine.; Full Stage (Special
Drapes)
Riverside
This musical farce by Herbert
Hall Winslow, with music by Harry

Helen Ware
Anne Morrison
Euftene M&cOrcRor

KdWTttIS >WEEK<1

fits

in

nicely.

With

and more speed
can he relied upon
class

slight cutting
this combination
in the

dumb-act
Hmrt.

nlng.

Beyond the hoofing of the two
The
the tura is smaill time.

men

specialists hold so

elevate

it

music

is

much

on sheer solo
consistently

they

ability.

bad

may
The
ill

through.

They were a

on the roof, closing the show, and can duplicate In
any of the pop houses.
Con.
riot

as
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NOLAN LEARY and Co.
•Ye* Means No" (Comedy Sketch)

PALACE

*
batic dancer entered and drew attention.
On the name the turn is
Calliphones are still working worth something in the big bouses,
outside the Palace and prospective but needs support.
patrons are warned against buying
Billy Lytell and Tom Fant cartickets elswhere than the box office. ried a fast pads on second, splitting
There ie a rider now attached to their efforts between song and
the news weekly film in the same dance. The hoofing is the feature
tenor. Ticket agents are not men- of the routine, with the "knee drops"
tioned, but the film reading matter counting among the most difficult of
relates the presence of counterfeit dance ."steps."
Lytell is credited
tickets, and the danger of buying with having originated the stunt,
any place but the theatre. The something not likely to be much
Palace held its usual approximate copied. When a big hand rewarded
capacity Monday night.
their efforts, one said: "Mother will
The bill held several turns of high be glad." Les Splendide, roller
standing which have been out of skaters, whose routine is confined
town for some time and something to the top of an eight-foot circular
good in the way of a contribution table opened. The girl's brief cosA
from
the
legitimate.
Comedy tume did not become her plum little
Strength was the outstanding fea- figure, and she wa« too prone In
The act, however,
ture and two of the hardest work- taking bows.
Ibce.
ing acts of that class on the boards distinctly landed.
were present Tom Patricola and
Youth rolls up some 50 "no's" Olsen and Johnson. The latter "difice.
rected"! an afterpiece with Patricola,
in a half hour without difficulty, at
Lytell
and Fant and Harriet te
same time getting business in series Townc.
The Colonial inaugurated its sumof complications by .informing a cusThe afterpiece was given in "one," mer policy Monday, changing from
tomer that his father's check is no and really was merged into the a full to split week and a reduction
good in order to say "no," etc
Olsen and Johnson routine. As a in the bill from ten to six acts. In
addition to the vaudeville a feature
Finish finds youth winning $5,000 matter of fact, the five men were
picture will be shown during the
girl,
the
with
father
and
congratu- running irp and down the aisles a summer and a revised scale of prices
good deal of the time. It all was
lating boy on ability to say "no."
i> -tailed.
The matinee scale durvery rough, yet screamingly funny.
Scene between girl and youth also When Johnson tossed out bananas. ing the week is topped at 35 cents,
provides comedy complications simi- Patricola, with one of his "fancy" and the night prices 75 cents. The
Saturday and Sunday night scale
lar to the check Incident.
shirts, rushed on and threw out
inches a dollar, with the matinees
Characters appearing in sketch eggs For the "April Showers" non- 1
Ya cents.
are juvenile, ingenue and three male sense he was on again as a dame
Tuesday night business was not
with
an
umbrella
and
boy
behind
a
characters, father, clerk ami cusA bit strong. The lower floor held about
tomer. All play with a certain finish. spiking a water sprinkler.
later Tom and Miss Towne were two-thirds capacity with the rethe acting being legitimate and
announced as Anna Pennington and mainder of the house hitting about
much above that of the regulation Brooke Johns. The girl stepped to. the same average. The bill was
comedy sketch. The sketch holds it, showing even more than in the made up of standard acts, five out
of six workfng in "one," with two
an abundance of laughs arising from regular Patricola routine.
Lyt«?U
using the piano coming together.
the farcical situations and business. and Fant had an extra chance with The Closing
turn was the only full
times
and
dance
and
several
song
It is well produced with a special a
stage offering of the evening. The
background of an office that really a colored dancer from May Yohe's Rupert Hughes feature, "Souls for
act "wtnt wild," the hoofing pro- Sale," held
up the picture end aclooks like one.
The act got over viding a change of pace from the
ceptably.
surely at the Fifth Avenue.
comedy stunts. A kicking bit was
Foster and "Peggy" opened the
BeR.
one of the roughest in the afterFoster has a well-trained
piece, tut it did what was expected show.
The m^n canine with marked intelligence.
in producing laughter.
GIBSON SISTERS and GRADY (3) played'
little animal kept the audience
The
hide and «eek along the
interested during the entire routine,
Dances and Songs
aisles, with Johnson "finding" some
with the feats attempted all working
10 Mine.; Full Stage (Spectal)
false teeth and wanting to return
Lexey
Majestic, Chicago
them to anybody as his partner out with a telling effect.
rushed front with an artificial leg, and O'Connor appeared No. 2. Their
Chicago, May 16.
dancing
on, with Celia O'Concaught
Audrey and Eva Clibson are girls also found. Sidney Gibson, an en- nor coming In for the best returns
who appear to he in their teens, at- tertainer from Chicago and a songThe
write:,
was "discovered" in the with her comedy stepping.
tractive and clever dancers.
They house .ind took to the stage to sing. couple kept the show moving in the
have the assistance of a young man The "Barney Google" number which right direction, with Leavitt and
LocKwood coming forth for comedy
(Al Grady) at the piano.
It is an
concluded and the "Spark Plug" honors No. 3. The rotund comedian
Jde^J method of presenting the tal- horse down the aisle may start
gathered laughs easily, the comedy
ent of these two dancing girls. The something, as the idea for show wcrk appealing strongly. The marpianist sings the prolog stuff, which purpose.- is protected by copyright riage idea developed by this couple
and is announced for show produc- is not new but proved productive
is so common In vaudeville nowaf >r tnem all the while.
They met
days, at the start of the act and tion next season.
Patricola with Miss Towne were the requirements of the spot with
later sings "Barney Google," finalon fourth, following Miss Yohe'.' little difficulty.
ly giving some more announcements at. and Tom dropped his_jron lid
Mary Haynes, with songs, proved
done in song of the peppy finish of as an excuse to say something about one of the bright spots of the eventhe girls.
finding the Ho*pe diamond again. ing No. 4. Miss Haynes has a well
The sisters first do an old-time He is scheduled to join the new laid out routine and discloses herself
minuet.
Later one does classic "Scandals" George "White is re- as a capable handler of character
dancing and the other toe dancing, hearsing, and that engagement will numbers. The applause necessitated
include the cute Mies an encore which was given in the
individual' specialties.
The closing doubtless
Towne She is an excellent dancer, way of a satire on "Dan McGrew,"
is some jazz steps, neatly executed.
and, besides "looks." flashes all which met with instant favor.
The stage setting is classy, the cos- kinds of pep. Patricola pulled .1
Gordon and Ford held the next to
tumes of the girls pretty, and it bear of a fire-water stunt, then pro- closing spot.
The laughs came
makes the offering as a whole well ceeded to cinch his score with a easily for the comedian's efforts. His
neat appearing partner works in
worth a spot on any bill. The sing- small guitar-like instrument.
Helen Ware in "Her Dearest nicely with the comedy work. They
ing of Grady at piano is a strong
Act«), supported by filled the bill easily for comedy refeature when compared to the ordi- FrienVl" (New
The Lomas Troupe closed
players who were with her In sults.
nary pianist, whose only contribu- "Within Four Walls." a recent the show with a knockabout comtion to a revue of this kind is ac- Broadway try from which the play- edy offering that held up in a comcompaniment and possibly a piano let comes, was spotted in the late edy way.
Hart.
soI °section of the show directly before
Loop.
the Olsen and Johnson affair. The
Marion Morgan Dancers, with JoseMALEY and SINGER
phine McLean and Charles HaverA good vaudeville show of nine
Italian and Dutch
lin featured, furnished a most im•acts at the Riverside, with about
pressive termination to the first sec14 Mine.; One
half a houseful on Monday night
bea
bit
was
orchestra
The
tion.
American Roof
despite good weather. The bill was
during the early part of the headlined
A two-man combination built for fuddled
by the Fairbanks Twins
despite the special
assisted by Richard Keene in a
small time exclusively.
The be«jt Egyptian number
tricitv^
Is
It
leader at the piano.
kid song and dance review of light
they have to offer is the finish of
music for the most part. The dan 20
The twins dance gracefully
their act, a parody on "Mr. Galla- of the archers was the prettiest and plot.
and are youthful, but beyond that
gher-Mr. Shean."
the most graceful of the numbers. the act belongs to Keene, who is
Maley and Singer, after slipping Louise Riley, at first one of the the only member of the trio who
over a mixed dialect gag routine Asiatic slaves, appeared as a faun can read lines Intelligently. The act
that amounts to little at the open- later. As a dance drama "Helen of is. limited by the talents of the girls.
ing of the act and followed by a Troy," like other productions by It has narrowed down to almost a
classic succession of music cues. The transmall-time rendition of a ballad by Miss Morgan, is the class of
offerings.
sition from childhood days to grownthe wop character, which aleo In- dance
"Creole up land contains a piece of business
the
Norman,
Karyl
cludes an unannounced but poorly Fashion Plate," led off the second that was first done by strolling
done imitation of what George section of the show with large suc- players during the Elizabethan peBebap used to do years ago, the cess. Norman's first frock did not riod. It is the business of a lover
pair make a change.
The Dutch fit well, but attention was drawn to mistaking a twin for her sister.
The The turn pleased here, but was far
yellow lace.
beautiful
returns In a comedy Swiss cos- its
tume and announces that he is Max "Daisy Days" song retained from from a riot.
The first half of the bill contained
ever.
as
well
landed
as
season
last
Oser. That name means nothing to
Norman the Idea plenty of strength. Tim and Kitty
the greater part of the small-time It probably gave
double
of extending his double voice sing- O'Meara opened with fast
audiences, even though the riding
dancing that landed despite a noisy
ing, which he does with no less than
master of Switzerland did manage three numbers. Edwin Weber again incoming house. Roxy La Rocca,
to cop off the McCormick girl. The in the pit teamed with Norman in the harpist, scored heavily deucing.
wop comedian returns in a Spanish the wilting of a new song. "I'm La Rocca jumped into the Riverside
Eddie Mack's window. Mack
costume as the two go into th^ir Through Shedding Tears Over You," from
is
the Times Square clothier in
"Valentino-Mr. Oser" number that a blues number that aided In win- whose establishment Roxy staged a
An encore was harp marathon last week. The muhas the same melody its "Gallagher ning returns.
and Shean" with about six or seven earned, it, too being of the blues
sician inveigled the house into whisvariety and also double-voiced in tling his accompaniments, and after
verses.
that it was write your own ticket.
The "G. & S." idea is the only rendition.
M'ij Yohc, back again at the PalEve Lynn-Claude HiJson and Co.
thing in the act.
Frtd.
ace after years of obscurity, was (New Acts) next made them laugh
The one-time with their farce comedy musical
greeted cordially.
being
preis
lope
Lady Francis J
ARTIE NOLAN
^ketth, "The Awkward Age." The
sented by her present husband, players have evidently been playing
Songs, Talk, Dances
Captain Jan Smulte, and she is sup- the turn for a long time, but not In
11 Mine.; One
ported by a band of nine musician*, the east. Frank Dixon in Paul GeAmerican Roof
Smith's "Lonesome Manor,"
billed as "sheii-o-tone iyncopators" rard
Nolan is a juvenile In appearance. because "of concave devices fixed to which hn* eome to be known aa the
He enters in tuxedo and straw hat the back of their chairs. A dark "out of town newsstand" act, hit
for a pt>p song, which Is followed by ribbon was worn obliquely across tin ro where they lived here with his
a monolog of released Irish stories. her chest upon her first appearance "hick" character and local cracks.
Dixon evidently had a theatre party
Another popular song, well de- and may refer to her former titled
Bill she looked ever so in. for several of his cracks conlivered, Is followed by a tough song standing.
better in a frock of gold later. vulsed one portion of the house.
much
with extra verses.
Another song
Her songs are those formerly sung Dixon is an excellent type for the
and a buck and wing dance conclud- here and abroad.
Old turn and is neatly assisted by an
"Dear
ed a good pop single of the stereo- Georgia" at the finish was ragged unprogramed girl. Smith has fitted
him with a corking vehicle, which
acrocolored
Con.
and
a
typed classification.
by the band,

18 Min«.; Full 8t«ge (Special),
fifth Avenue
The plot of this comedy aketch Is
based on an agreement entered into
toy a youth and his father to the
effect the youth will receive $100
for every time he replies "no'' to a
proposition or propositions that
may be presented to him during the
course of a half hour. The youth is
an irresponsible, carefree chap who
refuses to take business seriously
until the father, a typical self-made,
drritable business man, decides to
put the son to test.
conveniently arranged farcical
story has a series of telephone calls
coming In with son answering "no"
to everything propounded Indiscriminately as soon as father leaves of-
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;

and Shean ,the Lopes bunch also
The
having a O. and 8. number.
act went uproariously, and deservedly so. Daley, Mac and Daley
closed with roller skating and held

seems destined to tour the better
houses indefinitely.
Qrette Ardine in "The French
Model" closed the first half in bangup fashion, the applause lasting
began
intermlssionltes
until
the
leaving. Miss Ardine has a corking
pair of dancing assistants in John
Tyrel and Tom Mack. One af tho
boys whammed them in an acrobatic Russian solo. The trio stepping is high class, also the Apache

wop

News weekly preceded

'em well.

vaudeville and Topics at IntermisH<

sion.

U.

81 ST ST.

Business Monday evening was
about 50 per cent, off, perhaps due
absence of a "name.'' lbach's Knto
of
bit
flashiest
dance remains the
acrobatic work seen in any of the tertainers, a fair jazz band, seemed
new dancing combos. Miss Ardine to bo the featured attraction, or
works like a Trojan, so hard it is a maybe Rita Gould was what in oldvernacular
vaudeville
mystery where she gets her wind to fashioned
sing the lyrics which introduce each would be called the "headliner.
Whatever advantages the wise and
number and follow on in rapid fashacrobatic.

The swing

in

the

first

-

'

far-seeing vaudeville magnates visualize In the program type of billing,
there can be no doubt that vaudeville has lost a psychological something in banning the old system. A
headline name looked like a headliner even if it wasn't one when it
was smeared over all In preponderant type; it made one feel that it
was his own error or ignorance If he

ion.

After "Topics" amL"-Esop's Fa-

Herbert Clifton opened the
second half. Thfc female Impersonator has revised his turn since last
caught at the Palace and improved
The artist is now
it immeasurably.
doing a straight burlesque, which is
the right idea. Bert Errol first made
this type of female characterization
popular, going after laughs rather
than the sex illusion. Clifton has
one or two new gowns that made
His assistant's
the females » gasp.
/role has also been edited in the
proper direction and the song from
Clifton is
the stage box deleted.
now set for anywhere.
Healy and Cross held down the
next to shut spot with a routine of
popular songs delivered in snappy
The non-piano playing
fashion.
member got results with his dialect
contributions, the other boy sticking
to the instrument and harmonizing
in a pleasing tenor. A good closing
number was a pop song sung with
the boys weariirg old G. A. R. hats,
bles,"

didn't knoWj or knew and didn't like,
an act so conspicuously presented.
Now if one doesn't know the acts
the fashion of advertising them en-

courages the default.

At any rate, there was nothing in
this bill that seemed to be awaited
with advance eagerness. One by one
the turns came on and did their routines.
They got laughs when they
were funny and applause when they
finished,
met
but
they weren't
coming.
Rockwell and Fox took all the
honors worth, recording. This surcflro pah* of witty satirists have a
bunch of bananas that they drag Into
view with the promise of presenting
them to those who appladd. Several
They went heavy.
etc.
The Four American Aces, one of were given out and were fruitful of
The old material is
the best casting acts in the business, great results.
closed

and

held.

A

mishap crowded up

slight

to the start of the se-

occurred when one of the flyers was quence now, and still goes big. The
muffed by a caster due to a too banana episode filled In the middle
strong toss. Otherwise the routine' and the burlesque music held dandy
proceeded smoothly up ^to the loop and took these whacking comics off
Cos.
to salvos.
the loop over»the bar.
Miss Gould did not fare so well.
She worked hard and was well taken
at several junctures, but her blues
encore petered out. She reappeared
The Brighton started its 14th sea- later with the Ibach act and was not
son Monday. This year the house urged to prolong her stay, aa her
opened a week earlier than usual business was practically a repetition
because of the new Coney Island of earlier maneuvers, and the whole
Boardwalk having its official open- thing seemed without call or justifiing this week with the consequent cation. Miss Gould here did an old
possibilities of catching customers song that can hardly get over any
from the new promenade. George longer, and while that type of work
Robinson controls and manages the is her best It cannot overcome proBrighton as In past seasons, and hibitive odds.
the same policy of two a day big
Chung Hwa Trio (formerly Chung
time vaudeville obtain* as 1»hh been II wa Comedy Four) is the same
the custom since the house started small-time deuce act It always
in 1909.
Lawrence Goldle is sup- seemed to be cast for. The singing
plying the bills this year through was shrill and without harmony in
the Keith office.
threesome and meaningless in the
Monday night the Brighton was singles. The Scotch finish for comsold out to an association of Brook- edy niuffed because it was neither
lyn park employees. The show went Chinese nor Scotch neither a good
over well, especially the acts hold- Imitation nor a wise burlesque. Pering broad comedy like the knock- haps no one else in the house got
about tumbling or the Brlants, the the same reaction, but this reviewer
wop conversational exchanges of gleaned one smile all his own when
Freda and Anthony and the tough the Celestials did two "I want to go
dancing bit in the Millard and Mar- home to Dixie" ballads; that was
fin act.
The big hit of the evening about what that school of lyrics
went to the Vincent Lopez Band. needed to make them as ridiculous
Tho harmonists were spotted clos- as they really are. When Chinese
ing the first half.
That was prob- sing that they, want their Southern
ably so the band could get to the mammies and do It "with feeling,"
Pennsylvania Roof on time. Plac- and the audience takes it seriously,
ing the Lopez band in the middle too— that's the tip-off on a lot of
of the show as it was did not help show-stoppers.
the running of the bill any, howNihla, In a neat slide-shifting posever.
ing turn on a pedestal, in white silk
The Llttlejohns opened with jug- Kellermanns, opened as befitted a
by a beautiful mild, milk-and-water starter with
gling, backed up
stage setting featured with count- nothing that one can rail against
less rhlneatonea. The woman of the but nothing that a critic anxious to
act does an Oriental dance that is be a good scout can rave about,
gracefully executed and artistically either. Miss Nihla has a nice figure,
costumed. There isn't so much to and that lets her in and out.
the costume, but that's what makes
McLaughlin and Evans, that upThe act made an ex- and up East Side couple with the
it attractive.
Millard and Martin low-down stuff by Benny Ryan that
cellent opener.
second totaled their best score with always scores (at least In Manhatthe Bowery danclm? bit at the fin- tan), were well liked, but didn't tip
ish.
It's been done thousands of anything over here.
In more int.times in vaudeville, but the team mate theatres they goal 'em.
if
make It appear fresh and new Rockwell and Fox had any rivals,
through capable handling. The girl however, this was the runner Up.
The makeis cuteness personified.
lbach's jazzers are about as good
up could be modified to advantage. as the next small vaudeville band.
The talk made the house yell and There is also a boy who steps out
the dancing topped off nicely.
and dances, with no sensational efThe Brlants surprised the cus- fect, and the principal sax player
tomers with their opening. "When does an effective solo and stand*
the larger of the two men started forth in the ensemhle work.
Ibach
tossing the smaller chap around the will never cause Whiteman or Lopes
sta«e as if ho were a dummy the any insomnia, though for a lf«
house sat back and roared with minute bit it is snappy, fast enterIt was the second silent
delight.
tainment. It would be a great band
turn
of the bill, but the audience If It were the only one doing it. ami
wasn't silent by any means. Kdna is a fair band as it is.
Lmt.
•

BRIGHTON
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Leedom and Dave Stamper

didn't

have a particularly easy time of
The smart cracks were
it fourth.
a bit too wipe seemingly for the
unsophisticated Brooklynites, and
quite a f'-w of the snappy retorts
A
rolled out through the exits.
remark about Altoona didn't mean
If Canarsle
a thing to the house.
had been substituted for that local
The
would have been a wow.
it
clowning of Miss Leedom hit 'em
in more spots than It missed 'em.
but the act was apparently a trifle
too Ritzy for the Monday night audience.
Several bows at the finish,
but the stopping of the bow music
put a quick finish to tin lends.
Outran and Marguerite did nicely,
opening aft. Intermission. The various doubles are finely executed.
and Miss Marguerite's toe dame
and Gniran's single both clicked
neatly, Following and next to clost

ing,

to

Freda and Anthony were made
order

for

the

first

nighters.

Freda plays the guitar rcmarkabry.
In fact he

makes a musical

instru-

No faking, but inof it.
telligent execution, marked with exment out

The team were the secpression.
ond to do an imitation of Gallagher

FIFTH AVE.
The first half layout wax shy n
singing with but one of the eight
acts bringing forth any vocal work.
Talking predominated with the ».«.«i\
of the bill being r.i\*n over almost
entirely to talk of various styles,
Jennhr Brothers opened the show
with their fast acrobatic work on
The two men
the double trapeze.
are capable and snappy. Their appearance in golf togs is In their
favor, and the work up to a high
«

standard. They made way for tinBrowne Slaters, two girls playing
The sisters presented
Rccordtone.
a varied routine of numbers displaying genuine musical ability.

Their efforts met with Immediate
approval with the audience Monday
evening demanding the** return alter the lights had been Towered f"i
the next act.
"Just Out of Knickers." A JhwThe
nile sketch, held forth No. 3.
sketch Is up to the minute and contains a direct appeal through the
It
style of characters It employs.
is
a laugh-producing vehicle and
nicely handled by the present play-

NEW SHOWS 1MB
The downtown audience ap- going

into a sentimental recitation,
never the whole business taking up eight
over-enthused with sketches. Janet minutes beyond his limit of 20. The
of France, with Charles Hamp. fol- quartet of girls measures up with
lowed the sketch. The French girl any group of the site in vaudeville
and her clean-cut partner gained for snap and enthusiasm in work
immediate favor, presenting an of- as well as In dancing ability and
Rush.
fering full of genuine laughs and agreeable appearance.
entertainment. What little singing
was introduced during the evening!
,
was brought forth by this couple.
Just a passing small time bill
The strength of the act was firmly
established by the fact it proved was offered at the American the
an outstanding hit following 20 first half of the week. There was
minutes of straight talk in the act a noticeable lack of rea Choke laugh-,
W.iyne and Warren producing turns on the program,
preceding.
took the next assignment, also made there being but one act of that calidifficult by the amount of talk pre- bre, and it was "Broomstick" EMceding, but carried off one of the liott and Babe LaTour (New Acts),
laughing hits of the evening. The down next to closing. This pair had
slang and hick talk served the cou- things all their own way from beple in good stead, the laughs com- ginning to end. witii the audience
They begging for more when they fining along without a jolt.
crowded 18 minutes of solid laughs ished.
into the No. 5 spot.
The house was just a little betFrank ter than half filled with an audiand
Wilkins
Marion
Hughes, No. 6. scored with their ence that was willing to enjoy itself
The providing that they were given
woll-staged dapce offering.
couple present a varied routine of something that they liked.
In the
stepping, all developed in a showy first half there were
four acts,
The t snow kept up its starting with Lillian's Dogs (New
manner.
pace with their efforts, with Lydell Acts), which opened a neat turn
and Macey taking the next to clos- of its kind. Bestoff and Messenger,
ing position. The familiar work of with their exceedingly smart singthe male team gained immediate ing double, score nicely.
Tlie'man
response, with plenty of laughs of this team looks like a real posbrought forth in the heavy spot. sibility as a singing juvenile lead
Booth and Nina wTfh a cycle turn f<»r musical comedy or a revue.
closed the show, with the audience Matey and Singer (New Acts), the
Hart.
sitting tight.
man comedy talking and singing
double, that are going to have Galers.

I>eared

interested,

although

AMERICAN ROOF
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The musical numbers run to pop
and musical comedy hit ©elections

;
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JOYS AND GLOOMS OF BROADWAY

mostly. Opening with piano and all
brass for a popular selection, followed by piano and violin duet, they
The
"Crinoline Days/*
vocalize
turn closes in "one" with vocalising
and music. It's a good straight muThe
sical turn for the pop houses.
lower floor was comfortably filled
show.
8:
SO
the
Tuesday at
Con.

$m.

**?-••

e-

••Appearances are deceiving" Is an old saying, often true. A stunning
RoMs Royce stood at Broadway and 45th street, in It sat an equally
stunning girl, wrapper" In furs, smoking. a cigaret. She had recently arrived from England, where she was fairly well known in dramatic and
film circles. She came here looking for stage work and was disappointed.
Her husband had Just lost his $30 Job in a haberdashery. She had no
money whatever and subsisted on the bounty and the friendship of her
Her stockings
pal, a former Ziegfeld girl, who owned the Rolls Royce.
were torn, and the soles of her shoes were worn through. That was some
months ago. She lately opened in a new play on Broadway, playing *
small part.

JEFFERSON
This week's bill got a flying start
with The Dealans (New Acts), the
speed being fully sustained by Florence Brady, a peppy singing come-

and the
She sang
Some idea of the scarcity of good screen players may be gathered
them wanting.
from the fact Ciat Wallace Beery, famous screen "Heavy," who now recompany
and
McDermott
Marc
ceives $1,300 weekly s. lary, drew 74 weeks pay out of 52 last year. Iq!
(3), opening with shots of the prinother words he "doubled" in pictures, working in two at once.
Lew'
cipal in several of the many characCody. Just signed by Goldwyn, worked in three one week. Lew leaves
presscreen
in
ters he has assumed
Several on the Coast
entations, planted personal interest for the Coast within t few days to start work.
before he appeared, an interest are doing seve.al roles almost simultaneously.
which was justified by the clever
sketch, "I Haven't Time." well acted
An idea has been generated to form an "Eccentric Club" entirely „for
by all concerned. With McDermott's professionals. A manager is being sought as* the first president. Men
reputation this legitimate light comand women of the theatre world may belong. At the present' lime there
edy offering is sure fire.
Babcock and Doll, the man doing is no place where both serfes In theatricals can meet on a basis of friendnut comedy, fails and acrobatic ship and equality without outsiders present, with the possible exception
dancing, ahe girl rather overdoing of the Sfxty Club, and that does not .'exactly typify the. atmosphere wanted^
dienne, full of personality

ability to put over songs.

four and

left

a French soubrette character, but
dressing the part with outre costumes, beautiful nevertheless, presented an 'act which might be en-

Lew Cody pulled a laugh on Cecil De Mille. The latter is looking for
100 camels for a big scene to be made in California on a coming
picture. De Mille came to an impasse, for there are only about 50 camels
in all of America, most in circuses.
Lew sent him a note, saying:
sending something to help you
"I appreciate your predicament.
out." The "something" was 100 Camel oigarets.

lagher and Shean yelling for the titled "What's It All About?"
But
police as soon as they see them,
there is something doing all the
to score fairly strong on
it up.
audience
ste
this
and
time,
spirited bill was injured almost
the strength of the "Valentino-Mr.
Santos and Hayes registered their
reparably by a slow, tiresome start Oscr"
on
parody
number',
a
After the first two numbers It "Mr. Gallagher-Mr. Shean."
Clos- usual hit, their comments on conmoved along at good speed, but the ing the first half. Walter Manthey trasting sixes and Jacques' double
Glenn Hunter visited .the. Paramount Studio -a few lays ago. He watt
initial impression was hard to reand Girlies held the spot down voice being big awsets. Pearl Rcgay introduced i*t Nita Naldh The famous vamp gushed H over (.Jjcnn. Sh«
trieve and the audience was rather nicely. The pianiste, who also war- and company (6) are an artistic ag- told him how much she admired his work.
value.
impassive Monday evening. .
bles a bit, managed to catch the gregation full of vaudeville
"The part I like best is where you tret down on your knees and say. *Oh,
"Tdyland Follies" is a puppet house with a slight shimmy intro- of which Miss Regay is the keyshow which attempts to make a big duced in one of the blues numbers. stone. An agreeable voice, gymnas- God, please make me a good movie actor.' .You have me doing, that now,
"
splash on production, but has no
The second half of the bill held tic skill exemplified on the trapeze, livery night 1 pray. Oh, God, please make me a good movie actress."
novelty in its actual running. The the greater part of the real enter- and the acme of dancing grace,
acroor
classical
jazz,
whether
in
figures are crudely worked and do tainment, starting with Abbott and
Geneva Mitchell has informed friends she is hot engaged to
ado Bodth,
only the oldest stuff. The dolls do- White, who opened Uiat section. batic stepping, make a pretty good the tenor.
These ating the dancing are always broken These two boys put over a corking score as to versatility.
;
orstring
exceptional
at the waist and bend backward or routine of numbers for
the pop tributes, an
Ziegfeld and Georgie White crossed each other's paths again in Chicago
forward, so that all illusion of life- houses and feed the audiences just chestra (including the Russian Balalikeness is lost.
The best (ft the the type of stuff that they want. laika) and a gorgeous silken set- recently. One of the "Sally-girls went to Georgie and obtained a contract
material is a chorus number with Laughs and applause in plentiful ting artistically lighted put this act for his "Scandals.'' She told several others and they followed suit. Georgio
in top class.
six coryphee puppets
working In quantity were their return.
signed up about six of the best girls in the show. The girls all handed
threes and a principal dancer in
working with his
Al
Lester,
Bert Lahr and Mercedes (New in two weeks' notices and came to New York, where they are now refront.
The maneuvers are stiff, daughter, who is billed as "and Co.," Acts) were followed by Mack and hearsing.
however, and the bit has little ef- extracted a giggle here and there LaRue, a man and woman skating
fect.
The whole stage with four in the playing of the "Major Con- act, one of the fastest and most
A group of theatrical people were invited to a "studio party'* at a
proscenium boxes is shown and the crete" skit. The double bit of re- sensational of its kind. The neck
occupants of the boxes and the citing at the finish is as strong as swings, arm and leg spins are done Russian studio a few rights ago. There was entertainment of a sort,
orchestra musicians are better in ever with audiences, judging from at lightning speed
peed and withal grace- Russian caviar sandwiches, etc., which everyone enjoyed. In spite of that
their
business
than
the
dolls the manner that the roof crowd ac- fully. A spec
lhe Broadwayites in the gathering couldn't mix with the funny looking
worked from above. The whole cepted it.
floor serve tof*LXiS!f {£? nKr n5 highbrows and
Greenwich Villagers in the outfit. At the end of the eveliSES JZZ.
couple
turn needs knitting up and smoothyoung "ft,,nfc
Next to closing Fred Elliott and of this good-looking
ing throughout.
Babe LaTour just walked away and made an ideal closing act for ning one of the men making sandwiches presented a check to one of the
guests.
What
the
guest told him and the Russian host wa's plenty. It
Young and Wheeler did nothing with the hit of the show, with the this fine vaudeville show.
looked like a frame to grab a few dollars.
to help out the bust of the opener. audience sitting tight for the clos*
"Souls for Sale," a Goldwyn pic
They are two straight young men ing turn, the Arco Bros., who In ture. held them in.
playing piano and yiolin and are six minutes of fast work presented
Lucy JA>x is back from making pictures in Europe.
of the exact type of parlor enter- as pretty a routine of hand-to-hand
tainers. They come on cold and go work as has been seen In some
23rd
Blanche Mehaffy of the "Follies" has signed a contract with the Hal
spiritlessly into a duet which may time.
These boys are good as they
have been a medley of practice come in this particular line, and
A flash show for a small -time Roach films, and will leave soon for California.
exercises, so little pep or musical they won a full measure of aphouse was delivered at the 23d Street
zip had it. Later they got into rag plause.
Some years ago a big time performer was playing an Orpheum date when
There
the first half of the week.
combinations which were better
The Fred Niblo production of were two good acts of the hoke type the manager of the theatre wanted to borrow $20. He had just had an
and might be developed Into a sat- "The Famous Mrs. Fair." presented on the bill that made the audience argument with
the powers that be, was through and without funds.
Ths
isfactory routine, although the pair by Louis B- Mayer, was the motion
roar, a jazz band turn that kept loan was paid back some time later.
Three years afterward this same
will have to acquire poise and stage pieture feature offering of the bill.
their feet moving and in addition a performer was playing
presence before they will go far.
a Southern cit;- when the former manager called
Pre*
musical turn earlier in the show, as
They are too much given to poshim up. He had opened a little out-of-the-way theatre, ran colored
well as a snappy opening act. This
turing* in their present style.
program, together with "Quick- sh^ows with midnight performances and was cleaning up. He had bought
Julia Nash and C K. O* Don n ell
sands." a feature of the melodra- a farm some distance out of Awn, owned two cars and felt grateful to
with a comedy sketch on the hokum
matic type that audieinces frequentactor friend. He offered the actor his farm and his car. The offer
material of the domestic free -furA tall bill at the State the first ing the 23d Street usually eat up, his
was accepted and the actor took the entire bill and went out to the farm to
all did nicely enough, but that sort
half composed of five small-time and a news weekly comprised the
live for three days^between Jumps.
of vehicle, no matter how well acts well blended without the uou il show.
framed or presented, Is— scarcely "name" the State has been in the
Dunedin and Play opened the bill
the sort to pull up a show after a habit of topping its bills with.
in snappy fashion with a routine
dull start.
Talking sketches have
Th<_' overture was a novel musical
that
ran for 12 minutes to fair apto be spotted where
the pace is diversion preceded by a picture slide
his
prepared for them. They are com- announcing It as "A Trip Througn plause return. Montana with
the
monly not up to forcing a burst of the U. S." One of tfce musicians banjo and jazzy melodies held
to hit
managed
second
and
spot
speed for themselves, particularly played the role of train announcer,
in front so hard that they were
when the sketch i* of the quiet, megaphoning the customers onto those
loath to let him go. demanding entalking sort
without low comedy 'Track 14." The selection included core after encore until 12 minutes
business
as
is
the
case
with all of the "locality songs" with a were again utilized.
The heavyweight boxing show Tex Rickard named.
"Nearly Single."
Last week
few heke touched such as "Please
Walter Fisher and Co. in a farcical given for the Free Milk Fund last there was some talk of switching
That left it No. 4 with nothing Go Wav and Let Me Sleep" for
skit that might be entitled "The New Saturday at the new Yankee basedoing so far. That The Diamonds Phllly, etc.
the opponents in the semi final and
Cook" brought laughs galore, alwith their marvelous, fre-h-looking
was though the business was largely* ex- ball stadium was the tlggest event final which would have had Luis
The
vaudeville
portion
two kids were able to pull the eve- opened
by Mazie Lunette in an aggerated. It was the type of com- of its kind yet staged because of Angel Firpo. the mauler from South
ning out of the doldrums was the
aerial
Miss Lunette, after edy rough stuff, however, that a the enormous gate for a pugilistic America, against Jess. Johnson Is
hghest tribute to their skill. The some turn.
trapeze work, stripped to white small-time audience likes, and Fish- show without a champion compet- said to have
kids alone would make a corking
been against the change
union
suit
while
aloft for a novel er and the character woman of the ing.
The top price was $20 for but it is likely Rickard voted it.
turn with their irresistible appeal
of youth and their refreshing young succession of rope balancing, con- little company fed to them as strong ringside. with
the scale ranging After viewing Luis annihilate
cluding with a slide to the bottom as they wanted it.
Jack
voices and neat .stepping, but the
downward to a dollar for the McAuliffe, 2d, it was lucky for WilBurke. Barton and Burke, a comelder Diamond pulls an acrobatic of the rope for a flashy looking body
edy trio with real hoke for small bleachers. The throe decked grand- lard that he didn't draw that bird.
routine of stepping that brought a spin.
stand was capacity save for the Tex should not be
Clifford and O'Connos, second in time audiences, were another laughthunder of applause. It was these
afraid of sending
two details that wakened the crowd a routine of crossfire, piano, singing ing hit in the next-to-closing spot. boxes In the upper tier and the outer Firpo against big Jess. That match
and started the show proper. The and dancing, landed nicely. This The comedian of the rough hick fringe of the field seats. The ring would draw a big crowd to lhe statype,
suggestive
pair
arc
versatile
of
his
and
more
than
former
mesof
was spotted over the pitcher's box. dium this summer
whole Diamond turn has class and
and it would settle
expertness in its putting together average appearance and ability. senger boy characterization, and the arrangement making for excel- the
question of whether Willard
with attractive dressing of the play- The tulle can stand revision for with two divisions of comedy and a lent visibility. Around the park
there
couple
of
numbers,
should
the
two
other
again
the
b!«-time
which
should
go
houses,
against Jack Dempers and a neat ba :kground of bright
he landed on the ability of the members of the trio acting as feed- were no ticket speculators outside •ey. On form the leading contender
and tasteful drops
Cahill and Romanic furnished the couple- with the proper vehicle. The ers, the turn proved entirely accept- nor was there any known overcharge for Dempsey's crown is Firpo. one
able
to
the
downtown
audience.
Broadway
in
ticket agencies.
The of the hardest punchers ever seen
bill's
only low comedy, a pretty man I; a good light comedian and
Yerkes' Happy Six (New Acts), an brokers received
S
rough brand of. clowning, but bet- the girl a clever opposite.
tickets on con- in lhe ring.
White, Black and Useless, third, organization with 10 people. Closed signment and in most cases charged
ter
than nothing. The blackface
the
vaudeville
section,
doing
25
minWillard looked in excellent concomedian goes in toe rough and made thorn laugh at this house with
utes of melodies and being ready 50 cents advance.
tumble nonsense, wearing a bril- their standard small- time vehicle. with
It
was known that he
Jess Wltlard, wh<» attracted most dition.
encores as soon as there was
liant yellow
gown of exaggerated The u n ridable mul»» is treated in a the slightest applause
trained faithfully and was seen on
The
attention
Rathe
for
his
come-back, the
mode, nnd a brilliant hat of cart- novel manner through the setting of Weekly
roads
around YOnkCri for weeks
followed and "Quicksands" knocked OUt Floyd Johnson in the
blacksmith shop. It's a closed the show.
wheel site. The female impersona- the act in
Fred
llth round.
A clean cut uppercut before the li^ht. He was confident
tion stuff is handled with discretion good small-tim" comedy turn.
too,
but he looked clumsy and
Jenrrw gfl
to the chin foiled, the younger and
and for burlesque purposes only,
and
fourth,
Dorney.
Joe Josefsln, star outfielder of lighter man. The
missed by a mile. Being out of the
probabiv k uggested by the come- drew consistent laughs with their
bell plunged ns
ring four years probably accounted
dian's falsetto voice, which blends crossfire. Jennings' silly -'^s Rngllsli the Texas League, engaged to nnn- the Californian hit the
canvas. His
with hla partner's tenor for some fop character is as funny is ever, ago the bssenatl team In CHens, seconds rushed
for
I. is
poor judge of distance.
In And carried him
rather pleasing harmony, The talk hut th*» talk won't lift the pair Falls, N. Y., this season, will he unThe 53
to the corner, but he was unable to Johnson too, was confident.
is all hoke or the
•it
ibove Hi" small time. The straight able to fulfill the contract Joftefson
pest.
additional pound* ol Willard didn't
respond
for
the
next
Wilround
il
hi
umi
sroes with thi
••Hont singing voice, stool
it'll
or
st timed
lo; intent in his throwing
worry
him.
luyd
counting
probably
lard entered lhe ting as a two to
ence, which, of course, makes it en- appearance nnd delivery and Is a
arm in a Texas League nam" re- one favorite.
on .less' aqe probably 4
although
tirely valid
Corking foil for the comedian. The
he claims to be only ,'M. which is
BiMv Hughes and Lady Friends, cross fin sticks to familiar lines bul cently.
Willard
weighed
248
pounds,
h.>
dancmg combination par excellence, gets e» cross strongly at this nous?
ncre limit
in
Yorlc
New
Up
Johnson, 19f».
The latter looked
closed
hill
the
for an
absolute They took three* healthy hows.
The Collar City A. C of Troy. foolishly small beside the 'man until two rounds before lhe end
cleanup.
The fs.sf -dineing finish
J\u Five Kirksmith Sisters In N. Y., is conducting bouU again at mountain ." It is a wonder
Johnson
on
hamled
He
points.
the bout
of the miniature lightning stepper then musical turn closed the vaudemered Willard's kidneys and mauled
wa=) a 100 per cent, wow, but he villo portion aggressively, followed its former stand, the old Lyceum went as long as it did and had Wil^polled it ill by too long an encore. by the feature picture. "The Famous Theatre. Last year the club shifted lard made up his mind to go to it. the big man's/face with h's right
This consisted of joshing with all Mrs Fa ir " The girls make* ft sweet its quarters to Bolton Hall.
Moe five rounds would have sufficed Jes.s in the clinch**. Floyd too whaled
four of his girls in turn and then appearance in th*»ir white frocks
I was
My*»rs is matchmaker.
willing to take on any boxer
(Continued on page 44l
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marry the man who has been her
benefactor and who she feels sure
does not love her and makes tho
offer of marriage out of pity.
There is something of the same

BROADWAY REVIEWS
*

THE RIVALS
Madyn

Mr Anthony Absolute

CaptaJn Absolute
VkolkMuMl
Bob Acres
Sir Lucius O'Trlflrer

idea here as in the play brought

from
Hon, that those
Arbtckle

...Sidney Blackmer
McKay Morris
.....Francis Wilson

who see
comedy for the

tillant old

this scin-

time
at the.Forty-elghth street will probably never grasp its humorous philosophy; nor will they In the subdued and languid conception of
first

England some years ago
"Hindle Wakes" and which
created some discussion for the
rather sensational refusal of a girl
to marry the man who had wronged
her at the command of her parents.
The moral aspect of the new piece
at the Longacre is somewhat sim-

James

David

Mm- Malaprop

COMEDY OF ERRORS
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FOR VALUE RECEIVED

<

ADRIENNE

culled

M. Kerrigan
John Craig
T. Powers Blackmer get any notion of the galMary Shaw lant blade of that day that Sheridan JJar.
Violet Heming meant in this
Lydia Languish
young captain.
The weakness of "For Value ReEva Le Gallienne
juMA
But there is still so much of the ceived" is that it does not maintain
Vivian Tobin
«
Lucy..*
beautiful in it, so much wit which itself.
The passages leading
has lost nothing through the dec- the big moment of the storyup to
are
The Equity Players are presenting ades, that the most
commonplace interesting enough, but thereafter
at their 48th street theatre practi- Brooklyn shopgirl may yet And it a the theme goes to pieces and the
fascinating
odd evening, and can final act la made up chiefly of trivcally the same feast that the Playsubway home impressed at least ialities and comedy
relief.
ers' Club served last June at the
the
formidable
Francis Wilson, Violet with
array
Augustln Duncan plays the diffiEmpire.
of
Heming, John Craig, Mary Shaw names" and the "Francis Wilson cult role of a blind man, an author
who depends upon his secretary for
j^.
and James T. Powers, who appeared version."
all his needs while she has stolen
for the Players, are also In this cast.
money from hhn to pay for the
Craig, however, is playing Fag this
musical education of a younger sisyear instead of O'Trigger last year.
(Ethiopian Art Theatre)
ter.
The contract between the sec-i
(Henry E. Dixey did Fag for the
Arthur T. ifay retary and the novelist is that the
Players.) One part has been added A*i!"!!i?
Sidney Kirk pat rick girl's services
or restored and it is done by Miss a -f r«»? \
are fully paid for,
Le Gallienne. The other newcomers V™™"? V VY Charles Olden and she takes the position that her
0- i0t s Jrr*cu «)--B*n-»n»ton Guy sacrifice of her youth to the blind
are:
n^i.K^i
cMuinazar
Solomon Bruce man
Maclyn Arbuckle in place of Tyfully
compensates for the
< '
.Nathaniel Guy
rone Power: Sidney Blackmer In w"fj?i° V *
Into this
Lewla Alexander money she has taken.
iY
w
place of Robert Warwick; McKay su2!^2f Merchant
Leroy Bingham situation there enters a younger
TWh
Morris in place of Pedro de Cordoman, 'who offers her the love she
Laura Bowman has been denied, but she knows the
ba; Vivian Tobin in place of Patricia a 2!Si_
Kvelyn Freer
Colli nge; J. M. Kerrigan as O'Trig- iSTSn.
uolana
Edna Morton youth is really in love with her sisJ:
Courtevan
ger
Marion Taylor ter and maneuvers .the situation to
The "Rivals of 1923" is announced onic*r
Coy Applewhite bring the young couple together.
as the "Francis Wilson version." The
When the noveltist's hard-headed,
original Sheridan script was some
In a freaky season of freaks it re- practical lawyer tries to make her
six hours in playing length. The late mained for a
agree" to the loveless marriage with
gentleman
from
CleveJoseph Jefferson cut It down as a land, Ohio, panting
the blind man, she reveals that it
for greatness,
starring vehicle and eliminated it to to present in
a Broadway theatre a has been her work that really has
the book used by the Players. Mr. group of negroes
made the writer famous, and she
playing
ShakeWilson (who played with Jefferson) speare's "Comedy
renounces her contract, leaving the
has fattened it up again consider- accompaniment of of Errors" to the novelist in the hands of another
a jazz band In a
ably, resurrecting mufli talk and circus-tent
secretary. A year later the writer's
setting.
considerable business of the sort one
affairs have gone wrong his work
It
wasn't
might easily fancy an actor would bizarre— wasthrilling, it wasn't is bad. his household is mismanaged,
absurd.
it
rescue for an actors' organization.
The
jass strains weren't meant to and his temper is frayed under the
He .hasn't improved it except by the be satire; nor was the version at
annoyances of an empty-headed,
all
presence of MisA Le Gallienne, who modernized;
nor was the circus at- frivolous girl secretary. The bondIs a soulful and charming Julia. The mosphere
carried beyond the setting age of her sacrifice, however, has
character adds nothing, though in and a silly
business of changing the become a habit with tho woman, and
this instance the player does. Julia,
tabloid settings at the behest of a in the end she returns, to embrace
St might be worth noting, was the
melodrama
- made - up
ringmaster a life of service to the bliiid man.
principal feminine role in 1775, when
The playing is in all -cases supewhipping about some stagehands
"The Rivals" was first uncurtained Pierrot pajamas.
rior to the play.
Mr. Duncan alIt had no rhysfe
at Covent Garden. . and was once
ways
shines in the Interpretation of
nor reason, it developed nothing, it
played by Mrs. Siddons.
roles of repressed force such as that
was
simply
incongruous
like
.mixWith such a brilliant nucleus from ing salt
and sugar just to be differ- of the blind novelist. Maude Hanathe resounding artistic and popular ent.
ford reveals a good deal of emotional
triumph of the Players' revival less
There
is considerable talent in the intensity in the big scene of the
than a year ago, this Equity entercompany,
and it made itself mani- play, while May Hopkins brings a
tainment could scarcely be less than
fest in "The Chip Woman's For- world of youth a,ad grace to the
gleasant. Furthermore, the settings
Harry
tune," a typical even if witless and part of the younger sister.
y Woodman Thompson were excelpointless little homely comedy of the Blakemore did extremely well with
lent, far more helpful for the playing
the role of a conventional colored
negro-section
of
city
a
of
today.
of this satirical classic than were
servant.
Rush.
the massive and majestic sets as There the acting was honest. Evelyn
they appeared in the huge prosce- Preer as a sick wench was wonderful, and the whole company gave
nium of the Empire.
The substitutions were not all one a thrill of something different, Thomas Burton
William Austin
happy ones. Maclyn Arbuckle had with a sane reason for being so.
Burton
Martha Leftler
In the chop suey rendition of Alicia
Bell Boy
neither the unction of a Jefferson
Kenneth Dana
Harry HuRuenot
nor the power of a Power in his Sir Shakespeare's little-revived comedy, Kljthr-r
Eugene Redding
Anthony.
Sidney Blackmer, given which was always a bore when of- Victor
Due de ValSfont
Fred L. Tiden
fered
under
the
most
idealized
and
to playing wailing juveniles when
Peter Bonn
Robert Fisher
Leon Gordon
professionally engaged, was f at best inspired conditions, only the clown- Richard Stevens
ing
of
Audrey
Charles
Valmont
Olden
Juliette Day
as
both
the
of
In
the
reflection
a sorry hero.
Duches* de Valmont
Hilda Bpong
Dremios
saved
it from putting all
the Square-shouldered Interpretation
Mrs. Bohn
Camilla
Dalberg
.,
projected by Bob Warwick he was the three hundred or so patrons to Andrew
Fred J. Martell
sleep.
Anderson. . . ,_,
Beach Cooke
rather pathetic.
That
the colored population had
Miss Tobin rivaled with charm
This is the second play by Thompand Ingenuous finesse every grace of already made up its verdict was
the famous performances given by manifest by the presence In the son Buchanan produced this season
Miss Collinge, and Kerrigan was Sir bouse of exactly five patrons of dark by Oliver Morosco (Morosco HoldLucius to the ground. McKay Mor- blood. It was a premiere and the ing Co., Inc.), the first having been
ris snowed under the memory of De main floor was woefully shot. That "The Sporting Thing to Do," in
Cordoba as the testy, volcanic the management was at fault was which Emily Stevens was starred.
Faulkland.
"Pride" was once in the possession
So, on the whole, it beyond argument.
These players are exceptional for of Henry Miller, and It was proposed
struck a balance, though the sparkle
of Dixey was sorely missed In Fag their race, but they cannot and must after rewriting to present Louis
not
with
vie
solidly
the
intrenched
when portrayed by the stolid Craig.
Mann in it. The Morosco theatre
This appears to be a "benefit" white theatre, let alone attempt to held the premiere May 2. Friday
toward recouping some of the outd*0 it. No white company on night last found about fair attendearth
would
have
the
play
gall
to
losses of Equity's ill-advised season.
ance on the lower floor. While it is
It is scarcely likely that any of the "The Comedy of Errors" for money true that Broadway's season le conartists is accepting any compensa- these days, yet Raymond O'Neill tinuous through the hot months for
ventures
with
negroes,
of
It
most
tion for the week.
free-hand estireal hits, it seems an extra hazard
mate of the east at regular commer- them only clever amateurs, In sur- to chance a new drama on the edge
cial salaries would be that the com- roundings of the type made famous of summer.
The Buchanan play
pany pay roll for the single week by such master producers as Arthur has feminine appeal, but it Is doubtwould be between $6,000 and $7,000. Hopkins in "The Hairy Ape," and to ful of attaining the goal of a run,
Business Tuesday evening was such tunes as "I'm Just Wild About especially because of the late entry.
better than fair, but considerably Harry,'* and "Carolina in the Morn"Pride" is a sentimental comedyunder capacity.
The boxes were ing."
drama. If the author had any idea
If that is art or highbrow stuff, of wooing laughter he forgot it and
empty and there were vacant seats
on all floors. Underdone presswork then a drunken teamster doing a held to the main idea of bringing a
alone can account for it, because skirt dance In a delicatessen store tear to the eye. Kerchiefs were in
last year the more capacious Em- would be a conception of genius.
plentiful evidence at the finale of the
Misses Preer and Morton, care- second act and, too, in the third.
pire, in exceedingly hot weather,
and shrewdly surrounded, That is quite all right while the
scarcely knew a vacant seat, and the fully
single week there could have only would make the skies ring, and weather this May persists In acting
whetted rather than dulled the draw Charles Olden will be heard from in like March; if summer comes early
of an all-star resurrection of Sheri- a happier and saner event, surely.
it may be different.
Moreover,
dan's cutting comedy.
At present the Ethiopian Art TheThe story is that of Due De ValEquity loyalty helps this venture atre is ahopelcss mess of misguided mont, aristocratic Frenchman, who,
superinduced
the
half
palpably; it seemed that
and maudlin stupidity
because of his escapades, has not
audience was composed of profes- by a strained effort at being smart seen his wife nor daughter for 10
sionals.
and "unusual." It should be rescued years. He had married a Chicago
Mr. Wilson fancies himself as Bob by sober persons who have the in- heireSs and could for the asking seAcres, and it is easily seen that he terest of the colored race as well as cure enough money to sustain him.
has had an unbridled hand in this, this potentially excellent organiza- Arrived in America and broke, he
for he not only contributed the "ver- tion at heart— and it probably will secures a Job as a waiter in a hotel
sion," but fattened up his own part be.
Lait.
owned by a former countryman,
by ad libblng into Sheridan's maswho was once his valet, but from
terpiece little moments for his own
whom he refused aid. His daughwhimsicalities, some of them almost
ter and wife have returned from
grotesquely anachronistic to one faDescribed as a melodrama in four nc's Trance.
The girl, now grown to
AukuxUii
maliar with the pure English of the by Ethel Clifton and Bta**-tl bypart.
Thf maturity, is In love with a wealthy
who plays the lrjullng
Georgian period as apotheosized in Imuran,
She takes to the
proKram dr*s not Indicate the t.Bimle»S of American youth.
"The Rivals." As an artor Mr. Wil- th«* production, which opened at the I.o:.}.
new waiter and makes him a friend,
son is guilty of irreverent insolence: acje May 7.
truth that he is
the
sensing
finally
Augrustln Duncan
but, then, Sheridan may have died Alm^ric Thompson
Maude Hfnaft.rd her father, for whom she has
Mason
peacefully, without ever anticipating Hi-verly
Ix>uls Kimball
I -Mvrcnce Fannin?
yearned. It is the contact between
that his Bob Acres would some day l-Yllman Thornrt>kc
Ctc °™" n father and daughter that becomes
l«
I>rndkj
Juno U
be done by a president of the Equity cnfhoiine Mafon
Harry Wakcmoic the main theme in 'Pride," quite
Anthony
Players, Inc.
May Hopklni submerging the final reconciliation
Quinlan
it.inlco
Miss Heming is a charming and
The play's
r.r
father and mother.
legitimate Lydia. as before, and Miss
Another of those single set and mist effective and affecting scene
Shaw is an uninspired Mrs. Maladaughter
goes
to the
the
n
is
when
for
in
brought
plays
cast
prop (the role so affectionately as- small
arms of the pscudo waiter, who,
I
in an
sociated In th»> minds of theatre- tag end of the season
with paternal affecwrung
though
of
pood
deal
A
way.
perlmental
goers of an old* r generation with
declare* he in not her fathei
the late Mrs. Drew).
'The Rivals" promise to this particular pi c< tion,
Prlae had brought him to the point
depends so much on Mrs. Malaprop which has a novel feminine tv
to work for a living and
of
wanting
The
about.
talked
it
may
pet
and Sir Anthony, the tw<> characters Which
pride in breeding give* him the inthat made it live and which were big scene <>f the four acts is an emo
stinct to protect his daughter.
tlor.nl explosion In the third when
hailed as finished monuments of xarJuliette Day as the daughter cap
woman violent!) refuses to
Ihe
ic profundity before oui KevoiuJ.

Fax

lacking In good-looking girls, and
those who lacked something in pulchritude easily made it up by their
hard work.
In addition to the ensemble dancing,
there
were a number of
"teams" which jumped In every now
and then, and saved the show from
lagging. Frldkln and Rhoda was one
team that worked hard and success-

.

Philadelphia,

May

IS.

Louis Werba's latest musical comedy, "Adrienne." opened at the Gar- fully; St. Clair and Gavonne added
to the gaiety of nations, and Lou
rick Monday, running the first night
Lockett carried off individual honors
until nearly 12.10.
on a number of occasions.
Then
Summed up briefly, it may be there was May Cory Kitchen with
characterized as one of the best some toe dancing that was exceltent
dancing shows and one of the weak- and some more that was not so
est In respect of comedy that has good, and the Keene Twins, who
been seen here this season. There were generally brought in to put the
is a superabundance of "book." The finishing touches
on a number hang-

program gives credits as follows: ing in the balance. In the last act,
Book and lyrics by A. Seymour Brown too, there were the Red Rascals, that
from a story lb y Frances Bryant and unusual bunch of tumbling Arabs
William Stone. It is easy to sup- who helped put across
a number
pose that the original story was called "I'd Be
a Wild Man" with a
highly melodramatic, since even in
the musical comedy there is a generous slice of melodrama toward the
end, Including even gun play.
The plot concerns the attempt of
three crooks to fleece the daughter

of a millionaire. They masquerade
as swamis and yogis, and arouse

bang.
In some ways,

it might be said
that the show was top-heavy with
dancing, but the fact remained that
most of it was so good, and most of
the rest of the show was so weak,
that it may well be called the saving grace of Mr. Werba's produc-

the girl's interest in the occult sciences and psychic studies.
Then tion.
Another distinct asset to "Adrithey persuade her to visit a supposed Hindu shrine somewhere in enne" is the presence of Vivlenne
Segal as prima donna. Miss Segal's)
New Jersey, and oaiy the efforts of voice
is as clear and as powerful as
her fiance and a young detective
ever, and her personality decidedly
foil their plans.
"Adrienne" is 'in two acts and ingratiating. The way she put across
three scenes, the first being very such of Albert von Tiizer's songs as
short, with a drop supposed to rep- "Sweetheart of Mystery," "Love Is
resent the prison wall at Sing Sing. All" (the motif), and "Where the
A number of crooks are being let out Ganges Flows" (the real song hit of
following the expiration of their the show), was a distinct tribute to
sentences,, and among them' is Bunk her ability.
The "Ganges" number was assistAllen, who is met outside by two
confederates.
They unfold to him ed by the presence of the Lyric
the plan of robbing the millionaire's Four, which Included Edith 'Hollodaughter. This first scene isn't a. bit way, Pauline Miller, Jean Young and
like the usual musical comedy stunt, Angela Manilla. Their harmony waa
bein<? not in the least beautiful and most effective and proved one of the
in spirit much more like the prolog most
applauded features of tne
of a "crook" play.
evening. They also helped sing a
This atmosphere makes it all the number called "Pretty Little Home. *
more incongruous when Billy B.
Others in the cast who had very'
Van, playing the role of Bunk, pulls little in the way of real opportunia number Of comedy lines for the ties, but who did what they had
benefit of the warden, who for the to do satisfactorily, were Laura
minute is his feeder.
Arnold, as the girl crook; Charles
The second scene of the first act Cahill Wilson, Doris Arden, Grace)
approved musical comedy Studeford and Dan Healy. The latis
in
style and is one of the most charm- ter won his greatest success by a
ing sets (of the older school) seen couple of fast danbing numbers. It
here this year: It represents the cannot be said that Harry Fender
terrace of the heroine's cdUntry was especially happy in the role of
home, and is so arranged as to per- the hero, though hn voice was ademit the chorus to come trooping quate.
down from balconies and through
The oriental numbers in the
numerous garden gates, all of which "shrine" scene gave occasion for
adds to the attractiveness of the some very seanty costumes, but they
stage picture.
were as unattractive as thsy were
The third act is laid in the fake brief. "Adrienne," iri plot strucshrine, with the customary riot of ture, in comedy methods and to
colors and Oriental drapes. - Both some extent in music, belongs to the
these settings, as well as the cos- conventional old-fashioned school,
tumes, point a large expenditure.
but its lively, Cohanesque dancing,
The two comedy characters are staged by David Bennett, and the
Bunk, played by Van, and John efforts of that Indefatigable chorus
Grey (the heroine's father), played lift it partially out of the rut. It
by Richard Carle. The attempt to still has some distance to go.
make this character amusing was
Water*.
only fairly successful, and that
doesn't mean anything to the discredit of Carle. Carle's business of
girl crook, disflirting with the
guised as an Oriental, was sad stuff,
)
and the two songs allotted him, "As
-»i
Long as Your Wife Don't Know"
and "King Solomon," both talking
numbers, are not worthy of the efforts expended on them.
Paris, May 2.
To Billy* Van as Bunk were given
a few moderately amusing lines, and
The Trianon, directed by Louis
more opportunity to develop clever Masson, a hustler in every respect,
business than Carle had. His cos- is continually inviting its patrons to
tume as the masquerading Hindu sample the numerous new operettas
was in itself funny, and his lapsing produced here during the season.
into underworld slangy as contrast- The latest is "Le DJorghi," in three
ed to his otherwise pompous and acts, by Wilned, music by Edouard
affected utterances, seemed to strike lEfant.
excruciatingly
as
audience
tho
Djorghl, in Hindostnnee, means
amusing.
the chief of a clique of fakirs, the
However, "Adrienne" will need Oriental musical comedy now unsomething besides cutting to bring der observation being laid in anthe comedy up. It will be a case of cient India The plot is simple and
actual rewriting and rearranging of clean. It might have been even a
the book.
little more lively, for we know W«lOn the other hand, even on the ned is capable of better lyrics.
flrst night, the dancing, chorus num- Satlava confides to
his uncle, a
stage
of
bers and general tempo
maharajah, he is madly in love with
action could not be criticized. The Princess Sita, and the ruler orders
chorus was a corker; it worked the wedding festival to be prepared.
hard and successfully. ft wasn't He desires the princess for himself
what you might call a real beauty and Intends to repudiate his present
chorus, but it waa by no* paeans wife to marry Sita.
This meets with disapproval, and
the disappointed lovers arrange with
tured flrst honors in the playing. the local DJorghi, on promise of
Her dialect more than once sug- graft, to prevent the Maharajah
gested the speech of "Kiki." Sus- from carrying out his plans, which
tained dialect roles are no easy as- is done, and all terminates to the*
signment, but Miss Day created a satisfaction of the characters and
lovable little lass of the tri-color. the audience.
M. l'Enfant is already known in
Fred L. Tiden played the repentant
Parisian father, the role being some- England, having written the score
what more subdued than he has of the "Little Girl in Red." at the
been used to. In the matter of dia- Gaiety, London, a short time ago.
lects, of which there were an as- His present effort 'is well orchessortment, Tiden's effort was mod- tered, but he is a bit betrayed by
erately successful but quite shad- the Trianon chorus, which, Uko that
owed that in the forceful charac- of the Opera Comique, Is often off
»
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terization.

color.

Robert Fisher handled the part Of
M. Masson displays enterprise in
hotel proprietor skilfully, but revealing old and new works of
with a dialect that sounded more composers whose names have not
Alsacian than French. Hilda Spong become household words among the
as the motaer carried her manner Paris playgoers. There are so many
peache Cook was an un- Inside combinations at the lyrical
cleverly.
abashed and unmannerly reporter houses here, even to political inThe program held five names of ftnenoe, that a musician cannot exguests in thf hotel, none having I pect to be launched unless he has
the

means

line to speak.

friends at court or

Producing "Pride" at this time of
the season Tr:.iy have a picture
angl e, the legitim ate branch of the
Morosco Holding UO, establishing

aiding In J,he production of
work*
talent that
It Is not
alone counts to-day.
k< ndr\w.

show on Broadway and spelling
making branch. It

the
it

to the picture

the growing belief among authors
and managers that the only chance
an average p'ay has must come
That npfr out
pictures and stork.
Ibit.
to "Pi ids."
p!l<
is

y.

of finan-

cially

his

Carme] Myers, picture actress, has
brought another suit for divorce
against Isador P. Kornblum. New
York lawyer, charging desertion and
abandonment. A similar suit a few
months ijejo was dropped.
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NEXT
WEEK (MAY 21)
VAUDEVrLLB THBATRBI

BILLS

(Two

tNk

hoaess opsn for Ui*

looted

The

>
bill*

bolow oro grouped

relative

In

doing new

Jean
Toyland

Follies

Mr A Mr*

(Two

fill)

(Othera to fill)
Keith's Riverside

Walter Kaufman
Sig Franz Co
McDevitt Kelly *

Keith's Palace
Williams & Wolfus
J Barry
Kerr A Weston
Wilton Sis
Flnka Mulee

to

Proctor's Bfith St.
2d half (17-20)

Q
Meehan A Newman
Lahr A Mercedes
Young Wang Co

Son Dodger
Kenton * Fields
Helen Ware Co
1st half (11-23)
Jack Rube Clifford
F.lsa Ryan Co
Tom Smith
Arthur Finn Co
Helen Stover
Bryan A Broderlck Murray ft Allan
Peters ft i.cliuff
Luster Broa
(Two to All)
(One to fill)
2d half (24-17)
Keith's Koynl
Julia Ring Co
Mel Klee
Suit on

Joe Laurie

(Two

(Others to

W altera

A

(One

fill)

to

Lahr

Schneck

4k

Fleming

3

Leavltt

CKCKLE

Sherman
(One

B

fill)

Victor Moore

Kay Hartley

Co

Pat tors'

ft

vary Description.
ON HAND OR TO ORDER.

Exclusive Material of

N. Y. City: Bryant 2464

Jones

ft

(Others to fill)
Moss' Franklin
Olaen ft Johnson

Moody

Bernard

ft

Garry

(Othera to nil)
td half
Al Shayne
Murray ft Allan

Schenck

Fant
Four Aces
ft

Pelle

(Two

to

fill)

Kelth'a Orpheusn

Herman

T

Kin*
Morgan Dancers

Blondes

McKay

Montana
(Two to

Torke

W

fill)

Keith's Jefferson
California Tr.o
Ixmdon Steppers

ft

C

Dornfteld

McLaughlin & E

(Others to fill)
Moss' Regent

Mary Haynea

Thornton

2d

Howard

fill)

half
ft

Rosa

Grace

Rauh

ft

AUBURN.

N. Y.

Town**
Hawthorne ft Cook
Gilded Cage
Morris

(One

ft

to

fill)

2d

half

J Van Arnans MIns

BALTIMORE
Maryland
Baiiey ft Cowan
Hall
Ailcen Stanley
Valerie Bergerle Co

Al

df

King

EARLE and

—GERTRUDE
RIAL REVUE

K

W.

T. M.

A., B. F.

Blondes

Montana
(Others to fill)
td half

to

Keith'*

Williams

II

n

St.

A Wolfus

A West

to nil)

Cahill A Romaine
Sally Beer*

P

Whiteside Band
Nellie Arnaut Co
A-

(III)

Capmnn

1st half (21-23)

Jay C Flippen Co

Odd Chip*

Slllr HuchoH Co
dlth Helena Co

Sherman A Rose
2d half (21 27)
•Crossed Wires

fill)

Kelth'a Pros p e ct
td half (17-20)
Victor Moore Co
I

Courtney

Maree
Miles from B'way
(One to fill)
Fern

4

N.

Columbia
(Shreveport aplit)
lat half
Tan Arakl Trio
Jos Diskay Co
Oraco Valentine Co
Oacar Lorraine

Movie Masques

BIRMINGHAM
Lyric
(Atlanta split)
lat half

Micahula

The

Murray A Oakland
(Others

to

nil)

A

(Two- to

fill)

Sterlings

2d half (24-27)
Miller ft Capman

Sherman

Daniels ft Walters
(Others to fill)

DENTIST

Juggleland
B. F. Keith's

Jack Osterman

Swor A Conroy
Elephants
Burke A Durkiu
Beaaie

Clifford

Cornish

A

Swift

Kelly

A Band

CHATTANOOGA
Rlalto
2d half

Ann

HARRISBCKG, FA.
Tivoil
Billy

Mil)

(Two

'-»

•Laces

MMNfy —

—

•>

A

2d

(One

Ladles

to

JAB

lat

!

VAN and VERNON

A Boyle

7

A

Brown

Fits
Girl*

CHESTER. P\.
Adgement
The I ,e Rays
Hardy A Morgan
Stlllwell A Vr\y, r
The Awkw.u. Age
I

I'lelro

INDIANAPOLIS
Palace
•Sally Sia

N'-llie

(One

Nichols
to

nil)

M

half

RAJ

Johnson A

Ann Suter

Milliecenl
J>-*ly Sis

Filer
2d half

A RiU

Ben Nee One
Hoy A Arthur
Weaver A Weaver

!'ii.-r

MoWOf

3

to nil)

TOLEDO

I

B. F. Keith's

Majestic
Shriner

Kellars'

The Diamonds

Lew Wilson

Sultan
(Other* to

Looking Backward*
Sager Mldgely Co
(One to fill!

fllit

1st half (21-23*

A

l.ym

Ii

Kennedy Bro*

T A K 0*Meara
(Othera to fill)
3d half (24-27)
Richards A Harris
Ifenshaw A Avety
(Others to fill?
•

Gaylord

(Othera to

2d

hair

|

Eary A Eary
Ozrca
it

A

BOSTON
Klly

MeCormick A
Rath Bros

W

'SIR"

fill)

half

Wyeth A Wynne
C A M Dunbar
Goslar A Lusby
Joe Darcey

Gordon's

Olympla

(Scollay Sq.)

n«

Marino A Martin
Royal Gascoines
(One lo fill)

fill)

A

LEXINGTON. KY.

to

Bon

fill)

CLEVELAND,

O.

Roada Hippodrome

Ail

Tyler A Crolus
Pair of Deuces
Neal Abel

Walter Law Co
(One to fill)

to

fill)

LRFFERTS AVENUE.
GARDENS. L. I.

ttt

KEW

Phone Richmond Hill

A Bro

Grace Ayers

SMS

2d

half

Fries
Wills

Valentine Vox
Clayton A l.ennie
Miss Myctery

LOUISVILLE. KY.

A Wilson
A Robbins

(Three to

National

DAYTON

Johnson

«

Ben Nee One
Weaver Bros
Cool Sister*
(Others to fill)

-

FADUCAH. KY.
Orpheum

DETROIT
At

m Salle

Frlea A Wilson
Jack George t
(On* to fill)

Frabell

W

MeCormick A

Ben Meroff Band
Reed A Sol man

Dashington Doga

Dies Monk*

Keller Sis

(Two

A

td

Dsnny Dagan Co
Out of Knickers

Bird is Kramer
Stanley Callnl Co

Healy
half

A Packer

a i'Song Symphony"

in

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
Henry Catalano Co
(Two to fill)
EVN8VILLE. 1ND.
Bal A Gamble
Stanely A WilsonsStanley A Chapman
Broderlck Wyan Co
td half

Olms
JAB
Jack George Duo

Inc.

New York

IMS

Anderson Oirla
Margaret Ford
Zeller

WILKES-BARRE
Poll's

(Scranton aplit)
half

Lou Tellegen Co
Allman A Harvey
Kerr A Ensign
The Herberts

Sally Slstera

Ben Nee One
Weaver Broa

(One to

fill)

WORCESTER

A

A Hayes
Be r sacs Circus

Ston*

td

Ed A May Ernie

Three Alers
(One to fill)

TERRE HAUT
liberty

A R

(Others to All)
td half

Knapp A CornelM
Broderlck
(Others to

Mower

A WynA
fill)

TOLEDO
B. F. KeRh'e

A

Keller Sis

I*

Bird Cabaret

aw ton
(Othera to fill)
td halt

I

INI).

Strand
Clara Campbell

Orren A Draw
Snow A Norrlne
Ed Lowery
MeCormick A W

A Cameron

Elinor* Pierce

(On* to

half

Valand Gamble

Baker

ROKOMO.

IftsV

Olms
JAN
Stuart Girla

Throe Alexs

Desleys Sis
(Others to fill)

BUI

RICHMOND.

fill)

INDIANAPOLIS
Palace

lat

fill)

PERRONE and OLIVER

TAB

td

to

•COUNT

Meyers
halt

Out of Knicker*
Wopler A Davis
Zemotta A Smith
Healy

Anger

half

2d

Harry Abrama

half

2d

A K

Sliver Duval

Gardens

A B

A Baker

Mllicent Mower
Wills A Robbina
(Other* to fill)
2d half
Sally Sisters A L

Bird Cabaret
(Others to fill)
I

,

fill)

Ed Lowery*
(Two to fill)

DeWitt

'

Aaron A Kelly
Lambert A Fish

SP'GFIRLD. MASS.

TAB

(

HUGH HERBERT

Trio

fill)

Rath Broa

2d half
Stuart Girl*

(One to

fill)

Poll's

Sadie one oi Girls

A Duffy
A Davis

Goet*

Wopler

Entertainera
Perez A LaFleur
td haif
Ben Meroff Band
Chief Caupolican
S

A

Reed

Sollman
A Snoozer

DeWitt A Meyers

Gordon's Olympla
(Washington St.)
•Alma Braham Co

JAMES

DWYER
May Wynne
Smith A Htronjr

Dr:v.v

Snow A Nee

(Two

Lew Wilson

lat

Meredith
spirt)

to

Ha yea
Stone
Stanley Chapman
Bcrzocs Circus

BOB MURPHY "and"
suggests for your

summer

Harris
Jarvis

A Vaughn
A Harrison

Gordon's
Jessie

Reed

Alex llvih'H Orch
(Three to flll>
2d

half

Geo M'Farlane Co.

,

Vt.

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
CHICAGO

DBS MOINES

Palace
(Sunday Opening)
Four Ford*

Orphenm

Van Hoven

(Sunday Opening)
Six Haasana
DSoley A Storey

Jean -Middleton
Olga Petrova

Billy Glason

Ben Welch

Pedestrainlsm

Howard A Clark

Ernest R. Bait

KANSAS CITY

State-Lake
(Sunday Opening)
The Csnsinos
Bessie Barriscale
Stars of Yesterday

Jack

Benny

Bdith
Moor.»

Clifford

A

Main Street
Land or Fantasy

Dolly Kay
Gibson A Connelll
Steppe A ONoil
Cart Emmy's Pets

LOS ANGELES

Kendall

Hill

Four Tamaki*

Four Byron Girls
(One to fill)

RR'CKTON, MASS.

vacation

Bingham Beach, South Royal ton

The Heltons

•Lew Nelson Co

td half (17-20)
Darling A Lewis

'

fill)

B0ST0H KEITH CIRCUIT

Ines

Morris A Town, s
Cupids Close Up
Le* A Mann
Gilded Cage

(Two

Stranded
N.

A

2d • half

half

PATRRSON.

2d half
Bfiekridge Casey Co
Glets A Duffy
I bach's Entertaln'ra

Poll's

Rspe A Dutton
Fenner A Roberts

The Seebacka
Dayton A Palmer
Bert Levy
Pinto

Smith

(Wks-Barre

Ruby Raymond
Tony Grey Co

fill)

A

M ldg<

Sternad's

Crystal Bennett Co

Deslya Sis
Rath Bros
(Others to fill)
2d half
Pair of Deuces

Hall

SCR ANTON. FA.

.

Kokin

James

A

Carl

A

Birdie A Kramer
Stanley A Callnl Co

Froctor'a

Palace
(Mobil* split)

\n\

A

Galletti

halt

NEW ORLEANS

fill)

Tt
i

A Wood

Cotvin

Willie- Solar

(Othera to

td half (24-27)
Sally Beers

LaFleur

Gua Fowler
Parnes A Lynn

Rsrd

Jessie

Harry Watkln*
Cook A Oatman
All* A Co

Ward A

Baker

td Half

Palace
Al Barnea Co

Johnson
MMIcent

Belle

Midget
fill)

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

6

Palace

Williams

to

(Two

Ortons
td half
William Kent Co
Creedoa A Davla
Flo Mayo
5 Entertainers

A

(Two

fill)

(Othera to fill)
td half

NEW HAVEN

A

Sternad's

Sis

Sadie one of Girls

Herron

A Haley

Crafte

A

Lime Trio
4

OlympU
Peggy Brooks

.

B. F. Keith's
Orren A Drew
Snow A Norrlne

St Went 4§th Street
Telephone Bryant

Zemotta

their wonderful musical Instrument

Adelaide Bell Co

half

B

World of Make

The URayi
Polly A Oa

Runaway Four
Henry A Moore
Ideal

Tyler

Crolius

lo

Id

•

The Mclntyres
"Walter Law Co

A

A La Vcro
Beard

Ideal

(Two

D D HT

Marconi

Harry Mayo

Majestic

Beegse A Qupee
Hunting A Francis
Babb Carroll A S

PLAYING LOEW CIRCUIT
Direction: J. H. LUBIN

Francis Co

fill)

JEWELERS

Peres

THE BRAMINOS
With

to

(One

NEW BED FORD

Fdrce

CINCINNATI

1st half (11-23)

HEMMENDINGER,

Galletti

A Mercer

Eddie Nelson

Arthur DeVoy Co
Georges Du Premie
The Sharrocks
Vin Lopez

State

(W'st'n Sal' in split)
1st half

(Two

Van A Tyson

B. F. Keith's

Howe A Howe

fill)

Capitol
Around the Corner

to

(One to

6

'

fill)

Vail

A Belfoi'
A Mann

Nerrett

A Mann

Beaumont 8is
Bob Bobby A Bob
t Blue Demons

WATF.KBl'BY

A Wood
Kano A Dillon

E.

SYRACUSE

A Starke
(Others to fill)
A

A Knapp

Ritter

Llm* Trio

•

McFarl'd A Palace
Franklyn Ardell Co
Santos A Hayes
Ferry Corwey
td half
Cliff Jordon

Shuffling

Gus Fowler

Anger A Packer
Anderson Sis
Wood A Whit*

A O'Connor
A Wesson

SCHENECTADY

•Bobbe

II.

>

Dainty Marie
Williams A Clark
Syko

Liza

A Day

Hallen

Go* Fay Co
Browne Sis

Col rin

HARTFORD

Calvin

Jay

Zeller

(Ono to

Ruby Raymond 3
Tony Gray Co
Freda A Anthony

N. J.

Proctor's
Singer'a Midgets

Russell

Grand O.

A B

Brown A Wittaker
(Two to fill)

NEW BRUNSW'K

Murray A Gerrish
Kennedy A Rooney

Shea's

A

Johnny Burke
Toung Wang Co

Stewart

BUFFALO
Carter

half
Will Morris
Parlor. Bedr'm
lat

GREENVILLE

& G

MUlership

Moran & Mack

fill)

Proctor's
Radium Visions

Academy
(Richmond split)

NEWARK.

•Royal Purple Girls

SterlingH

Vincent O'Donnell
Thank You Doctor

fill)

NORFOLK

Orphenm
•Harry Bentelle
Salle A Rob'es
Princ's Nal Tai Tai

BOSTON
The

G'RMANT'WN. FA

Proctor's
2d half (17 20)
Tiondon Stepper*

Danny Dugan Co

Baker

Belle

La
(Two

O'Connell

Great Leon
(One to fill)

Chong A Moey
Geo Mack

H

Hol'i

fill)

td Half

-

Nell

MR.

2d Half

to

Archer
•

fill)

(On* lo

Co

I

Creadon A Davis
td halt

(Jacksonville split
1st halt

lat halt (11-21)
Leavitt A Lockw'd
(Othera to fill)
td half (24-27)
Olson A Johnson
(Othera to fill)

W.

Welch Mealy & M
Powers A Wallace
Joa K Watson

Ward A

SAVANNAH

WAG
Aheara
(Othera

CARY

Or. M. Q.
Cor. 8tato and Randolph St*.
Second floor over Drug Btor*
Entrance < W. Randolph St.. CHICAGO

(One to

Allan

(Ono

Edouard
Betty Washington
Archer A Belford

Chief CaupQllcan
Meredith A Snoozer

,

Margaret Ford

Mounter*

4

Prices within reason to the profession
H.

A

Murray

to

TONKRRS

Ibaoh's Entertain' rs

Honey Campbell Co
Will Mahoney
The Bradnas

Proctor'*
2d half (17-20)
Out of Knicker*

to

Rose

ft

Sterling 4

MT. VERNON

fill)

Buckridge Casey Co
Herron A Gaylord

(Sunday Opening)

Homer Romaine

A Hall

Wood A White

O'Dare

(Othera to

Bloom A Scherr

Thoa P Jackson Co
Lew Price ft Orch
Cahill ft Romaine
Jean LaCrpaa
Harry Tsuda

Bolt

A Kelly
2d halt

StanB-y

1st half (21-23)

hair
vera
I -a

Around tho Corner
Gallettl

ROANOKE. VA.
J.

A

Owens

Kellam

(Two

Ore

MANCHESTER

Telaak A Dean
Great Leon

A Kenny
A Lynn

Burn*

Williams

Hyde's

fill)

Fiske A Fallon
Southern 4

William Kent

half

lat

Casting Stars
Proctor's

to

•Bobby Jackson Co

Van A Tyson
Valentine

Roma Duo
T Jack
La Tier
Wha Let Ka
Leon A Dawn
Inglia ft Winclteater

2d half (17-20)

BATON ROUGE

1st half (21-23)

(Others to fill*
Most' Rivera
V A E Stanton
Snlly Beers
(Others to fill)
2d half
Boh Hall

WILTON

2d half
Morlin ft Doran
Taylor Howard ft

(Two

Van Baldwin

Alice Hamilton

Patricola
A Burn*
H Brockman Rev
Mable Ford Co
Julia Ring Co
Burke Barton ft B Olcott A Mary Ann (Two to fill)
Julius Tannea
td half
Carson ft Cane
Four Phillip*
Worsley A Hillier
Ryan Weber ft R

Worden Bros
(Two to All)

Lahr A Mercedes

T.

im

Oddities of

POLI'S CIRCUIT
Pott's

ft

Julia Oarrlety

2d half , (24-27.

ALF

Mathews
Manning ft Hall Co
ft

Jubilee

,

Rose

YORK, FA.
Opera Hon so
Runaway Four
Henry A Moore

BRIDGEPORT

DIRECTION:

Able O. H.

N. T.

Olympic

KEITH and ORPHEUM

ASTON. PA.

Earl

Shea Co

WATERT'N.

ELIZABETH,

A Boys

Rockwell A Vox
Alf Rippol
(Others to fll!>

Fleurctte Jeofrey
Cresay A DOyne
Adelaide A Hughe*
Bent Fitzgibbon*

Zelda Santiey
Southland Enter

(Others lo fill)
td hair (24 27)

(Others to

Slat

Proctor's 135th St.
td hatf-(I7-20)
Resale Rcmpcl Co

Miller

to

Dorothy Russell Co

fill)

Perrone A Oliver
Ben Beyer

(One

(Two

Beaumont Sis
Bob Bobby A Bob

Moore A Freed

Laugh

A Kennedy

A Garry

Banjo

(Two

Smith

1st half (21-22)

Sully A Houghton
Boh Albright

Bernard

Keith (Western)

Three Whirlwind*
Be ban A Mack
Franklyn Chas Co

Exposition

A

Lew Seymour Co

4

WASHINGTON

HOWARD

B

Winifred ft
Wade Booth

Rage

Olive

Tlvoll A
Billy Beard
Teddy Claire
(Two to fill)

Rich Hayes
tOthefs to fill)

Deagon ft Mack
The Zieglera

Klown Revue

HEADLINING

A Fuller
(Others to fill)
2d half
Exposition Jubilee

Tho%E

Edwards ft Beasley
R ft.B Dean

A

td

Monde

AND

.

H

#

Angel

BROCKHAN

fill)

Temple
Du For Boya

F.

L'raine's Serenad'rs
td half
Melroy Slstera

B. F. Keith'*

-

to

McGrath A Deeds

Colonial

THE HEART8

IN

O'Lltea

Stewart

A

OF THE PEOPLE

2d half
Sager Midgel} Co
Pair of Deuces
Lew Wllston
Bird Cabaret

Jefferson

Powers,

BOB—

Frank De Voe
Rath Bros

(Two

Mellnda A Dade
Miss Cupid
Jimmy Lucas Co

E
Elkino Fay
Freed Harrison Co
Hodge A Lowell
J A H Shields

>

"ALWAYS
HEADUNERS"

Geo Moore ft Girls
Hackett ft Delraar

Warren Jackson Co

Austin

ft

Dixie 4
Sllva Braun Co
KeltH'a Greeupolnt
2d half (17-20)
Carnival of Veuice
Manning ft Hall Co

Bonlp
(Others to

Briscoe

Lyrio
(Norfolk split

A Ward

2d half (24-t7)
Senator Ford
Crescent Orchestra

Clown Seal

r/TICA. N. T.

Eary ft Eary
Orren ft Dr»w
R Snow ft Norinne

Ray

Praetor's

Flint

Stars of Yesterday

half
ft

A

Wheeler

Ardine

ft

(Othera to fill)
Moss' Flntbosh
Healy ft Cross

Seed

split)

Robinson

Willie

Marguerite
Billy Arlington Co
France* Arma
Poster Girl

Payton

TROY. N. T.

RICHMOND

DETROIT

ft

Davis

AI

(Others to fill)
2d half
ft R Stanton
Trene Ricardo

Marion

Fred Graf Co

Rooney ft Bent
Frank Dixon Co
Shaw ft Lee

Leviathan Band

Boh Halt

ft

ft

PORTLAND
Bevan

A Lav*re
A Ladle*

•Laces

Alex

Canfleid

Nicholas
2d Halt

Nerrett

A

fl

Ruth A Jean Flfer
Holnts*

B. F. Keith's
Bill

half

Mack A Stanton

Imperial

•

Schofleld
lat half (21-23)

Scott

A

Peggy Brooks

Palace

Edouard
Gilbert

A

PleWot

td Halt

Holme* A

Mnalc Hall

2d

(Sunday Opening)
Marry Me

Desley Sis Co

Wetla

ft

split)

half

MONTREAL

DAYTON

Mason A Brown

"WATCH, THE DRUM8"

Kllis

ft

It

ft

'

JACK POWELL SEXTETTE

Dot son

B

Olga

Jean LaCroae

Murray Kissen Co
Sully A Houghton

Cunt

Helen Moratl

So..

LEWISTON,

Driftwood
2d half
Russell A Marconi
Kelso Bro*
DeLisle

Gertrude Barnea
Bense ft. Baird

J Mandell
Mctiiveney

B. F. Keith's

Ethel Hopkins

Bnshwick

Herbert Clifton

Driftwood

ft

fill)

Keith's

Lytell

Tho O'Mearaa
(Two to fill)
Keith's Hamilton

Van

to

BROOKLYN

Duncan

ft

Little

Moody ft Duncan
Mary Haynea
(One

Macy

ft

1st

T

Leigh

Lydell

ft

Owen
Walsh

PARK

Lillian

Beeman
-

2d ha, If
Ben Bernie A Band

St..

Wm

I

i

L'raine's Serenad'rs

Adams ft
Redmond

Ridnor

ft

Kelso Bros
DeLisle

Mack A Stanton

Hilliard

ft

J.

J.

Hale A Bro
Paul Decker Cd
"
Flske A Lloyd
Arch Stanley

Bro

ft

The Wager

fill)

(Birmingham

DARL MacBOYLE
4»th

to

Ray

N.

Capitol

A
A

Allen

Little

Dore's Celebrities

i*oth St.

Weber

Marie

ft

Lyric

Columbia

KeKerekjardto

Rose Selden

ATLANTA

FAB BOCKAWAY

Deeds

(Othera to fill)
td haif

half

Kent Co

ft

Dance Gambol

Jay C Flippen Co
Billy Hughes Co
Odd Chaps
dlth Helena Co
Harry Tsuda
(One 'to fill)

.

Blue Dcmona
Harrison ft Dakln
(Others to fill)
Keith's Fordham
Vtctor Moore Co
Boh Albright

Plaza Entertainers

Ferry Corwey
Santos ft Hayes

ftps*

Hall

ft

1st

Lynn
td half (17-20)

A

Daun A
Fojrco

fill)

Central

A

Vail

CAMBRIDGE

P Regay A Orch

Brown A Barrow*
Teddy Clair Co

Hector

Lyrio

•

(New.Orleans

Palace

Daun A Scott
Geo Maok
Bobby Jarvls Co

TRENTON.

Ftnlnftold

MOBILE

CLEVELAND

Ruth Roy
Dooley A Morton

Russell ft Plercs
El Ray 8iotero

PLAINF'LD. N.

K A E Kuehn

(On* to

Monde
•
A Stewart
Angel A Fuller
Moiile Fuller Co
(Other* to fill)
Rome A Dunn
R Roberts A Band WHITE PLAINS

Bader Ln Veil* Tr
Jim McWilliams
Ten Byck A Wiley
Trial* Friganaa
Preaaler A Klaiaa

Berry

ft

Wattp * Hawley
Michon Broa
Harry Jolson Co

Hand

ft

Wm

The
Harry Mayo

to
2d halt (24-27)

8

Ka

Winchester

Mathews
Manning ft Hall Co

Earl

Claude

Heath Enter

RUbin

(Othera to fill)
td half
Gilbert Wells

W.

ft

Portia
2d half
Vanderbilta

Grossed Wires

Kay Hamlin ft, Kay (One

11«

Let

fill)

Miller ft Capman
Slg Franz Co

DeKerekjardto
Leigh ft Jones

ft

Wah

Inglia

LaFleur

lat half (11-22)

(Othera to fill)
Moos' Collaeam

D

fill)

ft

to

Portia

fill)

Bryant

Hanako Japs

Dnvle

A Partner
B Hughes ft Polo T Bernt
Douglas ft Earl
Rome ft (Saot
Dave Harris Co
Rogers ft Allen

Mala Street

Ptsano ft Lanauer
Slatkos Revue

D

PA.

• Mori in ft Dorm
Taylor Howard ft T

ASIH-RY

In

Ann Meyers

Dave Roth
A ft F Stedman

Kay Hamlin

Crystal Bennett Co

Rinlto
half
McFarld ft PalacV

Proctor's «3d St.
td half (17-2S)
Thoa P Jackson Co

Billy Arlington Co
Payton ft Ward
Sherwin Kelly
Maker ft Redford
Moos' Broadway
Gordon ft Ford

ft

Ails

Clown Seal

AMSTERDAM

HARRY

(Others to

.

PITTSBURGH

Lillian

Jaok Norton Co

PERRY

and

Stephera ft Lovejoy
M ft A Clark

B. F. Keith's

Jimmy Lucas Co

(One

• Featured Dancere

McGrath

VARDON

to

Amy Dean

La

Barrett

Chang A Moey

(Others to fill)
td half

Olysapfe

H

Geo M'*"*rlan*
(On* to fill)

td Half
Betty Washington
M'K'si'k A Hardy
Bobby Jarvls Co
Barrett A Cunneen

Rich Hayaa

Shan's

Tlndell

I

ft

TORONTO

.

The Comebacks

LOWELL

Harry Watkina
Cook ft Oatman
Alia ft Pullman

I

Miles from B'wny

D'ANDREA and WALTERS

Id half
Joe Browning
P .Regay ft Orch

AI Barnes Co

2d

ALWAYS

E

Macy

(One

Carr

Fern

Lockd

"Tho Merry Widow." "Op

ft
Lydell ft
LaFleur ft

Stella

Jim McCool

half

Adams

Una Edwards

Band

A Dexter
KEYSTONE

LONG BKANt H

td

(III)

Palace

Metlnda ft Dade
Miaa Cupid

Sis

ft

to

Lowe A

ft

LYNN. Mi

fill)

Ollbeft

Clever Missis
Third Season with

1923

17,

f H -M

>'!!

to

Wilfred Du Dole
A Kinney
Ring 9 TangU
Burns A Lynn

Featured Juvenile Dancer

•Paul

The Vanderbilta
Polly ft Os
ft Marlon
Dance Gambol '"'

CINCINNATI

Shields
td half
'Radium Visions

2d

>

~

(Two

Anthony

ft

H

ft

Thursday, May
Ttorrf.y,
M,

CHESTER FREDERICKS

Co

I.swis

May Yoha

fill)

Claude

Pietro

Four Casting Stars

(Others to mi
2d half (24-27)
Rockwell ft Fox

Paul Nolan Co
Nellie Arnaut Co
Lydla Barry

Christy

Orpheum

Mercedes

ft

Howe

ft

ALLKNTOWV

lat half (21-23)
Bon llernie ft Band

Senator Ford
Barrett * Farnum

it

Doyle

Freda

(Othera to Oil)

Keith's Colonial

Van

Howe

Proctor's

Melroy Slaters
Klkins Fay ft B
Freed Harrison Co

All)

Harry Burns Co
Jack Osterman
The Storm

Wallers

to

Mabel Burke Co

Proctor's Mh Ave.
2d half (17-2*)

At Striker

ALBANY

HEADLINING PA NT AGES CIRCUIT

/

Dooley A Sales
Chlo Sale
Dorothy Byton Co
Howard Kyle Co
Florence Brady

Graves

ft

1

J

'H

____

(Four

Creols Fashion PI
Irving Fisher
Paul Sydoll
Gretta Ardine Co

half

Anderson

or reap peering oftar abooooo
* before name denote* act la
from vaudeville, or appearing la city where listed for the flrat Urn*.

KEITH dBCITIT
Co
NEW YOKK CITY Del Chain
Ut'row

•** -

B. r. Keatho
•Flo

Nathano Broa

tarn,

a

All)

1st

ofllooo supplied

acoordtng to booking

which thooo bill* oro printed dooo not denote tho
Importance of oeta nor their program positions.

The mannor

«

PMIf.APM.PMlA

Bellew

ft

to

Arcade
(Savanah split)

with Monday mntlroe. w'a« net otherwise

In dlvlelona.

<>

i

,

JACKSONVILLE

IN

(All

.,

,

.'

I

Sargent

DENVER

4

Orpheum
(Sunday Opening
Cottage

»

Little

Yarmark
Wyll* a Hartmaa

Fred 1<n«r>i.>x
Rainbow's End
White nros
Rice

A Werner

Street

A Marvin

Camerons

Rrneat Hiatt
\A Hands

Olga Cook
Wright Dancers

Orpheum
Aont Jemima
Walton A Brandt
Csrdell Fryer

Leon Vavara

A E

May

Thursday,
Gordon
tfylvia

W

6

CUt*

Gloo Oloo

Clara

Howard

Chaa Irwin
Bylreater Family

Flald Co

C

Don

* Baad

Paraam

Wellington Ctobo
Cross * Saatora

lady Tata Mel
Windsor McCoy

*

LIUls

(Sanday Opening)
Fannie Brlco
Clayton A Edwards

.

(Sunday Opening)
Kokin A OaJettl
Jim R Voientino

OAK1AMD, CAL

Polly ana

Tony

Ford

A Norman

A Vernon
Geo Olaen A Band
'.

LOII8

S

Morris

A

MONTREAL

A

Goodrich

G

Irene Franklin

Joe Cook
Alexa'd's

A

Smith

NAP

ST.

Arco Bros
Mabel Drew
Evans A Wilson
Will Stanton Co
Lehr A Kennedy
Billy Gefber Rev

Assort ran
1st half

PAUL

BUFFALO

Campbell

Fred Lewis

N. J.

1st

A

Fisher

Amoros A

'Jeanette
Brasllian Nuts

half
Gilraore

MINNEAPOLIS

Gene Greene
(Others to

A

Paulsen Tr

7th

fill)

Hughee Musical

NEW ORLEANS
Crescent
Baltus Duo
Ho ban A Green
Stevens A King

1

A

SALT
Paatagee

F'xw'rth A Francis
Aids Rarls A L
Toney A George

Morin Sisters

(24-2«)

Sheiks Favorite

A unostrom
Rogers Roy A R
Rial

Pantages
A Taxis
A Vernon

Dummies
Nan Halperln

Cinderella

Fernando Page
Morrisey A Young
Guardsmith Bros

Pr'nc'tn

*

COLO. SPRINGS
Postages

Pasquale Bros

last

(21-2S)

OAKLAND, CAL.

(Sams

Pantages
Dp Lyons Dno
Jim A Jack
Burke A Betty
Ned Norton Co
Regal A Moore
Horl Trio

LaDora A B'kman
Oklahoma Four
Jack Doran

bill

total

of

111.600.

"Blossom Time,'*

playing A repeat date at the Bronx
opera house, drew $12,000, which is
"Flrea of
good for that house.
Spring," a new play tried at the
Majestic, Brooklyn, failed to attract
attention and grosaed less than
$1,500.

DENV1

Little

circuit

at the PJ«
"Lightnin'a" first week of A
proposed run at the Broad Street*
Newark, drew strong returns for A
veria.

OGPEN, UTAH

ran tag ee
Whirl of World
Travel
(Open Week)
Phil La To sea
Sid Gold A Bro
Honeymoon Ship
Cari McCuliuuKu
Alexander

Allen

Harvard Holt

Five Jansleys

SAN FRANCISCO

St.

Wilson Aubrey I
J Roahler A Muffs
•Hickey A Hart Rev
Ned Nestor Co
Page Hack A Mack
(One to fill)

Hlta
Davis A Bradner
Coulter A Rose
Hurst A Vogt

Gillette

-

A MoCoy
ness la the aubway
A K week, getting $13,200

Davis

Howard Co

PORTLAND, ORE.

Coscia A Verdi
Melvin Bros

Harry Rose
Elsie

Sheiks of Araby
Glenn Chester Co

Fitch's Minstrels
Holllday A Willette

•Grace Manlove Co
(Others to fill)

Mel not to Duo

N A

Rarl Rial Revue
(Three to fill)

Milton A Lehman
Gibson Bla A Grady

CHICAGO

Cardo A Noll
Jimmy Savo Co
Royal Pekln Tr

NEWARK,

1

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

The Bramlnos
Bennington A Scnu
Leddy A Leddy

Stars Record

Lewis A Rogers
'Gordon Girlie A

Kawana Due

Honey Roye

(Sunday Opening)

S C A Hector
Pearson

ConnoJly
JAB
"White Kuhns

7

W

BOSTON

Harry J Conley
Hal Shelly

Avon

Aneld A Da vie

Flreaide Reverie*
Snell

ADER

WILLIAM

Sherlocka A Clinton
Irving Kdwards
R Ritchie Co
Id half

Moron

Lucas A Xn*B
Vddie Rosa
Tcmpcit * Dk'ls'n

W ARRRN, PA. Murray Olrle
The Speeders
F.
•Mayo A Leslie Co
TACOMA
liberty
The Chicago Theatrical Lawyer
Stone A Hello
Ralph Seabury
I'ant ages
Hardy
Bros
New Leeetod at
Byal A Rarly
Castleton A Mack
11 SO. LA 8ALLR ST.. CHICAGO. ILL. Class Manning A C
Olga Mtshka Co
2d half
Charcot
A Tortonl
RANDOLPH Mil
WATRRTTN, V. T. Sankss) A Sylvere Walter Weems

Diero

Bobby McLean

MJifKBAPOUS

Polly

Vaterto •

Tote
Mltty

(Sunday Opantaa)

9

VARIETY

1923

17,

Calif.

playa

Cloaings Chop Cut Rates
closing
attractions

Seven

on

Broadway last week lessened the
number of shows that were offered
at bargain prices, so that the list for

week contained but 22.
closings that occur the coming
Saturday night will make further in*
roads on the bargain offerings. Howthe current

The

ever, the

demand

is still

strong for

attractions at popular prices, especially as the out-of-town buyers
B A L Walton
that are coming in have seen none
Hook-Em Cow 4
2d half
Auditorium
Barlowe
of the current attractions, and the
BAN FRANCISCO Shl'tn B'in'tne A H Hanson A Burtons Billy
Trio
Chandon
Valda Co
(20)
Harrison Moss
Ned Norworth
Burt Walton
New York houses have got into the)
Williams A Howard
Golden dote
2d half
Gautier's Brickl'yrs Eddie For i Fnro
Scott
Belles
Virginia
Mason A
B*Way to Bowery
habit of shopping at the cut -rata
Wyoming Duo
Gene Adair A Co
(Sunday Opening)
"and" Seven Flashes
Murphy
^Bob
counters before going to the box ofi
CHICAGO
NEB.
OMAHA,
Uhert Carlton
floss and the advance agencies.
Harvey
Rlalto
JACK
CLIFF
IB the advance Agencies there are
Francis A Wilson Matthewa A Ayres
# LOS ANGELES
La Volla
Larry Harkina Co
A A.L Wilson
Pantages
Stephens A Ho'l'tsr 17 attractions on outright buy this
EDDIE
M Montgomery Co OTTAWA, CAN.
Five Chaplne
Three's a Crowd
Week. The Al Jolson "Bombo" show
Emery
Laser A Dale
La Pine A
Belledalre Bros
on- its return for four weeks to the
Leew
BCCHNTKIC DANCERS
Flfctch'r A Cl'yt'n R
M arrla ge -D vorco
G A B Parks
Winter Garden got a buy of 400 seats
Pickard's Seals
»so
re olgned for New York arodaet loa,
Finlay A Hill
Jaa Rublnl
CLEVELAND
a night for the entire engagement.
(HAMBKRLA1N BROWN Onsoe
Green A Myra
Willie Bros
KANSAS CITY
The agents were given the impresFrank Ford Co.
Stats
3=
SAN DIEGO
sion that the show was to be $3.20
Alton A Allen
Hoffman A Jessie
(28-21)
A Landry A Band
Pantages
Cosmopolitan Dan
Santiago Trio
before the buy, and after they agreed
CIBCT7IT
Villon Sisters
Dallas
Walher
fill)
to
(One
Equllll Bros
Whits A Barry
Gordon A Healy
to take the seats the pries was
Walton
PROVIDENCE
Gaffney
A
YORK CITY Amaranth Sis
Chick Supreme
Maude Leone Co
Hnghlo Clark
Majestic
rhoved up to $3.85 box office on
Lonla Love Co
Ross A Roma
Vardon A Perry
Graaer A Lawlor
Dave A Treesis
Avenue R
them.
However, the demand the
QV1NCT, ILL.
Lewis A Norton
Hannaford Family first
Ellis A Parsons
Buohman A Bayne Gladya Kelton
Roderon A Brown
Chaa Deland Co
two days of the week was
Salle
La
Bob
Smith A Strltt
Marsden A Man ley Goo Morton
Gordon A Day
Orphenm
MEMPHIS
DAYTON
for
strong
the show.
"Dew Drop
Jackson
Merrill
Joe
Donley ft
Jordan Saxton Co
Monte A Lyons
Baraban Grohs Co
Earle A Edwards
Inn," the new musical comedy starHubert Ashley Co
Dayton
Morley Sisters
Yip Tip Yaphankers (Two to fill)
(Two -to fill)
'LONG BEACH
The' Lima
ring James Barton, which opens to*
Mosa A Fry
Mankin
Farnell A Florence
Dance DeLvxe
2d half
Id half
Untah Mas term an
Mclntyre A Halc'b •Randow Trio
night (Thursday) at the Aator for a
Id half
Lady Alice's Pots
Spencer A Williams
Katon Trio
Ruth Hudd
Schepp'a Circua
2d half
Bob Ferns Co
Herman Berrens
(One to fill)
summer run, got a four weeks' tfuy
•D A A Lester
J A J Gibson
S V- A Hymen
Hope Vernon
Mumford A Stanley Stanley A Alva
Barr Mayo A Renn Emily Darrell
(One to fill)
of 300 a night with a 26 per cent,
Valletta's
ILL.
Le'p'rAs
BLTMNGTON,
Dewey
Rogers
A
Brunelle
Stevens A
Morley Slaters
Josefaeon's leel'd'rs Judian Reveries
return.. During the week the agents
I
Carlson Sis A 8
Cave Man Love
ST. LOUIS
Dave Thursby
Majestic
Dillon A Parker R (One to fill)
also renewed on r Seventh Heaven,"
LONDON, CAN.
Smith A Kennedy
Columbia
Edwards A Dean
Aaaeffieesj
at the Booth, for eight Additional
BROOKLYN
INTERSTATE
CIRCUIT
Fry
Armstr'ng
Moss
A
Wallace
Grant
Bender
A
A
•Louis Leo
weeks.
Bell A Eva
Snappy Bits
(One to fill)
I Strolling- Mine
Lockett A Leahy
Metropolitan
let Half
OKLA. CITY
Thos P Dnnns
Sandells' A Aubrey
2d half
The buy list checked on Tueaday
Mack A Lane
Ross
SPRINGFIELD
Rose
Ellis
A
Pederson Bros
Nancy Boyer Co
Rowles A Oilman
Fisher A Gilmore
showed the following: "Caroline"
Jack Connora Rev
Carter
Powers
A
Dolly Wilson Co
Broadway
2d half
(One to fill)
(Two to fill)
Stone A Leonard
(Ambassador), "Dew Drop Inn"
Laura Plerpept Co
Murray Mad do
Stanley A Alva >
ISt
Adele
Co
Zara
A
Split)
(Tulsa
•Collins A Plllard
2d half
4 Ushers
(Aator), "The Comedian" (Belasco),
Will Morrlasey Co
Ah«arn A Patters n| St evens A Brunelle GALH8BURG. ILL. Lottie At her ton
Selma Braats CO
Birda of Paradise
"Seventh Heaven" (Booth). "Wild*
(One to All)
1st Half •
(One to fill)
Mack A Salle
flower" (Casino). "Merton of the
2d half
Spencer A Williams Francis Pemar A B
Id half
Movies" (Cort), "Rain" (Blliott),
Johnny Clark Co
.
J A J Gibson
Margaret Taylor
Evans Mero A E
OEelal Deattet ta fk« R. V. A.
"Zander the Great" (Empire). "Jack
(One to fill)
Chad wick A Taylor Drco.n Slaters
Wheeler Trio
•Collins A Plllard
2d half
and Jill" (Globe), "So This Is LionAlbert Richard
Plllard
Edwards
Earl A
DR.
Mason A Cole Rev •Collins A
don 1" (Hudson), "Little Nellie KelDenyle Don A K
(Two to fill)
Merritt A Coughlin (Two th fill)
"Polly Preferred'^
(Liberty),
ly"
ASSISTED BY
Delarto A Rlcharde SASS B'way ( Pataasn Bids.) R. 1\
Mazon A Morrla
(Uttle). "Music Boh Revue" (Muelo
JO MET, ILL.
Ward A Dooley
(Two to 1111)
Hubert Dyer Co
Box), "Ziegfeld Follies" (AmsterClark
Murphy
A
"Jeremiah
Fay Rash Trio
Yleioria
Dancing Kennedys
WICHITA, RAM. dam), "Mary the Id" (30th Street),
4 Songsters
R A R Tracey
Senator Murphy
Rlcko A Xeyo
Ch'mbr'ln A Karl
AT THE HARP
"The Fool" (Times Sq.) and "BomBob Murphy "and" Austin A Delaney
Homer Girle Co
Dreon Sisters
Billy Miller Co
VelmajL.
KEITH.CIRCUIT
bo" (Winter Garden).
Mack
A
to fill)
Playing
(One
half
2d
let Half
Ai Lester Co
Stella Mayhew
Chas Wilson
half
2d
Graham
Holden
A
On the bargain counter the offer*
Jerome A France
Tuck A Clare
(One to fill)
(One to fill)
Coulter A Rose
Lockett A Murphy
Helen Staple
ings included "Caroline" (Ambaasa*
-Joe Stanley Co
Kennedy
Smith
A
Rlvoll
•Caesar
fill)
(Two to
Skydoaae
TULSA, OKLA.
Golden Bird
Greater Lester
dor), "How Come?" (Apollo). "Ton
Dave Thursby
2d half
Vine A Temple
Speck
Bayee
A
Manikins
KAN.
Sehictl's
Orpjitrnnfi
cmr,
k*ns's
and I" (Belmont), "Uptown West"
Margaret A Alva re* Iahikawa Jape
Snappy Bite
Mack A Salle
(One to AN)
(Okie. City Split)
2d half
Ellis A Persona
(Bijou).
"Whispering
Wires'*
State »
Wheeler Trio
Gladys Kelton
Whits Block A U
Boys
A
Delmar
(Baoadhurst),
"Sally,
Irene
and
G
Duo
Wyoming
fill)
(One to
Margaret A Alvarez
Smith A Strltt
Smith A Nash
(One to fill)
Mary" (Century), "Barnum Was
2d half
O'Connor A Clifford •Uhert Carlton
Merrill
Dnnley
A
Chaa Ahearn Co
half
STORY
Id
Harvey
Wallace
Adding
"The
Ma*
Right"
(Cohan).
Grant
A
Chas Rogers Co
Trio
Randow
Jerome A Fraaele
Matthews A Ayres
Hugo Lntgens
(Continued from page If)
chine" (Comedy), "Go Go" (Daly's).
Phil Baker
Bergman A 8eamon Natalie Harris' n Co
Maxlne A Bobby
Larry Harkins Co (One to fill)
Dence Varieties
Saturday: "Peer Gynt," Shubert; Ethiopian Art Theatre (Praafee).
TORONTO
F A O Walters
KANS'S enr, MO. (One to fill)
2d half
"Icebound"
"Secrets"
(Fulton),
2d half
Comedy;
St.
Adding
Machine,"
age
Y
"The
OverhoJt A Yonng
Pederson Bros
"Clinging Viae" (KnickerSO. BEND, 1«D.
Bayee A Smith
Victoria A Dupre
Riley
"Papa Joe," Lyric, and "Secreta," (Harris),
DuBall A McKensie
Dolly Wilson Co
Received"
bocker),
"For Value
Alexander Girls Co S McDonald Co
C A C McNaughton •Oopel'd A Brayton
Arnold A Davison
It la virtually sure that
Fulton.
(Longacre). "Papa Joe" (Lyric),
2d half
Sherjocks A Clinton LeVan A Boles
Adrlsn
Francis Demar A B Chandon 2
follow suit. The Ethi- "Cat and the Canary" (National),
wiN
other*
Rleko A Xeyo
E
A
Wagner
Wrong
In
Hart
Irving
Edwards
Klrksmlth Sis
Frank Farron
Pall Davie
Jean Greneso
B'Way to Bowery opian Art Theatre can hardly go "The Old Soak" (Plymouth), "The
R Ritchie Co
Harmonyland
Fay Raeh Trio.
Brown Gardner A B
•Fox A Allyan
2d half
further at th% Frazee. Last week it Apache" (Punch and Judy), "The
MILWAUKEE
Mack A Lane
Baton Trio
(One to fill)
Earls
WASHINGTON
Enchanted Cottage" (Rita), "The
Two
Walter Manthey Co Clark A O'Neill
n—»*S (8h««
Miner
Strand
*P~r OvntMonroe A Grsnt
Raymond Pike
Conroy A Howard
Hall
Errors" stands no hotter chance.
and
Ling A Long
Harry Mason Co
and
"How Come" the other colored
Mellon A HcCabe
Bernard A Lsona
LITTLE
troupe on 42nd street is a steady
B. F. KEITH CIRCUIT
(
Featured with
A
CIRCUIT
loser, and liable te leave at any
GUS SUN
(Continued from page If)
Direction: THOS. S. F1TZPATRICK
Ple>ing B. F. Keith Circuit
time.
and a Musical Divertissesouls),
BI.'MINGTN, IND.
DETROIT
The several premieres and second ment by Vaughn DeLeath. (The
Columbia
Grand
Sd half
Bell A Ven
week
are
next
for
engagements
descriptions
are from proplays'
Josefsson'a leel'd'rs Murray A Maekey
GarteUa Bros
Australian Axman
Autumn Three
•Boothby A Everd'n •L A U Wealey
(One to fill)
gambles with the weather. "Cold gram.)
Basse Ties A R
•Hill A Cameron
The Triangle Players in
Hickman
Almond A Hasel
Georgia Bmmett
Sam Mann
(Three to All)
2d half
enters the Pulton, "Not So these presentations will be Romeyn
Fulton A Mack
Feet"
•Connie Mitchell
2d half
Golden Bird
.Geo Morton
Fast" takes the Morosco (dark this Benjamin, Edward Bedrick, T. M.
TOFRKA, KAN.
•Dave's Ent'rtaln'rs
Goldle A Ward
UBATRNWORTH
Hayden
Homer Girls Co
•Wells Enger Trio
All" relights Cornell, Louis* Craddock, Vaughn
Rogers A Gregory
Iahikawa Japa
week) and "Aren't
NeveHy (Three to fill)
Orphenm
Cortelll
A Rogers
(One to fill)
2d half
Two Rerls
Two
Rarls
the Gaiety, while two companies of DeLeath, Elizabeth Hill, Rose HurWarwick
(One to fill)
Marjorle Burton
Bell A Kva
Bell A Bvk
brought) In, wits,
be
Time"
will
BUFFALO
"Blossom
Borden Harrtanan, Esther
Cy Kltchie
Jordan Saxton Co
Autumn Three
Autumn Three
FULTON, N. Y.
Brown A Rogers
lafayetto
playing the Shubert and 44th Street Llcker,
Phil Baker
Hickman
Vaughn Poppe,
Harold
Hickman
Quirk
J A K DeMareo
Fern Bigelow A K (Three to fill)
Rack
Fulton
A
respectively, and the Moscow Art Dorothy West, with Belford Forrest
Fslton A afack^
Flynn
Morris
A
Bens'n
Bie
A
O'Neal
2d barf
Id halt
Desnaoey Street
supplementary
start
will
a
Theatre
Hallo
Stone
A
directing.
Roger Imbof Co
MH.WATJRRR
Roes
Johnny Clark Co
Artie Nolan
Hardy Broe
Clccolinl
two weeks' at Jolson's before sailMeCermack A
MAjestle
Merritt A Coughlln
Cassette' A Marie
(One to fill)
I Brasllian Heiress
G Delmar A Boys ing home.
Tooroer A Day
Tost A Clady
The Kansas City Theatre, the
(Three to fill)
Smith A Nash
GARY, IND.
CORTLAND, ». T.
"Bombo," also a second engage- guild organisation, closed its first
ASTORIA. L. 1.
PANTAGES CIRCUIT
Walter Manthey Co
Gary
the
stay
at
month's
ment,
opened
a
1
season with "The Marriage of
2d half
2d half
MINNEAPOLIS
Kawena Duo
Telephone Tangle
Winter Garden Monday, a big de- Kitty,'* at the Grand, Kansas City
Hubert Dyer Co
Lilllan'e Dogs
Gallartnl 81s
Corlnne Arbuckle
Chadwlck A Taylor
developing 'in the agencies, recently.
mand
Started last fall, by A
O'Brien
Warren
A
Nada Norralno
Tower A Welch
Jean Boydell
although the Al Jolson show is little group of dramatic lovers, who
LaFrance A Byron Les Gladdons
Senator Murphy
Nevlns A Gordon
playing at $3.50 top now, as against thought this city was to be passed
•Caseon A Klem
Alexander Girla Co Jarrow
BOOKING RXCMJSIVRLT WITH
SPOKANE
•Georgia Minstrels
Klrksmlth Sisters
$3 when it first was offered on up by the eastern bookers, as tha
National
Pantages
2d halt
Holden A Graham
Broadway. "Dew Drop Inn," a new Shuberts units were headed for the
WINNIPEG
Leon A Mltzle
Frank Shield*
Marjorle Burton
R'msey
york
new
Purcella
A
rldg..
musical
for the Astor, was set for Shubert theatre, the organization
fttzgrrald
Pantages
see
Bayea A Smith .
Whits Black A U
Juliet Dike
Ziska
Thursday premiere, while "Sweet has steadily grown until It now has
Toomer A Day
Adrian
Passu* BRYANT 7070—ttt*
Clay Crouch
LMls A Clark
Barry A Lancaster
Amaranth Sisters
Nell of Old Drury," with Laurette 152 members, who paid their subCallahan A Bliss
Spanish Dancers
Joe Stanley Co
2d half
Three Falcons
Welton A Marshall Jack Strouse
Taylor, was postponed at the 48th scriptions this year.
Murray Girls
(One to fill)
Louis Leo
Gate
Side
•Green
Co
Leslie
Trio
Redley
"The
•Mayo A
Street until Friday night.
SEATTLE
O'Connor A Clifford
An attempt will be* made to inATLANTA
(Others to All)
Jack Lipton
Chas Rogers Co
Mountebank" got a little less than crease the membership to 1,000 or
SASKATOON
N.
T.
Marsden A Manley
GENEVA,
Vine
Laurie De
CHICAGO*
$6,000 at the Lyceum and is not 3,000 which will Insure the success
Jack Connora Rev
Pollyana
Frankle A Johnnie
Empire
(21-23)
Cals BMit
fated for a run, nor is "For Value of the coming season. Probably no
Ford A Goodrich
Orphenm
(Same bill plays Early A Laiffht
Ernest Arnold
Mathews S
Received," which Is being sustained other local organization of enterFain, Bigelow A K Stars Record
H Seymour Co
Regina 24-24)
Mickey Sisters
4 Musical Girls
Lewis A Rogers
Corinne Arbuckle
by cut rates at the Longacre after tainment lovers, here, ever had such
•Trojettl A Bennett
Trio
Barr Mayo A Renn 'Gordon Glrlia A G Roof Garden
playing to less than $4,000 its first unanimous support of theclty press
(Two to fill)
Equilibrists
IND.
CASTLE,
N'W
Sensational Head-Ralnnclng
2d half
week. The other recent arrivals are ns has been given the Kansas City
Princess
THE ORIGINAL
"The Theatre.
Hernnla
entirely out of the picture.
2d half
Pearce A Scott
Rivals" .drew big business because
assisted by
Maekey
Murray
A
A F Hatch
Friaeees. Montreal announced for one week only at the
DR F•Hall
M).
Lrlllan
(May
Edmonds
A
Week
Next
MARGARITA MARGO. ARDAJH
The Masque of Troy gave another
Van A Lee
8 ALBS and IIBLRNR BRTH
(One to fill)
Management: MAE FRILLIP
48th Street, and has been moved to performance of "The Thirteenth
(One to All)
Direction RAGLR A GOLDSMITH
NIAGARA FALLS
expossible
Midway
the Earl Carroll for a
Chair" at the Grand Hall, Old
Krana A White
Petrams
Strand
weeks more.
Hernnla
Chatham. Friday night. They will
2d half
Bert Hanlon
Gautier's Toy Mess tension of several
Lewis A Brown
Oermalne Mayo A Nevlns
A
Leon'd
sensamnilo
a
"Wildflpwrr" lias
present the same play Friday eveChas Ahearn Co
Knowles A White
Stanley A Stewart
VANCOCVER
(ThYe« to AID
Byal A Early
Cb
is
2d half
and
Downing
Casino
Harry
the
Rellte Sisters
at
increase
ning (tomorrow) at Waterford, N. Y.
tional
2d half
Bernivici Bros
Psntagee
Lillian's Dogs
Marion Claire
Allen A Kirby
Toothpicks
(One to fill)
now rat««l one of the biggest musiJean Boydell
Lung Tack Sam
Will J Evans
Martinette
Girls
Musflcftl
4
Its
conseason.
the
of
half
successes
Murray A M add ox
2d
cal
MUette Sis A P
t'onn * Albert
(Three to All)
EDMONTON
Laura 8enderson of the "Go
Tuck A Clare
Klass A Brilliant
tinued improvement has been noted
Lillian Calvert
BALTIMORE
Star
Fantagee
Will Morrlssey Co
Francis Renault
T A Frederick Sis
from time to time, but last week's Go" company became Involved in A
Dog
Adonis
A
Hippodrome
Mayo
Geo
Hurt Coleman
nil)
Boulevard
to
(Two
O'Mcara A Landls Daace Evolution**
Jump of $1,200 over the week pre- collision between her taxicab and a
Forls A West
Pearce A Scott
Frank Shields
which reROCHESTER
P*le's M'liiy Maids
• At Or'n Side Gats
Dclbridge A G
Kckhoff A Gordon
vious was not expected, even by Daniel Reeves. Inc. truck
BELLINGHAM
Touth
Victoria
to the ae•Hall Van A Lee
Fisher A Sheppsrd Quinns A Smith
the management. The Hammersteln sulted in minor Injuries
D'wng A ORourke
Pantages
Kthel Davis Co
(One to nil)
Lillian Calvert
Dolly's Preem
with the
adjustment
tro*s.
An
La France Bro*
aUiuctJon grossed $20,700, which at 1
De l'eron J
MuKfntf Movies
Earl-Rial Revue
2d half
2d half
Reeves' company was shortly thereChuck Haas
. Travel
Maxine A Bobby
$2 50 top is capacity for the house.
2d half
C
A
Manning
BIRMINGHAM
Clark
Hart
Cronln
A
j
I
Th* McRanns
F A O Walters
"Captain Applejack" topped busi- I after effected.
L'nard A Oermalnr Mayo Nevlns
Bljoa
Reno Sis & Allen
Overboil A Toung
Cn'olly A Francels I R
Ucrnlvlci Bros
(Three to fill)

McDonald
The Sheik

3

State

Beneob'e Orchestra

Zara Carmen Trio

Australian

(One

to

Axman

NORFOLK, NEB.

fill)

•

CAT

THOMAS

and

HAYMAN

BORDEN

Pueblo

24-2C)

I

LOEW

WW

'

and WTLMA
"VOCAL VARIETY"

KETCH

,

JULIAN SIEGEL

Wilma Ketch"

.

BROADWAY

CAT

JAA
W

,

•

SHEAN

PHILLIPS
ON MUNSON

TW^w^Vlth"^'""^^^! «*•* <"*W0

PAG

GAMBLE

POTTER

THEATRES

I

GAP

FAT

We

GAP

GAP

W

.

ARTHUR SttBER

.

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

HENRI MARGO

FAT

FOUR PHILLIPS

•

Hayden

'•JAA

Riley

r*.

LONDON

IN
May

I.

The Doyly Carte opera company
here has received news of the death
of W. C. Workman, one of the most

famous

of the stars of Gilbert

,

He
Sullivan opera at the Savoy.
had played the leading parts In
operas for 20 years. He died
on board ship and was buried at sea
off Hongkong. At the time he was
touring the Far East with the J. C.

one of the best
directors in the

has just died In Leeds,
aged 61. For twenty-one years he
was the musical director of 'the
Islington, Grand, now the Empire.
.

At Westminster, Max Darewskl
appeared as a judgment debtor in
respect of theatre tickets supplied
•by a firm of agents. An offer of

<

i

-

the reason It Is just
the kind of entertainment folks are
So
not fond of across the pond.
tively" small, for

tion of 'Tattle Nellie Kelly" at the

New

DOLLYS UT REVUE
Paris, May

Oxford.

The Vilna troupe of
when they were approached by an
American management recently who Art Theatre will return
thought It might be a good, stunt
to take them over and place them
on a small roof garden or similar
unimportant edifice, they expressed
a desire to go at a salary of $8,000 a

That ended the
fares.
negotatlons, but that was quite all
right for the reason they couldn't
go over until very late next season,

week and

by

Green Goddess," In September, with
George Arlisain his original part;
Salisbury Field's play, "Zander the
Great," and "Kiki." The latter will
have an English leading lady and
an all-British cast.
authorities

of
provincial
cities, backed up by the theatrical
and lay press, are starting a crusade against the bare-legged vogue,
which they say is not art but false

managerial economy, and degrading
to the girls. Sunderland has taken
the lead and henceforth managers
will have to clofhe their chorus
women or risk being summarily
closed down.

A broadcasting

entertainment will

be given at the Globe prior to the
curtain-raiser. This is interesting,
as it directly follows the decision of

the Jewish
The Dolly Sisters are rehearsing
to London with the new revue for the Ama second season in September bassadeurs entitled
"Paris Sans
with a new repertory and several
new leading people. They are at Voiles," opening May 25.

present In Germany.

Beatrice

Lillle,

the

star

of the

"Nine o'Clock Revue," at the Little,
has joined the Queen's Roof cabaret.

Seymour Hicks and Ian Hay are
under any circumstances, as they'
are booked for a tour of principal writing the' melodrama for the
cities in England, and are once more' autumn season at Drury Lane.
taking a tenancy of the Prince of
"Carte Blanche," which has been
Wales in October.
running at the Court for the last
There are a number of stories two months, should have been
going around anent the closing of transferred Immediately to the Am"Angelo," at Drury Lane, and one bassadors, but C. B. Cochran's enplaces considerable of the blame to gagement of Odette Myrtle for
the adaptation of the German piece "Dover Street to Dixie" at the Lonby Louis N. Parker. The veteran don Pavilion led to the abandonnovelist, however, is not altogether ment of the plan at the last moment,
to blame. It is understood he strong- not to mention the fact that an arly advised against the piece and-pro- rangement could not be effected for
tested against being called Upon to Ethel Levey to join the organizamake the adaptation, but the man- tion.
agement, according to the tale, was
obdurate. It seems Parker is under
Theatrical managers having dean annual retainer to Drury Lane, cided not to allow broadcasting of.
subject to the call of the manage- their shows, the British Broadcastment, to make such adaptations as ing Company is to run its own
they see fit, hence the "Angelo"* companies, that will work at a spe-

the

West End Managers' Associa-

tion to refuse the broadcasting of
their shows.
J.

H. Benrimo and Archibald Net

tleford are the heads of the syndicate which hopes to build a palatial
.theatre on the site of Devonshire
House in Piccadilly. The price they
will have to pay for the land js
somewhere about £450,000.
The
scheme allows for the erection of
two houses, and Frank Curzon's
name is mentioned as the lessee of

the second one.

^fiasco.

Sir Alfred Butt is strongly supporting the Joint committee representing the Actors' Association, the
National Association of Theatrical
Employes and the Variety Artists'
Federation in their demand that

and
alien
performers
engaged
in
he
entertainment business should share the
British income tax burden. In the
recent debate in the House of Commons Sir Alfred drew the attention
Of the Chancellor of the Exchequer
to the very small revenue obtained
from artists who came over here for
a short period and then returned
home. He told the House that within his own knowledge he knew of
cases of hundreds and hundreds of

visiting

others

people Who came to this country,
took money oat of British taxpayers'
pockets and then went back to their
own country without contributing to
the Exchequer. He urged they should
be taxed at the source. The authors'
fees on American plays produced
here fees which are remitted diand Clif- rect Is another matter fen whiohTie

The Adelphl has two new musical
plays in hand for the autumn, but
which will be produced is undecided.
.Whichever is produced will have
W. H. Berry as the star. The pieces
are ."London's Sweetheart," book
lyrics by Sax Rohmer
ford Seyler, the music by

and

Herman

Finck and Jan van Dee, and "Sweetheart of the Ring" by Seymour
Hicks, with music by Fraser Simson.
Sax Rohmer, a writer of
"thrillers," is following Max Pemberton, the author of innumerable
sensational boys' stories, as a writer
for the lighter stage.

Allan Shaw, an American coin
manipulator, is the new tuar in the

forthcoming

program

Maskelyne and

at St. George's Hall.

—
—

has- his eye.

For the last fortnight of the "Old
Vic"
season
"The
Midsummer
Night's Dream" will be staged with
Mendelssohn's music and an "allstar" casL

The Grafton

Galleries Club Is taking up a very solid position toward
the leadership of London's cabarets.
At the moment the Pawl Whlteman
Rand is playing there twice daily

and Vanda Hoff (Mrs. Paul White-

man)

is

dancing.

Fayette Perry,
and the Tdfnson

Cook Violet Doreen
Twins have rejoined the cabaret
company, and Jack Hylton's Band
is

another

popular feature.

Mrs.

Sir James Barrle's comedy. "What Ethel Oastell. recently the hostess at
Every Woman Knows," will be re- the Restaurant des Ambassadeurs,

16.

evening almost turned into a personal triumph for Emmy Sturm,
while Frits Schulz and Kurt Lilian
should not be forgotten. *

for

FRENCH FARCE BANNED
Brussels,

cially built studio.
artistic director of
prises In Londesfc

Percy

Pitt,

an

of ths

bill

Including

the

It.

at the Coliseum, Charleroi.

"Das Krododil" (The Crocodfe
Leather Handbag), the farce by
Karl Strecker already mentioned in
these columns, has just been produced hers at the Kammersplele and
Is one of the biggest successes they
have had there for over two years.
It could have run through the summer, but unfortunately the theatre
is already rented te another management. However, its run will be
resumed again in the fall. And this
Is all

BEDINI DOUBLES
London, May

16.

Jean Bedinl, appearing in "You'd

the

more extraordinary when

one considers what a very bad production It has been given under the
direction of 'Erich Papbst.

Be Surprised" at the Alhambra, is
The game sort of a fate has met
playing two roles. The piece conMontgomery's excellent farce "Nothtinues
to do business, with three
performances daily.

RAINBOW" CHANGES
London,

Tubby Edlin

May

16.

Joined "The Rainbow
at the Empire Monday,
scoring well opposite Daphn's Pollard.
Ne^w dances staged by Jack
Haskell have been added.

ing but the Truth" at the Lustspielhaus.
How this farce is able* to
stand up at all under such treatment is hard to understand. Instead of being a rousing success,
it

is

merely

a,

fill-in.

Revue"

\

musical enter-

Grand Opera Syndicate at Covent
Garden aad the British National
Opera Oompany, has been appointed

May

The one act comedy of the late
Georges Feydeau, "Mais ne. te
promene done pas toute nue" has
been ordered by the local police out

,

The

HOOPER TRA8K

*

and Fred Astaire, two American

Gilbert Miller's plans for London
Include the production of the pfay
the critic, William Archer, "The

C,

'

Sir Alfred Butt produced "Stop
Flirting" at the Court, Liverpool,
April 30. Judging from local reports the piece seems to have registered a success, the outstanding
feature of the show being Adele

month.

By

*

A

witness stated Darewskl occupied a
suite of rooms, *had a motor car and
earned £100 a week. In the end
Judge Tobin made a committal order for 42 days for payment forthwith, but suspended it for 'seven
days, so as to give the debtor "a
chance to turn round."

dancers, who, It is said, will beconfe
the rage of London. "Stop Flirting"
will in all probability be seen in the
West End toward the end of the

BERLIN

;

-

1«.

*

country,

a pound a month was made.

May

1(

-

proved a distinct failure in the
provinces. The backer of the provincial tour is said to be tired of
his bargain, having already lost
more than £4,000.
Bradsell,

Paris,

17,

i

"The Broken Wing,' with Thurston Hall in his original part, although a success In London, has

Frank

EMPEROR JOKES" IV JUNK

««i

May

\

Williamson company and fell ill on
the way back to Australia. Mrs.
.Workman, who was also a member
of the company, died at Calcutta
gome few months ago.

known musical

Thursday,

>

«

i

and

.these

.

i

Berlin, May
Gemler has postponed producing
1
Offloor Vokes and Don are once
Two * new operettas have been'
more on the Moss tour. They were George Middleton's and Guy Bolone of the big cards la last year's ton's comedy, The Light of the produced here in the last wees;
<
fight against the performing animals
Worlds at the Odeon during the neither of thsm are suitable for I
prohibition bill, and Don Is probably
vlved by J. B. Vedrenne at the the only performing animal to invade present season, but will present American taste, but for very diffei
Godfrey Tearle the sacred precincts of the House of "Emperor Jones" during June. The ent reasons. The first "Des Konl
Apollo, May 24.
remainder of the summer will be de- Nachbarln" (The King's Neighs
will be the leading man and J. Hilda Commons.
voted lo revivals of light comedies. produced at ths Waiiner Tea
Trevelyan will play the part she
In
York's
of
Myrtle?*
Duke
Luplno,
Odette
Stanley
the
Is successful and deservedly so.
at
created
Marjorle
Compton and
it is unfortunately impossible
1908. Lady Tree and Henry Vibart Madge
DRURY
DRAMATIZED
Brooks
principals
among
the
are
parte
original
their
America as the leading figure jfl
will also play
engaged for the C. B. Cochran revue
London, May if.
Holman Clarke will produce. This at
the atmosphere are too essentfl
i
the Pavilion, "Dover Street to
brings Godfrey Tearle to the theatre Dixie."
"Ned Kean of Old Drury," a German to be understood and
at which it has been understood for
predated
by an American audienn
sentimental drama founded on the
some time he would begin his career
Professional matinees are to be history of Drury Lane theatre, The plot centers about the ngi
given of "Anna Christie" at the opened there May 9. Henry Saints- of Frederick the Great, who as
as an actor-manager.
Strand, "Partners Again" at the bury" as Kean scored a hit and the young man, hid a flirtation
with
Garrick, and "So This Is London!"
Phlllis Neilsoh Terry will finish
play was received with unusual en- charming girl of the village, fait
at the Prince of Wales'.
Walls"
Four
girl was later forced by her faflj|
and
Roof
of
"A
run
thusiasm.
her
to marry the. miller who owned
at the Apollo, May 12. Ptte will go
The Indian play, "The Goddess,"
j
mill adjoining Frederick's sums*
on tour In August ^and is not ex- produced some months ago at ths
GORKI'S SCENARIO
palace, Sans Souci.
pected back in the West End for at Duke of York's, will be revived at
The girl do*
During her tour the Winter Gardens, Manchester,
not learn to love her husban unl
least two years.
Paris. May 16.
Maxim Gorki has written a sce- he shows his metal by standing*
she will produce "Stigmata," which for a short run. The original Indian
has been adapted from Eva Unsell's cast will be strengthened by Frank nario for the Stenko Raxin Film to Frederick in a quarrel and eves
Cochrane and Hubert Carter. The Co.. dealing with a
story by Beulah Dix and Marie
Russian hero of winning his point from him. The
Gardens
Winter
was formerly
Sutherland.
m
known as the Tivoli music hall and the seventeenth century, being pro- libretto throughout is delicately
was one of the most popular variety duced In Sweden Svith an inter- handled and not without some literary quality, while the music by
national cast.
Nobody thought a revue would be houses in the provinces.
Leon Jessel, if not exactly inspired,
a success at the Court, a rather infailure
of
Disheartened
the
by
always tasteful and generally
Chelis
significant theatre hidden in
THEATRE POSSIBILITY
"Love in Pawn;*' Roy Horninman's
well orchestrated. »The performance
sea; therefore nobody, is surprised
new
play
at the Kingsway, Lewis
Paris, May It.
at the Wallner theatre is well cast
that Andre Chariot has abandoned Sloden, the American who produced
Elsie Botticher disCertain members of the Municipal throughout.
his plans for a series of revues there it, has given up the fight and reand Is prepared, to sell the rest of turned home. At first it was under- Council have suggested the Theatre tinguishes herself in a leading ferole
and
male
Max Gruaberg is a
his tenancy.
stood the play would be immediately Sarah Bernhardt become a lyrical
withdrawn, but their late manager playhouse somewhat on the basis of very satisfactory Frederick.
The
having
revue
presented
them
with
his
produce
his
Beet Coote will
scenery designed by Elsie Ogpter
a branch of the Opera Comique
"Here We Alt!" at Brightpn. .The lease of the theatre the company
Leghand is far above the average.
show has the usual platoon of are continuing on commonwealth
The second operetta is also no
and lines.
scenic
composers,
authors,
DEATHS ABROAD
American possibility, but for q»k«
lighting experts. It Is produced by
a
different reason; the music and
Paris,
Foster
May
11.
George
In
Anthony
is
still
engaged
music
by
Herbert Mason,
P. Demets, Paris music pub'lsher. libretto is evidently aimed at the
Roper, lyrics by James Heard. enlarging ^is theatrical activities.
American
taste, but unfortunately
Raphael
Sketches, etc.. by Ronald Jeans, He has just acquired the provincial
Lewisohn,
painter
Vernon W°°d hou « e Daisy Fisher rights of "Phi-Phi," the revue pro- (French}, in Paris, brother of the people concerned ha its making
and John Hastings Turner, special duced by Charles Cochran at the Adolph Lewisohn, of New YOrk.
were quite without talent.
Tbe
scenes by Harry Grattan, costumes Pavilion last year. Another of his
libretto by "George Okonkowski is
and scenery designed by Dorothy touring shows Is "The League of
trivial and the music by Hans Ltnne
Mullock, lighting effects by Captain Notions," and he was concerned
BALIEFF AT FEMINA
(who, by the way, is an American
Aibah Roberts, dances and en- with the recent production of
who has Just come here) is even
Paris. May 1C.
"Polly" at the Chelsea, Ths latter
sembles by Max Rivers.
just
a little below the present Berlin
was
Balieff's
not
a
success
and
is
now
the
Chauve-Souris Russian
/
"The Co-optlmlsts" are probably subject of litigatipn.
company, wtrieh recently arrived average. But had there been anyThey
very 'good business people.
thing
in either score or book, the
from New York, reopens May 24 at
"June" (who is really Miss Tripp the Femina for one
have built up for themselves an exmonth, return- company engaged at the Theatre am
cellent reputation in England, but Edgar), ths Fords Sisters. AnfTa
Nollendorfplats would surely have
ing to America in August.
duplicate
Elson
and
will
In
Roy
Royston
be
the chances they would
been able to get It out; indeed the
their. success in America are rela- the cast of C. B. Cochran's produc-

s

London.

(

Monte Carlo, Is aotlng In the same'
capacity at the Grafton.

i

<«

VARIETY

N0RTHESK QUITS GUARDS

A troupe calling themselves The
Moscow Intimate (Hammer) Theatre" has-been .giving some performances here at the Deutsches theatre*
Their repertory consisted of "Prinaessin
Brambilla,"
a fantastic
comedy after ideas by A. T. A. Hoffmann,- Euripides' Phadra, Scribe's
Adrienne Lecouvreur, Wilde's -"Salome,'
aa
'and
"Glrofle-Girofla-

London, May 1C.
Lord NOrthesk, engaged to marry
American show
girl, who sailed May 9 on the OlymHaving bceh destroyed In the 1917 pic, resigned his commission in the operetta by Lecoque. *A somewhat
rebellion and rebuilt, the Grand Coldstream Guards prior to leaving. varied
repertory, one would think.
Central Klnema, Dublin, has been
But they did them all equally badly.
wrecked by a land mine.

musical director of the new organization.

Everything Is not always lovely
garden with the "Veterans of
Variety." A few days ago at Cardiff one veteran Imbibed freely, and
just to brighten things up a bit
blaqked his wife's eyes.
Finding
that item In the unofficial program
quite a success, he next attacked
two brother veterans, who fled and
sought police protection
One or
two little things like this happened
In the

when

the

show

originally

started,

but beyond such trifling matters the
"veterans*' are having, a good tim?

on lour.

Back from

his last

the Gulliver circuit and is singing
his old songs, "The Man Who Broke

Bank

at

PEGGY IN "ZANDEE"

TJjkis

London, May 16."
Gilbert Miller has selected Peggy
O'Neil to play the leading role in the
London production of "Zander the
Great," created in New York by
Alice Brady.

Monte Carlo" and "Two

Lovely Black Byes."

A new and striking form of
illumination has been installed for
the lighting of the exterior of the

troupe got some wonderful ad-

vance publicity by claiming to be a
futuristic substitute for the Moscow

Art Theatre, and its director,
Talroff even had a book published
which set forth his aims.
Theater in der Kommandanten"Im Tal der Weissen

Lammer"

("In the Valley of the
Paris, May 16.
White Lambs"), a new play by HerPicard and Levelines' three-act mann Kienzel; a mystical, not very
comedy, "Dame de Compagnie," is stimulating piege. well played by
to be revived at the Theatre Michel Frau Bogs, Florian Kiensel and
Baldermann.
with Mile. Spinelly.

by means of glass tubes bent to any
desired shape, from which the air
has been exhausted and replaced
by a quantity of specially prepared
gas at low pressure. The* gas Is
rendered incandescent by the passage of high voltage alternating
current passing between two metal
electrodes fitted at the ends of the
tube,

the

Incandescent

gas

being

K«'s id. !!•/. theater: Unsuccessful revival of Ibsen's "The Wild Duck,"
which was a masterpiece of miscasting, with the exception of Albert Basserman, as Hjalmar.

Renaissanoetheater: Single matnew tragedy, "Olympla,"
by Ernst Weiss; one performance
too much.

inee of a

I

St

aa tat heater: "Konigln Tamara,"

London Coliseum. Thin lines of fl/me color. The current consump- a drama by Knut Hamsun, well
bright red and Intensely liquid flame tion is said to be relatively small known ip. America through the pubwreathe ths contours of the build- and when used for a sign the glass lication of his novels, 'II linger,'*

This new type of illumination tube lettering is obtained by bend- etc.; rather pathetic to think so
known as the Noon Light and is ing the tube into the shape of the good a novelist could have written

ing.
is

said to be the first to be»"installed
In Great Britain.
It Is carried out

^

strasse:

Spinelly in Revival

walk across

Britain, Charles Coburn, the eeptuagenarlan veteran who refuses to be
classed as such, has opened up with

the

Jessica Brown, an

letters.

No

filament

ducting the current.

is

used

In

con-

such a childish,
girl play.

silly

little

school-

—
May

Thursday,

—
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ORCHESTRA

.

WILLIAM LUSTIG,

^—

Director
Di

*f '•

MOST PROMINENT DANCE ORCHESTRA
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'Announce Their Opening for Season at the

'

•

BEAUX ARTS CAFE
ATLANTIC

<

-

CITY, N.

MAY

FRIDAY,

.

iw

SAMMY

Exclusive Business Representative,

\

J.

1923

COLLINS, 219 West

matter
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otherwise
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Theatre Bidg.

a

Tinney
his

is

name

headlined, and doubtless
valuable in such a posi-

is

but for entertainment he must
way to Cook, who has developed a talking and kidding Juggling
act into a headline feature of exceptional entertainment value.
tion,

give

The bill Sunday afternoon ra/i
and had an unavoidable wait
while the change of settings from

s

'

'

'long
f

Barry Conley and Co. to Rogers
and Allen was being effected. The
Conley act runs long, Tinney works
24 minutes, Frances Williams and
Miss "Vfcnessi work 22 minutes (New
Act), and Joe Cook and. the Alexanders use up 43 minutes between
In all. the show eran ton
them.
minutes less than three hours. The
Palace program for this week in announcing the coming^ bill (no names
are mentioned) says that the policy
is to give three hours of "happiness."'

still

KM? tor^'UTrtor^n^^VcVrcVink i*^ WW* WOing

'uses his

own

cities under Correspondence in
as follows, and on pages:

ALBANY

38
:
•

IN

42

MONTREAL
ROCHESTcn

CINCINNATI

43
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at the

first

show made very

;

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO
Phone Seeley 8801
ASK: —GKOROE YEOMAN

This orchestra was in George
White's "Scandals" at the Illinois
and was engaged for four weeks of
Orpheum time with the idea of
using it a week at Milwaukee and
three weeks at the Palace in Chicago. But after its opening at the
Palace there was a change of plan,
and the orchestra was sent back to
Milwaukee for a second week and
returns to Chicago, this time at the
State-Lake. Charles Dornberger is
leader of the orchestra. He has an
organization which is first class.
Johnny Burke, the third feature, wan

ROOM

MILLION DOLLAR RA1NBO
CHICAGO
Clerk Street, at Lawrence Avenne,

MR.

EDWARD

BECK'S ENTIRELY

"IN
Company

FRED MANN

Presents

most wonderful chorus ever seen on a
WESTPHAL and Ilia RAINBO ORCHESTRA

FAMOITH DINNEJIS
•

AND A

T,A

PARTK SKRVK'K

The Loop's

I'hoiir

night,

picture houses have for the
week the following: Cran-

dall's Metropolitan,

Harold Lloyd In

ner";
Loew's
Getter."

"The

Palace,

Oe-

brought over here for this week, he
having played the part in the Monumental city. He succeeded George

35

who is leaving for New
York. Mr. Barnes proved a successimportation for the local company.
Kay Hammond, the new
leading woman, is scoring in the
part and is to remain for the bal-

During the past week a fire in the
Leader theatre, one of the smaller

downtown

picturs houses, did some
$500 damage. There were but few
people in the house at the time and
no one was injured and there was no

panic.
J. Ennls, at present handling the
outside billing for the President theatre here, and who has been at the
house for the past six years, is leaving in the fall to return to the road,
going out for thS season with Fred
Clark's "Let's Go'' company on the
Columbia wheel.

Stafford Pemberton. now conducting a dancing school here, gave a
dance concert Tuesday at the President theatre.
He featured Anna
Ludmilla, of the Chicago grand
Opera company. Balance of company recruited from his pupils. It
was an artistlo success to good
business. Meyer Goldman conducted
the symphony orchestra.

Barries,

40
••.•••»,.<»«<>•« ^»

43
•/
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LOS ANGELES

ful

ance

........ .•••••• ^v

of

the

season.

Business

is

good.

By EO KRIEG

%

Caroline E. Smith/ manager of
Philharmonic Orchestra, has left
for the East to arrange bookings ef
vocal stars.

35

.
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GUARANTEED
STORAGE

FREE

and

with

fur* with u*

a well-formed

dwarf doing comedy in relief to Miss
Ayer's stunts on the tiny rollers.
Her Idea of an introduction as an
Egyptian dancer is clever, and the
comedian burlesques it effectively.
Rose and Thorn follow with a comedy skit which is extremely worthy
through the clever character work
of the -lady. She takes a Swede girl
character and brings a dialect which
such
is the envy of all who attempt
work. There are songs in connection with the talk, and the material
throughout is clever.
Gibson Sisters and Grady

(New

FREE OF CHARGE

STAGE SHOES
IP

204 8tato-Lake Bldg.

CHICAGO
I'hnm* DKABBORN 1158
WORK CAL.LBD FOB

SEND FOR CATALOO.

AISTONS,
Steven* Bids.. 17 No. State

Inc.
St.,

Our Reference*
Any on* In Show Buntneae

Chleas;*

PHOTOGRAPHS

Size

8x10

Why
can

sit for

get

fins

16c EACH
new Photographs when you
Reproductions

double weight paper

away from the
Mack and Reading renter

Shop

Blumenfield's Fur

Single Pair or
Production Order*.
Delivery.

far

in

8x10

on

siae,

heavy

28 of one

subject for only $4.00, or 100 of four sub-

a decided success with their singing
and talking, using a pickaninny for
a lullaby which is a bit out of the
ordinary in presentation and holding the attention from first to last.

and a white dancer has boon
substituted for the colored boy who
formerly was the hit of the act. The
new dancer is quite as i b-ver as his
Ned Nestor, assisted
predecessor.
by a eoeplr of girls, makes very
has not enough comthough
it
good,
edy for the ideal "next to closing"

dreds of theatrical patrons

EVERYTHING

Immediate

Acts) offer a*charmlng dancing interlude, with the younK man doing
songs at the piano between the
dances of the girls. Stanley Chapman follows with comedy of an ordHe has conceived an
inal nature.
is

Ton are under ne obligation
Our recommendations are many bun

jects,

$15.00.

Post Cards, $4.00 per

100,

$15.00 for 500, $25.00 per 1,000.

Hend money order and photo* te copy. Orders
promptly, and »ent yon prepaid.

ftnlfthed

ace,

Street

Mo»lr, dam-In* and blab-H***

LEW KANE TO OR BET YOU

—

li.ivc

Coziest Cafe, 22 East

Elaht-rour** Italian table d'hote dinner. (1.25.
p. m.
Tea dance* from S p. m. to

Saturday

.

The Tmi Seattle Harmony Kings
made an important chanpe In
the act since it was seen at the Pal-

VILLANI BROS.

VALENTINO INN
Adams

cabaret.

and

'

Washington no longer figures as a
traveling road stand, and the shows
are missed, too.
The weather has
been of the regular theatre variety
cool and such that indoors is the
place for amusement to be sought
and this condition finds both Poll's
and the National closed. There are
the Btock companies, however, and
they are filling a big place. They
are offering productions worthy of
the originals, and to a great degree
have got away from the old stock
idea of casting the regular members
of the company each week, there
being but possibly five persons on
the regular rolls, the others being
engaged because of being the type
needed or because of some other
particular qualification for the part.
The President, Smith
Duffy's
company, at the last moment saw
possibilities of another profitable
week with Belasco's "The Gold Diggers." David Herblin, who has been
playing leads for.BmJth A Duffy
in their company in Baltfmore, was

43

.. 4

....

The
current

season

Orau man's Riaito is to be remodGeorge Marshall's company, at the
Garrick has Tom Wise in "Grumpy," eled. An entire new front will be
the bands, which was such a fea- with Eileen Wilson remaining over put in.
ture of the'Amoros Sisters' act some tq play the feminine lead. She was
Where the Superba Theatre stood
years ago, does not show up to good sent down by A. H. Woods for the
advantage in this act.
tryout of "The Whole Town's Talk- for so many years there now stands
Marshall's other John Talt's coffee house. Tait has
Florence Tempest and Homer ing" last week.
come down from San Fran«'iscd for
Dickinson, who played a few days com >ajny at the Belasco is doing good, he says.
The Bad Man."
at the palace recently, did very
Dickinson's comedy
nicely here.
George Hyde Is doing the press
obtained many laughs from this auThe Cosmos has Leah Baird ap- work for the Majestic.
dience, which warmed up to every
pearing
person
with
film
in
feata
great
bill
in
opening
the
of
number
The weekly open air concerts at
uring her, namely, "Is Divorce a
Houdini followed.
shape.
Failure?" The balance of the bill Hollywood Bowl begin the latter
consists of Clifford Wayne and Co.; part of this month.
The Majestic has the Ten Seattle Frank Work and Co.; Paul and
Harmony Kings as its feature this Goss; James Kennedy and Co., and
week, and in spite of the fact that the Meyer Davis Piano Trio, which
the band has been seen previously but a few weeks Ago made their first
at both the Palace and State-Lake appearance at the local big-time
it Is a drawing attraction and one
house, Keith's, where they scored a
which creates much enthusiasm. hit.
Fully Insured
The show in its entirety Is good
vaudeville, with not a feature lagThe Gayety, Washington home of
ging.
Columbia burlesque
wheel,
Ae an accommodation to th* theGrace Ayer and Brother open with the
atrical profeaalon yon can store your
roller skating, which is nicely preH5S

usual.

floor

.

G

D.

By HARDIE MEAKIN

closed .Its
the *2th.

"Safety Last1 '; Loew's Columbia,
"Soul of the Beast"; Moore's Rialto,
"The Little Church Around the Cor-

A

Variety are

WASHINGTON

act which

NEW GOROEOCS TRODICTION

RAINBO LAND"

of forty people with the

FRANK

SEATTLE
8YRAC USE

sented

big.

State- Lake Theatre Bldg.,
Ground Floor

EUGENE COX

Houdini feature, and he is always
showman enough to make good for
The Cafe
first position on a bill.
de Paris Orchestra returns tq the
State-Lake after playing a second
week in Milwaukee and closing the
bill

CHICAGO

KAN8A8 CITY
ANGELES

LO'8

.

Special Discount to Performers

issue ef
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•

"EU," the Jeweler

by

CORRESPONDENCE
The

leader in the 'pit for a talking act,
38
DETROIT ••••*•••••••••
r*nd has the assistance of Mrs. Tinneyi *xr< the stage-, calling the act
'Meet the Wife." He jested that he>
and has a good comedy scen*c
was only "breaking in" for the times
Allah Rogers and Leonora
finish.
State-Lake, but he worked hard and
morning proved a dandy
Sunday
'it vehicle which is entertainwhile Fartell -Taylor Trio and
show,
Tinney.
ing; bo credits it to Mrs.
George were not seen in eonEdwin
'he coachman and the widow num- noction with the opening performber fellows a jesting interval with ance.
The bill has two headline
[the leader in the pit.
features in Houdini and Paul WhiteCafe de Paris Orchestra,
Visser and Co. open with some man's
in "Drafted"
robatic feats which suddenly in- with Johnny Burke
as much prominence
almost
given
troduce some astonishing tricks,
Houdini is offering
such as the use of .a duck for In the billing. he
presented at the
act
Quacks In a jasz song. The Lrove the same
Palace earlier in the season, ex*witts do nicely, running largely to
that he is showing another
harmony blues numbers. Harry J. cepting
bit of film picturing him making an
Conley, assisted by Naomi Ray,
escape in the air on a Chicago
offers "Rice and Old Shoes," which
street near the La Salle Hotel. The
all
at
is capable of holding attention
escape from the water is a great

WHEN

WASHINGTON,

Allen have changed many of their the big applause hit of the first
His kidding with the orsongs since last seen in Chicago. show.
Miss Allen is doing "My Man" and chestra in a pretense of a rehearsal,
Mr. Rogers a Dago number, which coming, just before the big jazz
Few band, coupled the two acts in a wa>
evidence their versatility.
"good singing" acts ca*h provide that made for good vaudeville.
Margaret and Morrell opened the
entercapital
siich
with
vaudeville
Frank Tinney follows. show with their Chinese number,
tainment.
dancThen comes Joe Cook, then the which ends with an acrobatic stands
strengthened Alexanders turn, and ing display in which the girl
Dolly Kay in some ragtime
Lucas and Inez close the show with out.
at piano,
one of the prettiest acrobatic dis- songs, with Phil Phillipssecond pofor
plays that could be conceived, in won enough applause
Josephine Amoros and comwhich the work of Miss Inez stands sition. have
an attractive display.
pany
Loop.
out particularly.
Amoros does remarkable
Miss
stunts on the trapeze in such an
Statethe
at
program
week's
This
and graceful manner that she
Lake is called the "spring festival easy
cannot fail to please to the limit.

•

Frank Tinney

performance to a close with some
interesting acrobatic feats mads the
more notable by "one of the girls sustaining the apparatus in her teeth
upon which the others work.

_

Joe Cook week at the Palace,
•whether it was meant to be eo or
not. He appears in his own act and
Jn the act of "The Alexanders and
John Smith," which follows. The
latter act Is, in reality, "The Alexanders." but Joe Cook announces a
"discovery" in the original "John
around
and
monkeys
Smith,"
through their act the same as
Frank
though it were his own.
It Is

New York

46th Street,

The Chandos Trio bring the

act.

All

CORRESPONDENCE

<•

Dearborn ZMH.

Advertising Photo Corporation
JOHN BRASSTNGTON, Manager
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PRODUCTION MANAGERS

DAVE
••

"Are You Listening

AL

^

H.

no

WILSON

••

AND
Sensational

HIS

THAT'S ALL

Dummy Dancer

What some
"Morning Telegraph"
Loew's State
Al

If.

Dummy

Dancer

in

my

and business of dragging a

real girl out for

bows

is fully

copyrighted and protected.
Infringements on this piece

New"

Springfield "Daily

Phete by

was the headllner

edy,

Wn^s^fesiMt^

in the vaudeville

Al H. Wilson Is nothing- short of
monologistlc triumph with hla magnetic
ind of atories. his ready
personality; his fund
wit and his fin*
Kr.tiT^n.
like that of a orHliant
the audience Is uui^t..!"^*!
humoriat sure of himself and his listenera. seated at a table with a small group
Only a remarkof appreciative friends
able artist can accomplish this when appeering before b«tween two and three
The State »udienoe
house nd person*
laughed joyously at that and his many
other yarns, many just off the jest griddie and a new twist to the old ones.
After all. it is the method of the teller
with his appreciation of humor that
makes a joke worth while, and. Al H.
Wilson certainly knows jokes and knows
how to tell them. x
:

>

He mingles jolly song with his talk.
In this he rums to Teutonic tunes. In his
He
stories tie Is great on Irish djalect.
qjc. business will be prosecuted.
starred successfully In German- American
plays for years. Alao. he was capital ia
aa Irish romance. No woader the deProtected by Material Department scendants of both races claim him for
;
one of them. He i" a credit to either.
He uaderstsnds sentiment la song while
of N. V. A. under No. 3842, also sticking
to comedy.
He has a ludicrous

k

"Manphotoplay.
phot
Ordinarily the film feature
would overshadow the vaudevilte^program. as it is the last world ia screen
•
roductlon> &X , t hftd ta pUy »»cond
«<"«• t»»is time, as 'Mr. Wllaoa ia his
Cttng on, eratl0 n of wit and nonsensicallh d
M
paofcoi house eating out of
w j> h|- haild Ha ca» tell a
h h
famous

talned the
slaughter."

,

Apetfa.

so easy to apply and gives such a delightful sensation that nothing could make me
miss my two applications of Mineralava a week
and my everyday -application of Face Finish.
Mineralava is part of my everyday toilet."
"It

espectall
good bill at
.-___,, «.„_. AmMin.+ department ef en especially
Wilson Talks
also conw
po " » Palace yesterday, which

of n»»rim.» Delight
Into • Stole £$

I

The

IRENE BORDONI

critics said:
Al H. Wllften Seeree Ununoal Hit at the
Palace Theatre
Al H. Wllfton. veteran of musical com-

By SAM McKEB

act

99

is

—IRENE &ORDONL
•

No

photograph can do
beauty of Irene Berdoni.
features and her radiant
hundreds of audiences iut>

„^

f
men can and n „ ak „ <Ar#
you Listening." U Ideal for vaudeville,
a ||ttu yode „ nfc and rtn
H# alao d
ia a wa
that getM thera over w th
•» emD
mpnt
hasta
.

„

M
_

Of

,

T

mw

Brooklyn "Daily Eagle
Keith's

Mineralava

she uses

»»

sale at your dependable Drug & Dept. 8tore.
rams VIVADOU nbw tork Ditiributor

For

Bushwick

Al H. Wilson, billed ae "Late Star ef
Productions," Is one of the real

Many

comedians te be seen and heard on the
vaudeville »tage. W'leoa ^ alwaye^erig»•»»•• wllt h .«» • h *« h compliment to pay
f
*• » vaudeville actor.

_

ineralavcv

•

^

•

M
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Variety
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tfttjBeautij Clay

Loew's State

—

New

—

%

course*—

—

Tiemann

Far

May
New York

complexion' have sent
rapturous wonder.

t

Al H. Wilson, next to closing, with a
routine about the quartet assembled near ,
Variety, and copyrighted under the a keg ef foaming lather.
bunch of hoke just what they want at
event that the band was a disap"I wish I. had some of the foam I blew the State, incidentally, and capitally hanaway." he comments, "and the rest of died by Mr. Wilson, a monologist who pointment. Instead of that the band
U. 8. Government laws.
knows his business. He seemed to think was switched back to Milwaukee.
the quartet here."
theyi
all
over
hear
him
couldn't
efforts,
slagthey
tackles
each
one's
Then he
house also, but they did. He clicked for
ing into his yodling:
hl-lee. I once worked for Keith, a speech after a little' jockeying and talk
14
Keith's Fordham and 'Hi-lee.
William E. McOonell. secretary of
about bows that was nicely camouflaged
I now work for Loew."
through good ahr.wmanship.
the Chamber of Commerce. AlexA real performer is Al H. Wilson.
York
Moss" Coliseum,
andria
(Thousand
Bay,
T.
N.
Islands) has the following proposition which may interest jaze band
Place, N. Y* musicians or combinations who face
Productions, address 61
21
Moss* Broadway,

May

justice to the majestic
Her perfectly formed

on this racer* "Run away kid.*
the bookie after a swift glaafa
"Too busy." "But Mr. Walters." said
youth,

the

"I

don't

know

anff

and I want to bet. Please
a bet from me. You see I know

else

even

if

you. don't

know me,

and/1

pay If I lose." "Go away
from me," answered Walters, "and
save your money." "Oh, please,
Mr. Walters," pleaded the young
man. "How much did you want^to
bet?" asked the odds layer. "$2," spas
,the answer with another pleading
"Will yer let me?" "Go ahead then
and get through with it," tesUly
replied the bookmaker, thinking It
all right, I'll

an enforced vacation during July
and August. Musicians witling to
perform for evening band concert*
a couple of hours each night may
glare of Broadway, in fact lished over a century ago and at be interested In Mr. McDonell's
from
the
May
Moss' Regent, New
$0 per cent, of its patrons were that period was the most luxurious proposition of a vacation at the reYork, and Nixon, Philadel- folk of the theatre. Rogers opened coffee house in the world, even sur- sort in exchange for the service., was better to take the bet than
passing the Cafe Bauer of Berlin The instrumental work is solely
about 20 years ago.
in reputation.
confined to the evenings leaving the
(Continued on page 39)
phia
rest of the day off.
The Chamber
The Acacias, dancing. Paris, unThe Little Club is being redec- of Commerce has very little money
der control of Harry Pilcer a-coureopened orated by Remlsoff, who did the to expend for this purpose and hit
June 4
Grand 0. H., Phila- ple of seasons ago. has
under the direction* or Marjorie Chauve-Souris interior artistrifes on| on this idea as * possibility,
Mom, Kngllsh dancer, and George the Century roof and also the Club
delphia
Leona Pierce, cabaret singer, took
Fohtana, who has been dancing in Petroushka, in which he is associated with Geneen and Mclsaac, who poison in Chicago claiming that she
Paris for some time.
are also his partners in the revival had wearied of "night life," and
June
Keith's, Washington
of the resort under the 4^th Street hesitated to return to her parents
Youthifles face and skin la
A victory for dancing has' been Theatre. It will open Labor Day in Montana. She will recover.
a marvelous way without
detention, fiasy, Safe had
Commissioner
of
action*
won in the
as a Russian cafe, called Bal-a-gan,
Inexpensive.
The rage Of
The latest Broadway story ia of a
June 1
A. A. Sprague of the new Chicago which in Russian means sideshow.
Paris and London, intra*
Keith's, Boston
duced by the eminent Bae>
young man at the race track, looking
administration, who has come out
Doctor
li.Mh
dermatologist.
favoring Sunday dancing on the
The Ned Weyburn floor .show and somewhat shabbly, but with a strong
Gibbs. who now personally
tip and without a bookmaker knowconducts this famous treat"
June
Riverside, New York Municipal pier. Under the Thomp- revue was set to open at fhe Shel- ing
ment at the
him although he knew one (said
son rule Sunday dancing was pro- burne, Brighton Beach, Monday.
hibited until the city hall bunch The Meyer Davis Orchestra and 20 to have been Johnny Walters). Ap- N. Y. COSMO-PLASTIC INST.,
proaching him. he said, "Mr. Walput on the Palace of Progress to chorus girls were to be features.
July
Keith's, Atlantic City break the ice. "I don't think Sunters., will you take a bet from me 347 Fifth Ave. owgftt, *!$**
Literature sent Free on requeaL__^_
day dancing is any worse than SunWhitsman's Cafe de Paris orday golf." said the new commission- chestra, engaged by the Orpheum

For Vaudeville, see Jimmy Plunkett

28—

—

ORIENTAL

SKIN PEELING

11—

8—

25—

2—

Direction

HARRY WEBER

The dancing season at the pier Circuit following the ending of the
opens Memorial Day.
season of "Scandals" at the Illinois,
Chicago, did not make as good at
Milt Britton, formerly of Frank the Palace, Chicago,
recently as
and Milt Britton, has been booked expected. The original plan was to
with his 11-piece combination of play the band for three weeks at the
at Palace, but that was abandoned beentertainers
and
musicians
er.

Hall, Coney Island, for the
season, opening May 30. 41

Raven

CABARET

Oan Blanco

a

days ago/

It is in

of

The House That very

Built,
Chicago, is in New
York, lining up a summer show for
his house.
He Is at the Hotel

Jack

(Continued from page 10)

week was completed.
The band opened for the Orpheum

fore the first

at Milwaukee,

.

the hands of re-

A block away from Jack's, Astor.
the Rogers' establishment was one,
of the most flourishing in its day. I The world famous Cafe Lultpold
It was particularly favored by pro- Jin Munich has closed on account
fessionals who chose it as a change 'of poor business.
#J*» was estabceivers.

big

that

many

New

hit,

where

but

it

is

it

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

Steamship accommodations irmncrd An all Lines, at Mala Ofllee
Prlcea
Boats are aolnic *ery falls arrange early. Porelfra Money
fcoagjht and sold
Liberty ffon<!« bought and sold.
N
PAUL TACSIG A SON. 104 Bast 14th* St.. New York
fheje»«tiirve*ast «nn-«i.i7
.

registered a

explained

now

York.

The

THIC

tentative bookings

had the Cafe de Paris bunch at Milwaukee one week, then at the Palace in Chicago three weeks, with an
underline for changing the third
week to the State-Lake in the

ERA

THE

Established

Milwaukee has not had so
jazz bands as Chicago and

HUPRKMK PRO* K SHI ON Al. ORGAN OF

flltKVT

1837
BRITAIN

Advertisement rate. Ss. per Inch; CSS per page. Classified advertisements: Comtheatres, artists, musicians and miscellaneous, wanted and wants, etc.
lines, Is Gd
each additional line 9d- displayed lines Is. Annual subscription,
post prepaid, U. 8. A.. $6.00
Rditorial. Advertising and Publishing Offices:
SS Wellington Street. Strand,
London, W.C.t. Phoae Regent 4546-47.
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panies,
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GIBSON SISTERS and GRADY
YOUTHFUL SONG AND DANCE DIVERSIONS WITH ALL THE JOYOUSNESS OF YOUTH
THIS

WEEK (MAY

13)—MAJESTIC, CHICAGO

..

Direction

HALPERIN-SHAPIRO AGENCY
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Wherever there are show people, there

.

•

where; no horizon to Variety's circulation.

.:

•

Variety; no matter

is

.

..

.

•
*

Martin Beck says he bought Variety in Cairo; the tame w
it in London, Paris, Sydney; all oyer and wherever the

others bought

in English is talked over.

show business

And

as widely where

it is

.

itf***;

Variety has as yearly subscribers

not.

showmen

the leading picture and

i*:

,

of all nations, whether Holland or

South America, New Zealand or South Africa. They subscribe because
they want it weekly, every issue, as the news medium for the theatre

V

9

of the world.
fc.

*

***

v

-

•

'

/

•

-

*

*

That
licity

screen or in the ring or on the

or.

*

—

n

Variety gives at home, to any form of professional amusement

on the stage

•

**-

universally placed publicity besides the conceded pub-

is

The show
the show

.

r

lot.

r

an open

business

is

business

know you

field for talent

and 'showmanship
t-*

let

are in

it.

•
.

y*.

There

—

•

but one accepted theatrical paper

is

week

that starts every

world

—

go around the

to

•

it's

Variety.

•

I

.

'

.

News

"All of the

ALEXIS

>

•

*

•

tfte

•

Time"

JOAN
r

.

musical shows hold the edge as more, Jeanltte .Connor, and Lew Game", hejd over for second weel
Harris.
Williams Amsdetl will be at Broadway; "The Ne'er Do Well"
money-betters here this' season.
the stage,

TERPSICHOREAN ARTISTRY'

in

Just finished a

32-week

tour, as headliners, for the

B. F. Keith Circuit.

Direction

past reveals a landscape of peaks
and valleys. In the legitimate it is
doubtful if either the Majestic or
much real money.
of the Teck and the Tack has made
The former was saddled with a
Oayety Saturday night Buffalo is dozen premiers of unknown quanleft without major attractions for tity, all of which, with the excepthe balance of the season. Pauline tion of "Jack and Jill," failed to
Few of the tryouts
see money.
Frederick's "The Guilty One" showed lasted longer than a fortnight on
at the Teck for the final week to the road.
For the rest, the house
The local re- had several musical shows which
middling business.
viewers handled the show with fa- drew well and one or two proven
New York comedy successes which
vor, stating that it was far from kept the box office busy. The Teck
being as bad as reported from New ran to about the* same form with
York.
A
the premiere feature absent.
number of strong attractions within
bird's-eye of the season just
the past two months helped swell
Jolson hung up
the year's gross.
the season's record for the house,
and other musical attractions ran
close seconds. It would appear that

A

Est.

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

capacity. The Crl closed its doors
Shea's conwhen Spiegel blew.
tinued serenely on its way and has

an unquestionably .profitable
season, with no summer closing
plans yet announced.

BURTON

MINERS
MAKE UP

a hoodoo, and was acknowledged
beforehand to be a loser even at

had

MARTY FORKINS

BUFFALO

By 8IDNEY
With the closing

In vaudeville the advent and
occasioned
Shuberts
egress
of
The •Criterion,
scarcely a ripple.
which housed the new time here, is

(Columbia) closes a lucrative seacontinuing among the leaders

son,

of the wheel.

'

son.

I

performance

went

By

Butterfleld has leased the

Will stay

.

GARRICK— Bonstelle

Co.,

open-

WANTED— By

week of summer engagement,
"The Goldfish." Next, "Little Old

ing

York."

hotel,

ORPHEUM- Lee

Kids;

Eight

high

-

north

class

Saturday,

dancing

Blue Devils; Belmonts Canary Op- number, two or more per*
era; Fred and Margie Dale; Fox & sons, for summer months.
Burns; Murdock & Kennedy; Lea
Address Box 141, Cars Variety
& Perrln & Larry Reilly.
PHOTOPLAYS—-"Hunting Wild State Lake Theatre Bldg., Chicago
to

N. Y.

THOMAS BURKE

"Lightnlo"* has been booked for

Edward M. Hart, general

FURNISHED COTTAGES
AT

sentative for F. F. ProctOr here, has
reorganized the Proctor Player*,
which opens for a summer's run of
stock at Proctor's New theatre In

May

SHERMAN LAKE

repre-

Above Sea Level

in Catskilt

Cottafce, Furnished,

Week
Week
Week

2,000 Feet

2
3
4

28,

Rickaby and Russell Hicks are the
Others who will be in the
new company are Virginia Holland,

Room
Room
Room

$10
Cottage, Furnished, $15
Cottage, Furnished, $18

DAN SHERMAN

leads.

Dillon Deasy, Harrison Hoy, Mnssena Clark, Lola Maye, Harry Gil-

DONOVAN
19th, noon, with

The King of Ireland

,

S.

—

will visit the

j*.

Davenport Center, N. Y.

and

MARIE LEE

George M. Cohan and His Entire "Little Nellie Kelly" Co.
King of England and report later.
Au Revoir to All Our Good Friends and Our Very Best Wishes to You AIL
Also Many Thanks to the B. F. Keith Circuit tor a Succession of Successful Seasons.

Sailing on the

i,»

Prices, $3 top.

The opening play will be
"Why Men Leave Home." Ruth

—

May

DETROIT

season.

Day.
*

CELTIC

W.

Ramona Park Theatre at Grand
"The Rapids for the summer and will
The best Shubert show tabs and vaudeville, two
musical show visiting Detroit this changes weekly.
-

Girl.*'

coming to Harmanus
Bleecker Hall in Albany on L.abor

is a classy sure-fire act which audience tikes,
has plenty of laughs and close* to a great hand.
N. K. MILLER, Pantage* Theatre, Toronto.

i

The

ALBANY,

Troy

BOOSTERS CLUB

I

By JACOB SMITH

SHUBERT

Dancing

company.

9

B.

Fox-Washington.

overflow, grossing $1,300.

"LAND OF TANGO"

JAMES

Caj>itol; "Bella Donna"
Adams; "A Woman's Woman"
Madison; "The World's a Stage'

Ed- at the

DETROIT

New

Boris Thomashefsky appeared at
the Teck Sunday, May 13, supported
by Mme. Pola Katrazanski, in
"Lively and Happy," before the
largest Yiddish audtence of the sea-

New York?

B008T NO. 2
"LAND OF TANfiO"

Jack.

—

,3

BASSIL LIBERMAN
don't you write to

manager and

will direct.

two weeks. Every daily praised it.
Next, Mclntyre & Heath.
In the past ten days three DeNEW DETROIT—John E. Kellerd troit theatres have been robbed—*
in Shakespearean repertoire.
This the Rialto, Garden and Forest. At
In burlesque the Garden (Mutual) week, "Merchant of Venice"; next, the Rialto the yeggs held up ths
president of the company, J. C. Rlt*
was turned from a tombstone into "Romeo and Juliet."
a mint mostly through the efforts
MAJESTIC— "My Lady Friends." ter, and the treasurer, Edward Reyof Harry Abbott. Business has been Next, "Listening In."
This house nolds, escaping with $711). The safes)
strong enough to warrant summer is now in its seventieth week of of the other theatres were blown
burlesque stock, an unthought-of stock
some time after the last show Sun*
thing for the town and particularly
GAYETY— knick Knacks" (bur- day night.
the house befose now. The Gaycty lesque).

the matinee and night on Friday,
May 25. Milton Nobles heads the

Why

wards

~

5

J

.

THE OVERNIGHT FOX TROT SMASH !
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teed to color naturally* gray*
streaked hair to any desired shade In fifteen
minute*. The color Is akselvtsJy permanent.
It Is so natural It cannot be detected from
nature even under * microscope. It Is harmless to, the hair and Its growth.
"INsHTO RAPID" differs absolutely from
all other hair colorings because It replgaaentiiM the hair shaft Instead or only
coating the surface.
Thousands of women
apply It In the privacy of their own homes
with perfect success.
t

8END NO MONEY
Write for particulars with proof and
our "Beauty ArTalysis Chart" form UU.
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CLEANED
DRY Gowns

Theatrical

OVERNIGHT
We Work While You Sleep
OOWNS CAIXED TOR AFTER THE SHOW
DELIVERED BEFORE NOON NEXT DAY

PHONE

Inc..

Salooa and Lnborntorlen
Wast 46th Street. Nsw York. N. Y.

and Costumes

Repaired and Dry Cleaned

CIRCLE 9104

THE OVERNIGHT CLEANERS
at 756th 7th Avenue
rfetween 49th »nd 50th Street*
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Late that night the' young in the Morrison hotel, Chicago,
into a Broadway delica- Monday, for what has started off
(Continued from page 36)
tessen lunch place where several of like it will be a highly profitable
have the line held up. "What's the his friends hang out. Telling them engagement, as the dancing floor
odds?" asked the fellow. "What's about his bet,' he walked across the there is the largest in the loop.
the horse?" he was asked. "GigrglesV" room, sat down and commenced to
Who has jurisdiction in the case
was the reply. "Write your own .cry. Astonished, the bunch sent over
The young one of their members to find out of «an Indian selling liquor on a
ticket," said Walters.
you
idea
of
reservation? This is the quesstate
the
"What's
it.
"2,000,000/2about
man wrote out a slip,
which came up before a
/Qiggles' " and handed it to the crying?" said he to the winner. "I tion
man.
young
the
county
Judge in northern New York
bookie. who thrust it into his can't help it," replied
Three members of a
pocket without a look. "Giggles'* "Just think of it, I had a million to recently.
family, mother, father and daughwon.
Settlement of race track One shot and only had $2.
living
on the St. Regis reserter,
evening
wagers Are made the same
Ned Wayburn has engaged Meyer vation, were tried for violation of
by check or the following morning
Davis* New York Band for the Shel- the Mullan-Gage act, it being alburne Hotel, Brighton Beach, open- leged that they made sales of beer
ing May 19. The band is a 10-piece to several men. The attorney for
combination under the leadership of the Indiana contended that the
W. C. Perry, and will be featured state had no jurisdiction over
banished
for the dancing with novel stage crimes committed by them on a
m
and lighting effects. The orchestra state reservation and In support of
16 minute*
#
will also play for the special revue this contention presented a mass of
that Mr. Wayburn va producing for certified copies of documents, InINECTO
cluding ancient treaties with the
the Shelburne.
tribe and a letter of George Washsaxophonof
"king
Bieae,
A verdict of guilty of
ington.
Paul
"INECTO
The prcgremlTe
of
features
RAPID" rrpirirnt a distinct adrauce over
ists,' 'and recently authorised in a violating the Mullan-Gage act was
all other hair coloring preparations.
"champion"
brought in by the Jury and the
contest to claim the
"INECTO ItAPID" ii used by thousand* ofr
the finest beauty establishments In America.
dance orchestra of Cook county, judge Imposed a fine on the woman.
Including auch ultra- fashionable shops as
Illinois, opened at Terrace Garden The case of the daughter was heard
tfct Waldorf-Astoria. IMltmore, Commodore.

CABARETS
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S E A
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Paul Street
JOS. L MANN

THANK TOSS

•

JACK LAHfcV

DENVER

BALTIMORE
855

PROVIDENCE

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

C A G U

I

no

International Copyright Secured

a party of men and women eating
and drinking after one o'clock In
the morning; declared the new chief
of police Collins of Chicago, in an
address to the alumni of the University of Michigan at a luncheon.*

,

M

be musical director at Paul
Salvin's new club, "The Four Hundred." which opsins May 17. Bmil
Coleman will be the general supervisor of the music,
will

He

said in part: "I intend to see
Eddie Elkins, formerly at tha
that no disorderly crowds gather Knickerbocker Grill, opens June If
either before or after 1 a. m. and at Castles-by-the-sea, long Beachthat soliciting in cabarets is sternly
repressed, but I have no objection
to any one staying up after 1 a. m.
or to any entertainment running
after that hour. Reputable citizens
may<^lng and dance until the cows

Fashionable Shoes
Women of the stage

come home."

and screen know fashion—they will find fine

Monroe Goodman, formerly leader
of the Waldorf Astoria Orchestra,

shoes of their choice at

ANDREW GELLER
1656 Broadway

NEW YORK
At

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1880

Broadway

New York

CITY

list Street

City

next and the evidence against her
was not so strong, the jury returned a verdict of not guilty. The
father was found guilty and flned.
The case will probably be appealed.

The Bluebird Dance Hall in New
York City is being torn down, and
will be rebuilt on a large scale with
two separate dance floors And increased facilities all around. The
management is trying to secure Mai

Halle tt for the music. Al Burt, who
formerly led the orchestra at the
Bluebird, starts the end of May on
the Famous Players picture house
tour to the coast, A feature of his
act, which will have 12 musicians,
will be the repetition on a phonograph carried with the act of the
numbers that Burt plays and that
he has recorded for disks.

There is nothing inimical to the
peace or welfare of a great city in

A PLEASANT OUTING

•

bartram and saxfon
*

the surest

fire

two man

act in

vaudeville— a next to closing act
e

for

any

theatre.
•*

.

public opinion"

—
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SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 .Seventh Ave,,
Phone: Fitx Roy 0820
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"THE PEPPER BOX REVUE?

HARRY VON

with
-

TILZER'S
•

SENSATIONAL SHOW^TOPPING COMEDY SONG

j.

"

•.

With the greatest comedy lyric BILLY JEROME has ever written.
Male, Female, Doubles, Trios and Quartets. Can be used as a Hebrew, Italian, Dutch or Rube Song.
It will follow any song in your act and stop the show
,

Great for

EVERYBODY
'

IS

KING TUTTING—TUT TUT YOURSELF
*

WRITE TODAY FOR THIS GREAT SONG—LOTS Of EXTRA CHORUSES

HARRY VON TILZER MUSIC PUB. CO.
*

New Address:

New York

719 Seventh Ave., Cor. 48th Street,

City

=
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It's
titled
Elmira. which will be christened the ground has been sold to W. B. selling organisations.
N. Y.
Strand when it reopens, are in full Freer, of Williamson, by Peter R. "The Re- loaders." The picture will
swing this week. The house will be and George -Sleight, who held the be made entirely in Binghamton,
BAHN
B.
CHESTER
By
completed about Aug. 15, according property for the past 12 years. The with Aubrey Wells, Helen Forrest,
B. F. KEITH'S—Vaudeville.
of price was about $80,009. It was a Gordon
Standing. Henry Smith,
to Owner William Berinstein
Vaudeville.
Albany. He will spend HOO.oOd on snap deal. Freer, an onion king of Dean Raymond, Re id Howes and
"Prodigal Daughters." the alterations.
Wayne County, met the Sleights in
Tansey in the cast.
EMPIRE— "Whefe the Pavement
the Arcadia National Bank. The
Ends."
The Hippodrome, Carthage, has deal was suggested. Freer trotted
ROBBINS- ECKEL "The Rustle been
over
to the playhouse, gave it the
closed, and probably will not
of Silk."
open until early in the fall. The double—o and immediately closed:
By JOHN GARDINER
"The Kentucky Derby." orchestra
Walter
Moth continues as manager
of
Strand.
Carthage,
RIVOLI— "Glimpse* of the Moon." has been cut the
HIS MAJESTY'S—"Spice of 1021."
for the summer, only of the theatre.
"The White
PRINCESS—
a pianist and violinist being reMiss JuHet; George
•
Flower."
tained.
Two new Syracuse-made movies Bobbe and Betty Stark; Lew and
are looming on the horizon. Geraldo Paul Murdock; Jack Norton and
Five cent movies are back in
Six thousand fans paid at the De Leon, fothier screen player, and Co.: Ralph C. Sevan and Beatrice
Watertown. Fred Perry, new l ose e s Empire box office here Sunday to now proprietor of a theatrical Flint; Herbert and Dare; Rich
of the Strand, introduced the nlckle see "Where the Pavement Ends." academy here is planning to produce Hayes; Melissa Ten Eyck and Max
Coot of Character, written by Welly.
show on Saturday afternoon for the The house was forced to stop the
Vaudeville and pictures.
He win use his students IMPERIAL—
benefit of school children and will sale of tickets early in the vvening, himself.
Vaudeville and piccontinue the policy. The house has The house this week has been sold in the film .to support himself and
been operated in the past by the outright to the Commonwealth Club wife. Tvonne Logan, the feminine tures.
DOMINION
Open-air atNova Operating Co., Special pro- of this city for a benefit. It Is un- Jackie Coognn of this city, who has tractions.
ms featuring educational Aims derstood the price paid was $2,500 already appeared in several films, is
Capitol.
planned for the five cent shows. The Rex Ingram film is being pre- scheduled to be featured in a second
sented with a prologue introducing picture, the adaptation of s popular "You Can't Fool Your Wife"; Allen,
Mozart,
Reconstruction of the
a Hawaiian orchestra and dancer. book. Contracts for this effort are
There's a fine stage setting for the slated to be signed in New York
prologue everything from the play within a week, according to * the
of the moon on the water to the girl's father. Eugene Logan, himself
typical grass house from which a pioneer in the movie game.
Season Ending
The Guardian of a
emerges the dancer. Prologues, by
August 15
the
way, are scarce and far between
The up-state is slated for a real
Complexion
1.1»S; to be had for perSeatlnr
capacity
in local movie houses.
The
circus invasion this spring.

SYRACUSE,

TEMPLE—
STRAND—

Emma

/

—

MONTREAL

SAVOY—

Me Back to Blighty"; Crystal
Palace. "The Ninety and Nine";
Midway, "Glimpses of the Moon";
Strand, "Red Hot Romance"; Belmoot, "Ebb Tide"; Plasa, "Grand
"Take

Larceny":

Regent. "Safety Last";
Royal.
"Heroes
of
the
Broken Chains";
Napoleon, "Adam and Eva"; Matsonneuve. "The Canyon of the
Fools"; Rex, "The Young Diana."

Mount

Street"; Dominion,"

CRESCENT —

The

LOEWS—

PARK—

PICTURE HOUSES—

—

combined

v

STEINS MHKE UP
P&Pookkt Upon Request!

That'* what a host of aoter folks eay
about Loos Aero Colt Cream.
Discriminating; otas*, sorooa
flag 1
arttoto havo loss recognised the lncoeaa- 1
parable qualities of this exceptional
local {
product As a foundation for make
[«•«»
-op «t

la
unexcelled,
ft
vine
and for removing
coo
make-up aa other eleaastae ores as eai
do the work so quickly, so thoroughly
-

and so

economically.
It removes la*
staatly every trace of "sreaoe." laaftsg
the skin clean, freak and cast,
'
Long Acre coats ao more thaa any other
"hlgh-grads cream aad goes about twice
ao Car as most of them. It Is sold at
formtncet, reheareala, concerts, meetings- theatrical, drag aad toilet counter* la
half and full pound tins at Me. aad ft.
Footage, 10c. extra. If your dealer hao
none la stock order direct from
27th 8t.
Madison Ave.,
York Ijoag
Acre Cold Cream Co., 114
IS A. M. to I P. M.
lltth street. New York city.

'

i
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Summer

Good

fgr/ The Stage o£X

To Rent

Theatre

"Leaves Skin Soft
and as Smooth as
Velvet*

Rlngling

&

Brothers

and

Sells-Floto,
Bailey's.
The Peyton Players, with Joseph Barnum
(not Corse) as Impresario, opened Walter Main and John Robinson's
at the Lyceum, Elmira, on Monday, circuses are now being booked
doing "East Is West" Kenneth Fox throughout Central and Southern
The first two named
Is leading man, with Edna Buckler New York.
opposite him.
Louis L. Hall is will hit the big cities. The Main
directing the troupe. The company and Robinson tented shows will conincludes Jere Taylor, Edith Potter, centrate upon the smaller cities and
Grace Kaber, Ationette Rochte, towns. The Robinson outfit will be
Edmund Soroghan and Ted Brackett. the last to move through the territory, being now booked for early
The Newark opera house and July in the North Country.

Apply Garden Theatre
A
New

Maurice Hindus of New York is
booking up-* tat© dates for his oper
compnnv which next season will
present "San Tuttl." Hindus last
season brought "The Impresario" to
the up -state playing educational

atic

Holds the Centre of the
Stag*

centres.

May Irwin* has a new blooded
Jersey at her Clayton farm. The
bossie Is Lou 2nd of the noted Hood
Farms herd, recently sold. Miss
Iwin says she will remain on the
farm until next fall.
Howard Woodbury, an employe

of

the Laurel, Binghamton, narrowly
escaped injury when a scaffolding,
attached to a construction adjoining

the playhouse, collapsed. Two hundred patrons of the theatre rushed
Janic-stricken from the building,
fearing' that the crash foretold the
collapse of the playhouse.

The

Buckley-Ferguson

In the Canadian

Produc-

Binghamton is at work on
the second picture of a series depicting the methods of fraudulent stock
tions of

rip

living

Bungalow camps st Lake Wapta, Lake 0*Haraj
Yoho Valley. Emerald Lake, Moraine Lege,
Lake Windermere— all enlarged. New camps at
Vermilion River and Sinclair Hot

HAIR

fANKNTLT BKHOVKD
From face, aeek aad arms by tke
only oucceooful metkod In the world.
POSITiyi AMD FAINL.KSS.
NO NKSDLBS OS CHXMTCAL8 USED.
Ilea

no

sad

Is

effects on the akin or health
particularly effective la •tub-

111

bora oases where other methods failed.
Phyelcraas* laveoticatieaa solicited.

Free booklet.

N.

Y.

a_

Cosmo-Plastic

347

Canada Welcome*
tke United
Tourist.

Mb

Pa

porta Required.

Tour let
Tickets at Qreatly

Fa

the new Banff -Windermere Roe
center for Alpine climbing, hiking or riding the
mountain trails this Garden of the Giants.

m

Golf, boating

and bathing at Lake WindermereModerate rates— American plan at all Bungalow
Camps.
Ask for full informs (ion
mrid Fold+r—B.

Inst.,

C—

/ SO

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

Fifth Ave.
M. aswJaaddlTt
la attendance.

rest

** nerer before— in this greatest of open
grounds. And—eoeasy to reach!

•

SUPERFLUOUS

Pacific Rockies

and
of the outdoors
THB
comfmt and good
at small
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a.
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THE VICTORIA PALACE
"An American

THE VICTORIA PALACE
"THE GOSSIPY SEX"

actor with a distinct personality,

•

"On Monday,

who will be remembered
Raymond Hitchcock in 'Mr.

Robert Emmett Keane,
I

'The
«in a new comedy sketch, entitled
bright little triologue is Mr.
Gossipy Sex.'
Lawrence Grattan 's miniature comedy, serving
chiefly to give Mr. Keane and Miss Claire Whitney an opportunity for some clever characterization as the newly-married wife and the too-talkaMiss Whitney comes to the variety
tive friend.
stage with a reputation as a charming cinema
actress, ajid although her share of the dialogue

week

,

Frank Grayson
Scene

support as the husband. Last evening's audience
received the piece with cordial satisfaction."
9*

-

-

•

The

Gossipy Sex/ a very amusing miniature
play, reveals some very elever acting by Robert
Emmett Keane as Frank Grayson, who appears
to suffer from that terrible complaint, gossiping.
Miss Claire Whitney plays the part of the wife
with great skill. J. R. Tozer as the husband is"
exceptionally good."

i

.

«'-

—"ERA."

"The program

at the Victoria Palace this

-.

•

-"STAGE.*9
•

Supported by Claire Whitney, the kinema star,
Mr. Keane will be seen in a
J. R. Tozer,
playlet entitled 'The Gossipy Sex/ by Lawrence

" 'The

Gossipy Sex'

is

a playlet which serves to

1

show the humor of Robert Emmett Keane and
.

Grattan/'

to introduce to our notice Claire Whitney, 'the

cinema star/

—TRISTRAM, "REFEREE."

in

which they

successfully'

demon-

strate with the aid of J. R. Tozer that men are
really the gossips who cause all the trouble
at

—

any

VICTORIA PALACE

Whitney

—The Lounge of a Fashionable Hotel.
Time— The Present.

week

and

•

R. Tozer

Robert Emmett Keane

is headed by Robert Emmett Keane, who succeeded Raymond Hitchcock in 'Mr. Manhattan.'

.

J.

Claire

"This piece is one of those bright little playlets
wherein some smart lines and ingeniously-constructed dialogue are' all-sufficing and rule out
any necessity to examine motives or analyse characters.
It tells of a recently-fnarried couple who
have been arguing as to the most gossipy sex.
Their debate is cut short by the appearance of a
mutual friend who proceeds to show that though
his tongue tells of women as the gossipers, his
actions speak eloquently of the fact that man
dearly loves a scandal and the pleasure of its
retailing.
Robert Emmett Keane is the friend in
the case, and except for a tendency toward long
and inflective pauses and a desire to walk the
stage 'with measured tread and slow' he hits off
the character very neatly.
Claire Whitney has
very little to do, but does 'that little well, and
J. R. Tozer, the English member of tht cast,
lends efficient support as the husband.
The
audience on Monday gave play and players a
hearty welcome."

somewhat monosyllabic, she contrives to bring
a large measure of archness and charm to its
expression. Mr. J. R. Tozer provides adequate

"

Gossipy Sex/

Phil Manly
Alice Manly

is

—"DAILY TELEGRAPH.

April 30, 1923, there was proin one scene by Law-

The

A

•4t

.

duced here a miniature play
rence Grattan entitled:

as the successor to
Manhattan/ appears at the Victoria Palace this

men

one depicted by the author.
The play~had a very successful outing and pleased
everybody."
rate,

like the

—"ENCORE."

.

"Mr. Jack Rose l who is at the Victoria Palace
and
this week, is a comedian with a unique style
always keeps hi^ audience well amused.
"Nervo and Knox are most laughable in their
wrestling scene and in their 'Fall of the Gladi-

VICTORIA PALACE
•

"An excellent playlet called The Gossipy
—which is a sly dig at garrulous men is

Sex'
pre#
sented at the Victoria Palace this week. It conveys a lesson pointed by humc/r and is well played
by Mr. Robert Emmett Keane and Miss Claire
Whitney, supported by Mr. 'J. R. To«er."

—

ator/

"The Femina Quartette never fail to appeal to
audiences, and Miss Grace Christie performs
masked dances which are full of rhythm, grace
and, in some cases, humor.
"Mr. Robert Emmett Keane acts in a delighthe is ably
ful sketch, The Gossipy Sex/ in which
supported by Miss Claire Whitney and Mr. J. R.
all

*-"EVENING NEWS."

Tozer."

—"PALL MALI."

"THE GOSSIPY SEX"
"A miniature play, 'The Gossipy Sex/ by Lawrence Grattan, made its first appearance yesterday in the program at the Victoria Palace. Mr.
Robert Emmett Keane and Miss Claire Whitney,
the cinema star, appeared in the principal parts.
The playlet strives to prove that men are greater
gOStips than women, and does so fairly conThe acting was good, and the play
vincingly.

VICTORIA PALACE
4
miniature play, 'The Gossipy Sex/ by LawTozer, Robrence Grattan, in which Messrs. J. R.

"A

ert

Emmett Keane and Miss

did well, was seen for the
the Victoria Palace."

Claire Whitney all
time last night at

first

•mused

—"MORNING ADVERTISER."
—

»-

.•

the large audience."

—"MORNING

POST."

—«-

^

t»:

2 NEW
BARNEY GERARD

,::r;t;:t^^^^^^^^^^^^-j^i

.

PRETENTIOUS

WANTED FOR

BARNEY GERARD'S

.

SAYS

IT'S

"VANITIES"

11

FUN

COMEDIAN OR TEAM 6f COMEDIANS,
BE UNIQUE,

Good Dancing Soubret and Ingenue; Prima Donna;
Musical Act; Classical Dancer; Young Good Looking
Chorus

and worthy of being featured

be a revelation; women principals; Novell
Musical Act; Singers and Dancers who can do imi
that is sure to

of noted stars and other good acts.
SEND PHOTOS (STAMPS FOR RETURN), FULL PARTICULARS,^ SALARY. EXPERIENCE; ETC.
PREFER TO SEE ACTS WORK

Girls.

BARNEY GERARD-Coiumbia

Theatre Building,

—

LETTERS

Davles Grace

Andrew* KoUnJ
Barter s\ Chain
fiaaett Billie
•land Walter
llowman Bros
Hraass Stella
Iiatler Adele

l»eArnjele*a JeftVra'ji

DeHavi-n Louise
Delour Pamela

/

DeRex Billio
Downing Bill

Catlln Margie

Mildred

Ceoil

Chandler Harold

Primrose 0>o

l..iyfstto
I.ee

Florence

William

Lewis Cha*

Elida

Ballet

Hilda
C'mer'a A G'rmaine

WHEN ALL

IS

SAID

an author has to sell are
his best efforts. I promise those
to every one I write for.

,

My

laugh laboratory
New York.

is

at 1493

Broadway,

De Haven Milo

Kerville George

i

a

COMEDY

(the highest
SERVICE matter
in the

Gorman
Green

Khaym

priced printed
world), each issue containing

a new and strictly original
routine
double
monologue,
and miscellaneous gags. Small
in sice, but big in laugh diviNo. , 11 now ready,
dends.
price $2; or the first 11 issues,
$12; or any 4 for $5. Yearly
subscriptions (12 issues), $15.

JAG
Billy

Bill

Mornaou A Daley
McGinn John.

JULIUS PAULY,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

CHERBOURG-SOUTHAMPTON-HAMBURG
—

on St. Lawrence 1st 2nd and 3rd Ctaaa
ExccllenfMONOCLASeT cabin steamers to LIVERPOOL, BELFAST;
,

GLASGOW, CHERBOURG, SOUTHAMPTON and ANTWERP
For rat— and sailing dates apply local tourist and~steamship agents ot

CANADIAN PACIFIC

->-

»•

and

Inc..

"Empress" Express Route to

Madison Are, at 44th St

,

is

booking error, but as

constituted

it

a

NEW—"Brass. "

.

NEW LYCEUM— "The

Nation."

VICTORIA— "Thorns

Birth of a

and Orange

hit.

PARKWAY— "Gimme."
—
CENTURY ROOF

"So This

Ford's Theatre, which closed week
last, made a strong finish
"The First Year," getting
$12,000 on the week.
The Palace
closed the same week with "Let's
Go" and did a fair week's business,
although thCsPimlico races hurt
business to some extent.

to

*
•

leapin**a and pirouetting* fairly aeat the
andleaee Into eaatalaed applanae ana
left oa thrilled and Interested.. Miaa Lea
la
a phenomenal dnneer, of lunaatnff I
grnee and Ingenuity, and, inaofar aa the I
andleaee was concerned, btie
the
of the 'Merry Widow'.,

wm

own way and

to

smash

\

number

at

his

thia

direction

"There la a dancing specialty by
mid Loria I.ee which waa re*
warded with thunderous opplauso and
,

Renoff

one of the big feat urea of the show.
One wonders how It can be carried out
without no accident; bat it la all dona
aalaua a mishap."
la

That's

What

(

ritics

Say

ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN
and
HENRY W. SAVAGE
Can
Tell

You More

Care of M. Ferrari Htudloa,
1$\%\

Broadway. New York

1

Marathon dancers had better look

to their laurels, for heading the
a gorgeous tepischorean masterpiece called "LAND OF
contains moie real dancing than anything of the
kind seen hereabout in a decade.
In gorgeous stage settings, this big
company of Spanish artists whirls through an elaborate routine
which puts them head and shoulders above similar attractions.
bill

an and Schenck, have one
that should put them over

adv.

la

is

TANGO." which

city in the country.. .H«»re it
is called "Streets of Boston." but It
needs nothing but a change of name
to have it go for any city on the

first

efforts

BOOSTERS' CLUB

-

Boost'No.

to

Variety's Pacific Coast representative, his

brilliant

"LAND OF TANGO"

any

Los Angeles, and received

moat

ever seen."

f*

pieces the Keith rule about encores.
Harry Stoddard and his band,
which shared the headline position

JACK

•

the per forma nee, however, la provided
the aplendld and aaaaual dnnei
Fred RenafT and Loria Lee. The
a Pavlowa in perfection et teehnl
making astooUhlns riaea and falla
halaaclnga an her toe*, but her a«

.

about there. It has laugh producing
qualities but the comedy is just a
bit too much on the old style burlesque, low comedy line to make it
a good act for big time vaudeville.
The house had just settled 'down
when Bill Robinson came on and
again stirred them up to the pltoh
where they were willing to fight it
out with the stage manager to have

with

Sensational Original Nov
"Th« area! hi* elex-lrlfylna; momaaM

"The Birth of a Nation." after
playing a long run at Fords in 1917,
is brought back to town again at
"One of the outatandlng foaturea at
the_Neaf Lyceum for a week's run.
production la the specially danebag
It is playing
a 60-cent matinee the
of Miaa I.oris Lee and Fred KeaoaT*
price and a 75 top at night and is "Adagio" In the last art may, wlthont
being extensively advertised.
exaggeration, be classed aa one of the

DKTROIT. MICH.

*'

Jaclt Josephs,

Is

Paris," roof revue.

Helen Stover, who is making her
The Century Roof closed the Ernie
vaudeville debut at the local house
this week, followed.
Coming on '.o Young attractions last Saturday
the finale of the *'My Hero" song night after an engagement of about
from the remembered "Chocolate
Soldier.'' she started wtiere most of
the soprano soloists leave off. She
35v
FRENCH 8HOE8
followed her opener with several
Far Oa and OaT 8ta*«
other numbers, some classical and
some popular, that showed the wide
range of her ability as a singer.
She all but stopped the show.
"All Right. Eddy." a travesty,
toad (or Catalseot
with Franker Wood and Bunee
Wyde featured, followed. This act
West 45th St., at No. 154
has played the smaller time houses
Op*. Lyscua Tfaca.
Bet B'iray and 6th Atf.
in this city in the past, and while
there remains in it some of the
lines it now contains, belongs j.unt

their

RENOFF and

Blossoms.**

with

routine that contains many flashes.
Especially good are they at putting
over feats of strength which, without any tfallyhooing and by their
apparent difficulty and novelty, are
sure to be hits. They got one of
the biggest receptions of the afternoon, and in the first position scored

FRED

second week.

m*

Francisco

'T

,.

I

was the before

modestly as
couple
of
gymnastic artists,
opened the show. Without any lost
motion these boys got through •>

in

New York

to be a
bil'

ideal place for them.
Bins and Grill, billed

a'

La. Roth Bobbie
Lee Bryan
Lloyd Richard

i

g. T. STEBBINO, Pen. Agt.. Pass. Pent.

extremely short, being all
finished by 4:25, only two hours and
ten minutes of running time, and
was the bead liner of the show. The
idea of Van and Schenck. headliners, being in last position' may
the

SOLE AGENTS

Largest, Finest Ships

was

seem

Sale at All Costamers, Druggists
Department Store*.

St.,

—

Kelly Perry
Kessler Clark S
Kingston Bobbie

RHCHERT'S

36 E. 2lst

By LEN LIBBEY
At 4 20 on Monday afternoon,
when Van arid Schenck were about
two-thirds through'their \cf at the
By ROBT. F. 8ISK
local Keith house, a walkout started
AUDITORIUM
"Girl
of
My
which shocked those followers of Heart."
vaudeville that have an idea of what
FOLLY— Mutual Burlesque.
good vaudeville is and was another
GARDEN Pop vaudeville and
instance of the extremely bad taste motion pictures.
and Ignorance of a theatrical audiCENTURY VThe Ne'er Do WeiL"
ence in the city that has been
RIVOLI— "The Bright Shawl";
termed the Athens Of America. -For

Kremka Bros

Celebrated Create Painte
and Cosmetics
On

I

|

Edards Gus

Ouilfoyle

ALSO ISSUE

every month

•

the walkout there wasn't the slightest excuse.
The act was closing a
show that as vaudeville shows run

Hyde Marlon \ ,
Hardy A Gibson
Knight Frank
Keith Cato S

Knrman Hazel

*-

4

ta

Ybrko and King in "The Old Fam
tty Tirfype" gave the house a near
angle on a dialogue and singing he*,
ending up with ah eccentric dance

—

•

Canard Grace
Daveya Two
Danton Leslie
Duffy James J

\

number

offer.

that was a riot, while Clarence
Oliver and George Oap in "Wire
Collect" brought into the show the
sweet taste that was necessary to
make it a splendid entertainment.
wThe house was well filled, but was
seated late.

.:

i

f

being rather off In
not having anything

ii'f

BALTIMORE

Carting;

arhat

iTatere

and

startling outside of this

i

17 weeks, and opened Monday night
with* the Jack Tennec-lzay Weingarten revue. "So This Is Paris"
The Young attractions did well.

,

Hollins Prank
Hollins Kitty

.

_
*

warden Horaee C
waMr-drace "fc P
«uy

'

2.

Gibson Hardy
Geargalea I
Goodhue Helen

Chaddertoa Lillian

af

BOSTON

CHICAGO Or Fl( B

Texas

The

V

Whue*Beb

Alfred

r

Waldron Jack
WtidklMM A
White At
•

** *

season,

this

tanh Vera

Anabetla

Simmons James D

Thompson B
Thomas Bobbie
Thompson M

Brachard Paul
Burnett Sunny
Barnes Stewart

\

Ralph & May

Talbot Fr*nk

Anthenia Miaa

company with
a fat girl. Hor name was Virginia, but she looked mors
like

Roilo

Morton Dorothy

says

'

Romaine Julia

Story & Clark
Stratton Harry

Mr

Maria

Nielsen

-

Virginia Miss

used to keep

dress

St arena Millie

O'Conaer Chaa

I

Skipper »(>»»
SbutHern Jean

circuk.

•

A Maybeile
Toothpicks

Scott Gladys
Bey mo n Anna
Shayne Nell

Kaimoli Bva
Nichols Jack

JAMES MADISON

For appearance the act
falls below the standard of the orchestras that nave played the house

Jiutmie

Silveretts

Newpdrt Hal

M

8*m

Manaean 1'roupe
Marsh Mildred
Maaon Edgar
Morsrnn Ruth

&

The
Smith Oliver. Co
Stan>y Geo W

Mack*

Roberta
Bona Majrle

Ruth

I.xVnlle

Ma ley Dan

Kay Kva

E

fallen

B

Nora

Kirby Kdward
Kraft Gladys
Kutllaad Bdlth

Rarie Jobs
Rlroy Betty
Klaon Arthur
Farnell

ftkelily

Meakin Walter
McCauley William

Madge Lelahd H
Morrow Maybelln

j

Percival sV Noel
Perrin Nina
Pierce Boh
Price Gx

.iink»o»»*.Tohn

Jones, Mrs

Parent Esther

Payne Harry
Pcfciceee Troup*

>

Melrose Marie

Martin Florence

Dudley Ratelle
Dul'reece Leon
Dyson James'

Christian Billie

Coates Maria

P'Reilly Florence

Ooodall William
Granville St Fielde
(Irian Geo

Iwelly

Clifford

{Oliver Randolph
Orma Grace

M

Klorette
Flynn Will
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WHO IS NOW CONCLUDING AN ORPHEUM TOUR

B

'

-

WINNERS OF THE CHAMPION DANCE ORCHESTRA CONTEST

OF COOK COUNTY, APRIL

1923

10,

<

ANTHOWY CICCONE

RICHARD EDE

Eight saxophones, violin, oboe, bass

Banjo, piano.

and singer.

clarinet, clarinet,

»

MICHAEL PERRONS'

DON MANGANO
Eight saxophones, clarinet,
sarrousa phone, singer.

Bass tuba, trombone, euphonium.

oboe,

S. J.

RICHARD ADKINS
Trumpet,

melophone,

violin,

STOCCO
trumpet,'

Piano, arranger,
phone, singer.

two

melo-

saxophones, slide cornet, singer.

JULES BUFFANO

ANGELO CAVALLO

-

Trombone, euphonium,

Piano, arranger, singer.

singer.

PAULBffiSE

BITTICK

J. C.
Drums, tympanni,

Saxophone,

traps, singer.

violin.

•

OPENED A 20-WEEK ENGAGEMENT TERRACE GARDEN, MORRISON HOTEL, CHICAGO

.

Shubert" is dark, but may be used
for pictures in summer.

CINCINNATI
Paul Hillman, treasurer of the,
Shubert, has been appointed manager of both the Shubert and Cox
theatres for the summer. However,
it is believed that Hillman will be
retained in the same capacity during
the regular season.
Hillman for
years was treasurer of tha Lyric

good

last

week

in

many

places.

Shortly after W. J5. Hawk, manager of the Hotel Gibson, save Jus-

The Grand closed for
the season Saturday night after a
week of grand opera by the Kansas
City Grand Opera Company. This
of $300 for a public dance hall. house has played independent atmaintains that the Gibson is tractions this season when it could
Hawk
when the Heuck brothers owned it. not liable, as it is not a public danc- get bookings, but has had many
.The Cox is now being operated by ing place. If Hawk doesn't phy up dark weeks. Its best business was
the Stuart Walker stock company, Decekebach says he will cite him to done with several weeks of colored
which will attempt to duplicate its Police Court.
shows at popular prices, and It has
feat of last summer by running
been reported it will be one of the
The
Jthrough the summer there.
Lightning struck the 50-foot elec- spokes on the coldred circuit. The
Al and Loie Bridge company, pretric- sign at the Walnut, causing a
short circuit which ignited the win- senting musical tabs at the Garden, continue to draw their regulars,
room
in
of
curtains
a,
and
sill
dow
the Walnut Hotel. The slight blase and will keep in the running for the
With the parks breaking
present.
was quickly extinguished.
into the game this month, there is
a probability of the business flopping and the company taking a vatin

Huber and

his

band their two capacity.

weeks' notice, City Auditor Decekebach notified Hawk that the hotel
would have to pay an annual license

KANSAS CITY

By WILL

R.

HUGHES

SEATTLE

The

Mainstreet noticed a slight falling
although this house was easily
the one best bet in town, the night
business holding up to pretty near

off,

cation,

GARDEN—-Bridge

MoCURDY
METROPOLITAN—Week May

two weeks, so
5.

"Strutting Along."

—

MOORE
(closing

week

Orpneum

"Bell

Boy

ii

MfcLean

<n

»

STRAND— "Adam's

Rib.**

COLISEIJM— "The

Glimpses

the Moon."

i

.

-

-

—

LAUGHTER

vaude.

13."

*

vaudeville

for season).
Pop vaudeville.

PANTAGES—
PALACE HIP— Pop
LIBERTY— Douglas

Although the weather has been
fine » n <* warm here the last
far it has had but
little effect on the business of the
picture and vaudeville houses.
very

By W.

AGENT GJftttfS'
Beatrice Curtis Is now playing the
feminine lead in "The Gingham Girl"
at the Central, having replaced Rita
Monday.

Bfell

of

inally handled

The role was origby Helen Ford, who

recently withdrew.
Miss Curtis is the daughter of
Jack Curtis, the vaudeville agent.
She appeared in vaudeville this seaFox, to whom she
Elsie Ferguson closed a highly son with Harry
Successful engagement of one week is married.
at the Metropolitan Saturday (May
6) in "The Wheel of Life," business
The safe of the Tlvoil, the big
on the eight performances grossing
almost 115,000. The first dramatic house in the Rosevlile section of
attraction for several weeks, the Newark, N. J., owned by Joseph M.
play and star both created a very Stern, w\ts broken into and $635
favorable impression on theatre- stolen this week.

COLUMBIA — "The Abysmal
BLUE MOUSft— "Brass."

Brute."

Musical Stock
Fairmont Park got away with a
in "The Hustle Bazoo."
warm May sun shining on its open- goers here.
MAINSTREET Vaudeville and ing
s
the 12th, being the first of the
"The Custard Cup," film.
and outdoor amusements to get started.
Vaudeville
PANTAGES
Walter Downie, who is at the
The
current
attraction
at the
with
of
Revues,
Crawford's Revue
"Vengeance of the Deep," film.
American hospital, Chicago, Is doing
people, will be featured In the Metropolitan, "Struttin' .Along," <s
GLOBE—Vaudeville and "Fools 30
Ackerman & Harris' Pacific Coast nicely, but bis intimates are urging
music
pavilion.
and Riches," film.
version of the all-colored revue.
that his friends should visit him.
"The Ne'er -Do -Well,"
film.
Harvey Getchett, new leading
George T. Hood, manager of the
TWELFTH STREET— "The Snow man with the Bridge Musical Stock, Auditorium theatre in Chicago, has
You Smoke the
Bride," film.
at the Garden Theatre, made his taken up the duties of manager of
LIBERTY— "Souls for Sale," film. first appearance this week In "Col- the Metropolitan
here and of Pacific
ROYAL—'The Go-Getter," film. lege Days."
Northwest representative for A. E.
I
Erlanger.
Box office business was far from
Miss Eugene Dennis, the girl psyIF YOU DO, SAY I, IF NO*, Y
The Butler Cafe Revue, now in its
chic, who created considerable inWhere the Profession Msets
terest Here a year ago by her un- 24th consecutive week, is proving a
usual demonstrations, will be fea- bright spot in the night life of the
Spanish Dancing Studio
town.
tured at Electric Park this season.
L.
Castanets, Cymbal*, Tumbourin. Heel
Work and all kinds or Spanish Dances
and Argentina Tanso taught by a
J. C. McGlnnis Is managing Fair-

—

—

The Finest Summer
Furs

Sold

ut

Exceptionally
Price

an

Low

SAVINGS OF OVER 50%

NEWMAN—

.

Do

& V CIGARS

!

Discount to
the Ptotfctfion
Fur* Repaired and
Special

teacher of International repute.

Senora Ailrora Arriaza
637 Madison Avenue
New York City
Phone Plasa 21*6

Remodeled

CREO STUDIO
For Sensational Stage Dancing
The only one of

170

WEST

its

STREET

48th

Just Off 8eventh Avenue,

kind

New York

PHONE BRYANT

6166

City

mont Park

Ruth Budd, featured beadliner at
the Pantages this week, was seen
here early In the season when she
was the top-liner with the "Say It
With Laughs" unit, which started
cold at the Shubert.

The Alamo Theatre, one of the
big residential film houses, which
has been closed for nearly a year.
reopened this week. The house has
been remodeled and redecorated,
and will be under the management

W. Vardaman. who formerly
operated a picture house la Independence, Missouri.
of R.

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
B4S

W.

nunc
S*n«l

!

this season, assisted by
director.

John Wunderlich, publicity

Stth M.,

II.

1.

Fits a«y *M4
for Catalog™*

EDDIE

MACK TALKS:

No. 134

WILLIAM 8AXTON and JULES JORDAN will appear the first
week at Loew's State, New York, in a eomedy playjst,

half of next

Tell Her." Both Mr. Saxton and. Mr. Jordan get their street
and stage clothee from EDDIE MACK, and at all times praise their

You

wardrobe.

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING

:

-

zmsn
ANNOUNCEMENT
» '•'

44

***
...

<

•

I
|

*

•

UDIO

'

•

DANCE

OF*

-

45 West 57th Street,
E>l A7A 7C1C
/boo
PLA/.A

Summer Normal

Courses, Students' Classes and Stage Training in

JULY

all styles

New York

of dancing under the tutelage of Masters of the Art of the

•

AND JULY

14th,w

ADELAIDE
BOOKLET AND INFORMATION UPON APPLICATION
ENROLL NOW, AS CLASS NUMBER IS LIMITED

These Special Courses under the personal supervision and direction of

Hour" and Alice Calhoun
Wild Cat."

ROCHESTER,
By

L. B.

N. Y.
8KEFFINGT0N

LYCEUM—First

week

Lyceum

of

Players In "Nice People."
PAY'S—J. C. Lewis, Jr., and Co.,
Helene Sisters, Friend and Hickey,
Keno, Keyes and Melrose. Little
Yoshl and Co., Lyle and Virginia,
Harry Carey In "Crashin' Thru,"
film feature.

EASTMAN— Norma

Talmadge

in

"Within the Law." Eastman Orchestra playing "Rienzi," etc.; impressions of "Madama Butterfly,"
flung by Lucille Davis and Mildred
Davis Lewis.
PICTURES— Regent, Ouy Bates
Post In "Omar the Tentmaker" and
Pauline Stark In "Lost and Found":
Piccadilly, "The Flirt" and Virginia
Lee in "Destiny's Isle"; Victoria,

Mayo

Frank

in

"The

Flaming

"The

In

Indications are that J. H. "Mickey"
will manage the Temple next
season under the E. F. Albee regime.
as the booking department ha* requested him to select acts for next
However, the matter has
season.

Finn

SPORTS
(Continue dfrom page SO)
away at Jess' midsection, but the
blows never seemed to cause distress. In fact, when Willard awoke
to the fact that Johnson was not
hurting him, he decided it time to

tremendous swings and uppercuts. It would take a far more
rugged man to stand up under such
blows. Dempsey was but a pound
heavier than Johnson when he

let fly

NOW ON

DISPLAY

Something Different.

W.

New York City
Two Doors East of Broadway
it% MmosbI
n. v. a.'i tnm u n. v. a.

160

45th

fought Wills rd at Toledo four years
ago, but Jack Is tougher than a
string of Floyd Johnsons, and he
punished Willard so much that Jess
never could get started. Still had
Floyd anything like the wallop of

Dempsey's

MID-SUMMER
HATSSt.,

to

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

American on

finale.

not been settled.

A WONDERFUL COLLECTION OF

three rounds, the South

having a 15 pound advantage and
the Detroit boxer weighing in at
MoAuliffe exhibited
Apropos of the benefit for em- £00 pounds.
ployes of the Temple on Friday much speed and some punch ability.
night of this week, Harry Houdini In the clinches he flashed an uppersent a wire from Chicago to Mickey cut that looked dangerous.
Flrpo
Finn, manager, to put him down for
one gallery eeat at $100. A number once roused, however, could not be
denied.
His
alleged
wildness
was
of other artiste have also contributed. All of the boxes have been not noticed: He is a terrific socker
sold at fancy prices to leading citi- and once landing the right his adzens.
The entire gross will be di- versary goes down without staggervided among all employee, share ing.
He punched McAuliffe down
and share alike, as J. H. Moore's once and the second time was the
gift to his staff.

might have been an-

it

other story, for Jess is easy to hit.
The big man had the services of
Jack Skelly, a former ringman of
exceptional skill, and the presence
of Skelly in the former champ's
corner probably resulted in his win-

his wife.

battle.

v

Jack Renault was awarded the
decision In the other important
match of the afternoon, Fred Fulton
being disqualified in the fourth
round.
Renault carried the battle
to the plasterer who much outweighed him, and was leading on
points when he dropped to his knees
holding his groin. Fulton is 'claimed
to have hit him low. Few saw the
blow, but the referee, after examination, decided a foul had been committed. Renault showed himself a
tough customer and willing to go
it
AI Retch once again was
knocked out This time by Tiny
Herman of Omaha Al looked to
be in good condition, but he dogged
to

it

Willard and Firpo were matched
today (Wednesday). The two contenders agreeing on a percentage
arrangement the bout to be held
either July 4 at Boyles Thirty
Acres in Jersey, or a later open* date
on the baseball schedule at the
Yankee Stadium. Willard will leave
for the coast to visit his family
returning to begin training for
Firpo.
The ex-champ will again
train
In
Yonkere under Jack
Skellys' watchful supervision.

ORCH.25'
BAND ^122

Toole will probably

AJVST

FOR
ZMh WO NIGHTJ

01&&I

and take the case

start a Sarah Bernhardt memorial
fund.
Henry Miller has agreed to
turn over the theatre's share as
well.
Miss Cowl's plan Is to have
the money serve as the nucleus of a
scholarship fund to be used in aiding deserving young women to obtain a thorough stage training.

Tom Moore, film, actor, will be
seen on the stage In The Dust of
Erin." which will be produced soon
by Henry Duffy. The piece is by

MU«IC.MC0RDo,R0UJ»

ON

eTALC

eVENTWHtM

ruling.

bis verto Judge

orders.

individual

CHICAGO—flteto

B'wir at 40th St.
Sad Monro* 8U.

VANITY FAIR COSTUMES,

Inc.

WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE HAVE MOVED OUR WORKROOM
TO LARGER QUARTERS AND NOW HAVE BETTER FACILITIES
FOR MANUFACTURING THEATRICAL COSTUMES FOR THE
8EASON OF 1923-1924.
117

WILLIAM ADLER WORK ROOM
M WEST

SHOW ROOM
HTRKKT

WKHT

47th

4*th

PERFORMERS, ATTENTION!
Second-Hand Silk Cycs, Curtains aid Drops
No Dealer*
Have $1,000.00 to Spend

BOB RICE
WEEK OF MAY
WEEK OF MAY

Cliff

MARYLAND, CUMBERLAND, MD.
LOEW'8 8TATE, BUFFALO,

N. V,

,

SADIE
LEONARD
HAS A FEW
HIGH CLASS

PEKINGESE PUPPIES
FOR SALE
4673 Bedford Avenue, Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PHONE CONEY I8LAND

3951

letters to

Sole Agents for

BAL PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
*

Trunks Bought, Sold and
.

Exchanged
USED, SHOP-WORN and SAMPLE
TRUNKS of ALL MAKES ALWAYS
ON HAND.

Brady.

DAILIES

George Maxwell, president of the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, is under indictment for third degree forgery,
charged with sending "poison pen"
Allan

A

Ryan

reflecting

INGRAVING CO

6ropp€r:s
^iixe Luggage

KO IT Kit
SPECIAL
I.

HOTEL NORMANIMH

WARDROBK
TRUNK
Guaranteed for Ave years'

THEATRICAL CUT
ANDA»D
THE S T

21,

26%

GONE TO THE DOGS

wishes. Should Readpoint and be allowed to
keep Woodward, some interesting
developments would not seem improbable.
One ray of sunshine
breaking through the gathering
storm clouds is the possibility that
Chicago did not actually buy the
player, but took him on trial and
not being satisfied, sent him back.
The case is said to be like that of
Detroit and Rochester over second

etottardHflfcrtedhisteflk.

MS \MST 4FST.Nt\tf yo*K

alto

NEW VOBE-15M

its

HEWS OP
SOt

The World' m large*
manufacturer* of theWe
atrical footwear.
fit
companies,
entire

if it

ing win

baseman

SrltfT MUSIC30 1 EACH.MTH POSTPAID

make a

Reading can appeal from
Landis

*A

LLER#SO*g

Jasje Cowl will donate all the proceeds of her performance in "Romeo
and Juliet" the night of May 28 to

The Reading

dict
•

***'

***.

tional

draft label, thereby flying in the
face of the. International League rule
on the subject The other clubs in
the circuit are likely to protest
every game that Woodward pitches.
When one or two protests have been
entered, President John Oonway

SUPER KS?S^ ,
OP THE WORLD/

is

'

and Manager "Wild Bill" Donovan
is said to have put him on the block
for this reason. Reading accepted
the terms asked by New Haven and
apparently took a player with a

THE RECOGNIZED

is in

atre.

SmDEN

LDIERS

Europe Ted W. Gibson, an actor, and
pected to open on the road
June 1.
York financier, and

Maxwell

a prominent New
were recognised as similar to others
Cieraldipe Farrar has leased a
received by wealthy men four ye*ars eluded firm near Northhampt
ago. Ejach of these linked in an im- N. H., for two years and to expect
proper fashion the names of Max- to go there shortly for a rest.
well and the wife of the recipient,
and were quickly proven unfounded.
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emi
Jones" will probably be played at
Frank J. Wilstach resigned his the Franco- American gsja to be held
position with the Shubert press department on May 12, He Is now doing general writing for syndicates
AljL
not solely connected with the the-

PARADE
>•

& HUGHES

at present Several typewritten letters were received by Ryan, who is

club of the Internaleague may rip wide open
again the question of draft as a
The* Firpo-McAuliffe match lasted
result of Its action la purchasing
Pitcher Frank Wpodward, recently
with the Whits Sox, from the New
Haven club of the Eastern league.
The Eastern league recognises the
draft; the International absolutely
refuses to.
Woodward was purchased from New Haven by Chicago
last winter and two weeks age returned to the same team, presumably with a draft label attached to
him. He is a good pitcher, but
temperamental as a prima donna,

ning

Dance

Hard vulcanized

service.

Abre construcVelvet open top. 9 hangers,
laundry bas. shoe container. Bar
locking- all drawers.
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17,' 1983

and

bo pro-

will

duced «t Um Odeon. Tbe title vole
wlH bo played by Franeis, a Bengali,

who

expected" to

to

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

It

lated into French

bo o hdu-

John

Cort'a next
witt bo entitled "That's That." Tbe
bQOb> is being- finished by Harry
Cart, who !• writing it in seclusion

L

at Lake Saranac.
Irene Fenwick has

*

*

:

come out with

a

definite public announcement that
oho will marry Lionel Barry more as

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels

GRANT

LORRAINE

CHICAGO
•

Special Rates to the Profettion

i

417-419 S.

Waba.h Avenue

soon as her divorce is made absowhich will be about July 10.

lute,

w

noneers

"Sun-Up," by Lulu Vollmer, will
bo the next theatrical venture at the
Frovincetown Theatre, opening May

noaseKeepmf, r unrated Aparnems
within means of economical folks)

(of the better kind

34.

THE DUPLEX

John Franklin Phillip*, dramatist
and poet of Great Nook, L. I., has
boon made defendant in a separation
of

a certain mar-

Modern

in every particular.

$12.00

Accommodate three

or
•

CHARLES TENENBAUM

Bryant 7t1t

One, three and four room apartments with kitchenettes,
Directly went of Times
private bath and telephone.
Square. Room arrangement creates utmost privacy.
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bo serious trouble
Producing Monogem*

Ho

says

that

John

will return to Broadway
Hot" in the fall, afterwards
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Single
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More than twice the number of

Frattk Naldi, who claims he* is a
brother of the actress, Nita Naldi,
has charged Charles Williams, an
actor, and Thomas Barns, a' chauffeur, with assaulting him when he
went to visit his wife. The woman,
Flora Owens, claims that she is not
NaKU'a wife and that the other men
are her friends and were right when
they ejected him from her apartment
Mngisearly Thursday morning.
trate Obarwager of the. West Side
Court, New York, has ordered an
Investigation to ascertain whether
Naldi and Miss Omens ire really
married, meanwhile holding Williams and Burns in $Mt bail each.

emb^ m%hV

HOTEL FULTON
On
Bear*

«.

'

Florence Vldor. picture actress,
has admitted a temporary separation from bar husband Xing Yldor.L
tbe film director. She claims that f had been very bad since tbe govern tbe Idea is for each to seek notation ment had sought to close it
of the problem of individual hap- time ago aa a public nuisance.

pictures released in 1922 will be released by Goldwyn this year, according to F. J. Godsol, president of
the corporation. Of these tbe Goldwyn studios will produce 14. Cosmopolitan Productions 15, and Dis- piness and self-expression.
tinctive pictures t.
Last y
before these snergem
American
Walton,
Florence
only 22 pictures were
dancer, opened on May 14 in a new
summer revue nt tbe Marigny theEdgar J. atre, Paris. Her husband. Loon
"The Open Gate,'
Burseere, Lei trim, is dancing with her. Mies
MacGregor and
will be produced
by Louis F. Walton Is conducting n supper club
154V*
after the performance. It is named
Werba.
•
after her and she to tbe chief attrac- East of Broadway.
Earnest Schelllng, co po ser and tion this season.
pianist, was presented witlt the Dismarriage
Barbara LnMarr wh
tinguished Service Medal last Tuesday morning at Governor's Island, took place bust wo
^1
>0
W
N. T. He wan a captain in tbe army saBBOfl eo-reopoodeBt In a divorce
^lcony of the during the war and served as Mil- suit filed by Mrs. Oscar Maryatt.
mlJ(lT| 8
iRialto, New York, Sunday afternoon itary Attache at Borne, Switzerland. Mian LaMarr denies tbe charges and
says that she will sue for $100,004
to see the first showing of the WilJ
Prince Ski, famous motion picture for ^defamation of character.
dog, died in Los Angeles an May
Tbe maximum admission price for
11.
This snow-white Russian wolfhound was valued at $5,400 and its tbe Players Club revival of "The
at
owner, W. B. Harkinn of Culver School for Scandal" will be $10 on
of
nights and
City, was paid $30 a day for Its the opening and closing
Tbe
Street
4
services, which consisted chiefly In $* on the other performances.
show
opens the first week in June,
gardens
beautiful
through
strollinjr
Uterafsve
loadte*
liabss
of
tbe
sf
11
May
beginning
rehearsals
on
queens.
with richly gowned Aim
under the direction of William SeyWilliam T. Tikjen. world's tennis mour. Tbe eaat includes John Drew,
$1 Our Special : Sirl ©in Steak sad Potatoes (lay Style) $1
Tom Wise. Robert Man tell, Ethel
In the PRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS far LADIES champ, played the title role in Booth Barry more, Edwin
Milton Royle.
Tarkington's ••Clarence*• at a special
performance given May It at the Walter Hampden. Relnald WerrenFrsncie WilDixey.
B.
Henry
rath,
Lyceum, New York, for the benefit
Cooper.
of Life's fresh air fund. The sup- son and Violet Keroble
tbe
from
recruited
was
porting cast
Six-day marathon dancing conConcord (Mass.) Players.
tests are tbe latest thing in Paris.
Y.
Mr*. Leslie Carter has brought Bach team is composed of two
City Island,
other
suit for $504,000 against the Toledo couples, who may relieve each
Times Publishing Co., charging? whenever they wish. The winners
grace
ability,
of
points
chosen
on
are
because
them with slander and libel
day the
of an article printed about three and endurance. During the
* 1923
.-:
;-:
contestants are permitted to wear
weeks ago.
soft white shirts and collars, but
New York Supreme Court Justice from f p, m. to 6 a. m. full evening
{Beautifully Decorated. Dinty Moore s Wonderful Orchestra
Tierney has awarded a verdict of dress must be the rule.
$500 to Mrs. Celia Wray, who sued
la
a
exquisite
and
$2.50
at
Dinner
Excellent Shore
Owen Davis* play "Icebound" was
Loew'n Theatrical Enterprises for
prize for $1,000
$35,000 because she had been forcibly awarded the Pulitzer
Carte service
ejected from the 14th Street the- as the best drama of the year.
usher
an
with
dispute
a
after
atre
Murray's Roman Gardens on 42d
December, 1920.
Management
street will be closed this Saturday
and the building wHl be replaywright
nlfcht
Goldlng.
Samuel R.
space.
William Werner
Julius Keller
and lawyer, has summoned the Pre- modeled and used for store
Pictures Corporation to court Business in this famous okl cabaret

—

furnished

i

u

48TH STREET

P.

PCDTU A
DtLKltlA

T14I7
IrlE.

house about it
chorus girls this onmmsr at her
with bath gtt
itet-iies
Henry M. Lenny, an employ* of farm in North Stamford, Conn.
billed
by
was
circus,
Should there bo an overflow, oho will
the Sells-Floto
John Winston, n colored circus
from nsing bio
to prevent them
workman, at Brldgeton, N. J.. Mat to spend their
ages an author of a motion picture
/week. Winston, who is still at large, fives of real
r
entitled "The Girl Who Came Back."
is reported to have struck Lenny very rural
He claims that be wrote a amy by
with a circue stake after a violent
that name and sold the. picture
altercation.
Nearly $1*4,400
rights in 1917. but that the prebent
the three big
picfour
photoplay
version Is nothing like bio
to
do
leaves
Rogers
Will
Sunday night,
original story.
tures for Hal Roach in California performance at the
in a few weeks and bin place in the opera house wan the novel
"Follies" wiB be token by Bddie given by Fred Stone after he
William A. Brady and the three
Cantor.
members of tbe east of "La Flamme"
received an ovation for his
who were arrested for giving a subclown buck -and- win* dapc
in
Fair,
Street
The Park Avenue
vancing to the footlights, Stone told scription per formance of tbe play on
which society women were ma- of his conversion to religion last a Sunday night three months ago.
terially aided by prominent people February on n snowbound Montana were discharged May 14 by a grand
than
of the stage, took in more
*<
Jury in New York City.
train.
lbidb d
$102,000 far the benefit of
children during the four days that

T\V£RN
WEST

^

See* Longacre.

'

YANDIS COURT

RATES:

and the Actors* Equity

46th Street.

largest maintainer of houaekeeplng furnished,
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located in the
the theatrical district. All ftr epoouf bulldinga
Address all communications to

Fire broke out in the operator's
booth of the Valentine theatre, tbe
Bronx, N. Y., the night of May 9
with about 540 people in the audi$17.00
Benjamin Greenberg, the
ter, assured tbe patrons that
to M. CLAMAN, 241 West 43d St.
communications
Refer
thorn wan no cause for alarm, and
they left the theatre without any
disorder.
daasage
The
was playing short engagements in the lard-J,phneon and Firpo-McAoliffe
signs of
The feature picture was larger American cities, London and fight pictures, nearly caused a riot
slight.
"The Third Alarm."
possibly Paris. Hopkins will pro- when there wan n delay in presentduce two new O'Neill dramas, "The ing the film. Tbeywalted while the
film rights for Frank Craven's Fountain" and "Welded," but is news reels were being shown, but
**First Year** were purchased May 9 making no definite plans regarding they lost patience when the feature
tirture was flashed upon the screen
by the Preferred Pictures Corpora- them at present
and began roaring and generally
tion nt a price announced as
$100,400.
Rehearsals start shortly for Wil- manifesting their disapproval in
such a boieteroua moaner that the
liam A. Brady. Jr.'s, first production,
manager wna forced to stop the
It is reported that Lou Tellegen
"God's Pal," by Theodore Liebler,
bo seen on tour next season in Jr. Margate Gillmore will be the •how. He explained that them had
been an unavoidable delay, and
Wilson GoJHson's "The Sheik." This
offered to giro the audience return
show was tried out on the road Oris
.•
te
tickets for Inter in the afternoon
yenr^ under the title -Desert Bands."
give
a
The Burlesque Club will
About Sot took them, returning at
bat snot with little success.
benefit nt the Columbia, New York, tbe appointed hear and watching
additional funds tLe fight pictures quietly.
Arthur Hopkins, who recently re- May St. to raise quarters
on 4ttb
for the club's new
turned

lien

Went
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24L247 Went 43d

»1» W«irt 41th Street
1«30 Long»cr.
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J

HILDONA COURT
241-147

adult*
»

'

from Europe, ban announced
be would curtail bio producing

«•*«*••*
^JS
««<• Circle

7132

Three and four rooms with bath

John Drew will be honored by
Dartmouth College w{tb the degree
of Doctor of Literature at commencement this spring. President
Brnest Martin Hopkins has notified
tbe distinguished actor to be present at tbe ceremonies at Hanover,
H. H., June 19, to receive the honorary degree.

I

***

330 Went 43d Street

oait by his wife, Mrs. Pearl Dibble
Phillips, who charges that her hus-

band was too fond
ried woman.

350 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
IRVINGTON HALL
HENRI COURT

—

SEASON OF

ferred

"

Judge Mclntyre has refused to
dismiss the indic t ent against tbe
thirteen defendants 4a tbe "Ood of

m

Vengeance* trtgL The amy is to be
read in court by Assistant Dtetriet
Attorney Wallace and judged an to
its morality for n public performonce.

Tbe

dailies

on

front page

stories concerning the
supposed disappears era of Lydla
Lindgren. once soprano wttb tbe
Chicago Grand Opera Co. Her husband. Banal Qnssaa, an operatic
tenor, believed that she bad been
attacked by crooks who were after
the $15,400 worth of Jewelry abe waa
wearing, and Instigated a nationwide search. However, Miss Lindgren was found tbe next day la Bog
ton. where she bad) gone to
a sawyer, never dreaming that
a commotion would be caused by her

absence.

At a social given at tbe Aster
May 11 by tbe Drama Comedy Club, the entire first act of
"Whispering Wires" was presented.
Jamee Madison gave a twenty -minute, talk oa "Vaudeville— Past and

Hotel on

Present."

Preferred Pictures have bought
the screen rights to Belasco's play,

"The Boomerang," by
Smith and Victor Mapes.

Winchell

Roy Cummings, who has appeared
In seversl Broadway musical shows
as an acrobatic dancer and comedian, was recently discovered living
in Derby, Conn., with two women
In apparent domestic tranquillity.
Cummings married Helen Gladyngs,
a dancer, ntne years ago. and t he
have a little girl of five. They quarreled and separated, and then Cummings married Irene Shaw, who was
playing in "Jack o* Lantern." A
little later he met wife No 1 again
and invited her to live with him and
No. 2 in order to save himself $160
a week alimony.
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Booking Agency
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ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TKN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.

P

15

From

office,

YEARS AGO

Variety, Dated

play policy on all contracts, agreeing that acta would not be cancelled,
shifted or postponed in their time
Without their cosscnj. At the same
time the principle was made known
that acts who played opposition
.would be declared "unavailable."
operation of these policies
.{The
started colnciUentally, but was not
retroactive, and acts which had
been previously regarded as opposition started with a clean slate.

—

§

^

.enterprise.

Nat Carr. then in his brother's part
In "Wine, Women and Song," and
married

girl,

were

New York

Harry
ZiOonhafdt leased the Doric, Yonke>rs, from Jesse L. Laeky, who held
th# house on a lease from Henry
in

Myers.
4

H was

it

»

was ex-

himself

a

estimated that at least 200

Dissolutions

John T. and Eva Fay had tried a
Picture rights to stage and book
vaudeville show at the 14th Street,
"on spec." Frederick Edward Mc- material were regarded with some
confusion, but a far-reaching de- New York, but hadn't done so well
Kay offered Blanche King and
cision by Judge Lecombe 1A the with It in two weeks. The manJefferson DeAngelis as a team to
U. S. Court in New York did a lot agement reduced the scale from 50the vaudeville managers, but the
tS clarify the situation. The court 75 to 10 and 20 cents and takings
double salary was so high there
was small probability it would be ruled in the case of Harper Bros. looked up.
'and Klaw & Erlanger against Kaaccepted.
lem that a screen production
Ben Welch and Jeanette Harris
actually reproduced the material of
Percy G. Williams had sponsored play or book and the film producer had been married In New York and
the announcement came out from
a popularity contest to decide by must pay royalties. The natter at
Pittsburgh, where they were playvote of the vaudeville fans who
sue was an unauthorized screen
was the best liked single woman In version of parts of "Ben-Hur," of ing. Walter Keefe, then assistant
manager of the western vaudeville
vaudeville. On the final count Irene which K. & E. owned the stage
managers, and Adele McNeil of St.
Pranklin stood at the head of the rights and Harper Bros, the book
Louis, were married in Chicago.
list with Eva Tanguay second and
rights. Before that it had been. conis-

•

The use of pictures was spread- Alice Lloyd thirtE This brought Miss
ing rapidly, especially for summer Franklin
almost overnight
Into
Julius
purposes.
Cahn declared vaudeville prominence and she was
films would be the policy for at least "made" as a leading headliner.
60 of his low scale legitimate houses
for the warm weather. Ed. Bloom,
Variety printed a set of verses
general manager, was handling the by Ed Gallagher, then of Gallagher

Gypsy Longworth, show

F. Cohen, M. B. Lelnwander. W. D*
Cohen.
(Attorneys,
Stedman St
Mark, 128 Broadway.)
Delaware Charters
R. W. Smith Amusement Corp*
$50,000; Ralph W. Smith, Wm. Glyck.
Edward B. Johnston, New York.
(Arley B*. Magee, Dover.)
Bernard! Greater Shows, amusements, $50,000; Wm. Glyck, Ralph
W. Smith, Jessie E. Glyck, New York
(Arley B. Magee, Dover.)
Duplex Motion Picture Industries*
the Orpheum, was in New York import and export
motion picture
getting people for a stock burlesque machinery, $1,000,000; Francis H.
proposition for 'the Grand, Los An- Hibbard, Chicago; Thomas Lamon,
Forrest Powell, Philadelphia.
geles. Billy Lytell was picked to E.
(Harry Hudson, Millsboro, Del.)
direct the organization.

of going abroad, including both
those
who held bookings and
to, 1908
those who were making the venture

May

—

on his own then, but
pected he- would get

American acts were on the point franchise the following season.

The United Booking Offices made
known Its adoption of the pay or

j

H. el B. 8. Theatres Corp., Manhattan, motion pictures, $5,000; H.

CHARGE

INT

was not

206 Breitmeyer Bldg.

Rialto
JLaboi
Recording
2,500 snares preff
stock, $100 par value; 2,500
common stock, no par value;
jaram Smith, John L. Gorman

Manhattan,

SIDNEY MWEISMAN

a venture at Des Moines. Barney
yet* a burlesque manager

PAUL GOUDRON, CAPITOL BUILDING, CHICAGO

#Sroadway.)

Pi.)

l6o2CapitolBldg

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
SAN FRANCISCO
Detroit

$5,000: H. L. Bramerd, L. 7 If*>
(Attornej
P. Dyberg.
L. G. Hosklns, Geneva.)
Film Traders, Yonkers, $20,000;
Kaplan, M. L. Lesser, W. Bennett
(Attorney. F. G. Knorr, Albany.)
Oietaseope Pictures Corp.,
hattan, $250,000; F. F. Palmisoa.
Herts. ( Attorney • E. M. Evarts,

Louis J. Shramek. (Attorney, Clar*
ence M. Eubanks, 140 Cedar si
N. T.)
African Golf, Manhattan, theat
etc.. $5,000; N. Na/arrOi M. Mc
(Attorney. A. Seigel, 1547 Broadway.)
Art Direction Georgette Labli
Manhattan, thea tree, 410.000; J.
Schmid. W. E. Vogel. M. H.
(Attorney, D. Burke, 40 Erchi

JHLUBIN
GENERAL

•

and

Theatre Bias..

Co.,

.

7

•

Desflat SOU.

Carrlck, J. Berger. (Attorney, H.
Kosch, 1540 Broadway.)

IPEW BUILDING

1547 Broadway

MARKET, GRANT

Pie* 5*14.

SAN FRANCISCO— PantaeM
Seer.

Hoofman, H.

FALLY MARKUS
Bryant 60*0 -6061

"

Agent*;

Personal Representative*.
Vaudeville. Road Shows.
LOS ANGELCS-MaJettic Theatre Blei

General Executive Offices

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

SEEUSWHENINCALTFO]
MEIKLEJ0HN and DUNN

sidered in

some quarters that

liter-

ary material could be used without

The case before Judge
Lecombe became a leading opinion,
furnishing precedent in

later

liti-

New York
Jollyland

Corp.;

and Barrett, entitled "The Day
The burlesque wheels used to
They Do Away With Commissions." draw their jpext .season's opening
Clara Barry joined Felix and Barry, dates by blind lot, stands and
introducing he youngest Barry to shows being picked from
a hat.
the stage.
This year the drawings-^ere set for
June 20 for the, Western wheel and
Barefoot dancers were enough of June 17 for the eastern managers.
an innovation to arouse comment.
Barney CJerard, who had been
There was talk of a new burmanaging "The Bohemians" for the l»*qiiA wheel to cover Pacific
coast
Miners, signed one and intended to territory.
As a preliminary Clarintroduce her during the summer in ence DrOwn,
California manager for
l

|

<

i

Hefferman, Amsterdam.)
Newsies, Manhattan, slides and
motion pictures. $20,000; C. Heller,
J. Leit. H. Ohm.
(Attorney, Q. M.
Saoh, 27fi nth nv«v>
Rite Amucsment Corp., ManhatE. Smith, A. A Crane.
H. G. Ginn.
(Attorney. K. J. Mahoney, 100 Broadway.)
tan. $6,000;

Tophole Corp., Manhattan, thea$25,000; J. C. Cohen. E. L.
S. Cohen.
(Attorney. W.

tres,

Bishop,

Klein, 152

'Special

West 42d

St.)

Enterprise,
film,

A.

Kimmel

Press,

$209.76.

Evsn Borrowes Fontaine, aleo
known as Evan Adair; fi. St. John;
$129.20.

.

Jess Smith; Motion Picture Trade
Paper Credit Assn., Inc.; $104.70.
Radio Film Co., Inc.; City of New
>^.rk;

$45.05.

York;

City of

Co., Inc.;

$45.05.

Clcmons,

Inc.;

$503.20.

Am-

sterdam, realty, etc., $5,000; F. J. and
B. and C. H. Collins. (Attorney.
J.

motion picture

(H.

JUDGMENTS
Big Pictures, Inc.?
Inc.;

Rube Bernstein;

C

gation.

Man-

Co.,

Co.

130 North Clark street,
Chicago; $20,000; M. H. Koven.
Lightning Coin Changer Co., Ill
West Adams street, Chicago; $150,000; P. B. Boyden, G. D. Smith.

New

Charters

Amusement

Amusement

Raymond Film

INCORPORATIONS

authority.

Chicago Gaiety Theatre
hattan.
Reel
Pierce),

Sheldrake Loch

Amusement

Inc., Philip Herman.
stein. Hyroan Clreen,

Co..

Morris Saper-

Abraham Mln*

koff and Ellsworth Baker; J. Berman; $3,173.18.
Amalgamated Exchange of America
and Harry Grossman; Auto

Brokerage

Co,. Inc.; $709.45.

Amalgamated Exchanges
Inc.; G.

M. Tilt

of al.:

of

Am,

$815.20.

Amalgamated Exchange of Am.,
Inc.; M. J. Wohl & Co.. Inc., $50.73.
Nat Bernard; A. Bernard;
$1o9.65.-

costs,

J

Felix Isman; L. Conn; $05.30.
Ziegfeld Follies, Inc.; Olive Cornell; $7,405.45.

Manhattan,

$20,000;

A.

B.

E. Darwin Reed;
Mark
Roalty Corp.; $112.30.

Spiegel

May

y.
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MOTORS AND SHOWS

the National Automobile Chamber
of Commerce, New York, show there
were 12,239,111 'motor vehicles la
the United States at the end of
19SS. Of that number 10,863,389 are
passenger motor cars, the balance
being: trucks and farm vehicles. At
a meeting of the National Highway
Association held at the
Traffic

the United States, which was a
gain of 17 per cent, over 1921.
Among the passenger cars at the
end of. the year there were 90,000
taxicabs.
The number of motor
vehicles for the world numbered
14,507*988, and of that vast quantity
14 per cent -aro owned In this
country.
New York state has the largest
car registration, at the end of 1922
there being 1.002,293 listed.
This
state also had the greatest gross
gain, 190,262 additional vehicles being registered over the year before.
The total number of private cars

Automobile Club of America

was

In

(Continued from page 1)

more

moderate

than

earning

capacity.
The facts and figure* or the automobile industry just compiled by

weak a

stated

statistician

last

that

'—

781,070.

if

automobiles manufactured
ONE NIGHTERS COwL
in this country in 1922 alone were
(Continued from page 1)
placed end to end they would exnot
Isolated,
but appears to exist in
ceed 93,000 miles, or a sufficient
distance to go completely around many stands. Frequently this seatie border of the country and then son when a road show drew $600 to
straight line extend straight 1700 for the performance in the one
across the land from Maine to Cali- nighter, the manager has expressed
•
displeasure, explaining that his picfornia and beyond.
Last year there were/ produced ture trade would be spoiled for a
here a total of 2.406J396 passenger week and maybe longer.
Where the visiting attraction
motor-cars and 252,668 trucks. That
passed the high -water mark of 1920. played to $300 or less, the local
Which similarly wan the peak year small town manager had no comOf theatricals, by 22 per cent, and plaint, although he* made no money
an excess of 60 per cent, over the on the engagement and even %tood
automotive production in 1921. The a loss.
The position of the one
commercial vehicle registration is night manager is that attractions
1,375,725, wtych proves the great charging
$2.50 top, elhaust
the
volume of cars are for passenger theatre spending "* capacity of his
purposes.
Not all the motor cars patrons and the bulk of the takings
made were sold, but in 1922 there for attractions goes to the show,
the

all

.

ma

'

Tfere

4
'

vehicles

12,239.1 14

O

'

»

*

«

not

registered

*•**•***»*•**•**•*' ''•** a

•

1

b»*

at '

the
*h

**'

managers

Such

house.
*

NEW YORK THEATRES

«

AWARDED THE PULITZER PRIZE
At "The

best American play representative o/ the
value and power of. the stage in raising standard of good morals, good taste, good manners?'

SAM

HARRIS

H.

Presents

OWEN

DAVIS' PLAY

"ICEBOUND"
NOW PLAYING AT THE

HARRIS THEATRE &3S

IPtf

•t B'wejr

Wednesday and

Mats.
Hat.

47

claim bis shows affect trade for the
pictures* which are steadily profitable otherwise, the house earning a
bigger percentage of the takings
than the cost of the rentals,

why

Asked

at tractions

STARRING IN

ware

"PASSING SHOW OF

booked, small stand managers replied, they desired to satisfy their
better class trade and so long as
the show didn't gross too much they
are satisfied.

Direction

1922"

ME88R8. 8HUBERT

MANN
CHRIS
AND
ORCHESTRA

NEGB0 SHOW BACKERS
(Continued from page 1)
more than a year ago by Raymond
F. O'Neill, an amateur director of
Cleveland, who Is still conducting
the artistic side of the Ethiopians'
affairs.
O'Neill organised the company and kept it rehearsing "and
readying for twelve months or so.
paying half salaries during that
time and incessantly preparing for
the opening.
It was originally intended that
this company present negro plays
by negroes and for negroes, with
the purpose of giving the colored
population a national theatre beyond the hokum musical shows snd
the colored versions of the white
melodramas and sex shows transplanted in stock.
O'Neill got enthusiastic and made the plunge for
Broadway, with the result that his
remarkable enterprise was passed
up by both black and White. He
will probably' restore the venfUre
to its qrlginal sphere, where it can
continue as an uplifting influence in
the life 'of America's negroes.
Otto Kahn, who interests himself
in all altruistic theatricals, attended
the opening at the Frazee and saw
"Salqme." Neat day he communicated* with O'NelU and offered substantial backing, It is reported. If
the repertoire were held down to
t xpical negro player and the players
devoted themselves to their' own
people, Instead of being hawked
about Broadway as a "freak" attraction.
O'Neill Is said to have
differed with Kahn, but the negotiations were not broken off.
Evelyn Freer, who made a pronounced artistic hit as Salome, Is
a yotmg Chicago woman who got
her theatrical start under management of Lait. and Phillips three
years *go, and has since developed
into star material. Edna Morton of
the company is the .wife of the
president of the Mme.
Walker
Company, the corporation that sells
the famous klnk-stralghtener that
mode the late Mme. Walker the
richest colored citizen of the land
and enabled her to build the man-

HOWARD

WILLIE and EUGENE

.•

HIS
PALAIS ROYAL, SAN FRANCESCO, INDEFINITELY!
—MARY

IRVING—

'

and DAYE
DUNNE
"FRECKLES
and Hit PAL"

PLAYING

KEITH CIRCUIT,

B. F.

1

Direction

KAUFMAN

I.

*M

"LAND OF TANGO"
BOOSTERS' CLUB
Boost No. 3

TANGO" which Is the outstanding feature of the vaudeweek here, is remarkable, because it is a refreshing
and fer a bizarre and interesting conception of the tango
and a daring and unusual Apache dance,. It is well' worth seeing.
"LAND

OF.

ville bill this

novelty,

"Don't miss

it."

HAMILTON HERALD,

Hamilton, Ontario.

n
VISSERiCO.
d
Introducing the Original

SINGING

-

•

DUCK

Thb week (May

13), Palace, Chicago
Next week (May 20), Palace, Milwaukee
Week of May 27, Majestic, Chicago

'

fSIC
Ml 45th
H.

St.

BOX THEATRE HDDS ON
Evi. 8:15. Mats. Wed.-8at.

RAMUS

West

St Era
Mats. Wed. A Sat.

GEORGE

Prawnia IRVING BERLIN'S

44 tb

8tu«)

RA88ARD SHORT.
A OREAff CAST t

"SO THIS

19

WITH

1:30.

COHAN

M.

Town

Presents the Hit ef the

BOX REVUE'

SIC

1:30.

sion near Tarrytown which is one
of the show places of that region.
The likelihood is that the Ethio-

pians will return to the Lafayette
and thereafter play the new colored
(Levy) circuit in several bills,
mostly
one-actera
by
colored
Post.
authors, with perhaps an occasional

"A -HOWLING SUCCESS."— Eve.

GLOBE
•

Broadway A

Eves.
46th St.
Mats. Wed. A Sat., 2 :30

1:30.

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON'S

with

Lew

Fields.

Ana

ETC
Till
ImCO
I

New

Tseatre,

Mats.

The Play Teat Seesesaai

DAVID BELASCO

130.

Presents

LIONEL ATWILL
THE COMEDIAN

in

42d St Em. 8:30.
Thttrs. and Sat.

W.

OOL

Peniilnfftaa, Clif-

Lain MeCoaaell
1:30.

KEUY"

THE

ton Webb. Charles Judels and

Setts ef tke

la

Devil.

1^4^5*11

Knickerbocker
HKNRT W. 8AV4GS Offers
A NEW COMEDY—WITH MUSIC

THE CLINGING VINE
with

representative
as a cur-

life

tain-raiser.

Song and Danes Show

CO
OU.

JILL"

nri icpn«thS(„nr.B'fiT, Kvm.
DCLAOlrUlfatlneet Tbora. A Sat at
"A HIT, A PALPABLl HIT!'*

short play of negro

THE BEL.WTNS Present
CHANNING POIXDCK'S

—>

Newest Musical Comedy

"JACK and

la the

"LITTLE NELLIE

PEGGY WOOD

The enterprise Is playing the
Frazee without a guarantee on a
straight 50-50 deal. Last week the
At the
gross Was below $2,000.
Lafayette it averaged over $0,000
and reached 17,000.
'

TO SLAM CRITICS
(Continued from page 1)

pangs of stage reproduction, but
those of Los Angeles certainly will.

The piece is entitled "Schemers"
and was written by Dr. William
Irving Slrovich of New York. It hi
one of four that Oliver Morosco is
to try out during the summer at the
Morosco Theatre in Los Angeles.
The others are "Forbidden," a flapper play; another entitled "Believe

Entire Ores
$1.M; •stlrt tr»t Bale.. 11.56: eatire 2« Belt.,
RifM. hNlealsf hoiiSSSJ RlflM.
All
"I Ocsk.. 12; all
Fer
risys sse Sets.
Box Oflet.
Bale.. $1.
at B
Beet Seats

Me," and "The Charwoman," which
is the combined work of Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Morosco.
17 Thea., ay. 44th St Eva 1:10
ITTI
I
In "Schemers" the author's script
Bway.
*™ st 0*
SUA A A A-.C Matinees Wed. A Sat 1:30 D17DI
ir*
BVENINOS at 1:10 contains the following characters:
P. Ray Cvmstock A Morris Gest present Mata Wednesday and Saturday at 2:10. Alan Gale of the "Yankee," A. Wood
Brown of the "Earth," James CorANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy
hett of the "Events" and Alex OlOf
cott of the "Moon -Herald."
course, It doesn't take any wide
to
figure
imagination
the
stretch
of
POTS
TFAT
"THE PLAT
with
who these characters are. Whethep
•V IN HUMOR"
Staved by WINCHEM- SMITH
they will be depicted by actors who
will make them true to type on the
W
MUSICAL
A
BRADY'S
A.
WILLIAM
HENRY
of BroaS
stage is a question.
COMEDY TRIUMPH
THE SELWYNS Present
When the Los Angeles production
SACBA OUITRT.

By

Adapted bf Mr,

Belsste.

JH

Mat—
NSW

w

mi
RLrUOLll^

-

POLLY PREFERRED "ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
GENEVIEVE TOBIN
MIIJ^R^K

f%

JANE

as "JULIET"
THEOREATE8T
TRIUMPH OF

Cowl
Nl«M«

I

L.

% 1 00

\fx

YPPIIM
ll/QUIYI

% J,

Th»ir«.

!M>.

'

Thea.,

Mats

is

"DP SHE GOES"

IIKR CAREER.
Mat. 75c to 12.00

44 St.

Thurs ami

Evrg. 1:30.
Sat..

7:30.

48th St.

jUjjjjgg

sit 5.

Erenlnn

1:10.

Eva. B:»0.

Wed.&Sat.

New Amsterdam Theatre— W.

2:30.

42d Street

POPULAR" MAT. WEDNESDAY.

SECULAR MATINEE SATURDAY.

l
.

MOUNTEBANK
Founded on W.
with

j.

Locke's Novel

NORMAN TREYOR

sad a capable cut. Including

Lmmx

A

ZIEGFELD
"•
sBsaa^esBBBssaaa'

^

FOLLIES

^t"

^pr

.made

it

seems certain that the

local critics of the town will be designated In the cast with names as
near similar as possible.
The piece Itself is said to be one

SMARK
tranUr\

^w,

variety along the
of the "Seven Keys
with a finish that
to Baldpate"
brings a laugh at the expense of the
reviewers.

of the
lines

"twist"

somewhat

Idea,

55

One of the handsomest private
theatres in America was opened a
week ago in Baltimore, when Mrs.
John W. Garrett inaugurated the
Bakst decorated auditorium, which
was built in her home, "Evergreen,"
near Baltimore.
The theatre, which is small in Its
capacity, is decorated in its entirety
by Leon Bakst, the Russian designer and painter, w"ho spent some
time in Baltimore on the work.
Using fantastic designs, which *r«
marked by bright orange colors an<
by deep purples, the artist has left
an atmosphere of weird but effective beauty. The Initial program was
given to an Invited audience, ar.d
Roshanara, the Oriental dancer, was
the featured performer. Mrs. Garrett, who is a singer of noje, also
rendered a program til folk songs.
The Savoy company, an amateur

Penzance"

Broad

Street
This
organisation,
May 10-12.
composed largely of society people,
Is also noted for Its fine vocal qualities.
The cast this year Includes
Mrs. A. E. Haslam as Mabel; Mrs.
George Millington as Edith; Mis*
Sara Bailey as Kate, and Fanny

Wister as

at

the

Isabel.

The male con-

tingent will Include Nelson Eddy
Major General, Robert
the
as
Jacoby,
Gerald
E.
Bolger,
C.
Etehelle and James McHadden Carpenter. The play was produced uiiu.
the direction of Joseph Craig Fox.

Frsnk Vincent, genera] manager,
and Ray Meyers, booker, of the

Orpheum

Circuit, will return to

New

York today (Thursday), after a mix
weeks' tour of the

Orpheum

Circuit

theatres.

organization of Philadelphia, deEd E. Ford, the Australian
voted to the production of the light
"A NATIONAL. INSTITUTION"
PlunkHt
Joseph
Dlreetlaa
operas of Gilbert and Sullivan, comedian, has just returned from a
DAVID BE LA SCO'S
which it has been their rustom to honeymoon 'trip to his native land,
"The GIRL of ths GOLDEN WEST* pi-esent every spring' for many where he says things theatrical are
STRAND SYMPHONY OBCIIRHTRA
booming.
ga\e
Conductor »> ears,
CARL BDOUARDB

Broadway and 47th

National Institution

YBBpessa

rewle

Phona CoiniabM ISM

and

"Salome"

Woman's Fortune," a

GEORGE M. COHANS
COMEDIANS

—

Florei te Nash
With Glenn Hunter
Harry Lean WUaaa's story dramatised by
Gas. 8. Kaufman and Mara Connelly

Columbus Ave.

New York City
Can ©f HARRY WIJLI JAMS

"The
Errors" presented by
them at the Frazee with "The Qhip

"Best American Musical Play
In the Whole Wide World"

OF THE MOVIES

SIDNEY HOTEL
66th Strest snd

LONDON!"

IS

RAT HR, W. <8tb St. Bva 8:15 I IRFPTV THEATRE, W. 414 St. lapse into
*hBT THMats.
wUni
Wed. and Bat. at l:Xfc LIDLIX A, I
Mata Wed. A Sat. Comedy of

MERTON

NOLLIE WILLIAMS

Street
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/A L JOLSON

Absolute sensations with AL JOLSON in
He inyanablestops the show with them.
Positive hit material for those
Sendfor profess/ona/
copies and orchestrations
ARTHUR BEHIM- Prof. Myr.

BOMBO

who want the best.

SUNSHINE MUSIC CQ
HARMS
INC
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WAY'S SEASON
SHUBERTS APOLOGIZE TO

IgOOD

WEATHER

CHICAGO "EVENING POSr JOES
NOT DETER
5

Advertisements in
—Out Several
—Witrdraw Remarks From Program About
—All Suits Withdrawn

v

eplace

"Post**

Years
Paper

Per Cent, of Shows
Breaking EvenRecord Number of Return
Engagements
Summer
Musicals Delayed

Fifty

Barely
May

Chicago,

23.

TO COLLECT ROYALTY

m

catled

Karczag

off.

fhe Post

to have spent
to fight the suits.
felt that Charles

said

is

fH.OOO preparing
The Sbuberts

Representative

Co.

fringement Alleged Also

the "Post" was unJrlendly to that firm to such an extent that his criticisms were detriso far as to
ipoJogize on the front page of the

program

with

in connection
3>

(Continued on page

'ALUE McCUTCHEON

FOUND

BUFFALO

IN

The fag end of Broadway's season
finds 50 per cent, of the list on the

The presence in this
Director Steininger, proprietor of be trying to outguess each other in
the Karczag Co. of Vienna, is due to the matter of closing, figuring better
the fact that he wants \ show- attendance if the others stop. Cool
down regarding stage and music weather throughout the month
added encouragement, but grosses
royalties collected by his former
continue to shrink.
American representatives, the Meyer
Expectation that Greater New
Bros., and withheld up until now
(Continued on Page 12)
because of misunderstandings between the representatives here and
the principals abroad. The amount
involved is said to total at least

^he Shuberts go

iatrick

HOPE

JUBILEE

narrow edge of breaking even and
country of some of those attractions likely
losing money.
Managers appear to

interests.

their

to

gOtental

SILVER

Looking for $130,000— In-

o<

.fjoilins

—

FOREIGNERS COME OVER

Sbuberts' advertisements ^for
licago theatres are hack in the
Chicago "Evening Post" after an
mce of several years. Peace has
The lawsuits have
declared.
ie

HOUSE OF DAVID PEOPLE

Buffalo, N.

May

V.,

"Blossom
royalties from
Time," "Her Soldier Boy," and other

23.

$130,000

Major Wallace MeCutcheon,
roadway e, world war hero, danand former husband of Pearl
jp,
ite, mysteriously missing for two
ears, was found by his boon comnion and friend of other days,

(Continued on page

it

VI Morrissey, in this
t,

FILMS LITTLE THEATRE
Pictures for Art's Sake by -Picture

city.

People

is.
buck at his first busiengineer, connected with a big

"IVallie

ii*w

i,

(Continued on page

Los Angelas, M*> 23.
movement in
Little Theatre
been
has
picture. Industry

the
started with the incorporation of
the Little Theatre Wilms under the
direction of Curtis Melnitz, former
secretary to the Sultan of Turkey.
The new organization will try
and create pictures for art's sake.
It has
itnong its founders Hex Ingram, Krnst Lubitseh. Hugo Ballin.
Paul Bern. Boh Wagner. Ralph
Block, with CJeorge Marion. Jr., the
foreign representative, ind Kenneth

KU KLUXERS UNMASKED
May

23.

Twtnoirow night the Thos. Dixon
Jian of tie* Ku Kluxers will Nee
'The. Birth of a Nation'' nl the LyIt is the Iirge.->L single Klan
beuni.
bra: ch in the state.
Before visiting the theatre the
[Cianeis will march in uniform, but
condition
unasked, the latter
L

>

ade by th»« police commissioner
afore issuing the permit

Macgow.tn

in

New

vaudevilling.

Mr. Roberts
Hay alongside

says
of

si

tie-

him-j

'go playing.

u«-

i

'in.

.

;

.

M

iy 23.

Speak.t'i* before the convent!* n of

exhibitors here rh.M week, Mrs. Sid-

ney Drew
Hitchcock
comedies

si

it

will

-i

-it-

3>

1

MACY'S MUSICAL COMEDY
The Community Club comprised
of 6,000 employes of Macy'a departstore. New York, will present
a musical comedy entitled "Once
Upon a Time" at the Central (». H.,

ment

New

York,

by

written

to-night (Thursday),
Horn em Mitchell,

Guy

known

professionally as <«'ny Sumers, formerly of the vaudeville team
of
in

Somers and Legrnnd, who
the

\»

now

Macy employ.

The music w.u written by Jack

•

-'•'..

>£

York

Hitchcock Drew Film Comedies

KOBERTS BACK IN FILMS
Los Angeles. M iy
jCheodor- Roberta will return m
Icture liking nttfv thiee months

Levina Johnson Henger, 20 -yearold hula hula dancer of the House
of David cult now under investigation by legal authorities on serious
charges, has signed for vaudeville.
Miss Henger was one of the wit(Continued on page

?•>

.V

Baltimore.

ENTERING VAUDEVILLE

3)

ind

Raymond

he eo-.tarred

in

film

Straus, -on of the head oi th«* depart en store.
Other former professionals appearing in the production ire Rich*ird Barrlscale,
brother <>i the p;
tore st.ir, and Vida Crowley
The JuIck Lens berg orchestra
will furnish the music
I

•

*-v
rz

VICTOR HERBERTS
yt

Kf Train (A
a tempo

tit

He slower *

-
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Thursday, May
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UNDRESSED TRAVESTY

FAMOUS HITS LOW FOR YEAR;

on

Burlesque

Police

Just

Action

Misses

DROPS

OVER SUNDAY

10 POINTS

Paris,

week

Last

theatrical stocks suf-

fered severely in the sagging marJut which Investors have been unable to solve. Famous Players and

Loew's,

especially,

Inc.,

were

The

an explanation for the
beating down of Famous to the tune
of 6V& points in one day's trading.
F. P.. which was ranging over 84
early this month, was .shot, to 73%
last week and Monday again bit
that mark, which was the low for

NORMAL
WAVE

Gross

in

Francs

Reported

for

— 13

market at a psychological moment
and when 15,000 shares were sold
of last week, Famous
points. The bear movecontinued Friday with the
another
declining
3U
quotation

Wednesday

dropped six

ment

points.

Monday

there

was

further selling,

on Parisian Stages

controller of the P. P. Broadway
theatres— the Criterion, Itialto and

RivoH.

Loew's was forced under 15 MonAt that time it was stated an
important investor was forced to
throw his stock on the market because of heavy losses incurred in

day.

In some quarters it
other issues.
was thought Loew might drop a
bit lower, but there is full confidence the quotation would right itself Boon.

William McAdoo, Oscar Price
and Lesser and Core are mentioned
interested together in securing all
important coast houses, including

two

Loew's

Frisco
in
affiliated

and

Los

13.

Despite the heat wave last week,
the takings at the local theatres

Curel), 1,281; Bouffes ("La Haut,"
operetta), 13,106;
Comedie Francaise (repertoire), 12,365; Theatre
des
Champs Klysees (concert),
1,722;

Comedie des Champs Ely-

sees (six personages en quote d'un
auteur), 2,254; Cluny (revue), 3,086;
Cigale (revue), 6,670; Casino de
Paris (revue with Mistinguctt and
Leslie),
Capucines
18.888;
('Madame
est
Eaisie"),
2,801;
Chatelet (Michel Strogoff"*, 13,522;
Dejazet ("Le Cocu de 6 heures*'),
858; Daunou ('Ta Bouche"*), 4.575;
Deux Masques (mixed), 816; Deux
Anes (revue), 1,763; Eldorado ("PhiPhi"*),
1,301;
VII
Edouard

Earl

A

l

n't'

thousand

Orphenm

changed

;

Goldwyn,

5,

and Orphenm,

18', 4.

SATIRICAL COMEDY ON KINGS
Paris, May 23.

"LA

reign. The Minister of the
Interior to relieve this situation
s« l»cts Bastos, a simple unambitious
He becitizen, as the next king.
comes bend and wisjies to resign
protests,
but IS
his
wife's
despite
when he imagines a
reconciled
l«,v«s
him
and
lady
'- homing court
outwardly becomes an auto, rat, although she actually governs the

a short

country.

OTHER FOREIGN

NEWS

ON, PACE

yi^.
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v

*

London, May 23. **•
Touring revu.es in -the provinces

I

l

May

23.

NEW

BALLETS AT OPERA *

A revival of "La Femme X," proParis, May 16.
duced by Dulot, opened May 18 to
In addition to reviving the ballet
a fair reception at the Amblgu, "Deux Pigeons" the local opera here
under the management of Jean has produced a new work "Fres«'.
Jimmy 0'Neii's Troupe Sailed Coquelin and Paul Vavault.
ques'" in four tableaux, adopted ta
19
The cast includes Clement, Var- a suite for piano by Philippe GaU*
Commission Held
May
gas, Berley, Saillard, Maurice Lamy, bert, which formed part of thejnro*
Out on Final Salary
Jacqueline, Croizeau, Mmes. Paule gram last week with the three act'
Andrai, Gertevieve Chapelas, Ca- ballet "Sylvia" and the one acVmtt^'
London, May 23.
mille Solange, Susanne Aubry and sical comedy "L'Heure Espaghole.'*
Jimmy O'Neil's "Plantation Days" Dylma, constituting a well organized
"Fresqties" is quite an ordinary
colored troupe, in the Empire re- company without any particular sort of show, danced by a mediocre
vue, sailed on the "Cedric" May star.
corps de ballet. An oriental Opera-'
19 in the steerage.
The piece is one of several re- ballet "Padmavati" by Louis Laloy'
£360 vivals presented at this house dur- and Albert Roussel will be the nextSir Alfred Butt withheld
of the last week's £600 salary as ing the current season.
novelty of the Paris opera wbiclr
six weeks' commission for a New
cannot pride itself as being the most'
York agent.
enterprising in Europe.
GINA RELLY COMING OVER
Some of the company wished to
remain to play in a local cabaret
Paris, May 23.
and on the continent and O'Neil
Gina Relly, a French picture acDAILIES INCREASE PRICE
wanted to accept Charles Gulliver's tress, sails shortly for America to
London, May 33.
proposition for matinees at the start work in the California studios.
and
Telegraph"
"Daily
The
Palladium on a 50 per cent, sharing
their price comincrease
"Times"
Polin Injured in Auto Accident
agreement, but the company demencing June 14 from a penny and
manded a guarantee.
Paris, May 23.
half to two pence.
Polin, a French vaudeville favCost of production is given a
orite and his wife, were seriouslyreason for the iaciease.
the
COURVILLE'S
LIABILITIES
DE
injured In an automobile accident
'!\
Montreal, May 23.
last week while motoring In the
A dispatch from London says; "At country.
WELDON'S ILLNESS
HARRY
a hearing of the bankruptcy case
London, May 23. ...r
Selwyn Has "Sweet Pepper"
of Alfred de Courville, the theatrical

—

1

t

:

producer,

was

May

stated that liabiliand assets

In addition to pieces already an-

De Courville stated that he lost
£16,000 producing "Hullo, Canada!"

nounced, Arch Selwyn has secured
the dramatic rights to "Sweet Pepper," a novel by Geoffrey Marsh.

ties

it

amounted

to £71,565

£250.

London,

23.

The revue "A Round In Fifty" if
closing next week, due to the continued illness of Harry Welddh/
who is in a serious condition. He*
Is unlikely to recover.
4

1

*

:

Lan«
has exercised the option
granting run of the piece contracts
to members of the cast of "Ned
Kean of Old Drury," thereby gaining a position to close the attraction without
the custmary fortnight's

Nowhere" Through

May

London,

"The

Cousin

From

closes Saturday at

23.

Nowhere'*

the Princes.

>

June
Bert

12

SAILINGS
(New York for

Levy,

Margaret

London)*.
Lawrence'

(Aquitania).

j

June 5 (New York to London)—i
Arthur Hammerstein ( Berengaria),
May 22 (New York to London),
Wallace
Eddinger,
Mary NaBh,
Dorothy Dalton, Margaret Lawrence"
and two daughters, Elizabeth and

May

houses.
The tax must be paid on

all

other

ton),

19

IN

to Southampn
Bertram Mills (Olym*

LILAC TIME" DROPS OFF
Ivondon, May 23.
"Lilac Time," presented by Chapmusic publisher, at the
pell, the
Lyric, has dropped from x 1,800 to

£

weekly.
It
probably would close shortly
had the house not been leased for
the attraction until October.
1.300

GETS TIVOLI?
London,

May

23.

Robert Hall, chief of theatre
construction for Famous Players, is
here examining the new Tivoli.
Hall is apparently unaware that

Jack

McKcon,

who

is

mailing

reported as having secured a lease on the hou«c.
McKcon refuses to disclose for whom
he is acting.
shortly,

is

Williams opens with "David Coppernela," which he has been playing
In the provinces for some months,
on June 4. Immediately following
his Lyceum season Williams will
set out on his Canadian and American torn.

The
ment

Biblical play, 'The Judgof
Pilate,"
which Murray
Carrington recently produced at
Portsmouth, will ku on a short tour
of the leading provincial cities before being seen In London.
The
tour opens at Manchester on Whit
Monday.
The cast remains ven
much the same as at production.

L

bankruptcy, is said to have severe,]
connection with the house.
It
is
AlsO said the Stage manager.
Geoffrey VYilmer, is now running
tin
show.

Rusinese is steadily Increasing
with "Love in Pawn'' at the Kingsway, where the company is running
on commonwealth lines. The comedy will register 50 performances

May

12

"A Night
at the

line

of Temptation" finishes

Lyceum June

2,

and Bransby

to

I

London)-*

".,

Wilmer (Pros. Adams); June*
Kara (Yorck); June 23 (same)]

Shirley and

Herman

-

tan.

'

which Dorothy aiinto produces
Ambassadors, May 14, in-

the

at

clude*

herself,

Langhcrne
Rita

James

Burton,

Lindsay,

(Majestic).

Eileen

Paige, Kate Carew,
and Alex Friaell.

Munro.
Dorothy

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING
143

Charing Cross Road

LONDON

who produced "The

Davie*,
Nine o'clock Revue'' at the Littl\
and whose affairs were recently In
J.

(New York

Odette Brett, Evon Appela, Windy
Appela (Olympic); May 22 (same),
Faul L. Specht, Francis W. Smith,
Russell Morgan, Harold A. Salien,
Chauncey Earl Morehouse, Arthur
Ray Schutt, Russell Thompson
Deppe, John
Francis O'Donnell,
Vincent Joseph Tortoriello, Frank
R. Guarente (Aquitania); May 31
(same), Mr. and Mrs. Leffell, Ade11,

The ,ast of Lechmore Worrall's
of Gertie
Wentworth
Jame« novel, "A Piccadilly Puri-

19

4Jk-

adaptation

Hall

his

WHO

May

LONDON

r

u

(New York

Capt.

pic).

Reported through Paul Tausig

Ottawa, May 23.
Copyright Bill No. 24 was passed
last week, assuring American musi«
publishers an added income on
popular muSlC. The increased revenue creates a royalty provision
foe songs mechanically recorded in
London, May 15.
Canada, notwithstanding the fact
Immediately after closing at the
the songs are published in the Apollo. Phyllis
Noileon-Terry will
United States,
Heretofore it was do a short suburban tour of the
necessary for Canadian
printing J. B. Mulholiand theatres with the
and publication in order to derive original Wtst Knd production.

,

Louise (Aquitania).
May 22 (New York for Southamp*
granted permission for the elimination of the entertainment tax for ton), George Fitzmaurice, W. Som«
four free seats at each performance erset Maugham, A. Sens, H. H*
in all theatres other than picture Bruenner (Aquitania).

free seats.

notice.

From

"Cousin

Son, 104 East Fourteenth street:

Hastes Hard!," a four-act comedy this revenue.
Leon Regis and Francois de
The bill becomes effective JhIiu
Veynes, was nicely produced at the ary 1, 1924.
\'n ux Polombier ny Jacque.

The piece is a satirical comedy
TheTTTOry
with an amusing plot.
is laid in an imaginary country, the
kings of whi« h always resign after

Close

FEMME X"% REVIVED

Nouveautes ("La Pomme"*), 2.3C3; FRENCH
Gabriel Hess in London
AIRMAN OVER HERE
Opera Comique ("Penelope"*), 21,London, May 23.
Paris, May 23.
450 * Opera/ closed on Thursday;
Gabriel
Hess has arrived here in
Georges
Barbot,
French
airman,
a
Odeon (rep.), 6,774; Theatre de
connection with the Stoll-Goldwyn
Paris ("LEpervicr"*), 6,152; Ta- who recently crossed the English
channel in both directions with a litigation.
lais Royal ("Cent Millions qui tombent"), 10,644; Porte St. Martin light power motor, sailed May 19
("La Haine"*), 4,490; Falace (re- from Havre, taking with him a ma- NORA BAYES' QUICK RETURN
London, May 23.
vue, with Harry Pilccr), 11,384; chine In which ho intends tp give
Nc.a Bayes will terminate her enPotinisre ("Mademoisell mon ills), demonstrations in New York, and
Chicago.
gagement at the Coliseum after next
1,847;
Renaissance (second with
The plane was packed in a large week, returning Immediately to the
press of "Sign on the Door"), 953;
States.
Bcala ("Dedo"*), 1.580; Sarah Bern- steamer trunk.
hardt ("La Tosea"*), 3,605; Trianon
("Le Djorghi," Oriental operetta), DRURY LANE CLOSE OPTIONAL
Tax Off on Four Free Seats
4.927; Ternes ("Le Vertigo"*), 1,424;
Paris, May 23.
London. May 23.
A'arictes
(Cihoulette,"
operetta).
The French
has
government
The management of the Drury

l>y

'

vaudeville

'l

hands, the stock closing at 18 Monday, with a drop of a quarter point.
Wednesday
quotations
Closing
nere: Famous, 74*4 Loew's, 18*4;

jority Will

Kelly,

S6Q

—Ma-

veux"), 5,729; Mayol (revue), 3.026;

American Music Publishers Will Be
of
Paid After Jan 1, 1924

in the format ion
Producers.
Goldwyn w< nt an eighth under live
Monday, but closed at evens, alter
trading to the extent of 2,400 shares.

the

of Largest Plays to

One Performance

RETURNING IN STEERAGE

.

were concerned

at

are experiencing terrible business,
comedians.
A sketch dealing with police ac- the same .. conifitjon existing
tion against nudity in the music throughout the country.
halls, which brings about 'the arOne of the largest revues, play*
rest of a decollette lady in the
ing on 50-50 sharing terms with
audience, is amusing but unappro£600 weekly expense, drew £13 at
priated costumed.
A topical scene concerning Mme. one performance last week.
Po'und Sterling and Mr. Dollar
The majority of tourina yhows of
Franc with the this style are closing shortly, with,,
shunning Mons.
later ultimately winning, gets ap- the circuits either forced to cloqq
plause.
houses or plajy
their
provincial

"PLANTATION DAYS" CO.

May

with the 20.211; Vaudeville (revue), 15,709;
now
West Coast Co. with the exception Vieux Columbier (rep.), 3,887.
•Revivals (13).
of the Orphcums and s >me independents. It was Pri e who interested McAdoo in pictures, when the
CANADA ROYALTY
lust United Artists company was
Later the same Interests
formed.
Angeles,

are

Paris,
Paris,

("L'Amour Masque," with Sacha
but the Washington bears met with
Banking support came Oultry), 12,745; Folies Dramatique
lesistance.
Kuhn-Loeb, and ("Controleur de Wagon Lit"*).
to
the rescue.
Halgarten and Co. were reported 1,784; Femina (Couturier de Lunevillc"*), 2,679; Folies Bergere (new
to have eased the bear pressure.
Wcrtheim, of the latter firm, is on revue), 22,873; Gymnaso ("Vignes
duo
Seigneur"), 11,913; Gaite ('Quo
aldirectors,
of
board
P.
the P.
Grand Guignol
though Otto Kahn is the banking Vadls"*), 8,301;
(mixed),
1,812;
Marigny
("J'te
Kahn,
Felix
brother.
His
advisor,
is

KELLER

whom

One

t

Amblgu
nette
d'Alarme), 7,265;
It i« understood the raiding of
Montmartre),
3,404;
(Faubourg
Famous was engineered by a bunch Arts ("Terre Inhumaine," by F. de

for its basis revelations

S.

of

PULLING BAD BUS

vaudeville.

Sales of Famous totaled were well up to the mark, the figweek and when it hit the ures on Thursday evening, May 10
(an average performance) being in
toboggan was quoted at 83',!'. the francs:
drop being over 10 points from MonAntoine ("L'Emigre"* with Lucien Guitry), 7,384; Athenee ("Sonday to Saturday.

expected to develop in the Federal
Trade investigation. No such developments were forthcoming, but
the Washington bear crowd hit the

EDW.

Direction!

the year.

of Washington traders not connected with theatricals. The latter
are credited with sending out a tip
they would start a bear movement

FRANK VAN HOVEN

One Night

Revivals

29,200 last

which had

several

DESPITE HEAT

is

Kitty

Gabaroche and his wife. Yvonne,
Lerner, Carol, Germaine Charley,
Ketty-Kcrby and Renne Tamary,

af-

fect ed.

There

PARIS RECEIPTS

returns.
cast Includes

fair

—

TOURING ENGLISH SHO

33.

"L'Humour Masque" a revue by
Stopp and Heneve was produced by
Audicr at the Potinlere and met with

Loew's Also Affected, Going Under 15 Banking
Support Thrown to Famous Over 29,000 Shares
Traded in Last Week

—

May

24,

The Graf 'on Galleries

(oabare*)

have t»e M .sued in the P.Ioomsbury
County Court and ordered to pay
£27 am costs to the proprietors Of
a private nursing home for treatment riven Ida Mowbray, an actress
for
for

m.Mtrif's

Director,

JOHN TILLER

RHINESTONES
THE LITTLEJOHNS

rcc.. !V c
while playing
club.
Miss Mowbray was 226 West 46th St.
New Yoi
bronze dancer whose la. k of
I'h one ItKV.WT 433?
apparel recently created a sensation here.
In her act she carried
HIIaTCTTE
a bras.-, bowl on her head which wis
filled with burning coal and Incense.
The coal was held up by wire- work!
but on the evening of the accident
this fell, severely burning her
head
GUARANTY TK l*T CO.
(Continued on pnge 45)
622 Fifth Avenue
Ntm Tan,
( |

i

the

the

KERSHAW

t\

VAUDEVILLE

*,

Thursday,

May

84,

1923

3

i

KELLY BOWS IN AND OUT

ONLY SUPERIOR DANCE PLACES

ARE PATRONIZED

IN CHICAGO

Jack

Chic Sale,
single.

Lait, Esq:,

Basement Entrance,

New York

More Than Half of 307 Licensed Halls Closed-

Chicago, May 23.
More than half of the 307 licensed
dance halls in Chicago are closed
down. This condition is due, in the

DULUTH MINISTER

IS

City.

Answer No. 19— A

gift to

me from

Dishonorable Sir:

the gods, and a blessing to mankind.

do the shape and
dimensions of your cranium, I can
and do readily excuse your recent
journalistic debauch. Your flip and
ready reference to Lenox avenue,
"black and tan cesspools," "jabs,"

And, now Mr. Lait. permit me to
say in conclusion that I am to leave

Knowing

Juvenile Protective Association Official Interprets
This as a Good Omen

Jim Morton or any good

Question No. 19— Who writes your
material?

Variety Publishing Co.,

as

I

"wood

"socks." "wallops,"

alcohol,"

shortly for the seashore to enjoy all
the pleasures that wealth, genius
and an easy conscience bring, so I
leave you to sweat and grunt in
your ill -smelling basement hovel in
a vain effort to attract either the
applause or profits of a bored and
unappreciatlve world.
Un Largos Adios,

"bourbon," etc., is indeed a strangely
unfamiliar jargon to one reared
opinion of showmen, to the fact that
amid
refinements of polite society,
Judge Kelly.
the big dancing palaces have offered
and must give to your few and
stlch splendid entertainment at $1.10 Service Held Sunday With All
MANAGERS, ATTENTION !
curious readers pathetic evidence of
admission price that the little places
inkYou don't gamble when you play your early environment, also an
Local Theatres Closed.
FOREIGNERS COLLECTING
with nothing particularly to offer
ling as to'your favorite beverages.
were automatically put out of busi(Continued from page 1)
now. my dear "blotter soiler."
And
Cooperation
Advocated
In the opinion of Mrs. Elizaness.
for you are buying an act of recogas to your list of nineteen questions, Karczag shows produced in recent
nized standing and one approved by
beth Crandall of the Juvenile Protake pleasure in repeating your years by the Shuberts and .others.
Luluth. May 13.
the press and public of both the I
tective Association the condition is
Steininger In his own' country ia
questions and answering them nuTrinity
Episcopal Church
has United States and Hnglanri.
due to "the fact that the smaller
a power theatrically, controlling
delivers is the one merically
The
that
act
dance halls were the ones where been designated as Duluth's Little to book.
Question No. 1— Who was the W. about 800 theatres, among them
eqnditions were worst from a vice Church Around the Corner, with a
This week (May 21). Pantages, Kelly paroled from Dannemora on some of the largest and best known
Mrs. Crandall gives an service for theatrical people held Hamilton.
standpoint.
in Vienna.
December 18. 190:!?
Another complaint he
Next week (May 28), Orpheum, • Answer No. 1— William Kelly, a Intends to make is directed
indirect compliment to Trianon ana there Sunday for the first time in
against
Detroit.
other leading dance paluees by say- the history of J he city.
keeper at the Matteawan Asylum for the practice of the Shuberts and
Address,
8.
care
EDW.
KELLER.
All theatres were closed during
ing that the little places were unthe Criminal Insane; served two other managers of making promisservice.
the
successful because "they were not
years for beating to death a criminal cuous interpolation! and changes in
A plea was ma Jo by the Rev.
SIGN ON DOOR" CLOSES
independent enough to stand for the
maniac named Oscar Lalt. Paroled his shows until he claims they are
Paris. May 23.
principles that should be enforced in Dean Walker for a closer union of
on the grounds that to kill a Lait hardly recognizable. Finally be say*
the church and theatre, with plans
"The Sign on the Door" (Ameri- was more than justifiable, In fact, a he objects to writers like Romberg
a dance hall."
Mrs. Crandall has been working to co-operate for that purpose now can) closed Sunday at the Renais- public benefaction.
taking it upon themselves to side
sance after a short run.
hand In hand with the Ball Room under way.
Question No. 2— Who was the track the important foreign themes
Managers' Association of Chicago,
Irvln
resembling
and
man
build up the song hits in these
stout bald
and it has been found that the sugs
Cobb mentioned in the Tex Rlckard productions for their own adgestions of the reform organization
vantage.
trial?
have, in most cases, work to the
Frits Wreede, representative of
Answer No. 2— Having a splendid
advantage of the ball rooms. There
head of hair, I am not in the least the Wiener Boheme Verlag. Is also
}n a prevailing opinion among leadhere for practically the same reason.
interested.
ng dance hall managers that, as a
By C. HOOPER TRASK
Question J*o. 3— Which Kelly was He claims to have unearthed, that
financial proposition, it does not pay
the chorus of "Just Like a Doll/' the
penciled in, for a Shubert unit?
to run a questionable or indecent
Answer No. 3— Little Nellie, but song hit of Romberg's show "The
Berlin, May 6.
hard Reich was poor. "As You Like George Cohan saved her.
place.
There can be no ball room
Springtime of Youth." was lifted
Owing to the success of his play It/' at the Leasing theatre. Is quite
without girls, it is pointed out. and
Question NO. 4 What was the bodily from the "Nautch Girl" numthe majority of girls are seeking in- 'Burger Schippel," Eugen Robert another story; here the requisite name of the male single billed as ber in the operetta, "Indlache Fran"
note of romantic gaiety « struck t'n Virginia Judge, that was closed which is controlled by his firm.
teresting places of unquestionable
has revived Kttrl Sternheirn's farce,
at once and well sustained through- after the first performance at Tulsa,
repute, it is emphasized.
Wreede says that he is on the
The activities of the Juvenile Pro- "Die Hose." (The Drawers) at the out. Elisabeth Bergner, on whose Ok la.?
track of several other infringements
tective Association to v date have Tribune. This play, though not up account the revival was probably
Answer No. 4 One of 34 imitators of similar character. Upon their rebeen:
to the former piece, yet has mo- made, is charming throughout, a who carry my gems of wit and wis- turn to Europe, both Wreede and
The doing away with songs ments of undoubted amusement and real personality, but she is splendid- dom to villagers that can ill afford Steininger will spread the evidence
1.
ly seconded by Aenne Rottgen as
room
with salacious words. The ball
they have collected before
the
makes on the whole a satisfactory Cella, Hans Junkermann as the fool, the salary of the great original.
managers voted to do away with
Question No. 6 What Is the num- European Authors and Composers
America,
is
frank
for
It
too
evening.
Karschow as Olarndo, Lucie Klesel- ber.of your'white rats card?
such songs some time ago. The muSociety, which Is expected to take
sicians' union backed up the propo- even centering about a woman who hausen as Hymen and Theodor Loos
Answer No. 6 23.
International action to suppress
Finally, the printers' union loses her petticoat in the public as Jacques. All In all, an artistic as
sition.
Question No. 6—Why did you further attempts at piracy.
well
as
commercial
a
success.
And
print
refusing
*o
went on record as
lea\'e Salt Lake in a hurry?
street, thereby annoy in _ her husIn the third place we have. Leopold
such songs.
Ans.-er No. 6— Was beginning to
The doing away with the se- band. Before the war the censor Jessner's production of "Faust" at feel like a Mormon, also anxious to WALLIE McCuTCHEON FOUND
2.
Schauspielhaus.
Thia get to Denver.
ductive,, dimly lighted dance halls, objected not to the play but to its the State
(Continued fsom page 1)
darkened corners and the moonlight title, so the author changed it to production has not been well reQuestion No. 7— Why did you received by the German critics, but It fuse to follow one of my acts in electric corporation which supplies
dance idea.
"Der Riese" (The Giant), which, of
light and
power to surrounding
The doing away with slow course, has nothing at all to do with is our belief that this is one of the Kansas City?
3.
strongest made here this season.
Jazz music and the substitution of
Answer No. 7— Because there was cities with headquarters at Niagara
the subject matter. But today even Jessner has done well with Eugen
Falls. Morrissey was playing Loew's
left to play to.
audience
dance inspiring tunes.
no
Its title does not seem
to have
The correction of dancing po- shocked the authorities, or even to Klopfer in the role of Mephlstophe/as the Buffalo, when McCutcheon walked
4.
Question No. 8 Who
les. Other performances that should
sitions.
woman /1th a child in her arms into his dressing room.
any
extraordinary
able
draw
to
be
mentioned
be
are
those
as
Since his disappearance
of Ebert
from
The Installation of dancing amount of patronage, although the
5.
that you refused to see at th? stage
Faust and Oerda Muller as Mar- door in Pittsburgh?
Broadway, Wallie has been In a
hostesses.
The
house
is usually well filled.
Answer No. 8 A chorus, girl from revolution In Peru, was in Mexico
The most difficult thing in the production is very good, with ex- garethe. Another production just
reforms effected to date haa been to cellent playing by Jacob Tiedtke, given at the Schauspielhaus is that Jack Lait's "Spice of 1822." -vho for a while, and in the Balkans. Mcof Ibsen's "John Gabriel Borkmann"
received no salary Cutcheon, always a soldier of forsell the idea % of a -hostess to the
Kathe Haack and Ilka Gruning. under the direction of Berthold claimed she had
in 11 weeks, also stated her wrist tune, says there aren't enough imdance hall managers, but it is said Franz Bley. the author, should not
Viertel.
It has been well received watch was stolen
instance
an
been
not
by the author of portant wars left for him to interest
that there has
try to act.
and, although it is nothing out of the piece.
himself, so he'll settle down.
He
of one being recalled after shje had
the
ordinary,
is
acceptably
played
it
dancing
9
How old are : »u? says he'll never come back to
Question No.
taken up her duties at a
At last the much discussed and by a cast including Rosa Bertens,
9—20
In pep. Quite a Broadway.
Answer
No.
place.
much fought over play, Emil Lud- Fritz Kortner, Lothar Muthel, Kittl number in years, and a centur*- In
Investigation of conditions In the
wlg's "Die Entlassung" has ap- Aschenbach and Lina Lessen.
wisdom.
leading dance palaces of Chicago
peared here at the Residenz theatre.
Emanuel Relcher has played two
SONG IN COURT
Question No. 10— What is your
shows that there is quite as sincere The numerous quarrels and court
more
roles
Renaissance
here
at
the
(Continued from page 1)
managewaist measure?
a-v effort on thj part of the
scenes which were connected theatre since his return from Amerroom
Answer No. 10— Three Inches less era of the song, for an Injunction
ment to operate decent, respectable with it, are due to the fact that it
ica. The first was in ArchibacheCfa
than your head.
and accounting of the profits.
places of amusement as among the- presents on the stage the figures of
"Struggle of the Sexes," a trivial,
Question No. 11— What Is your
The song was written in 1896 but
atre managers. T'le more respectable
the former Kaiser and of Bismarck. old-fashioned play, which evidently
racket?
hot copyrighted until July 28. 1917.
• dance hall Is being run, the more It seems all this fuss was unnec- thought itself very radical; here
h*
poker
two—
have
I
Answer
11—
No.
The copyright is held by the pub•uccesful it is.
essary as the piece is e 'dently a played an old doctor with much finand golf.
lisher-plaintiff.
very sincere piece of work which ish. At the present time he is playQuestion No. 12— What do you
Katz la alleged to have been pubmakes no attempt to take sides in ing Dietrich Stein's role in Herslip your agent?
HOUSE OF DAVID
lishing
the number without authori
the matter. Moreover, had its oar mann Bahr's "Das Konzert."
Answer No. 12— All bookings di- isation -aince 1917.
restraining
(Continued from page 1)
ponents simply kept quiet, it woulcr
Variety Bills for April
rect.
order
Is asked so that the value of
9
nesses in the hearings at St. Joseph, have failed on Its own account, as
Question No. 13—What does your the copyright should not be deAdmiralspalast.
>i is
theatre
This
drain
Mich.,
against "King" Benjamin it is almost entirely lacking
now been open several months and agent slip the bookers?
stroyed snd Sandler's royalties rePurnell, the cult's leader, who is be- matic life. One could have a much
Answer No. 13 See Max Hart.
it was to be expected that by this
duced.
ing interrogated on charges of im- more satisfactory evening by readQuestion No. 14— What is your
time they would have their bills
morality arising from group mar- ing the excellent book on Bismarck
open
date?
next
running
gotten
smoothly
have
and
riages.
which the author of the play wrote
Answer No. 14— June 1, 1928.
together some sort of a well varied
Benjamin Hill, cornet player and some years ago. However, the proQuestion No. 15— Where do you
program. This was, however, not
a cigarette
former manager of the crack House duction at the Residenz theatre,
the
case,
the
bill being exception- get the atmosphere for your Lenox
for
Pirks,
of David band, has al?o signed
under the direction of Robert
really
avenue
gags?
ally weak.
The first four or five
a theatrical engagement. Hill tried is very excellent and Muller as Bisyou
try a<
Answer No. 15 Have never ennumbers would have disgraced small
lecturing in Sheboygan, Mich, some marck and Oppen as the Kaiser
town movie house playing vaudeville croached on your territory, either on
weeks ago on the religious sect's make a great deal out of their roles.
or Wabash avenues.
Lenox
nights.
a
Saturday
"Caro,"
on
ideals and purposes, but Is reported Business will be eoo<1, as the play
Question No. 16 Why don't you
writing dog; "Original Jo Foular
to have prove an unqualified "flop" has had tremendous advance pubCompany." acrobats; Karl Heinz call Jack Pulaski, "the man with
In view of the unwelcome publicity.
lieitv.
livers, ventriloquist; Three Fellers, the Iron Ma*k." to his face?
Answer No. 16 He won't take It
tenor;
Three l>i« classical productions ap- acrobats; Georg Schmieter,
Jainczik Duo. skaters; Two Callers, off.
SHUBERTS APOLOGIZE
peared within the pa*' week, which
Question No. 17f—Why does Sime
Lucy Kieselhausen,
strosig men;
ia pretty heavy fure, i>nt the aver(Continued f.om page l)
dancer; Two Ossnots, eccentric ac- print your letters when you don't
of quality was high, two being
the presentation Sf "Hltehy-Koo.'l age
acrobats; advertise?
Sylphiden,
Four
robats;
<•(
the
;ng
inter-among the moj-t
u
in there words:
Answer No. 17 In order to make
Der Konigstiger," sketch.
To mention the
eason.
"As a result of :i cunf ro\ c-rsy whole
Hral.i.
A better bill th1* month. w. R. Hearst and the Saturday EveU.tM
r.l'alls
Kernel' Maiim
first.
s,
«•;. is
-\*-.«i
between th< Chi* weakest
novelties; nlng post jealous, also to increase a
.,,
chance '<> pla> King Pour Millions, gymnastic
B en
,: ^'<'
'I'venlng Post' and the Me**rs.
hoop ro'lers; Kurt circulation you hive done so much
He nri irdt'w theatre <»f the Two BramSonS,
in
Bhubei
mm"- u**d
Htntemei Crono", to destroy.
x>lophone player;
Ian.
Schau(Irosse
the
i'»
programs Rye thousand,
the
Shubert tin
QueaLlop. No. 18— Why are you the
much was • peoted strong man; Alex Stamer, humorist?
regarding the 'Evening Post.' LT pon Bnielhai
Three only single man \% no cjets routes like
acrobats;
Poncherrys,
Jive
when
ictor
further Investl nation
Messrs. from th i ver) talented
tl e
Bonellys, acrobats; Llliana Fernan- sincr'e women"
\n;»- all the more
shui.(i(
thess he failed, the result
have
withdrawn
Answer No IS Sen John MeCorda singer; Rodella Ruls and Artlx,
if
was ''"' * h " !1
•nmnts, as the) foui d them to disappointing,
mack, i'-.i7. Krelsler, Will Rogers.
(Continued >n p\g<» 15)
r

FOR THE THEATRE
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SONG WRITERS' FIRST

RADIO BROADCASTING INTERESTS' ^"S'K^L,.

May

Thursday,

FREE MEALS FOR LIFE

Big Performance Sunday Niflht at

Century— Want Clubhouse

of

ASSURED CAPT. O'HAY

Own

•

ARE NOW CONSIDERING ARTISTS

"Writers' Club, a newly
Tuesday organized association of the recogin
Sea Cove
nized metropolitan song writers,
$8,000
—Songwriter
will hold ita first benefit performance Sunday night, May 27, at the
on Galloping Dominos
Century, New York.
clubhouse of their ow». is the
George Meyer, song writer and. hope of the melody lads. They look
inveterate Friar, suddenly became a for a certain support in their pubturfman last week, When overnight lic affairs from the many friends
he bought the privilege to sport an and acquaintances of the profesowner's badge at the race tracks. sion.
The Bong writers do many
At present George presides over a gra tuitous favor:, of one sort or an
one-horse stable, his possession be
other during the year.
ing Sea Cove, which came in winAt the Century will be a load of
ner in the second race at Jamaica talent that makes the affair look
Tuesday in a contest which had like an Actor's Fund show.
some well rated ponies contesting.
I'p to that time Sea Cove was a

The Song

Won

Mud

Restaurant

Won

Fear Announcement of Music Tax Payments Will
Precipitate Artists' Demand for Revenue
Payment for Talent Inevitable, Is General Belief
The perforinhig

artist

Is

1>«*k

in

-

American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publish*
royalties

ACROBAT WAS FRIEND
Boarding

Mouse Proprietress Remembers Frank Rossi in Will

the

to

ers for the "privilege of performing
the society's copyright catalog for
pro/it. The president of one of the
leading, if not the leading, radio

Edward W. Buckley, attached

plater.

to

currently

is

dicker-

for an annual arrangement
with the society. The negotiations
have been held up because of the
executive's fear that the announcement of the closing of a contract
for the performing rights of music

ing

would most

likely

induce a demand

"for revenue from the performing
artists for the other type of enter-

the Manhattan branch of the State
Myers wooed wealth via the "gallast week, by loping dominoes'* and went forth
Surrogate Foley of New York, ap- into the night $8,000 richer than
pointed transfer tax State appraiser when he started. He hurried to the
of the estate left by Mrs. Catherine track the next day. Sea Cove was
Charles, widow, who died June 28, knocked down to him for "three
George promptly started
1922, leaving her entire estate, es- grand."
timated at about $2,066.92, to Frank him and the hoss did the usual
Rossi, friend, stage acrobat and her thing by arriving t the post fourboarder, of 345 East 14th street, teenth in a fifteen-: rse race. TuesNew York, and named him also a* day it was different, because Sea
Cove is a rnudder r.d the track
the executor,
Mrs. Charles, survived by a niece, was si py. Eecause oi his repui
two grandnephews and a grand- tion the odds were j.ot greater.
niece, ran a boarding and rooming Besides a bet to win on Tuesdayhouse at 325 East 3 4th street. Her earned $1,000 for the new owner
will, executed May 16, 1922, and and was the means of several club
witnessed by J. A. McCreery of 314 members winning a bet.
Decatur street and Harry Guthmuller of 2615 Gates avenue, both
PAUL ALLEN INDICTED
of Brooklyn, was probated without
objections by her heirs-at-law.
While Mrs. Charles did not even Charged with Obtaining $200 from
Abraham Bush
mention the name of any of her
relatives, she stated in her will that
Paul Allen, the independent bookshe left her entire estate to Mr.
Rossi (in private life Frank J. Hur- ing agent, who has been involved
with the authorities in the past
ley) "in recognition of his helpful
assistance to me in carrying on the on several similar matters, is out
in $1,500 bail awaiting trial on the
business of the house and in attending to my personal wants while charge of grand larceny for which
he was indicted by the Grand Jury.
was in suffering health."
1
The Indictment reads that Allen
"with. intent to deprive and defraud
one Abraham Bush of the proper
SETTLING ON COAST
morteys
did feloniously and
Los Angeles, May 23.
fraudulently obtain from the pos.

popular stuff
will be broadcasted. However, they
have no arrangement with the
American Society for the broadcasting of popular music.
But, in

JESSEL-COURTNEY WEDDING

all

Chicago,

May

23.

George Damarel

The remarriage of George Jesssl
and Florence Courtney (Courtney

New

Bankruptcy

in

May

Chjcago,

Sisters) is expected to occur today
anticipation that this is inevitable, or tomorrow.
Jessel came out here to marry his
they have tltted up such space for
former wife, who is with her sister
the future.
The announced ultimatum by the at McVieker's this week.
National Association of Broadcastel's that "not a cent" will be paid
MARRIAGES
for music royalty is not seriously
Miss Carolyn Leah Fox, daughter
considered by the composers' and
authors' executives.
The associa- of William Fox, picture and vaudetion is comprised of comparatively ville producer, Will be married May
minor companies.
Besides,
the 27 in New York to Douglas Nichcomposers threaten prosecution for olas Taussig.
Lillian Siegel and Harry Frankcopyright infringement against all
such other performances without lin, both Metro employes, June 3. in
licence.

.

session of the said Abraham Bush
the sum of $200."
Allen claimed an affiliation with
the booking agency of A. & B. Dow.
AI Dow, denying any such connection,
states that Allen was not
authorized to make a contract with
Bush and was not connected with
the Dow office.

artist.

room" from whhsh

.

23.

George Damarel has filed a voluntary petition of bankruptcy in
the U. S. Court here. His liabilities
total

$S, 853.73

and assets

$592.50.

The chief creditors are: M. Witmark & Sons, New York music pub-

Against

Lewis.
In addition

Countering Jessie Reed's allegations in her divorce suit against
Lew Reed, naming Dorothy Blake
(Hampton and Blake), the latter
charges the plaintiff (Miss Reed)
has been intimate With Arthur

Keith agent, has been reinstated to his booking privilege. Thv?
agent was suspended several weeks
for a violation of the booking rules.
While off the floor FitzgeraM
ecUred several "names"' for vaudeoffice,

among them Savoy and Bren-

nan.

the Palace.

iff

New

York, this

week from the "Greenwich Villag?
Follies'-

Orpheum Managerial Changes

May

Chicago,

l>»-

next season.
Arthur White, for

many

-»,

nepin

CHAS.

L.

New

FLETCHER RETIRES

Springfield, Mass.,

May

23.

York, This

Week (May

AI

Stedman

-sister,

Fannie,

nearly every country in the world.
has accepted a position in the

He

leave of absence,, and
he will not return.

II)

editorial*

department of the sport"The
America*

publication,
ing
Golfer."

A bon voyage

lian

pect*

party will be

glv< n

at

engagement.

his

suc-

it

is

humored

pheum, Omaha, has resigned as
manager, and his successor has not
yr>» h»on nnnin.l
Several other changes are ex-

the Friars' K.mday
evening, May 27.
The diminutive
comedian is leaving for on Austin
Billy

is

Arthur Byrnes, for over a quarter
of a century connected with the Or-

denies he and his
separate profes-

will

professional.

Little

Minneapolis,

Jack Raymond, on the coast in a
managerial rapacity for many years,
has been granted a three
lonths*

sionally.
Charles Leonard Fleteljer, dean of
Murray Howard ithe Murray of
American impersonators, gave his
Murray and Alan) is to ho marrlol
last performance Sunday night in
June
23 to Bessie Ascher, a nonWestfleld, the town of his youth.

He completed 29 years on the stige,
during which period lie appeared in

In

cessor.

NOT FORGETTING MOTHER

i

Rosofsky

Burns.

Reed's

links the

name

and

•).

Joe Smith and Chales Dale, of the
Av<»n Four, have been released i-y
the Shuberts, tin latter having informed the players they .would, not
o the
ptlon for next season
i

'

high-priced
the Hotfeft

the

worry was eating between wars.
Noah O'Hay has taken an active part in
seven wars, incidentally. The resv

personal affidavit
Lou Tellegen with
that of his wife. Tellegen has been
busy of late figuring in the Geraldine
Farrar imbroglio and his
efforts to clear the name of Stella
Larrimore (Adler). Reed's affidavit
alleges Mrs. Herzberg (Jessie Reed)
lived with Tellegen in Minneapolis

tauranr men took the remark serir
ously, and the gift of the gold me»l
ticket with its unheard of privileges

of

wae the

cance when
is

an

»

The

burglary, third degree, for entering

Fred Bellinger's music store in the
Paddock arcade March 30 and stealing two saxaphones valued at $475.

He

also pleaded guilty to another
indictment,
with
Ralph
Grieco
cjiargin^ b*:rglary, third degi e. and
grand larceny, second degree, for
breaking into a freight car in the
local yards on the night of March
29 and stealing cigarettes valued at

O'Connell told the judge that in
1008 he looted tl
Antique box office
here of tickets.

FILMING GRAND OPERA
1)

score written by Luigi Mancinelli,
to he offered at the Civic Auditorium starting June 14.

means

answer which Hor-

for

drowning one's sorrow

are taboo within prison confines.

—————_____

This is said to be the first picture
grand opera ever presented on this

1

original

witz filed in answer to his wife's allegations was immediately withdrawn, which gives the plaintiff's
attorney cause for believing its contents were erroneous.
Although a .receiver was appointed for Horwitz, that legal
authority and Mr. Spellman accepted Horwitz' word that he had
no personal property and that the
agency was in the name of a corporation, which surprised the agent.
His veracity -was readily accepted
without question.
The attorney
states he has elected to proceed on
the contempt angle on the theory
nobody relishes incarceration i^i
Ludlow street jail. Horwitz' last
sojourn in the "alimony club" was
not bettered much when the authorities questioned the agent's paraphernalia, stating this wasn't the
Ritz and
certain
comforts and

grand larceny, second degree, and

ifl.

Edythe

cision.

Watertown, N. Y., May 23.
Daniel
O'Connell.
a comedian,
pleaded guilty to the charge of

&

LoeW

duction of the alimony.
Benjamin F. Spellman, Mrs. Horwitz' attorney, opposed the motion,
decision being reserved. Mr. Spellman states there is little doubt that
Horwitz' motion will be denied because of the fact the defendant cannot argue for a reduction without
having first fulfilled his obligation*
in full to date.
Mr. Horwitz* attorney states that he will proceed]
with the Contempt of court proceedings against the Loew agent immediately after Justice Lehman's de-

The management, alleging the act
cut part of its routine, failed to pay
it for the balance of the engage-

..

the

his last legal stand
Livingston -Hor Wits*

—

according
to
the
complaint,
booked by Jack Linder, the independent agent and was canceled
after the first show.

Fvanei* and SjU'i* M.ajinv.i

Horwitz,

duced two new lawyers Jerome A.
Jacobs and Randolph M. Newman
before New York Supreme Court
Justice Irving Lehman, who argued
that the agent be granted leave to
put in his answer; also for a re-

7,

Clai

J.

making

divorce suit pending against him.
The wife claims $2,322.50 alimony
arrears due her at the rate of $8*0
a week. Horwitz Tuesday intro-

Complaint has been filed with the
Managers'
Protective
association against the opera house,
Bayonne, N. J., by Fisher Binns and
Co. for salary due for three days
booked beginning May 7.
The act opened at the house May

in.i.as.

is

in Mrs.

Com-

continent. The orchestra will number 80 and there will be 24 soloists
with a chorus of 50 under direction
of Alexander BasIaVSky.
The exploitation and staging of
the attraction will bo under the djrectlon of Brehany, Mc.St.iv is well
known as a publicity man.
"Frate Sole" was written bji Mario
Corsl, Italy's screen dramatist, and
had for its foundation the life <>f St.
Francis of Assisi.
rjgo
Falena
produced th<> screen version, In the
leading roles are
mherto Paliwr-

,

)C

New Counsel te
Fight Wife's Alimony

Vaudeville

(Continued from page

remembered O'Hay

•

SHOW CANCELLATION
J.,

is

ARTHUR'S LAST STAND

Arthur

1ST

it

actor.

agent,

Opera House, Bayonne, N.
plained Of by Act

j

.

Horwitz Engages

then.

ai

result.

the only card of its kind in*
world, having especial signifi-

It is

the

in December, 1922.
Further hearings have been postponed by Justice Ford in the New
York Supreme court to June 7. The
motion of Miss Reed's prayer for
$150 weekly alimony will be argued

the

B. F. Keith's Palace,

Harry

witz,

years at

Orpheum, St. Paul, has resigned.
Frank Phei;
manager of the Hen-

Randolph

and

:

to

Lyons, Jack Curtis, Arthur Horo-

$384.

23.

Many important changes will
made In the staff of theatre managers of the Orpheum circuit for

a

at

restaurants,
such as
Astor, the O'Hay meal ticket isgool
for Chi ds\ which is also a member
of the association.
While speaking at a banquet of
the restaurateurs some time ago,
O'Hay casually remarked his only

COMEDIAN'S CRIMES

Leo Fitzgerald, of the Marineill

McGlynn

Frank

is

LEO FITZGERALD REINSTATED

was made

dinner given O'Hay by the society
Monday night at Keen's chop house*.
Paul Henkel, president of the Reup r
tauratcurs, made the presentation.
The honor was extended O'Hay because cf courtesies extended by Hirp
to the restaurant men's association
Among the speakers at the O'Etaj
dinner were Paul Henkel, Roy Mfci
Cardell.
Frederick E. Goldsmith,

by Wife

The house is not a member of the
V. M. P. A., -which body is endeavoring to adjust the matter.

ville,

organization.
The presentation

Reed—Dor-

Named

ment.

York.

MAE and ROSE WILTON

Jessie

othy Blake

concern? and individuals, amounts
running from $750 to $14.
His assets consist of various personal belongings, chief of which
a piano valued at $75.

of a free meal for the rest of his
at any restaurant controlled by
a member of the restaurant men's
life

Includes Tellegen in Charges

$1,825;
Peltz & Carson,
scenic company,
$1,000;
Allen Shaw Printing Co., $950,
Fritz Schoultz, $900, and 20 other
lisherts,

Chicago

Capt. Irving O'Hay. U. S. A., retired, was the recipient of an unusual honor Monday night.
The
Society of American Restaurateurs
presented O'Hay with a gold card
which carries with it the extending

IN REEDS' DIVORCE

i

tainment.
The American Society officiate,
while not actually interested In that
angle of the matter, frankly warn
the radio man that the payment to
singers and dance orchestras is inThe familiar instance of
evitable.
At
the talking machine is cited.
first the best singers "canned" their
voices for the novelty of it. Now,
any singer receiving $1,000 a record
nothing unusual, with several
Is
working on a royalty arrangement.
The proof of the fact that the
radio people recognize their obligation to the
performing artist is
manifested in any number of ways.
Many send motor vehicles to convey them to and from -the broadcasting station. The Interior of the
station is fitted up in a most comfortable and luxurious fashion for
More people of the stage to dethe artists' comfort. The matter of cide Los Angeles will be their fudining them prior to the radio per- ture residence are Whiting and
formance is nothing new. Obviously Burt and Bronson and Baldwin.
this sort of petty reimbursement
Each of the married couples hav«'
Will lead into real returns for the purchased a home here.

One of the leadmg broadcasting
stations has established a
"jazz

for Feeds

AGENTS ARE NAMED

Tax Commission, was

'

organizations

with Gold Pass

A

—

ning to assume an important rolo
the
companies* aspect
radio
in
toward the payment of music tax

Presents

Society

War Hero

'*

Savoy and Brennan Held Over
Savoy and Brennan are held oyer
the

a'

week.
;

.

Palace,

New

York, for next
double the
York, during the

The team

will

Riverside, New
hold -o veil engagement.
Lou Tellewill split the top honors with
Savoy and Brennan at the Palnce.

rs

Klein Bros, in

"Make

It

Snappy"*

The Khun

Bros, have bean signed
by thf i&hubents to •sepias* ft-ddie
Cantor in next season'* ftdU oi> f
.

nl

''Make, It Jsnapjiy," .whiyh
reh< arsal July 10.

k*m

>*\\>

Thursday,

May
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CON'S BALL TEAM

*!*&:

SUPREME COURT ORDERS
HART CASE BACK FOR TRIAL

U. S.

WRY FINISH

QUIT GOLF;
Fines and Call

MUST

Downs Handed

Out to Golfing Apple

-

Chasers

Actual Trial Before Jury in Federal District Court of New York in Summer or
Main Point Whether Apparatus of Act Necessary or Incidental to It
Fall
Lower Court Held to Have Jurisdiction to Hear Facts in Action Against
Big Time Vaudeville Interstate Commerce Point Still Involved

—

Dear Chick:—I final iy found out
what was the matter with my animals after they dropped their sixth
straight game and believe me they
won't get away with any more
mornin golf while I'm runnin this

—

—

ball club.

The unanimous decision of the tions engaged in similar business rise to a magnitude that requires
JUnited States Supreme Court, sup- and the owners of a large number it to be considered independently.
of theatres, known as the Kdtth The logic of the general rulo as to
plemented by an opinion by Jus- Circuit,
and the owners of others jurisdictions is obvious, and the
tice Holmes (who wrote the base- known as the Orpheum Circuit, and
case should be decided upon the
ball decision), granting Max Hart some other persons not needing spemerits unless the want of jurisdic"Limb of the Law" in C. B.
tion is entirely clear. What relief, MADDOCK'S "RUBEVILLE," now
«' new trial in the Federal District cial mention here, who, it Is alleged,
year of
finishing
their seventh
are
ruining
if
the plaintiff's business
any, could be given and how far
Court for the Southern District of
New York in his $5,250,000 damage by a conspiracy forbidden by the it could go it is not yet time to Keith and Orpheum vaudeville.
suit on Sherman Anti-Trust law Anti-Trust Act of July 2, 1890, C- discuss. Decree reversed."
charges against the Keith, Orpheum 647, 26 Stat. 209. An injunction and
PALACE DATE OFF
ftnd affiliated circuits and -several enormous dqjnages are asked. The

NELSON TUCKER

;

•

vaudeville

executives,

from E.

F.

Albee down, proved a surprise to
theatrical people in view of the
baseball decision (Federal Baseball

Club vs. National League), upon
which ground Judge Julian W, Mack
dismissed Hart's complaint in tho
lower court.
The appeal, which was taken directly to the U. S. Supreme Court,
sidestepping the Circuit Court ot
Appeals, was for the purpose of
adjudicating as a question of law
whether or not vaudeville is interstate commerce. The local Federal
Court declared its laak of jurisdic
tion, maintaining that the alleged
conspiracy did not constitute a restraint of Interstate commerce.
What was chiefly responsible for
Hart winning his point for a new
trial was the question. "What is a
vaudeville act?" The salient points
of the entire litigation are whether
or not a booking contract of an ac:

Involves as an important or dominant element the transportation of
paraphernalia or properties. If the"
latter, such transportation rises to
the magnitude of being interstate
The defendants* concommerce.
tention is that a booking contract
merely involves" the employment of
the artist's personal service. These
points must be threshed out at the
actual trial.
The point of "What Is a vaudeville act?" was adjudicated on Martin W. Littleton's argument and the

Judge Louis B. Eppstein
(Eppsteln & Axman), who set forth
that a vaudeville act is a con-

briefs of

structed piece of property, pieced
together, starting with the author
who created it, then worked on by
the producer who casts it, organizes
and builds it up, then rehearsed
and finally booked as an entity.
This was held to differ from the
baseball decision in that the ballplayers use their uniforms to distinguish themselves 'and that the
balls and bats can even be pur-

was dismissed for want of Jurby the District Court on
the ground that it did not state a
cause of action arising under the
Constitution or laws of the United
bill

isdiction

"The bill sets out a superfluous
length a combination of the defendants to exclude actors from the
theatres controlled by them, being
practically all the theatres In the
United States and Canada in which
high-class
vaudeville
entertainments are produced, and to exclude
the managers and personal representatives of actors from the defendants' booking exchange in New
York and from business, unless .they
respectively comply with the defendants'
requirements, including
the payment of considerable sums.
It is alleged that a part of the defendants' business is making contracts that call on performers to
travel between the States and from
abroad and In connection therewith
require the^ transportation of large
quantities of scenery, costumes and
animals.
Some or many of these
contracts call for the transportation
of vaudeville acts, including performers, scenery, music, costumes
and whatever constitutes the act,
so that it is said that there is a
constant stream of this so-called
commerce from State to State.
"The defendants contend and the
judge below was of opinion that
dominant object of all the arrangements was the personal performance of the actors, all transportation being merely incidental to that,
and, therefore, that the case is governed by Federal Baseball Club vs.
National League, 259' U. S. 200. On
the other hand. It is argued that in
the transportation of vaudeville acts
the apparatus sometimes is more
important than the performance,
and that the defendants' conduct is
within the statute to that extent at
least t

Ziegfeld

AGAINST VAUDEVILLE

.

"The Jurisdiction

Court

is

Max

by

Complaint

Against Keith et

Hart
al.

Pending
.

Washington,

With the U.
decision

in

the

S.

May

23.

Supreme Court

Hart-Keith

et

Cancels Because
Hitch

Rogers

Will

States.

of the District
the only matter to be considered on this appeal. That is deTrial in Summer or Fall
termined by the allegations of the
The actual trial, while on the cal- bill, and usually. If the bill or decendar, can hardly be reached until laration lakes a claim that if wellsummer or fall. It will be a Jury founded is within Jurisdiction of
the court, it Is within that Juristrial and the actual facts will be decided upon. From this verdict either diction, whether well founded or not.
"Equitable Life Assurance Society
way, either litigant has recourse to
appeal once again to the Circuit vs. Brown, 187 U. S. 308, 311; DemCourt of Appeals and Anally the lng vs. Carlisle Packing Company,
TJ. S. Supreme Court
However, the 226 U. S. 102, 109. 110. the former
highest* tribunal would then be In case expressly and the latter by
and reaffirm
follow
the position to decide on the facts implication
of the case as they were presented Swafford vs. Templeton, 185 U. S.
and not merely a question of law 487, 493, to the effect that when a
such as was their problem In the suit is brought in a Federal court
and the very matter of the controinterstate commerce point.
Maurice Goodman, the Keith and versy is Federal it cannot be disfor want of Jurisdiction,
affiliated legal mainstay, interprets missed
the decision with little comment 'however, wanting in merit* may be
intended to establish
averments
the
other than since the U. S. Supreme
Court seems to think that the a Federal right See also St. Louis,
& Southern Railway
Mountain
Iron
Federal court ha9 Jurisdiction, he
will endeavor at the trial to prove Company vs. McWhlrter. 229 U. S.
276.
265,
275,
his contention that the transporta"It Is not necessary to draw the
tion of scenery and properties is
merely incident to a booking con- line between the foregoing and other
cases brought in courts of the United
tract and not part of It.
The actual argument of the appeal States to assert a claim under the
consumed a very small portion of Constitution that have been ordered
the day, the court reserving its de- to be dismissed below because 'absolutely devoid of merit.' Newburycision for two weeks.
The case has never been off the port Water Company vs. Newbury
calendar since its inception three port 193 U. S. 561, 676. 679. beyond
confining the latter to those that
years ago.
are very plain. It Is enough that
Justice Holmes' Opinion
we are not prepared to say that
Justice Holmes' opinion follows: nothing can be abstracted from this
This Is a suit by one whose busi- bill that falls under the act of Conness is getting contracts for vaude- gress, or at least that the claim
ville performers to perform in the»
Is wholly frivolous.
atres all over the United States and
"The bill was brought before the
*°Ung as their manager and per- decision of the baseball club case,
gonal representative. It Is brought and It may be that what In general
gainst a combination of corpora- is incidental in some instances may

chased in each different state.

FEDERAL TRADE CASE

al.

Cuthbert and Algie took the whole
club one mornin and taught them

how to play golf. They have been
gettln up early ever since and goln
out on the links and playin 18 holes,
reportln at the ball orchard In the
afternoon so all In they could hardly

run to first base.
I suspected somethln was wrong
when they begun sprmgln that new
language on me about toppin 'em,
etc., so I had one of the bat boys
watch them for a few mornins but
the kid went democratic on me and
of didn't tip
nothln.
He was one of
their caddies.

I finally caught them sneakin out
Rogers will not play the about 6 a. m. with golf
bags under
Palace, New York, the week of May their arms and gave
them a trail to
Rogers has the country club that Cuthie
27 as first reported.
and
notified the Keith office that he will Algy has horned
them Into. Tou
be unable to play the date which ought to see that flock of glboneys
was tentatively set.
when I stepped out from behind the
Rogers was to have doubled into club house at the flrst~hole. They
the Palace from the Ziegfeld near dropped.
The two main framers tried to
"Follies," which he leaves June 2,
but a last-minute hitch upset the get me to play a round with them,
Opposition
arangement.
to
the but I bawled them out to a fare
doubling by Ziegfeld is reported as thee well and told them if they
the cause of Rogers' disinclination didn't win that afternoon they could
kiss themselves good bye. If I want
to play the vaudeville date.
golf players I'll send for Walter
Eleanor Painter, who was to have
Hagen and a few of them big9
played on the same bill with
leaguers. My gang can play all the
Rogers, has cancelled the booking,
golf they want in the winter but in
notifying the Keith people of the
the summer they will have to stick

Will

,

case

week,

this

Eppstein

it

developed that

& Axman,

.attorneys

for

a complaint against the
same defendants with the Federal
Trade Commission, concurrent with
Hart,

the

filed

commencement

of

the

civil

Illness

of her mother.

to chasln the apple, or else.

action.

ELIZABETH MURRAY'S TOUR

mission charges big time vaudeville
Elizabeth M. Murray has started
with being a monopoly, pursuing a tour under the direction of Jos.
F.
unfair trade methods and with con- Vlon. billing herself as "The Intispiracy to prevent Hart from con- mate Entertainer In Dialect Storiedtinuing his booking and producing Songs."

by a three-piece
composed of Mel Morris,
has Joseph Maruca and Joseph Lube.
She

business.

assisted

ic

Stone

Hatchley,

Ed Renton
Ont

S.

The mob

Antoinette

Rochte,

Jake

Wells

Perry Norman, William Augustin
stock, Taunton, Mass.

Harrison

Hoy and

Jeannette Con-

nor, Proctor stock, Troy, N. Y.

W. Lewis

Maude Fealy

(formerly

with

Newark), B. F.
Keith stsek. Alh mbra. New York.
Harry Burns and Co., including
Charles Senna and Carletta Diamond, for "Ths Vanities of 1923."
Lorln Raker for "The Gingham
Girl" (June 1, replacing Eddie Buz-

District Court for

the Southern New York district It
was stated this week that the action of Max Hart against the
vaudeville people might be reached,
from its number on the calendar,
the latter part of June or the first

week

all.

Players, Richmond, Va.

Jack

At the U.

Binghamton,

&

Boyd

stock, Lyric, Hamilton,

commerce.

in July.

MoGraw and

Hall Players,

Scott,

opera

NY.'
Hooper

read about

house,

ENGAGEMENTS
Susan

sion's pleasure to, order an investigation to proceed'.
Big time vaudeville was before
the
Federal
Trade Commission
'some years ago. After exhaustive
hearings had been held in New
York the commission in Washington, upon the advice of the Attorney General, dismissed the action
for want of jurisdiction on the
ground vaudeville was not inter-

is hooklp em or
After I slice a few berries
jack maybe they will get

whether they

is

sllcln em.
off their
the Idea.
I have

them big league managers orderln
the golf clubs put In camphor after
the spring tralnln but I never
thought it would percolate down to
the bushes.
It's opposition.
The
first thing I know they wont be
anybody out to the ball park at

orchestra,

It is said the commission
been holding up the complaint
pending the higher court's decision
on the appeal. It Is at the commis-

state

Can you imagine the nerve of
them bozos? Trailin along In last
place and all they are worryln about

•

The complaint before the com-

stock,

piled

Newark

Into

In

the afternoon and finally won another ball game after they had about
convinced me that the
column
waste
and -not
win.
I told them to parlay that victory
into a large family and climb out
of the second division or the stockholders would be on them In a body.
One of the local scribes who dont
think so much of me and my club
has been hintln at this golf- thing
for a week but I never give it a
rumble. I always figured it was a
nice harmless pastime fo.* a lot of
akays but it seems that the game
has got everybody by the ears.

W

meant

Everywhere I go I hear dames and
young fellers crackln
bout goln
around in 120, etc., and *alkln this
golf language that my ball club has
:

zell).

Alden Tiberlo, Italian actress,
adopted for their native tongue.
JACK LINDATJER DISAPPEARS Keith vaudeville (next season).
Anne Elstner, "Sunup."
Today Cuthbert started up to hit
Jack Llndauer (Pisano and LinKelso Brothers, "Happy Go with a clgaret^ rtuck in his kisser
dauer) has disappeared and left no
and when I yelled at him he said he
Lucky"
(Columbia
wheel
show).
trace or clue. The act was booked
he was
Win Fox and Harry Koier, "It's forgot for a* minute wherethe
at Union Hill for May 12 and 12.
links.
and thought he was out on
The first day "was played, but Lln- All in Fun" (Columbia).
I plastered a ten buck fine on him to
dauer did not turn up for the SunNat Nazzaro, Jr., Roy Cummlngs, help him remember and he 'strikes
day show, nor did he send any 'Spice of 1924."
out like he was tryln to wave to
word to his partner. The team have
Barbara Beaver, Aileen Bror.son'a a guy on a roof outside of the park.
a long roike booked.
•
Mornin practise from now on and
vaudeville act.
Lindauer's mother, who lives in
Anne Elstner for "Sunup," Prov- if they can find time in between to
Kingston, tJ. Y., was communiplay golf they are welcome to it
lncetown
Players
production.
cated with, but has no news of him.
I have a good club If I can get them
Peggy
Hopkins -Joyce,
James goln but the old' trouble about a
The police have been notified.
Cody (stage manager) for Earl Car- club beln as strong as it's pjtchin
k

'

"Vanities of 1923."
Morris, Ernest Lawford,
Henry Hull, Etlenne Qirardot, for
Players Clubs "School for Scanrolls'

PERCY WILLIAMS ILL IN BED
Percy G. Williams, taken ill several weeks ago at his winter home
in Palm Beach, is still under the
care of his physician at his estate,
"Pineacres," East Isllp, Long Island.
Mr. Williams has been confined to
his bed the greater portion of the
time since his return north, with an
Improvement in his condition reported early this week.

Two More 8hubert
Two more former

McKay

dal."

Nat Weaker, Tony-Zebro, Mansfield

Comedy

Co. (touring).

Stephanie D'Este, Plckert stock,
Freeport, L.

L

Primrose Second, "Sun Showers"
(opening

May

28 at Philadelphia).

Beleska Mallnoff. "Go -Go."
Florence Eldrldge, "Around

staff applies to

my

bunch.

The pitchers to date cant win a
game unless you spot them
about a dozen runs. The gang go
ball

out and get a flock of tallies only
watch these crockery armed
heavers toss them away.
You wont hear any more beefs
out of me about golf for I think I
have made it plain to these eggs
that any one of them can leave any
time and strengthen the club. Your
Old flldft Irtnlr^
Con.
to

the

Acts Booked Corner"
Shubert acts
Edna Hlbbard, "Crooked Square.''
were booked by the western Keith
Ray Dooley, "Vanities of 19L'3."
office this' week. They are Bernard
Gavin
and
Gordon,
"Romeo
and Scarth and Joe Whitehead, both
Juliet"
of whom were enabled to secure an
Paul Doucet, "Officer 666" (In
audience and hearing from the
Keith people following Insertions of Paris).
In
Variety,
Waltei Abel, "Mary the 3rd."
advertisements

*55

WEEKLY FOB

MRS.

DONER

Mrs. Ted Doner has been awarded
$55 weekly alimony for the support
of herself and two children as a
result of her suit for separation on

grounds of cruelty.

Ted Donor Is o* the
Doner art.

i:o*e

and

»

VAUDEVILLE
LARGE SUIT THREATENING BY
DDONIE" AGAINST PANTAGES

MUSICIANS' MEETING

A

LIGHTS' OPENING
May 30 with Baseball— Dues Back
to |10
The Lights' Club, the theatrical
organization recruiting its membership from the actors' colony in and

himself, reached between the head
of tho circuit and Kearns, to play
the turn over the entire Pan chain,
not less than 30 weeks, with the act
to receive the first $3,500 of the
weekly gross receipts, Pantages the
next $3,500, and the surplus over
$7,000 weekly to be divided equally
between act and house.

This understanding,

it is

was

said,

altered at the last moment, Just before the act was due to open May
20 at the Chateau, Chicago, by Pantages, who informed it he could not
agree to any amount weekly over
the $3,500 guarantee.
Kearns is the manager for Jack

He has played Dempsey
the Pantages Circuit under

Dempsey.
over

somewhat similar sharing arrangements.
Doraldina made personal
appearances for Pantages some time
ago, breaking several house records
on his circuit. Through the conversations
between
and
Pantages
Kearns "Odonie" declined to accept several advantageous offers,
two of which were for Chicago cabarets.

PANTAGES' START, EAST
The Nathanson and Smith houses
in Toronto and Hamilton, Canada,
will be the starting points for the
Pantages Circuit, beginning June 9.
Up to now they have been the final
weeks. Shows will open in Toronto
on Saturdays, playing until Friday
night, that also applying to Hamilton. From
the latter point the
shows will jump to Chicago for the

usual Sunday opening.
Pan's eastern Canadian houses
were reported switching to Keith
bookings several weeks ago, but
will continue to be supplied through
Eddie Milne of the Pan New York
office.

McCaffrey'* Suspension Over
William McCaffrey, the Keitn
booker suspended one month ago,
returned to the Keith office this
weak and again took over the booking of Jersey City, Union Hill and
Hoboken, looked after by Arthur
Blondeil during the Interim.
McC.ffrey is the first booker In
the Keith office to* ever draw a suspension. He is one of the youngest
booking men In the office. The suspension followed McCaffrey's neglect
to turn in a confirmation slip on an
act he had verbally booked.
The
act meanwhile was booked for the
same date in another Keith house.

DIRECT WITH KEITH OFFICE

To Be Submitted to Mana-

—

Offi-

St. Louis,

May

—

23.

Agents Claim They Could Deliver Act* Cheaper
N. V. A. Benefit Ascribed as Cause for Stars'
Friendliness With Keith Executives

Resolutions adopted at the 28th
annual convention of the American
Federation of Musicians last week,
call for an Increase of $10 In the
wage scale of musicians employed contractors of jazz bands, novelty
with road attractions.
bands, and dance orchestras be deThis fixes the forthcoming seaprivilege of importing muweekly for le- nied the

son's scale at $75
gitimate, musical comedy, burlesque

sicians into their local jurisdiction.
President Weber warned the dele-

and vaudeville acts carrying mu- gates
sicians. They are now receiving $65

I.,

formally

drastic

weekly.

*

More "names" and "headline™**
who contemplate the vaudeville
plunge for the summer are booking

direct with the Keith office than
such a ever befo/e. In seasons past it was
not
"You can
customary for the agents to go out

adopting

against

resolution.

stop the progress of evolution; to
playing split weeks muattempt it, would mean to destroy
Among sicians* scale for next season will the entire organization."
30.
other features of the opening will be call for $80 weekly. Now it Jj $70.
President Weber in his report to
None of the burlesque shows the convention on the New York sita baseball match between the
Lights' nine and the Lynbrook Ath- carry any musicians other than
uation
told -of his many efforts to
letics.
leaders, and few vaudeville acts
\
about a reasonable settleA new election of officers is slated carry extra musicians other than bring
ment.
The club intends re- leaders.
for June 15.
Discussion of other topics includnewing its activities on a par with
The new scale will be submitted
address by Frank Gillrrore,
three or four years ago. Since then to the Theatrical Managers' Asso- ed an
Equity,
in which he told of Equity's
its membership has fallen off.
ciation, and Vaudeville Managers'
in 1924 for
A membership drive is being con- Protective Association within a Intention of going out the
help of
and with
Equity
shop,
ducted, with the dues reduced to week or so, and the matter threshed
the A. F. of Iff., and the I. S E., he
the
$10 and initiation fees waived.
of
representatives
out between
felt certain of victory for Equity.
American Federation of Musicians
Charles C. Shay, president I. S. E.,
and the managerial associations.
ACTS
asaddressed the convention, a.
Musicians with circus bands are
Val Harris and Vera Griffin,
of M. delegates, and
comedy act, "The Sheik of '61," raised according to the new scale sured the A. F.stage
employes were
Gillmore, the
adopted at the St. Louis convention
written by Henry Morrow.
if necessary would
Frank Browne and Katherine La from $25 to $40 a man, and leaders with them, and
the most drastic contract
draw
up
Velle, novelty musical comedy act.
from $50 to $65.
coming year.
Carnival show musicians are to for the
Bernice Hart (Hart Sisterj) and
Agnes McCarthy (McCarthy Twins), receive $40 a man, according to the
two-act.
TABLOIDS
new scale, and carnival show leadJoe B. Stanley in summer revue ers $65 weekly.
Road attractions
Chicago, May 23.
with 18 people.
getting less than 50 cents top will
LeComte & Flesher, one firm
"The Reel and The Real," by S. have a scale of $35 weekly, with which is still ai)> o make money
Jay Kaufman, Mr. and Mrs. Nor- leaders getting $55.
with one-night stand musical orman Phillips featured. Betty Kemp
The officers re-elected by the ganizations, announces three shows
and William Adams in support American Federation were Joseph for next season "My China Doll,"
(Hocky & Green).
N. Weber, president /William Mayer, with Rarbara Bronell; "Go Easy
Charles Gillen and Marie Crispi, vice president; Wm. J. Kerngood, Mabel" and "Listen to Me."
The
piano and singing.
secretary; and Harry E. Brenton, book, lyrics and music of all three
Crisp Sisters and Dave Bennett, treasurer. The salaries of the treas- shows are the work of Charles
comedy and dancing.
urer and secretary of the A. F. of George.
Paul Doyle and Joe Golden, two- M. were voted to be increased to
act.
$4,000 and $4,500 respectively. This
Ruth Roland (from pictures), is an Increase of $300 annually for ANDERSON & STRIKER FIRM
single act.
Chas. G. Anderson and E. L.
each officer.
Gene Strong and Hazel Mann
Tho traveling dance orchestra Striker have formed a vaudeville
(Mrs. Strong) are rehearsing a new was vigorously opposed, and was producing and managing firm.
act by Will H. Hough.
Anderson war for a long while
undir flre at all sessions of convenFrank Lynch, who played vaude- tion. Of 32 resolutions submitted, with
the
Keith
organization;
ville fer many years in "Huckin's 10 were aimed at traveling orchesStriker until lately was associated
Run" (Walsh and Lynch), has re- tras, in so far that each resolution with the Marinclli agency.
vived the act.
resolved to eliminate the transfer
privilege.
COAST CO. VAUDEVILLE
The traveling orchestra
Frances White on Pan Time
was termed by srfme of the deleLos Angeles, May 23.
Chicago, May 23.
gates, as "pest." "menace," "can
The West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
Frances White, recently seen at music/' "acrobatic horn blowers," (pictures) has arranged for five
McVickera and at Ralnbo Gardens, "noise making contortionist," and as weeks of vaudeville in small stands
opens on the Pantages circuit' on such have no right to compete with in Southern California, to be booked
May 27.
musicians. Resolutions saking that through the Bert Levy Circuit.

The act's management charges it around Freeport, L.
had an understanding with Pantage* opens its season May

1923

STARS FROM LEGIT BOOKING

cers Re-Elected

threatened damage action for
$250,000 npainPt Alexander rantages
is talked of by Doraldina (star of
"Odonie," a vaudeville art costing
$40,000 to produce and carrying 28
people) and Jack Kearns, financially
interested in It.

24,

SET SEVERAL SCALES

gerial Associations

$40,000 Production Alleges Pan Changed Playing
Terms— Estimates Damage at $250,000— Doraldina and Jack Kearns Interested

May

Thursday,

When

NEW

THREE NEW

—

WEST

combing the legit and musical
comedy highways and byways for
stars

place

to

in

the

vaudeville

houses that remain open all summer. The legit people were usually
available on account of the closing
of their season and the agents
usually lined up enough to supply an
occasional headliner for the metro*
politan houses and beach theatres
in and around the east.
This season the legit
people
have been coming direct to ihe
Keith officials for their bookings.
In the past few weeks Will Rogers,
Olga Petrova, Eleanor Painter and
Helen Ware negotiated with the
Keith office in regard to summer
bookings. Ethel Barrymore. Fred
Stone and others have been approached through the same source.
several

In

Instances the

artists,

according to the agents, have revived more money by booking direct than the agents would have
asked for the turn.
The agents
claim they could have delivered
several of the stars for less than
the Keith people paid them when
they booked direct.
The annual N. V. A. Benefit is
held
partly
responsible
by the'
agents for the new custom of the

•

legit

Many

stars.

the annual

at

of

benefit

them appear
and become

acquainted

with officials of the
vaudeville circuit.
When they are
ready to p?ay vaudeville they look

up their

friends.

ILL AiiD INJURED
A. K. Taylor, editor of the

mu-

magazine known as "The Violinist," has just left a Chicago hospital
where he had spent three
months after an automobile accident, in February.
He is still on
crutches, but is improving daily.
Ward De Wolf is seriously ill at
Saranac Lake. Last week reports
were circulated that De Wolf wae
sical

dead.

John Royal, manager of Keith's
Palace, Cleveland, is out of the hoepital
convalescing from a re:ent
illness.

Tom Kane of the Century Play Co.
recuperating from his recent illness in Asheville, N. C.
Aaron Epstein, assistant manager of the Ridgewood, Brooklyn*
has recovered from his recent serious illness and is convalescing at
Clifton Manor, Biltmore, N. C.
Fally Markus is on the road to
recovery following a recent attack
is

Georgie Wood for Keith's
Georgie Wood, a diminutive
English music hall performer never
appearing over here, has been
routed for a tour of the Keith
houses, with opening set for around

of pneumonia.
Mrs. Nellie Veronica (Nellie and
Ernest Veronica, and also known as
Veronica
and Hurl -Falls)
wae
stricken with smallpox while play-

The

rushed to the Detention Hospital.
She is reported to be recovering.
George H. Cobb, chairman of the

Wee
Wee

September
is

1.

ing

Marinclli office

vaudeville

houses,

many

cover.

spring.
Colonial,

this week.

week

split

New

York,

Mrs. Jack Strouse, in Lloyd's
Sanatorium, Nicholas avenue, New
York, for treatment made necessary by a fall on the stage of the
Shubert-Crescent theatre last fall,
from which she has been a sufferer

closes

The house
policy of

a feature picture

last

tried out a
six acts and

week, but de-

when business fell off.
The Royal In the Bronx will close
tho first week in June. This week
marks the closing of the Keystone,
Philadelphia;
Orpheum, Germantown; Jefferson, Auburn; Kialto,
Amsterdam; Adgcniont. Chester, and
cided to close

Proctor's, Troy, Which
stock for the summer.

goes

A

r
l

of

June 3.
"Lyric, Hoboken, <Locw) Sunday,

closes

Way

29.

since.

Anna

Fitsiu,

the

Metropolitan

Opera singer, wae stricken with
pneumonia recently while returning
to New York City from Key West.
For a time she was dangerously ill,

into
the

houses are booked through the
Keith pop priced department by
Harold Kemp.
Tho Wm. I'enn, Philadelphia, and
Wilmington, closed
last
Aldine,
Tho Plainfield, Plainfleld,
week.

and

down in Watertown, N. Y., May 18.
He was taken to the city hospital,
where it was thought he would re-

of

which have been deferring closing
dates, due to the unusually cool

Tho

recently

New York State Bureau of Motion
Picture Censorship, was seriously
hurt when an automobile ran him

HOUSES CLOSING
The fair weather durii.g the past
week has augmented the closing of
the

Indianapolis
.

bringing him over.

but

now

is

reported recovering.

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
for

KARYL NORMAN

Thanks to Messrs. E. F. Albee, Eddie Darling and their associates
CUita for a wonderful season.
Not forgetting the public.

EDDIE

of the B. F. Keith

WEBER

is

still

and Orpheum

conducting.

Cir-

VARIETY

$1.75 (three months)

92 Foreign

—

—
May

Thursday,

—

BURLESQUE

24, 1923

C00PEA SHOW LEADS

PLENTY OF BURLESQUE COMICS

AVAILABLE FOR NEXT SEASON

Vue" at Waldrcn's Casino, Boston, ''Seven

week

gross

top

—

Last
at the Columbia, New York.
week with 13 performances, the
extra show being a midnight performance, Cooper's did SO, 411. At

4

lesque for vaudeville before they
signed with the unit circuit.
After the unit circuit flopped the
acts tried independent vaudeville
bookings, only to report that their
former salaries had to be cut considerably before they could secure
bookings.
The independent circuits, took
advantage of the condition created
by the units' flop and cut them to
the bone.
They prefer burlesque next season
because the salaries are about equal
and the burlesque season assures
them 35 weeks' steady employment.

CLEAN FACE COMICS
Rule for Columbia Wheel

General

Shows Next Season
Clean facial make-ups will be tho
general rule in the Columbia wheel
shows next season, with the comics
resorting to misfit clothes rather

than a "mug" to assist them Ii
going after laughs.
One reason for the "clean-faca"'
policy
lesque

it

that the smaller stock burand those playing

comics

circuits have practiadopted
over-greased
cally
the
countenance as a trade-mark, and
with the Columbia's higher scale of
'admission prices it is thought some
effort ai class should be made in
order to strike a contrast betweei
the first, second and third grad?
•hows.
This does not mean that the Columbia comics will appear minus
al: comedy facial make-ups, but the
eccentrics will be a little less eccentric and the tramps will trim
the crepe closer than ever before.

minor wheel

All of the familiar types like Hebraic, Dutch, Tad and the nonde-

be more or
The cleaning up

script characters
leas tcned down.

will

campaign is generally based on the
principal that a comic taking a fall
in a dress suit, if he's a real comic,
can secure a bigger laugh than a
comic taking the same fall in a
ragged tramp outfit.

McTIGUE EXTRA
Champion with Marion Show Next

Week
Mike McTigue has been engaged
by Dave Marion as an added at-

New

traction at the Columbia,

beginning

York,

Monday with

next

the

Marion fhovv. McTigue will appear
in an athletic turn and will probably do a little boxing with a partner to be selected later in the week.
He is the champion light heavyweight of the world.
Mollie Williams also goes into the
Columbia as an extra attraction
with the Marion show next week.
Miss Williams will do a specialty

and work with Marion in comedy

the midnight .show, given uh a regular Wednesday night feature at the
Casino, Boston, during the Cooper
show's run, the gross was $1,300.

BURLESQUE CLUB SHOW
GROSS AROUND $5,800
Sunday Performance

New York

The Cooper show

HARRY

at

— Dave

A.

WHITE

—

KNOW

FROM

Negotiations

reported

are

on

whereby the Columbia Amusement

$9,400.
in
It is

—

Was

Scnbner's Assistant
M.nage Boston Gayety

Will

enry, assirtant to

Sam

the grass
R. I., late

a

in

'

Leases and contracts with the
Mutual will prevent the new cirfrom placing their attractions
in any of the McGrath houses, it in

cuit

The

third circuit, to be called

Columbia home office Job.
During Henry's incumbency as
Scribner's assistant, he made an enWith a home and
viable record.
interests centered in Boston it was
at Henry's own solicitation that he

Burlesque producers and artists

are turning to tabloids for summer
employment in preference to burlesque stock.
The John E. Coutts
Tabloid Circuit will have among its
producers Jack Singer. Sim Wilwas again placed in charge of the liams and Maurice Cain from the
Columbia Burlesque Circuit. Many
Gayety, Boston.
artists from the Columbia atjjenry's successor on the Columbia of the
tractions are to appear tn tabloids
directorial board will not be selected
Billy Gilbert will
summer.
until the annual meeting of the Co- this
head the Sim Williams tab; Shanlumbia In June.
non and McAllister, Frankle Hunter
and others will appear in different

KUSELL'S 'TOLLIES OF DAY"
Los Angeles, May 23,
"Follies of the Day,"
company of 20 organized

Matt Kusell's
with

a

week, opened a road tour In

last

in

Bakcrsfleld.

The company

Mae Mc-

includes

Rae, Helen Byer, Ethel Gray, Matt
Kusell and Larry Bryson as princi-

Foster at Olympic

tabs.

JOE MARKS GOES TO CARROLL
Joe Marks, principal comic with
"Youthful Follies" last season, (Columbia Wheel) has been signed by
Earl Carroll for three years.
make his legit debut
^ Marks will
in the forthcoming Carroll produc-

1

,
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U

the certain

'

— —

—

—

—

,

Subscribe for
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•

_

tion of "Vanities of 1023."

•
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Cranston.

In

as Mildred Rochibaud, 20 years old.
and Sally Dussault, 21 years old.
botn of 154 East 57th street, New
York, told the Cranston police they
were exhausted after an all-day
search for work in Providence and
nearby towns. The girls were neatly dressed, but admitted that all the
money left from their last salary as
members of the "Seven Hands
Around" company had been con-

said.

practically set with a minor detail
In pursuance of the Olympic's pals.
two to \>e straightened cut. The plan of changing the principal
appearing as or
Miller, MHvaukee< would replace tie
comedians of its burlesque stock or- COLUMBIA'S MIDNIGHT SHOW
an added feature with the Marion
Oayetv, Milwaukee, for Columbia, ganization every two weeks during
Show this week.
The Columbia. New York, will
and the Grand opera house, Min- the summer, Billy Foster started a
midnight
show every
give
a
neapolis, the Gayety in that city. two weeks' engagement Monday
at
during the summer enWednesday
FIGHT ON IN BOSTON
The Killer is of large capaol y. seat- the 14th street house. The rest of
the
gagement
Dave
Marion show
of
ing about L',800 against the 2,200 the cast remains practically the
Boston, Mar 2:!.
starting next Wednesday. The Coof the Gayety, Milwaukee. Th Gay- •ana.
A nice little battie is on here l<^
Foster and Narcturt headed lumbia midnight show will begin at
tween the Howard And the Casino. ety was formerly an American wheel the "Bowery Burlesquers," a Ilur- 1 30
p. m.
burlesque houses. The Howard has house controlled by the Amalga- tig-Seamon show on the Columbia
in
booked
an .ill -colored show, mated Enterprises, Inc.
wheel, last season.
HAS
MUTUAL FRANCHISE
house.
MinneapThe Grand opera
'Follow Me." t«» compete with Coop<:.Harry Bentley has been awarded
er'*
Black ;.n<l White" ^»<".v at the olis, is alro a house of larg;
»'. IflQ,
p:<ri'\ khan the Gayety, which it is EDM0NDS0N, COLUMBIA SCOUT a Mutual wheel franchise for next
d to repU.ce.
.Fixmidnight •;
IMmonclson has been ap- season. Julius Michael* will hold a
The How ;u-.J will have
pointed
scout for the Columbia half interest with Bentley and man*
performance on Tuesday while the
n
Controls
Own
Show
Solely
,
Maforvorr
Oa n frT!=
r h mv
Amusement Frr. st a rti ng Monday. age the show,
midnlnh
ii!'.
who was connected
ihe
Wed
ii.
Kdmondson,
wherebj
Camp*
Bor.u Snyder,
arrangement
The
"Maids of America's" New Title
,"
"i
o.ii^
m i".i'\ eland., held
with the late .lames E. Cooper's Inbl3 '..Ii
>:-.v
n
Of ;.«•
"Breezy Times" will sucreed the
••ii- .......
it,.(;.i-«t,.
Marion sliov. terests few several years, will travel
the
in
Inte -e*
.ii.off
Marion now extensively looking over possible '<>- Maids of America' as a show title
,^
on the Columbia wheel next season.
Mutual Rec!uce3 Capital StseU
lndi\ idually, The <;.ti"n- for new Columbia housea
cont rolm 1"'
is
censor of the 'The Maids" as a title has been in
in
which Marion He wi .i! • '
Girl
"An
Albany, M ij
Can pbell & Columbia ihows, working in co- use for 14 consecutive seasons. J.
Tl
wil
e* "
Mutual Burle£qu< Association Ka*
'*- •
Drew, mid which M irioti produced, operation In thai respeel with ,le*H Herbert Mad, will operate the -h
d its capitalisation from
i >

field

Thursday night, were reNew York Friday.
The girls, who gave their names

turned to

is

'

23.

A.
the

scenes.

Janus Thornton

May

of American and late
post to resume the managenu
president of the
the Gayety, Boston, over which he defunct Affiliated Theatres Corporpresided before taking over his ex- ation, which booked the Shubert
ecutive position with the Columbia. units.
Henry also tendered his resignation
as a member of the Columbia board
BURLESQUE PEOPLE AND TABS
of directors when relinquishing his

having staged "Sunshowers"
conjunction with Harry Delf.
Billy

j

I..

and penfound by the police lying on
girls, jobless

the American, will start with 16
weeks, according to the first estiScribner, general manager of
mates, which included the five Mc
Columbia Amusement Co. for the Grath houses, reported turned o\ r
last three years, has resigned that to Herk, former president
of the

Tom

legit,

i.«

Providence, R.

Two show
niless,

ized.

of the team of Felix & Calre. Cantor is a vaudeville agent, and has
taken a fling at producing for the

as Columbia w eel
The matter
report-* as

third

TOM HENRY RESIGNS

Minneapolis,
stand.'.

its

reported

day is Harry A. White.
"Harry A. White, sensational ec"Burlesque Revue" as the
centric dancer, was the hit of Mr.
benefit performance given by the Cochran's Revue."
London ChronBurlesque Club at the Columbia,
THEY
SHOULD
Sunday night was* called, was an
The. show
unqualified
success.
FRIENDS
STOLE
grossed approximately $3,300 on the
single performance, and the proJulia Olaf Saved
From Jail by
gram will raise the total to about
Mother
$2,500 more.
Springfield. Mass., May 23.
The show was unusual for a beneA tearful plea by her mother
fit, punctuated with enough names
to have supplied several Broadway saved
Jglia
old,
Olaf, 19 years
shows. Three different announcers Bridgeport burlesque actress, from
occupied the stage during the per- T>eing sent to Sherburne reformatory
formance. These we're Henry Dixon, for women after she was found
Capt. Irving O'Hay and Harry Rose.
guilty of larceny In District Court.
It was a happy selection, each anMrs. Olaf, who gave the court to
nouncer contrasting with the other
in a way to heighten the show's understand she was in comfortable
values. Captain O'Hay supplied the circumstances, made restitution of
dignity and class, Henry Dixon the |100 for articles her daughter adhomelike touch of atmosphere wkh
mitted taking from the home of Mrs.
his megaphone-like voice, and Harry Rose a spirit of clowning that George C. Stocktall, with whom the
kept the laughs tumbling over each burlesque girl became acquainted
while playing with a company In
other spontaneously.
Twenty-three acts did their stuff Springfield in January.
According to
It made for a perMrs.
Stocktall's
in three hours.
formance that swung along like a statement to the court when she
and her husband returned after a
tornado.
The acts appearing in their con- short motor trip they found Miss
secutive order were Irving O'Hay, Olaf, who had been their guest,
with a monolog telling of his inter- missing. Two small banks containesting war experiences among other ing $25, a silk evening dress, underthings; Gordon Bennett and the wear, kimona and other articles
pony ballet from the Marion sum- were also missing. Miss Olaf left
mer show at the Columbia; Bauline a note bidding the Stockstalls goodTravers, male impersonator; Mc- by and saying she was going away
*"
Carthy Sisters, from the "Music to be married.
There was a tearful scene in the
Box" show; Donald Kerr and Lou
Handman; Eddie Cantor; Johnny courtroom when Mrs. Olaf and her
Barry'.
Bob Startzman, Jean De daughter met. The girl had left
Lisle and Burton Carr, straight, home about a year ago and her
from the "Bon Tons"; Jim Barton; parents were unaware of her whereBelle Baker; Charlotte Greenwood; abouts until notified of her arrest.
Mel Klee; Teddy Clare Revue with The girl at first refused to return
Patti Moore; Ina Hay ward; Dave with her mother, but later agreed to
She will
Marion; Grace LaRue; Harry Rose; go back to Bridgeport.
Lester Allen; Corinne Arbuckle; enter a young women's college in
McNeil and Shadow; Val and Ernie Connecticut, her mother said.
Stanton; Madge Evans; Clark and
McCullough.
FELIX AND CANTOR SHOW
Among the high lights were a
Seymour Felix and Lew Cantor
song and dance by Dave Marion
which he did 40 years ago, Marion are slated to operate a Columbia
accompanying his
singing
and wheel show next season. A deal is
dancing with a banjo; the Teddy on whereby the two will. produce a
Clare Revue, with some dancing by Columbia show on the Campbell &
Clare that tied up the show and Drew franchises, under which "The
came pretty near wrecking the "no American Girl" operated last seaencore" ruling; Henry Dixon's Tux- son. Felix and Cantor are to work
edo, Eddie* Cantor's singing, and the show on a sharing arrangement
Jim Barton's changing of shoes with Campbell & Drew.
urith Johnny Barry on the stage.
Felix is a number producer and
was in vaudeville for years as half

Co., will secure the Miller, Milwaukee, and the Grand opera house,

in

Hands Around" Man-

This was incorrectly
Variety last week as
a half white and black
entertainment, and the first of Its
kind on the Columbia wheel since
sumed.
the days of Sheridan & Flynn's "Big
They stated the manager of the
Sensation" about 18 years ago.
troupe, with «ix others, had brought
The Gerard show "Follies" at the them here from Troy, N. Y., in the
Gayety, Boston, did $7,600 last week, hope of being booked at
a Proviand $8,500 the previous week, the dence theatre. Falling in this, he
first of its run.
The same show departed without warning, they
played a summer run in Boston last said,'
and without making prosummer. The Gerard show, how- visions for them.
ever, Is not running a midnight
The girls set out to find wprk and
show, giving but 12 performances
tramped the entire day without
weekly.
success. Late at night one nearly
The Dave Marion show at the Co- collapsed from exhaustion. Cranslumbia, New York, dropped last ton
police,
after
hearing their
week to approximately $1,100 under story, took them to a hotel, where
the previous week. Last week the they were provided with lodging
Marion show did $6,700. The pre- and meals and later sent to New
vious week it did $8,800. It is also York.
pla: ing 12 shows weekly.
Cooper, however. Is to have con3D CIRCUIT MINUS
siderable competition on the colored
show proposition starting this week.
Five
McQrath
Houses Not In, Says
The "Follow Me" show, an all colMutual
ored troupe, started at. the Howard,
TBoston, Monday and "Liza" goes
The third burles.que circuit now
Into the Wilbur next Monday. That
The being formed cannot include any
is also an all colored show.
Howard, Incidentally starts giving of the five houses controlled by_J.
a midnight show on Tuesdays, this J. McGrath, according to the Muweek, and the Wilbur will have a tual Burlesque Circuit officials.
The new circuit, said to be sponmidnight show for "Liza" on Thurssored by I. H. Herk, McGrath and
days, beginning next week.
With the Cooper midnight i-how other Middle Western theatrical
at Waldron's Wednesday, that will men, was to include the five house*
make three midnight entertain- which McGrath had placed on the
Mutual Circuit when it wus organments in Boston during the week.

week)

$9,000.

The

TWO NEW COLUMBIA STANDS

is

week.
During that time it has
grossed nearly $?9,000, the first week
doing $10,200, the second week( last

Eccentric Russian dancer, now
featured with Wanka.
M. Golden said: "The best eccentric Russian dancer on the stage to-

Marion's Banjo Specialty

GRASS

IN

ager Deserved Company
at Providence

Columbia summer shows now playFor the second consecutive
wi-i'k
the Cooper show has topped
Gerard's "Follies of the Day" at the
Gayety, Boston, and Marion's show

'

Columbia,

again
captured
the
honors of the trio of

ing.

Flop of Shubert Units and Small Time Salary Cuts
Glut the Market Burlesque Best Bet Because of
Steady Employment

Big

FOUND LYING

The Jimmie Cooper "Beauty Relast

Many burlesque comedians who
from
burlesque
into
graduated
vaudeville during the past few seasons will be back in burlesque next
year due to the dissolution of the
"Shubert unit circuit.
Applications from many of the
former burlesquers for their old jobs
are pouring into the burlesque producers from artists who left bur-

SHOW GIRLS, EXHAUSTED,

Did $9,411 Last Week in BostonMidnight Performance Included
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OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS
CIRCUS GIANT

STOCK UNDER CANVAS
WITH PRIVATE CAR

SPARKS' CIRCUS

Thursday,

AUGERS WILL

Personal effects Tilued at about
$168.50, once tho property of William Henry Auger, tho lata Circus
giant, which were in the possession

m

Dr. Coue's forhas been getting better and
The building process has
better.
been slow but sure, but there's a
noticeable permanency about it.
The show started out this year at
like the celebrated

mula,

it

started around 8:15 and
wjuik' up at 10:15, with the concert
running about a half hour. The

show

It

J.

speed and smoothness with which
the different displays are run off
tempo up to pitch
the
keeps
throughout.

manager; Clifton Sparks, assistant manager, and
Macon, Ga., April 5. At Plaintleld, Bert Mayo, equestrian director.
N. J., May 17, it was a craekerjack Gddif Jackson is the press agent
how for the money i?5 cents top traveling with the show, and S. F.
and 30 for the kiddies). The Sparks' Harris has charge of the reserved
Sparks

Char'c-B

seat sections.
The big top was excellently
lighted with the Delco system, and
the arrangements for handling the

less than a sellout at night. In addition to the circus (here's a couple

brassy

is

traveling in

1923

GOOD TAKINGS PRESAGE
GENERAL OUTDOOR BOOM

of several of his friends, who
them for safekeeping, were last
Reports Optimistic
Doug. Morgan Co. Plays In- week turned over to Elizabeth Early
Not Officially Started
128
of
Season
widow,
decedent's
Auger,
dependence, Mo. In Iowa
Bloomfield avenue, Hoboken, N. J.,
Reported Big
Business
and
her
of
aid
with
the
latter,
16 Weeks
after the

—

—

for

The

sister-in-law, began an action In
the Surrogate's Court under section
205 of the code to obtain property
which they Imagined belonged to
the decedent running well up into
the thousands of dollars.

Kansas City, May 23.
Doug. Morgan stock com-

is

20 cars this
season, showing in a big top that
seats about 3,800, with a tent approximately 550 feet in length,* 130
It's a
in width and a 35-foot top.
three-ring show in every sense of
outfit

24,

held

-

Sparks Brothers' cJrcui has bc« n
hitting tho sawdust trail for 30
yeans more or loss, and oath year,

May

J.

pany, playing under canvas, broke

Jump from Texas to Iowa by
a week at Independence,

Its

Two alleged bank accounts, one
for $10,000 and another for $4,000,
were found to exist only in Imagitwo bulldogs, "Pal'.' and
nation;
"Ring," valued at about $20 and $45,

playing*
Mo.,

a suburb of

this city.

Although the outdoor season has
not been

officially

opened, reports

from parks and circuses indicate a
year. Heavy patronage in
the face of cool weather has caused
surprise and great interest in show

boom

Circus takings have been

circles.

good since the outfits

consistently

was the first time in years that
took to eanvas and last week, when
three major big tops opposed each
crowd were excellent. Paul Wenzel a # tent show had played the town,
the property of Mr. Auger, other close by in New Jersey; all
heading 12 clowns inserted laughs and business was far above expec- once
gifts to his
his
to
be
found
were
Th4
band
un18-piece
An
drew excellent attendance.
frequently.
the word.
tations, holding up the record tho Hurd friends; a gold' watch and
highly competitive bookings were
It did business at Piainfied, with der tin direction of Jack Phillips
the
posin
found
to
be
was
miles
chain
it's
and
losing
week
music,
show
made
of
not
a
the
has
furnishes
around.
something more than half capacity
figured to dent business all
usual assemblage of since lest September.
the
session of his sister; scenery, alat the afternoon show and about 960 above
The parks are but partiallyto be found with
It

1

tented aggregations.

Bell.

The Morgan

real

of side shows, the usual freak outfits.
Customary concert follows the
circus proper with a tariff of 25
cents.
This has Tommy Mullen, a
wrestler, offering to meet all com-

WASHINGTON PROPOSES

BAN ON CARNIVALS

If Mullen fails to throw any
contender within four minutes the
contender is entitled to $1 for each
minute he stays, with a time limit
of 15 minutes. The night the show
was caught Mullen caught a tartar,
a local grappler, who, try as Mullen
might, he could not pin his shoulders to the mat. The local collected
A wild west
111 and deserved it.
show with rough-riding coyboys and
cowgais with a fine bunch of broncos

ers.

i

tooters

Action Follows Protests From
Residents Near Exhibit
Lots

Washington, May 23.
District Commissioner James F.
and an excellent routine of stunts Oyster has directed Frank H. Stewas Included in the concert.
phens, district corporation counsel,
The circus holds several good fea- to prepare regulations giving the
tures.
There's a lion act, with three district commissioners power
.

Steve Battey sending the big cats
through their paces that holds to refuse applications for traveling
thrill.
Then there's a lib- carnivals for permits to show in the
•
erty horse act that brings forth 14 District of Columbia.
splendid equines. Professor Ernest
In commenting upon the suhjprt
Kloske is the trainer. The horses Commissioner Oyster said: "Washdisplay rare intelligence in the ro- ington
dumping
has
been
the
tation bit.
This has them mixing ground for every kind of carnival
themselves up at a command from
permit
in
the
country.
They
won't
/the trainer and slipping into numbered order from 1 to 14, each horse these carnivals to invade other large
carrying a numeral on his trap- cities, and I am going to try to
pings.
stop them from coming here."
Another sterling feature is Minnie
Citizens of the northeast section
Thompson leading a high school of the city are the prime movers
horse act Miss Thompson does one in the endeavor to stop the entrance
trick that would make 'em pay
of the carnival here. Every couple
strict attention at Madison Square
Garden. This calls for a bit of rid- of weeks an application is received
ing that has the horse, "Baron Du at the District building for a carBell," doing a hind leg rear and Miss nival company. Under present conThompson leaning back so that the ditions and regulations the district
top. of her head points directly at is compelled to issue permits if the
The other riders ap- carnival companies can get 75 rethe ground.
pearing in the Thompson act are
Myrtle Mayo, Madge Fuller, Francis cent, of the persons residing within
Wldener, Florence Mardo, Lucille a block or so of the lot where the
Aumann and Dorothy Battey all carnival is to be held to sign a peThese petitions heretofore
good horsewomen. Some hair-rais- tition.
ing hurdling added interest.
have always been easily obtained.
The Three Walters in an aerial
Protests have been received from
bar act with some high -class cast- sections of the city where carnivals
ing by the trio and. several thrillers
by the comedian was another act have been in the habit of showing
and just prior to the action of Comthat stood out.
An elephant act, with the bulls missioner Oyster in requesting the
occupying rings one and three, was drawing up of the regulations to
very capably presented.
This in- change the present rules the cititroduced a couple of cute ponies in zens of the northeast section preeach ring with the two elephants sented a lengthy petition protesting
and was worked by Misses Bailey

many a

—

against visiting carnivals.
Prince Jury Sakato, a Jap rope
Major Thomas Scott Baldwin
walker, did a perpendicular climb
Major Thomas Scott Baldwin, the
and slide to the ground, for which
he received the arena alone.
It
first to make a parachute jump from
clocked heavily.
a balloon (San Francisco, Jan. 30,
A speedy tight-wire turn by 1885), died May 17, at his home in
Naida Miller with lightning-like Buffalo, N. Y. Born in 1854 in Merruns across the silver thread, also
scored decisively. Miss Miller also rian county, Mo., the deceased joined
was accorded solo honors for her a circus at 10 and became a proficient
gymnast and wire walker. Loiter,
act.
Among the other displays occupy- interested in aeronautics, it is
ing the arena alone were the hare- claimed he built the first lighterback riding act of Flora Guice. than-air craft in the United St ites,
Bessie Mollis and Mclvin Mollis, which he turned over to the U. S.
featuring somersaulting and the Signal
Corps.
more difficult riding tricks; Bessie
During the world war Major
Harvey,
a singing act, vocalizing
Baldwin
was chief of the balloon
while riding and finishing with a
flock of pigeons perching tbem- production department of the U. S.
selves on Miss Harvey and the Army, and for the past five years
horse In a likable stage picture; had been district manager of balThree Walters, Minnip Thompson, loon production for the Goodyear
Battey's Lions, an elephant turn Tire and Rubber Company. He was
worked by Madge Evans, Anna a member of B. P. O. E., No. 1,
Kerry and Lewis Reed; Sparks' r?. Y.; Odd Fellows,
K. of P. and
Bengal Tigers, with Franz Woska
trainer, and the Guice-IIollis troupe was a 32d degree Mason.
Surviving
are
his
and one
wife
in a comedy riding act.
Other acts appearing were Clyde son, Thomas, at Brownwood, Mo.,
Wider.cr and hie hurdle mule; Bert where the funeral services were held.
Mayo's pony on the revolving table;
Three
Dynamite, bucking mule;
CAHNIVAIS IN GRAFTON
Koban Bros.;
Nelsons, acrobats;
Sparks' Polar Bears; Pony and
Grafton. W. Va., May 23.
Great Dane Dogs, with Carl Wolff
City commissioners granted a litrainer; Tom Burns and trained cense for
a second carnival here
seals,
and
pigs;
Capt.
TIeher's
this season, as it was coming unand
trained
Scharube
Walter
der
the
auspices
of the American
These
llamas, pony and monkey.
llama* are considerably larger than Legion, but the matter brought
both
about
a
fctoiin
of
protest.
Mayor
sheep end goats, resembling
somewhat in general appearance. Thomas H. Gather fought to the
They'rt a novelty turn for circus last against the licensing of a secor vaudeville.
ond one after the businessmen flgA splendid iron jaw turn was that ured that the first "relieved the
of Misses Madge Fuller and Kr.U
pop ...
of $36,000.
York ir rings one and three. En
and EotSU and Sakato a nl Yamada.
Grand
Opera
Co. As Expo Feature
two Jap perch turns, were also of
high- claws calibre.
Waco. Texas, May 23.
a
fox
concludes
with
show
The
The San Carlo Grand Opera
hunt. Which lias some 16 horsemen Company will be a feature for the
and women in picturesque English first week
of the Texas Cotton Palhunting costumes, n!*h hunting
ace Exposition to 1-e held from 0< t.
dogs making the picture complete.
There ian'i a dull number in. the 20 -Nov. 4.

is

one of the

tented

attractions

outfit

up-to-date

leged to have disappeared, turned opened.
However, southward af
out to be some covers for his one- New York a number of big parka
time barn at Fairfield, Conn., and a are In full operation.
Last week
diamond horseshoe pin, alleged to Luna Park pulled unexpectedly big
have been valued at between $1,000 crowds with the weaHher against it,
and* $1,500, could not be accounted and one night when rain and fog
for, and Mrs. Auger, together with
prevailed, attendance was nearly
her sister-in-law, are satisfied that capacity.
The new boardwalk at
the trio they believed might have
credited with having sent

on the road, carrying 30 people and
changing its bill nightly. The outfit
is carried in the show's own baggage car, and a beautifully equipped
Pullman is the home of Mr. and
Mrs Morgan while on the road.
The 65x155 top is waterproof and
the stage fully equipped with special scenery for every production,

Coney is
It might be
the Island's season off to a rushing
have not and do- not know where start, but Surf avenue with Its

some knowledge where
it is.

U. S.

the coming of the attraction, the
newspapers
getting
the
money
which would be spent for that ex-

presented this week
were 'Jim Bailey of Texas," "SaintSinners,'*
ly
Hypocrites Honest
"Lon* Star Ranch of Texas," "The
Only Road," "Days of Old Lang
Zynne." "Her Cowboy Visitor," all
written especially for the Morgan
productions by Charles Harrison, a

The

I

TWO

i'

•

'

RODEO PLANNED

FOR LONDON

pense

IN

FALL

bills

Capt. Bertram Mills of Olym-

—

pia

of Olympia circus, kendor sailed for home last Saturday
after a two weekV visit in search of
ma'erial for next season's show.
sole

While Independence is one of tho
towns in the state and a i

oldest

independent municipality, it his
been passed up by all tented attraotione for many years on account of
,

town, and

the possibilities of successfully en-

*s the bi£

gaging an outfit of the kind for
London.
Last winter the western sporting
events were given for the first time
in the east, a rodeo be ng staged
The
In Madison Square Garden.

business proved, although the Week
was a rainy and disagreeable one.
The ehow will be in Iowa June 1.
and will remain there for 16 weeks,
when it will make a long jump
again for Texas for the winter.
The organization is under the personal direction of its owner, J. Doug.
Morgan, with Frank E. Moore asMrs. Morgan
sistant and agent.
has charge of the concessions. Tie
acting cast is ae follows: Kathreen
Dale, Neil Helvey, Goodwin anl

contests, particularly the steer butl-\
dogging, attracted much attention
here and abroad, and C.B. Cochran
angled for the show for London
Negotiations were not completed,
but it is reported he may be jointly
Interested with Mills in the Olympia
presentation.
It was reported the
Gardens grossed up to $30,000 a day,

Goodwin, Monte Montrose, Herbert
Thayer, Art Gsandi, Celia Deerwester, the Goldens and a Hawaiian

RENDEZVOUS PARK AT

Rendezvous Park, which faces the
Boardwalk and is located near the FIREWORKS AT BRAVES' PARK
Million Dollar Pier, will open SatA contract was signed this week
urday. Admittance will be entirely by the Lqcw interests with the
free this season and special plans Thearle-Dufneld Fire Works Co. for
to attract'the excursion trade has a nightly display at Braves Field,
been made, a special bate having Boston, installing evening performbeen placed where the Philadelphia ances under the Locw management
bargain trains terminate.
June 2ft, The fireworks display and
There will be four principal shows, a 50-piece band will be permanent
"King Tut." "Parisian Art' (color -features of the park throughout the
changing pictures), an imported
ummer.
magic exhibition and Evans A Gordon's freak animals. George Jabovir
CIRCUS LOT INTO PARK
will again direct Rendezvous.
Backing last season was supplied
A move is on whereby the circus
principally by Baltimore investors, grounds occupied in Brooklyn this
but some Philadelphia ns are now week by the Sells-Floto show will
George Hamid, a New York showman, is said to have bought a third
interest.

OUTDOOR ITEMS
A

feature of the Connecticut Fair

COLORADO PAGEANT JULY

2-15

.Major Dewey C. Bailey is president
the
incorporated event.
The
of
World Amusement
Service
will
provide the entertainment.
Lillian
Boyer and her flying circus will be
a feature.

MICHIGAN'S $1,000,000 FAIR
Detroit, May 23.
More nan $1,000,000 will be expended
on
the
seventy- fourth
Michigan Mate fair, it is announced
by <»eorge AV. Dickinson, secretary.
The grand stand will be rebuilt,
and other improvements effected,
This fair is a pioneer among the
i

nation's great exhibitions.

OKLA. OIL AND GAS EXPO.
Tulsa, Okla., May 23.
The

Chamber

Commerce

of

,

is

tion.

23.

concerned.

also getting-

contests.

Captain Mills is a noted whip and
an official at the international
horse shows held at the Olympia.

A. C.

is

repeaters being arawn because of the sporting feature of the

is

May

concessions

promoting an Oil and Gas Exposition, which will open Oct. 8, and
which, it is hoped, can be made an
annual event.
E. F. Mclntyre is
handling the details of the exposi-

many

orchestra.

Atlantic City,

owner

Bertram plans to present an .American rodeo in the Olympic in the
fall
He journeyed to Wichita. Kan.,
to Witness the first rodeo of thr> season and said he »vas impressed with

but Frank
the shov,
a ripe one

n>£

big trade. Dreamland, Newark; Columbia Park, Jersey City; Fountain
Carlin's
Perry Park, Louisville;
and Riverview. Baltimore, are all
open, though the general seasonal
debut date for parks is May 30
(Decoration Day).

Denver, Col., May 23.
The Colorado Pageant of Progress will be held here July 2-15.

Capt. Bertram Mills, director and

well-known/western manager and
author.

its closeness to this city,
E. Moort, who is piloting
had a hunch it would be
and practically a virgin
his judgment was right,

Circus to Back
Project

and Harris.

m

string

and
every thi'i-j
lights
needed for a regular theatre.
No
billboard paper is used to announce

electric

be turned into a public park.

The

Board of Estimate of New York has
the measure before it for consideration at present, and its chances for
going through appears likely. Tho
grounds are located at Fourth avenue and Third street and was the
lot used for years by the EarnumRinglirg show.

this yeai will be a spectacular production entitled "The Fall of Japan,
in which 250 people will take part.

"World News" House Organ
Chicago, May 23.
"The World News" is a herald in
the form of a newspaper which is
being gotten out by the World
Amusement.
Service
Association,
with a view of giying the happenings of fairs and expositions.

The May number is a resume of
such activities and an ad for the
big fair booking concern.
Daring Performer

Down and Out

Syracuse, May 23.
William Richards, 60, in his day
a daring performer on the tight
wires under the big "tops, is down
and out in Watertown, N. Y. He
was picked up on a charge of begging from house to house, but his
pleas to the Court not to send him
to the county house won h!s release.

Calif. Rodeo Successful
Santa Fe Springs. Cal., May
The Rodeo and "Days of

staged here

May

19,

was

23.

49,"

t big suc-

cess.

'

The board

directors plans the
erectior of a large exposition hall
to replace the structure which collapsed last winter under the weight
of snov.

The committee

CIRCUS ROUTES

of

Walter

L.

M. Striplin, who Is again in
charge of the Atlanta, Ga., fair,
the largest in that state,

having

is

also re-

been

appointed

manage the Florida

fair,

ported

state
be held at Jacksonville.

A

May 24, Carthage, N. Y.; 25, Oswego; 26, Ten Yann; 28, Medina;
Lock port; 30, Batavia; 31, Perry;
Juno 1, Salamanca; June 2, 01«\in,
N. Y.

program running into
announced by the CenState* Fair and Exposition at

Ringling Bros. B. & B.
24,
Altoona.
Pa.;
25-26.
Pittsburgh;
28-30, Cleveland;
21,
Toledo; June 1-2, Detroit; 4, Indianapolis; 5. Dayton.

May

building

$376,000
tral

to
(o

Aurora,

is

111.

charge

and

was
J.

D.

Main

29,

R.

in

Phil A. Groh, chairman,
Glass, secretary.

IN
Gordon,

ham

May 24 -2«. Brooklyn
28 -June 2, Boston. Mass.

N

Ma*

and Gordon were

to-day (Thursday).
Olsen of "Caroline" has
returned from Atlantic City, where
she was recuperating from an illness and fs back in the cast.

Mabel

Sellt-Floto

AND OUT

CJiiiie

out at Loew's Grand, Atlanta, Monday, because one of the men and
all of the baggage failed to arrive.
A local act substituted. Lieutenant
Thetlon, a shooting turn, will take
the Gordon act's place on
the
Southern tour, starting in Birming-

i

Thursday,

May

OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS

24, 1023

3"5E

RAY THOMPSON AFTER
.-

fleeted great credit on Mr. Macks
ability as a director and the girls
versatility In presenting so many of
the peculiar steps. Miss Taylor appeared in another single song offer-

INTERNATIONAL FAIR DATES

ing and

Jrainer
Circus

Wants $100,000 from
Man Thompson's

—

was followed by a dancing
bit by Oene and Mlgnon and a skating act by Bacon and Fontaine, both

Birmingham,

first part.

Ak-Sar-Ben, Sept.

Show

£>n top of this the Monday
receipts were taken
before.
The act is full af action
coart seizure to pay the wages due every minute
and exciting from start
fossr discharged men who had se- to finish.
The only criticism being
judgment
cured a
in Duluth the pre- in some of the "blue" gags and
speeches of the black face comedian,
vious week.
who was far from funny and whose
*
remarks were rough and near the
offensive,
especially to the class of
ELECTRIC
FOLLIES
patrons, not forgetting the children,
Kansas
City.
2.5.
May
A
who
visit this park. There is no ex*'The Wonder Show of the Amusecuse for this stuff, and
tnint world," in the way the pro- ably be cut out during it will probthe stay here,
gram reads for the third annual pro- as the act will be better
off without
duction of the Electric Park "FolAs a whole, however, the 192.3 Follies/' which opened at Kansas City's
lies
a whale of a show 'and one
Coney Island Saturday night, and that iswill
cause talk, not only here,
the show lives up to its billing in but among park
managers and
every respect, as it is indeed a amusement providers al' over the
wonder to all to figure just how such Country.
Hughes.
a pig, beautiful and expensive offerving can be given as an absolutely
fre> attraction, no charge being
made even for reserved seats. The
immense crowd at the opening, however, is probably the answe:\
Roy Mack, who staged
and
directed the first two of these an- SAMUEL J. ("NAILS")
nuprl aftairs. is again responsible for
Samuel J.
Nails.'*)
Morton,
the 1928 edition and with the assistant of the generous purse >f widely known philanthropist, whose
M. .0* Heim. manager and owner of activities were especially devoted to
Eleetri.- Park, has far outdone any stuRe folks, died suddenly In Chiof the previous offerings, in the way cago May 13, following an accident
of costuming and production.
which occurred when he was thrown
The revue is given in the huge from his horse. One of the animal's
music pavilion with seating cap- rear hoofs fractured his skull as he
acity for some 6.000.
fell.
"Those Dixie Minstrels on Parade"
Mr. Morton was not in the show
started the fireworks and, was just
business but so closely identified
the thing to put the groat' crowd in
with
it his death will be regretted
a good humor. It is a snappy num1

PARK

.

'

•

I

IN

MKMORIAM

Who

passed away May 26th, 1912.
Beloved huaband of Lent M. and
father of Charles, -Jr.. and •

.Canada's Great Eastern ExhibiAug. 25-Sept. 1. Sherbrooke,
Sydney E. Francis, secretary-

manager.

—ELBA

hood

until

Chicago

wealth

in the last

and

Influence
figure in

years of his

life.

most attractive in He served with distinction in the
affairs
of war, enlisted in the 131st infantry
costume
orange, with high pointed hats to and within a short time was made

number; the
lamp-shade

girls

match.

sergeant, going overseas with the
"Buddy" gave Antrim his first ao- Ragibow division.
In France he
pearance as a single .and he put the won a war cross when he begged
pathetic ballad over in good style
for the privilege of rejoining his
and fairly good voice, to the liking
company after twice wounded in
of his hearers.
Gena and Mignon followed witn leading comrades "over the top." He
a dancing novelty, the "Alamo," had gone out at the head of a raidwhich gave the team an opportunity ing squad and was the only one to
to display some daring Spanish cos- return. A bullet wound In the arm
tumes art** to show some of their and a shrapnel wound In the leg did
wares. Eddie Mathews had a short not end his
War-like spirit. This
dancing number and was followed
by the "Parade of the Wooden Incident later came to the official
attention
of
the
French government.
Soldiers," a showy number headed
When discharged from the hosby Miss Taylor and introducing
Gene and Mignon, dancers, with the pital he entered an officers* trainchorus. This was the only number ing school In France and won a comwhere the girls had an opportunity mission as second lieutenant. "Nails"
to hide their legs, but the lack of
Morton seemed to entertain gdod
this display was offset* by the singer
who wore them short and who has will toward all men, loving or at
least
have good wishes for all, and
no need to be ashamed of what she
constantly exerted himself to serve
had to show.
Happy Harrison and Company had his fellow man.
the closing number of the first part
of the revue; the offering consisting
of an animal circus, with ponies,
monkeys, dogs, a trick mule and a
number of colored riders. The park
management's policy is to always
have something especially pleasing
to the younger patrons, and this act
was just to their liking, and pleasing
and enjoyable to the older ones

Following an hour's intermission,
which wives the visitors an opportunity to see the electric fountain,

concessions and sensational outdoor
acts, the second half of the' revue
started with "Ever Weaving Laces."
a big production number, with the

J.

FITZGERALD

chorus

and

displaying
which
creations
caused the feminine part of the
audience to gasp with delight and
beautiful

dancers

lacy

Stark, manager.
Erie Exposition, Aug. 20-25. Erie,

tion. Sept. 22-29, Oklahoma City,
Okla; Ralph T. Hemphill, secretarygeneral manager.
Frank Baeder, manager.
Pacific International Live Stock
Florida State Fair and Exposition,

A eomedv dancing

xt ofYoro <l

?£
Miss

bit

stitution of its

Besides winning many honors and
in the field of music, Dr.
Ziegfeld was a brigadier general in
the Illinois National Guard.

spearean

company

Houston

for

CHARLES KENT

of the

1

M. Exposition.
Ore.; O.

hit

190.J

he signed with the Vitagraph
remaining with it until receit'y.

Co.,

in

He was
work

a.;

State Fair. Sept. 15-22,
Springaeld. 111.; W. W. Lindley, gen-

;

PAUL PHILIPP
Paul
Philipp,
who,
with
his
brother. Adolph, produced several
foreign shows on Broadway, died in
the Lexington hospital, New York
City, May 21. aged 54.
Among th?

Iowa State Fair and Exposition,
Aug. 22-31. Des Motnes, la.; A. R.
»

and

Girl"
is

sister

survived

and

his

MARJORIE CLAYTON
Marjorie Clayton, a

Dancing

"The

slfffW girl

which

Girl,"

Portland.

8-10,

Illinois

particularly noted 'or his
kindly old gentleman In

"The Midnight
Company." He

Nov.

M. Piummer. secretary.

Provincial Exhibition, Sept. 10-15,

Texas.

the early films.

Is

Fair, Nov. 2-12, Houston,

New Westminster, B. C. Canada;
D. E. MacKensie. secretary-manager.
Provincial Exhibition, July 30eral manager.
Canada; T.
Indiana State Fair, Sept. 3-7, In- Aug. 4. Regina. Sask.,
Elderkin, secretary -manager.
dianapolis, Ind. I. Newt Brown, secExhibition.
Provincial
Quebec
retary.
Sept. 1-8. Quebec. Can.; George
International Wheat and Farm Morisset, secretary.
Products Exposition, Sept. 24-Oct.
Rochester Exposition. ,Sept. 3-5.
6, Wichita, Kan.; Horace S. Ensign,
Rochester, N. T.; Edgar F. Edmanager.
wards, secretary.
Iowa Fair Managers' Association,
Saakatoon Industrial Exhibit, July
Alt a. Iowa; Roy H. Wilkinson, sec23-28, Saskatoon, Canada; Sid W.
retary.

years,

five

la«t legitimate engagement
"The Shepherd King." to

and
was

with

was

Johns, secretary-manager.
Savannah Tri-State Exposition.

15-29. Savannah. Ga.; B. K.
Hanafourde, general manager.
South Carolina State Fair. Oct
15-20. Columbia, S. C; J. W. FlemInterstate Fair. Sept. 16-22, Sioux ing, manager.
City, la.; D. V. Moore, secretary.
South Dakota State Fair. Sept.
Kankakee Interstate Fair, Sept. 10-14. Huron, S. D.; John F. White,
10-14. Kankakee, III.;
Len Small, secretary.
secretary.
Association.
Fair
Southeastern
Kansas Free Fair. Sept. 10-15. To- Oct. 6-13. Atlanta, Ga.; R. M. Strippeka. Kan.; Phil Eastman, secre- lin. secretary.
tary.
South Florida Fair. Jan. M-F»h.

Corey, secretary

Oct.

Interstate Fair, July 9-14. Fargo,
N. D.; J. P. Hardy, secretary.

Kansas State Fair. Sept. 15-21. 9, 1924. Tampa, Fla.; P. T. Strleder.
Hutchinson. Kan.; A. L. Sponsler, general manager.
at the govern- secretary.
South Texas State Fair, Oct. 30ment aviation field at Mount ClemKentucky State Fair, Sept. 10-15, Nov. 8, Beaumont, Texas; J. C.
ens, May 19, stepped directly in the Louisville, Ky.; G. Carney Cross, Fowler, general manager.
path of a street car and sustained secretary -general manager.
Southwestern Exposition and Fat
injuries from which she later died
L'Exposition de Sainte-Scholas- Stock Show, March 8-10. Fori
in the Mount Clemens Hospital.
tique. Sept. 17-20. Sainte-Scholas- Worth. Texas; J. L Burgess, secreHer home is in Scranton, "Pa., tique Can.; Joseph Fortier, secre- tary-manager.
Spokane Interstate Fair and Live
where the remains were sent for tary.
Memphis Tri-State Fair. Sept. 22- Stock Show, Sept. 3-8, Spokane.
burial.
playing Detroit, while watching the

maneuvers

aerial

Memphis, Tenn; Frank D. Ful- Wash.; Waldo G. Paine, general
manager.
secretary-general manager.
State Fair of Louisiana. Oct.
Michigan State Fair, Aug. 2118-28,
Shreveport, La.; W. R. Hlrsch,
Sept. 9, Detroit, Mich.; G. W. Dicksecretary- manager.
inson, secretary.
Fair of Texas. Oct. 13-28,
State
Midland Empire Fair, Sept. 18-21,
Billings. Mont.; James Shoemaker, Dallas, Texas; W. H. Stratton. secretary.
manager.
Minnesota State Fair. Sept. 1-8,
Staunton Virginia Fair, Sept. 3-8,

29,

MRS.

AMY ARLINGTON

ler,

Mrs. Amy Arlington, who, witn
her husband, was for many years
connected with the Barnum &
Bailey circus, died May 20 in her
apartment in the Hotel Harding,
New York, aged 64. With her son,
Edward Arlington, she directed the
Hotel Harding and the Hotel Maryland In

New York

City.

KATHERINE HENLEY
Kathcrine

Henley,

who was

in

the 1921 "Follies," "May time." snd
other musical productions, died on
May 15 at a private sanitarium In

ISIS von MITZEL
BELOVED WIFE OP
Away May

17th, 192S

Tin manager of
aged 23. The
company, Barney Wortham,
had submitted to a blood transfusion in an effort to save her.
Detroit,

her

PAUL PHILIPP
of
brother
playwright,
Adolphe
the
and co-producer with his brother of
"Alma Where Dc You Live" and
other plays, died at the Lexington'
hospital. New York, May 21, after
son.
His wife
a brief nines*.
brother and sister survive

Paul

Philipp,
Philipp,

64.

Charles Kent, veteran stage an
a real
GEORGE ROLLAND
second pietur* actor, die! in the Brooklyn
season, and a huge bunch of roses
George Holland died in New York
He
hospital on May 21, aged C9.
^as handed over the footlights* it
was born In England, and came t3 May 22. aged 50, from stomach
'•conclusion of her number.
played
deceased
The
1875. appearing for trouble.
Russian Rose." brought Antrim this country in
In
for
many years
ind the Peasant girls on again, and nearly 50 years on the stige. He vaudeville
Furnace"
Ue"Fixing
the
sketches,
tne difficult dancing
bunch re- wan with Thomai Keene's ShakeJ^o": this little souhret is
favorite,
this, being her

Fla.; R.

Striplin. secretary.

l'.isacd

was

hv Gene Tlurlburt and
Willis followed with "Louisville

Nov. 16-24, Jacksonville,

MAX VON MITZEL

medals

R

Pa.;

Ziegfeld. "Follies* 'producer, died at
his home in Chicago May 20, from

kind in the country.

of County
Neb., 416 Funke
secretary.
New York State Fair, Sept. 10-15.
Syracuse, N. T.; J. Dan Ackerman,
Jr., secretary.
North Caroline State Fair. Oct,
15-19, Raleigh, N. C; E. V. Walborn,

Lincoln,

W. H. Smith,

:

HARRY

Dr. Florenz Ziegfeld famous as a
musical educator and father of Flo

pneumonia, aged 81. Born In Jenvier, Germany, he quickly showed
an inclination for musl and was
a pupil and friend of such men as
Wagner, Strauss, Liszt and Von
Bulow. In 1867 he founded the Chicago Musical College, which was
long acknowledged as the largest in-

2-7,

Nebraska Association

Fairs,
Bids.;

.

FLORENZ ZIEGFELO

•

also.

envy.

DR.

Sept.

Danielson. aec-

Can.; John G. Kent,

brother Adolph.

made him an important

Fair.

11.

retary.

sociation.

MOST

NEWELL

Live?"

in gang fights in the old OhKto district in Chicago when a lad.
It
olung to him from his obscure boy-

Nebraska State
Lincoln, Neb.; E.

Central Canadian Exhibition AsAug. 25 -Sept. S, Toronto, manager.
managing di:North Dakota State Fair. July
rector.
and
15-21, Orand Forks, N. D.; E. R.
- State
Fair,
Inter
Chattanooga
secretary.
Montgomery,
"Comedy predominated. Newell
and Most dividing honors with Geo. Sept. 29-Oct. 6, Chattanooga. Tenn.;
Northern Wisconsin State Fair,
I^e Maire. the former having every- Joseph R. Curtis, secretary.
Sept. 10-14. Chippewa Falls, Wis.;
Colorado Slate Fair. Sept. 24-29. A. L. Putnam, secretary.
thing a musical comedy couple need.
Personality, appearance, delivery, Pueblo, Colo.; J. L. Beaman, manOhio State Fair, Aug. 27-Sept. 1,
light comedy, singing ability and ager.
Lewis, manColumbus. Ohio; G.
both can dance. The man is a corkEastern States Exposition, .Sept. ager.
ing light comic and the girl' a de- lti-22, Springfield, Mass.; Chas. A... Oregon State Fair. Sept. 14-29,
lightful foil."— VARIETY.
Nash, general manager.
Salem. Ore.; A. H. Lea, secretaryEast Tennessee Division Fair, manager.
This week (May 21). Moss' Hamilton, New York, and "Rivera, Brook- Sept. 24-30, Knoxville, Tenn.; H. D.
Oklahoma Free State Fair. Oct.
Faust, secretary-manager.
lyn.
1-6, Muskogee, OkJa; Ethel Murray
Edmonton Exhibition Association, Simonds, secretary.
Direction
July 16-21. Edmonton, Can.; W. J.
Oklahoma State Fair and Exposi-

WILLIAM—

by his wife, a son, a

by a large circle of theatrical people.
Morton gained his sobriquet of
"Nails" by his indomitable courage

National Implement and Vehicle
Show, Sept. 2s -Oct. «. Peoria, 111.;
William J. O'Meara*. secretary.

tion,

"Two

Charlotte E.

American Royal Live Stock Show,
Nov. 17-24, Kansas City, Mo.; F. H.

Can.;

plays with which he was associated
were "Adele,"
"The Girl Who
Smiles;" "Alma, Where Do' Yoj

CHARLES OSGOOP

tary.

ager.

'

ber led by Mirth Willis, a little
blonde cutie, with the girls all dolled
up in blue parade coats, canary
colored
short
pants,
high
and
Jeweled hats, prancing behind her.
Eddie Mathews was introduced in a
baton juggling bit at the finish.
Next came Josephine Taylor, prima
donna, offering "Dream of Smile."
Miss Taylor is a little woman, with
a big voice, which reached to all
parts of the great audience. Bacon
and Fontaine, novelty skaters, were
next and furnished a few minutes
of fast and exciting entertainment
"Mftzi" served to introduce Henry
Antrim and the girls, the latter wearing novelty green and lace dresses
which pleased the ladies. Humberto
Bros., clown acrobats, followed and
then Miss Willis and girls in "Wet
Your Thumb," a pretty and pleasing

Missouri State Fair, Aug. 18-25.
W. D. Smith, secre-

Sedalia. Mo.;

manager.

Arkansas State Fair. Oct. 8 -IS,
E. G. Bylander.
secretary-general-manager.
Calgary Exhibition, July 9-14, Calgary, Can.; E. L. Richardson, man-

OBITUARY
MORTON

Omaha.

Little Rock, Ark.;

.

<

11-29.

Trimble, secretary,

L..

Servatlus, secretary.

Barnes and his wife were divorced
May 4 in Las Vegas. N. M.

noon

Chas.

Neb.;

-

Days," with its rough riders, cowgirls, knife throwers, bucking horses
and rodeo experts, proved a genuine
after- surprise, as nothing similar had ever
been
attempted on the revue stage
under

ag*>r.

tary.

As an

introduction to "Cheyenne
Days," the big closing feature. Miss
Wife with
Willis and Mack's Dancing Dozen
appeared in Cowboy Days, which
-was a whiz for action and novelty.
:
Detroit, May 21. «The girls, from leader down, wore
when
week
the
Al
Barnes the
Last
cutest
little
fur-trimmed
was playing here Ray "chaps," wide sombreros, green
circus
Thompson, a former horse trainer bandanas, and everything dear to
with the circus, brought suit for the heart of a real cow-puncher, all
carried ropes and the air was full
$100,000 against Al Q. Barnes for
of twirling lassos at the finish of
alienation of affections of his wife, the number.
Kathcrine, an equestrienne with the
For the real thriller "Cheyenne

show.

fair 19li3). slti<»n, Aug. 11-18. Davenport, [a.;
Ala.; J. L. Dent, secre- M. 11. Bacon, secretary -general man-

Alabama Slate Fair (no

better than the ones offered in the

Hamline, Minn.; Thos. II. Canflold, Staunton, Va.; C. F. Ralston, secretary-manager.
secretary-general manager.
Mississippi-Alabama Fair, Oct.
Tennessee State Fair. Sept. 17-22.
8-18, Meridian, Miss.; A. H. George, Nashville, Tenn.; J. W. Russwurm,
secretary-general manager.
secretary.
Mississippi State Fair, Oct. 15Texas Cotton Palace. Oct. 20-Nov.
20, Jackson. Miss.; Mabel L. Stire,
4, Waco, Texas; S. N. Mayfield, secsecretary-manager.
retary.
Mississippi Valley Fair and ExpoTexas-Oklahoma Fair. Oct. 1-7,
Wichita Falls, Texas; C. II. Yering the last,
A widow and son schoyle, secretary.
The I and I Fair, Aug. 27-Sept. 1,
survive.
Danville. 111.; George M. McCi «y.
Charics Stevens, 45, character secretary.
The Montana State Fair, Sejit.
actor, with the F. James Carroll
Players in St. John, New Prunswick, 25-29. Helena, Mont.; B. T. Mm.te,
was the victim of a sudden seizure secretary.
Trenton Fair, Sept. 24-29, Trenon the street, about noon, May 21,
and when aid reached him, he was ton, N. J.J M. H. Margerum, secretary and general manager.
No further details are at
dead.
Th« Western Fair. Sept. 8-15,
hand. He leaves a mother and wife
London. Canada; A. M. Hunt, secre-

who

reside at 341

New

West

43d Street

York.

tary.

Vanrouver Exhibition, Aug.
Vancouver,

Can.;

H.

S.

at her horn", 3344

Broadway,

New

York.

The
Mullen,

May

mother of Lillian (Rillle)
<Mowatt and Mullen) died

12 it

her

home

in

Oak

Forrest.

m.

11-18.

Ralston,

Mary Timponi, known in the pro- general manager.
fession as the mother of Florence
Vermont State Fair, Sept.
X. Timponi, died of caneer. May 21. White River Junction, Vt;

11-14.
F. I*

Davis, secretary-general manager.
State Fair, Oct. 1-6,
Virginia
Richmond Va.; W. C. Saunders, secretary-general manager.

West

Tennessee

District

Sept. 20^15, Jackson. Tenn.;
Barry, secretary -manager.
West Virginia State Fair.

Fair,
F.

W.

Soot,

W. Va.; Bert H.
The mother of George O'Brien 3-3, Wheeling,
Swart a, set retary.
former vaudeville agent, died May
Wisconsin
F.iir,
State
Aug, 2720 at h^r home In Syracuse, N. Y.
.S pt, J. Milwaukee, Wis,; Oliver E.
Rcmey. secretary.
The mother of Hair/, Will, Al
Wisconsin Association of County
and Jules von Tilzer died May 19 r
Wstisau. Wis. A. W. Prehm,
at

her

home

In

New York

,

City.

•

•.

seer* zry.
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SUPREME COURT SAYS

What?

Somehow when the show busineee gets into court on
the po'nt keeps on being muddled.

a muddled

point,

In the Max Hart action against big time vaudeville, the lawyers argued
before the highest tribunal in the land on interstate commerce snd the
*
decision came out about jurisdiction.

fl
JO Cent*

No.

»tse

1

the high court has cleared the path for a trial of the action.
That's something and may be the eventual definition of what is what.
But vaudeville is a bit disappointed on the Hart case opinion. It doesn't
H
tay enough to satisfy vaudeville's craving for "a decision.

Anyway,

nt-ice.

the first show at the Hempstead
theatre, Hempstead, L. I. They say
their scenery trunk was lost
i
transit and the theatre manage, did

want them

not

to

inee time.

The Patchogu*
I.,

theatre, Patchogue,

Ward &

erected by

was scheduled

people, nevertheless, may well claim a victory in securing a
reversal of Judge. Mack's dismissal order; they can go Into court, try the
issues they have pleaded and bring out just how far the Keith office went
in excluding Max Hart as a booking agent, while the Keith office no
doubt will attempt to prove just how far Max Hart went as a booking
agent. Between the two there should be some Interesting moments.

work

without
scenery. Their agent advised them
to return to -New York and they
stale that they did long: before mat-

L.

Glynne,

open last night
(Wednesday) with split-week vaudeville, booked by Fally Markus.
The
house will play two three-day splits
to

a week, with straight pictures on
Sunday. It will be under the personal direction of Mike Glynne and
Is the mo#t pretentious on the south
ahore of Long Island.
Taylor, former independent
vaudeville booker, has organized a
vaudeville road show, Including 12
people, for the one -night stands.
The show includes five acts and an
afterpiece, in which all of the acts
double. It was given a tryout last
week in Brewster, N. Y.
Phil

CABARET

THAT KELLY-LAIT "FEUD"
Judge Waltei C. Kelly and Jack Lait are not enemies; they have merely
connived to misuse" Variety and Jack Pulaski. While the Remington contest of the two purveyors to the show business might suggest an ulterior
motive in their pen face making at one another, it has been but a means of
each finding something else to say betides "That's good.*'
1

called for. Many have been the inquiries of why the
Kelly-Lait expose, Variety's circulation of 28, gross, all seemingly joining
The said 28 must have inwardly believed Kelly
in the general request.
was trying to bring out that Lait was or has been fooling vaudeville with
his acts, while Lait was after Kelly's scalp for not believing the West Is
East. And Jack Pulaski, "the man with the iron mask." suffered in nearsilence; he apparently being silent only when not near.

The explanation

is

Judge Kelly and Jack Lait are very good friends when not trying to
a pot in power from one another. Kelly is said to have gone farther
with four spades in blind tiger than any Friar who was ever suspended
from the card room, while Lait is known through having the calling habit;
he says he can't be bluffed because he always call*.

Now

Excepting -neither got space rates froaj Variety
anyway.

— we

were that smart

PASSING OF THE HEADLINER
—

across the border, the possessor of
it shall be required to explain how

and where he secured

by

it

order
Canadian
bootlegging and says when whisky
going over the border from Quebec into the States and not bearing
the official stamp of the commission
it shall be seized as illegal.
The commission does not seek to
prevent legalized liquor from being
taken over the border.
Its effort
seems to be directed against illicit
emuggling.
No limitations are
placed In the commission's stores
on sales of wines and no orders
affecting the exportation of wine
from the Quebec province have
been issued.

Dancing later than one o'cloek in
the morning is illegal in Detroit as
a result of an amendment to an ordinance, passed recently, and which
provided that th ee o'clock should
be the hour of closing. The three
o'clock idea raised such a storm >f
protest from reform organizations
that the city council heeded it and
went back to the old -time closing
hour.

The one cabaret in the "black
belt" of Chicago which WAS felt to
be>
immune from Interference by
authorities federal, state or city

—

Is

rlo*rrl

M nyp -

and

Dever boasts of his action. It is In
line with his campaign pledgee to
close up the objectionable cafes. n»
Js doing it and with a support from
the administration which indicates
the

movement

is

earnest.

In

Whatever th* policy reason may have been for changing the established system of billing to the present program sort, It Is obvious that
vaudeville has lost an institution if not an asset In expunging the headlfner.
The headliner was, as famous as vaudeville itself. The dictionary
adopts the word as part of the language and other trades and professions had already drafted it.
i

one

The same

daily purchases.
is
issued against

is

that

the revered ins itutlon* of yesteryear.

Other cabarets wh!< h catered to
>•!
MaCk-and-tan trade and
the

There can be doubt that the headliner sjstem was a help to vaudeeven If it has really obsoleted itself and proven more liability than
asset It was similar to the .starring idea and more in point. A star may
be established after a play opens; a play may work itself Into Immense
popular favor and renown without any star. But vaudeville runs one
week and the same bill probably never plays again anywhere. Even
though the bill be a great combination it can not become known rapidly
enough to draw extraordinarily within the week. If it can, it surely
must suffer the first day. anyhow, until It is recognized as an exceptional
show.
ville,

But a famous headliner tells his or her own story. Tells it at first
glance— even in advance of optning. Of course, the headliners of old can
be found on the bills of today and still draw, even though they are
not displayed. Hut they may be overlooked by casual eyes, sandwiched in
between a meaningless closer and a lukewarm sketah on the timesheet.

But the point that is mure to tlje point is: How about the htadliners of
Where will the "names" come from two years from now if
they are not worked up and brought to public attention now? Will they
be recognized? Will they attain the draft that they would hav had they
been conspicuously billed and thus impressed on memories by name, as
well as performance? And what about the incentive it gives to performers to work Up to headline position? With many it was a point of pride
equally valuable with the financial rise that accompanied it.

tomorrow?

This

not a plea for the return of the headliner, Variety has no feelit.
But it is I Rubjecl worth considering from both sides in a
<.-.} t.» tb" M><..w-rn theatre
.1.
n «n sjre of personal accomplishment nnd intensive specialization,
is

Ing about
••« -|.;ip»

i

v

,

Being part of an ensemble
.nstin
artist.

t

even a whole-hearted part

—

is

more

the

of the efficient business disposition than the temperament of the
player, as a rule. i« highly individualized and Is keen for
associated directly with himself or herself rather than with

The

honors
ultimate success

the-

«.f

a

broad enterprise,

l

^Continued on

WOMEN AND CLOTHES

prig'

33>

Audiences,

too, inhale the si

'

\

,* '.

"Glimpses of the Moon." In which a galaxy of beautiful women were
gathered, must have been turned carte blanche into fhe smartest and most
expensive modiste shops in the world. Nita Naldi as the lovely and
persistent Ursula Gillow is always magnificently undressed going in for
backless sleeveless gowns, long trains suggestive of the peacock, and
earrings that di.ngle to her neck. One lounging robe of ecru lace draped
over black satin with black velvet sleeves falling to the ground and a
very long train was exceptionally stunning. She wears her slick black
hair drawn severely back from her forehead.
Bebe Daniels is softer she has charm and sweetness. A lovely bride
she made in a short waisted white satin with a long train her bridesmaids are also dressed in the Empire style.
Rubye de Remer as the flirtatious Ellie Vanderlyn is like some exotic
bird, with her slim frail beauty. There are pionients when the unflattering
camera catches her at unbecoming angles and suggests she is getting
too thin. Miss de Remer wears a white lace cape with a dark fur collar
at a garden party that is entrancing.' She is always smartly gowned.

—

—

An absorbing picture has been made from the 'The Famous Mrs. Fair,"
that delicious comedy -drama played so successfully by Blanche Bates
several seasons ago. It denirt«, a very special phase Of the "new woman's"
problem that of adjusting a life outside her home to the very difficult
business of making a. home.
Myrtle Stedman, in the tile role, is just
right in the trying uniform of major, while the other members of her
unit are all wrong in theirs.
The tired, lonely Mrs. Fair returns hopefully to her neglected family in a stunning traveling suit, the coat long and sable- trimmed.
Miss
Stedman's costumes are all becoming and well chosen she always looka
the well bred, competent woman who can't be annoyed with frills in
short, she dressee her part.
Carmel Myers, aa the clinging neighbor
widow, who vamp the lonesome husband, over acts, but she is easy to
look at* in her soft, drapy gowns, flowing veile, lacy hats and scarfe.
Marguerite de La Motto, as the love-starved child who suddenly develops
into a sophisticated flapper, is a skillful pantomimist. As the naive, ex*

—

—

—

i

uberant daughter whe awaits her mother's return from France, she is
in a simple white frock that, like all those she wears before,
metamorphosis, looks like any dainty, proper juvenile dress that
might be seen in the most correct shops. But when she grows up—
which she practically does over night, under the guidance of her
mother's lecture agen\ she out-vamjps any vamp in Hollywood.
She
staggers in from a "jazz party" in a backless welvet dinner gown with a
train, a tipsy bandeau on her disheveled hair.
Among the newly
acquired enticements tnat shock her mother is an ankle bracelet and a
tempting beauty mark placed under her arm.

charming
the

that that's settled; back to work!

aold by any In lots of more than
"HEADLINER A performer whose name Is printed In large type on
one bottle daily to one person.
a showbill."— Standard Dictionary.
Montreal may have six commission
stores and it Is possible to purOne of Variety's reviewers last week, commenting on a vaudeville bill,
chase in each daily a bottle of
admits that he is at a loss to name the "headliner." He needn't worry
whisky, but the commission has isabout it, for on all but the small time that has ceased to be. At least it is
sued orders that when an attempt Is
made to take over a load of whisky so in the East..

A\ Tesrney's,

Surely the far-seeing heads of vaudeville have sounded out thia important matter to an issue and have substantial reasons for their radical
change of the old method. But it is hard to forego a sigh at contemplating
that the headKner Is no more; that this magic word which was so long a
thrill, an inspiration, a siren-call of fame and wealth and almost immortality, has gone into the discard of the past with so many other of

—

VARIETY'S IDENTIFICATION CARD
Variety has issued to all of its correspondents for identification a
new credential card, carrying the corporate seal of Variety to attest
ita genuineness.
The new card with seal impressed has been distributed to prevent
impostors representing themselves aa of Variety in any of its departments. Any one claiming to be a representative of Variety with
doubt existing should be requested to produce his credential card.
Without the seal upon it it is not genuine.

steal

The Province of Quebec, Canada,
that lakes in Montreal and Quebec,
appears to be aiming to stamp out
rum running over the border more
readily than the U. S. has been able
to do. In the Quebec province all
liquor must be purchased through
stores established and operated by
the commission. Whisky cannot be

bottle

probably a great convenience to agents who have no desire to
But the
any but their own or their^prospective material.
public, most likely, siill wants a sounrFbill of full entertainment topped
by one or two alluring turns that are especially inviting. It would be
impossible to calculate how many passers-by, struck by the name of an
act they were eager for, that they saw from across a street or in a casual
glance, made up their minds then and there to buy tickets. Today one
has to scrutinize a vaudeville poster, whereas of old the vaudeville poster
came out to meet one.
is

"catch"

;

claim an error
had been canceled after

24, 1923

besides pure entertainment, enter into theatre-going.

The Hart

Lamey and Pearson
In that they

May

Is a vast psychological influence,
to names that supersede others. Type
and the many snJMons spent in advertising, year after year, prove that
beyond dispute. The ancient system of presenting news in all the same
Headlines are graded
print has passed away and win never come back.
importance. It seemed logical enough
in proportion to their apparent
also.
way
that
arranged
were
items
when vaudeville
As for the time billing, a very small percentage of patrons will pay to
see a single, specific act. even On Broadway, where many interests,

It

Foreign

A straw hat speculator put in an
Mr. Justice Holmes told the litigants to gotback to the federal district,
appearance in Central Park, New
denials; show to
York, Sunday. Operating in an au- have their day in court and prove their allegations or
the
court and jury that an act is not the Individual only, but must be
tomobile which contained several
such as
boxes of hats, he moved slowly surrounded by the implements of* its trade or profession,
tools.
Then in effect, says the court,
around the park, keeping close to scenery properties and perhaps
after the facts have been properly presented before judge and jury,
windy corners. When a pedestrian's
if you -wish, come up here again and let us hear about It.
has or that of some one in an automobile blew off and was crushed
The doorway seems to be one for that appealing "Exception." It means
by a car the speculator immediately
either defeated side, much
drew up to sell his wares. His hats most likely an appeal from the lower court by
above, more appeals, more
were of a popular priced brand testimony down below and much record up
arguments
then finally, if the next time it isn't Jurisdiction, what
and
which he sold at 50 cents above the
will it be?
regular

Thursday,

n,<

i,-

The} n*e unconsi lously

Norma Talmadge in 'Within the Law" is a moving and sympathetic
Mary Turner. The breach of promise profession is apparently a high and
rapid-paying one, judging from the luxurious "sets'* and Mary's modish
clothes.
At the end of her first y*»hr "on the outside the hard pressed
Mary is in a gorgeous evening gown with a heavily beaded bodice and a
skirt of slit panels hanging considerably beneath the silvercloth underskirt.
She carries a unique black lace fan whose chiffon edge droops
over the sticks when closed.
She motors (evidently to some smart tea place) with the son of the
man who imprisoned her, in a fine lace dress simply made with a festoon
of flowers down the left side.
Over this is a soft gray cape with fox
collar and she wears a fetching tulle turban with tulle wrapped about
her throat. She lets her ex-employer knbw she has her sweet revenge as
she wears an exquisite house robe. Another trig costume is her coney hiplength jacket with chinchilla collar worn with a silk dress made long on
-

'

the sides.

The "fwightened" little Aggie Lynch ( Eileen Percy) demurely brings
in the old roue's love letters wearing a natty little Jersey cloth dress
with*plaited chiffon collar and cuffs. For the street she affects jaunty
box coats wifh skirts of another shade.
Gertrude Astor as the persistent Edith Cortlandt in "The Ne'er-dowell" is smartly groomed. At the dinner to which the lovable "ne'er-dowell" arrives so late, she wears a gown of tan silk with gold lace forming
a cape at the back and flowing gracefully over the arms. Miss Astor
should be taught to walk. Tier movements are awkward, particularly jn,
this scene. She contrives to get young Kirk on a lonely island, looking
a
Charming siren in an accordion plaited chiffon skirt with a white braided
box coat and a large mohair picture hat. An afternoon gown of gray
(hift'on with a back panel caught in at the waist and large, puffed
peasant
s'eeves fastened tightly at the wrist is exceptionally modish.
She is at
her best in her widow'* we. ds with a white-eilgefi, long-veiled bonnet.
Lila Lee is a Joy in an evening gown with a silver cloth basque and
a
wide. full, stiff lace skirt that barely misses the ground. Miss Lee doeher
hair in a unique and becoming fashion— parted In the middle and
drawn
down over the ears, Bpanlsh-wise, with a puff across the top after the
Japanese style

To lovers of Thackeray's "Vanity Pair" the picture dramatisation is
disillusioning.
As usually so with pictures, the mechanics are admirably
handUd, details of costume, sets and photography being most care-

fully arranged. It is no slight t.isk to dramatize a
story franklv depending
little upon dramatics.
Mabel Ilaliin is a demure little girl with no
evident not ion rrf thr wiry, Scheming rharacter of Becky, who was
so
piteously and passlonated bent on getting on in the world.
Miss Ballln
carries the short -waisted. puff- sleeved Empire costumes very well,
she
it running in her fir^t party drees, when she visits
her schoolmate Amelia
fledley, the dress being of net with iows of tiny -ruffles around the
tight hem. white stockings and black slippered feet peeping sh.\ :y forth.
She is a successful coquet at the great ball on the eve of Waterloo in
white satin with a pan'l train, jew* Is r.n.i a hjgh, waving feather head
dress
The best acting 1* done 1> Brlggs, the lachrymose attendant of the
Cr.iw )>'« wealth) aunl

May

Thursday,
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ONE-NIGHT STAND INCREASE

OF

50

'O

PEE CENT. PREDICTED

'•
!

Booking Sources Contradict Claim Small Stand Man*+ agers Indifferent Because of Regular Picture Opposition New York Endorsement Not Necessary

—

Controverting: the claims of company managers and agents attached
to Broadway which tried one-night-

'

.'

ers, who stated small stand managers are indifferent about playing
attractions because they hurt the
regular picture patronage, booking
sources say there will be at least 50
per cent. Increase in the number of
Shows booked for the sticks over
the season Just ending. The booking men believe a new era is due
In the small stands or what is virtually a return to conditions before
''Broadway shows" were considered
the neceasary thing.
It was conclusively proven this
season that a New York endorsement is not necessary and if an
entertaining show is offered it will
get consistently profitable business.
The "honky-tonk" days are passed.
The road caljs for sho\Cmanship in
any class of stand, but not for "old
Clothes" or "dog" shows.
.

of the most .successful at, Some
tractions in the one-nighters are
in New York.
Several are known to have averaged
$1,000 nightly and the records prove
they went to as high as $2,000 and
newspaper in a prominent
over.
industrial southern city commented
on the fact that one of these lively

never heard of

A

winners never mentioned Broadway
nor claimed to have come from
there, but was a good entertainment, which was all that is required.

Small stand managerial opinion
is. veering in that direction.
Shows
of the revue type are recognized to
depend on the players and audiences even in the one-nighters were
prone to draw comparisons to the
substitutes. There is no such handicap attendant on the attraction
Without a Broadway rep. From the
show without the New York stamp
the small stand does not demand
too much, but $1.50 top can be
gotten regularly and some stands
.will support a $2 top.

The advantages of attractions especially designed for one-nght presentation over those with a metropolitan name are several and important. The salary list is less; so
are the royalties, and the attraction can afford to play terms which
erive the house a better precentage
than usual and the attraction still
make money. Also the general costs
are such that any stand in sight
can be played, even though not of
big population.
Complaints are now being registered by small stand managers that
patrons are "picking" the pictures
they want to

discriminating
against those not widely exploited.
That .condition is expected to crop
tip all along the line and should
make bookings of the new one-night
hows welcome. The bookers state
plenty of dates are available, with
the exception of Sunday nights,
when anything will draw in the onenight theatres whether second-class
films or anything else.
The rise of the specially made
small stand productions has nothing to do with the proposal of a
see,

group of one-rtight managers to
produce or direct their own shows.
If that plan becomes operative it is
likely the idea of presenting attractions without big city reputations
will be followed instead of buying

Broadway

titles.

MARSHALL ROUGH

GEO.

TO VARIETY

CRITIC

Washington

Orders

Corre-

spondent Out of Belasco
Theatre, Washington
Washington,

May

"23.

George Marshall, manager of a
couple of local stocks, assumed the
airs of a metropolitan producer Sunday evening at the Belasco, when he
ordered Hardie Meakin, Variety's
Washington correspondent, out of
the theatre, following the second
act of "The Bad Man" which the
Marshall stock opened with that
evening.
Meakin visited the theatre in the
usual course of his Variety work to
review the stock performance. Two
weeks ago he had ^witnessed the
Marshall stock at the Garrick play

Emerson-Loos piece, "The Whole
Town's Talking" as a try out for
A. II. Woods. In his review of that

the

May 10 in Variety,
it fairly but stated,
to Marshall's displeasure, that

play, published

Meakin handled

much

Gerald Oliver Smith had been miscast for

It.

Sunday evening Marshall

started

by addressing Meakin in,, the theatre, demanding to know why he
had stated Smith was miscast.
Meakin courteously told Marshall
why he had made the statement,
Meakin not appreciating that Marthinks
producer.
shall

he

is

a metropolitan

Marshall replied he did not like
Although Meakin
Meakln's tact.
could have objected to that opinion
by Marshall as easily as Marshall
objected to comment upon his crudities of production, Meakin obeyed
Marshall when the latter ordered
him out of the theatre, Meakin
thereby suffering the loss of the remainder of "The Bad Man" performance by the Marshall stock.
Opinion around is that operating
has
simultaneously
stocks
two
nerves.
upon Marshall's
gotten
Often one stock is sufficient to do

Malone & Grosssmith. the London managers, have engaged Fokine to stage for "Hassan" in the
English metropolis early In September.
The Russian dance star
has been here for several years,
having been originally retained to
direct the dances for Comstock and
Gcst's "Aphrodite."

DIXEY'S FRENCH PLAY
"La Feme de Mon Ami" ("The
Wife of My Friend"), by Mirende
and Gerou*. Is to be produced this
summer with Henry K. Dixey in the
1(1 "I
Dixey will be financially interested

appear
B "ool
!,

'

1
1

u"'-

h

the venture.
He is to
the benefit revival of "A
f or
the
with
Scandal."
be
coined)
claimed
to
in

In

due ihortly afterw

»rd.

REINHARDT'S SPECTACLES

FOR THIS SUMMER
"How Come"

Broadway

Rolls

will

attractions this

summer from

pres-

stopped at
Saturday, after two
With
weeks of zero business.
"Salome" the first week, and "A
Comedy of Errors" the second, the
colored dramatic players did manage to furnish copy for Sunday
columns of the critics, but the total
gross on the engagement was hardly
over 13,500. with $1,800 of that the
first week.
"How Come" departed from the
Apollo Saturday also, at that time
having been here five weeks. The
engagement was only by viriite of
guaranteeing the
the attraction
house $4,000 weekly. "How ComeV
business was never able to top
$5,000, the gross weekly being a
hundred or two less than that figure. The show came in with a "nut"
of over $60,000, to which was added
extra expenditure for new costumes
and other outlays. Although .salaries were cut, the lose leaves the
show on the wrong side of the
ledger to the tune of approximately
$80,000, the largest investment In a
Last
colored show ever known.
week the gross dropped to $3,800
and Ben Harris, the Newark manager, who backed the show, decided
he had lost enough.
The Ethiopian Art attempt to attract white patronage was never intended at inception. All of the colored attractions which have ventured away from the colored show
shops have been under white management, but the Frazee experiment,
appears to have been the result of
over-calculation or egotism.
Last summer's colored tries on

Broadway were

all

The

failures.

only attraction of the class which
has been able to stick for a run
this season is "Liza," which started
at Daly's 63rd Street in the winter.
It made some money uptown, but

when

it

moved

to the

Bayes

failed

to draw, and was consistently under $5,000 weekly. On tour "Liza"
is
pulling excellent trade, mostly
white patronage, though none of the
colored attempts has been able to
"Shuffle
Along."
equal
"Liza"
played two weelis, ending last Saturday, and averaged better than

$12,500 for each.

7 BEST IN

GILL'S SUITS

$5,000

Helen

Gill,

from S.
on Notes
picture

3.

and

legit ac-

last in

$1,000 and $4,000 In two different
suits filed In the City and New York
courts. The money claimed
due on notes arises from a $6,500
investment by Miss Gill in one of

Supreme

Krellberg's enterprises whereby she
was to receive 20 per cent, of the
proceeds of a film titled "Green
Jade," which Krellberg contemplated producing. The picture was

never produced and Miss Gill had
Krellberg indicted for grand larceny. The jury was Impanelled and
the trial was about to begin when
Krellberg effected a settlement with
Miss Gill, promising to pay back her

money.
issued, but never
Krellberg has been dabbling in pictures for some time.
Latterly he is reported to be a silent
partner in "For Value Received" at
the Longacre, New York, acting
through his wife, Minnie. Miss Gill
in private life is the wife of Dr.
William F. Broadhead.

The notes were

EQUITY'S LAY-OFF PERIODS
Equity has advised the Producing
Managers' Association that for next
season the Council has agreed to
waive the "play <>r pay" obtuse in
the contract for the

week prior

to

Christmas and Kister, providing
two weeks' work or the salary
equivalent be guaranteed Immediately following those holidays. The
two lay-off week! attained this season and last under similar conditions, but notice is given at this
time, it is explained, so that bookings for the coming season may be
arranged accordingly.

SYRACUSE

"American" Print*
Preferences of Season

on

Krellberg

"Zeno" (Chicago), Is
suing Sherman S. Krellberg through
Samuel Schwartzberg, to recover
tress,

Hit

Syracuse, May 2$.
With the current theatrical season one week from its- termination
Chester B. Bahn, dramatic editor of
the Syracuse "American" has selected what he considers the seven
His
best pjays locally presented.
selections include a production of
each style, starting with the classic
presented
"Othello,"
by Walter
Hampden, tragedy, "The Hurricane"
by and with Olga Petrova; comedy,
Circle" with five stars; mu"Blossom Time"; farce -comedy, "The Goldfish"; comedy-drama,
"Mister Antonio" with Otis Skinner,

"The

sical,

and melodrama, "The Green Goddess" with George Arliss.
In commenting on the season's
productions the reviewer's principal
complaint Is against the usually
large number of plays of a sordid
nature. The foremost in this class
were "The Field of Ermine," Mrs.
Fiske's "Paddy" and "Ladies for
Sale."

TWO-SYLLABLE PLAY
"Sun-t'p," a new play tried out
in stock at White Plains, N. Y.,
opened at the Provinoetown Playhouse last Wednesday night under
the direction of the Flayer*. Inc.. In
The
association with I#ee Kugel.
piece was written by Lulu Volltner,
treasurer of the Garrick, who attempted something In the way of a
novelty by confining all dialog to

words

of one

and two

syllable!.

LEWIS-PEARSONS REVUE

OF BOX OFFICE DEFICIT
Higher

signed contracts with Arthur Pearion and Ted Lewis to lu-. id a summer revue which they will produce
go<»s Into rehearsal

June

i«

Upholds

Court

Dis-

which was

missal of Arthur Hopkins'

Gest actu-

a lease for the Hip but

changed his mind overnight, advising an attorney who represent*
downtown Interests associated with
Gest to hold up the deal.
Gest's return to the Century is
something of a triumph. He withdrew from the big house on Central
Park^ West after extremely unpleasant exchanges with the Shu-

The affirming by the New York
Appellate Division of the dismissal
of Arthur Hopkins' suit against
Nan Murphy who was in the box
office of the Plymouth theatre, New
York, during the run of "The Jest"
clears ufl the question whether a
box office treasurer is "an insurer"
against financial loss of a show's
receipts.

first selected.

ally signed

Complaint

berts.

In offering the Century to Gest
the Shuberts are said to have intimated they would like to see the
Hip torn down, figuring the big
house as opposition to all Broadway
theatres because the house Is able

.

Hopkins held that Miss Murphy

was

responsible for the loss of over
$3,900 during the runs of ''The Jest"
and "Richard III" in 1919-1920.

Miss Murphy's counsel brought
there
were
seven
people
out
handling the tickets and receipts of
the theatre under the general superthen
vision of Brock Pemberton,
general manager for Hopkins. The
lower court suBtained Miss Murphy's
contention that there was no cause
for action with the higher court upholding the dismissal of the com-

to accommodate 10,000 persona a
day In two performances.
Under their own direction for the
past two years the Shuberts have
been unable to turn an appreciable
profit with It and a probable loss
exists. Gest and the Shuberts have
since patched up their differences
and it 1« understood the Shuberts*
suggestion he take the Century

plaint.

brought about the shelving of the

Hip

Not

Enough

Publicity

Theatre

and the costs of

Engagement

San Francisco. May 23.
Robert Warwick has cancelled his
engagement to appear with Margaret Anglin in her production of
"Hippolytus" in the University of
California Greek Theatre.
Warwick had been engaged as Miss Anglin's chief support.
He has been
filling a limited starring engagement at the Fulton stock, Oakland,
and the Anglin engagement was to
follow his closing at the Oakland
house.
It is reported that lack of publiclty for Warwick precipitated the
t
tTT1_
...l_.
break.
His
name was omitted
on
the paper put out to announce the
production.
Warwick Is said to have hurried
to a telegraph office and dispatched
a curt wire to Miss Anglin In Los
Angeles* withdrawing from the proposed production.
Later Warwick gave out a state-

ment in which he said:
"The contract into which

I

its.
"Chu Chin Chow." the most
successful in the big time shows
moved to the Century from the

mi

•

Manhattan. Then "Aphrodite" and
»«HTrt^««»»
_i
_.
Mecca" ....
were staged.
Gest also
staged midnight revues on the Cen.

„

the house.

The Shuberts bought the Century
under a rental arrange-

in 1920. but

ment "Mecca" was staged the following year.
The purchase price
was quoted at $2,000,000. Most of
the investment

en-

made by

husband

putting

manager,

.r.

tury roof and his activities while
not financially winners established

tered with Miss Anglin through her

and

latter called for a
a year, plus taxes
alterations. Bern-

hardt told Gest the proscenium arch
would have to be moved back to its
original position for the staging of
"The Miracle," which was proposed
as the first attraction.
When the Century was taken over
by the Comstock & Gest (the latter
having direction of the house and
productions) the lease called for
$40,000 a year rent with half the
profits going to the holding company.
The spectacle produced by
Comstock & Gest are said to have
hardly returned the cost of production and there were no actual prof-

Greek

on

The

lease.

rental of $250,000

WARWICK WITHDRAWS

Howard

in

is said to have been
outsiders, the Shubert*
$100,000 of their own

money.

The holding company then
leased tho structure to the Shuberts.
practically used the Century for cut rating of attractions
moved
there after Broadway run*
time preceding the production.
Gest was really not long away
"Until Monday that clause was
fulfilled.
Since Monday, however, from the park house. Last summer
there has been nothing. I saw the he moved the sensational "Chauvemanager today. He admitted my Souris" from the 49th street to the
right to the feature position, but Century Roof. It ran through the
said he had omitted my name to summer and was closed three weeks
ago after playing 65 weeks. The
save $400 or $500."
Elwyn Harvey, lately In "The roof house was rented on the basis
Demi Virgin," has been engaged for of $500 weekly, though Lee Shubert
the Margaret Anglin company in Is credited with having a 25 per
cent, interest "Chauve-Souris" is
the Greek theatre.
quoted making a profit of $290,000.
The Moscow Art Theatre, also a
Gest venture, which winds up its
MISS STONE'S LEGIT
American engagements at Jolson'w
Dorothy Stone, daughter of Fred 59th street
next week (return two
Stone, will make her professional
week date), is reported having made
debut as a featured player with her almost
as much money. The profit*
famous father, in a new play now for the first four
weeks were $lft.t.being wriften by Jerome Kern and 000
and to dato the
is
Anna Caldwell, for Broadway pres- a quarter of a million attraction
to the goo.l
entation next season.
Miss Stone The Russian dramatic show estabobtained some experience this sea- lish^! a new high
gross record for
son through appearing at intervals non -musical attractions
by pulling
in "Tip Top" while on the road. over $45,000
the first week.
T'.ie
Charles Dillingham wiil produce.
scale of V> obtained throughout inKern and Miss Caldwell ar- also cluding, the Chicago. Philadelphia
making- musical ver*fonq of "The and isoston rt.'ites.
Hull, provided that I should be featured at all times except In whatever natural publicity was secured
from special writers during the

They have

DEBUT

Fortune Hunter," "Merely Mary
Ann." and "The Life of the Pari
fur the Dillingham oi'i

"Why

Sam Lewis and Sam Dody have

it

Morris Gest is reported to have
secured the Century, New York,
again, this time under lease from
the Shuberts and he intends staging the Max Reinhardt productions
there Instead of the Hippodrome,

TREASURER NOT INSURER

Frazee

Bahn

Wants

Art Theatre Quarter Million Ahead

Late spring found
two sable "contenders, but both
failed.
The Ethiopian Art Thtatre,
colored attempt,

CENTURY

—

ent indications.

latest

GEST'S

Hippodrome Lease Cancelled Gest Again Hat Century— "Chauve-Souris" Profits $290,000— Moscow

be minus coiored

that

HELEN

AT MORRIS

Up Record
Loss of $80,000— Ethiopian
Art Did $3,500 in 2 Weeks

the

satisfied.
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Relnhardl Is due back here in the
though definite production plan*
not made
"The Miracle" is the
most likely candidate.
Rcinh trdt
may undertake the direction .->f A
md :md One Nights." the
I'Veneh -[».•. tact* which Gest h #
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desirous of doing frtr come
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time
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Among the barkers of several independently produced shows thK season
•re several bootleggers, Ono such was the heavy sugar baby behind a
piece which recently withdrew without ever having a winning work. His
bit is said to have amounted to $14,000. Toward the last of the engagement btock was sold to make expenses, those interested agreeing to reduce their holdings, since the show would have been forced off otherwise.
The

only out for the investors

Louis Nethersole

is

is

to sell the

show

fcr pictures.

handling the publicity for the

St.

James, London.

One obituary on the late Sadie Martinot described her as Nethersole's
widow. The couple were divorced some years ago, but Nethersole is
known to have remitted alimony each week, though the former star was a
patient in an asylum.

MAdison Corey returned from London last week and confirmed the cable
reports that "The Bootleggers" would be presented there. The show will
be put on as quickly as possible, with the backing of a syndicate of English whiskey distillers, who regard the piece as propaganda against the
dry movement. The probable name of the show abroad will be "Prohibition."

Will Page switched his publicity winning sporting stunts for "Follies"
from the links to the lake last week. A rowing contest in Central
Park drew a flock of reporters and photographers and copious copy

girls

the "regatta." Page claims that "Johns" hired most of the
boats and tossed mash notes to the choristers as they raised blisters on
their dainty palms.

was given

York's Silver Jubilee, which begins
Monday, will attract visitors in bi?
number and that theatres will
benefit accordingly, is perhaps the
explanation why at least a percentage of shows are continuing. Salary
cutting and the end of the rent
period also figures.
A record number of second engagements are being offered in New*
York. Five attractions 6f the kind
are now on the boards. They partly
fill the void usually filled by spring
revivals.
Some of the re-engagements are counting on jubilee
crowds.
"Bombo," with Al Jokson, is easily
the leader of the returned successes,
the attraction getting $33,000 at the

Hquare matters with the show

girl.

Channing Pollock returned from Paris last week, weighing 18 pounds
more than when he started. At the time he was 14 pounds under normal
<fo him) due to the hustle in exploiting "The FooL" which included many
public addresses. Pollock went over on pleasure to witness the opening of
"The Sign on the Door" in Paris, but stepped into five days' work. On
arrival he discovered the opening date was put back, portions of the script
"The Sign" closed

not being understood.

In Paris last

Saturday.

"Barnum Was

Right," which closes at the Cohan Saturday, will not be
sent on tour, but will be released for stock immediately. The picture
i
rights have not been disposed of to date.

Frank Wilstach, who joined the Sam H. Harris office as publicity director, succeeding Wells Hawkes, was considered for the post some time
ago. Harris, however, stated he would not consider taking an employe
from another manager. Wilstach, upon resigning from the Shuberts,
hnnounced, he had signed with the McClurp syndu ate, but his appointment to the Harris office quickly followed. It is understood he Will continue newspaper work in addition.
David Wallace will continue next season in charge of publicity for
Arthur Hopkins' attractions. Murdock Pemberton of the Hippodrome
will be in a similar post in the William Harris, Jr., office.

Cy Fishkind has resigned as assistant dramatic editor of the "Tribune,"
and has been succeeded by M. B. Goodrich.
O'Neil's next play in London may be "Zander the Great," which
running here at the Empire. Gilbert Miller, who recently arrived in
England, offered to star Miss O'Neil in the Salisbury Field comedy. She
is at present appearing in "Plus Fours" in the English provinces, after a

Peggy

is

Isondon run.
reported having made $192,000 to date at Maxine Elliott's,
where It is in the 29th week. The weekly average is over $15,000, and
the attraction's share better than $10,000. the terms being 65 per cent.
Sam H. Harris produced "Rain," but J. D. Williams, who originally had
the script and who directed the show, has a 25 per. cent, interest, while
Lewis and Gordon have an equal share.

"Rain"

is

The Putnam Building will not he reconstructed by Famous Flayers
before another year. The delay is due to expiring leasee held by tenants
on the property.

going dark.

*

"Aren't

We

All?" Promising

The present speech-making American tour of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
perhaps the leading exponent of spiritualistic phenomena, is not for personal profit. The net proceeds are turned over to the English Institute for
Psychological Research, which is sponsoring his appearances.
When
taking the platforr.i at Carnegie Hall recently to explain "ectoplasm" the
big auditorium drew turnaway attendance at $2.50 top. The creator of
"Sherlock Holmes" is accompanied by his wife and children, and the
party is making a leisurely tour, which Includes visits to the national
parks in the west. Sir Arthur is expected to remain four or live months.

Among the new attractions
All?" the Englith com'Aren't
edy, with Cyril Maude, looks quite
favorable at the Gaiety, and "Dew
Drop Inn*' ..: drawing strongly at the
Astor. Thev are the only new additions to the agency buys.
"Cold
Feet" at the Fulton and "Not So
Past'' at. the Mornsco bowed jn this

The woman who has been Impersonating Pauline i-ord, and who disnppeared some week! auo, when it was alleged she passed a Worthless
check for $400 in a Broadway hotel, has turned up in Chicago* and Is
Luii^ .:. tan.
alls from the Locp to
•«m«l to be on ii< r way to the coast.
srv* ral New Yorkers were received within the last f* w days, ?!>o woman
saying on the *ire that sh< was Mi-s Lord, and inquiring where she
Id nd<
could get a go 1 highball In Chicago. Mis* Lord Is
g In
"Anna Christie.

were promptly put

We

*

•

>

t

i

•

<

k without impressing, and both
In cut rates*

Business last w« <k wa* off ear'/
In the week, then climbed to a big
Friday night, only to see a general
wallop Saturday.
Indications are
for similar business thiv week.
The subway circuit has started
«-<ng.
The Mont auk, Brooklyn,
went dark Saturday after presenting
Told Feet, which got nearly $T.,000.
That wa* regarded fairly good for a
new show. This week the Majestic
is
through with attractions, but
"

The
"Little

Liberty, New York,
a
Nellie Kelly."

lobby being included

In

w>Jl cost about $?0,00r.

lh<

!a

being rend led for an

new

cooling
area lo h« u

system
lift*
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all
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stay of
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"Bombo" (Winter Garden).
New York. Mrs. Glass came on
The cuts were topped off with both from the coast to be with her hus"Blossom Time" companies playing band, who is nicely recovering.
St.),

the Shubert and 44th Street concurrently starting Monday; "The

Mountebank"

(Lyceum),

"Sally,

Irene and Mary" (Century), "Up She
Goes" (Playhouse), "Caroline" (Ambassador),
The Clinging Vine"
(Knickerbocker),
"The Gingham
Girl"
(Central),
"Barnum Was
Right" (Cohan), "You and I" (Bel-

mont), "For Value Received" (Longacre),
"The Enchanted Cottage"
(Ritz), "Give and Take" (49th St.),
"Whispering Wires" (Broadhurst),
"Icebound" (Sam H. Harris), "The
Old Soak" (Plymouth). "Cat and

Canary" (National), "Uptown West"
(Bijou),
"The Wasp" (Selwyn),
Romeo and Juliet" (Henry Miller),
"Not So Fast" < Morosco) and "Cold
Feet" (Fulton).
1

•DEMI-VIEGIir TO FRISCO
Los Angeles, May 23.

"The Demi -Virgin" produced by

Nancy

John McKenzie, assistant treas*
New York, has

urer at the Fulton,

for the summer to join one of
the "Covered Wagon" touring units.
replaced by Edward Gorm* *
left

He was

Harry

ley.

Benson

as

remains

1

treasurer.

Among the new shows announced
recently for presentation during the)
summer and fall are: "The Empty
.

House," a drama by Arthur Hornblow, to be produced by the Bilt*

more

Producing

Co;

"The

Two

Nightingales," a musical comedy,
from the German, to be produced
by Philip Goodman with Madge
Kennedy and W. C. Fields as thei
leads;
'The Runt," by Hatcher
Hughes, to be presented by Mare
Klaw, "For Evidence Only," by
Ethel Clifton; "Victims" by C. W. De
Rose, and an unnamed play by Ifco

Swedish writer. Hans

was attached
day of a five-

Alin.

Fair, its star,

Saturday, the

final

LEGAL ITEMS

week engagement at Egan's, where
the piece drew good attendance, hut
failed to show a profit due to the

will be

clos-

New

>

the artists, who InGaravelli,
soprano;)
Comedian"
(Belasco),
"Seventh Silvio Garavelli, her brother, bariHeaven"
(Booth),
"Wildflower" tone; Ansalose, bass, and De Greg(Casino), "Merton of the Movies" • orio, tenor. The rest of the company.
(Cort), "Rain" < Maxine Elliott's), waa made up of New York singers,
"Zander
the
Great"
(Empire), The orchestra is under the direction
"Aren't
All" (Gaiety), "So This of Cav. Simeone.
is London" ^Hudson), "Little Nellie
Kelley" (Liberty, "Music Box ReMontague Glass underwent an
vue" (Music Box), "Follies" (New operation
for
appendicitis
last
Amsterdam), "Mary the 3d." (39th week in the Roosevelt Hospital*

at the Gar-

"How Come"

artist fori

Mcscow Art Theatre pnpduc*

.

rick.

ing at the Apollo suddenly last Saturday, and the Ethiopian Art Theatre doing likewise at the Frazee.
Both houses are dark, but the Apollo
wilk-get "For "Value Received," moving next week from the Longacre,
which goes dark. Closing Saturday
are "The Enchanted Cottage" at
the Ritz, which shuts; "The Comedian," which closes at the Belasco;
"Barnum Was Right," leaving Cohan
available for 'Adrienne," and "Cat
and Canary," the National, too,

Leon Mohn, chief scenic
the

Of

16.

The buys: "Caroline" (Ambassa- house greeted
"Dew Drop Inn" (Astor), 'The cluded Pina

the past several seasons. The reason is that several real hits are
house below the line." "Rain" is
a cinch at Maxine Elliot all summer, and so is "Wildflower" at the
Casino. "Zander the Great" is pulling smart business at the Empire,
and the brokers have extended the
buy until July 4.
"The Devil's

from Broadway,
"Morphine," by Forest Halsey, magazine writer and picture scenarist,
at the Egan, Los Angeles, Monday.
It was dramatized and
directed by Oscar Apfel. The play was written 12 years ago and excellently written. The presentation has a pyschological angle, following the
dope exposures on the coast. Frank Egan is in New York arranging the
sale of "The Humming Bird" for pictures. It is understood an offer of
$15,000 has been made, although the price mentioned when the Maude
Fulton piece was at the Ritz (New York) was $11,000. The Broadway
tun cost Egan about $25,000. The Humming Bird" originally played here
24 weeks.

opened

at

dor),

South of 42d Street Lively
Theatres south of 42d street are
due for lively summer instead of
general darkness prevailing as for

dark
two weeks after the departure of
A show with a Broadway reputation and a cast of big names toured "Jack and Jill," White's "Scandals"
the South this season. One of the players had appeared in the territory due there June 8, the same date set
in three-a-day vaudeville last year and the name was remembered by a for "Helen ©f Troy, N. Y.," at the
baggageman at one stand. He wanted to know: "What's the matter with Selwyn.
Colored shows have disappeared
those old birds. Can't they get a job in New York?"

ation, Los Angeles, inactive for the)
past year, will resume regular meet*
ings within the near future.

'

day, the first of the return tries to
terminate.
The cut rate line-up is such that
little
trade is going to the box
ofncee for the attractions listed
there.
The reason is that both the
cut rates and the two-for-ones are
offering lower floor locations, and
patrons once getting a taste of bargain tickets in good locations, are
cured Of paying double at the box
offices.
Lower floor tickets may be
had for 14 out of the 23 shows in
out rates this week.

The Globe

in picture exploitation.

'

Canary." like "Blossom Time," is
depending principally on cut rates,
but the mystery play stops Satur-

next week.

hi

The Theatre Managers' Assocl*

We

at the 44th Street and Shubert got
Indicaoff to only fair business.
tions are for grosses of about $8,000
although the Shubert Is due to. beat
out the 44th Street and will remain
during the jubilee period. "Cat and

won the Pulitzer
"Icebound"
prize as the best drama of the seaPublicity attendant the honor
jumped the show $1,500 last week,
and instead of closing will move to
the Vanderbilt June 4, at which time
it will be succeeded at the Sam H.
Harris by "Jack and Jill," now at
the Globe.
The summer crop of musicals will
be slow in arriving. "Adrienne'' is
the first listed and the only opening

now

is

tions at the Jolson theatre, 69th!
street and Seventh avenue,
"Aren't
1 110 ' 00 *
*" e8t ,e *° f
All," the English piece, with) 7 ork
J
.f
.
Cyril Maude at the Gaiety, was im- ln re Uy * nd ab0 " t $5 000 n
f and no will when he
J died*
sonalty
w.*iitLi
mediate n<
«,
*„„
amediately
accepted as a buy. An
March 1:3, it was disclosed this week
advance
buy
was
made
for
"Adrienne" which arrives at the in the Kings County Surrogate'*
Cohan next week. The premiere in Court through the granting of ad*
Philadelphia last week drew a num- mlnist' ation letters upon his prop*
ber of brokers who voted it a likely erty to Christine Mohn, his widow*
summer entrant and the deal takes of £04 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn.
Mr. Mohn, who died suddenly of
in most of the lower floor.
acute indigestion while at work at
The number of shows in cut rates his studio
at Jolson's theatre, was)
increased by one. because of the
64 years old, a native of Madison,
presence of two of the new attrac- Wis., and
had been a resident of
tions.
Wednesday there were 23 Brook :yr. for about 40 years. His
listed including "Not So Fast" and
j-idow and two daughters, because
"Cold Feet," a new piece which alof his -failure to leave a will, axe*
loted some balcony locations for the
entitled to share in the net estate.
premiere performance. Two thirds
of the cut rate list includes downThe Italian Grand Opera Co. prestairs locations, permitting at least
sented Rossini's "The Barber OJB
some chance to compete with the Seville'" at Parson's, Hartford/
two for ones.
crowded
Conn Thursday night^

trade.

son.

over $8,000 at

The agency list numbered
this week's new productions,

The Russian show jumped

indefinite

Applejack"

known

the end of the week, but several
have already arranged a renewal.

during its second week in Boston,
getting $30,000 last week. There in
no call in the agencies and the return date depends on box office

is

and "Captain

$10,200,
played to

Bronx opera house.
Buys and Cut Rates
A number of buys will expire

The
Garden last week.
Moscow Art Theatre's two-week return to Jolson's 59th Street, which
started Monday, will hardly partici-

Disciple"

Newark, got
the

The two "Blossom Time" shows
Margie Whittlngton of the .'Tollies" is claimed to be the only show
who turned down an offer of marriage from a millionaire. However,
it appears to be a case of a chorister showing good judgment, since it
appears the young aspirant for her hand was threatened with being cut
The suitor is said to be* Ralph Friedman, son of a
elf by his father.
Milwaukee department store owner. An engagement was announced and
picked up by a Milwaukee dally, which is reported resulting in the newspaper losing the store advertising. The youth was called home and after a
Since trren,
talking to, declared he never even met Miss Whittington.
with his parents abroad, the boy is reported back on Broadway trying to
girj

"Herald,"
#

Follies" Oast year's shew,
$13,000 at the Majestic last
and topped the list. "Lightnin's"
third week at the Broad Street,

Winter

pate.

B. Mullen, recently of thd)

and

charge of publicity for Anne Nich*
.olds' "Abie's Irish Rese."
For sev*
eral years Mullen "conducted an in*
dustrial publicity bureau in Massaweek chusetts and he was formerly well

Robert E. McMurray, president of
the Motion Picture Advertising Co*
being sued by the -People of tfe*
State of New York through
lowing day, with the company ney General Carl Sherman, .Attormust
opening Saturday, May 20, at the stand examination despite McMurCentury, San Francisco, following ray's affidavit that his company is
not engaged in the sale of stock and
a week of one nighters.
does not intend to engage in the
sale of any.
The attorney general
Marilynn Miller's New Contract
is prosecuting under that section of
Marilynn Miller Is in New York the law which gives him the right
conferring with M. L. Malevinsky. to investigate and enjoin fraudulent
practices.
Justice Lehman in the
her attorney, relative to the signing New York Supreme Court signed an
of a new production starring con- order for McMurray's examination
and also for the enjoining of the
tract with F. Ziegfeld,
small capacity of the house.

The attachment was

lifted the fol-

The

Jr.

"Sally" star will head a show
touted to par anything she has ever

done before.
The sudden

death of Florenz
Ziegfeld, Sr„ in Chi. ago, is holding
up the signing of the contract until late this week.
Mary Eaton will take the Miller
role in 'Sally" for the road tour.

Duffy— "Van

Collaborator
Jimmy Duffy is writing the
comedy scenea for Earl Carrol's
snmr r show, 'Vanities,'' due into
the Carrol late rext month.
Duffy
ano. the ?fllahjn Boys (vaudeville)
will also be in the casi. Others engaged aie Ray Dooley, Joe Cook,

Burns

Harry
Jo\

tiet"

.'md

Peggy

in)

;irf

•

Peter

who

J.

Brady, the labor leader

has

interested
himself
in
has been elected
president of the Xirvv
Federation
Hank, a Union Labor banking institution, at
?»4th
street and 8th
v t Ti»i#
"York
which formally
ii« d
M.iy ID.

Equity

Ww

.-.

<

affairs,

i

•

George Leonard, the ac or known
for his 'rounder'* character, has sued
Dave Bonator and H. Stine, coffee
dealers, for injuries by their auto
truck.
He is just recovering from
the accident, which took place in
Brooklyn when he traveled there to
sec "Spice of 1022," in which he
was to replace Jack Trainer, the
role
now being played by Sam*
Hearn. Leonard alleges hejias since
passed up two vaudeville offers and
parts m
The Painted Lady" and
"The Moorland Case" because of his
Incapacity.
s«

im

J

l

lawj

s

•;

i

EmanueJ

arts.

Hopkins

Duffy and Kail Cm
ng on the bock.

re.

company's stock. McMurray's motion to vacate the order
for examination has been denied.
sale of the

Waives Ahmony While Playing
Haaei Bryam tin iuiv.it.- life Mr».
Lee An tin Willmott) of "Wildflower," h;i^ waived h«r demands for
alimony In her separation suit
against WiUmott and -has agreed to
a Stipulation to accept $10 weekly
for the support of their two-yearold daughei Rnid.
Alimony to waived onlj as long
as sh«

/

i^

»

mftiioj

•

ii

j

»

May

Thursday,
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"VENGEANCT
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PUNCH & JUDY'S RECORD HOT CAMPAIGN OVER

CO. CONVICTED

8 PLAYS THIS SEASON

ON IMMORAL PLAY CHARGE
Due

—

30 Day* Production Attracted
Much Attention Because of Its Theme Harry
Weinberger, Lawyer

Sentence
.

in

The manager, star and players of
God of Vengeance" were con-

—

G.

&

S.

MUDDLE

•'The

an immoral and
Ziegfeld
indecent performance before a Jury
drawn from a special panel in Genvicted

of

giving

Loses

First

Legal

Point

Coming Up

Wednesday

eral Sessions late

afterremanded the

noon. Judge Mclntyre
Gallagher and Shean scored a
defendant* for sentence until June
point Saturday in the hearings beAll are under $300 bail each.
29.
Harry Weinberger, attorney for the fore New York Supreme Court Jusplayers and also one of the defend- tice Irving Lehman in his private
ants as manager of the show, in- chambers wherein Florenz Ziegfeld,
timated he would appeal the case.
Jr.. made application to force the
The offense is a misdemeanor pun"misters'' to submit* to an arbitraishable by fine or imprisonment.
The "Vengeance" case has at- tion to determine their obligation
tracted much attention from the to play in the "Follies" after June 1.
time it was brought to Broadway The motion was denied on the techat the Apollo from Greenwich Vil- nicality that Nathan
Burkan, acting
It was reported at the time
lage.
for Ziggy, had not sufficiently notithat if the show attempted to move
fied
Gallagher
and
Shean
relative to
uptown it would be sure to attract
The latter acting the application for an arbitration.
police attention.
on complaints secured indictments Tobias A. Keppler represented for
and arrests were made shortly after the actors.
the show arrived on 42d street. It
Another angle figures in the matwas regarded one of the rawest
plays ever presented on Broadway, ter of Gallagher and Shean's picture
but Weinberger contended it was services. The team has contracted
artistic and proffered endorsements with the Fox Film Corp. to
star in a
from several well-known individuals.
Rudolph Schildkraut who had ap- comedy. "Around the Town With
Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean." The
peared in the Yiddish version of
"Follies"
entrepeneur objects to
"Vengeance" which was written by
Sholem Asch used it for his initial their services therein claiming an
exclusive contract. On counsel's aditself
play
English appearance. The
rice they will start work oh the
presented here in Yiddish

had been

for several years but attracted no
attention.

There were
the

13 persons coupled in
conviction and in addition to

picture shortly.

White for a Broadway
vehicle to be written by Aaron Hoffman. Ziegfeld bases his prior claim
on a contract of April S, 1922 for
the run of the "Follies" which
makes provision that in case of dispute the matter should be referred
to Equity for arbitration. The disput involves a novel point never
before decided. The standard P. M.
A.-Equity contract does not give a
manager an actor's exclusive services following one season, stipulated as concluding June 1.
Ziegfeld, however, used a short contract,
letter form, for the run of the
"Follies" to be governed by the
Equity's rulings in all other reZiggy claims the June 1
spects.
termination does not apply in his

Weinberger and Schildkraut the en- George

tire balance of the

They

company

is In-

Esther Stockton.
Virginia McFadden. Marjorie Stewcluded.

are:

Mae

Berland,
Carnorsky,
Dorothy Nolan. Aldeah Wise. Lillian
Paig and James Meighan.
Michael Selwyn, house manager of
the Selwyn, was also indicted but
his case is understood to have been
separated from the others.
art,

Irvin

Sam

J.

Jaffe.

Adler.

Morris

MORRIS SIGNS MRS. CASTLE
before the "France" debarked for England Wednesday
morning Irene Castle affixed her
signature to a contract whereby

Just

Arch

Selwyn

will

manage

Miss

Castle on a concert tour in the fall,
preparatory to her starring in
Andre Chariot's new revue, as yet
untitled, due for a metropolitan
premiere New Year's eve. The contract was signed through William
Morris, Jr.

!

ANNUL VERA'S MARRIAGE
(Frlx),

in

last

the

FRIARS' ELECTION

2 Weeks

Headquarters Established

"The Apache." which stopped last
Saturday after a two- week try, the
house being rented for that period.
The others tried were '"The *49ers,"
"The Love Set." "The Doormat."
"The Evergreen Lady" and Tony

"Bat Taberln,"

the

Shubert mu-

was designed

piere which

for
also

Now "Happy Days"

Philadelphia. May 23.
"Sun Showers" at the Chestnut
Street O. H. next week will be called

"Happy Days."

different kinds of attention.
The
other may be a new piece.
Both
are short cast plays, with the following engaged: Gertrude Boyes
Peter Lang. William Luels, Betty
Baker, Helen Learning. Jack Ryan.

the Century Roof theatre and
mentioned for the Shubert, was
taken
Philaoff
In
Saturday
delphia.
in need of recasting
It
Is
and may n.>t be tried
^
n
until
»

!

fall

INDIAN PLAY IN O^EN
San Fr hclsco, M *y -3.
i

Tamelpa," an Indian play by Dan

W. Totheroh, was staged

in

the

Open air theatre on Mount TtnialPais this week
Qarnet Holme directed -uid the chief role wis portrayed by Phyllis Blake

William D. Harrlgan, "Polly Preand son of Ned Harrlgan,
famous Harrlgan and Hart
team, admits he's "broke" in a voluntary petition In bankruptcy filed
last wsek.
The »otal liabilities of
$5,381.60 are mostly for debts conferred,"
of ths

tracted for

a:*e the sols assets.
dress is. given as
New York.

acquired

the

English

his
speaking

Inc..

rights for all of the plays of AuNorwegian
the
Strindberg,
gust

dramatist, and intends to produce
several next season. With the exception of "The Father." few of
Strindberg" ^ works have been seen
in this country, and, as he Is generally considered second only to
Ibsen as a Scandinavian playwright,
Is expected that the productions
it
will arouse considerable interest.
Most of his plays deal with Rial
rlage. Often presenting woman in a
-

very unfavorable light. Strindberg
was. essentially, a woman-hater.

Harrigan's ad-

Bast 17th

$17

Robert P. Stephenson has
appointed receiver.

BAT'S"
"The Bat"

been

RECORD

again bo prolific
next season, Wagenhals Jb Kemper
will

having decided to send out six companies, the
this season.

same number as toured
Multiple routes for the

champ mystery play are dated

to

begin early In the fall, most of the
engagments being repeat dates.
It will be the fourth season for
ths "Bat," claimed the biggeat
money maker In a decade. No other
attraction Is known to have "fabricated" companies to such an extent at a similar period after the

Broadway engagement.

FROM 'T00LM TO "F00LM
The Boston company

"The

of

Foul" will close Saturday, at which
time four members of the cist will
be transferred to the New York percontinue
formance,
which
will
through the summer at the Times
Square.
The players joining the Broadway
cast are Alexandra Carlisle. Hilda
Vaughn, Hale Norcross and Clarence

KELCEY ALLEN
Dramatic Critic "Woman's Wear" and "Daily News Record"
Kelcey Allen enjoys (?) the rare distinction of being dramatic critic
two New York City dailies. One is an evening paper entitled "Women'.s
Wear." read by* the buyers and manufacturers of wearing apparel for.
women The other is a morning newspaper called 'The Daily News
Record." Its readers are for the most part buyers Bind manufacturers
of men's wearing apparel,* bankers, executives of textile mills and
of

1

Plays,

•

street,

show

United

the-

Cheney Johnson.
A $10 bank balancs an I .50
worth of exempted wearing apparel

Equity side-stepped intervening
the arbitration because of the
non-employment of the standard
form of contract.
If Gallagher and Shean leave the

Stnndberg Piays Next Season

money loaned from

friends.
Louise Oroody i
for $2,000; Leor Brrol, $500;
i,
Bert Brlg u
$100; Wtnchstt Imtth.
$150; John Pierre. $25$. Also Items
to Max Hart, New York Athletic
Club, Hotel Alg nquin, and Alfred
atrical

down

in

The

**

tioned the right of the I. T. A. to
on the fight.
George M. Cohan heads both tick- charge dues on top of the 'P. M. A.,
His paying the I. T. A. pro rata on Its
ets for re-election as Abbott.
running mates are William Collier membership. It Is said ths producfor Dean. J. Frank Stephens, sec- ers' association has paid on the
retary, and J. P. Muller, treasurer. basis of $6,000 annually. Last year
Sargs' Marionettes.
The opposition ticket has Lionel At- the I. T. A. was operated under a>
loss, partly made up by donations.
will for Dean, Edward E. Pidgeon,
Theatres were requested to charge
secretary, and Fred Murray, treas'PEPPER BOX" IN L. A.
"tax" on passes, such money being
urer. Candidates for re-election on
Los Angeles. May 23.
the board of governor* are little turned over to the I. T. A. Soma
The "Pepper Box Revue" opened changed.
houses instituted the system, others
to a capacity audience at the Audidisregarding it.
torium Monday.. Considernhlo "piLee Boda. as executive secretary
GAITS' THRILLERS
per" was in evidence for the preof ths I. T. A.. Is under ftt.Ott
mier, but those who bought seats us
salary; Ligon Johnson, counsel for
well^ as the deadhead s app eared to Two Plays with Lurid Titles Trying the association, Is said to- receive
Out in New York
enjoy
the
performance.
Sophie
$10,000; Alfred E Aarons. Ralph W.
Tucker and George Le Ifsirs were
Long and Abe Levy comprise ths
"The Unloved Wife" and "The
given the greatest attention by the
labor committee, each
receiving
local critics.
The revue is not a Unwanted Child" are two plays of $5,000.
George Gatts' he intends trying out
riot, but good summer fare.
during
two weeks he has engaged
The piece has been strengthened
HARRIGAN BANKRUPT
since the San Francisco opening by the Yorkville, New York, commencthe addition of Marvel, dancer, and ing May 28.
Owes
$6381. and Hss $10 in BankThe
former
named
has
played
on
Harriet Bennett, prima donna.
Voluntary Petition
the road here, and its title attracted

"Follies" run.

ing.

sical

Officers

with
Gallagher
and
Shean, but interprets it as an exclusive signing of the comedians'
services as long as he continues the

CLOSED

18

to carry

YOUTHFUL HERO

IS

NEW YORK JUNE

The record number of attractions
The International Theatrioai AsThe annual election of officers for
for a theatre on Broadway this seathe Friars' Club promises to be the sociation will hold its third annual
son goes to the 299 -seat Punch and
keenest contest In the history of the convention at the Hotel PennsylJudy, which also played the shortclub. There are two tickets in the vania, New York, starting June IS.
est run. Since last fall eight shows
a A feature of this year's meetings
field now and a probability of
have tried, all failing. The house
third set of candidates, some club will be daily sessions of the labor
was dark so frequently the actual
leaders seeking a change, figuring committee, which will have special
number of playing weeks hardly
the second ticket not strong enough quarters, where visiting members
exceeded the unlighted ones.
may receive advice on smoothing
to oppose the regular candidates.
The average engagement at the
Something exceptional in club out local labor problems.
Punch and Judy was two weeks, al- politics was started this week when
Discussion over the I. T. A. has
though "The Square Peg" stuck it the sponsors for the opposition cropped up in the Producing Manout five weeks. The shortest "run" ticket established campaign head- agers' Association and some opposiwas three days, with "Persons Un- quarters at 1650 Broadway. It was tion has been recorded. Some proknown." The most recent fliv was claimed a fund of $2,609 was raised ducers owning houses hare ques-

"Rose of Stamboul," was granted
Tuesday a decree of annullment of
her marriage to Walter Frix, son
of George W. Frix. the piano manu-

"BAL TABERrN"

IN

agreement

the "Follies" will retain the
melody of the "Mister" song and
possibly such published verses as
Gene
are now common property.
Buck has written a parody on the
has called It "Mr. Benumber
and
facturer. The cause for action was
lasco and Mr. Gest."
that both litigants are under age.
New numbers and features dated
Frix, Sr.. who died last August,
for the "Follies" starting June 4,
did not sanction the nuptials and
at which time Eddie Cantor steps
stopped his offspring's income.
into the cast, may be postponed a
week because of the death of ZiegChicago and the
feld's father in
OARRITY,
manager's trip to the ctiy. One of
Chicago. May 23.
the additions is a Spanish prima
Jack Garrity, Jr., nge 15. son of donna, Helena D'Algy, who has
J. J. Garrity, Chicago manager for
been appearing In Buen03 Aires for
the Shubert*. has received headthe past two years.
line honors In Chicago newspapers
Cantor's four weeks of Keith
In accounts of his heroism in convaudeville which start with the
nection with the recent floods in "Follies"
be
will
engagement
Hot Springs-, Ark.
played because of prior contracts.
The family In there, and Garrity lie will play the Orpheum the week
Is nursing a run -clown condition.
of June 4. with the Falace follow-

Vera King

CONVENTION

T. A.

Longest Run, 5 Weeks; Short- Opposition Ticket in Field with Daily Sessions of Labor Comest, 3 Days; Average,
Third Ticket in Prospectmittee—Salaries of

-Sun Showers"

Gallagher and Shean choose to
favor a fall starring contract they
hold with Charles Dilingham and

L

merchants.
Mr. Allen has been present .it every Import int flrst night in New
York for thirty years and probably knows personally more managers,
press agents and actors than any other dramatic editor In the countn
He was born in New York City and has neon writing about the theatre
and its people for more than a quarter of a century.
II" is famous for witty 'first night" remarks
It was he who said,
the show must have a pum-h or tie- i,. Ueta will have," and 'the reason
that people go to Hrai nights is because there may never be
second."
His best one wis after the first appearance of Lionel Barrymore In
"Macbeth." After the actor spoke ths line "Lay on, MacDuff," Mr Allen
whispered to John McBrhle, the ticket broker, Lay off McBride."
Once asked by a young man how be became a dramatic critic b'r
Allen replied that he was the only man on the paper who ownel a dress
suit, and had lie owned t new one, he probably would have been m
If
the opera critic
(The iixtecnth picture tmi brief tketck 0/ the dmmatic rd\ior» of
the country
»

i

Ifandyslde*.
They will replace
Adrienne Morrison, Arthur BMOtt
Alberta Burton and Roilo Lloyd. Ths
latter players will rejoin "The Fool*
in the fall, when seven comp\nie*
are to be sent out

FRIARS 'ALL HOOFERS' TICKET
An opposition ticket mmed (<tr
he Friars led to a "third tick"'
m»
pelting on the unofficial call board
i

it

*
the Monnstery last week
It w
the "All Hoofers Ticket"
•

-id.

The "nominations" w

«re

!>ori hi TOrr
IcH ,,,,,i,,,,., l l rn ny Rym
Louis M te ml
il
Busier
Sammy Le<»
Master of Loots

Rig

If eel

f,itt|«

i

1

,

Upper
Assistant Uppor
first

Board

Tom

Dingle

Mosronl
Tyler Brooke
Ruck Mack
Charles.

(leoigo

M

Cuban

»

W

of Sol«s
0<»n<M »l

<

fOrdov in
Polish**

Keel I»l »<»
toner fleet
Finisher

—
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SHOW OPENS TO

[COHAN'S NEW
ENCOURAGEMENT FOR CHICAGO
TURNAWAY AND BIG ADVANCE
CONVENTIONS' BUSINESS
Tremont—

m

I

Gross Noticeably Improved- Adelphi Reopened by
Woods— "Cabinet Girl" at Colonial Howard
Bros. Got $26,000 Last Week

I

—

May

Chicago.

L'3.

li
lust weik was u criterion of
what the arrival of the record of
conventions due here next month
Will accomplish for local theatrical

business, there's much encouragefor the theatres which intend
to house attractions for the hot

ment

months.
Intermingled with surprise patronage from local playgoers was a
heavy "draw" from two large conventions last week, noticeably improving the box office receipts over
many previous weeks, and giving the
majority of the house manager!
their first smiles in many days.
"With five theatres closed, the playgoers had to pick their entertainment from a limited area, swelling
the contention of those who maintain the number of theatres in the
loop increased faster in the last
three years than did the clientele
to patronize them.
In reckonlnK that perhaps 16 to 18
theatres would easily be supported
during the height of the regular
theatrical
season,
the
manager*
probably overlooked the rapidity

with which theatrical patronage was
being educated on the north and
Kouth sides.
The elaborateness of
the activities of the dance hall and
movie house managers on the north
and south sides will undeniably be
a thorn in the sides of the loop theatre managers until the present situation undergoes a thorough process
of elimination. With the opening of
the Adelphi. under the management
of A. H. Woods, the loop field will
become greater complicated, placing

on the horizon a situation that leads
the Wfse ones to forecast at least
1hree theatres, now considered in
the backward class, relinquishing
their rights to be classed as legit
theatres. In this respect the Olym?)ic took the initiative by contracting for burlesque next season.
It may be stated that the "independents'* line up stronger in <"liiago than they do elsewhere. With
Sam Harris and the Sehvyns controlling the Twin theatres. A. IT.
Woods directing the Apollo, the
Woods and the Adelphi, '.Sport"
Herrmann at the Cort. and Geo. M.
Cohan at Cohan's Grand. Lester
Bryant the Playhouse and Central.
Gaxznlll «fr Hanks the Studebaker,
the independent flavor of the Chicago situation considerably Interferes with the direct workings of
the Shubert and Erlanger-Powcrs
forces.
There are abundant inside
angles to the local legit field which
fcive ri^c
to the above thoughts,
strngthening the possibility of an
early elimination of obstacles that
divides the spoils of a recognized
<

food theatrical

city.

From

the Powers last Saturday
Equity's play, "Why Not?"
making dark all house s under the
control
of
the
Erlanger-Powers
offices.
It was figured that a small
gross would make it profitable at
the Powers for "Why Not?" but the
town didn't even take a meager interest in this attraction. Of the four
Erlanger-Powers houses, the Colonial will be the only one standing a
chance of being kept open. This hecame positive by the strange booking which will bring "The Dancing
Girl" to the Colonial, under a Shubert booking. June 3. "The Dancing
Girl" was originally headed for the
follow
Apollo
to
"The Passing
Show," but the Howard Brothers
have done the unexpected, and will
he kept in town longer than planned
because of the sensational business
they are landing.
Under present
sj»ns. "The Passing Show" will outlive the three musical shows now on
the bulletin board for June. "Hitchy-

went

Kco," "The
Dancing Girl," and
Time."
"Hitchy-Koo,"
-Blossom
opening at the Garrick last Saturday night, didn't produce the Hitchock punch of old, but the Shuberts
i

hulel "Blossom Time" in reserve- fe^r
a transfer from the Great Northern
in tin Garrick in case e>f a dan
<'«is flop of 'llitchy Koo."
The stereotyped line-, "in a bias*
of glory," can be' held at Frank

Keenan's

Weston"

with
"Peter
the Harris.
The final

departure
at

ueek of tlie Harris
almost $5,000 gain
<\<i

other
.it

hit
in

was good

show

this season

re <•

the>

the previous week-.

Only

for
ipta
erne'

("Thank-C"

the Cort) reaped the benefit of a

week noth'e such
last
VVesfr..." eiid.
"RolUnj

a^

"Peter
sue-

Home"

VHMU-drP.cJer Weston" at the HaVis, wWi Ihe premiere night enthusiasm Indicating the Harris is §e1
i

light for the summer season.
With Sam Harris b< nding his p< rMonal stage director, Sam Forrest, to
hiok at "Peter U'oKin," it's pOW
fl
has
assured that th* Harris
plane to make a New York premiere
For
c m th« fall.
e.f the Keenan pie
<

<

•

i

<

*

"Peter and Tauln" went
the right time, now giving
Lester Bryant and John Tuerk u
chance to gamble with "Chains,"
$24,000.

out

at

"Lightnin'
"Rise of Rosie O'Reilly at
"Resfe
Other Shows Depart
Closes Run
Reilly" Looks Like Assured Hit

—

—

which opened Monday night. "Up
the Ladder" held moderately well at
theCentral, considering that the
low expenses can bring a profit.
If the present lineup of attractions in the loop aren't disturbed
there'll be profits for all for at least
the- ne xt six weeks.
The hurry in of
'The' Dancing Girl" to the Colonial
promises to have some effect on the

before, and this time is taking no
Boston, May 23.
With Geo. M. Cohan's new show chances and has booked the time In
opening at the Tremont and "Liza" advance It was said after the show
billed into the Wilbur next week, opened Tuesday night that Cohan
te.
r« pot ttel
hav<
favored
reel
the summer seaeon in this city had another winner.
"WestOtl" for a New York hearing,
Whether "Liza," coming Into the
takes on the same complexion as
with several minor change* made in
the manuscript.
Throughout the business in the musical play field, that of last season, when a Cohan Wilbur next Monday, will be able
Chicago run "Weston" maintains an but it won't effect "The Passing show playing the same house and to develop the strength that chareven average business, with the mat- Show," which could stand an all- "Shuffle Along" at the Selwyn acterized "Shuffle Along" Is probSince "Shuffle Along":
inee trade exceptionally good.
summer run here if the Howard divided the Interest and the profits lematical.
there has been
surfeit of colored
The Gazzolo-Hanks management Brothers were so inclined to exe- for tie summer season between shows. Several a have
been booked
them.
cute same.
is still angling for an attraction to
The opening of the Cohan shov into tho Arlington, a pop priced
follow William podge's big hit, "For
Last week's estimate*:
Tuesday night was along the same house, and have fiivved, and even
All of Us," leaving Saturday, June
"Up the Ladder" (Central. 7th line that characterized the opening "Shuffle Along" played a return
2.
The Hodge show is making an
unusual splash of advertising for week). Getting good "forcing" via of his other two shows in this city. engagement at the Arlington at
popular pricee.
the final weeks. When the season's cut rates and late calls at the Cou- When the curtain went up on his
It was decided at the end of last
latest offering, "The Rise of Rosie
achievements are recorded, "For All thoui stands. Hit $6,000.
week fca have "Molly Darling" recapacity
house
was
O'Reillv."
the
"Passing
Show" '(Apollo, 4th
of TV will easily be at the top of
"Steve" is keeping well week). Best hit Howard Brothers and had been sold out since the turn to the Colonial when Mitzl dethe heap.
above the losing line at the Princess ever made here. Climbed to $26,- middle of the week. There was a parts at the end of this week. It
big turnaway at the box office dur- played a return engagement which
with a feature of an "O'Brien" night 000.
"For All of Us" (Studebaker. 27th ing Tuesday afternoon and night ended last Saturday at the Trenow announced. All the "O'Briens"
mont to about $14,000 for each week.
and
it is claimed the show has at
week).
Expected
better
to
$9,000 on
in Chicago will gather for a particular
Eugene final two weeks, ending June 2. the present time one of the biggest The show was then sent out on the
performance
of
advance sales that has ever been road, with Portland as a terminus,
O'Brien's play, already stirring up Phenomenal engagement.
"Blossom Time" (Great Northern. recorded In this city, fully as large and is to come back for an indefinite
the interest which keeps a play
It fsXhought by those who
10th week). Interesting high school as the advance sale that prevailed stay.
popular in chatter.
pupils
for Schubert week. Reported a* the time that his previous show, planned this move that there will be
"Light Wines and Beer" again
a big nightly turnaway at the Tre"Nellie Kelly," played here.
bettered its previous week, gaining around $11,000.
This time Cohan has guarded mont from the "O'Reilly" ehow and
"Peter Weston" (Harris,
12th
another $1,000, and 5f !her« was a
Slightly below against the fate that overtook him that this turnaway, coupled with
matinee draw to this comedy, the and final week).
weekly gross woulel lead the town $13,000. great for final week. "Roll- in the previous two seasons and the natural drawing power of Jack
has booked
Tremont until Donahue in his home city, will
the
for non -musicals, A. H. Woods has intc Home" opened Sundav.
"Light Wines and Beer" (Selwyn, Oct 15. He was forced out with th*> amount to enough to put the show
positively a Broadway hit In the
Hoffman comedy, the only drawback 9th week). Another improvement shows playing at between $20,000 over X*» a few weeks more at the
(Continued on page 15)
to little short of $10,000 on eight and $22,000 laet year and the year
it has received here being the title.
The Se'lwyn attraction received a performances.
"Two
Fellows
Girl"
and
(Cohan's
big play from the convention visitors.
There's no danger of "Light Grand. 10th week). Went to around
bit off early in week. Got $20,500
week). Final week. Pinero play
Wines and Peer" being withdrawn $10,500.
last week.
not highly rated. Average $6,000
"Why Not?" (Powers. 3d and
at the present clip it is going, indiweekly, with drop last week sig"Mary
the
Third,"
39th
St.
(16th
A flop. Failed to
cating that the Twin Theatres now final week).
nal for discontinuance.
House
week). With hits close by doing
have a chance of being both kept reach $5,000. House dark for sumgoes into dark column.
turnaway business, "Mary" has
mer.
open until the- new season starts,
"The
Fool," Times Sq. (31st week).
good
chance
to
keep
going
until
"Steve"
(Princess,
5th
week).
since "Polling Home" at the Harris
Busine.se last week about $10,000.
hot weather. Averaging close to
jkos ^ 00(1 Profit on $8,500.
Speloeiks strong enough to
er the "
Profitable
both
ways,
though
$7,500 and profitable both ways.
rial stunts helping.
summer.
show'* gait moderate from sensaLast week $7,000.
"Peter and Paula" i Playhouse, 7th
"It. U. R." will he kept on at tin
tionil winter and spring figures.
"Merton of the Movies," Cort (28th
week).
Estimated
close
to
$6,500.
Cort. since it is reported "The Voice"
week). Tyler's summer candidate. "The Gingham Girl," Central (39th
isn't ready for Chicago.
"Two Fel- chains" opened Monday.
week). Getting around $9,000 or.
Has won world of publicity out of
lows anel a Girl" made a substantial
"R. U. R." (Cort. 5th week). With
little over since moving from Earl
town and sure to get quota from
gain over the previous week, and indefinltencss of "The Voice's" arCarroll.
visitors. Around $14,000.
Claimed making money,
the Cohan piece !| now considered rival this attraction will be kept
with some cut-rating.
Moscovw Art Theatre, Jolson's (l3t
Reported
good ui til the third week in June. Reported around $8,000.
possibility for Century and twoweek/.
Return
engagement
of
"The Passing show" improved $-."Hitchy-Koo" (Garrick). Opened
for-ones there.
two weeks. Russians' first date
000 over its previous high mark of Saturday to capacity.
was 12 weeks, although first an- "The Mountebank," Lyceum (3d
nounced for eight. Attraction reweekj. If thle new show can turn
ported having made a quarter of
even slight profit can remain for
a million.
time.
Indications are for short
"Music Box Revue," Music Box
stay Business about $6,000. Cut*
(31st week).
Was off in balcony
rating being tried.
early last week, but came back "The Old Soak,"
Plymouth (40tli
and by Friday attendance was of
week). Approaching end of run
standee proportions. Takings last
without having had losing week
week close to $22,000.
and always making moderate
"Not So Fast," Morosco (first week).
good profits. About $6,500 last
Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
House dark last week. Taylor
week Quick eeller
cut-rates.
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
Holmes features new card, flr3t "The Wasp," Selwyn in (9th
week).
called
"The Blimp."
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
Opened
Two more weeks expected. Since
Tuesday
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
moving from Morosco business
"Polly
Preferred,"
Little
(19th
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
better to some degree, with sup*
week). Rates among best selle-s
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
port from cut -rates developing.
in agencies and looks like sure
Lost
ground last week with
play is also considered.
summer stayer. Business aroun.l
others; $6,000.
$11,003, which means virtual ca"Up She Goes," Playhouse (29th
pacity in email theatre.
gives "Follies" new Broadway "Rain,"
"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (53d
week). Brady's musical aimed for
Maxine Klliott (29th week).
record of year's run, "new verweek).
Swung into second year
Fourth of July and will etay
Good bet this one will run
sion"
planned and some cast
with "first birthday" celebrated
longei if it can turn even small
throrgh next season. OutstandChanges, with summer continuTuesday. Business last week held
profit.
House and 6how pooled.
ing dramatic, success of season
ance expected. Around $30,000.
to at ti action's May pace, with
and certain to last year. Capacity "Uptown West," Bijou (5th week).
$11,500 and better grossed.
Attracted
attention
"For Value Received," Rongacre (3d
and some
still rules, with gross Invariably
week).
business last three weeks.
First part of last week
Ar"Aren't We All?" Gaiety (1st week).
over $15,100.
looked promising with "two for "Romeo and Juliet," Henry Miller
rangements permit show's indefiHouse relighted Monday: Cyril
ones" in quantity. Total on week
nite continuance at moderate pace.
Maude again starred in English
(18th week). Jane Cowl's "Juliet'*
about $5,000.
pieep uhieh Succeeded short liveel
$4,500
Show believed to
has beaten all run records for
have chance and will move to 42d
Agency call
If Winter Comes."
Wires,"
Shakespeare m this land. Busi- "Whispering
Broadhurst
street Monday, getting the Apollo
for it Tuesday.
ness last week $10,000, which is
Down around $5,(40th week).
stop limit, but rent period off and
000 for several weeks. Rent pe"Barnum Was Right," Cohan (11th "Give and Take," 49th St. (19th
week).
riod off and operating cost small,
week).
another month likely.
Final week, "Aelrie line
Arrangements eall for
which explains continuance.
"Barnum"
show ex te nd ing we n into June, "Sally, Irene and Mary," Century
succeeds next week.
(38th week).
will not be toured; goes into stock.
Which woulel give it another three
Reported ready to "Wildflower," Casino (16th week).
leave two weeks age), but weather
Going at top speed. Last week
or four weeks. Weather depend
"Blossom Time," Shubert and 44th
again grossed $20,500. Business
extended engagement.
Return engageent, however. $5,000.
St. Hst week).
Takings
is
around $10,000 and under, with
ment fe»r most successful oper- "Go Go," Daly's 63d St. (11th week).
testing capacity, which has
Musical Which has done well with
some bael locations. Topping the
most of support from two-foretta In years.
Played .simultamusical list In demand and sure
neously on Broadway in two
one«.
cut rating counting.
House nnel
house s across the street from each
show under same management "Seventh Heaven," Booth (30th
pumme'r stayer
either.
and takings of aremnd $9,000 sat
week*. Rates second to "Rain" in "You and I," Belmont »14th week).
First
timeattempted.
One of smartest comedies of seaIr-factory,
Moderate* grosses Indicated.
season's
smash
dramas.
No
'"Bombo." Winter Garden <L'd week). "How Come," Apollo. Colored musson
tremble hitting capacity with exFlarvard prize play continical
ception of extra matinee Friday.
ues to pull capacity trade on lower
Ai Jolson proved wonderful draw
suddenly closed Saturday;
tlexir.
by pullinv great business opening
Getting nearly $'.»,000 and
stayed the- weeks,
Is much "in
$14,500
the box," business never showing "So Thk Is London!", Hudson <39:h'
over, big for house.
week of month's re-engagement,
„.
charging $:t..'»o top fe>r gross <>f
profit.
Rest it has gotten was
week,, indications Cohan coitiimK "Zander the Great," Empire (7th
$:r.!,(ioo.
$4,900, nieist Of Which
hit will rieh- until July 4. which
went te>
week). Agency accepted new buy,
"Caroline." Amba sador 17th w< k).
house.
'For Value Received"
gives it another live- weeks, one
which extends until July 4, provLooks like> this operetta will last
move s down from Longacre Monof beet money getters and wining lively call.
Getting $11,000
Aide te> average
day (Jot $3.S00 lasr week.
through June.
ners of theatrical year.
anel liable to stiek through sumAbout
nearly $8,500 last thr<< weeks and "Icebound,"
Sam Harris (15th
$10,0( C now.
fner,
lipure' sal Isfactoi v.
Week). Will get musical fe>r sum- "The Clinging Vine." Knickerbocker '*The
Rivals," Karl Carroll.
Star
mer try, "Jack anei jiii" moving
"Cat and Canary," National <r,th
(L'L'el
week). Cut-rating this rnu
cast
revival
holding over this
from Globe at end of next W< k
and final week). Continuance of
steal fe.r final weeks, with seasoi
week. Kiving it three weeks in all.
"icebound," Pulitzer prize- winsecond engagement was dependdate.", to ''ml early in June,
PaisiEepiit v
Plavcrs ope ned "Sweet
ner, teieik jump last We.
ent on how long rut rating w IS
ne-ss between 110,000 and $i l.ooo.
and will
X. II e.f Old Drury" Friday last
move to Vanderbilt, how dark "The Comedian," Belasco Mlth
able to holel up. Busim - dipped
week at 4Mli Street, wit h engager
B< iter last week; cross over $s
undo; $r>.. »00.
week).
Pinal week for Guitrj
ment figured fur five- week sub000,
"Cold Feet," Fulton (1st week) New
drama, which has Lionel Atwill
scrlption period. R< vival, however.
Fred Jackson farce, with May "Jack and Jill." Globe dOth week)
sfarreel
Ihisine •>« average e>t p<>regarded. The Apache
A ft rr moving tfl IIaViIm June 2
Yokes in I. .-.d.
twe.-n fm.OOft and $
,000 While at
was withdrawn at tin Punch and
Globe will probably be dark sevRooked likely out of town. Opened
Lyceum, moderate in comparison
after two weeks of renting
Judy
eral weeks before White's new
Monday, winning mixed comment.
With leaders.
(reported nut at end of first
"Scandals" comes in. "Jack and "The Devil's Disciple." Garrick (5th
"Dew Drop Inn," Astor LM week)
week). •«;eei of Vengeance" is off.
•lill" between $17,000 and $18,000.
Shuberts' musical, originally prowe*k)
Will extend beyond su'>Engagement stopped Monday of
Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (Mth
duced with Pert Williams, opened
BCriptlOn period from present inlast
week, although adverUged.
Thursday last w«ek. Look* prom
week),
Figured .to hole! its own
dications and. Theatre Guild will
Illness
of Rudolph
Schildkraut
.sing
against summer musicals, which
start it as summer candidate.
reason feu- closing, "Sun -Up" pre"Follies,"
New Amsterdam (51st
Mart arriving June- 2.
'Kelly"
Business quoteel over $7,000.
sented at Provincetown Playhouse
week) Aitei another week, which
continues to £rah big business; a "The Enchanted Cottage," Ritz <8th
this we#k is co-operative.
i*-
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HAS FIRST CHANCE
Opened

_

Monday

Notice*

—Legit

)

—

Excellent
by Guild Stock
Season Dwindling Down Shu-

—

Now Dark

bert

Philadelphia.

May

trude O'Connor.

23.

local theatrical season is beginning to slide away silently as
several possibilities for summer going fade. This week sees four legitimate houses still open for business,
but one, Garrick. goes over to pic-

The

tures next Monday and another
closes after next week. In the place
of the last named, however, the Walnut will rejoin the ranks, beginning
June 4 with its summer revue.
Announcement was made of the
last two weeks of "Shuffle Along,"
which will give this colored revue
just four weeks. Business has held
up. but it was very soon evident the
all-summer continuance at first
planned was out of the question.
There is a possibility that a streak
of good business following this announcement of departure will result

an extra week's continuance, but
there is no doubt whatsoever that
the Forrest will be dark by June 15.
in

not to reopen until September. The
downstairs trade is beginning to
dwindle as society leaves the city.
It looks pretty certain now that
the Shubert will stay closed for the
summer despite rumors that "Lady
was booked for this
Butterfly"
house. It is closed this week.
The Garriek, whose last few weeks
of legit have been weak.
pictures for one month

wllHhave

if present
plans are adhered to, with "The
Greatest Menace" opening Monday
for a fortnight's stay. The picture
to follow this drug Aim has not been

supplementary
This
announced.
season of pictures Is being run by
the Stanley company, the first time
in several years that they have entered one of the legit houses for this
purpose.
The' Chestnut Street opera house,
which has been turning in some unusually big grosses of late, has a
revue to follow Cantor's "Make It

Snappy," whose run extended from
musical comedy, which has been
playing under the title of "Sun
Showers," and comes here from Bos-

"Happy Days"

is

generally be-

It

understood

ia

that there is no limit on the length
of the engagement provided business is good. Contrary to the custom of most shows here at this
season of the year, virtually no papering will be done on the openiug

June

night,

4.

week,

Last

addition

in

the

to

Lyric, whose business has already
been reported, the GarciCc showed
a mediocre figure, but looks to beat
that mark by several thousand dollars this week.
The show, "Adrienne," has been whipped into more
presentable shape, the comedy improved and the running time cut by
almost an hour, and a bris!; trade
Monday.
at the box office began
"Shuffle Along," on the other hand,
is not likely to reach its last week's
figure of nearly $19,000 and "Make
It Snappy" will probably fall below
it*» mark of $12,500 »ast week, though
not by very .much.
Estimates for last week:
"Shuffle Along" (Forest 3d week).
Held up in fine style, helped bv no
prolonged spells of hot weather.
Management f*els long continuance
*\ou!d bo bad business, and last two
weeks announced. Extra week pos-

Close to $19,000.

sibility.

"Adrienne" (Garrick, 2d week).
Is showirfg
signs of coming around In good^style
Had a good
after a weak start.
house last night and ought, with any
kind of weather breaks, to beat last
week's gross of $13,000 by several
thousand dollars. lipase gets pictures, starting Monday, for lour

Werba musical comedy

weeks.

"Winnie and the Wolves'* (Lyric).
Third offering of the Theatre Guild,
just organized here, and may be
most successful of lot. Expected to
beat dismal gross of "Good GraAnnabelle."

cious,

than

which

week.

last

$3,500

three to four weeks. This successor next.
ia "Happy Days," the Lew Cantor
"Make

ton.

IN PHILLY

did

less

"Scandal"

Snappy" (Chestnut, 4th
Gratifying surprise and
continuation for four inLast week
stead of three weeks.
It

week).

justified

$12,500 and
two weeks, and Cantor show reached
week well.
to whether started this
"The Greenwich Village Follies,"
house will close after this engagetheir fifth and final week dt the
ment or stick in the running through In
still further and
June. When the Chestnut first an- Shubert. dropped
nounced its new policy of revues and reported at less than $18,000. House
musical shows following the vaude- now dark for season.
ville fiasco there was mention of a
"spring and summer season." So far
SHOWS IN BOSTON
business has certainly warranted a
(Continued from page 14)
continuance, aa both "Spice" and
"Make It Snappy" have 'cleaned up
Ia then due to close for
real money in the past seven weeka. Colonial.
The newly organized Theatre this season.
It is reported that "Come Clean,"
Guild has been showing flashes of
promise, but its staying power is supposed to come into this city after
considered very doubtful. Following a tryout on the road, will not he
its excellent opening week the reperbrought in this season and that the

lieved to be good for

there

is

some doubt as

toire organization fell off badly last

show will close out of town. Difweek with "Good Gracious Anna- ferent plans have been announced
belle," which was at the last moment for the Wilbur, and as far as pres-

for "Winnie and the ent conditions indicate the Hollis Is
Lola Fisher didn't prove through for the season with the
anywhere near the draw Gillette had closing Of "I^ghtnin*," which finbeen the first week, and the play ished up at the house Saturday. In
itself didn't seem to draw heavy the final week this show displayed

substituted

Wolves."

Unlike the first week,
patronage.
business did not pick up. and some
performances had mere handfuls in
attendance. The gross for the week
didn't touch $3,500, a drop of more
than $1,500 from the first week.
To offset this discouraging week
those back of the Guild made a big
play on the opening of "Winnie and
The fact
the Wolves" this week.

considerable strength, closing to a
gross of $12,000, and while it showed
signs of weakness during the latter
weeks of its local run, it will go
down as one of the big money making attractions of the season and
runs in the same class with The
Bat." It broke the house record for
length of stay at the Hollis, which Is
something of a record in itself.
that it was a brand new play, first
"Minnie and Me." the Mitzl show
time anywhere, and that it was by now finishing up at the Colonial,
William Gillette was played promi- also showed considerable strength
nently in the advertising matter.
week, the gross going to V14,The paid attendance was not aston- last
In this
000, which is remarkable.
ishing in numbers, but the audience
the great drawing power of
was very enthusiastic and tried, but show
Mitzi is shown, for the general bein vain, to get Gillette out for a curtain speech.
Some of the papers lief has long been that the show is
gave ^the comedy excellent notices, not up to the standard Savage has
and an encouraging Jump in box- given his star in other years and
popularity of Mitzi
office demand is recorded, with the that the personal
great
probability that last week's grors has been responsible for a
that has been
business
the
deal
of
and
will be beaten by at least $800

done at the box office.
"Sun Showers" finished up at the
Next week's offering by the Guild
will be another show which has Wilbur Saturday and this house is
played here not many seasons a; o, dark this week. "Lady Butterfly,"
"Scandal," but emphasis is being the musical show at the Shubert, is
placed on the fact that local the- also billed for the final week, with
atregoers will now have a chance to nothing underlined for the house
see Francine Larrimore in the part at the finish of this engagement.
In the dramatic attractions "The
which brought her success. June
Walker had the role w hen it played Fool" will conclude Saturday, but
Monster" remains at the Ply"The
here previously.
Miss Larrimore
may stay only a single week, or may mouth with no date set publicly for
be sue --ceded by Nance O'Neill or its going. It will depend a lot on the
Grace George. It has been decided business that the show pan do.
With the lln'sh or The Kir
pot to
Miss Larrimore in

possibly $1,000.

include
"Nice People" In tfew of t he poor
business done by this C rot hers show
at the Broad last fall.
Plana for the summer revue at
the

Walnut have been
completed and rehearsals
progress

Thursday

daily.
In

virtually

arc

In

will open next
It
Allentown, playing

there three days before coming to
1'hilly.
Included in the cast are the

Pour Marx Brothers, Muriel ti n«i
S"n H'Audrea and W
a. id Ger-

Players at the Majestic the ho
to Hie picture game,
with "The Covered Wagon" owning
there on Monday nlghl to capacity
daj r * •"''
houses, plaj Ing twice
i

swung over

!

i

top.

> for

w
l/:'ii"
"The Hiss of Rosie O'Reilly" (Trei

••

week
mont,
with while o»f
Isi

l

».

isi

'

Opened Tuesday

flrat-nlghl

"Minnie and Me" (Colon

of L.,

By NELLIE REVELL

Mountford for the Four

A'a,

this one.

Max

Pine for the United Hebrew
Trades, Jean Greenfield for Noa. 1
and 3. and Abe Mittelman for No. 5.
The Hebrew factions claimed the
decision rendered by the Four A'a
committee was impracticable for

meant the self-respect that comes from the ability to pay one'a way,
meant a rebirth into the bleaaed, workaday world, it meant that once
again I could pass on the public I loved the thoughts and experiences
of two yeara with nothing else to do but think and explore the crannies
of the soul. It was more than money. It waa a direct wire between me
and hope, it was proof, if I needed any, that the world Is full of klndneae
their purpose, and really decided
and love and helpfulness.
nothing. They now want other arThat cheek I couldn't bear to cash. It would have aeemed like aacrilege
rangementa made.
No decision waa arrived at during to consider it on a mere commercial basis, like sacrificing the child
chat had in the darkest hour, amid travel and sorrow, upon the altar of a
the current conference, but the consensus of opinion seems to be that commonplace financial transaction. Finally, there came the necessity of
turning it into .noney, but through the thoughtfulness of friends who knew
the only solution is an amalgamahow much I valued it I regained the stamped, restamped and canceled
tion of the three locale, in which
it still.
And I mean to keep It so that In after years
case any difficulties arising within paper and I have
whenever the day has been long and the steps have been weary I shall
the body may be settled Inside the
look on it and know that when the storm is blackest the rainbow's juat
organization (Hebrew Actors'
union)
without consultation with any other
local or international body.

MISS NICHOLS RECOVERS
Settlement Arrived at

Morosco

in

Litigation

Anna Nichols, playwright and
author of "Abie's Irish Rose"' (in
private life Mrs. Henry Duffy) has
effected a settlement of her quadruple litigation with Oliver Morosco.
The settlement was arrived at a few
hours after
M. L. Malevinsky
(O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driscoll)
acting for the authoress, made application for the appointment of a
receiver of Morosco's property to
satisfy the balance of a $14,000
judgment for the amount against
him, admitting hla indebtedness for

It

it

behind.

Jack Lait and I are finally vindicated and Chicago at last Is going
be famous for being something other than the home of the stockyards and
the southern terminus of Lake Michigan. According to the New York
Herald Magazine, Mrs. Josephine Turck Baker haa come out of the
West with the message that the only Simon-pure English la spoken in
Chicago. To be extremely technical, this defender of the Chicago mother
tongue hails from Evanstcn, but that makes little difference. Chicagoana
view that talr town as a part of their metropolis, while Evanstonlans
regard Chicago as a rather unnecessary adjunct of Evanston, and visitors
can take their choice.

The point is that after many years I have* been confirmed in my
opinion that' the best English, just like the best ham and bacon, cornea
from Chicago. From thla time on Jack Lalt and myself can be openly
proud that the English we boast carries with it a Windy City flavor. I
have felt a qualm or two when I thought of exposing my forthcoming
book to the gaze of people who learned their broad "A** at Harvard.
That worries me no longer, for 1 will know that if any of them should
quibble over a word or a phrase, I am right, since mine la Loop English,
fiaVored with sawdust, and they are merely exposing their ignorance.
I am wondering, though, If the lady had heard of "Sport" Herman's speech
royalty and other obligations aris- when he swooped down en the ticket agencies and If that variety la Ining from the west coast production cluded In her, Idea of Simon-pure English.
He paid
of "Abie's Irish Hose."
His failure to pay the bal$7,000.
The matter of where I'm going to eat when I leave the hoapltal is beance precipitated the filing of a moginning to worry me, for I noticed the other day that another of my
tion for the appointment of the rehaunts, Rogers' Restaurant on Sixth avenue haa cloaed, thue
ceiver which was soon thereafter old-time
withdrawn. General releases have Joining the ranks of the Claridge. Shanley's, Churchill'a, Relsenweber's.
been signed between both litigants Rector's and Delmonlco's. The only one of my old places left it Child's,
whereby Miss Nichols becomes the and they would never let me sign a tab there. I auppose John Pollock
will have to reserve a slot at the Automat for our next luncheon engagesole owner of her play. Heretofore
Morosco waa interested in certain
rights to the production.

MORPHINE"

DRUG PLAY

ment.

'

The newspaper story concerning Rogers' was very matter of faot, but
I spent a half hour when I should have been working on this column In
missing the old place. With many other New Yorkers, I shall miss the

hospitality and particularly I shall feel rather at a loss without that
second table' from the door with George Lash in attendance. George waa
the perfect waiter and in the course of 20 yjears, during which he waited
on me all across the continent, he grew to know the meaning of my every
expression and translated it into food and drink such aa mother would
like to make. In San Francisco, Denver, Chicago and New Tork he has
been my accomplice in the work of pampering my palate and his hands
critica received it favorably.
The play ia not preachy and con- tied the napkins under my children'! chins almost as often as mine did.
It seems strange that so many of my favorite eating places have
tains smooth running dialog and
logical situations. Pleasing enough closed since they lost my patronage. It may be only a coincidence, but
but not likely to create a sensa- I am beginning to suspect the worst. I wonder if the hospital will close
its diet kitchen the minute it loses this regular customer.
tion.
It is the second dope play to be
Wallace's
since
here
presented
Attention, Fiske O'Hara! Our baseball team out In Cleveland is going
With Grace Carlyle to end their losing streak next Sunday. I know, because the captain
Heid's death.
and Harry Hilliard in the lead It is promised me that their next game is going to g*> On the credit side of

2NJJ

Los Angeles, May 2$.
"Morphine," an adaptation by Oscar Apfel, a film director, and stated
by him as the initial presentation,
opened Monday at Egan's. The

well acted.

Here

the ledger.

his letter:

is

We

Vacations for "Girl Ticket Sellers"
Chicago, May 21.
Couthoui'a system of ticket speculating atanda haa ordered vacations for the "girl ticket aellera"
'way ahead of the uaual period. It
is reported that when the new season starts there will be several new
faces at several of the important
The present arrange"stands."
ments are to diminish the operating
expenses of the whole system.
Mrs. Couthoul la attempting to
hurry her plana of incorporating
These plana
her entire system.
have been in the making for sevfar have
thus
but
montha,
eral
failed to

assume any

definite

form

other than necessitating several important trips by the lady epeculator to New York. Just what advantage Mra. Couthoul will gain by
incorporation it la hard to ferret
out, but It is known she is enthusiastic over her Ideas.

Did better than
final week).
$14,000 last week, above that of the
week before. Would not hive been
n mm prise if this show had dropped,
and even the slight gain 11 cone id-

and

ered to he good break.
lih we
"Tho Fool" Selwyn.
Final week; takings down to $*> «><»o
less.
Or
2d
"Lady Butterfly" (Shuberl

"Dear Friend:
lost to St. Michael's yesterday by the score of
10 to «. They were all bigger than ua and ought to be up In Class
C. They had a good pitcher. I am sending you the score.
have
a good pitcher, Francis Reddy.
win win next Sunday."

We

We

aa

And then came a postscript In boyish handwriting that touched me
much as anything that has happened in montha. "Our team," he wrote,
going to communion In a bunch next Sunday, and we will offer it up

"ia

that you may get well. Our coach reads us your writings in the magazine
every Saturday, and he says that It will not be long until you oaa travel
about.
L" I
in the

So when you

do, please

come and see us

play."

do not get well after that, I win begin to fear that
power of faith has been misplaced.

my

confidence

NO WONDER
One

little doctor looks you through and through;
Can't diagnose jour case, then there are two.

Two

little dor-tors, failing to agree;
Call a consultation, then there are three.

Three

*

doctors poke you o'er and o'er;
.Send for a specialist, then theFe are four.
little

lour little doctors wonder you're alive;
Another brings the stomach pump, then there are

five

*

l.ve

doctors trying funny tricks;
Order an anesthetist, then there are sic.
H

k

little

doctors, preparing you for heaven;
I V. then there are seven.

little

Call in a

I>.

'»
tie doctors, decide to oper.af*;
11
Call in a surgeon, then there are eight.

l

it

Send

tat
Only moderate draw.
week mossed about $V>00. <-»ing

out Saturday.

"The

A

little
f.»r

1

1

i.

week).
Ctii

3 and f

The Jurisdictional battle which
Some day I may have enough money to entitle me to go to Philadelhaa been going on for yeara be- phia and laugh at the mint Some day I may even have money enough
tween sections No. 1 and No. t to tip a head waiter aa much aa he thinks he ought to get. But when that
(legitimate) on one side, and No. I day cornea the thrill will not even begin to measure up to the one I got
(vaudeville) of the Hebrew Actors' a year and a half ago, when there arrived a little slip of paper bearing
Union, the subject of an investiga- the once familiar words, "Pay to the order of."
tion by the Four A'a (Mountford,
It was the first of its kind in over two years. For 24 long months I had
Fitzpatrick,
Carr
and
Redfleld teen interned in a hospital room, every day seeing "life, liberty and try
Clarke, the committee appointed to to balance your bank account" drifting farther away. Then came that
look into the matter) recently broke oblong of paper, the like of which goes the rounds by the million, never
out again, and waa the aubject of exciting more than transitory interest in those who give and receive.
another conference May 18.
But none of them,
I had signed and gotten them by thousands myself.
Hugh Frayne acted for the A. F. even my first as a writer, represented one-hundredth as much aa did

attendil

1.

BEDSIDE CHATS

Up Again Be

Jurisdictional Matter

Monster*

Drew about

little profit.

Uh
M *eek

(Plymouth.
$$.r#oo

l

•

i

*

le

doctors think it's your -pine;
"
then there are nine.
it

"'"'

'

I

all

'

or N'urse

i

Ten

'

doctors

little

me

•»

"

le

Will
s'

nioh;

of

them men

imson, then there ire ten

mding by >our
-m

find

i

i

•

I

•

•

bed,
I

rler

fM»nfltr«f

KfctceSjf.
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mer season with "The Man Who
Came Back," is booked to come

STOCKS
"Give and Take" should
some money to the house.

"The Gold Diggers"
Stephen

James

Marvry Hays

Homer

t

Jake Wells took over the manage-

CharVx

ment of the stock at the Academy,
Richmond, Va., this week, the lease
of the house, held by Harold He via,
who originally installed the company, terminating at that time. The
members of the Hevia company re-

I^.in

William )lagg»rty
Paula Shay
Tx>rraln<» Ihrnard

Jerry I^imar

Mabel Monroe
VJolK Dayne

Flora Cade

Umar

I»rna ElMott
laabelle D'Armond
Lucille Adams

John

Topiry Bt

Andrews

Trlxi©

Eleanor Montgomery

Gloria Art

«!yp»y Montrose
Dolly Baxter

>n

Ivy I/arric
M.ibelle Hauling
Kloreiioc IMnkney
Isola Ringgo.d

Gray

«'ls«le

Ml'.

Ralph S|>rague
Edward It< dding

Woods

Alorty

Hfrakin.

Wllnirr

I^ec

lilakr

Harney iuum
Wally S.iunder*
Tom Nontoa
Ftnton Jr.-s::;:

Sadie

maining under the new management include Al Swenson and Jane
Salisbury, leads; Ainsworth Arnold,
Peggy Paige und Prank Joiner.
Swenson will do the directing in

The annual summer Keith stock addition to playing.
Members of
A ham bra. New York, opened the Richmond company who Join
14, and for the second week
opening
at the
the company offered "The Gold Dig- the Hevia company
at the

1

May

gers," one of the

latest

stock

re-

The organization capably
handled the former Belasco producAll of the regular members
tion.
of the organization were well cast
with several additional players joobing foi the week doing acceptable
work. The company is playing un
der the direction of Clark Brown,
who organized it for the Keith in •
terests with the aid of Pauline
Boyle.
Their selection of people
has worked out acceptably with one
change decided upon after the opening week.
"The Gold Diggers" is an attractive stock bill, and except for the
leases.

•

Orpheum, Montreal, May l'8, will
include Susanne Jackson, Kenneth
Virginia Zollman
and
Richards,

William
leads

who

Blair,

for

May

'24,

1923

JOYS AND GLOOMS OF B'WAY

into the house after this week. The
Selling two weeks in ad
vance for this attraction, which is
figured to go over big. The house
this week is using 'The Broken

eats are

ncry gave an excellent performance.
bring

KEITH ALHAMBRA STOCK

Thursday,

the

will be Robert
Phillips.

will direct.

The

Montreal company
Gleckner and Norma

The opening of "Bombo" at the Winter Garden was a distinct
At the Copley "The Lukes personal triumph for Al Jolson. Rarely has an American perwhich was produced at the former received such an ovation. He proved his tremendous popularity
house a week ago for the first time when, after the curtain had dropped on the finale of the show, wheji the
la America, is being held over for natural tendency was to leave the theatre, he sang three more songs and
a second week, due to the showing then had to make a farewell speech. The big hit of the night was an
on the opening week.
Impromptu little clown bit which Jolson had never attempted before, and
which shows that his voice has operatic quality. It is a well known
announce- fact that the operatic bee is buzzing in Al's bonnet, and he may burst
Gertrude
Berkeley's
ment that she will organize a stock forth into something serious when "he carries out his idea of touring as a
company for Kansas City, which will concert performer.
—
open in September in a downtown
theatre, as yet unnamed, is receivOccasionally an understudy in a show gets a chance, but seldom
ing considerable attention from the under such adverse circumstances as Dorothy Brown in "The Music
Miss Berkeley's latest Box" a few nights ago. Helen Rich, who sings,, the leading role of
local press.
statement relative to the plan and
the canary in the bird number, went on early in the number and was
policy of her Kansas City venture
Dorothy Brown
to have returned again, but was taken suddenly 111.
is that the company will be conin her dressing room, and was rushed into the spot. She barely got
was
ducted along lines similar to the
the canary costume, with shoes unbuttoned and a severe case of
New York Theatre Guild and with into
the frights. The audience instantly grasped the situation. Miss Brown
the view of being able to establish
did remarkably well, and a storm of applause was her reward.
an organization with which visiting
stars would not hesitate to appear.
Alice Maison. who danced at the Rendezvous and the Palais Royal,
is now the dancing partner of Rodolph Valentino in his tour.
Erlau Wilcox, manager of the
Blanche Pickert stock, playing a cirMarion Coakley, former leading lady of "Barnum "Was Right,'' is recuit of one-night stands on Long
covering from an appendicitis operation at Atlantic City.
Island, has disposed of his houses to
the Clark-Urban repertoire interEdna Leedom, now In vaudeville with Dave Stamper, may join thS
ests.
A company under the new "Follies"
She
this month. Edna has made good as a clown comedienne.
management opens next week, play- started her theatrical career about seven years ago as straight woman
ing one night each week in East
with an Italian comedian and afterward drifted into comedy.
Wing."

of 'Er,"

*

The Grand Rapids Association of
Commerce has started a campaign
to assist the management of the
Broadway Players at the Powers,
Grand Rapids, to popularize the Islip, Port Jefferson, Patchogue,
stock organization.
The associa- Greenport, Riverhead and Freeport.
Anastacia Reilly of the 'Follies" has had a nervous breakdown and
tion has notified all of its members It is reported the Pickert company
fact it demands a cast of 18 the that a company has been installed
gone to a sanitarium.
will be moved to another location,
piece is well adapted to stock. The In the Powers
Since cafes have lost their attraction for the Broadwayltes studio parand urges their co- having just completed two years in
role originated by Ina Claire w is
Broadway is still talking about one held at
ties have become the vogue.
played by Paula Shay, the regular operation in order that the venture the Long Island towns.
an apartment on 86th street Saturday night, the second at the same place.
leading woman. Miss Shay prove! may prove a success, it being the
It
Party,",
of Eddie Dowling, Printed Invitations
an
"Irish
in
honor
was
one of the outstanding features of first time the city has had a stock
An
outdoor
of
presentation
were sent out, a part of which read as follows: About 80 people were *nw
the peiformance. Possessing all of organization during the summer in
Shakespeare's "Two Gentlemen of

—

the wlnsomeness and poise the role
she made her portion of
the work a big help in the success
Wilmer Walters
piece.
of
the
played the male lead with finesse.
require.*,

His performance met requirements
nicely
The difficult scenes with
Miss Shay were handled to a nicety.
Loral ne Bernard, the regular second
woman of the company, had several
good opportunities in a role nicely
Harvey Hayes, the
suited to her.
second man, left a favorable impression, with Ralph Sprague. the

making

turers'

to

ers

Elliott played
fectively.

mother

a

1

this class of attractions. Miss Humbert of tho Packard Theatrical ex-

change reports the following bookings for the past week:
For the
Fay Courtney Players, Hanna theatre,
Cleveland, Barry Townsley,
Fairfax Burger and Muriel Kirkland; for the Mabel Brownell stock,
Strand, Newark (special engage-

ef-

Thomas

Coffin Cooke is directing
Alhambra company. His work
with "The Gold Diggers" is commendable. The one set used for th^

the

piece

filled

the

good average

bill

for

ment for "Zaza," week May 21),
and proved of a4 n „ fK ^ nt nnnnin Q „ H *..<*.«•/ vi.;.
Cm-penning and August Dur
a stock produo- Ruth

geon; for the Orpheum Players,
Duluth, Minn., Clar.. Mackin, Guy
Standing, Jr.; for "The Taming of
Shrew" company, with Olive
th
Oliver,
to
play the Chautauqt a
circuits, Claire Mersereau.

doing business
and should continue to do so with
the type of plays being offered and
is

the strength of the organization.
Unrt.

PRESIDENT PLAYERS
"GIVE
l'.am

The Desmond Stock Company
conclude

AND TAKE"
Kay Hammond

Marion Kruger
Jack Itauer, Jr
Albert Kruger

John

David HirbUn
Harry Shutan
George Baxnca

;

Daniel Drum
Thomnfl Craig

Lowe

rtr.tx rr

<Juy

IVKnnery

Washington, May

23.

The President Players have accompllshed

many

things and broken
of records, but it

a large number
was left for this house

to do what
normally considered the imposSmith & Duffy«cngagcd two
dialect comedians for this production, Sam Sidman and Joe Smith
Marba, had them here rehearsing for
two weeks, and then on last Friday
morning both withdrew from the
cast.
George Barnes, former leading man of the company, who had
his
engagement and
terminated
resting here for a few days prior to
going to New York, was railed up
is

sible.

and got up in the role of John
and opened Sunday night.
Shutan likewise accomplished
thing big in getting up in the

Bauer
Harry
someLouis

Mann

part in equally as brief a
period.
Both gave exceptionally
creditable performances.

This play had

its

first

showing

here, and the first performance, al-

though a

little

rough

in

spots,
was a

was

equally as effective.
reIt
versal of form on the part of the
management, whose policy it has
been to engage players for each
production. It was a demonstration
of what could be done under the
old stock policy and proved without
doubt that the American actor is
and always will be the backbone of
the theatrical profession in this or
any other country.
Harry Manners, the director, put
on the performance most capably.
His work was naturally hampered
with the sudden switching in tin
east, but Mis groundwork couldn'i
be removed, and again a great share
of credit for the success of the OfHubert I.ovve in
fering is due him.
the Charles Dow Clark role got
much from the part. Delightful Kay
Hammond very gracefully steppe.
from "Tho Gold Diggers" Into conlead.
ingenue
ventional
David
Herblin, officially bearing the title
of leading man (here's an odd situation in itself, two leading stock
..tors appearing In the same east),
did well with nothing, and Guy DFn1

erj

,

with his

Verona" on the afternoon of
at the Berwick Mansion
George,

May
in

25
St.

Staten Island, will be the

summer

presentation' of the
Wayside Players. George Damroth
is the business manager for this
company, which includes Barbara
first

Winchester, Walter Keney,
Ely and Hamilton Ward.

Diana

The opening of the Burns-Kasper
stock at the Maryland, Cumberland,
Md., has been postponed until June
11.
The company is being transferred from Halifax, where it has
been playing several months. The
Cumberland house is under the
management of Mehlinger Brothers,
who are playing the stock on a percentage basis.

and over 150 came. Among the guests were Lester Allen. Eddie
Buzzell, Jack Osterman, Nora "White, Florence Moore, Ira Schwars, VI
Quinn, Perle Germonde, Jimmy Quirk, Addie Rolf. Pansy Maness, Eleanor
Dana, Marcelle Miller, Hazel Jennings. Fern Oakley, Shirley Vernon,
Thelma Delores, Rose Stone, Harry Rlchman, Buster Collier, Fay West/
vited,

Jack Crosby, Betty Darling. Catherine Ringquist, Greta Warburg, Audrey
Maple, Rose Burdick, Arthur Schwab, Dan Kusell, Jack Hughes. Jim
Carrol, Will Page, Walter Kingsley, Dave Mallon, Russell Hird. Hazel
Bryant, Bertie Beaumont, Sybil Stokes, John Steel, Dave White, Madeline
Wales, Kitty Leckie, Alice Monroe, Marion Youron, Ruth Maynard. Sonia
Saunders, Lucille Moore, Lillian Michell, Ethel Bryant. Poppy Morton,
William Kent, Doraldina, Maude Lydiate, Babe Stanton, McCarthy Sis*
ters, Sunshine Jarman, Polly Day, Yvonne Shelton, Lew Cody, Allan
Dwan, Vera Maxwell, Agnes Ayres, Bee Savage, Lillian Woods, Polly
Day, Edward Earle. An impromptu performance was given as good as
any Broadway benefit.
~

Harold Lluyd will arrive in town at the end of this week. He's sneaking in quietly, and will live in a house in Yonkers, to get away from interviewers and visitors. Those who know Harold' intimately know how
he shrinks from crowds and meeting people.

'

.

tion.

The Alhambra

them during the sum-

Demands for stock actors and
stock companies continue to keep
the agencies very busy, predicting
an unusually successful cason -for

l^orn.i

role

visit

to witness the stock performances.

fair

characterization.

girl

"illy

who

mer

progress with
Flora Gade, the
his assignment.
ingenue, did well enough with her

juvenile

Furniture manufachave been notified it will be
their advantage to take the buy-

several years.

fleer

of automobile

its

will

Floods along the east coast of
Maine, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia are doing much damage to
property, theatres included. In one
case the theatre was flooded before there was a chance to remove
the actors' trunks, the Carroll Players at Bangor, Maine, being the
sufferers.

regular season at the

Lester Allen of the "Scandals'' got a laugh from a policeman.
^
didn't stop at a traffic signal in Brooklyn and the cop said, "What
do
want me to do, throw snowballs at you?"

He
you

The Songwriters' Asaociation have practically sold out the Century for
nifc-ht for their first big, affair.
They have several surprises and
novelties planned, one of which is the appearance on the stage,
as an
opening act, of the entire Giants ball club. Another novelty will be tho
making of a record of the audience singing "The Star Spangled Banner,"
to be reproduced on the phonograph the same evening.
The Songwriters
hope to soon have their own clubhouse.
».
Sunday

Desmond, Kensington, Philadelphia,
Florence Reed will be visiting
but will play a supplementary four star for two weeks of the Orpheum
weeks at the Cross Keys (West Players, Duluth, opening Sunday
The Congress Hotel in Chicago is looking for one of the Scandals'*
Philadelphia),
(May 27) in "Hail and Farewell," girls, which closed
there recently.
She left a hotel bill for over $300.
Their business this season has followed by "The Liars."
Mable including a C. O. D. for a new dress.
been big. far in exceps of last year's, Hurst, Margaret Armstrong, Carl
and they could probably have made Jackson and Evelyn LaTelle have
The
money for several weeks longer at joined the company, Jane Sturat suppliednew Earl Carroll revue at the Carroll theatre will be plentifully
with comics. Jack Duffy (Duffy and Sweeney), Joe Cook
Wiil
the Desmond, but it was figured that leaving.
Mahoney
and possibly Will Morrissey, will be in the show.
Hughes,
a three -months' rest would be best.
Sammy Lee and Earl Carroll have been picking girls, and Jack
will
The Cross Keys engagement was
start
reA stock actor of German descent, hearsals Monday.
caused by tho fine business done by appearing with a company adjacent
the same company there last spring. to New York, recently became inBoth houses are under the super- volved In a war argument, resulting
vision of the Stanley company. Mae in the American Legion taking the missed a performance during 34 Alhambra
Players,
Brooklyn, as
Kernan Cripps, replaces permanent leading man.
Desmond, star of the company, is ap- matter up with the manager of the weeks.
pearing as "Camille" for her final company and the consequent dis- Warner
appearance this year at the Des- missal of the actor
Mrs. Leslie Carter has joined the
mond, and next week at the Cross
The regular season at His Maj- Fulton Theatre stock, Oakland,
The liuth Robinson Players close esty's, Montreal, closed Saturday. Cal., for a brief special
Key* will present "Th^ Gold Digengagement.
ger.*."
at the Van Curler, Schenectady, It is planned to reopen on
June 4 She will open in "The Circle."
N. Y., Saturday. The Robinson com- for a summer season of English
The Barry McCorma. k stock at pany is the second stock to play the stock. For this purpose the CamThe buying of plays for the Poll
the Fulton O. H., Lancaster, Pa., Van Curler this season, the original eron Matthews English Players v/ill
stock theatres will be handled by
having been transferred to Grand be brought over.
closed Saturday.
Gus
Diehl during the absence of
Rapids
several weeks ago.
The Duffy Stock at the Crescent,
Jam 3 Thatcher, the Poll general
Brooklyn, are presenting Holhrook
Mike
Sacks
and
his
musical
commanager, who left last week for
The stock at the Playhouse,
Bllnn's success. "The Bad man," this
edy company opened a summer Europe.
week with n number of the original Wilmington, Del., closes Saturday. stock
engagement at the Palace,
cast included, Hal Salter, Charles Differences between W. J. O'Noil,
Fort Wayne, Ind., Sunday. The
Fred Tiden and Wil iam the manager and the Dupont interBills,
The F. James Carroll Stock 'Co.,
house discontinued vaudeville last
Thompson. Others in the cast are ests who are said to have financed Saturday night.
which has been playing Halifax,
the
venture
is
said
to
be
the
cause
N. S., all winter, will be transferred
John Carmody, Richard Bishop,
Georgia Hall, Bernard Cavanaugh, of the sudden closing of the comfor the summer to Sydney, N. S.
The .Joseph W. PaytOfi stock at
Donald Gregory and Jo^e Modero. pany having played but three weeks.
the Lyceum, Elmira, N. Y„ comMartha Majo and Myra Hampton
The Harlem O. H.. New York,
The Central, East Islip, Long mences playing on a week to week
have the principal feminine roles.
stock,
Island, has been added to the one basis after this week. Edna Buckler playing
will
use
Sunday
vaudeville
booked by rally Markus.
night
stand circuit played by the the leading woman leaves the comBoth performances of "Just MarBlanche
Pickert
stock.
The
company
Saturday.
at
ried' were called off Saturday
with
Corse
ray ton
in
Stock under th direction of Wilthe Crescent-Shubert, Brooklyn, be- pany,
liam Harder opens June 4 In Raycause of injury to Henry (Terry) "Bought and Paid For," played the
Stock under the management of
onne, x. j, and June n j,, K]j
Duffy who is alleged to have at- town this week for the first time.
xa
Norman Ker dwell opens June 4 at beth.
tempted .suicide. It is said he proCharles Ruggles, as a guest star the Royal Alexandria, Toronto. The
prop pistol at IhS theatre
cured
Vaughn
Glaser
company
the
at
Up*
at
the Wilkes Alcazar, San Franwhich he took to his hotel. ]in was
Harold He\ ,., Yy.ii rtt
town, Toronto. ,.}«,*** the Saturday
on.
removed to a hospital with a scalp cisco, will open May 27 In "Oh.
treal and vhSrtly reopen vto- k
svioua.
at
the Orpheum there.
wound and was scheduled to be dis- Boy." The company will be augcharged today. Duffy is fhe man- mented by a chorus and will virSeveral changes were made in the
during
ager of the Bhubert- Crescent stcck tually change the policy
The Orpheum, Harris). uiv, pn
company at the Union square. closed Saturday
and w.'s appearing In ".lust Mar- lluggles' stay.
for the season. The
Plttsflekl,
Mass., this week.
tiny house had he.
ried."
The company resumed Monn playing HOCN for t).«
John Warner, lending man of the Harrington, le adi ng man. interested past slate* n \\<
day .is usual.
aks.
Woodward Players. St. Louis, re- in the manag* inenf, )ia^ )#>ft.
The Boston stock at the St. tires for remainder of season »>»
The Strand, Bayonne, N
»nau'-c
111 hr.iHh
James, Boston, figuring on a f»umWarner has not
Dw,»;ht A \\ *.-.., has ifteined ifce stalls stock
today (Thursd;
«

\
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COHEN'S ELECTION ALL SET
AMERICAN RELEASING MERGES
OPERATIONS WITH SELZNICK
Sales Forces Unified for

—Banking Groups
—Saying of Over

Economy

»
The Utica and Los Angeles bankISSUE
ing groups operating the newly re- VARIETY'S
organized Selznlck Distributing Corporation, Tuesday effected a transfer
of all the operating activities of the
American Releasing Corporation to
This
the Selznlck organization.
Published in Chi During Conmeans that the American's 24 exchanges will be Immediately closed
vention
Variety's Innoand the sales forces of both orvation Copied
ganizations unified for a saving in
operation expense estimated at over
$500,000 a year.
Chicago, May 23.
Variety is publishing a daily bulW. C. J. Doolittle, president of
Selznick and representing the Utica letin here during the convention. It
InvestmentsCompany holdings; Mot- is of eight or more pages each day
Flint, vice-president of the of the usual Variety size and is sent
ley
Pacific-Southwest Trust and Sav- broadcast throughout the U. S. and
ings Bank of Los Angeles, and W. E Canada to all film exhibitors, exGreene and Fred B. Warren, re- changes and other picture people.
A daily bulletin has been a Vaspectively, president and vice-president of the American Releasing, riety feature, inaugurated by it as a
paper several years ago when
trade
in
negotiation.
This
Is
closed the
line with the banking interests seem- any momentous theatrical matter
In
arose
of continuous duration.
ingly well-grounded opinion that
there are too many separate physi- former years it was mostly pubactors,
by
strikes
during
lished
cal distributing entities in the piceither of vaudeville or the legit. In
ture industry.
the last couple of years the Dally
All the American picture contracts
has appeared at the picture
Variety
'
hitch
continue
without

DAILY

SENT OUT BROADCAST

—

H

1

a

will

»
conventions.
The idea is being generously copied by other trade papers.
The Dally here is not solely confined to the convention matters.
Wires are being received from Va-

It Is said the latter will facilitate

matters considerably fpr exhibitors
booking heretofore through the

American.
lanapolis,

In territories like IndiOrleans and bait

New

riety's offices everywhere,

Lake City the Selznlck exchanges
are

located

where

the

to render service

from

at

American had
more distant

points

cities.

BRADY BACK

'

Bays

He'll

Return to Picture Making
Next Fall

PHILLY COMEDIES

Chicago, May 23.
William A. Brady, who Is here for
"Chains,"
which was
the opening of
presented at the Playhouse as sponsored by Lester Bryant and John
Tuerk, opening last Monday night,
stated that he was about to return
actively to the picture producing

Thestrical and Picture Men
Seltzer'* Productions

FOB 4TH TIME

.

Jack Roth of Kansas~City Held for
Motor Accident

May

21.

Jack Roth, manager of the Isls
^Theatre, at 31st and- Troost, the
city's leading residential house, has
been charged with manslaughter
and is under bond to appear for
trial in June in connection with the
death of R. T. Lester in a motor

a

drug

salesman

tion,

and he was charged with man-

slaughter.

Roth pointed out

to the

county at-

torney that the car he was driving
when the accident occurred was the
one struck and that the right side
was crushed in even with the door
and that there were no marks on
the front of his car, as would have
been the case If he had hit the car
In which Lester was riding.
lie
•ays he will be able to prove that
he could not have been driving
rapidly and struck
another car.
Producing the scars the car shows.
Witnesses of the accident, however, claim Roth was drlving~15
or liO miles an hour and that the
other car was almost at a standstill.

milllan, formerly a
Ferd O'Beck, old

23.

Keystone star;
Lubln player,

Ralph Maglin, Frank E. Walters,
James Watson, Frank Rody, Henry

from

Wichita, was injured fatally when
the car in which he was riding collided with the roadster driven by
Roth.
A coroner's jury recommended Roth's arrest for investiga-

May

ing unit, with studios at Betzwood,
the old Lubln headquarters near
here, was launched in Philadelphia
Active operations will
last week.
commence June 1 on a series of
26 one-reel subjects under the personal supervision of Frank N.
Seltzer, producer of the "Toonervllle Trolley" series of comedies,
"Breaking Home Ties" and numerous other subjects. The finished
products will be released to the
trade as "Seltzer Comedies."
The comedies, according to an
announcement by the new organization, will be patterned after the
old Chaplin and Arbuckle Alms, and
the company will Include Bob Max-

MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE

City,

/

Philadelphia,

Brady has the Paragon Studios at
Fort Lee, which are being remodeled at present, and next fall ho
expects to start work there.

Kansas

Form

AJ Steffes Withdraws Candidacy——Cohen Prefers to
Let Exhibitors Think It
Over for One Night to
Steam Roller
Sidestep

Charge

— Wednesday

|

Qulnn, Margaret Moore, Blanche
Smltg} Mae Butler and Carolyne
Swars. The last-named, who made
her screen debut as a child with
Lubln's here, will be the Ingenue of
the company.

The remaining members
personnel include
son,

press

S.

art director; ITred
representative;

the

F.

Sully,

Russell

supervising camera
and Noah Reynolds, studio
Shields,

of

Brian Baylln-

man,

man-

ager.

Hedda Hopper Off Husbands
Los -Angeles, May 23.
Hedda Hopper has arrived here
for

the

purpose

of

forgetting

Chief Executive

divorced.

Mrs. Hopper expressed herself as
desirous of growing up with the
picture Industry 'and is through
with husbands.

—

Famous Players

5 SPECIAL FEATURES

Chicago, May 2S.
All is set for the election of Sydney 8. Cohen to his fourth term as
president of the National Theatre
Owners when the oonvention meets
to-morrow morning st the Coliseum.
Opposition did develop for a short
time, but it crumbled in a few
hours. Cohen could have taken a

walk-over yesterday, but he preferred to let the boys think it over
for )ne night to forestall charges of

steam

roller tactics.

\

When

the tide turned it developed
a landslide for Cohen. The turn
came an hour after the opening of
to-day's session when Theodore
Hayes, campaign manager for Al
Steffes, of Minnesota, withdrew his
candidacy In a' hot speech that all
but brought on a riot and In which
he acoused Cohen of "stacking; the
into

cards."

Hayes was almost howled down
by the crowd. O. D. Schmidt, of
Indianapolis, who took the chair in
place of Cohen, hammered foe order

and declared

"I'll

run this meeting

until I'm carried out,"

and Cohen

oil on the troubled
waters by begging the convention
to listen to Mr. Hayes with all due

himself poured

courtesy.
After that it was all over but the
shouting, but while the swift rumpus lasted it was as feverish as any
crisis in a national Democratic convention. The events which led up

ed in this order:
Monday, organization leaders were
represented as urging Cohen to run
and Cohen standing non-committal.
Tuesday, the same situation held
true, except that around the Sherman House lobby and in the convention hall at the Coliseum the atmosphere rather reflected
that

Cohen was open to persuasion.
Tuesday night, they got down to
brass tacks. Cohen wanted to make
the race, but did not want to generate any sore-heads.
In other
words, he would rather retire than
bring on another Washington break,
but If he could win with dignity for
himself and benefit to the organi-

Is

planning spe-

prologs for each of Its features next season, the prologs to
consist of a special score and
cial

AIMED FOR BROADWAY

script, with costumes
to be sent along with

The prologs

will

and scenery,

the picture.
be produced by

Arthur Spitsl and will get away
from the present prolog as much as
possible.
They will be constructed
with a view to giving the picture *
theme song for each principal charThe use of Broadway theatres for

Films

ALL OVER BUT SHOUTING

•

picture erploitation is again Indicated for thla summer. Five special
features are in line for showing on
the main stem. Universal Is angling
for a theatre to show "The Hunchback of Notre Dame/' William Fox
has "If Winter Comet" ready, and
is reported after the Central. If the
latter house again switches to pic-

acter.

The present prologs, supposed to
create atmosphere, usually consist
of a group of singers costumed la
the period of the picture. Investigation has disclosed the prolog
Is

forgotten the moment the picture
starts and that It
If a waste of

money.

The new prologs will have the
to another,
although the singers costumed as the principal
Shuberts are reported desirous of characters are, and, in addition, will
establishing the Central for produc- identify them all through the picture by repetitions of the Individtions.
The Lyric switched to pictures ual's song, played on their every
again Tuesday, when D. W. Griffith appearance.
The scripts and lyrics of the proopened "The White Rose** there.
Metro is understood seeking a loca- logue will be sent out with the piction for "Scaramouche," while Louis ture, together with minute instrucSelznick is preparing to exploit tions and costumes, which will eliminate the necessity of
"Rupert of Hentsau."
transporting
the artists from East to
West Bach
house or group of houses will
enSENATOR HARRIS, HOST gage the artists for
the prolog.
merely sticking to the script
ind
Penn. Show- Statesman Entertain- costuming
of the general produce
ing Legislative Correspondents
tures,

"The Gingham Girl"

may

be

moved

tion.

Harrisburg, Pa.,

May

28.

Senator John P. Harris, one of the
of the upper House from
Allegheny county and owner and
operator of numerous theatres and
picture houses in Pittsburgh and

AUTHORS' CONVENTION

members

other cities, will entertain the Pennsylvania Legislative
Correspondents Association tomorrow night by
showing it movies of its members
at work at the Capitol.
Senator Harris was one of the
prime movers back of the picture
taken here showing the progress of
the Old Age Pension Law through
the Legislature to the Governor's
office.
The Famous Players people
took the picture and Harris had the
movie men remain here part of dast
week until all of the Capitol correspondents got back for the weekly
session of the Legislature. Pictures
of the political writers at their
typewriters, playing cards,, in small
skits and playlets were shot and
taken to New York for production.
The newspapermen will be entertained at Folger's Inn at Dauphin,
a road house above this city by
Senator Harris, who put the pictures
on as a feature of the evening.

On

Pictures June 7-t In
City

New York

The

Authors' League of America
i» announcing a
convention of representatives of various associations
interested in pictures from
an art
and educational standpoint, to
bo
held at the Waldorf-Astoria
June
7-8, under the auspices of
the Au-

League.

thors'

Rex Beach, famous

author and brother-in-law of Fred
Stone, Is the chairman of the com-

mittee on arrangements.
Novelists, playwrights, scenarists
and actors will attend.

1

YOUNG EXPLORER MARRYING

GOLDWYN CORP.

,
*

_

Capital— Meet of Sales
Convention in Atlantie City

$25,000,000

AUantlc City, May St.
William Randolph Hearst headed
movement which resulted in a
merger of the Cosmopolitan, Goldwyn and Distinctive Picture Syndicates into a $25,000,000 corporathe

tion here yesterday.
The meeting which resulted in
Los Angeles, May 28.
Sidney Snow, son of the famous the merger was that of the sales
zation, he would like to do so.
convention
of Goldwyn-Cosmopollexplorer, H. A. Snow, who recently
Tuesday night, they began to made. the out-of-door film "Hunt- tan, at which Hearst was the princanvass the other candidates for a ing Big Game In Africa," is to marry cipal speaker.
compromise.
Aocordlng to statements made
Virginia Grace Ormsby, young soThere were a few favorite sons in ciety bud in Oakland. Young Snow, after the meeting, Cosmopolitan
the race looking only for honor, but
puts
In $8,000,000, Goldwyn $10,000,according to reports, took an active'
the real contenders were Steffes of
part in the filming of the spectacular 000 and the Distinctive $7,000,000.
Minneapolis and Rltter of Detroit. photoplay.
Hearst in his address before the
They were approached, and efforts
The couple, after they are mar- meeting declared "the public has
made by the Cohen followers to ried, Intend to leave for an extended been played down to long enough."
frame a compromise
honeymoon hunting big game in He advocated the hlghqit grade of
At one time it was reported Africa.
photoplays as the best business getSteffes was ready to stand aside,
ters and declared that "the best
but Kilter was standing out and <<
picture is the best box office picSTR0NGHEART" IS A DADDY ture."
would insist on a floor fight. At another time it looked as though both*
Los Angeles, May 23.
F. J. Godsol, president of the
the candidates would come together
L. A. Strongheart, the dog won- Goldwyn, Is to be president of the
against Cohen, and as It turned out der, became the proud father of ten new corporation, and James XL
this morning something like that children while on location for the Grainger will be sales manager.
may have happened.
Trimble- Murfln production, "Julie."
It is reported the stock may bo
The big doings started around 1
listed on the New York Stock Exo'clock today, after the usual delay
It was dethe credentials.

De over

Wolf Hopper, whom she recently

Special Productions Next Season Available for All
Cities with Local Artists Eligible
Present Prologs Found Waste of Money

Meeting Develops Into Main Stem Theatres Taking
a Landslide for Present
Summer Dose of

Headed by a group of theatrical to the dramatic climax were as inand picture men, many of them of teresting and as fast moving as any
Seltzer gathering in the picture history.
this city, the Frank N.
Productions, a comedy film produc- The high spots might be enumerat-

game.

accident.
Lester,

and from

correspondents, giving the Dally
Bulletin in its condensed news form
suggestion
of weekly Variety.
a
Fred Schader and Al Greason of
Variety's New York office are In
charge of the Bulletin, with Hal
Halperin of the Variety's Chicago
office, and his staff assisting.
its

FAMOUS PLAYERS PICTURES

PRESENT HEAD

Bring About Amalgamation
$500,000 Annually Estimated

through the Selznick organization.

NEW STYLE OF PROLOG FOR

Im.P.T.O.A. F

GAYE

IN

MANN ACT CHARGE

Los Anjcelos. May 2$.
nominations would be
Howard Gaye, film director and
asked for by States as they were
stand trial on a Mann
actor,
must
alphabetical
order
by
called off In
*
got down to act charge.
It
the chairman.
It is alleged he took Fanchon F
(Continued on page 21)
Duncan to England.
cided

that

.

change.

Barbers La Marr Going to Europe

Los Angeles, May 21.
Barbara La Marr and her new
husband, Jack Dougherty, have left
for the East en route to Eur op*.

:

PICTURES
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RETURN
WITH SECRET PROCESS

GARRICK'S PICTURE SEASON

One

of Films'

Have Four Week** Supplementary
Season— Drug Film in for Two Weeks— "Bella
Donna" Drops Off

Own

—

Will

Capital

Legit House Will

performances.
As proof of Its pulling power here
the Stanley company is announcing
it for the Karlton next week and
will also show It at the Victoria,
making three downtown houses an
unusual record. It could undoubtedly have run for three or four
weeks at the Stanley to tremendous
business, and is expected to follow
the example of "Dr. Jack,** which
cleaned up big In its second showing at the Karlton (generally a first
run house).
There was a number of musical
features used In connection with
the showing of "Safety Last," and
celebration
of Music Week.
in
Among these were a trio singing
selections from "Faust," and con-

all

—

)

sisting of

prominent

local singers,

DRAWING WOMEN
Bushman and Bayne Did
falo Lsst Week
Buffalo,

It

in

May

Buf-

23.

Business slumped slightly in all
quarters during the past week, due
to a solid week of continued Inclement weather. The week end showed
strong, and with the weather turning clear and cold all downtown
houses finished the week to capacHeavy feature attractions conity.
tinued to be the chief item of note,
with competition running neck and
neck.

Last week's estimates:
Hipp "Modern Marriage,"

—

Bushman and Bayne
pacity,

This

heavy

2,400;

scale,

with

in person. (Canights, 35-50.)

attraction proved especially
for matinee business.

A

strong feminine draw was in evidence all week. Nights went somewhat short of capacity, and feature
proved substantial though not sensational

drawing card.

Slightly un-

Chicago,

George

K.

Spoor,

May

one

of

23.

the

pioneers of the motion picture pro-'
duction field, who was head of the
old Essanay Company, In which

interests.
der $15,600.
The project, as far as information
Loew's State— "Souls for Sale"
(Capacity, 3,400; regarding it has leaked, is that it
and vaudeville.
Good attrac- is somewhat in the nature of a
scale, nights, 30-50.)
tion for house, drawing excellent stereopticon effect, with the procomment all around. Did $15,000/ jection taking in the entire width
Lafayette Square "Can a Woman
Love Twice?" and vaudeville, headed and depth of the stage and the
by Hyams and Mclntyre. (Capacity, characters In the picture appearing
Rushing as though they were actually walk3,400; scale, nights, 35-55.)
up heaviest guns available in way ing on the stage. The seats are said
Business continued to have shown in the experiments
of attractions.
steady last week. Between $14,000
thus far conducted as though they
and $15,000.
Olympic— "What Wives Want." were in actuality built on the
(Capacity, 1.600; scale, nights, 20- stages.
%
This
The latter phase of the invention
Slipped under $2,500.
40.)
house Is sliding and probably due is somewhat along the lines of the
for change of policy shortly from experiments that Hugh Thomas, a
first to second run features.
stage electrical engineer in New
York, conducted several years ago
Hsl Rosch Leave* Studio
with the medium of still slides.
Los Angeles, May 23.
During the experiments Thomas'
Hal Roach has retired from the health failed, and he was compelled
active management of his studios to to forego further following of his
devote his efforts to aiding exhib- research work.
itors and searching for new stars.
It Is possible that the Spoor InH. M. Walker, T. J. Critzer and novation may be an outgrowth of
Warren Deane have been selected the investigations originally made
as the active heads.
by Thomas.

—

•

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
for
[

VARIETY

$1.75 (three months)

$2 Foreign

winter attractions at house,
and popularly figured to have been
a big bet in another theatre; $6,000.
late

(Capacity, 1.100; 50-eent scale.)
Aldine
"Mighty Lak' a Rose."
Nicely treated in dailies aud showed

—

some pieking-up power

as

week

Went along, but warm weather kept
down to $«,500.
"Suzanna"

gross

now

be the picture to
rouse house from slump whieh has
endured for several months. <<Cafigured

pacity,

I.tiOO;

to

30-oenl seale.)

By EDWARD

G.

KRIEO

Independent offerings through AssoLos Angeles, May 23.
Exhibitors,
has
already
Mae Murray is in New York elated
where it is expected she will stay started work on another film.
to
return
then
for a month and
Fred Waring, leader of the popHollywood for an indefinite period.
Pennsylvanians,"
"Warlng's
ular
wed the other day to Miss
was
When Barbara La Marr goes to Dorothy
McAteer, who came
Europe to film her next picture, her Pittsburgh for the ceremony. from
Jack
husband,
newly acquired
Dougherty, also a film actor, will
Hope Hampton is expected to araccompany her.
rive in Hollywood May 25.
She is
»

signed to play the leading role in
G. M. Anderson was interested with
Sylvia Nadina, who halls from the David Belasco's 'The Gold Diggers,"
him, and one of the vital and im- same -place as the famous Pola which Warner Bros, will produce.
portant factors in the now defunct Negri, is the latest arrival in HollyMr. and Mrs. Ernest Torrence are
General Film Co., which controlled wood. It is said that she will play
her first role under the personal expected to leave for New York
the entire industry in its day, Is to
supervision of William P. S. Earle. within the next two weeks for the
return to active participation in the
purpose of studying stage plays now
industry.
Spoor, who makes his
Worth," showing In the bright light district.
Filming of "Barbara
headquarters in Chicago, has for Harold Bell Wright story, will not
some time past been working se- be screened as scheduled. Research
William P. S. Earle has completed
cretly on a process of production work makes it impossible to start work on his latest production, "Tutthat may revolutionize the entire work on the feature till late In Ankh-Amen."
exhibiting as well as the producing September.
E. H. Goldstein, treasurer of Unifields.
Venice clergymen have petitioned versal, arrived at the producing
Spoor in his retirement from pic- the Board of Trustees to stop the center from New York. Mr. Goldtures just prior to the general showing the Chas. Chaplin film "The stein is here on an executive call.
slump which hit the industry a few Pilgrim," which Is now showing at
Fred Kley, West Coast Fox man*
years ago is said to have taken more a local theata«k on the grounds that
than $20,000,000 with him, all of the picture •* a direct slap at the sger, is in New York to confer with
ministry
prohibition.
and
William
Fox and other heads on the
which he acquired during the time
building of new studios here.
that he was identified with the EsFinis Fox, after a record trip to
sanay and the General. He is plac- New York where he made arrangeTyrprie Power is expected to reing his own capital behind the ments for the release of his latest turn to Hollywood shortly.
project and Is financing it in this
territory with some largo banking

and a piano recital by -Israel Vichnin, a promising young musician of
this city.
Altogether it was one
Whether or not the utilisation of
of the most successful weeks the
the new Spoor picture would necesStanley ban had in a long time, and inent Bast Market street houses, sitate any changes in the present
that is saying a lot, as this house the Palace and the Victoria, had
systems of the theatres
has seldom fallen below Its usual good weeks.
The former showed projection
high standard.
"Grumpy," which had won such cannot be ascertained at this time.
pardid
"Bella Donna"
not do
glowing notices at the Stanley and
ticularly well in its final week at had proved so popular* while there,
the Stanton. Some attribute this to and the latter showed "The Face on
DETROIT NOT BIG
the picture and others to the arrival the Barroom Floor," an ideal choice
of hot weather, but the fact remains for this drop-in house.
"Bells Donna" Fell Awsy in Second
that the Pola Negri picture failed
This week's attractions Include
Week— Cspitol Did 120,000
to show much after its first week "Rustle of Silk," which had the
and should never have been kept poorest Monday opening the StanDetroit, May 23.
after the second. As it was, "The ley has had in some time; "The
Nothing big In the way of picNe'er Do Well" was booked in be- Ne'er Do Well," at the Stanton;
wltb the
ginning Saturday, and shows prom- "The Tiger's Claw," with Jack Holt, ture attractions last week,
result everybody reported buemess
ise of pretty good money in a week and "Susanna," with Mabel Norfor the week. There were
slumped
or two. There is little chance that mandy at the Aldine.
If the last two hold-overs, "Bella Donna" at
it will be kept longer than that.
named does any kind of business it
Snow Hunt PicIn all probability the house will will probably be held over for an- the Adams and the
The
close following the run of "The other week. The last Normand pic- tures at the Broadway- Strand.
Ne'er Do Well," to reopen In Sep- ture, "Molly O," did good business Madison had a very weak picture.
"A Woman's Woman," while "The
tember.
No official announcement at this same house last vear.
Ne'er Do Well" at the Capitol easily
to this effect has come from the
The Stanley, In addition to "The
Stanley company's offices, but it is Rustle of Silk," has an unusually proved the best of the feature atgenerally believed that, following a big bill, headed by Thaddeus Rich, tractions.
The Capitol has completed Its seasplendid season and not wishing to concert master of the Philadelphia
drop money heavily, as they did Orchestra and a violinist of note. son of Sunday noon symphony concerts
and will start them again
last spring, it will be decided to Thero are several other musical
close the house for a couple of features on the program. "The Fa- next September on a more elaborate
The average attendance at
months. It is also probable that the mous Mrs. Fair" and "The Bright scale.
Stanley people believe that having Shawl" are succeeding pictures at these concerts has been 3,500 weekly.
The concerts start at 12:30 and last
one house closed for the summer the Stanley.
an hour. One admission is charged
each year lends a certain amount of
Estimates of last week:
for the concert and the regular
distinction to that house as caterStanley
"Safety Last" (Pathc).
ing to a society clientele.
In this Biggest business house has had in show, which immediately follows:
Estimates for last week:
connection it would perhaps be bet- a long time, gross almost touching
Capitol
"The Ne'er Do Well."
ter to close the Aldlne, which is the the $28,000 mark. Notices laudatory
most remote of the big downtown and word of mouth resulted in mobs Thomas Melghan. Good business;
houses, but it Is likely that the com- towards the end of the week. "Rus- around $20,000.
Adams "Bella Donna."
Held
pany prefers to follow the prece- tle of Silk" this week started poorly.
over, but failed to prove attractive.
dent set last year.
(Capacity, 4.000; scale, 35 and 60 Receipts
fell
off
considerably;
The other "Big Four" houses had cents matinees; 50 and 75 cents
around 37,000.
only fair grosses last week, the Ai- evenings.)
Madison "A Woman's Woman."
ding with "Mighty Lak' a Rose,"
Stanton
"Bella Donna" (Para- Poor picture for this
house; less
and the Karlton, with "Can a mount). Not so good in third week.
$9,000.
Woman Love Twice?" The latter gross dwindling to about $8,500 for than
Broadway-Strand
Second week
had the assistance of the Einstein five days. "The Ne'er Do Well" beof Snow's "African Hunt." Closo to
Theory film, but failed to attract gan a limited run
(Ca- $7,000; total of $17,000 for two
much business. The title of the pacity, 1,700; scale, Saturday.
35 and 60 cents
feature Is figured to have been a matinees; 50 and 75 cents evenings.) weeks. Held third week.
hindrance at this Chestnut street
Karlton
"Can a Woman Love
house. "Mighty Lak' a Rose" won Twice?" sever got started very
DWAH DIRECTING "ZAZA"
some pleasant notices and showed strongly and proved a big disapAlan Dwan Is to direct "Zaxa" for
a tendency to pick up in business pointment after sensational busias the week went by, but this was ness of "Down to the Sea In Ships." Paramount, the production to be
mostly offset by some very warm At that it did better than some of made at the Long Island City stuweather.
On the other hand, the two prom-
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Pioneers— Has

Stereopticon Effect

Back With

May

COAST FILM NEWS

GEO. SPOOR'S

SAFETY LAST,' $28,000 IN PHOLY;

Philadelphia, May 23.
The advent of the Garrick, a legit
house, into the film situation here,
beginning next Monday, is the outstanding topic of interest in Philly.
The Garrick will have a supplementary season of four weeks of
pictures following the closing of its
The venregular theatrical year.
ture Is one of the Stanley company's and will start with the drug
feature, "The Greatest Menace," in
for two weeks. The Garrick has always been a popular house for pictures of this nature as well as for
animal pictures and the like. The
successor to "The Greatest Menace"
It has
has not been announced.
been rumored that It will be the
Martin Johnson Jungle pictures
which several weeks ago were reported as going into the Garrick,
but no confirmation has been obtained.
It Is known that Metro is
seeking a house for special exploitation of this feature before the summer dullness arrives.
The outstanding feature of last
week's business was the record of
"Safety Last" at the Stanley. Thin
comedy beat the gross of "Dr. Jack"
and proved one of the sensations of
the spring season here. The critics
helped it along, and no feature at
the Stanley has shown more definite gain from word of mouth advertising than this one, which by
Thursday was jamming them in at

Thursday,

"WAG0N*IN BOSTON

Psrsmount

$24,500 FOR 'GO GETTER'

Opening Event
Besntown

Special's
in

Gloria Swanson will be the star,
her first picture made in the East

some

30

time.

Hood," was Monday night, when
"The Covered Wagon" opened at the
Majestic, playing at $1.60 top. With
this picture the Shubert house that
for the past two seasons has been
the home of the Shubert vaudeville,
and where the Russian Players just
finished up a couple of weeks, swings
over, for the summer, it is hoped, to
the ranks of the picture houses. The
film is being shown twice a day, with
the mat. top at $1.
Nothing was spared in the way of
advertising and publicity to put this
picture over.
sign which rivaled
that used in "Knighthood" was put
up outside the house, and everything
done to point out that the picture
was an event of the season. In all
the reviews the picture got a good
break, even the "Transcript," Boston's conservative paper, and one of
the few which dares to say anything
definite about theatrical attractions,
giving it a boost. There is only one
thing that may mitigate against the
picture, and that is the speedy releases of other feature pictures in
the popular-priced houses around
here following a showing at heavy
top prices. The ads for the "Covered Wagon" are carrying a line that
it will not be seen In any other theatre in New England this season,
and that is going to help considerably if it is believed.

A

session

Monday

opened

their

at the
with 30

Ambassador
in

semi-annual

attendance.

hotel

Gross

New

in

Pro-

ductions Only Ordinary
Los Angeles, May 23.
Nothing of a sensational nature
bobbed up to mar or enhance the
serenity of the box office situation
at the film theatres. Last week will
go down In local cinema history
under the simple and staid classification of "ordinary.**
The only
thing that could be called unusual

was the splurge Grauman's Metro-

politan made, with the aid of the
local Hearst papers, to put over
"The Go-Getter." In addition to
columns of publicity, the Hearst

crowd, augmented by the theatre
got the mayor and city officials
to proclaim the week "Go-Getter
Week," with a parade, two bands
staff,

and all the fixin's. The receipts
were helped.
Estimates for last week
California— "The Last Moment"
(J. Parker Read). Seats, 2,000; 25c66c. Doris Kenyon, Henry Hull and
Louis Calhern. Comedy, "The Dippy
Doo-Dad"; $11,000.
Kinema
"Within the Law*

—

(Schenck).

Seats,

Norma Talmadge.
features,

1.800;

25c.-55c.

Usual musical
though no special acts:

$15,600.

Grauman's— "Trifling With Honor"
Business around town last week
(Universal).
Seats, 2,200; 25c. J5c.
bit light in the middle of the
week, due to a weather break. A Considered only mediocre program
couple of warm nights hit into the feature. Buddy Messenger, member
grosses at the picture houses, but, at of cast, appeared in person and
the end of the week cooler weather FTitxa Ridgway, also in cast, starred
came back again and the houses in atmospheric prolog; $14,500.
Metropolitan
"The Go-Getter*?
closed to big business. It has been
a good season so far for the picture (Cosmopolitan). Seats, 3,700; 35c65c.
"Follies* Girls" held over. Big
houses, as Boston and vicinity has
draw.
Heller's orchestra in big
had one of the cool springs that the
"
city is noted for, and the summer type; $24,600.
Grauman's Rtilto
"Enemies of
parks and beaches hare not got any
(Cosmopilitan).
Seats,
break at all. The beaches are plug- Women"
35c.-55c
Fifth week with
ging the dance hall thing hard here 800;
in the ads and are doing everything prospects of running two or three
Symphony selections only
to draw the crowds there, but while more.
the present weather continues the added attraction; $9,000.
Grauman's Hollywood
"The
picture houses will get them.
Wagon"
(Paramount).
"The Soul of the Beast," playing Covered
at the State last week, turned in a Seats, 1,800; 50c-$l. Probably will
run
way
Into
summer; $17,000.
gross«of about $13,000, with the "AfMission "Main Street" (Warner
fairs of Lady Hamilton." on the
third week at the Park, grossing Bros.). Seats. 900; 35c-80c Fourth
week
holding up. Got $13,300.
about $3,500. The Modern and the
Loew's State— "Thelma" (F. B. O.).
Beacon,
both
downtown
sister
Seats, 2.400; 35c.-65c. Chester Benhouses,
did
with
$6,000,
"The nett production.
.Jane Novak feaStrangers' Banquet" and "WestMosconi Family, dancers,
bound Limited" at Tremont Temple tured.
equal draw with picture.
Usual
did $3,000 for the week.
e
added musical features; $15,900
was a

—

—

—

—

POX BUYS

450- ACRE TRACT
Los Angeles, May 23.

The William Fox concern

Is

re-

ported purchasing a tract of 450
acres in the Westwood -Beverly section

for enlargement of Its

studio

facilities.

reported
represent
an
It

is

purchase
investment

the

will

of

$3,300,000.

FIRST OF THE DOPES
Los Angeles, May 23.

'The Great Menace," the first of
the dope pictures, produced by
Angela C. Kaufman, a civic worker
and philanthropist, opened this
week at the Alhambra.
No riots occurred at any of t'-e
early performances, leaving the
impression dope films will not r
a;isC
a sensation here at least.

Royal, Frisco, to McNeil Group

San Francisco, May

23.

An important

Paramount Delegates at L. A.
Los Angeles. May 23.
Paramount distribution dele-

Th.
gates

—

L

dio*.

in

AT GRAUMAN'S MET

Boston, May 23.
The first real thrill in pictures City Officials Boost
here since the first of the season,
when "Knighthood" came into the
A.
Last Week's
Park followed closely by "Robin

theatrical deal was
last week when
McNeil, the T. and D„

consummated here

Robert A.
Circuit and Nasser Bros, bought
out the interests of H. W. Jacobs.
A. C. Karski, Frank* Levy and Mrs.
Ksther Oppenlieimer in the Royal,
a large neighborhood picture house.
Jr.,

Wealthy Husband Didn't Provide
Los Angeles. May 23.
Judge Summerfleld granted a

divorce to Mrs. Henrietta Newmark,
sister-in-law to the film producer.

Hal Roach. Herbert Newmark was
charged by his wife wifh failure to
provide in spite of the fact that he
is a wealthy coffee importer.

—
"

BJBJ

Thursday,

May
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M'VICKER'S $33,100 HOUSE RECORD; PATHE AND

CENSORS

GO TO SECOND CLASH

•CHICAGO CLIMBED TO

$48,900

Week

Last Week at McVicker'* Kicked Over
Record—"Souls for Sale" Did Trick at Big Cri-

Jazz

"Enemies of
Chicago,

May

Women"

Week

Third

in

DENVER'S OFF WEEK

23.

The

peared with the speed of mushroom
growths. The customers simply refused
to
patronize
the
picture
houses, and managers cursed soul-

and

fully

fervently.

Vaudeville houses fared no better,
and the general slump was participated in by the stock house and the
amusement parks, opened a week
ago.
The Empress (Pan) chalked
up another rotten week. The Orpheum did only fairly well. The
Denham did what the management

Courtney Sisters, comprising Nubs
who may be a song plugger. called "fair to middlin' ". business,
"Babe" Payne, Capman and Capman, with no loud cheers from the box
Al Copeland's Jazz Orchestra. Ultra office. The first run houses in the
String Quartet, 5 Blapper dancers, 8' pictures had no trouble at all, takRussian dancers and 8 Hawaiian ing care of the excess.
Show managers generally didn't
girls.
The program looks as though
like Music Week, but they didn't
It stood the house about $5,000.
In the trio of houses where picture dare advertise the fact in newspaper
attractions are in for runs the bus- space, of course. However, if next
iness seems to be building. At year's Music Week is characterized
"The Covered Wagon," by bad weather, the managers won't
Woods',
the weep at all.
week topped
last
receipts
Last week's estimates:
about $2,000
previous week by
Rialto (Paramount). (Seats 1.050;
giving the picture a gross of nearly
Lewis S. Stone,
$13,000. At the Roosevelt "Enemies price, nights, 40.)
of Women" is still pulling them with Leatrice Joy and Nita Naldi in "You
$18,000, while the Snow "Hunting Can't Fool Your Wife." Picture put
Big Game" picture at the Randolph on Thursday of the week before, to
dropped off a little getting around take the place of a flop. It held
the screen for nine days.
Lloyd
$9,000.
Hamilton in "Uneasy Feet" supplied
Estimates for last week:
Allen,

comedy

for Sale" (GoldSeats, 4,200; scale, nights,
wyn).
65c; Sunday, 65c. Managed to top

the

$48,900.

1.250; price, nights, 40.)

Chicago— "Souls

relief.

Little less

;

—

producing firms, at comparatively
low salaries.
James Kirkwood, six months ago
receiving $1,200 a week, Is now being paid $2,000 a week in pictures;
Milton Sills got $750 six months
ago, now he receives $1,500 and has

worked

many

as three pictures at once at that salary with
each; Lon
Chaney has jumped
within the year from $750 to $2,200
a week; Wallace Beery is getting
$1,500, as against $750 six months
ago; Svyndham Standing Is another
$1,500 salary star, while Barbara
la Mart- has been increased from
$750 to $1,250, and Patsy Miller, a
$200 salary six months ago, recently
received an offer from Universal of
$l,2r.O a week.
Irene Rich four months ago was
rated at $4."»0 weekly.
Mary Pickford is now paying her $1,000 a
week.
liorenee Vidor. who lately
received $soo, lias been tilted to
in

as

$1,590.

Among

Up* stars lied up in contracts ere Loii Wilson, Bebe Dan!*!• end Loatrice Joj
with Famous
Players, while Claire Windsor and
Eleanor Boardman are similarly
"«'.'i i<» ri

with

<

:o!rtw\ n.

.

May

$3.

The resignation of Eugene u
Ruth, i»er#onai representative for
'"' Laemmle, Indicates a shake-up
" '!•• luiv ei .-\il plait t l« to be exnre te i.

*

LOCAL EXHIBITORS
STIR UP AUSTIN, TEX.

a

for

Retaliate for

1.776:
in "Stepping
Fast."
Jimmle Aubrey In *'Forward. March." Mix did strictly and

Tox Mix

nights, 40.)

almost exclusively masculine trade
from start to finish. Saturday, Sun-

for Special Election

names two

combating
the
Motion
Picture women, one a choir singer in the
Commission of the State of New Temple Baptist Church, and VirYork, having made legal applica- ginia Fox, a theatre organist and
tion for an order of certiorari to wife of Norman Fox, the Pasadena
compel Gborge H. Cobb, Mrs. Eli T. leadirg man.
Hosmer and Joseph Levenson. comprising the commission, to issue a

This is not the first set-to between Pathe and the commission.
cases to
After carrying one of
'

the highest State court, the Apellate
Division of New York, the latter upheld the commission's privilege to
The Pathe
censor any news reel.
news reel in question showed a
bathing girl scene which was oh
Jected to.

LONDON FILM NEWS
London,

May

Two

A. MacCormack, have stirred
up a hornet's nest following charge;
which were filed against them for
keening their theatres open Sunday,
as a result of the Sunday law enforcement war in Austin, the State
capital. The dockets of the County
Court and the Corporation Court
are congested.
In six weeks' time 120 complaints
against alleged Sunday Closing law
violators were filed.
By far the
largest number are against the two
managers and their employes. They,
in turn, charged that they were being
discriminated
against,
and
caused similar complaints to be
filed against owners of drug stores,
confectioneries, cigar stores, gaso-

FRENCH PICTURE NOTES

Adele Blood,
Orient with an

Paris, May IS.
who has been in the

all -American theatrical company, ia now on her way
back from Bombay. W. Renwick
Smith as her representative is >n
his way to New York with a couple
of pictures produced during Mise
Blood's dramatic tour.

Flora Le Breton, English movie
artiste has just terminated a series
of scenes at Beauvais. France, In
the role of Juliette de Marny for
the screen drama, "I Will Repay,'*
being produced here by Henry
Kolker and George Treville for the
Ideal Film Co. of London.
The
story Is laid during the French revolution

Colonial are making a
of a popular novel,

British and
film version
"Heartstrings," the scenario being
by Elliot Standard. The cast includes Victor MacLaglen, Russe'l
Farebrother,
Thorndyke,
Sidney
Kate Gurney and Edith Bishop.

to start

Peter Tcaslc.

completed
"The Lady
Walter West is now it
work on a new film, "Beautiful
Kitty," at Epsom. This will be an-

Having

Trainer."

other racing picture. It is doubtful
whether West could make or conceive a picture without a stable or
a race-course in it. In the old days
of the "Broadweet" studios they
were invariably known as West's
racing stables. The cast for "Beautiful Kitty" includes James Knight.
Arthur WalcOtt and Polly Emery.

Walter West's company is practia "stock" one and he gives his
people more regular work than sm-

cally

other British film producer.

There eeems to be a further hitch
in the plans for the filming of "Lady
Stoll by Will Kellino.

Godiva" for

The

Balance of week cut down
average, however, as was case with
rest of show houses. Grossed little
more than $4,000.

will

up.

Arbuckle Slips Out for Chicago.
Los Angeles, May 23.
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle, accompanied by Perry Kelly, his manager,
and Dr. Sunshine, personal chiropractor, left Sunday for Chicago to

firm

is

make a

grocery stores,
soda fountain operators, fruit venline filling stations,

dors and delicatessens.

Meantime there) Is being circulated a petition brought about by
men asking for a special
election for the recall of Police

i

the film
D. W. Griffith* "La Nult Mystericuse" ("Mysterious Night") has
replaced "Robin Hood" at the Salle
Marivaux for a run as long as It
will last
"Robin Hood" has held
this screen for the past two months.
Both pictures have been handled in

Commissioner Nolan, who assumed

A

his office May 1.
total of 1. SOtvoters have signed the petition, it

claimed. One thousand nine hundred signatures will be necessary to
put the recall election over.
is

France by Guy Croswell Smith.

.

NEWS OF THE FILMS
coast
Up to the present time
"Glimpses of the Moon" and "The
Exciters" have been completed, with
no advice received as to whether or
not she will make her next picture
here or in Hollywood.

Douglas McLean will be starred
In a picture version of "The Mountain Climber," a play in which

Wilson appeared some
Francis
years ago. It is from the German
"Hochtourlst" and from a French
comedy by Bichon. The Associated
Exhibitors will handle it.

The Key Holding Corp.. 209 East
124th street. New York, in a voluntary petition in bankruptcy filed in
the U S. District Court lists total
liabilities of IS0.790.SS and assets of
several picture subjects and the
rights to a play titled The Key,"
all of unknown value.
Ashley Miller is president of the corporation.
Among the creditors are the Claremont Film Laboratories, 82.500;
Life Publishing Co., 814.000; E.

David Powell has been signed by
Distinctive for an important role in
"The Green Goddess," in which
George Arliss is to be starred.
Jetta Goudall is also in the cast

"Mary of the Movies," the F. B. O.
production of Hollywood life, has
had its release date postponed for a
week. The picture, according to
present plans, will be placed on the

market May

The

N.

27.

000 -seat

of

Temple

"Sally Bishop."

The Anglo-French film entente U
not likely to cut much ice unless
the films made Improve considerably. "Within the Maze" was poor,
but the last effort. "The Sacrifice.*'
produced by Henri Roussell, Is little

signed a contract for three
years with M. If. Hoffman of the
Tiffany films.
lias

picture

house

re-

modeled from the old Eureka
Baths building at 28th street and
Surf avenue, Coney Island, has
been extended to 1,400 seats. Alex
Weiss and Henry Brill will operate
the Eureka, which opens May 1.
Weiss is also Interested m Henderson's
In
conjunction
brothers. The Eureka
straight pictures.

with

&

P.

CAST

cast of the Potash
and
Perlmutter picture Samuel
Bemoti will abandon the tworelease
for
Goldwyn
making
is
with which hi*
reel comedy idea
through First National Includes
name has been Identified and will Harney Bernard, Alex Carr. Vera
make super features. Tills gives Gordon, Martha Mansfield, Jerrj
Hoffma n three stars Ma e Murrav l>evine. Be Sar in Mores.
Moo**
Harry"
Hammei>lelri and
Elaine
Miller.
Ben
Sutherland.
Adolptl
Bemoti.
Lyons.

The complete

—

Max

Metro producer, arrived in Mow York this areek to arrange i<»r future releases The Grnf
prod n

Run
Cisco.

Clraf,

I i<

>ns

are

\>>->r.

Mateo studios

r

x

in

mode
s.ir

at

tin

Fran*

Schertzinger will direct.

Metro announces the purchase of
Rita Weiman's "To Whom It May
Concern"; "The Spirit of the Road"
by Kate Jordan and Peter Clarke
McFarlane's "Held to Answer."

his

The. State, owned by the Corn-

"Prince Ski," a snow white wolfhound appearing In "Adams Rib,"

Opera v House Co.; Liberty,
by the Steuben Theatre
Co., and the Princess and the Regent, owned by G. H. Tobias, all of
ing

Corning, N. Y., hereafter will be
operated by the Corning Theatres
conjunction with Associated
Theatres, Inc., which company will
act as fiscal agent for the theatres.

Frances Marion made the adapta
Hon from die screen.
The film will i»- baaed an the
Montague Class
P. and P, play.
I

the author will rto the titling.
\
m. Woods is Interested in the
picture financially with Goldwyn

dead. Its owner, W. B. Harkins,
valued the dog at 85,000.
is

Co., In

auditorium which, besides being for
lodge functions, will be used for
pictures and vaudeville.
Otto Henry Harras has signed a
years
contract
with
the

J.,

Jackie Coogan's first production
under the Metro banner will be
"Long Live the King" from Mary
Roberts Rinehart's novel. Victor

play

will

better.

P.

film

Co.,

84,750,
Corp., 81.250.

Lee Moran and Art Gilstrom have
arrived in New York from Los AnThe Gaumont Co. Is shortly startgeles
with the first of the two reel
the
late
ing on a picturization of
rehearse in the restaurant retue
George R. Sims* melodrama. "The comedies based on the Ring Lardner
opening at the Marigold Gardens Lights of London."
The Wilson "You, Know Me Al" series of stories
June 4.
Barrett part of Harold Armitage and cartoons. Moran is the feature
The comedian's departure was will be played by Nigel Barrle. and comic in the picture.
unannounced, he preferring to slip the leading lady will be Wanda
This week It appeared as though
away quietly and insisted no recep- I law ley.
a deal would be completed whereby
tion be planned for his arrival in
this first of the series, "The BushAfter their present series of twoChicago.
reelers is completed Quality Films- er," would be released through Eduwill go in for making big feature*. cational as also the subsequent two
George Cooper will be the producer reelers of the series.
SEMON WITH TIFFANY
and the etories handled will !>e
Chicago, May 23.
original.
At Lyketis, Pa., the Loyal Order
T.arry Kenton is leaving Vitagraph
of Moose Monday dedicated a new
and

man, 84,589; Jaxon
Ashley Miller, Leonla.
and Film Developing
Harold P. Coffin has
been appointed receiver.
a

Spits,

Film

now announcing Kelllm owned
version

film
Thurston's novel,

Austin. Tex.. May 23.
exhibitors, J. J. Hegman and

W.

C.

13.

* Herbert Wilcox, of Astra, has
taken the German "E. F. A." studios
for the making of the film version
Herbert
of
"Chu Chin Chow."
Langtey will play the Oscar Ashe
part and Betty Blythe that played
at His Majesty's by Lily Bray ton.
The cameramen are American, A.
Guissart and Bert Caan.

film stood 'em

day and Monday the

"Sunday" Com-

plaints in Circular Petition

Bertram Phillips is about
work on "The School for Scandal'
(Seats with Queenie Thomas and Frank
Monte Blue: Stanmore as Sir Peter and Lacly
Marie Prevost, Irene Rich and Funk Teazle. Stanmore is an exceptionKeenan polled fair business, con- ally clever rough Cockney comedian The stage play of the same title was
sidering, with "Brass." Picture made and appears, on the face of it, to be adapted for the screen by Forrest
hit here, and
would have "been an odd choice for the part of Sir Halsey.

UNIVEPSAL PLANT SHAKE-UP 7
Los Angele

Hastings
Divorce

Inc., is still

(Paramount).

Princess

I

while smaller ones
Minor
have more than doubled.
players are feeling the effect with
Increased pay, while there are some
stars tinder long term contracts to
salaries,

Ray

In her complaint she

The Pathe Exchange,

$4,300.

—

large

Sues

in

than

McVickers—"The Rustle of Silk"
Seats, 2.500; scale,
(Paramount).
"Jazz Week" knockout $33,100,
smashing all records.
Roosevelt "Enemies of Women" knockout from box office standpoint
Seats, with anything
(Cosmopolitan - Goldwyn).
like
even break.
1,275; scale, 65c. Now in its fourth Grossed about $4,500.
Colorado (Bishop-Cass).
week, Inst week's gross $18,000.
(Seats
Wagon"
Covered
price,
nights.
2.447;
Woods "The
Doris
40.)
Seats, 1.150; scale, Kenyon, Henry Hull and Louise
(Paramount).
mats., $1.10 top; eves., $1.65. Bus- Wolheim in "The Last Moment."
going
Nothing in title appeared to be
iness jumped on week, gross
strong enough to pull, in spite of
around $13,000.
Randolph— "Hunting Big Game" plenty of good publicity and press
(Universal). Seats, 686; scale, 50c. stuff. About $4,100.
America (Bishop-Cass).
With grind and lobby display
(Seats
receipts dropped little last week, 1.530: price, nights, 40.)
Richard
Barthelmess In "The Bright Shawl"
showing about $9,000.
could have done better, especially
with following in Denver.
First
three days pulled fair business, after
PICTURE SALARIES UP
that flopped. Around $8,750.
(Continued from page 1)
sis (Fox).
prices,
(Seats
65c.

R0ME0 ORGANIST
Wife

Los Angeles, May 23.
Ray Hastings, one of the bestCourt for License
known organists on the coast, is
to Exhibit "Good Riddance."
"being sued for divorce, his wife
Lost First Action
making sensational charges.

Exchange

Loop held a real novelty
week in a gigantic "Jazz Everything in Pictures Dropped license permitting the exhibition of
last
During Music Week
the Pathe comedy,
"Good RidWeek" at McVickers. Ttiere have
dance."
been "Jazz Week" programs at other
Denver, May 23.
houses along the picture rialto, in
Pathe's petition, signed by Lewis
Denver celebrated its annual Music Innerarlty, the corporation's secrethe
big
Chicago with its
fact
tremendous capacity held one only Week last week, and the picture tary, objects to certain cuts ordered
a few weeks ago when apprised that shops did what business the fans on the ground they are not "inhuJ. Leopold Spttalney, accredited here felt like handing them after satiatwith being the originator of the ing themselves on the free musical man," and do not "tend to incite
classical jazz programs, was to take attractions all over town. This was crime" as alleged by the commisover the baton at McVickers. Mc- not so true the first two days of sioners. Pathe alleges that the
Vicker'H $33,100 week shows some- the week, owing to a belated spring eliminations ordered are "discrimthing like $3,100 over the actual cap- blizzard that kept the people indoors, inatory and unwarranted" on the
acity of the theatre. It was achieved as they always do out here. But theory that the comedy is a slapthrough the medium of putting in an after that the sun came out and
stick burlesque and could not be seextra show from time to time during shone on both sides of the street,
the week. The gross will have to be and amateur jazz orchestras ap- riously considered.
credited to the added attractions
offered for the picture that they
played was 'The Rustle of Silk,"
which seemingly had no draft at the
box office as against "Souls for Sale"
at the Chicago which played to
$48,900 on the wee!?.
The "jazz week" program at McVicker's has been held over. The
picture was changed with Dorothy
Dulton in "Fogbound." In the jazz
show oie 34 people, headlined by the

19
i

f

Otto Kruger has been engaged by
Cosmopolitan for a role In "Under
the Red Robe," which is being diErnest
rected by Alan Crosland.
Glendennlng was originally scheduled for the part but his engagement In Chicago with "Why Not?"
forced him to forego the picture.
"Under the Red Robe" la now be-

ing shot In three different studio locations In New York, the Jackson
studios and the
101st F. A. armory.

Avenue and Tilford

H. Broomhall, manager of the
Hamilton, o
secretary

J.

Jefferson,

,

and treasurer of the Jewel Photoplay Co., was stricken with a
cerebral hemorrhage May 4 while
walking through the business section of the city.
Hopes are entertained for his recovery.

The Grand,

pictures, In the we«it

end of Harrinburg, Pa., has beo<i
acquired by VVilmer 4 Vincent.

two

Fashionist," a new monthly style
publication on the order of "Vogue."
will take care of the screen department, signing a page in every

At a sale of fine saddle horses la
Kansas City this week the Famous

H*

Players-La^ky
Corporation
purchased "Black Ball" and "Midnight
Hex/' a pajr of fiv-gaited animals,

Issue.

for $3,000. The pair will be sent to
California and used in the produc tion of "Pharaoh's Chariot."

Danltlt in in New York
awaiting advice as to arhen she will
start work on her next picture.
When originally arriving in the as'
it
v\iis planned for hOg l<> make four
pictures
before returning to the
Bei»e

<

Lincoln returned to New
week, having completed
of the Strongest" for
Pictures on the coast

K.

R,

YorV

li-^t

The Right
th

-

'
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LONDON FILM NEWS

RFTURN DID BUSINESS

The fllm, "Life of Edmund Kean," son Lang at the New, and also the
which Kenelra Foss is producing in scenarios for two of the Baroness
stories.
France, is an adaptation of Alex- Orczy's "Scarlet Pimpernal"
leaving for
andre Dumas' play, "Kean ou De- His last work before
"Ne'er-do-Weel"
"The
was
America
starts
aordre et Genie." The action
two years after the Arthur Shiriey for Famous-Lasky, in which Tom
play at Drury Lane finishes and Melghan is "starred."
•hows Kean as a single man in love
Kenelm Foss is about to leave
with the same girl the Prince Rescreen
gent Is keeping. Kean denounces for France, there to make a
of Edmund Kean." His com"Life
his royal rival from the stage on an
Mary
occasion when the prince has come pany, with the exception of
will be
to the Lane to see him act. Shirley Odette, his leading lady,
well-nigh

leaves his hero when he
of age; other authorsgoing to the devil.

Incorporated

British

is

27 years

Foss says it is
for a British film direca chance these days outHugh
side France and Germany.
Croise and George Dewhurst are
two other well-known British pi ducers who do most of their work
French.

show him impossible
tor to get

Exhibitors

gave a presentation of the

First

National picture, "Whom the Gods
Would Destroy," at the Alhambra
11.
From some points of view
this is the most remarkable trade
show ever held here. The Japanese
ambassador and suite, the American consul general and staff, the
consuls general of France, Belgium,

abroad.

May

Spain, Italy, Norway and Denmark
were also present, with representatives of their staffs, as well as many

prominent soldiers and sailors. The
scenes showing the mobilization of
troops and the British navy in 1914
were received with enthusiasm reminiscent of the early war days. This
is said by experts to be the finest
and most realistic war picture ever
made in America or elsewhere. It is
absolutely devoid of theatricality.
**Married Love," the film written

around the notorious birth control
book by Dr. Mary Stopes and being
produced by the Samuelson company, has resulted in a series of accidents to members of the cast. The
last and most severe occurred to
Reginald Fox, the juvenile man. He
was required to Jump over Kew
Bridge, but apparently no attention
was paid to the state of the tide.
Fox Jumped into shallow water,
breaking some bones in an ankle.
It has been found impossible to set
the bones, and it is feared the actor,
one of the most popular In the British screen, will be crippled for life.

FRISCO'S CALIFORNIA

FILM WEEK'S LEADER

and "Enemies of Women"
Top New Attractions
San Francisco, May

With the 'Ne'er-Do- Weil" grossing $19,000 at the California and
''The Enemies of Women" reach inn
$12,500 at the Imperial, a house practically half the size of the former,
business in the picture houses took
a brace with the now attractions of

the week.

Sea

to the

in Ships,'' fan-

other newcomer, reached $16,000 at
the Century, which recently installed
pictures following a musical revue
The receipts for the week
policy.
are as follows:

California— "Ne'er-Do- Well" < Par(Seats 2,700; scale, 55amount).
Opened big, with indications
90.)
pointing to record week. Much faFirst of all scheduled to make a vorable comment.
Grossed $19,000.
film version of the Lady Godlva
Granada— "The Rustle of Silk"
story for Stoll, then switched on to (Paramount).
(Seats 2,840; scale,
the fUmization of a popular novel 55-90.) Took $15,000.
when the flrst scheme proved im'Enemies of Women"
Imperial
practicable, Will Kellino is still (Cosmopolitan-Paramount).
(Seats
kicking his heels, the second pro- 1,400; scale, 55-*?5.) The picture of
ject also having fallen through. the week from business standpoint.
There is another scheme, but Kel- Big opening and promise of run.
lino, wearied by the delay, refuses
Feature very well liked. $12,500.
to speak of it. Meanwhile he draws
Century "Down to the Sea in

—

—

his salary quite contentedly.

Martin Thompson has joined the
staff of George Clark Productions
and is making the first picture under the new regime. His cast includes Victor Maclaglen, Sir Simeon
Stewart, Cevll du Gue, Florence
Turner, Norma "Whalley and Madge
Stuart.

The war against the so-called
screen schools and the "dud" agents
continues satisfactorily. Rex Wilson, a one-time small Producer, is
the last man to have/his license
taken away. For some time rumors
have been current to the effect that
Wilson was working in with an
agent and the crowds at several of
the studiosuwere being adulterated
with the school's pupils to the exclusion of bona-flde small part
players and types. The great difficulty the authorities have to contend with is that although there arc
plenty of stories circulated about
these bogus affairs the story-tellers
invariably go back on their word
when rounded up and asked to give
evidence.

A

thriving business in Chelsea ha
up by the police..
This was a "school" with a mixed
pupilage of fools and rogues of both
sexes. It dealt chiefly in lessons on
how to make love and the real object of the academy can easily be

just been broken

imagined.

Guy Newall

has severed his connection with George Clarke pictures
and is making* preparations to commence producing on his own acThe Clarke organization is
count.
carrying on at their country studio
and are finishing a picture, not yet
titled, by Mrs. Clifford Boyne.

Most of the plays now running in
the West End are earmarked for the
"Anna
screen.
These
include
Christie," "Morton of the Movies,'
R. U. R.." "The Bad Man" and
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife."

and Perimutter"
on the screen.

will

also

"Potash
be seen

Following the production of "Chu
Chin Chow" in Germany, Herbert
Wilcox will make "Loyalties.

Louis
scenario

well-known
Stevens,
a
generally resident

writer,

Los Angetrs, enme over to Errrope holiday-making and was persuaded by (laumont to stay in London to write the scenario by George
in

R, Sims' drama, "Lights o' London."'
Tom Terris is producing. He

which

now

contract with
of the ideal
*ilm Co. .pany, to write the scenario
for Alfred Sutro's "The Great Well,"
which was recently done by Mathe-

has

signed

a

Simon Rowson, the head
•

(Seats 1,600; scale, 55-S3.)
Ships."
One of the leaders among pictured.
This house has been playing musical
revues; put in feature film as stopBig whaling scenes causing
gap.
much favorable talk. Looks like a
record week. Reached $17,00Q.

Warfteld— Only

Loew's

(Seats

Girl."

This

is

2,800;

a

Shop

55-75.)

scale,

anniversary week.

House

is

offering special features and giving
the Sherwoods, musical aggregation,
big play with "In a Pullman Party."

running it in a first-run house
had gotten one showing in

weren't polite to it the folks, who
future as cash customers came Just
the same. This uptown house, really
the flrst of the better movie houses
to be built in Baltimore, is an intimate proposition and has a great
asset in the shape of a stringed orchestra, which, though small, pours
out good music. It works on the
theory that sob stuff calls for a
straining of the strings and that
horseback riding calls for coconut
shells to be beaten and it may Jpe
an old theory, but it certainly is
satisfying, for the Rivoli and the
Century are the only other houses
in town with music to top it.

•

J

—

Estimates for

New Lyceum

last

1,600;

25-50-75.
Two shows daily.
"The Birth of a Nation," about $5,000
on week which meant big houses at

scale,

week and
if

Will play another

performances.

all

not

figures to do Just as well,

Century

—With
Capacity,
"The

3,500;

scale,

Neer-DoWell" and a condensation of "The
Gondoliers," this house held to about
$14,000, good average week's_J>usl-

"The Girl I Loved" this week,
with "The Mikado" added.
„
scale,
Rivoli
Capacity, 2,000;
25-50-75. "The Bright Shawl," second week, business up to standard.
"Within the Law" this week. Eileen
Van Biene back as soloist.
New Capacity, 1,800; scale, 25-50.
"Brass" held up to $8,000, although
shown previously as road show at"The
traction at New -Lyceum.
Tiger's
Claw," program picture,
playing there this week.
Parkway Capacity, 1,200; scale,
25-44.
"Gimme" did good business.
Drew about $4,000, around normal.

ness.

—

—

—

Got $10,000.
Portola— "Souls for Sale" (Par(Seats 1,100; scale. 50amount).
Second run. Picture shifted
75.)
from" California. Bad start and prob-

KANSAS CITY STANDS UP

flop.
Grossed $3,500.
'Safety Last" (Harold
Strand
Lloyd) (Pathe). (Seats 1,700; scale,

—

50-75.)

Doing

Looks

like

profit.

In third

will

practical
run six

capacity.

weeks

week secured

to
$13,500.

COAST AFFILIATION
EFFECTIVE JUNE 2

ing with the film.

—

Affiliation

Only

comers

the

last

unsettled

weather the
factory

week.

and

Newman

business,

terests.
The West Coast Is represented in the amalgamation by Abe
Gore, Adolph Ramlsh, M. L. Gore
and Sol Lesser.
Lionel Keene, manager of the
Warfield, will remain here as the
representative of Loew's, looking
after the Interests of both houses.

Cosmo's "Cain and Mabel"
Los Angeles, May 23.
T. Roy Barnes has left for New
York to start work in "Cain ami
Mabel," a sew Cosmopolitan production in which he is to be starred.

March

12.

barge in which the only inhabitants
are a captain, his young wife and
the captain's helper, an attractive

young man.
The two realize that love la
growing up between them, and for
that reason she tells the sailor It
if he left the ship,
as they don't want to do the old.

would be better

man an

injustice.

shore, a variety artist, a slick
clog dancer, going into a neighboring dressing room to borrow a

On

steals some money, and*
being found at it, kills the owner
and escapes to the house boat.
There he brings an entire new
atmosphere, and as a launch Is
cigarette,

passing by he hails the people,

Such

merely the main outline
of history, for the two parts take
over two hours and are full of all
sorts of incidents. Let it be understood at once that the direction is

drunk, while the clog dancer rapes
the wife. Ne«f morning the sailor
sees what has happened, believes
that the girl has given in willingly,
and leaves the barge. But as soon
as he gets on shore he sees the
poster offering a reward for the

murderer and starts at once after
the boat.

Meantime the old captain and the
clog dancer have a struggle and fall
both
water together;
the
into
drowned. This leaves the wife and
The unfortuthe sailor together.
nate thing about this ending is
that the two weakest Characters
are left and one feels no interest
in what happens to them.
This is, of course, no film for
America, even though the ending
might technically be called happy,
Traak,
i

from faultless-, many scenes are
very inartistically photographed and
the director has not made half

e^ugh

of many others.
But still
the final battle scenes doubtless reall that from a popular point
orNvieW.
Moveover, the acting of the part
of Friedrich by Otto Gebuhr is very
superior.
Jn the first two sections
he had looked much too old, but
here he gives the effect of the old
man very finely, with simplicity of

deem

gesture

and

Krauss

as

make-up.
Werner
and Agnes

Karunitz

Straub as Maria Theresa do what
they have to do with much skill.

But

POL1KUSCHKA

is

far

this

is,
after all, a one-man
and as such nobody else gets

chance.

Berlin,

The

first

*film

made

in

May 8.
Germany

by an all-Russian cast, a Russian

and

director
'.aken

cameraman.

It

is

from a short story by Leo

Tolstoi,

and the leading
Moskwin, who
New York for

played

by

known

In

role

is

is

now

his

per-

formances with the Moscow Art
Theatre.
But, nevertheless, the thing Is
nothing more or less than a gigantic failure.
First of all, the photography is ludicrously ineffective
and reminds one of the very early
days of the film; it is half the time
not even in focus.
Then the director has no idea as yet how to
get an effect through the camera,
while the story in itself was unsuited to fllm treatment.
Even Moskwin does not for a
moment make the character clear
to us, and although some of tha
close-ups are extraordinary, yet one
would never for a moment suspect
what an actor he Is.
Traak.

In spite of

disagreeable
enjoyed satis-

and

the

week

proved better than was expected.
At the Liberty "Souls for Sale"
also had fairly
good patronage,
many going out of curiosity to see
the film stars who appeared In thi
story of Hollywood.
The Newman
started the week with another of

INSIDE STUFF

"discovery concerts" which had
helped for its first Sunday shows,
but will discontinue the entertainments, as the management has Just
about run out of material.
There
has been all kinds of "talent" offered, but only the best of the amateurs have been given a chance.

concern which brought Betty Compson to London,
a press stunt which somehow failed to work. They gave
a banquet to the America* film star at the Savoy Hotel at which
there
were speeches including an attack upon the Press for its continual
and

ON PICTURES

:•

week with "Notoriety" and reported
a heavy draw. *
Last week's estimates:
Liberty— "Souls for Sale" (Goldwyn).
(Seats 1,000; scale, 35-50.)
Story extremely dramatic and production one of Goldwyn's most elaborate. Gross around $6,500.
Newman— "The Ne'er Do Well"
(Paramount).
(Seats 1.890; scale,
50-75.)
Thomas Melghan.
Also

The English

hood of
Royal
mount).

$12,500.

persistent criticism of native films.
Miss Compson was so touched by
the enconiums and applause that she was forced to employ
her handkerchief .o conceal her tears!
To the surprise of the sponsors of the* stunt,
not one line appeared in the next day's newspapers
regarding the event!

"The Christian" was the attraction at a pop priced picture
house in
the heart of the lower East Side. For local
purposes the film was heralded
by the title of "The Goy."

Mary

kford s newest release, just completed under Ernest
Lubitsch's
known as "The Street Singer.' The title was arrived
at through a contest within the ranks of the
Plckford -Fairbanks- United
Artists' associates, a reversal On the usual idea which
bars employes of
the organization conducting the contest.

Go-Getter*' (Para(Seats 890; scale, 35-50.)
Failed to have proper appeal to
draw record - breaking business,
business falling off trifle from preceding week. Close to $5,000.
Twelfth Street— "The 'Nth Com-

Interest has entirely

hearings in
subsidiaries.

Gross about

New
The

died away with the Federal Trade Commission
York, in its investigation of the Famous 1'layeTS

^^

dailies give

a

attention here and there when
what looks like a sensational bit of testimony, new to the public, is divulged, but the objective of the hearings appear along one line, necas-

(Paramount),
mandment"
and
"Humping Into Broadway." (Seats
1,100; scale, 30.)

Pi<

direction, will be

v

— The

film

tried to put over

other
pictures
and attractions
Business held up well through
week, better than the previous one
with "Grumpy."
Gross neighbor-

$1,200.

it

little

arlly making testimony of the several witnesses more or less of a repetition.
It is anticipated it will be about the same sort of procedure
with l«K<ii matters more thoroughly gone iuto in the other ities the Commission's conn-ei wl'l
on th< v. p. matter.

first
Opposition
runs at th«
"Vengeance of
vaudeville houses
the Deep," Pantages; "The retard
cup,"
"Fool*
and
Mainstreet;
Riches," Globe.

—

<

\

V

.

who

come onto the coal barge, bringing
a phonograph and drink.
The captain and the helper get

Europe.

One must repeat what one said
first two parts.
This is
essentially a German fllm and has
Kansas City, May 23.
no real interest for the American
Thomas Melghan, always a good buyer.
Traak.
bet In Kansas City, and his "Ne'er
Do Well" picture stood up against

Apollo, a big suburban house,
broke into the flrst run class las*,

the latter takes over the operation
and booking of the Wartleld, San
Francisco and State, Los Angeles,
becomes effective June 2. With the
new affiliation Loew's retains the
ownership of the two houses, which
are to he operated on a sharing
agreement with the West Coast In

part,

about the

The

San Francisco, May 23.
The affiliation of Loew's and the
West Coast Theatres, Inc., whereby

two

called
"Shicksalewende" (the turn of fate), we see
Frederic already as an old man. still
fighting all sorts of enemies, Jiving
always in a common little cottage,
wearing un pressed
clothes
and
worn-out shoes. The sympathy is
quite well established and the" interest is gradually worked up to the
battle of Leuthen. in which Friedrich finally conquered his enemies

fllm,

its

West Coast Co. Operating Two
Loew Houses Business

first

But every now and again is a
glimpse of the Austrian court, with
Maria Theresa and her chief minister, Kaunitz. Maria Theresa does
not want to recognize the grant of
Silesia to Prussia and a battle is
fought in which the Prussian troups
are victorious.
Kaunitz goes to Paris to stir up
Louis V and the Marquese de Pompadour against Friedrich. In the

much

all

Sight")

Berlin,
sincere attempt to

nature.! to

of his ascension to the throne. One
naturally goes to such films with a
prejudice, as one who knows something of the world as a whole has
a dislike of ail petty nationalism.
But the director, Arzen von Cserepy
(Hungarian Jew), has learned a
good deal since he made the flrst
two parts; there are moments in
the fllm, especially the battle scenes
at the end, which class well up to
Some
the International standard.
attempt at neutrality has been made.
The photography is much clearer
and the story* simpler, lees confused, while the acting is on a far
higher level.
Part III has
been
sub-titled
"Sans Soucci," after the name of
Frederic's palace at Potsdam. And
here in general the tone is light and
charming. Friedrich is playing his
flute and writing poetry, attending
the opera and Interesting himself
in the ballet dancer, Barberina.

in

Vera Jachles, Russian pianiste,
added attraction and got equal bill-

—

financial return
parts of this film

IN SICHT
in

and established Prussia as a power

better".

25-50-75.

it

fourth

week:

— Capacity,

("City

make a fllm
A
suppose the story about the. commonplaces of life; the
would be continued, as Frederic's first third of the fllm gives merely
life was only brought up to the time the daily round of life on a coal
from the

made

after it
the city.

Business opened with much promise.
Secured $12,700.
Tivoli "What a Wife Learns"
(First National). (Seats 1,800; scale,
40-75.)
Looks like average dnw.

ably will

The tremendous

At the Parkway "Gimme," a new
Rupert Hughes film* held up business well, and although the critics

23.

STADT

FREDEEICUS EEX (HI AHD IV)
Berlin, May 1.

Baltimore, May 21.
The movies struck another good
period here in the week Just past,
when all the houses did bang-up
business and with the good showing
made by "The Birth of a Nation"
at 75- cent top featuring the week.
This old-timer was brought back
to Baltimore at the New Lyceum,
and after the two-for-onea were
gotten out of the way Monday night
business settled down to high gear
for two daily shows, with the quoted
top as the night price and with 50
This
cents as the high matinee.
film grossed about $5,000 on the
week, a good showing at the scale.
At the Century "The Ne'er-DoWell" and a condensed version of
the Gilbert and Sullivan "The Gondoliers," drew to the extent of about
$14,000 on the week, while down the
street at the Rivoli "The Bright
Shawl" held up remarkably well for
its second week.
"Brass," playing the New Theatre
down after a week's run as a road
show at the Lyecum, did good business and Justified the chance taken
in

Paramount^ "Ne'er-Do-Well"

"Down

FOREIGN FILM REVIEWS

A RATION'S

"BIRTH OF

Thursday,

May

PICTURES

24, 1923

M. P. T. O. A.

attack oa aH the commercial producers in general and the Famous
Players la particular. Incidentally,
statement that the United States

CONVENTION

(Continued from Page 17)

Supreme

There

was

an

electric

and Steffes have
framed together and Hitter will
throw to Steffes,'* was the whispered word. The chairman asked
Michigan a second time, and again
came an almost angry reply, "Michigan passes."
'

"Ritter

thrill.

Theodore Hayes* Fireworks

At the name of Minnesota, Theodore Hayes came forward and made
the, nominating speech for StefTes, a
first

political

class

^borks.

burst

The response wan

*B-.ck to routine while

of

fire

mild.

Fred Warn-

'

befg, of Missouri, nominated Joseph
Mogler a favorite son. Then came

another surprise.
delegation reported
inations.

The New York
it had no nom-

For an Instant the con-

vention did not get the drift. The
explanation did not come until the

when
to Pennsylvania
lnvitati'"
Vincent Brennon. the best whoop
hurrah orator of the convention
stepped to the platform and opened
*n
a laudatory routine. It was
til.
ortly a minute when the crow 1 realized that he was nominating Cohen.
WJien he did spring the name the
whole convention went coo coo. On
the greeting of name? alone it was
apparent that It was C hen, win,
place and show. The beautiful tac-

ings on the floor

gation which has been rather uncertain since the

At mention

Washington

of Cohen's

name

it

split.

was

that even many of the
Minnesota delegates were on their
candidate
the
rooting
for
feet

observed

against their

home

favorite.

The roll call ef states went on.
Sidney Simon placed R. F. Woodand Joseph
hull In nomination
Rhodes offered F. J. McWiiliams, of
Madison. Wis. Nothing happened
up to the end of the calling of the
list, and then Michigan was Invited
for the third time to name a candidate. The result was the same.
Hayes was on his feet again, demanding that he be allowed to make

a statement

to the convention in
behalf of his candidate. There was
a stir and some restlessness in the
hall, but Chairman Schmidt recognised the Minnesota man.

Hayes Stemmed
\

"We

are wrong in believing oura democratic body," began
Hayes.
"You are not electing a
president here. Your president was
chosen in a room at the Sherman
House this morning"
Hayes couldn't get in another
word.
The Coliseum roof shoot

selves

with the riot A circus caliope on
the platform would ha\e sounded

Chairman
a maiden prayer.
Schmidt did his best with the gavel,
but it had no effect. Cohen arose
In his place in the first row with
the New York delegation and, facing the panicky crowd with up-

like

raised hand, there was quiet in ten
seconds. 'I beg that the gentleman
be allowed all possible courtesies
and be allowed to proceed with his
remarks," was Cohen's speech.
Hayes resumed with the statement that he and his fellow members of the Minnesota and other
state
bodies
had devoted their
energies for months to the campaign
on the assurance from Cohen that
he would not run. "But at the last
moment." shouted Hayes, "he reverses himself."
that honest?
Is
(Voice from the back, ''its dishonest.")
withdraw,
so
we
"And
Finished Hayes in high heat.
find out time is wasted playing
against stacked cards."

all

Tuesday

tration of contract infractions; the
insistence that the exhibitor adverproducers in paid newspaper advertisement; and the right to
dispose of advertising accessories
by the exhibitor after he has discontinued their use.
Following the Burford recital of
the facts regarding the negotiations
and those, for breaking them off,
W. W. Whitson of San Diego, chairman of the special committee on
uniform and equitable contract,

talk of compromise on the
music license tax was blocked and

speakers
successive
conthe license. No voice was

heard in opposition.
The crowd fell hard for Valentino's speech, in which he hammered
the magnates, showing a disposition
to go his attitude one better. Perhaps that shows the temper of the
crowd as much as anything. They
were for any proposition against
Hays and the producers and distributors. The whole temper of the
gathering was a tacit acceptance of
Cohen and his fight on the uniform
and other policies on
contract
which the new candidates sought to
build an issue.
It did look certain that Sydney S.
Cohen,

present

president

the

of

would be elected for
Despite that Cohen
has reiterated within the past few
not accept the
would
weeks he
nomination the overwhelming sentiment of the convention seemed for
him. The delegates wanted to compel him to permit his name to remain before the convention after the

M. P. T. O.

A.,

a fourth term.

sion of any method of changing
play dates.
'The clause affecting the automatic rejection of applications for contract.
"The arbitration clause which
attempts to deny our constitutional right to trial by jury and

first ballot. On the second ballot it
looked as though the race was over
and Cohen would be president.
The order of the convention's
business called for nominations to
be made this morning, when the
plain delegates reconvened at 11 o'clock.

The result seems t<» make it
tint Cohen's position Is impregnable
the organization.
His friends
maintain with all earnestness that

in

he

made every
compromise up

effort
to the

to

effect

Arthur,

Howard Smith,

C.

There were three separate addresses on the music tux proposition.
It became apparent that the
ideas and policies of the present
national administration would ulti-

I

time of the

openinu of nomination^ n>.~- morning.
Tho report, pretty well SUbStanti ited is that he Offered ftlmosl
at th.' last minute to withdraw, it"
the opposition would accept any one
of
Mike
these
candidates:
live

to

Session Thrilling
session
T| iM
considerable red

was

1

lire

with

tilled

and

thrills,

nav. wen- furwhieh. strange
nisiieij from mit-ide «>t the exhibitor
to

-

ranks. The first to *el Bre t.. the
situation was R. E. Welsh of the
"Moving Picture World." In a cork uded
u hich he
in
ing speech
Cohen and mentioned the necessity
of sxhibltoi organisation; rh<
1

compel our members

from

California to Maine to arbitrate
under the laws of the State of
New York, and under rules
drawn up by the distributors.
"Resolved, That we heartily
approve the action of our officers and directors in rejecting
the so-called uniform contract,
and, be it further
"Resolved, That we urge til
exhibitors not to sign this unt ur.
inequitable, un-American
contract thai members of ihe
Mot --I1 Picture Pi oducei
nd
Distributors of Amerir i. Inc.,
ore attempting i>>
.». tion to force upon the exhibitors
<>i
tins country."
•

.

i

1

Cumerford of Pennsylvania. W. A.
True of Hartford, W. D. Burford
from Aurora, Ills.; R. F. Woodhull ond thrill came when Bam a. Hand)
of Dover. X. J., and Harry Davis of a Kansas City attorney. nr««i'- the
Pittsburgh.
The opposition, how- noon came when Rodolph Valbroadside
ever, was determined to make L run entino
who delivered

out to all the State divisions, so
that whenever an exhibitor member
came into conflict with the society,
a legal defense would be immediately at his disposal. The next
order of business was the taking up
of the various forms of Insurance
organization which might be beneficial to the exhibitor organisation,
and the reports from various States
that have been utilizing I lock Insurance of various forms for their

members.

took the platform and presented a
There were three speakers, after
resolution, which was the initial in- which a committee
was announced
dication of the day of the strength to go into the matter and Investiof Cohen.
The attitude that the gate the various forms of insurance
President of M. P. T. O. A. had that were proposed.
taken in regard to the Hays conTwo screen stars made their aptract was approved with the unani- pearance
shortly after S o'clock.
mous adoption of the resolution oa The first to take the platform was
the part of the delegates.
Mrs. Sidney- Drew, who announced
among other things that she was
Hays' Resolution Slap
returning to the screen to make
The resolution, which was the comedies and that no less a comedirect slap at the Hays organisa- dian
than
Raymond Hitchcock
tion, follows:
would co-star with her. The comedies are to be known as the Drew"Whereas, one year ago our
Hitchcock Comedies.
convention ordered a conference
with Will H. Hays following his
Valentino's Speech
speech, "Confidence and Cooperation,'*
made before our
Then, for the real wild thrill
members;
with the appearance of Rodolph
"Whereas the contract offered
Valentino, who appeared in Cleveby the Hays organization conland Monday night and last night
tains these obnoxious clauses:
was in Milwaukee and In passing
"The clause retaining the
through Chicago he appeared at the
ownership by the distribution
Exposition and then addressed the
company of advertising accesdelegates.
The "Sheik" cut loose
sories after the exhibitor has
with both barrels at the "Commerpaid for them.
cial
Producers" of the industry,
"The clause requiring cash
who, he stated, were making it
deposits.
impossible for the artists of the
"The clause denying us the
profession to make good pictures
right to cut out any part of a
and the exhibitors from showing
film, even
advertising matter
them.
skillfully worked in, objection"They ttke a star," he continued,
able scenes, or political propa"who lias a reputation, and on the
ganda.
strength of that reputation sell the
"The clause requiring us to
pictures to the exhibitors before
advertise the name of the prothe productions are made. Then
ducer and distributor in our
they turn out any sort of a film
paid newspaper advertising.
they have a mind to and the ex"The cumbersome method of
hibitor Is forced to take it, while
fixing play dates and the omisthe actor under contract cannot

Music Compromise Blocked

three

the

tise the

Ail

demned

Court

edly

We

Cohen's Position

Tom

i

pointed In that
the best informed men in the association
hinted that It was set and all that
remained before the election was
declared on Wednesday was the
usual trading with the leading candidates. Ritter and Steffes.
Administration agents were in conference with the rival candidates
engaged in the usual contest to get
them out of the way on mutually
satisfactory terms, while the contenders held out for the best terms
they could get.
There was a possibility that
some one of the candidates might
stand oat for a fight on the floor
today (Wednesday), but the knowing ones on the inside didn't look
for any such contingency.
Three points in Tuesday's session
emphasized the control of the Cohen
supporters.
They had swept away the Steffes
platform looking to opening of relations with the Hays organization,
and instead got unanimous adoption
of a resolution slamming the T.andis
of the Movies.
direction.

was that Cohen had placed

his
nomination in the strongest state In
representing
$7
the organisation,
votes, and not the New York deletids

fln,

B. Williams.

would undoubtAmerican Society
put
of Composers, Authors and PubPre-conlishers out of business, and finally mately win indorsement.
the heavy artillery of the after- vention literature and pronounceThe administration had played its Will Hays and his organisation of ments made it look as though a
cards cleverly and on the surface
Producers and Distributors of proposition „to compromise might be
it looks as though they sought, first
America came in for a direct slap sprung, but if the advocates of
of all, tha good of the organisation.
a resolution offered immediately compromise and settlement were
When Schmidt took the chair he by
after W. D. Burford of Illinois read going to start anything, it did not
made a short address that gave a his report of the negotiations that show.
hint of what was coming when he
Sam A. Handy, attorney of St.
were caried on with the Hays orbegged the convention not to re- ganization regarding the uniform Louis, took up cudgels against the
peat the fiasco of the Washington
of the license tax. So did
payment
contract.
meeting. The choice of that gathThe session yesterday was opened George P. Aarons, Philadelphia
ering was unanimous,' he said, "with
by a talk to the delegates by lawyer, who was violent In his decthe exception of a small spot east
George Eastman, followed by Dr. laration that the issue would be
of the Hudson River. If you feel
Rush Rhees, president of the Uni- fought up to the United States Suthat way about the present situaversity of Rochester, who accom- preme Court, if necessary.
tion perhaps It would bo better if
panied the film manufacturer.
you walked out."
Music Men's Plan
Homer P. Snyder, representative
Hayes' charge that Cohen played
from New York and chairman of
crude politics loses some force if
Another
angle of the question was
the house committee on Indian
the story in circulation
to be bepresented by a music publisher of
affairs, discussed the use of the
lieved. While It Is true that Cohen
who advanced the plan of
Cincinnati,
in exposing fraudulent stocks
and his cohorts were In conference screen
exhibitors hold interest In
and protecting the public from having the
in room No. 1614 most of the night,
control
and
a series of publishers
swindlers.
Hayes. StefTes, Blair, McEIroy and
whose music they would play tax
Fitter were in suite 1414 trying to
free, and, in addition perhaps, make
Editors' Talks en Exploitation
make a deal. They were still there
a profit.
Then followed two talks by trade
at 2 a. m. when they were asked to
Foster, in addition to operating the
address the Cohen meeting and say paper editors, Martin Quigley and Circle Music Publishing Company of
just three words, going on record Robert E. Welsh, on exploitation of Cincinnati, Is head of the local Fedthat they would stick for harmony pictures.
eration of Musicians, and it was
These features over the business hinted that his Idea probably would
no matter which way the voting
went.
They refused and were of the convention was proceeded have the backing of musical unions.
promptly informed that Cohen would with by the reading of the report of
The general complexion of the senmake the race. This message was the Hays organisation negotiations. timents seemed for the time at least
The points the two organisations to Indicate that the promised floor
carried directly by Mike Comer
deadlocked on were the Question of fight on a music tax question had
ford of Pennsylvania^
As early as Tuesday night the advance deposits; the right of the been nipped in the bud.
whole drift appeared to be toward exhibitor to make eliminations from
Mr. Aarons advanced the idea of
Cohen's re-election to an unprece- a feature; the time limit set for creating a general central legal ordented fourth term. The proceed- the approval of a contract; arbi- ganisation which would have lines

without any firewoorka. of it and Cohen took up the challenge.
At the call of Michigan the head of
Good Politics
that delegation snapped, "Michigan
Michigan

passes."
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help himself.
The public, when it
sees the picture, censures but two
peopk the actor and the exhibitor
— while those really responsible for
the bud pictures are in the back-

—
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Smith

C. C. Orif-

—Miss

Dailies

Baird's Offer

to the President
Washington,

May

Z2.

Washington movies consumed a
of front-page space in the locil
dailies last week.
With the exceptionally good break in the weather,
most got more than expectations,
due almost entirely to the very
capable exploitation of the picture.
"The Soul of the Beast.- with nothing particular in its favor, did fairly
lot

well, although dropping considerably below the usual gross of the

Columbia.
Leah Baird, appearing here la
person with "Is Divorce a Failure?'
at

Cosmos,

the

a

combination

vaudeville and picture house, put
over the other publicity stunt which
brought good results and forced up
the receipts. One of her best was a
formal
meeting
with
President
Harding and the extending to him
an offer of an engagement as leading man in her next picture, the
President replying other matters
demanded his attention, although he
would have been pleased had the
opportunity presented itself at another
time.
The local dailies
.

liked

It

The clean-up of the week was >n
"Safety Last" at Crandall's Metropolitan, the receipts really look lag
larger than they actually W9f because of the constant stream to, the
box office.
"The Go-Oetter* by
I:
Kyne. went over also at
Loew'e Palace and got Its share Of
the. good business.
F.st mates for last week:
Peter

—

l

Crandall's
Metropolitan
(Seals
Nights. 35-50.) "Safety Last."

1,700

second week; $14,000.
2.500.
Palace— (Seats
LoeWs
35-50.)
"The Go -Getter
(Cosmopolitan.) Started well and
Increased; $12,000.
(Scats 1.200.
Loss's Columbia
Nights, 35.50.)
"The Soul of the
Beast."
(Thomas H. Ince.) Matinees* biggest In history of house and
forced what would have otherwise
been a mediocre week into a fairly
good one, although way below the
usual gross; about $10,000.
(Beets 1.000
Moore's Rislte

Nights.

—

—

"The Little Church
$0.)
Around the Corner." (Warner Bros.)
Natural question of what it was alt
Nigbts

about hurt little at offset, but merit
gradually drew business to about
$0,000.

L

A.

FILM EXPOSITION

MANAGED BY
World

Service

CHI.

FIRM

Takes

Over

Centennial in Lot Angeles.
Big Expenditure
Chicago, May It.
The World Amusement Service
Corporation, which Is a combination
of the United Fairs (B. F. Carruthers), Fred M. Barnes. Tbearle-

and other*, ha* taken over
complete management of the

Duffleld

the

Monroe Doctrine Centennial
American Historical Review

and
and

Motion Picture Exposition, which in
to be held at Los Angeles July 2 to
August 4. It is a contract calling
for $1,500,000 for amusement* and
establishes a record in expenditures.
The attractions will include almost
every line of amusement enterprise.

There

will be

a

mammoth

pageant,

spectacles, a hippodrome performance, pyrotechnic display* and other form* of entertainment.
President Harding will open the exposition and dignitaries from many
Latin-American countries will attend.
The government ha* taken
recognition of the event by issuing
300.000 Monroe Doc trite half dollars to be sold at $1 each, all of

effectively.

associated with D. W. Crihlth's more
than ten years ago.
The pail
bearers were made up of prominent
screen arid scenario writers.
The
body is bain a sent to New Ha\en

l

1

After

lis

1

1

amid
Cohen announced

the

left

platform,

The resolution
signed in be- cheers, Bydnej s.
<»t
the theat re owners by w. that the nominations woulc be in
w. Whitson, chairman; Charles T order iiii.s morning when the coni

Two Pictures Drew Space from

which have been subscribed Tor by
Los Angelea banks.
The exposition is sponsored by t> e
Motion picture Producers' Associa-

h:ilf

Be

HELPED CAPITOL FILMS

all blame."
He
next attacked Famous Players and
its block system 0f selling pictures,
which compels the exhibitor to take
any number of poor pictures in
order to get a few good ones. From
the producers he switched to Will
II. Hays and severely laced him for
his refmal to bring about arbitration of the differences existing between himself and the Famous
Players before the matter got into
the
courts
Valentino* stated
he
was fighting the "trust" of the indjlfjjy all by himself ami h« uu*
going to '>M itiuc tf) do >-'»
*It was surprising
distinct imi"ii
the Star m;ide on the »xhtbitor body.
He was forceful in
his
talk
and scored his points

ground and escape

i.>

i

FRONT PAGE PUBLICITY

vention recoil

'

''tied.

tion,

the

Chamber

of

Commerce

of

Los Angeles and leading civic bodi<

I

Of California.
Representatives of
the World Amusement Service Cot poration have been at Los Angelei
for some time in anticipation of securing this big contract and its final
Closing, just effected, has stirred th.>
entire amusement world.

Who's who in the land of r
united in Los Angeles to attend the
funeral of Well
H istlugs, scenario
and short story writer. The church
was crowded to capacity when the
last rites

were

for interment

held.

Hastings was

N

.

,

PICTURES

Thursday,

May

24, 1923
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PRESENTATIONS

different points and did it quite
In 'Tiger Raff" * bit of
business where the slide trombone
and the Sousaphone made a noise
in imitation of a lion's roar or an
elephant's trumpet or some other
In one
racket created interest.
number four clarinets took a position down near the footlights and
presented the usual ragtime antics.
In another number there was a

to the show, which for reviewing
purposes la called the jaza week
program. This program consists of
(1)

M

A

effectively.

Bit of Greenwich Village,"

with Nuba Allen featured; (2) Al
(3)
Copeland's dance orchestra;
(Extra attractions in picture theatres, when not
Babe Payne in songs (4) Capman
picture; will be carried and described in this departand Capman, dancers; (5) "Cafe
Chantant"; («) Russe Trio.
ment for the general information of the trade.)
There are two big stage sets, one
=y for the opening and the other for
closing, with two specialties clarinet solo and a solo by muted
th*
McVICKER'S THEATRE ORCHESDIVERTISSEMENTS
Loop.
(Miss Payne and Capman and Cap- cornet
TRA (42)
9 Mint.

New York

Capitol,

9 Ming.;

.

The appended program

of

Rothafe),

ment

is

a representative alignentertainment

sketchy

of

which has done so much

up a steady
moth house.

L

to build

clientele for this

So much

so,

mam-

then even

with an obviously inferior feature
the Capitol can still gross over the
$40,000 mark, as witness the "Vanity Fair" instance two weeks ago.
"Kpanlah Dance"
V»lv«rd* Herpin
"Cht Ml Amlco"
"Loi iianderlllrroa"

Volpattl

P.

Dorie Nile*
Cul
Saint-Saenn

•^Oriental*"

Th«e Bwan"

rir*t

Taaha Bunchuk,
Capitol Grand Orchestra

Cellist.

Aralated by
.

Prima Ballerina
Delibes
from "CoppeM*/*
Thalia Zanou and

Mile. Gambarelll,

Mtiurka,

Alexander Oumanaky

The offerings whet the appetite
and are never overlong. The Spanish dance number was performed
on the rostrum. Yasha Bunchuk's
'cello solos had the instrumentalist
on the lower platform with the orchestra.
His second number was
assisted by Mile. Gambarelll, the
Capitol's prima baflerina, the soloist

being blacked out with only a

faint red spot focused on

him and

one on the harpist as well.
The "Mazurka" by Thalia Zanou
nd Alexander Oumansky was a
colorful

Russe dance.

Abrl.

in one.

The

first set

(Greenwich Village) has a platform

McVicker's, Chicago.

"Di-

vertissements," as conceived by S.

man) working

Pit

Chicago, May 23.
If there should ever be such a
thing as standard jazz the medley
overture being rendered by J. Leopold Spitalney and orchestra at McVicker's theatre by way of introducing a jazz program is the most
likely candidate
to date.
It
is
called "When Tootsie Meets Carolina at Three O'clock in the Morning" and it is divided Into three sections, though there are no dividing
lines, one of which is devoted to
each of these popular songs. The
Introduction of these three popular
melodies into a jazz overture with
excerpts of many other songs thrown

at rear,

elevated,

one

girl

THE LONELY ROAD

possibly 12 feet,

atop this all
through, with two others joining her
for classical dancing and posing.
The last set is similar to that used
in the first "Music Box Revue," with
Copeland orchestra on a highlyelevated platform in rear, which has
steps down on each side, at which
there are tables, with people of the
act not working occupying them.
The big feature outside of the talent
used at finish,
is a revolving glob
which is similar to that used by
Yvette at the same house earlier in
the season, excepting that it is an
improvement. It reflects the dazzled
light beautifully on the stage curin
is
an accomplishment which tains and through the house.
makes it plain why this fellow SpitNubs Allen, a song plugger, who
alney stands at the front of orches- may work without salary, sings In
tra leaders of the big picture houses. "Greenwich Village" and Ar CopeSitting in the front row it was land's dance orchestra, with CopeInteresting to note that every foot land at pi
o, does a regular speIn view, but one pair was going cialty.
Five girls do what is produring
this
number.
Curiosity grammed aa a "flapper dance,"
prompted the eye to investigate this which is a jazz dance with a novsingle individual who could- hold out elty In having the girls turn their
from the lure of Jazz; it was an old backs and put on chin pieces for a
lady, foreign looking, whose sphinx rube bit.
The cornet and trombone
like features stamped her as not play a bit bell to bell, which is a
among the regular theatregeerers. novelty, that won a hand when seen.
There are probably 40 men and Babe Payne impersonates Al Jolson
one lady (harp) in this orchestra. singing "Whose Sorry Now," and a
It is an excellent organization muconception of Eddie Cantor singing
sically and the showing that they "Stella." Capman and Capman folmake in jazz is remarkable. There low with two numbers from their
was liberal applause for tfii num- regular dancing act. Miss Allen and
ber and the genuine delight of pa- Miss Payne win good hands and
trons was evident in other ways.
Capman and Capman go very big,

and

sits

>

Benjamin F. Sofa ul berg production, distributed by first National. Kathryn MacDonald starred. Directed by Victor Schlrtslng-er.
Adapted for screen by L. Zellner.
At Proctor's 28d Street. New York, for
three days,

beginning*

May

21.

for the better part of the five reels
It's a
in an interesting manner.
comedy with a touch of sentiment
and a flash of the dramatic here and
The story does not carry
there.
quite the distance of the footage. It
starts out entertainingly with tho
yarn laid in a rural atmosphere that
Along about the bela convincing.
ginning of the fourth reel the interest sags somewhat, but picks up
again around the end of that chapter, continuing interestingly to the
finish.

There Is no villain. The principal
male character is that of a stingy
husband. An unqualified sap who
permits his mother to pick gut the
furniture for his home when he marries and generally administrates his

domestic affairs like <a first-class
There are a number of
bromide.
scenes of family life that wilKstrike
a responsive chord. Plenty of good
human Interest stuff included in the
Time, 65

mlnatee. Caat: Kathryn MacDonald, Eugenie Besaerer, James Nell). Leila Meade,
Orvil'e Caldwell, Margaret Campbell. Chas.
French. William Conkiln, Frank Lelgb.

A tale of every-day folk depicting their joys, sorrows and problems

•

action.

The story is clearly told and the
direction is adequate. "The Lonely t
Road" isn't exactly galted for the
big first-run houses, but it will make
a very -rood feature for the second
Bell.
runs.

D

MARK

XRAN
Broadway

at 47th Street

Beginning Sunday,

May

ALLEN HOLUBAR

27

Presents

•>

THE HUSKIN' BEE

(14)

showing how the right position

Song and Dance

W. REMINGTON
Organ

10 Mins. (Cabin Interior)
Capitol, New York

Set In a cabin interior, in keeping with the bucolic atmosphere of
the Charles Ray "Girl I Loved" feature, this prolog makes a novel Introductory.
The soloists, Evelyn
Herbert, Betsy Ayres, Bruce Benjamin, Eva Bombarger and Douglas
Stanbury, are supported by a ballet and chorus ensemble.
The program rendered is as follows:
"On the Bank* of the Wabaah.
IJruco Benjamin and Ensemble
'

"Mandy l^e."
Ave Bombera;er and Male Quartet
the Rye". .. .Betsy Ayres
Capitol Ballet Corps
Cannot Sine the Old Bong*."
Evelyn Herbert
"In the Gloaming". .. .Douglas Stanbury
•Votnln' Thro*

•Ham Dance"
"I

One

of

the

company introduces

each specialty with a sentence, the
"Huskln' Bee" idea serving as excellent excuse for the entertainment. The master hand of the Capitol's ballet expert, Alexander Ou-

mansky, is evident in the intermediary stepping between songs. It
presents a realistic effect of impromptu and spontaneous terpslchore, at the same time keeping
the choreography well balanced ajid
smoothly executed within the extremes of the shallow set in "two."
The prolog paved the way handily
Abel.

for the feature.

JESSE CRAWFORD

at

WELCH

in

the right theatre can make a feature out of a dancing act. In "Cafe
Chantant" nine Hawaiian dancers,
5 Mins.; Pit
prettily
costumed, entertain, the
McVicker's, Chicago.
.
Russe Trio (girls) do steps which
Chicago^ May 23.
W. Remington Welch, organist at win big applause, and Misses Allen
McVicker's, writes his own songs and Payne lead a number with girls
parasols
with
electric
and plays them to popular jazz carrying
tunes, making a sort of Intimate iights on them. At the finish for the
medley. The one used for jazz week globe effect the girls seated at tables
starts off by stating that the man- rise and bear aloft torches made
ager has called on him to present up like moons and stars.
The jazz program in its entirety
a jazz number on the organ and
then goes on to spring some good is the best thing of the kind yet
jests in the words while adopting seen In Chicago and follows a "jazz
them to tune's sufficiently familiar week" and a "syncopation week" at
to the audience to be recognized by the Chicago theatre. It is said that
regulars.
Reciting how Jazz has Spitalney originated the "Jazz week"
everyone going, it is declared that idea whenxat the Allen theatre at
each member of the family and Cleveland Vnd that the Chicago
every one they meet has Jazz in Jumped in on the idea when it was
them; one Joke will illustrate; 'even learned he was coming to Mcmother wriggles through the loop," Vicker's.
The special show drew such big
a good local, as traffic conditions in
the heart of Chicago are a prob- business last week that it is held
over this week with a change of
lem.
The song goes on to have grand- picture. The entire Jazz program
father cnjled on for Jazz and he was given five times on Saturday
sings
"Silver
Threads" using a and Sunday.
single }ine of the original song and
then a couple of lines of interpolated comedy which turns the mean- COOK and His BAND (13)
ing of the original song topsy turvy Jazz Band
in tune with the times, indicating 10 Mins.; Full Stage; Special;
how ragtime has jazzed up every- Chicago Theatre, Chicago.

and

thing.
The song finally develops a
Gallagher and Shean verse with the
IKdnt on 'Vlassical' 'and "Jackassie&l" music. The words of this song
are hyphenated so that any savage

Organ.

Popular Songs
5 Mint.; Pit
Chicago Theatre, Chicago.
Chicago, May 23
Jesse Crawford, organist, presents a number each week Which
rivals in popularity the costly stage
presentations which has made the
Chicago theatre programs notable
throughout the entire country. He
has a knack of picking out methods
of emphasizing the words of a popmusic
ular song while making
which resemUes the human voice
which is remarkable. In this song
the slides were illustrated so that
pictures accompanied the words

could follow the tune.
There were frequent bursts of applause during the rendition of the
song and a solid round at the finish.

JAZZ

WEEK

(30)

Special Show
40 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
McVic!. r's, Chicago

Chicago, May 23.
Jazz week at McVicker's, as the
program is revised for the second
week, opens with a "symphonic
jazz" overture by the orchestra and
closes with a similar selection on

The selection was "The Girl of the tho organ and Courtney Sisters and
These
In repenting the their ultra string orchestra.
Golden West."
chorus he selected different effects. three features are reviewed lndvidually, having 40 minutes of body
JjOOP.
•

Chicago,

May

23.

"O Desdemona," "Farewell Blues"
and "Tiger Rag" three selections
in 10 minutes
and no more. No

—

—

encores is a real departure in the
presentation of jazz bands. It was
not that there was not enough applause every number was well reeeived, though there was no presistent demand indicating the people might tear down the house if
the request so registered was not
complied with.
Cook's band is a colored organiza-

—

worked under a

light making it difficult to be certain of this
at first. The boys were dressed in
tion.

It

white with yellow sashes and in a
pretty, though not elaborate setting.
The earnestness with which the ragtime artists perform and the modesty
of the lender are noticeable points.
In "Farewell Blues" the musicians

were up and down

to

A

Drama

of Storm-Swept Hearts

and Snow-Swept Places
Robbed

of her good name! Beating back against the
pointed fingers of scorn! A beautiful girl, innocent
—but slandered— faces the problem that is woman's
burden A tempestuous drama of great emotions and
great human problems, staged against the grim
background of courts of law and the picturesque sweep of
!

the far North country— a tale of woman's love
and
woman's vengeance !— and the unexpected!

Adapted from "The White Frontier," by Jeffrey Deprend
With Lewis Dayton and an All-Star Cast

A 3it*t national "Picture

emphasize

HARRY LANGDON
WILL START MAKING

SOL,

TWO

SER

REEL COMEDIES JUNE

4th

FOR

ADDRESS— PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION, UNITED STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF

*

/ Thursday,

w. Griffith production, directed and
j>
qrrtU«a toy the producer, with. Mae Marsh
Ivor Novolio In the leading roles.
Uboirn at the Liyrto. New York, commencing May 22 for four weeks. Time, 2 hour*
and 10 minutes.
Mae Marsh
SiessU Williams "Teazle"
Carol Dempster
Maris Oanitwton
Ivor Novello
fosepfc Beaugarde
.....Neil
Hamilton
fohn White
Lucille La Verne
/.untie Esther
Porter Strong
Apolto

>

S3

Jane Thomas
Kate Bruce

Cigar Stand utrl...

An Aunt
A Man of

the

World

Brville Alderson

Herbert Stutch
Joseph Burke

Bishop
The Landlord
•itie

Mary Koy
Mack

The Landlady

Charles

Guest at the Inn

For hla

latest

production,

which

inaugurated his sixth season as the
producer of feature pictures of a pretentious nature. D. W. Griffith has
cast aside the idea of spectacle and
has produced a feature of true dramatio value without the spectacular

and massive elements which have

been associated with some of his
His latest is a
earlier productions.
drama of life. It is devoted to youth,
fc With the characters carefully drawn.
It is a storv that grips, is realistic In
ail Its angles, and as screened should
prove a powerful factor.

^

^

The subject-matter upon which
the story is based brings forth a new
t

t

:

'

j

I

.

•

!

;

'
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WHITE ROSE

[THE

p

May

one which hod the hero -heavy lying from the middle on. which makes
on a cot in a sort of improvised gar- a pleasing natural background for
ret in the "girl's" cabin, with blood the action.
Judicial selection of
dripping down on the sheriff who types also adds to the general

had come

to take him to the lockup.
This misses somewhat in the Carewe picture. Not altogether, but
somehow it doesn't Just. grasp the
complete significance or dramatic
value of the scene.
Another striking scene from the
play was the poker game, in which
the girl matches her wits against
the law and wins her lover's life.
The Carewe version handles this
much better than it does the garret scene.
The film rolls along smoothly in
the early section, with sufficient entertainment to keep the house interested until the big scene is reached.

Several

shots

mountain

western

the

of

country

are

scenically
beautiful.
The lighting of the interior scenes is also artistic.
Among the cast Rosemary Theby

stands out above the others in a
secondary role, that of the villainess.
Miss Theby makes it a hard,
sneering type of female heavy, without resorting to overacting. Every
foot of film she occupies means
soinoth.ng.

scheme of things. Comedy is derived from Hashing titles of the
pachyderm's speech as interpreted
from his actions, which in them-

THE GIRL LOVED

Mary

Patsy Ruth Miller
...Ramsey Wallace

Browne
Edyth Chapman
Mother Middleton
Neighbor Silas Gregg- .William Courtwright

Willie

Woods
Gus Leonard

Betty Short
Neighbor Perkins
Hired Man
Minister (Circuit Rider)

Charlotte

F. B. Phillips
Ix>n Pott
Jess Herring

Sylvia Breamer's conception of Hiram
Lang
the "girl" is satisfactory. It's along Ruth Lang
Ruth Bolgiano
conventional lines, however, never The Judge
Edward Moncrlef
George Marlon
reaching above an ordinary level. The Organist
A
Spinster
Blllle Latimer
Russell Simpson is the sheriff He
plays the part intelligently. J. WarJames Whitcomb Riley's poem
ren Kerrigan is the hero-heavy,
makes rather thin story material
handling it well.
Ray's initial United
The "Girl" should find a ready for Charles
release, shown at the Capimarket at present, since Westerns Artists'
tol, N. Y., last week, but it has been
cigar stand. Under the tutelage of have come iato their own again with skilfully woven and developed, by
her predecessor she proves an apt the advent of the "Covered Wagon." the director through the injection
scholar, and soon learns the many Had the Lasky film
never been of a number of local color touches
tricks of the trade and the little made this one would have created
to sum up as an interesting and
pleasures enjoyed by girls in her plenty of comment.
As it is, it gripping production. The star dissphere of life. Joseph Beaugarde is can travel over the best first run
plays genuine histrionic ability that
the son of one of the foremost fami- houses and hold its own. as the

Lasky picture

is

vello in the leading male role plays
His work displays the
effectively.
expertness of tho direction. Carol

Dempster plays the second feminine
role of importance. Her work is on
par with that of the two leads. Nell
Hamilton is given several opportunithe early reels for capable
Work. Lucille La Verne and Porter
Strong take first honors in the character roles.
The production cost of "The White
Rose" is probably less than that of
any other Griffith special feature. It
adequately fits the story with the
photography, an outstanding feature
of every reel.
"The White Rose" Is up to the
Griffith standard and carries a dramatic punch, together with a smile
Hart.
in every reel.

ties

in

GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST
Edwin Carewe production, distributed by
Adelaide Heilbron made
First National.
the screen adaptation.
Edwin Carewe directed.
At the Strand. New York, week
Miy 20. Time, 65 minutes.
the second time David Belasco's famous play of early fronLasky
tier life has been screened.
produced it about 10 years ago, with
Geraldine Farrar starred and a supporting cast that stood out prominently. It was a notable picture in
every department in its day.
The current version of the "C.iti"
by Edwin Carewe lacks considerable
of the finesse that marked the Lasky
film.
In the matter of cast the
Carewe picture sufferi possibly the
most, although In the production
ond it also falls quite a way below
the first one.
The big scent of the play was the
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DETROIT

—

fully lacking.

The

direction

was

all

that could

be desired as regards the bucolic

theme and

the whole, seemed

The

picture, on
to please. Abel.

settings.

_

Following the success of such
houses as the Pavilion, the Oxford
and the Empire, the Shaftesbury
theatre Is now dickering for pictures and have approached
the
owners of a big picture which is to
be shown this week with a view to
doing a "first run" there. If this
comes off it will be the first time
the theatre has shown a picture of
any sort The idea is, of course, the
coming bad theatrical season and
the fact that with pictures a house
can play Sundays, the takings for
that day invariably turning the balance between profit and loss even
with a "dud" picture.

too far in the past

SOUL OF THE BEAST
Metro
produced by
release,

Thomas

Ince

If

Corp. from C. UarJner Sullivan's
Mory. John Crifflth Wray directed. Madge
Bellamy featured. Running time. 07 mlnu 08
tne Rlv »'i. New York, week <t
.
-_A*

SURE CURE FOR SPRING FEVER
Mr. Filmfan, is the lazy spring fever bug stealing your pep away?
Mr. Exhibitor, has your theatre got that spring tired feeling?

'

Ruth T.orrimore

Madge Bellamy
By Himae'.r

ne ele P"ant

a

T,°*?
i
Paul Cr
Nadeau
Caesar
Jacquc ine

Cullen

"THE EXCITERS"

V ola

YOUR

Is
Picture.
There never was a picture that came at a more seasonable time than
this whirlwind romance of youth and zip and tobasco.
Filmed at a
fashionable society bathing resort, packed with bevies of lovely ladies,
racing yachts'/ breezy adventure and jazz. Not a dull moment in it.

Laadia

Noah Beery

Hamm

bllas

Vale

Bert Sprotte

The action opens under

Refreshing as a dip in the ocean.

Book

See

It!

It!

in her notice.
Hamm elects
stepdaughter
for
the
wild

hands

his

woman side-show

attraction and
locks her in her cage after fitting
her up with the prop tusks and the

grass skirt.
The
long
threatening
storm
breaks and the big top takes fire.
Ruth is imprisoned in her cage,
which has been locked by a very
practical lock.
She calls to Oscar
for assistance, with the pachyderm
responding by pushing the wheeled
cage out from under the canvas and
out of danger, following which hs
releases his mistress from her involuntary captivity.
This is the

actual display of the mamsuper-intelligence In protecting his friends and avenging
their wrongs.
The action thereafter Is centered
first

moth'j

in. Canadian territory, where Ruth
has sought refuge. The "bull" is
ever r.'gh. Oscar from then on :s

the real punch of the production.
With Noah Beery, the villain, pursuing the hero and heroine through
the rest of the footage, the pachy-

derm interjects himself %t strategic
moments to foil the heavy's nefarious purposes. Cullen Landis is the
sympathetic lead who enters tho

couldn't ask for two more popular color*
lovers than Bobe Daniels and Tony
You'll see Bebe as a reckless society
heiress who has to marry somebody within
twenty-four hours. And Tony, as the fashionable burglar, she weds.

You

action at this point. He is cast for
a rather fragile characterization,
that of a lame youth with a fondness for his violin. Ruth is Paul's
idol,

ful

Moreno.

when Caesar suddenly awakes

to the

charms

This

of the girl.

is

derision

a forerunner of Caesar's

make

things generally miserable
for the hero, starting with the
s'.iootinjr of Paul's pet rabbit and
forcing its owner to eat the roasted
Paul and Ruth's e*< ipe
animal.
leads to a rather gripping canoe
chase by Caesar, with the former's
Climbing to safety,
craft v. recked.
Pan: is met with Car-sir's onslaught
in a dirk light, with the hero placed
in a dangerous position and onlv
waved by ''>' n,dvent ctf the mamCaei ir'a mortal fear of the
moth.
"hull" gives wings to hie feet witn
the animal enjoying several hundred f< et of comb it by dou Ing the
!a< »ai
ivy by me ins of his trunk
loeidea
is half drowned before Ruth
The story conlo call Osc ir oft.
with
cludes with the c mple i>i
u n
,n addition tnd Paul's
M mtreal hei .Ming (he
a
to
th inks
tmene**,
operation
to
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Slouching down listlessly in his
seat on the old-fashioned buckboard vehicle, the horses run wild.
John sustains a broken leg and
Mary is thrown unharmed from the
wagon in a thrilling scene of the
runaway team.
John, helpless* and incapacitated
because of the injured limb, is almost driven frantic every time WilMelanlie calls on his betrothed.
cholia takes possession of John's
being.
A hectic scene shows him
speaking his love for Mary and
frantically kissing the hem of her
skirt, the twist being the old dream
idea it was just John's wild imagination.
In a scene where John is
depicted accusing Willie in a melodramatic fashion, "You have stolen
the girl I loved," and committing
murder and a couple other crimes

to interfere as far as present day
audiences are concerned.
Itcll.

the big
top of Silas Hamm's circus.
The
title lb derlyed from the actions of
Oscar, the elephant, around whom
much of the story revolves. FollowShe is ing a reel of interesting circus
her is engaged to marry.
Be- "shots" Oscar is introduced and
turned away by a servant.
put
of
the
colored
nurse
friended by the
through his paces by Ruth Lorriother girl, she is taken to the for- more (Madge Bellamy), the stepmer's cabin and given shelter. Little daughter of Silas Hamm, the miserly
hope is held out for her life, with owner of the outfit. Judging by its
Beaugarde, who has since been or- size (a two-ring affair),
its prodained, called in during what is ex- prietor
is given no cause for his
pected her last moments of life. He extreme
and
frugality,
has since learned of her innocence which wentcruelty
so far as to half-ration
prior to meeting him, and with their
meeting at the critical moment a the "skinny man" for fear he lose
The "wild woman
reconciliation is brought about and his distinction.
from Borneo," in private life a Misa marriage performed immediately. sissippi
wench,
objects
to Hamm's
The other girl to whom ho was enofferings
despite
her
gaged is married to a former sweet- culinary
heart, who has made his way in the reputed fondness for wild meat, and

World from a low start.
Griffith has assembled a capable
cast. The picture bares th© Griffith
stamp of genius and is a personal
triumph for Mao Marsh. Ivor Nor-

same sort of thing, but the
action proceeded with the prepat.i
tions for Mary's marriage.
Tho
actual ceremony concluded with all
the guests exiting light-hearted and
John slumping in a pew in the
church.
The flashing of tho "finis" title
did not seem to please some of tho
patrons, judging by the mild "ahs"
of
disappointment.
The happy
"clinch" between the sympathetic
male character and the girl of his
desire was lacking. Not that Willie
was not also sympathetic. He made
a manly lover for Mary, with every
outlook of the "happy ending" for
him which for John seemed so doleat the

itself.

diverting.
mirthfully
selves
are
Favored with a good box office
Oscar should appeal to the juvenile title, it is handicapped (or, strictly,
fans and should be accordingly fea- may prove to be handicapped) by
tured in the press matter.
the lack of a "happy ending." to the
Miss Bellamy, a "comer," is still average audience's way of thinking.
maintaining her pace as in her past The action revolves around the
Cullen Landis Is country boy's deep love for the girl
performances.
Infancy.
limited by his characterization for his mother adopted
in
distinpulshment. Beery was a most Both having grown up as brother
Abel.
effective "heavy-"
and sister, Mary (Patsy Ruth MilJohn's
interpret
cannot
ler)
(Charles Ray) affection other than
I
that of a relative. When, after the
Sponsored by Charles Ray Productions, barn dance, John" takes Mary home,
Inc., and presented by Arthur S. Kane.
Adapted he starts to impart a secret to her.
United Artists' Corp. release.
Whltcomb Riley's poem, Mary insists on telling hers first
from James
scenarist not mentioned. Joseph De Grasse that she has just become betrothed
directed.
Runs- 08 minutes. At the Capito Willie Brown (Ramsay Wallace),
tol, New York, week of May 13.
proposal.
John's
chokes
Charles Ray which
John Middleton

It introduces a man as an
idea.
equal sinner with the woman he
wrongs. It is worked out with a
tenseness that grips from the start.
Bessie Williams leaves an orphan
asylum possessing a creditable recShe secures employment in a
ord.
small winter resort in the south.
Her duties consist of handling a

His inclinations
lies of the south.
are towards the ministry, with Marie
Carrington. of equal social standing.
considered from childhood as his
future wife. During a vacation from
the theological seminary Beaugarde
decides on a trip to learn of the lives
of the people whom he is to help.
He travels under an assumed name,
and while stopping at the inn where
Bessie, known as "Teazie." works
becomes acquainted with the girl.
Their affair reaches a serious pitch,
and he leaves suddenly after a night
out of doors with the girl. On departing he believes his affair but one
of many in her life. A child is born
and the girl is ejected from her
home. She tries to secure employment but, due to the child, in vain.
She unknowingly comes to the home
of the girl the man who had wronged

23
becomes markedly evident and im- from that down, again It AsYelops
presses the most casual observing to prove but an hallucination. Tim
lny people. His facial "registering" was a bit too much for tho tu«
Several of the aeighboi i
of the various moods and emotions dience.
evinced considerable comment, the felt as if they were being toyd
Unconsciously one prepared
picture being more of a person*! with.
triumps for Ray than the production himself for a possible third attempt

i
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By BILLY BASKETTE

A DIFFERENT KIND OF A BLUE SONG WITH A DIFFERENT KIND OF A PATTER
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SUPREME

KALMAR
HARRY RUBY and
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

29

8AV0Y

HELEN STOVER

BRENNAN

and

(1)

Songs

Comedy Talk and Song
14 Mini.; On*

.

14 Mine.;
Riverside.

f~

Palace.

One

Wagon" was

strictly

for the

song could not

fail to land because
number
of its varied treatment.

Broadway bunch who were present.
Another convulser was the story of
Margie's experiences following her

A

from "Cavallcria Rust icana". formed
the last
important number, the

for pinching some .trinkets.
Marge insisted upon getting into
the wagon first as she had to stand
the last time.

arrest

A

plush

red

sure
where.

is

fire

operatic bit also finding favor.

An encore was earned, Miss
Stover then announcing the song
hiving been composed by Martin
Broones, her accompanist.
That
number, however, seemed foreign to
the soprano's style and she would
do well to select something more

adds backturn which

drop

ground and class

to the

for vaudeville or any-

Savoy and Brenwan are
unique and extraordinary. They
have had several imitators, but
vaudeville has neve.- had any team
just like them.
They are aristocrats of the two-a-day.
Con.

more vocally spectacular.

lively or

I bee.

JOHN McKENNA

and CO.

(3)

(Farce)

and FRANCIS.

Comedy

18 Mins.;

Skit.

Two

IS Mins.;

A

1

and woman's underwearing
apparel moving toward and from
each oilier In accord with the acman's

tion.

The setting takes the act out of
the routine variety of turns of its
typo.
With brighter talk the act
would be greatly Improved, as the
team understands how to deliver
conversational stuff thoroughly, As
It stands it fits nicely for the pop
houses.
Bell.

BLOSSOM HEATH
ENTERTAINERS (8)
Jazz Orchestra and Singing
20 Mins.; Full Stage.
(Special Drape.)
23rd St.

Full

Stage

—

timer.

lift

'

'

the

ICl

-i->ilj

to

»

bin

It>-ll

Broadway
A Lewis

2S.

1923

the punch of tliat play Is the
of John McKenna's 'Wanna

Edwin Burke

people are a three-months* married
couple and a well-meaning meddling
Friend forces
male acquaintance.

his usual routlno of
newly-husband anent the attraction
of marriage, harping on the theory
all a matter of dollars and
it is
cents. He tries to illustrate this for
sired.
"If you want anything done
a $50 bet to the effect that when
she observed in as draright
newly-wife Is apprised of her mate's
matic a manner as Ethel Barrymore
sudden loss of fortune her saccharine
could say it, leaving the audience
affection would sour.
to fill in the "do it yourself."

—

Just before the conclusion of
act the stage manager probably signified to her some way that the
piano was not in such a position
as to permit the dropping of the
curtain in "one" for her bows, so
she again moved the piano a bit, and
so nicely she won the liking of

and change of theory. The twist is
that wife demands to know what
hubby means by handing her a

Petrova was even dramatic when
called upon to render the "laby"
recitation which is identified with
her work. She addressed herself on
the spur of the moment to a little
boy in the fourth or fifth row,
coaxed him on the stage, and with
many warnings to the audience and

telegram blank reading. "If I say
I'm broke, don't mind it. but act just
as lovable as ever, etc."
Some sure-fire sentiment Is delivered in between the comedy lines
lending balance to the vehicle. The
players all handle their assign-

the spotlight man not to frighten ments nicely.
the little fellow, got him to talk to
The act looks good for No. 3 In
Abel.
her. tell his name, refuse to kiss her the better houses.
and do many little things. Her heart
is as big as her art.
and LEfXHY
Mme. Petrova's songs ran the
Her first, Songs, Talk and Piano
range of vocal effort.
0n
«
n
W'
11
folwas
Cry."
"Little Girl, Don't

America

lowed by "My Hero," in which she
alternated from deep contralto voice
to high soprano, putting in a trill
finish which might make professional song birds a little jealous.
Third came a French soubret
song.
And fourth, "The Keys
of Heaven," announced as a*n old
English song, written In the fourFor this one she
teenth century.
took position at piano. Then came
a dramatic scene frcm "The Shumanlte," in which she appeired at
her best. Then coming Into one for
a speech she was asked to render
a recitation, and her mood prompted
her to Invite the kiddy f;om the au-

meat

Make

—

Famous Players also Piggly Wiggly.
There is a phone In
simulation of the way suckers are
sold unlisted stocks.
The finish
brings news that Barnett struck oil,
and that the holdings are worth a
million.

cleverly played, the
three men being especially good.
There is novelty nt the opening, too,
is

with a hodgepodge routine of talk, songs and
piano work, with the former preThe chatter in most
dominating.
Most
instances is unproductive.
The
of it has seen much usage.
with
progress
little
couple make
No. 2
their present style of work.
on the Roof they fared badly.

However, those who saw Collier get
of the situation in
earlier,
Ibee.

ANN MEYERS
Songs

One

12 Mins:

dience.

Mme. Petrova

recalled

that

she

had made her first appearance on
the American stage at the Palace
11 years ago, and observed that she
was given this showing at that time
to see if the American public would

For opening she gave "Too Tall,"
a bit of a lament anent her generous height and that it prevented
her securing an engagement in a

Broadway show. Next came a number which started off with something about a wish, there also being
mention of Broadway shows, but
the lyric really was a story of flirtation between a tug-boat and a

wrist to wrist.

designed

for

The costume was
"Slave

of

Fashion"

which was the best of the routine,
although the patter portion has been
used before. For the last number
Miss Cox had a lyric about a French
girl and pointed the way to the
Not a very cheery
gal's "finish.*'
song.

23rd St.

Miss Cox might do better with
Miss Meyers is a buxom singer of
She
holding more melody.
popular songs with a flamboyant songs
in bearing and appearpersonality, and a good "rough" de- is patrician
if she can
ance,
but
it is doubtful
livery that evidently bespeaks cabHer repertoire of pop- secure big time bookings without
aret origin.
Ibce.
(h.mging the routine.
ular songs
lean
heavily toward
"h l up" i n d i ntima t e y r\?.7. numbei
Herman Timberg h is
n booked
with the delivery extracting every
for a full week at Loew's State,
bit <>f merit from the i> ri<
Yoik. commencing Monday.
New
Tin*
has possibilities.
A
Rlrl
Hat tie Darling, his sister, will appianist and one of those silk drapes
would probably polish the turn -p a pear on the same Mil the first half
with h»r brother Simmy.
little, bm
*he will have no trouble
spot On any of the int -thnlditifc
• lis
it it h
her
present
medi ite
Pantages, Victoria, I? «'. 'opened
At this house ihe went On Miy 22, playing three, -shows
vehicle
r

I

i

i

i

:.

•

;m

*tm

I

n

••!

t'on.

the novel fire-eating opening of the

etc.,

that scored.

The Mounters, an English

act

batic turn of three males and'
attractive blonde girl, justified
of the adjectives in their descriptive lobby billing.
The ascending
and descending of the steps by the
acrobats on their hands has been
developed to its 'nth possibilities by
this quartet.
The costuming is
unique, each one depicting an English domestic.
The house looked like a sell-out
Monday night, with nothing but box
seats left in the rack at 8 o'clock.
Con.

RIVERSIDE
The matinee Monday was so weft
attended for this time of the year
that the management was surprised.
The reason was a Jewish holiday

which while .not widely observed,
was an excuse to take the day off,
and with the rain forcing the ball

game

off,

amusement seekers who

planned going to the Polo Grounds
took the next best bet and went to
theatre.
Monday night saw average trade in, which means half
capacity downstairs or a little more.
An oddly framed show this week,
which went over fairly, without
enthusiasm roused at any time. The
audience did not seem to care, but
four out of the eight turns included
a piano accompanist. Three were
As framed at present suited only bunched on
second, third and fourth.
for the smaller pop houses. Hart.
There was a slight change in position when Helen Stover (New Acts)
was on fourth instead of second, as
programed, but that made no difference in the succession of pianos.
a
week
this
is
show
The Palace
"The Sun Dodger" and Helen
it
pleasirfg array of acts, but how
needed Savoy and Brennan (New Ware's playlet were the features, the
Maddock
production turn closing inspot!
closing
to
Acts) in the next
termission. The dancing stood out
The recent members of "The Green- over
everything else outside the
wich Village Follies" were as necessary as a base hit with the winning generally clean atmosphere in dressrun on third. They were the only ing and settings. The "Home Sweetone of the three comedy entries that Home" number got the act into'
approached the wow proportions in stride, but it sagged for a time, then
a house that likes to belly laugh, snapped up with hoofing. Richard
Some of the DeMar made an excellent impresnot titter or giggle.
sion with his solo stepping effort.
crossfire dialect of the pair was
brand new to the Palace, where Lillian Lester and Leda Errol comprised the chief support to Roger
they are playing\a return engageGray, the featured player. No doubt
ment after six years* absence.
about
the painted lace frocks taktwo
bill
held
the
half
of
first
The
ing care of the finale, for it is a real
comedv turns in "Compliments of flash.
the Season," No. 3. and Mr. and
Miss Ware and her players from
Mrs. Jimmy Barry fifth, following
the legitimate presented "Her Dearthe Wilton Sisters.
Friend" quite successfully sec"Compliments of the Season." an- est
ond after Intermission, which was
other Paul Gerard Smith act, with
next to closing. The comedy, which
£. cast of five people, went nicely
is an episode from Glen MacDonand was spotted exactly right. ough's
"Within Four Walls," is a reGarry Owen as "Fingers" Dugan freshing
playlet contribution. Anne
ran away with the honors In a hick
Morrison and Eugene MacGregor are
human
inof
held
touch
a
role that
featured players and are worthy.
The act flashes several the
terest.
But
changes of scene and finishes with Tad so is Sherman Wade, whose old
cab-driver is one of the best
the old bit of the crook stealing the
bits in the offering. As at the PalIn between Owen
"dick's" turnip.
ace last week Wade drew attention
wise cracks in slang, getting all of from
entrance and his were the real
the juice out of the role, ably oppo- laughs
in the act.
sited by Linda Carlon. who is a bit
Fred Fenton and Sammy Fields
Inclined to staginess. Edward Wade
followed and closed the show. To
as the detective just missed being their
credit it was noted the house
convincing.
intact. The boys confined
Ahead In the deuce spot Williams remained
their
to ten minutes, and If
and Taylor, two colored boys, there routine
was any
hoofed their way to healthy returns it was dropped, intention to encore
for the house started
with an excellent routine of buck to walk
as soon as the burnt-cork
and wing and acrobatic dancing comics bowed.
cleverly routined in dual fashion.
Jack
Clifford, assisted by
They opened with an essence. A Russell "Rube"
Hird, opened intermission
song by the member under cork and wooed
the house into good
failed as a comedy contribution,
humor with the old boy character*
slowed up the act, but probably ization. The
business of protecting
provided space between dances.
celluloid cuffs and collar from the
The Wilton Sisters, fourth, milked match used
to light his pipe was
their way to two unnecessary en- highly
amusing, and thereafter Clifcores aided and abetted by the ford had an
easy
house electrician, who kept the too much of the time. There seemed
deaf stuff, but it
lights up on the enunciators.
Pre- was productive,
with Hird's straightviously the girls had gone well with ing counting
for much.
their turn, but not well enough to
Tom Smith
third, he having
warrant the machine gun bows and Harry Newmanwas
at the piano. Here,
the twin encores. A strong comedy too. the pianist
was an important
act here would have given the first aid to the comedian.
Newman went
half of the show a boost that would to the
aisle to call off nrtieles for
have placed it beyond danger.
Smith's "mind reading" bit. and he
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Barry fol- performed excellently.
lowed in "Scandals of Hen's Foot lot out of the bit as heSmith got a
did earlier
Corners," their latest version of the with the phoney nip-up.
He was on
Hensfoot scries and the best in a the lloor frequently and
with reglong time. Harrys "rube" character ularity,
but they liked it. .ind that's
of the town wise guy who has won the n
newer.
the checkers!, dotnino .and horseshoe
Tom Bryan and Lillian Broderick.
pitching championships, was never with Lucille Jarrot at
the piano,
better outfitted than at present. His were second, though
originally billed
ballad. 'Without a Wedding third.
There was a wait Tor the
Ring," and double song with punch team to tret set for their
billboard
inns pulled solid laughs. They reg- open Ins:, the
time being covered by
istered loudly.
Julius Lcncberg soloins, with n saxoAnatoi
Frledland's
"revuette" phone and playing for a real h in
closed the first half with oceans of The team's danclne never
dancing.
The act. Staged by Ned First WAS a spinning number,failed
with
Wnyburn. runs to dancing and cos- the Interrupted music. A Spanish
tumes.
The dancing lacks quality number was liked, too. ind the
acroexcept in two Instances and runs batic finale number
took- tin- team
muchly to quantity. Alice Manning, over to a nice
BCOre.
MlSfl P.io.lan overweight baby, slowed up the erick appeared
In white bobbed Wl«
procedure in i faxz dance ind r^e- for the litter.
A bird working

PALACE

A
yacht, rather a neat conceit.
each player making an entrance and
change to white satin with gem
then existing without i word, that
a
trimming
of
garnet* Included
forming the manner of introduction.
chain of large pearl beads from
was out

ting

Man and woman

stand for her. The answer, as far
as Chicago Is concerned, Is seen In
the fact that she has appeared at
Lost to tell the truth. J. P. and Van
three theatres, two neighbors of the
bet Dallam he cannot tell the truth Palace, recently, first at the Selfor HO minutes, the young man^ putwyn in "Hurricane," which mo\od
ting up $1,000 which his sweetie,
to the Olympic, and now at the
asked him to aouble for her. He Palace.
must answer all questions put to
him in that time, and the results are
laugh-getting.
Over the phone he HAZEL COX
is asked if he cheated in his income
Songs
tax ,and he replied in the alfirma- 14 Mins.; One
tiv* which* found quick response Fifth Ave.
This Is Miss Cox's first appearfrom the audience. J. P.'s daughter
is framed in a similar manner as in
ance this season. She offered her
the show, and there are perhaps new song routine out of town a
other points of close similarity.
couple of weeks ago, coming In the
The McKenna farce-comedy Is last half here last week. Special
good entertainment, rating it big songs comprise the turn but, while
time.
The quotation board holds new, the impression made was that
only some of stock exchange list- Miss Cox should change at least
They
ings, but Includes most the theat- two of the four numbers.
rical stocks Loew's, Inc., Orpheum are too quiet for vaudeville usage.

there

They hoofed to a hit.
Savoy and Brennan followed, geta one -minute reception from
the regulars and galloping away
with the show. The Ching Ling Hoo
Troupe held them well, closing with
their class.

•

aloud to the effect his broker advises of a sudden change of market
conditions. Wife plays true, to idealistic form by ad libbing she'4l find
a job, pawn her jewels, etc., with
friend, admitting defeat, loss of $50

everyone.

within the stock
brokerage office of Whitmore and
Dallam, the former being addressed
as "J. P.," and the latter a young
man in love with Whitmore's daughter, but skeptical about Ids transactions in Barnett Oil, a new stock. He
is also frankly dubious about the
character of a customer called Van,
but for good comedy purposes. The
junior partner tells J. P. he doesn't
think it right to sell the stock
through prediction it will double in
value, and declares In burtneaa it is

"Nothing But Lies," and the
"Nothing But the Truth."

the solo stepping early in the' turn.
Kerr and Weston are at the top of

Chinese magician. The Chinks have
They frame a phony telegram an interesting series of juggling,
her
which husband writes and reads plate juggling, water bowl juggling,

Some Money?"
The action occurs

all

Gordon production too long.
Power and Co.
After Intermission and Topics!
The came more dancing by Kerr and
the author.

is

place at the piano to play her
for one number she took it upon herself to
move the piano into the position de-

Very excellent farce enter-

The act

A

num«
The number introducing old'

song hits written by Friedland, with
a dancing girl to accompany each
of the two or more songs, ran much

featuring Hartley

own accompaniment

tainment was supplied by Hoffman
in 'Nothing But Lies." in which
Collier starred not so long ago, and

—

are a jazz combination of eight men.
playing piano, drums, saxophones,
clarinet,
cornet,
trombone, Velio
banjo and violin. The heads of the
bass drum and 'cello banjo are
artistically painted.
Lights within
each instrument shine through and
create a pretty effect. The lighting
in general is very good.
The violinist did not make his
appearance Monday night at the
23rd St. until two or three numbers
had been run off by the band. Why
is unexplainable, as .he seven pieces
very much needed the violin.
it
would be to advantage to have the
fiddle working from the drop of the
hat. As it Is, the eight men, all excellent musicians, produce a tonal
quality that seems to need a couple
of other Instruments to fill it out
say a tuba or bass fiddle and another sax.
They're great on jazz, but fill a
trifle short of the standard bands
on the straight symphonic dance
stuff. The musicians King together-hit l tt l e d ftttes, one o f 'cm pi P f ty blue, and another that Qualifies
as gingery, The violinist who leads
does a vocal solo, jazz number,
rery v\cii executed.
For the pop houses the band
makes a sure-fire feature. The
same applies for the Intermediate
house-.
A couple of men added

would

24,

Istered but mildly In another
ber.

Jier

author is credited in the billing, but it could be Aaron Hoffman,
the same gentleman who used to
ring the l.-oll with farces for William
Collier.

May

»

Three (Parlor)

-

Circuit,

The Blossom Heath Entertainers

i

May

Westong. ,No greater tribute could
be paid the team than the way they
went, following all of the dancing
The Finale
that she does, and her rendition of hubby to invite him home (via that had gone before.
songs shows this. She is even dra- phone), with the former going into Hopper and Flapper acrobatic finish was a big applause getter, also
matic in a jest. When ready to take
disillusioning

No

Hal and Francis have a new turn
based on the husband and wife
quarrel theme, with a special setting of a courtyard.
This shows
two adjoining apartment houses or
possibly one house with apartments
across the court from each other.
clothesline runs from one window
to the other.
It's a very natural
looking background.
The couple, according to the plot
of the skit, have separated, and the
start of the act has them exchanging conversation through the medium of #the clothes hanging on the
line.
This details the couple's married life before they split tip.
It's
the usual husband and wife bickering, with the talk
holding tome
bright material here and there, but
for the better part it is ordinary.
The woman sings a ballad in an
average way during the course of
the skit.
The clothesline is u
effectively for comedy, through the

16 Mine.;

Comedy Sketch

Olga Petrova stated at her opening matinee Sunday she had not
sung for three years, but her singing was remarkably good.
Mme. Petrova is dramatic In all

Fifth Ave.

(Special)*

23d St.

"DOUBT'

LOCKHARD

"Wanna Make Some Money?"

HAL

OLGA PETROVA
34 Min.; F U H Stage (Special Set)
Palace, Chicago

Chicago,

Bert S*roy and Jay Brennan are
Helen Stover Is from the concert
at the Palace this week, their first platform, but unlike most vaudeville
six
in
tho
appeataiK u ut
house
recruits from thai field, has an exyears.
During the Interim they cellent sense of values and a good
have been playing mostly in musi- deal of personality. She won applause
cal comedies, their last being the on entrance warbling a semi-classic,
"Greenwich Village Follies," which though few in the house had heard
Recently
closed last week.
her line soprano before.
For their latest vaudeville vehicle If la* Stover appeared in an upthe act retains its original con- state Keith house, but it is apparent
struction, but the talk Is mostly she will win a warmer reception
new.
Savoy, gorgeously gowned, before big city audiences.
does his funny female ImpersonaThe range and variations of Miss
tion, making the character a gabby, Stover's voice were brought out in
dirt-dishing dame, ably assisted in her rendition of "My Heart Is CallBrennan's suave straight and flaw- ing For You."
The number, like
less feeding.
others, was given a personal touch,
The routine is constructed to ap- and it was accorded a real hand.
peal to all types of audiences, but A little negro ditty, "Lindy Lou,"
a smart hunch will eat it up. One was little more than a change of
crack of Savoy's about Margie in pare, Miss Stover going immea white coat looking like "The Cov- diately into "Carolina." The latter
ered
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with a neat turn, which de

Z*rved a better apot.

The Luster Brothers opened. Pro-ram hilling was extensive, perhaps
any act of the kind.
Even stunts were set forth, with
back drop from the
Luster's
arl
high pedestal claimed to have taken

zLort so than

seven years to accomplish.

Jbee.

COLONIAL
Cool weather and a magnetic bill,
with Van and Schenck in the cleancombined to attract a
spot,
packed house at the Colonial MonTwo programed acts
day night.
Paul Nolan and Co. and Lydla
Barry were out of the bill, replaced
by Jackie and Billie and Wayne and

up

—

Jackie and Billie,

a

bird act that

The
It a bit different, opened nicely.
Srrot'a dancing is a sure laugh and
animal imitations put many of
those attempted by ventriloquists
and whistlers in the shade.
Barrett and Farnum started slower with a vocal effort, but their
lancing soon established them as a
more-than-acceptable deuce turn.
The audience vigorously approved
the woman's clog steps and the'
and
imitations
eccentric
man's
twists. But to obtain a better spot
on a big- time bill the act needs a
few original touches and some new
dialog. This pair of clever performers wasted six or seven minutes with
a comedy conversation that netted
only two genuine laughs and was,
for the rest, senseless and ancient
I

twaddle.

Senator Ford delivered one of the
wittiest and result-fetching monologs in present-day vaudeville. The
laughter is never uproarious, but it
continuous, appreciative and genthroughout the theatre. Without makeup or costume of any description, Ford depends upon his delivery and material entirely.
Fourth spot was held by Nellie
Arnaut Co., a girl and two boys, presenting a novelty violin and dancing
Is

eral

Good applause was accorded
turn.
one of the boys after playing the
"Meditation" from "Thais'' in an exceptional manner. The rest of the
act consisted mainly of dancing and

tine. Is nicely developed from the
cafeteria opening with Barton, a violinist and stepper, Introducing the
specialties as "chicken fricassee"
(sister
team), "shrimp cocktail"
(diminutive Jazz stepper), etc. Barton does an unannounced impression
of Herman Timberg's squat dance,
including the goggles, derby and
short Prince Albert props. The act
runs 25 minutes and could stand
some cutting. After a while the repeated alternation of the specialties
becomes noticeable. The elimination
of one specialty by the sister team
and fhe violiniste called Mabel (a

mainder, hut as comedy pan torn imists they are superb.
Nothing is
going to stop this team.
Following this riot, Harry Kahne,
the mentalist, proceeded to score his

owa

audience amused as wall as mystified.
The neat manner in which he
took an unthinking wag upstairs
over the coals at this performance
demonstrated that his quick thinking is not merely mechanical. Next
to closing is a tough spot for thi*
Kind of a turn, but Kahne did more
peacherino) would accomplish that. than might be expected.
The climax was supplied by WillOeorgie Stone (from the lobby billing) is evidently the eccentric step- iams and Wolfus, with 30 minutes of
per, and a pip.
Elsie Barton, alias clowning. This act slowed up a bit
Mabel, displays her shapeliness in when Williams added innovations
becoming abbreviated attire, and and new props about two years ago,
Belle and Lillian Dyer, the sister but now it has recovered all of its
team, work hard and to good pur- old humor and irresponsibility and
pose with their specialties. The St. is funnier than ever.
Louis Serehaders merely accompanied throughout.
Abel

AMERICAN ROOF
Considerable time elapsed before
Roof show got under way with
any degree of success Monday night.
the

Not

until the latter portion of the

No. 3 act did the audience begin to
life with what had
gone before passed up with practi-

show any signs of
no

cally

notice.

Mack and Lane

gave It a start. The early portion
of the couple's routine, consisting of
talk, went for naught.
The first
signs of returns came with Mack's
stepping, with the applause building
up from then on. They gathered in
one of the applause hits of the evening once they got under way. Louis
Leo opened the show with balancing
work on a ladder. His efforts brought
mild returns, with Lockhard and
Leahy, No. 2, falling to build up the
show, making it difficult for Maok
and Lane, following, with their kidding work in the early section of
their routine.
The Jack Connors
Revue, a dancing act, with three
girls and an equal number of boys,
closed the first half. All of the members are diligent, with the speed of
the act proving one of its biggest
assets.
The team of male steppers

qualify the act for the better houses.

supplement the usual attraction
a snappy vaudeville show and a
feature film, the house pulled strong
business throughout Monday. Apparently the McAuliffe-Firpo and
Willard-Johnson scraps were the
prime attraction for a certain element in the house, which greeted the
films with considerable gusto and

to
of

The
become noticeable by the
titling, which catered strongly to
the popular sympathy for big Jess'
comeback and discounted Johnson's
gameness in doing all of the leading,

departed at their conclusion.
pictures

only taking cognizance of it in the
latter rounds.
While Jess looks fit
he was comparatively slow alongside
the aggressive Floyd.
Morelle's Dogs opened. They were
known as Morelle's Toy Shop at one
time. It would be to the man's advantage to be less energetic in putting the canines through their paces.
Mis desire for speed, besides detracting from the ease and general
effect of the tricks, hints strongly of
not too gentle rearing of the animals.
Morelle was met with some hissing
when he swung one little terrier
hanging by his two front paws.
Dave Koth lifted the show up with
his versatile display of piano work,
violin and dancing.
The closing
"dummy" dance, a new number, left
no doubt about his favorable impression.
He stopped the show for
an extra bend. "Doubt" (New Acts).
A] and Fanny Stedman established
themselves with their variegated
nonsense and were sen off to a

and they finished with another duet,
encoring with a number of choruses
of old-time songs. Parsons, a light
bass or heavy baritone, is partial
to gestures of the spasmodic variety
which might well be eliminated.
Both have better than average
voices, and this audience gave them
plenty of encouragement. Marston
and Manley worked apathetically
and were so evidently bored the
.

1,

spontaneous farewell. Wilde Schenk
and Co., the aristocrat of panto-

for this song," etc., and
applause after this
I'll yodel for you."
And, regarding
the gags, what a memory!

Idea, especially in comedy conversation, where a little action often
helps to point a smart remark. With
little more pep the act is a candidate for the big time.
Five Versatile Steppers
(also
billed outside as the
Dance De
Luxe) (New Acts), followed, and a

a

Paramount

Burt Gorcomedv mugging and gagging 'clicked, as" ever, with Mis*
\<
Ford's
*he
straighting as
teacher making excellent foil
nny Barton's M< \ >.•
ln<
s
1

p»

<

pie

i

tong»danc< jnzz

hand

the
to
Coogan picture,
"Daddy,"
the
crack-a-Jack
but
vaudeville bill cannot be overlooked
as an important factor in the unusual attendance. All six acts scored
heavily, five were forced to encore,
four stopped the show, three had to
make speeches and two necessitated
a relighting of the darkened stage.
The succession of hits started with
Ben Beyer, a comedy cyclist working European style. His turns and
twists on a single wheel are particularly well executed, and several of
his apparently hazardous stunts had
the crowd gasping. It is theatrical
psychology that when an audience
gasps it inevitably applauds.
Count Ferrone and Miss Trix Oll'ver, baritone and soprano, with passable voices and splendid appearances.
bad a carefully selected routine, without too much heavy stuff. Thev sang
the melodious "Like a Dream," from
"Martha," two or three standards,
and a light French number that sent
them across at the finish with a
often
the. high notes, but the uptown crowd took it all In rapturously, and encores and a speed) were
in order.
Is

'•

<•-''>

'
:

I

up

to

tin

M

comes

show Monday night, and that
was a feat of legerdemain, for the
house was about as lively as a cemethe

was approached by a

vaudeville agent with the

down some

of his

chatter, for

Felix Adler

going to try gagging for the Fox picture people on tha
some of the Fox comedies. Tom Barnes who
returns to vaudeville out there this week with his wife, Bessie Crawford,
has but four weeks open before he resumes picture making in "Ruggles
of Red Gap."
coast.

Is

He may

also act in

•.

promotion scheme to secure capital through stock selling campaigns
being worked successfully in the smaller cities by a promoter -architect
and a loan company. X ne promoter draws the plans for the theatre and
starts the stock selling campaign. His efforts are devoted largely to small
Investors, no attempt being made to bring In the money interests of the
town. After a certain amount of stock is disposed of the loan company is
called In to take the first and possibly the second mortgage after the building has been started, and about half of the amount needed actually secured
by the sale of stock.
Upon the completion of the house, should it fall to pay immediately, the
promoter make* his departure and the stockholders are confronted by the
loan company. The latter Is prepared to step in at any time and press its
claim if the interest on the mortgage is not paid and perfectly willing to
take over the property under foreclosure. The promoter in the meantime leaves for another location to start a similar project. The Idea was
recently worked on Long Island where It is panning out satisfactorily for
the promoter and loan company, although the local investors have been
up in arms about the matter for some time.

About the only piece ot water front property on Coney Island not
secured through lease or purchase by new Interesti Investing there is
Even that is being negotiated for,
said to be Feltman's restaurant.
according to the accounts. The United Cigar Stores and Woolworth
people are reported heavily Investing on the Island. It has been brought
about by the new Boardwalk. Frontage on the walk is getting $350 a foot
Mo?t if th- stores will be about 10 feet wide. Three large
for rental.
hotels are proposed for the Island, one high class, the other moderate, and
the third for popula prices. It is expected Coney sooner or later will
compete with Atlantic City as an all-year resort. The Coney Islanders
expect Surf avenue wit! bt another looking street within a couple of
years, and the cheap places of that thoroughfare pushed back to tbf
Bowery l ane if the Howery remains, doubted by some of them.
,

Six years ago Savoy and Brennan last appeared as a vaudeville act at
the Palace, New York.
At that time they received $350 salary for the
week. This week the two boys are back at the Palace at $1,500. In

Franz and the comb? of he
Rubin and Hall combination both ootween they have appeared In production!"*, going from vaudeville to the
impromptu specialties, building Zlegfeld "Follies" at $550, and leaving the "Greenwich Village Follies'' last
week at $1,250 to return to vaudeville.
up the act's score.
Sig. Franz Troupe opened with a
comedy bicycle act that had Franz
The legits often have pleasant ways when entering into vaudeville
doing comedy. His talk is passe and
that vaudcvlllians, going through the same routine season after season
iPrans seems to lark the elements of
Tellegen sent a
Sig,

I

did

.

,

how

to handle taik.

The panto

Stuff

nough and the freak wheelsin k'immI
got 'em, as they always do. There
arc two comely gals in the act, who
appear In bare -legged costumes, and
ry time they
th- v add sight value
hop Into view.
<

-

'

Shine especially well
Will Rogei n would

voices.

pers'
i

.

.

•
i

.< si uff.
i

•
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may overlook. It was l-rought out Monday when Lou
congratulatory and appreciative wire to his agent, Alf T. Wilton, over
the first annhersary of their vaudeville business relations. HV. TelTegen
ll playing a icturn date with 'Blind Youth" this week in Pennsylvania.

i

Capman deuced

it with
dancing, singing and talk. They're
remarkably good dancers, with step-

Miller and

i

•

it

The Blossom Heath Entertainers.
(New Acts), closed, and

ards, while the other is the H« ifThey are fool*
of the musical saw.
With a baby i>k»- and a Hawaii. in
en g( t re ognlss ble
guitar, and
It
toy ha oon and n
TtTii vj.- from
'
Some pros' fir. talk
ns.
f
t

And when

that registers.

to dancing he doesn't need to worry
about *ny of 'em. The act stopped

Jazz hand

roup

I

The tryouts for new acts, a feature of the Monday night bills last
winter, have been discontinued. The
first half bill showed the effect of
the scalpel on the salary list.
It
played pretty slowly Monday night,
the first three acts passing without
causing any particular commotion.
Rubin and Hall, next to closing,
picked the show up and lifted it
neatly through the clowning and
dancing of the comic. The straight
man is excellent except when singIf he has to sing it would be
ing.
much better to talk the lyrics. He's
a good dancer, straight and acrobatic, and handles the talk in a way
that feeds the comic competently.
That comic is going to be heard from
one of these days. It's Just a question of time and material. His technlc in general is a composite of all
the youthful Hebraic comics that
have gone before, but ho marks his
style with a certain individuality

tery preceding the team's entry.

,

i

Capt. Irving O'Hay

proposition of framing a vaudeville act by cutting

is

winter.

doubt,

in<

"The*Leopard-

The summer policy that recently
went into effect at the 23d St. has

^here were few vacant seats at
Tuesday night. The

I

ft

A

the 81st Street

.'

picture,

23D STREET

Gordon and Ford, reunited after 8 on? plays the meanest harmnV' a
split, strutted ihHr nonsense
since the days of'Bennet! and Rich-

don's low

Orpheum
Conan Doyle

Brady, closed the show.

ess," Alice

hi ef

to unquestionable favor.

lot of

whittled the bills down to five acts,
as against the six and seven of the

of a plate of

to state that, in his opinion, Sir

his spiritualistic researches.

which the soldier of fortune has become well known as an
after-dinner speaker. O'Hay countered that he couldn't possibly do this
Jordan and Saxton Co. (2) got
O'Hay fought with several armies
lots of laughs with their comedy unless he cut out a couple of wars.
sketch and pleased an audience for as many nations and his reminiscences go back to his military experithere to be amused.
The Morley
ences.
Sisters (Dorothy and Alice) were
the hit with harmony singing and
the dialogue along intimate family
Despite coast reporli: that Fatty Arbuckle Is doing nothing, and will
lines.
The comedienne has a natural ease with which she handles start to professionally dance In Chicago soon, advices from Hollywood
her character and material that is nay Fafty is making two-reel comedies with Harry Tighe
and Ned Sparks.
without meaningless mugging and
superfluous gesture.
To allow of The first one is well regarded by those who have seen It. Tighe dropped
more action it might not be a bad off the P&ntages Circuit after becoming suddenly 111 and going to a
idea for the girls to work without
the settee during the dialogue. Sit- hospital. The New York Pantages office up to last week didn't know
ting still on the stage is not a good where he was.

strong draw was principally due, no

from the drinking

a

"If I get

.i

considerable territory

speeches in California during his tour of the

sophisticated

bows

three

81 ST ST.

The woman's voice

in

Acts just returned from the Southwest are telling of an ordinance
passed by the City Council of Oklahoma City and which is. being agitated
throughout the State, for the previntisn of an comedy comment on
preachers, priests and others of the cloth. The Oklahoma City regulation is called "The Preacher Protection" ordinance, and forbids any disrespectful mention or allusion to preachers of any denomination, and is
being strictly enforced.

audience will stand for an act begging applause, such as "If I get

mimic acrobatic productions, held
Laughlln and West In "The Little
down the spot effectively. This is Speculator" were third. Their dancno common or garden variety of ing was appreciated and the hCf»l
"dumb act." It exudes class, dis- little skit amused, but not in proportinction and cha^m, made so be- tion to others on the bill.
Clara
cause of its continental mounting. West has an air of refinement that
The topmounter, a miss with a mir- does much to add distinctiveness and
sieal comedy figure and the agility something genteel to the turn.
of
\eterun aeu.bat. r!i;I her stuff
Mnorc rrrtd Fre**l fourth, »i»li* lhc
to excellent effect.
Schenk Is a con- laurels with Williams and WolfUS.
summate showman, and that takes These boys could extract harmony
in

Nd

gallery noticed it

following closely the burlesqus style, garnered laugh after
laugh with his low comedy. Pillard,
a corking straight, gained several
points for the combination.
The
team held up for 16 minutes in the
heavy spot. Sclma Bratz closed the
,
with a w ell-worked-out Jug
*h°
gling

smash.
flat on

Houdinl,

Ellis and Parsons, a conventional
circuit, has not hesitated
two-men singing act, opened with
a harmonized duet. Each did a solo, has encountered fakers in

Collins,

fight pictures

the box office

STATE

by all three. The took first honors with some excepColonial crowd seemingly enjoyed It. tional eccentric work. This act gave
Wayne and Warren have a spar- the early section a helpful lift.
Lillian Morton, singing published
kling little two-act.
The team's
work is remindful, but the very numbers, opened after intermission
diversity of associations demon- and tied up the show. Miss Morton
strates their ability. It is the type possesses a likable style and animausually content to hold down next- tion which helps her to a marked
to-closing and quietly rest on their degree. She has reached the point
merits for years, but, fired with the in the single-woman class where it
proper ambition, they should im- would be to her advantage to annex
a restricted number or two which
press and pass along.
Van and Schenck offered practi- would always be associated with her.
cally the same song routine as at She reaches a high level with pop
the Palace last month. No taking it numbers, and with something of her
away from those boys; they're a own, nothing In the way of two-acouple of show busters. They sang day should be out of reach.
Carl and Inez followed on the heels
•ix numbers, followed by three encores, with Joe Schenck in the pit of Miss Morton, going along smoothafter the stage piano had been re- ly with a nicely routined skit conmoved. However, it cannot be de- taining several worth-while features.
nied that their choice of material is Comedy of a quiet nature hit a renot always up to their capabilities. sponsive chord, with the audience
"Quicksands," with Helene Chad- greeting the couple's efforts with
wick and Richard Dlx, was an ac- genuine approval. Collins and Pillard, next to closing, were among
ceptable feature picture.
the laugh winners of the evening.

BROADWAY

ON VAUDEVILLE

Fred Wagner, treasurer of Kelth'e Palace, until a few weeks ago. when
was shake i up as the result of the house's battle with nearby
ticket speculators, was with the Keith office for 11 years, originally having been employed in Philadelphia. He was given no notice of dismissal
nor was he asked questions by the management regarding "charges" which
were that the ticket specs had a $5,000 fund to be given the Palace box
office men if they lost their jobs, that he operated an automobile and that
Wagner declared the
his wife was recently robbed of a sable coat.
fund a Joke, that ha bought a second hand car a year ago and that bis
wife never had a fur coat.
Wagner was known as "hard" in the matter of getting tickets, although
plenty of Palace "locations" did reach the specs and it is claimed they still
Bill Rldgeway, who was assistant
do, despite the box office safeguards.
treasurer, was formerly treasurer of Madison Square Garden, and conAn ordinary bill for a house of the
class of Loew's State was not helped ducted the ticket sale for the Dempsey-Carpentier fight at Boyle's "Thirty
by the freak overture, "A Year of Acres" two summers ago.
Hoi! lays," which the management
thought enough of to hill outside
with the first half acts.
An agent whose marital affairs are in the troubled state of pending
The Three Danoise Sisters gave divorce has found an affinity. She ie a comedienne
not so long ago
the show a good start with a gymnastic exhibition on single and dou- divorced herself. The giff's vaudeville appearances are teamed with a
ble trapezes, sustained; by one of composer who is /said to have been quite courteous,
it being customary for
the sisters (who works in the high
cradle all the time), and also on the him to present her with a bottle of Scotch upon saying goodnight, The
Roman rings. The bright apparatus liquor Is then consumed by the girl and the agent.
and becoming costumes, with the
good looks of the girls, plus speed,

fiddling in unison

With the Milk Fund

INSIDE STUFF

His showmanship is
improving steadily, and hs is striving more than formerly to have his
litt'e hit.

i«eil

if

he

<

caught that imitation of him done
by one of the team. H.»! and Fran I
were third (New Acts). "The Lonely

Road" was

also Including

\er n«

u

com<

dy.

the feature,
n

I

<•

•»• r<

el

Ma

Ilia
'

bill

S< n

Belt.

The Music Publishers* Association of the United States -not to be
confused with the Music Publishers'
Association meets
in
tcctlve
convention at the Hotel Astor. New
Vnrk. June U'-l3.
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OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS
THE

RISE OF ROSIE O'REILLY

Jimmy

\\ liitn.

H<>bbv

>

MorKtii

Jt'»t>

Smith

Lillian

Kitty

Jui,.

-a

1

< , a•>fl.r'.»T,.:

,

.

.

Mrs. Caaparonl
liuddie U'Kcllly

Ma<ce

I.

Pete
Georgia Hale
Mr*. Montague Urad ley. .Margaret Dunr.unt

Johnny Muldoon

friteve

Molly
Hop Toy
Fannie
Annie

Franklin
KtMIe Russell
Hetty Hale
Hcmlce Speer
Tom Dingle
Patay DWany
Walter Kdwio

I'earl

Lttielburl
<b«rtruo>

Kosooe Morgan

Boston,

Cohan has another one

May

23.

of those

things:

"The

Rise

of

Rosie

O'Reilly"

makes fouT in a row.
Back in the hot weather of 1920
Cohan put on "Mary at the Tremont, Boston, and turned 'em away
until fall bookings barred him out of
the city. It was frankly Irish and
•

Boston loved

In 1921 he opened
and repeated.
Last year he opened cold for the
third time with "Little Nelly Kelly"
and made summer history ugain for
Boston, and for the third time fall
bookings drove him out of town.
Tuesday night, this time in the
middle of May, in the same Tremont
where the three previous Irish successes were launched, he sprung
"The Rise of Rosie O'Reilly," the
fourth of his summer Boston premieres. And it looks as If next September, long stretch though it seems
for a burg like Boston, will find
Rosie" clicking off between $23,000
and $24,000 weekly.
It looks as If the show stood
Cohan close to $175,000 before his
first curtain and the "nut" must
run close to $12,000 a week. Whatever it is, Cohan has no royalties.
Wltmark for the fourth time has
the music, Charley Gebest for the
fourth time is in the pit with a suspiciously paternal solicitude for the
score, and for the fourth time the
entire Tremont theatre crew after
an opening performance has canceled all plans for a summer vaca-

"The O'Brien

A

fine music-selling angle has been
adopted by Cohan in his finale when
he runs over his best numbers in
Hobby O'Neill sequence in a manner that retells
Ueorge Bancroft the plot, but gives a final identificaVirginia O'Brien
Mary I*awlor tion of numbers that is better than
Emma Hale; a dozen song peddlers ballyhooing
•:

Jobaaon
Jlnsls O'ReUty
1 Silly
<'utie

Watson

Jack MrlJowun
Murjorle J. hup
»oi
\
Wbltiuoru
a Owrt cinrt*
Adelaide Gloria

ecbnd, and most of the music sales
were on a three -fur-a-dollar basis,
all wrapped up and sold blind.

the lobby.

Outside of the battalion of dancing acts, including Muldoon and
Franklin, Dingle and Delaney. the
Olorias, Eddie Russell and
llaig, Bobby Watson as the juvenile
and Jack McGowan as the hero
carried the role honors off. Watson
is playing the part to Cohan's heart,
being as near to what Cohan would
be as is humanly possible. The role
ought to be Cohan's, and he must
be itching to play it, even for a
matinee.
Virginia O'Brien in the
titular role was obviously nervous,
which may account for her lack of
personality and the gracious ease of
Elisabeth Hines, who could crash it
over. A switch of roles with Mar-

Emma

Lane would seem logical
With
Little Wily
Kelly"'

Jorle

it.

Girl"

*

still

jamming them

into the Liberty, New
York, it is difficult to even try to
hunch what "The Rise of Rosie
O'Rsllyy" will be doing a year from

now.

Cohan certainly has another one
of those things; mpre power to him!
Libbey.

WINNIE AND THE WOLVES
Philadelphia,

May

23.

As its third offering the newly
formed Philadelphia Theatre Guild
presented for the first time on any
stage "Winnie and the Wolves," a
comedy by William Gillette, adapted
from the series of magazine stories
of "Winnie O'Wynn." The premiere
at the Lyric

Monday

night

was

quite

an occasion for this late in the season, and the house appeared very
enthusiastic.

cannot be said that in this, his
Mr. Gillette has equaled
of the splendid things he has
done in the past. Even constructively (a department in which the
It

latest work,

some

author-star shines) "W innie and the
Wolves" is occasionally slipshod,
tion.
and its second act, which is underBoston worships Cohan with prob- stood to have been re-written once,
ably the blindest devotion any in- can stand a repeat. Nor can it be
dividual ever received in its phleg- said that "Winnie" possesses any
matic history. "The Rise of Rosie profound depth or any meaningful
OReilly" opened cold without an theme.
outstanding name, its first performNevertheless, it is, or rather will
ance postponed until Tuesday night be when that second act and one or
because the show was obviously two minor points are ironed out, a
ragged. Without any real exploita- rattling good stage play, splendidly
tion, with no clue as to plot, on a actable, judiciously mixing laughs
glorious
daylight-saving
evening. and thrills, and if given the right
And yet the house was sold out person in the name role, of almost
solid, boxes, gallery and standing sure-fire popular appeal.
room, with an advance Bade scatAs is so often the case in the
tered a week ahead, and at least adaptation for stage purposes of a
1,000 turned away at a $2.75 gross series of short stories involving the
same characters, the characters
Vtop.
With an eight o'clock curtain on themselves are developed more logthe tick, the show was still blazing ically by the dramatist than the
away at 11:30, with 21 principals action itself.
"Winnie and the
falling all over each other, 24 musi- Wolves" as a play concerns two discal numbers, six scenes and an en- tinct incidents in the life of Winnie
semble of 60. In costumes and sets O'Wynn. the little London girl
Cohan has spent as though it was whose father, before his death, told
somebody else's money, and he says her that most men were wolves, to
he has merely started, wanting at be avoided. What is more, the two
least a couple of weeks before he incidents are not welded together to
puts on his coat and brown cap and any further extent than that Winnie
herself and one or two other charstarts feeding it gas.

Cohan's objective in plot is best
explained by his tag line in the
show, which runs, "This is poking
fun at Cinderella." It is satire relieving a musical drama, practically
every line being a discourse on
"Trick devils, these playwrights,"
"Atta a boy, keep up the love interest," 'This is our excuse for moving
the chorus into the next scene'* and
"Don't feel out of place here, this
gang is nothing but a chorus." At
the height of a serious scene, where
the millionaire's son proclaims his
desire for honest work after being
disowned, the Juvenile pipes up with
"Ho do I; here a lroping for a lont;
season,"
There isn't even a repressed damn
In the entire book.
There isn't a
bare leg, a shimmied shoulder nor a
vestige or double entendre,
it is
show
a
that every family of Irish
nativity within 100 miles of Boston
will see en masse, and an equal
number of shekels will be left at
the window by those of Jewish ancestry.

Why? Who

cares!
The plot is baaed on a millionaire's son slumming at the end of
Brooklyn Bridge, falling in love at
lirst Sight with a cafe singer, saving
her brother in a bootleKKiiiK fracas,

taking

her to a wealthy woman's
home, being disowned by his father
as a result ami marrying her after

an 11:30 curtain.
in

the

mainly

All the comedy la
satire,
the- cleverness iin some crackling lyrics, and
;

the show is a wow because of its
dancing, combined with the lirst act
finale, which is a world- beater.
It's a dancin' fool show. One scene
has 13 specially hoofers lined. It is
doubtful if so much dancing was
ever staged in any one show in history, including a travesty on the
marathon dancer epidemic.
Numbers for popularity are hard
to pick so early, although "When
Juno Comes Along with a Song"
outsold everything opening night.
"Let's You and I Just Say Good

Bye" and "Born and Bred
bra Over

the Bridce"

in

Brook -

ran a close

T

acters take part in both.
The first act and a greater part of
the second concern a frame-up engineered by a nobleman to divorce
his wife. Winnie is employed as the

co-respondent, but she knocks all
the plans awry by telling the whole
plan to the wife and promising to
.act as a witness for her, instead of
for the husband.
The wife, grateful for the help,
insists on engaging Winnie as a
companion, and introduces her to

some
is

aristocratic friends.

Here, at the end of the second act,
where the first plot ends and the

second begins.
This one concerns
the attempt of a certain Major
Mountarden, a noblemnn who is
notorious for the reckless gambling
that takes place under his roof, to
use Winnie as a decoy.
As it happens, Winnie's father was
a gambler, too, and she detects the
crookedness in the Major's roulette
wheel.
With the help of a little
cockney crook who Insists that she
be his partner in crime, she exposes
the fraud and is instrumental in the
reimbursement of a number of young
fellows, including her own sweetheart, who have lost everything they

possess at this particular wheel.
One fault with the play lies in the
character of "Winnie" herself. However, this fault may be rightly laid
to tin door of the player and not to
author or adaptor.
As played by
T-«'la Fisher it was hard to toil when
Winn if was a crook and schemer
and when she was an innocent girl.
madly In love with young Cecil FairMiss Fisher played the part
bairn.
in one key throughout, a monotonous, sing-song key. with few lights
and shades.
She overdid the demure, naive "dumbbell" part of the
role.
It must be admitted, however,
that the play did not bring out, as
the stories did, the true character
of Winnie O'Wynn, and her gradual
transformation from a very cunning
and very shrewd little ''gold-digger"
to an honest and sincere girl.
As played here the outstanding
role was that of John Henry, the

who

WEEK

THIS
first

May

Thursday,

24, 1ft*

met Winnie

when she was employed as the corespondent and conceived such an
admiration for her cleverness that
he elected himself her partner in
double-dealing. His adventures up
the chimney in search of the evidence of the crookedness of the
gambling apparatus, and, following
that, his part in the overthrow of
the Major, were the high points of

•

When

the fourth act opened he
was sitting cross-legged on a table
watching the game to see that the
Major fulfilled his part of the bargain to return every cent to the men

I

.
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SWEET NELL

(

the play.

BROADWAY REVIEWS

Nell

Gwynne

'

?;

-•

(what manner (or Manners) of roJ
the humanizes. He has seen he

(Of Old Drury)

play everything within the range

L-eurette Taylor

c

even an extraordinary actress excep
..Lynn Footaaae
Lady Castlemeine
Duchess of Pprtssnostk.Hasanks Adanaowska Topsy and Cleopatra, and believe

lUrffUArtW Myors that she could play both of thee
Daay O'uvim
Tiffin
••••»••••••••••«•••• I ^um Bert better than they were ever playe
Alfred Liunt
Charles II
......»*
...Hit it Orunwood before.
I»rd Jeffrey*
Miss Taylor is beyond any rivalr
Regan Hucheton
Sir Roger Fairfax
Richie Line as the finest comedienne Americ;
Lord Rochester
•
Schuyler I^add has ever produced.
he had fleeced. Winnie had decided Ix>rd Lovelace
Yet she ha
L^o ocera
that the money must appear to be F*erdval. •••.••««...«....•«.•
Hoirard L ladss<r made history as a tragedy star ii
Rollins.....
won back at play, and John Henry Lacy
......Leonard Booker "The Bird of Paradise" and in "Hu
appointed himself as censor of the Clavenng
Edward Holland moresque" one the most phenome
George Baxter
proceedings, a part he played most Alderman
Gharner Bataon nai money hit in native records an<
Second Alderman...—
excellently.
Lionel Chalmers the other one of the most immediat
Meroer.....
This role was played here by Ed- William
•••.....Seymour Jamison Broadway failures. It doesn't matte
James Bell what Miss Taylor plays or when
ward Douglas, undoubtedly the liord-l n-Wai u ng
n of 10. Paul Jacchla she plays it or for whom. Her per
cleverest player in the resident com- Bllff
And ensemble
formance in "Humoresque" will b*
pany, and he made a wonderful hit
in the role, so much so, in fact,
"Sweet Nell of Old Drury" is one remembered by those who feel am
that after the third act the audience, of a threesome of costume plays understand as long as will her "Pe<
failing to get Gillette out before the around Nell Gwynne done almost o' My Heart," which built a half
curtain, gave Douglas what amount- simultaneously about 22 years ago. dosen theatres.
ed almost to an ovation, and in the The other two were called "Nell
And in "Sweet Nell," that dear ok
fourth act every speech of his was Gwynne" and "Mistress Nell." Hen- gibberish of feathered hats anc
greeted with laughs. It is a "fit" rietta Crosman, starring in the role flowered speeches, of arch villain!
role and he played it in just the now recreated by Laurette Taylor and banishment ami regal pomp *n4
right vein of eccentricity, melo- (who, of course, never saw her play court harlots and Pall Mall fops anc
drama, and straight comedy.
it),
brought "Sweet Nell of Old imprisoned virgin wards in "Sweet
'With Madge Kennedy playing the Drury,** by the then famous Paul Nell." which would be as heartrlj
role of Winnie and Douglas opposite Kester, through as an outstanding laughed at with almost anyone els*
her, "Winnie and the Wolves" would triumph. All this' followed the pub- in the role as was "As You Like It'
be effective even without a re- lication of some memoirs of the with Miss Taylor's quondam western
writing of that second act.
The reign of Charles II. during the rule stoek revival recently, our Laurett<
other roles, including those of the of the hated Jeffreys as the bloody makes the unreal seem actual and
crooked lawyer, the dissolute noble- Chief Justice of England, in which the maudlin seem gospel truth.
Her indescribable charm is some'
man seeking a divorce, his innocent the story of the orange girl of Drury
If a king can b«
wife, the Major and his wife, the lane who became the king's mistress thing iridescent.
young hero and an "English ass" and the benefactor of the poor, was entranced by her and make ths
sort of a person with a great line exploited with its romantic anec- hard-boiled audiences of this dai
believe it and sympathise and cheer,
of burlesque chatter, do not stand dotes.
Nell Gwynne was a semi-histori- it may be understood why a humble
out, but. being well played as they
are here, are all in keeping with the cal, semi -fictional character. As an trade paper reviewer is enraptured.
The audience Tuesday evening
play.
Robert Rendel as the hero acting part she is the ideal comand C. Haviland Chappell as the posite of almost all lightly dramatic was not a typical Actors' Equity following.
It was what the managers
centuries,
mediaeval
"English ass" did the best work of heroines of the
having the range from a street speak reverently of as "limousine
the local players.
trade." This is a desirable but not
guiding
mistress
and
gamin
to
the
The scenes take place as follows:
Yel
explosive sort of patronage.
The first in a lawyer's office, the genius of a monarch, as well as a Miss Taylor was applauded until
second in the home of the divorce- little lova tragedy of her own that the 48th Street theatre, which has
end
of advenand
no
blooms
never
hunting nobleman, and the third and
known less happy nights this seahair-breadth escapades.
fourth on the estate of the gambler, tures and
Nell
Why Nell was never done in an son, rocked. She played Sweet
with the roulette wheel in an anteopera
is almost unexplainable; she so that this shelved scrap of oldroom at the rear of the stage.
would be a perfect soprano star part. styled tinsel, rusted and tarnished
Waters.
As a film she was attempted some by decades of neglectful forgetful
years ago by Fannie Ward, and was ness, returns like the soldier Nell
successfully though not importantly saves back from its banishment in
More than
screened. So much for the history triumph and in love.
Chicago. May 23.
Lau- that no mortal could do on s stage.
A comedy In three acts, first prevented of the folk-lore favorite until
The supporting company (Equity
at Fort Wayne, Ind.. May 17-19. and hav- rette Taylor played her.
This reviewer begs Indulgence of has changed its tactics since it so
ing its Chicago premiere at the Hartia
with its alltheatre in' Chicago May 20, if?s. it is Aiis audience before launching into ambitiously started
presented by Cart Reed (In association with 4 encomiums regarding Miss Taylor, equal billing in which Jane Cowl
Jimn Shesareen). Donald Brian, star.
was
not
even
featured
for now Miss
womthe
that
explanation
with
the
Mis. Mary Alden
Cora Williams
Abigail
Mary Haynes an is to him the most exquisite thrill Taylor is starred) la of a quality in
ltiyllts Weston
Lee Patrick in the American theatre, no matter tune with Miss Taylor's key*- If this
Andrew Lowe
Edgar Nelson
be that dreaded bugaboo, the ailRobert Alden
James Seeley
Equity cast let there be many more.
.Vathanlol Alden
Donald Brian
This, of course, is a selected comDaniel Mason
Prank Allworth plays from which the author may
Lila Frost
Arabella Alden
pany of distinguished players who
General Wade Weston
Jack Raffael have drawn inspiration, is satisfac- are loyally coming forward to reSamuel l'emberton
Ouy Nichols tory.
trieve the disasters of the Equity
Calvin Lowe
Edward Poland
The play as it stands is entertain- Players' season
as producers, sad it
William Chubb
Waldo Whipple
Jerome H. Savage
John M. Sullivan ing but lacking in meat.
is likely that the main principals reGeorge W. (J rubble
Theodore Babcock
ceive no pay at all.
commercial
producer could scarcely assem ble
such an array and pay off, even from
"Rolling Home" is a combination
the fat receipts being drawn by this
Atlantic City, May 2S.
of "Get Rich Quick Wallingford."
"Turn to the Right" and "The ForIt must be confessed that it was revival of a musty and ancient
tune Hunter" ideas, though at pres- all very thrilling in fact, quite the script of an even mellower and more
ent it lacks the finish of these es- most exciting thing we have seen ancient episode. It hi likely that the
tablished productions.
on the stage since "The Monster" costly players derive their reward,
It is a clever idea for such a instilled its mechanics into our ster- beyond aiding their fraternity, In a
comedy, ingenious in its working ile brains. But "In the Next Room" chance to essay the verbal as well
out, and with a star In Donald Brian, is
rather devoid of mechanics, as physical silks, wigs and furbewho is a sure-fire draw. All it needs though the plot hinges a little on a lows that your true actor so adores.
is a little dressing up to have a certain mechanism.
It is truly a Maybe that can explain the selection
chance for an all-summer run in melodrama of mystery, well written, of such old papyruses as "The
Chicago.
instilled with dialog and presenting Rivals." "Sweet Nell," and Sophocles*
The introduction of songs slows a vehicle requiring acting for every "Antigone" by the Equity Players
it up, and while Brian sings well, it
part, though most of it is of the for their Garrison finish with drafted
notables from their upper ranks.
is doubtful if this feature can be '"type" design.
In this cast Alfred Lunt as the
made so popular as it is in ChaunOriginally titled "The Boule Cabcey Olcott shows. "Mother," in the inet," which is situated in "The king is a delight. Miss Fontanne, a
first act, is a nice bit of sentiment, Next Room" of the first act, the play notable comedy star now playing a
but the song "When I First Met revolves about the presence in this conniving court hussv, is superb.
You," providing the climax to that room of a certain wonderful French Leo Stark as a "ham" of his day is
act, does not permit of the enthus- cabinet of rare design. The adven- delicious.
Herbert Grlmwood as a
iasm desired.
The climax of the tures about this cabinet include two murderous
"heavy"
Is
terrific.
second net is a line or two of a song murders, a mysterious transforma- Schuyler Ladd as a dandy of that
which the orchestra has been play- tion, a drugging, sundry plots and era is glorious.
ing.
This reviewer has not always
counterplots that are only visioned
The music calls for an orchestra, and lots of things that are very enthused about Equity or its plays.
which Is a departure for this house. mysterious and apparently in the But In this instance he must give a
The orchestra was gotten together class of suspected clues, but not complete bill of admiration, not forpossibly on short notice.
getting Hartley Manners' scholarly
pertaining to the case.
The plot concerns Nathaniel Alden,
Hardened by many years and and brisk direction, and Woodman
who leaves Lower Falls. Mass.. and mystery plays, it must be admitted Thompson's splendid period settings
is gone six years.
In his adven- this concoction by Eleanor Robson and costumes, which must have cost
tures he thinks he has struck it rich and Harriet Ford form a story by- a heavy kopeck: benefit or no benetwo or three times and wires this In- Burton Stevenson which was suffi- fit, the original investment In "Sweet
formation home without correcting ciently clever to make you hang on Nell" must have run into the manv
the impression when his dreams are to the .'eats.
thousands.
punctured.
To attempt this in 1923 for a show
The town folks think
In going back to "The Argyle
he is a millionaire, and when he Case" of several years past and in of middle-nge royalty (even without
finally does come home they give which Miss Ford had a hand, if any author's royalty) is a bit daring.
him a royal reception. He is coaxed recollection serves, there is a cer- From a financial viewpoint it looks
into promising to invest all his tain similarity in construction
even now hazardous, as the hot
money In the town at a public meet- likeness in good dialog. But this weather is coming on and manv ciring, but later determines to make play has the added inception of cumstances stand against
a longRood, which he accomplishes after some one who has appreciated the continued run.
But, whatever the
the usual difficulties.
cleverness of the modern mystery money results, it is a resounding
There is enjoyment in seeing the and at the same time avoided the success In production, presentation
distinctly American trait of "bluf- excess of claptrap which consumes and playing.
z.aif.
fing" played up for comedy, and this many of the so-called "mysteries"
play capitalizes that point. The part of the day.
written for Brian is a rich one
Th( re Is some very good acting in
Pp. 1ii.,..i br Charles Dillin-fham. tvUii
Frank Allworth, as the chauffeur, typifying the parts, though hardly Cyril
Maude
May 21 at <;,i.-tv
plays very well. (Miss) T.ee Patrick, any of the names were familiar to i\ew »ork. A starred.
comedy written bv
as the home town pirl loved by the us before the curtain rose. George Lonsdale, first »»ro .-ntr-fl in i..>nji»n Frederick
by Marie
hero. Is charming without overdoing Hidden as the butler first appeared Lonr. with Miss I. >hr ytnrro.i
r>ir*<
f„ r
the dale* j- New rork, bv Hugh For.l
It.
Lila Frost, as Alden's sister. ami di.i
splendid nervous bit, Mary ,!" r,
(JeorRe Tswi^
7
",V
plays a role intended probably for a Kennedy, a young, pleasant .,•
'"'
lli> '"
Loaiie
alIl.i^rU
nr;!!;::
m .'> Terry-Lewis
16-year-old, and. while not realizing together effective actress, h. \ the J.a'lv V."'"
Arthur \V.-!'s
.DenlS <SurnPv
this youthful touch, doe? the part heroine
role
most satisfactorily. M ii in Steele
.Jack Whiting
admirably. Theodore Rabeock. who Wright Kramer made up a polished
Lake
Roberts l$»:itfv
has only one scene as the inebriated gentleman of refined tastes and
Irenham
C'yri! M U 1««
owner of the fine car. has little (.]. doubled hack in a small roie. Mor- M am Tat ham
.Alma Tell
Itoherts
latent? lieu
port unity. Cora Williams as mother ris W. Ankrum* a nervous
Hon. Mrs Rroesl Lyntos
footman
of the young man gives a delightful did a rather hard part very
Marguerite St. j,»hn
well and
,
,.
Krn.st
T.yn:<>n
character study. Mary Havncs as i'aul Leysaac also added French n
Itarry At-hfnM
.r hu
\v;::,»cks.
fTrcy Mi'lar
"Abigail," a housekeeper, has only dualities.
DeAtriCi I'iintice had
fair material.
Edgar Nelson In the some feverish moments and there
A
success
in
London,
this almost
comedy role, which la very similar was a l»rief part by Cornelia Otis
typical Knglish corned v. excepting
to such a role in one of the other Sk inner.
Mcheurr.
idea ind much of its dialog,
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man, a hummer. Barring that perhaps the majority of the first-night
audience were English or came from
orer there, there yet remained humor for the Americans, apart from
the frequent mention of the British
Museum, which seemed to mostly
convulse the first-night ensemble. It
could be gathered by the uninitiated

Museum must

be the

champ hideaway of London, perhaps
akin to our
tral Park.

own Casino

in Zit's

Cen-

Lord Grenham was the Museum's
best known caller. The widower met
Qay old bird,
his shop girls there.
Grenham, and wise! As so pleasantly played by Mr. Maude the Lord
was the world's best fixer and
•quarer. He had to* fix for himself
and square for his family. The latter entanglement came through his
son and his son's wife both taking
chances, with the son getting caught.
That, as Grenham observed, is the
furse of the careless.

Those were weepy days in the
Hon. V'lllie Tatham family. He only
kissed Kitty Lake once.
While ^the
osculatory period continued in action, who flounced in but Mrs. Willie,
direct from Egypt. Immediately she
started upstage and remained there,
keeping on her dignity and her hat,
but dropping a remark about an
Egyptian moon she had observed
working and a stray musician in the
distance. It was the tip-off for Lord
Grenham. He eventually located the
male person who had seen the moon
with her, and that was the squarer
for the finish, as the Hon. Willie
found it was 50-50 after all: they
had both kissed -cheated and kissedcheated only, through absence mak•

ing

the

mouth grow

reckless.

(But. Jolo. at the Gaiety, they had
that kiss under the Egyptian moon
lasting until dawn.
Wasn't that
roughening It up a bit for over

here?)

,

In the first act when Mr. Maude
entered, spick, s#rn and dandy, the

English Wilton Lackaye, It might
be said, the piece spurted. Nothing
the epigrams with their
laughs flowed like American wit,
though sometimes sagging with an
Englls? twist. The next act drooped
and the third act dropped; it was
lagged,

i

Just padding after that first lap and
not such apt padding either. But the

A

interest, had been aroueed.
of klst.es miles apart might

memories

couple
bring

to many, and so the house
waited for the kissing work-out re
unfold
Thej& seemed well conte.it

at the finish, although the chances
are thr.t following the first nigh*,

with the average- New York crow.
In, the laughs were not quite «o

numerous.
Mr. Maude handled the Lord role
as though thoroughly familiar with
It It seemed the entire company,
perhaps excepting Alma Tell, was
English, and very good* English In
the acting way. No one could ask
for a better performance than Leslie
Howard gave as the Hon. Willie.
He was lightness itself in epeech,
gesture and glance. And also Mabel
Terrj -Lewie as Lady Friton, almost
a dowager, who finally landed the
Lord through proxy and revenge.
Miss Tell had a role of range and,
while not touching all rims, made
It stand up.

Roberta Beatty as Kitty Lake, the
may be showing ua the

frivolous,

vamp and

English
sort.

of the brunet
not distasteful, althougi
her vamping in a
old-fashioned style for

It is

the author has

somewhat
the modern vampettes on

thie side.

But Miss Beatty is also displaying
something new in English beautystyle and gives her lines like a finished actress.

The American mar
vicar and
book-like

Is an English
perhaps his wife, both

and English-like.

Since
our ministers have
taken to reforming and getting
mixed up with the Mann Actf the
indiscretions of a clergyman as pictured here by wine drinking are
neither startling nor funny.
The
Players, however, were not to blame.

many

so

of

>

the role, whether worth fallwaiting for as a matter of

person;.] liking.

We

"Aren't
''All Wlckedf might
be conieetured as the play's title in
full
bu.. Mr. Maude corrected that
In the ending by
saving it was
Aren't
Damn Fools ?"

have been safer.

really
fall;

Now

it

it

will

Anders

, ,

.

salts,

Newton
Madame Le Cordes

prescription liquor, synthetic

Hope Rockaly
Ronald Curtis
Bdlth Toober

Jack Squire
Evelyn Cavanaugh
Spencer Charters
Danny Dare
Jean Carroll

Joseph Hlgg-lne
Belt Boy, No. 1

Maid
Nurse

Sylvia Illghten

Gray
Bobby Smith

Mabel Wlthee
Robert Halliday

Reggie

Prank Hill
James Barton
Richard Dore
Harry Ellsworth
Grace Ellsworth

Violet

Muney

Ananias Washington

M

Pujxint

and the entire pharmacopoeia,
except castor oil and dandruff remover.
This is an anachronistic farce of
the period of 1900, with the stock
ingredients— three
doors,
a fire
escape, a bridal night, pajamas,

Harry MacDonald
Grace MacDonald
Eleanor Jordan
Julia Kinney
Frances Moore
Marlon Stanley

jealous absurdities and May Vok?s
as a feeble-minded maid with a
perverted genius for nifties. If it

Mooney

gin,,

runs a thousand years, Its life will
not be as long as Its lines are broad,
its

situations

are

thick

and

plausibilities are thin.

its

Outside," and "We Two," were the Harding.
The piece starts off with a very
best songs of a score that will cause
no pursing of ^the lips. Barton's interesting first act, leaving tho
extraordinary dawting was the topic spectator, no matter how sophistiof the departing healthy attendance cated, uncertain as to how the plot
Then it degenerates
after all, and it la Barton's legs that will develop.
will prevent "Dew Drop Inn" from Into the conventional triangle situdropping out of the Astor for some ation, once more confirming a now
time.
Con.
generally conceded contention that
"youth will be served."
The middle-aged head of a brokerage concern is married to a second
wife young enough to bo his
Taylor Holmes starred In Conrad Westerduughter. He has a bright young
volt's play captioned "An American comedy
of today
presented by John Henry Mears. man in his employ who inherits
Mears Is managing director for the Blimp some money and ia taken into partProducing Co.. Inc. Play ataged by Leon nership.
The senior member specuOordon. the light "heavy" in the east.
James Dyrenforth lates and la ruined, but the young
Robin Brandish
Theodore Weetmen, Jr. partner comes to the rescue, and
Sylvester Vane
Beatrice Bradley they decide to live economically
Arabella
for
Ram Standisb
Marian Mesrs not le** than
Ave years, which will
Ann Davis
Mary Blandish
Leon Oordon Just about make up the losses.
Acton
James Barton
Mr. Holmes
Henrv Watterson Blake
Meantime the young wife and the
Jean Greene
Fay FctliergllK
Junior partner fall In love.
Tho
For the metropolitan premiere husband overhears his wife say she
is willing to elope, but the Junior
this comedy, originally titled "The
partner will not leave his business
Blimp," has been endowed with the associate in the lurch and makes an
more pithy title of "Not 80 Fast," effort to corner tho market to win
with Taylor Holmes starring in the enough money to heave the husband
in comfortable financial shape. Junrole originally tried

Harry Clark
Mary Robson
William Holden
Marcella Swanson
Beatrice Swanson

Jftck

P. Rockaly
Ma y Vokee J.
Grace Rockaly

Lelghton Stark

Miniature souvenir hot water bags
were given away at the door to the
openlng-nighters who came to see
"Cold Feet." That started the drug
store effect, which thereafter ran
through knockout drops, smelling

Her "I'm a Flapper" has presented at tho Ambassadors
the honors.
this
song. Barton's "You Can't Experi- another play from
author
ment on Me" and "Inside Looking called "Trespasser," featuring Lyn

INN

Book by Walter De Leon and Edward
Delaney Dunn. Ifualo by Alfred Goodman.
Lyricu by Cyras Wood. Stared by Fred G.
Latham. Dance number* by M. Francis
Weldon. Seqjncs by Watson Barratt.

.

. .

Bell Boy. No. 2

,

NOT SO FAST

Margaret Morris
Claire

Hodgson

Margaret Atberton
Alice Brady
Lee Kelso

Max

George O'Neill
Frank Maxwell
Stephen Andrews

Roselle

Ben Jacklow
Harry Rosedale
In Person

"Dew Drop
at the Astor

Inn," with a premiere
1.7. Is a rewrite of

May

which the late Bert
Williams was playing in when he

"The Pink

Slip."

"Cold
Feet"
is
comparatively was stricken. Earlier In the current
clean, though the whole structure, season
It had a brief road tryout
out by Herbert
as always in such instances, rests
on a pornographic foundation. A under another title. With James Corthell last February. Corthell's
bride the former sweetheart of a Barton In the former Bert Williams paunch lent Itself readily to a
young physician, who Is ,now the role, no farther change of title will humorous refutation of the bromide,
best man at her wedding to a
be necessary for some time.
"Nobody loves a fat man," but
French count, grows faint from the
Despite an ordinary book and Holmes', svelte physique Is readily
excitement of the ceremony, and, in
negllgt* between taking off the s^ore, Barton dances the show into adapted,
and unquestionably to
wedding gown and putting on the success. In addition Barton, under good purpose,^ to the character of a
traveling attire, staggers into th?
cork for the first time since "way slow, phlegmatic Kentucky guardbest x man's room for a restorative;
by error he gives her chloral, and back in his distant past, scored con- Ian of the Standish estate, who, for
she passes out.
He then begins sistently with dialog and pantomime all his dundering hesitation and
"hiding the body," and before it's in the only comedy role In the book. sluggish movements in business
all over he has almost everybody n
unless a hick detective character al- deals, always manages to And himthe cast doped, etc., etc.
It wa$
put over biff-bang.
No lotted to Spencer Charters could self ahead of the game. Sylvester
allowance for the modern deference come under the heading of comedy. Vane, otherwise "Silly," the Yale
Barton stopped the show 10 times frosh visiting the Standish home on
to subtlety was attempted.
The
vacation, scornfully belittles the
lines were played dead front at the by actual count. Where he gets the
of Henry Wntterson
audience and the points were loaded, energy and endurance to respond to business ability
Blake,
alias
"The Blimp" (Mr.
demanded
is
a
dancing
the
encores
aimed and fired as cold-bloodedly ts
Holmes), citing a number of inthe Huns bombed Liege. And many mystery. Not once did he beg off or
stances.
"Silly" Vane hails from
a one landed, too, for "Cold Feet" is pull the usual plea of "all In." His Kentucky
also,
near by to the
ludicrous and funny, though it pedal versatility is the accumulaBlimp's home town, and speaks with
stoops tc every trick of all the ages tion pf a kaleidoscopic career that seeming
authority.
salary
week
back
runs
$80
a
to
a
to make people laugh, sense or no
The actual story revolves about
and embraces every form of entersen?e.
MIer Yokes, featured, is just Miss tainment from tent show to grand James Barton Acton's desire to
swing the purchase of $200,000
Vokes the same one who has played opera.
Under cork Barton is a revelation worth of Mexican mining stock,
a succession of domestics with the
walk of a paranoiac, the intelligence and will .take his place beside the Acton is co-guardian with the
of a moron and the ethics of a other Shubert blackface stars, Jol- Blimp of the Standish estate and
hyena through deoades of farces, son and Cantor, as a comedian and also practically engaged to Mary
Standish, the elder sister of the
most of them'Fred Jackson's. Jack- entertainer.
"Dew Drop Inn" Is In two acts, family. The other Standishes are
son authored this one in collaborais hokum pure and
Rose, the flapper, and Robin, a Yale
tion with Pierce Gendron. Gendron with a plot that
The few comedy undergraduate. The investment is
unadulterated.
is a picture actor and had not here« t-nt's with meat are all old exexpected to bring Increased inconje
tofore carved his niche as a playburlesque,
many prob- to the family, something they extracts
from
wright.
The production is by the
Barton's press themselves much in need of.
Biltmore Production Co., Inc., under ably improved upon from
touches and memories. The The cautious Blimp refuses to affix
management of Adolphe Hayes. personal
except in rare instances, is his power of attorney to the purMayer has been a company manager dialog,
sans brilliancy or originality, such chase pending a private investigafor years with K. &. E. attractions.
bon mots as "'This end is ready," a tion of the mining property, and
In tho cast Mr. Mayer is setting
lift from Harr> Holman's vaudeville
out GItnn Anders, who plays the turn, setting the standard for the manages to stall through a week's
time by checking out of one hotel
folldwing
Miss
Yoke*;.
doctor
piece.
to another without leaving a forAnders wears well against odds, and
The two acts are replete with
seems c likely successor to John dancing, always topped by Barton warding address and other ruses to
Cumberland as a crawler, climber, but including Lee Kelso, Evelyn avoid actually meeting Acton for
Finally cornered in
door-slimmer, hair-musser, poser, Cavanaugh, an tmprogranied male seven days.
hand -shaker, baek-«dapper, elovv^v tango partner of Miss Cavanaugh Acton's office with the three Standishes
the Blimp affixes
looking
on,
straight man, injured victim, fast and
another unpiogramed male
liar,
misunderstood boob and the soloist who turned in two nifty his signature to the stock certifirest ot the repertoire of functions Russian and acrobatic specialties. cates, but from pseiido-subconscioub
at which the male lead in such a Kelso also scored with an acrobatic influence writes his name as Henry
instead of Blake.
farce must be expert.
/
routine, as did Miss Cavanaugh in Wntterson Blimp
Annette Bade, of roof and revue two double numbers one of which, This stalls another day, the stock
She travestied Immediately after by exchange having just closed at
past, in the ingenue bride.
looks just as fragile and winsome Barton with an Imaginary partner, three sharp.
It develops that Acton's anxiety
as she did on the Century, and her was the hit of the show and nearly
Brooklyn accent is even more pulled che'ers. Barton's rowing and is for > an ulterior motive, having
noticeable, for now she is playing rope pulling dance tied this one a been promised a 50-50 split from
the brokers. The investment, while
a lady Instead of a baby. The rest bit earlier.
The book almost talked itself to not. worthless, proves to be readily
of the troupe was just the convenpurchased
in Mexico City for $40,000
tional stock company supporting death getting the plot planted. The
material, with the exception of John story of an eccentric millionaire who against the $200,000 asked for by
That accounts for
T. Doyle and Miss Doucet, who were dies, leaving treasure planted on his the brokers.
and
better, and Beth Martin, who was estate and conceals the location on their willingness to split half
a pink slip of paper hidden in a half and for Acton's promise of a
worse.
Standish
collegiate
the
for
new
car
hotel
close
by,
have
is
similar in theme
The whole venture seems to
been floated on a thin dime. It has to another Broadway comedy now if he influenced his elder sister in
tho purchase. Acton releases Mnry
a chance to get its Investment back. running.
Barton as the rich man's com- from her promise and the KenIt may even go further than that,
weaving the
continues
for in a season when "Abie's Irish panion gleans much lucre by playing tucklan
of the
Rose," which started similarly at upon the cupidity of the treasure dream picture he started
grass disblue
In
the
estate
country
the same house, goes Into its second seekers by planting numerous pink
trict where all the Standishes could
New York year maybe the public slips and selling the locations to the live.
yearns for the return of those dear summer guests.
The play elicited hearty response
Robert Halliday, as the hotel
old archaic fizzes of absurdity
the star responding
though the fate of "My Aunt from owner's son, Is the male lead. He is continuously,
epeech.
curtain
pithy
with
a.
a
clean
cut,
hrndsome chap, with
Ypsilanti" said otherwise.
His Holmes' Kentucky drawl was imThere is one set. not a costly on^. an excellent singing voice.
was
well
support
The
press!
ve.
manner
of
reading
lines,
times
at
The action at the doors Is so fiercely
balanced, Leon Cordon clicking in
continuous and so violently strenu- reminiscent of the leader of a high
Anna Davis as
the Acton part.
ous that the opening and shutting school debating society, could be less
Working opposite Mabel Mary was sedately in contract to
had already worn great patches o' stagey.
Withee. the ingenue. Halliday and the frivolous flapper creation of
paint oft them in the fortnight «»f
Miss Mears
she
had
the
nearest approach to a Marion Mears' Hose.
trying it on the dog.
catchy song In "We Two," which was somewhat flustered through
If "Cold Feet" can play to $7,070
owed a* much tg the voices as the first night nervousness at the beBiltmo-e
the
make
can
week,
it
a
ginning, but it soon wore off. Jeane
lyrics.
Production Co., Ltd., rich, for th«*
Miss Withee was sweet and con- Greene in a flapper stenog role was
east 's not expensive and the capital ventional as the hair dresser in the a constant delight.
banks.
advanced will break no
Tho action takes place in two
hotel who loved the boy for himself
All this sarcastic comment mustn't and finally starts him on the road to sets, the first and third acts being
be allowed to create an impression fame and fortune.
an interior in the Standish apartin the readers' minds that "Cold
A Rood looking dancing chorus of ment and the second act laid in
It
Feet" isn't uproariously funny.
office
in
the Woolworth
1C Rirls. mostly ponies and mediums, Acton's
No farce ever went much lower were attractively costumed and building.
is.
Abel
Into the realms of delirious impos- danced often.
M. Francis Weldon
sibility for its guffaws, but it g^'s staged the dance numbers and did a
them. The humor is alcoholic, sec- tirst rate Job. Six gentlemen f the
ond-hand, physical, prop, knock - ensemble rounded out the chorus.
down-and-drag-out and peppered
Both of the two acts were played
with gags that have been given the in one set. with no attempt at a proair on the small vaudeville time. duction flash other than the cosYe\ there are many laughs yea, tumes, which wfj^ adequate but not
And where there ire roars— elaborate.
roRrs
Mary Robson, as Mafrom the critics and from the seat- dame I>e Cordez, an adventuress, was
there is always a chance a picture in a green evening gown.
holderr
London, May 6.
youthful
Sisters,
Swanson
for prosperity. 'Cold Feet'' has that Th«>
Only a few months ago Edward
kind of a chance, for there are thou- blonde misses, also dressed their
Percy, hitherto an unknown author,
sands IK New York and elsewher-' roles becomingly.
Harry and Grace Ellsworth, from had a play produced in London
just as ill-bred and just as abysmally dumb as the characters 'n vaudeville, were programed but did called "If Four Walls Told' rather
not appear.
this srream. and to them it migln
Of tho women MIkh Cavanaugh successfully and ran a few months
seem to be Inspired comedy.
in the West End.
Alban B Llmput
y, darned and played her way to
Lad.
?1

TRESPASSES

—

could

would
prob-

ably run with the weather, but that
W| H not alter the fact it Is quite

•musing as a comedy and very
bright and very amusing as an
English remedy.
fiiw e.

Sophie . ... k ...
Kelly

DEW DROP

...... 01«*nn

.....,,AniieU* B«<tt
Bmth Martin
Guy Pendleton
Catherine C. Douoet
lAui* D'Ardey
John T. Doyle

Y

—

.

All?"
have waited for the

C°»»* ^'•fiiir
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FOREIGN REVIEWS

Beside* which Mr. Man le made a
and gracious speech after the
second act
nice

We

Dana Abwley

E

<

We

"Aren't

r £rtJ!!?}
*•*•
I*r«wloe.

1

I

The there was the John Willoeks
of Geoffrey Millar, the heroic Australian, ae the other half of th?
Moon episode who playesi the gentleman at the crucial moment, having been pro-advised by note as to
the conditions; he was all by himself in
ing oi

nton

,

The fault over here will be the
Trousdale comedy starts on high In
first act, slows down to second
In the second, and In the third, after
being thrown into first, stalls for the
finale
That first act is, for an English-

that the British

A K

V

foreign record On
t duplicate iti
CJidway. Against that possibility,
CUrovec are the weather and the
3*y'« three speeds, or acts.

I

I

>

partner la selling "short'' and
the other man, with the aid of some
ior

friends, "bulls" the market, thereby

cleaning up a large sum of money
and ruining the young man. Then
he orders the young man out, but
the wife says she will go with him
and asks her husband to divorce
him.
He declines to do this, and
the wife decides to go away with
her lover as his mistress in lieu of

a more honorable
husband's

mother,

The

alliance.

a

woman who has had an

keen

old

interesting

career of her own, persuades the
husband to release the wife, and the
final curtain descends.
The character drawing is excellent and much of the dialog interesting, but the plot is hopelessly
old-fashioned with obvious progression.
Mr. Harding plays the
husband ia a manner suggesting the
old school of acting. This is especially manifest in "contrast to the
characterisation of the Junior partner by Francis Lister, whose work

modern lines.
a rather thankless
more passive than
active, and hence gives her a relatively small part.
The remaining
members are. adequate.
While the piece was well received
along

entirely

is

Doris Lytton has
role as the wife,

at the premiere, one left the theatre
less "unsatisfied" and fen
doubt as to the ultimate success.

more or

TMbb

A NIGHT OF TEMPTATION
London, May 7.
Following on the failure of "The
Orphans" with its big cast, including Lady Tree, the Melville Brothers
have gone back to the class of play
which has invariably proved popular and financially successful at
the Lyceum.

"A Night

of

Tempta-

tion," by Percy Gordon Holmes, ia
a frank melodrama of the Ruritanian type invented by Anthony
Hope and immortalized by Walter
Howard, who in his later years
never seemed to be able to get
away from mythical courts, princesses disguised as beggar maids
and princes as private soldiers.
This latest drama has little to
mark it from its predecessors, ex^
cept the villainy is not quite so
scowlingly full-blooded and the virtue not so palpably unnatural as
usual. The presentation is on a par
with the melodramas of the past
generation, with music set to the

dialog,

pedantic speeches, "asldea"

and soliloquies Interspersed with
comedy relief before the front drop
to give time to- set behind It, the
curtains descend upon "pictures"
with the performers posed and holding the pictures as in bygone days,
and so on.
There is a wicked queen who con-

demns the
shame with

beautiful prineess to
all the fervor of the
Melville bad though beautiful
villtflnesses.
There are also high-

many

placed

duty

government

It is to

officials

whose

provide the comedy.

The story chiefly tells how the
wicked Queen Catharine hates the
beautiful

Princess Viola for her
pure beauty and virtue. After a
tiff or two
Queenle" gets her own
back, or thinks she does, by ordering the princess to become the mistress of a soldier, Paul Azario. Paul
does not seem particularly keen on
the seduction, but, being a soldier*
obeys orders and carries the princess away.
Then comes the night
of temptation. Paul has a bad time
wrestling with the devil, but eventually conquers, being helped by a
'

violent storm, which reminded him
there was such a thing as retribution just when the devil had made
him throw the princess down onto
a couch. In the end Paul marries
the princess and all ends as a Lymelodrama should.
The piece is waell-staged and the
storm effects are particularly effective.
The cast Is excellent and includes I>» nn is «Neil son -Terry as the
heroic Paul, Mary Merrall as the
snow-white princess and Violet
Fnrebroth* r as the wicked queen,
who, however, turns out quite respectahle an noon as she finds her

cum

i

ota

have

failed.

Jolo.

»

—

.

»
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NEXT WEEK
(MAY 28)
THBATRU

BILLS

IN VAUDRVBL,L1
hojiti open for the week with Monday
I

(All

Adloated

matlt —,

w:,*a

otherwise

<ot

)

The

bill,

The

minnv

below art grouped

divisions aocordlng to booking offices supplied

Id

Lorr'ne's Serenad'rs
Xd half

Proctor's OSth Kt
2d half (24-27)
II
Stern A Band
Janet of France

•Fortun<>lio A
I-ou Tellsgen

Tom Burke

C
Co

Emma

Leon
Savoy A Urennan
Oakeg A DeLour
Oreat

(Two

McNally Kelly A D
Schwartz A Clifford
Lorr'ne'a Serenad'rs

Stanley A Atree
Billy Borema p,

Karl

AUKNTOWN,

Co

(One

Victor Graff

1st half (28-30)

A Houghton

Norwood A Hall

Ruby Raymond
(Two to fill)
2d half

S

VARDON

(31-3>

Meitnda A Bade
(Others to

(Others to fill).
Keith's Royal
Gretta Ardine Co
•B'njatnin Kossover
Out of Knickers
Fleurette Jeffre

Hugh Herbert Co
M^ehan A Newman

1st half

Lloyde N.ivada Co
Goets A Duffy
7

Main

Porter J White Co
Bob be A Stark

Mora

fill)

Edwards A Bdw'ds
Proctor's tSd St.
•Friend In Need
2d half (24-27)
A A F 8tedman
Billy Hughes Co
(Two to fill)
Jay C Flippen

cm

1st half

-jo.

"Mary." "The Merry Widow," "Up

In

the Clouds." "Npiee of !•«," nnd others.
Daniels A Walter*
Jack Little
Four Phillips

II

The Poster

A Mary Ann

(Ons

Stoning

Jack Wilson Co

A A F Stodman
(Others to fill)
Moss* Franklin

Co
Rockwell A Fox
Billy Arlington

8 A H Everett
Bernard A Oarry

Ollb'rt

Id half
Julia Gerrity
(Others to fill)

Shaw

Lillian

Now Located nt
LA SALLE ST.. CHICAGO, ILL

RANDOLPH

Keith's Hamilton

Shaw

Lillian

Frank Dixoit Co
McOrath A Deeds
M Clifton & Partn'r
(Two to fill >
2d half
Seed A Austin
•Friend In Need

The Diamonds
Canova
Murray A Alan
(One

to

Hawthorne A Cook
Dorothy Byton Rev
Lavore

A.

Duncan

Canova
Kafka A Stanley
(Two to fill)
2d half

Shaw A

Lei-

Arliuglon Cs
Hob Hall
Billy

Morelle's

(Two

to

Dogs

Fur man A Evans

The Diamonds
Murray A Alan
Morelle's Dogs
(Two to fill)

Hllllar.l

(Others to

Anderson & Oravei
Joe Laurie Jr
Miil'.i.i A Bart
F. Keith's

Clown Ken
Block A Dunlap
B Folsom A Band
I

Polly

Solar

2d half

•Chas Reader
Harris # \ aughn
Wilton Sisters
Stevers A Lovejoy

Driftwood

C Minstrels

of

Keith's Orpheum
Singers Midgets

Eary A Eary

A Drew

Combe A Nevlns

Miss

Oliver A Olf
(Others to till)
Moss' Flat bash
it Patterson Ce
Chung Wha Trio

Bath Bros

Les Golds
(One to till)
Kettles Grernpoint
2d half (21-27)

A

fill)

A Bobbins

Neapolitan Duo
Sager Mldg»ly Co
Coogan & Casev
Lldell A Gibson

Abel

Ne.nl

Mystery

Bird Cabaret

Booth A Nina
Marilyn Dexter

Hippodrome

M A A

Clark
Murphy A Clark

Fondell Four

Harry Walking
f'ook £ Oatman
Derrick Hart io
Weaver Droa

fan HoVen

Palme
Bnder Ln

Veil'.-

El Rey His
Laura Plerpont
Gilbert Wells

.In-

Co

Be van A Flint
Senator Ford

Moody A Duncan

1st half

(28-30)

Kennedy Bros
(Others to fill!
2d half (31

The

Miller
Proctor's 125th St.
2d half (24-27)

Lahr A Mercedes
Win Edmunds Co

Bowers Co

Wilb.-rt A Dawson
Nell O'Connell

Kltnii

•8
4

to

Caul Sis (•>
2d half
Johnny Clark Co
Beynolds Tr*o
Stanley Chapman
Shriner A- Fill
The shacrocka

(28-20)

Blue
lOthers

1>

Co

A

II Kverett
California!!.-.

Al Stryker

2d hair ("1")
May A Pinto Co

Four Phillips
Rubin A Hall
Daniels A " alters
Flaherty A Stoning

2<l

-

in.

(Sin)

half

Reeney

Bent Re%

.*

Davig &
(Others

I'.-n-

to

fill.

Th

'

Sist-rs
i';..«r

t"j>
i

Thank You Doctor
Watts A Hawley

Nellie

V

Primros

>

RICnMOND

Hammond's

<

»r>

h

to

fill)

2d half
I

Bernard

Lillian

AT THE HARP
1st

Imperial

Walters

and OLIVER

-lie

Child-.

VERNON

Olaen X Johnson
Block * Bunion
(Others to nii>

(Two

Pair of DetiCNi

(Two

T.n

to

fill)

East Side We.Mt

half

Win Edmunds

i

'

Bijou
(Jacksonville up!

i

1st 111!
-vart A M't

Crack
e tne

-

Praetor's
te .t Rhle!di

til-.-'

A

to

!t

r,,.,

hslf

I

ah

1«.|.-

Worsley
Harry Breen
The iti adn

LOS ANGELES

Olympia

.

I.

in..

•„

n

Clayton A Edwards
Fannie Brice
J A E Connelly
Geo Olsen Band

Hill Street

Howard

ST. PAUL
Palace
Wellington Cross
Tempest A D'kins'A
Pedestrianlsm
Wright A Dietrich
Lucas A Inex
Rubeville

A

Charles Irwin

L0EW

Stcrnad's Midge:.?
2d half

Edouard
•Alma Brahnm

NEW YORK

C<

State

half

Lutes Bros
Betty Washing
Jack Norton Co
Bill Robinson

A Bro

Willie

Herman Timberg
Amaranth Sis

Golden Bird
Greeley Square

BAN

Frank Shields

fill)

—GERTRUDE

EARLE and RIAL REVUE
HEADLINING

W.

V. M. A., B. F. Keith (Weste rn)

Amerfrnn
Jim Felix

i

Harris A Morey
Wtston Co
Dave Thursby
Mack A Lane

Celia

Corinne Arhacklc
Basil A Allen

'

Bance A'ari>>tieH
Sharkey Ri.th &
Smith A Kennedy
Mignon

Wearer Bros

<"sm'p'lita.) D.nc'rs

M

l

Fondell»4

DAYTON
B. F. Keith S
•Caul .Sis'er<

A A Irate

Margaret
?d

half
-

,-C

l

ay

Herman Berrens
Smith \
Justa

vacation

Nnfh

Marshal!

I

i

Dave Thursby
Barr Mayo
K
(One to fill »

&

Carl

Prank

Mystery

\ .<

(< »'ii.-t *

Seal Abel
Bird Cabaret

34

<LP.%E1.ANn
Read's Hipp.
Bennetr to
Harry Watklas
Cook A Oatman
»B irrlt It a (tat
Crystal

i

1,,

n..

.

nn

Chuum

c Khers

to ni.

i

>

DETROIT
la S»He Gurden-4
•Aaron | Kelly
v
Lomeei
ti
Primrose 4
«

s.\. ii-

t

•

(

.

1

.1

M.i

I

•

i

I

In..
t

i. !> >

R
B.a

•

.-

i

I.

,1

La

it-

it

u
I

ts

»

e..o-;

Chadwlcl ^ Tuvmr
Newhofi
Phelps
Smith « N irh
lit
D •• C3
.-

!•
.

If

Natisaal

"

.v

\

Sn
I--

.v

••

Fay Rash
t'uli.i.s

U

RlltO

half

Fern Ci^. Ion
Sain

A

hslf

Th» Fa vis
Albert

Hail

,v
Elliot
.j'l'niir
»"r,.
la ail)
t

•

i

•:•!

Johnn> ClorH
Mabei Drew

B

half

Stanley

Ii.o

Harry It
rvni niariiiR

.-:

VI.

iiuif

DogH

Lillian's

Corinne Arbud.le
Adrian
Morley Blstsrs
Delanrey street
Lillian's Dogs
Dolly Wllsen Pg
Antrim \ Vale

% letorta

A Rouh.ii*

I

2d half

BOB—

Power's Elephant
2d half
Grace Edler Co
Perrone A Oliver
Marino A Martin
Alex Hyde's Or -it
(one to iii!

summer

Lincoln Square
Rose A Dell
Jean Boydeii
White Black A U
Adrian
Russo Tics A R

Melnpute Duo
Chadwick A Taylor
Wainwright
Evans A Wilson

(Two* to

C

CIRCUIT

Justa

Marshall Co
2d halt
Margaret A Alvarez
Carl A Inez

hi

Olympia

Palace
Bary A Eary
Orren A Drew
Bath Bros

CITY

The Faynes
Leddy A Leddy
Tlmberg A Darling
Murray A Maddox
Herman Timberg

Palace
1st

Tillio

Toney A Norman

A H

Coleman Sisters
Renard A West
Roxy La Rocca

CAMBRIDGE

•Mi-<s

|

(Sunday Opening)
Blossom Seeley
Boreo
Wilbur A Adams

Ben Welch

LYNN, MASS.
Kane's Marionenes

Bingham Beach. South Royalton.

nin

2d
•

Orpheum

Ll*\'«''-!'.-

rj.,.; v

A Roas
A Vernon
Robt Gordone
Snell

Dooley A Storey
Six Hassan:}

NEW BEDFORD

suggests for your

Auditorium

SCIIF.NF*T\DV
i

Wyeth A Wynne
Joe Darcey
(Three to fill)

BOB MURPHY "and"

Kere

Bobby McLean Cs

Adier

Main Street
Tar mark
Gene Greene

Mar\i-ll

WINSTON s\||

Murray a Gerrlsh
Kennedy & »(••

.Te

,

M DOVe

i

J

tVih
!>.
HutiiH's

Claret

KANSAS CITY

2d half
Kane's Marionettes

Emma Raymond

Telaak A Dean
.lack Norton Co
Bill Robinson
Three Longfieirfi

F.

Diero

.

Great Johnson

& O'Dan

SAVANNAH

Eddie Nelson
Praacii a Johnnii

.»
t

B"t> Albrigh'
Td halt

Morris
Lone Star Four

SI

Kay
•Fiveck*

Dolly

The Briants
r

Will

Kellaan

TAB

Hale

.

Golden Gate
(Sunday Opening)
Bronson A Baldwin.

Kelton
PAS
Emerson A Baldwin

G MacFarlane Co
Healey
Blnns A Grill

W

CINCINNATI

•Blue Bros
•P A I. Bruch

VA.

Roanoke
Tang A Haley
Brown a Whltski

(Sunday Opening)
Mrs R Valentino

Empire
Edouard
•Alma Braham Co

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

nil)

to

A Sis
A Oliver
A Martin

Vail

Joe Darcey
Stepping Fool»
2d half
Carr A Brey

M

»

Frank Whitman
The Skattelles
Sylvester Family
SAN lit \N( isco

Orpheum

FALL RIVER

MANCHESTER

Power's Elephants
(One to fill)
Strand

Nerret A Mann
Alex Hyde's Or< h

Blrn<

WHITi: PLAIN
Lynn

a WaUers

ROANOKE.

Word

A

Stanley

Pntnnan Bids.

DBS MOINES

Whirlwind Four

Nerret A Mann
Sternad's Midget*

Central Square
Carr A Brey

KEITH CIRCUIT

half

fill*

2d half

Perrons

WILMA

and

4

Smith A Barker

Sis

Wyeth A Wynne

R

Awkward Age

>

"Jeremiah Wiltna Ketch"
Playing

cdOS B'wny

Stiles

La Vail A
Geo Mack

McKisslck

to

A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

fill)

Gordon's
Crace Edler Co
Jarvis A Harrison
Vernon Stiles

(Two

.

R

Oflelal Oontlat to the

2d half
A Harrison

BROCKT'N. MASS.

Marino

MONTREAL

I'ro. tor's

Four

Jimmy Lucas Co
(Two

Orpheum
Fireside Reveries

The Sheik
Leon Vavara

Coleman Sister*
Renard A West
Roxy La Roc,ca

Anita
Miss Cupid

Dufranne
Barrett A Cuneen
Jack Lavier

Montana

14 half (tt-57)

Nich

N.Y.

Olympic

Cieorge

Jugglelund

MT.

Sisiers

WATERT'WN.

Melroy Sisters

spl.t

(Sunday Opening)
Maurice Diam d Co
Ton) Cray Co
-u Bros

Andereon Sis
Mel Klee
Bits Dance Hits
6

Mitty

Schick tig Manikins
(One to fill)

B. F. Keith's

OAKLAND, CAL.
Frank Mclntyre

Don Valerlo t
Roys Maye A B
Orphenm

Wayne A Warren

PORTLAND. M F.

Sabini

Althea Lucas Co
Wells A West

Clara

K Watson

Jos

.l-.iii

Palace
Clin on

Aaron A Kelly
Lambert A Fish

l.t-ltsys

Pressh r <v Ki
Lorner Girls

Harry J Conley

half

Freda i Xn'hnt;.
Art Mehllnger

IISUIO"

DKTBOIT

V. Y.
Proctor's

Cupids

l

<

ALBANY,
The
Dore

1st

a "Song Symphony"
ORPHFCM CIRCUIT

in

.in

Ellis

Lew Wilson

Miachuia
Welch Mealy A M
Towers a Wallace

FAT

Cummins A White
Glanville A Sand'rs

Hal Skelly

Four Aces
OeOC Morgan
Al K Hall Co
Ann Cray
Helen Ware Co
Kerr A Weston

Stan Stanley 3
Eddie Miller Co

KETCH

Orphenm

fill)

ASSISTED BY

(New Orleans

—

Hennepin
(Sunday Opening)
Frank Fa mum Co >
Laddy Tsen Mei
Rice A Werner

DENVER

Geo Mack

Rasso
Ross A Ludovlc
Creedon A Davis
Scanlons' A Dennos'
(One to fill)

MINNEAPOLIS

Ireland

(Sunday Opening) Cross A Santora
Dance Creations
Billy Glason
Whiting A Burt 41 Yost A Clody

R. F. Keith's

A Bro
B Hughes A Polo T

1st

tllli

t'»

to

Brooks

Mack A Marlon
Frozlnl

Johnny Regay Co
Gordon's Olympia
(Washington St.)

A

Whitfield

WASHINGTON

MOBILE

TR1X

PERRONE

(Two

"VOCAL VARIETY"

COUNT

fill)

Bobbe A Stark
8

Bernard A CarryHerbert Clifton

Keith's

Howard A Lynn
Jimmy Lu^as Co

A Lloyd

Plsks

A Knapp

Ritter

1st half

1st half (28-30)

A

lin .mis

(Others to fill)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (21-27)

(Two

Jean LaCros*
Toyland Follies
Ruloff

Fern A Marec

Carnival of Venice

A Warren

Crossed Wires
Dei Chain Co

.

Van Hoven

Thus I* Jackson Co
Mabel Ford Co
•Eric Phillips Co
Lydeli A Macey
Harry Jolson Co

Louise

1

Awkward Age

Rose Selden

Lyric

BenO Moll A Carl
Shone & Squlrei
Frances A Hume
Morgan A Binder

Bernard

Lillian

Tno

Tr

St <>Mf»o

fill)

Stanley A Birnes
(Others to fill)
2d half
Anita
Miss Cupid

Davis

Lyric
(Norfolk split

Clark

>*eg&~y

to

Colonial

PITTSBURGH

R. F. Keith's
Taul Decker Co

A

Harper

(Two

I'TICA, X. Y.

B Anderson A Pony
Henry A Adelaide

Walsh A

Bob Bob A Bobby

Mac Soverign

fill)

Whirlwinds

Wood

Britt

Chong A Moey
Gordon's Olympia

Jack Benny
White Bros

Fred Hughes Co
Ned Nor worth

2d Half
Lusters
Gocdie A Sisto

Vernon

I«ke
Opening)
Fantasy

of

Gibson A Connelli

2

H

Sisters

Freed Harrison Co

Irene

Wlnsor McKay

Anger A Packer
•Lesson for Wires

Gray

Palace
Opening)
Franklin
Jean Adair Co
Moore A Kendall

(Sunday

O'Neil

State

(Sunday

Land

Kramer
Danny Dugan Co

to

A

Steppe

J Barry
Casting Stars

(Two

MILWAUKEE

H

A

Little Cottage

Redmond A Wells

Mr A Mrs

Jarvis

Eastman A Moore

PHILADELPHIA

LOWELL

DAYTON
B.

A Band

Morgans'

Bennett Co

Crystal

(Others to

•Eddie Ross
S.Ballentlne

(Scranton Split)
1st Half
A Marion

Homer Romaine

(Scollay Square)

Girls

Follls

Ruby Raymond 2
Edwards A Edw'ds

half

Id

CLEVEL\NB

Dave Ferguson Co

Adelaide A Hugnes
J "Rube" Clifford

Tom Smith
Wills

(Others to fill)
2d half (31-3>

3

W

fill)

2d half
Hector

Lawton

Dr. M. Q. CARY
N.
Cor. State end Randolph Sta
Hiji uml floor over Drug Store
Bntrance 6 W. It indolph St. CHICAGO

A Marconi

to

Gas Edwards Ret ae

BOSTON KEITH CLKCUIT

A Oz
Chester A Devere

Bert Levy

Prices within reason to the profession.

Byran A BrodSrlck
Beegee A Quepee

(One

B. F. Keith's
Fr'nklyn Charles Co
Bailey A Cowan
Francis Arms
Valerie Bergerle Co

DENTIST

PA.

Fields"

Hall

Poll's

(Wilkes-Bre Split)
1st Half
DeWItt A Meyers

Carleton
BAH
•Hearts A Flowers

fill)

A

Birdie

Poll's

Buckridge Ca^ey Co
Burns A Lynn

Broadway

Mary Young Co

irren

SCRANTON,

C

Third S e aa ew with

"

WORCESTER

A Howard
Danny Dugan Co

Richards '&

George

fill

The Reuters

Allman

W

Toto

The Fen lured Juvenile Dancer aad
Clever Mimic

Katert'n'rs

4

Ger'rd

McDonald S
Aunt Jemlna

Opening)

CHESTER FREDERICKS

A Woods

to

Entertainers
Bensee A Baird

A

Margaret Paduta

'

RV

LaFlour
Marcus A Burr
Around the Corner

Millership

(One to fill)
•Looking Backw'Al

Palace

(Sunday

Poll's

Ann Suter

.

half

Norrina

Mora Co

Silber

R' hards

Van A Schenck
Howard A Clark

Sa mated

Zeller

A

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

WILKES BARRE

Harry Kahne
2d Half

fill)

2d

Palace

Entert'nrs

Ward A

(One* to

CHICAGO

Around the Coruer
Marcus A Burr
Gus Fowler

A

Cornelia

Donnegan A Sieger
Davies Co

•Mack A Velm'r Co

Mildred Parker
Reed A 8elman

Boston

to

Chief Caupol'.caa
Dooley A Sales
Emllle Lea A Co

WATER Bt

Knapp A

W

Snow

Lusters
2d Hair

2

Ube*4y

PAD! < All, KY.
Orpheum
Maxk A Salle

A

fill)

TERRE HAUTE
Tom

DeSarto

Mildred Parker
5 Entertainers
Anger A Packet

Goelette

fill)

BOSTON

1st half (28-30)

Sisto
Sis

(One to

Three Alexs

The Reuters

•

S

Russell

Harris

McCormack A

Anderson

Lucille DuBois
T Claire's Co

Perez

Awkward Age
Henshaw A Avery

half
Tressie

2d Half
Hazel Moran

Hall

Palace

KEITH and ORPHEUM
IF YOU PLEASE

A

Moran A Mack
•Boeder A Dean

A

A

t

fill)

2d half
Daviea Co

Tom

Knapp A Cornelia
B'Way to Bowery

Bowery

to

to

2d

Frank DeVoe

Mel Klee

(One

NEW HAVEN

at the piano

(Two

(One

Winnipeg

Colvln
Ibach'e

Zeller

Ibach's

GURNEIX ANDERSON

Jahrl

Edith La-Mont
Doylo A Christy

Baird
Wives

HARTFORD

half

Drockiuan Rev

BOSTON

Vernon Owens Orch
Ten Eych A Wiley
Bloom A Sher

Casey

half

LONG BRANCH

II

for

A

Hcnsee
•Le-son

2d Half
Vim Baldwin 3
A Good
Reed A Selnian
•Gilbert Kinney

HOWARD

Neapolitan Duo
Sager Midgley Co
Coogan A Casey
Yip Yaphankers
Lldell A Gibson

1st

Dolly

Colvln

and

Lawton

Sterling Four
Ha\l.-y A Porter
Patrtcola

A

Babcock

(One to

BROCKMAN

Booth A Nina
Marilyn Dexter
Marie A Ann Clark

B'Way

4.

IND.

Axman

Jack George

Harry Kahne

Kramer

Birdie

Gus Fowler

Sheldon Pis

half

Calvin A O'Connor
Sabbott A Brooks

LaFlour

Goelette

9J

T. WILTON
WE ARE PLEASED

SO,

McCormick A W
Murphy A Clark
Jim Morgan Band
2

A

Perex

Silvt-rs

ALF

Palate

Arcade
(Savannah split)

<

N. J.

Capitol

Sankus A

PLEASED

INDIANAPOLIS

National

•K

Let

flir>

LOl 1SVII IE

(Others to

MAP

Wah

fill)

Palace

Miles from B Way
Al Herman
Dress Rehearsal
Hcaly A Cross

TRENTON.

We pleased the patrons, that
pleased the Managers, that
that
Bookers,
the
pleased
pleased our Representative

2d half
Russell A Marconi
Wah Let Ka

JACKSONVILLE

Willie

2d Half

Morgan A Binder
Caul Sis A Co

Bobby Jackson

Majestic
A Fallon
to

Bits of Dance Hits
Mlllership A Ge'rd

Now

Strand
Australian

Palace
Hazel Moran

•Oordi

Capitol

ii

Moore

SP'GFIELD, MASS.

C

A Kinney

(tilbert

Val Vox.

J.

of June

(One to fill)
Palace

Ward A

fill)

CINCINNATI

Beaumont Sis
Bob Bob A Bol>b>

(Others to fill)
Keith's 81st St.

to

"BIRMINGHAM

It.

2d half
Zeno Moll A Car',
stars of Yesterday
Francis A Hume

Majestic
2d half (2127)

Edmunds Co
A Bennett
Brooks A Ross
(Two

Wanka

Van Baldwin Trio
Allman A Howard

(31- 3)

Wm

Dore's Celebrities

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Reynolds Trio

The Sharrocks
The Cansinos

fill)

N.

Week

Inc.

JEWELERS

West 4Sth Stress

KOKOMO.

HEADLINING PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Chapman

A C#

Telephone Bryant 1513
4

JACK POWELL SEXTETTE

Crisp Sis

BROOKLYN

2d half

Johnson

2d half

to

M

Dave A

fill)

Frank DeVoe

fill)

HEMMENDINGER,

E.

2

Snow A Norinne

half

PATLRSON.

Jarrow

Keith's Dushwick

M'Carlon A Marccn
Johnny Burke

fill)

Moss' Regent

Olaen

Bob Albright
8 Blue Demons

Little

Keith's Jefferson

Holmes
Moody

6611

Yorke A King
Rhodes A Watson

tlllt

Bernt A Partner
Douglas A Earl
Dave Harris

ADER

F.

Bell

(Slhreveport split)
1st half

1st

The Chicago Theatrical Lawyer
Phone

A

Beban A Mack
B Sherwood A Bro
BATON KOI GE
Columbia

2d half

WILLIAM
II SO.

<

Ray A

(Two

(Others to

fill)

A

Henry

The Sterlings

B. F. Keith's

Stanley

Lytell A Fant
D'marest A Collet te
Daly Mack A Daly

Ormsbee A Remig
(Two to fill)

(Two

Fenton A Fields
Flo Lewis Co
Irving Fisher
Creole Fashion PI
May Vohe ^ Band

Columbia

Frank Dixon Co
H A palmar Rev
Rockwell A Foe

A Most
Hohemian Life

Newell

Princess

Mary In nd

FAR ROCKAWAY

Bob Hall
Kay Hamlin & Kay
(One to mil

Moon

Girl In the

to fill)
1st half (2«-30>

Sisters

Alice's Pete
Tressle

Carl Frances

Joe Roberts

Poll'*

Johnny Clark Co

i'o

Warren A Jackson
NORt-I.Ok
Academy
(Richmond f»plit)
1st

to

Runaway

Dove

Murray

A

A Romaina

(Two

Lavelle

BRIDGEPORT

TOLEDO

A Rauh

Briscoe

N. J.
Praetor's
2d half (24-27)

Deagon A Mack

BALTIMORK

to fill)

2d half (31 3)
Ruloff A Elton
Kenny A Hollis
Herbert Clifton

2d half

Armstr'ng A

A

Flaherty

Sis
Dili

Girl

ELIZABETH.

Flak

Syko

Valentine

Keith's I or dim m
Seed A Austin

Kred Oray

Wrons

Right or

Brown A

Ann Suter

(Others to

Beeman A Crace
Maxneld A Co. son

Mlns

Edwards A Edw'ds

Joe DeLler
The Son Dodger

•Walter Gilbert

Palace.

(Mobile split)
1st half

HARRDJBI'RG, PA.

half

Williams A Clark
Dainty Marie

HARRY

D' ANDREA and WALTERS
Featured Dancers
ALWAYS

split)

Nathano Bros
Jay A Wesson

A Hager

Moore

CRCKLE

Fleming
(One to

Lyric
1st

Flynn's

Josie

Laura Ormsbee Co

Lelghton A Jones
2d Half
Market A Gay
Bobby Jackson Co

University

fill)

Cahill

Kerr
Leon

2d half

NEW OBMIVNS

Al Stryker

(Birmingham

Edith Helena Co
Harry Tsuda

Sisters
(Others to fill)

Olcott

ATLANTA

Odd Chaps

Fleming

A Meek

ii

B'kridgc Casey Co
•Roeden A l- in

Hawthorne A Cook

td half

Alexand'ra A Smith
•Hearts A Flowers
(One to fill)

(One

Harris * Vauitlin
wiiipn Maters
Stovers A Lovejoy
2d naif
Doyle A Christy

Leedom A Stamper
Ben Meroff A Banl

The Comebacks
A Mary Ann

Norwood A Hall

(Others to

RICHMOND. IND.
Lady
Dave

Lawton
Yaphankers

pou's cntcuiT

A Ensign
A Dawn
Lee A Mann
Stanley A Atree
•Mr A Mrs Darrow

BAH
Cook

W

(Others to fill)
2d half

A Ladies
Kenny A- Holils
Carter A •Cornish
Lacea

Mack A Marion

fill)

td half
•Lottie Athertoa
Wallace A Clyde
Big City 4
Bllnore Pearde Ce

fill)

Palace

Sally Beers

Proctor's

Joe*

PERRY

to

F DeMar A Ban4

(Others to

Murphy A Clark
McCormack A
Snow A Norrine

Hill

1st hair (-5-23)

T.

td half (14-27)
Flashes

Monde

2d half
Carleton

half

Sherman A Rose

Street

(Two

Follies Girls

A Roberts
Victor Graff
S Wayman A Carr

Dun. thy Russell Co
Daniels A Walters

•Chas Reader

(Others to fill)
2d half (31-2)

Olcott

Irwin

Southland Enter

Fenner

and

G Yeoman A Lizzie
Rome A Gaut

Mac Soverign

Lew Paiges Orch
Miller A Capman

AMBIRY PARK

Fern A Marie
Joe DeLler

(Others to

Girls

A

Beeser

The Son Dodger

(Others to fill)
Moss' Callsew.
Alleen Stanley

Cook Mortimer A
The Comebacks

Browne

Howard's Ponies

(2S-30)

A Johnson

Olaen

half

2d

Rockwell A Fox
3 Fleming Sis
Cevene Troupe

Burt

Girls

A Irwin
Howard's I'onies

fill)

J Flynn's Minstrels

BRl NSW'K
State

P\XTAOKS CIRCUIT

HKADI.IXIN'C

Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (24-27)

Pierce A Kyan
Vsn Cello A- Mary
Jim McWIIIlams
Allman A Harvey
Moss' Broadway
Crafts A Haley
Lahr A Mercedes
Harrison Daktn Co
Florence Brady
The Delands

Wayman A C

8

Rubin A Halt
Ferry Corwey

Margie Poate

Hector
Dave Ferguson Co
Mohr A Eldridge

Besser

2d

Fenner A Roberts

to fill)

Sully

Brown

7

PA.

NEW

Able O. H.
Lloyde Navada Co
Ooeix A Duffy

Orpheum

Sultan

Keith's RUrrslde
Savoy A Brennan
Burke A DurKin
Qertrude Barnes
A A L Roger*
Moore A Freed
Compliments of S

A

fill)

Julia Ring

to All)

Anderson

to

EASTON, PA.

2d half

(One

Keith's Palace
•Joe Fejer Hand

Duo

Bellls

K.

Praetor's

B. F. Keiths

Stars of Future
(Others to fill)

KEITH CIRCUIT

YONKERS,

SYRACUSE

A Wolfus

Williams

KEW

Morrlaadt Townes
Cupids Close Up
Pressler A Klalas
Gilded Cage

Hammonds Band
INDIANAPOLIS

LKFFKRTR AYENUE.
GARDENS. L. I.

1*1

Phone Richmond

The LeRays

N. J.
Proctor'*

denote* act Is doing new turn, or rsappsarlng aftsr sbssnes
from vaudeville, or appearing In city where llstad for ths first tun*.

HUGH HERBERT

Dunbar
DAD
A Lind

Howard

NEWARK,

nam*

M

(Others to fill)
td half (Jl-S)
•Laces A Ladies
Carter A Cornish
(Others to Hi)

In

NKff YOltK CITY

Band

Meroff

Leedom A Stamper

whlcb thsse bill* are printed doss not dsnots tba relative
Importance of sots nor thslr p-ogram positions.
* bsfois

Chas A
McNally

1st half (tS-I«)

Ben

«•

..^

|

• f

:

—
May

Thursday,

££&

VARIETY

24, 1023

Ian» A I-ons;
Mallon & McCabe
liuaio Mania -

2d bslf

Murpliy

"SIR"

Orphesm
llase)

Bass

Walter Manthey Co

Hanley
j>0lly Wilson Co
AI Lester Co

Young*
Hoffman A

&

Allen

& Brown

&

Brooks

Tom

Harry Mason Co
Bernsrd A-Leena
7 Honey Boys

Tack A Clara

Berber Rs*
2d half

Bflly

Dyer Co
Lou Dee Co
• Fremont Bent'n Co
I*hr A Kennedy
irt

State

Mankln

Mclntyre A H'lcmb
Boh Ferns

<Oae to nil)

AveMM B

M'mford A Stanley
Indian Reveries

•Masie Lsnette
Bsland A Knight
Fred Weber Co
Xtrksmlth Sis
(Oas to nil)
Id half
O'Connor A Clifford

DAYTON
Wilson
Wilson

A A L

M

Montgomery Co

Lazar

F A

Losw
Zara Carmen

Jack Hanley

A B'r'tn
2d Half
B A L Walton

MEMPHIS

(Two

Gordon

Sonnia

Girlis

Del)

Manning
Harry Bardell

Class

•Relite Sisters

A Moray
Allen A Kirby
Murray A Maddox
Pago A Dyer
Sharkey Roth A H •Milette 81a A P
Ruaso Ties A R
MILWAUKEE
Wyeth A LaRuo
Fox A Kelly
Carey Bannon A M
Harry Abrama Co

Sisters

2d half

MONTREAL

.

Leew

8 Half Co

(Two

A

Victoria

Dupre

C A C McKaugh'tn
In Wrong

Co

Palaca
Hasaard A Spellm'n
Norton A Melnotte
Herman Berrens

Jean Granese
B Gardner A B
NEWARK, N. J.

Fred Weber Co
Mlgnon
Klrksmith Sis

(Three to fill)
2d half
MarJo Lunette
•B Cole A Coater

Jarrow
Leslie Co
(One to nil)
I.

A Bobby
Nerthlaine A Ward
Brans A Wilson
Al Lester Co

A T Hayden

Johnny Clark Co
Lillian Morton

Mack A Lane

Homer

A

A

Phelps

Allen

Girls

Co

ATLANTA
GraaA
Menroe A Great
Caaroy A Howard
Ling & Long
Mallon A McCabe
Music Mania
2d Half

La

Ella

NEW ORLEANS
Creeeeat
Joe A Agnes Riley
Arnold A Davis
Sherl'k Sis A Cl'tn
Irving Edwards
B Ritchie Co

Ford

A
A

Vail

Rolby ft Billy
Pr*d Schwarts Co
Joe Whitehead
'Lytell A Haul

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome

fill)

Rirmin<;ham
Bijou
Stanley A Stewart
Rente Smters
A "*n A Klrby
ft

ttettfl

Bennington A Scott
Cardo A Noll
Jimmy Savo Co
Royal Pekin Tr
PAL. PARK. N. J.
Leach LaQuinlan 3
Willis Karbe A Sis
•Blake's Mules

PROVIDENCE.
Will Stanton Co

Bayes A Smith
Arco Bros

Office

(Three
2d Half
Adelon A Brown
Chas Rorers Co
Harry Hines
IshlW.iwa Japs
to All)

to

flU)

ft

SPRINGFIELD
Broadway
•Ad^on ft Brown
«'h»«»

Rollers

fo

Harry Hine*
lehlkawa .Japs
(One to fill)

(One to

Black

(Two

fill)

2d half
A O'Doanell
to

fill)

FARGO.

N. D.

A

Rosa
Broderick-Wynn Co
(One to fill)
ST. LOUIS
Colombia
X

A Mack

Olca Miska Co
Charbot A Tortoni
Walter Weeme

SHE AN and PHILLIPS
Featured with

p'JVU

Id Half
Monro.- ft Orant
vraroj ft liowui.i

3823.

ail

the Juice pos-

(Fox Trot)
Ore heat ra.

— Broadway

Danes

YOU KNOW YOU BELONG TO
SOMEBODY EL8E — 8ame —
Edison Ho. S1 142
"Manniklna" number,

The

ob-

viously of Continental origin, has
been adapted by D. Onivas, the arranger, and makes an effective fox
trot It has the same martial suggestion that made "Parade of the
Wooden Soldiers" so appealing, and
is
excellently delivered
by the
Broadway Dance Orchestra.
The
banjo and saxes are to the fore In
both selections, the reverse side being distinguished by a number of
striking effects.

ANUSCHKA (Fox Trot)— Broadway
Dance Orchestra
THE NATCHEZ AND ROBERT E.

team

(Ted

Shapiro-Jack

Carroll) at the ivories, instead of
the orchestra? It suggests possi-

AGGRAVATING PAPA— Dolly Kay

bilities.

SEVEN OR ELEVEN—•ame—Cef.

M-A DOUBLE M-Y— Billy Murray-

(Veeal)

A

umbia No. 3828
couplet built to order for Dolly

Ed Smalle, with The Virginians. Kay, who interprets this popular
YOU'LL BE duet properly. Both selections are
MISSED— Aileen Stanley with quite well known, tho comedienne
The
Virginians Victor
No. Injecting considerable nuance Into
the lyrics, further distinguished by
19039.
The Virginians are a busy aggre- a highly descriptive orchestral acgation these days, what with mak- companiment.

DON'T THINK

—

SPORTS

Santiaco Trio

A

Barry
Maude Leone Co
Vardon A Ferry
Hannaford Family

White

(Open week)
World

WITH MUSIC MEN

ONA MUNSON

Columbia No.

from

panying

MEMPHIS

Sheika of Araby
Glenn Chester Co
Travel

Instrumsntal

HAWAII— Same-

On

nelleolalre Bros
G A H Parks
Jan Rubinl

Pantaces
Castleton

half

Mora A Reckless

Vol la
Stephens A Ho'l'ter
Three's a Crowd

PORTLAND. ORE.

Harry Bewley Co
(Two to fill)
2d
Coulter

Faatagea

La

Hawaiian

Quartet

Charles M. Smith has been engaged by Jack Mills to arrange
dance orchestrations exclusively for

The Loew- Metro baseball team
has booked the following games:

havfrom Carpentier. Johnny
May 19, at Catholic Protectory, Wilson is America's champion midFirst National; May 2«. at Van Cort- dle-weight. While McTlgue Is not
landt Park, Warner Pros.: June 2, credited with having beaten a great
Slkl, the Senegalese, the latter

ing

won

It

at Catholic Protectory, Fix Films; battler in tho colored fellow. It is
at Catholic Protectory, not thought ho would encounter
9,
Warner Bros; June 16, at Catholic much difficulty In disposing of
Big City 4
the firm.
Protectory. First National; June 23, Wilson. Through tho aftermaths of
Chamberlain A E
Capitol the two battles between Carpentier,
Larry Harklns Co
Protectory,
Catholic
Four Tamakis
The Victor Talking Machine Com- at
2d half
Paul Rahn Co
at Catholic Siki and McTlgue la Ireland and
pany has invited the board of gov- theatre, and June 30.
J A J Gibson
•Frieda Held
France, tho moat Interest over here
DuBall A McKenzle ernors of the Music Publishers' Pro- Protectory, Universal.
OALESBURG. ILL. McCormack A
would center in a boat between
tective Association to inspect the
Orpheaaa
G Demar A Band Victor
Frank Keeney got a tough break McTlgue and Carpentier, to aee how
plant at Camden, N. J., on
Rose
Flashes
Seven
A
Coulter
an
make
will
men
track,
The
Jamaica
29.
the
May
opening
of
the
at
the
Frenchman could shape up beBroderick-Wynn Co
Grand
all-day trip of it, thoroughly going when his horse>' Dominique was fore
(One to fill)
someone besides Dempsey.
Olms
over the entire establishment.
2d half
Stuart Girls
beaten an eyelash by Zev for the Rickard may go after It for a July
Harry Bewley Co
Berg A English
DomiHandicap.
Paumonok
prize
battle
4
on the big lot In Jersey
stage
a
(Two to fill)
Rod ero A Brown
The Songwriters, Inc., will
•Billy Miller Co
big revel at the CerKury, New York, nique got off badly and Oantner, who City.
JOILET, ILL.
Frank Farron
hustle
along
him
addid
not
him,
raise
to
rode
May
27,
night,
Sunday
Orphean*
Farnell A Florence
The wrestling bout between
ditional funds for the support of the until Just too late. A little interferBlack A O'Donnell Chandon Trio
The feature of the ence from Rocket stopped Domi- Champion
organization.
Edward
(Strangler)
(Two to fill)
•Nine Daffydllls
f-ntertainment will bo an ensemble nique enough to allow Zev to win Lewis and John Pesek. for the
2d half
Skydease
Folette's Monks
of the chief popular composers and by a nose.
Lottie Atherton
Had
Keeney's
horse
world's
championship, in Kansas
(Two to fill)
lyric writers of the day.
Evans Mero A K
won. tho books would have been City, May 2, proved a great disapA Grsy
KNS'S CITY. RAN. Sinclair
2d half
pianist, of the Ir- hard hit, but the theatric.tl sports- pointment to the many believers in
Rosoff,
Ch.ines
Electric
Bell A Van
ving Berlin forces, has signed to man won a tidy roll as he had the "Tiger Man" from Nebraska, the
Leona Hall's Rev
Hickman
make piano roll records exclusively plastered plenty of coin across the challenger. Tbe N match was taken
(One to flu)
(Two to fill)
for the Dp Luxe Piano RoM Com- board.
Dominique paid 8-5 for by Lewis in straight falls; the first
2d half
SO. BEND. IND.
Gaffney ft Walton
pany for one year.
place and 7-10 to show.
in 1 hour and 2 minutes, with a
Pa&are
Dancing Kennedya
Tho track season Ik i»»g open, toe hold, and the second in 2 minHarry Rappl
df nil DlsFrank Stiver, in a
K****.* MTY. MO. Spen<er A Williams
ute»
ney
K>
given
office
has
up
his
in
so seconds, with a toe h*4d.
\wek,
filed
last
('lobe
Yip Yip Yaphankrs trict <"<"irt suit
charges that Ag*-r, YellOn * Born- the Putnam Building and his busi- The match had created great inter(Two to All)
Ro«a
est
among
the fans of the mat. and
ness
is
now
Keeney'*
the.iold
address
RamRtein i publication, "My
ti half •
McCermlck ft
shackle shack,* li an infringement |r« i:rookl>n, N. Y., in the morning. many "tories w*re current before
Q I'^imar A Band Tolly Moran
Drflley Sisters Co
(Two to fill)
the
mk "Collegiate Prance, allegmatch,
t.n
as always seei.M to be
Mike McTlgue arrived <>n the Be
Johnson A Bak< r
2d half
edly copyrighted previously by hi»- K»ngaria May" 12. Me is coming aver the r-aae with
wrestling aff ir. The
(Tso to fill)
.rerome ft Frsnre
so fight under the management of day of the affair the Star in its
Hrrrer ft Sesmon
MH-r K V BARS.
announce** that
Tn<"
ll.irmi".
Mxriiu RuaacU •'•>
sporting columns printed a atorv
uiii select eU
Trx
Richard
who
Novelty
«rn«" and "Don't
"Morning Will
(Two to fill)
Muggestlng th if the referee
Jerome A Fran< Kwanee," whnh were held Car pent ier or Wilson fm- htm M<
Cry.
IHMI K. IV
t L*steT
ured its
Ireland n<-n the world 'n bets, off, which the paper
Km
k until Al In mod opened at ihe Tigue in
a
•Merger
Res/eat
(Continued on p*ig« 37)
<«'i
paee
on
3*)
championship
from
linued
-weight
middle
r«
i; !••< "

Keith A Parker
(Ona to fill)
2d balf

A

Gordon

Spain

June

W

JAN

GAP

*

<

w

1

.

2d Half

T>yer

Sm

Majastfe
Farrell-Tsylor Co

KAN8A0 CITY

Hart

1

Chan Bmith
Sig Nev\ in. ins Orth

'*e

Reno Sis A Allen
The Speeders

Flaying B. F. Keith Circuit

The Braminos

(TWo

Virginia Belles

Chuck Haas

OTTAWA, CAN.

BKOWN

Jack Doran
Burt Walton

Trennel Trio

Bob Murphy "and"

La Dora A B'kman
Oklahoma Four

TACOMA
A Lehman
A Grady
Pantaces
Holllday A Wlllette
Peron
3
De
Fitch's Minstrela

Gibsons'

QI INCY, ILL.

Tonne

OMAHA, NEB.

Milton

A

A

Guardsmlth Bros

"Whirl of

Pi'fcfor.l.,

(Three to

7th St.

Geo Mayo
Dance Evolutions

Fred Lewis

The Lampinls

FXCENTRIC DANCERS,
New York production,

signed for

Morrisey

MINNEAPOLIS

Goodrich

CLIFF

IIAMHKK.I.AIN

Martinette

Klass A Brilliant
Francis Renault

Cronln

Cinderella

Fernando Pace

Conn A Alhert

Lee Hlng Chin

A R

Rogers Roy
Little

Pantaces

Melvin Broa

Rogers
Lewis
•Gordon Girlie A G

JACK

<

M

DELL1NGHAM

rera'a

FLOWER OF

LE E ta me Edison, No. 51133
it.
"Anuschka" la a subordinate numthe reverse side the songstress
back to her old standby, ber from the Russian revue, "Chau ve
"blues," in which she counsels, "if Souris," and it's fox trot arrangeyou think of stepping out without ment impresses at but average,
your mama, papa better watch your suffering In comparison to the sterstep."
Soph admits "love is blind, ling "Parade of tho Wooden Solbut it ain't dumb."
By Gilbert diers.** Yet tho Broadway orchesWells and Bud Cooper, it ought to tra exacts considerable "kick" from
catch on. The Rega orchestra in- it.
Tho "Natches-Lee" number la
terlude in the accompaniment sug- a snappy dance concoction, with tho
gests good possibilities for dance. lyric idea of a race between both
Incidentally, Sophie, why not "can" Mississippi steamers no veil y devela number with your piano accom- oped with appropriate effects

gets

MADCAPS

for any singcomedian or comedienne, and

Sophie extracts
sible

PLAYING KEITH CIBCIJIT _
Produced by CISSY MADCAP.
Dlreeiten: JIMMT DDKEDIN
•

a corking number

ing

ROCKY MOUNTAIN MOON— Far-

MARCH OF THE MANNIKIN8

Sophie Tucker describes the cusoms and fashion* "In Old. King
fut-ankh-amen'a Days" (the subtitle) in this novelty composition by
Billy Jerome and Harry Von Tilzer.

playa
Mil
Puehlo 31-2)
IAndatorm
Rial

A

4 DANCING

Stars Record

THOMAS and HAYMAN
ave

A Cameron

You Any Better ThRn Your M-ADouble M-Y," is a novelly-developed

No.

EYES

OLD KING TUT— Sophie Tucker
(Vocal)
PAPA BETTER WATCH YOUR
STEP—8ame—Okeh No. 4839

Faaaacea

(Same

Seymour Co
Kranx A White
Gau tier's Toy Shop

A

Page Hack A
Nick Hufford

2

Grand

Pollyana

COLO. BPEING8

H

Rita
Ray A Edna Tracy
Ned Nestor Co
Fox A Allyn
Rubinl Sisters
Bender A Armstr'g

fill)

lng dance records and being co- featured with aome of the vooal stars,
liut like all good artisans, their
services
They
are in demand.
sure can do some fancy instrumental accompanying and thui
"build up" a vocal number which
requires more these days than just
a good singer and so-so accompaniment. Especially is this true aboui
blues and rags. The mammy song,
to give its full title, "No One Loves

of the popular

IN YOUR
Dais (Vocal)

YOU— Sams—Columbia,

"Lovelight" (Arnold Johnson) dance
tune is doubly fetching as Dale's
tenorlng sells it. "At Dawning" is
thrown in for good measure as the
instrumental interlude. Contrasting
with this brisk tempoed number is
the slow waltz ballad, "I Miss You"
(Lyons and Yosco), sentimentally
appealing.

It's

Puntagee

Harry Holman Co
BL'MINGTON, ILL.

Leew

kppy Bits
2d Half

Basil

Berxac's CIrcua

2d Half

Maxlne

Newhoff

(Jo

DENVER
Sheik's FavoriVB

Laurie De Vine
Frankie A Johnnie
Early A Laight

MILWAUKEE
•Gillette

(One to nil)
2d half
Nippon Duo
Mack A Redding
Leonard A Barnett

Hill
2

Jerome

W

Mme

L.
Astoria

A

Chaa A hear n

Warwick
Murphy A Bradley
Drew A Valla

ASTORIA,

Pederaon Bros
Dreon Sisters
Ma'my A O Dust

Wilson

Moran
Gordon A Day
Polly

Wells A Wlnthrop
Karl Emmy A Pets
Coscla A Verdi
Little Caruso Co

Stat©

.

1

A Speck
A Gilmore
•Hickey-Hart Rer

to

Morin Sisters

VANCOUVER

Seals

Oeorgo

Howard Co
Five Jansleys

Callahan A Bliss
Three Falcons

FA.

A

Toney

A R'msey

Francis

Earl A L

A Ida

Mitsle

A

Dubai A McKenxie
8even Flashes

Fisher

(Two

(28-20)

Dika
Clay Crouch

Mardo A Roma
3 Ander Girls
Plckard'a

Pantages

Fxw'rth

Juliet

WESTEEH VAUDEVILLE

Majestic
Hughes Musical

to 811)

Id half
Frank Shields
Frost A Morrison

Emmett
Edmonds A Lillian
Wolf A Ward

A

Purcella

K

OGDEN, UTAH

Pantaces

liberty

Georgia

Sisters

SEATTLE
Leon

CIrcua

Cave Man Love
Davis A McCoy
Harvard Holt A

Les Gladdons

Victoria,

*

Pantaces

MI8S

3822

Hope Vernon
Dewey A Rogers

Warren A O'Brien

A Gross
O'Neal Sis A B'nsn
2d Half
Stone A Hallo
Mayo-Leslie Co

Belt

(Fox)—

Primarily recorded as straight
concert pieces of popular vein, both
are distinctive waltzes for dance
purposes.
Tho two steel guitars*
violin and flute make a very fetch*
lng combination for dfeamy music.
It's the type of record that will appeal as much months from to-day
as now.

Tho vocal version

Salle

Schepp's

A

Gallarinl

Griffin

A Gosa
O'Neal Sis A B'nsn

Bayes

aeaisted by

MARGARITA MARGO, ARDATH DE
SALES and HELEN K HETII
Direction EAGLB A 0OLD8MITH

C'n'olly

—Edwin

I

SALT LAKE

Francis
Telephone Tangle

Co

WARREN,

Fentor/s

Oriole Terrace Orcheetrs
Brunswick No. 2401
Walter Haenschen, the Brunswick
dance expert, has made another of
hie consistently excellent and distinctive arrangementn for Carl Fenton's
orchestra with the "Lisa"
number from the colored revue of
Had the show posthat name.
sessed at least two other numbers
on the par of this "Liza" might have
proved another "Shuffle Along,"
which latter, after all. got over
chiefly because of Its truly meri-

THE LOVELIGHT

Joe Jackson

The McBanns

Paul!

CHICAGO

HENRI MARGO
Broslus A Brown
Jean Beydell

A

Marsh

Diaz Monkeya

Sis

A Rome

Paul!

DETROIT

Boh La

SPOKANE

ROCHESTER

Knox A McGewan
Thomas A F 81s

Paasacee
Bros
Chick Supreme
Ross A Roma
Lewis A Norton

O'Meara A Landls
P'le's M'ldy Maids
Youth
D'wn'g A O'Rourke
La France Bros

2d Half
Tulsa Sisters

Y.

LONG BEACH
Equllli

rant ages

Leslie

Colombia

Melnotte Duo
Abbott A White
Senator Murphy
Morley Filters

Hayden
FAT
Walter Manthey

A C

Cortland
Ernest Arnold
Morris A Flynn

Gates

Billy

Mayo

Willie Bros

A Dog

Adonis

7»7«— 48r§

Mickey
Mardo

Five Chapins
La Pine A Emery
Marriage-Divorce
Finlay A Hill

Travel

NEW YORK

Kramer A

(Three to nil)
A G CORTLAND,
N.

Harris

Amaranth

to nil)

2d Half

2d Half
Stanley A Stewart

to All)

2d half

A

A

(Two

A

Goodricn
Stars Record
Lewis A Rogers

A R

Star

Ruth Howell Duo
Williams
Herbert A Bennett

Pollyana

Ford

All)

SILBER

BRYANT

I'ltntageo

Trio

Pantaces
Petrams
Lewis ft Brown
Knowles A White
Harry Downing Co
Marion Claire
Long Tack Sam

Strand
Ernest Arnold

FITZGERALD BLDG..

Savoy

State

Csm'p'lltan Danc'rs
Fulton
Marjorie Burton

Rosa

Sis

60S

KNOWT

stands out in the very danceable arrangement, with the banjo given an
opportunity for forte picking near
the getaway.
"When Will I Know" (3rennanNager), is a melody fox, replete
with rich overtones and countermelodies, the saxes carrying the
sweet melody and giving way to a
subdued effect with the instrumentallzation built around the piano.

SAN DIEGO

EDMONTON

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Bernard A Merrltt
Frank Ford Co

Maxlne A Bobby
Hronson A Renea
Norton A Melnotte
Barry A Lancaster

Red ley

Marshall

NIAGARA FAI LS

to nil)

Clnrfc

Spanish Dancers
Jack Strouse

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

3

Hans' n

A Boys

2d half

(On* to
Sit.

A

Ulis

F A F Hatch

ARTHUR

Ryan A Ryan

Polly Lou Dea Co
Fremont Benton Co
Lehr A Kennedy

(Two

A

Welton

Burke A Betty
Ned Norton Co
Regal A Mooro
Hori Trio

(Same bill plays
Regina 21-2)

Ziska

Rayfleld

Oirla
fill)

2d Half

Dale
Clayton Rev

LONDON, CAN.

A

to

A

Metropolitan

Samaroff

(One

N. T.

Psfaeess
2d Half

Dixon A O'Brien
•Rose Bennett

A

BROOKLYN

Barr Mayo

•Howard

Manning

Dayton
Francis'

Byron Girls
Billy Gerber Rev
(Two to fill)

Rogers

Harry Bar dell
Three Hamel Sis
Elliott A Burke

Pantaces
Do Lyons Duo

FOUR PHILLIPS

nil)

Co
N'WCASTLE, IND.

">

4

M

Dave

^

LOS ANGELES

I

theme despite its obvious sentimentality and trite idea. It has distinction in (ts development, and Messrs.
Murray and Smalle make the most
It was a
torius Sissle-Blake score.
shoestring production and even In- of it. Similarly, "Don't Think You'll
Neat Week (May t«), Keith's, Syraeaae
Be Missed" (Harrison-Lyons-Kose)
ferior to "Liza" in scenic investiManagement: MAX PHILLIP
To return is a scornful blues of obvious imture at the beginning.
to the song, "Liza" (Maceo Pin- port, which Miss Stanley sells very
Jim A Jack
(2I-J0)
kard), a percussion and echo effect, appealingly.

Jack Lipton
Frick A Adair

Midway

Pasquale Bros

THR ORIGINAL

Empire

CHICAGO „

CLEVELAND

Dummies
Nan Halperin

Sensational Haad-Balaartag Equilibrists

Smith

GENEVA,

Pantaces

Vantages

Van A Lee

(Three to

WHEN WILL

OAKLAND, CAL.

SASKATOON

Warren A Burt
Hall

McCullough

Allen A Taxle
Pr'nc'tn A Vernon

Georgia Minstrels

Gary
Billy

"3a»l

Alexander

Pantaces

2d Half

Lafayette

(Fox Trot)— Carl
Orchestra

LIZA

Honeymoon Ship

Vokes

ft

Xada Korralne
La Franco A Byron
Casson A C\cm

GARY, USD.

Class-Manning A C
Ralph Heabury
Bernlvicl Bros
Byal A Early
Lee Kida

TIIOB. J.

Tell

Rossow's Midgets

nil)

Pantagea

WINNINPEG

Murray A Mackey

Barry

BUFFALO

KEITH CIRCUIT
F1TZPATKK K

B. F.

Grem'r
A S

•Imagination
Hestor Bailey Rev

Poet

(One to

POTTER and GAMBLE
©fcrf.llon:

La

Dlsc'g Movie Stars

Harris Grand
2d Half

REVIEWS OF DISKS

Phil La Tosca
Sid Gold A Bro

Frances White
Foley ft La Tour
Roy A Arthur

Buddy Walker

BL'M'NGTON. ILL.

Rhi ho
Raymond Pike
P & G Hall

fill)

SAN FRANCISCO

Pantaces
Minton Bros
Jones A Sylvester

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

CHICAGO

Morton
Fay Rash Trio

MINNEAPOLIS

Weston

A

Quinn Bros

Hughla Clark
Uraxer A Lawlor

Rosea Midgets

LUlllan

Foris A
Dclb'ge

A Fields
Stolen Sweets

(Three to

|

PANTAGES CLECUIT

Strand

Moore

Green A Myra
Alton

Abbott & White
(One to nil)
Boulevard

St.

A Powers

Kneeland

WASHINGTON

Jessie
Villon Sisters

State

.Taefc

Hresius

TORONTO

BUFFALO

half

2d

Alva
Brunelle

Dunlay A Merrill
Jordan Saxton Co
Emily Darrell
J Connor* Revue

A PHUrd

.'olJlna

A

4k

Stanley
Stevens

Moran

Mann

Uronson AJtenee
Golden Bird

31

JAMBS

DWYER

BOSTON

I

J

,

«

.

Will S fan 'on Co

Bayes A SmMri
Arro Urea
(Tw© to fill,
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May

Thursday,

B. S. Moss'

New York—NOW

Broadway;

Not
Not
But

24, 192S

in the clamor of the crowded streets,
in the shout* and plaudits of the throng,
in ourselves are triumph or defeat.

—LONGFELLOW.
*

nglin
GRAND OPERA HOUSE, PHILADELPHIA, NEXT WEEK (May

Returning to

Direction,

CHARLES BIERBAUER

SPOKANE, WASH.

VARIETY'S

All matter In

CORRESPONDENCE

CHICAGO

rafers to current

week unless
otherwise

By

CHICAGO
State- Lake
Theatre Bldg.

drome
lime. Olga Petrova la the head- with which they accomplish the The finish, where the two play
liners at the Palace this week, most diillcult stunts and the artistic guitar and mandolin, with one felbacked up by Frank Van Hoven, Ben effect of all they do places them in low supporting both Instruments
Welch and Krnest R. Ball. It makes the foremost ranks of the artistic and the two alternating in the playing of them, enables them to close
a program rich in popular favorites, acrobats.
with three comedy acts bunched In
with a wow. Yip Yip Yaphankers
"Hap" Farnell, next to closing this follow, then "Hap" Farnell and
the middle of the bill and another
following the headllner, with a suf- week at the Majestic, may be a com- Florence, and then Lady Alice's
ficiency of dancing, singing and nov- ing comedian of the Impromptu type, Pets, seen in opening position at
elty and a burlesque of a country lie works with the assistance of a the Palace some time ago, bring the
band rehearsal, replacing the popu- woman and the act is called "Hap" performance to a fitting end.
lar Jan band of present-day big- Farnell and Florence. After playing
The Nine Daff ydils have one of the
time vaudeville programs. Petrova the Majestic the middle of Novem- best school acts seen this season.
scored a big hit at the opening matinee and Van Hoven registered
about as strong on laughter as is
advisable if there should happen to
be no physician in the audience.
The show got started promptly and
The cities under Correspondence in this Iseue ef Variety are

CORRESPONDENCE

good time.

as follows,

"Mascot" is billed as the human
mind pony and is presented by a

man and woman for an interesting
display. Jean Mlddleton, a charming violiniste won enthusiastic applause in second position for her
playing of high class and Jazzy
numbers, with dancing for the latter.
She is cute and attractive and
took well-earned encores. The Ford
Dancers, including Edwin and Lottie
Ford and Mlldrel Blllert, with William Cutty at piano, did the style of
a dancing act with which the Ford
name

is Identified.

Ernest R. Ball followed with what
baa developed into almost a monolog
from a comedy standpoint He sits
in such a position that he is fairly
facing his audience and his Jests
about prohibition are especially

He scores with playing of
snatches from his compositions as
song writers are expected to do, but
this Is only incident to his act and
not its major feature.
Van Hoven, with three boy assistants, travesties the magician of
vaudeville
with
that
effrontery
which distinguishes his comedy.
Charles Harrison, Sylvia Dakln and
clever.

Billy Hogue revive the old-time system of hymn singing in the country
known as "lining" for introduction
to

a merry concoction which epito-

mizes smart vaudeville. Mme. Petrova holds seventh position (New
Acts).

Ben Welch, while doing his monolog while seated in the center of
the stage, following Ball's talk from
piano stool in somewhat similar position, proves that a talker does not
have to stand in the center of the
stage to make Jokes effective. He
opens and closes with Frank P.
Murphy in double comedy talking
and presents a character study
which is highly amusing.
Bento
Brothers, using a billing, "the utmost in equilibrium," astonish the
audience by alternating positions as
understander in a routine which
ranks with the very best The ease

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogdcn Avenue
CHICAGO
Phone Seeley 3801

Ask:— BEATTY and EVELYN
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ber the act was taken on the Ortounj and this week is playing a return here. He made his entrance when seen in the setting of a
school act, "The Nine Daffydils,"
which was put in extra for Sunday,
and frequently referred to "Poor
Jim," the title of a sketch which
preceded him on the program. He
has many original ideas for comedy
and could hardly make better than
he did at the Majestic, both in November and again on this visit He
has a way of twitching his mouth
when singing and forcing the lips
back into position with his hand,
which is amusing, and when pretending that his voice falls him does
a stunt which suggests that he may
have attempted Imitations some
time In his career.
The Yip Yip Yaphankers, the feature, is a dandy act and shows to

pheum

even better advantage here, in
proper position on the bill, than it
did at the Palace recently, where the
exigency of the occasion forcod the
act into closing position.
Dave and Tressle, colored dancers,

the show, and there could
hardly be a livelier hoofing display.

open

The chap

J.

42

32

I

The four

girls are young
tractive, and three of them
specialties.
There is one

and atdo clever
boy who
plays piano accordion nicely and a

here,

won

the battle of

The

Kl*tit-rourne Italian table d'hote dinner, tl.*S.
-H. Te» dances from 3 p. m. to
p. m.

I.KW

KANK TO

Adams

Street

MuhIc, dancing and til*h-rlaM
Plione Dearborn 85S8.

C.UKET TOO

MILLION DOLLAR RAINBO
Clark Street, at Lawrence Avenue,

CHICAGO

MR. FRED MANN Presents
DKCK'8 PRODUCTION ItKAl

EDWARD

III

l

ROOM

I

"RAINBO RAYS"
with Ilalnbo Beauty Chorus
FRANK \VFSTril\F. and II. i KAINHO OHf IIKSTRA
FAMOUS DINNERS AND A I. A CARTE SKRV1«'K

"Shuffle Along," an all-colored
musical „ comedy, featuring Mamie
Smith and her company of 75 dusky
singers, played at the, Auditorium

How-

ard street here last Thursday night
(May 17) when they put 11 union

May

pickets to rout.

word

shortly after

Manager Oppenheimer

discharged union stage hands, electricians and picture operators and
supplanted them with non-union

Walker Whiteside and his company of players will stage "The
Hindu" at the Auditorium May

men

to effect "summer economy."
Annoyed by the presence of the
who at no time have accosted
any of the prospective

25-2C.

pickets,

Other Auditorium theatre book*
ing.i include Ina Claire and Mclntyre and Heath for the near future.

have simply walked
in front of the box
checking up on union men at-

patrons,

but

up and down
office

The season at Natatorium Park,
amusement center operated by the
Spokane United Railways, went

tending the theatre, Manager Oppenheimer's brain gave birth to a
great idea Thursday. The 11 union
pickets were doing the "sentry
glide" in front of the theatre early
In the evening when three negroes

into

men removed

SYRACUSE,

their

will

Nights in a Bar-

Paul Shaver, F. B. O. sales representative out of the. Buffalo office,
is laid up at his home here with as
sprained ankle.
Shaver's
foot
slipped when he was stepping on
the clutch of his car in front of the
Robblns-Eckel Theatre, the injury
resulting.

Watertown's two-year theatrical

war is ended. The struggle between
the Bobbins Interests of Utica and
Syracuse and the Frank P. Empsall-Charles Sesonske combine of
Watertown

closed

when

late

last

week,

the Avon, the principal holding of the latter, was sold to Attorney Jasper W. Cornalre of Cape
Vincent, a legal representative of
Nathan L. Bobbins, head of Robbins Enterprises, Inc., of Utica.

GUARANTEED
STORAGE
Fully Insured

FREE

As an accommodation
atrical profession
furs with us

to

the

the-

you can store your

FREE OF CHARGE

You are under no obligation
Our recommendations are many hundreds of theatrical patrons

Blumenfield's Fur Shop
204 State- Lake Bldg.

Special Discount to Performers

CHICAGO
DKAKBORN 1253
WORK CALLED FOR

CHICAGO

Thone

State- Lake Theatre Bldg.,

Our References
Anyone In Show Business

Ground Floor

PHOTOGRAPHS .% 16c EACH
Why
can

sit for

get

new Photographs when you

fine

Reproductions on heavy
double weight paper in 8x10 size,
25 of one
aubject for only $4.00, or 100 of
four sub$15.00. Post Cards, $4.00 per
100,
$15.00 for 500, $25.00 per 1,000.
jects,

be booked

• Send

money order and photos

finished promptly,

M. A.
of the

to copy.

Orders

and sent you prepaid.

Advertising Photo Corporation
JOHN BRA8SINGTON, Manager

Orpheum, Champaign, 111, is in Chicago since the house closed for the
season recently. It Is reported that
Kaufman is going into the commission business hers.

B**HN

B.

room."

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

in future by Sam Tichman, representative of Thielen In the W. V.

Henry Kaufman, manager

N. Y.
:

CHESTER

RIVOLI—"Ten

pockets, loitered nearby.
Meanwhile the colored understudies, their Senegamblan countenances wreathed in "lawge smiles."

IN

19.

playing
the

at

STRAND—"The Ne'er-Do-Well."
EMPIRE—"Westbound Limited."
ROBBINS -ECKEL— "Daddy."
CRESCENT—"Adam's Rib."

badges and by 8
o'clock not a union man wearing a
badge was in evidence, although
several, with their badges in their

WHEN

is

Sunday,

nightly,
except
pavilion.

By

May

swing Saturday,

full

Tex Howard's orchestra

joined them.
Wherever the union
pickets went, the negroes were
"sure to follow," even when the
union men crossed over to the other
side of the street. Finally the union

Important

Both houses

The show was made

pickets,

the

consolidation of
theatrical interests at Peoria, III.,
was effected when Felix Qreenberg
of the Orpheum took over the Palace, operated by Ascher Brothers
and playing Pantages vaudeville a
few days each week until recently
and pictures a s nn established policy.

21-24.

wearing the badge up in California and is heading eas;,
"Organize" have gathering momentum to attempt a
The show if
patrolled Howard street In front of run on Broadway.
,
the
Hippodrome
theatre
since strictly jazz and was snappy.

Union

with

VILLANI BROS.

Loop** Coziest Cafe, 22 East

The

All quiet along all fronts.

Hippodrome is getting good crowds
with a bum show.

plays violin, with the usual .faithfully "took them up and put
comedy, well presented.
The act them down" on Howard street.
run twenty-five minutes when wit- Their possession of the battleground
nessed, which is too long for such a was not contested further, and the
bill.
Marsh and Bolt, another spe- evidence of the silent battle quickly
cial act for Sunday, have a routine died away.
There were no casualof hand -balancing tricks which are ties.
done in big-time style.
The counter attack featuring th.2
y
negro shock troops was decided
John Horth has disposed of the upon as a strategical coup d'etat
Madlscn Circle theatre in Forest when Maurice's searchlight brigade
failed to dim the ardor of the pickPark to Andrew Cuser; considera- ets'
promenade. When the pickets
tion said to be 115,000.
first took up their post Maurice
brought out a couple of "spots" and
A new theatre with 4,000 seating illuminated their pathway as the
capacity is to be erected at Sixtieth pickets paced their rounds. But the
and Madison, which is right on the pickets didn't seem to mind the
borderline between Chicago and prominence afforded by the arcOak Park. As Oak Park does not glares. Hence Maurice called for
permit Sunday shows, it is expected colored recruits and organized the
to draw heavily from that city. shadow squad.
The plan of Manager QppenWork will start In the next 30 days.
helmer in deploying his negro
troops was to cause a fight with the
Samuel I. Levin has resigned as union pickets, according to members
manager of the L.e Claire, at Moline, of the committee in charge of the
111., and is succeeded by E. J. Lynch,
picketing.
manager of the Delmonte, St. Louis,
The union pickets will continue
for some time.
Both houses are at their posts, either with or withoperated by F. L. Cornwell. The out thelt badges, because the work
Le Claire started out to set things of checking up on union men aton Are in Moline. There have been tending the theatre can be done
many retrenchments recently.

An

the

was

announced.

girl

Is a wonder on his feet,
and occasionally on his hands, and
he is assisted by a 'girl who is an
ideal partner for such a display.
Hodero and Brown follow with a
combination of lady singer and violinist, strong on comedy, in which
the violinist's conversation with the
singer by playing is a strong bit,
"Daylight saving" In Chicago or
while his tooting on a fife attached
to violin bow at the finish is an- any other city in Illinois is proother novelty.
Nick Hufford pro- hibited In a bill introduced Into the
vides
some good entertainment, legislature at Springfield by Senator
third.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter O. Hill Wright, of DeKalb, which provides
and company In a sketch, "Poor that the moving ahead clocks one
Jim." are fourth, and it Is an in- hour can only be done when Conin
geniously-framed
act
which
Is gress makes the system universal
highly entertaining.
Monte and the United States. The explanation
Lyons follow with some fine comedy, is made that "daylight saving" time
Chicago causes confusion to
Into which is injected good singing In
and effective instrumental effort. people living downstate. The system Is very unpopular with theatre
folks, but there is little chance of
support for the Wright bill, for it
is not expected to be taken seriously.

VALENTINO INN

Just as effectively whether
pickets wear badges or not, it

CR08BY

wearing bogus badges came out and
44

LOUI8
-.

EDWARD

Colored shock troops, deploying In
a skirmish line under the banners
of Maurice Oppenheimer, the independent manager of the Hippo-

OFFICE

indicated.

finished at 4:46,

28) by Popular Request

FLORKNZ TAMARA

8 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago

Thursday,

U*y

VARIETY

1923

24,

33

CABARETS
(Continued from page 10)
white and black races meeting on
terms of equality have been closed.
Tearney's was on the route of th~se
other cafes and a prominent stopEfforts were made to
ping plac*.
close Tearney's during the administrations of Harrison and Thompson,
but it could not be accomplished.
Tearney was " formerly alderman
.from the old Third Ward and has
what politicians call a "stand in."

NED WAYBURN OPENS THE FINEST
ESTABLISHMENT FOR STAGE DANCING
EVER SEEN IN NEW YORK
/

•

The Le Paradis Roof Garden,
Washington, opened May 23 for the
summer. Meyer Davis, the owner,
is reported to have spent $25,000 on
a new coeoanut grove with real
cocoanut trees, designed by Lawrence Bottomley.
The Le Paradis
band, under the leadership of W.
Spencer Tupman, will supply the
music on the roof.

•

His Exclusive 1923 Contracts for Productions for Flo Ziegfeld, Jr., and
Others CalUfor Several Hundred dancers. Come Up to Columbus
Circle and Look* Over His Demi-Tasse Theatre and Suite of Studios
*

Jim Victor and

Roman Garden

his

THERE

orchestra closed at Murray's, New
York, Saturday when the old cabaret went out of business.
They
will make records for the Edison
Phonograph Company with a 10piece orchestra instead of seven as
before.

An idea of the prosperity usually
visited on a successful band is
from the opening, of the
California Ramblers' Inn Saturday.
The Ramblers have purchased the
property. It was the former Shanley's, located on Pelham Parkway,
N. Y., overlooking the Sound.
gleaned

Joe

bandmaster

Basils,

Newark Velodrome
opened at the
last week.

for

time,

New York Velodrome

The Valentino Argentine Orchesweeks tour

The Marilynn Miller "Sally" Co.
The New Eddie Cantor Show The No. 2 Co. of "Sally"
The New Fanny Brice Show
Ziegfeld Follies of 1923

tra started on an eight
of the west May 18.

A new $60,000 cabaret and restaurant will be installed in Wichita
Texas, within a month. Bob

•

Falls,

oil

man,

is

AND—

the Palais Royal, Atlantic City,
With his own orchestra of 12 men.

wealthy

today that

Ned Wayburn has the long experience and inventive ability to judge what
the best career for eacK pupil. He has the most distinguished staff of
Instructors ever assembled under one supervision. He has by far the most
spacious establishment of its kind in New York.
he is under legal obligation and coritract to furnish* Principals and Chorus for certain;, Shows opening Labor Day and commencing rehearsals August 1st These Shows are:

Phil
Boutelje,
formerly with
Arnold Johnson, opens May 29 at

Waggoner,

one place in

is

the

at

some

%

New York

thronged with ambitious
stage dancers, some of them stars already, some well on their way, and
hundreds of keen beginners. This is the Ned Waybum Studios of Stage
Dancing, Inc., and every competent observer who has seen it, from Flo ZiegIt occupies the entire second
feld, Jr., down,, says it is in a class by itself.
floor of a new building, and within its walls the right kind of pupils are being
coached, trained, equipped and signed up for genuine Broadway success.
is

•

'

i

is

promotor.

A.
Lutjeans,
former
steward of the Kemp Hotel, this
city, will be active manager.

The equipment of the Studios is arranged and decorated with all the
technical skill customary in Mr. Wayburn's Productions. It includes:
.

Paul L. Specht

suing Donald
Lindley, a member of his band, in
the New York Supreme Court for
$1,000 damages for alleged breach
of contract dating from June 1,
1922, and expiring March 31, last.
The breach is alleged to have occured March 16 when Lindley refused to perform with the band.
Prior thereto he is charged with
having absented himself intermittently and reported under the influence of intoxicants.

Tha Warren,

is

R.

I. t

i

The Demi-Tasse Theatre

Conference Chamber

Correspondence Division

Large Chorus Studio

Reception Office

Dressing

Suite of Private Studios

Booking Office

Sho wet Baths and Lockers

Notk .—The Ned Wayburn
charge of Mr. Leo Morrison,

is in

Office, Inc., is a

who was

Rooms

Booking Office for Established

Artists.

with

It

with the B. F. Keith Booking Office for six years.

Established artists arc minted to leave their na:nes with him.

town council

has barred public dances in its pro-,
gram of making that community a
spotless district.
In the past the
dances, particularly the Saturday
night gatherings, the town fathers
contend, have attracted a rough element from other cities and towns.
Like .vise the council last week denied several licenses to restaurant
men because the town fathers were
convinced that the sale of foods
was a mere side issue.

NED WAYBURN STUDIOS OF STAGE DANCING,
1841 Broadway

(at

Columbus

Circle), N.

W. Cor. 60lh

Ine.,

St.,

^

New York

Phone, Columbus 3500
NOTE TO PARENTS:

Children's Classes are forming every Saturday morning.

Abe Lyman's orchestra at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, has
signed a year's contract to make
records for Brunswick.
CaaJ Berger is suing the Four
Hundred Club (Salvin's new "Tut
Room') and John Wagner (interested) for fouc weeks' salary at $.*>00
on the ground hercontracted to supply

an orchestra at the exclusive

New York

suppt* club, but was refused permission to open.

__J

monico's and Murray's
ported by the dailies.

The English papers

were

are inclined

poke fun at the U. S.
Supreme Court ruling that no ship
limit on this
three-mile
the
entering
side car carry liquor, under seal or
to satirically

Otherwise.

One Bnndon

restaurant closings
are happening almost too swiftly for
recording in New York.
Saturday
night the Boardwalk on Broadway,
with hardly any notice to staff or
performers, closed for the eummcr
at least.
The same ni^ht Rogers'
°n 6t
avenue, a favorite rating
place for years, also shut.
Del-

com-

daily,

'i

TIIK

on English

soil.

Ever, betting has prevailed anion,;
the sporting fraternity of Now York
since the Mill Ian -Gage repealer wis

ERA

THE

Established

this

country' trying to affect ail others,
said that in reprisal England should
oblige Americans to throw overboard their chewing gum befote
landiPr,'

passed whether Governor Al Smit'i

would veto or sign

menting on the prohibition of
Cabaret and

re

1837

SITRKMK I'ROFKSSlON At, ORGAN OF CiRRAT HRITAIV

It.

While

l>ani«

s,

por in<h: £J8 wr r-nno. Classified advrrtls**tnfnt«: Com*
arttata, mu*i< i;in-» und nilw«-H1arteoun, wanted and wnntc. etc.,
each additional lirw 0U. diaplayfd lino« Is. Annual subscription.

r.-it.-,

thr;itr<<«.

three lines, Is. ».<!
po«t prepaid, r. s.
.

Kh.

:

a.. Ift.QOr
felitorlal. Advertising ami PtiMUIiing Offieen:
i..i,|„„. \v.< V».
Phone Regent f.16-47.
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Wellington *Mreet. Kfrtind.
"Tin Kra, London.

tables:

The

always the same and
a long way. The most enjoyable

feature of the cider places is the
music, generally of the Gypsy type

and always

exotic.

LITTLE THEATRES

Paris,

)

May

l|.

The independent stage so< ty 01
the Chimere now owns its own theatre in the form of a solidly con•!<

The Players of Providence, R. I.,
achieved a notable success the last
nights of last weok when they preJohn A. Warner, formerly .lancing sented 'Wedding Bells," a three-act
at the Moulin Rouge (cabaret), New comedy by Salisbury Field at Talma
York, is under treatment at .he Na- theatre. Prof. Thomas Crosby, of
tional Jewish Hospital, Denver. Mr. Brown University, gave a delightful
elieves ho has contracted impersonation as the social butterWai m
and Is fighting it. fly who loved often, wisely and not
tubercolosia
Meantime the invalid trusts his dangerously. Mrs. Irving F. Orr
friends will write to him. The street
address is 3800 East Colfax avenue,
Denver, Colo.

structed booth seating 500 spectators, erected on a vacant plot adjoining the Boulevard St. -Germain.
Paris, which was inaugurated by
the Chimere director, Gaston Baty,
to r-oincidn. with the duration of the
mediaeval fair in the quarter. The
theatre is intended as a permanent

1.

There are a score of cider places
tii. u
the upper East f^ide and
they are among the most picturesque of New York night sights.
The resorts are run for what they
there being no .I'tcmpt to at-

'

ner.

In that quarter.

i

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

ftfenmnhlp aerommodntloni arrnimeil on nil I Inee. at Main OBloe
Ronta are going very fnlli arranitf early. Forelicn Money
Prices.
Liberty Bonda bought and Bold
bought and aold

PAUL

•

.

TAL'SIG A *0!f. 104 Baat 14th St..
Phones Stnr**«*nt til :i«l-«l :t7

New

Vorlc

._!!._

EXPERTS

SCENERY BY FLAGG STUDIOS
•

•,

.

,

i

i

i

played well as the leading lady.
Others in the cast were Newton P.
Hutchison, Mrs. George H. Huddy,
Francis H. Brady, Vernon A. Ubby
and Mrs. Howard Knight.
The
stage director was Harry I., bard'

prices are
a> dollar goes

eleeti i himself on a wet platform
and his play to the drys through a
veto may prove even a boomerang

dot

AdvertiMmant

all cf

the sigr,s eeem to say the Governor
will veto it, there is a unanimity of
opinion, not alone in politics o.*
among the wets but all over, that
his veto will take him completely
out of the political arena. In New
York state it was believed Smit'i

tract Broadwayites.
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Thursday,

(Incorporated)

»

WHO ARE

producing the best in Vaudeville and is prepared
to finance or contract to produce, lease or purchase
is

ARTISTS,

MARKET FOR

IN THE

SPECIAL FEATURES

acts of every description;

/

24, 1923

MOVING PICTURE HOUSES
OF THE BETTER CLASS

MILTON ABORN VAUDEVILLE PRO. CO.
*

May

CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH

AUTHORS

COMPOSERS

and

with material worth while are invited to submit same.

GRAND OPERA

IMPRESSIONS OF

»

EITHER SOLOISTS, DUETS, TRIOS, QUARTETTES, QUINTETTES,
SEXTETTES OR COMPLETE GRAND, COMIC OR MUSICAL

COMEDY COMPANIES

"A MILTON ABORN PRODUCTION'
The

INDICATIVE OF THE BEST IN VAUDEVILLE

ABORN Standard a Guarantee

interstate circuit

MAJESTIC Theatre

GREATEST MUSICAL STOCK SEASON IN

Texas

Dallas,
HISTORY

ITS

Worth

FINEST MUSICAL STOCK EVER ORGANIZED

APRIL 29—FIRE FLY
fr-GOING UP
13—SWEETHEARTS
20—OH BOY
27—LISTEN LESTER

MAY
MAY
MAY
MAY

JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JULY

of

COMPANY OF FORTY

(40)

OTHER COMPANIES BEING PREP^ED FOR IMMEDIATE BOOKINGS

&-MARY

MILTON ABORN

10—HER SOLDIER BOY
17—THE O'BRIEN GIRL
24—ANGEL FACE

137

1—TANGERINE

OTHER BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS

IN

West 38th

Street,

New York

Phone Fitzroy 2121

NEGOTIATION

T-

home

for

this

dramatic group of

young playwrights.
The initial program, however, li
rather weak. Lucien Besnard has
furnished a three-act so-called psychological essay "Je veux revoir ma
Normandie," depicting the experiences of a wealthy peasant, who has

grown rich in the capital selling alimentary products, returning to his
native village to introduce modern
ideas. He builds a factory, and upsets all former conventions by es-

***
***
/MILLER#S«g
sTAGt

tablishing
scientific
methods of. to be, but It has less influence on
propagation. Some of the dreamers a critical public than on the fickle
Monsieur Baty must
object to such interference with Madeleine.
nature and their own cherished chooBe another prize packet, and,
manners. The handsome lad of the let us hope, for the sake of his adregion lays siege to the heart of the mirable troupe and the laudable enintruders wife, so that finally to terprise, that he will pick a winner.
Enthusiastic young authors are
save his honor the husband considers it prudent to return to the city, not lacking In la ville lumiere, but
leaving the country to its true judging from so far this season
there are few good plays, or if there
denizens.
Denys Amlel, one of the authors are managers have not yet discovof the "Smiling Mrrfe. Beudet," has ereJ them.
Kendrew.
Undismayed by a deficit of about
contributed a one-act sketch, "Le
Voyageur,"
which
likewise
has $1,000 on the season, the directors
proved a slip. While Paul is on a of the Kansas City theatre, the local
concert tour his little friend Made- guild organization, announce they
will carry on and that the new
leine, in a tiff, has taken on with
Jacques.
The latter, however, ts season next fall will be started with
not proficient in love making, and a clea». slate.
when I\'iul returns he quickly ousts
the rival. The dialog is harmonious,
as the music of Paul is supposed
By 8IDNEY BURTON

pleaded guilty of second degree as- ager has been marked chiefly by ex-'
County Court and was sen- cellent advertising methods which
tenced to prison on Friday.
The have gone far toward putting the
girl has fully recovered.
house across.
It is reported the

sault in

Olympic
Betty Koenig and her company
(Yiddish) appeared at the Majestic

Sunday in "What a Flapper Can
|Do." This Is her second appearance
in Buffalo this season. Ludwig Satz
is booked for one performance of
"Kabzen" at the Majestic Thursdav,

World's largest
manufacturers of the*

INERS

We
footwear.
companies,
fit * entire
also individual orders.

atrical

MAKE UP

NEW YORK— 1551
CHICAGO—

B'way at 46th si
Sfntf and Monro? Rta.

Henry C. Miner

Est.

t

Inc.

CREO STUDIO
For Sensational Stage Dancing
The only one of

170

WEST

its

STREET

48th

Just Off Seventh Avenue,

kind

New York

PHONE BRYANT

City

Arthur Ash, of New York, known
professionally (vaudeville) as Arthur
Ashley, arrested here two months
ago while playing at the Lafayette
because he failed to pay his wife,
Bertha, alimony of 150 a week,
caused himself to be produced be-

Supreme Court Justice Marcus
Wednesday In response to an order
obtained by his lawyer to compel the
sheriff to show cause why he should
not be discharged from the alleged
illegal custody.
Upon proof that
copies of the order had not been
served on his wife in New York,
fore

Aah was remanded

to jail until

TAYLOR-XX
the choice of the profession.

AMt I.KATHKR BRIEF

(

EDDIE

Buy yours now! $75.00

TAYLOR'S

\SKs.

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
119 WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

28 East Randolph Street

CHICAGO

210 West 44th Street

NEW YORK

I

^

£

MACK TALKS:

No. 135

With special costumes, Mel Craig and his orchestra, are
sensation of Coney Island. Supplying the^iusic for the
diners and dancers at Feltman's, they were the hit
on the

tlie

Mon-

opening day, and

will

continue as such until the end of tha

The Eddie Mack creations the boys are wearing have
caused much comment as has their street wardrobe
which
season.

Ash, who was arrestee! in March
while appearing in a skit, "The Man
Who Came Back" and who has since
been in Jail here since, contends that
the $50 weekly granted his wife in
her separation suit is exorbitant and
was granted on the assumption that
he was earning from $500 to $700
weekly in the movies. Since going
into vaudeville,
he contends he
earns much less and cannot afford
paying his wife $50 weekly.

is

also by Mack.

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING
Juet a atep Bast of Broadway on

BERT

Eva Powell, a burlesque chorister
at Baggs Hotel several weeks ago,

of

May

IS

AT.

THE

46th

Ifith

Straat

STREET STORE

21

CAPMAN and CAPMAN
'PREMIER STEPPERS"
NOTE:

Have

yet to play three

Direction

SEYMOUR SHAPIRO

more weeks of picture houses

in

*v

Wardrobe trunks have been

COVERS FOR v
ORCHESTRATIONS

day.

HELD OVER Week

r

FOR OVER 60 YEARS

T. Cecil Leonard leaves the Olympic this week, his place to be taken
by George Williams of the Linden
theatre.
Leonard's tenure as man-

John Lelns, who seriously slashed

5156

undergo a change ot
by secfirst runs

as at present.

May 24.

BUFFALO

The

is to

policy, featured principally

ond-run films Instead of

McVICKER'S,

Chicago; not doing over the foot

CHICAGO

for a punch.

Thursday,
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VARIETY
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24,
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WHAT OPPOSITION MEANT TO US
•

WE WERE A STANDARD ACT IN REGULAR VAUDEVILLE.
WE WORKED FORTY WEEKS A SEASON EVERY SEASON.
WE PLAYED REGULAR THEATRES UNDER BEAUTIFUL

CONDITIONS.

•

•

BUT

.

-

•

.

THE SIRENS OF OPPOSITION AND A CONTRACT WITH A PERSONAL MANAGER CAST OUR LOT WITH THE SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE CIRCUIT FOR THE
SEASON OF 1921 AND THE SHUBERT UNIT CIRCUIT FOR THE SEASON OF 1922.
•

-

WHAT HAPPENED
IN 1921

WE WORKED FOUR WEEKS ON THE

CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY.

*

IN 1922

WE WORKED

15

WEEKS OUT OF

35,

AND THEY

STILL

OWE US THE

LAST WEEK'S SALARY.

•

THE UNIT CLOSED IN PHILADELPHIA AT THE CHESTNUT STREET OPERA
HOUSE; AND WE; TOO, ARE STILL WAITING FOR MR. BLOOMBERG, SHUBERTS' GENERAt MANAGER; TO COME BACK WITH OUR SALARY.
PROMPTED BY THE DESIRE TO ADD OUR MITE
TO THE REST OF THE WELL-WISHERS WHO DONT WANT ANY OF THEIR
FELLOW ARTISTS TO DUPLICATE OUR MISTAKE.
THIS ADVERTISEMENT

IS

YES,

"SAY

IT

WE WERE WITH

WITH LAUGHS

If

I

The BARR TWINS
i

H
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Thursday.
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in "IVIertonL of the Movies"
AT THE SHAFTESBURY THEATRE; LONDON
"TOM DOUGLAS

t.

'Tom

draws moretears and laughthan anyone in London. His is one of the most
astonishing performances within memory." SUN-

—

DAY EXPRESS.

Douglas should
Theatre this

Shaftesbury

ter

Tom

Douglas

has enthroned
securely in the hearts of the public."—

to

"Tom Douglas

DAILIES

has

Loudon."

captured

Judged from any
standpoint his performance is remarkable and
astonishing.
It tops Fay Compton's "Secrets'*
and Pauline Lord's "Anna Christie." There ii
poetry.
There is humor. There are tears. He
plays on people at will."— DAILY EXPRESS.

—OB-

easily
carried off first honors in
'

Kruger.

Gua

Weinberg.

night of May 19. They claimed that
the man suddenly attacked them for
no reason at all while they were
sitting at a table with nim in the

Walter

is

a genius.

"'Merton of the Movies'
triumph."— DAILY MAIL.

SUNDAY

Wolf. Scott Welch. Jack McGowan,
Frank Croxton, Tom Lewis. Herbert
Wale'-ous and John Steel.

£<J

«»*i

"Tom Douglas

"Tom Douglas has a wonderful personality. He
alternates pathos and comedy with the certain
touch of the artist."—
PICTORIAL,

WINNING

NEWS OF THE

'

the British stage."— LADY.

success."— HERALD.

"Tom Douglas lias successfully appealed to the
British public.
Shaftesbury audiences take him
right to their hearts."—
POST.

.

"Mr. Douglas should be heartily welcomed

the

— WESTMIN-

SERVER.

himself

NEWS OF

THE WORLD.

crowds

.

STER GAZETTE.
"Tom Douglas

«v\
'Young

draw

spring."

1W3

84,

is

this

young

actor's

Fred Jackson and Pierre Gendron,
will be produced in the fall by the

last Thursday at the Central Pa
lake, where Will Page was pullin

Biitmore Productions, Inc.

off

another of his famous ZiegfeWt

publicity

stunts.

Thousands saw

cafe.
Margaret Anglin hA« declared th.it
Professor Albert Moell. eminent Blanche Mehaffey and Nelly SavThe Shubertg are to present the
«he will never act again on a public
Berlin philosopher, has declared the age carry the crimson to victory and
Eight
Mrs. Florence (Flo) Leeds, dur- dancing marathon craze a form of win the silver loving cup.
etage if an actors' union U formed. Illustrators' show, which was given
In denouncing a closed shop for th- three amateur performances at the ing her relationship with the banker, "mass hysteria" that is likely to other girls competed, wearing tho
Century
Roof
two
weeks
Yale,
Columbia
as
a
Stillman,
Cornell,
ag^o.
became
the
mother
two
colors
of
of
professional stage. Miss Anglin paid
spread over the whole world.
and Princeton.
that artists were not wieklayers regular professional attraction. The children besides the one mentioned
and should not be held down by any revue will open early in June, in the notorious divorce case last
Madame Nellie Melba, the opera
housed
in
the
same
elevated
theatre.
died
soon
When the young Earl of Northesk
year.
Both
babies
after
Iron-clad rules.
singer, is reported a candidate for
birth
The former show girl is pre- the next general election for Mem- arrived in New York on the OlymOfficial! and executives of the paring to sue
Stillman.
claiming
Arthur Ashley, an actor, who has Keith and Orpheum circuits have
ber of Parliament.
that he has deserted her after
been in a Buffalo Jail for more than
a month, has applied to Supreme formed the "K.-O." golf club, an promising to care for her and their
Harvard colors finished first in a
organization that is going to hold son. Jay.
Court Judge Marcus for a writ of
boat race, but instead of eight husky
a tournament early next month on
habeas corpus. Leonard A. Snitkin.
oarsmen the crew consisted of only
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO. Inc
the course of the Mount Vernon
Emerson
Hough,
author
and
playof New York City, attorney for Ash12) Wf :l J 9 \' N EW YORK
It happened
Frank O. Lauder, wright who died recently, left per- two "Follies" girla.
Country Club.
ley's wife, opposed the motion.
Jr., is president of the club; Frank
sonal property valued at $20,000 and
Vincent, vice-president, and Harvey real estate valued at $7,000 to his
A gki*-. called "Old Timers" bag Watkins. treasurer.
widow, a brother and a sister.
been written by Gene Buck for the
Lambs' Annual Spring Gambol at
The dailies Monday announced
{Catherine
McDonald.
picture
the Earl Carroll theatre. Sunday that "Fatty" Arbuckle had left Li>3 actrea3 and former show girl, was
evening, June 3.
Purnell Pratt. Angeles on May 19 to begin an en- married May 23 to Charles Schoen
stage director, has put It into re- gagement In a musical revue at a Johnson, wealthy Philadelphia manhearsal with a cast including Otto Chicago «cafe under a contract re- ufacturer. The bride is the divorced
ported to guarantee him $2,500 a wife of Malcolm Strauss, portrait
of
week.
painter
Johnson is the president
of the Rose Valley Music Roll Co.
With their facea badly battered,
Bessie Grey, 24, and Dorothy KenMarjorie Rambeau has announced
nedy, 22, dancer and singer in the to American reporters in Paris that
n she wili seek a divorce from Hugh
Parkway Palace, a cabaret
White, colors and chic comBrooklyn, charged James Maloney. Dillman. actor, when returning to
26, with felonious assault on the
thia country on June 26.
binations in dainty designs

EATDICAL cuts

CLEARANCE

'

SUMMER SHOES

Gowns, Suits

sent

COUPON

ANDREW CELLER

theatre next

Sunday night

performance instead of

1656 Broadway

NEW YORK

and Wraps

The Green Room Club will pre"The New Sin," by Basil McDonald Hastings, at the Belasco

for all occasions.

•BOOKSTRlPi
I

CITY

_

annu\l

its

that are without worthy competition. Developed in the newest models and materials— all
of which reflect in every single stitch of their
fine workmanship the skill of Madame Kahn.

revel.

J

Henry Duffy, a stork actor and
producer, shot himself in his room
at the Hotel Ansonia Saturday. He
was taken to the Knickerbocker
hospital suffering from only a fle«n
wound He had been at the hotel
a weeV, where it was said ttiat he

WELDON .WILLIAMS £T.ICK^

At Glat Street

for one

FORT SMITH. ARK.

days on the/
St Lawrence

had seemed melancholy.

Frocks with such charm, dash and clever
touches of individuality that one would never
expect to find afcsuch prices.

that Maude Adams
return to the 9tage. probably

The report
would

in "Peter Pan." was vigorously denied by friends last week. It was
claime 1 that Miss Adams is tired
of professional life and that she !s
In seclusion in her home in Schenectady perfecting a now invention in
stage lighting.

Geraldine

CasazKA as regards a Metropolitan
contrac;
The singer wanted to be
allowed to name the casts for the
productions in which she would appear, but the director refused, and
so Jeritza la to remain undisputed
queen of the Metropolitan realm*
next season. However, Farrar tutf
already signed for a tour of 90 concerts similar to one *M<* made thu*
vear with a profit saieT to be nearly

"Empress" Express Route to

CHERBOURG— SOUTHAMPTON— HAMBURG
Largest, Finest Ship*

on

St.

Lawrence

— 1st,

2nd and 3rd Class
LIVERPOOL, BELFAST;

GLASGOW, CHERBOURG, SOUTHAMPTON and ANTWERP
For rates and sailing dates apply local tourist and steamship agents or

CANADIAN PACIFIC

K T.STEBBtNG. Gen. Agt.. Past

Depr.

Maditon Ave.

at 44th St

inspection

148 West 44th Street, N. Y. C.

i

Note:
The reason for this untimely offering is to make
room for importations that will shortly arrive—

Madame Kahn

sailing to

European centers

to inspect

the fashion mart

.NewYork

"Home, Sweet Home,"

fvrce by

i

TOURING THE PANTAGES CIRCUIT

AND

—

BIG ACT AT PANTAGE3

former,
1

Oik*
irt

moat delightful pr.>.H.MU at;or»a m the terpiiehorean
Winnipeg Una aeaaon ii that of tho Ren .-.n».>r.. wiHi

of the

staged in
origiml dance.
Their partner. Allen
good rtollniai a clever atep dan

>

•*ry
ii
i

Bookers and Managers

suggested.

$100,000.

NOW

ATTENTION!!!

is

Madame Kahn

blossomed

Farrer has

Into print again, this time a3 a result of a disagreement with Gattl-

ipC in a week—
Excellent* 'MONOCLASS" cabin steamers to

An

»

mdou "Johnnie'

la

PANTAC.K*
t

creating,

formancee,

rape
ai to

i

-mging

In the
»tiy to
**<?

Exclusive Management

[|
i

very versatile, being
i* th<>
addition

in

»

hi. «.»ng

realms
those

an act

>r
vaudet lie there \j nothing ao
who regularly attend variety por«
presented by y <>ucig. anibidoua per*

RILEY BROS., Romax

Bldg.,

'

ALLEN
bleaggd frith no end of pep and

map to go through a big*
foa,ured on th " »*»"*«**»*-* tZ
Sclera and Allen give that type of nr-t
auch a large reason fjt the continued
popular^ of the PanSu ch a

i
;:; .« „
theatre
1 antigen
f

that

la

,r
Reno

,d

lagea circuit
Both the young lad.e* are clever dancer*,
white fcfr
Allen diverge, „,. dince offering.,
by some pleading violin aoloa.
irking up to ch ma* that goea over b,g with
the crowd when ho
combine, the two. Many of ihoae who
have aeen the bill for 'hie
week declare thar Reno U.a.era and All*, make
a alrong bid "for
headline honor*

N. Y.

j
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THIS BATE MAY ?WE1I27 FIRST IS ODB ABB IVEPSABY^ OF BLIUD YOUTH IK VAUBE-

|

TUESDAY, MAY

YILLB 05E YEAB OP COUTXHUI BOOKIIIC

1923

15,

TJffijKFORE I

SENIA

SEND YOU THIS *IRE

WITH MY THAMES AUB APPHEClATIOfio^BIIlG UIIDER YOUH WATCHFUL AND

exclusive
SOUUB DIRECTION SINCERELY

SENATOR FORD

LOU TELUSGEB

Miners

X16A

BEST BET IT

•

•

KEITH'S

I

May

10 he was met at the pier
bq his bride-to-be, Jessie* Brown,
of Winter Garden fame, who threw
her arms around his neck rapturpic

..

Nation's

Legislative

Halls ously and kissed him fervent 'y and

Pens 'Critic

Emerson Phonograph Company has
been made to the boy who wins
"The World's" New York City har-

Valani
Shepard,
base;
Buddy
Brothers, Stanley Mack and Dewey
Barto, outfielders; Gus Van, Dudley

BAHN

B>

Eugene Walter has

finished

talks, but that's

why we

reason

no

A. H. Woods is to present Tilla
Durieux, German actress, in a series
of plays from her repertory At a
Broadway house next season.

should
Eleanor

teach American dollars foreign Turner,
languages."

So allows "Senator Ford of

who

Michigan,"

stump

takes the

for the first time in this city at

week and

B. F. Keith's this

reg-

Leonard

and

Loraine

girls of 24 and 18, who claim
they are actresses, were brought to
court May 22 by New York city detectives, who said they found $50
worth of morphine in the women's
room.

A) Jolson has bought an interest
the St. Louis National League
baseball club from Branch Rickey,
president and manager of the team.

in

A

$2,000,000

fire,

which started

in

an emphatic hit* with his a film booth of the local motion picture theatre, rendered hundreds of
drolleries, his Abe Linqoln-esque people homeless in MexicaJi, Lower
isters

philosophy and

Five
California.
to death.

pronounce- burned

his

common

ments of plain Yankee

"Senator

who

Ford,"

dis-

any relationship to the

claims

manufacturer

Detroit

of

the

same name, touches upon many
topics
tion,

during his ten-minute orabut you find beneath his

persona

were

SPORTS

sense.

(Continued from page 31)
readers would reduce the number of
howlers after the contest.
As a proof of the Interest taken
li
the match the crowd numbered
over 11,000, a real record breaker,
with the receipts announced as close
to $25,000, and the house a sell out
This was the last of eight similar
entertainments to be pulled off in
Convention Hall this season, under

management of Promoter Gabe
Vmtcring tone and his laugh- Kaufman. The attendance for the
series was around 80,000, with the
provoking comment a close ac- receipts for the eight running near
the

quaintanceship with
questions

ence

— there's

between

and

topics

quite a differ-

— of

two

the

the

day.

A< you

the

j/r;tsp

ability

of

"the Senator" to score his point

comparison

through

an

shrewd

observation

apt

you're

or
in-

clined to shed a tear that h\< title
i

L

The

merely theatrical.

lative halls certainly

hurt

by
"Senator

And
P<

eling

ol

sponsible for his failure to stick in
previous years arid-It may have had
something to do with it this year.
The champions have been getting
good pitching, a thing in which the
other teams have not been so forBig crowds have turned
tunate.
out for the Sunday games, par-

Famsworth and Tommy

Sammy

catchers;

and

Stanton

J.

J.

Harvey,

Smith,
Ernie
Maloney, Jr.,

pitchers.

See the answer

week
(May 24-May

this

that

from
as

i1i<

n\«

"ca&on.

r

ns

Fordham
New York

Keith's
Larry Doyle, former star second
%

baseman

of the Giants, has signed
a contract to be player-manager
of the Glens Falls, N. Y., basebaH
team for four months.

•

ticularly in Albany.

Johnny Kilbane, who defends bis
featherweight title at the Polo
Grounds next month against Eugene Criqui, the French featherweight, will train at the

home

of

Johnny Collins, the Keith booking
man, at Summit, N. J. Collins has
turned his place over to Kilbane.
A ring will be constructed. The
Collins
home is near Freddie
Welch's farm,* but Kilbane will do
all

of his training at

Summit.

JAMES, MADISON says
United States soldiers *r*
compelled to visit m dentist
every six months. No wonder
everybody speaks of them as

with

Baseball Club Is
completing plans for its first annual summer tour which it expects
to make during July and the first
two weeks of August. Games will be
played in the morning, while the
afternoons will be given over to
regular shows by members of the
Everyone making the trip
party.
must play on the team, perform in
the shows or serve in a business or
mechanical capacity. After all expenses have been paid, 25 per cent
of the profits will go to the N. V.
A. Sick and Charity fund and the
rest will be divided, share and share
alike, among all the members of the
Ernie Stanton is the manparty.
V.

A.

Simpleton Dance

BUSINESS 18 GOOD
me and a liberal proportion

my

orders for exclusive acts

come from those

whom

for

have written before.
My laugh laboratory
1493 Broadway,
I

every

New

is

at

York.

1

PRODUCTION MANAGERS
Here

is

your chance to sec

ALSO IS8UE

month a

SERVICE

COMEDY

(the highest
priced printed matter in the
world), each issue containing

a new and

strictly

original

monologue,

double

routine

and miscellaneous gags.

MISS LOLA GIRLIE
the most perfect technique

and toe dancer.

It's

intended exclusively for topnotchers. No. 11 now ready,
price $2; or the first 11 issues,
$12; or any 4 for $5. Yearly
subscriptions (12 issues), $16.

Direction

the $200,000 mark.
firnt three weeks of the race
Eastern League demonthe
strated the clubs are more evenly
This
year.
than
last
matched
bears out the prediction of a majority of the sporting writer* in the
New
eight Cities of the circuit.
Haven, winner of the pennant in
v>..iy
tin
was
leading
1921 and 1922,

what you think

"well -drilled."

of

The N.

Tell us

of our Russian

M.

The

S.

BENTHAM

in

will clear your head

and improve your voice
SEND

AT AU. OftU* STOffCS

CASMINE

KM FMC

SAMPlC

CO., •f.UVST-.H.Y.

Will Rossiter's NEXT Novelty -rhythm "HIT"

OUR ADDRESS:
3042 King-bridge Terrace
New York

legis-

of

Phone: Kingtbridge 3662
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could not be

introduction
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Mamager

Woodward, who
twirler secured.
was the pitching ace of the Eastern
League last season, has been up
to the big show three times and
jjas come back each time. Temperaa new
Found ment was said to have been re-

Editor of The Syracuse play entitled "The Man Who
God." It will probably be produced
Telegram and The Sunday
in the fall.
American

dramatic

"jyjONEY

the

An offer of $108 for a week's enat the Keith Theatre
nearest his home and of another
$100 for recording a disk for the

gagement

monica-playing contest.

CHESTER

By

strengthening itself further with
big-league cast-offs, plentiful in
Eastern circuit this season.

is

of the

grabbed

Might Benefit by His Addition,

team and Billy Dale will
take charge of the theatrical side.
The baseball squad is practicing
four mornings a week at the Springfield Baseball Club park in Astoria,

The club ager

at the end of last week.

Bill"
Donovan
"Wild
two pitchers from the L I. The men who will probably
White Sox last week, but sold one, make up the team this season' are:
Frank Woodward, to Reading, in Joe Schenck, first base; Joe E.
Daven- Brown, second base; Eddie Gorman,
the International League.
other
ex-Chicago short stop; Ha.ry Armstrong, third
the
port
is

at great length.
j

•

in

tin

nil

this
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hat they think of
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ONE OF THE MOST SKILLFUL EQUILIBRISTIC ACTS

B. F.

KEITH'S
MEN

have connected with the professional
department of Ager, Yellen & Born-

(Continued from page 31)
Winter Garden, are now released

stein.

Jolson is collaborator of
both songs and requested a deferred release until he introduced
them in New York.

Europe on a two months' vacation.

generally.

The case of the wife and child of
Al Oubin, the songwriter, is being
looked after by the Socioty of
Authors and Composers, pending
locating Dubin. He is said to have
been gassed in the war which is accountable for his recent actions, one
of which was to disappear.

Andrew Sterling Is to start a
in New York, catering to professionals.
Sterling collaborated for years with Harry Von
Tilzer.
He wrote the lyrics for
some of Von Tilzer's biggest hits.
Of late Sterling has been untortunato
in several enterprises.

rooming house

Bennie Nelson and Charles Bates

The Guardian of a Good
Complexion

The Stage w\ca\
For The BoudoirX**

STEINS MAKE UP
0*\ 3ook/ct Upon Request
^

fa
|#\ STEIN COSMETIC COy/jS^

^J^N.4-30 BROOME ^J/J^wJ

Bornstein

(Berlin's)

Is

In

$73.76.

burg.

$73.76.

(Attorney, A.

J.

Halprin, 256

Palace

Penn

Picture

Co.,

Automatic

Inc.;

Film

same;
Corp.;

N. Y.; $73.76.
Riverview Theatre Corp.; City
N. r.S $73.76.
Schlesinger's Theatre Ticket Corp.;
City of N. Y.; $73.76.
Bloomingdato
Maxwell
Silver;
Bros., Inc.; $54.

MID-SUMMER
HATS

TO RENT BY HOUR OR DAY
PRODUCTIONS or DANCINO

ACTS,

Also Suitable As a Dunclng Studio.
113 WEST 43*1 STREET
l'hone Dr.vant 2073
OiT Ilroadway

to

Pre-War Prices

Send for Catalogue.
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B., N. Y. City.
Used trunks and shotnoom samples of all standard makes alxcays on hand

SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 Seventh Ave.,
Phone: Fitz Roy 0620

Blanche Ring Co.; City of N. Y.;
$59.41.

Charters
L 8. Amusement Corp., Brooklyn,
pictures. $20,000; R. Maltze, E. Glnz-

NOW ON

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Back

INCORPORATIONS

Broadway.)
Corp.;
Film
Feature
Pioneer
Satisfied Judgments
Walter Donaldson's estimated inLong Beach Theatre Corp., Man- same; $73.76.
Norman Sper and Henriette J.
come for 1923 as a song writer is hattan,
Marie Cahill; Crescent Star Realty Goldstone; City ot N. Y.; $69.20;
C. Monash, J. A.
between $90,000 and $100,000. "Caro- Hopkins, J5.000;
A. L« Robertson.
(Attor- Co.; costs, $88.45.
April 9, 1923.
lina." "My Buddy" and "Babbling
Rialto Productions, Inc.; World
ney, M. Goodman, 1564 Broadway.)
William and Margaret Seabury;
Brook" are Donaldson's current hits,
Ritz International Corp., Manhat- Film Corp.; $598.29.
A. Behrens; $228.17; April 23, 1923.
while he was the writer of the orig- tan,
Lester Santly and Agnes H. West;
theatrical and motion pictures,
Norman L. Sper and Henriette J*
inal "Mammy" sensational success.
J.
Kataenstein;
$1,061.91.
$10,000; II. W. Schall, C. Wolff, M
Goldstone;
Yet when Artie Mehlinger and Wal- Parsons. (Attorneys,
Barney Gerard; T. Kahn et al.; April 9, 1923.City of N. Y.; $81.20;
S. Bickerton,
ter Donaldson were submitted to the
Wittenberg & Fleischer, 220 West $110.47.
Same; same; $203.70; April 9, 1923.
big time vaudeville offices as a team
Life Photo Film Corp.; same;
42d St.)
for aa act, some one of the office
B. C. H. Productions, Manhattan. $159.87.
staff .inquired of Mehlinger: "How
Houseman Comedies, Inc.; O. D.
$50,000; S. Mayer, L. Ringlheim, J.
much does that piano player of Goldstein. (Attorney, I. Cohn, 1540 Steiner et al.; $5,207.57.
yours, Donaldson, want a week?"
Same; Tllford Cinema Corp.; $3,Uroadway.)
Artie Is now doing a sinsrle turn
Washington Heights Industrial 093.47.
with another "piano player."
Same; W. G. Kaufman: $1,899.19.
Exposition,
Manhattan,
theatres,
Same; -Krnlnk; $1,894.02.
etc.; $10,000; H. C. Coopeiman, N.
PinRard & Shafer is the name of Botsacos. (Attorney, D. H. Lehman,
Same; W. J. Schleiff; $2,381.80.
a new publishing house actively in 291 Broadway.)
Same; O. D. Steiner $4,117.67.
charge of Maceo Pinkard, Bob
Same; J. Dent: $523.33.
Bath Theatres, Bath, Steuben
Shafer and Chris Pender, song county, $5,000; H. L. Brainerd, L. J.
Amalgamated Exchanges of Amerwriters, with the financial backing Hoffman, H. P. Dygcrt.
Attorney*, ica Inc.; J. A. Mahlstedt Lumber &
of a prominent theatrical attorney. L.
Coal Co.; $178.07.
C. Hoskins, Geneva.)
They are located in the Hilton buildRobert M. Catts; S. Fillin; $6,Carr Productions, Manhattan, picing.
tures and dramatic works, $5,000; 507.23.
Oliver Morosco; Seaboard & Gulf
W. G. Lovatt, C. McCormick, H. C.
S. S, Co.: $3,212.40.
Chris Pender's suit against Ray Bannister.
Rosewin Amusement Co, Inc.;
Klages and Irving Berlin, Inc.,
Sangelos Amusement Co., Freejplaiming: part authorship of "Early port, $32,000;
K. Langlois, S. H. CUy of N. Y.; $73.76.
Rogers Amus. Co., Inc.; City of
In the Morning Blues," published by Gecr, B. D. Sanneman.
(Attorneys,
Berlin and written by Klages and Jay, Smith & Jay, 24 Montague St.,
DISPLAY
Ray Brown, has been settled. Pon- Brooklyn.)
der will- receive a quarter interest
Arthur Productions, Manhattan,
A WONDERFUL COLLECTION OK
FRENCH SHOES
in the royalties.
managers of productions. $5,000;
For
On
Off
and
Stage
E. G. Primonth, D. W. Ward.
(AtSponsors
The Veritas Music Pub. Co.. head- torney, l\ J. Haveks, 1 West 34th
of Short
Vaae
quarters in Hollywood. Cal., will St.)
Shoot
open a new York office shortly. The
Delaware Charters
Something Different.
National Projector ManufacturHollywood main office is made nec160 W. 45th St., New York City
Send (or Catalogue
essary because of the direct finan- ing Co., Wilmington, motion picture
Two Doors East of Broadway
projecting
machines;
cial backing of several picture peo$1,000,000.
West 45th St., at No. 154
10% Oiicount to N. V. A.'i from an N. V. A.
(Colonial Charter Co.)
ple.
Opp. Lyseum Thea. Bet. B'way and Ctb A?e.
ALSO TO PROFESSIONAL*
Name Changes

REHEARSAL HALL
FOK
Holds the Centre of the
Stage

21).

FRANK EVANS

New York

Saul

THE WORLD

PUCE NEW YORK, THIS WEEK (MY
Direction

MUSIC

IN

SOLE AGENT FOR

TRUNKS

IN

Missouri Charters
Fairyland
Crystal
Pool
Co.,
$100,000. Incorporators. David Hart,

City

We are desirous of engaging producer

with

B. F.

sufficient musical
to enable him
to participate in production work

ate the bathing pool In the park.
West Virginia Charters
Gilmer County Fair Association,
Glenville; capital, $25,000.
Incorporators, Peter Lehan, E. E. Cottrill. E. W. Bell, Fred M. Whiting.
Harvey A. Hall and others, of Glenville. W. V., and Gi!mer county.

for high-grade motion picture
theatre in Chicago:
Must possess ability to inject originality
into acts. ^ Write and state age
and^ experience. Splendid opportunity for person of ability.

Woods, John B. Pew and Sam
Benjamin. The latter is the general
manager of the new Fairyland Park,
Kansas City, now approaching completion, and the company will oper-

JUDGMENTS

HAM

THE EAST

New York

Goldwyn Distributing Corp.. Manhattan, to Goldwyn -Cosmopolitan
Distributing Corp.

Olive Amuse. Corp.; Barnes Printing Co.. Inc.; $635.58.
Sam Sidman; Apeda Studio, Inc.;
$402.54.

Loew's

Between 38th and 39th Strets

Inc.; C.

jo^SMITH

Theatrical

Wray;

ADDRESS BOX 100, VARIETY,
STATE LAKE THEATRE BLDG.,
CHICAGO

Enterprises,

$500.

and
FROM
J. J.

comedy experience

SHUBERT

DALE

chas

Thursday,

May

24,

VARIETY

1923

*

WORLD'S GREATEST THEATRICAL RECORD

1,S00,022

.

I

Paid Admissions in 152 Playing Days
BREAKING

38

CONSECUTIVE HOUSE RECORDS

NECESSITATING 5, 6 AND 7 SHOWS DAILY TO TAKE CARE OF TREMENDOUS CROWDS

THE INIMITABLE

V

MOST IMITATED OF ALL DANCERS
•

THE WORLD'S PRE-EMINENT BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
DORAIDINA'S ORIGINAL

FOR FIRST TIME
IN CAREER NOW
AVAILABLE FOR

DANCE

CREATIONS

THEY ARE VOGUES

LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS

AFTER THREE YEARS
IN FILMS, VAUDEVILLE
AND ON TOUR

HAWAIIAN HULA
LA RUMBA SHIVER
SOUTH SEA ISLAND

•

BIRD

FIJI

SPANISH GATANO

Ycu Have Seep Her

DANCE OF DEATH

Doraldina's Dances

Them Do Her DANCES

IT CANNOT BE DONE"

ETC., ETC., ETC.

PHONE BRYANT

PHONE OR WIRE

229 West 42nd Street

SAUNDERS

F.

9943

Selwyn Theatre Bldg.

MANAGEMENT

<0>

— But—You

Have Never Seen One of

AMERICAN INDIAN
DANCE OF CREATION
MORO DANCE

WRITE,

Imitators

Change the Name of

TURKISH HAREM
BEDOUIN ARABIAN
2

V

NEW YORK CITY
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BENNY BARTON
and His

REVUE

"MELO-DE-MENU"
WEEK (MAY
BROADWAY, NEW

in
THIS

21)—B.

S.

Direction

YORK

MOSS'

CHAS. BIERBAUR

=

BALTIMORE

last week with Mutual burlesque.
This house hus had a fair season,
By ROBERT F. 8I8K
nothing to brag over, but nonetheAUDITORIUM Juanita Hansen less, it has played all the year and
and "The Greatest Menace."
hasn't gone under, remarkable in
CENTURY ROOF— "So This la view of its removal from the the-

—

Paris." roof revue.

atrical district.

NEW LYCEUM— "The

Birth of a

Nation." second week.

CENTURY— "The CJirl

I

Loved."

RIVOLI— "Within

NEW— "The

the Law."
Tiger's Claw."

Mackenzie, former prima donna,
with the same troupe. The Carlin's'
Park management figures on the
condensed versions downtown as a
great ballyhoo for their second season with Hopper and his comic
opera troupe, which will come in
about July 4 for another season's

Les Bush, manager of the Strand run.
and the Gr;wul in Grafton, W. Va.,
Keeping up the reputation
was quoted in a Cumberland. Md..

it

has

among

was bigger than was

anticipated. Baltimore la equal to front page, as
were printed. the makeup in this town puts telepaid admissions were graph stuff on page 1, and the local
recorded and the final countup was news on back page. One classic was
two women to one man, and about written by Raymond S. Tompkins,
$5,000 in actual gross was hurled
star of "The Sun," on the appearthe gate.
This in the face of a ance of Valentino. Tompkins kidded
rainstorm most of the day and a him, disclosed the fact that he had
drizzle at night.
a bald spot and that as an advocate
The press fell for it hard, and of Mineralava, he was all to the
everything went backpage, which in mustard.

Only
About

6.000
8,500

tickets

m

vaudevillians for
Maryland theatre staged a corker last week in
connection with the engagement of
Bronze."
iness, according to Bush, could not Harland Dixon and the Sunshine
divided between the two and in Girls. Toward the end of the show
The Folly, on East Baltimore be
that section of the country, some of Dixon, Zeck, of Randolph and Zeck,
street and the last of the burlesque
the carnivals have not been up to William Demarest. D'Amore Frankhouses to close, finished its season scratch.
and Douglas Charles.
and
lyn

paper this week as saying that if
VICTORIA— "Is Divorce a Fail- the
city officials allowed a carnival
ure."
to come into that city he
METROPOLITAN — "Woman of company
would close his picture houses. Bus-

established

their afterpieces, the

1

Coombe and Nevins donned female

HKAND NEW BUNGALOW
IN CHOICE SECTION ON
THE BEST KHOKE OF
LAKE HOPATCONO
Substantial, attractive con•(ruction,
largo porch and

room; running water.
Either setl for $309 cash,
balance on terms to suit, or
rent with option of purchase.

living

Quick action, write or phone
Berth.
21«
Parkhurnt St.,
Newark. N. J. Waverly ll«5.

The Century this week is playing
The Mikado," used by the DeWolf
Hopper Co. at Carlin's park for
more than two weeks last year. The
Century's version is condensed by

Humbird Duffy, who was tenor
with the Hopper company at that

J.

time,

and he

is

by Alice

assisted

raiment and did a burlesque of the
English dance act.
To the same
music they went through the same
routine and
clowning.

Thanks

to

Demarest

led

in

the

some "circus" advertown in less

tising pasted over the

than four days, Rodolph Valentino
did some business here last week,
equaling his business in Boston in
number of people played to. This
town, one of the few spots where
•Celebrated Grea*e Paint $
the "sheik" has picked up any real
and Cosmetics
dough for his promoters, turned out
in a rainstorm to see him.
The
Oa Mais at All Castanets, Druggists mad crazy women lived up to their
Dcpartraeat Stores.
reputation and the cakeaters of the
Inc.,
JULIUS
city plus the array of Charles street
cowboys, fresh from the ranch and
SOLE AGENTS
in clean shirts and cute bow
YORK. N. Y. arrayed
36 E. 21st St.,
neckties all paid their one buck to
see the male beauty do his stuff with
the aid of his orchestra and Alice
Maison. his dancing partner. Mrs.
for
Valentino was not with them on

REICHERT'S

PAULY,

A mile

NEW

Sole Agents

BAL PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

this trip.

How he was brought here forms
an interesting story. Harry Van
Hoven, who runs the publicity for

Trunk* Bought, Sold and

Exchanged
USED, SHOPWORN and SAMPLE
TRUNKS of ALL MAKES ALWAYS
ON HAND.

gropp€r:s
Oine Luggage

ORorrKic
SPECIAL

.00

WARDROBE
TRUNK
Guaranteed for

Hard

HOTEL NORM AND IF

III

II

DIM.

1390 Broadway
five years'

eorvlca.

vulcanized fibre construcVelvet open top, 9 haiiK'T*,
laundry bat;, shoe container, liar
locking all drawer*.

tion.

Comer

SSth Street

Telephone Flti Roy 3818

1

Carlin's Park, secured his contract
over the heads of two other local
theatrical men. William A. Albaugh
and the C. E. Whitehurst interest*.
Albaugh stood ready with a $2,500
Kuaranlee and was Intending to hire
the
mammoth Fifth Regiment
Armory to show him in. But Van

Hoven signed him and put up no
guarantee, Jack Curley taking the
chance to experiment with typical
circus promotion.
Curley got the
big end. It was a big gamble that
won out for Curley. His own crew
of publicity '-ten did no work. Van

Hnvpn doing it all.
The act played here last Wednesday, was sinned only the Saturday
before, but in that time Van Hoven
Plastered the town and set 'em
dizzy by openin? three downtown
ticket offices.
The advance sale
was big, but the sale at the park

at Banff and
CRISP,

Lahe Louise

scintillating, air

of the lofty Rockies. Fills

you with seat and vigor for walking or riding on
mountain trails, for climbing to observation peaks, for
motoring or golf and then the unstinted joy of dining
and dancing through the glorious after glow of a

—

perfect day.

Canada Welcomes
the United States
Tourist. No Passports Required.

Summer

Banff Springs Hotel and Chateau Lake Louise are links
in fourteen Alpine Resorts. Hotels, Chalets and Bungalow
camps all the way through this uninterrupted 500
miles of North American Alps to Victoria, B. C.

—

Tourist

Plan your summer

Tickets a* Greatly
Reduced Fare a.

Call or

Ask

for

trip

now

Tour C-160

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
F. R.

Canadian

PERRY. General

Pacific Building.

Agent, Passenger Department

Madison Ave.,

at

44th

St.,

New York

•

SONG WRITERS-PUBLISHERS
(INDEPENDENT

or

OTHERWISE)

YOU WANT YOUR MUSIC PUT OVER TO MILLIONS OF LISTENERS
Title

IN

ONE

NIC

announced before and after playing. Superlative publicity at no cost to you.
Send songs for inspection; or ask for information. Address MR. BLACK.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS
1265 Broadway

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

.....

May

Thursday,

VAK1M

24, 1923
•

HERE

.

Y

41

AT LAST!

IT IS

•

THE

^

SONGWRITERS' SHOW
/

THE

CENTURY

*

MAY 27™

NEXT SUNDAY EVENING,
IN CONNECTION WITH

GEO, M. COHAN
LEW FIELDS

MANY

ORIGINAL SURPRISES, THE FOLLOWING STARS HAVE VOLUNTEERED TO APPEAR:
r

SIGMUND ROMBERG
VICTOR HERBERT
EDDIE CANTOR

and

LULU McCONNELL
WILL ROGERS
LESTER ALLEN
EDDIE LEONARD

and

CO

OLSON

and

JOHNSON

CLARK and McCULLOUGH
HARRY HINES
WALTER C. KELLEY
ED WYNNE,
PHIL BAKER
BERNARD GRANVILLE
JOHNNY DOOLEY

WILLIAM COLLIER
CILDA GRAY
JAMES BARTON

GEO. JESSEL and CO.
SISSLE and BLAKE

ANN PENNINGTON

EDDIE FOY and FAMILY
CREOLE FASHION PLATE

and

BROOKE JOHNS

1

AND

-

'

200

POPULAR SONGWRITERS

est of Old and
a
.and Enseipbles

in

New Song

Creations

fci

executor for the/ estate of Richard count of a baggage delay, forcing Your Name?" with Ned Norton and
Lancaster, father of Mrs. Rose But- Leoij \ a. vara to open, and automat- Co., proved entertaining farces, but
Mrs. Butler was named exe- ical iy moving the others a notch be- did hot belong on the same bill.
ler.
The
Agnes Finlay and Charley Hill,
Floyd Mann suffered a fatal heart cutrix of the estate left by her yona me programed order.
After her death last De- ioung pianist started the show with with piano, songs and comcy, were
father.
attack at the Baden theatre SundayAunt Jemima appeared next to closing. Little Caruso, uncember no executor was named for a hit.
stricken,
was
he
night. At the time
the Lancaster estate, which had fourth, her striking personality and programmed and appearing as a
his wife, Jayne Jarrrl Mann, was been left in trust for his daughter ;;uuvidual style of vocaliiing win- stage nan 1, injected a tremendous
The trust es- ning instantly and forcing h?r to hit with a good voice, stopping the
appearing in an act. She was not and grandchildren.
exhaust her entire store of encores. how at the finish. Chief Yolaches.
Informed ol her husband's illness tate is said to be worth $130,000.
.->hc then left the stage to her band,
an Indian, pleased in second spot.
«as
until after her performance
Jemima
won favor.
abicfl also
Joseph.
Mann was removed to his
over.
-trutted on at the finish for riotous
home in a taxicab, where he died a
returns.
The Hillstreet was pacnon at the
few hours later.
By ED KRIEG
Miss tyark followed for the stellar second night show Monday, the
of the show. This little ar- holdovers in the audience departA friendly suit was filed in the Jackie Saundcr. who lately has honorssupplied
with excellent mate- ing, however, during the progress of
iCircuit Court last week by Edward been performing before the foot- tiste,
rial, cannot be too highly praised.
the show.
The bill, comprising
L. Butler against the heirs of the lights, will make a screen comewith' a semi-nu: standard
Brant,
and
Walton
acts,
aroused real enback
shortly,
widow
Butler,
•state of Mrs. Rose
routine containing good fly stint and thusiasm
from
an
appreciative
of James J. Butler, to appoint an
strenuous style, pulled good laughs. audience. The Four Camerons, next
Margaret Anplin, while at the
Fields rocked the houste with to closing, won highest honors with
Mason, received word from New laughter.
He
is assisted by two atsure-fire
their
York that her invalid mother is tractive girls for atmosphere, and an nest Hiatt more comedy turn. Erthan held his own
very ilf At the conclusion of her
pantomimic comic, who tits on third. Olga Cook, in good voice
engagement in San Francisco she excellent
nicely Into the many humorous situ- and with charming appearance, regwill make a flying trip East.
ations in the goif episode and the istered a nice success.
Jack King
juggling business.
Mine. Nazimova has returned to
Harry Roye and Billie Mae, with
her Hollywood home after- a long Charles Embler at the piano, preNew York, where sho sented a fast dancing act. Uoye's
in
stay
Touth fl<"» fa:e and sHin in
In "Dag- contortionistic kicks and the vivaa marvelous way without played the feature role
E.isy, Safe and mar."
Miss Nazimova intends to cious Miss Mae's «oe stepping, com- 240 W 38th St.. N. V
detention.
The rage of rest for a while before resuming bined with their good double efforts, Phone Fits Roy OS44
Inexpensive.
Send for Catalogue
introLondon,
Paris and
/
work.
places them among the topnotchers.
duced hy the eminent Eng- screen
Beatrice (Jar dell and Ruth Fry or,
Doctor
lish dermatologist.
dancCiibns. who now personally
The Orpheum. with W. C. Fields pretty girls and accomplished
pretty stage
conducts this famous treatand Aunt Jemima and her Synco- ers, embellished with
ment at the
high
pated Band co-headlining this week, drapes, proved contenders for
honors. They were assisted hy Marbill.
N. Y. COSMO-PLASTIC INST., has an exceptionally good botof
voice
possesses
a
who
White,
cell
the
is
holdover,
Sylvia Clark, a
AoTt
There were standees down347' Fifth Ave. °»PS!S
tom attraction. Gordon and Rica, quality.
stairs Monday afternoon, but plenty
acon
closed
open,
to
programed
Literature tent Free on request.
Joseph.
Styles
of room upstairs.
*WT5^
ladies
downstairs

ST. LOUIS
JOHN ROSS

By

LOS ANGELES

was at the piano.
Sargent and
Marvin, neat-appearing boys in tux*
edos were a strong bit with their
v
guitar and saw playing, with smart
talk injected.

of

The Five Lelands, a family group
balancing and whirlwind acro-

bats, with

a trained dog figuring for
comedy, started things merrily.
The Wright Dancers, with Helen
Pachaud a worthy feature, closed to
good appreciation with a series of
artistic dances presented by eight

pretty and graceful girls.

Jotepht.

,

ORIENTAL

SKIN PEELING

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS

;

Q

™

was

Pantages

OVERNIGHT
We Work While You Sleep
CAIXED FOR AFTER TH« SHOW
DELIVERED DEPOtUS NOON NEXT DAT

'".OWNS

PHONE CIRCLE

9104

THE OVERNIGHT CLEANERS
at 756th 7th Avenue
Between 49th and 56th Street.

created for the particular
Values
of the profession.
that are consistently unusual.

filled

first night show Monday.
was uneven, but held worthy

during the

The

SADIEA FEWLEONARD
HIGH CLASS

PEKINGESE PUPPIES
FOR SALE
4673 Bedford Avenue, Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn, N. Y.
PHONE CONEY ISLAND 3951

bill

numbers.

Sensational Togo, a Japa-

nese, justifies his billing.

His

Winkelman

slide

downward on a rope extending from
the upper

-allery to

the stage by a

simple toehold is a thrilling stunt.
The Wille Brothers added more
thrills with ladder and pole balancing in the closing spot. Lyle Lapine
and Flo Emery got over well with
comedy character songs and a little
dancing.
"Marriage versus Divorce," with
George and May Usher, and "What's

RED-- BLUB—GREEN

$10
$14.50 Values

THE UTMOST
Week (May 20)— Palace Music

Hall, Chicago

Htylc in Quality Footwear

21 Wett 42nd
Ac ic York

St.
Philadelphia

%zm7

JACK

ERNEST

This

and Costumes

Repaired and Dry Cleaned

STAGE SPECIALTIES

GONE TO THE DOGS
HAS

DRV Gowns
CLEANED

Theatrical

IN

EQUILIBRIUM
Direction

EARL & PERKINS

'

VARIETY

ENGLAND

LIKE

I

Thursday,

them like mad
a speech had

.

"WHAT THE ENCORE WOULD

THE ENCORE

THB STAGS

after Hobby 'like* Hcnshaw had pot
on the stagp. I knew he was going to be a riot
act. and so it proved. Different from the usual run of
mimics, he speedily established himself as a red-hot
favorite, and his musical Imitations secured several
rounds of applause, as did also his wonderful ukelele
playing. A fcpiritcd cornet solo was capitally given by
his attractive lady partner, and with an Imitation of
Paul Whiteman's Jazz Band, the audience went at
foot

'Uke'

•

TO KNOW"

"And

If

•

bavins;

•

they booked a few more American turns

after this style, wouldn't all the acts that arrive

much

enjoyable mimicry, seasoned with more than a
suspicion of humor, and also plays the ukelele with
masterly ability. Ho Is charmingly assisted by a lady
cornet 1st, who can certainly play* her Instrument**

for more and, after numerous tab calls,
to be made before they could finally

LIKJB

Isn't It a credit to Moss' Empires in
booked a turn like Bobby 'Uke' Henshawr

Henshaw. who Is making his first appearance in London, Is an artist who grips his audience from the beginning of his smart turn. He offers
"Bobby

24, 1923

ENGLAND LIKES ME!

and

"Two mlnutos

lils

May

from

America be welcomed

in this country?"
•
•
•
shouldn't this satisfy^ other Americans that,

"And
when then* acts are
from The Encore?"

clear off."

good, they have nothing to fear

UNABLE TO ACCEPT PRODUCTION OFFERS AT PRESENT OWING TO BEING BOOKED SOLID BY MOSS* EMPIRES
AND HAVING A TERRIBLE TIME TRYING TO MAKE MY MONOCLE STICK

BOBBY "UKE" HENSHAW
and His Encore (Vera Van Atta)
Direction

ERNEST EDELSTEN

American Representative, M.

S.

BENTHAM

I

BOSTON
By*LEN LIBBEY
During the daylight saving doldrums, a rainy
Monday night
usually seems to mean big business.
Keith's was jammed to the doors
Monday night despite the heavy
downpour and that the headline act
consisted of trick elephants billed in
only a week ahead of Sells -Floro
and with Ringling paper already up.
The nifty about elephant acts being
big attractions with a strong pull
was more than a Joke Monday night.
The crowds turned out and brought
the youngsters.
\
The house was a sort of a driven in-out-of-the-rain
crowd on the
orchestra floor.
Garrulous Jack
Ostermar. was the only act that was

given an entrance hand, although a
half dozen people in the audience
apparently belonged to the same
lodge as one of the elephants, giving th» animal a welcoming hand.
Sam Williams, back stage, said they
muet have been Republicans.
The Powers Dancing Elephants
proved to be a real headline act,
working the baseball routine ef-

fective.y under almost impossible
conditions and closing to a whale
of a lriiid on the fox trot number
and the shimmy-shaking encore.
They were heavily billed, the sub-

can be developed even further into is being held for third week at the among the employes and calling the
national and interpretive numbers. Broadway-Strand.
Sam Carver, last week "F«rd Week." Another
The team is steadily developing local exploitation man for Universal, stunt v*as pulled with the Detroit
grace on skates without sacrifice of pulled a great many stunts for the News— that of publishing a coupon
normal dance movements, and the picture.
One was to get Henry on the front page which would bt
ways and newspapers mentioning hand it received was one of the sur- Ford to look at and approve it, after good for admission at a- special
practically nothing about the bill prises of the bill. Diminutive Vin- which special coupons were passed price for school children.
except the animal act.
It played
cent O'Donnell, in second spot with
at the center of the bill instead of a juvenile tenor repertoire, is declosing, the Keith house having no veloping a habit of aside remarks
intermission and opening and clos- and announcements of songs that
ing with one-reelers.
What would are confidential unless you sit in
have bten the second half of a split 'he first ten rows.
bill was played backward Monday
Burke and Durkin went over by
night
against
program,
giving sheer energy and closed with a
Osterman the choice spot of the friendly house. Bwor and Conroy
entire bill and making a mush had the evening's sidewalk all
o
smoother entertainment.
themselves, and found it easy sailJackie Osterman had a particu- ing as a result. Insurance policy
The" opium bunks
t& 5*
larly royal welcome waiting him. stuff included.
The lobby had a life-size picture and th'j old bamboos with which
of Mayor Curley presenting Oster- they open slid by the rigid censorJ^jtW.
man w.th the key to Boston on his ship on "no portrayal or explanalast visit here, and, as previously tion of how drugs are taken" withmentioned, he received the only ou*. difficulty. They merely did not
welcoming hand of the entire bill, mention opium, puffing away at
not forgetting the gang that was what they referred to as "oakum"'
apparently acquainted with one of and thus covering the Boston code.
wm
Millership " and
CJerrard,
with
was
the
elephants.
Osterman
breezier than ever, with some new Eddie Moran at the piano, held their
with normal neatness and
stuff and an original vein of patter spot
creeping into his stuff that won the Osterman used them for about five
house
Many of his biggest laughs minutes for the routine confidential
are veterans, and his naive mantor patter oveV the footlights. The livIP
of admitting that they are veterans ing picture closing act (Bessye Clifmade them easily forgiven by those ford) held almost solid because of
an
early
curtain,
and
was so utterly
who knew them when they «wer3
young and yet did not touch the orthodox In presentation thnt the
sensibilities of those who did not hold is cne of vaudeville s frequent
know them and who usua'lv resent mysteries
All Ic all. a better bill than it
being told that they are laughing at
looks on paper.
Van D\ked gags.
The sketch, 'Thank You. Doctor,
featuring Eleanor Hicks and Chester Cute ran like clockwork and
The
broke up the bill perfectly.
By JACOB SMITH
sketch with its dramatic touch and
SHUBERT-DETROIT-* Dancing
a real surprise snapper, did more Girl," 2<J week.
JULIA SANDERSON
Next, "Spfce of
generally
was
than
evening
for the
1922"
realized, and is an ideal break for a
GARRICK— Bonstelle Players In
song and dance bill anywhere.
Photo by Lewis Smith
Next,
Kay and Lorene Sterling opened "Little Old New York."
in a roller skating dance repertoire, "Seventeen."
regularly and
"I use
MAJESTIC— Woodward Players
and while the girl is still forgetting
Next, "Come
to set her smile during her tough in "Listening In.would not be without it. It is indeed
moment, of work, it" was one of the Seven."
Moscow Tarr;
best opening acts of the season and
Nature's way to beauty."
Stolen Sweets; Temple Four; Lyle
and Virginia; Rudinoff; Barry &
White; Mardo and Romm; Prevost
Goulet. and Emmett Dalton with
Julia Sanderson, musical comedy star, Is on*

DETROIT

The Finest Summer
Sold at an

Furs

Exceptionally

Low

MINERALAVA

Price
SAVINGS OF OVER 50%

•

SANDERSON.

Special

.the

V

— JULIA

ORPHEUM —

\
Ducom

film

Fur* Repaired and

^modeled/

THEATRICAL
1580

Broadway

Of

Hero Given has resigned as Demanager for Paramount.

For

MAX HASE

women

that

ever took a

coursesale at

paris

Having taken over the Kozy theLudington, Fitzpatrick & MoElroy are now without competition
In any of the towns in which they
operate in Michigan.

SPECIAL RATE8 TO PROFESSION
Street,

beautiful

call.

Mineralava

your dependable Drug

VIVADOU "PW

tore-

& Dept Store.
Distributor

atre,

UNDERWEAR AND PAJAMAS MADE TO ORDER
EXPERT REFITTING AND REPAIRING

142 Mason

most

she uses

troit

Famous SHIRT HOSPITAL

SHIRTS,

of the
curtain

—

CAPITOL Syncopation
Week
with Henry Theis Orchestra; Connelly and Weinrich; Taylor, Macy
and Hawks; Four Primroses; Marine; Joe Reichman and Charlotte
OUTFITTERS
New York City Meyers, and feature picture.

Jlafem
Gate

Professions

Itfjwralavi
**_

SAN FRANCISCO

tktjSeauti/Clav

"Hunting Big Game" (Universal)

ANNOUNCEMENT

ADELAIDE
HUGHES
STUDIO OF* DANCE
45 West 57th Street,
PLAZA 763S

Summer Normal

Courses. Students' Classes and Stage Training in

JUNE

18th

TO JULY

14th,

all

styles of

New York

dancing under die tutelage of Masters of the Art of the

AND JULY

16th

TO AUGUST

Dane

•

11th

These Special Courses under the personal supervision and direction of ADELAIDE & HUGHES
Booklet and Information Upon Application
ENROLL NOW, Ao CLASS NUMBER IS LIMITED

'
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Broadway and
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

BILLV STONEHAM
Grand Opera House Building

WILLIE PIERCE
25 South 9th Street

47th Street,

CHARLES CORD

313 Suptrbfi Theatre Bui

622

Nicollet Ave

Pa'

*

s

The

ST.

Buil

;t'v

CINCINNATI
1803 Hewitt Aven

le

.

nc

,

Hall Hotel

J

NEW YORK, GEORGE PIANTADOSl,

1405 Madison Av^nuo

PITTSBURGH

BILLY MACK

pfnUe
md Vine St
DENVER
NED NICHOLSON
:

SAM TUMIN

DETROIT

STEVE CADV
401

BALTIMORE

BILLY MORAN
240 Tremont Si

LOUIS

t

DOC HOWARD

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO
FRANK SNOWOEN

miimnlakuli:

LOS ANGELES
BARNEY WEBER

NEW YORK CITY

1
1

OC Ryei son B
50 W. Larr.td

JOE JACOBSON
'10

Cameo Theatre

Sti

SEATTLE
STANLEY HUMBLE
309 30th Avenue

General Professional Manager
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SOPHIE TUCKER
BOX
a Riot in

Is

REVUE"

'THE PEPPER

24,

•

1923

<

I

with

HARRY VON

TTLZER'S
SENSATIONAL SHOW-STOPPING COMEDY

X

.

\

With the greatest comedy

BILLY JEROME

lyric

Can

Great for Male, Female, Doubles, Trios and Quartets.
It will

has ever written.

be usedas a Hebrew,

follow any song in your act and stop the

Dutch or Rube song.

Italian,

show

KING TUTTING^TUT TUT YOURSELF
WRITE TODAY FOR THIS GREAT SONG—LOTS OF EXTRA CHORUSES

EVERYBODY

IS

HARRY VON TILZER MUSIC PUB. CO.
New

Address: 719 Seventh Ave., Cor. 48th Street,
Oordon J H
Oould
Grant Tommy
Ore.cn A Parker

•ending tor mall to
VARIETY address Mall Clark
POSTCARDS. ADVBRTISING or

Orenvllle Clair

Oroh Alfred

CIRCULAR LBTTBR1 WILL.
ROT BB ADVEHTIIED
LETTERS ADVERTISED IR
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Ahst Sari
AdJer Foil*

Hallo Miss
Harris B

Adson BUT*

Babson Jack

Pollette

Bradford James
Breen Harry
Brooks Arthur
Brown Art

Porreat

* Wicks

Amy

Gamble

T

Qlaaa

A

IF

YOU

Where

DO. SAY

I,

Slgmond

Sawyer Mathew
Slegall

Sam

R

Smlletta Sisters
Spencer Herbert
Stephena
Stetson L
Stevens Florence
Stewart A Olive

O

H

Little

Blllle

Lloyd

Edna
Oeo

IF NOT,

A

Talbot Franklin
Tria Sisters

Maley Dan

Y

CITY

Warren Trials
Whiteside Phoebe
Whitney Blllle

Marvin John
Murray John
MacOregor B
Montrose Belle
Morley Sis

Wilson Anita
Wilson Bros

Woods R

Music by

LEE TURNER

GALLO

Here are a few bars

Layman

of this popular

Viola
.

O'rraalne

Mason BUI/
McGinn John

Carlln Hilda

Morrison A Daley
Mack A Maybelle
Mudge Leland H

A Lnkem
Edw M

Coden
Clarke

DeHave MUs
Day Oeorge
Delmar Gladys
Day Sylvia
Doming Joe

Nlelson

Alfred

Santrey Norton
Stanley Doyle
Southern Jean

Furman Hsael

A

Simmons James
SUverettes The

Goodwin Walter

Bride", film.

W

#

Toothpicks The

Vann Vera
White Boh
Wallera Ouy

Harcourt Leslie

Webb Grace A F
Wilson

H

Joe

A J

According to H.
of

has

joined

the

in stock.

Charlotte Treadway Is now with
Holbrook Blinn, playing in "The
Bad Man." Miss Tread way's husband. Ferdinand Munler, who formerly headed the Strand Players as
manager. Is with the acting cast of
Los
Schulberg etudios
in
the
Angeles

Shaw, manager

expense was
the greatest ever experienced by the
company, yet the season was selfsustaining, and there was no deficit.
this year's

Alfred Cross is planning to estabschool of dramatic art in this

lish a
city.

Warde

Frederick
evening of

Is

booked for an

anecdote

and

recital,

Years of Makecalled
"Fifty
Belleve." at the Yorick Memorial
theatre in Balboa Park, under the
auspices of the San Diego Players.

The Aj and Loie Bridge company,
musical stock at the Garden this
season, will close June 6, going to
Oklahoma City for a summer run in
Orpheum.

this seson.

Charnmsky has resigned from

The Lackey Billboard Tax bill
which would levy one and one-half
cents a square foot on all billboards
In Texas, was killed Monday In the
Lower House at Austin.

The Southern Exhibitors' Co-opAssociation
has
been
granted a charter to do business
in Texas,
with headquarters in
Dallas.
The incorporators are J.
K. Adams. L. T. Pellerin. O. W.
Riddle and others.
The capital
stock Is $10,000.

SUPERFLUOUS

From face, neck and arms by the
only successful method In the world.

Free booklet.

N. Y.

Kansas

O.

The

J much

City,

May

It.

Week (May

21)

Jnst.,

Opp. Waldorf. Suite 804, Ashland 6174

Direction:

Physicians In attendance.

HUGHES & MANWARING

AT LIBERTY

LAIRD

»

clergy of this city are very
interested In the recently

This

Cosmo- Plastic
347 Fifth Ave.

KANSAS CITY

HUQME8

New York

Has no 111 effects on the skin or health
and Is particularly effective in stubborn cases where other methods failed.
Physicians* Investigations solicited.

Tex.

R.

Moss' Broadway.

B. S.

POSITIVE AND PAINLESS.
NO NEEDLES OB CHEMICALS D8ED.

Plans are on foot to establish a
large skating-rink in Brownwood.

By WILL

HAIR

PERMANENTLY REMOVED

erative

Now Heady

Cooper

Dulcie

Broadway Strand Players

Johnny Laughlin, treasurer at the
Gayety theatre, and Jimmy Nixon,
The Little Theatre of Dallas has assistant treasurer
same
purchased property on Olive street, house, are officiating at the
in the busiwhere a $50,000 theatre
will
be ness department at
'
Electric Park

of Its owner, P. O. Cameron.

TWO OTHER

day. running one hour, now.\ William Pollltzer and T. E. Larson have
made a six months' contract with
the Colonial. Fritz Fields heads the
company of 20. Admission 10-50.

By MADELEINE CA8H

the Melba Theatre as assistant
manager and treasurer and has
opened the Lake Cliff Dancing Pavilion. The Melba will be In charge

SO
Professional Copies and Orchestra

J.

the Kansas City Grand Opera

Company,

the

DALLAS, TEX.

By ALLEN H. WRIGHT
The Colonial has changed policy.
Musical comedies, three shows a

film.

Smith Oliver Co
Stanley Geo

Trio

Hollina Kitty

SI

GALLO-RIOUS-HITS
"WORDS"
"I THANK YOU"
MILLUS
GALLO
&
EUCLID ARCADE, CLEVELAND,
MUSIC PUBLISHERS

Law,"

the

LIBERTY—"Poor Men's Wives,"
ROYAL — "Scars of Jealousy,"
R film.
TWELFTH STREET— "The Snow
D

A B

erected.

song:

NEWMAN—"Within

film.

Rollo

Freehand Bros

Gibson Hardy
Glbaon Jean
Goodhue Helen

Stock

"Oh, Henry."

in

Anabsi

Newport Hal

Fair Polly

Oeorgalls

GLOBE—Vaudeville.
GARDEN— Bridge Musical

Wm

McCawley

City

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

an of-

it

fense to burlesque ministers in any
theatre in Oklahoma City, and reports have it that an attempt will
be made to secure the passage of a
similar law here.
In a public address this week the Rev. Baxter
Waters of the Budd Park Christian
Church said, "The public is the best
movie censor," and suggested that
if he were sent to the Legislature
he would introduce a law preventing
impolite references to ministers or
churches in either dramatic events
or on the screen.

Martin Florence

Daveys Two
Danton Leall*

Hyde Marlon

I*

Oeo

Keith Cato 8
Ketch A Wllma

Cunard Grace
Chadderton Lillian
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H

Song You Will Remember
Other* Are Forgotten

Words by

Khaym

Lloyd Richard

A

C'mer'n

When
FRED

'Kremka Bros

Burton Km*
Baaschard Paul
Burnett Bonnie
Barnes Stewart
Bimbo Chas
Bothwell Lydla

Green BUI

Wallace Jean

Martin Albert
Martin O

the Profession Meets

A

Marconi

Kelly William
Kingston Lorraine

Luclans Miss

70S Seventh Ave., Opp. Columbia Then.
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I
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Ii<fvett

Do You Smoke

Rooney Julia

Kalmer Jessie
Kane Otto
Kelly Overy
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Oladyinga Helen
Carr Clifford

Kessler Clarke 8

Rait Bobbie Miss
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Rio Violet
Rogers Muriel

Jarvls A Harrison
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Foyer Eddie

O'Connor Chas

Bolles Ned
Ballet Ellda

Radcllff Mable

Jamea John
Jarvia Jean

Datsh Sydney
Davie A- Ritchie
Dean Mia* P

Barrett J
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Belmont Routh
Benson H O

Kengaton Bobble
Knight Frank

Palmer Besale
Parker Dorothy

Hugo Francis

Chadderton Lillian
Chandler Harold

Anthenla Miss

Orme Grace

B
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Formerly with Joe Rolley

STRAIGHT, CHARACTER

AND SING

VVE8T 136TH 8TREET, NEW YORK
APARTMENT 4B. PHONE MOBNTNOSIDE 5610

Address, 600

WILLIAM KENT and ELSIE SHAW
"The Husband"

In
NOW PLAYING

B. F.

The Wife"

"SHIVERS"
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London,

May

23.

report comings over here William R. Hearst Intends renting the
gcala Theatre for Cosmopolitan
Aim showings cannot bo erlfied.
without foundation
It appears to be
although rumored Hearst fs out for
a London theatre for that purpuae.
"Knighthood" was exhibited at
the Scala, not deemed an advisable
house for that elaborate Marlon

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels

~i

GRANT

'

IN LONDON

—

within

means

I

355

Hargreaves, whom Ella
I William
divorced the other day, \\as
He
ane of our best song writers.
Miss Shields when she
rst met

$12.00

from America.
He
her considerably and the
mgs he wrote for her had much
do with her success. One of the
numbers was "Burlington Bertie."
He once wrote the entire book,
music and lyrics of a Tevue, proWhen
iuced and conducted it.
•scar Asche produced his revue at

came

three

Address

Refer communications to M.

craze.

discuss the music for his proposed
Reandeap takes over the Ambassa- autumn production of '"Hassan"
desdors early in June, and "The Picca- with the composer Dellus, who
Englishman
dilly Puritan/' if successful,
will pite his name is an
"Hassan,"
Tiie hatling from Yorkshire.
have tc ftnd another home.
poetic drama by James
flrst Keandean production will be which is *
an

,

W.

H. Pennington, the Oldest
Born in
actor, has just died here.
1832, he enlisted and took part in
the Crimean War, riding in the
Charge of the Light Brigade. He
became an actor in 1862. There is
today only one survivor of the
famous cavalry charge, a troop
sergeart -major of the 13th Hussars,
who lives comfortably in Blackpool
at the age of 92.
Basil

Dean has gone

Germany

to

to

-

TAVERN
WEST

48TH STREET

156-8
«*

East of Broadway m

A CHOP HOUSE
OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

I

Crillon

One Moment West

OEL'S

The tragedienne will bo
seen in either Ibsen's "Ghosts" or
"The Lady of the Sea." Her last
appearance here was In 1906 on the
occasion of Ellen Terry's jubilee.

The Rendezvous of the leading Lights of l.liemlnre and the Stage.
The Bent Food and Kntertalniiirnt in New York. Mualo and Dancing.

$1 Our

Special

In the

:

A Sirloin

Steak and Potatoes (Any Style)

GRILL with SPECIAL RESERVATIONS

for

The Chateau Laurier
City Island, N. Y.

SEASON OF

1923
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Beautifully Decorated- Dinty

Moore

s

^\

a

Management
'

Julius Keller

46tli ana 47th Streets
Three, feur sad l-lve-Roem filgh-c

William Werner

r

loqulsl

;

"Musik" It Sentimental
Maria Orska has been falling \m<-v.
upon VVrdekfnd again; i»i« im«- on
one df hiM minor play*, to be dure.
f the
Bui \V< •!'•!. i!iU ih the create*
t

DP

013.00

One Blocs West
J

Brendway

ef

Varnished Apartments.
Pi.os.~r Brrsnf S06Q-I

$ • and Up Single
$12 and Up Double
Hot end Cold Water and
Telephone la Each Room.
102 WEST 44th STREET

FOR THEATRICAL FOLKS
Rooms with bath

week up
Telethon* lit?- llM Bryant

243 West 54th
I

$14

Street,

Hew York

NEW YORK CITY

Broadway

We.it of

BRYANT

Phene:

srge. light, clean, well famished, single
nnd housekeeping rooms. $6 to f 1ft.
Apply apstalrs.
,

modern dramatists and

e*Ven

eg

(In the

NEW YORK

her.

child

first

Mew

Horn)

CITY

Phene: Bryant 0398-0394

act she gets rid of her

Opposite N. V. A.

by illegitimate means and has

to serve a Jail sentence for it. When
out the teacher again starts an affair with her, and this time she
will not give, up the child; but in the
last act it dies and she is left utterly broken.
The most interesting thing In the
play is the portrait of the music

Heart ef

$ ft mnd Up Single
$14 and Up Double
Shuwer Baths, Hot and Cold
Water and Telephone.
264-248 WEST 46th STREET

achieve. The play is called "Musik,"
and, strangely enough, is quite sentimental.
study of a
It
is the
rather silly girl who has a voice
and studies wltlv» a well-known
singing teacher, who takes this opportunity to have an affair with

In the

Itft -20

HOTEUPULTON

his

second best is better than anything
Strindberg can
that Kaiser of

A)

ish sympathies,
of this author.

Not

at all typical

Theater am
Kurfurstendamm:
"Der Sehatten" ("The Shadow"),
Dario Nicodemi's melodrama, known
teacher, who is heartless in his stuin America through the performpidity.
The wife, too, is interest- ance
of Ethel Barrymore; this time
ingly drawn, and the characters in
Tllla Durieux take* the leading role
the prison are etched with magnifiand givea technically a performcent satire. Orska, as the girl, has ance of much
moments of originality, but she is in conception. finish, but quite cold
always the same and she drops the
tempo time and time again and for
'Kapitan Bros*-Scbillert heater.
no reason at all. Special notice
must be given to the performances mann'i Opfer" ("Captain Bronemann'i Sacrifice"), comedy by Max
of Karl Noack and Jenny Mai ba.
Dreher;' tha sort of thing for this
Other Late Productions
Volksbuhne: "Herrn VJelgeschrei" theatre, which is only a provincial
("The Man Who Talks a Lot") from stock company. The audience liked
the Danish of Holberg and "Die it, hut then they like anything from
Abrechnung" ("The Reckoning") by "Charley's Aunt" up.
Gustav Wiet. These two Danish
comedies, the first a classic and the
Schlossparktheater: "Erotl<\" from
second semi-modern, were charm- the Danish of (lustav Wiet; a comingly played by Herzfeld. 8tever- edy that is not at all what the title,
mann and Leopold under the direc- promises, as it Is a local comedy of
tion of Ililpert, with scenery by small town life.
Amusingly done,,
Lotti Hcinlnger.
but not important.
Resld'-nztheater: "Professor Bcrnhardi," by Arthur S'hnitzler, successful revival of Schnitzler's propaganda play; good piece of melodrama, but the author let himself
bo run away with through his Jew-

*7 .75

Zentraltheater: "Die leeren Hand**"
Hands"), by the law-

(The Empty

Wenzel Ooldbaum, who at*
tempts here, rather feebly, to show
the audience what an awfully hard
time lawyers do have of it.

yer,
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success*

Wonderful Orchestra

CLEAN AND AIRY
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Po,°n ted

Carte service

y

with

Andre
negotiations are pending,
Chariot will be the presiding spirit.
Since the reign of Charles Frohman
the Duke of York's has been tried out
on many things, but has registered
more failures than successes. It in
thought that sticking to one form
of entertainment the public win
gradually ho educated into making

Excellent Shore Dinner at $3.00 and exquisite a la

Ml Ait*

season

finishes
of York's in all probability at attempt will be made to
establish the theatre as a musical
Should this be done, and
house.

it

:-:

present

the

Duke

at the
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When

"Her Temporary Husband"

$1

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT

when It was reached
Woods used to hammer on the
window to get out.

London.

building.

Private Bath, 3-4 Roouii, Catering to thr rumfort
the profession.

was on

C. B. Cochran has fixed June 6
for Eleanors Duse's reappearance in

New York

G*©. P. Schneider, Prep.

323-325 West 43rd Street

,

of Broadway at
41st Street

4203

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
St.

In the end Woods used to climb in
and give the instruction "Claridges,

The

— Hrjrant

THE

WEEKLY

Arthur
Kyrle
Bel lew
(Mrs.
Bourchler) thought of standing for
Parliament at the last general election for Brighton, but got no further
Mabel Russell, an
than thinking*
old time musical comedy favorite,
however, been adopted as
has,
prospective Conservative member
for Berwick- on -Tweed from which
When Harry Green sailed for seat her husband Major Phlllipson
America a few days ago, he took has just been unseated owing to the
£16 which Jack Rose illegal methods of his agent. Philwitlt him
would very much like to have re- lipson, however, sat jka a Liberal
turned. And ^hereby hangs a tale! member. She was a chorus girl in
Green, Rose, Irving Marks, Jean "Havana" at the Gaiety, but after
Bedini and one other man sat in a much musical comedy work found
pmocnle game at the conclusion of her feet in stronger plays. She was
which "the other man" gave Rose originally in the box office at the
a check for £50 in payment of his Shakespeare, Clapham Junction. In
Of this Rose handed Green conjunction with Edna Best she lays
losses.
£16 as his share of the spoils, and claim to fame with Edna Best as the
after Green had sailed the check mother of twins.
was returned marked "R. D." which
The leading members of the
in this country means that payment
has been stopped or there are in- Henry Ainley's company with which
If he will produce "Oliver Cromwell"
sufficient funds to meet same.
there are any rumbling in America at His Majesty's, May 29 are Ainley
resembling an earthquake, it is himself as Oliver Cromwell, William
probably an echo of Ro*e roaring J. Rea as Charles I., Milton Rosmer
as Ireton. Harcourt Williams as
here.
Hampden, Haydon Coffin, and Irene
Rooke.
Maurice Moscovitch has arranged
a season with the South African
Sir Alfred Butt, it appears, was
incompany
Theatres Trust. His
almost solely responsible for the
cludes Nat Maddison and several disastrous and abortive production
"Great
original
the
of
members
of "Angelo" at Drury Lane. Arthur
Lover" company from the Shafts Collins wvs against it but Sir Alfred
Moscovitch and the other who had seen the original in Gerbury.
the
on
sail
company
members of the
many insisted and eventually had
"Briton" May 18. Maddison will go his way.
When the play flopped
in advance on the "Walmcr Castle" Collins was asked to find an English
at
opens
tour
a week earlier. The
to write a show. He
raelodramatist
Johannesburg with a month's run, chose Arthur Shirley who put in his
Dunban, Cape Town, and the rest of provincial drama "Edmund Kean"
forthnlght.
the route carrying a
which will be played at the Lane
This is the first occasion on which with very nearly the old provincial
the South African Theatres Trust cast.
has sent out a company with only
one play.
Adelina Gehee will make her farewell appearance on the stage in the
During Al Woods' last visit to West End during next month. The
Paris he stayed at the Hotel Crillon. theatre has not yet been decided on
Not only was he unable to speak but it may be the Empire, with which
She
the language but he could not pro- she was so long associated.
nounce the name of his hotel. This will be supported on this occasion
resulted in long conversations with by many of the world's most famous
cabmen, neither side understanding dancers.

what the other was talking about.

/

Principal office, Hildona Court, 341 West 46th 8t.,
Apqrtmenta can be teen evenings. Office in each

CLAMAN, 241 West 43d

sweetheart."
the way and

to

CHARLES TENENBAUM

Hastings Turner's comedy, "Lilies EIroy Flecker, is scheduled for
His Majesty's.
of the Field," with Meggie AJbanesi, autumn production at
who wil. be supported by Edna Best
Immediately
and J H. Roberts.
Harry WeMon, one of the popular
after this production Basil Dean
pantomine and vauwill start his "Playbox" m?tinee stars of native
and will not
show, the first piece to be produced deville is seriously ill
some time.
for
again
seen
be
being "Melloney Holtspur," by John
Masefleld.
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rewrite it, but nothing
the show a success. He
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Ajhambra and flopped,
f reave? was called in by Sir Oswald
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he pluckily continued the act, but
llapsed at the end. She was then
und to have received severe burns
and to be in a desperate condition.
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EXCHANGE

KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE

B. F.

t

May

/

(Palace Theatre Building,

New York)

Founders

KEITH,

B. F.

EDWARD

F.

ALBEE,

A.

PAUL KEITH,

PROCTOR

F. F.

-

Artiat. can

book

WEGEFARTH

W. DAYTON

direct addressing

AMALGAMATED r

*

VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY
1441

Broadway.
Phone

New

12

Philadelphia,

York,
*

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

Bute-Lake Building

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

New York

PENNSYLVANIA

booking

BOOKING DEPARTMENT,

3580

SEE US WEEK IN CALIFORNIA"

Weeks

Washington,

MEIKLEJ0HN and DUNN
Baltimore

and* intermediate town*

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Marcus Loews
Boo king Age ncv

Amusement Managers,

LOS ANGELCS— Majestic
Hear. 62816.

FALLY MARKUS

near.

"The O'Brien

ANNEX
NEW YORK

1547 Broadway.
Bryant 6060 6061

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
PAUL GOUDRON, CAPITOL BUILDING, CHICAGO
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Detroit office, 206 Breitmeyer Bldg.

AUSTRALIA
By ERIC H. GORRICK

desired results this beautiful little
story demands.
Again in "French
Leave" Miss Polini was wrongly
To put a dramatic actress
cast.
high caliber into a part that calls
for a vivacious young girl was a
grave error. In works of a highly
dramatic nature Miss Polini stands
without a rival in this country.
Sir Harry Lauder began his second tour of this country here March
Show has done good business
SI.
for pa^t four weeks and closes nexl
week. Phyllis and Giles. La VenQueenio
ture. Kavanagh, Juggler;

A

Fenton. Payne and Milliard. DaphJ. and V. Tait by
nie Ferguson.
arrangement with li. J. Carroll, -w •»

star.
Fred Qulntrel
Show will do big busi-

the

conducts.
ness wherever playing.

Fuller's presented by arrangement
with Bailey and Grant, "On Our

Selection" at the Grand two weeks
ago AU hough revived many time*,
this evergreen burlesque on Australian bush life continues to big
It is about the only Australian play that will never die.
Bert Bailey made a very big hit
with Fi en McDonald running a close
second. Jack Kirby gave a splendid
characterization of an old Irishman.
Vera Hemee was miscast as the
daughter.
Wirth's circus goes out on road
this week.

business.

Julius Knight headllner this week
at Tivcll and pulling good business
twice dally.
Star was a big dramatic success here many years ago.
He is presenting a sketch built
around the usual trinttgle. Assisted
by Lizette Parkes and Herbert
Millard.
Edgar Ueynon. pot-pourri
act. good:
Togo, juggler, clever;
Vera I enson, songs, good. Crack
nells

whip cracking and jumping

dogs, fair;

Pall Malls, dancers, big

hit: David Pool**, vent act, stopped
show; Southern Singers, colored,

enovniou* InL

Girl" is

Musgrove

secured

The

still

running

verdict of

Theatres, Ltd.,
£1.542 against

Fox

people

will

present

reported that Muriel Starr,

is

sister of Frances Starr, is to return
to Australia under direction of Williamson-Tait and will appear In

"East of Suez." Miss Starr was a
very big success here years ago in
"Within the Law" and other piece*.

"A Southern Maid" Is still pulling
wonderful business at Her Majesty's,
Melbourne.
Sir Harry Lauder is getting $2 top
at the Palace. Show will move on
to Melbourne next week for a run.

SIDNEYMWEISMAN
IN CHARGE

Gertrude Elliott is doing well at
Melbourne, in "Woman
Woman" for Williamson-Tait.

the Royal,
to

,

Snub Pollard, film comedian, returns to America this week. Pollard
has been on a visit to his folks.

Business fair at Fuller's.
Babs
Pacey. dancing, over; Signor Palmetto, songs, liked; The Hemsleys,
weak sketch, just got by; Spangles
Four, songs, very big; Two Meurs,
acrobats,
usual type hand balancing: Russel and Frost, dancing,
fair; Huley and Bent, songs and
talk, big hit: Dora Lindsay, Scotch
songs ^.nd talk, ordinary act; Baron,
vent, good; Wong Toy Sun, magic,

them

in.

TOWN HALL—Jean

handling

5th

"Queen of Sheba" at the Town Hall.
Sydney, June 4. A special publicity
campaign has started in the dailies.

l6o20pitolBldg

closed and held

Sydney, April 25.
"Sally" ie a sensation at Her
Grossing biggest busiMajesty s.
ness in town.
"It Winter Comes" Is doing fair
business at Royal.
Williamson-Tait presented Emelie
Polini Jn "Madama Butterfly," a
tragedy by David Belasco, an J
'French Leave," a farce in three
acts, at Criterion.
Business big.
Due to go out on the road next
week. Miss Polini was badly misas
cast
Cho-Cho-San (Madame
Butterfly) and failed to secure the

WEST 46™ ST

CHICAGO OFFICE

OTARRELL STREETS

8AN FRANCISCO
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.
and

St*

for broken contract. Barryproduced "The Tivoli Frolics'" and
other pieces.

GENERAL

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

MARKET, GRANT

Bltft..

company

JHLUBIN
MAMtGLR

EXECUTIVE 0FFICE8:

Sl«r.

Spencer Barry, late producer for

Harry

It

ACKERMAN & HARRIS

Thaatr*

OtMgtas SS53.

Show has
strongly in Melbourne.
passed its 150th performance.

IPEW BUILDING

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE BLDG.

Theatri

Flea 5514.

SAN FRANCISCO— Paataan

General Executive Offices
160

Theatrical Agent*,

Personal Representatives.
Vaudeville, Road Show*.

PRINCE OF

WALES— St.

Leon*,

Lloyd and Montrose, Sadie McDonBarbarina, Geaiks and Geaiks.
Vagabonds, Winnie Edgerton,

ald,

Benno Moisewitsch has arrived
for a second concert tour of this
country under J. H. N. Tait direction.
He will appear at the Town
Hall.

Two

Moon and

Morris,

Rene

Esler.

PA\ —"Manslaughter."

GRAND— "Foolish

Wives."

Brisbane

HIS

MAJESTY'S— "Oh,

Lady!

Lady!"

EMPIRE— Les

%'The Cat and the Canary" will bo
presented at the Criterion early next
month by Williamson-Tait. Company now playing "It
Winter
Comes" will appear in the new production.
Maybe Lynton of "Bat**
fame will Join the company for the
production.

Jack Birchley,
Frank Andrews, Louis Bloy,
GLOEE— "Broadway Rose," fifth Craydor.
Gertrude Elliott Is to do "Smllin\
and Mack, Con Moreni re- Through" for
week
Williamson-Tait after
"*
vue
STRAND— "Singed Wings."
"Woman to Woman."
CREMORNE—
Humphrey
Bishop
LYCEUM— "Shadows."
Oscar Asche will present "Chu
CRYSTAL PALACE— 'Missing Co.ROYAL— Stock Co.
Husbands."
Chow" at the Theatre Royal.
SAVOY— "Mighty Lak a Rose." Chin
Sydney, early In MayNEW ZEALAND
Melbourne
Auckland
Art Hiekman's American
OrHER MAJESTY'S— "The South- HIS MAJESTY'S
"The Forty chestra, from Frisco, has been enern Maid."
gaged by J. C. Bendrodt. Ltd., for
PRINCESS— "The O'Brien Girl." Thieves."
KING'S— "Under Suspicion."
a season at the Palais
Roval,
C.erady.

Klicks,

—

ROYAL— "Woman to Woman."
PALACE—"Bulldog Drummond.'
KING'S— "The Silver Fox."
TOWN HALL— Evelvn Scotney.
TIVOLI—Gus McXaughton

and

Akabah Arabs. La Terpsichore
Audrey Knight. Three Scamp?.
Co..

Hunter and Bob.

Zellini.

PLAYHOUSE — "Sunday"

(re-

OPERA HOUSE— Potter &

well.

Opera

&

Hart-

Wendy

Singers,

Alphonse, Beresford

&

Rennie, Nat

Phillips Revue.

Sydney.

Hugh
Ward's

J.

Ward, director Hugh

J.

Theatres,

Ltd.,
has reLYRIC— 'My Wild Irish Rose."
duced admittance prices to theatres
Wellington
controlled by his company to preHIS MAJESTY'S— Hurl & Evans. war charges, viz:— Six shillings top
Nell
& Braddy Shaw. Lane & ($1.50). five shillings $1,251."
Howard. Reece Sisters, Conway & shillings (75c. one shilling andthree
flixBeecham.
pence (33c.
and one shilling (25c).
EVERYBODY S— "Manslaughter."
<

>.

vival >.

BIJOU— Colleano.

Verna
P.ain
Slavin and Thompson, Pat an
Paula Hensen. Ruby Browne. Lloyd
and Raymond. Victor. Otesca, Btlton

>.

Christchurch

I

and Mr.x. Lei Lanls Hawattans.
STRAND— "Queen of Sheba."
LYRIC— "The Midnight Frolic*

MAJESTIC— "The OM

MAJESTIC— Evere*:* Monk*}
Gerald revue, Angel Bros., Lollop
tn<» Wendling. Lerol.

('<>.

And ale's

Mli-aro Bros., Doris Wells,
Plaj ere,

LIBERTY— "Dream
Dunedm

Nest."

Adelaide

ROYAL— "Cairo;"

ROYAL— Digger

OPERA HOUSE

Stre

Zoo.

Sunshine

Sidney Watson, late conductor at
G. O. H.. sued George Marlow. producer, tor thirty pounds. nHeged to
1mw.,i;es owing.
Plaintiff d.-:ii.
he had ever been thrown out of a
.

t

:

His MAJESTY'S Le Blanc Co..
George Dixon. Tubb\ Stevens, Nash
&. Anderson. Ruth Bucknell.

dressing
Watson stated

girl's

by Marlow.
thai he found all
lades attractive, but no one had
complained of his hanging around
dressing looms. Plaintiff admitted
he had bandaged a girl's leg. foil
Marlow completed the operation.

"A Night Out" is to he revived
month by Williamson -Ta
Judge

this

room

-iiv--

verdict

f*r

defendant

—

-

May

Thursday,
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NOT REENGAGED

HILLIER

Ddeen't Want
for Casino

DISTRESSING FRENCH PLOT
Paris, May 23.

"LE CHAMPION WEAK"

Conductor

"L'Orobre des frauriers" (Shadow
of the Laurels), a three-act play by
Piere Le Batut, was presented at
the out-of-the-way Theatre Albert,
Paris, May 23.
May 10, by Irenee Maugot, the presj>on Vol terra, manager of the
Paris, haa refused to re- ent lessee of the house. The pre! Casino de
mier Would suggest fair returns.
engage Louis Hillier aa conductor
The cast includes Taupy, ChevilThe
Casino reopens.
the
•when
lot,
Jejal,
Grollier
and Mmes.
Casino has been entirely renovated
Jacqueline
Leclerc, Raymonde Vatwhich
occurred
some
fire
eince the
tier, Martin and Cecile Bare.
time ago.
The plot unfolds the story of a
The differences between Volterra
at
resuming
and Hillier were due to a claim of wife's repugnance
27,000 francs' damages, made by the marital relations with hti husband,
who
manager,
returns
the
upheld
horribly
against
woua.'ed
from
latter
by the Workers' Arbitration Court, the war. It is a distre ing subject,
plaintiff
poorly
"handled.
Judgment
the
when
giving
"La Chambre Bleue," a one-acter,
Volterra failed to defend the %ction.
The manager later appealed, al- by Andre Serziat on tin same bill,
leging Hillier's contract, signed in is poorly done.
3918, was never renewed after the
necon^ year, although Hillier remained two additional years with- AMER. CONSERVATORY PROFS.
written agreement until the
Parte, May 13.
'o«t a \s
M. Remy, violin professor at the
Casino was closed on account of
tr& fire, thereby entitling the man- Paris conservatoire,, and Salignac,
ager to dispense with his services tenor, have, been duly appointed
ai any time. The court haa. Just teachers at the American, school of
Tendered a Judgment in favor of music at Fontainebleau during the
Volterra, but granted Hillier 3,000 summer. As a member of the Opeia
fitincs' damages in lieu of a month's Comique (which cuts little ice exnotice, according to a local custom. cepting for a name), Salignac will
conduct the course of French lyrical
•
repertoire! Remy will head the proPEARL WHITE'S FILM CO.
fessors as director of this school,
attended by American students visParis, May 23.
Pearl White is reported organiz- iting France for a vacation.
Cathleen Ann Healy, of New York,
ing her own picture producing company here, pending her marriage to arrived here last week to study
music in Europe for a year.
a4 Italian nobleman.
Valterra

Froncen

The

plot

STARRING IN

"PASSING SHOW OF

The

Martha.

heart,

and DAYE
DUNNE
"FRECKLES

dislikes

girl

brute force, preferring the brother,
who is a poet.

PLAYING

pugilist
encourages
his
brother to learn boxing and allows
him to win the championship being

a better actor than
playing as the
champion and Bertier as his manager is excellent. Decoeur played
is

ybfa?BW*yWU"a?tHafbWdP«SrVaMJ^

His

playwright.

the trainer role equally well. Andree
Pascal did nicely with a role unsuited to her.
/

-ar

III

jf

j|

(

POSTPONEMENT ASKED FOR
May

Paris,

JT\

23.

Francois Descamps, manager of
CJeorges Carpentier, has cabled Tex
Rirkard requesting a postponement
of the Carpentier- McTigue
bout.
Carpentier's hand was fractured in
his recent fight with NiUes, necessitating a request that his bout with

Ji

J|
WL

H

mk

fT

Beckett In London, scheduled for
12, be postponed until early
,

June

'

'

23.

The

with McTigue in
States had been set

the

fight

United
for
July 14.
If Rickard declines to permit a
postponement, Descamps will probably endeavor to change the Loh--

PL.

.

The French Chamber

of Deputies
has voted in favor of a daylight saving bill notwithstanding bitter opposition from the farmers.

8AM. If

"

Attractions
426 St., W. of H way.

•

narns
IIU,,W

RvenmB«

dop date.

—

^P

'

CO.

AT FEMINA

at 8.20.

IN

Mats. Wed. -Sat. 3:20.

Moves to Vanrtrrtiilt Theatre .lane 4
OWEN DAVIS' Warm -Hearted Play

ICEBOUND"
The

1923

PULITZER PRIZE

SAM

8:15.

St.

HARMS

H.
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Critics
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first

OSWALD

dancing

of
Renoff'Adagio' in the last act may, without
exaggeration, be classed an one of the
mo*! brilllunt efforts In this direction
ever seen."

its

NOME

WILLIAMS

SIDNEY HOTEL
DEATHS ABROAD

65th Street and
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14.

Edouard Cadio, baritone, who mtired from the Freneh stage a short
time SgO, rikd
last week.
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The "Music Box Revue"
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"The arrut big electrifying moment of
the performance, however. Is provided In
the splendid and uno-iinl dancing of
Fred Kenan* and I.orls Lee. The girl Is
a I'iuIiiua in perfection of teehnlone.
making astonishing rises and falls and
balancings on her toe*, hot her acrobatic
leanings and piroaettings fairly sent the
audience Into sustained applause) and
left as thrilled and interested.. Miss Lee
la a
phenomenal dancer, of amazing
grate and ingenuity, and, insofar aa the
andlcnee was concerned, she was the star
of the 'Merry Widow'."
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line

EXHIBITORS VS. F. P.
London, May 23.
Considerable feeling exists ftmong
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MARK

May
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The Trench
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Monday being the
'innovation.
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"One of the outstanding feature* of

23.

Nearly 476,000 francs were realized
on the sale of furniture and antiques belonging to Gilda Darty, a
Parisian actress. Seventy-tv.-r thousand francs were paid by a collector
for a sumptuous Louis .XVI style

"JULIET"

as

May

Gilda Darty'a Belongings Sold

St..

Present

Hay-

Hayes closed after one
the Queens Hall cabaret.

She probably

W. of Dway.
DTDIIRI IP 4Jd
EVENINGS at S:30
HENRY imim*£^\ff,g: IVClUDLl^
Mats. Wednesday and Saturday at 1:30.

THE SKMVYNS

at the

London,

PEGGY WOOD

.

23.

shortly.

Grace

$2.50; entire flnt Bale.. $1.50: enevery night, inciuitina holitire 2d
Bale.. 50c
For Mat.— All Oreh.. $2; all
day* snd Sat*.
St Box OlWce.
Bale.. $1.
Bait Seat!
Entire Oreh

-

GRACE HAYES MAY RETURN

Offers

NEW COMKDT— WITH MUSIC

THE CLINGING VINE

POLLY PREFERRED

Edward and Anne"

bel,

market

Knickerbocker

May

London,

Charles Cherry will play the lead
In the new Milne piece temporarily
titled "Success," which follows "Isa-

i

17 Thea., «V. 44th 8t.
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Merry

London, May 23.
Tom Douglas, who has been In
"Merton of the Movies," will appear
at the Coliseum (vaudeville) shortly
in a sketch, in which he appeared in
vaudeville in America.

THE SELWYNS Present
CHANN1N O POL LOCK'S

Newest Musical Comedy
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TOM DOUGLAS AT COLISEUM

"LITTLE NELLIE KELLY"

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON'S

revival
of
"The
at Daly's May 10

a tremendous success.
The libraries have
heavily for ten weeks.

the New Bonn and Dance Show
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SUCCESS
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Whole Wide World"
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The

Widow"

Post.

GEORGE M. COHANS
COMEDIANS

Moves to Harris Theater Jane 4
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MERRY WIDOW
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IS

"Best American Musical Play

with Glenn Hunter
Florei.ce Nash
Harry Leon Wilson's stogr dramatized by

with

Town

HOWLING SUCCESS."— Eva.
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OF THE MOVIES

8.
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"SO THIS
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44th St. Eva. 1:10.
Mats. Wed. A Sat. 9:30.
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attendance at the Ambassadeurs
with jts music hall policy, and other
alfresco resorts despite the Whitsun
holidays.
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TOO RAINY FOR OUTDOORS
Paris, May 23.
A rainy spell has brought excel-
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American
company playing in
Freneh for one month, commencing
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KAUFMAN
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win the love of

trickery fails to
the girl.
*

Froncen

KEITH CIRCUIT

B. F.

Direction

purposely knocked out himself. His

Paris, May 23.
Clarke Silvernail has arranged
with Antire Gailhard, lessee of the
Theatre Femina, to present an

HARRIS

and HIS PAL"

•

The

SHVERtfAH'S

H.

— MARY

IRVING—

exaggerated.
It
concerns a
pugilist loving his brother's sweet-

T

8AM

If

1922

MESSRS. SHUBERT

Direction

childish

unrealistic,

is

HOWARD

WILLIE and EUGENE

23.

and

July.

May

May

Victor Froncen's romantic threeact sporting comedy, "Le Champion," in which he is. flaying the
leading role, opened poorly at the
Theatre Sarah Ilernhardt May 17.

'

Paris,

Actor Then

Better

•

Paris,

1

FRENCH DAYLIGHT SAVING

a

Is

Author

.

"You'd Be Surprised" Indefinite
London, May 23.
"You'd Be Surprised" continues at
the Alhambra indefinitely with a
second edition to be produced within
a few weeks.
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firet week did £200 more than the
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for
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corresponding
League of Nations."
The revue is an astuied euccees
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GRIFFITH'S

NEXT PRODUCTION

POLITICAL TWISTS

WILL HAVE AL JOLSON AS STAR

—m>o

i

n

i

i

CABARET BUSINESS BAD,
TALENT AND BANDS CHEAP

ATNI.P.T.01

Tough Summer Predicted for Dance CabaretsWill Be Made at Marmaroneck Studio, Starting Im[LECTION
Bands Drop in Price from $125 to $50 a Man
Readying
Producer
mediately New Uncle Tom
Weather Partially Blamed
for Star in Blackface
Producers and Hays' Organ-

—

—

ization Active in Caucuses

W.

next picture will
hare Al Jolson starred in a sympathetic negro character part, the
great singer of popular songs appearing of course in blackface.
Griffith has long nursed the idea
in his mind that this generation is
ready for a new Uncle Tom, and
with the darky
experience
Ills
character played in "One Exciting
Night," and with the public reception of his new story of the Southland confirm him in his desire.
The story for the Jolson picture
Griffith has had it a
Is in hand.
long time, and has been awaiting
the selection of the main character.
The arrangement with Jolson was

O.

Griffith's

aM

"that remained to realize the
project.
Jolson's engagement in "Bombo"
at the Winter Garden will not affect the picture plan either way.
If the show runs into the summer,
It Witt be possible to carry the
studio work on at the same time.
the studio being less than an hour
out of the city and Jolson being
WOU known as a remarkably en•rgetlc worker.

DILLINGHAM

of Convention

IN PARIS,

—State Or-

ganizations with Defeated

SAYS HIP WILL STICK

Candidates Accuse Each
Other Ford Favor-Seek-

—

Will

Visit

Vienna

Over Plays

—

in

in

Looking

August
Paris

Wanted Control

with a

visit

CASH

$30,000
May

to

PUT UP

29.

Charles Dillingham has arrived
here to look over the current attractions

ers

Chevalier Over

Vienna

purpose.
for the same
Despite contrary exports he states
the New York Hippodrome will continue as a playhouse next season.
Maurice Chevalier expects to sail
for America In August and not the
end of June as first reported.
Chevalier wishes first to have a
quiet vacation before going to New
York to study English and American theatrical customs prior to
opening in September with Dilling(Contlnued on page 6)
following

The Fourth Annaul Convention of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America has passed into history.
Chicago was the scene of a thice
day's battle during which there was
considerable
"inside
baseball"
played by the politicans of the organization and which for a time
looked as though it would bring
about a disruption within the organization that might be more serious than that which occurred in
Washington a year ago.
When the smoke cleared and the
election was over there seemed to
be a general spirit of satisfaction
on the part of the majority that
what had been accomplished was

"RIVALS" WINNER
,

"The Rivals." the

star revival of

Equity Players, closed Saturday at
the Earl Carroll, after playing three
weeks, the first of which was at
.

The attraction
the 48th Street.
Could have remained longer but for
the absence of ..some one in actual
authority.

The company was agreeable to
Continue, but when Francis Wilson
the others he would not
break his promise to appear in
"The School For Scandal." which
Will be given next week at the

advised

Lyceum
ers'

as a benefit for the PlayClub, some of the others in the

Equity show stated it "would not
be quite fair" to have another
player in Wilson's role.
The "Rivals" was easil^SHhe most
Successful of
Equity's trie*,
it
was only nrh,< i< «j f or one week.
but when the takings totaled $17.70*)
It was decided to continue and the
pace at the •arroll is quoted at
over $12,000 for both weeks there.
It was proposed to pk y the show
in several other cities,
including
Philadelphia and Jjoston, and it w
estimated with the name strength
of the company "The Rivals" would
have had little trouble drawing as
much as $25,000 in ^ach of the important stands,
for some reason
that was also shelved, although
liberal sharing terms were reported
;

;

i

offered.

i

entirely for the best.

STANDARD FOR TABS

Equity

Working Out Scheme
Smaller Shows

Sydney

for

Equity Is working out a plan for
a standard form of contract which
is to apply for tab, rep, boat and
tent shows.
Players In attractions
of the sort are said to form an important percentage in Equity membership and dues from such members are the lowest In the Equity

There is no association of
managers in the rep and tab class.
How the proposed "standard" form
scale.

will

be enforced

is

not explained.

None of the usual Equity contracts
Is known to apply.
It
is
proposed to increase the
present annual duos of $C yearly for
members in the Itinerant shows
Tftor the new contracts are devised.
All other members are charged $18
per annum, except junior members,
whose dues are $10 j early. It has
recently been ruled
that
junior
members when applying for membership must be vouched for by two
other members in good standing.
Juniors are players lust entering
theatricals and includes recruits to
stocks, but not those in the rep and
tab class.
New members) applying
in the itinerant cl us*, however, must
also be vouched for.

Cohen was

elected for
his fourth term as president of the
organization. On Friday last in the
convention hall of the Coliseum he
was financed on the spot with $30,(Continued on Page 18)
S.

The weather Is blamed for the
present bad cabaret situation locally
and out-of-town.
With the temperature moderate for thjs time of
<
HIS
the year, the beaches are deserted,
while the city resorts are either
closing down or not booking any
Amsterdam Audi- talent because of
Sends
the expected torrid
wave which is inevitable In a few
ence Into Spasm Over Comdays. Coupled with this, the uncertainty of Governor Smith's signing
ment on Municipal Parade
of .the Mu Han -Gage repeal predicts
a tough summer lor the cabaret field.
The biggest laugh ever heard In
Talent, as one cabaret booker puts
the New Amsterdam theatre or se- it, that hasn't
called on him for
cured by Will Rogers in that house summer engagements for
over eight
or elsewhere, happened Saturday years are now renewing
friendship.
evening.
During Rogers' monologl Many of" them "are vaudeWlie and
Per- production people of quite some
formance, the humorist dwelt upon standing.
A visit to any agent's
the municipal parade the same aft- office any afternoon between 2 and
ernoon on the opening of New York's 4 o'clock will prove the number of
Silver Jubilee celebration.
/
people seeking summer engage"It was funny," said Rogers, "how ments are unusually
abundant. The
they placed the street cleaneVs right early closings of vaudeville and
behind the aldermen."
productions accounts for this.
Sunday night at the Century, durThe orchestra booking agents
ing the Songwriters' benefit per- similarly find that the number of
formance, Rogers pulled the gag for Jazz bands In the field is proving
a second time* Murry Hurlburt, a drug on the market. Eight men
president of the Board of Aldermen, combinations, which formerly sold
seated in a box. nearly fell off his for $1,000 and $1,100, are being of*
chair laughing.
fered $400 weekly $60 a man— and
Speaking of the song writers, plenty of them are to be had at that
Rogers said he thought all the price.
writers of "Mammy" songs should
An instance at the Blackstone.
be banished to their native country, Atlantic City, Is cited by one agent.
which might oblige them to visit lie accompanied a new songstress
Russia, where their own mammies to the place one day last week, and
could Bee them.
found himself practically the sole
audience. Many of the out-of-town
cabarets are minimising on enter-

WILL ROGERS LANDS

BIGGEST LAUGH

New

i

—

"UNCLE TOM" TO MUSIC
COAST FILM PLAYERS
Ouncan Sisters Will Star in Wilkes*
PREFER FREE LANCING
Production
Los Angeles, May

Oon't

Want Long Term Con-

— Motoring From

29.

At last that American stage masterpiece, "Uncle Tom," Is
to
be

musicalized with possibly a chorus
of singing bloodhounds.
The Duncan Sisters are to star In the production, to be presented by Thomas
Wilkes.
'
l^os Angeles, Miy 29.
Rehearsals are to commence here
A prominent picture booking next week with the opening schedagency here notes that a number of uled for San Francisco, the show
its popular clients are passing UP
later to return here for a run at
long-term contracts In favor of the Majestic.
"free lancing."

tracts

Lot to Lot

With production activities at tin
peak and the demands for populei
unattached leading nrvn in«l women
proportionately needed, the plctuf(
actors are foregoing allixing their
Signatures to any long-term contracts in favor of appearing in separate productions.
simultaneous
permits their
It
playing in more than one producin
one
lot to
from
motoring
tion,
other as the occasion demands

ROBERTSON'S REMINISCENCES
Sir

IsOiulon. M.iy 29.
has re-

Fur!)"- -Robertson

turned from Sicily, where he
been writing his reminiscences.

lm

Screening "Tons of Money"
London. May 29.
A sereen version o£ "Tons of

M >ney" is to be
the direction of

made

shortly und^r

Frank Crane.

tainment with a soprano -hostess to
supplement the dance music. In
New York, very few places are going.
The Boardwalk Is closed, and
the Palais Royal followed suit
Saturday.

SAENGER

CO.

BUILDING

New Orleans. May 29.
Julian Saenger, president of the
Saenger Amusement Co., has PSturned from a Ave months' tour of
thS world.
The Immediate plans of bin company Include the erection of a theatre In Pine Bluff, Ark seating 2.000
,

another In Tcxarkana, Tex.,
film palace at Shrcveport. L
All of the new houses are
called B

i

f,

and
to

i

be

ngcr.

COSTUMES
Who will make your next ones?
Those who have bought from us
say—

BROOKS-MAHIEU
1437 ll'wajr

«» 11,000

Tel. S5S0 Pens.

Costumes

N. V.

(

Hy

for Rental seal

—

.

PARI

LONDON OFFICE

VARIETY'S

CABLE ADDRESS. VARIETY, LONDON

— Flere

May

(

unnamed.

Tho Immigration

be

show

to

the

picture

first

his

between Hearst and Fawhich should first open
a special here this summer, with
Hearst getting a distinct bulge in
the surprise of securing the Empire,
the most desirable London theatre
that could have been procured for
a special film showing.
When Cosmopolitan brought over
"Knighthood" with Marion Davies,
it played the Scala, looked upon as
a neighborhood house, located relaInsiders,

mous as

FRANK VAN HOVEN
This week (May 31-June

London much as 125th
would be to Times square in
New York, while the Empire is in
the center of the West End, which
if the Times square of London. The
Empire's location is the same there
tively
street

as

in

Astor

the

square in

to

tho

that the

Em-

theatre

New

is

York.

Tho report today

is

will -open

pire

with either Ibanet'
"Enemies of Women," with. Lionel
Barrymore and Alma Rubens, or
"Little Old New York
with Marion
Davies. Both of th< -«. Cosmopolitan
specials are understood to be in
readiness ftr o\< r h*-re.

3),

National, Louisville.
Direction: EDW. 8.

KELLER

LONDON CLOSING
Week

Three This

with

After

Stoll

DANCE HALL PROSPERS
Paris,

London, May 29.
"Ned Keane of Old Drury" closes
Saturday at the Drury Lane, witn
Stoll negotiating to rent the house
for a short term.

It

known

not

is

whether he wants it for a picture
or musical show.
Other closings Saturday are "A
Picadilly Puritan," at the Ambassadors, and "A Night of Temptation," at the Lyceum.
'The last
Waltz" finishes at the Gaiety a

revues.

DEATHS ABROAD

week

Inter.

29.

FARCE REVIVED

Raoul Cinch, French journalist, at
Lyons, France, aged 63 years.

The mother of Mile. Jane Delys,
comedienne of the Palais Royal the-

Paris, May 29farce, "I/Herltier

The three-act

atre, Paris.

du Bal Tabarin," by Nicolas Nancey

parnasse, Paris, died in that city.
Tetit Rascos, tho youngest member of the Five Rascos Troupe of
acrobats, was killed at Tunis, Tu-

catalopized in France),
after bein^r toned down forms the
plot of an operetta to be produced
in
New York by the Shubert*
ville

Mme.

FRENCH CLOCKS HOUR AHEAD
Paris,

May

London,

is

voluntary liquidation.
It will be advertised for sale In
hope some capitalist with
musical aspirations may assist in

May

MAX DEARLY'S

is

bonnet will create a French version
Have an Idea'' at the Theatre
Marigny Dec. 15.

May

of

Mme. Rahna, an

Revue

May

29.

Oriental dancer,

recently implicated with Harry Pilcer in the crusade against nude
dancing, has temporarily left the

Palace revue due to illness.
She is reported Improving and will
return shortly.

arils,

May

29.

Duval for "Music Box"
Paris,

May

29.

Paulett Duval, French dancer, has
been engaged "for the "Music Box"
revue in New York with two partners.

The summer revue

at the Am"Paris Sans
Voiles," was produced successfully
May DC despite rain.
Eddie Dolly arranged ih< dances
employing eight English chorus
men and sixteen English girl dancers.
The Dolly Sisters, featured
were well received. The Dollys prc'•ii? an original pantomimic sketch
in the form of a 15-minute four-act
drama, d< pk ting the life of an
aetres«
Tm< audience is led te» l"
la ve
tl e
*am<
girl
i*
play inn
lhr< ughout the entire sketch despite
\)io rapid changes.
The finish reveals the twins for an
\.
llmt

hassadeurs,

entitled

-

<

tti.

<

com* up

not

b

to Its

i
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i'ork

who

S-

!•

-

nwi<

2f>.

he tried to net out of the buildin?,
hut wa.« immediately mobbed by the

m.
VUlag« Fol-

n.t^

b<

)i

n

<

•

occupants of th<
It,
who hugged
and kiesed blm and insisted on his
autographing
Innumerable
proms
Evelyn Laye, who follows
Lily Eisie .is the widow, possi ses
i

x« w

In

ni< nt

will
iiim

<

f.

ol

1

over

i.iphni l'oii" your suit

i
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plan-

CHEVALIER RETURNS
eh.

M.

Haut"

.it

tia

v..

.

i

r

Bouff<

-

-

1

t

con-

<

•

•

1

Mn

•
i

her. the

29
of "La
book* d by
t.n

Tin

Bert Coote i iii - ni.is mow,
•The \\ indmill Man, Jf- inn'.. confor the Victoria Palace until

and Varna

for th<

rev hi.' at the p a tit r
The press states the
1,500 francs a day.
.

'

.

autumn

•

•
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Chariot in on Majestic

June

After the first
*'
lemeni caused
ihr writing of a playlei »>\ the

I

Duchess

of

Westminster

for

the

Nine o'Clock Revue" at the L-ttio.
various dOUCheS ait b» mg' thrown
on the rublicity value of
Grace
as a publicity movement.
In the
1 1 «

i

21

(New York

for

London)

garia).

June

2,

Daisy Atkinson (Mrs.

A. Douglas)
(Cedric).

June

2

New York

(New York

London)

to

Yvette Rugel, Adele, the theatrical
costumer, (Majestic).

May

29
29

(New York

(New York

to

to

London)

Cherbourg)

Harry Boiler (Mauretania).
May 29 .(New York for London)
Winthrop Ames (Mauretania).
May 29 (New York to London)
David Samuels (Mauretania).
May 26 (New York tj London)
Cosmo Hamilton, Joseph Hoffman,
Mrs. Richard Bennett, Jacqueline
de Beaufort, (Homeric).

May

26

May

26

Hamilton

John

field's

"Lilies

of

J.

the

"Mallony HotHastings TurField'' during

the Play box season at the Ambassadors
In the Masefield piece Laura
Cowie. who la Turner's wife, will
play

the lead.

May 19, .(New York to London),
Richard C. Schnier, (Geo. Wash.);
May 26, (same), Osborne Co., (Baltic); May 2rt, (same). Sidney Cohan,
(Fox Films). (Homeric); May £9,
(same) Princess Winona, Earl A,
Doxtader, (Mauretania); June 23,
(same), Mr. and Mrs. Homer B,
Mason, (Baltic).
May ?0. (London to New York),
Hugh 'e

Shaftesbury on May 30. Includes
Jack Melford, Henry Kendall. II. R
H gnett, Fred and Adels Astaire

ho were the hig hite of the recent
Liverpool
production; George d'.>
W.ni.iz. Mimi Crawford and
MarJorie Cordon.
Felix Kdwards wi!
v

May
Henry
Odell,

•

«

2!»

(New

(Olym-

to

Paris),

May,

London),
H.^es, Mauds

STork

Hnll, Helen
(Clnopic).

143

',

to

Charing Cross Road

LONDON
Director,

Royalty

invariably waits sotn.«
time before visiting a theatre
at
which a new play is being present-

JOHN TILLER
MIIKTTK

KERSHAW

ed.
"The Mimic Box" has, however
provrd an immediate attraction.
The Princess Royal ha« hern twice

(Continued on page 39)

York

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING

Man

Ivt

(New

Gerard, Mme. Leta
Paul Morris (Mauretania).

Nares has returned •<and i- playing Mir s
in
the Chair." on the
circuit, opening at the Pal-

II.

'

20

Teddy

•

On»n
v.ikI.

"The

Barrett's orchestral

pic).

May

Tlif cast of "Slop Flirting," which
Sir Allied Butt
produces at the

prodm

Bremen)

(New York to Taris) Irene
Lucrezia
Bori,
Yvonne
George, Mario Chamlee, (France).
Reported through Paul Taueig &
Son. 101 East 14th street:

spur" will follow
ner's

to

(New York to London)
Revelle,
Mary Boland

(Baltic).
May 23

'Follies."

Mas.

(New York

Castle,

flret
place she Is no longer "Her
Grace,"
but
simply Mrs. Janus
FitzPatrlck Lewis, and her husband
was at one time a member of the

Pellisier

J.

London

to

Allan Dale (President Roosevelt).

Indium.
'

•

London)
Dorothy

on the Majestic.

; :

in

role;

'

3

.

in

to

Millington,

Florence Shirley (Kroonland).

.

,

Grace Ha ye* Dora Btronvs and
fay Harcouit art featured,

t<>

t

1

Boom.

fails

(

.i

•

:

Paris
Paris, .May 1!9.
The Abt.'y Thelemi restaurant
hae closed with the Tria Bisters'
Blues Room, reopening neat ueek
under the name e»f the Abbey bj

but

vey an atmosphere of romance and
'.ui
bandog
ih s 'nil, until recently a sparring partner of Joe
1!'
!<«•;: and an a.
<• ..ito of
Jeoi
«' h pentler,
was a bi]
r
a
m nilo.
Prince

Mage

•

1

inifi.ni).

to

the technique,

all
<

.

n

entitled 'Shadows,"

Grace Hayes Moves

G.V.F.

London, May
Th<

r
Dollj

rman pro-

u

«

totj »".

t.

The
'.it

dm

Jo.-

iNew York

Andre Chariot, the London producer, reached New York Tuesday

LONDON

London, May 23.
Coyn« made the big' hit e.f the
eveninp when "The Merry Widow"
wa« revived at Daly's.
It
was
imorefl some time ago that he
funked playing the pan hr created
i*; years ago,
but his show gave no
sign of this.
During the Interval

be< n disItalian show

5

Treincr (Eercngaria).

May

30.

h.tn

July

Gertrude

Oliver M. Sayler (Canopic).

.

I

SAILINGS

June 5 (New York to London)
Rupert Ingalese and Co. (Beren-

i<

Business, however,
appointing, and tin

to attend the premier
"Chauve Souris" here May 24.

of the

29.

Paderewski, Polish pianist and
statesman, arriving here, states he
will resume piano recitals and is
through with politics.

Paris,

IN

May

improving under the new treat-

of "I

R

REVUE ALL DOLLYS

to a hospital adjacent
to Paris from Vienna several weeks
ago in a serious condition mentally,

May 29.
ment.
Max Dearly and Jeanne SaintHe was aMe

Rahna Out

Jancovesco and Mihalesco two years
Talis, May 29.
ago, has reached P'rance with her
Ray Goetz has engaged Robert
associate I, coming from their AmerQuinault, a French dancer, and Iris
The novel of Georges Courteline, ican trip. They will open in Paris the Rowe, a youthful English partner,
•*Les Linottes" (meaning those peo- middle of June with a Roumanian
to appear in New York in Septemple who suffer from a swelled head) troupe in "The Red Passion" by
ber.
was recently adopted as a comedy lllbail Sorbtri.
_i>
by Louis Sonolet, and this gave
New Version at Casino
"Peg o' My Heart" in Paris
Dieudonne and C. A. Carpentier the
Paris, May 29.
Inspiration of making a musical
Paris. May 29.
A new version of the Casino de
comedy of the subject, for which
The little playhouse in the Rue Paris revue was nicely presented
Edouard Mathe wrote a score. The Fontaine, known as the Theatre
with p'ortuge. a local comedian and
musical version was produced at a Marjol .(named after the lessee),
singer, featured.
small cabaret, Le Perehoir, some which ha e been closed during the
weeks npo, and met with success, present season, has reopened at the
and three acts have now been trans- Tbeatrn Fontaine, with "peg de mon George Grossmith Sailed for N. Y.
London, May 29.
ferred to the more important stage coeur," the French version of Peg
George Grossmith sailed for New
of the Th'atre do-s Nouveautes (un- o' Ws Heart."
York May 23.
der independent summer management). The roles are held by Marcel
PASSION PLAY IN ITALY
Valee, Banal, Rene Bu«sy, Clara
Tambour, Andree Alvar (who quit
Turin, May 29.
the Rip revue at the Vaudeville durThe Oberammergau. revised v« r«
ing rehearsals, when listed for an sion of the Passion Play, performed
nable role) and Jenny Rack* by Italians, bi ing performed at the
«>»m«
sen.
Turin at ad un
\i
dye' to pun until
•

•'IDEA

,,

Paris,

Team

French and English Dancing

LES LIN0TTES AS OPERETTA
Paris, May 29.

<

NIJINSXrS IMPROVEMENT
Paris, May 29.
Nijinski, the Russian dancer, who
was brought

financing.

29.

Mme. Klvire Popesco, who found- d
tho Little Theatre in Bucharest with

for two
successfully with*

engaged

out billing.

i

ure.

Paris,
in

the

ROUMANIANS ARRIVE

29.

The French daylight saving bill,
placing the clocks one hour ahead,
was In effect Sunday for the summer, with the picture exhibitors expi Bslng dissatisfaction at the meas-

29.

The Carl Rosa Opera Co.

4-.

May

Balieff,

with

formerly

Nikitina,

Nikita

months, opened

PADEREWSKI QUITS POLITICS

ROSA OPERA'S DIFFIC1

International Jazz Five (colored),
died May 10. at his Paris home, of
apoplexy, aged 46 years. The body
was buried in Pari

land.

29.

WITH

is

shortly.

in a tramear accident.
Usher H. Watts, banjo player with

Disia,

Paris,

(as

May

The Moulin Rouge ball room is a
OR WITHOUT BELLING
•
gold mine at present with the sysParis, May 29.
tem of free admittance. A huge
Partner,
and
Martin
hilled
Teddy
profit is realized from the ordinary
on as "celebrated American artists,"
sale of drinks, mainly beer,
which the authorities collect an en- are appearing In the Concert Mayol
tertainment tax of 25 per cent, of Revue, together with Chris Richards. English dancer.
the retail price of the beverage.

M. Canard, known as Dorfeuil. was revived at the Dejazet theatre
manager of the Theatre Gaite Mont- last week. This rollicking vaude-

'

Marie Lohr

if

It is understood Miss Taylor has
entered the condition she will apParis* May 29.
pear only in "The National Anthem"
The French actress, Marie Sam- in London, amongst her American
ary, gave her farewell performance
play repertoire. Several requests
at the Porte St. -Martin last week.
are said to have been sent Miss
Little known abroad, she was recogTaylor from this side of her apnized as a true comedienne, particu- pearance in London. The condition
larly in Moliere's works, in her own
is believed to have been made* by
country.
the New York star through her
She made her debut at the age of aversion to a^ain attempting "HU14 years, and was twice married.
moresque." The picture of the same
title has played throughout Eng-

Drury Lane

to

May

Anthem"

"National

Under Management of

the
audience of the seato

MARIE SAMARY'S ADIEU

<

Paris,

FALL

IN

tre.

authorities for-

product in the
ventures with elderly suitors occur
Empire, a theatre known by Its with the couple finally deciding to
name all over Europe. First famous continue in wedlock, despite the aras a music hall it later became a rival of Susanne, who is Maurice's
musical comedy production house fiancee. This condition Is rectified
and of recent seasons has held sev- when Alfred marries Susanne.
eral productions made by Sir Alfred
A Belgian with six marriageable
Butt.
daughters seeking husbands, played
An odd angle to the leasing by by show girls, provided some exthe American picture people is that aggerated comedy.
Famous Players has had its repreRegine Flory proved a charming
sentatives over here scouring the Mimosa, with other members of the
West End for a theatre to exhibit cast being Adrien Lamy, Thilippon,
Famous* "Covered Wagon." The Faurens, Loche and
Mesdames
Famous people have been dickering Christine Dor, Pauline Carton and
for the new Tivoli that cannot open Germaine
Bergys,
until late in August.
Fieri, the author, will probably go
It became a race, according to the
to New York in the fall to produce

maker

Ml

TAYLOR

Sketch" Is offering
he wi'l accomplish a single
London, May 29.
with "Pharus" announcing
cure,
A likely chance exists that Laufrom the stage he will accept the rette Taylor will appear over here
challenge and accomplish six cures. in the fall, under the direction of
Thompson is booked to open June Marie Lohr, the local manageress,
11 at the Palladium.
and at Mlsa Lohi's West End thea£1,000

Maurice and Mimosa landing
A Clergyman
unless they marry.
n mony with
aboard performs the
secure a dideciding
to
the couple
vorce upon landing.
Visiting Palm Beach, various ad<

30, 1923

The "Daily

bid

section.

Nottingham

son.

secure capital.

fred, to

In

Monday

biggest

25.

York to fulfill an engagement, she
becomes innocently compromised
owing to a mistake over tickets with
Maurice, an engineer taking an intion to America with a friend Al-

The Empire Is reported under
rental to Hearst on the basis of
$200,000 annually. It's a very fairmzed capacity theatre, with about
the best theatrical location In Lon-

week

this

May

GO TO LONDON

London, Hay 29.
Dr. W. B. Thompson, a healer, un- Playing
der the name of •'Pharos" opened

The pk>t concerns an actress
named Mimosa. Sailing for New

London, May 29.
A contract made yesterday gives
the Empire to William R. Hearst
It will open June 11 with a Cosmoyet
as
super- production
politan

will

ning .May

|.<

London

Paper

29.

by P. ^L Piers, put on by Szulc,
proved a worthy successor to "Ta
Boueho" at the Theatre JDanou,

Opening June 11

by

Challenged

"Healer"

Paris,
"Petit Choc,' a three-act operetta

Time Special Picture
Ever in Famous House

First

Hearst

DR. THOMPSON, -PHARUS"|jJU|RETrE

Aboard Ship
Coming Over

Develops

Plot

FOR FILM SHOWINGS

West End

8 St Martinf » Pl*ce, Trafalgar Square
Wednesday,
2096 Regent

"PETIT CHOC" NOT BAD

HEARST GETS EMPIRE

don's

F^

GUARANTY THUST

111

rdib Awnuu

CO.
j^ew York

—
May

Wednesday,

30,

VAUDEVILLE

1923

AUTOMOBILING IN ENGLAND

FAMOUS PLAYERS SNAPS BACK
AS

N. Y.

BEAR POOL COVERS

London,

Reported Wall St. Clique Went Short 8,000 Shares
in Drop, but Lost Nerve—Declared Loew Will
* Show Net on Year Equal to $2 a Share on Common
Players rallied swiftly
from its sensational break to 73 Vi
last week, touching 80 Monday at
the top and only giving way slightly
during the reaction. Out of the
thick fog of market reports concerning the amusement leader the
nearest approach to definite information appears to be that a clique
of bear speculators undertook a
concentrated campaign on the Mock
basing their tactics on the known
fact that* Famous Players Is one of
the notorious pool issues.
The generaMdea was to shoot at
all pool issues. Stocks whose backers'* could be depended upon to take
on large blocks In an effort to support prices.
If
the bear clique
could dump a carload of Famous
Players on the "pool around 35 to 80
the
backers would probably bo
weakened and a final drive, such *i
was easily within the powers of
the reported operators, would stand
a good ichance to carry through.
Besides at the last minute there was
always a likelihood thut the pool
might take a turn on the short side

And something

itself.

seems

of

the sort

have happened.

to

hand market was

Aim

,

at 70

For some days before the landwere circulated on Broadway that a bear pool had in hand
a campaign .in Famous by which it
was planned to hammer the stock

down

to 76. letting the impetus- take
it to 70 and there cover, switch and
go long to the extent the situation
would stand. Begining May 17. the
day of the 15,000-share turnover, it
Is said the bear clique went short a
total of more than 8,000 shares, but
they failed to go through with their

The covering movement

program.

GROUP OF NEW LAWS
SIGNED BY GOV. SMITH
Lusk Anti-Sedition Laws Repealed and Athletic Commission Given New Power

started at 75, which developed to
be the resistance point. Belated

FRAZER and BUNCE
WILTON
ALF

The Bloomfleld

bill providing for
^ration in office of secretary of
state of name by which hotel Is
reg...

known or designated, as chapter 419
who probably were badly laws of 1923.
handled later, seem to have been *
The Jenks bill adding" new section
allowed to drive It below 74, but
the real covering seems to have
started at 75. Selling after it crossed
(Continued on page 5)
.

925 to penal law, making it a misdemeanor to obtain credit or accommodation at any hotel by means of
false pretense or wJth intent to

SIX BEST SELLERS

FOR MAY

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

VICTOR RECORDS

"Crying for You" and
"Aggravatin' Papa"

"Bambalina" and
"Lady Butterfly"
•

"Burning Sands" and

"Liza" and

"railing"

"When

Down

Yonder

In

Orleans" and
"Dearest"

Will

I

Know"

New "You Tell Her- Stutter" and
"Way Down Yonder in New
1

Mamma*

"Runnin* Wild" and
"You've Got to See

Mamma"

Be Missed" "Wet Yo' Thumb" and
"You Know You Belong
and
"No On* Loves You Better Than
body Else"
Your M -A- Double- M-Y"
"Peggy Dear" and
"When the Leaves Come Tumbling "Railroad Man"
Down" and
"You Know You Belong to Somebody Else"
"Don't Think

to

also to

for concerted action to promote or
defeat legislation or support or de-

feat

any candidate

for political of-

fice.

Anonymous

communications

This bill hits the
are prohibited.
Anti-Saloon League and the Ku
Klux Klan and became chapter 664
laws of 1923.
The Hamill bill providing ail
boxing or wrestling
tickets
to
matches must be told from box office on premises and prohibiting sale
of tickets in excess of 50 cents over
price printed thereon by vpersona
other than licensee at price greater
than that printed on ticket became
chapter 699 laws of 1923.
At a recent hearing held before

anticipated the Governor will
sign the O'Connor bill.

WORD ROLLS
•

I

'

notify the secretary of the society
of the terms on which they are dealing with the Kritish Broadcasting
Co., or any other company."

Parisians

Bound

for

Edwards),
Standard and production seller* are "Bambalina" as tremendous as
"Morning Will Cpme" and 'Dirty Face, Dirty Hands' from
Bombo"; "Parade of the Wooden Bdldier***j "Argentine"' and "Man
In the Mooa" from "Caroline"]
A Kite in the Dark'; "Love Sends a
Little (;iff o" Hoses''; "The World is Waiting for the Sunrise"; "When
Heart* are Young."

In

London.

There

is

an im-

port duty of one-third the appraised value of the machine, but
if you give a bond to take it out
of the country within a year there
is no dutv.
The bonding can be arranged through the Royal Automobile Association, and if a member
of the Automobile Association of

America you are automatically

affil-

iated with the English association.

There are two auto organisations
in
Great Britain— the R. A. C,
above mentioned, and the Automobile Asseclation.and Motor Union
the annual dues for each being a
few pounds. Both' these associations have uniformed attendants
patrolling the main roads on motorcycles equipped with repair kits.
The attendants make all minor repairs free of cost to members.
If
you run out of petrol (gasoline)
they will dash off to the nearest
garage and secure it, and in event
of accident or serious repairs they
will see that your car is hauled to
authorized repair shops and the repairs made at fixed charges, less 10
per cent.,
to
members.
These
scouts will give you full information regarding routes, detours, etc.,
and one finds signs on excellent hotels and inns that cater to automobllists at reasonable charges.
As you drive past these scouts
wjth the insignia of the association
to which you belong attached to
the front of your car you are given
a military salute, to which you are
expected to respond In fsimilar
fashion to indicate that "all is well."
Should the scout fail to salute, stop
your car and inquire the reason,
whereupon you will be probably informed there la a traffic policeman
or constable down the road who Is
overzealous to summon speeders
and that it would be wise to slow

May W.

Mrne. Mistinguett, the muric hall
coined enne, n nd
He s.-i lied
u T
from T.ishon today to join tho Mine.
Raslml Kt-vue Co. in Buenos Aires.
I

Arrives

'.

in

I

Paris

Paris.

Ui'rent arrival* here
flilbert
Berlin
Mi tier

Bordonl

sibility

of being unable to pull up.

The traffic police are your fr.ends
—not j our enemies as in the United
States.
They are "human" and assume you are not out to deliberately
South America Jeopardize life. They are expected

Paris,

(

Starting qu.'etly, bul certain to go big are: "That Old G.mg or Mine."
Krnesl i: Ball's "Ten Thousand V'eara from Now," "Broadway Caravan"

docks

—

"No One Loves You Any Better
Than Your M-A-Double-M-Y"
Sheet niiisn -ties are still holding up surprisingly w<-ll despite the
time and season. Big sellers are "Ten-Ten-Tennesseo." "Who's. Sorry
Now." -Dearest," "Crying for You,'' "Barney Google," "Yes, We Have
No Bananas," "Old King Tut." "Louisville Lou," "Fate," "Seven or
Eleven." "Vou Know You Belong to Somebody Klse," "When Will the
Sun Shine for Me" with the following also big: "Beside a Babbling
Brook." 'Mellow Moon." 'Fart-well Blues." "I Love Me." "Beale <Streot
Mamma," "March of the Manniklns," ".lust a Girl That Men Forget."
"Wanlta." 'Taded Love Letters," "Who Did You Fool After All?"
"Rose >f the Rio Grande." "Runnin" Wild," ''Everything Is o. K. in

will find it advisable to bring their
cars over. An auto can be properly
crated and shipped by slow freight
for a couple of hundred dollars,
delivered in first clats shape at the

down.
Barring a few villages with narrow streets, there Is practically no
speed limit in England.
You are
PAY RESOLUTION
expected, however, to drive at a
pace consistent with safety.
In
Society of Authors Systematizing other words, if you are In the open
For Broadcasting
country you can let out your machine to Its full speed, but you
London, May 29.
should have common sense enough
At the annual meeting of the So- not to dash across Intersecting
ciety of Authors, Playwrights and roads at a speed that would be
danComposers the following resolu- gerous to vehicles coming across
tion was passed:
your path. Such intersections are
"That this meeting recommends policed by either a local official
or
members of the society of authors an association scout often by both.
net to give permission for their If you happen to be dashing,
despite
works to be broadcast without pay- that the traffic Is crossing at
that
ment of a fee, and that in cases moment, the official will likeb/ Mop
where they give permission on pay- the cross traffic and let you
pass
ment of a fee, members should rather than have you risk the
pos-

"Bambalina"

(Otis

within ten

file

would probably break his neck or
run down several natives.
The first year has passed and the
American visitor to England is still
alive, not having met with a single
accident other than smashing a
lamp through crashing Into a taxi
in Piccadilly on a wet day, due to
the taxi dashing out of a side street.
American artists coming to England for any extended engagement

It is

Some

\

Q. R. 8.

officers;

days after adoption, every resolution or minute of action providing

advocating real reform measures.

You'll

"Carolina Mammy"
"Crying for You"
"Wet Yo' Thumb"
"Dearest"

and

Governor Smith on the O'Connor
bill, which is before him and which
would remove the penalty for bookmaking, leaving the same optional
with the magistrate an interesting
tilt took place between Mr. O'Connor and the Rev. Canon Chase, the
former accusing the latter of being
a hypocrite and a fraud and never

Orleans"

"Runnin* Wild" and
"You've Got to See

motion picture film laboratories, became chapter 609 laws of 1923.
The O'Brien bill amending Greater New York charter by providing
license fee for public dances may be
charged by ordinance of board of
aldermen, became chapter 622 laws

The Freiberg bill amending section 901 criminal code by providing
a penalty for fortune telling, became
chapter 354 laws of 1923.
The Jesse bill, amending Vection
201 general business law, by limit- of 1923.
ing liability of hotel keeper for loss
The Schackno bill amending the
of personal property became chapter penal law by making more stringent
415 of the laws of 1923.
provisions affecting corner loafing,
The Jesse bill amending section insulting of women on the streets
200 general business law by pro- and in public places, etc., became
viding hotel keeper or steamboat chapter 642 laws of 1923.
proprietor shall not be liable for
The Walker bill adds new article
loss of bank no^es, bonds, nego5-a to civil rights law, requiring
precious stones, membership corporations and unintiable securities,
railroad tickets or other *mall valu- corporated associations to file with
ables if safe is provided for keeping secretary of state sworn copy of
such articles, as chapter 417 laws of constitution, oath, membership list

shorts,

"Way

—HARRY

AKTIIIR—

1923.

such a demor-

and make a mitigating explanation,
the offense is overlooked.
The writer once skidded into a
cop with just sufficient force
to knock the officer down. The policeman rose, received the explanation that the driver's tires were
worn and the car slid despite the
brakes and was greeted with the
traffic

—

—

Albany. X. Y., May 29.
la "DOUBLES TROl BLK8"
Governor Smith, in addition 'to
Direction
T.
signing the repeal of the Lusk antisedition laws, affecting school teachsigned
ers' oaths of allegiance, has
defraud, became chapter 503 laws of
the following measures:
1923. In other words, a person who
The Downing bill amending the goes broke on the road is guilty
State athletic commission law by of a misdemeanor if he can not
authorizing boxing licensing com- pay his hotel bill.
mittee to revoke licenses for vioThe Levy bill adding new section
lations and
Imposing an annual 1S8 lien law, providing for lien of
license fee of $25 for matchmakers,
as chapter 333. laws of 1923.

in

temper the operation with due regard for the safety of the public*
The police never oawl you out for
a reasonable error.
Tou are expected to obey their signal to halt,
but if you inadvertently disobey

car to England and pay duty than
to sell at a sacrifice and buy another ear in England.
On hearing of this decision, tak- response: "I
was a fool to take
ing into consideration the amateur
such chances on a wet day."
driving of the newspaper man and
AH
the English roads even the
the fact that his car was a leftcross-country ones are usually in
llAKKY BFNCK Says:—
hand drive and that in England
"He la s>ad to «e*~bU Brooklyn friends the driving is done on the opposite perf*et condition. This is a great
saving on the tires.
McLaughlin and Evini playing th*
The writer
Palaqe this week. Borne day noon they side of the road to that in the drove for over
a year without a
We're on States, the members of the staff
will be glad to aee us there.
single puncture or the wearing out
our way and expect to arrive shortly.
confrere
agreed their embarking

«

slide tips

16.

alised condition he war unable to
secure an offer of more than onethird of what he paid for his car
six months before.
He figured it
out that it waa cheaper to ship the

•

Famous

May

of the New York
staff of Variety was sent to London
a year ago he endeavored to dispose
of his automobile, but the second-

When a member

'*"^te3*

May

29.

are Irving
and
Irene

ma!;e liberal- allowances for mlslakes, hut are strictly intolerant
or
to

"

of his original tires.
Twenty to
30.000 miles on a set of tires is not

regarded

ence

J drivers.
for driving

exceptional.

based on the rated horsepower.
For example, a 60 h.p. Lutck la
rated at 28 -horsepower, for which
there is an annual tax of £1 per
rated horsepower. The majority of
the cars in England are of small
rated h.p., to save taxation. There
is no snobbery about driving a car
of a previous year's vintage.
It
Is no uncommon thing to find a
wealthy individual driving a car
10 or 12 years old, but It is always
fieshly painted (and immaculately
is

washed and polished. *
The scheme of summoning infractors of traffic regulations instead of arresting them originated
here.
As before mentioneJ. you
are never spoken to harshly by the
officer, but politely asked for your
driving license, a notation made of
the number and asked when It
will be convenient for you to attend
court.

Here again you are accorded
every consistent consideration. One
of the perquisites of membership
in one of the two automobile associations is the free use of legal aid.
You notify your particular association and they supply you with a
form of possible questions you may
be asked in court bearing upon the

particular charge. Tou can either
consult counsel personally or fill
out the form. Unless it be a criminal charge you do not have to
attend personally, the assocliation
sending counsel to any part of the

United Kingdom without charge to

you.

/

.

The only time the writer received
a summons was coming home from
Brighton one night, some SO miles
from London. He sent the "bad
news" to his auto association,
together with details, the charge
being not having proper
lights on
his

The

car.

legal

department

Kindly

Immediately

remit

J

lt

Joto.

.

MISS KERSHAW LEAVING
Decides on

Europe as Permanent
in Future

Home

London, Miy 2».
Kershaw, the American
comiiur to London, having decided to make Europe her
permanent, home.
Wilette

actress,

Is

Hilda Trevelysn 8aves Revivsl
London, May 29.
The revival of Barries "What
Kvery Woman Knows" at the Apollo May 24 is regarded as old fashioned but excellent entertainment.
c"ue to the work of Hilda Trevelyan
in her original role of Maggie.

The Orpheum, Oakland, Cal.. will
remain open through June. The
house was scheduled to close the
week of May 21. The coast bookings with vaudeville turns are

now

made with a two weeks'

lay-

being

-

of

TIm

San Francisco.

bast oUalnible liutruct?

m

«

(

of

i

thte

amount to magistrate's clerk."
Reminds you of the States, doesn't

off out

your driving license,
Other than
this, the t! .die regulation
is tempered wilh reason.
For Instance,
you can pass a standing street
while the passengers a, e alighting,,
but you ire, naturally, tffjcrlij to.

of

the association aent a
representadefend the case and reported
by mail the result, as follows:
"We
duly attended the police court,
when
the bench convicted and
inflicted a
fine of ;o shillings, Including
costa.
tive to

A summon or
under the influliquor renders you liable to
Imprisonment and cancellation of
:r:l

rresl

as

Gasoline is dear, costing two shillings a gallon and the tax on cars

STUDIOS OF

JTACE DAMCINC
^»

1841 Broadway
NOBTtlWF.iT

o)tt.

»«Ui

at

VAUDEVILLE
COMPLAINT MOT AGAINST

SONGWRITERS' SHOW

ACTS PLAYING FILM HOUSES

Wednesday, May

EVA AT COLUMBIA

0. H.

complaint hied with the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association by Fisher, Binns 6 Co.,

The

Big

Bill,

with Many Song Hits at
Sun6»y'» Benefit

30, 1923

Cyclonic

On* Will Be Added
June 18 Week

At<

traction

for salary due, is against the Strand,

HIT SNAG WITH VAUDEVILLE
Down

Booker for Same Territory Turns
Through Picture Theatre Playing

Turns

— Under Head-

ing of Close Opposition

—Difference

in Scales

is still trying to find out how much
money was made. Pinal returns are
not in yet. The box seats sold for

41

Hegular vaudeville booking men
have begun to take cognizance of

ACTRESS

IN

PULPIT

the vaudeville acts playing picture Juanita Hansen Addresses
ington Congregation
houses close to vaudeville theatres,
and refusing to plfty the acts on ac-

count of the repetition.

Ever since the picture bou*
have started adding vaudeville actl
to their programs it has only been
a question Of how long the vaude\ille bookers mould shHt their eye*
v

to the condition.

Last week

in the

Keith

office

two

arts that have played most of the
Middle Wf stern picture houses were
turned down by a Keith booker, with
bouses in the same territory. The
booking man railed the dates off to
the acts' agent, much to the latter's
surprise.
The arts were booked in another
territory by another Keith booker,

Wash-

Washington, May 29.
Juanita Hansen, who has been
niuking vaudeville appearances and
writing an expose of the drug evil,
appeared Sunday in the pulpit of
the First Congregational Church
tare and spoke on the same topic.
The newspapers commented upon
the occurrence, which is new in the
Kast, although screen players have
spoken in churches in California.
Miss Hansen is appearing at the
Century Roof, Baltimore, this week,
and the church appearance was

$25 each, the orchestras $5 and the
rest scaled proportionately, so the
receipts were large.
The expenses
were small, including $750 for the
theatre and $350 for the orchestra.
Henry Waterson paid' $1,000 for a
book of song hits, past and present,
autographed by the writers.
One of .the novelties was the introduction by Willie Collier of the
Gianfs ball club, including 'nearly
every regular on the team, and the
presentation of a cup to the club,

by

received

Hughey

Jennings.
Hughey in turn Introduced the players individually to '.he audience as
they stood about the stage, George
Kelly and Frankie Frisch getting
the big hands.
Another novelty was 10 pianos on
the stage, with songwriters at each,
followed by famous writers of hits
playing or singing their own hits at
in
that city. a piano in the centre. These writappeared
as
follows:
Ben
\v;is
to have ers

printed extensively
Mrs. Wallace Reid
but the K«ith man -who finally spoken
at
the
Congregational
booked the turn first assured him- Church, but was prevented by 111si if the acts hadn't played any picness. Miss Hansen took her place.
ture houses in his vicinity.
This places the pictara houses in
the

same

relative position that «xthe
between
of
several

istfl

vaudeville

circuit.

Orpheum

The

Eva Tanguay will appear as a.
Bayonne, N. J., and not the Bayonne
opera house, as reported last week. extra attraction with the Dave
The Bayonne opera house is a Marion show
at the Columbia, New
Feiber
& Shea house booked
The enthrough the Keith Exchange and is York, week of June 11.
a member of the V. M. P. A. The gagement marks Miss Tanguay'*
report that the opera house was the first in burlesque.
She will receive $2,500 for the ensubject of the complaint was an
gagement. A jazs band will assist
error.

The Songwriters* benefit at the
Century Sunday evening was a sucAn almost capacity house
cess.
saw a good show; the boys made
money and had a lot of laughs. Not
half the acts listed were able to
go on because of the length of the
program.
Leo Wood, treasurer of the affair,

—

Davis and Harry Carroll ("I Am
Always Chasing Rainbows"), Con
Conrad ("Margie"), Ous Edwards
("School Days"), Byron King ("The
Vamp"), Lou Handman ("Blue"),
George Gershwin "Swanee"), Chas.
WEST, DIVORCE AND SONG
K. Harris ("After the Ball"; sung
Kloise Kahn has instituted di- by Gus Edwards), Walter Donaldvorce proceedings against Eugene son
("Caroline"),
George Meyer
Wett (Kahn), the songwriter. West ("Tuck Me to Sleep"), Eugene West
wrote "You Know You Belong to ("You Know You Belong to SomeSomebody Else So Why Don't You body Else"), Theodore Morse ("Dear
Leave Me Alone." An unknown Old Giii"), Jim Tnornton ("Sweet
woman in the Markwell hotel, New Sixteen"), Roy Turk and Russ RobYork, is mentioned.
inson ("Tomorrow), Sigmond RomThe Wests embarked on the berg ("Sweetheart"), Harry Ruby

won't play an act for two years after
it
once plays the Vantages Circuit
with houses adjacent to the Orpheum string. The same goes for
ihe Jefferson (Keith) and City (Fox)
in New York.
A difference of admission existing
between the two brands of entertainment also detracts from the marital seas exactly Vne year ago,
value of the act when offered to the June 1, 1922.
,
James A. Timoney li acting for
vaudeville men after playing a picthe plaintiff."
ture house near by.
.

MORE HOUSES TURNED OYER

SOLUTION OF TRAFFIC

Detroit, May
Keith circuit . this
week
The Temple, Detroit, will become
started a prize competition among
house
the patrons of the 29 Keith metro- a Keith owned and operated
officially taken
politan houses for suggestions to next Monday, when
improve the present traffic condi- for the Keith Circuit by B. F. AlMurdock, who are In
tions, in conjunction with the cele- bee and J. J.
The other James Moore
bration of the Silver Jubilee now in Detroit.
Rochester, which
Temple,
house,
progress.
has also been purchased by the
A cash prize of $1,000 will be given Keith
people, will not reopen as
the winner with the most construc;,;
Keith link until fall, having close
tive idea along practical lines, the
competition to be open to all pa- for the shimmer.
2*.

The

|

trons of the Keith, Proctor or Moss
houses during the Jubilee.

NEWS OF THE

EDDIE DARLING SAILING
Eddie Darling, Keith booking
England on the "Ma23, to be gone about
a month. Mr. Darling will vacation in Europe also looking over tl
European field for vaudeville novel«
will sail for
jestic," June

DAILIES

Alexandra Carlisle has beeen
named defendant in a suit for divorce tiled by her husband, Dr. Albert Pfeiffer, of the Massachusetts
State Department of Health.
He

ties.

Upon his return I. R. Samuels wil
go abroad for a vacation.

claims that his wife deserted him
in April, 1920, and has refused to live
with him since. One child, a daughter of six, lives with her mother.
Miss Carlisle has not made any
statement, but has engaged counsel.

Zona
fume,"

•

LONG ISLAND'S FIRST PARK
Playland
Island,

Gale's
to

is

Park,

Freeport,

Dor

opened Decoration Day. Tl

park, the first of its kind on Donf
Island, Is in the same locality ai
the Lights Club, a theatrical organi-

novel, "Faint Perappear on both stage

and screeen next season. Brock
Pemberton will produce the play
and Preferred Pictures the picture.

zation.

AV0NS OPENING FOR KEITH"
The 42d Street Owners and Merchants Association of New York
City has started a movement to prohibit the practice of attracting cus-

The Avon Comedy Four with Jo<
Smith and Charley Dale will ope»

for the Keith's next Monday at
tomers to a store by means of Proctor's, Newark.* The other tw<
phonographs, radio "horns or mega- in the Avon combination will b<
phone devices. Many other civic" Arthur Fields and Harry Goodman.

organizations are supporting this
campaign. Representative Sol Bloom
KEITH MANAGERS' CONTEST
Is one of the backers, declaring that
The annual contest among Keith!
this indiscriminate playing of phonSchwartz ("Bedelia"), Louis Silvers ographs is cheapening the city and house managers for the most pro-]
("April Showers"), Dorothy Terriss disturbing workers in~nearby" offices! £ res8iv e business boosting idea has]
("Three o'clock in the Morning"),
been set for the week of June 18.
Edward Ellis has written a seMaude Nugent ("Rosie O'Grady"),
Victor Herbert ("Kiss Me Again"). rious sketch for the Lambs' Gambol
ACTS
Bill Halligan, the announcer, in- at the Earl Carroll theatre, SundayJoe Carroll (Cook and- Carroll),
night, June 3. It is called "The Fintroduced Senator Jimmy Wr alker as
comedy
monolog.
ished Story" and will be acted by
the man who wrote "Will You Love Frank
Jim Hughes and May Wagner,
Morgan, Frederick Burton
Me in December as You Did in and Robert Conness.
variety athletes, using same rouMay" and also the Mullan-Gage
tine, formerly employed by Larad<
The Close-Up," by William Fraw- and Hughes, Chicago.
The last got him a big relaw.
ley and Ivan RudisilL may be
eption.
Sandy Ackland (Ackland andi
proThe show opened with Victor duced next .season by Schwab & May) and Kitty McLaughlin, twoHerbert leading the orchestra. Ana- KUSell.
act.
tole Friedland followed with his act.*
Billy Baskette, Juanita and De«
Louis Shipman.
Then came Pearl Regay, Memphis has written a playeditor. of 'Life" lores (sister team) and Phillip'i
entitled "Boor
Five,
Will Rogers, Newhoff and Richard."
It
will have an earlv Band (six men).
Phelps, Sizzle and Blake with their fall opening, with Maclyn Arbuekle
"Shuffle Along" girls, Fradkin, Fay starred.
HOUSES CLOSING
Mai he, Jimmy Hussey, scene from
Stella Larrimore was exonerated
Keith's Royal in the Bronx will
"Apple Blossoms" with Romberg at
or the charges made against her
by close this week for the summer, rethe piano, Bert Hanlon, Buck and
ueraldlne Farrar by a decision opening in September with the presBubbles (colored boys), Frank Sil- handed down
last Monday by Suent two-a-day policy.
ver's orchestra, Eva Clarke, New preme
Court Justice
The
Two of the Keith southern houses
York Giants. Al Jolson and the song alleged co-respondent Lehman.
was not satisbooked by Jules Delmar will remain
writers.
fied, however, claiming that
she had
been robbed of a jury trial and was open all summer. They are Richnot yet completely vindicated. It
mond and Norfolk, both of which!
is
reported that she intends to brine closed last season during
DANCER CALLED
the hot]
suit against Miss Farrar.
spell.
("Tennessee"), Abner Silver ("Angel
Child"), Wiliam Jerome and "Jean

1

NEW

*

HOME

Mitty Listens to

mother

Word From Grand
in

France

San Francisco, May

MIRIAM

IRENE

PHYLLIS

MARMEIN SISTERS
in

29.

Germs !ns Mitty, French danseuse,
appearing at the Golden f'.ate suddenly cancelled her theatrical con<tracts and is to return to France.
"My grandmother, Mme. Mario
Serres has wiytten me she will die
unless 1 hurry home," said the dancer In explaining her action.
"Sne
is 75 years old, and we have not
seen each other since last August.
My husband and dancing partner,

England

GLASGOW CITIZEN"— "They

express drama by motion and posSuch dancing is now new, but they seem to me to tie working on
original lines, and from what I have seen of the Marmcins. I should say Eugene Tillo, and I will sail from
that in dancing, they have discovered the secret of happiness."
New York on July 4."
LONDON "ERA" — "These clever artists presented an ambitious song
and dancing scene for the first time in Loudon on Monday evening, and
achieved an emphatic success. Among others, two numbers, stand out
GEO. RENEVANT IN SKETCH
conspicuously. A hearty and well-deserved recall rewarded this entirely
TJeorge Renevant is to invade
pleasing act."
"ENCORE"- Full of manifold charms are the drama dances, both vaudeville in a live-people sketch by
grave and gay. so delightfully presented by the Marmein Sisters, Miriam Sidney F. Lazarus. Renevant was
and Irene, assisted by Phyllis, who are successfully making their London Georpe M. Cohan's fir«»t star
after
debut here this week. The ad was an Instantaneous success and I shall the dissolution
of the firm of Cohan
look to see them as a special feature at a prominent West End house
ture.

Victoria Palace, this

weak (May

Representative for America:
Foreign Agents: WILLIAM

The
phone

former "Follies" beauty
bridegroom plays the saxoin a Chicago cabaret.

Jane Cowl will appear In "Antony
and Cleopatra" and another Shakespearean play— probably "Twelfth
Night"— on Broad wnv next fall. Before this she will rest and then
play
Romeo and Juliet" in the West
Afterwards she will nil an engagement in London.
__

.

A Yiddish Drama Guild has been
organized in New York city
according tto an announcement
made
recently by its executive
secretarv
y>
Mendel Helkin.
Athatasia Lee, an actress, drank
a 4 h ntrf>H ]o*Klng house

latter part of August.

Cosmos, Washington, D. C,

close*

Saturday.

Loews Dayton, June

3.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Loew at theii
in New York, May 27, son. 11
is the couple's second child,
botl
being boys.

home

w and was last repbrted Harry Lorraine, the one-night]
night
to
dying in Bellevse hospital stand booker of the Fally Ifarkul
He appeared In Cohan's Herbe baggage
The Crowd nd the Wine, Womanheld labels reading office, sustained a strained bacl
and Song," from when thrown from a pony
Genius."
in an
which it was
The sketch is titled, "Matching been, with theinferred that she had amusement park last week.
burlesque show of
"Wits," and is to
hat
Harris,
production,

28).

EDWARD
MORRIS

S.

and

KELLER.

FOSTER AGENCY.

PAID $1,000 TO SMITH & DALE

EXPENSIVE VOCAL INJURY

Joe Smith and Charles Dale's release from the Shubert contract re*
lilted from 'he shubcrt.V not fulfilling the
Hcks' guarantee i>c-

TIm jury,

Chicago,
afl<

MnliT,
Monday

,

.".<»

30.

Circuit court of

Cook county, ren-

Smith and n.iie only worked dered a verdict of f.'.'.iiOO in favor
weeks during th*> past season. of Maude Robot- of Bobby add
hey ;nc "aid to have received
Maude Huberts, VS. In. Milton L
\000 from the
shuberts.
NeSmith, who operated upon her throal
gotiations for .i production an <'«'
iod.

I

for

tensile

and

nj ired

bei

name.

being about

<

oi<

<

DECORATING

N. V. A.

CLUB

Los Angeles, May

20

Edwin Plagg is mailing his fifth
'o New York sin.'f January.
i-

On

east

this occasion he has been ••aliel
to undertake the job of rethe club room* of the

she

20

cidedly beautiful.

A

May

a day's trial in the

;j

pending;

t

Include Ave people,
with special scenery.
Alf "Wilton is offering the act to
the K-.'h of fice,

i

•

rentli

Stanfleld.

The balance of the Delmar booket
houses will close as follows: Savannah and Jacksonville close weel
of June 4; Birmingham and Atlanta,
week of June 11; Mobile and Nei
Orleans, week of June 18; Batoi
Rouge and Shreveport, week of Jun«
25, and Nashville, week of July 2.
The Florida houses will remaii
open indefinitely. All of the Kekl
southern houses have had a prosperous season and will reopen th<

t\

shortly."

i

Alfred J. Kvale, son of the Minnesota minister who won -his seat
in Congress by defeating Andrew
J.
\olsjead, eloped to Indiana
and
married Ethel
Virginia
(Billee)

IT

Woods

\.

will

old

as

and de-

produce

isurns.

Fountain," Eugene O'Xeill's nei
play which deals with the wanderings of DeSoto.

-The

Corner.
Kate Jordan's new
a hour the middle
of August
In the cast are Florence
Eldridge,
Basil Rathbone, Louise
Closser Hale
B, a Anson and Charles
Waldron.
Another new Woods play will be
the Jury Woman" by Bernard
K.

comedy

decorating

N V

described

is

years

Ann

Nichols, whose
Abie's Iris)
the marathon champion onl
present, will produce
several new comedies in association]
with Augustus PltOU next season.
Among them are "Marelli" by Faulj
Wilstach, designed as a vehicle /or
Kmma Dunn, 'Tho Great Mogul by
De Witt Newing, and 'Seven Mil'*

Rose"

is

Broadway at

1

Srihii?

iVitS'

h

?

8

t

•* lect <*l *>y «0
Arden,"
Ten ead
in
The Nichols from
••

Miss
a story of that name.

dramatized

by

"

May

.

VAUDEVILLE

r

**

Wednesday,

—

30, lttt

i
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JOYS AND GLOOMS OF BROADWAY

STATE "FIDDLING" CONTEST
BRINGS OUT OLD TUNES

Never before in theatrical history hav| there been so many ftrls available for shows as at the present time. Ned Wayburn raves OV*» the
beauties he picked for his revue at the Shelburn, Brighton. Ned I
marvels. Earl Carroll claims the •
ir. all his career he never had such
George White says his girts
in the world rehearsing in his new revue.
And still there arc other beauthis year top anything he has ever had.
Under present conditions the producers
ties available for other shows.
have the pick of the beauty market, and a girl who isn't exceptional has
small chance of getting in.
I

—

—

Missouri Jig
Old
"Crippled Chicken" Won
Timers* Contest Goe* to Kid of 65 Twenty-five

Compete

—

Championship

for State

City, May 29.
"fiddling" contest for
the championship of Missouri was
held at Paris Thursday, and attracted more attention to the little
There were
town than a circus.
Maypr Keil
some 30 contestants.
o! St. Louis and Mayor Crorffwell

Kansas

I

Of

Kansas City were the judges.
Each conte^ant was allowed

select his own tune.
airs rendered brought

Some

ries of the long ago.

Each

to

of the

CHARLES ALTHOFF
HAMILTON "HERALD"

Tin ee Theatrical Decrees Granted

One

„

•

May

Newspaperman

226, 1923.

There's a laugh a minute and
many a one sandwiched in between
when Charles Althoff comes on to
and what he can't
the boards.
do and what he can do with his
little old violin provides the entertainment of his program. Charles'
personality is such that he was

Chicago, May 30.
Bonnie Lloyd has secured a divorce from Jake Kennedy on the
In the court
ground.-, of desertion.
records the names are Selzada Ade*
•

.

back memo-

.

have ever acheived haa been due

over a

.

was ductions

which
fiddlers'
contest
old
brought out the real old-timer*.
The tune which captured the
State championship was a well-

known

Missouri jig. 'Sallie Goodin,
Crippled Chicken," while the

winner of the "old folks'"
William Stalcup. 65, took

HIP STILL DILLINGHAM'S
(Continued from page

ham's

version

the

of

1)

Parisian

operetta "Dede."

affair.
first

Hearn's department store, a Four-

money with "Leather Breeches."

teenth street landmark, may occupy
When the
the Hippodrome site.
LATE
big house was offered for sale it
was variously reported it would be
And Is Given Notice by "Compli used for a hotel, the possibility of
a department store moving there
ments of Season'* Producer
also being mentioned. It is underGarry Owen, principal of "The stood the Hearn offer is now being
Compliments of the Season," a Paul considered by the U. S. Realty Co.,
Gerard Smith vaudeville sketch at which owns the Hip.
the Palace, New York, last week
Hearn's is the last big departwas given notice Thursday night ment store in Fourteenth street,
after missing the night show at the once the center of the^ retail disOwen was dining with trict. Most of the big establishhouse.
friends and lost trtfck of the time. ments have moved uptown, Macy's
He was in proper condition, but ar- landing at Herald Square and
rived at the theatre after the act Stern's moving from Twenty- third
had gone on. E. K. Nadel. producer street to its present location on
and agent of the act, notified Owen Forty-second street. The latter
his services would no longer be re- is really the only department store
quired. For the night show Thurs- in the Times Square district, but
day John Clayton switched roles, more strictly belongs to Fifth avetaking Owen's part, the carpenter nue. The only big store south of
of the turn taking Clayton's usual Hearn's now is Wanamaker's.
.

•

GARRY OWEN WAS

»

role.

Friday,

Paul Gerard Smith,

office which calls for the original
cast, but a satisfactory replacement
will not affect the bookings of the
act.
Owen was engaged this week for
the new summer rev*ue at the Earl
Carroll theatre, "Vanities of 1923."

Marie, and will not be responsible
for her debts.
The address Is that of the Earl
Carroll Theatre building. In which

Laurence

Schwab,

of

Kusell. producers of

has

Girl,"

SHOW

Schwab

&

"The Gingham

offices.

BILL LYKENS STRICKEN

Chicago, May 29.
Atlantic City, May 29.
The banquet held at the Hotel
William L. Lykens, the NewSherman on Wednesday night of
last week In connection with the York vaudeville agent, suffered a
M. P. T. O. A., was voted a large paralytic stroke here Saturday. He
success.
R. F. Woodhull of Dover. is at the Lcedon hotel, 163 Ocean
N. J., was toastmaster. The enter- avenue, with day and night nurses
tainment was provided through the in attendance.
courtesy of Charles Bohler of Bohler
While the first stroke, due to
and Van, who has made Terrace Lykens age. 63, his condition is
Gardens in the Morrison hotel fa- considered serious.
the
representing
Sobel.
mous by his cabaret entertainments.
Nat
The fact that George B. Flint, the agents of the Keith office, came
Bohler and Van producer, was for- clown here over Sunday to make
merly secretary of the Iowa branch certain the stricken agent received
of the M. P. T. O. A., give the show all possible attention.
additional interest to the picture

YOUNG LUCAS WITH SENNETT

BEN MEROFF'S TROUBLE

Mack Sennet t has engaged young

Springfield, Mass., May 29.
Meroff. dancer, will be tried
in Springfield this week on a charge
Meroff.
of violating the Mann act.
who dances to the music of his p.wn
jazz hand, is accused of bringing

Ben

Edna Heiditer from

Baltimore, Md..

Trenton. N. J. So far
the girl did not accompany
to this St >tc.

to

is is

PEARSON-LEWIS'
"A to Z"

•

«

title

known,
Meroff

A TO

prevlouslj

U.

Rehearsals

in

comedy

while his mother, commencing with
next season, will continue in vaudeville as a single turn.
Thi« week th«' act is in St. Pa'Jl,
and next week wit; visit relatives
Otnal

.i

before leaving for Holly-

.

'

U ed

>t«ii

appear

to

films for a year, from June 18. next.
The bey's father (Lucas and Inez)
will remain with him in pictures,

wood

Z

London) has been selected as the
litis q( th.> musical revue
Arthur
Pearson and Ted Lewis will jointly
product this summer. The cy>i will
ilso conl mi
Jamta Coughlln and
Moore.

Jack Lucas

in

in

•'•»'ie

have some costumes and scenery, someone else who will let him have a
al' the numbers himself, and has discovered some
new comics and performers In the sticks, so he's all set.

theatre, he's written

..

_

of

for

$2

July

qdarter,

this

sequence.

1.

Loew and Orpheum
appeared true that

in

Flo Hart sails for Europe June

20.

Loew

both

and Orpheum the speculative angle
Ann May, coast picture star, is on her flrst vbdt to New York.
was neglected. There may have
been some raiding of Loew, but it
lietty Dudley has left the "Follies" to go into pictures with Fox
was short-lived, for the reason that
declined
attention,
insiders paid no
took exception to Variety's state- financing with the acquisition of imto Rive support aggressively and the
ment that stock transferred by in- portant cash. There Is no way of
price broke before the shorts could
side people was coming into the telling what is going on and the
get important lines out at attractive
figures.
One of the downtown sta- New York market, make this expla- dividend talk Is all pretty vague
and in the form of film trade lips
nation:
tistical establishments has recently
One of {he Orpheum men, whose on the bull side.
completed a survey of the Loew pooperations
considerIt was significant that the heavy
are
of
market
sition and although It has not yet
been issued, the report has been able volume' placed a block of Or- trading of the last six months in
broker, Loew,
pheum
stock
a
Chicago
with
Orpheum
and
Ooldwyi)
heard that It will show the company
excellent
shape and current to be used as margin for purchases stopped dead with the decline and
In
other
stocks.
According
the
at
low
of
the
to
levels
transactions
were
profits at the rate of $2 a year petshare of common stock, meaning brokerage custom both In Chicago at a minimum, especially In Loew.
stock
and
York,
pledged
Sow
this
The Curb issues were remarkably
that the company's business is retransferred to the broker Inactive. Only one transaction
turning its old rate of dividend. This had to be
In order that It might be available out— 1,000 Triangle at 1» cents, g
applies to the entire current fiscal
for use in the loan market.
The drop between transactions of 6 c<*n'
year ending July 31 when the anoperation Is perfectly and a new low for the Issue which
nual statement is prepared. If thfs brokerage
legal, for every contract to buy car- had just completed a round trip.
estimate of the company finances
proves true the annual statement ries a line specifically giving this from IS to SR c«»nts and back to tS.
The vumni.1') of transactions May H
permission.
It's legal, but It has
should make good reading and it
2d, laclwtrt;
would appear likely that some move somewhat the complexion of a
8TOCK EXCHANGE
"privilege" and If it works against
to discount its publication would be
ThursdayHale*
biir.Uit. ('!•«.
you In a deal you are excused If ram. Piay-T,... S.oiiO Ht*h
70
7»
l^
shortly in order.
HW
000
fi%
.1% 4 '«
you
In any event OoMwyn
call it a "graft."
»•;
Orpheum has been allowed to ride
f.ww. Inn
1.500 1«% 1&*4 10% + '.
by company insiders. According to the broker does not have to- return Orpheum ...... S00 IV* 18', IS'fc 4- \
same stock he puts
Chk-ago sources, more than 6,000 the customer the
l»lay •!.... 1.300 79
76% 77%
k
collateral and the original Fare.
&,
»<*» 0'."i
Ds.. prt
oo% sos
shares have been accumulated by up as
•»
'«
stock may have traveled a dozen Ooldwyn
.I',
ft%
1,700
interests identified wifh the concern
I^oew. Inr
10', 10% 10% 4 •»
(too
trades away before its equivalent, Orpheum
over a period of gome months. There
MS PT« 1*7, UTi
borrowed
elsewhere
the
broker
by
gsterdai
has been no aggressive bidding.
i

I

I

•+-

.".V*

people.

Pmttl

Our friend, the "Broadway Comic," is back in town, after touring the
south and west with his own troupe. He's starting right in to produce a
summer show on Broadway. He has found someone who will let him

Whenever performers, particularly in cabaret, come in close contact
with the audience, something is bound to happen. A patron discovered
a new way- to annoy a girl when he lit a match and started to burn up
Therma Edwards' grass skirt in her Hawaiian dance at » downtown place
Saturday, when the statement of the other night.
earnings for the first quarter was
announced, giving the business an
Yvonne Shelton and Lilyan Tashman leave this week for the Coast for
The
especially rosy complexion.
JVisit.
statement showed current profits
at the rate of $15 a share on the
Bert LyteM arrived from Hollywood Saturday to start his Cosmopiltan
common, or $1,200,000 for the first contract.
three months, a substantial Increase
over the rate for the same period a
A few vaudeville acts git a break this week in pictures when Famous
year ago. At the same time capital Players engaged several dumb acts to work in a French Theatre scene
was made of the approaching sale with Gloria Swanson. A complete theatre was built on the set. It repof Los Angeles theatre property. resented the theatre where "Zara" played. She was preceded on the bill
which would make it possible for by six acts. The opening act was five Zeigfeld girls, headed
by Haael
the company to pay oft its remain- Webb,
on swings. Harry Shea furnished the vaudeville show which foling bank loans. These obligations lowed. Clowns, strong men,
a tramp juggler, and a small circus comhave been gradually reduced until posed the bill.
they now total only about $2,500,000.
Emphasis was placed on the fact
Jim Thornton gave a Keith booker a laugh a few days ago. Jim arthat the company has retired 13,- ilvcd
at the booker's office on a particularly hot day wearing a big fur
000 shares of Its 8 per cent, pre( oat.
collar about his ears.
In answer to the bewildered "booker's query
ferred stock and further retirement
as to why the heavy raiment, Jim replied: "Don't pull any summer salarywas being accomplished by market! Kluff n me
purchase. This Is the stock that is
redeemable at maturity for $120. It
The Inside dope on the carnival which was to have inaugurated the
is quoted day by day around 91-92
Coney Island Boardwalk is that it was a big flop, and something is about
and every share purchased repre- to be done to correctly handle the publicity
for the new project. The
sents a big saving. Besides it re- biggest
flop of the week was the "Bathing suit parade** Saturday afterleases cash from the amortization noon.
Four girls, with more or less good figures entered, and all won
last
fund for active capital. At
prizes.
Over 100 prises were provided; which were turned back to their
week's meeting the board declared donors.
There doesn't seem to be anybody at Coney Island alive to the
the regular common stock dividend necessity
for proper publicity for the Boardwalk, and It suffers in conpayable

It

the
into

SCHWABS SEPARATE
author of the act, jumped
Owen's j>art. He will remain in until
A public announcement was made
a new man is secured to replace this week in New York by Laurence
Owen. "Compliments of the Sea- Schwab, 755 Seventh avenue, that
son" holds a route from the Keith Schwab had separated from his wife,

BOHLER'S

couldn't be a great success.

own

an

or

Mineralava."

of the

all his

of 25 entries, there

-field

to

Al Jolaon seemed lo enjoy his appearance at the Songwriters' affair,
particularly his impromptu talk fcpfore he started singing. Jolson claimed
he is the "best second verse writer In the world, and wrote more vamps
than any living song writer." In closing he said that if It were not for
the wonderful material the song writers were constantly feeding him he

hue Sutzman vs. Jacob Suhtman.
called and recalled.
Nina Seaman* Bestor obtained
Address cars EDW. 8. KELLER
her divorce from Vernon R Bestor
Some of the titles, as announced on the grounds of adultery. Bestor
STOCK LEADER RALLIES
Is a composer and musical director.
by the Judges, were **Lost Indian
(Continued from page S)
Brown Caroline Warmer*, of "The Passing
Bill."
"Little
Billy
"Hill
point looked to have been done
that
Jug." "Hound Dog Blues," "Jimmy. Show." is named.
Churchill
was by rank outsiders.
Margaret
E.
Are You There?" "Money Musk,"
If Wall street insiders had any
Dog." granted a divorce In the Superior
Girl."
'Unlucky
"Buffalo
movement downward,
"Irish Washerwoman." "Grey Eagle" Court from Thomas Cecil Leonard, hand in the
said to have been a newspaperman or if the uptown crowd was playing
and "Get Up and Go."
best indication that
the
way,
that
producer.
Mha
theatrical
and
In addition to the State chamout last
pionship, won by Henry Taylor Churchii; appeared in musical pro- the drop was over came
had a version

"fiddlers"

•

Sunday was probably Will Rogers' farewell to the New York stage for
some time to come, as he leaves Saturday for California to fullflll a contract with Hal Roach to make film comedies, in closing his talk Sunday
Rogers said: "I'm Baying good by to you folks and won't see you all again
for some time. I'm going out to the Coast to make pictures. The last time
This time I'm
I went out there I went to take Charley Chaplin's place.
going out for Valentino." Will's final words were: "All the success I

CHI DIVORCES

The State

I

on

Lulu McCoy's Baby Has Measles
Los Angeles, Maj S&
McCoj
Is and
Lulu McCoy
here Monday for New York on
receipt ot report that th^ir baby
had contracted measles
Davis will continue over (h-*;»

•

i*

l

»

*

v

»

i

tntagi

time

is

i

single.

Company

officials

acting

on

or purchased

the

when

called for.

Vn

re-

upon turned It is In different certificates
and the original deposited certifitheir broker* for quotations and
when the offered price was under cates have joined the so-called floatwould place orders at stated in- supply. It's a complicated opJ 9
prices.
When the price showed a eration, but the explanation seems
over the case convincingly.
to
disposition to get out of hand the
New Goldwyn Out
company buyers would withdraw
Ooldwyn'l new stock was adand wait for more offerings. In this
way the stock was accumulated mitted to listing Saturday when one
without gunning prices up. From the trade of the new issue at one to four
Chicago statements and from the of the old came out on the tape at
heha\ ior of the stock it would look 21. representing the equivalent of

same

campaign

would

rail

•

of the old stock. Broadway continues to hear tales that dividend
will soon be explointed.
is
It
no! easy to see how
company the!
i-.oo-; through the year with a heavy
d- licit pan pay a dividend, bul the

reasonable :.i suppose that company
buyers were In agreement not to bid
ngainsl each other if they acted In*
dependent!)'.
Or th** accumulation

may

h;i\e

manager
opera
<

been

after the

done

through

manner

ot

thai

po.>i

recently
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SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION

.-•

a

new
interests

t*v.

Ooldwyn

T.*;

tlon,

n -ph»uni

Tarn.

I

Hearst

organisation

mav mean

i

of

Cohtwyn-

new

aval em nl

for
$1.75

VARIETY
(three months)
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VAUDEVILLE
PASSPART LOSES APPEAL

CLOSING NIGHT' IS DIFFERENT,

ACCORDING TO LOCATION

No New Trial of Suit Against Beck
-^Orpheum Action Up June 4

—

ing

Roads— Bill

Position Shifted for Last Night

Kansas City, May 29.
Those managers who have never
had charge of a theatre several hundred miles away from the next
stand might drop In at the Mainutreet (Orpheum circuit) any Saturday night.
Things are done far differently
here than in the east, where the
jumps are close and train service
available. Here It is up to the house
manager to get the acts out of town
on the proper trains so there may
be no hitch in their making the
opening show in the next city. This
causes all kinds of changing on the
Saturday night bill. The featured
headliner may be compelled to open
the show to catch a Chicago train.
or to close it if the closing act must
make an early train for Omaha or
Minneapolis.
Trains are held every Saturday
night by the accommodating roads
and the manager's office in the theatre is as busy as a train dispatchers' room, when the acts commence
.

to

move.

Sometimes as things seem all set
a wire will change the routing of a

NAZARRO RECOVERS
Given Judgment

Against Timberg

and Rose

Supreme Court

versed the decision granting Pasapart a new trial. The reversal also
confirmed the $6,000 counter-claim
awarded Beck several months ago,
when Pasepart'a complaint was dismissed by default and the Beck
counter-suit allowed, aleo by default. The default resulted through
the case being called for trial when
Passpart'e counsel was engaged in
another action In another court.

jury before Judge Eder In the
Thirt! District Municipal Court last
week awarded Nat Nazarro a verdict for $600, the full amount sued
for by the plaintiff against Herman
Timberg and Harry Rose, tre manager of Herman Timberg's "Frolics
of 1922." Rose was not served and
Timberg alone defended the action.

Harry Saks Hechhelmer and Emanuel Morganlander, of counsel for
Timberg, unsuccessfully conducted
the defense. Their motion for a new
Spellman &
trial was also denied.
Siegel represented Nazarro.
Nazarro claimed the $600 as one
week's salary due under . March 2,
1922, contract for services rendered
with the show in Pittsburgh the
week of March 19 last and not paid
for.

Timberg
ceedings

In the

course of the proin con-

was adjudicated

CAN USE L0EW NAME

Lynn, Mass., May 29.
by Marcus
New York, Loew'3
Orpheum, Loew's Boston Theatre
Company, Loew's Globe Vaudeville Company, Loew's New Columbia Company and Loew's State
Theatre, Company, against Ellas M.
Lqew, proprietor of the Capitol and
Dreamland theatres, Lynn, and
-

A

bill

Loew

in equity filed

of

Loew

in connection with his Roxbury theatre, but finds that different conditions apply in other cities
other than Boston. He find* that
the name Loew was not used in
Lynn and Portland theatres except
to head the program, and that as
none of the plaintiffs theatres were
located In either of those cities,
there is no business in which the
defendant can interfere. He gives
the defendant the right to use the
name in localities other than Bos-

ton.

NEWARK HOUSE UNFAIR
Hill,

Newark, Listed So by Local
Stagehands' Union

The stagehands' union of Newark,
N. J., has started a picketing campaign against the Bill theatre, a
pop vaudeville house owned by Ben
Harris and booked by Lou Preston,
dcclaired unfair due to its employment ^of a non-union crew.
The situation took a serious turn
last week when the Newark union
learned Harris was the financial
backer of the colored show, "How
Come," which recently closed at the
Apollo, New York, and is now playing out of town.

The Newark

local

attempted

to

have

the crew of the attraction
out on the strength of its
grievances with the management of
the Hill.
The local. was overruled
as far as withdrawing the crew of
the attraction waa concerned, the
colored show opening Monday at the
THE TORONTO TELEGRAM" SAID:
Philadelphia,
for
four
"The two Wilton Sisters are clever little entertainers. They attempt only Dunbar,
songs and instrumental numbers, but in both they excel. Their harmony weeks, playing on a guarantee.
is delightful, as are their encores, with which they are quite free. One of
the young ladies has a really pleasing voice, taking the higher notes
ILL
INJURED
pulled

ROSE WILTON

"DELIGHTFUL"

WHAT

AND

with ease."

Booked solid— B.

F.

KEITHS GLOBE,

Edward Rosenbaum returned from

KEITH VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE.
J0SIE

A. C.

Milwaukee
a nervous

HEATHER CONTRACT

Chicago, May 29.
After playing the 20 weeks convaudeville in the* Globe, Atlantic
tracted for over the Pantages CirCity, during the summer, the house
cuit Josie Heather will
play 10
to be known as KtJth's Globe with more weeks for Pan before leaving

The

Keith

interests

Will

—

f

DUFFY DROPS COMPLAINT
Swwney and Master
Walter—Also Refuse* Royalty

Against Mr.

play

infringement.
The
further
Keith office after investigation notified Sweeney and "Walter that unless they could fix up some satisfactory arrangement with Duffy the
act would not bo booked.
After a conference between all
concerned,
Duffy agreed to let
Sweeney and Walter continue, at
the same time refusing any royalty
for the use of the material, merely
explaining it was his (Duffy's) desire to register his authorship of
the material.
Duffy is collaborating with Earl
Carroll in writing the book for the
new summer revue, "Vanities of
1923," to be produced at the Earl
Carroll. Duffy and the Callahan Boys
will be in the cast.

any

Mass. Court Finds For Defendant,
Against Marcus Loew

.

new

policy,

The Globe

pital for the

Women

of

Carlton. Brickert and Minna Gomfor
the Robert McLaughlin
Stock,
Ohio Theatre, Cleveland,
Ohio, opening June 24.
Violet
Heming,
Grant
Mills,
ble

M. Mulvihill is manager.
Kendall Weston joins the FayCourtney Stock Company, Hanna
Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, opening

June

4.

Claire Mersereau has joined the
company at the Princess
Theatre, Chicago.
Lee Sterett, St. Charles theatre
stock company. New Orleans, La.,
as director.
Jack Matthews, director for the
F. James Carroll company, Eangor,
"Steve'*

Me.
Marguerite Fields,

IfoGuirk Philadelphia hou

<

have

f/angrrne

p..

it

treated resulted In

Coring.

result

of

$500 BAIL
Buck (Buck and

the action of^jthe grand Jury. The
automobile belonged to Nat Nazarro
and the latter is named defendant
for $30,000 damages by Mrs. Snediker and $25,000 by her husband,
loss of serv-

one of the colored members of Nazarro's act. He is John
W. Sublett in private* life. Mrs.
Snediker sustained serious injuries,
including concussion of the brain.
Nazarro is covered by insurance,
Spellman & Siegel represent the deis

Chicago,

May

29.

Beginning with next week's show
there will be bnly eight acts of
vaudeville at the Rial to, Instead
of ten, as in the past. A feature picture will be added.
The first feature will be "The Hero," with Gaston Glass.
The Rialto will play the five acts
of the Loew touring road show, and
Sidney M. Weisman, Chicago representative of Loew, will book only
three acts, instead of five, as in ths)

HARMONICA CHAMP IN ACT

The recently decided harmonicaplaying "championship of the U. S.,"
,Y.
won by Benny Kossover of the
Cyril Scott, "Rain."
Alexandra Carlisle, Hilda Vaughn, Bronx, New York, Is responsible for
Clarence Handysides, Hale Nor- a new team in vaudeville, Benny
cross, New York company of "The Kossover and Herbert Leonard, a
colored boy of Harlem, who made
Fool."
their bow at Keith's Royal in the
Rollo Lloyd, Denver (stock).
Martha Bryan Allen, Theatre Bronx.
Starting off with a duet, KosGuild.
McKay and" Ardine, "Greenwich sover singled with the repertoire
which won him the championship.
Village Follies."
t
Bertee Beaumont returned to the
"Gingham Girl" cast late this week
ASST. MORS. PROMOTED
after being out of the show several
Two promotions of assistant manmonths because of a major opera- agers of local Loew theatres oction. Julia Kelety, who substituted, curred this week when
Rudolph
withdraws.
Spring, for several years assistant
Grace Kaber, Pay ton Stock, El- at the American, New York, was
mira, N. Y.
#
placed In charge of the Fulton,
William Williams, Elmer Walter'** Brooklyn, succeeding Aaron
Fichel/
Stock, Scranton, Pa.
who died recently.
May McCabe, William Gerald,
Fred Brunelle, former assistant
Harry Hahn, June Webster, Leonard Wood Stock, White Plains, N. Y. at the 83d Street, New York, has
Symona Boniface, Atlanta Stock. been placed in charge of the Circle,
Phyllis Gilmour, Mae Desmond replacing Sam Oppenheimer.

LOEW

Jola Maye,
New York.

Proctor Stock, Troy
J

For "Helen of Troy, N. Y." (com-

plete): Helen Ford, Queenie Smith.
Stella Hoban, Lovey Lee, Elsie Bonwit, Opal Ames, Nell Hickson, Joan

•

failure to

As a

hamton, N.

'

Empire stock was started. Hillsdorf
Injured his foot some time ago and

DANCER HELD IN

Bubbles) striking Mrs. Anna Snediker May 12 with an automobile.
Buck Is out in $500 bail awaiting

past.

Powers theGrand Rapids, Mich., stock.
Edwin Brandon and Florence Burroughs, Harder-Hall stock, Bing-

atre,

1923"

MARTIN VAN BURGEN INSANE
St.

Martin

•

Van

Louis,

Burgen.

May

29.

musician,

was removed from the City Hospital
here to the State Hospital (for insane) at St. Joe, Mo. The latest report stated his case«was hopeless.
Van Burgen attended the A. F. of
M, convention held here Jast month.
It \is not known if he was a delegate.

Levey's Los Angeles Office
Los Angeles, May 29.
has been appointed
general manager of the Bert Levey 'e
Los Argch?* office. He will supervise all bookings for the southern

Sam Kramer

part of the state.

Goldberg Reinstated by Association
Chicago, May 29.
Lew'M. Goldberg is booking on
the W. V. M. A. floor again after a
suspension of six months,
,

Joan Hay, Winter Garden.
Charles. Winninger, George Bickel,
"Lipht Wlnea and Peer" (Chlei

>

atrical field.

J.

,

will also be readied for ..the Coutts'
circuit shortly-.
Harry Cort and
Walter Brook « are sponsoring the
tabs.

per capita to be paid within six
months.
This arrangement'' will
allow if settlement of all disputes
within the organization itself without outside interference. For this
purpose all three present charters
will be surrendered
and a new
single charter Issued to cover the
entire Hebrew and Yiddish the-

James Durkin, Adelaide Hibbard
and Mary Meade will open with the fendants.
Elitch's
Garden Stock Company
m
for a ten-weeks season, June 25.
RIALTO, CHI., CUTS TO 8

is

The Apollo will use the com). let*
show from one of the Bftblosky A.

.

months and all merge into one.
The former vaudeville branch will
be admitted to membership In the
legitimate union on payment of $75
six

Buck

Maryland In
for the other side towards the end
Baltimore, her native city. Her conan attraction house of July.
dition was said later to be satisfac- Clement, Marie Paynter, Theodora
Hudson, Tom Lewis, Roy. Atwell
Miss Heather was at the Chateau tory, although her convalescence
and has been playing vaudeville on
is
Paul Frawley, Charles Lawrence.
Sundays booked by Sabiosky & M<*- here last week. This week she Is expected to extend over several Joseph Letora, Clyde Hunnewell,
weeks.
at the Rivoli, Toledo.
Charles Adler. Pobby Dale, Wilbert
Quirk, the bills being made up of
Gus Hillsdorf, head of the prop- Dunn, Jean Collins.
acts from their Philadelphia house*.
erty department for the Frohman
Helen Weatley, "Devil's Disciple."
SHOWS AS TABS
Dorothy
office, is at the Flushing (LM.) hosDuncan.
'Polly
Prerhe i&mt interests booked the
The r,>rmer musical show "Listen pital recuperating from a major ferred" iroadL
Sunday shows in the Apollo, Atlan- Lester
Robert
Lee
Allen,
Blo^s-ui
will be condensed Into a tab operation entailing the amputation
Time."
tic City, also an attraction house.
for the John E. Coutts* circuit, start- of a leg. He is 68 years of age and
Forrest H. dimming*
stage diand will continue to do so after the ing about Aug.- 1. A tab version of was engaged by the late Charles
n-tor), Philadelphia Theatre Guild
another Cort show, "Jim Jam Jems,'' Frohman 30 years ago when the
Globe installs Keith vaude\jlle.
Margaret
Davis,
"Vanities
of
the

L

•

ice.

*

New

Mabel
Garrison,
Metropolitan
opera soprano, underwent a serious operation on May 24 at the Hos-

After a fight for 20 years, (he internal differences between the several locals pf the Hebrew Actors
Union, have been settled for all
time.
The locals submitted their
grievances for final arbitration' to
representatives of the 4 A's, United
Hebrew Trades and the A. F. of
A.
committee appointed by thes bodies.
The-decision says a dissolution o*
ithin
the many locals shall occur

George W. Snediker, for

ENGAGEMENTS

last week suffering from
collapse.
He was **ick Stock. Philadelphia.
Dwighi Meade, Alhambra StocU
with "Sally," which closed its sea-'
son there. He. is resting at his home Brooklyn
Elizabeth Shirley, Fay Courten^y
In
York, and is reportea reStock Cleveland.

covering.

—

Unions Will Merge, According to Decision But One
Charter Outstanding Four A's Affiliations

Passpart eued Beck for breach of
Jimmy Duffy has dropped JUs
an agreement to complaint against Mister Sweeney
book foreign acts on the Orpheum
and Master Walter and will allow
circuit He started another suit on
similar grounds, also for $100,000 the pair to use the material from
damages a short time after the be- the former Duffy and Sweeney act,
ginning of the Beck suit, naming which Duffy authored.
Orpheum circuit defendant.
the
The Keith legal department was
The Orpheum action is scheduled notified that Duffy had the matter
for trial June 4.
copyrighted and would prosecute

1

and

-

contract, claiming

A

I

YEARS

20

Yom

of the New
late last week re-

tempt of court for failure to appear
couple of the acts and the one for
for examination before trial, purgwhich an 11 o'clock train is being ing himself of the contempt by the other theatres located in Portland,
held will have to be rushed to the
Me., Lawrence, Lowell, Fltchbur ?
payment of $10.
station to catch a 10:30 train for
The full judgment award plus in- and Roxbury, to restrain the latter
some other point.
This causes terest totals $645.30.
from using the name Loew in conchanging of transportation, baggage
junction with any theatrical enterchecks, etc., all of which is done by
prise in the United States, resulted
Marcus Heiman Going Abroad
the front office, and without trouble
in a victory for the defendant.
Judge J. D. McLaughlin of Sufto the artists, who take it as a matThe first trip of the Leviathan
ter of course they will be looked July 4, east bound, will have Marcus folk Superior court, in announcing
after and gotten to their proper | Heiman, president of the Orpheum his findings in the case, stated that
Ellas Loew cannot use the name
trains without fall.
circuit.

MAE

CLEARED UP AFTER

Martin Beck won a victory in tho
breach of contract euit
which William I* Passpart had
pending against him when the Ap-

.

30, 1923

».

HEBREW UNION FIELD

$100,000

pellate Division

In Kansas City House Manager Arranges for Acts'
Next Movement Trains Held by Accommodat-

Wednesday, May

-

-

'..•••<•

May

Wednesday,

'

BURLESQUE

30, 1923
..

s
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HEAT HURTS

PEARSON BANKRUPT;
LIABILITIES $128,000

Summer Shows Dropped

W-k

MUSIC MEN
Off

Last

Seventh Shubert Unit Producer

Admit

Inability to

Meet

Obligations
Arthur Pearson, who operated the
Zag" srtow, makes No. 7 of the
Bhubert unit producers to travel' the
bankruptcy circuit. Pearson's voluntary petition In bankruptcy filed
in the U. S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York,
•'Zlg

.

total

lists

of $128,154.74.

liabilities

Assets are $5 cash balance

the

In

$9,400 at the Casino, Boston, with 13

performances.

The Gerard show at the Gayety,
Boston, hit $6,900 last week with 12
shows, the 'Follies'' not giving a
midnight show. The previous week
the "Follies" did $7,600 on 12 shows.
Marlon, Show at the
Columbia, New York, dropped to Its

thousand

th»»

acknowledged

$124,507

by Jack Singer, tvho last
Pearson In bankruptcy
proceedings!' Pearson's other assets
are old scenery and properties of
doubtful value and two insurance
policies aggregating $30,000.
Money due to artists, chefly on
unexpired contracts, totals $65,670
alone.
The biggest item is $30,000
to' Costang and Judd, who owned
the "Max and Moritz'" act. Others
are John L» Kearney, $600; Harry
Peterson. $3,500: Harry Welsh, care
of the Alhambra Theatre. London.
liabilities

pretfede'd

$7,500; N

JAmai

Coftgh-lln.

week since the
The Marlon
its third week did $5,900.
Bad matinees seemed to pull down
the Marlon shows gross last week
more than any week previously during the foUr week of the run. The
previous week Marion did $6,700.
Mike McTJgue, the light heavy
i

gross

last

ran

began.

weignt champ.

Is

the added attrac-

tion this week.

Fp
little
•

$2,760.
are. $8,000, due
Milton Ager and Jack 1'ellen for
writing the music and lyrics of
"Zig Zag;" H. Mahieu A- Co., $5,783.

$814.78
loan;
Sum Buxbaum, $3,000 on account of an investment in the Jim Jam Jems Co.;

agent;

Affiliated Theatres Corp., $500; Mrs.
P. &. Clark, Richmond Hill, L. I.,
$20,000 debt contracted in 1920 for

operating franchise on Columbia
wheel;
Lawrence Ceballos, loan,
George Collins, loan in 1920,
Harrison Fisher, artist, $500

$1,500;
$4,000;

loan;

William

Clark, commissions, $500; Herman Fallik of the
Greenwich Village Theatre, New
York, $1,930, loan; Ai Bunnell, 100
Dey street, Jersey City, scenery.
$2,000; Julius Michaels, loan, $3,300.
S.

Other indebtednesses acknowledged
in the schedules filed through Kendler '& Goldstein are items for clothing,
wigs,
printing,
lightings,
•cenery, costumes, etc.
Pearson managed the "Barnum
Was Right" show, which closed at
the Cohan Saturday, following his
Shubert unit fiasco.

AGAINST HILL UPHELD
Division

$10,000 Jury Verdict Over

for settlement at the forthcoming
annual meeting of the Coramem
Ameusemeht Co. and its affiliated
subsidiary
theatre
corporations

June 7.
The tentative plan regarding the
changing about of the Columbia
house managers Is said to call for
the retention of all of those now In
service, but with changes of location
for at least two thirds.
Greater
efficiency is the object almetl at In
the contemplated shake-up of house
1

managers.

'—^

i
..

•

SPECIAL SUMMER RUN

Harry M. Strause's Columbia
wheel show, "Talk of the Town,"
will piny a special summer run of
two. weeks at the Gayety. Washington, beginning June 4. The Shriners'
convention
takes
place
in
Washington during the two weeks
mentioned. The Gayety, Washington, closed

main dark

last week
this week,

and

will

re-

re-opening to
play the Strause show.
A feature of the two weeks' engagement will be four midnight
shows weekly, making with Sundays 18 performances on the week.

CAMPBELL NOT RETIRING
Wm,

Campbell denies the report .he is to retire from active production on the' Columbia wheel nex:
season and lease nil franrlii.se. The
Campbell show, 'Youthful Folliea,"
Will no out as usual under Camp*
bell's management.
S.

Eddie Cole vvjM be the principal
comic iii next season'* show, and

Harry

Tii

troupe

a.s

unpsou
in

will

manage

past seasons.

th-.«

De
me.

favor * of Frederick V. Peterson
against Gus Hill. The action, orig-

damages, refrom an alleged Contract
whereby Peterson was to have the
inally asking $100,000

sulted

exclusive rishts for the 1919-1930
Season for the "Bringing up Father"
cartoon play in the west and southPeterson alleged
west territory.
he was not given opportunity to
•

fulfill

A

his contract.

similar arrangement netted

him

$30,000 profit the previous season,
according to the complaint and his
demand for $100,000 was based on
the unusually favorable theatrical
year In 191&.
A Jmry before Justice Robert H.

Mitchell in the New York Supreme
Court awarded Peterson $10,000
damages last October from which
Hill unsuccessfully appealed.

NEW DRAMA

MOLLIE'S

As per her custom each season
since appearing in her own show on
the Columbia wheel, Mollie Wil-

new melodramatic

The latest thriller is called "Fate'o
It
was written by
Fires" and
Frank Fanning. Fanning, who has
been in the legit for the last two
years, returns to the Williams' ehow
next season, playing the heavy in
'Fate's Fires." Miss Williams will
be the heroine.

GERARD'S STAGE MANAGERS
Bach of the Gerard shows on
the Columbia wheel next season,
"Vanities Follies" and 'AH in Fun,"
will carry stage managers, the only
trio of Columbia shows to have a
man back stage. The stage manager's duties will be to see the performance is kept to standard. He
will not double in the etage, and
will hold a position distinctive from
the stage crow, property man. sta^e.
carpenter or electrician.

BERNSTEIN'S TITLE CHANGE
Bernstein
The
Rube
"Broadway Flappers/' will

show,

Bobby and Fan mi
Wilson. Pauline G "nm.u; Williams'
Gilbert,

"Radio Girls."

tion.

HARRY JACKSON

of the Ala

ll.nT) Jackson. GO. of 160 Stevens
avenue, this city, who died in Bellevue hospital, New York, as a result of taking poison was for year*
associated with B. 1,. Felnblatt. of

Stark $ Cowan have taken QV.or
rights to "In a Tent" from the
Chicago house of Music Press. Inc.,
authored by Ted Kohler and Joe

all

the Westchester theatre, Mt. Vernon
N. Y., and was business manager of
the former Westchester Player, a

Lyons. Ed 'Smallc has recently become associated with the firm.
•

IN

'

*

'

till

Will Kogers sings grand

CON CONRAD

•

JOHN

.

tective Association

Jl'NE

died

From indications those favoring
the holding over of standard titles
be In the majority, as but few

will

•title

changes

A hitch
('"liimbla

In

the deal

have taken over

whereby the
Co. was to

Olympic, Chlcftgn. fop it* shows has occurred.
through Mr* Chas. l\. Kohl objeeting to the playing of burlesque in
the Olympic.
At the Columbia Amusement Co.
th<

was BtatCd early

for the houfce
ing Art.

•leal

The Bhuberts
bidding r»r the

-ire

thlt

wn
lis*

CMymp

u

eel;

still

file

hang-

reported

<

mouths

several

ago

at

a

»*
*

HARRY FISHER
Harry E. Fisher, 'vaudeville and
musical comedy comedian, died May
28 at his home in Brooklyn, aged
56.
He was stricken with pneumonia three weeks ago and although

The Boston Music Co. has been
admitted to associated membership
In the M. P. P. A.

recovering, his condition

was weak-

ened and he succumbed to a heart

back with the attack.
The deceased was born in Falkprofespional department of Waterland and came to this country 35
son, berlin & Snyder.

Sammy Levy

Thomas

is

Morris, • a colored

years ago. He played in many sue
cesses and was the featured comedian in the first Winter Garden
production. In vaudeville the tea'ii
of Fisher and Carroll became one
of the most famous of its day. t'po
retiring a few years ago he opened

song-

writer, last week instituted a Federal
Court
proceeding
against

Irving

Mills,

Ferdie Grofe.

Mcltugh and Jack

Mills,

James
al-

Inc..

i

leging that "Stop Your Kidding."
written by the first three named

tea room in his home
catered to professionals.

a

and publtahed by Mills, Inc.. infringes on his "Beapcoup de Jazz,"
a number of his own composition,
copyrighted in

Guy Lindsley, a favorite Juvenile
actor of a generation ago. died May

Silver of the Maurice Abrahams, Inc., executive staff states that
the judgment recorded against Maxwell Silver in favor of Bloomingdale
Bros., New York, is not against him.

New

26 at his home In
York City.
Born in St. Louis, he started his
theatrical career as a boy, appearing with the late A. M. Palmer in

"Jim the Penman." He became the
leading Juvenile with Madame ModSalvlnl,
Louis Jam< >a and
Frederick Ward.
He was with
Robert Mnntell for over 18 years.

Jeska,

ville.

Arthur Johnson now has fu'l
charge of the harmony department
Irving Berlin,
Eddie Small.

of

The father

of

•ong writer, died

May

whieh

GUY LINDSLEY

11)20.

Max

Inc.,

ORIAN FOGG
Orian

stage and m een
May 24 at a New York
City Hospital, aged 74. He had besg
in the profession for over 50 year
His last legitimate engagement wtis
with Otis Skinner In 'Kismet.' after

replacing

Fogg,

>

actor, died

Harold C. Berg,
Los Angeles on

In

20.

which appearing with the'F.unou*
Flayers pictures.

M. .Witmark &' Son* moved to
new quarters at 1650 Broadway this week. They were located
in the Witmark buUdlnj, on We:*t
their

EOOIE MACK

37th street, for year*.

Fddie Maek, a retired v.iulevllilan and song writer, died Ma.. Z-i,

One of the largest music roll companies has been having a good deal

at

have

Amusement

OIIKN-RU f

three years.

would seem to indicate the ehow

son.

<

Poughktepsie
hospital
and
Mr.
Jackson never fully recovered from
the. shock and had been despondent
ever since.
He lived here about

Nancy Fine of the Irving
The word, "Broadway," used in a offices Is to be married June Berlin
20 to
number of Columbia wheel shows Stanley Meuser. non-professional.
last ami several seasons past, meang Miss Fine was formerly In vaude-

was boosting New York's main stem.
As a result the Columbia list will
contain few, if any. "Broadway
Frolics" or similar titles next sea-

Y

organization.
Jackson was
popular in Mt. Vernon.
Hie wife

one.

nothing outside the east, according
to the Columbia burlesque producIn the west it is said the burlesque patrons even go so far as
to resent the use of a title containing the word "Broadway," as ii

I

stock

CREATE DISCUSSION

ers.

1916

RtJi,

S \l

M.uns MICK

has been distrib-

NEW BURLESQUE TITLES

among Columbia wheel producers
over the question of changing titles
of theij shows. Some flgure'it is advantageous to change a title each
season, basing their opinion on the
theory that Columbia wheel audiences seeing the same title two or
more succeeding years think It Is
the same show with a possible loss
of patronage resulting.
The other faction holds it is better to carry the same title indefinitely, taking the stand a title la a
trade mark that will draw the burlesque public.
The opposite side
counters with the contention that
while the value of a title is admitted providing the show is up to
topnotch standard year in and year
out, It frequently happens shows
have off-years and the burlesque
public is more apt to remember
having seen the bad ehow under the
standard title rather than the good

RICE

C.

cherished Memory of S Devoted
H unhand end Loving Father.
JbUytlU* Dimr Huul Heat In l'«*ie.

A new pamphlet containing the
most recent constitution and agreement of the Music Publishers' Pro!

MKMOKIAM

in

,

uted among the members. The most
drastic change provided is one concerning the trial of members who
have been accused of breaking the
agreement.
The accused publisher
is permitted to pick six members of
the Board of Governors to try him.
,R. ,C. Hills, chairman of the association, governs th© trial, acl!s as the
Columbia
Producers
Differ executive and casts the deciding
vote in case of a tie. Every pubas to Its Advanlisher is required to post a $5,000
bond, which he forfeits should he
tageousness
refuse or be unable to pay any fines
qr penalties that have been levied
A d:fference of opinion exists against him.

it

Bitty

give the Brit-

is to

an idea of both types of dance
On his return Specht be-

1

«!<.-

BURLESQUE ENGAGEMENTS

combining both
ishers

music.

here.

ri

engage, i us principal comic.

Paul Specht sailed for London
May 21', taking over a combined
The actor was 52 and had been
augmented orchestra recruitld from with the Carroll Players since the
his own aggregation and "The Geor- opening last fall. He is survived by
gians,"
band.
specialty
a
jaza
his wife, Josephine Emery, now in
Specht's own bunch is well known
on the Columbia records for Its New York city, also a professional,
symphonic syncopation, and "The and his mother, who lives in SomcrGeorgians." also a Columbia disk vllle. Mass. He had no children.
recording combination, are known
Physicians attributed his sudden
for their jazz numbers. The Idea of death to an attack of acute Indiges-

Ilarry Engej, general manager of
Richmond -Robblns. Inc., has acquired a third interest in the corporation and has been officially
those royalties lb help get out of elected secretary of the company.

anbeen
make
The contingent favorthe rounds of the Columbia cinuff •nounred.
titles
next season as "The Follies of ing the continuation of old
Pleasure." The latter title was used cite the dropping of the "Bowery
by Bernstein for several seasons on BurleSQUCrs" two seasons by Hurtig & Scamon, after the title had
the American wheel
been ir use for twenty yearn or
more and the subsequent changF0STER-HARC0URT SPLIT
ing back last season to the old title
with tiie resulting advantage at the
Billy Foster
rid Frank ilarcourt,
featured comics for the last 10 years box offl<
with the Hurtig
Se.imon shows
on the Columbia wheel, until the
MRS. KOHL OBJECTS
end of the past season, have split.

"Dancing Around" with H. Steppe
Cain
Davenports
&
"Mimic
World" show on the (."'olumM.t wheel
will be retitied "Dancihg Around"
next sf;ison. Harry steppe h;ts been

stricken actor hastened to the city
hospital, but he died en route to the
institution.

City.

musical director
my comes
mac Hotel chain.

opera,

The Appellate Division Iim* affirmed a $10,000 damage award In

liams will have a

A general switching around of
Columbia house managers throughout the various cities making up
the. wheel is reported scheduled for
next season. The matter Is slated

—

Yours

"Bringing Up Father"

playlet next season.

MANAGERS SWITCHING

wrote with, you and Buddy
I
Sllva, and honestly, Al, it "got"
cried at
I cried. AJ, really 1 did

Everybody's singing it,
wrote it.
Al. and I'm glad.
And listen, Al. this funny Song of
mine, "Barney Gbogle," in a knockout!
Everybody's buying it.
I'm
happy, Al, for I'm down here at the
Ititz in Atlantic City over DecoraSustains tion l>ay. and I'm going to need

liabilities

due for costume*, labor and services
rendered,
and $4,894. 5, due on
notes; Phil Dnlton, the Columbia
Theatre Building life insurance

"

PETERSON'S JUDGMENT

$4 376;

Hergen.

DEAR FRIEND AL:
Listen, Al, I've known you a long
time, and I've heard you sing a
hundred times, but never have you
got over with me the way you did
the opening night of **8om*bo" at
I sat In the
the Winter Garden.
front row, Al, and you sang my
song. "Morning Will Come," which

'

.

Other

AL JOLSON

own song. You certainly put it
to Tuesday. McTlghe showed over, and I want to thank you.
And gosh, Al, you certainly did
draught at the box office.
didn't
JL
:<ing "Don't Cry, Swaoee.''
know It was so good before. It's u
bigger hit than we figured when we

.,.
Happy Hadley, $7.50; Masters and
KraXt. $6.QO0; .Masters and JJraham.
Pattl. Moore, $2,750;
$16,0;
Alice.
Lawlor. .$3,125; Emmet t Callahan. Appellate

$1J)00; JsVrry

AN OPEN LETTER TO

The Dave

lowest

CHARLES HOWARD STEVENS

phia department store, which maintains a radio broadcasting station.

Charles Howard Stevens, playing
Have written the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub- characters and heavies with the enPlayers, a stock organization of
roll
ought
they
lishers, that they believe
for copyrighted tunes, Just St. John. N. B.. met death very sudt.O; pay
as they pay for any other mer- den'y, May 21.
He was returning
chandise. They have requested that from rehearsal of "Civilian Clothes."
a contract be drawn up, which will exactly at noon. When only a few
provide for a certain fixed annua!
yards from the Opera house, Where
sdm to be paid the society.
the company is playing, he was seen
to stagger and fall to the sidewalk.
Henry Lodge has been added to Picked up by two policemen and carthe professional department of Fred
into an adjacent drug store, the
ried
Bert Bender is now
Fisher, Inc.
representing this firm in KanjM" ambulance was summoned and the

weather hit both of the
Colurqbla wheel shows playing summer engagements in Boston last
week.
The Cooper show for the
third consecutive week topped the
Columbia summer trio, getting $7,467
at Waldron'a Casino. That Included
the midnight show Wednesday. The
previous week the Cooper show did

Gotham National Bank, New York. summer
Pearson's debits exceed by a few
show In

OBITUARY

Stro.brldge A. Clothier, a Philadel-

Hot

to

_

r

Hammond,

Ind., after his retireprofessionally the deceased

ment

disagreement between engaged in the real estate huilnsse
two of Its head executives, who have at Hammond.
been squabbling for some time over
various phases of the business. The
result may be an alliance of one.
George W. Floyd, interested In
with a wealthy piano company and many theatrical enterprises, died
the formation of a, new roll company, from a complication of glseases
with n g< neral change of recording May
18 at his home In N«w Kastaffs.
•hollo, aged 70.
He was traveling
manager for Xat Wills for sever,'
IN AND OUT
yearthe
come(7 ian'j
preceding
i
Toomer and Day were out of death. Among his other interests
Uoew'fl Astoria last Friday because were tie automobile industry, the
of If
B, Toomer's illness
Foster x«-w Rochelle Board of Fire comin.
and various httmaae
mtseioners
Ray substituted.
P.m!
Smith ha* bwn rHsjj
internal

of

'
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roe principal role in Tn»* Compliment! of the Season" since
isi
Friday
Then at the Palace, tii
skit, authored by smitii. was »uddenfy i>< reft of us male le k1
Howard and I'lurk suo-m
lutx
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CONTRACT COMPLAINT

PARKS SWAMP AGENTS WITH

Matter pf Morrifl

Believed Demand of Conce»»ionarie» That Varied Entertainment Be Used to Draw the People Is Tak-

Form

—Twenty-Act

Castle show booked
Bethany, after accepting the date
in the regular way. issuing a contract. A week later it got a chance
to slip into Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
considered a wide-open town, and
the Bethany contract was "scrapped." Morris & Castle were strong
factors in the organization of the
Showmen's Legislative Committee
and the action embarrasses that
organization.

The Morris

FIGURING OPPOSITION
Booking men around New York
declared this week that with the
Sells- Floto snd Barnum Appear to
opening of the park season they
Be Parallel in New England
were heing deluged with calls for
masimilar
and
the basis of the now rou.c
acts
On
specialty
circus
At cards it looks as though the Sellaterial for outdoor free shows.
and
the Ringling Bros.-BaiFloto
Dreamland, near Newark, N. J., a num & Bailey shows are set feV
20-act show was heavily advertised parallel linee through New England.
for the opening last Saturday, and This forecast is in conflict with th*
the resort recorded
At
71,000 admissions aS the gate.
in
the same vicinity,
Hillside Park,
the
the management called off
Wild West ihow that has been its
standby for years and is substituting a six-act bill.
The widespread manifestation of
the sudden call for features Is

It

was reported

One
looked upon as significant.
park and fair man expressed the
opinion that it came In response to
the general complaints of concession men, who feel that he park
managers should provide special
features that can be used for advertising purposes to bring the
people to the park. As the concession men look at it, the park manager doesn't hesitate to put large
sums into rides and into decorations
to make a flash, but the element to
pull the people to the parks has
been absent.
Incidentally, the advertising of
heavy outdoor shows in the parks
has put a sudden finish to the indoor circuses. A case in point is
that of the Jim Pollock outfit, playing Elisabeth, N. J., Saturday last.
With four parks opening within a
trolley ride, the. indoor event got no
„play and is ending the tour imme-

out of each other's territory.
The Sells-Floto outfit is coming
out of Boston through industrial
New England, while present indications are that Barnum & Bailey will
come into Boston later through the
New York Central main line, coming
down by way of Springfield anl

May

Bros. -Barnum &
Bailey show will irot get in.to eastern Canada this year if reports ar*
to be beUeved, and this brings about
several revisions.

29.

mate show

business.
Johnson had his emissaries make
an effort to have him Invited to talk
to the exhibitors along the line that
the carnivals do not really hurt the
picture show business in the smaller
places and that the "cleaning up"
he is working for in carnivals will
make that form of entertainment
wholesome for communities.

AUSPICES''

OPPOSED

—

The Baldwin
graduated scale

ton.

The M. P. T. O. A. refused to
have anything to do with the so"reform" organization for
called
the
called
outdoor amusements,
League,
Legislative
Showmen's
which has Thomas J. Johnson for
"dictator," in an effort to copy what
haa been done by Judge Landis In
baseball, Will H. Hays in the movies
and Augustus Thomas for the legiti-

Gambling General Complaint Letters from Show Committees

May

Ringling

traveling

bill,

of

theatrical

29.

imposing

a

upon
taxes
organizations

small typhoon in the lower House
and Monday afternoon was passed
vote of fj to 30.
toengrossment by
This advances the measure toward
fina. consideration, but no apparent
effort was made t) get it
o a

EASTERN PARKS OPEN

definite

under way, opened last Saturday
and Sunday, most of the managements taking advantage of the
week end's proximity to Decoration Day. which is the usual open-

The

week
proposition
came

The debuts were Capital Park,
Hartfoid; "White City. New Haverr.
Lakewo*?d Park, Waterbury; Silvef
Williamsport;
Rendezvous
Dell,
Park, Atlantic City, and Mid-Citv
Park, Albany. All are offering free
shows, with the exception of the

scheme was

tee's

ent

lasv,

Jn

for

to follow the pres-

makj

but

certain changes

:v the system of fee?, which would
in eftect double the present scale.

The World Amusement Service
tractions, has been notified to book
nothing but rides, which will be
obtained independently.
The firms merged into the booking corporation have booked the
Wisconsin State fair for many
years.
Last year the Con T. Kennedy carnival look $60,000 there,
turning 25 per cent, over to the
fair.
There was io great complaint regarding the Kennedy show,
but the board of directors felt that
carnivals were in so bad with reform elements that it was advisable
to bar them.

work

tion to date.

CHEYENNE, JULY

24-27
Kansas City, May 29.
Announcements have been re-

Twenty
worth

By refusing
the

Adair

Lackey

Atoka Co. Free
September 13-15.

Fair

September

I

secretary.

September

—

Atoka.

Mem-

Guy Woodman,

18-22.

H.

12-15.

Nay lor,

N.

LeFIore

F.

T.

secretary.

—

Co. Free Fair- Foteau.
S. J. Doyle, secretary.
Logan Co. Free Fair— Guthrie.
September 17-20. Fred L. Wenner,
secretary.
Marlow District Fair
Mallow.
September 6-8. W. G. Shipp, secre-

—

tary.

Bever.
Beaver Co. Free Fair
Marshall Co. Free Fair— Madill.
September 5-7. Ed Humphrey, sec- September 6-8.
M. E. Ewing,

retary.

Co. Free
13-15.

Blaine

Fair

September

bill,

to take up^ again
which was defeated

— Watonga.
Rapp,

M.

J.

secretary.

secretary.

McClain County Free Fair— PurSeptember 13-15. Word Crom-

cell.

well, secretary.

Friday,

secretary.

billboards in Texas.

Choctaw
October

TWO

CIRCUS ROUTES

.

1

i

-

1

.

'

mingcr, secretary.
Beckham Co. Free Fair— Elk City.

;

•

Fair - Stilwell.
Geo. K. Davis,

'

:

'

,

Free
19-22.

secretary.

QhicagO, May 29.
which
opportunity to inspect letters ropers and Western horsemen in
from chairman of "show commit- the country as competitors.
tees of various fraternal organizano taxes."
Elks.
Shriners,
including
tions,
CIRCUS LOT LOST
Moose and others, develops th. the
nentiment Of the large majority of
Fvansville, Ind.. May 29.
CIRCUSES IN VERMONT
such men is against carnivals and
The Walnut street grounds used
Burlington, Vt., May 29.
circuses under fraternal auspices.
by circuses here for ten years has
Two circuses are slated for VerTheir general reason is invariably been platted and can not be used
mont In June. The first show to
gambling of some sort in connection for the white tops again.
with the shows. These letters have
A new lot must be obtained. Va- enter the State will be Sparks'.
been received by parties who arejrlety's local correspondent on the This show will play this territory
endeavoring to ascertain the senti- Ohio river, K. K. Knecht, cartoonist early in the month. The only date
ment of the chairman of 'show com- dramatic editor and circus artist of announced to date is June 8 at
mittees.''
the "Courier," is a comiuiltee of one Rutland.
The John Robinson circus Is
srnking a new lot.
booked to appear the latter part
RACES
LARGER PURSES;
Its Burlington date
of the month.
Kansas City, May 21.
is June 27.
Other dates have not
l>een given out.
The management of the Missouri
i
Sells-Floto
State Pair, at Bedalla Aug. lb-L'5.
announce that the purses for the
May 21 -June 2, Bo e ten; 4, Fall
PARK VAUDEVILLE
will
the
be
largest
speed program
River; 5, New Bedford; 6. ProviWorcester.
May :o.
v nf tlifi ta\f.
in the
deio-e; 7. U. ..-!.•!. K St- .ol. .-1.1
Arthur E. Hair. MI
tger 01 tit'
In the harms." events there will 9, PlttsfloM.
amusement department of the Monibe two purses of 13,000, two of
tor Development Company, and for
11,500 and 25 smaller ones, bringing
Ringling Bros B & B.
more than 20 years connc< ;ed with
tl.«
total to 116800.
June f. Cbluml
the show business, will be manag* t
In addition to the harness r*ct
s.
Akron; 2, Canton
of the Lincoln Park open air Ilici
will b< 17 running races the lari
tre.
which opens Memorial Pay
d
number that has t\»i been oft
Main
Walter
L.
night with an eight -act vaudeville
The
on the state Fall M-hcdule,
Tituv\
K..i.f
Pa
il
B,
bill.
Beginning July 2 there mill
ih«
runnern
for
provided
purses
%
Ml
(
b( rmu
da ly.
«m<>unt m |3 200.
•!,

Co.

September

of 10

Originally
the measure contemplated a tax of
3 cents a foot.
The author made
a plea for reconsideration Monday,
arguing that the bill levied a "fair
tax on an industry that now pays

An

MORE

a local girL

is

finale

all

thousand

five

Miss Hill

Canadian Co. Free Fair— El Reno.
Noble County Free Fair- -Ferry.
the lower House put September 10-15.
Felik K. West, September 17-19.
E.
E.
Horton,
secretary.
upon the proposition to tax secretary.
Carter Co. Free Fair— Ardmore.
Oklahoma Co. Free Fair- Oklabillboard space.
The bill called for
Geo. L». Dyer, homa City. September 18-19. C. R.
a tax of 1 cent a square foot on September 12-16.

last

a

dollars'
of prizes are being offered,
will draw the best riders,
-

payment on a minimum

vehicle.

here of the 27th annual
"Cheyenne Frontier Days" celebration to be he*ld at Cheyenne, Wyo..
July 24-27.
Cowboy sports of all kinds, cavalry exhibitions and Indian dances
and spectacles will be featured.
ceived

Company.

OKLAHOMA COUNTY FAIRS

cars to a show.
Although there
are no circuses or wild west shows
traveling in motor
vehicles
this
season, the bill provides for that as
well, setting up a payment of %\ a
day on outfits pf less than six
vehicles and $15 a day on organizations with 12 vehicles, with $1 a
day added for each additional

the park.

Harry Miller Producing

staff of the

--

the

engrossment a companion bill by
the same author setting up a new
scale for circuses and wild weal
shows, it would impose a tax of
Sunday for Boston accompanied by $4 a car for the first day and $2 a
Terry Turner to arrange the details car for each day following, calling
for a

<

Monterey, New York, May 24. Miss
Lazarus was last of the ShapiroBernstein professional staff.
Bertha May Hill and Arthur. William Brown, May 26, in the rectory
of St. Mary's Cathedral, Burlington,
Vt. Mr. Brown is a member of the

Showmen's Legislative

of the

park commencing June 25 and
continuing throughout the summer.
Meinhold, who succeeds E. A. Shiller as supervisor of the park, left

Charles "VVuerr. of
Loew's Dayton, considered one of
the foremost managers on the circuit, will be the resident manager of

29.

Committee, secured payment from
one show. It is the only carnival
which has made good its pledges
for support to the reform organiza-

ball

for the opening.

May 26, at Crown Point, Ind. t
to Alfred Kvale, non-professional.
Tessie Lazarus to Charles Weber
Weber and Elliott) at the Hotel

girl,

May

Owens, who has been

on the road visiting carnivals in a
hope to collect the amounts pledged
by the organizations to carry on the

agricultural fairs,
but his motion to postpone consideration of the measure was tabled.
The lower House also missed to

the supervision of Braves' Field,
Boston, for the Loew interests, who
install evening performances in the

Legislative' Committee
in Collecting Pledge

Chicago.

a day in cities of more than 30,000.
Mr. Gibson attacked the bill on
that it would work a

BRAVES' FIELD PARK STAFF the ground
Sam H. Meinhold has taken over damage to
1

MARRIAGES

«

F.

territory

virgin

into

under the cloak of local

George Jessel and Florence Courtney x Courtney Sisters) were remarried May 22 in Chicago.
Billee Stanfleld, former "Follies'*

Unsuccessful

J.

of carnivals are begin-

slip

By' the means of locai societies
the carnivals are getting into towns
in which they are otherwise strictly
forbidden. Due to their banishment
In these localities no fee is on the
town records to 'be charged, with
politics often prompting local officials not to make a charge if a
tent show has the backing of a local
organization.

ONE ONLY SETTLED

Col.

to

societies.
Many of the traveling
aggregations play only under the
auspices of local organizations and
in many towns are permitted to exhibit on this account wlthcn paying a license fet.
The carnival management's agreement with the society calls for a
sharing of the profits with the carnival always on the long end.
It is genera'ly 'ound when the engagement for shows of this type
terminates the amount going to the
local organization averages about
what the carnival would have been
forced to pay /or a license to appear
In towns where they are pe mitted.

Corporation, which provides the at-

Showman's

number

this season

Chicago, May 29.
The Wisconsin State fair, held
near Milwaukee the last week in
August every year, will not play

Here is the Baldwin scale under
consideration:
From $» s day In
towns of 1,000 popu'ation up to $35

Atlantic City resort.

—

this

test

Amendmcn'3 to
heated argument.
reduce the proposed scale failed
and even the recommendation of
the committee to substitute a lower
s^ale went overboard. The commit-

ing date.

A
ning

carnivals in the future.

showing under canvas weathered a

Practically all the parks in the
East, which had not already gotten

t-

Wisconsin States 80 Decides Kennedy's There Last Year

Dis-

Austin, Tex.,

—

CUTS CARNIVAL

FAIR

regarded

.

and back west by an
over-Sunday jump via Bingham-

Picture Men Declined to Hear Outdoor Dictator'* Arguments

Chicago,

Would Hurt Fairs

—

.

Argument That Double Fees

Bridgeport

WOULDN'T HEAR JOHNSON

Sc

OUTDOOR SHOWS UP

two managements had reached som^
sort of tacit arrangement to keep

diately.

—

Local Societies the Open Sesame Getting Into Some
Towns That Prohibit Carnivals Otherwise Politics Enter Into Situation

TEXAS BILLS TO TAX

idea previously expressed, that the

The

UNDER AUSPICES WITHOUT FEE

self.

Noted

Bills

CARNIVALS SLIPPING IN

Before

Chicago, May 29.
A fraternal organisation at Bethany, Mo., Is seeking recourse from
the Morris A Castle shows through
the Showmen's Legislative Committee, after rain attempts to get any
satisfaction from the carnival it-

DEMAND FOR CIRCUS MATERIAL

ing

Castle

e\

Committee

.

•

1

'

1

•

Co.

8-13.

Free

W.

Donuit, secretary.

—

Fair Hugo.
Schooler,
E.

secretary.

Cimarron Co. Free Fair

—

Osage Co. Free Fair— Pawhuska.
September 11-14. S. M. McCuiston,
secretary,

Boise

Ottawa Co. Free Fair— Miami.
September 11-14. James Lawrence,
Graham, secretary.
secretary.
Caddo Co. Free Fair Anadarko.
Pawnee Co. Free Fair— Pawnee.
September 12-15. Fred R. Harrison, September 12-14. M. T. Maudlin,
City.

October

11-13.

Jno

P.

secretary.

set rotary.

Cleveland Co. Free Fair— Norman
13-15.
J',
k. Norrls.

September

secretary.
% Coal Co. Free Fair
Coalgate. M
\V. Plettner, secretary.
Creek Co. Free J air Brlstow.
September 11-14.
J
w. Riley,
secretary.
Custer Co. Free Fair - Butler*.
September 12-10.
B. Davis,
Eli
secretary.
Dewey Co. Fair— Selling. September 6-8. Roy Cross, secretary,
Garfield Co. Free Fair
Enid.
October 23-26.
H. A. Graham,
secretary.
Garvin Co. Free Fair
Paul is
Valley..
September 13-15. Jno. F.
Gray, secretary.
(Scary Free Fair— Ce.ny. September 6-8. P. A. Holmes, ye, rotary.
Grady Co. Free Fair' Chick ash a".
September 12-15. O. A. Gasnuay.
secretary.
Harmon Co. Fair Hoi lie, September 19-21.
l.
Bennett secretary.
Hughes Co. Free Fair
Hold* .1-

—

—

U

ville.

September

11-14.

Payne Co. Free Fair -Stillwater.
September 12-19. L. E. Rath bun,
secretary.

Pittsburg

J.

T.

Ada.

Fair

Hill,. secre-

B.

tary.

Pottawatomie Co. Free
Shawnee. September 17-20.

w

Fair
H. G.

are, secretary.

Rogers c<>. Free Fair— Claremore.
September 18-22.
D. A. Willhoit.
se rel.iry.

Seminole Co. Free

September

Wen oka,

F.iir

Ethel

11-1:1.

L,

Howard,

sect etary.

Stephens o>. Free Fair Duncan.
>-fc.
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Ben
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-
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Rodgers, secretary.
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Davis,
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T.
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They awaken

grind.

BY KELLY

•

*

How

Singling Attorney Compiles Only Complete History
of the Tops, Going Back to 1884—Circus Build-

iTfU*
the brief

Romance
ence to their Intensely Interesting
career as to indicate the importance
service, genius and inin the success of their

it the third installment of
filed vnth the U. 8. Treas-

ury Department by John M. Kelly of personal
dividuality,
in opposing the inheritance tax on
circus.
the good urtll item of the shares in
the property

by

left

ttoo

Ringling Brothers circus came
being in 1884.
Five Ringling

deceased

into

brother*.)

Brothers—Al. Alf. T.. Otto. Charles
and John on an open lot in their
own home town Baraboo, Wis.

—

The

100

Car Circus

May

The Ringling Bros. & Barnum &
Bailey Circus comprise 100 extralength special railroad cars handled daily by the railroads in four
For
trains frequently Ave trains.
a generation no other circus has
built beyond the two- train class.
No other person in history ever
transported a circus outfit equal in
size to 60 per cent, of this circus.
No other men in history have ever

—

19th, 1884,

—

1916.

an amusement enterprise
even for a single day comparable in

On October

died.

11th,

Mr. Henry Ringling died. On
size to what the Ringlings transport October 21st, 1919. Mr. Alf. T. Ringand operate successfully every day ling died. Two brothers survive
Charles and John.
in the season
1918.

peneral, or army, or governin times of military trial

No

—

Mr. Al. Ringling. eldest of the

brothers,

moved

A Partnership Among
No person outside the

ment even

I

Brothers

family ever
emergency, ever matched in
achievement either in the handling held an interest. Ringling boys, as
were known in 1884. founded
and movement of property equip- they
ment or in economy of operations— their circus in a dream. From a
what Ringing Brothers accomplish dream it became an experiment
from an experiment an established
dally with the circus.

or

i

—

Limitations Upon the 8ize of Circus Outfits. Why Have We Only
One Circus of the Ringling Class?
The main entrance doora must
open on time This is the keynote
Circus owners
of circus success.
are constantly on their guard lest
cumbersome equipment and oversize outfit impede transportation
beyond the ability of the organization to handle on schedule time.
This condition is always intensely
critical to the showman, because
even with the well balanced outfit,
frequent damaging delays are occasioned through bad weather, railroad tie-ups and a thousand mis-

haps common

to the circus.
of conduct-

The grinding process

ing a circus about the country with
and tremendous
losses
incident
maintenance expense; building a
tented city every morning; pulling
transporting it during
being prepared and
the night;
equipped to handle, safeguard and
entertain at unfamiliar places vast
crowds "twice dally rain or shine"

down and

it

Scarcely any business
is as promiscuous in its intercourse
or dealings about the country, or so
dependent for its existence upon
technical mastery of detail and strict
economy in operation. Yet the Ringinstitution.

Brothers partnership began
without written articles and has
continued forty years in business
without the scratch of a pen to define agreement.
It Is one of the
greatest examples the world has
known of the Golden Rule in busiling

ness.

Building a Circus

The property equipment of Ringwhen they set out in

ling Brothers
1884 involved
tory.
Their

organisation preserved
Opened at Baraboo. Wis., May
under these distressing circumstances? In the answer are found 4th.
The name Van Amburgh. leased
reasons why we have so many small
circuses and so few big ones. This at a small rental, was carried for
is where leadership of lite Ringlings this season on'y
is recognized.
1890
Ringling
Bros.
United
Monster
Ringling Leadership
Railroad
Shows,
Great Triple
A circus may fall through acciCircus, Museum, Menagerie. Rodent but no circus ever came into
man Hippodrome and Universal
prominence by accident or by the
World's Exposition.
miracle route. It is a slow building
Opened at Baraboo. Wis., May
process of expanding little by little
on the year by year plan. What 3rd.
Ringling Brothers have accomplished
The first Ringling railroad show.
is traceable to various supporting
18 cars.
It carried 2 tableaux wareasons, chief among them, theli gons, 1 ticket wagon. 2 band wagons
leadership. Ringling Brothers in the and 15 cages. It carried 107 horses,
Stage Director for C. B. MAODOCK early days brought together a num- 3 elephants, 3 camels, 4 lions, 2 cubs.
ber of men who, aside from being 2 leopards, a zebra, a cebu, a hipsuited to the extraordinary task of popotamus. 4 kangaroos. 2 black
practice economies and endure hard- the circus, proved themselves nota- wolves, a tapir,
an antelope. 2 deer.
ships, that are today looked upon bly trustworthy and loyal.
The 2 boa constrictors and a bovalapus.
as impossible business standards.
loyalty of these men to the Ring1891
There were often sacrifice of lings, while remarkable, is neverthemeans, sacrifice of comforts but less reciprocal. It is characteristic Ringling Bros. World's Greatest
never a sacrifice of principle. The of the Ringlings to suggest no servRailroad Shows, Real Roman
lofty plan upon which the Ringling ice which they are not ready and
Hippodrome, 3 Ring Circus and
circus was founded has never been willing and able to perform themElevated
Stages,
Millionaire
surrendered. Ringling susfcess is a selves. Men of the Ringling organMenagerie, Museum and Aquatestimonial to the code of honor and ization stick to the end. It would
rium and Spectacular Tournahonest methods that have ever pre- be impossible* to conduct this big
ment Production of Caesar's
vailed in Ringling enterprises.
circus through an organization colTriumphal Entry Into Rome.
If we are to measure the success lected from men outside the RingOpened
at Baraboo. Wis., May
of an enterprise by its return in ling enterprise today,
Iss"**"
2nd.
money. It may be said that If the
Tact and diplomacy these qualout
Went
as a 22 car railroad
Ringlings at any time during the ities the Ringlings possess in a refirst twenty years of their career markable degree.
With one, so with show.
1892
had retired, the world would have all. The value of these personal
judged them failures. It has been qualities is manifest In their busi- Ringling Bros. World's Greatest
said that the best time to "hold on" ness dealings. Its Influence is apShows—Three Rings, One Stage,
is when you reach the point where parent in every phase of their perHippodrome.
the average fellow would quit. Ring- sonal contact. Ringling circus moves
Opened at Baraboo. Wis., April
ling Bros, in their chosen pursuit by reason of Ringling organization,
30th.
never learned how to accept de- and Ringling orgnrization is precar show. 3 advertising cars.
feat.
Few there are who would ac- served through RinJling leadership. 18 28cages.
The menagerie this seacept the service and responsibility
son went out minus the bovalapus
imposed by the circus even for a
The foregoing details and fea- but carried 6 elephants. • camels
single season, regardless of its reand a hippopotamus.
turn in money. The Ringling Bros, tures inseparably connected with the
1893
continuously building bigger and big circus may serve to point out the
better have never let up or let go genius, skill and personal service of Ringling Bros.
World's Greatest
Shows.
for forty years. -Their shows have the Ringling Brothers responsible
traveled an equivalent of thirty for the success of their enterprises.
Opened at Baraboo. Wis.. April
times around the earth. They have Calendar and Routes and Exhibi- 29th.
given over nineteen thousand circus
38 car show; 3 bands and a caltions— Ringling Circuses—
exhibitions with one or more of the
liope in parade; 207 horses were
1884-1923
Ringlings in personal command.
carried; 20 cages; 7 elephants; 3
1884
camels and the first giraffe of the
Their achievement is convincing
proof that there is no prospect so Yankee Robinson and Ringling Bros. show.
feeble and no line of honest endeavor
Great Double Shows, Circus and
1894
open to the energies of men, but
Caravan.
what will ultimately bring reward Proprietors: Al. Ringling, Alf. T. Ringling Bros. World's Greatest
Shows.
if there is the determination to see
Ringling, Otto .Ringling. Charles
Opened at Baraboo. Wis.. April
it through.
Ringling and John Ringling.
And so the Ringlings built their
Opened at Baraboo, Wis,, May 28th, a 43 car show.

no imposing invencanvas
equipment

scarcely equalled what college boys
now use on vacation. After being
on the road three years with a wagon show their outfit was still so
meagre that the menagerie featured
the importance of an eagle, a donkey
and a Shetland pony. They traveled eight thousand miles with a

—

show from the "ground" up. They
learned where and how to buy and
how to build in harmony with their
ability to operate. If the big shows
that go out today were to do their
building, buying and contracting
along the lines commonly employed
in Industry, they could not exist.
They would crumble beneath the
weight of overhead.
Ifence. it Is
that when a contract is made by the
Ringling Show, whether for a season's advertising, costumes for a
ballet, a lot to exhibit on, or a
bovalapus for the menagerie, it may
be counted upon that they know
what and how and where to buy.
In this very essential phase of the
circus (there is constant wear and
constant replacement) every Ringling has back of him not five or ten
or *ven twenty years experience
but he traces forty years of personal service in proprietary circus
building and operation, for comparisons and guidanoe.
It is by reason of these economies
constantly effected In all the endless
variety of operations, that the Ringling Circus in its huge proportions
This Is why the
is able to exist.
circus becomes intensely personal to
This Is one of the reaIts owner.
sons why there Is but one show of
the Ringling class.
Moving a Circus.
,

—

wagon show and

gave over one
very decisively and unmistakably thousand exhibitions before they had
determine for every circus owner an elephant.
show
his
Just hbw big he can build
They began without capital, credit

and

profitably operate it.
were possible for circus

If it

men

personally to handle with profit bigger outfits than are on the road
now, they would be put out. It is
not a question of capital or lack of
ambition. It is a free field. The
determining factors arc management, leadership, plua the showman's genius and skill.

or business prospect.
No prestige
in the circus came to them either
through birth or association. They
served no apprenticeship and the

community in which they grew up
was Isolated and far removed from
the atmosphere of amusement life.
Furthermore, the Ringlings ventured in the circus at a time when
the field of outdoor amusement numbered more master showmen than
any other generation in history.

Circus history reveals that show- Barnum was heyday
in his career.
will successfully handle an 4
Bailey was fast approaching the top
up to a given size. Beyond of the ladder,
and in front rank
that ambition has led the venture- were the Cole Show, the
Forepaugh
some where two titles unhappily Show and the Sells Brothers
Circus.
predominate in circus history
Scarcely any venture In the world
"SOLD
and
Sheriff,"
the
by
"Seized
offered as little prospect of reward
AT AUCTION."
as the circus when the Ringlings
There is the proverbial straw entered the field. Yet there existed
that always "breaks the camels at the time, of which they were unback." In circus history it is the aware, two Important factors chiefly
added camel that has "broken" the responsible for their success. One
showman's fcack. Just so big. so was the intangible assets of the fir
good. It Is a wise showman that
their good
brlnglng-up, robus
recognizes his limitations in show constitution,
striking
personr
buildings. One cannot grow bigger courage, high moral viewpoinf'and
and better "day by day in every loyalty to each other. The other
way" In the circus business.
helpful factor was the stage of the
country's development.
Railroads
II
were fast penetrating the Western
country
and everywhere towns and
exhibList of circuses that have
cities were In the building. Exhibiited in America.
grounds were easily had;«^abor
No attempt is made to present a tion
and materials were cheap. Comhistory or professional record in depared to present days, there were
tail of the different circuses, or their
fewer taxes, fewer restrictions and
owners or founders.
opportunity was wider to those who
In support of our contention that
risked their fortunes on the circus
Good Will in the circus is due to the lot.
professional skill, genius and perRingling Bros, achievement is an
sonality of the showman, we offer
inspiration.
Their career affords
brief statements of fact touching interesting
contrast
of
upon the business career, success or unrest now broadcastto inthethespirit
world.
failure of circuses that have cov- The value of
apprenticeship is toamuseoutdoor
ered the field of
day discounted in the disturbing
ments.
crass for quick returns. For pracThis list Is Submitted further in tically a quarter of
century every
the
support of the contention that
dollar that Ringling Bros, took from
circus is »n extraordinary hasard ih^ circus was put back in building
and sp»M ul.it Ive,
up the show. The partners received
This list Includes •'! Of tin* eir- no salaries; no profits were shared.
cusefl of any consequence thai hive During ho first twenty* five years In
been before the public In America.
business,
they spent tho winter
mont hs n rented homes, wor kii":
Rtngbnq Brothers
intensely exact Dig* HPthe
under
circus
The world looks upon tho
business In order th.it
as i holiday. The blare of the band, mands of the
the show might Ro out the following
fh<-» antics of the clown, the feats of
better than
"bigger
spring
skill
delight, dis-
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RAY PEREZ

—

founded their circus
and opened, the doors to Ringling
entertainment.
It is now on the
road in its fortieth season. Every
succeeding year it goes out improved and enlarged a standard
leader in the field of outdoor amusement. On March 31st. 1911, Mr. Otto
Ringling died, whereupon Mr. Henry
Ringling, a brother, succeeded him
in the partnership.
January 1st,

•

the seventh suc-

-

a

ing

in

Upon

to ?5 cents.

sun shines the tents are ceeding stand it went back to 50
dried— the wrinkles in wet clothing cents. The outfit stuck the season
are smoothed out in the service of through and reached winter quarters
The whistle blows, October 14th.
another day.
the bands play, new faces appear
1889
and huge crowds again jam the big Ringling Bros, and Van Amburgh*
tented arena. It is a big show and
United Monster Circus. Museum.
it moves on.
Menagerie, Roman Hippodrome
By what influence are men Inand Universal World's Expost
duced to perform this task?
tion.

GOOD WILL CASE

IN

—

— the

CIRCUS GENERATIONS CITED
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a new town

of a circus, much
is expected in the service of men
Many have seen a circus "put up"
but few see it taken off the lot. Perhaps this one phase of circus movement may serve to show the exinvolved.
problems
traordinary
Those who have seen the "pole"
wagon or "canvas" wagon leave the
In the

1895

19th.

Wagon show. The main tent canvas was 45 x 90 feet: side show
canvas, 30 x 45 feet. 22 horses, 11
wagons. Admission, 25 cents.
No band wagon; no menagerie;

Bros
Shows.

Ringling

World's

Opened the 'season at

Greatest
Tattcrsall,

Chicago, April 6th.
Illuminated night parade at Chicago was given for 8 successive
1885
nights prior to opening. This wan
Ringling Bros. Great Double Shows, the first illuminated circus night
Circus, Caravan and Trained parade ever made in Chicago and
the first presentation in a building
Animal Kxposition.
Opened at Baraboo, Wis.. May in Chicago of a circus menagern*
and hippodrome. The circus with
18th.
A band wagon was added to the two rings and one stage was conparade and tho tents slightly en- ducted with much success.
larged.
This year the Ringling Circus for
he first time exhibited in Chicago.
1886
St. Louis and Boston.
It was the
Ringling Bros. Great Double Shows first extensive eastern trip.
and Congress of Wild and
1898
Trained Animals.
Opened at Baraboo, Wis., May Ringling Bros. World's Greatest

no wild animals.

I

Shows.
to 90
Opened a 47 car show at Taiterand a 30 foot middle piece sall. Chicago, April 11th.
Side
added during the summer.
This was the year Barnum &
show enlarged to 75 x 45 feet.
Bidey purchased an interest in the
Admission, 25 cents.
Sells Bros, show, the combination
The outfit now consisted of 18 going out as Forepaugh A Sells
wagons which included band wagon, Bros. This season the Ringling CirThe cus played opposition to Forepaugh
ticket wagon and two cages.
menagerie consisted of a hyena, a Ac Sells in more than 45 stands.
bear, a few monkeys and an eagle.
1897
A donkey and a Shetland pony were
15th.

The "Big top" was enlarged

feet

purchased, giving
show.

movement

first

trick act with

Ringling

1887

World's

Bros.

Greatest

Shows.

Opened

at

Tattersalls,

Chicago,

April 10th.

53 cars;
22 elephants and .10
United
Monster
Shows, Great Double Cirrus, cages.
1898
Royal European Menagerie, Museum, Caravan and Congress of Ringling Bros. World's Greatest
Trained Animals.
Shows.
Opened at Baraboo, Wis., May
Opened in Coliseum, St. I»uis,

Ringling

Bros.

7th.

April 11th.

A 70 foot menagerie was added The John Robinson Greatest
on a rainy night understand
American Shows.
somewhat of the service required. and the outfit went out on wagons
0|>ened at Baraboo, Wis..
The hookrope and the goose-neck with sixty horses. The menagerie
have their meaning to the showman. now consisted of an elk, a bear, 2 27ih.
lot

of All

April

Likewise significant are the 38-horse
teams forging ponderous wagons
through a canal of mud; acres of
canvas rolled on the ground by hand;
the water spout as a trusty elephant jams head first a huge bulk
of water-soaked canvas in the task
And with
of loading it in wagons.
as if to add discouragement,

lions, a kangaroo, a hyena, a deer,
4 Shetland ponies, birds and mon-

Robinson Circus property leased
by Ringling Bros, and operated for

during the
died before close of season

the task comes late <»f night when
the world sleeps. There Is Isolation,
darkness, lack of fireside, tck of dry
Nothing .and the comforts common

5th

24 car circus; equipIn part from Robinson property and Ringling Bro.i.
property. At close of season Robin
yr»n circus property shipped back to
Cincinnati.
1899
Ringling Bros. World's Greatest
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The admission went to fifty cents
The main tent canvas was enlarged
100 x ns feet
ter the first two

During the win-
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elephants of the
Ringling Cirrus were purchased.
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(ling who h id
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SPORTS
Again

refused to take any action restraining the district attorney from employing deputy sheriffs at the track.
A resolution asking the sheriff and
the district attorney to refrain from
appointing as many deputies as
they had in the past, and calling
for close scrutiny of all accounts
for that purpose, was laid on the
table by a vote of 9 to 4.
The

fur-trimmed.

notice on the Majestic in Variety last week spoke of Hap
Farnall as possibly being a coming comglian. He is of th© act of Hap
Farnall and Florence, which had a try out last fall at the Academy, in
Chicago, and failed to Impress the bookers. The act was squeexed In to
some unimportant place booked by Dick Hoffman on a pinch. It made so
good that it was tried In a Junior Orpheum house out west. The report
On reports alone the act played the
there gave it an Orpheum date.
cntiro Orpheum Circuit and last week returned to the Majestic. Which
may show that sometimes the public likes acts which the bookers Can't

of such deputies.
It is claimed by the Grange that
28 men were employed last year at
a cost of about $3,000 and that there
Is no necessity for the expenditure
of the money, as the track is patrolled
by the state police and
special detectives.
big part of
the thing is political pap, members
say.
it

was

Hany Greene returned from London several weeks ago with Lord
Northesk end it was arth© latter's invitation to act as best man at the
titled Englishman's wedding to Jeslsca Brown, Greene says. The dale for
the marriage has not been set, and Northesk is stopping at the Ritz. New
York, meantime. Greene had no idea of coming over, but was with
Northesk at the Embassy Club. London, one afternoon with Johnny Ogle,
a wealthy British youth. The result was that Ogle and Greene boarded
the "Olympic" with the bride-groom-to-be. On the way over there were
The Club Deauville orchestra at
several olacussions between Greene and Ogle as who would act as best
the Club Deauville, 110 East 59th
man. They have decided to settle the question by the tosa of a coin.
street, is a striking example of what
may be accomplished in the way of
war,
the
big
in
magician,
disabled
Raymond,
Maurice (The Great)
the best dance musical combinafund
is drawing $100 a month compensation pay from the Government
tion without taking a "name" orfor that purpose. Recently he received contracts to play in vaudeville. chestra, or one
already formed.
Notifying the military authorities, Raymond waa advised if he accepted Percy Elkeles put the band together
his disability pay would be forfeited. As the latter ia for life, he post- about 10 days before the club, in
poned the dates, but ha,s taken the matter up with Senator Copeland of which he is interested, opened. Each
New York. Raymond was in the Aviation Corps. During a reconnoitering man was signed under an individual
flight he was shot down by the Germans, receiving injuries from which he contract and Elkeles appointed the
has not fully recovered.

leader of

The
ville

it.

result is that the Club
orchestra for dance

ranks with any

in

New

Deaumusic

York, no

is
exception, and the music there
a matter of continuous comment by
The difference saved the
dancers.
house through the cost of a recognized band (had one been engaged)
may be imagined. Another point
control of
is that Elkeles keeps
the combination with the contracted

them. Eccelston's blue law attitude is alleged to be due to the failure of
his house to make money with vaudeville which was withdrawn and
straight pictures installed. Washington hall is the only other house in
town, and is reported securing the greater patronage with its vaudeville
policy Sunday.

privilege of releasing and substituting anyone of the players.
It's probably the single instance
amongst the higher class New York

dance cabarets where the house
management has what might be

WOMEN AND CLOTHES

called its

own band.

The 4C0 C»ub or "Tut Club," as it
is known, was pinched for a liquor

certain the

re"p"ort recently, and It. would not
surprise insiders if he 'became part
owner of the Yankees (New York

,

CABARETS

virtually

Red Sox (Boston American League) would pass into new
hands, the reported price being
$1,000,000.
For the past several
years the Boston outfit has been
owned by H. H. Frazee, with Sport
Hermann, of Chicago, also heavily
interested.
That Frazee will continue in baseball was a Broadway

„

husband's modest floral gift, wearing a gorgeous evening wrap oU
Betty
brocade with a panel train, a collar and wide sleeves of fur.
Compson, with her long lashes and baby stare does the Cinderella-atof
rustle
the
'hear
Fallaway
the-ball act, making the grave and worried
wrap of soft
silk" in a demure chiffon gown and an enveloping evening
in
beguiling
is
chiffon velvet with a becoming collar of gray fox. She
trappings.
her maid's costume with frilled lace cap and other felicitous
In the "rut backs'' of Lola's dreams there are some neat pastorals, showdesign.
Watteau
dresse«
panniered
of
ing Miss Compson in the dainty

A

Early this week

t

sllroiy,
Later, when her lover presents her with an anklet, she is
She scorn* be*
exquisite in a decollete, black spangled evening gown.

The Chicago

William D. Eccleston, owner and manager of the National, Lindenhurst, Long Island, became a blue law advocate last week when he filed
a complaint with the Town Board against the Sunday vaudeville performances at Washington hall an opposition to his.
Crange communication was referred
The Board refused to take action on the complaint, setting forth that
to the county attorney for reply and
the performances at the Washington were meeting with the approval of
explanation of the Jaw regarding
the residents of Lindenhurst, and that it had .no jurisdiction to stop
the appointment

^

>

imagine any woman so case-hardened at tht lovely
Lady Feo, so decoratively played by Anna Q. Nileson in "The Rustle ol
short silver
Silk." Miss Nilsson is a spoiled darling in a negligee with a
sleeve*
cloth jacket and chiffon underdress with a long train, the wide

m

end the
practice of employing deputy sheriffs at the Saratoga racetrack in
August was started and again it
failed. Pomona Orange of Saratoga
county unanimously adopted a resolution protesting against the practice and appointed a special committee to communicate its views to
the board of supervisors. The letter
of the committee declared that the
hiring of deputy sheriffs was an
"injustice to the taxpayers of the
county" and called on the supervisors to stop it. The board of supervisors, at a meeting last week,

:

It is difficult to

praise.

this year a fight to

192&

30,

i

ON VAUDEVILLE

Tradt Mark R»glat*r«d
Pabllabtd Weekly by VARIETY, 1m.

May

hat and scarf, which become* sadly bedraggled in the all-night fight
against the raging mountain fire.

INSIDE STUFF

KIETY

J64

Wednesday,

violation within fox r days after it
That seemed peculiar.
opened.
Judge Douras in the 57th street
court dismissed all of the defendants when arraigned before him the

The astonishing

selfishness and lack of consideration illustrated nightly
of the stage, especially in musical shows, toward their male
severely criticized. When it is just as easy

by our

women

fellow

members should be

to buy whitening that won't come off on the men's clothes why do they
not do it. Such preparations as Plexo and a quantity of others too numerous to mention on the market at almost the same price, are to be had,
and how much nicer to see a man after a. love scene or dancing, emerge
from the fray just as black or blue as he was to begin with. It must be
very embarrassing as well as expensive for our actors to keep a neat
appearance due to the thoughtlessness of most of our actresses.

following
are in on
Tut Club,
is said to

The Salvins
management of the
John Wagner, who

morning.
the
also

have 25 per cent, of it.
in the pinch, as of
Just before the
the management.
violation case came up before the

Wagner was

American League champions),
Juliet, at the Palace, looked fresh and sweet this week in a white satin
which was taken over by Col. Jacob
Ruppert last week. Col. Til Huston crepe-satin studded with rhinestones designed in a fan-like design on
A single red poppy
selling his interest to Ruppert, fol- the front and carrying a panel effect as to skirt.
lowing a scries of disagreements.
adorned the waist line. This is a conceit affected by Premet this spring.
Ruppert said he hoped to have as Premet has declared war on the long waist line, and there is a general
his new partner soma. on* whom he leaning of all the leading dress artists of Paris to modify if not exile this
eould g^t along with, and ho and rathe- overdone fashion. Miss Juliet gave her very clever impressions
Frazee, have been close friends for with her usual calm poise that stamps the artist.
years.
The cunningest little Teter Thompson suit of a striking shade of oxFrazee immediately after taking blood was well worn by Blanch Evans (MeLoughlin and Evans). It was
over the Boston ball tossers got made with an accordion pleated skirt. A tarn of the same shade was most
himself disliked in Beantown by becoming, and looked well on her jet black hair.
welling Babe Ruth to the Yanks for
Very well gowned is Bert Savoy (Savoy and Brannan). A Mary Tudor
The Bambino had Just picture hat was the first thing that caught the eye. and after having
$125,000.
finished a season wherein he clout- exhausted admiration of that, next to be admired was the Directoire
ed 29 home runs, and when he made dress of white georgette hung with vermilion jet pendants. The entire
a record of 64 circuit wallops soon color scheme was vermilion and white. The largest ostrich-feather of
after coming to New York Boston the season crowned the entire costume and Savoy carried a white fatigue
hked Frazee less. Other .-mart to.ll cane. All the men in the Joe Fejer Hungarian Orchestra were nicely
players were either sold or traded, tailored, and the standing winged collars were much better than the
and the Sox descended to the cel- turned down collar so commonly affected by men wearing tuxedos.
lar position in the league and is

i

I

est of 25 per cent, of what he belleved it worth, or 25 per cent, of

what an

appraisal

might

say

it

was worth. As a matter of fact he
couldn't give away some of the
placet, through no one caring to
assume the expense with the drab
prospects.

The only bright light in the restaurant gloom of New York Just
at present is an inside report that
Governor Smith wi!£ sign the Maihearing is set
Ian-Gage repealer.
for it May 31 before the governor at
Albany. The same inside sources
say that the governor has never
changed his attitude on the wet
question.
When the newspapers

A

to arguing over whether be
would or wouldn't he let it go, perhaps helping it on, as the talk had
no effect upon his decision, reached

get

when

the bill was passed.
While the New York police say
they will continue to assist in the
enforcement of prohibition whether
or not the repealer is signed, there
is a great deal about Federal supervision
the metropolitan cops
have yet to find out. Heretofore,
they have found out only things
they wanted to, for themselves.

The Cslifornia Ramblers have not
purchased the Shanley Road House
on I'clham Parkway, but they are
operating it under a percentage arrangement with Fete Shanley. As
far as the Ramblere are concerned
it's about the same thing and it lets
them in without risking coin, while
it should prove beneficial to Shanley.
His place needed something like the
boys. One of the best located along

the Farkway (that leads to the Bosmagistrate Judge Douras had fcent ton Road) Shanley's may set back
a repeater as a disorderly person a bit too far from the road to atto the Island for CO days. This set tract transient business, though Ha
shaking, actual location behind the extensive
people
the
restaurant
thinking they were before a "tough lawn la splendid, right on the verge
judge," but Judge Douras in their ol the sound's beach.
hearing went after the police for
unwarranted entrance and seizure,
Chateau Laurier at City Island.,
scoring them and discharging the witn Bill Werner in charge is again..
cabaret bunch without further cere- the gay summer place for the
mony. The liquor violation charge Broadway bunch, of whom Bill
had been based upon a small flask probably knows more than arty road
alleged to have been found in the restaurant man. The Chateau depocket of one of the guests at the pends wholly upon food and never
falls down upon it, although Bill it
Club.
a pergonal attraction. It has a $3
The Salvins arc reported about table d'hote shore dinner that those
disgusted with the present condi- eating it say beats anything around
tion of the Broadway restaurant New York in the summertime, and
business.
After having closed or that takes in Shecpshead Bay.
disposed of several of their cabDinty Moore is another attraction
arets, their leader, the Palais Royal, at the Chateau with his orchestra.
still there.
Probably the two prettiest d ret set seen this year are being worn by is due to shut for the summer next The way Dinty can
slam a band
Vivienne Segal in 'Adrienne" at the Cohan. A white harem costume
Harry Wardell claims to have made with a pinned up harem skirt and trimmed only with a silver girdle week. While the Palais has closed together and make it stand up is a
down
each
summer
as
for
spell
matter
a
of wonder among the cabaret'
won $17,000 on the races at Jamaica. which clasped her waist loosely, and fell within about 10 inches of the
a rule, yet the story around that the musicians His present combination
<»ne day he started betting out of bottom of the skirt, topped with a charming turban to which a long veil
Palais Royal has been operating at is a peach, with a couple of the boys
his class, going in the box "five- was secured at the back that reached to the end of her skirt, and a veilgrand" up to the last race of the like arrangement which passed beneath her chin and held the turban in a daily loss of not less than 9500 from last summer again at the
and deciding to plunge an place, was the seductive and at the same time simple costume. This for several, weeks, lends credence Chateau with Dinty, while the oth<Jay
to the story the Salvins may be ers are new for this summer. Dinty
equal sum, also figuring on taking dress w;is especially good with Miss Segal's ethereal type of auburn
thinking of
stopping that leak. has another etrong card, his music,
if his choice failed to cop.
fence
the
beauty. This was worn in the latter part of the second act.
Others are interested with the Sal- always up to date, and often the
There were two favorites at about
Her gown in the first part of the act was a white chiffon encrusted with vins m their restaurant enterprises. Moore orchestra at the Chateau,
sight
caught
the same price. Harry
rhinestones, with skirt c miing to about six inches of the floor, made with One man whose name
has never plays new melodies before the down,
of AI Jolson laughing in a box and six silver panels about two inches wide and merging irito a faint pink.
been mentioned in connection with town bands know they are out.
picked "Comic Song" to carry the This pink and white effect was enhanced by the pink-slippers worn and
,the restaurant business
holds a Dinty is a digger in that respect,
dough, and it won. lie remained White stockings. This creation showed Mi'.s Segal's lovely figure off to
large share with the Salvins.
and it has helped his rep.
It
away from the track several days to good advantage.
is said he is the insistent one on
cool his head. Wardell admits he
Another very quaint dress and sniling Mabel Ferri's chestnut brown the proposition it is better
For some reacon
it
looks
to close
as
have chanced big beauty was a yellow georgette made with cross stripes of yellow ribbon
never would
than carry along at continuous loss. though there it going to he a deluge
money jf it was a case of putting and eVicrusted with rhinestones*
of
road houses.
Up north in New
up the cash. But writing down
Jean Newcomb wore a black net trimmed with silver panels ,*«nel a
The high scaled main street cab- York city there are at least eight
figures with a lead pencil i* easy, silver and black lace coat made with a monk collar, very regally.
Mi*
aret! appear to be of the universal new
or.es
proposed,
s-ome
now
too easy, he says.
Xewcomb gave th« impression of .« ing beautifully groomed, but then, opinion it's impossible to keep up building
Just What inside info
she always doi *,
their overhead gait without selling
they may have is not known, but if
Larry Doy>, old Giant star, has
A billowy pink and white dance frock was very fetching as worn by A place with a tloor show now runs they are working on a safety, it's
signed three Holy Cross varsity .Mary Cory Kitchen,
a beautiful girl ..nd a beautiful danger.
to $6,000 or $7,000 a week with the something the erther road men know
players for his Gleni Falls, N. Y.,
The chorus in th< second act w.«s the mott undressed chorus *>f quite a orchestra, although there is no nothing about. Some of the road
ham. They are Edmund llurke spei] and it is to be wonder* d if th«\v >.ad to don fleshings
Tuesday night; more of that kind of entertainment. placet won't tell at all and others
Timothy
Repitcher;
Of Boston,
'Adrienne" has a very pretty chorus.
But it made necessary that the are extremes discreet through the
gan of Pittsfleld, catcher, an<l Harry
house pet the fixed overhead be for*
federal Injunction rm i.:o c. The latMcMahon of Torrington, Vt third
.-!•• 'lally to nny one who knowf the South, is quite
it eoulel look for any money for Jt"Scars of Jealotu
ter has sinif e.ff *-< Ihng In several
baseman. Manager John McGraw of
se If.
within
realm
At
of
downtown places formerly selling
any
the
Bur
time
scenario
lacks
force,
probability.
and
it
is
with
the
failing
the world's champions, has ttnt
fi
Impossible to guess 'he reason for the title— unless considered a box business that became a worry.
;y.
Kelly, a first baseman, who has
Another
loss
is
office
the
loss in values
catch,
Lloyd Hughes ii a lovable Coddy Jakes. Marguerite do la
been plajing in the International
Venetian Gardens is now the
cabarets,
The
of
or
Motto
lovely
will.
a
good
Is
spirited,
e>f tht South who first appears in a
the
daughter
Under
training.
The
league, to Doyle for
current situation no cabaret man olast dancing eabaitt of Montreal
youngster is the son of Joe Kelly, trig Cloth riding habit with open neck and tri-corriered silk plush hat.
and
the only one.
can
A vast change
well
price
h^t
a
ides
on
his
dei
for
colonel)
and
falls'
handsome
the
old
estabCoddy
She
the
(adopted
by
famous star on the old Baltimore
lishment.
One of the largest ol has come over tli.it resort. "When
Orioles. He received a try-out with In fl dainty white afternoon frock with a high, puffed bertha, tight bodice
it
the lobby ot
opening
looked
hk<
Broadway
•«
cabaret
mounholders
the
same
with streamers, T„- ter she retcues
recently
straw
'.mi
signed lb* Holy
Do\
the Giants.
Continued on page 27)
m M.e. jail wearing a slick iweed sport *uit with becoming si. id bt would sell his entire inler*
(Continued on i-;» 19)
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AUTHORS CLOSED SHOP ENTRANCE

FOR 23-24—ERLANGER

MAKES AMAZING DEMAND

No

Angle—Chief

Equity

Construction

Is

REACHES TWO EXTREMES

of

Dis-

missed

Obligates All Scenic Designers to Join Union After
June 30 Studio Owners Aroused International

—

—

Theatrical Association Interested
An amazing demand

has been
made by the United Scenic Artiste'
union, which proposes to make it
obligatory that all scenic designers
be members of the union after June
Should there be no deviation
30.
from the regulation adopted by the
scene painters' organization the proprietors of studios will be forced to
join the union, as most studio ownera axe the designers of their output.
Studio owners are aroused over
the the situation and have interested the International Theatrical
Association, the latter agreeing to
aid solving one of the oddest problems ever confronting the proJuction field. The studio men were In
conference with the I. T. A. labor

Monday and may become
members of the association. It is

board

the first time for employers to be
asked or requited to join a labor
union and is opposed to labor union
principles.

The regulation of the scene painters does not specifically state studio
owners must join, but stipulates its
members must not work from
sketches unless drawn by union designers. Sketches are the most important features of scene creations,
and in virtually every important
studio the drawings are conceived
by the owners, the success of the
settings being admittedly based on
individuality.

The demand

the result of the
Union having ruled some time ago
that all men working in studio deis

signing rooms must become memUnion officers say they will
bers.
either force some of the independent
designers
who do not conduct
studios to either join the union or
leave the production field.
is
It
claimed there are about only a half
dozen designers now in the union
who can actually deliver sketches.
Managers are interested in the
matter because of the Increase in
production costs indicated for the
coming season. The scene painters
are reported asking for what will be
a 20 per cent, increase over the present wage scale. Another proposal
which has roused the studio owners
Is a regulation that no shop is to
work overtime without permission
jpf the union.
Proprietors say that
overtime (for which extra wages obtain) is a rule rather than an exception in studios because settings
are usually completed under pressure to deliver prior to the opening
dates, often hastily set.
Several studios are being conducted by members of the union

who,

it

drawn

is

have never withmembership.
These

said,

from

shops are known

to contract for settings at various prices, but it is alleged the profits do not equal the

wage

scale fixed by the union.

The scenic artists' union was
formed about six years ago and has
about 250 members. At the time the
request from the American Federation of Labor for a charter resulted in the leaders being advised
to apply to the House Painters' and
Decorators' union, known as Local

The latter thereupon granted
scene painters a sub-charter
with guaranteed autonomy.
Because of the latter feature the union
cflaims it is not under obligation to
conform to the rules of Local 820,

ALBANY HOUSE LEASE

NAY START BATTLE

whose constitution includes the
principle that when a member becomes an employer he automatically
loses membership in the union.
A
similar regulation is believed to apply to other unions.

"POPPY" WITH KENNEDY

first

actual

-

1

Madge Kennedy

will be the prin-

W.

C. Field" «md
also to appear in the

billing
"Poppy" is due in Atlantic
City in August and will be brought
to the Apollo afterwards.

BUT SIX SHOWS A WEEK
FOR "RAIN" IN SUMMER

—

Last season Erlanger made but
Cut Piece Has Made
one production alone, that of "The
$200,000
Yankee Princess," which was a failure,
lie was, however, interested
in a number of other pre '.notions,
Albany, N. Y.. May 2*.
An innovation will mark the sumprincipally with Charles Dillingham,
With the leasing of the new and it is assumed he will continue mer schedule of "Rain" at the
theatre on Lodge street by the such associated projects. The only Maxine Elliott. The attraction will
Shuberts and Erlanger comes a re- current Broadway attraction he Is
go to a six performance basis,
port that Keith interests
iay- se- known to be concerned with from
cure Harmanus Bleecker Hall to production standpoint is the "Fol- eliminating the Saturday matinee
and night shows. In the past sevcombat the new entry into the local lies." of which he owns a quarter.
field.
Keith's is already represented
Early this season Erlanger built eral successes have dropped one or
during hot
here in the vaudeville way through an 11 -story storehouse on West 49th two performances
Proctor's.
street, which is accredited with be- weather by scratching matinees. It
The syndicates are reported pay- ing the most, completely equipped is the idea of Jeanne Eagels, star
ing $26,500 annual rent for the new structure of its kind in the world. of "Rain." to cut Saturday entirely
house. It will seat 1.400 when fin- However, there are but a few pro- thereby giving her two days rest
ished early in the fall.
Originally ductions of Erlanger's and several each week. Miss Eagels has adthe new theatre was promoted by of Dillingham's in the building. There vised Sam H. Harris, producer of
Max Spiegel. M. Shapiro of New are immense elevators, each with a the show, that In only that way
York ia completing the construction. capacity to lift half a production at would she be able to continue
Provisions have been made for 30 one load. A unique feature is a com- through the summer.
plete stage, which, with its gridiron,
dressing rooms.
"Rain" is in its 30th week and
Erlanger and the Shuberts will is three stories in height. An entire has played to standee performances
piny road attractions at their house. production can be hung, lighted and throughout, being the undisputed
The past season Albany saw very rehearsed, there being dressing dramatic hit of the season. It is
rooms, equipped with shower baths predicted set for another year on
few combinations.
and other conveniences. It is said Broadway. The profits to date are
the stage has never been used.
nearly $200,000.

LEO CARRILLO'S LOSS
Another 8iater Dies Through Grief
Second Death While Star Rehearses

Broadway.

to

It

now

called 'Magnolia," with the
subject to change. He was rehearsing also in a production when

is

title

Diane passed away.
Mr.
Carrillo
canceled
several
weeks of lucrative vaudeville engagements on the Orphcum Circuit
to take up the leading role in the
new Tarkington piece. Its locale
is of the south.
To inhale atmosphere, Carrillo, after closing at the

(O'Brien. Malevlnsky

&

other players in the cast filling the
roles.

combination,

Driscoll) to

who is joining the new
"Scandals," will be succeded by
Jackie Hurlburt, and Hubert Stowitt's assignments will be handled
Olivette,

East" resulted in
Castle being sentenced for one
month and "Lightnin' " drew a two
months' penalty.

tribute to the

new

"Follies" score.
at odds with
the "Follies" impresario since 1921.
arising from an alleged commission
to interpolate six numbers in the
'21
"Follies."
When Ziggy only
used one number and did not pay
the
Hongsmilhs
the $,'500
joint

The team has been

weekly

royalty

agreed

upon,

Ziegfeld in the future.

by John Walsh.

Bernard K. Burns, a Milwaukee
advertising man, hoe written a pliy

"The Jurywoman." purchased
week by Al H. Wood3.
The piece was tried out in stock

called
last

i3

well spoken

This union

stand, as we are not yet ready to
surrender our Investments Into the
hands of those who could never
have attained their present prosperity without the aid of the men
whom they now seem determined to

WAY

TO INCLUDE

P. A.

ASS'N

Obviously Desirable by Equity with
Ahead Theatrical Press Representatives Not Strong for Idea

Such

Affiliation

—

the 1924 Situation

A move

months or more, but was

has been under way since

Theatrical Press Representatives Association was organized a
couple of months ago to bring the
publicity men's organization into the
The general plan
Equity fold.

seems to be to arrange an anil iat ton
between the press agents and the
Equity, with the press agents a
branch of the actor's organisation,

finally

dropped.

the

it

must come

have to come, and

to a fight, it wilt
we'll have to do

the best we know to save and prevent the rape of our property.
It
will not be a private fight, anyone
can get in who wants to, but let me
say of all concerned, actor, author,
musician or stage hand, who draw
their pay from the producer, not
out of them have a legitimate cause
or reason for precipitating trouble
at this time, when the theatre U
just emerging from the chaos into
which the war and other circumstances (the Equity strike amongwt

them) threw it. The season of 1134
under normal conditions, should be
a phenomenally successful one, hut
this promise lacks any guarantee of
fulfillment, owing to the restriction
of production, which Equity's atti-

Thus far there has been no Equity tude compels."
speechmaUing at the press agents'
meetings, but the plan has been
given a start by a word dropped
here and there of the benefits to be
secured through the press agents
joining the American federation of
Labor, by making the press men
i

tail
It

to the

Equity

kite.

can readily be seen that with the

its own officers, etc.
expected battle between the Equity
About the same plan followed ly and the managers eventuating In
the element that wants to bring August 1124, that it would be I
n«m.t tactical . move by »he Equity
the press agents into Equity was
to g<>t the

but electing

press agents into oradopted by a similar element In the ganised ibor. thus placing tho press
nun on the Equity side.
Lyric Writers and Composers a
Cuunle
propaganda im underei ition
two years. \A>. v.hr-n a
«-i stood to have been started by press
concerted drive was m ids
the sung writers to form an affilia- agent-members of the new assoiii ion to prevent an Equity afllliation with the Equity.
It
likely the issue will
Iviuity spell binders appeared it tion.
is
and
outreach
the
writers
Press Representatives
the song
meeting!
lined the advantages of an Equity association Within a few weeks for

ILLNESS CLOSES "KEMPY"
closed a season of 51
consecutive weeks and will reopen
in August with the Nugents f<*itured.
The illness of Ruth Nu-jcnt
hastened the closing.
Tin* daughter of the author-si »r
was operated on for appendicitis
this week. Norma Lee Nugent, wife
of Elliott Nugent, replaced her for
the tin '1 three weeks.

"Kempy"

I

"CHIVALRY" POSTPONED

1

Woods Buys "Jurywomin"
Chicago, May 29.

Milwaukee and

are.

talk is their propaganda, but it has
backfired, in that it has awakened
the neutrals and careless of our
members, and changed the views of
those who were friendly disposed

"If

EQUITY MOVE UNDER

i

at

down.

rule or ruin.

whicn

turned out "Irene," "Glory," et a!.,
will
again become associated with
Flo
Ziegfeld,
in
the
fall.
Jr.
McCarthy and Tierney will con-

the possibility of the authors joining the Federation of Labor as a union unit.
The Equity assured the authors
that It was not their intent to influence casting, direction, choice of
plays, etc.. in any event, even though
the closed shop idea wins hands

towards Equity, amongst us.
John Steele is leaving to fill pic"A single straw over his capacity
house engagements, and will
of bearing broke the earners back,
be replaced by Wynne Bullock.
and this is the last straw we can

"Way Down

The Joe McCarthy-Harry Tjerney
writing

The Equity welcomed

ture

"FOLLIES' " WRITERS BACK

song

as the authors seem desl.ous of
acting as peace makers as long
and as far as possible, but are prepared to enter as combatants tn
their own behalf in a crisis.
It is known that the authors' proposal of a closed shop for actors
who earn less than $500 weekly and
an open field for the stars was not
accepted by the Equity, but that
negotiations were not broken off.

we know who they

MUSIC BOX CHANGES

There will be several withdrawals from the current revue at the
M'sic Box at the end of the week,

Oil City to investigate.

river.

Ziegfeld

agers'
Association
which
may
change the attitude of the managers,

SENT AWAY

PLAY

Orpheum, New Orleans, took a slow
trip on a Mississippi steamer up the

McCarthy- Tier ney
with
For New Show

has already conferred with the
Equity and will this week have a
session with the Producing 2.1 la-

One producing manager, one of
the most powerful in the field, this
week informally issued the followCyril Scott Is now playing the ing interview to Variety:
"Soar- of our (P. M. A.) members
role of the doctor, having sucPIRATE
ceeded Fritz Williams, who has were neutral, some careless, and
withdrawn because of HI health. others frankly very friendly toward
Thomas Castle Given Three Months Williams suffered a collapse re- Equity," said one, "and these split
In Jail
cently following his wife's nervous opinions were very difficult to deal
breakdown. He rested up in At- with. But the threat of the authors
Pittsburgh, May 29.
lantic City and returned to the cast has helped clear this situation apThomas Castle, indicted on the for one day. but was compelled to preciably. While we do not believe
charge of infringing the copyright leave the show. He is understood the Authors' Society as a whole
would take out a union charter, we
law by unlawfully producing "Way to have retired from the stage.
do know there are a few of its
Down East" and "Lightnin* " was
members Inclined to radicalism, and
sentenced Saturday to three months

For the second time while in rehearsal, Leo Carrillo has suffered
the loss of a sister.
Mrs. Atala
Carrillo
Hawkins died at Los
Angeles May 27. from grief over
the death some months ago at the
C.rrillo home on Long Island, of
Leo's elder sister. Diane.
Mrs. In the Alleghany County jail. Castle
Hawkins came east at the time, re- hails from New Castle, Pa., but the
turning to the coast with the re- alleged piracies occurred last year
mains of her sister.
in Oil City, Pa.
At present the star is rehearsing
The Piracy Committee of the
in the Booth Tarkington piece, to Producing
Managers' Association
open June 8. at Stamford. Conn., preferred the charges after sending
going into Atlantic City June 11, Attorney
Edward
Raftery
C.

and then moving

The developments in the recent
entrance of the Dramatists' Guild
of the Authors' League into the

managers -actors situation indicate
that the actors welcome them and
the managers so far burningly reBoth Saturday Performances sent them.
The authors' committee

by Keith's

ore

cipal feature, with

Jimmy Barry

—

Capital Possibly Opposed

<,

thur H. Smomi.'-. .loins is noU'd a*
an arranger and is credited with
some oC the success of ''Hambolin.V in "Wildflower."
This is h'n

Recently he dismissed his

Shubert-Erlanger Theatre at duction department.

Goodman, Interested In McCarthy and Tierney sued for
"The Old Soak" with Arthur Hop- $3,000. estimated due them up to a
kins, and who recently joined the certain
period before the "Follies"
Producing Managers' Association, closed)
will produce his own next season.
Tin- matter was finally smoothed
will
The
first
production
b
out last week with the boys and
"Poppy," a musical comedy.
The Ziegfeld shaking hand
agreeing
look is by Dorothy Donnelly. wi'U on a financial settlement and an
the score by Steve Jones and Ar- understanding they would write for
Philin

angle.

chief of construction, th» employee
being the last executive of the pro-

820.

the

have announced they will curtail
production programs bee me of the
Equity situation with the threat of
a strike a year from now. but Erlanger's withdrawal has no such

—

Actors Welcome, Managers Resent Authors Want
to Be Peacemakers Their Proposal Not Accepted, but Negotiations Not Broken Off

A. L. Erlanger is believed to have
abandoned all plans for production
managers
Several
season.
next

of.

"Chivalry."

»Tie

litest

of With im

»

dramatic writings, t
have opened July 16 or 23. under
the management of Joseph E. Bhea,
with Richard Bennett and Irenj
Pen wick the featured players, hiMeanwhile
jtieon ponlponed until Aug 1. owiiK
consideration,
Official
both sides wdl work be woes in- to the absence of Bermett in Burop
Mi i FenwiCk is also going abroad
dustriously f.u mi against.
Ilurlburt's

»

I

The proposal to afliConnection.
the song writers with the
Equity simmered along for four

liAte

•
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TO

40

50

"HELLRjUSEMS" fooled

PLAYS TO GO OUT

New Material Into
Demand — "Cappy

—

Rrcks" and "Friendly Enemies" Also

#

BARRY CARMAN TIRED

of most of tin- Undesired Publicity Cut Down Income
run the total number
of companies to between 40 and 50.
Frank "Parry" Carman and the
During the winter a merger of
Chautauqua systems was made b'jt apartment at 64 West 52nd street,
Xew York, which figured notoriousthere are a score or more circuits In
the field, including the affiliations ly in the Mrs. C. P. Hugo Sehoellkopf jewel robbery, again were in©f the principal bureaus.
Last season "Turn to the Righi" volved in a court matter before
was used more than any other play, Magistrate Mclnerney in the Sevten companies having been organ- enth District Magistrates' Court.
Billy Wolfson, Broadwayite, who
ized.
Its popularity, however, was
contested by "Cappy Ricks." Both conducts a commercial venture in
association
with Ben Bard (Bard
are being used again this season by
the Kcdpath systems.
The latter and Pearl), was the complainant.
The
difficulty
involved the lease of
bureau has had exclusive use of
"Turn to the Right," which alono the Carman apartment, rented to
Wolfson
and
one
Nate Isaacson, a
limited ite being played throughout
pugilist of Harrisburg. Pa., for $150
the Chautauqua field.
The Century Play Co.. which sup- a month. The prize-fighter decided
plies the bulk of Chautauquas, has to check out. but Wolfson stayed.
contracted with Redpath this season Caiman held that Wolf3on should

but

duplication*
will

Man

also for "The Meanest

Temporary
circuit

Husband."

has secured,

least

RedEne"Her

The same
"His Honor.
and

too,

Abe Potash," "A Pair

the

in

World," which will have at
four companies (restricted to
path this season); "Friendly
mies," "Smilin* Through" and

of Sixes''

-The Witching Hour."
The Midland System has "Cappy
and 'Friendly Enemies."
The Interstate Platform will use
"Peg o' My Heart." Travis-Newton have "A Pair of Sixes," White Myers and the Community System
w 11 both u«q "The Storm" and the
former also took "Three Wise Fools."
"Six Cylinder Love," which is the
Ricks"

newest addition to Chautauqua attractions, has been secured by the
rcrclval - Vivan Players. "Nothing but the Truth" has also been
booked.
Chntutauqua requirements are
•uch that about one per cent, of
the plays produced on Rroadway
In a year arc accepted.
They mu-jt
I»e short cast bills or plays
which
ca
be cut down. Nothing risque la
off. red and even eo clean a farce as
"Nighty Night" was rejected because there was a bed-room scene.
There Is considerable surprise
that 'Nice People" has been accepted.
It
was contracted for by
i

the Toledo-Acme System and at the
request,

tatter's

agency

the

not

even offering the script for examination beforehand.
The piece itself it: not risque, but the first act
<ails foi a general puffing of clgarets

by sub-debs and there is chatter
about riding all night in an autoeon versa ion supposed to be "oUk"
*o far as Chautauquas are cont

cerned.

"Poliyanna" was formerly one of
the most popular of the Chautao.ua
but it was played so
much there is no longer use for !•
m that Held, "peg o* My Heart"
ee figured almost as strongly,
k.hile "Turn to the Right" appears
have the edge on all the earlier

attractions,

<

i

j

.i

<.ri!» 5.

.

Weekly

from

fee-

Chautauquas

v.rago about |50 for each comiy.
The season extends about
ii
weeks. Where there are four
>->mpanIes organized the total
son for the show counts forty weeks
the total fees about $2,000 on
ue season. The Chautauqua SyStd ma
<:;<n operate on a guarantee basl«,
he sponsoring coming from the to•

•

t

;

tal

chamber

of

commerce

or a
takings at tingate exceed the guarantee, th«< surplus is sometimes split, although
some contracts call for the total
amount taken In going to the Cli
tauqua.
Tin m Id !•
her with rei s an
tabs provides a fair amount of summer Jobs, Actors whosi salaries run
fiom $125 to $150 .ue paid from $40
to $5u \v< ekly.
The show si Idom
plays more than one day or one
formance In a stand and it may be
matinee or night. Companies usu-

gioup of

citizens.

If

,

:

•

)

The outing of the "Hellraisems
got a fine weather break last Sunday for the event which was staged

make

the

jumps

In

motor

•

for
m

VARIETY

$1.75 (three months)

Broadway

The ticket men were required to go:
up a little early to make the train,
but were regaled with breakfast on
arrival and served at noon, the
regular time for them. The main
dish was fried soused eels.
Matty Zimmerman, chief aid to
Leblang, "pulled" something by taking

c'aim that

MORRISEY'S "NEWCOMERS'*

i

from Denver

ba< k

i

'

ie>o
» *
*.

Dismisses Actor From Custody in Buffalo— Court
Suspicious of Mrs. Ashley's Delay in Trying
Separation Case

•

W. &

Arthur Ashley.
and vaudeville
Take Interest in "Helen of Troy, player, from custody on habeas
N. Y."
corpus proceedings brought by Edwin Merwin, Buffalo attorney, JusWilmer & Vincent have purchased
a major interest in "Helen of Troy, tice Louis W. Marcus of that city
N. Y.," being produced by Rufus Le- declared that Ashley was the subMalre and George Jessel. The piece, ject of persecution.
authored by Kaufman and ConnellyArthur Ash (Ashley) and Bertha
Kalmer and Ruby, will open at
Fairmont, W. Va., next Monday, Ash were married in 1908 and had
and is due at the Selwyn, New two children, living together until
York, June 18.
1919, when by mutual agreement
It will be the second musical atthey separated.
The mother kept
traction securing balking from Wilmer- & Vincent, who are also con- the children and Ashley paid an
cerned in "The Gingham Girl." Dur- agreed upon sum for their mainteing the winter the firm went into
nance, weekly, through the Court
the production field, trying "The of
Domestic Relations.
Little Bigamist," which may be ofAshley, who was featured by Wilfered on Broadway in the fall.
liam
A. Brady in pictures (World
"Helen" will have eleven specialty
dancers, those recently added being Films), kept up the payments.
Brady
then featured Ashley In a
Johnny Lowe and Elizabeth Brown,
Billy Dunn
and Marie Paynter, road production of "The Man Who
Came
While it was at the
Back."
Lovey Lee, Elsie Bonwit and Opal
Bronx opera house Mrs. Ashley seAmes and Charles Adler.
cured
an
order
of arrest to prevent
There have been several cast
It was
changes
Stella Hoban has re- Ashley leaving the State.
placed Edna Louise, Paul Frawley held until Saturday night and then
served.
Ashley
had
to
get
to
Brady
has replaced Ray Raymond and
Queenie Smith has stepped into put up $2,500 cash bond in order to
continue
tour.
This
rethe
bond
Dorothy Mackaye's part.
mained in force for a year, during
whii'h time Mrs. Ashley made no
MUSICAL 'BROKEN WING' effort to proceed further, and the
bond lapsed.
Ashley, meantime, had instituted
Oliver
Morosco Producing with
divorce proceedings, and Mrs. AshEleanor Painter Starring
ley had started an action for a sep-

V.

BUY

I

•»
.

San Francisco, May

The

musical

Broken Wing,"
piece,

is

to

Morosco
starred.

be

with

Harry

Atteridgo

will

aration.
29.

version of "The
the Dickey -Goddard
produced by Oliver
Eleanor
Painter
Carroll and Harold
the piece with
fit

music and lyrics.
Before presenting the play in
York next fall Morosco will have it
displayed here for a couple of weeks
during August.
Miss Painter Is
coming to the coast for that purpose.
She has foregone all other
engagements, including the intended
vaudeville appearances east

TWO

MIKES' "PANSY"

"Pansy," a farce by Herbert Hall
Winslow, will be produced by Mike
Mindlin and Mike Goldreyer in
September.
The two Mikes will present the
new play on their own, it having
no connection with the Mingold corporation which they formed to produce "The Last Warning." They
will continue to direct the mystery
play on tour, however.
Roberta Arnold will be featured
in

"Pansy."
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Welsh, Marj
Marsh and Ethel <:ih«on.
Gabriel Renaldo, billed In Mor's
vaud< vilh ai
as t* "picture
*?'.nr. '' believed It. ami left th,. mm.
pany for Hollywood to secure film
rriak Ing engage nru nt.
Billy

i<

and

if-

hand*

sufficient proof of his allegation*.
Ashley's lawyer in the case, George
Wolf, excepted and served notice of
appeal. Ashley was returned to dur-

ance vile in Buffalo.
In deciding to dismiss Ashley,
Justice Marcus declared the order
of arrest could not remain in force*
and in his written opinion stated."The plaintiff, Bertha Ash, has had]
a full year in which to try her ac*
tion, but has failed to proceed, and
contents herself with procuring successive orders of arrest and keeping;
this defendant in jail. I am of thej
opinion that plaintiff has had her

to

Xew York

for

some

'

time.

charged.''

The famous agency's head will be
here for about another week.

BAILEY HAS QUICKSAND

»i

Oliver Bailey, lessee of the ReNew York, will enter the
production field again in the fall,
public,

tti.il marriaj
it w.is discovered the
title has
been used before and a new name
will grace the piece when it is
formally presented, a number of man-

ag( is

saw

the play during

its

stock

showing.

•

|

.

to a<

daie productions regularly and M u
planned to u i e it for try-cuts in
i

i

ar:,i
111

and thrown into jail, where he remained for 10 weeks, until Attorney Merwin obtained his release.
During his incarceration, Ashley's
suit for divorce came up, and Aah-»
ley was brought to Brooklyn, where)
the case was tried April 16 and divorce denied on the ground of in-

j

•

prin inalj thus far
y are Jean Gram se
,\i u
v Collins, Green
of the picture stars
1st

rite

31.

be

and

there w

present

Anne Nichols
-.<

May

Angele

thenti

Broth<

Sisters,

ENLARGED

A.,

the

Men

b;

12.

remedy, and can not continue to.
procure successive orders of ar-<
The ai "hority for such a pro-*
PINKERT0N IN
YORK ceeding is
alone doubtful, hut
William A. Pinkerton is staying exceedingly oppressive. The writ 1st
at the Hotel Claridge, his first visit therefore, granted and Ashley dis-

:.

Among
list*

.

March

His wifo procured another order of
arrest to prevent him leaving the
State, of which fact Ashley was ignorant, and had him arrested at the
stage door of the Buffalo theatre

rest.

I

It

Ashley then arrange/! a vaudeville
route, opening in Buffalo

full

purchased
"Quicksand,"
The Morrisey plan |« to place on having
Broadway a cast of players un- Which was tried out by the Maude
known to the regular legit theatre Fealey stock in Newark recently.
The play j* by Jean Archibald,
will start Aug. 19 also, and b< ginattendance,
surrounded by stars
who wrote "Call the Doctor," pronine, at Pallas Will play T< sas, .mm
from the nim^. His talent has
duced
by Belaqpo, and it was remiddh western dates following. The engaged while Morrisey toured the
Golden program of n< w productions South in his production vaudeville ported the hitter was Interested In
"Quicksand,** which is a comedy on
has m
scheduled, the manw

legitimate

'

eastern bookings.
Th« re will i>e tv\o companies <>f
htnin' " nexl season.
The first

ag<

discharging

In

IN

for

'

i

OPINION OF JUSTICE MARCUS

picture,

theatres.

JUMP

ly

$2 Foreign

of

SHUBERTS^TWENTY

seats.

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION

treasurers

for the Leblangs.
The treasurers
forgot the score, but the winner*
Ernest
it was 10 to 3.
Maeauley of the Morosco pitched a
good game for the box office men,
but in the fifth inning the bargain
ticket sellers clicked eight runs.
They rapped out but one hit; the
other runs
are accounted for by
"Blutch" of the
Mo»tly Musical for New Season- countless errors.
Liberty, manager of the treasurers,
Four "Blossom Times" in List
ordered Clarence Jacobson, of the
The Shuberts will start the road Harris out of the game, claiming
season off with at least 20 attrac- Clarence made five errors in four
tions under their own management and a half innings while playing
and approximately 50 or more per first base. Jacobson admitted makcent, will be musical.
The firm's ing one or two errors and said it
production department schedule in- was a good thing for a player to
cludes but few new attractions up make 'em, becauee it proved he was
Clarence failed to get in
to date, and work on the new plays trying.
will not begin until after the road any private arguments during the
rest of the game, Barnett having the
crop is completely equipped.
There wil be four companies of franchise.
The batteries were Jere Delaney
"Blossom Time" sent out and three
companies of "Whispering Wires." and Sol Smallwood for the LeThe other musicals listed for tour blangs, and Macauley and Louis
(Aeolian Hall), for the
are "Bomb©/'
"Dew Drop Inn," Bergert
treasurer^.
"Caroline.'
"Lady
in
Ermine,"'
The
summaries:
Louis Olms, of
"Sally, Irene and Mary," "The Dancing Girl" and one of the "Pass- the Henry Miller, won the married
fat men's race, and Dude Harris
ing Shows."
The new "Passing
Show of 1923" Is now being readied, slipped in ahead in the single fat
Willie Brennan, of
and is due for the Winter Garden nun's contest.
the Apollo, beat the field in the
June 14.
sprint. Louie Harris, of the Cohan,
copped the shoe race; Bill Brennan, Hippodrome, won the walking
FIRST YEARS'
TO COAST contest,
and Mike Murphy eased in
Long jumps feature the opening winner of the skinn> married men's
of the road season for John Golden race.
attractions.
'The First Year" with
frank Craven, which closed recently OB the B.UDWay circuit Will journey across the continent, opening
at the Columbia, San Francisco, Shaping Revue for Broadway Under
Aug. 19. The booking is indefinite,
Sub-title of "Errors cf 1923."
the play being expected to make a
run there and at the .Mason, Los
A revue to be seen on Broadway
Angeles, which follows, other west- during the summer will be "Will
ern time will follow, the attraction, Morrteey's Newcomers In "Enron

society entertainer in a quiet, inconspicuous manner.
Now that is
made impossible, his desire is not
to cause anybody to apologize for
his presence because of the unwelcome publicity.

however, Jumping

192$

Green Gables, on the Shrewsbury,

Luke Barnett, the famed Pittsburgh "waiter," along under cover.
Luke: was dolled up in a tin badgo
and later forced his way into the.
ground* claiming to be the sheriff.
He broke up the ball game to begin
with,
and threatened to arrest
everybody. Leblang was not in on
the stunt and only after an ho.ur'3
argument with Barnett did he
tumble. Before that Joe took him
also depart.
The latter refused aside, tiied to bribe Luke and ofand summoned Carman to cour:. fered him some alleged real beer.
Magistrate Mclnerney decided that For that, Luke threatened to take
Wolfson is entitled to full posses- Joe right over to the hoose-gow.
sion of the premises and Carman
It was a field day for Barnett.
was ordered to make the interior Even *>ome of the picnickers fell
habitable once more.
for a prop fight between the huskv
Before the hearing. Carman chat- comedian and Frank Keeney, of
ted with acquaintances in court, an- Daly's. The latter is a slender lad
nouncing he will sail for Paris but he lifted one "from the ground"
shortly and that he is tired of the and landed on Luke's jaw which
local situation.
He mentioned that wa.j protected by his palm (known
up to the Schoellkopf notoriety he as "taking the slap").
was earning a pleasant living as a
The ball game was a, walk-over

]

ally

On Outing as "Sheriff"

in

It was the annual outdoor
N. J.
party tendered Joe Leblang to the

sented by Chautauqua* this season
pieces

30,

ASHLEY'S ARREST OPPRESSIVE

Luke Barnett, Private Entertainer Par Excellence, Busts

at

Fifteen or more plays will be pre-

May

BY PITTSBURGH WAITER

ON CHAUTAUQUA CIRCUITS
Consolidations and Mergers Bring
Field
"Turn to Right" in

Wednesday,

Recasting "Bal Tabarin"
Tabarin," taken off for recasting, goes into rehearsal again
in July under Frank Smithson's
di"i..i

Ashley
ville

is

arranging future vaude-

bookings.

CHAUNCEY 0LC0TT CLOSES
Chauncey Olcott, who returned to
the stage this spring, closed his season with "The Heart of Paddy
Whack" at Fort Wayne last Saturday.
The show was out eight
weeks under the direction of the
Selwyns. Though limited, the Olcott
tour was successful and returned
the managers the cost of production,
which was made anew for this
season.
The attraction with Olcott will be
sent out again early in the fall and
will play to the coast

ROYCE'S FALL PRODUCTION
Edward Royce's fall musical production will be a piece titled "The
Little Sinner."
McKlbert Moore is doing the book*
score by J. Fred Coots.

rection.

Betty Byrnes Going With U
Chicago, May 29.
Betty Byrnes, with "The DemiVirgin," has signed a three years'
contract with Universal for pic-

It is slated for opening Aug. 15
at
the Casino.
Several of the principle did not
ni< et with the Shuberts*
approval,

tures.

closing.

which accounted

for its

out-of-town

EDWARDS-LAIT

'SirNBONNET"

Gus Edwardl is making engagements for his three-act production
of "Sunbonnet Sue."
Jack Bait ha* written tho book
for

it.

—

—

"

May

Wednesday,

-

LEGITIMATE

30, 1923
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FIDELITY ELECTION

BROADWAY CLOSING UP;
33% DARK BY SATURDAY

GERMAN GRAND OPERA

and Board of Governors Re-

Officers

'

The annual meeting and election
of the Actors' Fidelity League was
The
held
yesterday (Tuesday).
office holders and Board of Gov-

New

Backing
FurnishedManhattan Engaged at
$5,000 Weekly Rent

ernors were re-elected, as follows:

—

More Shows Stopping This Week Twenty or
More by June 30 Few Entrants for Summer
Maybe 35 Plays Remaining Next Week

Six or

—

President, Henry Miller; vice-president. George M. Cohan; second vicepresident, Louis Mann; treasurer,
Ruth Challerton; secretary, Ho-

MOTOR CAR ACCIDENT
John Charles Thomas and William
Powell in Hospital

as

hospital

drawals set
ditional

will be

per

the

result

of

injuries

cent,

Shubert and 44th Street, drew small
grosses.
That was what showmen
figured, for the attraction which has

increased by ad-

closings.

The low level of business generally and the weakness of at least
the
remaining
attractions,
half
leaves a clear prediction that the
Rialto will have fewer offerings this
summer than at any time since the

played repeatedly around the subcircuit this season in addition
65-week stay on Broadway.
Neither company got $G,000 and it
is expect :d that at least one will
be suddenly withdrawn probably
this week.
"Blossom Time," however, is the most successful of the
Shubert attractions this season and

way

to the

war.

»
The summer season is starting off
with nothing new in sight, other
than the live or six musicals being
readied.
Among the new dramatic
tries of the la*e spring are but two
candidates for summer continuance,
while most of the current musicals
The coming
are ready to stop.
week mu.t have a total of 35 shows,
but the list is figured to hold a
lesser number because of that group
which is on a week-to-week befell
At
and ready to stop any time.
least 15 additional shows are certain of closing before the end of
-June, and the indications are for
about L'O attractions in all for July
patronage. Last season the list was
somewhat bigger but freak attractions which are not in sight this
season were tried.
The weather'late last week finally
turned fo seasonal warmth and
notices were posted immediately for
several long run shows, as expected.
The jubilee parade Saturday further
sapped the matinee trade. Monday
of this week started off even worse.
If there is to be any gravy for the
theatres- from Greater New York's
silver jubilee, it is not in sight yet,
although the celebration is carded
for three weeks more. The box offices vh*w possible patronage from

lost

tion was reported "as well as could
be expected," but it is understood
the actors were not seriously hurt.
Both players are in Cosmopol-
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There waa some difficulty about duty on the scenery.
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fto

meaning the disturbed situation be*
tween the P. M. A. and Equity,
Joe Leblang, who proposed the
central ticket office, stated he had
been requested to compile his plan
of operation In brief form, so that
it might be submitted to the P. M. A.
in general meeting. .No meeting of
the, managers' association Is carded

PERCY HAMMOND

DRAMATIC

NEW YORK

CRITIC,

the country.}
*

LEGIT ITEMS

"Tin Capitol" and "The Volcano."
Thiw week Thomas was given Judgmen' for Ihe tun amount on con

'i

M ioniH*.

•••/.

o(

Pro

ir" of

Managers'

Association,
scenarios
fo.
three
Han Raver and tht Artco Produce
ti ins, li c.
for whloh the playwright
».<i $2,090 ni\ hum- royalties on
each story and was to re elve 3"»
(»*•• ceftt. of the net
profits of each
ire.
Thomas sued fo recover
the profits aggregating $65,000,
due on "As a Man Th
m
ig

•

•

v\

i

I

(!(»'.-•,

|

,

nt.

.

plished.

PLAYERS' SCALE
j

$10 on

Fo

I

Up She

of

Goes." In-

$2,025 account with her
vocal teaeher, r.<^» Braun, of whlc*i
on:- J98: era* paid leaving a $1,040
*

red

a

balance
recovered
tended ht

t

i

Loom B
B

I

H

>r

n

which Braun *uei an'l
.Miss POy confull

$M5

n

i>

Brodsky

payment
icted

in full

for

Mh-

Two

Nights for "School of
Scandal"

The Players Club In Its all-star
revival of "The School for Scandal"
go the Broadway managers one
better in the matter of high price
scab's at the Lyceum next week.
For the opening and closing
nights (one week only) $10 on the
lower floor, the balcony scale being
For the other
$10. $8, $6 and $4.
r
•venlllgl the top wll! be $. », with the
bgleony $3, $1. $3 And $1. The prices
will

high for non-musicals.
estimated the gross for the
an reach more than $30,000
it the high scales.
Last season the
Iiih presented "The Rivals" at tile
Empire and qrossed $19,000. Next
weei. " show will be a benefit f«»r
i'uh,
ir.
tit.being reported no
salaries were isked.
i

i

rote

.

I

;,,.

|

for the immediate future.
With a
mass of detail yet to be worked out,
it is believed Impossible to get the
proposed central office ready for the
opening of the new season and without the general body of the P. M. A.
acceding to the plan it Is doubtful
when the work will be accom-

"TRIBUNE"

Probably the best known dramatic critic In the world. He reviewed
plays in Chicago and had more following and standing abroad than all
the New York dramatic writers combined. Hammond started on the
Chicago "Evening Post" as a general reporter and waa distinguished as
a brilliant man of letters before anyone knew who he was; his stuff had
a distinctive quality that identified it when he was anonymous. He became dramatic critic of the "Post" and was drafted to the Chicago
"Tribune," where he became world famous. His command of punctilious
and effete English stands unique among all newspaper writers of his
time today.
The New York "Tribune" lured him east in 1921 as dramatic critic
and literary editor. Meanwhile he had been across as a special correspondent for the Chicago Tub." His New York status now is that of a
scholarly, dignified, author -ita live commentator on the theatre. He never
grows flippant, he abjures extremes in expression, he elides all obvious
observation, and no amount of temptation can make him a smart Alec.
Hammond fs unique in other respects: he has never written a play
or a hook, he doesn't "hang out" with show folks, and he doesn't object
to laughter in a house of amusement.
The seventeenth picture and brief sketch of tlie dramatic editor* of

\

"
Stniitin' Along"
ose its season it Boise, It iho.
•'"' ° '-'
ih " attraction had a reci»;.
appolntmenl any time.jofd run In San Frnncisco. It his
»as
Flushing 0813 or''Bryan! s 7
been cleaning up along the
".mi ;i. iiii w e*< 1 2d Si. ui. in ihe norl iwest.

.ion,

I

On* Without Decision
Far

ticket situation and significantly
added the managers would "hardly
be prudent to engage in two fights,"

1921

prod

i»

atl'l

is

to $6.60

i

:'.'.

been paid
$0,009

contended, howeve.*,
that a rebate will be secured, as &
good portion of the scenery was noc
new.
Subscription price* will be
from $1.65 to $5.59, with single performance tickets prloed from $2.2#
It

Association, Is still in doubt. There
Is an executive committee empowered to orystalize the system, but
little
progress has been reported
within the last month. At one of
the recent managerial meetings a,
contest resulted when a proposal to
abandon cut-rate tickets if the central office went into operation was
voted in the affirmative. Under fire
the resolution was recalled and laid
on the table for further action.
One of the best-Informed showmen and a prominent factor in the
P. M. A. stated this week there were
ho further developments in the

*u tpoxt.

M.i>

and

government

The central theatre ticket office.
which was favorably voted on last
winter by the Producing Managers'

<

•

V.i.i.

having already

$12,000

the

c 'aimed.

DOUBTFUL TICKET OFFICE

divorce.

fa Mure

Los A

.

Phone

ly

Wcstsrn Colored Show Closing

I

shown

M

claimed ex*

•

Central

»'

f;*orn
garage, flower"
oli
beach: bo iting, a'thing. P-l "!
course ••."
club with private
•'•.>
taurant service; 26 minutes
Penn. si.-.; lo
price 122,000: :
able terms; now occupied bj owner;
immediate iwwsession can* be h.i.i:
,

Angeles.

Michael Corper, man iger of the
playing stock with the
Niajestic
V.'Ilkea players, has been sued oy

Rare Bargain!
round home

POOR PROVIDER

Lr>s

FOR SALE

is

attorney, who will be the general'
that of many director next
season. Qeorge Bluforced to resign from menthal, who
is credited with the
Fidelity, over .30 applications for
original engagement, w/11 remain
reinstatement had been received with the organization.
Paul Tausand which the Board of Governors sig, who was the principal backer
had allowed. A letter from E. F. of the venture, has withdrawn, alAlbee,
as vice-president of the though
he is said to have been
Actors Fund, was read. It requested given stock
for his losses.
the interest of all actors in the
The German singers are due to
Actors Fund, that benevolent insti- open
at Washington Oct. 15. playtution of the profession, and asked
ing three days there and in Baltithat new members be solicited at
more, with Pittsburgh and Chicago
the Fidelity meeting. Forty-three
following. The New York. engagepresent deposited a year's suberipment is for six weeks, starting
tion, each, to the fund.
Christmas Day, and the visitors will
A resolution was also passed again appear at the Manhattan
recognizing the unselfish devotion Opera House, for which a rent of
to the interests of the actor shown $5,000 weekly will be paid.
by the late Frank F. Mackay. For
It cost $200,000 to raise the cur30 years he gave freely of his money, tain on the German grand oper.i
time and services where the benefit here, but it is estimated the cost of
It reopen ing^ in
of the actors was concerned.
the fall will not exwas unanimously carried id the ceed $30,000. The settings are in
form of a memorial.
W. A. Brady's storehouse at Fo»*t

;

with a gross of $7,000. "Lisa," the
colored show, which also has been
a money maker on tour, was only
fair at the Bronx opera house, for
takings of something over $7,000.

it

announced

Kyle

"If

in the fall for other Shakespearean
appearances.
"Bombo" with Ai
Jolson has one more week at the
The attraction
Winter Carder.
easily topped the return engagements. The hoiis.^ is due to get the

but

who had been

itan's film special, "Under the Red
Robe." The picture will be held up
until they recover.
It Is estimated
the accident will entail an additional production cost of $50,000.
thomas was at the wheel, and when
the car reached the crest of a hill
was unable to negotiate the turn.

Winter Comes" at the Gaiety,
looks like a hit. Its first week averjubilee visitors apathetically, the aged $1,600 nightly for* a gross of
general opinion being crowds of that about $11,000 on the week.
That
kind call for cheap seats if at all.
approximates the opening pace of
The listed closings Saturday are "Zander" at the Empire and the
the Moscow Art Theatre which re- only other show among* the new
turned to Jolson's 59th street for a non-musicals which is given a
two weeks return engagement; "The chance for a summer run.
"Adrienne" the second summer
Gingham Girl/' which has only had
two losing weeks in 40 (it recently musical got off to an excellent start
moved to the Central from the Earl at the. Cohan, with the agencies
Carroll) "The Old Soak" which has buying heavily for it. The Werba
not had one losing week in 40 at attraction drew a good break from
the Plymouth; "The Clinging Vine" the reviewers and stands a strong
"Dew Drop Inn" at the
at the Knickerbocker; "The Mounte- chance.
bank" which has had but a month Astor has started off well, the first
about $2,000 nightly
averaging
week
at the Lyceum.
The notice went up* Monday for for a little less than $15,000 on the
"Jack and Jill" which had planned week. This week was reported off,
"Cold Feet," the new
to move Monday from the Globe to however.
the Sam H. Harris at a reduced farce at the Fulton, drew weekly
ccale, but on Tuesday it was a toss- the first week, for about $4,000
up if the show would try anot'her gross. "Not So Fast" waa someweek or two.
"Icebound," the what better at the Morosco but its
Pulitzer prize play which was to chances are not rated highly.
"Wildflower" holds to great busihave .moved to the Vanderbilt to
make way for "Jack and Jill" will ness at the Casino with last week'
remain at the Harris, where its busi- again drawing close to $20,500. The
ness again Improved last week, for attraction has been priced at $2.50
For
%. gross of $8,000 and a good profit. which Improved its demand.
"Give ^tnd Take" which has been the Jubilee period, however, the top
traveling along at about an even has been lifted to $3. .

HtiUTir

$100,000.

ceptlonal expenditures were largely

English comedy, which supplanted

Next week Jane Cowl's record street, Newark, got $10,500. "Mormaking "Juliet" will close at the phia" which has been doing well on
Henry Miller. Starting July 21, she the subway circuit made some
will go to the coast and is due back money at the Majestic last week

made

of the

grand
opera
company,
which will be called the Wagnerian
opera company.
The initial attempt last winter is said to have

We

greeted, the attraction being "The
"Lightnln*
Soldier."
Chocolate
for its final week at the Broad

been
fall

Germar

also probably because of the "Follies" running through and is due at
the Shubert August 1, a month
ahead of the usual debut date.
"Aren't
All," the late arriving

The musical stock presented In
Newark last week started poorly.
When moved over Monday to the
Majestic, Brooklyn, it was cordially

the

In

town.

companies have made a
The dual engagement en
Broadway, which was never at- "GO EASY, MABEL," FOR ROAD
Chicago, May 29.
tempted before is therefore 'counted
Le Comte &"Flesher have secured
as good publicity for the road next
the road rights to "Go Easy. Mabel,"
season.
The "Follies" c< mf>letes a solid produced at the Longacre, New
year on Broadway Saturday, the run York, last year, with Ethel Levy as
being four times longer than any the star.
The piece will be sent on the road
previous edition of the Ziegfeld revue.
Some cast changes and new next season in addition to the firm's
produotion numbers are to be in- two other musical shows, "My
serted with the intention of running China Doll" and "Listen to Me."
the show through the summer.
These started rehearsing Tuesday.
The absence of a new "Follies this
season may have supplied an idea
to
George White who intends
charging $25 for the first two rows
at the Globe premiere of "Scandals,"
with $15 going for the next two
rows and $10 for the balance of the
lower floor. The "Greenwich Village
trollies" has moved its opening date,

break at the 49th street, will switch
to the Central Monday.
Bad business among most of the new' nonmusicals ought to swing one or more
into the storehouse group at the
end of the week. One grossed less
than $250 Monday night.

return

the

responsible. New backing has been
were received from out of raised by Melvin H. Lulberg, an

ballots

its thr e
fortune.

r

AH arrangements have
for

ward Kyle.
Board of Governors, David Warfield, Curtis €ooksey, Amelia Bingham, Murjorie Wood, Mrs. Fiske,
Holbrook Blinn, Fay Bainter, Lionel
Braham, Ina Claire, Frances Starr
and Lenore Ulric.
About 300 were present. Many

John Charles Thomas and William Powell are in the White Plains

new "Passing Show" in two weeks. sustained when a motor car in which
The perThe second engagement of "Blos- they were riding slipped down an
centage may be greater, .since it is som Time" with two companies embankment on the White Piains
playing
against each other at the road Monday night.
Their condilikely over the half dozen with"Broadway will be 33
dark by Saturday night.
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LOOP'S MOST TUMULTUOUS

SEASON ENDING SATURDAY
COHAN'S NEW SHOW
Chicago Going After Summer
Shuberts Hogging Musical Market
IS BIG BOSTON HIT

Ten Legit Houses

—

in

Patronage
"R. U. R.," Distinct Flop, Quietly Slides Out

SHOWS

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

Figures estimated and comment point to Some attractions being
successful, while the same gross accreditee) to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained In the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also ths sizs of cost,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramstie
plsy is also considsrsd.

duced chances of landing. First
week about $5,000 with cut rate
support. Was first out as "The

"Abie's Irish Rocs," Republic (54th
week). Leading field in point of
run and aimed for second* summer. Has chance to last into new
season. Exceptional draw since
first of year, though off last two
weeks. Pace now bettering $9,000.

Blimp."

"Polly Preferred," Little (20th week).
One of outstanding comedy hits
of season and out to extend into
Among leaders in
going.
fall
"Adrienne," Cohan (1st week). Louis
Best
Over $20,000
agency demand. Last week about
F. Werba's musical; debut MonSaturday, and try as they have, the
Chicago. May 29.
week.
$10,700.
of
premiere
only
and
day
Last Week
management at this
When the lineal year for the most Gaxzolo-Hunks
Came in after two weeks in Phila- "Rain." Maxine Elliott (30th week).
date has been unable to book a new
delphia, where business climbed
tumultuous season the loop's legit show. "For All of Us" gives the
Since opened season's outstanding
encouragingly. Scale $3.50 top.
dramatic smash played to standBoston, May 29.
theatres ever experienced, term- Studebaker a winning season. The
(2d week).
Gaiety
All?"
"Aren't
We
ing
room every, performance.
inates Saturday, ten houses will seek turn for the independent manageWith the biggest advance sale
English comedy hit, show apparBusiness better than $15,000 weeksummer patronage. This is a trifle ment came with the appearance of that the city has ever seen for any
ently better received here than
ly; no sign of faltering.
better average than the forecast of Harry Lauder, and the financial
First week averaged "Romeo and Juliet," Henry Miller
in London.
a fortnight ago indicated. Prevail- sails were swept into much pros- sort of show Cohan's new show
(19th week).
Longest stayer of
$1,600 nightly for about $11,000
ing backward spring, weather is perity by the Hodge business, truly playing the Tremont has started out
gross, excellent for .this time of
Shakespearean presentations. One
making appropriate theatregoing, so the real box office achievement of to hang up a record that will comseason.
week more. Jane Cowl will go to
to be seen just what the season in Chicago.
it remains
44th
pletely
preovershadow
of
and
records
Shubert
coast with "Juliet" late in July.
"Blossom Time,"
'Two Fellows and a Girl" is givhouses listed in the specified 10 theDual re-engageAbout $8,500 last week.
St. 2d week).
atres will produce the foundation to ing George If. Cohan a dandy break vious years and put It in a class of
ment of operetta success drew but "Sally, Irene and Many," Century
battle the first hot weather condi- at Cohan's Grand. This show, along the biggest money maker the city
mild business, principally cut
(39th week). One of $2.50 musical
tions, which are acknowledged to be with ".Light Wines and Beer," are
rates. Both will not be continued,
Broadway premiere shows for the has ever seen.
successes. Started off to big trade
destructive here.
At curtain time Monday (last)
but Shubert show likely to try anat Casino and led field in class for
Of the attractions which will start fail, and this is helping along the
other three weeks (Jubilee period).
time. Now on week to week basis.
practically
Its night
the rack was
off what is termed the "summer local interest for both shows.
Under $6,000 at both houses.
About $9,000 reported.
season," four will be musical at- been some time since a show car- empty, all but a few seats for the
How these will fare de- ried the handicap that the Selwyn balance of the week having been "Bombo," Winter Garden (3d week). "Seventh Hesvsn," Booth (31st
tractions.
Al Jolson's personal draw put secweek). Extra matinee, which was
pends upon how "The Dancing Girl" attraction limps along with under
ond engagement over for great takweekly
fixture
since
winter,
strikes the town Sunday at the the title used. The biggest portion purchased by that time. The house
Last week business again
ings.
droppedrlast week. L'.usiuess beat
The Shuberts have the of the audiences at the Selwyn for is playing nightly to a turnaway,
Colonial.
around $30,000, but attraction has
musical field to themselves with "Light Wines and Beer" are men, and the standee list is the limit the
$13,000.
capacity plus for this
one week more only. New "Passhouse in eight performances.
"The Passing Show" engagement proving good repeaters, coming the theatre can carry under the law.
ing Show" due mid-June.
.Mended at the Apollo, "Blossom second time with feminine comedy"So This lc London," Hudson (40th
week). Still making money though
Time" at the Great Northern. seekers. If the Selwyn card drew The show has the drawing power "Caroline," Ambassador (18th week).
Operetta steadied through May at
business now about $9,500, with
"Hitchy-Koo" at the Garrick, and the rnatinee business credited to the for the upper regions, and that is
around $8,500, ample to provide
the approach of "The Dancing Girl." other dramatic shows in town it something that has been sadly lackweek's total under that mark.
profit for short and chorus musHitchy-Koo" set a furious pace at wouKl be doing mid-season business ing with shows that have played this
Another month expected. Show
for
that
matfor
season,
and,
non-musicals.
city
this
This is the enical; but dropped under $7,000 last
the Garrick last week, surprising the
always with leaders during seaweek, and unless recovery made
insiders because of the high aver- couragement that the Woods office ter, for some seasons back.
son.
r
Last week the show played to
this week will close.
age maintained against the opposi- holds for believing the piece will
'The Clinging Vine," Knickerbocker
tion
furnished by "The Passing strike Broadway right for big busi- over $20,000. It is the talk of the "Cold
Feet," Fulton
week).
<2d
Final week, house
(23d week).
city, and is being touted as even betShow." If the loop supports the ness under a new title.
Doubt about cnanees of this new
going dark for summer.
About
Eugene O'Brien is implicating ter than "Little Nellie Kelly." The
three musical shows that will be
farce, though accredited excellent
$10,000 recently.
Classed with
housed in a row along Randolph every publicity stunt to keep- alive show is the most expensive Cohan
laugh maker. First week about
best of $2.50 musicals.
street, it will be something not done interest for "Steve" at the Princess. has ever attempted here, and the
producer
$4,000;
gambled by "The Devil's Disciple," Garrick (6th
in other years.
"Blossom Time" is There appears *to be no ending of costume cost is said to rival that of
bringing show in so late.
week).
Theatre Guild's revival
merely "playing" with the weather the flappers contingent, which have a "Follies" production. With time "Dew Drop Inn," Astor (3d week).
pulling moderately but profitable
conditions, since present business made "Steve" a successful engage- until the middle of October already
New musical has good chance.
business and is expected to conment.
Rosie
assured
it
"The
Rise
of
is already below what could be exJames Barton outstanding figure;
tinue through June.
Last week
What really tine outdoor weather O'Reilly" bids fair to make theatpected at the Great Northern with
$2,000 and over nightly for nearlv
about $5,500.
<• "Ths Fool," Times Square (32d
the first torrid condition, which, is apt to do to the loop trade in rical history for this city.
$15,000 last week.
approaching
weeks
popped
up
Sunan
Cohan is still working on it in
weather sharps claim, is about to
"Follies,"
New Amsterdam (52d
week). Selwyn's big winner this
pounce down on the local populace. day night when slumps averaging endeavor to cut down the running
week).
Was running ahead of
season dipped under $10,000 but
The appearance of two Winter Gar- from $400* to $000 over he previous time. It now runs three hours,
previous week until Saturday,
expected to run well into summer
Sunday
night
were
checked
up. which Is about 20 minutes too long
den shows (Colonial and Apollo) in
when
and
matinee
hurt
by
may hold over into fall. Outjubilee
pathe loop at the same time, partic- Out-of-towners had elsewhere to go for Boston, the final ctirtaln being at
rade, true all along trie line. Gross
of-town reputation figured to
It is said the trimming will
ularly at this period of the year, is than to the loop, and the greatest 11.15.
over $30,000. Zlegfeld revue account with summer visitors.
effect
upon
the
theatres
came from ltave to be in some of the dances, as
another strange happening.
complishes year's run. Saturday "The Gingham Girl," Central (40th
"Rolling Home," working entirely, the small hotel demand for tickets. there is so little dialog it can't be " (June 2), with new players and
week). Final week; notice went
The assemblage of movie delegates pruned. The word has gone around
»»n the name of Donald Brian to atup when it dropped to $8,000 last
added
numbers to be inserted.
had
material
no
effect upon a boom that when the show finishes up here
tract the premiere interest, revealed
week.
Undisputed hit among
for legit business during the week. it will knock New York into a "For Value Received," Apollo (4th
a possibility of bring a life-saver for
$2.50 musicals and led field at
week). Moved here Monday from
The
conventions
that
are
expected
will
cocked
Broadway
hat,
the
sort
the Harris. One disappointing angle
height
of
run.
Longacre,
"Give and Take"
which
Is
dark.
Drama's
to
help
loop trade start June 3 and fall for, and make a bigger splash
was the flop of the two matinees.
will succeed, moving over from
draw mostly cut rates; switch
Brian's name hitherto has been good until July 1 there is ji gala array with New York patrons than did the
49th St.
made
because
of
increased
caof
conventions
booked
here,
furCohan show of last year.
here for a matinee draw, but the
pacity and better location. Last "The Mountebank," Lyceum (4th
nishing a straw of big hope to the
Outside of the Cohan show nothpremiere week's gross was kept
week). Final week. One of late
week under $4,000.
around $8,000 because of two small managers of the houses which are ing sensational is on the card.
entries which stood no chance.
still back in their seaeon'fl rents.
and Take," 49th St. (20th
"Give
"Liza." the colored show, opened at
matinee audiences. With one exAbout $5,000 last week.
Made
Activities
at
the
week.
Has been making little
speculators' the Wilbur last night for what Js
ception the new Harris attraction
money during Philadelphia enstands are completely at a stand- hoped to be a summer run. It got
for
lately
and
may
try
money
got off to a flying start, if newsgagement, which may give show
The Couthoui stands are away to a fair start, but the opinion
June continuance. Does not figpaper notices are to be weighed. still.
even
break.
compiling their losses of the season, prevails that it will not be able to
ure
with summer candidates.
It's the type of a show that sets
wondering what the promise of a last out the summer and that a » Pace around $5.0U0. Will move "The Old Soak," Plymouth (41st
right with summer patronage in the
week). Final week, though fig"corporation" will mean to them month at the most will be the limit
into Central Monday; better house
loop, so the greatest chance for the
ured to have chance to run
season. If a song- writer want- for it, judging the show entirely on
to attract transients.
new Reed-Shesgren combination of next
through June and to get share of
ed a tiWe for an appropriate song form, and taking into consideration "Go Go," Daly's 63d St. (12th week).
producers rests with the chances of
Jubilee
crowds. Business slipped
for the loop managers at this time, the influx of colored shows into the
Expectation for engagement to
the hot weather driving out one or
under $6,000 last week. Did not
it
be- "Waiting Time"— each town this season. "
last into new season.
Is set on
two of the other shows now in town, andwould
have
losing week.
every manager is waiting to see
basis,
summer
takings
between
'Molly Darling," after playing a
and "Rolling Home" facing the com- what transpires
the moment the week out of town following the
$8,000 and $9,000. House and show "The Wasp," Selwyn (10th week).
edy demand that favored "Just Mar- mercury
Another two weeks, house due to
shoots upward.
In other termination of the engagement at
under same management.
ried" so well last summer.
get "Helen of Troy, N. Y.," June
words, attractions now hovering the Tremont, opened again at the "Icebound," Sam Harris (16th week).
"Chains" has plenty of good local between $7,000 and
18.
Business under cut rate drive
$8,000 are wholly Colonial Monday night, also in for
Pulitser prize play will remain
ballyhooing at the Playhouse pre- in the hands of the
last week went upward again,
man.
weather
here
instead
of
moving
to
Vanan
indefinite
stay.
This
has
show
miere Monday. William A. Brady
with
around $7,500.
derbilt as announced.
now opened three times in this city,
Excellent
Tho week's estimates:
engineered clever publicity, introdrama, but difference of opinion "Up She Goes," Playhouse (30th
and the job is a difficult one for
ducing Lester Bryant and John
"Hitchy-Koo"
1st
(G a r r lc k.
week). Will probably last through
about
merit.
Has
done
show.
any
There
feeling
prevmoderate
is
a
Tuerk as new local producers. The week).
Geared high with novel
June, though business is moderate
business? throughout. Better last
biggest campaign at the Playhouse jazz.
On nine performances esti- alent that It will go over despite
for musical.
Has made longest
two weeks because of prize grant.
the handicap, as the attraction seems
these days is surrounding Helen Ga- mated around $22,000.
run house has had for several seaLast
week
jumped
to have a drawing power much betto nearly $9,hngan's rise to stardom.
Despite
sons. Slipped like most others last
"Rolling
Home" (Harris. 1st ter than ordinary.
000.
the attention extended Miss Ga- week).
week; takings under $6,000.
Small matinees, wholly una
The closing of "The Fool" at the "Jack end Jill," Globe (11th week).
hagans, he'sMirst got to be handed expected, only disappointment.
Fig- Selwyn leaves that house without an
This musical has been getting be- "Uptown West," Bijou <6th week).
a role that unravels the talents the
around $8,000.
Co-operative venture with small
tween $16,000 and $17,000 on averattraction, and it is not thought the
young woman most positively owns. ured
cast not getting much money but
"Chains" (Playhouse, 1st week). house wrll be reopened until next
age, but Went away off last week.
It all depends upon the word of
apparently bettering even break.
Notice to close went up Monday;
Brady how long the youthful pro- Making big plea for 'establishment season. The Shubert Is also dark
Quoted at $3,500 last week.
attraction had arranged to move
ducers light the cause for local art's of local art center good publicity as well as the Hollis, and "The
"Whispering
Wires,"
angle
for
play.
Broadhurst
Checked
close
to
Monster"
to
stays
the
Plymouth.
Sam
on at
H. Harris next Monday.
sake at the Playhouse. Bryant and
(41st week).
Mystery piece out"Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (29th
Tuerk have been given a rousing $7,000.
Estimates for last week:
lasted others of kind.
Down to
week). Highly rated Cohan mus"Passing
Show" (Apollo, 5th
send-off in the press, emphasizing
$5,500 or little less. Low cost cast
"The Rise of Rosie O'Reilly"
ical figured to hold its own against
week). Still town leader. Engagethe timeliness of the whole idea.
and expiration of rent period exsummer musicals and expected to
They're doing things quirk these ment now indefinite triumph for (Tremont. 2d week). Did capacity
plains continuance.
run through until "Rise of Rosie
days at the Cort. Another instance Howard Brothers. Around $24,500. and a turnaway. more than $20,000
the first week. In for a, run and a
O'Reilly" brought from Boston in "Wildflower," Casino (17th week).
was the disappearance of "R. U. K."
"Light Wines and Beer" Selwyn,
Musical hit which should have no
fall.
Hitting better than %'l0 000
Saturday and the premiere of Will- 10th week). Held in neighborhood highly profitable one, according to
trouble in going through summer
weekly.
iam Courtney in "The Voice" Sun- Of $9,000. Only matinee (Saturday) present appearances.
at excellent pace.
Business be"Molly Darling" (Colonial, 1st "Mary the Third," 39th St. (17th
day night. It's the first time In the not good for more than $500.
tween $20,000 and $20,500 during
this
time
For
second
week).
the
week).
A
comedy
the
heat-re
sumwhich
Cort
of
the
t
can
history
make
"For All of Us" (Studebaker.
last month.
Top of $2.50 raised
some profit at moderate grosses.
mer attraction is uncertain. On what 28th week). Corking matinee trade season, is a repeat opening. In the
to/
for
$3
Jubilee weeks.
Takings through May were around
"The Voice" turns out to he depends boosted figures little over $10,000. last week "Minnie and Me" did
"You and I," Belmont (15th week).
$7,000, but last week there was
the luck of the Cort this summer. Departs Saturday with real dra- $11,000.
R. G. Herndon's comedy success
$1,000 drop.
Will try to last into
"Lixa" (Wilbur, 1st week).
The expansion of the local theatrical matic records of season here.
capacity downstars all night perhot weather.
field with the addition of the Twin
"The Monster" (Plymouth).
"Two Fellows and Girl" (Cohan's
formances. Grossing nearlv $9,000.
"Merton of the Movies," Cort (29th
theatres adds complications to the Grand, 11th week). Fine profits for
Playing at $3 top: only other nonweek), still going strong and looks
positiveness of tho bookings for the George M. on $10,500.
Length of
musical with that piieo R "Polly
easy
for
summer
Selwyn
shows
since
and
Cort,
Harris
continuance.
vacations given east before New
SHOWS IN LOS ANGELES
Preferred," also parked in smail
Only attendance in gallery has
were always logical bookings for the York premiere depends oil lasting
theatre.
been off. About $13,000 now
Los Angeles, May 29.
R. U. R." period in Chicago.
Cort in times Of need.
"Zander the Great," Empire (8th
Moscow
Art
Theatre, Joleon's (2d
failed miserably In Chicago, once
At the Mason "Shuffle Along"
"Blossom Time" (Great Northern,
week).
About $10,000 K ait profitweek)
Final week.
again proving that the Cort clientele 11th week). Still estimated around drew a 50-50 house, half white and
Russians
able and which will kerp house
came back for second engagement,
demands light comedies for enter- $10,500, although probably bit high. half colored for the opening. The
pen
well
into summer.
which
One of
will
give attraction
t.iinment.
due to encouragement given local prospects are /or a fair week's
1*1
few late arrivals which caught on.
weeks in all in America. Quoted
'.,.,]
lutS ,iJi(l
On the threshold of his departure lllllsl. .1%
;-,li
"Sweet Nell of Old Drury," with
business.
getting
pupils.
$18,000
walloplast week.
William Hodge persist! in
«;ood
L.iurette Taylor, is the attraction
"The Pepper Box" revue at the
advance helped, with most of draw
ing the sensational target.
"Up the Ladder" (Central 8th
After
at the 48th Street and is expected
directly at box oflW
the big business done on the long week).
Keeps going own merry Auditorium started off rather well
to play out the subscription period.
"Music
Box
Revue," Music Rox <32d
engagement it was difficult to way.
Everybody satisfied
with on its scond week, but the advance
Business reported fair. "Sun-Up"
week). Will probably run through
reckon where the capacity matinee $6,000.
and there doesn't
sale is slight
produced last Thursday at the
July or to early August. Holding
"R. U. R." (Cort, Cth and Anal seem to be any prospect for the
business of last week came from,
Provlncetown Playhouse, attractto
excellent trade for th s tir.io
other
matin* 08 week).
the
considering
Checked around $7,800. third week being played.
ed attention and may move upcf
run; matins trade ft little o»: but
around town weren't above normal. "The Voice" opened Sunday.
town. Special matinees In French
The
picvaudeville
stock
and
"Steve"
nearly
Indications are that Hodge will
(Princess,
6th
week).
$21.(04 last week.
<>f "Officer 666" carded at
Selwyn
ture houses are just doing an .tver- "Not So Fast,"
wind up his record engagement with Figured goo<i for four weeks lot
Morosco (2d week).
with idea of pr<
ng ^ in Park
>
husinert!
His farewell pomes on strength of $'• 000
bib week.
Show liktd but late arrival j«
this si»wm« r.

•Rise of Rosie O'Reilly" Called
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LITTLE THEATRES

PHILLVS EXTENDED SEASON

BEDSIDE CHATS

Another Little
calling themselves

THROUGH SHOWS AND WEATHER
Theatre Guild Jumped Up $2,000, Over $5,000 Last
Week Prospects Now Bright—Eddie Cantor's
Glittering Month Ends at Chestnut Street

—

May

Philadelphia,

29.

basis
Although there is no Bure
is altogether probof comparison, it
business In the
able that last week's
remaining
four legitimate theatres
equalled at
open ha* seldom been

dale in the spring sea-

ho late a
son.

into the
people, with

The weather has played
hands of the theatre

still
continuously clear skies and
dreaded
no appearance of the
send
usually
which
days
scorching
show grosses tumbling by May _M.
Three of these four houses betprevious
tered their marks of the
off
week and the other, while falling
solendid
slightly ttlli held up to a

Theatre group
"The Irish Literary Theatre" was formed May 24.
Its object is to produce a repertoire
of Irish plays. They will try to
establish connections or affiliation

with the Abbey Theatre company
of Dublin and the Belfast Players
of Ulster, Ireland.

\

One of the most notable achievements in the Little Theatre movement has been accomplished this
season in Vancouver, B. C, which
has been one of the few cities of
the Pacific Coast to take up this
the other. It is not known, eitHer, movement.
The idea of the Little
whether the Chestnut will have any- Theatro "caught on" in a way that
thing to follow "Happy Days,"
surprised even its promoters, and
though that la generally considered
this week will close Its season after
unlikely.
It may be that the management will wait until next week, having presented 26 one acters for
when the Walnut revue opens, in three nights every other week.
order to get a line on probable busi- While not encumbered with great
.

ness with a rival in the field.
"I'll Say She Is." the Walnut revue, will open with a bang as far as
opening night is concerned* as there
has been virtually no paper except
The show has been
to the press.
extensively advertised in all quarters,

and

is

mentioned everywhere

as the beginning of a regular summer revue policy at this house. It
will open out of town
probably
Allentown this week, and so will
have the rough edges smoothed off

—

—
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expense, the balance sheet at the
end" of the season will show a
rather fine profit. Backed by some
of the leading business and professional men of this city, the Little
Theatre Association expects to be
housed in a Little theatre of its own
next season.

With the cancellation of the
Royal-Collins stock at the Orpheum.

By NELLIE REVELL
In a hospital every little noise has a meaning all its own. There is so
little to see and so much to hear that one quickly learns to read and
interpret the numerous sounds of th© day and night.
In an early story of H. G. Wells a man reaches a country in Africa
At first he is impressed with his
in which all the inhabitants are blind.

tremendous advantage over the natives, but before long discovers he is
the one who is handicapped. So keenly developed are the senses of hearing and touch of the people the newcomer is forced to blind himself, lest
he be outclassed In the struggle for life. The story was recalled to me
hy the realization of what a sensitive receiving station my ears have
become during my long sojourn in a hospital room.

Of all the day's noises, the dominating ones are the bells. From early
morning until late at night bells mark and punctuate the passing hours.
They begin at 5 o'clock in the morning with the delicate tinkle of the
bell that announces the arrival of the priest with his spiritual aid;
then follows the chapel bell, summoning the patients who are able to
attend service.
A special ring heralds each doctor's entry into the hospital; another
bell, in the hall, signals he is ready to make the rounds with the senior
nurse. A welcome bell is the one which lets us know that broth has
left the diet kichen and a genuine thriller is the one proclaiming that
meal trays are ready for distribution.
One of the most exciting sounds to a shut-in is the peal of the telephone
bell.
It carries with It a suspense that It never has In the office or
home. I could hear it every time It :ang and often I've waited what
seemed an aire for the nurse to come down the hall with the message and
Ktop at my door or go on to> another.

—

In the gamut of hospital bells, however, the most sinister and the most
Vancouver, last week, originally
.j
when it hits Philly.
impressive is the ambulance bell. It is the "black sheep" of the bells.
Sunday and Monday saw a rapid
Aside from this and "Scandal," the advertised for six weeks, and the
and
times I have been awakened from deep sleep hy that somber gong
Many
thermometer,
the
of
mounting
closing of the Empress stock at the
a next Guild offering, there isn't a
the wiseacres are prophesying
show on the horizon, and it looks Empress theatre, Vancouver, for the and listened with sorrow and fear to its clangor, shattering the calm of
•harp decline in business this week, pretty certain now that neither the first time In six years is without slumbrous streets as the ambulance tears away on its mission.
of
but even at that the late closing
The imagination tries to follow and AH in the picture. What awaited the
Forrest nor the Shubert will get the stock. The original stock company,
Justified
so many houses has been
shows rumored bound its way. In headed by Charles Royal and Ray surgeon at the end of the journey? A tenement house fire? A child
far. and It
so
results
-office
box
by
the case of the latter house It was
run
over? A murderous brawl? Or perhaps some weary soul who
Walnut
and
Elliott
Collins,
with
the
B.
Bdythe
is generally felt that
"Lady Butterfly," and another report
out for a summer run, could not has .mentioned a brief season of pic- Margaret Marriott, left the Empress found the. fight too hard and tried to cut the threads of Fate?
for
occasion
Then
better
I have lain awake waiting for the ambulance to return — for its
a
chosen
have
tures such as the Garrick has to take up stock at the Orpheum
first faint brazen clatter, that increases with steady crescendo until the
the attempt. '•':'•,...
last year and this season following
d _ started.
This week sees only two houses
machine
roars past the corner and stops at the hospital entrance. It Is
"The Greatest Menace," drug film, their Orpheum engagement, located
with legit attractions, but nnother opened at the Garrick Monday, and in Calgary. With the season closed easy to tell when there is a passenger for then the ring Is unusually loud
will be added beginning M.onday, stays two weeks. A very big adverwhen the Walnut revue has Its i re- tising campaign has been used and in Calgary the Royal-Collins combi- so that the staff in the accident ward may be ready for Instant action.
On
miere. The three houses will rtay is figured to bring results. A top of nation returned to Vancouver.
open as long as the grosses permit $1 is 'being charged in the evenings, their Calgary engagement they were
No bell in the hospital can arouse such sheer terror as the Are bell.
break.
even
an
of
Markind
Miss
services
of
without
the
any
One night some electric wires got crossed and the fire-gong sounded. I
with 50 the highest figure at matiOne of the encouraging features of nees. There are four shows daily. riott, who, heading her own com- lay helpless, waiting for the nurse to come In — an eternity of agonizing
last week's fine business was the Another photoplay will follow "The pany, remained at the Empress uncome-back of the Lyric, which is Greatest Menace'* for a two weeks' til three weeks ago, when she with- suspense, it seemed. When the signal for fire-drill is sounded the nurses
are required to take their stations at the hall telephone and there await
housing the newly organized Philastay, after which the house is ex- drew and was followed in the same instructions.
Though it Is only a few minutes before they' come to tell
delphia Theatre Guild. After a good
for
summer.
pected
to
close
the
managedifferent
house,
under
a
opening
you It was only a drill, In that short space of time I have startled myse'f
though not phenomenal
Of the three possible summer con- ment, with the remnants of her own
week's business, this organization
with
brain-pictures
of what a Are In a hospital would mean.
the
company and May Jackson, leading
dropped sharply with its second of- tinuances the Theatre Guild, at
Lyric, and the Chestnut Street opera
fering, "Good Gracious, Annabvdle."
lasted but
This
arrangement
lady.
will operate under $1.50 top.
But of them all, the most exasperating, the most nerve-racking bell Is—
and lost money, but, as predicted, house
two fleeting weeks, when Equity
staged a come-back last week with while the Walnut revue will have a stepped in and asked for an ac- the one that isn't answered.
"Winnie and the Wolves,"' the $2 top.
counting of salaries. The box ofbrand-new show, dramatized by
Estimates for last week:
Besides the bells, there are other noises in abundance each with a
fice couldn't produce, and WednesWilliam Gillette from magazine
(Forrest,
4th
"8huftls
Along"
day night of last week the curtain significance that he who can not run may read. Often it is the most instories. The dailies were almost uni- week).
revue
closing
run
Colored
tense drama that is symbolized by these sounds real tragedies and real
formly kind, and after a weak start here to big business, which would was nailed to the floor.
business picked up rapidly all week, have been problematical if it had
It is reported that Collins and escapes, not Imagine 1 ones.
It can be told, for instance, by the footfall whether a nurse or nun
and the total gross beat that of the been kept in longer. Goes to Lon- Royal will separate for next season,
previous week by nearly $2,000. There don. Last week's gross around $17,- each heading a new stock company is passing and a doctor's step can always be distinguished from a visitor's.
is little question but that the Guild
certain rumble means that the elevator has stopped at my floor —
A
falling off, but still big money. In September.
made money last week, with $5,225 000,
This week's figure will very likely
Nearly all of the two companies sound as exciting as the telephone bell. It may herald the coming of a
as -the gross. The even -break mark beat that.
mentioned above are property own- friend. Other sounds may arouse mingled feelings in the listener— the
is generally set at considerably un"The Greatest Menace" (Garrick, ers here, and regard Vancouver as wanderings of a patient coming out of the ether or the crying of a
der $6,000. So encouraged are those
concerned in the movement that 1st week). Film. Opened Monday to their home. Royal is planning to child as it is taken from the elevator.
"Winnie and the Wolves" has been good house. In for two weeks only. build a new theatre here for his
held over for a second week., The "Adrienne" picked up in second and own use. Collins and Miss Marriott
There is c le continuity of sounds that carries with it more suspense
decision to do so was not made until last week and turned in a gross of (Mrs. Collins) are seeking a locathan any play I have ever witnessed. On my floor there is an operating
late last week.
Up to that time around $15,000.
tion in Tacoma, which also is with- room.
When I hear the cart, or carriage, as it is officially called, pass
"Scandal," with Franclne Larrimore,
"Winnie and the Wolves" (Lyric,
my door I know exactly what it means. If it stops at the elevator someone
had been set as this week's attrac- 2d week). This third offering of the out stock this season.
tion.
That comedy has now been Theatre Guild of this city, caught
has lost the fight. I am in at the final curtain. If the carriage proceeds to
put off a week, and special adver- popular fancy and by steady climbMinnie Walsh Towne, comic opera the operating room I wait for its return. Months of such waiting have
tising is being used to emphasize ing showed a gross of $5,275, gafri of singer, left an estate not exceeding taught me to know whether the operation was successful by the time that
the second week of "Winnie." If the nearly $2,000. For this reason it was $10,000 in 'personalty and no will elapses
before the carriage returns. What a relief It is when I hear it
weather doesn't interfere it is be- held over and "Scandal," with Franaccording coming within a reasonable time.
lieved more than likely that the sec- cine Larrimore, next bill, put off a when she died April 16,
for
brother's
application
to
her
ond week's gross will beat that, of week.
'
letters of administration upon the
the first.
Four years of listening to such Invisible stories makes many of the
"Happy Days" (Chestnut, 1st property, which was granted last
The fourth and final week of Edthings one used to consider important sink into oblivion. It doesn't Si
Formerly "Sun Showers."
die Cantor's "Make It Snappy" at week).
sister
Two
brothers
a
week.
and
House has been
nearly as vital now as it once did that the restaurant where I lunched
the Chestnut saw a jump in gross Opened moderately.
doing such big business lately that will share equally in the net estate. occasionally ran out of my favorite brand of ketchup.
.
.
over
lie preceding six days, and
Mrs. Towne was prima donna In
June.
sent the show away to a month's it may stay open through
Make It Snappy" in fourth and last Gilbert and Sullivan's operettas
fine -business, much in excess of
Nurses look forward with a mixture of delight and fear to that imfor many years, afterwards enterwhat wa* genemily expected for a week did $14,385.
portant period of their training when they are working with the do<*
ing the concert field. Her husband
return engagement. The advertisein the operating room. The work is highly interesting, of course, but disment that the star would sing a
and father were noted tenors and
Behymer Injured in Accident
number of new songs in his last
music teachers. For a time Mrs. cipline is rigid, as is necessary where the slightest slip or carelessness
Los Angeles, May 29.
week is believed to have accounted
Towne maintained a voice develop- might cost the life of the patient. For Instance, there is a strict rule
for the fine getaway business, which
L. E. Behymer, veteran theatre
ment studio with her husband, later that when a nurse Is "scrubbed up'* for an operation she shall not touch
is reported at $14,385, a gain of almanager, has been seriously inanything but sterile instruments and bandages until it is over. However,
most $2,000. This makes the eighth jured in an auto accident. Physi- giving it up to appear professionally the routine is not devoid of humorous touches occasionally.
again.
week of splendid business at the cians say he will recover.
The other day as I was doing my daily dozen steps, not exercises—
The will of Abraham Sichel, manChestnut following the end of Shupaused near the nurses' dressing room long enough to hear a little
figure.
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it is considered that the
house is
not of large capacity and that the
top was $1.50.
"Adrienne" at the Garrlck also
topped its previous wecl*« figure by

who

NOTES
The Harry Lauder show
its American tour Oct. 15

will start
in Santa

The
working east.
Cal.,
Lauder company is in Australia,
where it is booked through the sum"Shuffle Along." in Its third week
mer. William Morris, as always,
at the Forrest, showed a
drop in will direct the tour. Martin Wagner,
gross, but it was only a
small one
and business continues remarkable who was in charge of the Los AnNe vert holt- hs the management de- geles office for William Morris, is
cided to lei. well enough alone, pre- back in New York.
Miss Jean
ferring to leave town with four Loughboro i* now in charge on the
weeks of real money than to linger coast.
on and take 4 he chance of little
more th:.n even breaks when the hot
Earl Saunders. Orpheum hooking
weather hits Philly. I'p until the
middle of last week a continuance of man. left New York May 16 for a
the ran u\ the Forrest was confess* Hying trio to vi"lt hi* wife and
Anally decided to father In Pasadena. Cal. Saunders
plated, ti'Jt
clot-T* this Saturd Y. following which
will stop off en route at (Jarnersthe compin;. r. Ill go to London for ville. III., and visit ins home.
several thousand dollars In

week.
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of Loew's Fulton, Brooklyn,
died May 15, directs his estate
of "over $10,000" to be divided
among nine relatives, with amounts
ranging from $500 to $2,000. The
residue Is to go to Fannie Spring,

ager

bert vaudeville there.
Last week's
figure is especially remarkable when

Variety

wenl

to

press

Tuesday

night this week, through the holiday

faring on Wednesday.

*

dialog.

my eyebrow?" asked one of the prettiest nurses in the
a real Irish beauty, of another who was washing Instruments.
"It's Itching and I'm scrubbed up."
The second nurse scratched the offending eyebrow vigorously and then
little
his half-sister. Marcus Loew, half- returned to her polishing. She had Just got a good start when the
Irish
nurse interrupted once more.
brother, was left $500 and named as
"Say, Josephine, you'll have to stop," she said, "It was very kind of
Sichel had
one of the executors.
been in the theatrical business for you to un-itch my eyebrow, but— you forgot to put It back straight
again."
about 3 6 years.
knew that the nurses had to be pretty careful how they prepared
I
Charles M. Connelly, director of for the operating room, but I had never suspected that even their eyemusical shows, who died April 12, brows had to be flattened according to rule. •
(Killarney papers please copy.)
19L'2. left a net estate of $6,134.91.
alleged
$200
claim
excluding a
When It comes to be a safe deposit vault a small boy's pockets are not
against the property. Amy I. Crawford, a niece, received the bulk of in it with the uniform pockets of a nurse. Everything that the modernthe estate, $4,700 equity in realty. day Florence Nightingale wishes to store away for the moment goes into
Three friends wrre left $478.30 each. her pockets and everything and anything that is needed is straightway
A nephew and several other ex- produced from those self-same receptacles. Though I never tried It
distant relatives started a out, I have no doubt that if I wanted anything, from a cream-puff to a
c! tided
suit Against the will, alleging undue six-room furnished apartment, the nurse would calmly reach down Into
Influence and lack of sound memorv 'he recesses of her skirt and bring it forth.
One day not long ago hid the priviieiv of watching onw of the g«-U
and mind Thr- cape was withdrawn
up on the day set for the trial.
on my floor unload her treasure trove. It consisted of a pair of stifrty
in bed cuffs, thr«-e strings of safety pins, a pair of bandage scissorLivingston Piatt' will shortly toil fountain pen, an automatic pencil, a knife, four letters, a thermometer, i
a new musical show into rehearsal. book of stamps and a t>iir of shoe laces.
Rome fine morning the> ire
The book and lyrics have been going to discover that a couple of the patients are missing, but th>
••••
lUSS a nurse has absent written by l.orenz Hart and the needn't worry about it.
It will be Jusi
mush by W. 1'i.irk ITarling.
mindedly siipi>e«t them Into her po ."i.
"Will you scratch
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$100,000 Advance Sale at Forest Park—$25,000
Frank Moulan Heads
to Produce Each Opera
Cast

—

St. Louis,

May

29.

With Victor Herbert's "Naughty
Marietta," St. Louis opened its
unique cycle of ten weeks of Municipal opera in the out- door theatre, in Forest Park Monday. Over
$100,000 in advance sales and season reservations last week indicated
that the 1923 season would he the
most successful financially of all
summer opera seasons in the Missouri metropolis.
Following "Naughty Marietta" In
turn will come "Fencing Master,"
"Wang," "Prince of Pilsen," "The
Bat," "The Meary Widow," "The
Spring Maid," "Sweetheart" and
"Gypsy Love."
This year Municipal Opera establishes a ten-week season, and
wil) give seven performances each
week Instead of but six weekly for
eight weeks as heretofore.
The
lengthened opera cycle was made
necessary by an Insistent popular
demand that the season was all too
short.

According to David E. Russell,
managing director, $25,000 will be
spent in the presentation of each of
the ten operas, special scenery and
costumes being designed for each.
Frank Moulan again heads the
cast as principal comic, this being
his fourth season in that capacity

during the five years of summer
William J. McCarthy,
opera here.
second comic, is the only other

member

high

V

WEEK CYCLE

4923

of last year's cast to re-

turn.

Other principals include Craig
Campbell, tenor; Detmar Poppen,
basso; Thomas Conkey, baritone;
Roland Woodruff, Juvenile; Flavia
Arcara, contralto; Blanche Duffield, dramatic soprano; Helen Morrill,
coloratura soprano, and ,Dof?
othy Maynard, prima donna in
ingenue roles.
Fannye Block and
Eva Magnus, graduates, of last
year's chorus, will have minor parts.
Other chorus members will probably
be given "bits" in the course of the
season in keeping with the policy of
awarding six $500 scholarships at
the season's end to those boys and
girls, who have manifested most
talent and been most faithful in

20 Per Cent. Over
Last Year and 80 Per

Increase of

Cent. Over 1921

The biggest summer season in the
history of stocks is Indicated from
the number of companies now playin?. For the current week there are
nearly 100 stocks listed, which is
an Increase of 20 per cent, over lest
year and approximately 80 per cent,
over the season of 1921.
The failure of several stocks in
the east is discounted in attraction
because they
principally
circles
opened too early. Precedent shows
that companies getting under way
in June stand the best chance of
running through the summer. It
appears to be true that the summer
draw for stock presentations is
rarely at Its height until after Decoration day.
Another cause credited to two or
three failures of stock companies
recently is the attempt to establish
"runs." The Shubert-Crescent stock
in

Brooklyn

is

*

Rock ford,

Arena,

Carlin'a

Baltimore,

De Feb Grand Opera Company,

re-

and

Trovatore"

"II

will

follow in the order named.
This
will also present many- of
the newer French opens and many
of the eld standbys.

company

Maude Fealy's season at the City,
Newark, N. J., comes to an unexpected end this week.
She has a
two years' lease on the house, running from the first week in September to the first in June. When
Miss Fealy asked Joseph Stern, the
owner of the theatre, to extend the
lease during the summer on a twoweeks' basis, he refused and insisted that she take it
for two
months or none. Miss Fealy had
the Fairbanks twins engaged to
play in "Oh, Boy," next week, but
Stern would not allow her even a
week extra. She will keep her
company intact, playing next week
at Newton, Following this she starts
a four weeks' engagement at Proctor's Elizabeth.
.Miss Fealy reopens at the City September 3.
Arthur Edwards, Belva Morrell
<Mrs. Edwards) and John Winthrop,
of the Permanent Players, Winnipeg, and John B. Foster, assistant
manager of the company, arrived In

New York

this week, having made
trip from Winnipeg

After changing the

management

from Harold "Hevia to Jake Wells'
interests, the Academy stock, Richmond, Va., is drawing as well as it
did in February, with Indications
that the success will follow them
far into the summer season. Alfred
Swenson, leading man, Is now directing in place of Hevia, who left
for Montreal last week to organize
a stock at tho Orpheum 'there.
"Never Say Die" this week. The

The
letter
S. J.

stock
players
of intfoductlon
Farmer, of Win-

Francis Compton, a son of the
noted English actor, Sir Francis
Compton, who has been playing in
stock at Vancouver, B. C, has organized a company and has taken
a lease on the Princess, Victoria,
B. C, where they will present allEnglish plays by all-English players. Victoria Is noted on the Pacific
Coast as "a city carved out of
England." It is probably the richest city of its size on the Pacific
Coast, its population, In the main,
being English retired business men,
while not a few of the old time
English
"remittance
men" also
bask In ifs sunshine.

The Proctor Players

summer

season of stock

N. Y., Monday, in

opened
in

a
Troy,

"Why Men Leave

Mayor Hylan, which was Home." In the company are: Ruth
delivered upon arriving. By secur- Rickaby, leading woman; Russell
ing a special permit they will be Hicks, leading man; Virginia Holallowed to keep their automobile in land, second woman; Dillon Deasy,
the United States for 60 days upon second man; Harrison Hoy, charthe completion of which they will acter man; Jeannette Connor, charreturn to the Canadian city, the acter woman; Lola Maye, ingenue;
company reopening Aug. 6 at the Harris Gilmore, juvenile; Lew Harris
and Massrna Clark, general
Winnipeg theatre.
nipeg, to

Jack Edwards, director,
and William Amsdell, stage manbusiness;

Howard Rumsey has assumed
of

the

the

Bhubert -Crescent,

Brooklyn, N. V., where the stock
went under his direction Monday.
for continuance of at least
four
weeks. The venture was under the

management
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high scale for the premiere of the new "Scandals" at the Globe, New
York, June IS. As reported recently tickets for the first Two rows
will he priced at $25 each, the next two rows will have the slightly mora
modest "value" of $11 each, while the dancer-manager estimates delirious
first nlghtera will he pleased to kick in 10 "smackers" for the balance of
the lower floor.
- It isn't quite certain whether the "heavy sugar" front row tickets will
be printed in the usual manager holding the big prices. If so tfie house
will get approximately $10 each as its share from the first and second
rows and a proportionate percentage on the others.
White may take the first four rows personally and distribute them to
certain ticket brokers. At least one of the ticket agents turned him flat
when asked »this week, how many he would handle. The broker said he
would not buy one ticket for the premiere of "Scandals" no matter what
the prices are, and he figures in that way tq steer clear of all arguments.
^
_

—

is being given George M. Cohan's "Two Fellows
and a Girl," running at the Grand. Chicago, but is being- advertised on
Broadway. There are painted signs on Broadway for the attraction at
Times square and at 58rd street. Heretofore Broadway shows have oc-

Exceptional billing

casionally been given outdoor publicity in distant points, but it Is the
The play
first time for a Chicago attraction to* be billed in New York.
will start the summer season in Chicago, and is not due here in the fall,
but no mention of the Broadway date appears on the signs.

"The Sign on the Door" wiH not be released
is given by Baron Henri Rothschild, in one of
Only under such agreement
is now playing.
did he accept the play. It is claimed when the "Sign" opened In London a
nearby theatre started showing the picture version shortly afterward,
and the failure of the English presentation is blamed on that.
The play is running in Vienna, but neither Channing Pollock, the
author, nor A. H. Woods, who produced it here, nor the play bureau,
which sold the foreign rights knows how the "Sign" got there or who is
presenting it. Because of the fractional value of Austrian money In comThe play has practically
parison to dollars, no one seems te care.

The

picture version of

France until permission
whose theatres the drama
in

circuited the globe.

The

tjeket selling for the city's silver jubilee exposition celebration at

Is in charge of Lep Solomon, treasurer of the
Music Box, who accepted the post without pay. He has assigned nine
treasurers of houses now dark to the box office. The men received $7

Grand Centra, palace

The

per day.

exposition will continue four weeks.

Leonard ("Gimpy") Bergman, boss of the New Amsterdam box office,
claims he will sail for Europe next *week. It's an annual announcement
for Lenny.

Doris Rankin, according to report, may immediately remarry upon
securing her final decree in divorce from Lionel Barrymore. That action
>
is pending.

Dowling, one of the best known women agents, will sail next
for a two months' tour of Europe, accompanied by her mother. It
the first vacation for Miss Dowling in two and a naff years. Upon
returning the will again be in advance of 'Blossom Time."

week

is

lovers.

The second
will

vehicle at the Fulton
be the "Second Mrs. Tangue-

ray," with "Zaza" and "Madame X"
to follow. The engagement will conclude at the end of the fourth week
and judging from the start will be
a profitable one.

Erlau Wilcox, manager of the
Blanche Pickert stock, having disposed of his circuit of one-night
stands on Long Island to Hardin
Klark,
this

is

week

wildcatting his
in the

organization

company

same

territory. His
shortly will be disMiss Pickert to head

banded with
a company of "The Storm" on the
road under the Wilcox management.

Fridas's dailies last week held an advertisement close to the body of
the regular amusement columns reading:
"The three biggest hits In
town -Rain,' The Fool* and 'Zander the Great.' " It is said the stunt
pulled
the
office
which
Frohman
was
by
la presenting "Zander" at the
Empire, but no one there would admit authorship. Among press agents
there was a scurry and phone calls to several dramatic editors for the
low-down. If tho idea was gratuitous the questions were asked why
"Merton of the Movies," "Seventh Heaven" and "Polly Preferred'' were
not included. There were no queries from the Sam Harris and Selwyn
offices who were given free advertising on their respective attractions
"Rain" and 'The Fool."

—

A

novelty in advertising appeared this we«k in the form of tack cards
distributed for "Not So Fast" at. the Morosco. The billing of the house
was the "Morosco Art Players." Some of Broadway's wags figured that
might eupplant the former trade mark "A Typical Morosco Cast."
••Not So Fast" Is under the direction of John Henry Mears, and he la
credited with the billing, borrowed from the Moscow Art Theatre, tha
sensational Russian troupe which is closing its American engagements
this week.

The musical comedy stock under
management of Lawrence J.
Luella Gear is said to have lost an engagement with 'The Greenwich
Amhalt opened Monday at the Ma- Village Follies" (new ehow)
at $600 weekly through Miss Gear imposing
Arnold, Francis Joyner,
Herbert jestic .Brooklyn, N. Y., in "The
many conditions for her contract.
too
Curtis,
Lester
Howard,
Peggy Chocolate Soldier." The company
ralge,
Antony Stanford, Henry includes James Liedy, Elsie Thiede,
Following New York Supreme Court Justice Lehman's decision MonSherwood, Robert Eanes, Antoinette Louis Casavant, Ralph Erroll,
Earl day vindicating Stella
Larrimore (Adler) from implication in the Lou
Rochte.
Stall, Mildred Rogers and Elmira
Tellegen-Geraldine Farrar divorce suits, Miss Larrimore' arranged a conLane. The company is playing at
ference with Louie

company includes Al Swenson, leading man; Jane Salisbury, Ainsworth

the 2,300-mile

by motor.
brought a
from Mayor

.

George White evidently Intends going through with hie idea of a sky*

May

husband, specially engaged for the
John Drew role and Clara Joel and
William Eoyd playing the juvenile

the

inforced by several guest artists,
will begin next Monday, with Edith
Delys singing "Tosca." "Traviata,"
"Otello,"

111.
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ON LEGIT
1

claimed to have made
money the first week of each fresh
attraction tried there, but ran into
a loss thereafter. Extended engagements are proven to be hazardous
their duties, that they may be able whether the play is new for stock
to continue studies during the com- or not. The exception Is "Abie's
ing year to fit them for light opera Irish Rose," which was classed
"production stock" and which ran
careers.
More than $20,000 has been spent 12 weeks in Washington and also
this season for improvements. These in Baltimore. The Pittsburgh run
include the Installation of 1,900 new of "Able" is in its tenth week, but
permanent seats, a rearrangement is not a stock show.
of the aisles and new concrete
The total number of stock -comwalk's, the extra stage for rehearsals, panies is sometimes greater in winnew lighting and scenic equipment ter than summer and it is believed
and additional dressing rooms.
the peak number of companies has
Washington, with
been reached.
four stocks, leads the country in
number. Brooklyn has three, so has
Philadelphia, while there are two
stock companies playing In New
York, Columbus, Detroit, Indianapolis, Pittsfield, Los Angeles and

Florence Reed as a stock star P. J. Finn. The Duffy company in
opened Monday in "Hail and Fare- the eight weeks it ran lost about
well" to excellent business and a $17,000. It is understood *the stock
tremendous advance sale in Duluth. fell down llnancially because playMise Reed inaugurated the stock ing the same attraction several
star season, which promises to be weeks for "runs."
Duffy continues
successfully continued throughout his interest in the Washington, D.
the summer. Clara Mackin, the sec- C, stock at the President in associond woman of the Duluth company, ation with Art Smith. They recenthas created an excellent impres- ly withdrew their stock from Baltimore, where the first tries were
sion.
profitable, after which the venture
'
Opening its third annual season lost.

INSIDE STUFF

mark

STOCKS

lease

30,

~~

MUNICIPAL OPERA

at

May

ager.

the

$1 top.

The Hazel Burgess Players open
Monday at the Roosevelt, West Hoboken, N. J. The compriny will include Leo Kennedy, Eleanor Carlton and Tom Reynolds with Jack
Hayden the director. The Roosevelt
has been playing split-week vaudeville and musical stock.
The Quincy, Qulncy,

Mass.,

may

Lulu Vollmer, authoress of "Sun Up" at the Provincetown theatre on
street, New York, which has attracted some attention, has
been identified with the Theatre Guild for some time, but not In' any
artistic capacity.
Miss Vollmer was treasurer of the Guild. Another of
her plays "The Shame Woman" is scheduled for fall production.

MacDougal

LEGIT ITEMS

change from vaudeville to stock for
The Wagenhals-Kemper forces
the summer, but this has not yet
start rehearsals of "The Breaking
been definitely decided upon.
Point"
next Monday.
The play is
The Joseph W. Payton stock at
the Lyceum, Elmira, N. Y., closed scheduled to open in Washington,
Saturday.
The company Is to be June 25, and plays Atlantic City,
week of July 2. In the cast are.
transferred to another city.
McKay Morris, Regina Wallace,
.

The Vaughn Glaser stock at the Frederick Burton, Zeffie Tilbury,
Maley,
Jane
Houston,
Uptown, Toronto, gave its 600th Stephen
performance Thursday of last week Robert Vaughan.
The new Eddie Foy show will b*
with "Abraham Lincoln" as the attraction. The company closes Sat- written by Jean Schwartz and Billy
urday to be transferred to the Audi- Jerome. It will star the Foys In a
musical revue. Schwartz is prestorium, Detroit.
ently tdied up with the score of the
Tho Crescent, Brooklyn, playing new Winter Garden show, which i.s
stock under the management of holding the Foy proposition back.
Henry Duffy, has discontinued the
Kitty Gordon disclaims having
policy of presenting each play two been
properly served in a f 1.688.01*
weeks with a weekly change now in suit by the
Bodjne Studios, Inc., as
force.

Mrs. Leslie Carter opened a special staning engagement at the Pulton, Oakland, Cat. Sunday, In "The
Cii '«,' wi;h W. Louis Paine, her

B. Brodsky, her attorney, to determine any further

A

action.
decision on what steps Miss Larrimore may resort to for legal
redress- will be decided by the end of the week. The unjustified naming
of co-respondents is considered a serious matter.

The Sherman

stock,

with Hazel

Shannon and Karl Hackett. are now
(Continued on page 39)

a result of which Phillip J. Dunn, 15
Broad street, New York, has been
appointed referee to take testimony,
and determine whether Mi** Gordon
was properly served or not.
Th'

Bodine Studios has taken judgment
amount as a balance due for
building a special stage set of scenery for Miss Gordon's vaudeville
act.
The latter asks that the judgment be vacated.
for the

Harry C. Green, formerly of Ward
and Green, who has been producing

vaudeville

acts,

will

try

his

hand at legitimate presentation in
the fall with a musical comedy,
"Jane."

moving

The piece* is a satire
pictures.
The score is

Charles M. Smith, of

on
by

St. Louis.

The William Morris office, through
William Morris, Jr., has booked
John Steel into Mr Vicker's, Chicago,
openinK June A, on the way to play
an engagement in Graumans Los.
Angeles.

Mark Vance is doing the publicity
"Uptown West," a co-operative
venture which started as a special
matinee attraction at the Earl Carroll ami is now running at the Bifor

jou.

.

-
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Cnlcfso. Msy 2»
Play in three act* by Jules Eckerlj Goodman, presented by Letter Bryant and John
»»- Playhouae. Chicago,
rxt^k, lac., at
a. 1W3. with O. I*. Htggie and Helen

K^y

Gahagan featured.
Henry J-'bn Maury

..Edward Donnelly
.^.Frances Goodrich Ames
Paul Kelly

Mail d

jj,^, ,
Crace.'

Richard
jean Trowbridge.

From

•

ADRIENNE

...

CHAINS

...Olive

Meeban

° p

Hcffgie

Helen Cahagata

a commercial standpoint the

I

to let
only chance for this play is
young glils know their mothers and
sec
fathers would not want them to
There is nothing salacious, but
It.

which parents

the. argument is one
will find it difficult to

•

HITCHYKOO,

1923
May

Chicago.

2ff.

A. revue Tn twei parts. Staged under tb«
direction Of' MbfrlV Gfreetl. wfth lyrics by
'

Irving Caesar, music by hywiM Oenaier.
dances arranged' by Twirry cebsttos, ejaios
by Busby Berkley, sad with Cleon Throckmorton as art director. The production is
controlled by the A. J. Joues Productions.
Inc.,' add la a revamping of "Spice of Life,'*
.

.

:

.

.

•«

1

—

—

—

.

.

<
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opening performance, and the show
is now on what will probably -be a
lengthy run here.

eral

SegaL
There

*

combat.
.l.em Morris
I'haraoter soAKStress
'"Adrienne" as a musical comedy
to The .juvaAii*. .,....,. ........
A! Sexton hiis a very light story with an origLester Bryant has been aloe
connecin
things
inal' touch "here and there and carof
put over a lot
and the
"Hitchy-Koo. T923," as presented rying the hackneyed theme of a hention with the Playhouse
on the first night is not a bad' revue pecked husband. Good music, good
shows that have been housed there —fdr $3 top. It is not the" best thing cast, exceptionally good working
ingenuous
be
He may
this season.
that Raymond Hitchcock has kidded chorus and is. an expensive-looking
in. but it is not the worst thing that production.
enough to capitalize this point.
The, chorus and the staging of the
From' an artistic standpomt the his name has ever been displayed
with,
it is. a good average $3 value numbers axe at least 50 per cent. SelIt
about.
piece is nothing to rave
in these times.
It ca,n long on the dom has there been a better workis
acting
the
and
Is entertaining
first, night and needs pruning, but ing chorus, and* seldom has there
ru rived
there Is enough subject matter t6 been seen better-staged numbers.
capital, hut there is nothing
"moid* rn so-' stand this, and if the elimination* David Bennett was responsible for
at in Ihe discussion- of
effected with any reason what- the lumbers and Edgar Macgregor
are
ilrict."
2ns
physical
clety based on a
will cdnv-y soever the show will, stand a chance directed the staging of the piece.
There is a line which opportunity
of a several weeks' run. If the 1923
no
have
There are three hits in the score
who
to those
Intellectuals, "Koo" has done nothing more it has certain of popularity.
These are
to see it its appeal .*©
bache- developed some 'Vaudeville talent "Live While You're Here." 'Sing
such as old maids, widows,
material In Hickey Brothphilosophers libertines and into reyue
Sing" and "Love Is All." The enlors
and
James
Delroy,
Frankie
ers.
Irene
princiThe
tire score "has lilt and beauty of
women of easy virtue.man
supposed Mile. Marion and Martinez Randall, construction.
pal characters are a
a point dancer*. The Hickey Brothers have
The opening is a departure from
to have brought himself t?
standing
in
certain
had
a
long
the usual musical comedy, the outwhere he is broader than convenHeggte and vaudeville and were: the brightest side of Sing Sing prison at Osslning.
tions. Played by O. P.
Delunit.
spot
Irene
of
the
Shubert
belicked
be
who refuses to
Four
1 girl
ad- roy formerly worked with Tom Bunk prisoners, among whom are
cause she has had an unhappy
Alleji (Billy B. Van), a guest
Patricola. and was also with the
venture, played by Helen flahngun. Shubert unit. Frankie James, who of the state because of his nervous
The line is:
fingers,
have been discharged and
has%een jumping forward rapidly
Jean Trowbridge (Miss Gahagan):
several years, comes into her bid farewell reluctantly to the War"Why don't they tell children ihe for
own
in thia show. Marion and Ran- den. Bunk Allen is awaited outside
L , ; dall
truth?"
dancers extraordinary, and by two former companions, Sid Dar"Uncle Dick" (O. P. Heggle): whileare
they do not have as much to nel and Nora Malone, obviously from
"Because no one lias discovered it.
they
should, they stand out. the lower tier In the social world.
do
as
The surprise element from a the- They have been
in many cafe re- They reveal to Bunk a Job they have
atrical standpoint is that Heggie vues, and recently
oh a tour. of Bala- planned and try to persuade him to
his
would be willing to submerge
ban & Katx's picture theatres. .They join them In its exploitation. At
talent in a role that makes him have been seen
even better ad- first he announces he is going
to
Gahagan,
Miss
of
stage manager
than in this revue, which straight, but succumbs. This lapse
who Is a discovery of William A. vantage
is responsible for the plot.
is the plain fault of the producer
Brady. His forcefulness is felt as Anjy of these vaudeville folks of reThe scene then changes to the
Uncle Dick, and it is possible Miss cent days could step into "The Fol-Loutslde of a country estate of John
Gahagan could not establish her- lies" or "The Music Box/' wi,
«u are
-^TGrey. near New York, and reveals
which
hi*
but
for
favor
high
such
in
self
accepted as standards of this form Darrel regaled as Nadir Sidarah,
aid, but the fact remains he has a
of entertainment in newspaper re- Nora Malone as Nadja, and Bunk
role which would not naturally call
Allen as All Bunjke, supposedly exvues, at least.
on
type
big
in
be
for his name to
Raymond Hitchcock opens from ponents of a theosophlcal cult. Thus
the bills.
the audience, as is his custom, and the plot is launched and the scheme
It Is Miss Gahagan's play. From
after shaking hands with everyone revealed ae set forth to Bunk Allen
the time she appears in the second
he assures them that they are going In his vainly conseientious effort t >
act until the final carta in she holds
to see a poor show. He appears In remain pure.
the centre of interest. She portrays
skits and travesties throughvarious
Why the plotters assume this disa girl of 23, cool poised, just a bit out the play. His best Is a satire guise
is a bit vague, but it develops
hardened but who maintains a
Juliet," which he later that the daughter of the house
''Romeo
and
on
unis
who
and
life
meet
courage to
turns
legitimately
and
then
Theosophist, believing she
opens
rabid
is
a
afraid at all times. It is a splendid
Marion is at least 10,000 years old, and Is
roisterous burlesque.
performance. There is only one Hue Into
special seeking
has
former
baritone,
Green,
a
line
on
a
some
she
which jars, and this is where
musical director for one number, amours In the form of an Indian
says, "To hell with convention!"
Raven," carried In addition to Swami or Yogi, though she is enThe statement is harsh, not in ac- "The
musical director of the show. He gaged to a very nice young man,
cord with the character of the girl the
expects to get a lot out of thoroughly approved of by her
as outlined at other times, and has evidently
this number, but the chances are parents and loved by her after a
no real value.
Is going to be disappointed. fashion.
that
he
This quest makes her the
The play propounds the problem He shines in other song numbers.
easy prey of the Sing Sing gentle©f a model father and mother who
slapstick men and their female companion.
serve
Hickey
Ed
Tom
and
raise a boy, meeting an experience
a sliver platter. Adrienne Grey being the possessor
with a girl at college and a daugh- hokum comedy onspecialties
in one. of a valuable collection of jewels,
They do bits and
ter who slips out at night to meet
working mem- furnishes
hardest
the
They
are
the
for
object
the
a fellow and is willing to yield anybers of the cast. They have no masqueraders.
Their plan Is to
thing he asks.
more hesitation about admitting lure the young lady to the shrine
Ideal home life Is portrayed. The
comedy is bunk than Hitch- and rob her of the jewels.
mother is not held up to ridicule, their has
about condemning the show
"Adrienne," as a summer enterbut is pictured as mothers spending cock
In Its entirety, and they are liked tainment at the Cohan, will prove
their lives looking after the welfare
for their frankness as well as their no mental task.
It is a refreshing
of their families must necessarily
Delroy
Irene
to entertain.
and, after the dialogue is cut conbe.
She regrets the tendency of ability
Frankie siderably closer and a few old gags
in merry fashion.
dances
her husband to envy Uncle Dick,
James has a wealth of personality
not bound by "chains." -Sirs is Jeal- employed to excellent advantage. eliminated, snappy show.
The cast all labored with unfruitous of the admiration her son and
Ruth Urban has the song hit of the ful roles, having to work for every
daughter have for him.
She re- show
in "The Isle of Sweethearts." point.
spects Uncle 'Dick, but she cannot
which should be whistled by most
The cast is excellent. Richard
bring herself to be friend3 with him.
people who see this show.
Suddenly the three actd of the of the and Randall are effective Carle coming back to us as the
likable Daddy and carrying his complay happen in less than tliro hours Marion
dancers and should be given more edy points in the same well -bred.
of
the same night Uncle Diet
the number "Tom-Tom" insidious way, dancing with all his
brings the girl who has been an Im- to do. In
flashes Into view in old grace, possibly a little more.
portant factor in the son's life into Mile. Marion
nudity and registers the Ills song, "King Solomon," is one
picturesque
the home to straighten out things.
The of the comedy hits of the show.
of the show.
item
classiest
It ends with the promise of the
are exceptionally
Billy Van rollicked through th<>
ruined girl having a- now romance dances throughout
the presence of the role of Bunk Allen and made Sing
through
brilliant
with -the uncle.
and Marion and Sing a number he shared with Miss
There la an offer of money made twelve Tiller Girls
who accomplish achieve- Arnold and Mr. Wilson, another hit
to the girl by the young man's Randall,
which have never of the show. The title role was well
father.
It is rejected.
There is an ments in this line
been surpassed »» any revue.
taken by Vivlonne Segal, but the
offer of marriage made by the young
equipment is satis- part did not afford her th«> opporThe
scenic
man, also refused. The play tuns
The tunities of other roles, and one
not elaborate,
but
the. gauntlet of possibilities
with factorypart
of it is drops and drapes, missed the comedy Miss Segal hansuch a theme, and the action, mainly major effective color scheme.
The dles in her own piquant arid dewith
the
along, reaching
talk, rushes
lighting efforts are particularly good. lightful way. She was in fin.* voice
speed limit, but not exceeding it.
IS fair— nothing preThe
wardrobe
.Monday night and made her song,
Miss Gahagan takes the honors tentious.
"Sweetheart of Mystery," rea'Ut
in the playing.
Mr. Heggie gives
It i« said that A. L. Jones. Morris rally beautiful.
it a balancing touch that Is needed.
Green and Joe Leblang are the InMable Ferri as a debbie ingenue
Don nelly
Bdward
And
Frances corporators of this show, and what
w*»s sweat and Unaffected as the
Goodrich Anv* play the parents
they lack In artistry is more than friend of Adrienne fend sang and
somirably. Paul K» Uy, drawn from made up for i»y their .bosh
danced two numbers verj allurBryant's "Up the Ladder" venture
Luop.
acumen.
Sh<- is pretty and vivacious.
ingly:
at, the Shubert Central, plays the
A crook bit by Robert Matua In the
*<iu
MMiUf;i, uniU
Olive Median
Tones
»"
A near riot
rpyne and a ca •»'»».• n guard ip
flrtft
does the daughter very welf.
when the man- the second icl nisde one wish to see
One setting is all and only <-i\ terday (.Tuesda)
players are required.
The venture agement of 'Not bo Fast,": caused him do more
The specialty daneem doing s
hflfs
trotn the
it*;
thrown
to
balloon*
returns
,>oo
be
attractions, finer
1.1
While Vou'n
might be large if the right people roof of the \ o. Hotel, each carry-, number called
could he started going to see it. in« a coupon good for a se«t June Here*' In the beginning of th» first
act started the show off with I bang,
The play Itself is didactic without
4-6 !%i tie- Mor.,s,o theatre, where and the sp.-.-.l w.i- held throughout
reaching a conclusion, suggesting
Dignity the act.
Tins number came too
cowardice on the part of the au- that how mi', be seen,
wis thro, ti to the wind- n the
thor, who may have started someit
lune of the ji.i-.
is lite heal
thlnf he dared not finish.
scr imble foi ihe bm |oons
/ ooj»
1

the Movies" was a failure because
there are not enough picture 'Tins"
of the better class in England. The
Collier skit was condensed after the

•

a Shubert Unit, which has been worked Bunk Allen, alias All Bunjke.. Bill/ B. Van
over during a road tour of one-ntght stands. Grace Clayton
Mabel FerryRobert Starr
covering several weeks. First showing after Thomas
John Grey
Riehard Carle
lay-off and further changes at Garrick. Mrs. John Grey
Jean Kewcomb
Bob' Gordon
Dan Healy
Chicago, May 20. 10C3.
Adrienne Grey
Vivtenne Segal
The author and comic. .Raymond Hitchcock Stephen
Hayes
Harry Fender
»
The singer
Marion Green Shrine Attendant
John Kearney
....Irene Delroy Specialty Dancer*—Carlos £ Inez, May Cory
The heroine........
Kitchen. The Keene Twins, Lou Lockett,
Ruth Urban
The vlUalnesf
Fridkin and Rhoda.
The villain
T.. Maurice Black Lyric Four— Kdlth Kolloway. lyric soprano;
Pauline Miller,
mezzo soprano; Jean
...Frankie James
The vaudevililah
.-.
Young, contralto; Angela Manilla, alto.
The hero..» ..Btis&y. Berkley
Tho comedians'
Ed
and Tom Hickey
mi!. dancers.'.
Jk_.._—
ll«.,.> and
.....4 U....UII
Randall
Marion
The
.

melodies. Fridkin and Rhoda, Mary
Cory Kitchen. Keene Twins, Lou
Lockett, Carlos and Inez, and the
chorus did some splendid and fast
dancing in this. A beautiful quality
of voice and a natural easy method
of singing was shown by Harry
Fender, who, as Stephen, sang sev-

The production was a revelation,
numbers alone and with Miss and there was not a single weak
number of the entire cast. In place
were some very unique of the boudoir scene, which was
lyrics by A. Seymour Brown.
Adapted
from story by Frances Bryant and William lighting effects by Tony Greeshoff.
banned by the censor, there was inStone.
Staged by Cdgar J. MacOregor;
The
men
were very well garbed serted a brilliant bit ot dancing b>
dance numbers staged by David Bennett.
Co.,
Brooks-Mahleu
Dickinson
in
clothes
by
and Culver. Fred Duprez,
Sid I>iirrc!. attas Nad!r ««d*r«h
Charles Cabin Wilton und the furnishings were provided In the William Collier role,. has an
„
Nora Mule*!*,
alias Nadja
Laura Arnold by Nat Lewis.
They were very unsatisfactory part in that his efPrison Guard
John Kearnev smartly and neatly turned out.
forts are confined principally to
First Prisoner....
William Creco
Madam Frances "out-Francesed" "feeding," but a seven or eight
StHjond Prisoner
Mohatoed Haussain
Third Prisoner
Robert Mazuz herself in the creating of Miss Se- minute monolog is being written
Musical, produced by Louis F. Werba.
opening at Cohan's. New York. May 28.
Muale by Albert Von Tflxer; bs»k and

•

•
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1

gowns.
"Adrienne"

and

gal's

looks

like

an

ideal

summer show.

SUNUP

With a Melody,*' because Cochran

.

Pap Todd
Kin my

Weeks

France Bendtsen
Alan Birmingham

Kufe Cagle
Preacher

; . .

Th- Stranger
. .

used

the* former in "Mayfair to
at the Oxford last year.
Joseph Santley and ivy Sawyer
made an excellent impression; Kthelind Terry sang her way iutq favor,
and Solly Ward came in for" a riot of
Owen Meech applause with his song,
"They Call
Anno Elstner
Eugene Lockhart It Dancing."

Bud

Bob.

near fu-

The flat-hunting scene is out
it was used hpre in another
revue.
The "Say It With Music"
number was replaced by "Tell Me
because

The Players Co., Inc.. by arrangement
with Lee Kugel, presents Lula YifllmtT's
three-act play at the Provincetuwn theatre,
on MaedougaJ street, In New York's Greenwich VUlage. Hissed by Henry Stlllman
and Benjamin Kauser. Opened May 23.
Widow cagJe
Luclle ha. Verne

Sheriff

will be Inserted in the

ture.

-.

.Burnslde Babcork
BUiott Cabot
Norman Dale

Directly behind this reviewer one
of those "gabby janes'* was explaining to her female acquaintance in
particular and anybody within generous earshot in general that "the
seats here arc hard and not so comfortubie, but you soon forget that
once the play gets started." Which,
magnanimously, overlooks the poor
ventilation that makes comfortable
reclining far from attractive.
But
the statement "you soon forget that
once the play gets started" holds
true none the less, even were a few
other inconveniences included. Tho
little theatre in the converted Macdougal street stable holds as fine a
collective assortment of acting as
has been dispensed the past season.
Despito the obvious crudities of the
play and Its construction; despite
the painstaking almost strained—
efforts by the authoress to plant the
dialect and local color, with the
characters bordering on monotony
with their repetition of "ah-bleeged"
and "ah rekuns" to stress the Carolina mountain locale despite these
and other shortcomings the play Is
a truly forceful and vivid piece of
work that bespeaks of possibilities
from Miss Vollmer's typewriter and
gives the performing cast ample opportunity to display excellent dra-

—

—

M out mar tre"

The

sensational .success

of

the

evening was registered by Renie
Riano with her "Dumb-.be*l" num-

ber.
She fairly knocked the audience into a frenzy of excUement.
The three Brox Sisters got over
neatly, but suffered by general comparison with the Duncan Sisters,
who are so well known and popiilar
'

here.

Instead of starting the show at ftwhich is the usual custom
op opening nights in order to give
o'clock,

the daily newspaper reviewer.* BAimclent time to write their notices, the '
curtain did not ring up until after
8.30 and fell at 11.3d.
As a consequence the reviews were not %o extended as the Importance -of Ihe production warranted. No curtain en lis
wore permitted, and after two or
three recalls the lights were raised
and the band Immediately played the
!

national anthem, thereby shutting
wild applause.
Not a single member of the cast
can have any legitimate complaint
for the manner in which he (or she)
was welcomed. The restlessness of
the gallery occupants in the rehearsal skit was no reflection on the cast
or the entertainment, and was Immediately remedied after the first

off the

perfomance.

Jolo.

•

BASTOS LE HARDI
Paris,

Kay

15.

Is a pleasure to be able to
matic acting.
chronicle
another
success
for
The time is just before the passing Jacques
Copeau at his Theatre du
of the conscription act whereby all
males between 21-31 mult register Vleux Colombier, for he has not had
many as he deserved thls.season.
for military duty.
Widow Cagle as
and we began to fear this artistic
cannot understand why anybody little home
was on the decline. The
should make Rufe, her son, do any- production
of "Bastos le Hardl."
thing he does not want to, still
four-act satirical comedy by Leon
adhering to the doctrine of her late Regis
Francois de Veynes, has
and
husband, who believed he was a law been
a recompensing closure for the
unto himself and could do anything labors of the Vieux Colombia r
he chose with the corn that he grew. troupe during the past
eight months.
As a result old man Cagle met an
In the imaginary kingdom of Beruntimely death from a revenue govia the rulers are of short dura-

agent's gun.
The story Is spanned through three

—

seasons summer, autumn and winter, with the latter divided into two

The

action

It

tion,

the reigning monarchs prefer-

ring to abdicate after tasting the
political troubles surrounding the

The only permanent

crown.

official

confined to is the Secretary of the Interior, who
Cagle's cabin. really governs, and he Is anxious to
The widow is advised of her son's And a subject of honest, meek and
death on the field of honor, which unambitious character to accept the
makes her the more determined to position of king. He decides to try
shelter the young deserter from a Bastos, a retired tradesman, but this
near-by training camp who has unassuming gentleman declines until
sought refuge in the Cagle cabin. So his wife compels him to accept. He
determined is the old woman that is immediately wheeled off to the
she even would use her rifle to palace to reign, but feels no joy or
win her point. The twist is the ambition in his high position, redisclosure by the friendly sheriff gretting the tranquillity Of his forthat the young deserter Is Zcb Tur- mer modest home. The people hail
ner, Jr., the son of the revenue offi- him as a popular sovereign at first,
cer who killed old man (*ag!e. The but later commence to grumble at
feudist in Widow Cagle changes her his apparent weakness.
protective determination to one of
Bastos would fain resign, like his
capital vengeance, but she is halted predecessors;
however,
Countess
by her sudden hearing of faint music UpsaQe smiles so sweely, transferand the voice of her son talking to ring her attentions from the Secreher.
She is counseled to love her tary of the Interior to the King that
enemy, who is not responsible for he decides to hold on. He imagines
his father's deed, and the old woman Upsale loves him, not knowing she
heeds and assists the* deserter's es- is scheming for a higher position for
cape past the deputies outside so as her husband, and is seised with a
to return voluntarily to camp and lust for power. He becomes an autolight it out honorably.
crat, overthrows the government,
Luclle La Verne as Widow Cagle changes the officials and rules ss a
was superb in her characterisation. true potentate knowing his own
Kuxene Lockhart as thj half-witted mind. The people cheer their strong
Bud did a nice bit of work, and Anne ruler, ignorant of the fact that fhw
FHstner and Alan Birmingham con- wires of the government are pulled
tributed intelligently. But Miss La by a more clever woman, the schemVerne walked awav with all honors. ing Upsale. This lesson in pollticm
Abel
economy, not precisely new, is played
by a troupe deserving all praise.
scenes.

one

set

— the

is

Widow

Kvr*irvi>

FOREIGN REVIEWS

.

LE MASQUE DE JUENESSi:

]

Paris,

May

'-'.

newcomers. Pierre Fournier
and Henry Turpln. are responsible
lor the exaggerated four-act melo-

Two

MUSIC BOX REVUE

London, May 16.
drama billed as a "piece" at the
moment the curtain rose Theatre Albert I. by Iienee Mauget.
Box Revue" at the However, for yovng authors (all nuPalace last night there was no ques- thorH are young until they make a
tion but that the actdieni e was in for name whatever ftaeir age) they have
an entertainment they would like. to a certain measure made good de-

Prom

on the

tti"

.Mush-

intermission the managers and
inoduc its prrsent admitted that, for
the tli--t time, they understood every
voird of the lyrics of the opening

At

«

nirus.

Iftvery thing In the show pleased
imciensely with the exception of th<"
ski; "Nothing but Cuts," due to th«fv That the British public are not
11
imiliar with rehearsals of plays
»•
irf* in A merles
\i">
"sferton of
'

frequent

spit.-

dramatic imperfec-

The plot I-* novel, but imtions
Mmn. JAvergne. at ihe
probable.
age of 50. after the death of h^r
husband* and

brutal
1

uighter,

whom

she

ungrateful

nursed long

md

diligently, has a longing "to
She has fallen passlonstely
love."
In

love with I young man, Andre,
H«
could well be her own son
lontlnued on page '•<

who

1

<

•

PICTURE
.
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Wednesday, May

INDICTED AS PROCURER

ATTRACTIVE ROUND TRIP COST

Henry Kramer

in

Tombs

Without'

30,

1923

MAY BUY

FIRST NATIONAL

Bail

TAKING ACTORS OUT TO COAST

Henry
alias

Kramer,

Goldstein,

ALLEN CANADIAN THEATRES

Freeman,

alias

was

Indicted

May

by tne additional Grand Jury in
New York on a charge of procuring for immoral purposes and Is
held in the Tombs without bail.
22

—

$149 Fare to Lot Angeles and Return Good Until
Oct 31— Over 200 Actor* Will Leave New York
During June for Hollywood

After listening to the-evidence of
Loretta Duffy, Marlon Lawlor of the

—

Properties Comprise 25 Houses Rowland Expresses
Doubt of Deal Going Through No Offers at

—

Receiver's Sale

Chorus Equity and Charles Abrahams, private representative of EuOver 200 actors will leave BroadA group of men representing the
gene Zukor (son of Adolph Zukor),
way during June for Hollywood. A
CHINESE MYSTIFIED
RE-OFFICERED EMERY CO. Allen
Interests were in New York
the jury returned the indictment.
round trip ticket at $149, good unduring the current week carrying
Foreign Pictures no Entertainment
til Oct. 31 and now In effect, seems
When the case comes up for trial Providence Now Controlled by Local on
negotiations
for the transfer of
in China
the major reason for most to make
Managers
the following witnesses will also be
the entire group of Allen theatres in
the journey.
called:
Canada.
The
organization
Minerva
Sterne,
Dave
Manthat
Washington, May 29.
The coast trip is looked upon an
Providence, May 29.
they were doing business with was
(Lillian
Bradley
a vacation by most of the travelers.
agency),
The average Chinaman in China ning
stockholders
the
meeting
of
a
At
the
First
National
which
kept
the
Word from the coast there is a de- doesn't know what the movie j are Louis Hallet and Harry Wylie (asmand for players in pictures is an- even yet; he is mystified and in sistant controller of the Famous of the Emery Amusement Co., held matter a supreme secret.
afternoon,
it
was
here
yesterday
R.
A.
Rowland,
the
general
manother incentive, although those go- many cases terrorized by the films,
disclosed that a syndicate of local ager, stated that there was little
ing out say if they don't pick up a so states Trade Commissioner Hoyt Players).
It was Wylie who had Kramer theatre managers had secured the hope of a deal being consummated.
film engagement, they will not look in a report to the Department of
upon- the visit as a loss, since the Commerce today.
arrested at the Roseland Dance stock of Burton A. Emery, amount- Word received from Canada a few
ing to 38 per cent, of the whole. The days ago was to the effect that when
tourist's ticket permits of stop-overs
According to Mr. Hoyt the un- Palace for impersonating a Famous
purchasers were Max Nathanson, the properties were offered under
along the route.
famillarity of the average Chinese Players director
to Charles Burgess, lessee of the Modern theatre; Archi- the hammer by Receiver General
All accounts from the seat of the to conditions elsewhere in the world,
the
manager,
asking
him
to
procure
Silverman, Charles Silverman Clarkson, there were no bidders for
bald
mighty celluloid agree there is un- and. the wide divergence between
usual liveliness in the picture making Oriental and Occidental methods of eight girls to take to Florida and and Manuel F. 'Williams, owners of the roperty.
make
pictures.
The properties controlled by the
the Capitol and Bijou; Louis Robinmart out that way. To what extent social and business, make movies a
On arraignment April 30 Magis- son, J. Monte Robinson and Isaac Aliens comprised about 25 theatres'
it will favor Eastern players just
puzzle instead of creating amuse- trate Ryttenberg
opined
there
from
was Rose and the National Realty Co.,
one end of Canada to the other
finishing the season in the legit no ment for him.
not sufficient evidence to hold owners of the Strand Theatre build- In which the company held an Inone ventures to state, saying the
Translators of these movies, when Kramer. May
6 Kramer was rear- ing.
terest, the proposition being one
result can only be gauged after the able to grasp the plot
of foreign rested on
the present complaint and
horde reaches filmville.
The newly elected officers are: that was principally floated through
pictures, are unable to convey their
charges.
local capital in each community.
President, Ira Letts; vice-president,
meaning to those, seated out front.
Adolph
Zukor
interested
is
in
seeSullivan Heading Schenck Dept.
Archibald Silverman; secretary and They also held 500 sh: *es in the
The Trade Commissioner states ing Kramer punished
Players
Yj]m
Service,
and
said: treasurer, Alton C-OBmery; assistant Famous
Los Angeles, May 29.
that until movies are made especial"This man claims I brought him
Limited, a distributing organization.
treasurer, Martin J. Toohey; direcC. Gardner Sullivan
has been ly for the Chinese and distinctly
here from Europe. It is ttbsol Uely
Sealed bids were receivable up to
named as the head of the Joseph Oriental in their every phase, the
tors, Alton C. Emery, Burton A.
false.
April 25, but none was forthcoming
I
don't know the man.
I Emery, Martin Toohey, Ira
M. Schenck scenario department, great masses of the people there
L. Letts,
and Receiver Clarkson then offered
am told he did work for us as prop- Archibald
Silverman, Manuel F.
with Willard Mack to act in an will never take them as a form of
the properties under the hammer.
erty toy or something of that kind,
advisory capacity.
Williams and Max Nathanson. The
amusement.
all there were 37 parcels offered,
but even there' he annoyed the
have not heretofore In
including the various perferred and
women folks and was dismissed at latter three
company.
once.

PICTURE ASS'N. WIRE PULLING

It is not the produceis of
motion pictures nor anyone in an
executive position who bring disgrace on the business.
It is the
parasites who hang on to the
fringes of it, such, for instance, as
David Steinberg, who also misrepresented himself as a director,
cashed forged checks and procured
women on that pretense. Steinberg
got from five to seven years for it
and is now in Sing Sing When he
has finished that sentence there are
seven more indictments of the same
nature against him In different
"

(Continued from page

1)

pledges but in cash, with
pledges for a great deal more to
come, for the purpose of carrying
on the work of the organization.
The "Inside baseball" features that
stood oyt at the convention were
really the result of jockeying done
long prior to the conventit.i. The
reason for Kilter and Steffes not
getting together in a cor.mon cause
was that both factions on the outwide of the convention floor accused
the other of double crossing.
however,
double - cross,
The
teamed to have worked out to their
distinct disadvantage, as it may
have worked out to the disadvantage of a number of outside Interests in the field to throw a monkeywrench into the works if possible.
On the inside the Will II. Hays
ciganizntlon was seemingly active.

000, not in

Natural;y,

Haye

personally wanted

to know what was going on on th««
inside. As Steffes had declared for
him he wanted to figure what Rittev
was going to do in the event that
the latter got elected. That might

have been the purpose of the visit
to New York just prior to the convention of Judge Murphy of Detroit
The Judge also later went to
the coast, where he proposed a mass
meeting of the exhibitors of Southern California for the purpose of
addressing them on behalf of Kitter.
The local organization, headed by
Glenn Harper, refused to hear him
on the grounds it would be unfair to
other candidates in the race. Judge
Murphy was to have nominated
Hitter in the convention if that
could have been possible, but the
that theatre owners
rules were
members of the organization would
have to make all the nominating
speeches.

Another piece of activity on the
the

part of

•

Hays

organization

in

with the outsiders as a means of
learning their workings.
For a time, apparently, prior to
the convention
itself
there was
something of an understanding between Michigan and Minnesota, ov
at least the latter faction believed
there was,/for they did not believe
that Ritter would be a candidate
until just a few weeks before the
actual convention. When it became
known Ritter was in the race

certain of the candidates in the field
to slip them the works.
How well he succeeded in his task
was shown In the finish when those
he wan working with failed to get
anyhere at all.
The part* Henry Ford played in
the convention was a funny one in
a sens* and- very serious from another angle. The Ford matter was
really cut and dried as fSr as Michigan was concerned. Whether Ritter knew anything about it or not
is a question, but it ie certain that
some Oi* those, most active In his
campaign did know about it and

were ready to carry

it

through.

A

too much loud talk In one section of the floor where the negotiations were being carried on to swing
one of the candidates spilled the
beans.. As the one who spilled it
stated afterward. "Well it leaked,
and that was unfortunate. It was

little

all

set

and

it

would

have been
a couple
gone the

Louisville Courier, and lately
appointed to replace Ralph Hays in
the Motion Picture Froducers and
Krock
Distributors of America.

v

visited

It
was even fixed farther than
that.
There were those inside of
the Hays organization in New York
that knew about It.
They were

il

ay

we wanted

German dramatic

come

propositions that

to the

First National from time to time
and that while there had been some
meetings between the principals he
did not believe that there was any
opportunity whatsoever of their getting together on a basis that would

*

E. F. Albee.

The Majestic recently reverted to
the Emerys after the Shuberts tried
unsuccessfully to have their fiveyear lease on the property extended.

permit of trading.

Vancouver, B. C, May 29.
Alexander Pantages, who has had
on the Allen*s Vancouver

his eye

theatre for some time, may possibly
have his wish realized in the near,
his
Pantages cancelled
future.
order for a new $30,000 organ for
his older house down town, ii. the
hope of getting the Allen and playing road shows in the old house.
.

COAST FILM NEWS

actress.

it."

with Hays was to walk out and go
over to the Ford campaign headquarter? to become the film man
wi;h ;P*ni and work in conjunction
w th the exhibitor organization
which was to be run for Ford's
benefit.

Somebody blew the Ford works
high into- the air, and the daily
pa peri had to follow a trade paper
(Variety) when the exhibitor's organlzal on head denounced the*Ford
i

It

a

seems
who)<

thai the m. p.
lot

atronger

By

Gas, Oil and Garage
Los Angeles, May 29.
One of these days some motorists
may have the honor to have their
Viola's

EDWARD

KRIEG

G.

x

Barbara La Mair and her husLds Angeles, May 26.
Helene' Chadwick. who recently band, Jack Daugherty, left Los
gas, oil and water served to them
re- Angeles for an extended honeymoon
by none other than Viola Dana. sued the Goldwyn Company towith
She will also make a
in Europe.
them from interfering
The screen star has Just purchased strain
her working with other film com- picture while there.
a public garage In Hollywood.
panies, lost her case, the court upMidnight Rex and Blackball, winholding the validity of the Goldwyn
ners of the American horse diving
contract.

FILM ITEMS

Ora Carewe,

film actress, suffered

severe nervous shock

May

23,

when

a lighting machine exploded at the
Universal City studios. Three men
were severely burned by the accident. Miss Carewe is reported to be
slowly recovering.

With two interests claiming the
right to operate the Stanley, Selinsgrove,
l*a.,
the matter
will
be
brought into the county courts for

4 dement.
I

Charlie Murray, having completed
a series of two-reel comedies in the
Fast, will return to Los Angeles,
stopping off at Indianapolis to attend the automobile races.

waiting for it to come off, and one
of the middle west men associated

an.
Judge Murphy and Joseph
The latter seemingly was] At preseni
Mogler.
m i.iv») organization man mid »i
T O. A, Is
i

boldly

reached but this was denied by
Rowland. He stated it was one^of

many

houses are concerned, with the erception of the Victory, controlled by

and trying

the

O'Reilly.

He

like taking candy
to get foolish girlr to

shares in the houses that
the Allen organization wn ii oiled.
The meetings between the board
of directors of the First National
and the Allen interests held a series
of meetings over a period of more
than ten days past.' Tuesday it was
stated that there might be a possibility that an agreement might be

from a baby
and Theodore Hayes, his fall and have checks cashed with a
good
front and a card representing
campaign manager, stated they had
Mack Sennett Corp.
been double-crossed by the Michi- one to be connected with the moving
Los Angeles, May 29.
picture
industry. He pleaded guilty
gan organization. -That is how the
Mack
Sennett Pictures Corpn.
The
matters stood when the delegates and went up the river, and we hope has filed articles of incorporation
send
to
Kramer
up
there
to
visit
began to arrive in Chicago SaturSacramento
for $225,000.
at
him."
day and Sunday a week ago.
The directors are Alfred Wright,
Then the real Inside began.
Pasadena; Alex McDonald, Henry
Deals were being made all around,
R. Schultheis, J. D. Lachlan and
JANNINGS, MARRYING KID
and at thlg stage the outside interEmil Jannlngs, German stage and Frederick W. Williamson, all of*
ests again crept in. One producerLos Angeles.
theatre owner was very much on screen star, has divorced his third
the job. although not appearing to wife and announced his marriage
so.
One of his hirelings, a trade to Gussy Holl, a Berlin soubrette.
His last wife was Lucie Hoeflich,
paper man, was in conference with

public property inside of
of weeks had the election

not only the exposition Ignored by
the Chicago papers, according to
information relayed back to the exhibitor organization, but the convention as well, and if possible unfavorable mention should be made
regarding the events transpiring *t
the Coliseum would he appreciated.
There were a number of people
used as reference in regard to tii^
s'atus of affairs inside the orpanizalion in the event any one wanted *n
tho«e nanv
he convinced, and
wobert Leiber, a], Steffes, Charles

country.

was

common

The Emery Amuslment Co. owns
the Emery, playing vaudeville and
pictures; the Majestic and Rialto,
playing pictures in Providence, and
the LeRoy (pictures) Pawtucket.
Combining of all of the above Interests In the Emery gives.' the organization virtually the control of
the picture situation in the city as
far as the bigger motion picture

Steffes

Chicago wae the appearance on the
scene of Arthur Krock, formerly on

Chicago papers and wanted

parts of the
stated that it

been connected with the

than
ring

John Currle, colored, Is the newest
acquisition to the picture game.
Currle is 104 years old and was
signed by Goldwyn for an importan,
role in "The Day of Faith."

R

Victor

the convention.

Bar-

desertions, the
near future should round out the
year to come with greatly added
strength.

Muney

going to be needed to
organllf, and organize the M. P.
T. O. A
must, to such an extent
that it will include every Independent exhibitor in the rank
Then it will be in a position to
is

really mean a terrific power in the
genera] welfare of the country and
for th«- general good of all ex
hib tor*.

is

In

Ten Commandments."
"Purple Pride" is the name selected for Norma Talmadge's latest production. It is approximated that the

Ban Francisco to confer with associates on the enlargement of a newincreased' production
studio and

film will cost $1,000,000.

activities.

other check to the audience and the
camera is out. The secret was revealed by Mis* Xazimova herself,
ft is a deep disfiguring scar on* the
right side of her face, sustain' d In
an automobile | accident in which
she fell through the windshield.
Xazimova intended retiring from the
stage and screen if the scar would
not heal, but she recently had her
face made over and the result was
very satisfactory.

Harold Lloyd purchased the historic homeslte of P, N. Benedict.
California pioneer, for a reported
sum of $100,000.
Anna.

Q.

Nilsson,

who

recently

married John M. Gunnerson. wealthy
shoe manufacturer, left for a four*
day honeymoon tour.

William
before

any unforeseen

Fisher, producer,

championship, are the latest celebrities to arrive in Hollywood.
They
are to take an active part in "The

for

the

Collier, Jr.
role

leading

has been past
in

the

The mystery as to why Madame
Xazimova has been turning her

next

Jimmy l.onr P.onr, 50. and I.ulia
Wolf Moc< asms. 49, two Indians who
are at present In T.os Angeles np"Snub" Pollard, comedy
mi i'i- ,m "The Cov« ed \\ egon"
star, accompanied by his wife, re- prolog,
now at i;i:i'iman'« Hollyturned to Los Angeles last week wood Egyptian theatre, obtained
a
Ausstay
months'
In
after a four
marriage license from Deputj Coun*
tralia, visiting his mother.
Prank Borzage production.

Harry

i><

ty

McT>nnald. producer of "Pertrod and Ram," ls> en route to NewYork.
He is taking the negative
and print of the picture.
J. TC.

i

Clerk

«er

Hlggins.

n i>< ane.
Windsor has returned from Hai'.y \F. Walker Warn
rind
Tom J.
This was Miss Wind
Crlxer are to take can of the dlrec*
'lie

that

Claire

New

I'hnm.i

Hal Roach, prominent producer of
Harold Lloyd comedies and other
fun units, announced that lie has retlred from Active work In studio and
In

the

future

flTork.

•

i

fn

metropolis,

•

i

)

«

.ns of

I

he orgnnir.nl Ion.

•

i
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LOOKS LIKE COHEN PROGRAM
ON POST-CONVENTION SURVEY

I

From

Lasky
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TRIES TO ENJOIN USE

BOX HART COMING
BACK TO SCREEN
*

.Vindication Story Brings

Wire

to

OF VALENTINO NAME
Sheik Objects to Jean Acker's
Billing

New York

Los Angeles, May 29.
Hart Is returning: to

Insurgents

Would Like

S.

—Claims

tino"

Return

William

1

Draw Malcon- $300,000 GUARANTEED
Nucleus for New
L0EW AND 50% OF NET

Is

"Valen-

Copyrighted

May

Minneapolis,

to

2J

Rodolph Valentino found the
town well papered with sheets
bearing the name of Mrs. Rodolph

tents of Chicago Together as
the screen almost immediately under contract to Jesse L. Lasky. The
Syracuse Convention Will Tell Story
Utter wired to the Western star to
Valentino in large* type when he
report immediately on the lot when
West Coast Arrangement Gives arrived here last Wednesday.
the story that vindicated him of the
Through his manager he ImmeLoew Circuit Big Return
charges brought against him by
diately took steps to force Jean
Elizabeth MncCauIley, of Boston,
As the dust of the Chicago con- its inception at Cleveland, and betfor California Houses
ter
able
began
to give the fullest measure
Acker and George Sackett, manwhom. It now is alleged, must have vention of the M. P. T. O. A.
ager of the Hennepin-Orpheum to
been mentally unbalanced.
to settle this week the situation re- of protection to the independent
stop using his name In advertising.
When the story vindicating the solved itself into the propostion theatre owner now than at any othLos Angeles. May 2D.
The net result was that William
tar first "broke" Hart went into that the New York insurgent group er time in its history.
The terms under which Marcus
retirement to dodge further noto- was working to draw the malcon"Despite the allusions made by Loew has passed Loew's Warfield, Nash, a local attorney, as well as
State,
Loew's
and
riety.
Francisco,
Jean
Acker received some good
toSan
one publication, in particular to altents of the Cohen organization
After two days he reappeared and gether as the nucleus for a new leged "walkouts" at this convention, this city, both pictures, to the West publicity In the newspapers. Atoperation
for
Co.,
torney Nash called on Miss Acker
issued a statement he was under the organization. From the Cohen side as a result of misunderstandings Coast Theatres
impression the woman was un- the effort was made to have it ap- and dissatisfaction, there was no carry a virtual lease of the two and Mr. Sackett and threatened
balanced.
pear that all convention disputes walkout. This statement was made houses to the West Coast people court action unless the Valentino
Fred Veon is syndicating a series had been reconciled and t he or- very plainly at the sessions of the for 25 years, with the Loew circuit name was removed from all adverof boys' stories by W. S. Hart to ganization stood together.
convention on Fridtiy, illustrating receiving yearly $300,000 guaranteed, tising. They apparently paid lit150 papers starting to release this
Cohen seemed to have the or- that the theatre owners generally besides 50 per cent, of the net prof- tle attention to the attorney's threat
week.
The screen star, although ganization pretty well in hand. want a strong, cohesive organiza- It the houses may earn.
and the appearance of "Mrs. RuPossession passes to the West dolph Valentino" at the Hennepinpreviously approached for the rights Michigan left Chicago still in the tion, and realize that in the Motion
to the stories, would not consent to organization.
Orpheum was heralded in the newsPicture Theatre Owners of America Coast June 2.
release them until vindicatedpaper advertising ail week.
that desire is being fulls' satisfied.
the defeated candidate
Steffes,
It Is the contention of Mr. Nash,
"The Board of Directors and offifrom Minneapolis, gave out a bitASSURED
EXPO
Valentino's local attorney, that the
cers
convened
of
the
organization
his
from
angry statement
terly
INTERNAL TANGLES
name
"Valentino" Is copyrighted
headquarters in the Sherman house, immediately after the adjournment Chicago Showmen Convince Los
and that it really isn't the sheik's
speak for of the convention, and prepared a
Maritime Co. in Court Mismanage- but he did not pretend to
Angeles Chamber of Commerce
name at all, therefore, Jean Acker
division, and his delega- comprehensive plan of action for
state
his
ment Alleged
has no right to use It.
tion was reported to have given as- the year, appointing such commitLos Angeles, May 29.
Winifred Hudnu't, Mrs. Valentino
surances to Cohen that their finan- tees as^gjrill enable this governing
is to hold the MonAngeles
St. Johns. N. B.. May 29.
Los
No. 2, was not aboard the sheik's
parts
body tiWunction best in all
The Maritime Motion Picture Co., cial quota for the current year of the country.
roe Doctrine Centennial and Motion private car when he arrived
here.
furWith studio and head office in Syd- would be paid promptly and as
Picture Exposition after all. Civic
to the
"Leading exhibitors from every pride would have been hurt severe- Rodolpti explained that she was In
ney, N. S., is in the throes of a ther proof of their loyalty
New
York
and
that
Alice
Mason
exhibitor organization the quota for State represented in the convention, ly had the affair been permitted to
disastrous controversy.
would be his dancing partner durMembers of the orgnization have the coming year would be laid down came to the national officers of our
lapse.
ing the local engagement.
organization at the conclusion of
taken disputes to the courts. Sev- in advance.
Ed Carruthers and Charles DufValentino's appearance, at
the
their
pledged
sessions
and
the
fleld, of the World Outdoor Show Kenwood
eral stockholders filed a complaint
Of course, a good deal will deArmory Wednesday night
complete support and cooperation, Enterprises in Chicago, have paid
alleging mismanagement
of
the pend upon what happens when the
attracted approximately 1,800 perthemselves
in readiness at
holding
$50,000 for the contract to take over sons.
company and dictatorship on the delegates from the different proThe admission was $2, with
all times to be of such service to
the exposition and run it along real
part of several of the executives, testing states get home and report
the organization and the cause of show lines. With the affair in ex- war tax. The sheik kept the folks
including President Obergall.
to their committees, who will canwaiting until about 10 o'clock bethe independent exhibitor representThe Maritime Company has pro- vass sentiment among the member- ed through our national body, as perienced hands it should work Into fore he did his turn. Two dancing
something of an attraction for the numbers
duced three pictures, the first, ship, but at this time the survey
and a talk criticising picwas within their power to render.
city.
"Clansmen of the North," renamed looks all in Cohen's favor.
ture producers followed.
II© demoney
considerable
sum
of
"A
The Chicago men finally persuaded voted much
from "Big Timber," and directed by
What Is working In the minds of was pledged In the convention, and
of his talk to doing
tho Chamber of Commerce It had
'John W. Noble, featuring Richard the New York insurgents led by
missionary work for a beauty clay.
made
have
been
pledges
additional
for
the
project
the
best get behind
Tracers. The latest production of Charles O'Reilly is another factor.
This feature of his appearance
by prominent exhibitors and state
community.
the company is "The Sea Riders."
caused considerable comment.
They will hold their convention at and regional organizations through- good of the
the Onandaga hotel, Syracuse. June out the country, assuring the naValentino returned to Minneapolis
19-21. That date was probably set
sufficient
of
organization
tional
JR.'S DEBUT Saturday for a matinee dancing
TO
OPPOSED
$4,000,000 CONSERVATIVE
DOUG
party at the Hotel Raddison assemto glvo time for giving the post- revenue to enable the officers to
Los Angeles. May 29.
L03 Angeles, May 29.
bly room. He did not do so well on
convention line-up a thorough once
Elmer Pearson, general manager over. What O'Reilly finds out be- conduct Its affairs along construcDougias Fairbanks, Sr., doesn't his return, only
40 admissions at
efficient lines during the
tive
and
the Pathe organization, on a tween this and the convention will
like the idea of his son, Douglas,
each being present. After play$2
year.
visit here, states that the company
Jr., going into the picture acting
ing three one-night tsands in Mingovern his course.
"A pleasing circumstance con- profession at thie time, because of nesota
will spend $4,000,000 on a producthe party will cross into
It would surprise nobody If the nected with the convention was the
And while he
tion program, to he followed out
the latter's youth.
Dates at Winnipeg and
Syracuse gathering brought the announcements of several state3 for has been letting his regret be Canada.
during the next year.
insurgents back into the the introduction of the paid busi- known, the determination of his Vancouver and then Seattle. FortYork
New
Xn these days of "$1,000,000 picand
land
other
coast towns follows.
The faction ness managers' plan of action and former wife to place their son on
tures" Mr. Pearson's statement is national organization.
The newspapers were kind to tho
year, but even that an intensive organization prothe screen has brought a statement sheik.
regarded as a most conservative had been out for a
They did not kid him very
"muster gram in these territories has been following the announcement that
one and is being commented upon at that Cohen was able to
much, although some space was defor the adopted and is now being put into
the younger Doug had been signed voted
that if the production plans really a respectable representation
to the fact he is growing
convention.
Chicago
execution.
effect
the
Lasky.
to
Jesse
L.
by
are going to call for $4,000,000 most
bald.
The only point on which the or"The Motion Picture Theatre that he would do all possible withOf the organizations here would
have sent word forth that $40,000,000 ganization missed a clean sweep Owners of America, having passed in his power for the boy.
was the proposition of exhibitor through various lines of difficulties
The contract for the younger
was to be spent.
CLUNE CHANGING TRADE
distribution. That was not touched associated with its three years of Doug was practically closed in New
Los Angeles, May 29.
upon on the floor and from the life and weathered successfully York a little more than two weeks
W. H. Clune, a veteran producer
SWEDISH FAVORITES HERE post-convention expressions at na- every crisis, is now reaching a point ago between Lasky and William and
exhibitor
of pictures is retiring
tional headquarters it will be- left in our Industry where it Is on sub- Elliott.
Lasky completed the de- from the field. He has
Los Angeles, May 29.
disposed of
The lure of Hollywood has ex- In abeyance for the present, any- stantial ground, capable of afford- tails of the contract on his arrival his lease of Clune's, on Broadway,
office, which
distribution
The
how.
ing the most complete kind of pro- here.
pended far into the old world. The
to R. H. Lund, a theatre manager
latest Is an Invasion by a number really carries on the function of a tection to the independent theatre
from the northwest.
of Swedish beauties, two of whom, promotion establishment under W. owner, and we will advance and
Clune is going to devote his time
ON SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITION In the future
Bosta Ekman and Edith Erastoff, A. True of Hartford, Conn., remains develop It along these lines for the
to a film printing
•ail for America from Stockholm In existence, but It becomes ap- advantage of every section of our
Los Angeles. May 29.
laboratory here which he controls.
June 4. They are coming to this parent that no aggressive undertak- great Industry."
William F. Adler, scientist and
Frank Rembusch, of Indiana, also explorer, Is going to India snd Palfeountry under contract to appear ing will be tried Just now.
The Illinois division, thoroughly seemed to be In the mood for start- estine to make a historical snd edBALZAC'S DESCENDANT
bn the screen here.
Cohen, held a whoop hurrah session ing something. He wrote a three- ucational picture. He has recently
Los Angeles, May 29.
the
convenweeks
before
several
page letter to Ritter, of Detroit, and returned from Dutch New Guinea
Mile. Jean Balzac, great-grandtion and gave the distribution a Steffes, the defeated candidates, set- with a film showing the habits of daughter of the
TUIXY NOT INTOXICATED
famous author,
preliminary boom, but when ex- ting forth a general attack on the cannibals inhabiting that sec- may succumb to the lure of the
Los Angeles, May 29.
Richard Walton Tully, arrested hibitor sentiment was examined and Cohen aid his policies, particularly tion of the world. It Is now to be films.
a week ago after having been in an the state leaders gave expression to the distribution scheme, and sug- released.
Achievement Films, Inc., has mad*
automobile collision while he was what was In the minds of their gesting a meeting In Chicago about
Adler was reported a* missing an offer for her to come to Los
Maybe Rem- early In the year after being away Angeles to supervise the production
driving his car, was discharged constitutents It seemed best to let the middle of June.
through the arresting officer's fail- it go for a while, particularly since busch would like to cooperate with many months.
of
her
life,
great-grandfather's
ure to prove the charge of driving there were several contests on for the New York insurgents. Or perwhich it Is to place Into production
while intoxicated, brought against the presidency, and until the politi- haps he just happened to hit on the
within a short time.
the author when he was taken into cal jam that always accompanies a same idea of tactics. No action on PENN. CHAIN, LOCAL AND
Harrisburg. Pa.. May 29.
national gathering had been settled the Rembusch appears likely at this
custody.
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BARTLETT TO RESIGN
Loi Angeles.

May

29.

Randolph

IJartlett has added his
to the list of recent resignations from the Jesse L. Lasky organization at the studios here.

name

Bartlett was the managing editor
of the scenario department, and had
been with the organisation here for
several years.

USUAL BUNK
Los Angeles, May 29.
J. Francis Ford is off on a cruise
Of the Pacific to hunt for and explore an alleged lost continent.
If
he doesn't find it he won't explore
it

Local papers ire spreading themit sounds lilc^ the usual
itfunt
bunk.

selves, but

proHS

it seemed wise not to inject any new
complications into the situation.
Cohen's own statement Is that the
distribution idea will be left alone
until the system can offer not less
than six important features in a
group. He declares at least three
well known producers stand ready to
contract to deliver from six to eighteen pictures a year. Cohen Is not
less keen for the distribution scheme
than he has been right along, for
that is understood to be tho proposi-

tion into which lie would !il;o to
Mtep when he relinquishes the national presidency.

The following statement was
givon out at National headquarters
in Now York Tuesday afternoon:
"Tho conclusion of the big convention of tho Motion Picture The>
atre Owners of America in Chi<
finds tho organization in tho b"Ht
position that it has occupied since
I

|

purpose

TEXAS TAX BELL REPORTED
Austin, Tex.,

May

29.

The House Committee on revenue
and taxation has favorably reported
bill by Mr. Baldwin, levying an
occupation tax on picture and other

the

theatres,
established
regularly
op^ra house, airdromes and Other
The tax is
places of a musenvnts.
graduated accordin Rto population
ill towns of over 1,000 the proposed
u.
on. with
nft u.'.:>.
>>
ix is $r>
m tximum of $100 annually.
.

t

1

HEARINGS ON JUNE

11

The Federal Trade Commission,
on the investigation of the Famous
ind other defendants, id
Player
journed the hearings in New fork
Monday until June It, In '>»•* namoily.

MASHER STARTS RIOT

An amusement company whose

time.

a chain of
picture theatres around this city
was incorporated last week. Paul
R. Sunderland and Frank Moes-hlln
of Sunbury are the Incorporators.
is

Chicago,

to establish

The company will be known as the covered
Susquehanna Amusement Co.

Hawkins Arrested with

Woman

lx)s Angeles, May -9.
p. J. Hawkins, film man, was trrested! in a rooming house at Long
|:...i. W
w;lh i woinon not his BtiCfi
..i't
eh i led on h.ul <>( $.><>'».
i

i

Producing Feature from New Song
Los Angeles May 29.
Kd Sedgwick, dlrecl >r f-»r Cniver»o produce a feature btiill
is
ial,
In-'
round a n^w
l

•

Rem

>mber,"

Henry Cohen

v>

rltten

:

i»

i

29.

the audience.

in

Film Making
Los Angeles, May If.
Frederick arrived here
week god after a brief
Sho is unis to leave f<»r London.
der contract to appear In sev v r
•vi
productions lh.it are to he
made abroad by th^ Sterling Pi >Pauline

F. J.

May

A squad of police had to qu»ll
the mob-like spirit developing in
the patrons of the Orpheum, pictures, when a 'masher" was disFrederick

Pauline
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Returning
vaudeville

to

Coast

engagement

by Ruth Roland, Mi**
N'-w Y >rk D or ttion

the coast
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CAPITAL CITY 0PP0SISH

STANTON WILL KEEP GOING

IS

WITH "ENEMIES OF WOMEN"

—

Last

—

Week
BUFFALO HOT

encountered this season struck Buf-

came with the
surprisingly good business turned
in by "The Ne'er-Do-Well," which
will
now complete three weeks,
whereas two were generally considered the limit. "Enemies of Women" will open June 11 and is figured for three weeks also, anything
over that being in the nature of a
first

surprise

gratifying surprise. Nor is it entirely unlikely that there may be a
successor to the Barrymore picture
if business holds up all along the
line as it has done so far, and If
there are more available big specials of this caliber.
Business almost all along the line
was good last week, the fine weather, clear and not too warm, being
held responsible for the big grosses.
It is freely commented on that this
is the best spring the film houses
have had here sinco the big days of
five years or so ago.
The Stanley registered a sharp
falling off over the gross of the
preceding week, but this was nothing of a surprise, as the latter had
heen phenomenal and easily the
"The
test of the last six months.
Hustle of Silk" proved no such
drawing card as "Safety Last," but,
with the help of some fine musical
features, including Thaddeus Rich
of the Philadelphia Orchestra, a
"Home Sweet Home" novelty and
other vocal numbers, business held
up close to normal, being especially
good at matinees.
"The Ne'er-Do-Well," as previously mentioned, held up splendidly, reversing the case of "Bella
ljonna' by picking up business as
it
went along instead of steadily
fulling.
It did this with only moderately good notices, and, while it
will not equal the big money weeks
the Stanton has had this season
(including "Robin Hood" and "Manslaughter" and "Monte Cristo'), it
is virtually sure of three profitable
weeks unless a sudden spell of hot
weather sends the crowds out of
doors.
The Aldine did not show the expected recovery with Mabel Nor-

land's
picture

"Suzanna."

latest,

was

expected,

to

This

get

the

rowds coming to this house again,
and possibly warrant a second
«

week, but it did nothing of the kind.
While not the lowest gross the
/Udine has showed of late, neither
was it a good one, tho matinees
being often pitiful.
The feature
won some laudatory notices, too,
hetter, on a whole, than did "Molly O," shown at the same house about
eipht months or a year ago, and
which did a fine business for a brief
run.
One answer may have been
that "Suzanna" was not exploited
and ballyhooed the way "Molly-O"
was.
The Karlton had a good week
with "The Tiger's Claw," although
this Jack Holt picture did not develop any great building power,
thawing, presumably, on its name
with one class of people. It might
have done bigger business in an
Hla*t Market street house, but even
at that its gross was bigger than
this house has been averaging this
spring, except for the fine business
of "Down to tho Sea in Ships" in
its three-week stay. •
Splendid business was registered
at the Palace, where Gloria Swan«on's "Prodigal Daughters" had its
second local showing, and at the
Victoria, where "Adam's Rib' had
its second run.
The Swanson film,
panned by tho press during its first
showing at tho Stanley, has been a
»»ig
money-getter,
and "Adam's
Rib," which did equally big business at the Stanton after reviewers' slams, coined more money at
this popular- priced "drop-in" house.
Both Palace and Victoria had exceptionally big weeks.
This week's programs promise
mere good business if the weather
Only two of the
holds as it Is.
four bigger downtown houses have
p:«kv pictures, those two being the
S'anley with "The Famous Mrs.
ran" and the Aldine with Dorothy
ml ton in "Fogbound." The Stanton has "The Ne'er-Do-Well" and
the Karlton has "Safety Last" with
Harold Lloyd. This last named Mad
the best
Monday business, the
Stanley being way under normal
despite tho fart that "The Famous
Mrs. Fair" played two very bu<
I

i

engagements here.
The Stanton And tho Aldine

(hi

•isucd the

\\

<

«

k

poorly;

t,n

•

j

PICTURE MEN AT CONVENTION

SAW

falo.
The net result was a loss to
the majority of
the downtown
houses, with the Lafayette, featuring Ciccolini and Roger Imhofff,

probably hardest hit.
The Hip probably got the best
break for the week-end by reason
of an extraordinary double feature
bill.
The Eddie Foys at Loew's
drew well and were well liked, but
the heat wave was too much for
the house, which, like most of the
others, was forced
the inevitable.

Two

to

succumb

to

— "Safety First" Especi—Chicago Theatre Did

sylvania avenue, with its brilliant
lights and the radio broadcasting
concerts from instruments on each
of the specially planted poles.
The film business last week was a
survival of the fittest, the surprise
being the manner in which Jack
Pickford built up from a poor beginning to a strong finish. Could the
attendance have been more regular
and on a par with the last of the
week the picture would have undoubtedly reached the usual gross of
the house.
"Rustle of Silk," at the Rialto,
seemingly headed the house for the
week.
This house, with its vast
floor space, has always been a hard
place to estimate. From the outset

business looked as if it would surely
reach $12,000. This figure came close
to being realized, as the picture is
being held for a second week, a
rarity with this house.
Estimates for last week:
Moore's Rialto (Seats 1.9,00; 50c.
nights). Betty Compson, ^Astle of

Among Them

Specials

ally

Exhibited for Visitors

$48,000 Convention

Week
,

BALTIMORE'S FAIR WEEK
Good

Spots Only

in

— Extra

Attrac-

tions

Baltimore,

Last week was good

May

in spots,

29.

with

the twice daily "Birth of a Nation"
falling off from the previous week,
but with the downtown houses enjoying good business all around.

"Robin Hood," which had already
played three weeks at the New theatre at 50-75, moved up to the Parkway at 25-44, and did excellent business on the week. The New, instead
of playing a special release, used
"The Tiger's Claw,'* Jack Holt-

Paframount release, and got good
patronage at 50c. In addition, Vera
Jachles, a Russian pianiste. played
after making her Baltimore debut
at the Parkway, and got laudatory
reviews.

At the Century Charles Ray in
'The Girl I Loved" and a condensation of "The Mikado" drew good
crowds. The film got good reviews.
but the cash customers didn't seem
as pleased as they might have been.
"The Mikado," however, as presented
by J. Humbird Duffy, Alice Mackenzie and their associates, drew
many people. This week "H. M. S.
Pinafore" and Bettv Compson in
"The Rustle of Silk" started well.
At the Rivoli Norma Talmadge
packed the house, while Eileen Van

Last week's estimates:
Hip— "The Pilgrim" and "Prodigal
Daughters" (Capacity, 2,400; scale, Silk" (Paramount). About jTz.000.35Loew's Columbia (Seats 1,200;
nights, 35-50).
Sized up as real
double feature feast. Chaplin film 50c. nights). Jack Pickford in "Garsplendidly augmented by the Swan- rison's Finish." Built up gross from
son feature, both pictures coming in poor beginning to about $10,000.
Loew's Palace (Seats 2,500; 35- 50c.
for wealth of excellent newspaper
and fan comment. House started nights). Viola Dana in "Noise in
Newboro"
(Metro). Star well liked,
like whirlwind Sunday and held up
well during the first of the week, though gross below average, hitting Biene
continued as the soloist.
but dropped during last half. Be- about $9,000 on the week.
Crandall's Metropolitan (Seats 1,- "Within the Law" was the film. It
tween $14,000 and $15,000.
drew good reviews and so well did
Loew's Eddie Foy and Family, 700; 35-50 nights). Harold Lloyd in it draw
it was held over for second
vaudeville and "The Leopardess," "Safety Last." Started off with big
week.
film (Capacity. 3,400; scale, nights. Sunday for second week, but graduThe Parkway, with 'Robin Hood"
30-50).
The Foys ran way ahead ally drifted downward until gross after
it had run downtown a few
on this bill. The family was well only reached possible $8,500.
weeks ago, got away to good busiliked.
The Brady feature failed to
ness.
"Brass" this week.
get much.
Business dropped sudEstimates for last week:
denly after Wednesday here also, for
OUTDOORS STRONG
Century (Capacity, 3.500; scale.
about $11,000 on the week.
25-50-75). With Chas. Ray picture
Lafayette— Ciccolini, vaudeville Kansas City Houses Felt Open Air and "Mikado."
Round $15,000. exand "Scars of Jealousy." (Capacity,
Competition Last Week
ceptionally good business.
3,400; scale,

—

—

One

nights, 35-55).

of

strongest house has offered in many
week, with salary and film items

amounting well above average cost.
Show ran fairly well to midweek,
but Rank after Wednesday, with a
tidy loss and probablv chalked up
before Saturday.

Estimated under

$10,000.

—

Rivoli
(Capacity,
scale,
2.000;
Kansas City, May 29.
25-50-75). Norma Talmadge. "WithGood business for the Sunday in the Law."
Miss Van Biene extra.
opening*, flattening out during the
Enjoyed tip- top crackerjack busimiddle of the week and building
back somewhat Friday and Satur- ness.
New (Capacity, 1,800: scale, 25day, just about covers the picture
Program picture, "The Tiger's
situation here last week. The open- 50.)
ing of the parks and the home ball Claw," this house got about $8,000,
team performing on the local lot fair business on week.
New Lyceum (Capacity, 1.600:
also had something to do with the
fall-down at the film houses, as did scale, 25-50-75). "Birth of a Nation'"
fell
down here and went to about
the several rainy nights when the
downtown district was practically $3,000, second week. First week's
deserted. "With all of these things business good, however. "Way Down
to be considered, the managers are East" now playing.
Parkway (Capacity, 1.200; scale.
optimistic enough to be satisfied
With "Robin Hood" this
with what they did get, which was 25-44.)
house
went up past average and got
not so much.
The Newman interests played up $5,000 on week.
two First Nationals, "Within the
Law"'
and Scars of Jealousy,"
coupling the latter with Keaton's Pusher" reel and added feature, gave
"Day Dreams" as opposition to the good value to tnose shopping for
Liberty, which featured "Poor Men's quantity.
Barbara LaMarr topped
Wives" and gave it some extensive the list of names In feature. Unpublicity, but most of it was wasted favorable weather cut receipts to
energy.
about $5,000.
Last week's estimates:
Street
"The Snow
Twelfth
Newman "Within tho Law" Bride" (Paramount). (Seats 1,100;
(First
National).
(Seats
Christie comedy and reel of
1,980; 30.)
scale,
50-75.)
Norma Talmadge "Fighting Blood" provided all kinds
starred.
Comedy and news reels, of entertainment for 30-centers.
together with the Coon- Sanders Alice Brady in lead. Business not
Novelty orchestra, male quartet and so good, about $1,100.
regulation houso orchestra made
Royal "The Scars of Jealousy"
another of the Newman's surprising (First National).
(Seats 890; 35bills.
In addition to all this the 50.)
Frank Keenan; also "Day
Sunday "Discovery concert" of 10 Dreams," Keaton comedy. Close to
selected acts of amateur vaudeville, $5,500.
given without extra charge. Around
Opposition
first
runs at the
$12,000.
vaudeville houses: "Hearts Aflame,"
Liberty— 'Poor
Men's
"Wives" Newman: "Crossed Wires," Globe;
(seats 1,000; scale, 35-50). "Leaxher "Lost and Found,'' Pantages.

—

—

apparent reason
ing temperature.

is

the rapidly ris-

The Karlton gave

indications

of hitting close to the
house record with "Safety Last."
This Lloyd picture will also be
shown at the Victoria next week.
An added feature at the Karlton is
a short film called "A Grim Fairy
Tale," with young Craig Biddle, the
local society man, who just broke
into the pictures.
It is being extensively advertised.
The Stanley, as added features,
has the Quaker City Quartet, in
musical selections, and Jack Greis-

mer.

a much-advertised local

boy

orator.

Next

week's attraction at the
Stanley will be Richard Barthelmess
in "The Bright Shawl," with "Within
the Law" and "You Can't Fool Your

Wife" to follow.
"The Exciters"
will bo -the
Aldine feature, and
"Sixty Cents an Hour" at the Karlton.

Estimates of

last

Stanley— The

week:

Rustle

of

(Paramount).

Silk"

Feature liked by
critics, but did not prove much of
drawing card except amonc women
at matinee performances. Big musical features helped bring gross up
to around $23,500, trifle under normal. This week started poorly with
"The Famous Mrs. Fair," but is expected to pick up quickly. (Capacity, 4,000;

—

—

INSIDE STUFF

scale, 60-75, evenings.)

Meighan

feature

will

Aldine- "Suzanna"
<Fir«t
NaNowhere near draw of
Molly-O," stars last picture shown
hero about eight months ago, altional).

though critics kind. Difference In
exploitation given ;ih reason. House
in had way, the attendance ,.f dav
pacity,

About

$4,500.

(Ca-

scale, GO straight)

1,500;

"The Tiger's Claw" (Paramount).
This Jack Holt picture attracted
bigger business first part of w< ck
than ).i> t. Name may have accounted for soni" trade of curious folk.
House seems te have funk back
after big business of "Down to the
Sen In Ships." hut is expected to recovei with "Safety Last" th.* week.
*•'

i

oo

c

i.

•

ity,

ON PICTUBES

be

kept in for three weeks. 'Enemies
of Women" to follow, also about
three
weeks.
(Capacity,
J, 700;
scale, 50-75. evenings.)

lime negligible.

—

—

Stanton— "The Ne'er - Do - Well"
(Paramount). Better than first expected, showing definite
building
power last week. Unless sudden
collapse

OF PICTURES

CHI'S LIST

Week

Washington, D. C, May 29.
The advent of the Shriners hasn't
helped business as yet, but, on the
contrary, to a certain degree their
coming has cut into the gross Of the
several picture houses. There is so
much on the outside to attract that
Heat Washington's center of amusement
during the past week, and possibly
for the coming weeks, will be Penn-

Philadelphia, May 29.
The surprise feature In film* circles here this week is the announce- Week's
End Walloped by
ment that "Enemies of Women is to
Wave
follow "The Ne'er-Do -Well" at the
Stanton. It was previously figured
Buffalo, May 29.
this house would close after a couBusiness which started strong at
ple of weeks of the Meighan pichouse last week
ture, following: its policy of last a local picture
season, when it was the only one dropped like a plummet Wednesday,
of the bigger downtown Stanley film when the warmest heat
wave yet
nouses to shut up for the summer

The

1929

"Rustle of Silk" Led

Unexpected Booking in Philadelphia "Ne'er Do
Well" Doing Well Business Generally Good

months.

30,

PENN. AVENUE

"Garrison's Finish" Built Uo

.

Last

Wednesday, May

i.ioo; &oc. scale.)

The Eastern

picture producers apparently go 'blithely

onward unaware

of the gyp* they are tip against and tho waste they endure, despite
efficiency experts and other methods adopted to check the wastage.
Cne of tne worst instances of a picture producer being gypped ami

which

nifly in part explain why picture production is so expensive is
that of a New York agent who Signed an actor for 52 weeks at
$2.0 00
a week after the actor was agreeable to Accepting 30 weeks at
11,000
weekly for his services.

Jt> a J.implo Instance, but above the usual amount extorted
by this
ng-M< y that i* »<<f»d for
ing up a< tors under "publicity
contracts" that don't mean a thing legally and don't bind either party to
them,
The actor In Question had first mentioned $1,200 as his picture salary.
later informed the agent who got to him he would take
$1 030 a
iv.. k II certain of 30 weeks' work during
the year. The agent thereupon

-rnrrtirtrhTr

»

•

Offered to guarantee him 30 weeks at $1,000. which he
did later seiiinr
the actor to a producer in New York City at
$2,000 weekly to first work
a .oaf t-made film.
There appears to be an unknown point in the discussion about this
I Continued on pa*;e 22)

m

Chicago, May 2fr
contributed toward
making last week a big one for the
picture
theatres— the closing e*
legitimate theatres in the loop die*
trict and the presence in Chicago of;
many picture theatre managers,
here for the M. T. P. O. A. convention.
The dark houses in the
center of the city drove patronage
to the film theatres and every loop
picture house made an appeal for
business from visiting exhibitors by
slides and other means.
McVicker'a held over its "jass
week" program for a second week
with a single change— Ethel Simmons was substituted for Babe
Payne as a singer of jazz melodies.
The wisdom of the decision was
shown in a gross only a little over
$500 under the first week.
The
"jazz" thing was something new for
most of the visiting exhibitors. It
won enthusiastic praise.
The Chicago theatre had a notable
week through offering Belaseo's
The Girl of the Golden West" end
Tom Brown on the stage. There

Two

things

was an atmospheric

prolog, but It

did not materially increase the entertaining value of the show. The
Belasco picture was widely advertised and gave excellent satisfaction.
"Enemies of Women" does not
seem to have tested its welcome
by any means at the Roosevelt. Its
fifth week was up to the average
second week of features at that theatre. The photoplay carries a strong
appeal and people who see it come
out boosters while the extensive advertising of the Hearst papers i*
still felt.

"The

Wagon"

Covered

Woods picked up
and

after

the

at

its first

week

doing very well. Famous has
extended its lease
until
Sept. 8.
There has been a very extensive
billboard and lithographing campaign for this picture. It is agreed
by film authorities that if the title
had not already served for a great
is

winner this film might well have
been called "The
Birth
of ft
Country."
"Hunting Big Game in Africa" at
the Randolph continues to prosper
although last week evidenced a
slight decline over previous weeks'
gross takings.
Estimates for last week:

in the

Chicago— "The Girl of the Golden
West" (First National).
Seats,
Between $47,000

4,200; nights, 55c.
and $18,000.

—

McVicker's
"Fog-Bound," with
Dorothy Dalton (Paramount). Jazz
week program. About $32,600.
Roosevelt— "Enemies of Women^
(Cosmopolitan). Pleased business
excess of $18,000.

— "Hunting

Randolph

Big

in*

Gamo"

(Universal).
Sixth and last wee*.
less than
before but still
topped $7,000.

Little

Woods

— "The

Covered Wagon*'

(Paramount). Around $13,000, more*
than first week although recent
weeks have passed this total.

The

visiting

exhibitors

had

a

chance to see "Safety Last" at the
Harris Thursday night, starting
after the regular performance, and
the
event was advertised
with
Donald Brian, who in playing at the
Harris in "Rolling Home" as host.
Harry Henoek has leased Orchestra
Hall and opened this feature there
Monday for a run. expected to continue 18 weeks. It is said Henoek is
confident Chicago will pay more
than $100,000 to see this film and
has outlined expenditures on this
basis.
The seven reel special Is at

—

regular picture prices 55 cents.
The Chicago has "Brass" this week
with
Walter
Vaughan's
Banjo
Artists as the presentation feature.
McVicker'a has Francis X. Bushman
and Peverly Bayne in person and on
the screen in "Modern Marriage/'
with "A Breath of Egypt" as the"
feature
stage presentation.
The
'nstle has James Oliver Curwood'*
"Jncquelin" or "Biasing Barriers"
for its premier showing n Chicago.
The Tivoli has "The Girl of the

Golden West" and

Tom Brown and

Brown Pros. The Riviera has "The
Girl of the Golden West."
The
Stratford. WoodlaWn and Senate
offer 'You Can't Fool Your Wife"
and the Orphcum has "Souls for
Sale" recently
at Chicago.

mm
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VERY ORDINARY BUSINESS
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Comic Opera

WEE
'

—

Weather Too Nice, Perhaps Capitol Topped at
$38,000— Griffth's New One Did $8,000 at Production House Strand Went to $28,650

—

SI

AL SWEET'S SINGING BAND

new during

Vocal and Instrumental
20 Mine.; Full Stage;
Dittman-Lindo Theatre,

itors.

28 Mins.; (Special Settings)
Century, Baltimore
Baltimore, May 19.
Here is the fourth in the comic
opera series now being presented at
the Century. In many ways it ranks
as the most successful of all.
J. Humbird Duffy, an admirable
tenor,
and Alice Mackenzie, an
equally capable soprano, are the
leading members of the troupe,
which is presenting the weekly condensations of the
comic opera
classics. Duffy Is handling most of
the work, being an experienced man
in this line of work.
Their plan in Baltimore has been
to condense the works so as to

gagement

omit

overture;

Freeport,

The

Music;

For a long time Crawford has
emphasized the connection of the
words and music of songs by his

III.

Freeport, 111., May 29.
"presentation" attempt-

first

ed by the Dittman-Lindo, finest theatre of Freeport, was Al Sweet and
his Singing Band. The house plays
vaudeville on Sundays, booked by
the W. V. M. A., but put in this organization by way of testing a new
policy, popular in the mid -west. Al
Sweet played six days. The program for the "last half" of the en-

dialogue,

all

to

print

the

was:

(1)

"My

(2)

synposis on the programs and to
sing only the necessary airs in the

—

der

The Rivoli has "The Soul of the
Beast," an Ince- Metro release that
pull an ordinary week's business,
while at the Hialto "Enemies of
Women" was held over for the second week on Broadway, getting
around $23,000.
Last week's estimates:

— 'Masters

Cameo

of

Men"

In

with something like $8,000.
Rialto

—

"Enemies

(Cosmopolitan).

For

55-85-99.

Broadway
$23,000.

at

of

Seats, 1,960; scale,
its second week on
popular prices got

—

'Soul
the
Rivoli
of
Beast"
(Metro-Ince).
Seats, 2,200; scale,
Did not seem to set street
afire,
although decidedly pleasing
entertainment. Around $17,000.

Strand
(First

Girl of the Golden West"
—
National).
Scats,
2,900;

scale, 35-50-85.
This,
lieved, was going to

it

was

be-

be knockout.
wasn't and did not do everything
expected of it at box office. Finished with gross of $28,650.

:

PRESENTATIONS

^\

(Extra attractions in picture theatres, when not
pictures, will be carried and described in this depart'
ment for the general information of the trade.)

14 Mint.; Full Stage;
(Special Set)

Chicago Theatre, Chicago
Chicago, May 29.
This is the nearest an "atmospheric" prologue that has been presented in Chicago for some time;
it is in line with the title of the
setting is a barroom at
a wild-west point with dance hall
off at one side and stairway leading to rooms above. Seventeen men
are boisterous at the bar at the
Four take
curtain.
rise of the
places at a card table. One woman
•its at another table and kids with
some men. Another woman, quiet

The

and unassuming, slowly climbs the
stairs.

A

voice is heard singing "Home,
Sweet Home" in the dance halls and
the talk that has been going on Is
Two gruff old
Instantly quieted.
<hap» are impressed and determine
to leave the golden west for their
homes and families. A sort of

The treatment was a
and a huge

From the Golden W^st," whi< h
bring* the prolog to a close. ,oop.

rain-

butterfly.

Later In the bill the stereopticon
again was "used, for the projection
of four huge pillars on the curtains,
as a set for the soloist.
It was

most effective.
Frances Brown
was the soloist with "Giannina
Mia" and getting the number over
effectively.

SASCHA JACOBSEN
Violinist

8 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set)
Missouri, St. Louis
St. Louis, May 29.

Sascha Jacobsen gained much of
fame when he appeared in

his first

New York at the now celebrated
War Thrift concert given at the
Metropolitan March 12, 1918.
The Missouri management spared
neither pains nor expense in dressing the stage a drawing room set
that charmed and helped in no
small measure In sending Jacobsen
over a winner. Charles Dahl designed the set and to him is due

—

Overture

the audience will underJarobsen's most
difficult
number went "sailing" over their
Rossheads unappreciated.
in

stand.

VIRGINIA JOHNSON

5 Mins.
Can- eo.

New York
DcRoea, manager at the Cameo,
New York, has worked out an inexpensive novelty that might appeal
'o those running email capacity de
J

luxe houses.
It is the simple expedient ©f adopting the old etereoptuon for the purpose of Hashing a
nov*lty on the house drapes while
the orchestra plays the overture.
In
"The Gems of Yesterday"
selection used this week two of the
•••B

one

—

"GEMS OF YESTERDAY"

"I

Am

Kainbows" and

Always Cha«"J'oor

Huttcr-

the

organ,

but

pale blue letters and
light
brightly as the organ plays

music

this
in

up
the

fitted.

The making of the slides is an
Innovation for which some one deserves credit.
Scenes along brooks and In cities
are shown with half the slide set
aside for the words which can be
read easily, but which become the
center of attention as they light
up. The timing of this lighting to
the music is synchronization which
many picture houses cannot duplicate, but the number is an Ideal
for them.
The song is pretty and
suits itself to springtime.
Loop.

and

is

way

Miss

put on is good
through.
Mr.

c

Jioss.

a

full-size view of him he begins
bangin' away and continues to do
so until close.
Bailey doesn't stall for applause;'
he works fast, stopping long enough

Mackenzie

JE88E CRAWFORD AT ORGAN
"Beside a Babbling Brook"
4 Mins; Pit
Chicago Theatre, Chicago

between numbers to change ham-

Chicago, May 29.
Jesse Crawford sprung something

mers, etc. He was well received by
the Central "fans."
Ron.

this

week play Ralph Rackstraw and
Josephine, while Leo De Heirapolis
is
the captain Corcoran, Francis
Tyler is the Dick Deadeye and
Phoebe Karns, Little Buttercup.
The entire presentation is played
each week before especially constructed settings, and the proposition, with a chorus of about' 16
backing up the principals, runs into
money,
probably
costing
$2,000
weekly. It is a great step for a
movie house to take, and so far it
has been moderately successful as

MARK

TRAN
Broadway

at 47th Street

Beginning Sunday, June 3

for to give the

Chicago, May 29.
Tom Brown and the five others
who have won fame under the name
of the Six Brown Brothers are back
at the Chicago after a season with
"Tip Top" in an offering billed as
"In the Land of King Tut," though
it is hardly a "new act" in the expectation of show folks.
The curtains part and five of the
saxophonists, in black clown suits
with white spots, and hats to match
with whitened faces, mareh around
and play a bit, after which curtains
in three part, disclosing the tomb of
King Tut.
The saxophonists inspect it and
wonder in saxophone drawls. Finally the tomb opens and Tom Brown
comes out in blackface, dressed in
white trousers with gaudy coat and
a big crown on his head.
From this on the "King Tut" idea
is forgotten and the regular Brown
act is offered with a new arrangement of medleys.
The opening
number after the preliminaries outlined has several late songs. When
it comes to "Georgette" Tom Brown
sits down on a covered piano stool
and for "Lovin' Sam" does the "tuttut" effect, with which he has obtained laughs for many years, bobbing up and down for certain musical emphasis.
This medley later
has "Carolina" and ends when Tom
leaves the stage.
The five saxophonists form in position on one side for another medley and
start
with "Pretty
off
Baby."
Soon Tom re-enters and
there is a comedy conversation, with
the five presenting some well known
air and the comedian replying with
bits of familiar numbers.
This develops Into the direction of "the
others by the blackface by slight
gestures of hands and feet and the
touching of items of his clothing, a
creation which there is litdanger of anyone taking away
successfully.

After this number Tom Brown
again fxits and the Quintet starts
off on a medley of more dign iti* <i
airs of the pop variety.
The comedian comr« on later with
trousers worn in two
numbers, but With r<
and a little red hat on one
sid«
of head, and this time playi
a soprano saxophone. At the finish
of this numbe] the bouse orchestra
i

same

previous

falls in.

<]

K. O.

to the

and
you arc looking

sure-fire action, fast

funny, just the kind of entertainment

"In the Land of King Tut"
15 Mine.; Full Stage (Special)
Chicago Theatre, Chicago

coat

D

8iak.

BROWN BROTHER8

tle

St. Louis
,<t.
Louis, May 29.
rather
A
good iookiiJK jji,
with
lino soprano delivered two num.i
bers semi-classic. Miss Johnson put
them over in g< <1 Myle and with
case that suggests long acquaintance with this particular line of
work and an excellent trained voice.
m;>-« Johnson's ehoie* of numbers
was very good and she score*

heavily.

the

comedy

Songs
8 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Drapes)

Grand Central,

a feature.

Here's a mystery comedy with

"Marks" makes a toast. A Mexican much credit.
Jacobsen, opening with "Gypsy
and does a rough house dance, a Airs," orchestra assisting, went
over
big. His next number, "TamThe men
sort* of Apache number.
playing cards engage in a fuss, bourin Chinnois," fell short, asshots are fired, but the quiet woman, sisted by his pianist, an* artist him
who has been wandering here and self; "Serenade," his closing numThey are ber, received most applause.
there, looks at them.
Jacobsen's tone is broad and flexcharmed by her goodness anu
shamefacedly surrender their guns. ible and he reaches the highest possible
notes on his instrument with
Then she recites "How Nature
Makes a Man," a splendid poem, finished ease. He is a concert artist
and, though long, she holds the at- and concert artists should work the
concert stage, unless they are willtention every moment.
Following this a tenor sings "Th* ing to give a program that everyGjrl

all

Duffy

SIX

enters, t.ikcs the girl at the table

numben were

However, what
stuff

is

Porter,

a drawing card.

^
THE GIRL FROM THE GOLDEN fly."
bow
WE8T" (20)

play.

presentation Sir
K.C.B., the stout
gentleman who sings nb'-ut his sisters,
and aunts, is also
eottftins
omitted, yhis is regrettable in that
much of the funny songs in the
works are unheard.
current

the

Women" Joseph

It

(Vita-

on

week he has words which are

—

53-85-99.

$4,000.

rendition

"Raymond."
Buddy;" (3)
"Winter Comes," male chorus; (4)
Jack Bean, yodler; (5) Jazz drum
score. It has worked well for the
many who are not familiar with the number, with Eddie Ritchey at the
works, for they are all tuneful, sticks; (6) "The Circus Parade"
scale, 55-85-$l.l0. Biggest house on melodious and possessing a certain (descriptive) and (7) "Call of the
HAMMOND (Bill) BAILEY
Broadway did not hold to usual charm which many of the latter lOik?
Sweet, who directed the
Xylophone
day musical compositions have not
•speed, getting $38,000.
Ringling Brothers band for several 6 Min.; One (Special)
Criterion "The Covered Wagon" reached.
Yet, on close inspection, they are, years, knows how to hurry along Grand Central, St. Louie
(Paramount).
Seats, 608.
Scale:
St. Louis, May 29.
Mats., $1 top; eves., $1.60.
Tenth in a way, hard to "get" unless one selections and works fully twice as
fast as the average house orchestra.
week. Went right along at regular is familiar with them.
Bailey is an exceptional syncopace with turnaway and finished
In presentation of "The Mikado" He is a dandy showman, looks good pater on the xylophone. The
way
with usual $10,800.
Ko-Ko was not played, principally himself, and sets his band out to
Lyric— "The White Rose" (*>. W\ because the role was not entirely advantage. 'The Circus Parade" is he oozed over three "pop" numGriffith). Seats, 1,400. Scale: Mats.,
necessary to the advancement of probably the most notable number, bers earned for him a nice size hit.
eves.,
$1.50.
Opened on
$1 top;
but the entire program is good.
Bailey is standing at instrument as
Tuesday night of last week, playing the story, as far as the condensed
The splendid singing of the band curtains part; before you can
get
two shows a day. Finished week version was concerned.

Broadway's picture fans kept ex- graph).
Seats, 539; scale, 55-85.
traordinary business away from the After tremendous receipts by "Down
Times square located theatres last to the Sea" return to ordinary conweek. Perhaps the weather was too ditions, with house doing usual
conducive to outdoors .and the road- business has chilled management.
houses the magnet for cars. None Last week's gross, $3,965.
of the box office returns along the
Capitol "Trailing Wild Animals
street show a single house attractin Africa" (Metro).
Seats, 5,300;

ing anything above the usual for
this time of the year.
The Capitol with its "Trailing
"Wild Animals'' topped with $38,000,
while the Strand was next with
$28,650, having "The Girl of the
Golden West," the picture being a
disappointment as a draw.
The big event was the opening of
the new Griffith production, "The
"White Rose," at the Lyric, opening
strong and getting a fair play,
winding up the week with over
$8,000. At the Criterion the wonder
picture of the current season, "The
Covered Wagon," is still holding
forth a..d pulling capacity, while the
little
Cameo since the departure
from that house of "Down to the
Sea in Ships" is slipping back to
the regular routine of figures that
the theatre draws with a picture
only fair. Last week it got just un-

the gathering of exhib-

summer

jinx.

Starring that inimitable comedian, Douglas

who

MacLean,
"The

kept your patrons roaring with laughter in

Hottentot."

And

Raymond Hatton

with Marguerite
also in the cast,

De La Motte and

you know

it is

some

knockout.

Another one of those Ince pictures with a Ince punch,
a short and snappy feature.

The Hero
in

"The Hottentot"
Another Funny One
of

^

INSIDE STUFF

.

i

:
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expectation Mise Compson will make two pictures during the term. The
amount Includes transportation both ways without making provision for
loss of time In travel and also allows the producer two weeks between
pictures to prepare for the second screening.

•

(Continued from page 20)

By some

The merger of the American Releasing Exchanges with Selznlck. as
reported last week, does not carry Fred Warren or Walter Greene of the
American along with it. Neither Is It expected, according to report, that
the founders of the American Releasing as a distributor of independent
film productions will ever realize any profit through the merging.
It
merely means from accounts that Seixnlck will liquidate the obligations
of American. That may take three or four years. Warren intended leaving this week for the coast, although he Is said to have been held in
New York by many offers, submitted to him for dsftls or hie services
following the publication of the American-Selznick merger.

is alleged the agent Is holding out the difference
*f fl.OOO from what the actor wanted and what he was signed for,
/while others say that the agent Is charging the aclor the straight 10
Many who know the methods of this agent
iS>er cont. on the full salary.
and his gypping system of handling players are Inclined to believe he Is
either holding out the entire $1,000 or splitting the surplus over the
In the latter case the agent would be making
$1,000 salary agreed to.
$500 weekly on the booking of the single man.
One large producing concern In New York hearing of the extraordinary
gyp Is said to have blacklisted the agent and everyone he represents while
he continues to represent them, while the producer, also a large one, that
got gypped evidently doesn't know a thing as yet about it.
Agents that properly agent usually try to preserve a business, making
bookings mutually agreeable to actor and producer with the idea of
getting the actor as much as reasonably possible and saving the producer
a* much as he can. on the theory that In preserving the producing busin6M the agent will prolong his own business. This picture booking
agent, however, has long practiced robbing everyone he could, but is
fast approaching the end of his rope.

transaction.

It

I

!

192$

30,

*

*

LONDON FILM NOTES
London,

May

Graham
away with

17.

Cutts Is getting: we*
his production of
an to Woman" at the Famous-Lasky
Islington studio. Betty Compson Uf

Wom-

the leading lady and Josephine Karle

Judg-

has another important part.

ing from statements made by small
part people the figures of some of
the ladies leave nothing to be desired, and the wardrobe leaves nothing to the imagination. The censor
will probably prevent these things
At th««
gratifying the public eye.
same time it is somewhat of a pity
that the happenings in a studio
should become the subject of garrulous gloatings in public bars frequented by "supers" who happened
to be engaged for the day uu which
the nudeness was considered neces-

George Filzmaurlce states the report from L.os Anjeie* to the effect
that he "walked out" on the Pola Negri production of "The Cheat"
was unfounded, and that his leaving was with the consent of Jesse L.
Lasky, who permitted him to retire when there were but a few retakes, sary.
and two scenes with Pola Negri to be made. The directors had made
Graft is one of the main factors in
previous arrangements which were set prior to the beginning of this
Wardour street life; graft, diamonds,
production.
That unforeseen delays occurred in the making of "The peroxide and dirty hands. Recently
Cheat," which were no' the fault of Mr. Fitzmaurice, made it impossible the Legion of Frontlermen's picture.
to complete the picture entirely within the allotted time.
Hector Turn- "Blazing the Air Way to India," was
bull titled the picture, entirely cut as far as it had been made when put on at the West End Kinema and
was withdrawn the following day.
Fitzmaurice
for
of
retired
10 week*
picture work in
from the production.
Betty Compson is receiving $50,000
It had the same fate at the PolySeville, the English producer, agreed to that sum in the
(Continued on Page 37)
England.
At the time there was
technic.
grave suspicion of something workThis something has
ing behind.
now been traced, and unless the

U

the
is settled out of court
"graft" will form the basis of a
legal investigation which will do
much to clean Wardour street. If
any back-alley in the world wanted
drowning in carbolic acid it is this
one. the hub of the British film
affair

trade.

Du Maurier's "Trilby" is being
The title role is being
played by a French actress, Andree
Crichton Hale will be
Lafayette.
the Little Billy, and Svengali will
be played by a new comer to the
screen, at any rate as a star, Arthur
Edmund Carewe.
filmed.
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ploying the original players as
as possible.
The producer
Frenchman, Albert Brouett.
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It is more than
likely a new
"screen" club will shortly come into
existence. The promoters have the
capital and also the advantage of

the Kinema Club's rules is that no
business must be transacted on the
premises, it is an open saying that
to the big pockets go the good engagements, irrespective of merit.

Although British film producers
are perpetually handicapped by officialdom and red tape, while visiting
producers seem to do what they like,
the Granger-Davidson concern has
achieved something like a record in
".locations."
Scenes in their screen
version of Henri Bataille's "The
Scandal" necessitated a battle of
flowers.
There are no such things
in this country, and the producer
asked the French authorities to let
them use the Nice carnival. To the
surprise of everybody here permission was granted and the company
was allowed to make scenes amid
the actual battle of flowers.
Hilda
Baylny plays the leading part in the
film and, added to the fact of beiriR
allowed to use the show, the company's cars won prizes.

Some time ago Bert Haldane made
a picture entitled "The Other Woman," in which Margaret Hope and
George Foley, both well-known British players, played the leading parts.
When screened it was found the
production was so bad as to be hopeless as a business proposition,
and
it was scrapped.
The whole thing
is

now

West,

4

The

being hardened offenders as producers and players. Their scheme
provides for an engagement bureau
which will contribute to the financial well-being of the club and at
the same time let the artist down
lightly. Agents will not be admitted,
either as members or guests.
The
great thing against the existing
Kinema Club is that agents appear
to rule the roost and the men in
themselves are by no means desirable socially or exempt from the
charge of graft. Although one of

t-4

.••

the illustrated papers.

In

i,

'^ipiB

»

Kate Price, Creighton Halo
Arthur Stuart Hull
and
^k.
Anthony Merio

for Ideal.

Denton.
.

with

^v

making "Old

includes Wallace Boscoe,
Arthur CIcve, Gladys Folliott, Jack

Break Your Box Office Records
An Irving dimming s production

'',

is

Throughout the Ages"

company

and

i

includes

This is, of course, another twist on
the Bairnsfather creation which has
been worked to death on the stage

m

V

Colleen

cast

de Corboda.
Marquisette
Bosky, and Flora le Breton.

Bill

H

a

is

Pedr©

MFW

Heart of

much

is about to make a filmitaBaroness Orczys 'I Will ReThis will be produced by

Henry Kolker.

ilium*"

WM

,|»M

com-

the most
vaudeville

—
•

is

This is "Jail Birds," one of
popular of the Karno
shows adapted for the
screen by Pat Mannock. The cast
includes Donald Searle, Cyril Percival, Harry Wright, J. K. Barber,
and George Turner. Fred Karno
played in the first picture himself
but has apparently seen the error Of
his ways, as he is not in the rest
of the aerie*.
He has also apparently gone back on the idea of empleted.

s===?

being remade
>y
Walter
with Harry Loraine in the
|

leading part. Such things as this
which are by no means uncommon
explain why British pictures are so

far behind and
goes.
The "war"

blame

where
is

the mon
not entirely to
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THE COVERED WAGON
.

shown at any other admission
prices, in any other theatres, in any other
cities in America this season

will not be
*

NEW YORK

EIGHTH WEEK

SECOND WEEK

WEEK

SIXTH

HOLLYWOOD

BOSTON

CHICAGO

ELEVENTH WEEK

Grauman'i

CRITERION

Dearborn
and
Randolph

WOODS

44th St. and B'w.y
Opp. Hotel Aslor
Tel. Bryant tikO
TWICE DAILY— 2:30-8:30

]7GYPTIAJ|

MAJESTIC

TWICE DAILY—1:30-'8:30

Buylston and Tremont Stf.

1

TWICE DAILY— S .30-8:30

TWICE DAILY—1:30-8:30

Block from Lasky Studio
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JEBSE
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L.

Present*

JE8BE

LASKY

JESSE

Presents

LASKY

L.

THE

THE

COVERED
WAGON"

COVERED

COVERED

A Paramount

Picture

Directed by

Emerson Hough

James Crute

Scenario by
Jack Cunningham
Presentation by

Hugo

WAGON"
A Paramount
Picture
f

Directed by

Emerson Hough

James Cruze

WAGON"
A Paramount

Directed by

Emerson Hough

James Cruze

Picture

Story by

Directed by

Emerson Hough

James Cruse

Jack Cunningham

Jack Cunningham

This gigantic film positively will
not be shown in nny other theatre
In Chicago or vicinity this season.

This gigantic film positively will
not be shown In any other theatre
la Boston or vicinity this season.

This gigantic film positively will
not be shown in any other thsatre
in. T.os Angeles or vicinity this

Riesenfeld

or vicinity this season.

THE
COVERED

Story by

"~

Presents

Scenario by
Jack Cunningham

Scenario by

This gigantic film positively will
not be shown In any other theatre

New York

WAGON"

LABKY

L.

*

A Paramount Picture
Story by

JESSE

Preterits

THE

Story by

In

L.

Scenario by

season.

I

Critics in

Four

Unanimously Proclaim

Cities

The Great American Picture At

it

Last!

i

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
"A

the glorious past has come to us, a piece
complete in the craftsmanship of the cinema, sounding the
glory of men and women from which we sprung."

"It is doubtful if even the officials of the Paramount company knew what a tremendous impression the picture would
make. It is the first real American epic of the screen.'*
—Tribune.

Americans.

It is

is

the finest picture of

dream of

-—American.
**The picture ehould be Paramount's pride. James Cruie
Journal.
has done a compelling piece of work."

"In this instance such tried and trustworthy terms as 'immense,* 'gigantic,* 'heroic* correctly describe 'The Covered
Wagon.' '*
Telegraph.

" 'The Covered Wagon*

living

*'

'The Covered Wagon* is more than the movieization of a
It imparts a fine dignity to the book from which it

novel.

America by

sprung, truly glorifies the film art."

—

a magnificent and thrilling spectacle.'*

—

Sun.

BOSTON
"What

we

say of

The

LOS ANGELES

Covered Wagon*

to

do

it

justice.

description by written or spoken word can do
Telegram.
Don't miss it!"

shown

biggest and most interesting photoplay

ton since 'The Birth of a Nation.'

having seen

it."

People

"Poignant and vital. There is a rhythm of empire-building
Examiner.
about the whole which is compelling."

jus-

No

tice?

"The

shall

it

"If you want a deeper appreciation of the land in which you
Big and sweeping, true to
see 'The Covered Wagon.*
the soil."— Times.

Bos-

in

live,

will boast of

Globe.

"Sets a new standard

of motion

Journal of Commerce.

"No

amount of

rivalry

among

film

producers should withhold

general rejoicing over 'The Covered

picture production."

—American.

Wagon.*
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GARRISON'S FINISH

FOG BOUND

Alaptrd from book of plimlar titl»>. Picture dlrc't «»<! by Arthur Rohhoii. »ui>«TVimM
by Elmer U mi*. Distribute throuKh Al(.'"rpornlied Producers nnd Dlafribuiora'
.Ti»fk
l'.ikfurl utarred. At <'ai»lt«l.
!*«
New York, week May '41. ItuuuiuM time,

Playera production, presented l>v
Aiiolph /Cukor. with Dorothy Dalton atarnti
Dentcnated an "Irving Wlllat production."
t'rojectlon time. 70 minutes. Story by Jack
liecndolt: scenario by l*uu> Dickey. At ihc,
Kivoli

73 niimn.

Uai* lirenon

J

Jack Pickford

Hilly Qmtt ion
Sue Dpsh

Mad«e

i

Cbarlea A. 8tcv«*naun

Colonrl Dealia

Major Desha.

Tom

.

MHy

Audrey I'hupmun
Dorothy Munnera
Kthcl Uroy T< rrv

Is

i

UuIim*

Frank Kin on
Clarence Hurton

Mr. water bury
<"rimmiti9
Sue's l'r.

Ii.-llamy

Allen

Judge m; Race Count*
Col. Deaha'a Trainer
Bllty'B Mother

"GarrNon'*

Herbert

l'rl <r

f'harlew Offle
I.ydia Knott

with Jack
Pickford, lias enough, with Jack
Pickford, to carry it along in any
Finisli."

house A meller from the outset and
right up to Its ending, the feature.
well made and directed, catches hold
on the sentimental side.
It's the horse racing story, prob-

made

Into picture form
several years ago.
As remade it's
a new picture. The story is of a

ably

first

young jorkey living with his widowed mother. The boy is doped by
the trainer of the favorite he is to
ride In the Melville Handicap at Belmont Park. Making a suspicious
ride and losing, the boy is ruled off.
Tester the same day he is struck on
the head in a barroom melee. Losing memory the boy 1r taken by
tramps to an estate In Kentucky, the

tramps having found

a girl's card ih

his pocket.

The you tig woman on

the

Ken-

tucky estate recognizes him as a
youthful jockey who attracted her
attention through his good looks
while she visited Now York and Belmont.
Believing it was unsportsmanlike to rule him off without a
hearing, the girl receives the uncouth-looking lad when led up to her
do^.r. rewards the tramps, and finding his memory gone, gives him a
new name in the hope she will win
her father over to allow him to ride
his 'Rogue" in the Kentucky Derby.
It workR out that way with Billy
Garrison (Mr. Pickford) becoming
r reinstated through a confession from
the trainer's
jealous rage.

paramour

a

In

of

fit

He wins the Derby on
marries the girl after
having his mother restored to him.

— and

Rogue

It's full of villainy and tricks, race
tracks and horses, romance and
sentiment, crookedness and righteousness. And the sentiment is first.
When Billy gave the trainer a good
beating, breaking up a dinner party
to do it following the confession, the
final show's audience at the Capitol
Tuesday night broke into involuntary applause. It was a good fight
but better directed sentiment that
had been accumulating throughout
the running.
Some slight applause followed the
finish of the picture at the Capitol,

this at 11.30.

markable

It
its

was somewhat

re-

way

as evidencing
the hold the picture had taken upon
the slight remaining crowd at that
in

time.
It

was more remarkable

in

i

t

r*a»i'»us

Mny

27.

Deputy Brown

Dorothy Dalton
David l'owoll
Martha Mans.W'ld
Maurice Come-llo

Holmes

Jack Kleh<irl*>n

lti>Rer

Wainwrlghi
Van Huren

Mildred
Sheriff

M;imm>

Mr"

Deputy Kane
tlordofl
!(•

••'Hi

Miller

Willard Cooley
William David

J'lii!in»s

Warren

venue Officer Brenon

Cn>k-

A

story and production of fine pictorial quality, but injured somewhat
because it puts the star in a role
thut gives her small opportunity.
Miss Dalton is an actress of great
appeal, both from her beauty and
from her acting sense, but she requires special surroundings.
Here
she is a simple country girl, and the
flashy passages go to Martha Mansfield.
Miss Mansfield's role is an
unsympathetic one, hut it is the one
that compels attention, and this
rather takes away from the star.
The story has many capital moments of drama, most of them dealing with the hunt through the Florida swampt for a supposed murderer.
Theso scenes, all take place in a
thick fog. and the effect of <he gathering mists gives the whole thing an
effective atmosphere of thrill. There
is a mystery turn to the story as
well, leading up to a surprise fti.i.j'i,
although this detail is rather theatrical and crude.
Qale is the daughter of a Florida
sheriff in iove with hut neighbor, a
rich northerner ptaying the gentleman farmer and wasting his time
with the gay set of Idlers in the
vicinity.
The society people go on a
wild party to the Casino just as the
sheriff is organizing a ra^l on the
place in search of bootleggers. The
hero wins a large sum at the roulette
tables,
and the gamblers
scheme to rob him of his takings.
He is sleeping in a side room when
one of the crooks steals upon him.
There is a fight and the hero fires at
his assailant.
The shot goes through the door,

but is harmless. However, when a
bootlegger confederate murders the
through the door is
appear that he committed the crime.
The hunt is organized and the
heroine is brought into it, not understanding that it is her lover who
is pursued.
When she learns the
truth there is a fight between her
desire to avenge her father and her
love ^for the accused man.
This
brings Into the story the shooting
heroine, with which Miss Dalton
seems always attached. There are
numerous spirited passages in the
chase, with bloodhounds bringing on
the ascending climax, in which the
truth comes out.
Maurice Costello has a heavy role
He is the
played especially well.
bootleggers* accomplice who actually committed the murder and has
a tense scene of high suspense during the chase. Mrs. Ella Miller does
a good bit supplying comedy relief
in the character of a fat colored
"mammy." The picture drew well
sheriff the shot
used to make it

•
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on parole from a San Quentin
stretch. His response to Ida's waiting is frigid. Although he is shown
beating up a landlord for dispossessing* a tardy rentpayer, tt\e sympathy
Is almost lost
For, qp«, thing, the
tenant, a male of bleary aspect, looks
much like he has drunk Up the rent,
if he ever had it, and the brutal
assault by the Kid is going it a bit
too strong.
ThA gas-pipe gent is arraigned in
Night Court, but makes a successful
desperate escape.
Five years later finds Shugrue a
mighty king of swat and idol of the.
Los Angeles fans. Kelsey Lewis of
a syndicate news service seeks an
interview with the new public favorite for the purpose of writing an
work.
At the Cameo early this week the "autobiographical" life story over
Shugrue's signature. In Lewis' office
audience passed it up completely.
is
employed Ida Malone, the girl
Fred.
who waited so long for the Kid.
Lewis is not blind to Ida's charms,
TRIFLING
and declares himself. Ida is the
Universal production from William Slavln stenog assigned to type the Shugrue
.McNutt's story.
Adapted by Raymond L,. life, story, illustrated with photoSchrock.
Direction Harry A. Pollard. At
and recognizes the new idol
the Broadway, New York, in conjunction graphs,
as her former beau.
The reporter
with vaudeville, week of May 28.
_,
"Bat" Shugrue ......
ItockMKe Fellowea has piped a wishy-washy yarn about
Ida Malone
Pritsl Ridge way how good to his mother
Pat was in
Kelsey Lewis
Hayden Stevenson
Jimmy
Buddy Me»einger his youth; his abstainance from
Lute
;...';
Fred Stanton smoking, drinking and swearing, and
altogether, glorifying the 30-miuute
Handicapped by a ten-twent-thirt egg he really was.
Tlie name judge from whose court
meller title, the picture impresses as
but fair, although possessed of pos- the Kid escaped is sho.wn doing a
sibilities sadly neglected.
Probably Benlindsey to a pair of juveniles.,
intended for realism, the picture reading extracts from the Shugrue
somehow does not ring true. Sym- newspaper serial, which seems to
pathy is imsappited,. and the Ob- impress the youths. It also has a
server will have naugbt of some Kood effect on Jimmy, Ida's kid

the neighborhood, and he is cleared utilised by some shortsighted exhibby the judge at the same time. itors to "get the money." However,
However, not before the murderer "The Man Next Door" is going, to
plugged him, so that there would be send audiences that may be lured to
some excuse for the judge to sjtick the theatre through advertising of,
around and be nursed by the hero- this sort away as Knockers for the
ine
house. It is just a mediocre feature
A "nut" character reminded of of the cheaper program type.
the one In "The Tavern," and in
In directing it Victor Schertxinger
this particular case he might have failed to turn out anything to win
well asked, "What's all the shootin' any particular credit. The direction
for?" for seemingly Whenever tjiere is alow moving* and the story lags at'
wasn't anything better to do some all times. There Isn't a single moone else was shot in the picture.
ment where the audience will get a
As a snow picture it Isn't much, thrill nor is the interest sustained
as a society picture it is less, as an enough to keep them on edge at any
excuse to have Dorothy Phillips be- time.
fore the camera for any number of
The story is a combination society
feet it just is enough to get by.
and western, and the only thing of
Fred.
account is some of Miss Calhoun's

THE MAN NEXT DOOR
Vitaaraph production presented by Albert
Smith.
Written by Emerson Houjrh.
author of "The Covered Wagon." Directed
K.

by Victor Schertzlnger.
At Cameo. New
^ nrk. week May 27.
Time. 7» minutes.

Colonel Wright
furley.

'.David Torrence

Frank Sheridan
Jamea Morrison

Jlmmfe
Ronnie Betl
David Wiener
Mrs. Wlsner

Alice Calhoun
John Steppllng
Adele Farrtngton
Mary Culder
Bruce Boteler

Catherine Klmberly

Tom Kimberly

All that Vitagraph needs here in
conjunction with the names this
featuro has is a real picture, and
then it would be a clean-up.
The story was written by the late

Emerson Hough, who Wrote "The
Covered Wagon." One of the character roles here is played by David
Torrence (perhaps similar enough to
that of Ernest Torrence. who walks

away with

the principal

role of the

"Wagon,"

WITH HONOR

of

and

league,

is

The punch of the story is an important game between the Angels
(Continued on Page 31).

always

is

.sweeping

melodrama,

introduced
as "the gas-pipe kid" released

first

great

big,

brother.

i

Pacific Coast

Dorothy Dalton
in

it.

Bat Shugrue, the Babe Ruth of the

character

to be coupled
with the title of the latter) will be

.

-Fog

Bound" is the best melodrama she has ever appeared

in.

David Powell, Maurice Costello and Martha Mansfield
are in the supporting cast.

No wonder the picture's
turning them away at the
Rivoli.

Read

what

the

critics

say

bcloT*.

view at the Rivoli, Miss Dalton having an

of a peculiar condition on' the Capitol's program that same evening.

Previously in the Fox News had
been an excellent taking of the recent Kentucky Derby that "Zev"
won. That pictured race was bound
to remove the edge of anything
likened to it that might follow, and
here in this picture were two races.
Notwithstanding, the "Garrison" picture got over, but it would have
been better protection for the feature to have held out the Fox News
despite its current news
insert,
value.

*

?
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'

especially loyal following among the
women, but the first warm weather
of the late spring was against it. It
should make a substantial but not a

Rush.

sensational attraction..

SLANDER THE WOMAN
Allen Holubar production, releaaed by
From the novel by Jeffrey
Pirat National.
Deprend. adapted by Violet Clark and diDorothy Phillips
rected by Allen Holul>ar.
starred.
At strand. New York, week Miy
Time. 07 min*.
27.
Dorothy Phillips
Yvonne Desmarest
I.ewl* Dayton
M. Duroniher
Robert Anderaon
Dr. Kmlte Molleur
M&jrflM Kelso
Nanette
<i'»orK<? Stegmann
Scarborough

Pickford is giving a good performance, making up nicely when sufferlng from asphasia through smear- Indian Olrl
ing his face.
It seemed he was Kather Machette
doubled for in the races if there Tetreau the Guide
Ktrauajer
were actual races taken. The effort The
M Redoux
to stand that off merely accentuated Mm*. Redous

Ynei Seitbury

Herbert Fortier

Ueno Corrado
William Orlamond
Robert Sehable

R

.scmary Theby

trme Halmnan
But his light was realistic Marie D. "-planes
Cjrrll Chadwlok
enough to atone for everything else. M. Lomond
For the affection of the audience
This is about as prize a piece of
Madge Bellamy won right out. She
looked and played the role of the haphazard film producing as baa
young girl who likod the jockey and come to a Broadway pre-release
mothered him when he didn'i know house in a long time. It is a joke
he had a mother of his own. A very for producers to believs that they

it.

.

likable girl. Miss Bellamy, on the
screen.
I,illy Allen as
taken by
Kthel Grey Terry made a fine opposite for Clarence Curton as Crlmmins. the bad trainer, who did well
despite a tendency to exaggeration
of the role when in polite society.
Charles Ogle as another trainer in
Kentucky did a contrasting part- to
Burton's that was just nice by comparison, although not as prominent.
The story is well carried forward,
the direction is always with intelligence, much more so than some of
the rough captions, and in all. here
is a meller with class that in the
presen t d?.y of the shying off that
stuff in the best houses will just lit
in right where the others can not i;<>.
NimC.
,

All Exhibitors
in

Michigan

Read our magazine published every
Tuesday
If you want to reach this clientele
there is no better medium.
Rates very low

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH,
415 Fre. Press Bldy.

Publisher

OETROIT

can turn out this sort of feature
ami get the audiences that frequent

the better houses in the bigger
towns to fall for them. The Strand
audience Sunday afternoon gave this
picture tho laugh in more than a
dozen places where the director
must have thought h*» was getting
away with tense melodrama, of

course, Allen Holubar gave Dorothy
Phillips, the star, every chance possible to show what she could do. but
what she did do was far from beinp;
enough to carry this picture. In a
w old, it is a teal bad boy.
The story is from a novel that has
its scene <>f action laid in Montreal
and the portion of Canada further to
the west.
Miss Phillips is a Montreal society niti whose good name
is besmirched through a scandal in
which she 1s the victim of circumstantial evidence. After living down
the harm tli.it wanning; tun^u.'s have
done she fcoes into the woodland,
where her father formerly had a

hunting lodge.
Here she remains
with her old nurse and later is
found b) the judge who denied he-r
the right to clear her name. He has
learned she was unjustly the victim
«»f circumstances and lie has come
to inform her that he stands read)
to make any amends possible.
to

.Tust

there

is

make

:«l*o

a

more intricate.
murderer hiding in
it

Story by
Jacl(

Dcchdolt

Scenario by

Paul Dickey

"Action excellent, direction splendid, and titles so good we wondered
who had written them. When it was over we exclaimed, 'Oh, is that
all!'
And it had run for seventy minutes."
Harriette Underhill in Tribune

—

"Miss Dalton

at her best in pictures of the type of 'Fog Bound.' She
revels in roles that demand prowess."
Journal of Commerce.
"Some extraordinarily beautiful photography of a Florida swamp at
night."
New York Call.
is

a

famous

km rati

-
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KELLY'S CIRCUS BRIEF

this code calls for undivided at-

Ringling Bros.

tention in slowly building the enterprise, every year tasting it with

until July 1 of the following year,

the publio as an elephant would
a new bridge; sparing nothing of means or personal endeavor; Intensified painstaking in almost endless detail of physical
.equipment; problems of figuring
maxlmu<m display under minimum space and weight, affording

Bailey's interest and became sole
proprietors.
Ringling Bros, as sole owners
operated the Adam Forepaugh
Sells Bros. Circus during 1907,
1910 and 1911. They made of it
a success unparalleled for a show
of its class.

test

(Continued from Page t)
rltorles

Bade

Earth and Spectacle the Wizard

and British Columbia and

its first trip

ya California.

1901

Prince of Arabia.

Opened at Madison Square Garden, N. Y., March list.

BingHng Bros. World's
Shows.
Opened at Coliseum,

Greatest

Ringling

Bros.

Barnum A

BingHng Bros. World's
Shows.
Opened at Coliseum,

Bailey Greatest Show on
Earth and Spectacular Pageant
Lalla Rookh.
Opened at Madison Square Garden, n. y.

Greatest
Chicago,

April 9th.

gm

Ringling

World's
Ringling Bros.
Opened at Coliseum,
April 9th.

Greatest
Chicago,

World's

Bros.

Greatest

Shows and Spectacle Cinderella.
Opened at Coliseum, "Chicago.

Barnum A

Bailey Greatest

Show on

Earth and Spectacular Pageant

1904

World's

Greatest

Spectacle, Jerusalem

and the Crusades.
Opened at. Coliseum,
March 30th.

Persia.
Opened at
den, N. Y.

Madison Square Gar1917

-

World's Greatest
Shows and Spectacle Cinderella.
Opened at Coliseum. Chicago.
Barnum A Bailey Greatest Show 4>n
Earth and Spectacle Aladdin
Greatest
Chicago,

1906

Brok
Shows and

World's

Blngling

Spectacle, the Field
of the Cloth of Gold.
Opened at Coliseum, Chicago,
April 8th.
Adam Forepaugh ft Sells Bros.
i

Ringling

and His Wonderful Lamp.
Opened at Madison Square Gar-

den, N. Y.

1918

Greatest

World's

Bros.

Shows and Spectacle

Enormous United Shows.
Opened at Columbus, O., April

in

Days

of

Old.

Opened, at Coliseum, Chicago.
At the c)ose of the season Ring-

22nd.

Ringling
Operated
by
Owned jointly by Ringling
and James A. Bailey.
*
1906

Bros.

Ringling

Bros.
Bros, ling Bros. Circus, which since 1884
had annually gone into established
winter quarters, at Baraboo, Wis.,
moted into winter quarters at
Blngling Bros. World's Greatest Brigeport, Conn.
Shows and Spectacle, the Field Barnum A Bailey Greatest Show on
of the Cloth of Gold.
Earth and Spectacle Aladdin
Opened at Coliseum, Chicago,
and His Wonderful Lamp.
.
April 6th.
Opened at Madison Square GarI
Adam Forepaugh ft Sells Bros. den, N. Y.
Enormous United Shows.
1919
Opened at Columbus, O., April Ringling Bros. A Barnum A Bailey
Hat
Shows
featuring trade
Combined
July 1st Bingling Bros, purchased
names and titles World's Greatthe one half interest of Bailey, comest Shows and Greatest Show
cirthis
ownership
in
their
pleting
on Earth.
cus.
Opened at Madison Square Gar1907
den. N. Y.
#
Went out as a 92 car show.
Ringling Eros. World's Greatest
On October 21st Alf T. Ringling
Shows.
Opened at Coliseum, Chicago,* died and by his will his son Richard
T. Ringling succeeded him as equal
April 4th.
Adam Forepaugh ft Sells Bros. owner in the co-partnership of
Ringling Bros.
Enormous Shows United.
Ringling Bros, sole owners and
1920
proprietors.
Ringling Bros. A Barnum A Bailey
Opened at Columbus, O., April
Combined Shows featuring trade
/

,

20th.

names

At ojose of season show moved to
winter quarters of Ringling Bros, at
Baraboo, Wis.
1908

Rirgllng

World's

Bros.

an<r- titles

World's Great-

Shows and Greatest Show
on Earth.
Opened at Madison Square Garest

den, N. Y.
1921

Greatest

Shows.

A Barnum A

Bailey
Opened at Coliseum, Chicago,
Combined Shows featuring trade
April 2nd.
names and titles World's Great*
Barnum & Bailey Greatest Show on
est Shows and Greatest Show
Earth.
on Earth.
Ringling Bros, sole owners by
Opened at Madison Square Garpurchase fall of 1901.
den. N. Y.
Opened at Madison Square GarWent out as a 95 car show.
den, N. Y. March 19th.
1922
1909
Ringling Bros. A Barnum A Bailey
Ringling Bros. World's Greatest
Combined Shows featuring trade
Shows.
names and titles World's GreatOpened at Madison Square Garest Shows and Graatest Show,
den, N. Y., March 25tb.
on Earth.
Sternum ft Bailey Greatest Show on
Opened at Madison Square GarEarth.
den, N. Y.
Opened at Coliseum, Chicago,
Went out as a 100 oar show.
'April 1st.
Gollmar Bros. Circus. Had its beginning in 1891. Operated for ten
*1910
or twelve years as a wagon show,
Ringling Bros. "World's Greatest
over Into a

Ringling Bios.

(

when

Shows.

Opened
April 7th.

Barnum &

Bailey Greatest

Show on

Earth.

Opened at Madison Square Gar-

March

den, N. T.,

24th.

Adam Forepaugh A

Sells

Bros.

Enormous Shows United.
Opened at Springfield, O., April

Paterson operated the circus under the Gollmar name for one
year, 1917. He made such a failure of it that it was withdrawn

1911

World's Greatest
Shows. An 84 car show.
Opened *at Coliseum, Chicago,

April

Bros.

Bros. Circus did not appear
again until 1922, when it was
taken over by Messrs. Mugivan
A Bowers.
If there is any value to good
will in the business reputation or
name of another, it would have
been evident here. Ballard, MugA Bowers experienced
ivan
showmen— are operating circuses
next. in size to the Ringling enThey put out (1922)
terprises.
the Gollmar Circus well equipped*
well advertised, and routed it
over established territory. It had

Bailey Greatest Show on
Earth. An 84 car show.

Opened

at

Madison Square Gar-

March

den, N. Y.,

23rd.

A

Sells

Bros.

Enormous Shows United.
Opened at Vincennes.
26th.

A

Ind.,

—

April

50 car show.

1912

Ringling

Bros.

Shows and

World's Greatest
Spectacle Joan of

Arc.

Opened

at

Coliseum,

Chicago,

a

April 6th.

Barnum & Bailey Greatest Show on

1913

World's

Bros.

Greatest

Shows and Spectacle Joan

of

Arc.

Opened

at

Coliseum,

Chicago.

April 6th.

Barnum A Bailey Greatest Show on
Earth and Spectacle Cleopatra.
Opened at Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,

Ringling

March

22nd.
1914

Bros.

World's

Greatest

Shows and Spectacle Solomon
and the Queen of Sheba.
Opened at Coliseum. Chicago.
April 11th.

iiarnum

&

Bailey Greatest

Show on

losing, disappointing season.

Of the overwhelming majority
of circuses it may be said that
they were failures. Of the Gollmar Circus it may be said that

Earth and Spectacle Cleopatra.
Opened at Madison Square Garden, N.Y., Marrh 21st.
Ringling

Goll-

mar

&

Adam Forepaugh

The name

from the road.

1st.

-Barnum

built

man.

23rd.

Ringling

was made
show and gradually

railroad
up to the 25-30 car class.
Gollmar Bros, operated their
circus continuously from 1891 unthe close of the season of
til
1916, when they sold to Paterson,
a showman of considerable experience and a successful carnival

Chicago,

Coliseum,

at

It

avoided failure. It cannot be
said that it was a financial sucit

•

—

Charles,
Fou/ brothers
Ben, Fred and Wallace, continuously for a quarter of a century
gave without interruption the

cess.

best that

mon

was

in

them

in

a com-

to bring success to
A 25 -car cirrus
their enterprise.
is a low measure of reward lor
There is scarcely
this service.
any venture or gamble in the
world which, for an equivalent in
service, would not have yielded a
larger return.
Yet Gollmar BrOS. followed the
only reliable circus rode. \u brief

endeavor

movement

—always and

always counting the ultimate
cost; building a circus program
of clean entertainment and routing a show where experience and
skill alone guide.
Thus Gollmar Bros, by slow degrees traced their progress from

so continued

purchased

Bros,

A

United.

a modest beginning with a wagon
show until after twenty -six years
Gollmar Bros, winter quarters
were within a mile of the notable
winter quarters of the Ringlings.
The Gollmars are cousins of the
Ringlings. Each organization in*
dependency worked in the same

Enormous Shows
up and operated

Brothers

Sells

In the field they retired.

1916

Shows and Spectacles.

Bros.

Greatest

and the <Jueen of Sheba.
Opened at Coliseum, Chicago.

Chicago,

1902

Shows and

World's

Shows and Spectacle Solomon

10th.

Singling

facility of

1915

•

It

when Ringling

Built

—

Forepaugh, realizing that his
son Adam, although trained in
the circus, was unable to handle
so large a concern, provided by
will for its sale.

Forepaugh died in 1890. In the
year Barnum, Bailey A
Cooper purchased the circus as
a going concern.
It went out
billed as The Great Adam Forepaugh Shows, James E. Cooper,
Sole Proprietor and Perpetuator.
it was put out in 1890-1891 even
more elaborately than Forepaugh
had planned. Adam Forepaugh,
Jr., was featured with the enterprise. The management and staff
were foremost of the day. But
without the guiding -genius of its
founder it proved a. losing venture.
After two years' trial on
the road It was retired at a loss
of approximately $125,000.
Cooper died in 1892. Bailey by
purchase became sole owner. He

same

season,

It

A owr.'i Circus.
A Downs Circus.

ACTIVITIES OF WILLIE SELLS.
PERSISTENT ATTEMPTS TO ESTABLISH VALUE IN USE OF
NAME OF FAMOUS SELLS
BROS. — COMPLETE FAILURE.

A Rentfrow

Operated
by Willie Sells and Rentfrow. The
organization lasted but a season.
Operated 1900 and
Sells A Grey.
1901 by Willie Sells and James H.
Grey. A railroad show of about
twenty cars. Grey was a man of
circus experience with considerSells

able

capital.

Circus.

It

was

closed out

toward the end of season of 1901
at Algiers, La. Part of the unencumbered property was purchased
by Martin J. Downs. Afterwards

was made

into the Sells

A Downs

Shows.
Sells

A Downs

Wild West.

was

retired.
Jr.,'
later

In 1916 increased to 42 cars, the
went out as Sells-Floto

Adam Forepaugh,
sought to benefit by the name and

show

reputation of his father's circus.
He effected a combination at
Philadelphia and put out a circus (1893) with himself at its
head, billed as "The Only Living

Shows." Jess Wlllard and Frank
Gotch were featured.
In 1918 the circus went out as
a 30 car show. Later the title
was changed to Sells-Floto Super

Adam Forepaugh
public,

Circus.
In 1921 the circus

Forepaugh circus, and the class
of entertainment it offered, failed
to part with their money under
an appeal for patronage that rested chiefly on the reputation of a
The name
deceased showman.
meant little to the small tented
outfit with inferior layout on the
lot.

Patronage

Sells-Floto Circus.
Into this original Sells-Floto
combination In 1905 came H. H.
Tammen of enver, Colorado,
noted newspaper man and capitalist.

The

Adam Forepaugh
its

Show

founder died

show came under
Ringling management (1905) was
(1890) until the

circus the best management that
could provide.
Notwithstanding the extraordinary effort made to build up and
continue this eircus and notwithstanding the unusual advantages
given it, it was never self-sustaining.
As a business investment it spelled "failure."

money

T. Barnum, James A. Bailey,
James E. Cooper, J. T. McCadden, James Anderson,
Charles

Adam

Forepaugh,

Jr.,

and W. W.

Cole.
In 1895, at the close of the

Cadden

A

Anderson

lease,

McJames

A. Bailey put part of the rolling
stock of this circus into what
went out as the first railroad
show of Buffalo Bill's Wild West.

Adam

Forepaugh

A

Sells

Brothers Enormous Shows UnitThe following year, 1896,
ed.
Bailey secured an interest In the
Sells Bros. Circus and the joint
management put on the road a
new combination Adam Fore-

—

paugh A Sells Bros. Shows.
The year following, 1897, Bailey
went to Europe and sold an interest
Forepaugh -Sells
in
the
to W. W. Cole.
1906 Adam Forepaugh A
Bros. Shows became the
property of James A. Bailey and
Managed
by
Bros.
Mingling

Show
In
Sells

brought a com-

capita).
newspaper
command
service, men skilled in advertising
and publicity, and brought to his

not a profitable Investment. Yet
during this period It had back of
it
such notable showmen as B.

Hutchinson,

Tammen

bination to the circus as rare as
was useful. A distinguished
it
character typical of the West, he
ventured in the circus business
for the love of it. He had at his

others,

disastrous failure.

from the time

was sold to
Bowers and

Mugivan, Ballard A
went out as a 30 car show.
In 1922 ths circus went out at

away and this
came to

fell

many

circus, like

Champion

"World's

Circus,

Shows."
The
with the old

familiar

We quote Mr. Tammen 's own
words covering his experience in

.

I

was thrown

paid $20,000. and that
into the bargain.
I

all in all I love the circus, but not
as a business proposition. It is

Sells
Sells

A

for which

dle spirit.
No successful circus was ever
built >ip that did not have back
of it a man or men of exceptional
personality, great courage, remarkable physical endurance, men
of strong resolution and to whom
the word failure is unknown.
This is true of all the great circuses. It is true of the Ringling
Brothers Circus, it is true of Barnum A Bailey, it is true of the
Robinson Circus, it is true of the

A

first

We also owned the Buffalo
Wild West and Congress of
Rough Riders of the World, title

Bill's

thought .the name "Buffalo Bill"
attached to a wild west exhibition
meant much because it had an in-

Circus. Owned and
operated by Willie Sells and MarEvery attempt to
tin J. Downs.
make of this outfit a success
operated the show during 1892
It was closed out in 1905
failed.
and 1893.
and the name never revived. The
The next year (1894) McCadden
title was changed to Cole Bros, for
Anderson leased from Bailey a
the season of 1906.
part of the Forepaugh Circus and
Willie Sells next, entered into a
made an experiment which stands
combination with western capitalas an important precedent in
ists in the formation of the Sellsshow business. They cut down
Floto Circus.
the size of an established big Sells- Floto Circus. Put out in 1905
and since kept in the field under
show. It was made into a onevarious combinations of titles in
sing circus of the 23-car class.
which the name Sells has been
It was handled by a staff of exfeatured.
perienced showmen. It had amIn 1910 the circus went out as a
ple capital, a big menagerie, good'
31 car show. In 1915 as a 39 car
equipment, was well advertised
show.
and routed over territory where
In 1914 the title was changed to
the name Forepaugh was estabSells-Floto Circus A Buffalo Bill's
lished.
dire failure at the end

of the

for it

by four brothers Allan, Ephram,
Louis and Peter. They built their
circus up from a small beginning
and stuck to it in the never- sad-

atmosphere. Often animals used
with success by the Ringlings
Great Adam Forepaugh Shows
were later exhibited under Gollit is the history of the Sells Brothmar tents. They routed their
ers Circus*
show where Ringlings before
Furthermore, the circuses that we
profitable
them had developed
come to look upon now as having
patronage.
a great name, were, air of them,
Yet Gollmar Bros, were never
built or had their beginning before
able successfully to build or opthe present generation. They were
erate above the one train circus.
built up little by little by men who
Ringling Bros, are the only percounted the cost In every detail of
sons in the world who have built
the almost endless variety that
or operated in the class that
make up the big show. Thus Sells
Bros, built up their show, estabRingling enterprises have occulished for It a good reputation
pied for the last ten years.
and made money. They exhibited
The Great Adam Forepaugh Circus.
throughout the United States,
Founded 1865. Successfully deCanada and Australia.
veloped under personal manageEventually Bailey, through Louis
ment of Adam Forepaugh, first
E. Cooke, formed a combination of
as a wagon show and teen on
the Great Adam Forepaugh Circus
rails. Toured United States and
and the S' lis Bros. Circus. (For
Canada with much success. It
further history of this combinabecame one of the two leading
tion see Adam Forepaugh Shows.)
shows of the country, with all the Sells A Rentfrow Circus.
characteristic of the big shows of Sells A Grey Circus.
today.

Will, tha value of nineteen years
of advertising, and in that line
you know we had advantages.
Well, to make a long story short,
I got nothing in the world for the
good will, and the physical property that the purchaser got cost
considerably more than I received

the circus business:
"I was in the circus business
for nineteen years, and I believe
you will agree that we ran a
clean-eut,
first-class
institution
and had the right to say that we
were the second largest in the
United State*. I thought in those
nineteen years that I had established

an unusual good

will.

When

we concluded to get out of the
cirrus business and endeavored to
find a buy*r, it took us a year to
find one, and then we received
about $1219,000 for the property. I
know thr property Itself was
worth more than that: then I
Began

u>

.

i

j.

shout

the

•

|

Taking

ternational reputation.
entitrely speculative

and

it

fleeting."-

— In

support of the contention that there Is little value
Note.

possible of transfer to good will
in the name and reputation of tha
big curcus, the case of Willie Sails

A performer
as well as showman, he grew up
under the guidance of the founders of Sells Brothers Enormous
is directly In point.

Shows and had his training under
their tent. By name, by relation*
ship, by training, he was peculiar*
ly suited to exact a value from
circus good will If it were aver
possible.

And

the ethics of the profession

seldom restrained Willie's activities in promoting a trade or com*
bination upon the name Sells.
Willie traded persistently In
every possible way upon the name
Sells a
name famous, estab-

—

lished, successful, for more than
a generation.
Tet never once
was he able to keep his organisa-

much

tion alive,

A

circus

less

make

pay.

it

man-

without the

ttile

agement or organisation (or
equivalent) which established
has

little

Its
It

transfer value.

Buffalo Bill.
Buffalo Bill's Wild Wast
Cfftoress
of Rough Riders of the World.
Founded in 1833. Made several

A

European tours. The first, la
was a pronounced success;

1837,

the

1903-1903, a dismal failure.
In 1893 returning from abroad
Buffalo Bill produced his Wild
West at thf World's Fair, Chi*
cago, with splendid success. Tha
following year, 1894. exhibitedAhe
entire summer at Ambrose Park*
last.

•

South Brooklyn.

The engagement
was unsuccessful.
In 1895 James A. Bailey at tha
close of the McCaddon ft Anderson lease on the Adam Forepaugh
Circus, took part of Its rolling
stock, and joined with it the tan*
gible properties of Buffalo Blll'a
outfit and put on rails the Buffalo
Bill's Wild West.
It went out. a
36 car show, for the first time on
rails.

In 1897 Bailey sold" part of hi*
holdings in the Buffalo Bill Wild

West and other shows

to W. W,
Cole.
This combination continued the show up to and including
1902.

,

Buffalo Bill early in his career

became identified in partnership
with Nate Sal s bury, who was tha
business end of his enterprise until It came under the management
of Bailey.
In 1903-1906 Buffalo Bill's Wild

West toured Europe under the
ownership of Buffalo Bill and

Joint

James

A. Bailey. It was a failure
throughout the entire period and
never closed a winner any season.

In 1907 Buffalo Bill's Wild West
exhibited in the United States under the joint ownership of Buffalo
Bill

and the estate of

Bailey.

At the olose of the 1907 season
Ringling Brothers purchased the
Barnum ft Bailey circus, which
included much of the tangible
property and all of the rolling
stock which had been used by
Buffalo

Bill.

Ringling Bros, never operated
Buffalo Bill's Wild West. In 1908

a combination was formed between Buffalo Bill and Major Gordon W. Lillle, who leased (afterwards acquired) from Ringling
Brothers this rolling stock and
property.
Buffalo Bill's Wild

nee

West and Paw«

Com-

Great Far East

Bill's

bined. 1969-1918. Under the personal direction and management
of William. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill)

and Gordon W.

(Pawnee

Lillle

Bill).

In addition Buffalo Bill was
featured in the performance. An
unsuccessful show and a financial disappointment.
Closed by
attachment at Denver July S3,
1913. Sold at auction. Liabilities
heavy.

William F. Cody,
world over as Buffalo
a unique character

The

life.

days

story

is well

figure

known tha
Ha was

Bill.

American

in

of

known.

pioneer

his

A

foremost

among amusement

attrac-

hs was before the publio
for thirty years. He was a participant In many phases of western
life
the hunter, the scout, tha

tions,

—

•

frontiersman, the Indian fighter—*
which he revealed in the atmosphere of public entertainment.
Buffalo Bill was an outstanding
attraction, but never a showman.
He lacked executive ability. Tet
all the good will and reputation
were personal to Buffalo Bill.
Neither purchaser, appropriator
nor survivor have ever been able
to take anything of value from the
good wili or reputation of Buffalo
Hill.
He lived to see its value in
his

own hands

decline

and

finally

vanish.

Today

It

Is

used

only

after-she* concert,
(Cert. rued nei; week)

in

a

'

t

<

NEW ACTS

.

2«

MARSHALL

JU8TA.

and CO.

15 Min».; Full Stage (Special Cyc)
Loew's State
A colored aggregation of Ave. including one girl and four boys. The
girl and one of the men handle the
»olo Work double numbers, with the

male trio coming in tor ensemble
The dancing in general
stepping.
reaches a good average, and oiitdiaworks, which is invocal
the
tances
troduced merely to give the act the
fast stepping all
For
revue style.

members

The

are capable.

goes

girl

h bit beyond herself in the toe work,
and should shorten her »olo in that
line. The act has pep, and for threea-day bills on a par with the State
the strength to close satisfac-

lias

torily.

It is

well dressed and carries an

attractive cyc.

Hart.

GRAHAM MOFFAT

and CO.

(5)

30 Mine.; Full Stage (8pecial Set)
Coliseum, London

London,

May

17 Mine.;
Palace.

14.

The author of "Bunty rulls the
Strings" made his London reap-

an

hour.
"Till the Bells Ring" is old-fashioned in construction, containing a
number of "asides," with little in

the way of dramatic suspense. It.
nevertheless, amuses and entertains,
and this, coupled w4th the reputation of the author of "Bunty,"
shbuld draw the better class of
vaudeville and variety patrons in
all Englisfi -speaking countries.
Aggie lives with her maiden aunt,
Jennet, and is awaiting the return
of

sweetheart,

her

who has been

in

Dowie,

Erchie

America

for sev-

Aggie's mother, has left
her
for
£400
of
placing
it in the keeping
daughter,
of Jennet, who, instead of banking
it, hides it on top of the old clock.
Counting (he money, she is observed by old John Snodgrass, a
eral years.

a

dowry

to

and revision that
would take nothing from its technique might lift it to an immediate

telligent direction

headline

command.

EMMA EARLE

and Co.

(2)

18 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
58th Street

appearance
sight
particularly

harmonizing

vocally. "High
up is affected.

stage
sion.

and
well

facial makegirls mart off

brown"

The

with a brief harmony sescouple of doubles next of

A

pop jazzy tempo with a single following by one of the sisters. This
is
a competently done coon song.

A

trifle

more accentuation

is

all

wrong and

State
A clean cut singing act with Dorothy and Alice Morley presenting an
attractive

talk in the turn needs rewrit-

The present day slang

of

the

This
is not technical.
portion has possibilities. The crossfire with the plants consists mostly
In its present
of released gag*.
shape the act will get by in the pop
houses.
There is room for plenty
Four
however.
of Improvement,
minutes can be cut advantageously.
Con.

HUGHES

BILLY

FRIENDS

and

LADY

(4)

Dances

A

i

tj

pe of house

H<U.

likely

of

the

He

dancers.

who are
using the tarn

family;
is

all

in

which Donald Kerr appeared two
seasons ago. It fits him excellently.
The aet has been away for most of
the season and so might he fresh
for thrce-a-day around New York.
The Introduction Of the girls is
made from their hiding placet in
upended trunks, as in the original
Hughes is good in his style
turn.
of work, the girls doing fairly, but

make a

flash.

—

Monday matinee by the house
management, when the bill as laid
the

out upstairs was bounced oft all the
boards and caught in a high hat.
Tom Burke (New Acts), set fourth,
opened the second half; Fortunello
and Cirilllno (New Acts) changed
spots with the Irish tenor; Bryan
and Broderick, cast to close intermission, went down to second from
closing; Juliet shinnied up from
next to closing to the first part, and
Frank Tinney moved Into the keyCollins and Hart still
stone spot.
closed, starting at 11:22. Savoy and
Brennan, doubling elsewhere, had to
stay in the first course.
Yet the bill ran as though inspired.
It
had changes of pace, variety,
class, names, old faves and new
faces, and a solid basis of substantial vaudeville that never fell under
Palace standard.
Savoy and Brennan put in a practically new routine lor their second
week. Savoy started to go up once
or twice, but his ad libs were as bell
ringing as the snappers rehearsed.
Everybody was next and everybody
liked it. Some of the material these
two daring wits whissed over the
Palace foots was far beyond what
would be tolerated at ordinary
hands. Those who didn't understand
thought it a little blue, but only
those who understood really know
how kicky some of it was. No harm
done, at that.
Savoy and Brennan are so alone
in 'their class that they must be
lonesome. If they can't be permitted
some high-voltage liberties, what's
the use of being as good as they
are? Bert Savoy comes pretty near
being Xmerlca's representative wit
of the day. It isn't Will Rogers wit
Difit's caviar, not corned beef.
ferent from any other vaudeville offering, past or present, Savoy and
Brennan prove again one of the
most irresistib'e and valuable of

broadly.

McLaughlin and Evans did one
and tjfo bows too many,
fighting off a ' big hit thereby, as
their regular act was a bang.
Joe Fejer and his Hungarian
string orchestra held up the show.
encore

Pejer has spirit and showmanship,
and his repertoire and handling of
his

men

is

1

1 s.f

'-,

Rich Hayes opened and cleaned
Collins and Hart closed and
survived, which was a great deal.
These old-timers never seem to get
tired or to tire.
Take it from a vaudeville bug. this
up.

•

I

\

week's Palace show is worth anybody's time or money.
Lait.

JEFFERSON
Ordinary show at the Jefferson
first half.
The absence of the usual
name headliner probably accounted
for the less than three-quarters attendance Monday night. The bill
had enough Union square atmosphere to please the downtown audience, but from a higher vaudeville
standpoint it was tiresome, even for
small time. A very small percentage of women in the crowd, ami
the nearer the entertainment descended to cheaper standards the,
more receptive were the 14th street

I

\

<

patrons.
Four acts featuring nut comedians
were on the bill. Billy Arlington
was good, but the other three turns
contained, for the most part, monotonous repetition of wheez£s and
antics.

Arlingtop was thirdjifter Canova's
Dogs and Stewart and Olive. This,
tramp comedian is a sure bet for the

medium houses. He has offered the
same standard act for many years
now and dome of the Jokes prove it.

—

but, on the whole, the turn is a
steady bripger of laughs and ap-

A staff of three assistants
plause.
lends capable aid with the comedy
and some creditable harmony.

acts.

Tinney, with a routine new to PalMoody and Duncan, fourth, are
ace patrons, got into high quickly burying their ability under a mass
with his whimsical delivery and of
The
material.
unproductive
penetrating personality. Tinney in women ha\^ attractive appearances
There and fair voices, but their choice of
whiteface is only himself.
were those who prophesied he" would songs will handicap them in the betlose his individuality with his cork;
The comedienne's nut
ter houses.
it was under the cork that he found
chatter needs a lot of revision.
tlon), -Macushla" and 'The Mrinit.
He may have been funnier in the
He
enough.
They were followed by York and
strel Boy." Coventional
old
was
never
better.
days, but he
shows a sweet lower register that He has cleaned out most of his stut- Maybelle. a mixed team suffering
from the same complaint poor masustains the body of each song and tering and repetitions, and now is a terial. The "locket" bit and the girl's
every
and
fibre
every
with
rises
simon-pure comedian where of old clean-cut handling of her lines are
ounce of energy in his masculine he was a silly kid. Tinneys satire commendable, but the majority of
bodv to the crashing finales. He is keen, and as a straight monologist the Jokes and situations are weak.
makes all these o'.d ballads new with no props except those nature The man dresses up in feminine
He certainly sings "Man- gave him he gallops in. Tinney clothes at the finish, and that pleased
again.
the Jefferson crowd.
dalay" as it was never sung before. scored heavily Monday night.
Lillian Broderick,
the honestly
Leon and Co., subbing for Holmes
Burke is being groomed for an- red-haired
little
pip (Bryan and and La Vere, swept up all the honother concert tour, it Is said. That Broderick) ran it to an ovation, too, ors. The illusionist has speeded up
he
if
would be rather unfortunate
after handicapping herself in her his act and it is now running along
He should stay in first two numbers with poorly chosen even more smoothly than- when at
goes through.
He has already con- wardrobe. Purple velvet and long, the Palace last year. The "King
vaudeville.
quered the Palace, and the rest will tangly skirts are all wrong for her. Tut" set, the clean and new-looking
She should wear white, if anything. apparatus, the poise of Leon, and
be a path of roses.
/.air.
She is at her best in the finishing the vivacity of the pretty girl assistdress about a dime's worth of fluff ant combine to give the turn polish
and just enough bodice to avoid a and class. The tricks are all puzJAY C. FLIPPEN and CO. (3)
riot.
She dances like a whixz. She zling, the final "fire and water" feat
has taken on a few pounds since in particularly so. Leon may not be
Comedy
the "Follies," but she still weighs the best known magician in vaude14 Mins.; Three
nothing.
There isn't a dancer in ville, but It is safe to say that there
23rd St.
vaudeville of her style who could is none with a better routine or
Flippen is a black-face comic put in a week more profitably than more admirable showmanship.
known in burlesque. Between sea- watching her 14 times. Bryan makes
Hawthorne and Cook were just
sons he has appeared in vaudeville a good partner, and Lucille Jarrot, another nut act. * However, they
before, though mainly away from a hefty and attractive mamma, is a were even crazier than the others*
consequently svored more heavNew -York. The comedy turn is fiend at the keys. The finish stopped and
probably out of his show, and also the show without any effort at syn- ily. They have the nut formula-the playing of trick musical instruthetic enthusiasm.
the assisting players. ^
Juliet worked about as usual, us- ments with horrible discords bur*
The routine is supposx-d to take
lesqued on operas and classical
place in a Jail house, with Flippen tion of program for hei debut in dances walloping the other nut and
visiacting the prisoner. Several
London at the Coliseum JMonday being walloped shrieking and howltors are announced by the keeper
afternoon was somewhat unfortu- ing and all the rest.
Kafka and Stanley closed neatly
First is a burnt cork boy whose view nate.
She chose to appear first in with
a trapeze and 'iron jaw" turn.
of
side
right
the
from
of things
Variations from the Ballet "Cop- The men only did six
stunts, but
the bars is anything but cheerful to peliu" and secondly in "La Mort du they work
with ease and exhibit
The
side.
wrong
the man on the
CvRne," thereby submitting herself personality as well as gymnastio
visitor mentions the line day out- to comparison with Genee. Pavlow.i ability.
side, then tells the prisoner his and a host of others.
"Scars of Jealousy" the picture.
Only recenthouse burned down and his wife ly tne "Coppelia" Variations were
ran off with another man.
charmingly danced here by the
*
Another visitor turns up, this time great Russian artists, Mme. Nicoa line looking brunette, who asks laeva and M. Legat, after which
The State had a good average bill
him
presents
She
questions.
useless
one could not help feeling Peppi ths first half, with Herman Timberg
with some magazines, which turn Het it go Ed.)
was distinctly the full-week headliner. In addition
out to be "Outdoor Life." "Travel" feeble. She was. of course, consid- to the regular layout of vaudeville
and a vacation guide. The Jailor erably hampered by having no the show had considerable in the
way of pictures, including the featagrees to free the prisoner if handed partner.
ure, "An Old Sweetheart of Mine,"
a laugh. That gets Flippen out and
Peppi is very strong "sur les two comedies
and a news reel. The
hj singles with a blues number for poUttee," but her apparent inability
bill in all ran over three hours and
the finale.
to straighten her knees is deplor- a half, providing a goodly
of
The others are not on for the fin- able. All her "cabrioles". were very entertainment during thatamount
time.
While useful the two visitors" badly executed and her pirouettes
ish.
The vaudeville started with the
are on for only a short time, mak- round the stage, although started Faynes, a cracking good contortioning their roles easy assignments. "stir les pointes." were finished on ist turn, including a man who is in
The turn was in the middle of the two flat feet. Her arm.} were not the first rank of benders. His work
is
the outstanding feature of the
bill, a spot it can easily Stand Up in
good. In "La Mort du Cygne." that
turn and comparable with the best
feee.
on this time.
tour de force of everyone from the in its
inc.
The young woman is a
liw-year child upwards, fhe never genuine asset; in addition to making
PEPPI PTA8ZYNSV
once succeeded in conveying the a pleasing appearance in several
Dancing
'biid" idea; indeed, her arm move- costumes, she comes In for some
Full Stage
ments reminded of nothing to much capable work with her partner. The
Coliseum, London
as the Incoming tide. Her charac- turn gave the show apeed from the
start. With Leddj And Leddy, a male
ter dance, "Rhapsodic Hongrolse"
London, M ay If.
team of the Itn tckaboul order, takThis formidable round-up of let- o! Liszt, was chiefly remarkable fo.- ing
the N'o. 2 assignment. Tin- e
the
dearth of imagination whieti it talk
ters is pronounced "Tushinsky" and
et w ith m il d rt spunsp. with
the lady has been premiere ballerina exhibited.
There WbV frankly no the corned) dancing, ground tumat the Royal opera house in Buda arrangement in it. and r was not bling and tab!e work bringing immeI'esth.
Sir Oswald Stoli's press de- weU executed.
The comed>
tier ^elevation was diate returns.
lull
dame let them ''"I 10 a good amount.
partment will testify tO this on lamentable.
oath.
A British audience unfailingly ap- oi applause.
In Addition to Herman Timbei
plauds all who ran run on their
Madame Peppi's (dear Ed., pk
the first-half biH< included rlattie
let
it
go at "Peppl";
theiefore
iskinej too toes;
he reception w n« Darling
(Timberg ai
Ramm> Timmuch to type the lisi name) selec- cordial
jn K
berg Placed No.
thej introduced
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just right for vaudeville.

i

Closing the ihow, the
Nil

IMS

4

15 Mins.; Full Stage

would enhance the rendition. 23d St.
Billy Hughes looks enough like
Well handled talk between songs seJohnny to be his brother and is
cured laughs.
dialect

double finish with conversational stuff interlined. The costuming is effective, one appearing in
solid blue and the other in yellow.
Both have good voices. The act
gains a lot by the girls remaining
on the stage, except when one of
them exits necessarily, while the
The team
other does her single.
went unusually well at the State, the
house calling them back Thursday
night after the lights had been lowered and the how music stopped. It
shapes i~
standard act for an>'

.

3D,

|

mded.

The

'
.

—

T.ait.

Song, Talk, Dance

ing.

One

12 Mins.;

—

uniqdb a very simple innovation
but a strong one. He walks on and
chimes into a song being played by

started. And
time long enough, as it is barely fore one realizes he has
vaudeville,
But five If that Isn't perfect
nine minutes with all.
is it?
else
what
snappy minutes, crowding in all the
The song is one everybody is alspectacular work would be a riot,
ready humming silently. "I'm Fallwhereas now it is diluted.
That
in Love with Someone."
ing
This act is strong enough as it is
he goes through "Manfor any bill, and will be one of the over with,
operatic
an
"Piccardy."
da
lay,"
hits of any bill.
But a little inaria in Italian (a screaming sonsa-

I

MORLEY

of the synthetic tricks that "get
over." and an international personality that assimilates him without
a creak into any community that
has eyes and ears.
His selection of songs is Ideal.
His entrance is effective and is

so that he avoids the
them.
A comedy walk used per- his
arrival usually
sistently by the understander, and tortured and effected
evening-dressed and
of no noticeable value, takes up associated wtth
is on and at
He
tenors.
kid-gloved
considerable time. Maybe this is a
bekeep the running it and into it and over the top
studied idea

excellent, but not" vociferous, recep- orchestra, finally mounting the stage
tion at the Coliseum this afternoon. for a song and dance. Another plant
It is not the kind of sketch that calls •interrupts the pair, also mounting
Julo.
the .stage for an Irish jig that
for strenuous applause

and ALICE
Songs and Talk

appear

pianist,

widower, who, in her absence from
Emma Karle has attempted to
the room, counts the money, think- construct a vaudeville turn upon an
ing It is hers, to determine whether Idea that has heen pretty well
she would make a desirable third worked out. The idea of the talk,
wife for him. Before he is able to songs, customs and dances of days
replace the money It is missed, and gone by as contrasted with the presSnodgrass. who had proposed, says ent day stuff has served as the main
he will make good the dowry for theme for innumerable acts and reAggie, intending to do so with the vues during the past few seasons.
bank notes lie was compelled to
Miss Karle, in matronly attire
When the with gray hair, makes a motherly
hide in his pocket.
"theft" is discovered the notes are appearance as she steps through a
stopped at the bank and he is com- plush drop in 'one" for her opening
pelled to throw them out of the song, "It Was Not Like That in the,
window, where they are picked up Olden Days." This serves to introby a passing tramp who is reading duce the contra-t idea, which is
a tract to the effect "The Lord will further developed by a monolog in
The young lovers dis- which the flowery speech of a decprovide."
cover the deception and agree not ade ago is contrasted with present
to expose Snodgruss on condition he day slang.
An old fashioned pro"makes good" the loss and g'u-s posal of marriage followed by the
through with his promise to marry present method. Old time songs and
auntie.
the new delivery concluded this porGraham Moffat plays Snodgrass tion of her act.
Miss Earle returns to be interwith just the requisite unction, and,
for once, has a competent support- rupted by a middle aged male plant
ing cast. The piece was accorded an who cross-fires with her from the

DOROTHY

would

This pair came here to appear in logical field for this presentable,
the "Greenwich Village Follies" and gifted singer of songs.
His hismade good. Typically continental tory takes in Caruso roles at Coven
their methods would seem right now Gardens and in Europe's principal
more adapted to revue work than capitals, a concert tour over Amervaudeville, though they have the ica some seasons back, and a retalent for a perfect vaudeville act cent engagement at the Winter
if they will •peed up a bit.
The Palace opening, far,
Garden.
Pressed as Hooligans (old stuff from being a "comedown" may be
here and meaningless in 1923, audi regarded as the climax to the hand
not needed at all for their fullest some young Irishman's career on
effectiveness) this silent det occu- this side or any other side. Covent
The im- Gardens is some shucks over there,
pies a mid-bill position.
pression is excellent after it is over. but the Palace is a more important
But there is much to be desired In theatre, for it is the high peak of
The understander brings the an avenue of art that radiates over
detail.
They then the whole world, whereas opera is
little chap on in a bag.
go into a series of amusing and a narrow, limited, circumscribed
moat extraordinary tricks of bal- old patch like one of the 'Balkan
ancing, lifting, somersaulting, whirl- states it's great to write about and
ing and clowning. Some work with lie about, but it doesn't affect anya broomstick as a prop is entirely thing much.
new here.
Burke, at the Palace, proves a
The little topmounter. dressed as sensational hit. He has everything
He has the cultured
a kid, is .as nimble as the older man in his favor.
The ease of their diffi- voice of the trained tenor, the actis powerful.
cult work standi them out in a class ing punch of the romantic leading
with Rath Brothers, except for ap- man. the manly appearance of the
pearance; they are far more ver- movie hero, an Irish sototimentalism
satile than the Raths, but they lack in his throat, a discreet command

pearance at the Coliseum this afternoon in a sketch from his pen—
refinement in character, therefore
Scotch dialect playlet that is likely will probably not attain a distinct
to enjoy a large measure of success. individual drawing j.ower until they
Like the other plays and playlets Americanise up and look human infrom this author -player's pen, it stead of grotesque.
does not spare the Scotch, laying
The other main criticism is in the
stress on the shrewdness and thrift funeral and monotonous music used
of the natives, never viciously, but throughout inpiano strain, and the
in a manner to create a degree of very slow, measured delivery.
This
humor sufficient to entertain— sure- comes more between tricks than in
ly for the limited period of half

One

Vaudeville

.

bits of last season. Her Imitations
comedy Juggler to open and two tore things wide open, especially
La Hue and Eltinge, whom
comedy Jugglers to close but the Grace
she does gloriously, and Belle Baker
the best comedy Juggling was done after and Fannie Brlce, whom she doea

A

—

the Bells Ring" (Comedy)

•-Till

tongs

9 Min.; Full Stage
Palace.

•

ing hat bits In place of her soup

PALACE

TOM BURKE

FORTUNELLO and CIRILLINO
Tumbling Clowns

(3)

Song* and Dances
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songs, chatter and mui routine of
The offering proved a
sical work.
pleasing feature, with the freshness
materially helpcouple
young
of the

REVIEWS OF DISKS

WEEK

*

Miss Darling proved suro fire
ing.
with her dancing violin work, with
her younger brother Sammy coming
Borne THAT DA 1>A 8TRAIN
in for applause at the piano.
(Fox Trot) accompanied by Justin Ring's tellof the trick playing Indulged in by
(Instru- ing work at the ivories.
Ribbon
Trie
Blue
him could be eliminated. Straight
mental).
"Dearest" starts off decorously
playing would create a better aver- AGGRAVATIN' PAPA
Same
and then la syncopated in an accelage for him.
Okeh No. 4824.
erated tempo. Similarly the "cryMurry and Mad d ox, a man and
The trio, a new combination con- ing" number
first rendered as a
woman team, following, -were one of sisting of Green (xylophone), Wie- waltz ballad Isand
then jazzed for
the outstanding features of the doft (sax) and Larry Briers (piano), the getaway. This change
of pace
«how. The State, decidedly hard for judging from this contribution, may is very effective.
the average talking act, possessed develop into as popular a disk card
no pitfalls for this combination. as what the old All-Star Trio was. IN A CARAVAN
(Fox Trot)—
With their smart chatter they gar- It's a very effective combination,
Charlos Kerr's Orchestra.
nered laugh after laugh and a genu- each a master of his own instru- GONE!—
Same— Edison No. 51147.
ine outburst of applause at the fin- ment, and the arrangements are
a Caravan" (Gene Williams)
The couple gave the bill its deftly scored so as to allow the is "In
ish.
a London product reported quite
Herman Tim- alternation of individual effects to popular
brightest moments.
in England. For American
using
two
assistants,
followed,
berg
best advantage. Besides, their in- consumption it is just an average
a man and woman. The man ap- jection of nuance into fairly famil- Oriental tune with
the average disIt
peared first for some gagging.
iar pop dance tunes is another thing tinction and melody. The Kerr orstarted strongly, but petered out, to commend them. The Blue Rib- chestra
does it quite well. "Gone!
Timberg bracing the turn with vio- bons look like winners.
But Still in My Heart," Is by Lee
The young woman aplin work.
David and bears the usual David
peared later, singing pop numbers,
stamp of majesty
with Timberg furnishing an accom- NARCI8SU8— The Wiedoft Ensem- of David's output and melody. All
is decorous and
ble.
paniment on the violin. This brought
VANITE— Rudy Wie- suggests he could turn out a very
returns, but was carried a bit too VAL8E AND
fetching production score.
doft Brunswick No. 2418\
The violin work and dancing
far.
Here's a record quite worth while.
during the final minutes cinched a
YOU BELONG TO
Justa. Marshall and Co. (New It is a little better grade than what YOU
hit.
might
be popularly dubbed "canned
SOMEBODY ELSE (Fox Trot)
Acts), a colored singing and dancing
Tne Lanin Orchestra.
_
revue turn, closed the vaudeville vaudeville" and yet is not as pedantic as concert music
It's a happy CRYING FOR YOU-Same—ColumHart.
section.
bia No. 3850.
medium between the two. The faThe Lanin orchestra has been
(Ethelbert
miliar
"Narcissus"
Nevin) is rendered by Wiedoft's holding forth for some years at the
saxophone sextet, a highly effective Roseiand. New York. This marks
that should be featured their debut on the Columbia disks,
A good show at the Broadway combination
further
along similar lines. The re- although not unknown on the lesser
this week of the usual standard,
verse
saxophone
solo by Rudy brands. Their initial try here is imis
a
with no particular headliner, but
The soloist has pressive. The arrangements feature
graduated to a fitting climax. The Wiedoft himself.
the king the assertive brasses in contrast to
been
called
paught
not
for
Dealans open in a fast acrobatic
precise staccato'' accompaniment
The men work in tuxes of saxophonists. He toots a nasty a
routine.
by the reeds. The constant interand run through their stuff in a reed.
polation
of counter-melodies also
zippy five minutes. They do handmakes the two very familiar tunes
springs and flip-flops of every con- 8PANI8H MOON (Tango Fox Trot)
sound
quite
fetching.
interested.
and
Specht
Orchestra.
formation,
—Paul
and
ceivable
Florence Brady, a comely song- LE MOME TANGO— Same—ColumBERCEUSE— Frederic Fradkin.
bia No. 3863.
stress, has a penchant for "blueSame— Brunswick No. 2409.
ing" her numbers, and accordingly
Two colorful tangos, rich in fan- NOLA
Fradkin is building up quite a
scintillates in that type of song. dango atmosphere, with showers of
She strives for a change of pace, xylophone tinkMngs and castanet following, both through his vaudebut is not wholly successful in that clacking.
Specht has arranged a ville and picture house appearances
Miss Brady is a comer, concerted drums effect to contrast like at the Capitol, New York, where
respect.
however. Harrison and Dakin, with with the stately melodious har- he has played return engagements
their male accompanist,, showed monies, and the result is captivating repeatedly, and also via the records.
His deft instrumental touch makes
their familiar "three of us" routine to a degree.
his violin solos generally appealThe act imto strict attention.
ing, even to those not given to
presses the most casual as being DEAREST—Georgie Price (Vocal).
artistic instrumental work.
"different."
MORNING WILL
Same"Berceuse" is probably familiar to
Haley, male duo,
Crafts and
Victor No. 19047.
many and "Nola" more so, because
The Victor
scored as per usual.
Price debuts this month of the dance arrangement, first inMoore-Emma Littlefleld "back to asGeorgie
a Victor artist, selling this popu- troduced by Vincent Lopez, of the
the woods" act still packs many a
lar couplet in a clear voice and ef- late Felix Arndt's composition.
Even
laugh and the hoke was extraordifective manner. Intermittent whis- the original has that snap and
narily appreciated by the Broadway
swing
Interestingly.
that made It so effective as a. fox
mob. The hokum as it is dished tling breaks it up number
of
is
"Morning"
one
The
Xrot.
up here is almost scientific in its
Al Jolson's newest in "Bombo."
effectiveness.
YOU TELL
I
Bert Lahr and Mercedes, the
8TUTTER
(Fox Trot) Original Pennsylformer an energetic Dutch come- TELL ME WITH SMILES— (Fox
vania Serenaders.
Trot) Atlantic Dance Orchesdian of palpable burlesque rearing,
aggressive
THAT RED HEAD GAL (Fox)—
Lahr's
tra.
'em.
woofed
The Collegians— Victor No. 19049.
Stevens Triomugging is undeniable. Mercedes, FALLING— (Fox)
Both recording combinations are
Edison No. 51141.
in Spanish costume, foils capably
Two nice long dances running new names to Victor disk purafter introducing with a song and
about a minute longer than the chaser*, although by no means undance solo.
The La Pilarica Trio closed with average disk because of the special known in dance orchestra circles.
The Edison process. The "Smiles" num- The Serenaders are familiar at a
Spanish dance routine.
a'
younger of the women impressed ber (Frlend-Hirsch) is a melodious number of southern resorts and The
favorably with her charm, and the fox, sprightly and snappy, with a Collegians, a Paul Whiteman aggregetaway was spontaneous following persistent saxophone doing the next gation, held forth last at the Henthe man's hock-stepping marathon, thing to smiling laughing. "Fall- dezvous, New York. The boys really
doing the squat dancing for fully ing" is whipped over perfectly by the hail from a higher institution of
three or four minutes to the self- Steven*
Trio
(piano,
sax and learning, mostly Cornell, and judgaeoonipaniment of castlnets.
banjo),
with
Stevens' masterly ing from their Jazz delivery the
Abel.
The feature closed.
piano work standing out effectively. Ithaca school must have a great
The combination is a standard Edi- course in jazzbandery.
Both fox trots are irresistibly deson frame-up and a consistent de-
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AMERICAN ROOF

very satisfactory show giving
the patrons quantity and quality.
Jim Felix, with his horizontal bar
and flying trapeze opened. His hazardous feats won applause.
Corinne Arbuckle followed with
well-selected songs, each of which
a good- sized audience.
pleased
Smith and Kennedy have a light
comedy construction as a medium
for some wise repartee well handled by both, with a song that fits
interpolated by the man and a song
and dance finish. Good appearance,
breezy manner and easy playing.
Basil and Allen, two men, one as
a recruiting sergeant, the other as

A

livered

liverer.

,

ture,

concluded

a

good show.

certain

to

accelerate

sluggish feet.

CORN ON THE COB— Frank Banta BARNYARD BLUES (Fox Trot) —
and Cliff Hess (Instrumental)
Original Dixieland Jazz Band.
SLIPOVA— Same—Okeh No. 4825.
Syncopated piano solos are prov- TIGER RAG— Same—Okeh No. 4841.
ing novelties with the record-buying public, and this Okeh contribution is on a par with any. Frank
Banta and Cliff Hess, past masters
of the jazz piano duet "Corn on the
Cob" snappily. It is Hess' original
composition.
Roy Bargy, the Trianon orchestra
leader, composed "Slipova," rendered
by the same duo.

KI88 ME (Fox Trot)— Arnold Johnson and Orchestra.
a comedy Italian recruit, will make
certainly
as
bill
LOVIN' MAMA— Sametime
SWEET
big
a
good on
Brunswick No. 2411.
as on this. The turn is genuinely
Johnson somehow always reminds
funny and the men capable, espenot
cially the comedian, whose methods of Whlteman's dance music;
are natural and full of unction. The like the Whiteman of recent vintage,
audience was laughed out when they but as he was when first coming
got through.
"Dance Varieties" has a well-arranged variety of dances. There is
class to the act.
Sharkey, Roth and Hewitt got
over very nicely with a somewhat
old style cabaret act (piano and
singing), this emphasized by the
passe nance stuff. The pianist did
the best work, both as to singing
and instrumentation.
Herbert Denton and Co. got
laughs with a comedy sketch showing the return home of a traveling
man while his wife is doing the
spring housecleanlng, and his efThe
fort to escape his share of it.
comedy climax with the clever
playing of the couple put the act in
the hit class.
Miguon, the diminutive sinking
eomedienne, next to closing, held
tho difficult spot admirably, with
impersonations.
Margaret and Alvarez on the
trapeze registered with their sensational balancing on the bar while
n motion. Alvarez's head stand on
Ihe swinging trapeze is the last
word in equilibrium.
"An Old
Sweetheart of Mine," a Metro pic-

and

The Original Dixieland Jazz Band
has no peer in dishing up blues and
rags for dance consumption. Both
numbers here are composed by D.
J. LaRocca, the leader of the aggregation.

27

rr.

t :.

The "Barnyard

Blues,'' alias

"Livery Stable Blues," is a
standard with the Dixlelanders. The
"Tiger Bag" is a more recent composition, and it takes advantage of
the menagerie suggestion of the title
by a series of effective interludes.
But, of course, it's that wild clarinet
that stands out. What would a jazz
band do without a clarinet! Abrl.
the

BAMBALINA (Fox Trot)— Paul
Whiteman and Orchestra.
LADY BUTTERFLY (Fox Trot)—
The Great White Way Orches-

These modern jazz artune.
rangers have a knack of almost rewriting a song they record!
"New Orleans" (Creamer -Lay ton)
is another survivor of a defunct

ing out of Canada bound for the
U. S. than those on the other side
of the border see coming in, as
they see most of it going out, while

—

of course, depends

GEORGIA. CABIN DOOR
Trot)— Market's Orchestra
BLUE EYES — Same — Okeh

coming in. Which,
where it is land-

Chateau Frontenac in that city. It's
on the C. P. chain. Before they
had been there a week the Amer"Blue Eyes, You Make Me Blue" icans had
$65,000
In
Canadian
(Bert Auerbach) had to have something to redeem its trite title and money reposing In the hotel's vault
idea, and makes it up with a ven- for safe keeping. Curious as to the
geance in the snappy melody. Tho whys of so much money with a sesax takes full advantago of the op- cretive crowd its owners, the Canaportunity, going in for fancy gyra- dian Pacific secret service started
tions towards the end. The "Geor- to work.
They found the New
gia" number, by Harry D. Squires Yorkers
were buying a boat to ship
and Eleanor Young (Mrs. Squires),
boose
to
tho
States. There's hardly
is
also
a melody composition,
anything the C. P. can't do in Cansmoothly sold.
ada if it wants to, and it found out
all of the rest— that the rum runHENRY'S
MUSIC
LESSON
ners were shipping 260,000 cases of
Laughing Record.
PORTERS ON A PULLMAN Scotch on the boat; that the cargo,
most
of it from England that had
TRAIN
Arthur Collins and
Byron G. Harlan Edison No. been held in Quebec storage houses,
No.

4321

—

—

—

represented with cost of handling,
transportation, etc., besides original
cost of the liquor, nearly $4,000,000.
The boat started away and as far
as the Canadians ever found out
landed its cargo in the U. S.
The Canadians believe that anyone making a four-million-dollar
Investment In contraband liquor
would want to have some surety
they could get away with iL

51053.

Henry's music lesson starts with
a "Dutch" professor's attempts at
instructing Henry on the cornet.
The pupil's "blue" notes provoke
constant mirth, which causes the
hysterical Lena to go into a longdistance
laugh
marathon,
with
everybody concerned joining, the
listener included.
Very Infectious
for laugh producing. On the reverse
Collins and Harlan offer a "canned"
vaudeville novelty with the oldtime ".Porters on a Pullman Train"

number, still packing quite a few
laughs, further distinguished by the
duo's exceptional delivery.

The

Club

Little

will

open Thurs-

day as a Russian

cafe, under the
of the Club Balagan. Entirely
redecorated in the Russian school,
the resort has been leased from the
Shuberts by the management of
title

YOU'VE GOT TO SEE

MAMMA

NIGHT— Aileen StanMurray (Vocal).
RUNNIN' WILD— Miss Patricola
EV'RY

ley

and

Billy

"Petroushka" a Russian cafe, in
Alexander Kolwith The Virginians— Victor No. East 50th street.
chetovsky heads the entertainment
19027.
Two currently popular "blues" are of Balagan, with Theodore Bauer,
coupled on this disk with past mis- the manager.
tresses in

th<»

art of indigo delivery

The double verStanley
chiding
"papa" Billy Murray and the latter
apologizing vocally sounds refreshingly new and lends new charm to a
now familiar number. In "Runnln'
Wild" Miss Patricola is her Inimitable self, The Virginians lending excellent instrumental assistance. Her
ably performing.
sion
of
Aileen

Jack Kenny and Joe Foster, who
conducted a cafe on Broadway,
Buffalo, during the winter, have
opened Kenny's road house on the
outskirts of that city.

theme of "runnln* wiM" now that
her papa has thrown her down contrasts

novelly with

plaint.

Rhode

Island, for

some reason or

other, will not stretch out its welMiss Stanley's coming arms to highly touted New
Abel
York orchestras brought within its
confines to entertain its dance and
syncopation loving populace. Twice
this has been conclusively proven,

CABARET

despite that in both instances vast
sums of money were spent for
newspaper, poster and street advertising, _The most glaring fail(Continued from page 10)
ure of a reputable musical organia picture theatre with Its wooden zation
to enthuse Rhode Islanders
box office and a uniformed special came about Friday
night when the
policeman on guard. All that has Hippodrome
Orchestra
of
New
been changed. Its entrance is now York, widely heralded
and largely
inviting the place is metropolitan
advertised
as
featuring Jimmie
in
atmosphere and exclusive in Lent, "famous
trap-drummef who
trade.
The Garden! are drawing uses 76 instruments,"
played before
the nicet young people of the town. a sadly
disappointed crowd at what
There is music and dancing onlv. was termed the
Hippodrome CarWhile Montreal is wet little liquor nival at Rhodes.
i« seen around the tables, bespeakWhether the failure to draw
ing much for the same young people more than
1,500 people to the caras a ga iff st the younger Americans nival was due to
the $1 admission
in the States who "sneak" bottles charged
or to the bicycle races and
along wherever they may go.
numerous other attractions that enManager Beale of the Gardens li tertained crowds cannot
bo ascermaking himself agreeable to visit- tained, but amusement
promoters
As have reached the
ing professionals in Montreal.
conclusion that the
the Got dens are about the only little
State is exceptionally cold to
place there to visit after theatre worth-while
out-of-town
attractime at night, the show people are tions.
generously attending. Beale seems
Two
weeks ago, two orchestras,
quite something of a showman. one
advertised as the Original
He's willing to sl.inrt in with a show Dixieland
Jazz Band of New York,
for a special night at the Gardens,
attempted to stage a dancing batboth good publicity, and
It giving
tle
of
music
st Infantry Hall.
in other ways he proves himself

Providence, and failed.

right on this stylish Job.

sion

was

$1 plus

war

The admisIt wan

tax.

Saturday
but only $63 was
Hap Ward has opened his road taken in atnight,
the door. The promoter,
house near Iloston for the summer.
finding that he did not have enough
pay for the hall hire, partly curThe roof garden of the Richmond to
tailed the attraction and left an
(Ya.) hotel ha* booked A. Kaminskl
unsavory taste fn the mouths of the
and his Spanish garden orchestra
few who were present.
for two weeks, retaining Thelma
The Richmond
Edwards, dancer.
Max Fi«h«r, on his arrival in Los
roof is Richmond's pioneer cabaret,

I

Angolas, cancelled his vaudeville
tour and also a London engagement.

He opened Tuesday
at

•

<

<

.

i

I

the Sunset Inn

The Inn
summer.

NEW

I

•

little

One instance cited by the Canadians happened so near the city of
Quebec shore that nearly the entire town knew about it.
Some
New Yorkers were stopping at the

(Fox

—

—

see

ed on this side.

saxo harmonies.

into his now undoubted popularity.
tra—Victor No. 19035.
Some maintain that Whiteman was
The ••Wildflower" hit, "Bamballna"
then at his prime in the matter of (Vincent Youmans-Herbert Stotnew effects and warm overtones. At hart) already bids- fair to become the
any rate, Johnson's jazz music has biggest Victor seller this month, and
that majestic distinction that im- is touted to develop into a sensapresses the most rasual as being tional dance hit of. the year. It cersomething more than mere jazz tainly is an intoxicating dance numdance music. This disk Illustrates ber as Whiteman does it. Its com- representing the tirst effort in this
it aptly.
panion piece is another production line made here for many years.
number, tho "Lady Butterfly" medAFTER EVERY PARTY (Waltz)— ley. Th^ Whjte Way Orchestra deIke Bloom" who operate?. "Midnite
The Columbians.
livers it smartly, yet decorously.
Frolics," one of the most popular
APPLE SAUCE— Same Columbia
in Chicago,
No. 3853.
YOU TELL HER— 8TUTTER caban t entertainments
Both are west ronst products, al(Fox Trot) The Cotton Pickers made an especially strong appeal to
"After 'WAY DOWN YONDER IN
picture exhibitors during the conthough generally popular.
Bruns- vention. As a result of this and of
8ame
Every Party'' is one of the currently
ORLEAN8
wick No. 2404
popular ballroom wattles, replete
the reputation his place has for good
The
with warm saxo overtones.
"You Tell Her" (Billy Rose-Cliff fun it was a popular rendezvous
arrangement novelly contrasts the Friend), primarily a lyric song, Is for the visiting exhibitors.
The
dance
Infectious,
banjo twanging with the r*> <is. a surprisingly
'"Apple Sauce" is a snappy dance number, although Billy Jones makes amateur p» rf«>: mane** on VVVdn'
(in
an
night
day
especially
big
w
vocal
known
with
a
banjo
and
clar- his presence
number in which a
chorus of the number. Jone* sings crowd.
inet duet stand out.
it
In perfect dance rhythm, which
DEAREST— Sam Cook (Whistling). means a novel acceleration of an
The Canadian* believe 'h«N g( B
The better bird's-eye viem of the workCRYING FOR YOU— Same— Okeh ordinarily fast vocal tempo
Cotton Tickers have made a Strik- ings of prohibition enforcement In
No. 4846.
A novelty "canned vaudeville" ing arrangement of the number. ih«> si.ii< n than lh< m in th< 6
disk.
Sam Cook, the "whistling sounding fresh and nascent In pots Tlu «•;•>
unit IJqtH
y
in contrast vith the now familiar
minstrel," renders this popular d

—
—

we

colored show— "Strut, Miss Lizzie"
It starts as a
but worthily so.
slow, melodious jazz with a suggestion of Spanish tango in the patter
chorus, but primarily given to warm

night. May 29.
for the aeaslTh.

open only during the

is

Robe Wolf, muslea] Sirtctor
The Pepper Box,'' now al
Auditorium, Los Angeles,
izlng a

hand

for the

-

ft* q

If
..t

for

the

I'lt.m-

Cat*-

lina Island.

(Musical) Huehn, formerly
now has .• noft berth
tho County Clerk's office in the
li.' threatens
Citj Hall, New Yoili.
rooms i leading politician if he
hold
preaenf
down
j< b k
ran
hli
i
Ml dene.
otn
ough '<» get ••• »
Billy

in

vaudeville,

in

i

i

•

.

VARIETY

•

•

V
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NEXT
WEEK (JUNE
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

BILLS

4)

CAU hooiM open
eated

»Mk

the

for

with Monday

)

The

below ere grouped

wbM

••.

aocordlng to booking

lo divisions,

supplied

Tho manna/ In whlob these bill* ar* printed doaa not denote tbe
pertance of acta aor their p-ogram position*
• before nam a denotee act ( doing naw ture, or roap pan ring altar
vaudeville, ar appearing la city where listed for tbo flrat Urn*.

relative

Keith'* Palaca
•Lionel Atwlll Co

Harry Fox Co
Alltea Stanley Co

Torke A King
Stoddard Band
Moore A Freed
Four Phllllpa
Ted Lorraine Co

H

Keith's Riverside

A Johnson

Olaen

May Tone A Band
Fr'klyn Charles Co

Moras A Mack
Bevaa A

Flint

A McBride
Clown Seal
r
Tracey

(One to

Son Dodger
Geo MacFarlane Co
Mall nd a A Dado

(Others to nil)
2d halt (31-3)
Ben Bernle A Band

Wm

Jos K Wstson
Juggleland
%

St.

Herbert Clifton
A Garry
Ruloff A Klton

A H

Bverett

in Moon
1st Half

ALWAYS

"Ths Merry Widow." "Fp

Herman A

(Ons

to nil)

The Diamonds
(Others to nil)
td Half

Walters A Walters
(Others ' to nil)

A

Walters

Clifton

(Two

to

Walters

A

The Diamonds
Murray A Alan

Shaw

A

Harrison

A

Dakln

Sealo

G Yeoman A Lizzie
Santo* A Hayes

Pelte

Sealo

(On*

to nil)

(Two

BROOKLYN

Hamilton

Malik's

A

Marion
Caltea Bros
(Others to nil)
2d Halt
Wilfred DuBols

to

TAB

nil)

(One to

Featured with

ONA MUNSON

Playing B. F. Keith Circuit

Lee

B. F. Keith's

A Nina
A O'Connor
•Murphy A Clark

Booth
Lexey

Eddie Cantor
Kerr A Wet mm
Flo Lewis Co

(Chattanooga

PLAYING KEITH CIRC I IT
MADCAP.
JIMMY DUNED1N

Jefferson

R'ney A Bent Rev
Ebs
Harris A Vaughn
Wilfred DuBols

Wm

A

Davis

Pells

Holmes A LaVers
Dave Roth
A Gray
Princess Wahletka
(Two to nil)

Clifford

2d Half

(Ons to

(Others to nil)
Proctor's ltfWh
2d Half

St.

(24-27)

Wm

All)

(One

to nil)
1st Half

1st half (28-30)

Lew Hawkins

Co

Pirrto

Half

•LaToy's Models

(Two

A Pelle
Stars of Future

Wm

(28-10)

Hal Johnson Co
Jack Little
Burke A Saun
•The Dealans

Ebs

(Others to

Shaw A Les

Bob Hall

Ormabee Co

(Others to

to nil)

2d Half

nil)

1st half (23-30)

Little

Cor. State

(Two

nil)

WILLIAM

Palace

ADER

F.

Johnny Clark Co

Hallen A Day
Thu Chicago Thuatrical Lawyer
Stanley Chapman
Maw Located at
Kavanaugh A E
11 SO. LA SALLE ST.. CHICAGO. ILL. Bernard A Scarth

Phono

RANDOLPH

A M

Sis

Howard Kyle Co

(31-3)

Leigh

Innls

2d Half
A Jones

Proctor's 68th St.
2d half (24-27)

Sampson A Douglas
1'henomonal Flyers
Mellnda A Dade
I.oRoy Bros
Jones A Ray

(On*

to

ffll)

1st half (28-30)
Pletro
Ritter A Knapp

Florence Brady
(Others to nil)
Mom Flatbush
Crafts A Haley
nil)

(Birmingham
1st

Stewart

(Other* to

nil>

Proctor'* 6th Ave.
2d h*lf (24-27
Le adorn & Btampei
>

NORFOLK

*«S

•Stepping Fool
2d Half

split)

I

Star

.one

National
W.lsnn Aubrey
I

i*.:

I

•

:

i Dun

1

S

*

•'•

nil)

O

Mel Klee
Harry Kahns

SU)

to

I

Tindell

A

Joyce

4

Mel Klee
Hyde's Band

•

BAH
O'Neil

A

Steppe

A White
MINNEAPOLIS

Cum'ings

neaaepla
(Sunday opening)

PERRONE And OLIVER

n

Kuebn

a "Song Symphony"
R

Ernest

A Rldnor
Wellngton Cross
Weber

Ball

Dance Creations
Wright A Dietrich
Smith A Barker
Silver Duval A K
•Ben to Bros

WILKES BABRE
PoU's
(Scranton Split)
1st Half
Stanley Gallnl Co

FAT
Sablnl
Pedestrlanlsm

Redmond A Wells
Kay

SAN FBANCI8CO
.

Gordon A Rica
Orplieum
(Sunday opening)

(Others to

Samsted

nil)

(Others to nil)
2d half (31-3)

John Dunsniure
& Homaine

&

Chung Hwa

Marlon

A Snoozer
4

SCRANTON,

nil)

PA.

Poll's

L.

Hill

I.

Sist<"<
Sl,>i,.r

Alma Graham Co
C'npps

I'lll \

Ooetr
Ethel
.

Al K Hail
Joe Cook
Alex A John Smith
II. ''-n

Monte A Parti

Family

BOSTON

B. F. Keith's

Brown

Half

4

2

Ortons

WORC ESTER
Poll's

Van Baldwin
Goelett

A

Main Street
•Roy B A Orch

I

Bobby Jackson Co
Southern 4
Harry Kahne
2d Half

Carr A

Ann

Hill

Freda

Boston
A Duffy
MacDonousjJi

A Anthony

Adelaide Bell Co

(One to nil)
Garden'* Olympla
(SeolleJ Square)

Fireside

W

Reveries

Sylvia Clark

Duncan
Claire

Sisters

Forbes

A C
II

Blossom Seeiey Co

Street

Skateiies

Alexandria
I'
Mclntyre Co

Brey

Around the Co
Watts A Hawle)
Gus Fowler

McKlssick A H
Ooslar A Lusby
Marcus A Burr t
Mlchon Bros
(Three to nil)
Gordon's Olympl
(Washington St.)
Grace Edler Co

Renard A West
Three Lonsle'ds

Sam Mann

Rense

2d Hair
B/osius A Brown
Adelon A Marccllo
Judson Cole

Pillard

AGNES—

—CHAS.

FINLAY and HILL
in

with

"Vodvil a

la

Mode"

Watson
Jos Stanley Ca
Msck A Lan*
Gold A Lynn

Oorinns Hlmber Co

2d hair
Arco Bro*
Jean Boydell

Ferls

ATLANTA
<<rund

Pantile Brice
1

ST. PAl
Pal :t re

A Adams

Tot*
•Mlaha Olln
Orpheus*
Clayton

A Edwari*

Whl»* Kuhns

West

A O
A

Quinn Bros

ETHEL

WARD

and DOOLEY

Flo Ring

Righto

King

A

Ethel Davis A Co
Disc Moarle Stars
2d halt
O'Neill A O'Neill

Whiting A Dunn
Disc Movie Star*
(Two to SU)

Kawana Duo
Irwin

Snappy

BALTIMORE

Bits

Id half
Casson Bros A
Corlnns Arbnekl*
Norton A Melnotte

M

Mack A Lane
John Blondy A Bro
Billy Maxwell •
•Antrim A Vale
Norton A Melnotte

A Kennedy
Watson

Righto
Barry A Lancaster
(One to All)
Boulevard
J Blondey A Bro
Mabel Drew
•

Hippodrome
Holden A Graham
Chas Martin

Fay Rash Trio
Wilson A Jerome

Mammy A O D
BIRMINGHAM

t

I.

Emerson A B'uW
Rice A Werner
Billy

Glason

F Farnum Band
A Sanfora

Cross

Whiting
rutin* A Burt

LaVall /

Ella

A

Rolley

Billy

Fred Swart* Co
Bond A Morse
Lytell Twins A Sent
2d halt

^

A West
A O

Forts

Delbrldge

Qulnns A* Smith
Ethel Davis Co
(One to Oil)

BOSTON
Oruhousu
Isblkawa Jsps

Sensational Hand-Balancing Equilibrists

FOUR PHILLIPS
New

CJun* 4) Kolth'* Palace,

Management:
Al Lester Co

Barry A Lancaster
Walter Manthey Co
halt

Selma Braatz Co

Sam Mann

Avenue

Chadwlck A Taylor
Bayes A Smith
Chas Rogers Co
Harry Htnes
Amaranth Sis

State
.1

Ovcrholt A* Young
Tack & flare
Golden Bird

.<

(

c;..-.: >n

Metropolian
Selma Brant r C*
Corinne ArhnCM
Will Stanton Co

!'iw

A

lll( -\f,<»

Rinllo

Cough It n

D & Bi-lnui.l l:
RKOOKl.VN

Bnsll

.?.

Bros

£•

Edition

The Bra mines
Bennington
Hcolt
Csrdo * noii
Jimmy Sav* Co
Roy*l rvun Tr

hftir

i

Merritl

FFAl.O

III

B

Norman Bros A
Herman Berrens

York

MAE PHILLIP

Eddie Carr Co
Adrian
'Snappy Bits

Jarrow
ilbur

..

Delbridge

WALTER

Pederson

ENRICO CARUSO SBOROI

Sylvester Family

W

Murray A Maddox
Sharkey Roth A H

.

Lillian

"•1

Snow CoI'mb's A

Bronson A Baldwin
Margaret Padula

Suter

I.

THE ORIGINAL

Campbell

Frank Whitman

LOS ANGELES

Hall

A

Morris

Wells Virginia A
Wylle A Hartman
S Lclands
Farnell A Florence

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT

DORS
I

1st

Out Knickers

K|

Astoria
Danoise Sisters

F A O Wallers
B Swede Hill Co
Quixey Four
Ward A Zeller

Inea

Golden Goto

Sunday opening)

KANSAS CITY

Majestic
2d half (24-27)
A Sanford

Davis

2d Half

ASTORIA.
2

Delaacey Street
Margaret A Alvarez
Golden West

Lillian

Dolly

DBS MOINES

Langton

PATLRSON

Just

A CoughMn

A

Gorton* Hlmber Co
2d half
Margaret A Alvarez

De Marcos Band
Walton A Brandt

A Kennedy

LeVeaux

Lehr

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Orplieum
(Sunday opening)

Gilbert

A Seamon

A Sonla
Greeley Square

A

Bailey

Pederson Bros

Itubeville

Edwards A Edw'ds

Zeller

A

&

Morgan WorsJey Co
Diax Monkey*
(Oae to- nil)
2d hair
Leonard A Burton
Wheeler A peiai.ey
Sidney Taylor Co
Lillian Morton
Ralph A Anna

Samaroff.

A

halt

Warwick
Ben Franlclyn Co

A Byron

Foster

A Gordon

Belmont Rev

Cliff

Albeit Rlckard

Orpheum

COUNT

Entertainers

HAH

Ward A
Grey

IHCCIT

Norman Bros A J
F A O Walters
Ovcrholt A Toung
Tuck A Clare
Skelly A Helt Rev

half

National

Palace

(Sunday opening)
of Fantasy
Gibson A Cinnellt
Sheldoa

Land

Storey

Ben Welch

2d Half

Palace

E A

MILWAUKEE

State-Lake
(Sunday opening)
Benson Orchestra

WATERBURY

ft

D A

2d

Oosslar A Beasley I
Basil A Allen
Dance Varletle*

Olsen A Band
Mltty A Lllllo

Rainbows End

Palaca
Lusters
Meredith A Bnooser
Lesson for Wives
Elklns Fay A R
Bits of Dance Hits

(One

NEW HAVEN

t

A Norman

Tony

NAP

Pearson

nil)

T A K O'Meara

4

Primrose Four
Crystal Bennett Co
(Other* to nil)
td half .
Murphy A Clark
•Mis* Mystery
(Others to fill)

1

K A B

2d

(

Eckboff
Jar row

(One to nil)
Lincoln Square
Hubert Dyer C»
Marjorie Burton
Yorke A Maybelie
Sharkey Roth A H
Just a Marshall Co

Bronson

Olga Cook
Hickman Bros
Tempest A D'kn'sn
'Margaret Maxwell

I'lIM \l»r

LOriSVILLE

B. F. Keith's

Garden AV Pryor

Sisters

LEFFERTR AVENUE.

Kelium A O'Daro

Palace
Stanley Chapman
(Others to nil)
2d hair
Valentino Vox
Warr's Syncopaters

A

Lunet'.*

Winnipeg

4.

Weston Co

Celia

Collins

fill)

TOLEDO

Dooley

A Kenny

Fay A B
Belle Baker
Lesson for Wive*
Elklns

June

H'ns'n A Burt'n Sis
2d half

Carl

(Others to

Phone Richmond

Russell A Marconi
Noel Lester Co

I

Baker

of

2d hair
Melnott* Duo
Flo Ring

W

A

INDIANAPOLIS

(Sunday opening)
Leon Erroll Co
Van A Schenck
Jean Adair Co

Watts A Hawley
Gus Fowler

•Van Baldwin

Mar.le

Morton
Old Roes
Elliott A LaTour
Arco Bros

ORPHEUM CLBCUIT

Suter
Around the Corner

Kennedy

Tower A Welch

Lillian

Wayne A Warren

(Others to

Lang A Haley

(Three to

to nil)

CHICAGO

half

Cahill

Brown A Whittalter

.

Peplto

•Duncan

Academy

KEW GARDENS,

BALTIMORE
Fleurette Joeffrie
Al W. ililn.au
Creole Fashion Pi
»
i o
Fr'klya

A Dan*

Runaway

HUGH HERBERT

half

A Mercer

Maryland

Co
Chester A Devere

Williams A Clark
Dainty Marie

Hedges

LaFleur
•Danice

•Nila Mac Co
Chief Caupollcan
Bits of Dance Hits

Murray A Gcrrish
Kennedy A Rooney

2d half (31-1)
Billy Arlington

Jay A Wesson
Syko

(Richmond

(Two

(Others to

Old Rose

Four

Polnco

2 Danoisc 81s
Golden A West
Golden Bird

Grey

Lennle

to nil)
hair

td

Fox A Allen

Ann

Gilbert

(Wilkes- B're Split)

split)

SILBER

Emllle Lea Co

A Dan*

Fern A Marie

Will Morris

5=

Peplto
•Danice

Meredith
Southern

half

A Brey

Sd Hair
Goelett A Hall
Bobby Jackson Co

1st half (28-24)
.Tennler Bros

1st

Lyric

Lew Welch
Newklrk A Meyers'

nil)

Ste.

ATLANTA

Eddie Nelson
Francis A Johnnies

(Other* to

CARY

1st

4

Val Vox
Wade Booth
Warr's Smyphnlsts

Arcade
(Savannah split)

Burke A Durkin
Kay A Hamlin & K
(Others to

Runaway

Traps

JACKSONVILLE

•Carr

Hyde'* Band
LaFleur A Portia
•Duncan A Joyce

(One to nil)
2d half
Wilson Aubrey I
Rudell A Dunigan

Fox A Allyn

Bros

A A F Htedman

John McKenna Co
Dolly* Wilson Co
Bdwards A Ed'w's
Ash A Hall
v

6611

2d half (31-3)

Palae*

(Two

McCormlck

BRYANT 7*76—48?*

Cblef Caupollcan
E ml lie Lea Co
2d Half

Bell*

and Randolph

to nil)

INDIANAPOLIS

BP'GF-LD. MASS.

A

Clayton

hair

Mabel Harper
Moore A Kendall
Hurst A Vogt

FITZGERALD BLDO.. NEW YORK

Capitol
A Portia

Second Hoor over Drug Store
Entrance « W. Randolph St.. CHICAOO

Keith's Prospect
2d half (24-27)

Davis

Win Edmunds Co

W.

N.

Rooney A Bent Rev

Phillips

Or. M. Q.

Elm're

Margaret Ford
Laces A Ladles

PANT AGES CIRCUIT

HARTFORD

Prloss within reason to ths profession.

nil)

2d

A Bobby
A Vale

Maxlne
Antrim
Grey A
Lehr A
Quixey

Walter Manthey Co

nil)

Pillard

half

2d

JACK POWELL SEXTETTE

Merrltt

IJIbcrty

BORDEN

to nil)

(Others to

ARTHUR

-

Laura Ormsbee Co

A

half

1st

Nathano Bros

DENTIST

2d half (Sl-S)

Four

Nswklrk

Palacs
(Mobile split)
•

A Stark
(Others to nil)

Alexander
Recco

4

NEW ORLEANS

(28-30)

TERRE HACTE
Clara Campbell

Palace

The Brlants
Lahr A Mercedes
Meehan A Newman

Lloyd A Good*'
•Saxon A Griffin
•Danse Ext'd'alre

to nil)

(Others to

Hall

1st

Herman
Avon Comedy
Al

nil)

EDDIE

A E

Stedman
A Elmore

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

Phono*

Olms
to

National
Valentine Vox .
Warr's Syncopalers
Fox A Allen
Wilson Aubrey Trio
(Oothers to nil)
2d half
Stanfey Chapman
(Other* to nil)

Losar A Dale
Harry Watkln*
Cook A Oatman
Arthur A Peggy

The Storm

Edmunds Co

Al Stryker
Crisp Sis A Ben'ett

Chas Keating Co
Alf Ripon
Fern A Marie
The Brlant*

(Two

(24-27)

(Two

Ergottl A Herman
•Nila Mae Co
6 Entertainers

60«

•

Kennedy Bros

A Nina

Proctor's

'Brooks A Ross
Casey A Warren

Greenpoint

Keith's

Flaherty A Stoning
Daniels A Walters
LaToy's Models

Jack

2d Half

Bobbe

Princess Wahletka
Deagon A Mack

A
•May A

NEWARK

All

LOl ISYILLE. KY.

La Salle Garden
Dameral A Vail

td half (Sl-S)
Stars of Future x

Palace
A Marlon

Golson

Proctor's

Moody A Duncan
Lady Alice's Pets

2d half (24-27)

(Others to nil)
Mass' Regent

Rubin

Vincent O'Donnell
A A L Rogers

A

Fred Oray Co
Powers A Wallace
Warren Jackson Co

JAN
(Tvro

DKTBOIT

Alexand'r

A

Bob Pender Troupe

Parish

Week

(Others to nil)
2d half
Australian Axeman
Stewart Girls -

Crystal Bennett Co
(Others to nil)

Howard Kyle Co
M'lr'y M'Neece

A A F

Jack Hanley
Evans A Wilson
Fred Weber Co
Collins

HEADLINING PANT AGES

1st half (21-20)

Samsted

Beeman A Grace
Maxfleld

Co
ELIZABETH. N.J.

hair

Ben

H. F. Keith'*

to nil)

Strand
Bradner

Lottie AJherton
Elinore Pierce Co

Miss Mystery
(Others to ttll)
2d halt

A Roma'.re

A

,

Victoria

LEXINGTON. KY.

DAYTON

Poll's CIRCUIT

Billiard
Dore's Celebrities
2d half

Lidell A Gibson
Crystall Bennett

Direction;

Keith's

Ray A

Harry Watklns
Cook A Oat man
Robt Rellly Co

Produced by CI8BY
Harrison A Dakln
(Others to nil)

half

(One

B. F. Keith's
Robert Rellly Co
Tip Taphankers
Shrlner A Fitx
Lidell A Gibson
Primrose Four
Crystall Bennett Co
2d half

spilt)

Bernt A Partner
Douglas A Earl
Dave Harris Co

Yip Yaphankera

4 DANCING MADCAPS

Bead*'* Hipp.
Musical Hunter*
Orren A Drew
Royal Venetians
Neal AbelBird Cabaret

Laura Ormsb?e Co
Cahill

BRIDGEPORT

half

1st

White Way. Orch
2d

Wheeler

A Maddox

Foster A Seamon
Broslus A Brown
2d halt

Vt.

Harrison Moss
Hanson A Burtons*
Gales

2

Samaron* A Sonla
Jean Boydell
Righto
Adrian

IKD.

A

2d

Harry Watklns
Cook 4k Oatman

B A.B
W
A J Mandel
The Wager

summsr vacation

King A Irwin
(Two to nil)

to nil)

Harry Rappl
Flrher A Cllmorw
(Two to mi)

CLEVELAND

Melodies A steps
Jos DeL'.er

LeVeaux

Snow A Norine

ALFREPRESENTATIVE
T. WILTON

A Mann
NASHVILLE
Princess

Miss Mystery
M A A Clark

Lonesome Manor

Johnson A Baksr
(One to nil)

Murphy A Clark

Booth

DAYTON

nil)

Keith's Orplieum

Davis

TOLEDO

SHEAN and PHMIPS

Bert Hughes Tr

REMEMBER
THE NAME
THE
FOUR

Palace
Caul Sisters

Owen McGlvney

A Beasley
Bronson A Renne
Cosslar

Nelson

Jack George t
Leo Wilson
Fondell Four
(Others to SU)

and HAMILTON
Next Week
COLISEUM and FORDHAM

Healey

Keith's Bushwlek

Chlo Sals

Tom Smith
Olcott A Mary Ann
Bob Albright Co
2d Half
Hawthorne A Cook McKay A Ardine
Combe A Nevins
Law Hawkins
Bryan A Broderlck
(Others to nil)
Claude

Pressler A Klalsa
Willie Hale A Bro

A Lang*

Gllfoyle

Murray A Alan
(Two to nil)

Harry J Conley Co

Imperial
(Sunday Opening)
Cupids Close-Ups
Ferry Corwey

Lawton

Rlckard
Whit*

BOB MURPHY "and"

Joe- Darcey

KOKOMO.

A

Evans A Wilson
Al Lester Co

suggest* for your

The Faynes
Tower A Welch
Torke A Maybelle
Carson Revue

CINCINNATI

Crowl It Coming to Town

*

MONTREAL

Albert

Fagg

Celia Weston Co
C'am'p'lltan Danc'ru
/td hair

Maxioe A Bobby
Dreoa 81*t*r*
Judson Cole

Murray

CHICAOO KEITH CIRCUIT

REGENT

Robinson
(Others to nil)

166th Street

Holmes A T«aVers

Mitchell

to nil)

Faya**

Dooley A Sales
2d half
Kane's Marionettes
•Ross A Ludovlc

(Two

Hana\aa Japs

Bill
4

nil)

Mardo A Rome

This

Singer's Midgets

A Drew
Coogan A Casey

R'ney A Bent Rev
Bernard A Garry
Davis

Herman A Shirley
(Two to nil)

Lillian

Garclnettle Bros

Royal Venetian
Neal Abel
Bird Cabaret

Ladles
Cornish

(Others to nil)
2d hair (21-2)

Orren

2d Halt

*
2d Half
Paul Decker Ca

(Two

Hippodrome

Columbia

P'rt'r

All)

A E

J

A
A

1st half (28-30)
Singer's Midgets
Cahill A Romalne

CLEVELAND

FAB BOCK AWAY

Arnaut Bros

Laces
Carter

to

FALL BIVEB

DIAMONDS
Week

Ha bird

Jack Oeorge Duo
Zeno Moll A Carl

Edmunds Co
'Brooks A Ross
LaToy's Models
•Saxon A Oriftln
(One to 111!
Shaw A Lee
»

Keith's Fordliaua
Janst of Franca

Proctor's

2d half (24-2T)

Lew Wilson

(11-1)

Wm

Pletro

VERNON

MT.

Palace
Fondell Four
Neapolitan Duo
Morgan A Binder
Caul Sis A Co

2d Half

Shirley

Cir'l'o

CINCINNATI

Edwards A B'w'ds

half

1st

Anderson A Graves
Joe Laurie
Mullta A Bart

Mack A LaRue

|*'

split)

Calvin A O'Connor
Sabbott A Brooks

The Fra belles

the Clouds." "Spies sf lttt." and others.
(Others to nil)
Mass' Coliseum

A

Son Dodger

THIS
For 4 Weeks

Lyric

Marion Murray Co
•F'rflo

(Two

O*

Marshall
Fulton

Ju*ta
fill)

Rlngham Beach, South Royaltoa.

fill)

Olympla
Chas Ledegar
Gray Sisters
Jay C Fllppen Co
Vernon Stiles

Bob A Bobble

Bob.

to

NEW BEDFORD

Coleman Sisters
Peggy Brooks

N. I.
Proctor's
Sd half (24-27)

Stiles

WATCH
SPACE

Arms

(New Orleans

(Two

B Swed* Hall Ou
Elliott A LuT*ur

Marl*
Eddie Carr Ou

Mlgnon
Boh Pender Tr
(Two to All)

to All)

Vernon

Arthur Finn Co

MOBILE

A Ryan

Georges DuFranne

Featured Dancer*
•'Mawy.**

Rockwell A Fox
Tabor A Green
Barrett A Cuneen
Jack Lavler

Ruth Roye
Roxy LaKocca

HARRY

CBCELE

CAMBBIDGl

Mabel Draw

Ca— na* A

Jo* Stanley Co

Freed A Harrison
Joe Darcey
Lime Trio
2d half
Creedon A Davis

to nil)

td hair
I Bin* Devlla

Jack Hauler

Olympla
"" -Coleman Bisters

30, 1923

CIRCUIT

CITY

Statu
I Blue Devils

2d half

half

LYNN* MASS.

Empire
Bob Bob A Bobble

Bazley A Porter
D'marest A Collet te

Frances

Sales

(Two

NEW YORK

Mlgnon
(Two to

ttll)

Chas Ledegar
Gray Sister*
Jay C Flippea Co
Lime Trio

Central Square
Kane's Marionettes
•Ross A Ludovlc
(Three to nil)
,
2d half

B. F. Keith's

B. F. Keith's
Adelaide A Hugnes

D'ANDREA and WALTERS

(Ons

YONKERS,

B. F. Keith's

El Rey Sis
Dotson

nil)

The Great Leoa
Walthour A P

Pierce

•

SYRACUSE

1st half
L. Sheldon
.Sterling Four

BOSTON

Leigh A Jones
Wilbur Sweaiman

Raymond Bond Co

A

to

Id

Hanako Japs

Cavanaugh A C'per
Arnaut Bros
Winona Winter
Jack Wilson Co
(Two to nil)

A Brown
Worlsey & Hllller
Harry Breea
The Bradnas

Mardo A Roma
Dooley

A

(Jacksonville split)
1st half

Scarth

LOWELL

Howard A B Rev

John McKenna Co
Jean LaCrssse

A

Bernard
(One to

A A

A Herman

Rrgottl

IRCCIT

(

Crsodoa A Davis
(Ons to nil)
2d half
Melroy Sisters

All)

Musical Huntsrs
Al Raymond
Austla
Seed
(Others to nil)
2d half

Bijou

(Two

mi)

to

Harper A Clark
Peggy Brooks

Lynn

nil)

SAVANNAH

Kavanaugh A B

«

Lyrle
(Atlanta split)

Bernard

S

PERRY

and

(Two

BBOCK-TN. MASS.

WHITE PLAINS

Powell

BIRMINGHAM

' (28-30)

Leo Oellls

half

Hallen A. Day
Stanley Chapman

HEADLINING PANTAGKS

A Knapp

(Others to nil)
Pror tor's 23d
2d Halt

(Others to

Johnny Clark Co

M

VARDON

McNeece A R
Lbs

All)

Mose' Broadway
Healy A Cross
Williams A Taylor

A Rauh

Briscoe

Mabel Burke Co
Robinson

Girl

Cullen

(One to

2d

half

1st

(21-27)

Canora

Warr's Symph'nlsts

Micahuia

(On* to

half
•Sally Sis A Rlti
8chlctls Mannlklns
1st

Wade Booth

Tannsa

R Roberts A O D
Ballsy A Cowan Co
Louis* Lovely Co
Claudia Coleman
Jarrett A Farnum
Stryker
I
Rub*. Clifford

Lyrle
(Norfolk split)

split)

Welch Mealy A

B. F. Keith's
Julius

Worden Broa
Tony Gray Ca

RICHMOND

Bill

M

B. F. Keith'*
A Balrd
Senator Ford

Bens*

Jack Norton Co

r«

Columbia
(Shreveport

War Orck
WASHINGTON

Whits

L0EW

I

DWYER

.

Miss Mystery
M/A A Clark

PORTLAND. ME.

"SIB" JAMES

O'Connor

Murphy A Clark

Nell O'Connell

A Ally*
Val Vox

nil)

BAT AN ROUGE

1st half (U-20)
Billy Arlington Co

Oil)

Keith's Slat St.

Jfta

(Others to

Band

A

Lexey

<

Hawthorne A Cook
Porter J White Co
Bobbe A Starke
Don Qulxano
(Two to dill

Ritter

Zelda Santley

.

otherwise

bat
offloao

bills

KEITH CIRCUIT
new tore crrr Ben Meroft

X

matlt

T

A Fields
Palarica Trla

Fen ton

La

Helen Wars Co

IN

May

Wednesday,

.

.

Allen
Varieties

Dial Men key a
yeth
La Hue

>n

.<-

Kel

I
v

Can
<

..

Bani

ei

k

M

I.F.VF.I .AND

Ma**
Francis

A Wilson

A a L Wilson
11

Montgomery

Midgets

Wednesday,

May

VARIETY

30, 1923

LONDON, CAN.

Conroy A Howard
Ling A Dons

* Atwood
A Myra

OTTAWA, CAN.

Allen

Victoria A Dupra
C A C McNaughton

Claire

Green

A

Alton

half

Id

A

BoH'k'ir

njfcsrlocks

R'ynolde
CUn'tn

A

Laser A Dal*
MEMPHIS

A Grant
A Howard

Ling A Long
Ballon A McCabe
•Musical Mania
2d bait
|l)a LaVall

A

Rolley

Billy

A

MILWAUKEE

Toto

Hammer Co

ST. LOUIS
Colombia
Wallace A Clyde

Cleaves

Maxon

KiHIan

ft

Brown

ft

POTTER and GAMBLE
KEITH CIRCUIT

THOS.

Direction:

F1TZPATR1CK

J.

(Two

Keith

Ardelle

Kneeland

(8-s)

The Lamplnls

Emory

Jordan snxion Co

Ubcrt Carlton

Revue

Stuart's

PROVIDENCE

Penman

Miller

Wyoming Duo

AT THE HARP
KEITH CIRCUIT

Playing

4

A White
Emily Darrell
J Connors Revue
2d Half
(One to fill)

Saul

B. F.

"Jeremiah Wilma Ketch"

Paula

Abbott

Swartz Co
Bond Morse
Fred

Lytells

ASSISTED BT

Wrong

Jean Graneee

Aerial Start
Blake's Mules

A

Parker

A Van

(Others to

fill)

Grand
The Earls
Lawrence ft B'r'mn
Gordon A Day
Four of Us

Harvey
Matthews ft Ayres
Larry Harkins Co

Kirksmith Sisters

Jess

(Two

MONTREAL

Broadway
Penman A Lillian
Maxon ft Brown

Broder'k Wynn Co
2d Half
Wallace ft Clyde

Loew
Hoffman

ft Jessie
Sisters

Villon

Moore ft Fields
Hughie Clark

A Law lor
NEW ARK, N. J.

Gruxer

K

ft

U

ft

Morley Sisters
Morrissey

Will

NEW ORLEANS

Jordan Saxton Co
2d Half
Toto Hammer Co
Abbott A White
Emily Darrell

Novelty
Louis Love Co
Gaffney ft Walton
Arley ft Gibson
2d Half
J ft E Arnold
Watson A St Alva
(One to fill)

Yonge
Mankln

Mumford

ft Stanley
Reveries

WASHINGTON

ft

Kirby

Page

ft

Dyer
Grant

Tbe Pickfords
Boland A Knight
Chaa L Fletcher
Amoros ft Jeanette
Sig Newman's Orch

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
BIFFAIX)

(Three to

Uoss
Mayo-Leslie Co
ft

(Two

ft

M

Vibco ft Dorothy
Kay Reid

Stanley Doyle

HENRI MARGO
assisted

R

ft

Sisters

LOS ANGELES
Pantagea
Allen A Taxie
Pr'nc'tn A Veruun

plays

bill

Dummieli

Nan Halperln
Paaqualle Bros

Georgia Minstrels

Pantagea
De Lyons Duo
Jim A Jack
Burke A Betty
Ned Norton Co
Regal A Moore

Louise

CORTLAND,

N. Y.

Cortland

Morris

ft Plynn
Miss Nobody
(One to fill)

Ms

A

Faber
O.

Strand
Lillian Wright
Fairfield 3

OulrU
Jack Lipton

Miss Nobody

Little

TOLEDO,

A L

Wright

Lillian

Pantagea

Francis

(4-6)

Scheppa Clrcun

Tangle

Hope Vernon

.KUTKL'DK

BOB—

EARLE and RIAL REVUE

•Dorothy R'h'd Co

HEADLINING
W.

Twish

GD. ISLAND, NEB.
Majestle

Alva

St

VANCOUVER

Keith (Weatem)

Dewey A Roger*
Cave Man Love
Davis A McCoy
Harvard Holt A

Pantagea
Leon A Mitzie

(3)

Arnold
ft

A., B. F.

Lea Gladdons

Kedaie

JAB
•Watson

M.

V.

Warren A O'Brien

CHICAGO

(Others to All)
Majestic
Zelda Bros

OF SHOW BUSINESS

Salle

OGDEN, UTAH

O.

Lester Leigh

WESTEKN VAUDEVILLE

(One to fill)
2d Half
J A J Gibson

•

Joe Jackson

Sisters

Galleranl

Purcella

Kamsey

ft

Dika
Clay Crouch

Juliet

KAN. CITY, KAN. Callahan A
Electric

Blisa

Three Falcons

2d Half

Monks
LA CROSSE, WIS.

BELLINGHAM

Follette's

Rlvoll
(3)

Pantagea
Laurie De Vine
Prankie ft Johnnie
Early ft Lalght

a

K

DENVER

•

Pantagte
F*xw'rth ft Francis
Alda Earl A L
Toncy A George

Howard' Co
Morln Sisters

COLO. SPRINGS
Pantagea
(4-6)

H Seymour Co
Kranz ft White
Gautier's Toy Shop

(Same bill plays
Pueblo 7-9)
Sheik* Favorite

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

TACOMA

OMAHA, NEB.

K408 B'way (Pntnam Bid*.)
Girls

Vest ft Clady
Coulter ft Hose
Berzac's Circus

Cottage
B« nder & Arma'tg

Little

H & Mack
AUKDEEN, S. D.

Page

Joe

Ham

Grand

Sam Lh
ft

bcrt

Co

Whitman

2d Half
•Flvek ft Claret t
Gibson Sis ft <Jr dy
<<->no

to

fill)

CD. FORKS. N. D.

Orpheum

* A M ,89 >
*
Collins
°**1t ft Mullen
JilUon * Lehman

Lindstroin

Little

Morrissey

ft

the special rate of $1.75 for three months.

Page
Young

ft

Foreign, including Canada, $2.00.

The Featured Juvenile Dancer and
Clever Mimic

3

Third Seaaon with

Dogs
Velmar

ft

Sterling

Gus Edwards Revae

Gold

ft

Desley sis Co

PORTLAND, OKE

Valand Gambto
ft Dooley

Ward

Ham.

ft

MINNEAPOLIS
7th
Gllette

ft

St.

Rita

Williams ft H'w'rd
Paul Itahn Co
Hill

Pantagea

tt

Cronln

Travel

A Cameron

(Open week)

Four Tamakls

E.

,

Auditorium
(3)

Norton A Brower

Pantagea

Hart

Reno 81s A Allen
The Speeders

Kubinl 8istera
Nick Hufford

NORFOLK, VA.

ft

IS

Cuardsmith Bros

KANSAS CITY

De Peron »
Chick Haas

La Dora & B hman
Oklahoma Four
Jack Doran
Burt Walton
Virginia Belles

HEMMENDINGER,

Inc.

JEWELERS

New Tor*
Telephone Bryant 1MB

Weet 4«th

in the United States for

R

Cinderella

Fcrnaado

be sent anywhere

CHESTER FREDERICKS

KEE

Majestic

Leonard

Allen

Robb

MII.UAI

Mack

Mi a Whitman
FARGO, N. D.

ft

Rogers Roy

Geo Mayo
Dance Evolutions

Louis Love Co
Gaffney ft Walton
Arlcy ft Gibson

•Sigsbee's

Co

Wil'otte

Pantagea
Rial

Klass ft Brill. ant
Francis Renault

will

(3)

(2-3)

it'

Joe

ft

TrennHlo

Li« bcrt

KAN.

Orpheum
Holliday

Martinette
ft Albert

Conn

L'vN'ft'RTH,

Orpheum
Alltt

Pantagea

N. T.

Glriety

Five Jansleya

Official Dentist to the B. V. A.

O Connor

••

Knox A McGowan

•Willie

Harry Rappl
Harry Hoi mo n Co
Gordon ft Day

A

Telephone

•M Fox Canlnea

Vlsser Co
J P Medbury Ce

Bob La

The McBanns
C'n'olly

Sis

2d Half

2d Half

Adams A T Sis
FULTON, N. Y.

Pantagea
Equllll Bros
Chick Suprema
Ross A Roma
Lewis ft Norton

Pantagea

Walters

•Thomas A F

CURRENT HAPPENINGS

SALT LAKE

SEATTLE

Victoria

B's'n

ft
fill)

LIVERPOOL,

V

,•

Pantagea
Five Chapln*
La Pine A Emery
Marriage-Divorce
Pinlay A Hill
Willie Bros

Pantagea
Adonis ft Dog
O'Meara ft Landis
P'le's M'ldy Maids
Youth
D'wn'g A O'Rourke
La France Bros

ROCHESTER

WITH THE

Trio

LONG BEACH

SPOKANE

(Two to All)
PIQUA, O.
May's O. H.
Demure. Null ft
•Dale A Young

Seabury
Adair

Horl

Travel

Petrama
Lewis ft Brown
Knowlcs ft White
H Downing Co
Marion Claire
Long Tack Hard

2d .Half

Grace Doro
Faber ft McGowan

ft

Clark

Spanish Dancers
Jack Strouse
Redley Trio

Office

KEEP YOD IN TOUCH

SAN DIEGO

EDMONTON
ft

.

McCullough
Alexander

Pantagea

Little

Olentangy Park
Geo La Tour
Fowler ft Mack
Tips ft Taps

by

Carl

Nada Norralne
La France ft Byron
Casson ft Clem

UIls

HAYMAN

and

COLUMBUS

<One to

Pantageo

Honeymoon Ship

Ziska

CHAMBERLAIN BROWN

E.

OAKLAND. CAL.
Phil La Tosca
Sid Gold ft Bro

MARGARITA MARGO. ARDATH DE
MALES and HELENE BETH
Direction EAGLE A GOLDSMITH

Strand
Jack Lipton

ECCENTRIC DANCERS
for New York production.

O'Nell

Pantageo
Whirl of World

WINNIPEG

Reglna 7-9)
O.

CLIFF

THOMAS

Ralph

HAVE

SAN FRANCISCO

(4-«)

„.
Have
signed

Frick

Mack

ft

Sheiks of Araby
Glenn Chester Co

Pintagcs
Mlnton Bros
Jones ft Sylvester
La Tell, ft Vokcs
Jack Powell $
Foley ft La Tour

(Same

•D Reed Sis ft G
NIAGARA FALLS

JACK

ft

Z

Pantagea

Auditorium

Chester Park

Howard

ft

SASKATOON

nn;

to

NEWARK,

CINCINNATI

Genero

Cornell Leona

Roy A Arthur

Ethel Gilmore Co
Lyle ft Virginia

Kramer ft Griffin
Mcll Woods Co

Hap Hazard

fill)

LIMA, O.
Orpheam
Dale ft Young

Lafayette

Frank Wilbur
Paull

SUMMER

strand

Relite Sisters

Allen

Milette Sis ft P'l'k
2d Half
ft

Castleton

Olga Mishka Co
Char bo t ft Tor tool
Walter Weema

I'antages
Prevost ft Goulet

•Cor'clda's Animals

St.

THIS

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
MINNEAPOLIS

O

Mclntyre ft Halc'b
Hob Ferns Co
Bowen ft Baldwin
Indian

Whill

ft

WHILE VACATIONING

TOPEKA, KAN.

Dell

ft

Prance

ft

2d Half

Mack A Reading

Yvette Co
ft H Ellsworth

TORONTO

Crescent
Stanley ft Stuart

Monroe

nil)

SPRINGFIELD

state

Pern Bigelow
Hayden
PAT
White Black

to

•

SPR'NGF'LD, HO.
Fleet He
Jerome

Birds of Paradise
Ernest Hlatt
Little Caruso Co
Carter A Powers
Melvrn Bros

M'C'rm'k

fill)

Palaeo
Wilms ft Vanessi
Hurst ft Vogt
(Three to fill)
2d Half
Berg ft English
rrimrcse Four
(Three to fill)

(Others to fill)
2d Half
Bell

P'w'ra

ft

to

BEND, IND.

SO.

•

Skydome

CAT

WILMA

and

"VOCAL VARIETY!'

Brown G'rd'r A B
PAL. PARK, N. J.

Stat*

Monroe
Oonroy

In

KETCH

98

Street

•

—

VARIETY

99

AND

Wednesday,

May

30, 1933

HIS VALET

"THE ELONGATED PERSONIFICATION OF UNCONCERNED DEXTERITY"
B. F. KEITH'S

PALACE,

NEW YORK, THIS WEEK (MAY 28)

CORRESPONDENCE

CHICAGO

refers to current
wetk unless

OFFICE

otherwise

Lake
Theatre Bldg.
State-

indicated.

Van and Schenck. who

Next to closing came Harry day afternoon and night at the
tions.
Steppe and Harry O'Neal in a rapid- American.
weeks opened Sunday with a fire talking act characterized by reThe Three Melvins opened with
dandy day as effective opposition, to finement, but being of the rapid-fire acrobatic accomplishment, in which
the extent that every seat was not order Just the thing needed to fol- the feature is a leap from a springoccupied.
The reception accorded low these two big hits. The Three board to a hand-to-hand stand,
them and the hit registered more Weber Girls closed the performance. covering a distance half way across
than overcame it.
They sang 13 and their act, with its start m one, a big stage. Whitfield and Ireland
songs. They worked 33 minutes In Is seen to much better advantage in followed with their rube comedy
their own act.
this position than when opening as drop, which held attention for a
On top of this hit the Palace had it was caught at the State-Lake. The time, and then appeared in person
a new band to Chicago in Raymond girl.s do some clever acrobatic stunts, for some comedy which obtained
Fa gran and His Symphonic Dance and while the comedy of one may hearty laughs. "A Trip to Hitland,"
Orchestra, which did so well that not strike every theatregoer as introducing Bobble Jones, Bernie
Fagan made a little speech to the amusing, it certainly adds to the Grossman. Tom Lucet, Hal Burton,
Dan Dougherty. Rennie Cormack,
effect that it seemed like coming to act from a booking standpoint.
Loop.
Fred Hall and Tom Sherman, is a
his home town instead of an initial
five piano and eight men combinashowing in a city where the organiThree Le Comte and Flesher tion, which presents the song writzation was unknown. It is an aggregation from Rochester, N. Y. There musical shows are planned for next ing idea in an entertaining way.
are 10 men playing the usual instru- season and routes are being booked The boys pretend to compose "Oh.
ments, excepting that the brass sec- for two of them. These companies Benjamin," a song based on the
tion is reinforced by a second cornet are not "tabloids" but regular one- Benton Harbor religious scandal,
night stand musical organizations. which is timely and which naturally
and the first violin Will Burnham
Lines
has a novelty Instrument which he There is a Hyatt wheel of tabloids creates a lot of laughter.
calls a "faganola."
It is a violin In the mid -west and to confuse the about making the girls say "amen"
with a bell. Burnham did two num- LeComte and Flesher shows with and "waking up with Big Ben"
bers.
Walt Thiem, with his saxo- such organizations is a Joke to those •caused the loudest guffaws. Winsor
phone, soloed "Runnin* Wild." John who have seen the "tabs" changing McCay. programmed as appearing
Rubi as "Mr. Shean" and Norman people every week and operating with the permission of the Hearst
McPhearson as "Mr. Gallagher," under conditions which make any papers, scored with his novelty in
with
Sousaphone
clarinet,
and
scored in an encore number. Fagan
played a piano solo with the band in
it in spots.
It is dandy dance music,
and for 2G minutes entertained, finThe cities under Correspondence in this issue ef Variety ere
ishing with a success second only to
the headliners.
aa follows, end on pages:

main

are to reat the Palace two. and possibly

four,

—

—

CORRESPONDENCE

The

third

hit

honors of the

bill

went to Eddie Ross, who had a clean
sweep on fourth, following three acts
which are only mediocre when
gauged by Palace standards. His
monolog was well received and his
banjo gave its usual delight. He has
a novel way of working which carries strong appeal. The show opened

BALTIMORE

35

MINNEAPOLIS

30

BOSTON

30

SAN FRANCISCO

34

CHICAGO
KAN8AS CITY
LOS ANGELES

30

SYRACUSE,

33

VANCOUVER, B. C
WASHINGTON, D. C

with Six Hassans. It is a good act
33
for such a position. Fern Redmond
and H. Wells in "The Gyp" followed
with an act which has two redeeming features the eccentric dancing attempt at show business a farce.
of the man and the early part of the Walter Rolles. advance agent for
talk.
These good points do not "Listen to Me" and a champion
make It entirely satisfactory for a wild-cat boy. Is here spending a
big bill.
short time with Frank Flesher In
Frank Sinclair and Cliff Dixon in summer quarters at the Raleigh
"The Little Cottage" have an offer- hotel. Charles George, who writes
ing framed to bring girls to a pro- the shows, is here from New York,
gram and present a trio of attract- boosting the third show.
ive ones in a merry little skit,
though not as heavy as the Palace
Transfer of the lease of the BarIs used to having.
Blackface Eddie bee Loop Theatre to William Fox
Ross followed.
was effected this week. The house
Then came Roy Sheldon, Lucille will open again Sept. 1, after exBallantine and Robert Heft, with a tensive alterations, and will be the
combination interesting because of Chicago home of Fox films, accordMiss Ballantine's good dancing and ing to Sidney Meyers, manager of
because Roy Sheldon is a pianist the local Fox branch. Barbee's Loop
who can dance and sing and does Theatre has been dark for some
not take himself too seriously at the time, coming to grief after conpiano. Van and Schenck and Fagan's tinued "gypping" of the public with
Orchostra occupied the next posi- old films advertised as being new.

—

"The Land of Fantasie"

the

is

biggest feature at the State-Lake
this week, though there are three
other headline numbers, making
one of the biggest shows from an
entertainment standpoint seen there
Immediate Delivery. Single Pair or
Mile. Stasia Ledova.
in some time.
Production Order*.
premier danseuse of the Chicago
BEND FOR CATALOG.
Opera Company for a couple of seasons, is in the production, along
with W. Wania, a dancer from the
Steven* Bldg.. 17 No. State St .. Chicago Russian ballet.
Jimmy Lyons, eccentric comedian, is another who
could well occupy a regular position
on a bill. The llrst show Sunday
morning did not present "The Land
of Fantasie," and when Gibson and
Cornellle could not show up, Howard and Clark were substituted,
1734
Avenue
and Hap Farnall and Florence, at
CHICAGO
the Majestic for the previous week,
riione See ley 3 KOI
were put In for the single show,
I. At II MA N
Axk
SI si Kits
doubling with an engagement Sun

STAGE SHOES

EVERYTHING

AISTONS,

Inc.

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
Ogden

I

—

'p

MILLION DOLLAR RAINBO
Clark Street, at Lawrence Avenue.
l

l»\V

CHICAGO

MR. FRED MANN Presents
\!CI> ItKCK'8 PRODUCTION HI \l TIITi

"RAINBO RAYS"
with Rainbo Beauty Chorus
I

HANK H KSTIHAI. and Ilia KAINBO ORCIIRHTItA
FAMOUS DINNKRS AND A LA CAKTIO SKRVICM

_

ROOM

N.

Y

35
35

cartoon display.

lot

laughs.

tenor,

of

with a male pianist, came next, and
following a string of acts, all men
with the exception of Mario Ireland, was not in ideal position,
though his singing was well liked.
Hap Farnall and Florence, though
in for a single performance, presented some rhyming about the acts
which preceded which is worthy of
praise.
There are few comedians

who would go to this trouble for one
The rhyming had been put

show.

act at the Majestic last
week, and he jibbers it very well.
Clark closed the first show.
Joe
into

his

Howard sang a number

mer song

of his for-

successes, and though he
observed In a speech that the ap-

preciation

awarded them delighted

him, it seemed that comparatively
few of the State-Lake patrons remembered the old La, Salle days
when Joe Howard was the talk of
Chicago.
Miss Clark appeared in
these songs and did "My Man" and
a selection from "Good Morning.
Dearie," in which she scored a personal success.
Mr. Clark said in
his talk that he had recently produced the "best act" in the East
that had been seen at the New York
Palace, but that Messrs. Vincent
and Gottlieb had decided that he
had better not piny it in Chicago
until

fall.

will
continue
with opportunity to see her play during
tabloids for a time at least
Dee late years in the city proper. The
Robinson and Charles Nathan effect playlet is "Wanted a Baby." built
a "closed town" by the consolidation along very broad farcical lines, with
of interests.
Other theatres af- plenty of action and nothing in the
fected are the Lyceum,
Apollo, ^way of novelty.
Majestic and Duchess.
Caupolican. the Indian baritone,
has the next position of prominence
The Frank Adams Electric Co. of with his song routine. His numbers
St. Louis, the "Major System" of are well chosen, although much of
theatre lighting, is issuing a hand- the tone that would ordinarily go
some pamphlet through A. K. with an act such as he puts over
Hawes. of Chicago, which calls at- is lost by his comedy remarks that
tention to a new kind of pane] don't seem to belong in his work at
board which has sectional construc- all.
tion instead of the old one-piece
The show is opened by Ray G.
idea.
The board has had two years Huling with his seal, with Block and
of laboratory experience and one Dunlop in second position.
The
year of actual installation.
The most pretentious act on the bill is
catalog argues
for
standardized that of Miss Bobby Folsom and Jack

practice for greater effectiveness In
stage lighting, and includes the
"schedule" for the Tlvoli theatre in
Chicago originated by the Major

System, which summarizes on one
sheet all the information used, carried on pages of specification*.

"The Dancing Girl" opens at the
Sunday night, instead of

Colonial

going into the Apollo, as previously
planned.
"The Passing Show" remains at the Apollo indefinitely.
"The Passing Show" people arc
taking a cut of around 25 per cent.

June

Four policemen were deon complaint of theatre
patrons that they were annoyed by
scalpers and this arrest was the
8.

tailed

result.

The

old Pekin at 27t*i

and

resorts

of

Minnosota.

land of 10.000 lakes, are featuring
pictures this season as one of the
entertainment/ features. One resort
at Chicago lake. Lindstrom. Minn.,
offers free movies three time's a
week.

State,

GUARANTEED
STORAGE

FREE

FREE OF CHARGE

You are under no obligation
Our recommendations are many ban

"ELI." the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

dreda of theatrical patrona

Blumenfield's Fur Shop
204 State- Lake Bldg.

Special Discount to Performers

V\HEN

IN

CHICAGO
WORK CALT.BD FOR

CHICAGO

Phone DKARIIORN 12B3

Stats -Lake Theatre Bldg.,
Ground Floor

Our References
Anyone in Show Buali
mesa

PHOTOGRAPHS
Why
can

16c EACH

Size

8x10

The

sit

get

for

new Photograph, when you

fine

Reproductions on heavy
double weight paper in 8x10 size.
25 of one
subject for only $4.00, or 100 of
four sub-

*^

(Ned Norworth and

not seen.)

The consolidation of theatrical
interests recently effected at Peoria
ties up nine theatres, practically all
of tho theatrical ami picture interests of- that city. Tho Madison will
offer one oxclusive first run film like
"The Pilgrim" or "When Knighthood Was in Flower'* and another
important film for its program; the
Palace, formerly the Ascher house,

jects, $15.00.
Post Cards, $4.00 per
$15.00 for 500, $25.00 per 1,000.
——

—

100,

.

»end money order an. photos to copy.
Order*
and Mint you prepaid.
I

finished promptly,

Advertising Photo Corporation
JOHN BRASSINOTON. Manager

hecome a split-week vaudeville

theatre; the Orpheum, which has
been the vaudeville house, will play
the
legitimate
attractions;
the

MINNEAPOLIS
Summer

Buzz Bainbridge, owner and manyears ago the colored theatre of
Chicago, may be taken over and ager of Bainbridge Players, will be
aboard a special train which will be
turned into a police station.
made up here for the DempseyErnest Scanlon was attached in Gibbons fight at Shelby, Mont., July
Boston for not paying alimony to 4. Others in local theatrical circles
Florence Press. The amount due is are planning to attend the battle.
approximately $5,000. according to
her attorney.
Minneapolis had the greatest array of names on billboards last
week seen here for many seasons.
Otis Skinner played the first half at
the Met in "Mister Antonio," while
By LEN LIBBEY
Elsie Ferguson has the boards durA trace of the light form of enter- ing the last half in "The Wheels oC
tainment associated with vaudeville Life." Jean Acker headlines at Hentheatres during the weeks of the nepln-Orpheum with Sarah Padden
season when warm weather pre- in "The Third Degree" as visiting
vails and when the prevailing trend star with the Bainbridge
players.
Is mpre toward the summer parks Rudolph
Valentino also had a place
and the seashore was noticeable in on the local theatrical
horizon durthe bill at the local Keith house this ing the present
week.
week. The bill ran toward singing
and musical acts, with a very conventional opening and maintaining
the same attitude throughout.
Mary Young in the playlet that
she used to entertain the boys over
across during the war is given the
headline position.
Having played
Fully Insured
stock for years at the old Castle
Square theatre she can be depended
upon to bring into the vaudeville
As an accommodation to tho thehouse many who remember her from
atrical profession you can store your
that time and who have not had
an
furs with uw

the scenery which Mr.
Howard covered very nicely, not
permitting it to interfere with his

will

Dooley and Sales were the usual
Boston hit. with their material
touched up somewhat but the general idea the sa/ne. and Emilie Lea
in
"Rehearsing
for
Vaudeville"
closed the show.

John Gordon was arrested whHe

working

company

ute.

selling tickets in front of the Apollo
theatre and his case continued until

offering presented
was probably put in the bill on short
notico, for there was a
hitch in

good humor.

Denny and their Metropolitan orchestra. This act was In good standing from the start, was worked up
well, and finished strong.
Willie Solar came along with hie
comedy singing just at the proper
time and in a short time had the
house working for him every min-

BOSTON

34

He got a
Fred Hughes, Welsh
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about "better one Shugrue free than

FILM REVIEWS

in Jail." The Kid confesses his affection for Ida hasn't waned, and the
picture admits "Looks like Tve struck

(Continued from page 24)

suddenly.

"flick"

The

—a

finds the score 2
The Angels pull

*

out."

and Vernon, with a gambling coterie
holding the information over Bat's
head that the knew of a certain
"Gas -Pipe Kid" who ran out of a
court during trial. Shugrue takes
ninth inning
for the Vernons.
last-inning rally

The

flashes of the baseball

have a certain thrilling

games
The

effect.

casting is adequate, but the production doesn't click Just right. The attempts at the introductory comedy
with the landlord and hallowe'en
carnival are painfully artificial. The
leading male role is not drawn Just

right, although forcefully played by
and get two men on first and third. Rockliffe Fellowes. Miss Hidgeway
That's the cue for Shugrue to heed did well opposite, and Buddy Mesthe insistent fans' demands for his singer, the kid brother, is his usual
pinch hitting. The obvious circuit bonnie. self.
That kid should be
clout results and its an Angels' vic- taken in hand and plugged for startory by 3—2.
ranks
with the beat of the
dom.
He
The Kid decides to visit the Judge s
Abel
home and confess, with the Jurist youngsters.
magnanimously saying something
,

JEALOUSY

***

London, May 15.
Produced by Victor Seastrom and

«»»

sTAGL

World'* largest
manufacturer* of the*

We

footwear.

He

takes «her to sea
with him, but, unfortunately, signs
on one of the girl's old lovers as
mate. The "eternal triangle" befog
thus completed, it takes only small
incidents to arouse the spark of Jealousy in the skipper's breast and fan
girl.

into a dangerous flame. One little
thing leads to another until their
mutual hatred culminates in a fight
between the two men, which is followed by mutiny on the high seas
and brutal murder. One day the
it

skipper loses

all

control of himself

and knocks his young wife overboard. Maddened, the mate fires the
magazine and the whole ship is
blown up, but not before afll the
leading people have escaped.
The
terrible events they have passed
through lead the three sides of the
triangle to a better understanding

and happiness.
There are but three people of any

—

importance in the cast Victor Seashown privately by the Ideal last strom, Matheson Lang and Jenny
week, "Jealousy" went into the pro- Hesselquist, the Swedish dancer.
gram for a run at the New Oxford Although playing a brutally heavy
part,- Seastrom
takes everything
May 14. It is strong drama of the from
Lang, the "Juvenile man," and
"triangle" type. The story is powerout-acts
him
from
the beginning,
producwhile
the
ful and well told,
tion is as near perfection as such gradually taking all the sympathies
things can be. The production has of the audience. Lang is merely the
an added pull as far as London is tutored hero of melodrama; Seaconcerned, by the fact that Matheson strom is volcanic, unconventional
and, with it all, perfectly natural and
Lang is "starred."
The story tells how the skipper of in the picture. Jenny Hesselquist
a ship carrying munitions woos and gives an excellent rendering of a
difficult part as the wife.

The

atrical

weds a

companiee,
entire
also individual order*.
K«TW TORH— 1564 B'waj Si 46th St.
fit
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Oa
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JULIUS PAULY,
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36 E. 21st

St.,

Inc.,

SKIN PEELING

The Juvenile roles In the early
footage are entrusted to Pat Moore,
Mary Jane Irving and Turner Savage. The youngsters are well handled, with their own ability displayed
capably.
Elliott Dexter and Helen
Jerome Eddy share the honors with
the leads. Dexter has a part of con-

W. Sfltb St., N. T.
Phone Fits Roy 0344
249

8*n<1

for

Catsloeue

CJ

Touthifles face and akin in

a marvelous way without
detention. Easy, safe and
Inexpensive.
The rage of

and London, Introduced by the eminent English dermatologist. Doctor
Parte

Olbbs.

who now

N. Y.

COSMO-PLASTIC

with

INST.,

1
347 Fifth Ave- ° PT«% ""J1"

Literature seat Free oa request.

We are desirous of engaging producer

personally

conducts this (amove treatment at the

sufficient

musical

comedy experience to enable him
to participate in production work
for high-grade motion picture
theatre in Chicago: Must possess ability to inject originality
into acts.
Write and state age
and experience. Splendid opportunity for person of ability:

ADDRESS BOX 100, VARIETY,
STATE LAKE THEATRE BLDG.,
CHICAGO

AGENTS

NEW YORK,

it

ORIENTAL

KENNARD'S

Metro production. featuring Elliott Dexter and Helen Jerome Eddy, directed by
Marry Oamon. Screen adaptation by Louis
Duryea Lighten, based upon the poem of
the same t>tie by James Whitcomb Itiicy.
At Loew's State. New York, for three daya
commencing May 29. Time, 00 mine.
John Craig, as a boy
Pat Moore
John CrAig. as a man
Elliott Dexter
Mary J3Uen Anderson, as a girl
Mary Jane Irving
Mary Dllen Anderson, grown up
H«*len Jerom»- E<Mye
Helen Jerome Eddy
Wtuffy Shade, as a boy
Turner Savage
Stuff fchadt?. gro*n up
LdoyJ U'hit.c.
Irene Kyan
Barbara Worth
Frederic* Mr.Cann
Arthur Hv>(
William Norton
Jean Cameron

siderable proportions and works

up to a good average. Miss Eddy
proves a most capable country
weetheart, with her slight emotional
scenes among the production's worthy moments. The remaining members of the cast have been selected
discriminate^.
The story carries its leading charThe production needs call for
acters from childhood to maturity, much of the simple, small- town atwith the interesting sidelights on mosphere and none of the garishness
kid life among the most interesting invariably linked with screen probits of the production. Qarson has ductions of today.
It Is a simple
selected some capable youngsters for story told In simple settings, but
the work in the early reels.
The told with a telling effect. The proscenario gives him ample opportuni- duction from all angles Is worth
ties to bring them to the front In a while.
It Is a picture for the whole
worth-while manner. At times the family and a good buy for any exaction as far as the kids are con- hibitor on that score.
./
cerned is a bit stagy. This can be
The story has as its leading charoverlooked, however, on the generally acters John Craig and Mary Ellen
good impression made. In the latter Anderson, childhood sweethearts.
portion, when the characters of the
earlier part have matured, the story
is equally effective. The adapter has
added * melodramatic element In
order to give^he picture the necessary action, it has been well done,
although the idea is not one that can
come under the heading of original.

AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE SUPPORTERS

Harry Gorson has turned out a
genuinely interesting and wholly
refreshing feature for Metro in the

"Empress" Express Route to

adaptation of the James
Whitcomb Kiley poem.
The adapter for the screen has
worked out a story worth while In
its general texture, with the heart
interest kept up to a high voltage in
every reel.

screen

N. Y.

•

—
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Musicians and vaudeville

manuscript

original

predicted for

this

of

and international

a national

it

This prediction

becoming a

is

'if you want a song that

is

at usual prices. Professional copies through the Denver office only
write for them.
_

Song and orchestration

VAMP

who heard the
number played

artists

/,

—

DANCE

hit.

.

l>

A* they grow up

PLAYING

prows

their love

with them. John becomes the owner
* small-town newspaper. Ho is
poor but a valuable asset to the
community. Stuffy Shade, a boyhood friend, returns to the town with
an oil-promotion scheme. He convinces John it is worth millions and
secures his co-operation in exploiting it in the newspaper. The people of tlio town bring in their ready
cash to finance the project on the
When
strength of John's say-so.
the oil well is about to be tapped he
Is informed the scheme is a fake.
Just at the critical moment it is
found the property does contain oil
and the investors are assured big
returns, with the promoters frozen
Uart
out.

feature,
und feMiih Jotonaon.
\'.ia(?prtph
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Johnson

Francis Powers
Dick L»a Reno
Frank Real

Frank Weod

Very satisfactory western comedy
melodrama, with the accent on the
comedy. If Vitagraph will continue
to turn out this grade of material it
ought to stage a comeback promptly.
The. picture probably cost less than
even most westerns, for it is practically all done in natural locations.
This is in Duncan's familiar style.

j

»u
aiMotutely
fraoi
othet l»lr entortngt:

l'Mith

much

Virtue wins, vice is punand at unusually brief interthe fans burst into applause
Miss Johnson makes a charming when old-fashioned justice is meted
heroine, playing quietly and without out by the scenario writer.
Rawlinson has a better part than
the syrupy sweetness that goes with
most screen heroines. There are a most of his recent ones, and he
number of good character bits, all plays it with his accustomed naturalness and absence of posings. Play*
well handled.
At least the story gets away from ing opposite is Miss Perry, who dea fight for control of a ranch or a serves more prominence than she
mine, and the familiar type of "bad has been given in filmdo.n. She has
man'' does not figure in it. Instead in a high degree the appeal of simple
a ne'er-do-well drifts into a cattle womanhood, a type of beauty that is
and yet has character. She
town and in a card game wins a local sweet
newspaper. He conceives the idea could be made a strong screen name
with
right
exploiting.
Tully Marof using this unfamiliar instrument
shall has a splendid bit as "Pickto work out the moral and political
handle"
Dorgan.
Jimmy's
father, who
In
regeneration of the community.
by his shrewdness brings about
the process he falls in love with the
reformation and rehabilitaformer editor's daughter. He finds Jimmy's
tion after he has had his foolish
gross mismanagement in the office
fling, the trick being turned by tyof the sheriff, and works out a caming up his fortune a»d letting it go
paign to defeat the present sheriff to the
boy only after he has had his
and put in an efficient successor.

after the other "gets the drop" on
the rest.
It's getting to be stale

Wm. Duncan

Hoskina

Wo'hcrby
Bill Rucker

Jn15minutes\
RM'lf)

WILD

At
Running time. 62

-7.

Beth Webb
Old Man Wi«bl>
Bherifl dideon

/.janishes

INECT9

IT

with William Duncan
Storjr .ml scenario by

minutes.
Ji-rrv

GRAY
HAIR

ohtJiin.-'l In

Company

8c

WITHOUT A PEER
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Western Distributors

Another
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Cannot
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Denver, Colorado

song.
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Richmond Supply Corp.,
133 West 41st Street, New York, N. Y.

the prize American Legion

who wrote
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Eastern Distributors

a corker

Get a Hazel Juel Walker"
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.

Sole American Agents
The Chas. E. Wells Music Co.

SALOME

fact.

to be said for the

formula aside from the money Involved, for nothing contributes so
thoroughly to creating the illusion
as a natural background.
The story is amusing with firstrate surprises and a lot of wellhandled titles with a funny slant.
Character development is natural
and convincing, and although the
incidents are mostly in a humorous
vein they hive a certain dramatic
support. For example, the hero and
heroine are brought together in a

he has to make
believe he is a desperado and work
ad sorts of tricks on the sheriff, in-

To accomplish

this

cluding the exploit of pulling his
nose. By this he makes him ridiculous before the natives and carries
the day for his own candidate with
a capital surprise ending, although
the finale Is rather slow in arriving
highly realistic runaway accident, in and pauses just a bit too long before
the "Finis." Nevertheless It makes
the
Which the girl la rescued by
hard -riding Duncan after he leaps a good, amusing, light feature. Here
from his own galloping mount to presented in a daily change of bill
one of the runaway team, a trick house as half a double bill, the
that appeared to call for a good deal other half being "The leopardess,"
Rush.
with Alice Brady.
of nerve.
The only bit of hokum is the constant gunplay, but that seems to be
necessary to the western type of
tale.
StlU it does seem a bit ridiculous to have control of a situation
Universal society drama with Herbert
three or four times as one gun-toter Rawlinson rind a cast of important player*.

INERS

MAKE UP

Story by Fred
Herbert Btache.

J.

At

Johnson,
I.oew's

May 28.
Jimmy Dorgan
Rernlce Lorraine

Dick Mason
Fransconl

Other Film Reviews on
pages 24, 31. 34, 36, 37

^

The only reason

TAYLOR-XX
Wardrobe trunks sell
Proven Worth

In the early part there are some
fine settings, and the society scenes
and fashionable restaurant episodes
are managed with telling effect.

Now

picture shrewdly

neighborhood

EDDIE

MACK TALKS:

No. 136

Herbert Williams, Williams and Wolfus. one of the greatest
comics on the vaudeville stage, hat been a wearer of Eddie
Mack clothes for many years. Mr. Williams cr\anges his act
from season to season, to keep his comedy up to the minute,
but to date has not changed his tailor, as Eddie Mack is worldfamous for his comedy creations for the stage and his latest
styles for street wear.
Newark is enjoying this inimitable
team of laugh provokers this week.

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP

28 E. Randolph St. 210

BERT

IS

AT THE

Broadway on
46th

STREET STORE

WOODEI

JUST

FOR

OtDIEI

tTONIGrlTj

IS

for the

BY THE OLD

has a cerbut the sym-

It

tain flash of high life,
pathetic scenes go to a plain and
homely hero and heroine. It has a
world of hokum such as went into
the tried and true old melodramas,
but for the Universal line of trade
it is sure fire.
The manly young hero is tricked
and tripped by the society moguls
and stripped of his fortune, only in
the end to turn the tables against
his enemies, aided, of course, by the
gingham heroine, and comes out
winner. In short, It's a Cinderella
theme with a male Cinderella and
society schemers for the stepmother.
The same formula could be worked
infinitely and indefinitely and could
hardly miss under reasonably expert
handling.
The story points a moral no less
than the world old one of the prodigal son
indeed, the hero Is a modern prodigal who wastes his inheritance and only wins his way
back after he has been forced to
menial labor as a waiter in a res-
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PARADED WOODEN SOLDIERS
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BOBBY JACKSON
- "ECCENTRICITIES"
.

.

ROSE VERNEtRE
NOW PLAYING

wit*

MAUREEN HUNT

POLI CIRCUIT

i

Wis

THE YOUTHFUL DANCING COMEDIAN

DON FRACIER

St.

OP THE

—

4C'h Street

W. 44th

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PARADE

directed by
43d Street.

made

$75

Hush.

—

MACK BUILDING
Just s atep East of

trade.

is

TAYLOR'S

Est. Henry C. Miner, Inc.

A

-

rr

lesson.

Herbert Rawlinson
Katherine Perry
Tully Marshall
Doris Pawn
Arthur S. Hall
Nicolai da Ruir

Nelly Rlye

John Dorjran

Calif.
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Headliners De Luxe
!*
•

-

JAY

BERT

•

AND

"The New Adventures of Margie

in

HELD OVER THIS WEEK (MAY

28)

AT

•

\

/.

NEW YORK

KEITH'S PALACE,

B. F.

>.

ft

'
I

"SAVOY AND BRENNAN MEAN PACKED HOUSES"
rsat

KANSAS CITY
By WILL R. HUGHES
GARDEN—Bridge Musical Stock.
GLOBE—Vaudeville.
ELECTRIC PARK— "Follies of
1923

'

NEWMAN—
— "Rustle

-

of Silk,' film.

ROYAL "Thorns and
Blossoms."
LIBERTY— "Suzanna."

revue, also
'
pected.

E. E. Tow lee, auditor at the
tages is interested in a large furniture company, and when not checking tickets is busy with househo! 1
furnishings.

Orange

HAIR

PERMANENTLY REMOVED
From

face,

neck and arm» by the

only successful

method

In the world.

POSITIVE AND PAINLESS.
NO NEEDLES OK CHEMICALS I'SED.
Has no ill effects op the skin or health
In stub-

ami

particularly effective

is

born cases where other methods fnilnd.
Physicians'

Investigations solicited.

Free booklet.

N.

Y.

Cosmo-Plastic

347

Fifth

Inst.,

Ave.

Opp. Waldorf. SVltefKM, Ashland «174

I

little

dancer,

making March"

Thyslclans In attendance.

J

In

ragtime.

but aside from the hit scored by
Regal and Moore, preceding Miss
and the Hori Brothers,
closing, the early part of show
didn't hold much entertainment.

Ele.tnorr Aikin.

The Coon-Sanders Novelty Orchestra closed a 37-week engagement at the Newman Saturday.

Halperin,

Reno

Sisters and Allen, a dancing
richly
dressed stage,
opened fairly, the male member
also playing violin and girls 'featuring acrobatic stepping.
Burke

When

the Shubert opens next fall
the regulars will hardly know the
A small storeroom in. front
house
the lobby
The parks and all other places of of the theatre adjoining
by the house for a
amusement had a hard Time buck- has been taken
rest room; the partitions
ing the almost constant rain from parlor and
have been torn out, and the new
last Monday until Friday, and the
wil become part of the lobby,
receipts for some of these days place
making
it the finest and largest in
The
count.
to
enough
were hardly
The entire place will be
city.
the
Mainstreet held up in spite of its
decorated and finished in restful
8,400 capacity, with the Newman
gold, and will be elaband
browns
seconds.
and the Pantages close
the
confor
furnished
Electric Park, with Its elaborate orately
venience of the patrons of the house.

SUPERFLUOUS

coming for the

Her opening tively sensuous dancing had male
her first professional appearance :n "Dressed Up Kid" number proved element leaning over their Mate,
her own home town. Here until a laughing hit in itself.
The sup- and Roye's twisting back kicks
Pan- few years ago she was known as porting acts all had special settings, rounded out fine routine that should

drew better than ex-

trio

LOS ANGELES

with

land this pair at very top.

Clara Howard, added attraction,
clowned her way to acclaim. She
showed rare finesse and salesman*
ship.

<

Hal Skelley, with Ina Williams,
comedy dancing impishness, were
laughing success. Don Valerio and
.

Girls, with better dancing on wire
Tillio, headlining curthan often seen on floor, made
Orpheum, proved high spot on and Betty followed with com- flashy opener. Leon Vavara scored
bill which otherwise held good com- edy and songs, but pass chiefly on
substantially second and the Sheik,
edy, with honors about evenly di- girl's looks and her playing of cor- remarkably
well -trained
horse,
vided.
The French dancers dis- net and sax. "Dummies," a farce closed.
Joscpna.
played considerable artistry with with music and good lyrics by Billy
postures distinctly original, con- Friedlander, was inadequately precluding with' effective Apache that sented by William Pruette, Jr.,

Milty and

rent

down

brought

Toto,

house.

the

Lorraine Lester and three*

was greeted with laughs on
entrance in miniature coach, holding up throughout routine. He* of-

girls.

clown,

A

stockings, underwear and fers several novelties and works
Silk
other garments dear to the feminine hard doing some clever contortion
and
good
Russian
owners, stolen from the dressing acrobatics
rooms at the Globe last week, were dancing.
Toney and Norman, closing, were
recovered by headquarters officer*,
unusual spot for their type act.
who arrested a couple of negro in
The pro- An afterpiece was announced to
janitors at the theatre.
virtually making them next
prietor of a small hotel, where the follow,
Toney's wise cracks
goods were found, and the two to closing. briskly,
the comedy and
went over
negroes have been held for trial.
making
strong finish.
dancing
•
Charles Irwin held fifth position
The management of Fairyland and
his fine personality, combined
Park, .to open June 1. will have a
with good material and highbrowfree bus service from the downtown delivery, established him firmly.
district.
Aunt Jemima repeated hit and W.
Fields, another holdover, was
The engagement of Stasia Le- C.
successful.
dova featured in "The Land of
Pad u la, with pood
Marguerite
Fantasie.' at the Mainstreet this voice and nicely arranged routine
week, has been a triumphant home- at piano, pleased second, and Mc-

Donald Trio, two
with

showy

girls

ing interest as it progressed, at the
Mainstreet.
Roye and Maye, wKh
Chas. Embier at piano, were outstanding class feature with splendid dancing.
Miss Maye's attrac-

oUt^ti
«gg£
THEATRICAL OUTFITTEES
1580

Broadway

New York

City

and man,

bicycle

trick

fast-moving show, accumulat-

stunts,

started off well.

Stage Celebrities
Both for themselves and their
supporting companies, the well
dressed

women

of the stage are

choosing Winkelman creations.

SAHARA KID
$10
$12.50

Values

Riyh

- 21

in

QuaHtv Fpottteat

West 42nd

j'hiU'th li'hm

St.

V

,i

York

The impromptu entertainment after the regular bill, having Toney
and Toto burlesquing Mitty and
Apache,

Tillio's

Irwin

Charles

held bouse
laughing,

Nan

latter
and
the
also participating,
out
sent them

and

Halperin

Is

noteworthy

a

hardliner at Pantages, adding much
Her
prestige to the current bill.
coming has been heralded for several months and is billed as Nan

Halperin herself, due to an n< t recently playing Pantages presented
bv Nan Halperin, in whl< h the star
was billed above the net, giving lmpr» ^sion

slu

was

In

The

It.

little

not;iblr
cored the n
i- tr
success of any topnotcher seen this
-, n.
did U>ur rharneti
Slip
numbe s, concluding with "Wedding

HI
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HUGHES
STUDIO OF" DANCE
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45 West 57th Street,

PLAZA
Summer Normal

Courses, Students' Classes and Stage Training in

JUNE

18th

TO JULY

dancing under the tutelage of Masters of the Art of the Dance

AND JULY

14th,

k

"*

763S

styles of

all

New York

TO AUGUST

16th

11th

M

•

ADELAIDE & HUGHES
ENROLL NOW, AS CLASS NUMBER IS LIMITED

These Special Courses under the personal supervision and direction of

Upon Application

Booklet and Information
IS

DIVORCE A FAILURE?

Associated Exhibitors. Inc. production,
Pathe reby Arthur b\ Heck.
Leah Uaird featured and also credseat,
ited' for authorship of adaptation and continuity from play "All Mine," by Dorian
Nsv* Chief In support are Hichard Tu< k.-r.
Walt** Mcf; rail, Thornis HnntM-hl mh.I )
Francis. At Loew'a N»\v York. M^>
f>re4eai««l

where below the equator and the
trio find themselves cast on a volgeographically unisland,
canic

A
to the outside world.
fourth member, Smith (Tom SantLimith was
a deck steward on the shipwrecked
Bteamjtr, and his presence on the
His
island is for no good purpose.
forced
attentions on Carol reach a
v.
n
Paramount'
over
a
ago
A little
marketed "Is Matrimony a failure?" climax when the three men embark
to a nearby island to forage some
with the answer In the i\< gative. "Is herbs for the purpose of alleviating
feverish
Divorce a Failure?" contrarily. is the
Kelcey's
delirium.
answered in the affirmative. The Smith is manning the boat, and
after landing Lockwood and Kclcey,
story, which the star"- authoress has
leaves them stranded there and readapted from the "All Mine" play is turns to Carol. Lockwood successdeveloped with that object in view, fully manages to swim back, despite
the action starting with a Reno di- the threatening j*hnrks, just in time
Carol
Lockwood to foil Smith's treacherous purpose.
between
vorce
(Miss IJaird) and David Lockwood Smith is trussed up for a time; but
(Richard Tucker). The story con- manages to free himself of> his
tinues, with each essaying a vacabonds for another fisticuff encounter
tion on mutual counsel's advice, with with David,
and is on the verge of*
the attorney "arranging" the passage besting the latter when Carol
is inLockresult
the
As a
lx>okings.
strumental in halting the onslaught.
known

schl) joins the triangle.

:.'•}

sail

woods, unbeknown to each other,
on the same boat, as does a
friend" (Walter McGrail) of the

In the background of the human
happenings the seething volcano is

newly -divorced.
The steamer

fjashed In
with the

is

wrecked

some-

The Guardian of a Good
Complexion

TheSta^
for The Boudoir

The

)

STEIN COSMETIC CO./Af^
^VV
J^X *30 BROOMC

*5>^P>

Holds the Centre of the
Stage

.

production

is
inexpensive,
of the action* on the tropthe
sinking
although
steamer and its panic-stricken passengers fighting for safety mal.es an
appreciable flash. For a story that
is credited to its star for authorship,
has pleasantly sidestepped an
it
overdose of close-ups or general
construction of a "fat" stellar part.
Miss Baird manages exceptionally
Richard
well in what she does.
Tucker, opposite her, is adequate,
although at times given somewhat
The balto conslderab!- heroics.
ance of the cast was effective.

with

m\ 6ookkt Upon Request ^%

tent er ptions,

lava oozing down thy
slopes.
At the psychological moment it attracts the attention of a
specially chart red \ cht sent to
search for the Lockwoods, with a
rescue being effected and everything turning out as expected. Back
in the States Carol and David decide to go it once again In harness
and thus fulfill t.e affirmative Import of the title, "Is divorce a failure?"

ical

STEINS MAKE UP

its lnt... a it

isle,

The picture

is

feature.

a good daily change
Abel.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Trunks Bought, Sold and

Exchanged
SAMPLE

SHOP-WORN
TRUNKS of ALL MAKES ALWAYS
ON HAND.
USED,

and

irte
(.ttori'EK

UOI

WABDKOHF.

TRUNK
Guarantee* for

Hard

five

vulcanized

years' »er\ • e
fll»r<>

construc-

Velvet open top. 9 bangers,
laundry bag, shoo container, Bar
locking all drawers.
tion.

1.1.

Luggage

SORMAND1E

III

I

I.I

UNO

1390 Broadway
Corner 38th Htrcct
Telephone Fits Koy 58 IS

the season. The Shrlncrs
thler phase, however.

C

B

production based on the story
Directed by K<1 J. I.e
At
Carries all-star cast billing.
Halnt
LoeWs Circle. New York, May 26, as purt
Time. 05 minutes.
bill.
feature
of double
Washburn
Bryant
Jack Ba Idwln
Kv*«.N ^-ak
Marjorie
unc j? ,v ge
Mrs Martin
r!
\?
Phillips Smalley
Kr.-lerlck Arnold
C.

by ignore Coffee.

V

John Hope

•

••••••••<

•

•

<

may

btlp

cess."

Loew's

Columbia;

"The

Bright Shawl." Metropolitan.

"The Passing of t*he West" Rodeo,
Strand, Edwin August, headliner;
Foris and West; Buddy Walktr; under the direction of Victor J.
Delbridge and Gremmer;
Qumii Evans, is a big Shrine feature
Brothers and Smith and a fenfire brought here? and is tented on the
film.
Union Station Plaza.
.

.__

Vernon Steele

Picture houses, "Rustle of Silk,"
It Is rumored Strand^ frow housweek at Rialto; 'Trail of ing Loew pop vaudeville, is about to
The producers of "Temptation" second
the Lonesome Pine," Palace; "Sue* change hands.
selected an enticing title, backing it
up with a story often told before,
but in this Instance given a twist or
two in order that it might not prove
(Continued on page 36)

SAN FRANCISCO
Robert Warwick, who has been
hadtilling a limited engagement
ing man at the Fulton Theatre in
Oakland, is going on a brief road
He is
tour in "The Dover Road."
booked to Open at the Curtail this
week.

M

Loew's State is to hive Orxille
Harrold, the Metropolitan grand
opera tenor, as a special attraction,
starting June

2.

Dallas M. Fitzgerald, picture director of Hollywood, has filed suit
here against the Belasio Productions. Inc., of San Francisco, for
$Gll salary, alleged to be due him
for editing and cutting the negatives
of a picture he directed for the firm.
It Is

called

"Her

Price."

WASHINGTON,

much

Sole Agents for

SPVAIM.

—

TEMPTATION

By

D. C.
HARDIE MEAKIN

Will the Influx of SJhriners bring
to the local theatres, that's
the question uppermost in the minds
of the local theatre men. The advance guard of the caravan now
headed across the country has ar-

money

- are YOU going

and the picture shows and
the big time vaudeville house are
seemingly getting the best of it.
Keith is doing splendidly, and a constant stream is headed for the picture houses. The legitimate, which
at the present is represented by
two stock organizations, are doing

*)

rived,

w'HERE
1

but fairly well. The President on
Pennsylvania avenue suffers because
the avenue, which will be the scene
of the big parade and is wonderfully decorated, has been entirely
shut off to all traffic after seven
in the evening by the District ComNo automobiles are
missioners.
permitted even to cross the avenue
and paik.V.g is limited to such a
degree that it is absolutely a hardship for motoring parties to even
attempt to reach the President.
"Give and Take," President, con"Captain
tinued for second week.
Applejack.," by Marshall stock, with
Fanla Marlnoff, Anne Sutherland,
Fred Raymond, Jr.. Wallis Clark,
Joseph Crehan, Margain Glllmore,
Frank Conroy, H. Dudley Hawley,
John Daly Murphy and Mildred Le
Cue.
next week,
"Why Girls Leave Home." National
remains dark in the hands of the
builders
and Gayety, burlesque,
closed for season.
Poli's

film

YOU

be-

when the

wisteria

blue?

Will you ride down Benten-dori in the sunshine—to buy a bit of apple-green porcelain, or
an obi that a geisha might have worn? Will you
climb the road to Nikko—gleaming red and
gold and wander in the Abbot's garden, and
gather wildflowcrs by le mi t sua tomb? Will
you watch the lanterns flicker up the hills behind Kobe or go to old Kyoto for the Cherry
Blossom Dance—or buy tortoise shell in Naga-

—

—

»

sakt, all

carved like ocean

lace.

You know you've always sJSjpsi to go— Why not
Japan, this year? Good hotels, good railroads, tha
most courteous people in the world, and—to get yen
there—the fastest ships on the Pacific—

YOKOHAMA

SHANGHAI

HONGKONG

10 days

14 days

17 day*

Largest, Finest and Fastest Steapiships

feature

Many new features at Glen Echo
are attracting bigger crowds this
year than heretofore sj early in

win

breaks over Tokyo in a shell-tinted wave,
and Fujiyama sets the poets making verses
about its perfect white-and-grey against the

-

*

To the Orient

Canadian Pacific
IT
S. T.

SPANS THE WORLD

STEBBING. Gen. Agt, Pats. DepL, Madison Ave.

at 44th St..

New York

JIMMIE COOPER
BEAUTY

WALDRON'S CASINO, BOSTON, MASS.

5th—BIG WEEK-5th
NOTE:-I TAKE THIS MEANS

PUBLICLY THANKING MR. CHAS. H. WALDRON FOR HIS CO-OPERATION
MAKING MY SHOW THE TALK OF BOSTON.

01

IN

-

JIMMIE COOPER

i

—
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says

TOM BROWN

United States soldiers art
compelled to visit a dentist
•very six months. No wonder
everybody speaks of them as

AND THE

-well-drilled."
_,—,-^

"

_,ia-Bar-iaaass-ni

~"—~TT"T*

|

BU8INE88 13 GOOD
with me and a liberal proportion
of my orders for exclusive acts

whom

come from those for

have written before.
My laugh laboratory

Broadway,

1493

THEIR 9TH SUCCESSFUL SEASON WITH MR. FRED STONE IN 'TIP TOP ARE

IN

4

I

NOW FEATURING

WALTZ HIT

AMERICA'S GREATEST

„
at

is

York.

w*

ALSO I88UE

I

COMEDY

month

SERVICEa

every

New

BROWN BROTHERS

SIX

(the highest
priced printed matter in the
world), each issue containing
a new and strictly original
double
routine
monologue,
and miscellaneous gags. It's
intended exclusively for topnote hers. No. 11 now ready,
price $2; or the first 11 issues,
Yearly
$12; or any 4 for $5.
subscriptions (12 issues), $15.

£%fh
^k^T Tom

Bro
rown's Success

Is

Due

to \f\%

*

Judgment

in

Selecting Melodies

That Are^lost Enjoyed by

the Public

"LOOK TO THE WEST FOR MELODY"
bbbV 1 1

LETTERS
When trndlng

Sherman play & Co.

for mall to

VAItlKTY tddrrM

Clerk

ftlnll

POSTCARDS. AllVKHTISINfi or
CIRCULAR LKTTKH9 WILL.
NOT UK ADVKRTISBD.
LKTTKRS ADVKRTISBD !N
ONE ISSUE ONLY.
Adams R

A ion Edward
Archer A Belford

Kittle E
Kuhn Blanch

Avery Wilbert

Lamont Laddie
Lang Willie

Barnard Babe
Barnes Billy
Bennet Girls
Bennett Daisie

Lester Miss

Bennett

Ned

Holies

608 Pantages

MINNEAPOLIS

N

Brooks Fred
Browning George

McDonald T

Buck John

56 West 45th

Bldg.

Arcade Song Shop

Sherman Clay

BOfrALD JOHNSON,

or

Superba Theatre Bldg.

Co. Diflg

CHAS. HEINZ.

Prof. Mgr.

Street

RICHARD POWERS. Prof. Mgr.
LOS ANGELES

CARL LAMONT. Prof. Mgr.
SEATTLE

,

Martin Alfred
Martin E
Merwlck Marie
Meyers Walter
MacBride J

Irene

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

Eugene
Kennedy Helen

Keith

Allen William

HE

Prof.

LEONARD VAN BERG.

Mgr.

Prof.

Mgr.

\

Manny

Morris

Murray Harry
Carter Herbert

Hark

Nevens Betty
Nip Mrs. T
Norton Clarence

Floret ta

Courtney Viola

Cook A Vernon
Curran John
Davis

O'Brien Dotty
O'Connor «'haa
Oantxer Earl

A

Delmore Geo
Dixon Frank

Drew Beatrice

Peralto
Petters

Laura

Du For Babs
Dunn Bernice

Phillip*

A

Fay Eva

Roberta

B

Gamble T
Graft Victor

Jack

Stein

Johnson Brother*
Carllnr Hilda

dake Edw M

Knapp Kick

Cunard Grace
Chadderton Lillian

Khaym
Ketch A Wilma

Sam
Murray
The

Sterling*

Hughes

Walsh Qeraldiiie
Weston Wm

Taylor James
Tucker Elinor

Fair Polly
Flo rests Fesena

McGowan

Gibson Hardy

Mason
Santrey

Hardy A Gibson
Hyde Marian

I

Bolles
Ballet

By

ROBERT

RIVOLJ— "Within

Ned

B. F.

8I8K

the Law." sec-

PARK WAY— "Bra ss."
NEW— "Masters of Men."
CENTURY ROOF— So This

"Bell

DISPLAY

In an effort to

Vf

MID-SUMMER
HATS
Something
160

W.

45th

Two Doors
>«%

St.,

Different.

New York
I

bill,

and "The Pilgrim."

EMPIRE.— "Has

Lonesome

the World Gone

CRESCENT—Double

bill,

Sousa's Band will appear at the
State Armory here on July 31, under the auspices of Tigris Temple
Band of the Shrine.

"Frivol-

ous Wives" and "Hunting Big

A theatre will be erected in Pulaski by a stock company now
being organized. -Back of the venture are James and Aleck Papayanakos, who once held a theatrical

monopoly

The
tions,

Buckley-Ferguson
Inc.,

of

When

the

Orpheum

closed

this

season with vaudeville instead of
the house remaining dark the open
time, due to the dilligence of ManW. A. Hartung, has been almost completely filled, either with
road show or locol attractions up
until the end of July.
The house
wlllreopen with vaudeville Aug.* 22.

ager

Watertown

later sellclique. The

I

=

Game

VANCOUVER,

efrcutf

play Water town, N. Y„ July

their first "flop" In
this season.

in Canton and Gouverneur
Pulaski will be the next town added
to their string.
They hold an* option on a site owned by
the Odd
Fellows.
The new theatre will be
devoted to pictures.

Donna."

The John Robinson

Jn

ing out to the Bobbins
Papayanakos brothers are returning
th * * neatri cal flold in the North
l?X
•Cduntry. having already taken over

In Africa.**

2UVOLI—-"Bella

Dumbbells took

Canada

Bound," nouses

Mad?"

will

6.

B. C.

Moving picture houses and Pantages will afford practically the only

amusement for Vancouver until fall
Produc- when the Orpheum will again open

Bingham ton, started

its

doors for the season.

Saturday on the third of a series
of films exposing methods of fraud-

With Vancouver recognized as the
ulent stock operators. The new pic- gateway to the Orient, this city, has
ture is "Maybe Motors." In the cast been flooded with more musical
are Gordon Standing, Aubre Wells, artists on their way to the Flowery
Dean Raymond, James Phillips, Kingdom than at any other time In
recruit the chorus Mrs. Curran, George Parr, Ee telle Its history.
Some of them have
been going some coming back.
Raymond and J. H. McCarthy.
Krelsler,
Cortet,
London String
Three months in jail and a $50
upon
COUPON fine was the sentence Imposedbarber,
Thomas Miller, Watertown
FRENCH SHOES
whose auto ran down former SenFar Oa_and Off Stag*
BOOK STRIP
ator George H. Cobb of Watertown,
Ss-ni-ft
l_
j

chairman of the state picture cenhe
when
commission,
sorship
pleaded guilty to a charge of driving
a car while Intoxicated. Cobb suf-

WELDON.WILLUMS&LICK,

FORT

SMITH. ARK.

sfSJMai

The

Finest

Fare

Summer

Sold

an

at

Exceptionally

Low

Price
SAVINGS OP 0VEH SQ%

stage wedding will be the final
stunt at the Avon, Watertown, unEstablished
der the Empsall-Sesonske regime.
1837
C. H. Bennett and Mildred Ovitt will
be married on the stage of the
THE SI II1KMK PROFESSIONAL OROAN OF <iRK\T BRITAIN
hous^e this week, getting a $160 prize
The
offered by the management.
Advertisement rate, 8*. per inth; £38 per page. Classified advertisements: Com- Kobbins Enterprises of Utica take
panies, thcatrt^ arllf»«. nuiMiinn* and miscellaneous, wanted and wants, ate,
time lines, Is. w»., each additional line 9d.; displayed lines Is. Annual subscription, the house on June 2.
POHt prepaid, V. H. A.. 15.00.
.,
.
.
Laok © f patronage caused Athe
Kdltorial. Advertising and P.ibllklilna; OftVes:
SS Wellington Street. Strand.
l/omlon. W.C.3. Phone Regent 454C-47.
sudden death of the Joseph Pay ton
Cables: "The Era, Loatlon."

Special

Mhsi

VSMS
*••«

fered concussion of the brain.

A

West 45th

St.,

Opp. I.rwum Thea.

Bet.
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at No.

Ducount

U>

the Profit ion
Fur* Repaired and
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An unsuccessful attempt to house
the Old Dumbbells in their revue,
"Full O' Pep" at the Orpheum on
account of the arrangement made by
a stock company resulted in that
company going to the Avenue which
has been dark for months. In its
out of the way location and a general disposition of the theatre going
public not to attend that theatre on
account of many inconveniences the

I

City

from an N. V. A.

AL8Q TO PROFESSIONALS

•

Boy

week, double

half; "Trail of the
Pine," last half.

East of Broadway

Diicounl t* N. V. A.

KEITH'S—Vaudeville. Open-

first

T.
M. Welngarten, operating the
roof revue, will open another show
of the same type at Atlantic City
next week. His chorus in Baltimore will remain here, while most
of his principals will be taken to the
new show. So far his show here has
been a success and has been in keeping up to the. normal business of
the roof. A new show will be produced here next week by Jack
Mason. His cast of principals here
includes
Melo Jocelyn, dancer;
Marie Horn, toe dancer; Elizabeth
Haywood, prima donna; Muriel Devine, and Joe Tenner.

NOW ON

BAHN

ROBBINS-ECKEL— "Fog

Is

Paris," third week.

A WONDERFUL COLLECTION

B.

summer

STRAND— All

ond week.

EKda

CHESTER

N. Y.

season. Six acts and
picture, "Master of Men," current
film.
Two shows daily. Prices cut,
Summer
with 86c. top at night.
garden opened adjoining theatre.
Free soft drinks served. Free candy
for children Saturday and Sunday
matinees.
TEMPLE.—Vaudeville.

ing

LYCEUM— "Way Down East."
CENTURY— "Rustle of Silk."

CHICAGO OFFICE:
XIIss

NAB

Smith Olive Co
Southern Jean

BALTIMORE

Wilson Anita

tmkiHon Lucclle

By

Simmons James £

Quartet, Cherniavskys, Bauer, Thibaud, and a half dozen more nationally
and internationally
known
figures in the music world.

that theatrical operating concern.

t

SYRACUSE,

Billy

Ocorgalls Trio

Jarvjs Jean

A taenia

students.

McGulrl Stanley
Morrison A Daley

Gibson Jean

Barr Twins

Heseey Jimmy

Kary Karl
Kingston Bobbie
Meakln "Walter

Hart Mary
Hartt Leroy
Hayes Willie
Hicks Trixie
Hindes A Gross
Homer Frances
J.ina

Keasler Clarke.

Delmar Gladys

Arthur

8tephen

assisting J. Humbird Duffy and his Players' gunmcr run at the Lygroup of singers who are presenting ceum, Elnrnra, the company closing
the Gilbert and Sullivan operas at Saturday with the final performance
The Lyth« Century* Thomas D. Soriem of "The Common Law."
general manager of the Whitehurst ceum will remain dark until late
Payton may establish a
has opened a contest August.
theatre,
whereby vocal aspirants in the city stock company in a Fitchburg,
get a chance at a hearing. By this Mass., theatre.
method he has enlarged the chorus
and it is now composed almost ,enC. ,J. Rose, field representative of
tirely of recognized voices In the the Schlne Corporation, is now in
city and of Peabody Conservatory charge of the Strand, Carthage, for

Harcourt Leslie
Harlty Cliff
Harris Jack

Demtnr Joe
Day George

Sawyer Mathcw
Sels Emll
Shone Hermine

,

Glendenning Peggy
Griffiths

A

Roy

Hiss

Febronie

Hennerita

Burten Effle
Barnes Stewart
Bimbo Chas
Burton Richard

I

'

HAP FARNELLL
Finishing a Successful Tour of the

—

Orpheum

Circuit

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

Sleam-hlp sroomnsasttona arranged
s all Llaee, at Mala Osaea
Filers.
Boats are solus very toll, «"»«!«
a
Foreign Maaay
early,
boaahl and .old
Liberty Honda bo.aht and -old

and

PAUL TAUIIO A

Phone

SOW. 104 Bast 14th •<.. -few Tark.
Itsrvesaat « 130-61 37.

i

FLORENCE

"LOTS o'MAMA"

Direction

JOHN BENTLEY
—msT

-

...

VARIETY
B. F.

KEITH'S PALACE,

.

ednesday,

NEW YORK; NEXT WEEK (JUNE

May

1*23

30,

4)

THE ORIGINAL
»

FOUR PHILLIPS
"THE GREATEST FOREHEAD BALANCING ACT IN THE WORLD"
(THIS
Manager

MAX

ACT HAS NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER ACT USING OUR NAME. GET THE ORIGINAL)
PHILLIP

Direction H. B.

While not a sensational
it has all the ingredients that
usually m:rko up a feature booked
at one of the mammoth palaces

,der about.

FILM REVIEWS

film,

(Continued from page 34;

photography would fit a production
There is little of
of IS years ago.
the footage that reaches any kind of
a satisfactory average in this di-

along Main street and is a good
deal more interesting than many
seen within the past several weeks.
Possibly its Keneral reminiscence of
something heretofore produced has
something to do with it.
The episode of shaqghaing the
leading characters parallels that in
Morgan Robertson's ''Masters of
Men" at the Cameo this and last
week. The introduction of the hybrid monster with the form 'of a
gorilla and the
destructive vengeance of a human brute was the
big punch of another Goldwyn re-

rection.

lease

Identical with pictures that have
before.
The basic Idea has wealth as the
cause of most evils. Husband ami
wife are overcome by their sudden
acquisition of means.
The story is rather well worked
out, considering the idea is of such
ancient vintage.
In addition to its old story, the

gone

The cast
players.

is

short and of seasoned
leads are Bryant

The

Washburn and Eva Novak. Washburn takes first place in the running, with no great opportunities
offered him. Miss Novak is a blond
miss who handles with comparative
ease the ingenue lead. June Elvidge
In a widow role is an important fac-

some months ago ("The Blind
Bargain," with Lon Chaney), which
played the Capitol, Goldwyn's assured Broadway stand.
The story opens with Hercules

tain hides In mortal fear, while
Napoleon, in a pinch, becomes entruly napoleonic mental
domination in facing the beast and
subduing it much on the oider of a
lion tamer who faces the king of
beasts and dominates it.
In view
of the* prepossessing figure of the
monster that is a bit hard to swallow, but it la deftly smoothed over
in the scenario transition.
The
monster has not been wholly subdued by Nap, however.
After
strangling the Finn he lies in wait
Cpr Nap. Land is sighted and Alice
and Nap decide to swim for it, with
the monster following.
It is the
hero's intention to put into action
an idea that has stuck with him
through the years from his book
learning that a pigmy can keep a
giant under water and both can
drown. That is his purpose, but it
does not become necessary when

dowed with

Napoleon Cameron (Henry Hull), a an abalone, a submarine shellfish,
bookish young man who finds his grips one of the monster's paws and
heroic inspiration between bqpk holds it until its captive succumbs.
Nap rejoins his sweetheart on
covers despite his given names.
Alice Winthrop (Doris Kenyqftf is shore, and the third friend, heretotor in the story. Her work is that the girl.
Following one of Alice's fore boastfully disdainful of Nap's
of an experienced
player,
with parties the girl insists on accom- obvious heroic shortcomings, comes
rowing from the boat, where he has
Phillips Smailey and Vernon Steele
panying Napoleon
for short),
coming under the same classifica- to the Red Lamp, a (Nap
watervront dive' been in hiding in the storeroom.
tion.
As film fare it has the fact that
The sets provide a flash at periodically frequented by Pat Rootimes. The picture's greatest weakney, the aire of the young bootblack it is entertainingly diverting to
.

ness is in the photography.
who visits Nap periodically and
In working out the story many swallows Cameron's
imaginative exof the old standard melodramatic
ploits much to Nap's secret gratifibits are employed, with an autocation.
The
slumming
tour results
mobile race and a raid on a road- in the girl, Nap and
a third male
house being brought forth for the acquaintance being
shanghaied on
punches of the production. Hart.
a tramp vessel bound for the South
Seas.
The action aboard ship is interspersed with the skipper's brutal
J. Parker Read, Jr., production, distrlbmanifestations,
the
timid
Nap
uted through Goldwyn. from Jack Boyle's
atory.
Henry Hull. Dorla Kenyon and shrinking in physical fear of the
Louis Wolheim have the three major roles. burly Finn's physique.
Louis WolRuns 01' minutes. At the Broadway, New heim makes the character realisticYork, In conjunction with vaudeville bill.
ally vivid. The Finn has in his posthis
unnamed monster,
How this picture escaped a Broad- session
which a scientific
had
way showing is something to won- discovered and whichexpedition
the Finn had
taken unto himself in the knowledge that scientists back home

THE LAST MOMENT

would pay handsomely for it.
The punch of the story is the escape of the monster, with its subsequent wreaking of destruction o*
everybody and everything it comes

SUMMER SHOES
White, colors and chic com-

In contact with.

The

brutal cap-

commend

THE SHOCK
Universal-Jewel production, featuring
Directed by Lambert Hillyer: author unnamed.
Projection time,
87 minutes.

Picture Is an underworld story,
with Chaney cast as a cripple, and
the effort apparently was to give it
some touch of the atmosphere of
"The Miracle Man," in which Chaney
came into fame almost overnight in
the part of the "Frog." The subject misses by a wide margin the
high aim of the other vehicle and
degenerates into a cheap shocker.
The punch is a mechanical reproduction of the San Francisco earthquake and fire, designed as a bit of
sensational melodrama, but falling
I in
its kick because there is no tune
when It is not evident to the spectator that the whole business is

1656 Broadway

NEW YORK
At 61st

W. 63d

11

St.,

New York

(for 22 years with Sherry's)
in

.street

boxes for

Steamers, Parties or
Mail Orders Filled

Gifts,

The display

accomplished by burning an open-

and the whole
City

CANDIES and CAKES

CITY

trickery.

air set, the flames appearing against
a night background. Smaller incidents of the conflagration are cut in.

MME. EVA

ANDREW GELLER

Abel.

Lon Chaney.

is

for all occasions.

cast takes care

of its roles perfectly.

mere studio

binations in dainty designs

The

it.

Homes

effect is artificial

and

defeats

SSND FOR ntCC SAHPLT

AT ALU DRUG STOWCS
<

CASMINC CO, 6E.UW ST..W.Y.

v?y-

CREO STUDIO
For Sensational Stage Dancing
The only one of

170

WEST

it*

STREET

48th

Just Off Seventh Avenue,

kind

New York

PHONE BRYANT

5156

City

This is just one of those things.
Obviously made for the second and

WALTON
CIRCUIT

and

standing in the studio
utilized for this picture.

been

Wilton makes a pretty
telephone gal, with a yen for society, making her role convincing
throughout. Kate Price pleases as
Good photography,
the mother.
with nothing out of the ordinary reGladys

quired to unfold the story.
A program picture with flashes
much above the average that fits
nicely for a double -feature bill.
Ben.

THE LEOPARDESS
Allra
starring
Paramount production
Brady. Adapted for the screen by J. Clark
son Miller from the story by Katherlna
Newlin Burt. Directed by Henry Keeker.

third-run houses, it succeeds, howi.. rising above the commonShown it I^ew'i State. New Vorfc. for
place several times. The titles are three days, commencing May It. Time. 70
/
unusually good throughout, inci- minutes.
Alice Brady
dentally.
The good old Cinderella Ttare
Montague Lov*
Quaigg
plot is utilised and dressed up a Scott
Edward I .a ngf or*
Captain Croft
bit, with Cindy a "woiktng gal" who
Charle* Kent.
Angus McKensie
wants to crash into society.
Some of the character^ are well
No outstanding feature to recplayed, notably the "Tad" father by ommend this Paramount release,
William Robert Daly. The fellow which frames up as an ordinary
playing the "hick" boy friend of the program picture. It contains'a story
heroine is inclined to overdo the of the South Seas mixed with the
part. He's "hick" to the life In ap- life of a barbarous Individual from
pearance, but overacts too fre- civilization. The production is not
quently.
an achievement for Alice Brady as
There's a dancing contest, one of a picture star. In the role of a girl
those social club affairs, that's very brought up on an island, on which
finely staged. Perfect types and at- she and her father are the only
mosphere. A swell society function white people, and her later experiby contrast Is also excellently done. ences as the wife of an arrogant
The latter part of the film runs to creature of wealth, she is given no
farce.
great opportunities to display her
A free-for-all scrap, taking place
at the social club's racket, was another scene that reflected credit on
the director. Story contains a good
idea, but flickers out as it gets toA BF.AfTI II I
ward the middle of the fourth reel.
The sets are well built and Indicate
ENTIRE
considerably money was spent
pe
for
ZZZZZZZr* if^"S
lho
•
wever,
SOIT
he backgrounds ma
may have
Oil or Steam
ever,

-
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war*.
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your appointment now.

White, Pink
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aootaty women frost
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Staua all claim ours the
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the Profession Meets
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Where
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FRED

ORPHEUM

Rush.

CROSSED WIRES

plausibility
of the incident is spoiled by its in-

vail clear your, head

their

In

Universal production, directed by King
Raggott.
Gladys Walton starred.
At
Lof w» 42d «t. May -»:•. Running time. S3
minutes,

There are evidences that the cutting has been done with a heavy
hand. The point of the story is that
the cripple, Wlltse Dilling (played
by Chaney), is miraculously made
whole when he Is crushed in a falling building while engaged in an
effort to rescue the heroine from a
expert management. We merely see
the cripple under masses of fallen
debris and then are informed that
he can walk. The effect Is substantially as though all the Important
passages of a play took place off
stage and the audience only heard
them talked about. The system
makes for unsatisfactory drama.
The story deals with a "queen of
the underworld," played by Christine Mayo, who dispatches one of
her spies, a cripple with a twisted
mind, played by Chaney, to accomplish a mission of vengeance against
a banker who had caused her to be
sent to prison. The cripple instead
falls
in love with the banker's
daughter (Virginia Valli) and refuses to carry out his bargain, actuated by her good influence.
The
"queen," falling in her scheme of
direct vengeance, plans to punish
the banker by the ruin of his daughter and lures her to San Francisco.
There are numerous passages of
heavy melodrama concerning the
plotting of the crooks and the counterplotting of the cripple, reaching
a climax in the earthquake, which

criminals

passages.

phoney.

band of criminals.

and improve your yoke

the

schemes and opens the way to a
happy ending, with the cripple restored and in happy embrace with
the heroine. A picture graded for
the daily change houses, resting
upon crude melodramatic device, although Cnaney has several effective

MARINELL1

M* theatr.c^oIIJJIS

WILLIAM ADLER

WKHTM7th STRKKT
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Inc.
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PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Back

I,

Pre-War Prices

Mail Order. Filled F. O. B., N Y. City.
Send for Catalogue.
;
Used trunks and shopivorn sample*
of all standard makes always on hand

SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 -Seventh Ave.,
^

Phone: Fitx Roy 0620

80LE AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

New York

City

Between 38th and 39th Str

et

BRANT
MARY

*«<*

Direction

LEO FITZGERALD

»

Wednesday,

May

VAKliDTY

•

1923

30,

In the
histrionic ability.
early footage Mies Brady displays
herself scantily clad as a native of
the South Seas. In the later reels
as a woman of culture she appears
to advantage in attractive creations.
The acting at no time shows her
at her best. In this division Montague Love comes to the fore. As a
husband who trains his wife the
same as he does an animal he disCharles
plays some finished work.

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

known

Kent and Edward Langsford handle
the other two roles of importance
Natives and extras
satisfactorily.
used as a ship's crew furnish the
background for the four principal

1

eonard

Operating

Hicks,

Hotels

GRANT—CHICAGO LORRAINE
"">

Special Rates to the Profession

417-419 S.

Waba.h Avenue

players.

The production includes numerous
exteriors and several scenes aboard
a yacht. Some interiors of a Westchester home frame up nicely.
In
to

make

this

a big

picture.

—

within

means

of economical folks)

THE DUPLEX

no departure has an attempt been

made

3S0 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS 1
IRVINGTON HALL
HENRI COURT

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
(of the better kind

It

365

Wot

a production which will prove but
330
43d Street
a cog in the wheel and never make
Longacre 7132
a name for itself.
Angus McKensie. a Scotchman,
Three and four rooms with bath
and his daughter are shipwrecked
on a South Sea island. The girl is Modern in every particular. 'Accommodate three or more
brought up as a native, her father
adults
being of little account When she
has attained womanhood a white
$12.00
traveler of moans reaches the island.
He wishes to take the girl, but is
forced into a marriage by her father,
who secures a case of whiskey for
241-247 West 43d Street
his permission.
The girl is taken
to her husband's home near New
Bryant 7912
York. Th. re he treats her in the
same manner he does a leopardess One, three and four room apartments with kitchenettes,
he had captured. He brags to his private bath and telephone.
Directly west of Times
friends that his method is the only
arrangement creates utmost privacy.
way to handle women. The girl had Square.
learned to care for the captain of
$17.00
her husband's yacht, whom she believed
had been drowned when
AN, 241 West 43d St.
thrown overboard by the latter on
Refft communications to M.
their trip to New York.
The captain puts in an appearbetorn
who
is
ance later, and considerable con- erary school teacher
46th ST.
Coming
fusion takes place, which ends in tween love and a career.
while
2 Rooms, Bath and Kitchenette
the husband meeting his Waterloo west to acquire "atmosphere"
of
Meotlily
when the animal which he had kept teaching school, the story tellsJim (OMTI.KTKLY FUBNISHKD
SSe.eO
in a cage in his home leaps upon her struggle after marrying
fSt.OO
INriKMSHKD
him and causes his death, leaving Russell. Russell is a western prodSERVICE
MAID
his wife free to accept the captain. uct with secret yearnings to build
to innot
promises
etc.
He
bridges,
Hart.
ROSENTHAL, 1540 Broadway, N. Y.
terfere with his wife's career. She
SUITS 1502
writes a novel which becomes a best
and
dramatized
be
A WIFE LEARNED
to
is
it
seller;
feet
in width. Maybe more. Whatwith the playA Thomas H. Ince production. Scenario she must collaborateMartin
(Milton ever the exact dimensions, it's a
Rudolph
by Bradley King. Directed by Ince. Re- wright,
darb
of a leap.
leased by First National.
city.
minthe
Time, 70
Sills) and move to
utes.
Story is built up slowly, first part
Her husband doesn't mix with her
Jim Russell
)
John Bowers
dragging. Usual bandits, cow hands,
emplojU
secures
but
friends,
new
Rudolph Martin
Milton Sills
Sheila. Dome
Marguerite De I,a Motte ment as a truck driver rather than tough guys, mountain scenery, and
Esther Russell
Evelyn McCoy live on his wife's bounty. Her new a chase toward the finish. It's the
Tracy McGrath
Harry Todd
are surprised at sort of stuff they used to fill the
Maggie McCJrath
Aggie Herring circle of friends
dime novels with years ago, dnd eviI^lllian Martin
Francella Billington dinner one night by the entrance of
Terry
Ernest Butterworth the truck driver. When one of them dently aimed to please the kids.
Max field
John Steppllng laughs he bounces the crowd. From Lots of apple sauce, with hero (Mix)
then on they go it alone until the outwitting bandits and rescuing
cruel
from
father
A conventional story unfolded in husband returns to his ranch and sweetheart's
stereotyped manner by a cast, of completes the building of a dam clutches.
A titte mentioned something about
good players of whom none stood which has been started years before
out but Marguerite De La Motte. and abandoned. The bursting of the "Old Hokum Bucket." books as if
This girl runs away with whatever dam and the rescue of the play- title writer had been reading Variety.
honors the roles embrace. She is wright, who has followed the au- Great riding stuff. One stretch of
convincingly* emotional as the lit- thoress west, is the big thrill of an film has Mis doing a wild chariot
ride on remains of stage coach that
otherwise featureless' tale that is has gone over the cliff. That's the
heavily padded and draggy toward
kind
of film it is, "over the cliffs
the latter portions. The story solves with 'im, boys."
itself when they decide they are
Mix
is excellent in role that means
Increative
that
the
and
builders
nothing,
making
important
it
stinct can be practiced in double through sheer force of personality.
harness.
deserves better vehicles than
He
proThe picture is an ordinary
junk like this. Rest of cast good, ingram release and becomes tedious cluding ingenue, whose name is not
Milton
before the last embrace.
mentioned in cast because Academy
Sills did well in a colorless role and doesn't
give out -programs with
John Bowers was intense if uncon- casts, and film was run off so swiftwesttransplanted
vincing as the
ly name could not be caught from
Marguerite De La Motte screen.
erner.
must be credited with saving the
Picture
Photography average.
release from absolute mediocrity. would make great two reeler. As it
Her work was high grade through- is there's a nice long sleep between
Con.
out.
reels one and five. Punch is worth
waking up for, though. That riding
by Mix and bandits, and Mix's leap
is
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West 48th Street
3830 Longacre
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$18-00 UP
$70.00 UP
The largest maintainer of housekeeping furnished apartments
directly under the supervision of the owner. Located in the center of
the theatrical district. All fireproof buildinga
Address all communications to

I

UP WEEKLY

312

341-347 West 45th Street. 3560 Longacre.
1-2- 3 -4- room apartments.
Bach apartment with private bath,
phone, kitchen, kitchenette.

MONTHLY

CHARLES TENENBAUM
Principal office, Hildona Court, 341 Wast 46th St.,
Apartments con be teen evening ». Office in each
Phone: Leafacre 0444— Bryant 42S3

New York
building.

Geo. r. Schneider, Prop.

THE BERTHA

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

COMPLETE FOM.HOC8EKEEPINO.

CLBAN AND AIRY

NEW YORK

323-325 Weit 43rd Street

CLAM

»

51st Street
6640 Circle

HILDONA COURT

UP WEEKLY

YANDIS COURT

Ropm
RATES:

West

CITY

Private Bath. 3-4 Roonsa. Cater I n* to the eosofort ss4 con real* are of

««

i

profession.

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC UtiUT

.....

S15M IP

THE ADELAIDE
754.756

EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 4«th and 47th Street.
Oae Bloek Wost of Broadway
Three, Four and Five-Room Hlfh-CUSe Furnished Apartments
WtrtrtU IWe-lnaal.
MHH UKtUUiK HlEttEL. Mrr
Pl!oW> BrV
Brynt SS5S-

ARISTO HOTEL
101 West 44th St., Ntw York
the heart of th« Agents* district

In

FOR THEATRICAL FOLKS

—— —————^——<——
Rooms with bath

fit

week up

Telephone llt7-tl»tt Bryant

——

MAIN 1994—eeeet

% 8 end
$12 and

Up Single
Up Double

Hot and Cold Water and
Telephone In Bach Boom.
102

WEST

STREET

44th

NEW YORK

Engstrum Apartment Hotel
623 West Fifth

HOTEL HUDSON

St.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF
Special Rates' to Profession

Thone:

BRYANT

CITY
Tttt-tt

HOTELFULTON
(In tho Heart of

New York)

$ 8 snd Up Single
$14 snd Up Double
Showar Baths, Hot and Cold
Water and Telephone.

Is her offspring from a hybrid
mating of questionable origin.
Ace having conquered drink trails
264 288 WE8T 46th STREET
Claw (the heavy) to his Dawson
City dance hall where he has kidNEW YORK CITY
napped Snowdrift and in a truly
Phone: Bryant 0S83-9S94
gripping fight amid flame* effects a
Opposite N. V. A.
rescue and the convenlent*demise of
the villain in a mortal combat in
self-defense.
That's the big punch
of the picture — that fight — and tops work. IVIfss Manners is
an unknown
off the release effectively.
quantity and fell below the mark in
It is produced with the us mil Fox the little she was
called upon to do.
production economy with plenty of For that matter all the women did
outdoor stuff and a couple of crude nothing distinguishing excepting the
log cabin interiors. Probably a pop
squaw. Irene Rich as the
Would price rental release and should Indian hall
Fox Film Production, starring Tom Mix. would make any picture.
quern was given few opdanfe
Written and directed by Jack Ford. At have made this a big timer had rest please in the small daily change
portunities.
G\ Raymond Nigh as
TuesNew
York,
Fox's Academy of Music,
of it been any way near it in point bouses.
Claw, the heavy, was ftVctivf.
day, May 22. Time, 55 minutes. Cast: Tom of interest.
houses
smaller
For
the
some
effective
The star gets in
Mix, Francis Ford, Buster Gardner. Ed-

girl

THREE JUMPS AHEAD

TAVERN
WEST

156-8

should be a great card, especially
matinees for the children. Lacks
class for the big houses, but should
This is a western of the machine make an excellent half of a double
made sort. Cut and dried situations feature bill.
Bell.
ward

Joseph E. Girard.
Teil,
Board man, Margaret Joslln.

48TH STREET

East of Broadway

Virginia

galore in the early part of the picture, with the big punch arriving in
the final reel and making up for the
drivel that has preceded it. Punch
William Fox production starring Oiarles
is leap on horseback made by Mix Joncw.
Directed by Scott Dunlap from
across chasm that looks to be moun- Jsmes B. Hendryx'a story. Runs about
Half of a double feature at
tainous in height and possibly 20 minutr*.

SNOWDRIFT

A CHOP HOUSE
OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

r.r.

I.ocw'ji

One Moment West

OEL'S

of Broadvy-ay at
41 »t Street

The Rendezvous of the Lending Lights of Literature and the Stage.
The Best Food sod Entertainment in New York. Musle and Dancing.

$1 Our Special:
In the GRILL

A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes (Any Style) $1
with

SPECIAL RESERVATIONS

for

LADIES

^

The Chateau Laurier
City Island, N. Y.

NOW OPEN FOR

SEASON OF

1923

;-:

:-:

Beautifully Decorated. Dinty Moore's Wonderful Orchestra

Excellent Shore Dinner at $3.00 and exquisite a la

Abel.

it

New

York.

INSIDE

STUFF ON PICTURES

(Continued from page 22)
of a merger of Cosmopolitan, Goldwyn and Distinc$25,000,000 combination* occupied* trade attention this week
when the significance of the move came, under study and analysis. It
revived all the old talk of new trade amalgamations which have been
resting since the start of the Federal Trade Inquiry Into Famous Playerr.
Out of the whole mass of figuring this view stood out:

The announcement
a

tive into

The Hcarst-CJoldwyn consolidation brings new and powerful opposition
This is the forerunner of the usual
avalanche of Arctic subjects so pre- to bear against Famous Players, both by the strength of Its production
valent during the torrid months. schedule, its lineup of stars and directors, and its representation on
The title gives away its frigid locale. Broadway with a big exploitation theatre.
The story is one of those stock
All these things figure In the Federal trade matter and it looks as
formulas about the white daughter
of rather veiled origin; the gambler- though the future depends pretty largely upon the outcome of that proceeding.
If the investigation results In a check upon the present system
the
Yukon"
hero;
"the Queen of the
and the boss of the Bonanza dance of conducting the film business, it will have much the same effect on all
hall who insists on making the the big producers, generally forcing a policy of "the open door* to Inheroine an inmate of his Dawson dependents and all the big companies will be ruled by the same derendezvous.
The period of the action is vaguely cision.
the government gives Famous Players a elean bill of
If, however,
denoted as around the gold rush
time. Charles Jones is only identified health, it would seem logical to expect the further growth of large and
by the soubriquet of Ace-in-the-hole concentrated organizations. With the addition of Hearst to the Goldwyn
because of his unusually lucky poker Ijneup that concern has come mightily to the fore, ami it would surprise
activities.
Heralded by a title as a no one to look for a major DjSttle between Hearst-fJoIdwyn and Famous
college graduate and an engineer, he Players for the leadership.
is introduced on one of his stud
It has been the history of big business, and especially of the big picrampages.
Later tables turn and
.lows becomes and is accused as ture business, that combinations breed new combinations and (bis bring"
being a "bum"- by the "Queen of up the old figuring on Zukor-Loew. If the Federal Trade inquiry fails to
the Yukon."
disclose any real trouble for Famous Players and if Hearst- tloldwyn
Ace is led to reform and cure him- strength goes to a point where it challenge* Famous Players leadership,
M-lf of* the grip of hootch by his hc!I informed trade observers belit* an arrangement between tii^e m\o
lie
stojc Indian good man Friday.
would be almost inevitable.
"mushes" north to again develop his
The trade has never really figured out Why Fanaoue and ]a'\y have r.«
mine which purpose is convenie ntly
come
together except on'the aucface explanation tii.it. the positive Vietri
lost Night of in Arc's wooing and
Dorothy Of both men have been against it. A new view, in the light of recent
winning of "Snowdrift"
Manners). She is the daughter of events, it that the overhanging of the Trade inquiry had some weight.
the McFarlandi who entrusted her The matter baa been impending for more than a year, and doubtless ha«
;.s
babe to an Indian tor is it done much »o prevent consolidations In Ihls slid o?h'r directions, but
Bsquimo?) squaw- -it is not made r,nc« it
develoi
oui of lh« way, film authorities would look feu- vlt
clear- Who placet Snowdrift in a
convent and leads all to believe 'he nvnt«.
1

t
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KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE

B. F.

*v

(Palace Theatre Building;

mm

N

(AGENCY)

**

New York)

I

Founder*

KEITH,

B. F.

Artists

EDWARD

F.

ALBEE,

A.

PAUL KEITH,

F. F.

PROCTOK

W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH

can book direct addressing

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE

AGENCY

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

Btate-Lake Building

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

New York

Broadway,

1441

BOOKING DEPARTMENT
N
.

Rhone

PENNSYLVANIA

BOOKING
New

York,

Philadelphia,

12

3580

SEE US WHEN IN CALIFORNIA"

WEEKS

Washington,

Marcus Loews
Booking Agency

Baltimore

and intermediate towns
i

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Executive Offices

ANNEX
160 WEST 46™STNEW YORK

L0EW BUILDING

FALLY MARKUS
1547 Broadway

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

Bryant 6060 6061

B-DG.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

SAN FRANCISCO
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEINO ISSUED.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
SAN FRANCISCO
PAUL GOUDRON. CAPITOL BUILDING, CHICAGO
Detroit office, 206 Breitmeyer Bldg.

FOREIGN REVIEWS

A

had purposely left near by a handbag containing papers belonging to

Mme. Lavergne

she

is

legally

re-

corded as the victim of the acci-

dent

The Atelier has gained a reputation during the present season which
foreshadows a successful future,

and warrants the enterprite of the
troupe in holding out: for better days
in unofficial dramatic art. which unfortunately is not encouraged by the*
due, probably, to the claims
for subvention from the Comedie
Francaise (albeit failing to bring
state,

out young authors), opera, etc.. eating up the funds at the disposal of
the Ministry of Fine Arts.
Such
conditions are a denial of arguments
advanced by those seeking the creation of state-assisted 'playhouses ia

CHICAGO OFFICE

contrives to
meet Andre again and ascertains
he Is mourning her demise; that he
secretly loved her all the time, but
would not reveal it because he was
poor. He has not the slightest suspicion she Is the aged woman he
fondly loved and declines to entertain the possibility of her resurrection.
His soul is buried with the

Madame

Lavergne.
Therefore, the miraculous operation has been in vain, and the poor
creature is condemned to live as a
young woman with a fresh face but
a withered heart. She has not legal
standing: except as the companion
of the doctor who operated.
In despair she decides to have a
good time and throws herself into
the arms of Andre, becoming his
mistress, despite the young man's
declaration he will never love another woman as sincerely as he
loved the late Madame Lavergne.
This quasi -study of human natur<
(it might almost be written crazy
scenario* has good points, but on
tne whole is too .improbable to convince tin- average playgoer.
The cast include- Valentine de
Hally as th% rejuvenated widow,

*

I'll

8ay She

Is,

torney, F. Schmidt. 200

Broadway.)
Ted Lewis Productions, ManhatA. Lewis. A.

tan, theatricals, $5,000;
Gans,
J.
Kendler.

Kendler
way.)
Morris

&

Goldstein.

<t

Bernard,

(Attorneys,
1540 Broad-

Manhattan,

vaudeville, $10,p00; S. Morris.

nd

the

first

so
cused.

pln,

work of Fournler and Tur- cause he

many

defects

By" thinking

may be

ex-

out another

DULLIN'S ATELIER
Paris,

May

15.

Charles TJullin has grouped around

him at the Theatre Montmartre-an
enthusiastic company of players
which has assumed the name of the
Atelier
(signifying workshop or,
more literarily speaking, the studio),
and new shows by new authors are
being constantly staged for regular
evening performances.
Thus we
now have at the Theatre de 1'Atelier
a mixed program with three items
of merit.
For the opening number
the troupe offers a sarcastic trifle
at its own expense, wherein we are
assured of the misery of the presentday actor. Art does not nourish its
man. and the comedians are despondent. One finds a cent in the
auditorium and there is joy at the
idea of money being realized in the
theatre until an army of tax collectors claim their share, which
leaves nothing for the company.
However, a member secures an engagement at a music hall imitating

popular red-nose comb'" and he
generously shares his salary* with
the Atelier artistes, enabling them
to c»et a meal.
This skit is followed by a Iwo-.lCt
t

still

loves his fickle

mu-

Manhattan,

sical comedies, $10,000; R. Chaplin,
F. C. Thomas, J. S. Frasin.
(At-

IN CM A ROC

Madame Lavergne

'

5M

NEW YORK CHARTERS

SIDNEY MWEISM AN

tity.

The operation in her case sucAfter throe months' convalescence she leaves the clandestine clinic with a mask of youth, ably portraying Joy aid anguish
having been transformed to all ap- when viewing herself in the mirror.
pearance into a beautiful young Alcover is only fair in the rule of
woman. When the bandages arc re- the Russian surgeon who goes one
moved there is not the slightest better than monkey glands grafttra^e of a scar and her fioe resem- ing
he) Masque de feunesse" is
ceeds.

at*,

Racbar Theatre A Realty Corp,
Manhattan, $60,000; C. Monash. J. A.
Hopkins, A. L. Robertson.
(Attorney M. Goodman. 1564 Broad-

l6o2CapitolBldg

pretty blonde, so that her former acquaintances fail to recognize her.
She dare not reveal her true iden-

late

.

Thsstra Bld|..

INCORPORATIOSS

original story and keeping within
the limits of possibility they are
Even her hair has capable of writing a play that will
changed color and she is now a have a long run.
Kendrew.

(Continued from page 17)

Oouflat B0J3.

floor.

JHLUBIN

bles a girl of 20.

the only chil<|» of an intimate
friend, but is poor and honest.
He
looks on Mme. Lavargne as an aunt;
he Is ever affectionate, always respectful, to a degree that the amorous middle-aged widow dare not
She not
confess her infatuation.
only looks old. with her gray hair
and careworn features, but her face
bears a disfiguring scar.
Russian physician has found
the means of restoring youth by an
operation so dangerous It might
Mme.
easily lead to fatal results.
Lavergne confides herself to the
surgeon, who, not having a French
diploma, is constrained, to practice
under the guise of a local doctor
named Ferdich. Both are unscrupulous rase ils nnd attempted the
operation on another woman, who
died. They placed the body on the
railroad track to lead the police to
believe the victim was killed by
an accident. The deceased is found
in such a condition that identificaAs the doctors
tion is impossible.

—

Pies 5514.

SAN FRANCISCO— Pantiw

way.)

O'FARRELL STREETS

ia

Vaudeville. Road Sliotr*.
**1C ELCS Mlajastic Thsstrs Bid,

flow. 62816.

Kendrew.

GENERAL M.AJTAQER

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.
and

•Personal Representative*.
. C °S

England and America.

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
MARKET, GRANT

MEIKLEJ0HN and DUNN
Amusement Manager*. Theatrical Agents,

B

(Attorney,
ihm Bernar <L
spouse, Bodell, 305 Broadway.)
?,

.

F.

H.

but his life Is wretched, for even the
DELAWARE CHARTERS
servant looks on him with contempt.
He finds a spell of relief by the ar- Shirley Productions Corp., $1,000,rival of a married friend from the 000; pictures, Wm. J. Shirley, Fred,
country. The provincial lady smiles enck C. Daub, Willard Franklin,
on the city gentleman until she New York. (Colonial .Charter Co.)
learns of his domestic troubles, when
Cumberland Productions, pictures,
she likewise scorns his proffered
$100,000;
friendship.

The author

of this psychological
study Is only out of his teens, being
one of the youngest of the budding
Paris playwrights. He has much to
learn, yet can give pointers to many

Rhenir S. Mason, Robert S.
Mason, Eddyvllle, Ky.; George B.
West. New York.
(Corporation
Guarantee and Trust Co.)

JUDGMENTS

elders.

terminates his program
with a one-act historical piece,
"Celul qui vivait sa mort," by Marcel
Achard, being an imaginary episode
in the life of Charles VI, the mad
king of France. Queen Isabeau did
the reigning, and to enable her to
retain her influence she kept her
royal husband in a perpetual fear
of death.
Seeking to be rid of a
poetical favorite of the king she
staked her own honor or the life ol
the poet over a game of cards (playing cards were very fashionable,
if not introduced during the reign
of Charles vi >.
Unscrupulous as
Isabeau was, she cheated during Um»
game, whereby the poet lost and
was const rained to take poison. The
queen, who hail promised to give
herself to the poet, declared the
Dull in

drug woukl.be painless in its action.
It had a contrary effect, and Isabeau

.

Gloria Foy; L. Braun; $1,18307.

Joseph
Co.;

Kunzman;

possession

of

Clark

Music

chattels

or

$J166.63.

Jesse B. Levy; E. A. Levy; $2,800.
Joseph Shalleek and William J.
Fallon; Kniekerbocker-42d St. Co
Inc.; $1,006.59.

Horwitx. Arthur J., and Arthur J.
Horwit7-I.ee Klaus. Inc.; (',. Trough
ton; $1,321.71.

Playgoers Film Co.. Inc.; Citv of
N'ew York; $596.43.
•John e. n. Meade r; Ifoody't investors Service; $60.70.
Photocraft
Productions,
Inc.;
Farmers State Rank; $644.20.
Monroe Rosenfel d; 4 and 6 Wc*l
n.vi m., Corp.: $nnn.7fr.

Korea Pictures.

Inc.;
$662.19.

Et

.

Kilm

Mfg. Co., Inc.:
was careful the weak-minded monRose Sieoel: Blaney Produ<
arch siu.uld watch the last moments Co.. Inc.; $39:10.
comedy, "La Promenade du prison of his favorite, thus giving him a
Triumph Pictures Corp.;
II
nior." by Jean Rlanchon. concerning great dread of the passage from this Pedrick, Jr.:
r
$:;.LM. ..".s.
a timid bookseller deceived by his existence to the Unknown,
Satisfied Judgments
wife This gives rise to the title, the
Dull in Impersonates the mad king,
Loew*s
Theatrical
Enterpria
poor fellow being the prisoner of his with his wife, Madame
in the Inc.; C. Wray; $500; May 16. 1923.
own misfortune. He tries to shut part of Isabeau. TheDullin.
other roles
Arthur
Hammerstein;
A. Pesce;
his eyes
to the true conditions he

are we!' sustained.

$224.40; April

2.

1916.

—
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music of the show

IN LONDON
(Continued from page

I)

already and the Princesses Victoria
nod Maud have also visited the
Palace.
In the program of the Hotel Metrocele cabaret on behalf of the
Jtfewspaper Press Fund, as well as
the "Metropole Follies," will be

broad

be

will

39

ham house makes It impossible
even for his productions to pay ex-

Sixty gallery first nighters having
petitioned C. B. Cochran, the prices
for admission to the gallery of the
Palaoe on the opening night will be
greatly reduced.
It Is not known
whether these petitioners are members of the club which is such a
thorn in managerial sides, the Gallery First Nighters, a coterie of
men and women who are responsible
for mot.t of the "mixed" first-night
receptions and who always protest
that their perpetual attempts to ruin
shows and showmen are as much
1n the interests of high art as in

penses.
It
responsible

DUNNE
and DAYE
"FRECKLES

was Jackson who was

for the production of
'The Immortal Hour" at the Regent,
a production which was studiously

and BESSIE"

PLAYING

bolstered into success.

the enthusiasm of the
audience and the press
of Old Drury'' appears to
last legs at Drury Lane.

Despite

its

.

*.

about to start on
his own wjth a company which will
be known as the Mozartians.
This
will be ;i small show run on the lines
of the "Co-Optimists."

J^
l

Fepita Bobadilla, widow of Had-

|g

don Chambers, the playwright, is
"The Pic- engaged to marry Cant. S. O, lteilly,
Bernard Rishln win produce i cadilly Puritan" Dorothy Miuto be- recently a member of the Royal Air
--manageress Force. She married Chambers while
new play by an Australian author, comes the third
T Henry Walter, entitled "Shad •* in the W« st End. There are also at playing in a Drury Lane, melodrama
of the Mighty," in the province* the inotnent three actor-managers. in 1921. He died two months later,
with a view to bringing it to the Sir Gerald du Marnier, Matheson leaving behind him an uncompleted
West End in due course. The sec- Lang and JacU Eta hanan. Only a play, 'The Card Players," which the
ond act is laid in Madame Tus- few years ago practically every widow finished, and produced at the
West End house of note had its Savoy, where it Was not a big
saud's Exhibition.

With the production
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HT'
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Now they don't
possess permanent financial heads.

actor-manager.

B

Cochran's new Ouitrj season
opens at the Oxford June 4 with
On its original production at
"Comment en Escrit Histoire." The Daly's
"The Merry Widow" ran for
Luwe season follows and will prob778 performances, being beaten by
ably open with a new Italian play
with 801; "The Arca"The
by Tomasco Seotti entitled "Costa dians."Boy,"
809; "Dorothy," 931; "A ChiSsoV' which is merely "Amen" when nese Honeymoon," 1.073; "The Maid
translated into English.
of the Mountains," 1,192. All these
will probably be badly beaten by
Despite the
alienee of Sybil "The Beggars' Opera* **hicb is still
Arundale, who could not appear running and shows no sign of losowing to chicken-pox, the Bert ing in popularity.
Coote revue, "Here We Are," has
For one day only, June 6, Bartholbeen a big success in the bigger
provincial cities, and will probably omew's Fair is to be revived with nil
be seen at the Ambassadors in Sep- its crew of actors, tumblers, contember Negotiations to that effect jurers, soothsayers and wizards. The
are now in progress. Had his revue show will be oiganized by the mednot been successful, Coote would ical students of St. Bartholomew's
have returned to America in the Hospital and will be held on the
original ground at Smithlield. ArItut lUM) with his sketches.
thur
Bourehier
will
appear in
pageant as Henry VIII.
The Italian Marionettes at the
Sea la are doing better than either
Sir Squire Bancroft was 92 May
acts of the flesh and blood or cellu- 14.
loid varieties have succeeded in doIng for a long time. They have just
Simultaneously with the producpresented a new program consisting tion of Dr. Ethel Smith's new opera
of Rossini's "The Magpie" and "Puss by Barry Jackson in Birmingham,
in Boots."
Breaking away from the the work will be performed by the
ban of the managers against broad- British National Opera Company at
asting, the managers have had ap- Covent Garden. Barry
Jackson is a
paratus
C.

JB

sJT'

M

^

SUCCCSS.
bblJ

The

lJI

latest addition to the list of

bslJ

British playwrights is Constance,
Duchess of Westminster. She has
submitted a sketch to Morris Harvey
at the Little. Being a duchess it will
probably be produced.

lJH

Plus Fours" will be followed at
the St. James' by the Leon M. Lton
production of "The Outsider," by
Dorothy Brandon. The cast will include Les'ie Faber, Dawson Milward,
I.yall Swete, Stella Rho and lsobel

mm

JB
B<_
Jl
V-J
^H

'

sjr*

gsj
jsr*

^sj
wJP

"U

F.lsom.

bs;

TBj

A

producing company, to be

T)c\v

known as the Fellowship of
will
commence operations

Dj

Flayers,
at the
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Billy Merson has been out of the
cast of 'Brighter London owing to
an attack of ptomaine poisoning.
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His condition is not serious and he
is expected back in the cast within
a few days.
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After spending some time in this
country Lloyd Osbourne and his wife
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